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Tll/k/ SE$Sl< OF TnE FOURTII PARLIAMENT OF TnIE DO1IONION

(F <1 ) 1 ALLED For DESPATCII or BUNINEXS ON TnE

NINTH DAY OF DECEMBER, 1880.

SENATE CHAMIBER, as well as on the undoubted return of her

commercial prosperity, and the substantial

Thursd«Ey, December 9tA, 1880. development of ber various industries.

The nmebers assembled in the Senate During the recess my advisers thought the

Chamber. time opportune for making another attempt to
Prayers and routine proceedings. carry out the declared preference of Parlia-

ment for the construction and operation of
NEW SENATOR. the Canadian Pacific Railway by means of an

Ilion. JOSEPU NoaTHWo oD, o Incorporated Company, aided by grants of
tovwn of Chatham, mone and land, rather'tan by the direct
the Senate in the room of Hon. George ton of h Gov eret
Brown, deceased, was introduced and,having taken and subscribed the oath to England for the purpose of carrying on,
lprescribed by law, took bis seat. negotiations to that end.

The Hlouse was adjourned during I am pleased to be able to inform you that
'deasure. their efforts were so far successful that a con.

$PII RMTE HO tract hias been entered into, subject te, theSPECHI FROM THIE THRONEL.

The members of the Senate being t approval of Parliament, s-ith men of hig
em1bled, His Excellency was pleasd financial standinginEurope, the tioted

(mmaaill te atenanc oftil (-ýI t 'Sate an Caada fo th spedyconstructioncommand the attendance of te louse of and permanent workingof thi8 great nationat
CJonnons, and that House being preseit, cuterpris,.
Iis Excellenc.y was pleased to open the
hird Desin of the Fourth Parliamen t witli, will be subinitted to you without delay,

ofaud invoke for themD yooir no rly C ad earnest
traPeech froh e r the ch berone e- s n

i e itlem"uîi of tie Sapv With thi vPariame bave siimoned yi
o f liée "0118e cf, Comeuw before the usuan period, e ne action eau io

î opening this, the Thirt son of the taken cy the contractors to prosecute the
p 3ent Parliament, 1 have ta offer you my work, ani no permanent arrangement for the

e mcongratlatios O the bountifni organization of a systematic emigration from
Jlarvest with which Canada lias been blessed, Europe to the North-West Tcrritories, can Ie
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0 Orders and Cutoms

satisfactorily made until the policy of Parlia-
ment with respect to the railway ,ias been
decided.

Steady progress lias been made in the con-
struction of those portions of the railway now
under contract. Two additional sections have
been recently opened for traffic, one from
Winnipeg to Portage la Prairie, the other
from Cross Lake to Keewatin; so that there
are now in all 26'4 miles in operation.

You will be glad to learn that the measures
adopted to proniote economy in the working
of the Intercolonial and Prince Edward Island
Railways have resulted in a large reduction of

tie difference between revenue and expendi-
ture ; and that the steadily increasing traffic
warrants the expectation that during the
current year these railways will be self-

sustaining.
I have the gratification of inforning you

that Her Majesty's Government has generously

presented to Canada, for training school pur-
poses, the steam corvette (1harybdir lately
returned from service in the Chinese Seas.
The correspondence on this subject will be
laid before you.

I have thought it well, in consideration of
the increasinîg duties thrown by the develop-
ment of the country upon the Civil Service,
and for the more efficient organization of sucli
service, to issue a Royal Commission to
examine and report on the whole question.

The Report of the Commissioners will, I
believe, be ready to be laid before you at an
sarly day; and I ask for your consideration of
such report and of the whole subject of Civil
Service Reform.

A ineasure for the enlargement of the
boundaries of the Province of Manitoba will
be submitted to you.

I greatly regret bcing obliged to state that
the entire failure of the usual food supply of
fli Indians in the North-West, to whiclh I
called your attention last Session, has contin-
ued, during the present season, and lias
involved the necessity of a large expenditue
iii order to sav e then fron absolute starvation.
Several of the Bands have, however, already
applied thceinselves to the cultivation of their
teserves and the care of their cattle. No

effort will be spared to induce the whole of
the aboruginal population to betake themselves
to agricultural pursuits.

Gentlemen of the House of Comnmorv:

'The Accounts of the last, and the- Xstinates

'11e Speech.

for the ensuing, year will be laid before you
The Estimates will, I trust, be found to ha'va
been prepared with due regard to econoony
and the efficiency of the Public Service.

It will be satisfactory to you to know that
the existing Tariff lias not only promoted tae
manufactures andother products of the covn -
try, but lias so far ircreased the revenues of
the Dominion as to place it beyonil doubt that
the receipts of the current fiscal year will be
in excess of the expenditures chargeable ti
consolidated revenue.

Honorable Gentlemen of tIte Senai;.-

Gentlemen of the House of Comnwns:

Sevoral measures of importance will be sub.-
mitted to yon ; among them will be Rills tor
the winding up of Insolvent Banks and In -
corporated Companies; for the amendment or
the Railway Act of 1879 ; for the revision an d.
consolidation of the laws relating to Goverr
ment Railways; and for the iimprovemnent, 'a.
several respects, of the Criminal Law.

1 am pleased to be able to inforn you that
there are now good hopes of our being able to
place the naturalization of Germaa settlers oit
a more satisfactory footing. A measure Will
be submitted, with all the papers connecti.t
witlh the matter, for your conisiderationi.

Your best attention will, I an sure, be givan
to the subjects I have mentioned, as well as ta
everything that affects the well-being and good
governient of the Dominion.

His Excellency the Governîor (enera
was pleased to retie, ad the H touse of
Couinions -withdrew.

Thew Htouse resumîed.

BILL INTRODUCEI).

Hou, Sir ALEX. CAMPBELFL intro
duced a B1ll intitule I ' An Aet reli,
iug to Railways."

The Bill wa-s i-ead the first timne.

THE AD)DRESS.

MOTION.

Hlon. Sir ALEX, CAM PPELL noved
-That thje flouse (o take into considee-
tioi the Speech of lis Excellency tho
Governor General to-norrow.-

The motion was agreed to.

TIE ORDERS AND CUSTOMS OF TIU?
SENATE.

CO)MMITTEE APPOINTED.

Iton. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL mnoveis.
-That all the Menbers present duîring
this Session be apIjoin te I a C(.omiîttee to

[8 E N AT ] if the Seuate.



[DECEMBER 10, 1880.]

coaider the Orders and Customs of this
K uwse and Privileges of Parliament, ani
th.aL the said Committee have leaee to
meet in this House, when and as often
a4'they please.

The motion was agreed to.
*REai LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

FIRST REPORT.

he SPEAKER presented to the
ilouse the Report of the Librarian, on
tho state of the Library of Parliament.

The Semuie adjourned at 3.45 p.u.

THE SENATE,
Jriday, December 10th, 1380.

The Speaker took the chair at Three
ocibck.

Prayers and routine proceedinig.
; THE ADDIESS.
Hon. Mr. GIBBS - A duty has been

assi'gned te me upon the present occa-
sion te move an Address in reply te the
gracions Speech which Ris Excellency
has been' pleased te deliver to both
HoQuses of Parliament. I may say that
[ should have been very much better
pleased lad it been assigned te some one
who would have discharged the duty
that now devolves upon me in a much
M9re satisfactory manner than by any
Possibility I can expect te do. Although
th" is lot the first time that I have had
the opportunity or privilege of moving
au. &ddress in reply te the Speech froin
the Throne, yet I feel that I do se te-
day under very different circumstances
froin those under which I did it in 1866,
while addressing the other branci of the
Legislature of the then Provinces of
Canada. When I heard Ris Excellency
deliver his Speech yesterday, I could not
help going back to the time when I bd
the honor oif moving the Address on the
occaon.to which I have just alluded. I
was forcibly reminded, as he progressed
with bis Speech, that the questions of
that day sink intio comparative insigniti-
cance when contraated vith the impor-
tant questions which are submitted to
Lite consideration of this Parliament.
[Jpon that occasion we had the Fenian
raid upon us, which had to 1)e aup-
pressed, and Parliament then, us now,
had been called together at an extraor-
dinary season of the year, warranted by
the circumstances of the case. The
questions that that Parliamient had to

H!oir. Mr. Gibbs.

deal with, though very important, now
seem trivial when compared with
those which have been presented,
and which will be presented, for
the consideration of the Parlia-
ment which is now assembled. Though
the great question of Confederation
was before that Parliament, and had
been practically disposed of by the
Legislatures of the Provinces of Upper
and Lower .Canada, and by the Legisla-
tures of Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wick, yet, all that that Parliament had
te deal with was the consideration of the
Union of the older Provinces, whose
names I have just mentioned, and whose
Legislatures had given assent te the
terms of Union. The legislation con-
templated under the British North
America Act, extended only to these
provinces, and was of an inter-provincial
character. Now, the legislation which
this Parlianient is called upon to deal

with, extends to half a continent. Then
the question which naturally followed
from the consideration of the measure of
Confederation, was the construction of
an intercolonial railway. Now, the
question which this Parliament vill
have to deal with, is not one simply
intercolonial in its character, thongh it
is to benefit the remote provinces which
have since been added te the Union,
but it is the construction of nothing lens
than a trans-continental railway. The
consideration of the finances and resour-
ces of the country, caused no little
anxiety te those that were about to
enter into the Confederation of the
several provinces. To-day the question
which you will have to consider - which
the Parliament of Canada will have to
consider - is perhaps the most important
one vhieh may cone before it for a
number of ycars, as it is cet tainly the
most important that lias engaged the
attention of Parliament for· the last

, decade. If one nay judge from what
has taken place in the past,, lie may
fairly reason that the measure which ap.
pears so important to-day niay, te the
statesman of a decade hence, appear as in-
significant as the measure of fifteen years
ago appears te the statesman of to-day.
The progress of the country is se great
that great events have crowded upon us
rapidly and inperceptibly. I make
these few introductory remarks because

Address. 31Tite
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they were forced upon my attention
by the Speec:h which His Excellency,
was pleased to deliver to both Houses
of Parliament yesterday. The first
question which naturally engages the
attention of hon. gentlemen is the faet
that we have been called together at
a timne which is rather out of the natu-
ral order, looking, as we invariably do,
to February as the month in which Par-
liament should be convened; but, as I
hJve already stated, the grave questions
to be presented for your consideration
warrant this early meeting. The first
subject. to which lis Excellency calls
our attention is the fact that Canada
bas been blessed by a bountiful harvest.
I' think you will agree with me that it
was right and proper that His Excel-
lency should begin his gracious Speech
by referring to such an important fact.
That Canada lias been blessed with a
bountiful barvest is, indeed, a matter of
.gratification. Although not as good and
bountiful as one could wish in some parts
of the country, yet, taking it as a whole
-- looking at it from an average point of
view -- His Excellency is q uite warranted
in naking the statement found in the
ýipeech now in our hands. This has, no
doubt, contributed to the prosperity on
which His Excellency in the next para-
graph congratulates the country. That
the harvest will tend, and has tended, to
bring about this desirable end is a point
that will be readily conceded by every
hon. gentleman vho hiad the pleasure of
listening to lis Excellency, or of read-
ing the Speech since it was delivered.
Not only bas there been a bountiful bar-
vest, but, I think, taken in connection
therewith, the legislation of two sessions
ago bas contributed in no small degree
to bring about the prosperity to which
His Excellency alludes. I an not going
to discuss to-day whether the National
Policy, as it bas been termed, lias brouglit
about the prosperity with which Canada
is blessed at the present moment. I
think it would Le, perhaps, ont of place
,on this occasion, but I cannot help re-
uarking that there have been during the

last few years seasons in which an abun-
dant harvest lias been reaped without the
prosperity ensuing which lias attended
the reaping of that of 1880. That policy
lias contributed in no small degree, in my
opinion, to the prosperity which Canada

lon. Mr. Uibms.

is now enjoying. I could cite, were it
necessary, the improved position of seve-
ral interests which have of late years
been much depressed, as evidence of the
commercial prosperity alluded to. i
allude to the shipping interest as
one of them. Our shipping bas
been earning much better freights
during the past year or two than
in years preceding, and this has aided
naterially -in bringing about the pros-
perity of the country. Then, if we look
at the question of inter-provincial trade,
of which we may, perhaps, jutge Vo somne
extent by the returns made of the Inter-
colonial Railway traffic, we find that it
must have been very niaterially increased,
and has also, to a considerable extent,
contributed to restore the commercial
prosperity of the country. Thea again,
our increased exports, I an happy to
say, show that many of our industries
have been stimulated 1 the National
Policy, and, thougli niot yet in full blast,
are feeling their way into foreign mar-
kets. I make the stateient advisedly
that many manufactures have been ex-
ported not only to England, but to the
far off colonies of .Australia, as well as
to one of our own provinces, Manitoba.
These industries, which have been feel-
ing their way in other countries, 'have
met with a degree of considerable suc-
cess, and I hope they will be warranted
in exporting more largely than they have
yet donc. Not only has this contributed
to the undoubted prosperity of the coun-
try, but also to the substantial develop-
ment of our varions industries. In this
connection I may state the fact that
some sugar refineries, which had been
closed before the passing of the National
Policy, have been stimulated so far as to
be re-opened, and that operations have
been recournenced with every promise of
success. Not only this, but I may also
point to the fact that in tie city of Hali-
fax, towns of Moncton, Tilsonbury and
West Farnham, sugar refineries are àlso
in course of construction, involving an ex-
penditure of, perhaps, a million of dollars
or upwards.. 1 do not think that I an
stretching the point, or going beyond the
record, when I state that all these indus-
tries are dependent, more or less, upon
the continuance of the policy which was
adopted in this country in 1879. I
migit refer also here to many other in-
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dustries of the country, anil I am happy
to know that one of the largest of thomr
-the lumbering trade-though I do not
say this arises from the adoption of the
National Policy-has vastly improved,
largely owing to the returning prasperity
in the Inited States, which, reflecting on
us, hasbenefitted this industry in the niost
extraordinary manner. I trust that the
pirosperity which is now enjoyed through-
out the country vill be continued and
increased in the future. B>ut the most
important question that will be submit-
ted for your consideration is that which.
relates to the construction of the Pacific
Railway, and is couched in the language
(f the succeeding sections, upon which I
will speak for a nioment or two. i8
Excellency inforis us :

"During therecess mv advisers thougiht the
htine opportune for raaking another attempt
tO carry out the declared preference of Parlia-
ment for the construction and operation ofthe Canadian Pacifie Railwvay by mecans of an
incorporated cornpany, aided by grants ofmoney and land, rather- than by the directaction of the Government."
I take it there is but one opinion
upon tie propriety of adopîting the
course recoimended in tho section which
1 have just read and the two or three
others whieh i nediately succeed it. I
believe there is a fixed determination in
the ininds of the peopfle of this country,and, I doubt not, in the minds of the
inembers of this Parliament, that, if pos-sible, the construction of this railway
hall be executed in the way indicatec4.The propriety of doing so has been con-reded not oniy hy the mtembers of one

I.rty, but by both political parties in
this country. Parliainent has adopted
resolutions embotdying that priuciple on
more than one occasion, and I am surethat you wili be glad to learnî that this

reat enterprise is to be built by an in-
o'porated compay.' It wouild be idlefor me nouw to dîiscuss the merits of auestion not 'eù 'lacel ini the hands ofhon. gentlemen .  j an myself as much

in the dark as any mîemnber of this lilouse
can possiblY Ie (outside of the Governi-
ilent) with reference to the teŽrmsii of thi.s
eutract. 1 onlv know what it isslpîposel to contin frOmI the Iublic
prints, but I should n1ot he nt 1l1 sur-
1rised if, when the contract is placed on
the table, the salient )oints of the agree-
nient for the construction of this road

Ho. Mr,1. Gibbs.

(entered inte with certain parties in
Europe, the United States and Canada)
have by some means or otherfound their
way into the public press, and that tho
main facts have been correctly stated.
However, as we are yet in doubt and
uncertainty on the subject, I do not
think it will be wise or becoming to dis-
euss ternis which have not vet been
made known officially, or to say whether
it is wise, prudent or advisable to enter
into that contract. One thing, however, I
think I may say, and, I believe, lion. gein-
tlemen, you will entirely concur with nie,
that whatever number of millions of'
acres of lands, whatever number of mii-
lions of dollars in money, iay be granted
to any incorporated comipvmy as a sub-
sidy to aid in the constrwution of this
great public undertaking, Parliament
will see to it tliat such safeguards sur-
round this contract,.and such 'guarantees
shall be given for its performance, thar,
by no possibility shall it return into
the bands of lhe (overnmilent ineol-
pleted ; or, if comnpleted, that the
parties shall ltitlfilly adhere to irs
teris and operate it for the time luring
which, under that contract, they have
agreed sa to do. I believe that we can
have but one feeling with reference to
that point. Having considerel the
principles laid down for the construction
of this work-and I believe scarcely
anyone will be founi to object to theni
-Parliament will see to it that ail pe-
cessary precautions shall be taken; to
insure the faithful fulfilment f the con-
tract by those who have undertaken to
construct this gigantie work. I aim
happy to kn1 ow, and this Iouse will also
be glad to know, thiat the parties whLo
are repor ted to have entered into this
contract are not only residents of tlie
Dominion, but also of the United States
and the Continent of Europe, aud I pre-
sume by the use of the words " finan-
cial standing iii Eihur ope " we are to infer
that gentlemen of high financial charac-
ter in England and France, and Ierhaps
Gerimanv and Belgiuîm, bave become
parties to this great contract, an1(d that
laving brouglt then into it- havirg
made them parties to it--we shail have
organized by those who have undlertak-
en to buidl this important vork,
a svsten of immigration into the
North-West Territories, whieh will
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maake that country what we all
desire to sec it-the home of millions,
and of a happy and prosperous
people. Ve are also congratulated by
lis Excellency upon the fact that steady
progress has been made with the con-
struction of this work; and yet, although
we are told that 264 miles of this rail-
way are now in operation, we have
scarcely entered upon the threshold
of this gigantic undertaking, and the
number of miles already in operation
forms scarcely a tithe of it. We are
glad to know that progress is also being
made in the construction of other por-
tions of this great work, and that soon, by
the opening of a new line of railway ex-
lending from Lake Superior to Vinni-
peg (410 miles), with the additional
two or three hundred miles being con-
structed into the interior, probahiy one-
third or nearly one-half of this great
indertaking will then have been con-
pleted. His Excellency also informs
us:-

d You will be glad to learn that the measures
adopted to promote economy in the working of
the Intercolonial and Prince Edward Island
tailwavs have resulted in a large reduction of

ie ditierence between revenue and expendi-
ture; and that the steadily increasing traffic
warrants the expectation that during the cur-
rent year these railways will be self-sustain-
ing."
'This, I an sure, is a matter for congrat-
ulation to every hon. gentleman, the fact
that the revenue and expenditure are
coming so neaily together, that the time
is not very far distant when these rail-
ways will be self-sustaining. I remem-
her whenî making somie observations
upon the construction of the Inter-
colonial Ilailway, a number of years
ago, when Confederatiot was being dis-
cassed--its construction was made a

part and l>arcel of the British North
America Act-that any hont. mem.
her who venturel to assert that
that road would ever bc used for coin-
mercial purposes, in any sense whatever,
would be regarded as little less than a
madman. There were ion. gentlemen
who opposed the construction of that road
at that time who showed very forcibly,
and, in their. own opinion, very conclu-
sively, that it would be utterly impossi-
ble to carry a barrel of flour on it to the
Maritime Provinces-that the cost of
doing so would make it impossible. The

Ion. Mr. Gilbs.

system which has been adopted, though
it bas not been directly remunerative, in
one sense, has answered all the purposes
for whicb its friends contended when, in
1867 and 1868, they were voting money
and making appropriations for ita con-
struction. It is, therefore, a matter of
congratulation to cvery hon. member to
know, that by reducing the expenditpre
and increasing the revenue, we are led to
hope that the railway will be shortly
self sustaining. The», Iis Excellencv
informs us that we are to have for training
school purposes H. S. Charybdis. L
trust all the beucfits expected fron the
possession of that vessel will le more
than realized. We are also informed
that there is a possibility of the Civil
Service being re-organizcd, a Royal Com-
mission having Lien formued to report
uponi the subject. I trust that sonw-
thing may result fromn the report of this
Commission which it is desirable should
be accomplished in so important a matter
as that of Civil Service reform. 'W
are informed that the Province of Mañii-
toba is to be enlarged, and His Excel-
lency concludes by informing us that we
shall have legislation upon certain itw-
portant subjects which I shall not here
enumerate, as every lion. gentleman has
them before him, and it is unnecessary
that I should take up time in adverting
to them. I will conclude my observa-
tions hy simply stating that whatever
legislation may be brought before this
Parliament for its consid oration will 're-F
ceive the attention whieh its importance
demandsand I trustand believe that what-
ever legislation may take place on the part
of Canada will be such, in the future (as in
the main it has been in the past) as will
tend to the social, moral and material
well-being of those for whom Parliament
bas been called to legislate. With these
observations, I have miusch pleasure in
moving the following resoluttion :

That the following Address be pre-
sented to His Excellency the Governor-
General, to offer the respectful thanks of
this House to His Excellency for the
gracious Speech which His Excellency
has been pleased to make to both Houses
of Parliament, namely
"To Bis Excellency the Riight Honorable Sir

John Douglas Sutherland Campbell (commes-
]y called the Marquis of Lorne), Knight of the
Most Ancient and Most Noble Order of the
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'Thistle, Kinight Grand Cross of the Most Dis-
4guisihed Order of Saint Michael and Saint

George,Governor General of Canada, and Vice-
Admiral of the same, &c., &c.
"34rIT PL srs Youa ExcLascy :

"WC, Her Majesty's dutiful and loyal subjects,
the Senate of Canada, la Parliament assembled,
respectfully thank Your Excellency for your.
graçious Speech at the openng of this Ses-

iWe also thank Your Excellency' for your
congratulations on the bountifal harvest with
whiph (Janada has been blessed, as well as on
t4e, undouited return of lier commercial pros-
perity, and the substantial development of her
various industries.
tW are glad to learn fron Your Excellency

1-iat during the recess your advisers thought
et timiue opportune for making another at-

eormpt to carry out the declared preference of
I rilament for the construction and operation
)l the Canadian Pacific Railway by meanus of

an incorporated company, aided by grants of
MOMey and land, rather than by the direct
action of the Government; that three of Your
Sitcellency's Ministers therefore proceeded to

land for the purpose of carrying on nego-
t"Shons to that end; aud that their efforts
were so far successful that a contract has been
oniered into, subject to the approval of Par-
iment , with men of high financial standing
tn Europe, the United States and Canada, for
ttàe speedy construction and permanent work-
ia, of this great national enterprise.
"he contract, and the papers connected

therewith, which Your Excellency lias beeni
)l'eased to say will be st&britted to ns without
elay, will not fail to receive from us that

early 'and earnest cousideration which Your
lieellency bas invoked for thern.

fhat is with that view, we note, that Your
]qeeltency has summoned us before the usualpeorid, as no action can be taken·by the con-tractors to prosecnte the work, and no perma-
nent arrangement for the organization of asystemaic emigration from Europe to the
North-Wesit Territories, can be sat.isfactorily
iade uutil the policy of Parliament witli
respect to the railway has been decided.

"It affords us pleasure to be informed by
YOUr Excellency that steady progress ias been
luade in the construction of those portions of
t.e lra11way nov under contract, and that twoadditional sections have been recently openedfor trafic, one from Winnipeg to Portage laPrairie, the other from Cross Lake to Kee-watin; SO that there are now in aIl 2G4 milesun operation.
de are glad tO leara that the measures

a4opted to proumote econoiny in the working(f the Ilitercolonial and Prince Edward Island
Hailways have resulted in a large reduction of
the difference between revenue and expendi-
tire, and that the steadily increasing traffic
iwrants the expectation that during the

current, year thuese raulways will .be self.
twtaiing,

Hom. Mfr. GU .

"We derive great gratification from the an.
nouncement that Her Majesty's Government
has generously presented to Canada, for train-
ng school purposes, the steam corvette
Charybdis, lately returned from service in the
Chinese Séas; and we thank Your Excellency
for saying that the correspondence on thi
subject will be laid before us.

"We hear with interest that Your Excellency
lias thought it well, in consideration of the
increasing duties thrown by the development
of the country upon the Civil Service, and for
the more efficient organization of such service,
to issue a Royal Commission to examine and
report on the whole question.

"When the Report of the Commissioners Is
laid before us, as Your Excellency has been
pleased to intimate that it will be at an early
day, we shall apply ourselves with pleasure
to the consideration of such report and of the
whole subject of Civil Service Refurm.

"We thank Your Excellency for informing
us that a measure for the enlargement of the
boundaries of the Province of Manitoba will
be submitted to us.

"We greatly regret to hear from Your Excel-
lency that the entire failure of the usual food
supply of the Indians in the North-West, to
which Your Excellency called our attention
last session, lias continued during the present
season, and lias involved the necessity of a
large etpenditure in order to save them from
absolute starvation. We are glad to lean,
however, that several of the Bands have
already applied themsclves to the cultivation
of their reserves and the care of their cattle,
and that no effort will be spared to induce the
whole of the aboriginal population to betake
themselves to agricultural pursuits.

'It affords us pleasure to learn that several
measures of importance will be submitted to
us, and that, among thein, will be Bille for the
winding up of insolvent banks and incorporat-
ed companies; for the amendmont of the
Railway Act of 1879; for the revision and
consolidation of the laws relating to Govern-
ment railways; and for the improvement, in
several respects, of the criminal law.

;We are pleased to learn from Your Excei-
lency that there are now good hopes of our
being able to place the naturalization of Ger-
iman settiers on a more satisfactory footing,
and that a measure will be suhmitted, with ail
the papers connocted with the matter, for our
consideration.

"Our best attention will, Your Excellency
may be sure, be given to the subjects you have
mentioned, as well as to everything that af-
fects the well-being and good government of
the Dominion."

lon. Mr. McLELAN.-It afFords
tue very great pleasure to second
the Address whici has been moved
in answer to the Speech from the Throne.
The task that has been left for me is
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an easy one. The lion. gentleman,
witlh that skill acquired in 1866 and
since, has left but little for mne to say
or do in the matter. lie commenced at
the paragraph which refers to the har-
vest, and, passing over the entire
field, reaps the whole lharvest of
speech whiclh it tflords. Iad I
anticipated that he would have gather-
e( so closelv, I sliould ha ve said to
the leader of the Government, 1 would
thank him) to instruct bis younîg inan to
leave a few handfîîlls for me to glean
after hiti. But, under anty cireunistances,
lion. gentienien, the task would be coin-
paratively easy, for this Speech froin the
Throne, i believe, in its main features,
commends itself to the intelligence of
this House, and of the coumtry at largç.
We are asked in the opening paragraph,
as lias been stated by the lion. iover of
the Address, to accept the congratulations
of lis Excellency for the bountiful bar-
vest with which Canada bas been blessed.
The blessings of a good harvest, hon.
gentlemen, are very widely diffused, and
I was reminded upon looking at that
volume whicl lies on the table before mu,
but which is seldom quotedin Parliaiment,
except by our chaplain, of a very
excellent autlority, who says tiat " the
profits of the earth are for all, and the
king himself is served by the field ;" and,
therefore, hon. gentlemen, as the less-
ings of the harvest are widely diffused
froni king to people, all ranks and coi-
ditions of life, high and low, richt and
poor, can with grateful hearts to the
Giver of all good, accept the offered con-
gratulations for the blessings of this
bountiful harvest which bas been givea
to our whole land. But, lion. gentle-
nien, as lias been remarked before by
my lion. friend opposite, it i4 not in thls
year alone tlat we have lad good liar-
vests. Ttîese words of congratulation
bave becomne funiliar to our ears. For
many years in suciession Canada has
been blessed with good harvests, and
yet, as lie says, the resuilts that miglt
naturally b- ainticipatedl fromgood har-
vests, have not boei realized. We were
for a period of years, to a certain extent,
content with those good harvests. We
were content that Providence slould
give us sun.shine atid rain, and should
bring the seed which the agriculturist
east into the ground to niaturity, but

IHon. Mfr. keLan.

Ve left uinleveloped ail the othoer
vast natural resources whiIch that
sane good Providence lad place
it our lands. The same bounti-
ous hand that dropped down fatness fromi
tlie clouds, that gave the dew and thi
.rain, and the sûnsliine that warmed and
invigorated the seed cast into the ground-;
tho sai.e liaud that, w'ith golden suni-
beams,.gilded the ripening corn, cast in
profusion all over this Dominion, from
sea to sea, from the Atlantic to the Pa-
cific, an iiexhaustible supply of every
material required in building up this
great country, and makirng her prominent
i amnong the nations of the earth. But wo
lefi these couparatively untoucied-we
used but one of the many talents that
wero coiniiwttel to our care. We gath -
ered the bountiful liarvests Providenco
gave, and spent the surplus, as well as
large loans, mainly in foreign countries,
in the puirchase of goods wlhicl g-ave em-
ploynent to the people of those lands,
therchy sustaining their industries, devel -
oping their resources, and adding to their
property and greatness. For five long
years the craft upon our rivers and lakes
were comparatively meinployed ; the cars
on our railways rain half filed, except ii
brnging to us the produce of foreign
industries ; our factories ompara
tively idle or closed, und th pub
lic records and exchequer, yoitr b-y
year, proclaiming our growin g poverty.
So manifest lad this becoie, notwith
standing the Lenefits of the gootl har-
vests, that the public attentiot was
turneil to the consideration of a renedy,
and thi public sentiment of this country,
with a unanimity tarely seen, dteclared
that the policy of the Governmîenît should
be changed. Tliat change ws a in. ide in. au-
cordance with the will of the jcople. as
declared iii 1878. A nd we ar-e now, as
the hon. goiientai opposite says, seeng
some of tlia fruits of this change, and
that part of tle paragraph of the Speech
which hias so often met our eyes.has
beei ex p anleil anid colneted, and we
are cong5"ratiulated nlot onlv for thebles-
sings of a ,bountifuil harvist, but the r-
turnedl prosperity, and the substanîtial
developime:t of the industries of tiim
countrv. The neKt paragraph of th
81peeh refers to a question thât bas for a
long period oceupied the attention of this
countryv. Tere is. perhaps, no questioi
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since the confederation of the provinces
that lias occupied it more, and that lias
been of more importance to the Domin-
ion at large than the question of the
Canadian Pacific Railway. When the
gentlemen who led the Governmnent of
this country from 1867 to 1873 con-
pleted the confederation of the older pro-
vinces, they turned their attention west-
ward, and, they found there a
large extent of country, whicli
was compa'ratively unknown, but which
it was9 believed contained tiat whici
was necessary to the completion and to the
success of the whole Dominion. They
had seen that, notwithstanding we had
abundance of good soil in the older pro-
vinces, that the ease with which the
prairie faris could be cultivated, and the
p.roductiveness of the soil, offered attrac-
tions to many of our young men which
they were unable to resist, and for years
some of the best blood of the country-the boue and sinew of the provinces-
had been passing over into the United
States, to find h'omies on that prairie land,and help) to develope that western country
and buiil 11p the whole Union. The
census of 1870 shows that for the ten
jears preceding, there had passed out of

Canada on an average, twenty.four thou-
Sand of our people every year'; and I an
lute satisfied that the census of t)is vear

ot the United States will show thaît of
anadian born subjects, or the descen-

danuts of Canadiai borni subjects, there
are now in the United States, between,on1e and two millions of Feople, most ofwhomu but for tho praile soil, or the great
impetus that has been gi ven ·to eastern
trade in consequence of the deopment
of that westeri country,wald be residents
of the Dominion. Therefore, there waswizdom in endeavorinig to ascertaiin ifthat great drain upon tliis country could
nOt bestopped, and that those who desired
prairie farms should find the sane at-
tractions nudet Our own flag as exist inth Western States. Terefore, the
purchase of the North-West. vas coin-
pleted, and tienf the Province of 1,ritish
Colurnbia was added to i. 'Ih en the
qIestioni arrose, '']ow are ive to uîtilizethis purchase ? " and the only answerthat could be given to tat was by ro-
viding facilities for rapid and easy inter-cours with that territory, not oniy te
enabie the intending settlers to reach the

ion. Mr, aelc e .

prairie, but that the produce of their
farms might find a route to tie markets
of the East. The whole people agreed
as to tho desirability or the necessity of
having a, Pacific Railway to open u
thi country, and to connect and bind
the whole together. Differences of
.opinion, iowever, existed as to ou:-
ability to meet tie cost, as well as thi
,mode to be adopted to se-cure it. The
Men, wlio then led the Government o'f
the country, proposed the plan pursued
largely in the United States, Of making
the lands contribute largely to the co-e
of the roads.over them. In the past
twenty years the United States Gov-
ernmient bas given over sixty
millions of dollars in noney, andý
200,000,000 acros of land, mainly
for the construction of railways. Tht-
proposition of our Governnent origin-
ally was ba.sed upon this practice of the
United States to give to any
company undertaking the w ork i.

subsidy in ionev, and land. Cir-
cumstances to which we need not refer,
prevented the acconplishmnent of thae
policy. A change of Government took
place. The road was taken in iands by
the new Governmont, and construction
was proceeded witli, and, I an sure, if w,
required anîy proof of the wisdomi andi.
advantages of the o ther course, we had i'
during the five years in which the rail-
way was being carried on as a governi -

ient work. Another changrof Govern-
ment bas taken place, and the gentlemen
who originally moved in this Pacitic
Railway have now the nianagenient of
i. Adhering to their original plan of
construction by a compay, as approved
bv Parliaient, tliey have sought for ona
egnal to the uidertaking, and an-
nounice to us tiat they have succeeded.
Tlie particulars of the contract are noý
yet public, but douîbtiess there is a sub-
sidy of nioney and lands, as originally
propîosel. The land witiout railways i..i
of no valute wlatever to is, and i
by giving evein a large lportioe?
for the constru::tion of a roadi
whichî will render tl)e whole, inîcluding
wlat we retain, of value, then we are
the gainers--ookinag to the mere di
posal of land-and shall have by that en
hanced value more than the mîîoney por-
tion of the subsiiy returined tot us. Tlh-
whole territor'v, when h1elet b.y tIh
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Hudson Bay Company, was to them
valuçless, except as a hunting field.
In the transfer to the Dominion they
made reserves of comparatively smali
portions in different localities, and now
Mnder the prospect of a development of
the territory, by the construction of rail-
ways and settlement, the reserves are of
more value to the company than was the
whole territory in its wild condition, and
just so will it prove te the Dominion ;
utter the subsidy of land is set off, how-
,ver large it mnay be, that which will re-
main to us will be, with the railway
.completed, of intinitely more value than
was the whole, and, what is bf inéaleuable
advantage, give ready access to that vast
fertile region where our own' sons and
the immigrants who come to us may find
homes for themselves and their descen-
dlants to give strength, prosperity, -and
»tability to the Dominion. Reference is
iade in the speech to the Intercolonial
Railway, and we are told that its position
linancially lias been greatly improved.
My hon. friend who moves the Address
has referred te the discussions in Parlia-
ment respecting the construction of that
work, and tie doubts which were ex-
pressed that it would be of any commer-
vial value to the Dominion, or that it
would ever carry a barrel of flour. I
have not the returns of freight carried
over the road, but I am sure it is beyond
the anticipations of the most satiguine
friends of the line; but whilst the traffic
was large the position in which it came
1e the hands of its present managers in
2878-9 was certainly discotrraging. On
the main line the expenses overran the
receipts $716,000, and on the Prince
Edward Island road $90,000. This was
a condition of things of the utmost impor-
lance to the whole Dominion. The men of
4lhe West had benefitted largely by the
road in enabling them to send their
products to thã Maritime Provinces, but
as they claim to be the largest tax-
paying portion of our people it was not
pleasant tq them te face an annual deficit
of over three quarters of a million, in the
working of that road; besides, this de-
licit was so great as te preclude the idea
,f reduced freights on their produce te
i'eet the redcîtions in competing lines
south of us for the produce of that
Èointry te the seaboard. Eastward for
the same lasons, as well as becanse we

lion. -1r. McLelan.

required increased accommodation fer
traflic which we could not expect with so
large a deficit, the condition was dis-
couraging ; and I am sure it will be
gratifying te all to learn the aImot
marvellous change which lias been
brought about. So soon as the preset
head of that Department ascertained its
full position, with a vigorous hand bie
commenced a reduction of the expenses,
and so well lias lie succeeded, that whilst
the cost of 714 miles of road was in
the year preceding his management
$2,010,000, in the succeeding year,
and with the- Riviere du Loup line
added froin August, making 836 miles
to work, the expenses, with this
increased mileage, were reduced to
$1,6u0,000, which, with an increase of
receipts, left but a small deficit, and the
present year gives every assurance that
there will be a surplus, with the road ii
splendid condition. This, I maintain, is
a matter of vital importance, both Eat
and West, inasmuch as so soon as the
receipts and expenditure approach a
balance, we can expmet increased expen-
ditures to develop new trades aml
better meet the requiiements of the old.
Having occupied so much of Vour time,
hon. gentlemen, I must -leave the othet
paragraphs as presented by my hon,
friend, the mnover of the Address, believing
with him that this hon. louse will give
careful consideration to every matteè
presented to it affecting the well-being
and good government of the Dominion.

lon. 'Mr. SCOTT made some con-
ments on the speeehes of the mover and
seconder. and added a criticisin on the
general policy of the Government.

[The above has been substituted, by Mr. Scott'a
direction, for the full report of his speech.-
SENATE REPORTERS]

olnii. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-i
have listened, and I ain sure the House
lias listened, with great pleasure te the
remarks of the hon .gentleman who moved,
and the lion. gentleman who seconded, the
motion which is now under considera-
tion. It would be presumnptuous on my
part to offer either of these gentlemen,
.who have experience equal with my own
of legislation and in parliament, congrat-
ulations upon the speeches 'which they
have made, but I think the louse will
agree with me that, often as we have
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heard the duty perforined, we là-ive never
beard it doue more ahly, nor wil a more
thorough knowledge of the subjedts to be
considered by the Houise, in dealing with
the resolutions under discussion. I can
tind very little fault with the remarks of
the hon. gentleman opposite (Mr. Scott).
lie is always a pleasant speaker to listen
to, and though one may differ fron his
conclusons, one can always see that the
intentions of mly lion. friend are for the
promotion of that thorougli under-
staading and completo discussion
of all subjects bfore the Housewhich are so lesiral,îe and usefuil. The11on. gentleman, if he vil] allow Ime tosay so, rather mis-states, I think, the cir-
cumstances, relating to several of the
tOpics which lie has discussed during the
eourse of his reniarks. I will not detain
the House Jor manv moments, but I
shall refer to three of those subjects and
Point ont what i mean. With reference
to the, summoning- of Parlianent, the
hôn. gentleman assumes that it is in-
tended to force a very important subject,such as the Pacific Rauilway contract, and
the Corresponding legislation, upor the
Ilouse with undue haste, with the idea
that Parliament shall pronounce upon it
before the holidays, or some other specific
period.- That is an assumnption which
the hon, gentleman had no right to make.
PariaMent has been sunrmîoned at thistimie because an early dezision upon that
subject is very desirable, but that theGovemnment desire to have tiat decisionone day, or one houlr, before Parliamentsees fit to give it, is an assumption that
the lion. gentleman ought not, I think, to
have made. T he holidays will come,
and when they cone they will bedeait with, but the consideration ofthe question in tiis Hlouse -or
In the other branch of the Legislatuire

nill Ilot necessarily terminate with the
h ytOlidayu. The desire of the Government

.to give the fullest opportunity for dis-Cussion. The Government is anxions, un-doubtedly, to get the opillion of Parlia-
nient upon this important measure asearly as possible, in order that the very
important steps which necessarily must
lie taken by those who are engaged in
this gigantic undertaking may be taken
in time for next season.

IIon. Mr. SCOTT-I understood that
Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

several members of the Government had
atated that if the contract was not rati-
flied by the Christmas holidays, there
would be no aijournment, except for a
day or two.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
That would Îlot juistify the assertion
which the hon. gentleman made, that the
Government wished to get this through
before the holidays, and would not give
a suflicient opportunity to - discuss
it. That is why I think the
lion. gentleman, it seens to me,
somewhat distorts the facts. I was going
on to say that the object and wish of the
Government is to get tilrough the legis-
lation and to get the opinion of Parlia-
nient upon this important subject as soon
as possible, in order that these very large
measures of prepardtion which are re-
quired for this contract may be taken at
the earliest possible date. One of the
most important is the arrangement for
immigration to this country. That im-
migration nust take place during the
proper season of next year. Unless the
decision of Parliament can be reached at
an early date upon this nieasure, the
gen'tlemen wio have this undertaking in
land will not be able to put the large
naclinei-y, which tlhey require to use, in

force in time for riext summer's opera-
tions. No such enterprise lias ever been
agsnmed by any body of men as will be
tndertaken by these contractors, in case
Parliament sanctions the measures which
the Government have provisionally
adopted. They have undertaken, in one
word, to people half a continent. The
whole succes of the enterprisa, both to
then and to the people of tlhis coun-
try, turns upoit tieir being able to
people all that vast territory in the
North-West, and it is in order to give
then ai opportunit, of beginniug that
work in time next spi ing, so that settlers
may arrive there at the proper season of
the year-that season which is most
likely to lead to success, and so spread a
feeling of confidence amuong the immi-
grants who are to follow--that Parlia-
ment has been convened at such an early
date. We have no desire tQ press it unduly
upon tieir cousideration, but to give sudh
timne as Parliament believes necessary for
aL decision. Not oUIly with reference to
Î 1rimigration, bt in, regard to every-
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thing else, wliat au enormous under-
taking it is : What processes nmust be
put in force for the puripse of trying to
carry it out successfullly ; what contracts
to e mnade : what constructions to be
uindertaken ; what arrangements for ship-
inents here, arrangements .for supplies,
and a thousand other things a company
of thaf, kind has to commence, in order to
begin such a gigantie operation in a suffi-
ciently early period next spring to assure
the country that the soasoni of
1881 will be one hvlich will mark
progress in this enormions under-
taking. These are the considerations
which have induiced the Government to
sumnion Parliament so early. It will
be the most important season of any that
will oocur during the progress of the
work, beca-use a great deal will turn
upon the experiences of the first bands
of emigrants who enter the cou ntry, and
whose reports will influence all who fol-
low the pioneer band to this country.
These are the reasons which induced the
Government to summon Parliament, and
every business man on either side of the
House will say that they are suficient
to justify the Government in having
askod Parliament to come together
tt what some may consider an
inconvenient period, (though I hope
it will not prove so to many,)
to give their assistance to the Govern-
ment in considering the measures which
will be submitted to Parlianent. My
hon. friend criticized the Government be-
cause they did not take the public into
their confidence. It seems to tme that
the Government have taken the right
course. Thev bave seized the earliest
opportunity to take the represeitatives
rf the people into their confidence. It is
through Parliament that the Government
has to deal with the people of the country.
It would not have bon blecomning to have
allowed a matter of suchi importance to
go to the public through tie press before
submitting it to Parliament, especiallv
when Parliamient has been sunmîoned as
quickly as possible for the special pur-
pose of hearing and considering the de.
tails of the contract. It did not seem to
the Goverrnent that it would have b'en
proper t) forestall tho deliberatiotns of
Parliament and to give this informta-
tion to the press in the :manner that
the hion. gentleman has suîggested. 1

lfon. Sir A le.Cmbe

think bott Iouses of Parliamenît wifl
see that, in pursuing that course -th
Governiment have treated them, with
proper respect. The hon. 'gentlemaüit
criticized that paragraph which alltrdes
to the progress t made in the construer
tion of the railway in the North-West,
and says that in the Speech of last year
the 100 miles to be constructed west of
\Winnipeg wer3 referred to, and that tho
section was to have been completed " in
a short tine," and he seens to think that
it is not yet built ; but the railway has
been built as far as Portage la Prairie,
and the locomotive is likely to run over
the whole section to which he refers
duxring the present month, so that iny
ion. friend lias not fuill information on
that subject. He attributes the delay
to the work havi-ng been undertaken by
the Government. The truthis, the delay
.was due to the fact that the work wai
undertaken by a contractor and not car-
ried out by 1im. The contractor (Mr'.
Rily-an, I believe), for the first 100- miles
west of Winnipeg, met with great diffi-
culties. It was a vet season. He was
witlrou t resources to carry on his con-
tract, and the G'> vernrment, after somte
delay, took it out of his bands. It was
only in that way that the Governmert
assuned the work. The section will bc
completed during the course of the
month. Mv hont. friend criticizes the
Commtutitssuti for theo Civil Service, and
the evidenceo which is being takeii before
that C(ouitnilissioln, and thinks that the
mlemel)&rs of the Government imight
thtenselves have arrived at better cou-
closions than the Commission. It is a-
ditlicult matter for members of the Gov-
erineint to consider suchr a subject, and
to devote to it the necessaiy time and
attentiont, and there is this advantage
attending the ('omnmission-you are er-
abled to bring to the ednsileration of the
subject minds outside of the Govern-
ment, whichl is a very valuable thing
We have on the Commi ssion a gentie-
mn who has been long- connectert with
commerce in Ontario, aid who bas had
large experience in the enmployment of
men, and is, therefore, fit to form an opin-
ion on the question of the Civil Service.
We hav.e also a gentleman connected
with banîking in Qu ebec, who has had
large experience ii the emtîployment of
noe. These two gentlemnei, therefor-
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bring a very valuable experience to the Govermetit eau accomplish anything.
consideration of this subject, which There are some Indians who are more
members of the Government could fiot likely to endure the bardship of work,
bring, and one which will be found, I and more willing to work than others.
ihink, very useful. Menibers of the The distances are so great in that, coun-
GCovernment are too apt, as thiey seo try that one can hardly appreciate what
thing% going on from day to day, and is to be done unless ene refers to them.
,week to week, and year to year, to think The Indians it is proposed to deal with
;-thing more can be done with the ser- in this direction are some seven hundred
vice. It is there and doing pretty well, miles froin the work to be carried on.
and members of the Government see It is proposed to try an experiment
nothing outside of it. But those gentle- with them, and to try to bring them
men come with fresh experience and to toil for their livelihood as
different ideas, and bring experience white men do. We hope to suc-
which the inembers of the Government ceed in thatt way, At all events,
cannot have. The higher branches of everything is being done that can be
4he Civil Service are also represented. done. Into that vexed question, as to
There are two or three deputy heads, and whon or to what cause the increased
entleen wo are suborinate olflicers. prosperity is due, I dislike to enter at

k seems to me that a commission, length. It is like the money question -
i'olmposed as this is, is probably which our former colleague, Mr. Wilmot,
thc best tribunal to which you used to discuss-it is difficult to arrive
Coul subnit sueh a question. at conclusions. My hon. friend (Mr.
7Then. my hon. friend criticizes the ex- Scott) thinks that nothing is due to the
aunining of othors of the departments. National Policy. Neither the hon.
L'hat was done in a spirit of fairness. gentleman who moved, nor the hon.

lie junior officers of each Departnent gentleman who seconded, the Address,
have, of course, their views as to promo- said that everything was due to the
eion, augmentation of salaries, hours of National Policy ; they only said that it
duty, their relative positions, and all contributed to the returning prosperity
that kind of thing, and the object in of the country. I do not know how my
calling them was that, those views and hon. friend (Mr. Scott) gets over this
feelings and wishes might have fair re- fact, as pointed out by my hon. friend
presentation. It is right and proper who moved the Address: There was a
that it should be done. Of course, the good harvest during the time of the late
Çivil Service Commission, when they Goverument, they had not the National
imake their report, if that report should Policy, and prosperity did not return.
bo adopted by the Governuent and sanc- These are three distinct positions which
tioned by Parliament, will govern the my lion. friend cannot coutrovert.
future Of those young men, and regulate hon. Mr. S(OTT--Thcre vas ne
the steps by which they shall rise in the Hrosnrit in th . United 8tates either.
service and have their salaries increased,
aud it was but fair that they should have Il oi. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
the opportunity of representing their Still, it is quite reasonable to believe
views and wishes to the Commission. that a portion of it, at all events,I Waa very glad to hear my hon. friend'q (noblody says the whole of it) is
remarka about the Indians. The in- due to the. National Policy. The
creased distress anong then is deplor- lion. gentleman says that sone people
0ble. Whether we shal be able te may liave benefitted to some extent who
spread among themu a knowledge owned cotton mills and sugar refineries,'of . farming and a desire to till but the general public has not. The
the soil, is doubtful, but every advanutage to the general public, it scems
exertion is being nade to accomplish to ne, is this: it bas brought about
that result. by lien who are as likely to prosperity to suci an extent as to enable
succeed as any we could choose. I can- people to buy cotton and sugar ; but there
not give any statenent as to the pro- is not only that to be said, but in parts
gress that lias been made . But these of the country where there are no cotton
efforts are probably the only way the nianufactories and no sugar refineries

lion. Sir Ale.r. Campbell.
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prosperity has returnied. The h9m.g"n the daties wliv!i they owe tge the use
tUeman alludes only to these two j »ring the debate on tho Addres8 i
industries. I happened to be in Toronto reply to the Speech from the Throne, ït
during an election which ocurred there the opening of Parlianent, is the time
not long since, in the western part of the when the Governnent, to a certain
city, where there are a great many citent, core up for judgrent. They
manufactures, and where the constituency are supposed to tell us in the Speech th*e
is really controlled by the workingmen prineipal thinga that they have donc
who are engaged in manufactures, and, during the recess, and they aise tell un
as far as we could judge by the votes of what they propoe to do during tho
those men and the result of the election, session ; and there is usually a botter
their views do not coincido with those of opportnity to discusa the general policy
my hon. friend ; tbey believe that some- of the Governutent and the condition of
thing was to be attributed to the Govern- the country then than at almoRt any
ment and the National Policy,becaLse those other tinie when members are tied down
men, who control a large constituency, to resolutions which are actually before
returned a gentleman, hy a large ma- the lieuse, or where a member givea
jority, to support the Government and notice of motion and has te confine him-
the N ational Policy. There is no sugar seit to the subject of that motion. -
or cotton niantifacturel in West Toronto. shai v wnture to ask the atteition of thot
Trhey have otler generid initstries, iroî, I lot- fokDrin littie while in geing over in
wool aînd wood. flaving iatstrîcss of ptragir ply s oft the Speech as briefly t r e
that character, there t an instance iii possible. la the congratulation on tho
which a large, intelligent and represt- bountiful harvest, f e, we ai join
tative population showed that they, it inost cordially, but 1 think it wvouid have
ail events, believeti that a portioi of the een just as wiup , if the gentley
prosperity was attributable to, thý muan who veto the Address, and the
National Policy, at least sutcpent to gentleman who tsecnded the do-
induce ttern tesupport the (lover dent, tion, hea refiness ad thelnielvos tA

and that we cosidered waii very sati- teat, and thera not lne o t talk
factory evidence. I arti glad titat naiy of the' effevt iipcsn our pa'osperity
hon. friend did net go ute the niatter at of' le poliy thist w.i thopteged two yer
greater length than lie did, becanse ago. The oen leader of the Opposition
eally the Flouse la ntt askel te p>ro, 1 think , howe t hnot clearly and satia-

nounce upon that paragrapl of the Ad factorily, tat the National Policy had
dress. Tt is directed e the Ho tse of notling teo dio with ate praserity whic
Comnnions, but the lion. genth'rn;rn, hear- i4h returne, to the Ubper Provinces
ng the reniarks of' the itover and otmic frot the Province of Nov

seconder of tihe Adiress, na;uuraliv re- Scoxtia, and particuhiriy frotu the eity of'
ferred te, the subject also, tut 1 have 1salifax, I cath state, with refrence tI
followed ia a littne merely t e show that city, ueithout the slightest fear o
that we believenat ail events, a littee cf contradiction, tt the >ioserity wrich
this prosjerity is due te is-and wo has bee apoken cf lias nt corie back
have evidence of it, not onls in the there. The act g, ttat the City (t
election te whic li have presren, but Ila!ifitx ul as litte prosperwe at tjin
also others that hiave taken piacee--strong lîresent day as at almost any tite withirt
evidence t show that the yublic believe the cia lait century ; and i regret te
that soae portion of the prbsperety, at sws, tps, that those who are bst qualiti-
ail everts, is d ae to the exertions of the ma to jdge a to the futre f that cith
present Goyernment, wo they are do nt thitok tga t there is a prospect o-
ready td auxious te support inmet, any very early improvenent. 1 shai
course it haw pursueti this repect. have occasion to cai the attention of the

oouse, la a littde whle, to the views ax-
Hon. Mr. POWER-I am perfeetly pressed on that subjedt iy some of the

aware that the House o anxious to mo t proiluent business men in the
dispose of tis matter as sooa as possible, city, mAd who have cordially stpported
but I think that there are other duties th; lîresent Government. What in truc
which members mut recognizr, Wayides f îlitt,, 1 think, N truc te the Same

aglon. Tir Aolex. oampbeoe.
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extent, or almost to the sme extent, of a
St. John, New Brunswick ; and 1 do not f
hisitate to say that,. to-day, if any man
oe sumicient ability were to devote him-
self to a repeal agitation in the three s
Lower Provinces, no more popular policy c
could b? advocated, and at the expira. r
tion of a year's agitation, if a vote were
ta,:en, I believe that certainly not less i
than fýur-fifths of the population would
vote fQår a repeal of the present Union.
I am not speaking as a party man, but
Maâply giving the opinion expres3ed by'
leading Conservatives in the Lower
Provinces as well as by those who oppose I
the Governnent. The emigation from
the Province of Nova Scotia and fron
Prince Edward Island lias hardly ever
beeO greater thian it is to-day, îand I
believe the same is true of the Irovince
of New Ernuswick ; and the regretable
feature of it is that that enigration is
n«t directed to ouir own North-
West or to the Upp'er Irovincs,
but, isialnost altogether to the (Jnited
Sta*te, a portion to the Eastern ttates,
and a great proportion to the North-
»restern1i States, which enter into compe-
tition with our own new territorv. I
I think this state of things lin the Mari-

tieProvintime Poics isa snbject of gr-eat regret
and for ene, coming from one of those
Provimees, cannot very cordially join in
the congratulations on the return of
commercial , prosperity and our geieral
hap pess. The next paragraphi deals
with Ite prposed mode of conîstructing
the.Canadiax Pacifie Railway. . 1 (fuite
conlcur Il everythirgî that has ibeen said
un that subject by the leader of the Op-
position. 'liere are. jut-st two or tiree
remarks of my*V onvî whidh I shiould like
to add. The third paragraph satys:
"Three of ny Ministers therefure pro-
ceeded to England for the purpose of
carrymng, ont negotiations to that end."
Now, on. gentlemen, it seels to nie
t-hat that little trip-althouig I have no
doubt it. «as a very delightful thing for
the lion. gentlemen wLo enjoyed it-was
altogether tltunneeessary, aind was a useless
expense, because it does not appear tLiat
the iegotiations were brought to any
t.hing like a head in England.' 'rite lead-
ing members of the Syndicate with whom
the business has . been transacted

a eu t English or. Continental, but
Canadians and Amerians, and the

flon. Mr. P/îeer.

ctual business of arranging the ternia
or the construction of the railway have
een made since the return of those
Ministers to this country. The circun-
tances are strongly in favor of this view
of the case. If it is true that these ar-
angements were made in England
nonths ago, why is it that, notwith-
standing the great anxiety which the
Government express that they should be-
ratified at onc(j larliamtent is siummoned
to do so only to-day I If the work was
lone months ago in England, Parliament
should have bwen summoned at an ear-
Lier date to ratify the contract, and allow
the Syndicate to make the necessary pre-
parations for going on with their work.
It is only a year ago that Parliainent
was called upon, just because this oeun-
try had so mucih business to do in Eng-
land, to pass an Act to provide for the
appointient of a representative in Lon-
doit. Titis gentleman was selected, 1
presumîne, on accoutnt of his great ability,
particularly in dealing with large finan-
cial and business muatters. His salary
was made very large, and it was ynder-
stood and declaredthat his appointaient
was to render unnecessary those period-
ical visits of detachments or the tjabinet
to the other side of the Atlantic. I
think it is regretable that, the very first
year after tho appointwent of this
highly salaried official, three Ministers
had to go over at large expeuse, and thiis
plenipotentarywas, apparently, found to
be of no use whatever. How mucli
bette, ot is the country for the appoint-
ment of that plenipotentiary last year ?
'There is eue other point in connection
with titis inatter of the Syndicate and
the .sumuioning of Parliament, which, I
think, has not been put aitogether as it
Should be by the hon. knight who leads
the Governmient. He takes the ground
that the Government wisi to give the
fullest oportunity to discuss this ques-
tion ; antid, as a reason why the ternis of

this contract have not been made known
to the public, he usays, as I understand
it, that lie thinks that that course would
be disrespectful to Parliament. Now, I
do not think the Government always
show such respect for the feelings of
Parliamueat. It seems to me that itwas
ony lst year, just on the eve of the
meeting of Parliament, that the Govern-
ient eniterei iiito C(Itrlaets for the con-

Addrémq. 1 ý>The
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'ýructionof the British Cohinbia sections I
of the Canadian Pacific Railway. It
struck me at the tiie that it was show-
.ng a great want of respect for the feel-
ings and wishes of Parliament. I pre-
'uime that the lion. leader of the Govern-
m;,ent in this flouse is quite sincere in
what lie says ; but I cannot feel the
grea test confidence in the respect which
the (overnment now assume to feel for
the feelings of Parliament. This is a

1 uestion of too nLuch imnportance to be
regulated by etiquette. This Pacific
Itailway, as every hon. gentleman who
Las spoken has said, is the most import-
ant subject with which this country has
to deal. This undertaking has been a

kind of millstone around our necks for1
#he last eight years, and we are nowl

pîropôsing to finally dispose of it. It
seems to me that it is a question on
which, not Parliament alone, but the

people, have a right to be fully inforn-
f'd, because, after all, Parliament is to
be ,respected chiefly because it represents
the people at large, and, separated from
the people, Parliament has nt particular
title to any large share of respect. Now,
it is perfectly clear that when a matter
which is to affect the future of our

people for a great many years has to be
dealt with, the people ought to have an
opportunity to exercise their intelligence
and their reason in dealing with it ; and,
I think, that there is no excuse what-
ever for the Government's refusal to
nake known the ternis of this agreement

to the people as soon as the agreement
was arrived at. If that had been donc
then the members of Parliament would
have had time, before coming here, to
think over the matter, and gather the
Opinions of their constituents and of the
public at large on the subject, and be
enabled to deal with the niatter as it
should be dealt with. We are
now goinig to deal with this
nost important subject in a
precipitte manner, .and with the
least possible time foi- reflection and dis-
cussion. The.re vas one statenent made
by the hon. gentleman who moved the
A ddress, and repeated by the leader of
the Government, that there had been
good harvests under the previous Ad-
ministration, and prosperity did not fol-
low ; but I think that has been quite
satisfactorily disposed of by the leader of

Ion. 3r. Power.

the Opposition, who saii that there rap-
pened in this present instance' to be' a
failire of the harvest in Europe, cotm-
bined with a gòôd harvest here. I should
like to ask, if the National Policy has
had so much to do with our prosperity,
how it was that during a portion of the
Conservative Administration which be-
gan in 1867 and ended in 1873, the
country enjoyed almost unexampled pros-
perity without a National Policy, and
how was it that the gentleman who is
now Finance Minister of this country,
and who then occupied the same position,
was able in 1873, in his Budget speech
ot that session, to indulge in a'nticipa-
tions which were even more glowiig
than those which be indulges in to-daye?
There are one or two paragraphs which I
shall pass over for the present. We
should all agree in thinking that it is
well to have the boundaries of Manitoba
extended a little further than they ex-
tend at present. lis Excellency has told
us that he bas thouglit it well to issue a
Royal Commission to examine and in-
quire into the whole question of the
Civil Service. I am very glad, indeed,
that the Government have undertaken
to deal with this matter, and I cannot
agree with the hon. gentlemen who think
that the Government themselves shouldi
have acted as Commissioners. I think
there is a great deal of force in the
views expressed by the leader of the
Government. I regret this fact, though,
and I think al] the members of this
House who are anxious to see Civil Ser-
vice reform will also, that whereas last
session His Excellency told Parliament
that a Bill for the .improvement of the
Civil Service would be laid before theni
that vear, this session the Govetument
do not put any such promise in Ris
Excellency's mouth. They simply make
him say that he believes that the report
of the Commissioners will be ready at an
early day, and asks us to consider their
report. The paragraph does not indicate
that there is to, be any action on the part
of the Government at all. But I
think it must have struck some hon.
gentlemen as being 'a remarkable omis-
sion that, while two paragraphs are
devoted to this Civil Service Com-
mission, nothing whatever is said of
another Commission which, I think,
has excited a great deal more in-
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terest in the country than the Civil Ser. members of this Bouse to assert their
vice Commission- that is, the Commnis- right tu be heard in legislation. Last
sion appointed to investigate the state of year we had the warmest friends of the
affairs in connection with the Pacific Goverimieit, it the close of the session,
Railway. I think it is a reimrarkable protesting against the mariner in which
and regretable circuinstace tat the they were corripelled to swallow very
Speech does not say anythiiig ab>ouit that. important mtasur'es without an oppor-
P>osibly, the report of these Commission- tunity of nasticating or digesting them.
era is not as pleasing a document to be I hope the Ioue will assert their
read by the friends of the Governinent dignity this session. even at the risk of
as the report of the Civil Service Coi- rejectiig mneasires of consequence to the
mission. There is another omission in Governmient. Ini acting as they have'
the Speech that strikes forcibly anyone loue the last two years, the Government
who had read the Speech of iLast year, have been puitting the very strougest
and that is, that whereas lis Exeellency argument into the mouths of those
then spoke Of a'uticipating a very large gentlemen Lhronghout the country who
uimmigration into this country, particu- thinik that our House is simply a uîseless
larly into the North-West, nothing at all piece of legislative furniture. I think it
is said in the Speech which is now befol-e is the duty of every hon. gentleman to
us cf the expected immigration having insist that, during this session, we shall
taken place. As far as I am able to hiave ample time to Jiscuss all important
learn frou the means of information at measures. There are one or two para-
rny disposal, th;, Government have been graphs of the Speech which particularly
.nfortunate in their prophecies as to the affect the section of the c)untry from which.

immigration into the North-West. I I con. Coring, as I do, froin the city
only ho>e that their prophecies of suc- of Halifax, I (1o not feel that I would be
ces in other directions contained in the justified if I allowed the paragraph in
Speech of this session will not be tis mis- relation to the Intercolonial Railway to
taken as their prophecy in relation to the pass without a few remarks. It will be
immigration of last year. The last part remembered that last year there was a
of the Speech promises that several great deal' of discussion in this House,
nmasures of importance will be submit- and in. the other House, as te the

ted to us, and amongst others, one for economy of the Governinent in their
tho revision and consolidation of the management of the Intercolonial. I am
laws relating to Governnent Railways. pleased to be able to say that, I think-
I think -that the plan adopted by the probably in some measure owing to the
Governmrent last year and the year before discussions which took place last year-
iwh reference to amendmens of exist- the economy on that railroad this year
mg laws is a very objeetionable one. has not been so great as during the year
The Government propose to make, per- before, and consequently that road is inhaps, haif a dozen alterations in, a Statute decidedly better condition than it was
which covers forty pages, and instead of twelve months ago. I think that every
bringing down a short neasure contain- gentleman who has travelled over theing the alterations hcite rloug ke alterat inich they propose to road will concur in this, and it is only'"ae, and which evervone could under- fair to the Government to make thatstand a1t a glance, they bring down the statemenît. I am always ready to findwhoîe Statute reprintedà w"ith the altera- fault with them when I think theytions inserted, an the conrsequenice is deserve it ; and it is gratifying to see thatthat chranges of some importane in, that they are s :nitimas willia to take away esuape the notice of Parliarent. I suggestion even from the mehilbers of the
think it would be very much better if the Opposition. That is true of the Inter-Governnent would simuply give us tho colonial Railway; but, on the other hand,changes which they rql uire to imrake, and i regret to say that economy on the Princcwhen they coite to consolidate the Edward Island Railway has comntinued
Statutes of tie )oninion, which 1 .too long, and that the road has lately
hope they wil do before long, then become unsafe to travel on. The proba-the different laws upon each subnject can bilities are that during the coing year
be consolidated. Now is the tinie for the Government will be compelled, to

Ieon. fr. 'ower-.
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adopt a less economical mode of inanag-
ing that road also. There are one or two
facts in connection with the Intercolonial
Railway which, I think, deserve the
attention of the Iouse and of the Gov-
ernment. I know it is the opinion of
business men in the Lower Provinces
that the business of the Intercolonial
Railway is not likely to increase. Dur-
ing the past three or four years the mail
§teamers coming out from England have
landed almost the vhole of the freiglit
intended for the Upper Provinces at
Halifax. At the beginning of the pre-
sent winter that system was altered, and
almost the whole of the freight which
comes from Europe for the Upper Pro-
vinces is landed at Boston, instead of at
our own port. The carriage of this
freight was one of the most important
sources of revenue to th3 Intercolonial
Railway, and it has been aliost coin-
pletely withdrawn. A nother fact which
will operate against the future success of
the Intercolonial is that a number of
enterprisitg gentlemen in the Province
of New Brunswick, combining with soie
gentlemen in the Upper Provinces, are
about completing a railway which will
lead directly froni the City of St. John,
up by the St. John R1iver, and across to a
point on the St.4awrence,a short distance
below Quebec, and this road, when coin-
pleted, will undonhtedly intercept and
take away a great deal of freight tratfic
of the Intercolonial. It does not seem to
me that the Intercolonial Railway bas
fulfilled'the purposes for which it was
constructed. It was not expected, I
think, at the time when the road was
built, that ià would do miieli more than
pay its workinig expenses. It was not
expected that the revenue and ex.pendi-
ture would be balanced at ail, but it was
expected that this road would be a very
great commercial advantage to the Lower
Provinces particularly, and to the Upper
Provinces in a less degree. These ex-
pectations, . however, have not been
reAdized at all, and I think, under the
circumstances, the - Governnent can
hardly ask us to congratulate them on
having made the revenue and expendi-
ture of this railway to atlmost balance.
I am speaking in a rather decided tone
on this matter; but in order to show
that I an not speaking as a partizan,
and that what I have said is not unreli-

lion. Atr. Power.

able, I should wvisli to call attention to a
few passages out of a number of speechea
which were made the other day in the
city of Halifax, at a meeting called té
consider the question of the winter -port,
and I shall take care to quote only
from the speeches of gentlemen who are
at thie sametime prominent and energetic
merchants and strong supporters of the
present Administration. The first,
speech I shall quote froni is that of MLr.
W. J. Stairs, who is a strong supporter
of the National Policy, and, at the
present time, of tha Government. He.
says, speaking to a resolution that the
Mail subsidy should lie piaid only to such
a coinpany as would maîtke its terminal
ports within the Domainion

le (the P. M. Genieral) might say that it
niust be an advantage to the mail contractor,
to be open to use his steamers frecly by going.
beyond the port of discliarge. But the Minis-
ter of RPailways may be supposed to meet the
P)ostnaster-General's views ty requiring tho
solution of the question by actual experiment.
Sir Charles Tupper will argue that the country
lias a well-equipped railway of its own, under
the management of which he bas to show a
good account, and that he cannot be a party to
the subsidizing of mail steaner Unes which do
not, in the transport of goods for Canada, hold
themselves as part aid parcel of the Interdo-
lonial line. He will contend that, provided
the cost of transport over the railways
of the Dominion under his charge
is shown to lie greater than over
the railways of a foreigni country, he is bound
to demand the trade for his own lines. He
can show that tine of transport, as well as
rate of carriage, is as favorable for Western
bound goods, landed at the Canadian winter
ports, as if landed at an American winter
port. le cai show that lessening the quan-
tity of goods forwarded makes it more difficult
for him to make a profitable use of the coun-
try's railroads. Increasing the quantity for-
warded will enable him-if not to carry at
lower rates, to carry with a better return of
profit for the department under his care. And
further, lie cai say it is his wish to foster and
force an outward trade, whîich lie cannot do
unless lie is well supported by the Government
and country. The extra mail subsidy, if re
quired, will it not be fairly met by the in-
creased railway earning, which it is spent te
secure? If money goes out of the pocket of
the Postmaster-General, will it not be refunded
to the Departnent of Railways ?"

Mr. Bremner, another prominent Con-
servative, says that thes- are the thingN
that the Government shou(ld do in order
to make the 'railway what it oug to be :

" lat. A grain elevator, and every suitable
accommotation, at Richmond, or, in other

Addren.
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words, that the cquipment of the I.C.Rt. be
comp!eted.

l 2nd. That any line of steamers subsidized
by Governnent sball have is terminus at a
Dominion port.

0 3rd. That, for the purpose of making the
I.0-R. available for the object for which it was
built, the-Government shall arrange freights
with other railroad lines and steamboats, and
grant through rates of freight on as favorable
terme as by other routes, and that they shall
employ sharp business men as- freight agents
at the principal grain depots of the West."

In other words, "àr. Bremner thinks
that the Goverrnmert should act as any
Conpanv owninig a railway would act in
order to secure business for tieir road.
Further ou, this gentleman adds:-

" Why should we pay over $126,000 per an-
num to a line of steamers to help to build up
thé cities of a foreýgn country? What would
the Montreal people say if. during the summer
mionths, the Allan Une of steumers, instead of
making Montreal its terminus, were to pass on
to Ogdensbura,in the United States (if it were
possible for such steamers to do so), and only
call at Montreal for the. mails on the way
down the river ? How long would that be
tolerated ? And yet this is exactly the waythat Haliiax i, treated by the Allin steamers.
If thit une were obliged to make ilalifax its
terminus during the winter months (and, if
they would not, there would be no difficulty in
tinding a line that would), with proper ship-
ping facilities and arrangements, all the diffi-
ettlties about the winter port would be ended."

Mr. Bremner concludes ns follows:-

also,'to the expenditure on the Pacific Rail-
way, how are we to derive any benefit from
that expenditure, or fromn the road when built,
unless by the operating of the I.C.R. in the
manner which we are advocating? The I.C.R.
is, or, rather, should be,.our great national
highway, and ought to bu operated, not on
'commercial principles,' but in such a manner
as will realize the great national purposes for
which it was built. We have a right to expect
this, and should be satisfied with nothing
lts."

Then i shall quote a few words froi

the speech of Mr. Thos. E. Kenny-son
of the gentleman who was a mernber of

the former Conservative Administration
of Canada, and a meniber of this House
-- one of the most influential supporters

of the present Goverunient iii the Loweù
Provinces. Mr. Kenuy noved the fol-

lowing resolution :-

" Whereas, The Intercolonial Railway has not
yet fulfilled the promise måde previous toCon-
federation, that Halifax would by it be made
the winter shiiping port of the Dominion;
and,

" Whereas, The necessary terminal faieilities for
making it so are still withheld;

" Therefore be it Resolved, That this meeting
requests our representatives in the Dominion
Parliament to urge upon the Government the
necessity of at once erecting a grain elevator
and completing such other terminal facilities as
may be required at this port; and also of mak-
ing such freight arrangements as will secure for
the Intercolonial Railway a fair share of the
carrying trade of this Dominion both to and

«la it creditable to this Dominion that we fronm the Atlantic seaboard."
areindebted to a foreign country for an outlet Referring to the resolution, after sonie10 the sea for our surplus products ? Was itfor
Ihis that we enterel Confederation ? Have preiinary remarks, he sd:
we no national aspirations ? lie thought that " One ls reminded of that interesting period
we had higher aims, and were not content to in the history of this country when, thirteen
remain comrnerciaully dependencies of the years ago, the people were discussing the great
United States. The object which we aim at question of the union of the four Provinces of
is also in strict accordance with the protective Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova
policy of (le Government, and he thought in Seotia under one government, and when the
a .fw years, if attained, it would render the advocates of that measure were wont to portray,railway Mauch more remunierative than it is at in eloquent terms, the great advantages which
poresent • We also have lately had very plain a railway system passing through all those
evidence that, if the railway do not secure the Provinces, and terminating at this port, would
down freight, it will not only not increase its be, not alone to the city of Halifax, but also to
uP freight, but will lose a great portion of the whole Province of Nova Scotia. Not onlywhat it hitherto bas had But, even if itdid not was the Intercotonial Itailroad to be the great
lay directly, would not the indirect beneflits to national highway, but, on the completion of it,
the country bà large ? Suppose that what we we were led to believe that at certain seasons
ask would necessitate greater outlay than re- the exports of the' Western Provinces would
turne. Suppose it should be found necessary pass over it for shipment hence to Europe. He
to lower rates still more, do we ask for any- had listened with delight and enthusiasm to
thing unreasonable ? Do we grumble because the enunciation of those ideas, and cheered
the canais Of the West are operated not on then to the echo, and he felt assured that the
' commercial principles' as regards toila, but gentleman who made these statements had at
with a view to the developtnent of the coun. that time the implicit faith in themi that he
try 1 Have we objected to the millions now bad; but he regretted now to have to say, in
beig; spent on these canals withouttheslight the words of our resolution, that as yet, those
eat expectation of direct returns ? With regard, predictions have not becn fulfilled, and cannot

H1on. Mr. Power.
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be, till the Intercolonial Railway has the mme
terminal facilities as every other railroad in
America."

A little further on he adds
"Without grain elevators and other necessary

terminal facilities we can never have an export
trade, and for an example of this we have only
to look to the neighboring port of Boston."

Mr. J. S. McLean, also a very prominent
neimber of the Conservative party, spoke
to the saime resolution. R1eferring to the
promises made at the timne of Confecera-
tion, lie said:-

"It was then supposed that Halifax was to ,
iold the key to the trade of the whole Domin-

ion. He had supported that scheme in such a
hope because he believed it would be to the
advantage of Halifax and hiinself in his busine.,s
as well."

Somewhat later in his speech he used
the following language :-

'-'We have been told by our Upper Province
friends that we are asking too much-that we
rare in fact asking to have the food put in our
mouths. This was not truc. The Intercolo-
aial was one of the terms of union, and the In-
tercolonial was not a finished road without a
grain elevator at its terminal port (applause).
Lu the case of Boston cited by Mr. Kenny, the
elevators erected there had not been erected by
the mcrchants of Boston, he believed, but by
the railway companies that made Boston their
terminus. The Government should do the

iame for Ilalifax, not only in our interest, but
in their own as well. The Intercolonial was
not a commercial, but a national undertaking.
He was informed on good authority that this
year it would show a surplus over expenses of
$25,ooo. This should encourage the Govern-
.aent to go on and develop its trade, and there
was no way they could better do that than in
the way proposed. A line of steamers once
established between IIalifax and England, it
would have any amount of feeders, and he be-
.lieved any amount of freight. At present the
Lower Provinces were practically without any
proper facilities for export trade with Europe."

1 know I have been a little tedious in
nllv remarks, but this is a matter of very
great moment to the Province and city
fron which I comie. There were several
other speeches made at the meeting to
which I have referred, some of thea by
gentlemen whose political views are the
same as my own ; but I have quoted only
*fron speeches of proimnent Conservatives
as they appear reported in the Conserva-
tive organ at Halifax. The language of the
speakers as reported in the Liberal paper
is still stronger. I do not propose to
add anything to what those gentlemen
have said in cotnection with this matter

lHon. Mhr. lo wer.

as it is one wbich they understand a
great deal better than I do ; but there is
one other suibject in connection with the
railway to which I wish to call atten-
tion. Before doing so, I wish to remind
the House, that in January, 1878, Sir
John Macdonald wrote a letter, which I
had the honor to quote to this House
last year, in which he ins5isted that it
was the duty of the Government to make
F alifax the winter port of the Dominion,
and if they did not (o that they should
be called to account for it by their con-
stituents. Now, I do not suppose that
the right lion. gentleman who leads the
Governument now, and who thought it
was the duty of the Liberal Government
to carry out this project, meant to confine
that duty to a Liberal Governmtient alone,
or that he bas changed his mind ; and I
hope he will take such steps as are
neoessary to carry out what he believes
to be the duty of the Governient. His
expressions in this connection were more
than endorsed by the present hMinister of
Railways, and, if they only do now
what they then said it was the duty of
the Governîment to do, we shall have
what we want. Last year I called atten-
tion to the absence of traffic arrangements
between the Intercolonial and North
Shore Railways. Now I am happy to
say that since that time arrangements
have been made by which passengers can
be ticketed through, but no arrange-
ments have been made with reference to
freight. I hope that before the next
session's business beginis Governinent
will m ake some arrangements for the
transfer of freight also. There has
always been very great complaint in
the Lower Provinces as to the delay and
expense in getting freight down frein the
Upper Provinces, and vice versa. I have
understood that this delay and expense
have arisen iii a great measure from the
Grand Trunk Railway ; and if the Gov-
ernient wer'e able to use the North
Shore Rtailway in connection with their
own road, as well as the Grand Trunk, I
have no doubt the delay and expense
would bo very greatly diminished. There
is one other paragraph in the Speech,
which 1 shall call attention to very
briefly :

"I have the gratification of informing you
that ler Majçsty's Government has gener-
onsly presented to Canada, for training school

A dress.
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purposes, the steam corvette Charybdis, lately the speech of the Senator fron Halifax,
retuarned from service in the Chinese seas, I an not willing to follow my uisual

W. have reuson W be practice and remain silent on the motion
gratified the before the Senate. I listened with infi-

presentation of this corvette tô the nite pleasure to the able and eloquent
Dominion ; and the only question which speeches of both of the hon. gentlemen
suggests itself to my mind is, as to the -the mover and seconder of the Address
location of the training ship. There was -to-day, and can only reiterate the re-
a rumor current soei time ago, that marks which fell froni the bon. the leader
this shi p was to be located at St. John. of the ilouse that it woild be presuimp-
Now, Ido not wish to say a word tion on my vart, even' mlore than on his.
ag*inst St. John, but I think that any- to pay a compliment to those gentlemen
one who knows %nything of the two on the manner in which they discharged
harhors, of St. John and Halifax, will the duties devolving upon them. I can]
not hesitate for a moment in saying that only say it was what might have beenl
the proper place for the training ship is expected from gentlemen who have taken
in the harbor of Halifax.. so prominent a part in pulblie affair3 for

Hon. Mr. CHAAImany years, and fully reatized all that

i.r. POWER- feel that 1 have their great ability led us to expect from
Hon. tr PO ER-ot feelthatIae them. I listened also with pleasure to

trespassed at an almost unconscionable the able and moderate speech, from bis
length on the time of the House ; but I standpoint, of the leader of the Opposi-
feel at the same time that I have done tion, and I felt that it vas strongly in
no more than my duty, and I regret favor of the paragraphs iii the Address,
th, owing to want of time and ability, with one exception-its reference to the
My remark a have fl0t- been' wit the iwitoeecpio-t trncbth
o rasion cahled for. be National Policy. The lion. gentleman

HOcc . cr. for. I~ tio could not but fel that the Government
,lHon. Mr. MILTLR-I rarely trouble had presented to the Hlouse and courtry

the House on an occasion such as this- a bill of tare which was by no miieans
in fact, I do not reme'mber that I have neagre or unsatisfactory ; a bill lo f:ire
ever taken part in the debate on the Ad- which was very different from those dis-
dres in reply to the Speech from the mai exhibitions which, it was the nisfor-
Throne. Perhaps this is partly due to tune of ny hon. friend, vear after year,
anu excessive feeling of inodesty on my to present to the louse during the
part, but it ie chiefly owing to my obser- period he was on the Treasurv benches.
vane of .the wholesome rle which pre-, It is rarely a Governiment has it in its

ils in the Imperial Parliament, Which power to present so satisfactory a pro-
Allows mthe over and seconder to place gramme to Parlirraeunt as was presented
the views they represent before either to us yesterday by is Excellency, and 1
House, and confines, as a general rule, think thev nay congratulate themsiqelvcs
the remaks w-hii are imade on such Oc- uipon the proud position whîich they oc-
casions to the leader of the Opposition, cupy to-day. lis Excelleuncy has ad-
and the leader of the Governnent in verted in terms of thankfulness to the
"Pl7Y to him, and a few of the inost bountiful harvest which lias been vouch-
proninent menber-s of Parlianent. I safed to us by a kind Providence. lie
laVe always considered tlat pratice a might have gone further ,nd congratula-
wiae one, and, tlierefore, I have seidon, ted the country upon the- fair success
if ever, ventured, illyself, although not a which has attended up9n other branches
young memlber of the H11ouse, tO trespass of proluctive industry, such as the
at any great length on thle patieclce of fisheries. . t is satisfactory to know that

on. gentlemen in debates on the Ad- this great industry, which is one of the
dress. I think the English rule is a safe chief sources of wealtl in the Maritine
and salutary one, because, wherc a neni- Provinces, lias been fairly renunerative
ber ventures to travel. outside of the during the present season, and the con-
topices of the Address, hie takes the dition of our fishing population in the
House by surprise, and places tlose who Lower Provinces is n>uch superior to that
may not be ready to reply on the spur of which existed at this time last year.
the moment a. a disadvantage. After With regard to the National Policy

11onp. Mfr. Plower.
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whiclh ny lion. friend (Mr. Scott) bas
thought proper to discuss at such great
length, I shall not trouble the Louse
witlh many remarks at the present tinie,
because I think a more suitable opportu-
nity will bu presented ou other occasions
to discuss it, but one thing I cannot help
observing : y lion. frieid denies so
emphatically that the National Policy
bas done anything to promtote the pre-
vailing prosperity "of the country. My
hou. friend denies it, but the facts
are before us to speak'for themselves,
and there is one thing which he cannot
deny : that there is, at least, between the
National Policy and the return of pros-
perity to the country a marvellous coiu-
cidence, a coincidence which cannot
be altogether accounted for by the
general improvemuent in trade and
commerce on this continent. With
regard to the main question, which has
brought us here so early in the season,
for my own part I shiould have greatly
preferred, had the Governrment, in
their wisdon seen proper to delay the
session a little longer, but we must all
admit that the important interests with
which they had to deal--the most mi-
portant which, perhaps, this country bas
ever had under its consideration-fully
justified the extraordinary course which
has been adopted. I think the House
and the country will be perfectly satisfied
with the full and fair explanation given
by the lion. Postmaster General as to the
reason why Parliament has becn suni-
moned so early. I believe the louse,
and the country too, will fully endorse
the remarks of my lion. friend in regard
to the propriety of first submitting the
result of the important negotiations
which have taken place during the recess
to Parliamient before giving them to the
public. It lias been said, if it was
niecessary for ministers to proceed
to London to negotiate an agreement
which has resulted in a contract with a
Syndicate for the construction of the
Pacific Railway, they must have accom-
plished that before they left London, and
therefore that Parliament should have
been called together on their return and
the terms of the agreement given to the
public at an earlier date. I think an
unswer las been afforded to that objec-
tion through the public press-that
while the leading features of the agree-

Ion. Mir. MWter.

ment vith the Syndicate may have been
decidud upon in England, still the details
could not be definiitely settled on the
other side of the Atlantic, and untit
those details were agreel up'on as theyhave been on this side of the water, it
was impossible for the Government to
have called Parliamient together. Hav-
ing arranged those details, they have
done so as soon as possible. I have no
doubt this expdanation is correct, and the
Governmtient have, I believe, ininîedliately
aifter the final ciaielusion of the negoti-
ations which have fixed all the details,
immediatelv suunnone Parliamiient for
the consideration ot the whole scheme.
For niy own part, I nîust say that I feel
nlo ordinary degree of satisfaction that
this negotiation lias resulted successfully.
From the time wh1ein, ou the floor of
this Ilouse, I gave Iy suppiort to
the union of Baitisi Columbia antl
the construction of the Pacitic [tailway,
I have always considlered that the nethod
and mannor in which this road should
be built was that whicl has iow beeni
adopted. It was the expectation of thôse
who at that tiie agreed to the terins of
the union, 'and the construction of the
Pacifio Railway as one of tiese terms,
that it was not to saddle the countr>
with a debt of one hundred or ine hun-
dred and twenty millions, but that tie
responsibility of the Dominion was to be
limited to a grant of money limited at
thirty millions of dollars, and a grant of
land fixed ut tifty millions of actes.
This was the underst:inding on which
Parliament agreed to the union with
British Columbia, and it was an under-
standing and arrangement that were per-
fectly within the resources and means of
this country, and would have been, I
have no doubt, faitlifqlly adhered te, as
it has now been gone back to by the
present Administration, if these gentle-
men had not been driven from power in
1873. After the change, the late Gov-
ernment inaugurated a new policy in
contradiction to the sentimenta of the
leading men of the party who had placed
on the records of the House of Commons
a resolution, when these termis were
before the Legislature, that this road
should only be built with subsidiest'of
land and money. The late Government
departed altogether from their -p1edge
made on that question, and seemingly

[S EN ATE.] Address.



were about to involve this country in a a railway where 1assengers eau travel

stt of things which must ultimately with greater comfert and secirity, or- a

have landed the Dominion in bankrupwcy. more substantial ine than the Interco-

was fortunate that at a crisis in the lonial Railway. That the rolling stock

historv of this coutry thé electorate lias not been allowed to go. down, is evi-

stepped in and removed those gentlemen dent from the fact tliat a larger business

from pow er, and reinstated the riglit lion. lias beeni done, and is being-doue, on the

gentleman who to-day so ably and wisely road now than) when it was & burden to

guides the destinies of this Domin- the extent of seven or cight hiundrel
ion; and if lie had donle nothing tlousand ldollars a vear to the country,
mor.o since his return to power Nothing is wanted to prove most con-

thau successfully to inaugurate this clusively that not only lias the perma-

new sheme for. the onstuction of tient way Leen kept in good repair,
the Pacitiie Railway and brin« back but ilat the rolling stock lias been

toiea the G roj overnmenito again kept iii, and is equal to all the calls

to the original project, which was at the of a very largely incrasing traffie.
foundation of the tei ms which lie With regard to the Civil Service, I am
legoti rted witi Ijtish Columbia, lie very happy to see tiat the Govern-

would well have earned the lasting nient is about to take soine steps iii the

gratitude of the people of Canada. I direction of reforin. I think it is one
hope and feel coniident from the ability of the most important questions which
and patriotisn ànd the knowledge of can engage the attention of Parliament.
the subject possessed by the able Minis- If we want an example of the evil effects
tera who represeuted'us in London, and of makinig the Civil Service a means of
who afterwards rep)resentedj us in the bestowing patronage, as I ai sorry to say,
negotiations with the Syndicate on this our systen, so largely is, we have only
side of the water, that when the terras ta look to the United States for a very
Of the agreement are submitted to Par- strikiig illustration. 1 read with very
lhament, they will be such as will give not much interest the forcible language of the
Only satisfaction to both branches of the President of that country on this question
Legislature, but will send a thrill of joy in his last message, in which he fdrei-
from one end, of this country to the bly urges Congress to the task of Civil
oter. With 1-egard to some of the Service reform, to the introduction of
9tbr questions in the Address, as I am the system which prevails in Great Bri-

npy feet, I desire to say a word or tain of competitive examinaions, the
p9, Some refsrence bas been made to system of basing the appointmeuts of
ie Jntercolonial Railway by one or two office and promotions in office on quali-

*peakers, and I think it is a matter of fication and mert. We shall.never have
sincere gratification niot only to the au efficient Civil Service until that is the
members froI the Maritime Provinces, case, and I shall rejoice to se the patron-
but also to hon. gentlemen fron every uge of the country taken out of the handa
pOrtion of the Dominion, that the Inter- of members of Parliament, where it now
colonial RIailroad occupies its present sat- practically is, and left where it ought to
idf4tory position. iNot only is the road be, in the hands of the Executive, whose

diti~ted to be one off the finest proper function it is to, make ail appoint-
this continent, but it is also largely ments to office on a well defined basis of

incgsg its traffic, and under the able merit and qualiflcation-not through po-
adumistration. of the present Minister of litical influence or any other or improper
.Railways, is likely very shortly to cease cause. I must now saya few words in reply
to be a burden to the Dominion. This to the remarks of the hon. Senator from
desirable end has been attained without Halifax, and as it is so near six o'clock,
any unwise ecouomy in the running of i am sorry I cannot reply to him as I
thàe road, or keeping up the permanent would wish. I was net astonished, in
way. Every hon. gentleman who has some respects, at the tone of that hon.
pssed aven it rccently will admit tiat nember's speech. I was sorry, however,
Â s limpossible to find-and I have that it was of so very sectional a charac-
tr*velled over a great many roads, uot acter. I am sorry to be compelled to
wmly on this continent but in Eu'rope- add it *as worse than sectioral. The

lion. Mr. Miller.
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hon. gentleman went so far as to say that
Nbva Scotia had not realized fron the
Union the advantages that was expected
from it, and that to-day in the Maritime
Provinces, if a vote were taken on the
question of repeal. four-fifths ôf the
people would be in favor of it. A more
unwarranted and unfounded istatenent
was never made on the floor of this
Ilouse. That the extreme visions of
prosperity which many nay have pic.
tured to themselves as likely to result
froma Confederation- -the unreasonable
expectations, perhaps, iii some respects
of the over sanguine friends of that
measure-have notbeen realized, may be
true, but that the Maritime Provinces,
in common with the rest of the Domi-
nion, have derived greit advantage from
the Confederation of these Provinces,
no candid man with a knowledge of
the facts would venture to deny. What-
ever may be the condition of Nova
Scotia to-day, I venture to say,
and I utter not my own opini-
ons alone, but the opinions of many
who bave given consideration to the
question-disinterested men, men out-
side of the arena of politics who have no
interest in saying anything that they do
not believe, and are qualified to express
an opinion-if it lad not been for con-
federation Nova Scotia would not have
to-day half its present population. It is
true that a large number of our people
go to the United States, but I know that
it is equally true, though the fact is not
heralded abroad by the enemies of our
country (and very often those enemies
are unpatriotic children of our soil) that
many, many thousands of those people
return wiser and sadder mon. - I know
in the part of the country froim which I
come, and from which there has been a
considerable exodus daily this autunn,
scores of people have corne baek from the
United States,.begging their way home
in many instances, and relating pitiful
talea of the destitution and sufferings of
those they· have left behind them and
who have not been fortvnate enough to
get the opportunity to return to their
homes. The hon. gentleman's expression
of opinion was not worthy of a member
having a seat on the floor Of this
House, however little wo may
be surprised to find it amongst
a lot of disappointed traders in the city

Hon. Mr: JI#er.

of ialifax, whose monopoly of the trader
of that province has been broken up by
Confederation. ]But it is an opinion aso.
which has been expressed by the party
in Nova Scotia to whici the hon gentle-
man belongs not when they are in office,
but when they are Out of office. When
they were in office for five years, and had
control of the patronage of the country,
they were the most loyal nien .in the
Dominion ; now that this faction are iii
the cold shades of Opposition, now that
they have not their hands in the public
chest, now that there is no plunder to ber
dr;awn from the public treasury, they are
realy to utter annexation sentiments,
disloyal, repeal sentiments, or anything
to suit the whim of the hour. When
they were in office, and had complete oon-
trol of the patronage of the local and
Dominion governments, they were, I
repeat, in appearance* at least, loyal
enougi, but now that they bave no pros-
pect of grasping the reins of power for
the next twenty years, they are ready to
talk repeal. in relation to the port of
Halifax as a winter port, I was rather
amused at the remarks of my hon. friend
(Mr. Power), and then he was pathetic
on the injustice of placing the training
ship at St. John ! I think ther3 is no
injustice in doing so. I think St.
John lias a beiter ,'claim to the
training ship than Halifax, and
I will tell you why. St. John pos-
sesses a mucl larger amount of sbhipping
than Halifax, and I must say-, not as a
compliment to St. John, but as a treuh
wrung from me with regrt, St. John
possesses t wice the enterprise and energy
of Halifax. When anything i4 started
with reference to Halifax, the firet ques-
tion the merchants there ask you ie,
"wiat will the Goyernment dot"-
Why, there are a great many merchanta
and people who be-lieve that the Govera-
ment have nothing to do but to consider
how they can squander the money of
the Dominion for the beriefit of Hal.i-
fax, and the more Von do fdr
them, the less grateful they are,
and the more you educate tiemi into
that belief. There is not in this Domin-
ion a harbor or city that bas lad miore
done for it, and has 'done less for itself,
than Halifax. There is not a place on.
this continent that lias greater adv'aa-
tagtmî, and finer facilities for trade and,
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conmmerce than ialifax, and till places. They offered not only to shlip it - at 5 eta.
like'Montreal and St. Jchn, without its lower, and over the Riviere-du-Loui ex-
natural advantages, go ahead of it and tension besides, than the late Adiinis-
take its trade and throw it into the tration did, and they have offered,«as 1
shade. The merchants of Halifax do have said-, to buy the grain themselves,
nothing for their city-nothing to turn an expériment which ought to be tested
its fine advantages to account, but think and m-ade by the people of Halifax
the Government must do everything for thenselves. Besides, this Government
th>m. More than that, they think Halifax has largely increased the railway ship-
la t11 Nova Scotia. No' odds how the ping facilities of Halifax. As a speci-
provincO at large feels or fares, they men also of tho want of candour with
t.hink Halifax is everything, and their which these claims of Halifax are at-
selfish spirit is weli illustrated to-night tempted to be urged against the Govern-
by*the demand which is made to have ment-a Government which bas doue all
the traminng ship established there. That that it could reasonably be asked to do
ctty bas got more benefit from the ex- towards making Halifax the winter port,
penditure of twenty-two millions of of Canada-the hon. gentleman lately
dellars on the Intercolonial Railway wrote a letter to a public meeting at
than any other city in Canada. Halifax, insisting that the Government

Hon. Mr. POWER-Not at al. should give a graving dock to Halifax,
.ontending that Halifax liad as much

on. Mr. MILLER (continued)- right to one as Quebec or Esquimalt.
You expended twenty-two mil- The inference which the lion. gentleman

more on it, they would not be desired the public to draw was that this
ca fed; they would not think you dis- Government was building a graving dock
charg8d your obligation to them; whereas at Quebec and one in British Coluimbiad tUink the Doininon bas discharged its under the usual conditions of pub-
duty fully to Halifax. The Government lie expenditure. The hon. gentlemanL l honestly endeavored to discharge ought to know, and lie does know
end diuty to ev'ry part of the country, -- h is too intelligent not to know

d pecily to Halifax. The hon. -that the British Columbia graving
(Mr. Power) bas read extracts dock was part of the agreement onfrou the speeches made by Halifax mer- which that Province entered the Un-

ciants at a meeting recently beld in that ion, and Parliament pledged itself to
ciL7. 0f course, the Halifax merchants the construction of the dock there. Then,Wa001 be delighted to get what they again, with reference to the graving dockat loa rva v and Radical. They at Quebec, Halifax could get one on theari .ail aliko on that point ; they are alil saime terms to-morrow if thev 'would do
think with the sanme stick ; they alu the same as Quebec bas done. It is paidtat the Government should dIo for by Quebec, and not by the Govern-

cting for 1tem and.neglect every ment. Such Vtatenments leàve an im-other pat of Nova Scotia. But, wVhy pression uponi the public mind which is
tho ltese extreme pretentions of not warranted by the facts, which a man
the o. Of Halifax ,put forward when occIIpying a high public position shouldgentleman'h friends were in be careful not to create. So far as the,Poner. T.e prelent Government have jut claims of lalifac are concerned, I
dovermor f dIHalifx. than the late shall be as ready to support tiei as the-GOVerfiment did. hon. mîember for Halifax, whose manner

Pion. Mr. P0 ývpR-Nt at all. and style of advocating the claims of his

H city are better calculated to arouse thegon. Mr. M[p LLR- beg the hon. hostility of the whole Dominion against
gmtlemans pardon. He knows that Halifax than to serve its interests. Butthoy;did. He knows that this Govern- when anything utnreasonable is attemptment have offered to purchase and ship> ed to be forced upon Parliament bytlwo- cargoes of grain over the Inter- Halifax, or any other place, I shall,colonial Railway at a very low rate, as without regard to sectional considera-
an eiperiment to test the feasibility of tions, give it my opposition. The ques-
mkg IHlifax a grain-shipping por.. tion of the winter port is one that has.

Rlon. AMr. MWer.

. tiriess.The
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been sottIed. This Governent lias proportionate mnjority tlian amy Minid-
absolutely made Halifax a winter port, ter had in any p4rt of the Dominion,
-and if the Allans' steamers will take except, perhaps, Quebec.
freight past Halifax, how can the Gov- At six oclock the. Speaker loft the
ernnent prevent it. Su ppose to-inorro w chai r.
you refused to allow the vessel -which

oUIds the mails mt Iljrlifitx to carry
freighit to BO-So1, wil1 not ofttr vessel r dion. Mi. aE LEOS1 dIo not
lo that work -? Iow can the Gover xp- kno e that p save any observations to
ment 1 ''eveit thet? It h s utterly inrea- oUer to this honortble Slose on the.

sonable ; but t aere is somethiug more resolutiors yhich are now hire ls, for
than patriotism at the bottoi ot these the very good reason that i do not see
absud claims. Half those gentlemen that there is auything in thein which
who are advocating this winter port would preveîit ary meembtŽr of tiis
question in Haliftx are, I admit, sinre use fro givng thei bis support.

vowever unreasonable they .may be, but But I may, while an on wy leet,
the rest are not. They are making otier y congratulations to the Go'ern-
use of it as a mears of sappi.g the ment far the step they havé taken
iitrength and influence of the Governinent concerning the Pacifie Iailway question.:
in Halifax, and they would sooner the 1 may say that in years past when I
rovernuent Nvofld not do anything s was tikiwro over tis great soheme, I

they sh)uld have a grievance to uise as a alwa s doubted whther this you g
political eng'inle agaiBst the Conservative Dominion of o Is coald enterain sue a,
party. I tlink tle greatest grief that projet it nay Prospect of bringing it
iotid co-ne ovem some of thoee gentlemen, to completion. Tuerefore. I feel thak
incIuling the Senator front Halifax, the Governinent of the day uave acted
weuld ho- ii case that theirclaims shoald wisely and patrioticarly when tl.ey de-
Ge met and ail t neir expectation g realizod. cided to put this great undertakig ino
t do hope, avd I féel confident, that this the ands of a company, and aithough
pooverninent a gi the able mon that Nova we do nof. know what arrangeme4ta
*$cotia possesses iii it---for we have the the, Goveriment have made with the
good fortu e to be rgpresented i the compat ny which is now heing forwod to
C abinet by two gentlemen, perhaîis carry on the wvork, and, 1 rnay add, that
second toe eoe in ability, and aem cer- even tough tose arrangement May 
tain the people of Nova Scotia conider found ater of such a nature that t
tem be n csecond to nha e in Caaa in representatives e the people cold nt
beal and patiotism-will obtain anthing consider it in the interests of the Domin-
that can be faerly got for Hlifax ; any ion te accspt them, yet, even thon, 1 ssy

vaim e which can honestly and rea- that the Governient would stilI deryo
sonably urged in favour of Nova the gratitude of the îeple of* this
8cotia will o advocated by thein ncountry in general, nd of the members
with a zeal and ability, and persever- of this lien. Liuse in particular; And I
ance that will insvre success. I say, for one do net hiesitate te offer themn My
therefore, that Nova Scotia bas no- congratulations for s much as is now
thing to fear in regard toe its interests, known te us on this sunjeadt. But whle
and 1 believe the sotind sense of the 1 arn ready te endorse their policy se far
.people of that Province will, after ail, it lias beon made known by the
tnable the electors to sce throgh the gracios spech of niy Exceloncy the
dishonest means by which en who are Governor-General at tha op-ning of tis
deserving eof the confidence of the celin- session, I tegret that I consider it my
try, aud whe are ready on ail occasions pressing duty to complain of the posit>ipn
te sacrifice their personal interesto (as assigned to the Province of Quebec
these two Ministers have dne as i the reconstruction of the Gytern-
anuch as any public men in Canada)- ment. Fur the past two yeasa. y

I believ the s ound sense of Nova Sceia thave often thought over the exoeptc*
when the opportunity offers, wil lead wich in the nane of that Prllinoaip
the people todo as they did lst election of the hon. mmbers of this heuse to9
-- return these gentlemen with a urger bduring the session of 1878 te the forun-

1ciedt. Wr. Miller.
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tion of the present Administration, a impoper of l position i
the more I bave thouught of ir, the more bringirîg into debate on these resolutions,
I have felt that a great mistake had been matter that does not properly belong to
made, and that we had been ii the right thern, and inaking an attack on a nem-
in not allowing the offence to pass with- ber of the Governret, in this Iloise, u
ount protest. Indeed, how could 1 under- a ratter that is Dot before us. L cer-
stand how it is that the gallant knight tainly do not Nvish to stol any discussion
who is at the bead of the Gcvernîment at the time, b1t oa the )resent
hould have failed to recollebt what lie occasion a 1girehd it i ot t of order.

p)eniOnallY and 1politicaýlly owes to th-e 4Iî i ELR)Sý- etil
Pro'vince of Que(bPc, and ho'it could lin Nrl'lELBLOE-cetny
havre happen-d tt su getiatter taot oliite motives to t e hon.

Mh o tgentheman, ut if lat atession I hadfotexthe lion.dPO 'eha it g itu e caolfd the Gon. leader of this louse,
haeSir AIleN. Campbell), to order wvhen

whic lia owes to lier also n ad it notr s c
llibut for te ste*ady support those lI e oap im ,a btsonl h pesen,

lhon. gantlemen have received fw'om hat oai I ap it is ou of oer.

p erso ally nd p o itica ly o w s to th e H on 1. M r. B L L R S -I c rt i l

Province wl t they were for tch lrty th lln. impter an the ho n .

Yeave hap t c a getlean tor froimn Woolstock, (while MY r-
Pe for niithe e tlrs to-day areof p to o re w

Iii pper(3and.a.woluld tlîc8e s.0,eutîe-otpulcntrs)i
win oeY their presnt position, Coki then by no means i·l-ste motives

wonld thy ever have had conerred to the aon. member, Mr. Dickey); but on

'"P01n tiietu hy Her Majesty tiiostb tities this occasion I might fairly do go, though
which were not evtn given to others wvho 1 repeat I shl obC il atis-
1had orn their colletges, and to whose fied with telling hlm that bis conduct n
on.en temen ae receie fthose t o instance d seens to e incn-

oine whtt they w debted for havinr
been~~~~~~ cosdee wrhyo sei oor If this point of order were well

er pas em a morty, orete suh ors, inrst-a1r f ulcitrs)

How could I imagine, that ater my tak en I bight answer that as he did

ative Prov nce had oue o n ,eh fos not rase it on the former oeys ; , a n

wo ul d g t e y e v e r ht h aul d b c o n f e r e th i r e w a s n i t i hi n g b y M r . S p e a k e r , 

uth emO by er Mety thosd.e toilesIr a salnt u~wl ests

treated tevwhenven tooher ho liepeil I shotild have been alowed to-day

thatb hvng gained a malority an Ontar o w th olion seosen e o lao e

and other Proeinces, they could dispense tho to ntane sees t >e no
wth Qebee, and carh ofo rs for lier. se. The point of order raise by the
11now that under odinary irmstances hon. gaitlenian is notrserios. The hion
*oe ught ot to reiol d theservices which Senatr is too good a constitptiona law-
hat, have r dered to a friend but yer not o know that durifg the discus-
anther P the ycodxampe gidp by e the Bot on the Addes a very great tcopafter the exapl gie by lhion so nteAdes eygets.p
leader of this Senate during last session, is given, and that almost any political
when that hon. gentleman s bitterly eo- question can be brought into the discus-

proached the hon. Senator fron Wood- sion, and especially liat of the formation.
stock, (Mr. Alexander), for his attacks or the reconstruction of the Government

upon his leader who had done so much of the day. No doubt the hon. gentle-
for' huim l the past, ean I not be per- nan thought that, as 1 am not'a lawyer,
Mitted td remind the hon. Premier, and he could easily put ne down, and reserve
the ho., leader of the Goverîment in the whole tine for other questions, per-
this IHouse of the devotion and' the haps even to bring up the case of Nova
fidelity of mny Province towards them in Scotia ; but let me teli himu that 1 an
the past, and reproach themn with their not to be put down so easily.
conduct0 now towards ber since they as- Hon. Mr. DICKEY-AlthougIh a
aumed office in 1878. considerable degrue of latitude is allowed

in speeches on the Address, I wish to
Hon. Mr. DICK KW-I wish to call remind the hon. gentleman that he has

the attention of the hon. gentleman'to committed another breach of order in
the fact that he is out of order in his re- alluding to what occurred in a previous
marks. We have had nothing sectional debate. But with regard to that I cer-
in the speeches delivered to-day, and I tainly recollect that 1 tried on that occa-
think the lion. gentleman is taking an sion to interfere by calling the hon.

1Io1. Mr. Bellerose.
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genutlenen to order, and so far from
throwing this taunt across the House, ho
ought to have given me credit for having
taken the course I did in the interesrs of
the Senate. I make the objection to the
line of argument that the lion. gentleman
has chosen to take, and I leave the
Hiouse to deal with it.

Hon. Ir. BELI liEROSE--I '1 iost
surprised to hear an hon. gentleman
from Nova Scotia taking exception to
the course I an pursuing when he knows
very well that for the thirteen years
we have been united, we have had rn<e
complaints of ill-treatment from Nova
Scotia than from the rest of the Do-
minion, yet the Province of Quebec Ls
expected to submit to ill-treatment and
not raise her voice in protest. Ve had
to give Nova Scotia ten millions to buy
lier en bloc after the Union. Could that
have been done if Quebec had done what
the hon. Senator is doiug now, if Quebec
had refused to listen to Nova Scotia's
complainta I And yet Quebec is to be put
down if a voice is raised in protest at the
treatment she receives Do hon. ge-ntle-
men belieye that I am here as a repre-
eentative of Quebec to submit to injus-
tice 1 No. I will discharge my duty
both to my Province and to every part of

but wheni the proper timue cornes, I
believe it my duty to submit our
coumpjlaints to the representatives
of the people and ask for redress.
I go back two years to the time I stood
up in this Senate and reproached the
then new Administration of the day
for failing in their duty towards the
Province of Quebec, and to those coin-

1 plaints what was the answer given by
the hon. leader of the Government in
this House In reply to my charges he
said, " Unfortunately I was not con-
sulted because I was confined to bed,
meaning, if this expression means
anything, that if lie had not been
overruled Le would have tried to
do justici t Quebec. That was.
his answer, and if that was his an-
swer, was I not honestly bound to be-
lieve that that lion. gentleman understood
himself that Quebec had not received
wbat she was entitled to 1 But the hon.
gentleman said more. ie added, in a
few words, that he understood we had
some right to complain. If we had the
right to complain at that time certainly
any honest man is bouînd to admit that
stronger reasons for complaint exist .to,
day. I know very well that in the
administration of the Government cir-
cumstances often force the Prime Minister

the Dominion so long as I have a seat te do things which lie vould rather
in the Parliament of Canada, whatever see done otherwise. I know there
the consequences may be te me person- are political necessities, and la 1878,
nally. I am more anxious to fulfil my when 1 beari the words of the lion.
duties as a public man than to procure leader of the bouse (Sir A. Campbell)
situations for niyself or my family. I feit bound te accept bis excuse, and
Even a position in the Governient, I sulmit te lco Jaitr cOmplPs, and feit
care little about if I do not obtain confident that our case would be deait
it on my own merits, or if I have to with ou the first occasion. But what bas.
ceasa to vindicate the rights of the people. occurredi Sone few (ays age there wu
We have been sitting here for thirteen a reconstruction of tic Cabinet, but the
years, not only hearing but subscribing Frencli poptilatiou of the Dominion bas
to the complaints of the smialler pro- net -eceived justice, and ne' French
vinces, and helping then with that na- lias yel been made a Minister of
jority without which the Union could the Crewn. 'l lie saine intrigues which
not have been continued, because Nova preveuted justice beiu doue te the
Scotia would have been in rebellion, and Frencl Senatori lu 1878, laî suaceeded
is it bocause the Provibce of Quebec lias lu defeating it again iu 1880. 1 have
brought peace and harmony to the Do- already had occasion te eau the attention
minion that the representatives of that cf the liuse te those intrigues. They
province are now to be told that thjeir were begun, as I have aiready stated, la
turn has not coie yet ; that they will Montreal, cnntinued lu New York, again
have to suiffer but that they (tare not in Montreal, then in Quebec, aud came
speak I Hon. gentlemen, I am not the b au i i entrea!, it the Windsor
man to submit to such treatment as that! Hetel, lu October, 1 878, where, n
I do Dot wanit to be called a disturber, deubt, %vine and brandy were plenty. 1

ion. ofr. tellerohre.
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could even report sone of the arguments liad resulted iii the disnissal of Lieu-

used by those gentlemen, some of whom tenant Governor Letellier, but rather
have already brought ruin on eur than have justice doue to the French
Province, but this would be of ne use speaking members of the Senate, Sir
now. In our Province to be ruled by John Macdonald called Mr. Motisseau te
intriguers and jobbers? Hlow long wil1 fill up the vacancy in the Government.
it be said that the Premier acts upon the Mr. Mousseau is a personal friend of
fluggestions of those men 1 For my part, mine, and certainly I have no personal ob-

J cannot submit te such a state of things. jection to his entry into the Government,
We, the representatives of the Province but under the circumstances Mr. Mous-
er Quebec, have submitted te all as we seau has shown a lack of patriotism, and
have submitted on many other occasions that ho cares more for honors than for
tÔ avoid disturbing that peace and the rights of his Province. I have
harmony which is se desirable te the always teit that when a man is invited te
god working of our institutions. li- enter an administration it is his duty te
deed, we have shown se much compliance see whether lie can consistently with his
that we have even been called a " flock principles, assume the responsibility of
of sheep," but if there is a time te -com- its policy and honorably take a seat on
Py, there is aise a tinte te refuse te the Treasury Benches with inen who may
submit silently, and that is why the differ from him. But net only is Mr.
,representatives of Qnebec in this Sen Mousseau responsible for the act of 8ïr
ate'irotested in 1878 against the in- John Macdonald, who seems te care
justice done te them and te the whole very little for the Province which sup-

population throughout the Dominion ported himx se well, but the leader of this
speaking the French language. During Hlouse is equally responsible. As the
thbe session of 1879 a similar protest was leader of the Senate lie may be consid-
nade by the very same gentlemen. This ered as the assistant of the Prime Minis-

year the resignationis of the Hon. ter. It was his right and duty te state
Messrs. Masson and Baby took place te the Premier " if you wish me te con-
and the difficulty might then have been duct the affaira of the Senate give me
easily settled. A 8enator speaking the what I consider the Senate has a right
French language might have been chosen to. If you do net, I cannot claim the
and justice might readily have been support of the men who a-e denied
done te the French population of the their rights, and consequently I cannot
D)ôminion and te the French-speaking accépt the leadership of that important

fabers of the Senate ; but our in- body." I challenge any man te deny
thguers set to work, and there ix a that such was the duty of the leader of
turmor in Montreal and elsewhere that this House. As I have shown, the hon.
those two seats had been promised long gentleman, two years ago, stated his
ago te two hon, gentlemen, one from the views on this question, and I ask this
eity of Quebec, who is now the hon. H ouse what confidencethe menbers f rom
Minister of Militia, and the other te a Quebec can have in a leader who, wheu
gentleman who holds a high position i an opportunity occurs in the reconstruc-
the Province of Quebec, but that tien of the Government te give thet
this latter gentlemen, for reasons beyond their fair representation, has failed te do
his control had te declie, and continue so I Only those who are ready, as we
to hold his post. Thus, there was a say in French, " te bow te the rising sun,"
vacanicy n the Cabinet which had te be will hesitate te reproach the Govern-
filled up before the meeting of Parlia- ment for this act of injustice which they
inent. The opportnity was a favorable perpetrated during the recess. For my
one te settle this difficulty, if this rumor part, I consider that I would ble untrue
is true. It is .tated inside and outside of to my Province if I were te sit here from
these buildings that Sir John Macdonald day te day and draw my indemnityhad shown his objection to the members without discharging this the first duty
for Bagot and Laval (Messers. Mousseau which is incumbent upon nie as a repre-
and Ouimet), since they had taken upon sentative ot that Province, which is
themselves te bring before the Commons suffering from the ill will of the Govern-
a certain motion which was carried, and ment. I know it is said that I am very

Ifon. Mr. Belierose.
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decided in mny opinions. I reply that I
adhere to my opinions until convinced
by logical arguments that I am wrong,
and.on this very question if an argu-
c.ent can be used to show me that
the rights of Quebec are not trampiled
on, I an ready to give way.
I have submitted my case to the House
and I challenge the Government to
advance a logical argument against it.
If to-day somte Senator fron Quebec
should ask a question in the Frenc4
language, and the hon. Postnaster-Gene-
ral, who understands a little French,
should be ont, how would the hon. Min-
ister of Inland Revenue meet the emer-
gency I He would have to request the
Senator to wait a moment until he could
find an interpreter. But even when the
hon. Postaster-General (lion. .Alex.
Campbell) is in the Ilouse, how does
he deal with a qunestion)1 put to thte (Gov-
ernment by an hon. Senaor who caannot
speak English i What was his answer
to the question put hy the lion. Senator
for Sorel (a, French Seaator)? "I am
sorry," replied the hon. Postnaster-
'General, " that I cannot give my answer
in his own langiage', &."-an the an-
swer was given ni Eniglish, ,and the hon.
Senator froi Sorel hadi to look ont for
some of his colleagues w%,ho understood
both languages, and give him a trans-
lation of the answer of the Governmlient.
Is that the position in vhich we
should be placed by the very men we
have so long supporteil, wlile the Liberal
Adnistration to M r. Mackenzie, whom
our province has alvays opposed, gave
us on the Treasury benches of the
Senate a Minister of French origin 1
And is that giving a fair interpretation
to the 133rd clause of the British North
America Act 1 It would be an absurdity.
If that clause signifies anything it means
that we are free to debate in either
language, and therefore the Government
must necessarily be represented in this
House by a member who can speak
the French language. That it is so,
is proved by the interpretation given
to it by the very nien who framed that
clause. And who are tàhose who should
interpret itl Sir John Macdonald, the
Postuaster-General, the Minister of In-
land Revenue, Mr. Chapais, and some
members in the other flouse. And how
did they interpret it l 1n 1867 wlen

Iot. 31r. Beleroxe.

the Ilist * Governrnett of the Dominion
was formed, five of its members were
taken from Ontario, four from Quebec
(three French and one English), and four
froin the Maritime Provinces, and to-day
we bave seven ministers from Ontario
alone, against seven for the whole of the
other Provinces. Of those thirteen
ninisters in 1867, no less than five oc-
cupied seats in this House, but since the
death of Sir George Cartier, the man who
stood byQuebec at all times, and who
sometimnes disturbed the serenity of the
present Premier, three of those bencIes
liave been occupied by Senators who are
not ministers, but at all times one of the
ministers, whether thev vere two,
f>ur or tive, one of the mi was a French
speaking innister. I have often coi-
plained of those changes before, anld I
hiave. oftei aked the representatives of
Quebec to vindicate the righ tsof their Pro-
Vince, and not only then, but tmeinhers
from the Maritime P1ovinces also.
If we admoit such an intirpretation of the
133rd clause what will be the conse-
quence i Who can say if this be admit-
ted that Sir John Macdonald or Mr.
Mackenzie, or any other party leader in
formîîing a Goverînment, will not take the
thiii-teen Ministers fron Ontario, or
twelve fron that Province and one from.
soie other pr-ovince 1 Suppose such a
thing slould be done, anti [, as a repre
sentative of the people, should complain
of it, could they not reply : " You
acqîuieseed in this interpretation of the
I 3rl elause in 1879and 1880." Who can
say, if tihat interpretation bo assented to,
th.tt the Premier will not select the four
Ministers from Quebec friom amongst the
English-sîeaking members of the louse
of Comrnons ' If I did not raise my
voice, as I do now, to protest against such
an interpretation, he miglht well reply,

You sanctioned thisin 1879and 1880."
In 1867, the frimers of the constitution
initerpeted the 133rd clause by the
arrangements which were then made,
and to those arrangements I will stick.
My principles have always been Conser-
vative,. and I have never been a fol-
iower of this or that man. if, then,
the leaders of the Conservative party de-
part from sound Conservative principles,
I Lm bound to refuse then uy support.
If they set aside the constitution, and
tramnple upon the rights of my Province

[SENATE.]
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I cannot support them. The Province it may Ie so. There is still no proof to
of Quebec has been so long ill-treated the contrary. At all events, whetber
that her people may not resent this de- true or not, I dic not state it positively.
privation of lier riglts, but whether they I merely said that such a rumor was in

understand what is due to then or not I circulation in Montreal, among persons.

shall take a stand here which I know is who are usually well informed. Another
for their good, because I hold now as 1 rumor in Montreal is this: that a
held when i was their representat:ve by proininent gentleman in the Province of

election, that having been placed at the Quebec had a qasi promise since 1878
head I am bound to act in the best in- .that he would be given a position in the
terests of the Province I represent. Goverament of Canada on the first
Why, hon. gentlemen, ail means were occaion, but as explained before,
tried to break down this little party who thouigh desirous tof accepting it thi
have been, vindieating the rights of Que- vear, couhit not. So the s at was given
bec, if runor is true. Any gentleman Ù) arother gen demian, but with the condi-
who passed throagh Montreal last sum- tion that tho seat shoild be vacated at
nier must have heard of new intrigues. any tine. N r. Mousseau tien became.
I challenge any one to deny that there President of the Council unti>
has been, and that there is still to-day, another seat in the Cabinet liecolles
sch a rumor amongst a cass of gente. vacant. le w ill then assume a iiore
Men in Montreal, ([ do not say it is eir- important department, which will lead
rent throughout the city, but ,mong a him, to anotier situation oatside the
certain class,) that the Government had Cabinet, and so give way to the hon.
0ne Of their friends offler a higli position gentlemnani. whio is now a locuem teiens.
to a memnber of this House who strongly That is the ruiior, and in the
adv.ocates the rights of the Province of course of timer' we will see what
Quebec, as 1 am now doirg. foundation there is for it. L eing

lion. CA NLFUX.lCi __1 a public man, I had to weigh these

ha l i Sitei vit geat attention matters in the balance of justice, and to
What t e isni a ion take everything into account-the party,to what thh gentleman ys,and with all its intrigues, its family compact.

say dist1ctly that, so far as I know, and and its jobbers on one side, and oi
o far as the Governmen t je aware, no the other the Province of Quebec, with
chc suggestion has been made to any- aIl its good works in the past for the,

BELLEROS I i party, and with. all the injustice she has
t rBL R -Iay tell suffered, and see on what side the bal-

t on gentleman that ny authority is anee of good or evil might go. What
a pretty good one. I hope it is not so. did I find 1 That Quebec lad done more
If the hon. entleman will state that it is than ber share ; that the other provinces
not true, I must accept his denial, but I had received more than they had a right
must tell him that îmanv thins are done to, and that Quebec should get at least
whicl every olne of the minnisters does what she is entitled to under tho great
nlot know. Sonietines friends of the coumpact of 18 G. I ask foc nothing but
Government do things of this kind on justice for her. When Nova Scotia de-
an 'indirect suggestion Of soie of tie manded better terms, did. we fron Que-
mx mbers of the Governmîoent. bec reply: " No ; Nova Scotia has received

Hion. Sir ALEX. CAMP J 1 what the com)ipact gives her, and shi

never heard shall have no more <1" No ; on the con-

think such an (f suc thig ; I do not trary, while the najority firom Ont'rio

out k n o er woul) be maiîde witlh- decliied to entertain the request, Quebec

ad I do notwege Il never heard of it, said" We will examine your Nova Scotia
ILd dcase" ;and we found on examination that

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-, have no her claim had some foundation, and
doubt, knowing the hon. gentleman as I Quebec said whatever the compact might
have known him for sixteen years, that lie, and though the result might be tu in-
be would not do such a thing, and conse- crease the taxes on our own people, we
quently he may not know it, and may would help Nova Scotia ; and yet a rep-
not have heard of it, and yet, for all that, resentative of Quebec is grudged a few

i//0). Mr. /elerose.
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minutes to lav his conplaint before the
louse to ask justice at the hands of

those froin whom she should expect it !
.Quebec, in the future, as in the past, will
always be ready to do justice to any
province of the Dominion which corn-
plains of injustice ; I only hope that the
sane spirit will be displayed by the other
proviinces in dealing with Quebec. Ve
1<o not ask for better terms : we do not

ask. for millions of dollars or anything
more than was allowed to her under
Confederation. We ask simply to be

placed on the same footing as the other
provinces in this Chamber. Quebec was
the first province to vote the resolutions
on which the British North America
Act was founded. To some of thema she
had objections, but when it was ex-
plained that the compact was in the
natura of a treaty and could not be
amended, she accepted the resolutions as
a whole. Let us not now have reason to
regret the confidence which we then dis-
played in our statesmen. I have again
to apologize for having spoken at such
liength, and perhaps in an enthusiastie

Sinanner, upon this subject; but I can-
not help rememnbering the scenes which
occurred of late years when Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick had complaints to
Jay before us. There was then some-
thing more than enthusiasm and natural
excitement which one would show in
speaking on such subjects. I may.there-
.fore fairly claim to be excused, especially
when I have established the fact that in
.making this demand I have been asking
nothing but justice for over a million of
Her Majesty's loyal subjects.

lon. Mr. DE BOUCIIERVILLE-
It may be that I have misunderstood the

.bon. gentleman who has just sat down,
but if not, he as spoken in the namue, as
he says, of the Senators froim Lower
Canada.

Hon. Mr. BELLEIOSE-I did not
thiuk that. I said no doubt there were

.some, and I know that there are one or
two, for whioni I do not speak.

Slon. Mr. DEBOUCIERVILL E--I
.am very glad that I was nistaken on that

point, but still, since I an on my feet, I
take occasion to say that I differ from
the hon. member in the strictures which
ho has thought fit to make upon the lion.

lion. 11r. Bellerjse.

leader of this House. For my own part,
although I will admit that I think it
would have been better for the Province
of Quebec if we had a Minister from
that Province in this Ilouse, still I do
not think it is essential ; and if there
was a faiult to be found, certainly it
ought not to be laid upon the leadeî of
this House. Certainly there should be
found some other niember of the Govern-
ment in whose hands the interesta of
Quebec are placed, and I take this oppor-
tunity to protest against what the hon.
meuber has stated with reference to the
hon. leader of this House.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-If
nobody else desires to speak, I wish to
say a few words in reply to the remarks
of my hon. friend, the menber for De La-
naudiere. Theie is no one who places a
higher valie upon the support of the
French Canalian members of this House
than I do; and thera is no une, I think,
who bas evinced the feeling more con-
stantly through the whole of his public
career than myself. My early years were
passed in Lower Canada; all my early
associations and memories are there. I
know the people of that Province well,
and my sympathies have always been
much with them. I have the greatest
respect for them, and love their country
and its people, and, therefore, I think I
can say that amongst the English-spëak-
ing members of this Hose no one has a
greater sympathy with them, or a more
thorougli desire to do that which is most
convenient and agrecable to their feel-
ings, than I do; and I think I have
always shown this disposition. With
reference to bis general position, it is
somewhat diflicult to follow 'my hon.
friend, although I understand him in a
way that many hon, gentlemen in this
Houso do not, because he has referred
to the history of the two parties anterior
tu the Jnion, whieh is not a subject, I
am sure, agreeable to the ears of a great
many of thi memîbers of this louse,
who have nothing to do with the dis
puites which existed in Canada before
Confederation, and to whose minda it
nust be as uninteresting as it would be

to us from old Canada to hear of the
disputes which occurred in Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick, or any other province
of the Dominion ; but the allusion is

[SI'NA TE.)1 Address.



1(ade with this object, (and I admalit, so been represented by four members in the
far as8 I amn concerned, and so far us the Governiment. That was the full extent
leader of the Goveranent is concerned, of the representatioi in the Government
it is a just reference,) it is made in order to whieh the province was entitled, and
tq show that in past years in the hidory whîich was settled at Confederation.
'f old Canada the Conservative party of There3 i..j no pretence that that as not
the Province of Upper Canada were been the case. According to the popu-
%ry greatly indebted to the support of lation of Quebec, it was reasonable that
dhe Conservatives of Lower Canada, and three of those menibers should be French
nu doubtedly that was the case for very and one English. That lias been the
giany years. For a long tine in the rile; it vas adopted and practised by
istory of oh Canada the Conservatives Sir George Cartier and lias obtained ever

in Upper Canada were in a minority, and since the Union. There is no pretence
they were enalded to naintain their that it lias been departed from, and, in
position in, tLoc -Goveriiient by the sup- addition, look for a moment at the offices
port oF the Conservatives of Lower which representatives from Quebec have
Canada. That was the position of held, irrespective of these positions in the
parties lidoobtedly it was an argu- Government. You will find that, for two'
Ienlit which wias ready to mny hou. Parliaments, the chair whiclh you, Sir,
friend's hnud, aud whjich it was quite occupy was held by a French Candian-
opça to hlm to use in order to show the by Mr. Chauveau and by Mr. Cauchon.
extent of the dcebt of gratitude which Sir Quebec has in the other branch of the
John Macdonald and myseif, at ail Legislature at this moment, Mr.

ent: nd perbaps some other members Blanchet, who fills the position of
>1the *\ sveohrneiesBlnht egnlmn he the Administration,- although Spcaker-all these gentlemen, who

uthink not-wed to the Conservatives occupied creditably the positious they
of Quebee. I quite admit that, nor do I were called upon to fill ; and I only
at all object to the reference which my allude to their holding those positions for
lion. friend made to myself, or to his the purpose of the argument which it
ight to criticize my conduct. I do not enables me to use, that the Province of

at all object to his stating that it was the Quebec bas no reason to say injustice
<Iuty 9f the leader of the House to assert has been done to it.
whatever iight be due to this House in Hou. Mr. BELLEROSE-The hon,
any e f the Goent gentleman is fully aware of the difficulty

iid I g bev -t t ehad qi speaking, because I had to
of tie might re when some suceso r think in French and tramslate it, and try
lat measure to which ,e could and find ont the words and speak at
resort in order to enforce what he con- once withont occupytng the time of the
sidered, the rights of this House in the House too long. But I suppose the hon.
formation of the Government. I quite gentlemanunderstandsthat, when I speak
cndetis, ad t e o ne. gentean of the Province of Quebec, I shouldcocede th tos, and the lion. gentleman rather say the French population of the
hde iD make I a ion ci Dominion, because i only speak of Que-he id iak, ad Iadmt iticui- bec a% being« a French province. it is
stances miglit arise whichî would make i tibe Frenc h ove Domiios
the duty Of the leader of this louse to the French populatio of the Dommion,

ort to th stp t whih I have which is spread throughout the whole
pointed. Now, tuo couplaint which country, and formas one-fifth or one-
My hon. friend nkes of injustice to sixth of the population lu New Bruns-
the Province of Quebec.. wick, and one-fifth or .one-sixth of the

a make there • population of Nova Scotia, and two-iety tît there never was a complaint onf iobiade with less foundation. le speaks thirds of the population o Quehec.
Of it as an injustice to the Province of lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL--I
Quebec, but I rather apprehlend what le can make allowance for the difficulty tho
mieanÎ is ijustiee to certain members of hon. gentleman mentions, though I amn
the Province of Quebec Who ait in this quite sure, if lie did not refer to it, we
..louse. Quebec has had every justice. shduld not have noticed it; but his
From the time of the Union, Quebec bas explanation does not alter the case.

Ion. Sir A lex. Campbell. 3
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There bas bcen no injustice done from
Confederation to the French-speaking
population of Quebec. The French-speak-
ing population in the other provinces
have never shown a distinction between
themselves and the rest of the people.
The French-speaking population of Que-
bee has always drawn that distinction,
and in the formation of every Govern-
ment that element of the population has
constantly had a% representation of three
members in the Administration, and the
Province had an English-speaking repre-
Rentative also in the Cabinet, as is but
natural, considering the number of the
English-speaking population in that Pro-
vince. Thus, with due regard to their
strength and influence, the French-
speaking population have ali along had
the representation in the Cabinet to
which they were entitled, and in addition
have had the high offices which I have
nentioned ; and I am bound to say if in
the two branches of the Legislature, and
in the varions departments of the Civil
Service, inquiry 'as made, it would be
found that they have had their full rep,
resentation in all the offices of the coun-
try. I say, therefore, without fear of
sccessfil contradiction, that the hon.
gentleman is incorrect in assuming, and
in stating to this House, that the French-
speaking population has rot had coni-
plete and absolute and thorough justice
done • to theni in any way. Where,
probably, an inconvenience has been
done to themn, is that there has not,
during the tine of the present Govern.
ment, been a French-spîeaking member of
the Cabinet in this louse, and I regret
it. J expressed my regret before, ani
expressed it sincerely, and feel it now
sincerely andi earnestly. But because
you admit the inconvenience and regret
it, you cannot always biing about what
you desire in the way of remedy. Sup-
posing other gentlemen were equally
exigent as the hon. gentleman is, might
not the hon. gentlemen from the Lower
Provinces assert a sinilar demand?
There are only two representatives of the
Governnent on the floor of this louse,
and both, as it accidentally happens, are
from Ontario. Is not a like injustice
doue to the Lower Provinces as that
which the hon. member from De Lanau-
diere complains of as regards Quebec?
It is an omission which we regret, and

Ion. Sir Ale.c. (ampbe/.

which we would fain have otherwise ; but
the complaint against it, excepting as tW
the speaking of the French language,
would come as strongly from the Lowet
Provinces as from Quebec. The only
grievance peculiar to the hon. gentlemen
from Quebec speaking the French lan-
guage is that neither the Minister of
Inland Revenue nor myself lias the ad-
vantage of being able to tse thit lai-
guage in addressing the House. When
the hon. gentleman quotes some languagn
which I used speaking last year on this
subject, I beg to recall to his nenory
that he was then, as lie bas now been,
naking reference to "intrigues on Notre

.Dame Street," ard "on the cars," and
"in the Windsor Hotel," and I said in
reply that I was,unhappily, ill at the tim'*
when the Governmnent was formed, and
did not know to what he referrei, and T
do not know now. I was, as I said1
the occasion to which lie refers, preveited
by illness froin being present, and did
not know anything about the negotia-
tions which preceded the formation of
the Government. The lion. gentleman
bas drawn, from the remarks of mine to
which he lias referred, this dedluction or
inference, that I might, and should, if t
had been present, have protested against
the admission of a French Caniadianî
Senator in the Cabinet, and insisted that
there should have been such a niember
of the Government in this House, uînder
the penalty of resigning, and that last
year I 'offered as an excuse or apology
for not liaving done so, that I was ill and
absent whenî the Cabinet was formed
that on the occasion of the recent éhangt
I was wel and preseit, and ahould have
taken the course which i have pointed
out. That is really what the hon. gen -
tleman maeant. .Now, I can say for
myself, as I did at the begiînning of mny
remarks, that I an as fail of sympathy
for the French-speaking population of
the country as anvone ean be, and .1
venture to assert the sanie thing of Sir
John Macdonald, and thiat it is not any
indisposition on his part to see a French-
speaking representative iii the Govern-
nient in this branch-of the Legisilature
which led to the omission, and that lie is
governed, as he cannot avoid being gov-
ernedi, by the circumnstances of the
momnot. In the recent readijustnent of
the Lowet Canadian section of the Gov

[SENAT.] A ddr -e.
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ceatnent, my hon. friend complains that
there has been no change in tis House.
What does ny hon. friend - suggestl
DoMs he suggest that I should tender my
iatgnation to make way for a French

Canadian 1
Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-No; I

wbuld be sorry for that.
Hon.Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-Then

my hon. friend means that my hon. col-league near m, should tender his 1
fton. Mr. BELLEROSE-No.
Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-

T'Éen how could there be a change in this
Rouse <

lon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Whn the
Premier selected Mr. Mousseau, ho might
very well have chosen a French-speaking
nrember in this House, and given him
th0 portfolio which Mr. Mousseau holds
ILLOW.

ion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
do> noe see how that could have b-endoUe without running couiter uo thewishes of the great French Canadian
party which in the Comnions supports
the Government. My hon. friend must,
b)ear in mind that this is not the House
which makes and unmakes Ministers;
tiat al-important power resta properly
fd honstitutionally in the other brãoch

Ofthb Legislatuîre, and the Premier must
'f uecessity 'nake such arrangements as
wU eemve tie concurrence and approvalf itn majority in t e fouse of Con-
înna; and I beg to remind the hon.

ember tha. we do not hear these coni-
pmaints in the House of Conmonsu. The
Party to which imy hon. friend belongs-
te Corservative party of Quebec-and
itwhichl I nam proud and happy tô have

1im as a supporter, with its great major-
it and it able men, exerts an influence
that othY (if it be second) tothat af thi Conservative party of UpperCanadut thi m nomeat--and it is an
influence whc , in the history of okt
CAa , aiv greater than that of the
th1n8ervative party in Upper Canada-
that great party, as represented in theIlOuse of Ceniru, doesl not
tind fault with the f -rnt o Mitis.
ter for not having a reprsentative
of the Froneh-seakng poulation
in this branch of the Legisiatue. They
0 net Sayo " Lwe are discontented, and

et. Sr Alex. Campbeld.

.we shall, by a vote of want of confidence,
turn out thé Government because you
have not done justice to the French popl-
ulation." They do not feel the injustice;
they do not think or say that there is
any injustice. Sir John Macdonald has
conferred offices upon those members of
the Quebec section of the Conservative
party who are on the whole most accept-
able to the French Canadian Conserva-
tives in the country, and as represented
in the House of Commons. The deduc-
tion is a fair inference, from the fact that
the immense majority from Lower Can
ada in the Commons-the whole repre-
sentation of the Province, with the ex-
ception of fifteen or sixteen-support the
Government in the other branch of Par-
liantent.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-The hon.
gentleman says that in he other House,
and in the Province of Quebee, there is
no complaint. I beg the hon. gentle.
man's pardon. If he will look at the
newspapers of the Province of Que ec
since Mr. Moussean entered the Cabinet,
he will see in Conservative, as well as
Liberal journals, that, though Mr. Mous-
Beau is acceptable, they regret that .due
ustice lis not been done to the Senate.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-
I regret-every body regrets it-but
circumstances are such that we
cannot change or alter it. The
hon. gentleman must see that
every Government must be constructed
go as to comniand the confidence of the
the lower branci of the Legislature.
This Governnent do command the
confidence of that Chamber. If they
do not, and if the representatives of
Quebec in the Lower louse are dis-
satisfied, they have only tw say so, and
the Governmuent must necessarily suc-
cumib. But they huve ho such feeling-
they are content, they do not see the
grievance of which the lion. gentleman
complains, and the inference I draw is
that, while I am aware of the conveni-
ence which would result fromi having a
French Canadian member of the Govern-
mont in tiis House-to no one more than
to myself-yet the Frencji Canadian
Conservatives see that the circumstances
were such as to hinder the Premier fronm
making that change on the recent
occasion. The hon. gentleman supposes-
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that Mr. Mousseau might have been.
brought into this louse I take leave
·to doubt whether, if such a thing had
been done, it would have proved accept-
able to the hon. member. I infer so
from the language used by the hon.
gentlenan (Mr. Bellerose) on a previous

ccasmion on this suhiect. I understood
fr
sp
shi

hie

om him then that it was a French-
eaking inember of this Hoiuse who
ould then have been appointed.

lion. Mr. BELLEROSE - Hear,
ar.

lion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBIELL-1
speak, of course, with submission to the
views of ny French Canadian friends in
this louse. I do, not know that it
would have been any great satisfaction to
them to have Mr. Mousseau introduced
into this louse.

lion. Mr. BELLEROSE-No.

lion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
lion. gentleman says no. Then it comes
to this: the changes which have been
made could only be made by displacing
ny hon. friend (Mr. Aikins) or myself.
i speak for myself, and I think
I can speak for my hon. friend,
when 1 say that any change which
would have been to the advantage
of the Administration we would have
cheerfully submitted to ; but it was not
felt that it would have been an advani-
tage. The French Canadian members
of the other branch of the Legislature
desired to have the fiull comnlement to
which their section of the party »as
fairly and by enstom entitled in the
Administration in the other branch of
the Legislature.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Does the
,hon. gentleman pretend that it was cus-
tomary in united Canada to have only
-two ministers in this House 1

lion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-No;
1 do not.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE.-Leaving
the Minister of Inland Revenue and the
Postmaster-General in this House when
Mr. Masson îesigned, could not the hon.
Senator from De Salaberry have been
called to the Government, and Mr.

*Mousau left as a private member in
is seatli
. Hon Sir Alex. Campb1)eli.

Hon.Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-That
could have been done if it was so desired
by the mjority of the Frencli Canadians,
but the uistake which the hon. gentle-
man makes is in supposing what ho de-
sires is what they desire. We have the
evidence of what they desire.

lion. Mr. BELLEROSE-1 do not
want to be misunderstood. I say this :
that, although the members ol the House
of Commons will take two more minis-
ters if given to them, they are willing to
give the Senate its fair share. Though
they are ready to take another minister
to their House, they are ready to do jus-
tice to the Senate. I suppose the hon.
gentleman in his argument forgets one
thing: that at the time wlen this Gov-
ernment was formed, fourteent ninisters
were appointed.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-1
endeavor to bear in mind the whole of
the circumstauces; I believe I have themi
in my mind, and I am quite satisfied
that the French Canadian party as repre-
sented in the House of Commuons, so far
as I have been infornied by gentlemen
who are familiar with them, and who, I
suppose, understand their views, desire
to have a full representation of the
French Canadion party in that branch of
the Legislature at this moment. That 1
understand, and I think my hon. friend
bas done an injustice to the head of the
Government if ho supposes, as I appre-
hend he does suppose, that there has been
an indisposition on the part of Sir John
Macdonald fairly to consider the posi-
tion of the ýFrench Canadian party, or
any unwillingness to do that portion of
the party which is in this House justice.
so far'as it could be done.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I will fe'l
the hon. gentleman why I have that
opinion. Two years ago, before even I
knew anything about what Sir John
Macdonald would do, I heard gentlemen
-authors of this intrigue-after my fi-st
speech in this House, stating that we
might speak, but there would be
no French-speaking member of
the Government in, the Senate for
many years, and that they would
see Sir John Macdonahl would stand by
them or fall.

lion. Sir ALEX; CAMPBELL-Of
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course I do not know the fact, and it is for a year or two, 'le would then see the
difficult to assert a negative, but I am as difficolty of naking everything run ac-
sure as I am of anything that Sir John curately in grooves it all tiunes. No 1
Macdonald never' uttered such a state- you must do the best youî can under the
ment. circumstances, and with the nien you

lion. Mr. IELLEROSE-I did ot have, and with the surroundings of the

%v that, brt . ay that when i 1878 moment. We have tried to do that with
ay hab t of t thnat roe t ni ca878 regard to the recent changes. How cai

members of the Senate rose to vidcate it be objectionable to Sir John
the rights of the French-speaking popu- Macdonald to have a French-speak-
latioD th authors of those intrigues that ing member of this Houseamemberof
I w have bee spekin of, wh weeIn the Government 1 What earthly objection
Ottawa at the hour, stated they would could he have to it ? How much more
seo that Sir John Macdonald should not likely that lie would be glad to have it
listen to us, and that they were sure we so, and what an advantage it would be
would not have what we desired because tomy hon. friend (Mr. Aikins) and my-
only three or four had a chance for posi- self. But you cannot always do what you

ons, and that no member of this Hoeuse wish or what you tliink best. 1
would have any of them. They were hope the time wil come when such an
iu fact the jobbers of the Government. arrangement eau be made as was done

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMIPBELL- in the past by the Government of which
I se it is not Sir John Macdonald who I was a member before 1873, and ly the
's aceused of having said this, but some late Administration, and was doue with

oeu -who il spoken of as a jobber or great convenience. The hon. member
intriguer. I do not know who is meant would hardly be more pleased than I
'r referred to as the intriguer or jobber, would be ; it w;as an arrangement
and, therefore, I cannot answer, but I fraught with manifest convenience to
a quite sure these are not the senti- the. business of this Ilouse. 1
ments of Sir John Macdonald, and that quite acknowledge and admit it,
he is quite ready--as ready as niy hon. and I regret that we have not it at this
friend could desire--to have a French moment ; but to complain that it is in-
Canadian member of this f ouse in the justice to the French Canadian popula-
Government if circumstances enabled tion is unreasonable. It is an inconve-
such a change to be miade ; and I say that nience to those gentlemen who speak that
this omission ought net to be considered language in this House, an inconve-
asa grievaneS »o great as to be made the nience which I would fain see remedied,
foundatonofacomplaintofinjuti>being and which, without going further and
done to the Freneh-speaking population saying more than it would be proper to
4of Canada. I ask in it not rather a com- say, I have done mny best to remnedy. I
plaint with reference to the injustice sup- hope the timo -vill come wher it
posed to be ddne to memhers of this will be remedied. I regret that
HOuse who speak the French language? my lion. friend feels the inconve-
Now, fortunately for them and for us nience so deeply. I hope the explanation
there is no ,French Canadian member of will show that if we are in error ve have
th lHOuse who does not perfectly weil niot erred willingly, but that it has only
understand the English language, and been forced upon us by circumstances,
although it woullà be far more couve- and that we are quite ready to repent,
nient, and although I admit the Consti. and do otierwise, wihen the circuma-
tution does provide foi- the free use of stances of the hour, and the will of that
the French language in both Chambers, power which controls ministries combine
and though it is somnewhat inconsistent to enable us to do so.
with that interpretation to have no
French-speaking meinber of the Gover- lon. Mr. 1 AYTIIORNE-I wish to
ment here, yet no government can make a few remarks on this question
always carry out things logicatly as before the Address is passed, but I may
the lon. gentleman would desi1e. I say that after the singular interlude that
oIIly wish the hon. gentleman wa in the lias just occupied an ho'ur and -a-half of
Government and had to manage tiings the time of the House, I feel myseif

Ifon. Sir A lex. Campbd.
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certainly not in a position to resume this I The hon. gentleman who seconded the
debate at present. I is rather difficult
to recall the attention of the House to
the subject of the evening's discussion
after the interruption we have listened
to ; that interruption may have been
necessary, but I must say, urnder the cir-
eimstances, I think it wonld be becom-
ing on the part of the Government to
allow an adjournment of the debate.

lion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-,
We wish to get througi the debate this
evening, in order to allow papuers in con-
nection with, the Pacific Railway con-
tract to be laid on the table of the
flouse on Monday, otberwise we night
be detained for several days.

lon. Mr. HAYTHORNE-I lis-
tened with keen attention to the speeches
of the two gentlemen who introduced the
Address in this House this afternoon-
the lion. niover and the hon. seconder-
and I nay say I was highly pleased with
their speeches, as mucli so as could pos-
sibly be expected from a member of the
Opposition. I could not, certainly, coin-
cide with all the views they expressed,
but I could do so with a great many of
them. At all events, I eau bear testi-
uony te the eloquence of their addresses.
I cannot agree with the view taken by
the hon. member from Arichat, that it is
unusual and contrary to British parlia-
nentary practice to offer criticisms upon
the speeches of lion. gentlemen under
these circumstances. It may be truc,
as the lion. gentleman stated, that iii the
Imperial Parliament it is not the practice
to criticise very severely the mover
and seconder of the Address, but
my hon, friend has lost sight of the
fact that in the British Parliament the
A ddress is moved and seconded by new
members-men recently returned« by the
people, or recently assuming a seat in
the House of Lords, consequently the
analogy does not apply in this case, more
particularly so as the nover of the Ad-
dress announced hirrself to this House
not as a new politician- although a new
member-hut, on the contrary, hie
political experience went back as far
as most of us can speak of our own,
and, therefore, it is by no means essential
that the courtesy extended to new mem-
bers who are addressing Parlianent for
the first time should be extended to 1im.

Ilon. ir. Ilaythorne.

TÁe [SENATE.] Address.

Address has an experience as long, ad
perhaps not less general than the hon.
gentleman who moved the Address. Ail
thougl I have no desire in making these
remarks to criticize their speeches in an
unfriendly spirit, I must assert that they
have no right to claim immunity from
general and courteous criticisn. I wisbl
to say a few words upon the subject of
the harvest, which has been referred to
in the Speech as being a bountiful one.
I presume it lias bepn so in most of the
provinces, but I regret that sonie féw
words of qualification were not addel to
that paragraph whieh wouuld have shown
the sympathy felt by the Goverinment of
this Dominion with the people of the
Province froni which I eone. I regret
to say that we cannot bout of an abùn-
dant harvest in Prince Edward Tsluïd.
The wheat crop las been decidedly de-
ficient, and thé oat crop. on which a èreat
portion of the poorer classes of farmers
depend as their staple grain for export,
has heen very poor ; part of it has beenî
good, but the crop is greatly deficient,
and I cannot but think that, when this
paragraph is read by the people of the
Province from which I come, it 'will
cause considerable regret, and wili lead
them to conclude that their welfare has
been overlooked by the Government' of
the'Dominion. It is rather singular, I
think, that in the sane paragraph, the
harvest and the commercial prosperity
are placed in such close jtuxtaposition,
and it would seem as if the object of'the
hon. mover and seconder, in the course of
their arguments, was to show a connee-
tion between those two. For my part,
I think the hon. gentlemen overlooked
an important factor in their argumen>ts.
I think the hon. mover stated, and the
hon. seconder also, that there had been
good harvests in Canada before no
doubt there had), and yet Canada
was not prosperous, the inference béing
that the wanr, of prosperit / was due to
the absence of the National Policy. Šnt
now Canada is prosperous; she has"te
Na ional Policy, and bas enjoyed a gpod
harvest, and the inference is that 'the
National Policy bas Iargely contribüted
to that prosperity. But 'both the ]QIn.
mover and the hon. seconder of the
Addres omitted to state that under 1Mr.
Mackenzie's Administration one of' the



ilàost important of our industries-the the terns of the contract been made

most-important perhaps after agriculture, publi, so that the people would have

trade-was languishing to a lad an opportunity of discussing the
lp98t extraordinary degree. We all saw matter face to face with their represen-

is our daily rambles about the capital tatives - before leaving for their parla-

thievast piles of unsold luniber standing mentary duties. The Goverument would

ini te owners' yards; we saw the idle then have taken into their councils, not
ldies, and we knew that for years that merely the members of Parliament and
uigdustry was practically perishing. Upon Senators, but also the people. As it is
wát ' Iid that depression depend Did now, andi as my hon. friend the leader

i trise fromn any fault of the Govern- of the Opposition in this House has
içit I Not at âdll; it depended on the stated, this matter will probably be de-
paralyzed condition of trade inth, United cided upon before a large majority of the
ttes, over which we had no control. þ Jeople of the Dominion are aware of

We might have good harvests, but that the exact terms of this great contract,
w9Uld lot set the lumber trade in motion which is to bind then and their children

rani neither wold it set the other in- to so gigantic an undertakiug. This was
ltries in motion which were also in a an error, a grave error, that they did not

dormant condition in the United States, make the terms of this contriact knowL
nd, coinsequently, we were deprived of before summoning Parliament, or, at all

OIe markets for our lumber: but, when- events, contemporaneously with the
ever circunstances occurred such as have summoning of Parliament. I do not

t Place during the past year--and I believe that the course they have pur-
' say two or three preceding years of sued is that which would be adopteil

e9rety in Europe, the last season espe- under the more modern 1 ractice of Br-
ally-an active demand arose in Europe tish Governments and British Parhia-

lfor Americai corn, and it was evident ments. My ,impression is that in Great
t!a't that demand was likely to continue Britain the course ntow more generally
fo som1e time. Then A merican inalustry adopted by governments is to give full
w"s at once set in motion, and there was publicity to q'uestions of national

44un a demand for our lumber. The importance; and, if I renember rightly,
result las been a return of prosperity; when Lord Beaconsfield made the pur-

(toe assume that the lNational Policy chase of the Suez Canal shares
h actually contributed in any he made no secret of it; the terrs

a nal degree to that pros- of the contract were made known at the
thimk is an assumption earliest possible date, and I think that

Tt proof. The next para'raph in everybody who concerns himself at all
Speech refers to the important ques- with the course of public affairs in Eng-

tion which bas brought ils here, but I land must agree that in all quarters-ni
ami happy to find that in a general way the public press, and amongst statesmen
throughout the debate very little refer- in and out o?'Parliament-there is a uni-
ence has been made to the details of this versal demand that that extreme reti-

Onew contract. f course everybody feit cence which used to preval in the
until the terns were before the management of public affaire i former
ature it would be idle to attemîpt a tues ehould ne longer continue. I

on them. I do not think the think that ony person who takes the
overnment, in calling Parliament te- trouble t inforni himscif on these affaira

gether at this particular time, las acted will take that view cf the case. 1 say
In a manner to entitle them to praise. It nothing about the inconvenience of thi8

urged ln this House-I think early session. I have always con8idered
ge on. gentleman from Arichat that whex a man becomes a member of

lired in defence. 0t, the course of the Parliament, or accepta a seat in the
oyernIent his belief that théy had Sonate, it is bis duty to hold himself

siurampnedl Parliamenta ona hec44roct Phlinint as soo0n s the prepared te apper here and do bis dty
contract had been finally completed. and romain here jnst as long as the pub-

may be so, but I do think it would lic service requires bis attexdance. For
Jav been (ar more satisfactory o Par- ny part if it*is necesrary te do without
=aent and to the country generally had the usual festivities of Christmas and

wil. mr. t taytaornk.
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New Year's, I am prepared to stay here
and do my work as long as the Govern-
ment require my services. I observe a
little further on in the Speech a para-
graph respecting the Intercolonial Rail-
way and the Prince Edward Island
Railway, which will require a few
remarks from me. I felt it my duty last
year, in consequence of a paragraph in
the Speech with which Parliament was
opened last session, te make some reflec-
tions on the management of the Inter-
colonial Railway. 1, and many other.
inembers from the Maritime Provinces,
had recently performed a journey on that
road, and we all had complainte of more
or less gravity as *to the state of things
on that line. Some of us complained of
accidents to wheels, some of .cars off the
track, and some of one thing and some
of another. There certainly was suffi-
cient cause to criticize, and criticize with
some severity, that paragraph of last
year's Speech which claimed credit
for the good management of the Inter-
colonial Railway; but I can coincide
with the view expressed by my hon.
friend froin Halitax, that on this occasion,
i for one, have found. the line of the
Iptercolonial Railway, as far as a passen-
ger can judge of these things, in admir-
able order, and I have no fault to find
with its management on the present
occasion. If there is anything that
requires notice, it is that the staff.
chargeable with the transfer of luggage
is rather inadequate, but the rond appears 1
to be in a most excellent condition. I1
wish I could, consistently with my duty,'
speak in terme equally agreeable to the
Government upon the state of the Prince
Edward Island Railway, but that I can-
not do. Credit has been taken by the
Government for the economy that has
been produced in the management of
that road. They say " You will be glad
to learu that the measures adopted to
promote economy in the working of the
Intercolonial and Prince Edward ,Island
Lailways have resulted in a large reduc-

tion of the difference between revenue,
and expenditure." Now, hon. gentlemen,
that clause is skilfully worded, I admit,
but at the same tinie I cannot agreo that
any credit l due to the Goverunment for
reducing expenditure upon the road pro
vided they fail to maintain the perma-
inent way in safe working condition.

lon. 3Mr. Hythorne.

It may be, as the Government state iii
that clause, that they have reduced the
expenditure on that road, but have thèy
maintained its efficiency 1 There's the
point. Now, I have positive proof to
bring before this House that its efficiency
has net been preserved ; on the contrary,
that the roadway was rediiced to such a
condition as to result in a most serioos
disaster this last summer. A train got.
off the track and was completely smashed
up, and a considerable portion of the lino
was torn up, and several passengers were-
most grievously mutilated. There were
mon on the train at that time who have
scarcely recovered ; in fact one of them
I kniow lias not recovered from- tht'
effects of that accident to this day, and
probably never will. A sort of inquiry'
was held at the ·time, I believe, under
the superintendence of the management.
of the road, and the witnesses ptoduoed
were all employees on the road. They
all declared that the line was in excel-
lent order, with one exception. There
was one person who did make a sugges-
tien. I do net know as it is necessary
to gíve his name, but that gentleman de,-
clared that the accident nust have ariuen
from defective sleepers. I think that I
am warranted in saying that it did
occur from defective sleepers or ties.
That accident occurred withtn a couple
of miles of my residence, and as soon as
I heard of it, I made it muy business to
inspect the road, and it was only two or
three days after the accident that 1
visited the spot.

lion. Mr. DzIBOUCHERVI LÉ'
Who was that road made by ?

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE-It wa
made by a contracting firn amed Seri-
ber and Burppe.

lion. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
Was it not built by tue Prince Edward
Island Governnent 1

Hon. Mr. HAYTIIORNE-It was
built for the Prince Edward lsland Gov-
ernnent by Messrs. Scriber and .Burpee.
What I wish to say is this : that the ac
cident was clearly traceaUle to defeocty
sleepers. I examined them myself, and
fromi my own observation I can atateo
positively--although, of course, my -oh-
servation goes for ne more than that of

[.SENA TE.] A diress.
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a•private individual-that the sleepers the right direction. There is a paragraph
inithe immediate vicinity of the spot, in the Speech with reference to the tariff

when that accident ocurred, were in a and the revenue. I could join in the

ddective - condition ; and any govern- congratulations which are cluimed fron

mWent who would knowingly tolerate snch Parlianent upon this subject if a smal

a condition of things as that, are directly portion of that paragraph were omitted.

responhible for the lives and safety of It is there stated that:-
the people of the Province from i
wiiich: 1 corne who have t> cIc itWU be satisfactory to yen ta know that.
twhich ver t mat who a e the existing tarif as not only pronmoted the

a ailway, I ldo manufactures and other products of the
not y anything as yet, nor country, but has so far increased the revenue.

shall I until the papers, whiel I shall of the Dominion as to place It beyond doubt
more for at the proper time, come down, that the receipts of the current fiscal year will

whether the failere to remove defective b® in exces of the expenditure chargeable W

stiepers lies at the doors of the local
management or of the Government. An Now, the latter part of tlat paragraph
tKtflënive renewal of sleepers has taken is a matter upon whicfí we might fairly
Place on different parts of the road since congratulate ourselves, althougli our
that time. I cannot state to what extent congratulations would be more thcrouigh
thià has be'en doue, but probably the and more complete provided the revenue
papers which will be laid up>on the table had been raised by duties only calculated
before the session closes will elucidate to raise revenue, and not te protect
that point- I Eau state that the road fron manufacturera. It speaks of having
Chaviottetown to Georgetown is in very promoted the manufactures of the
fair order, and there have been large country, but I very much doubt whether
renewals on the road since that accident there je any reason to congratulate the
oourred. Now, hon. gentlemen, if the country on the success of manufacturéa
agent of a house proprietor, for example, promoted in the manner the paragraph
wee to boast to his principal that he describes, because.every additional profit
lad effected a considerable increase in made by the manufacturers is evidently
his rental, and if that agent had allo-wed made at the expense of the.people of those
theý roof trees of the dwellings under his provinces who could have provided
charge to decay through inattention, themselves with the articles that they
w<ld he be entitled to praise for his required umnier a revenue tariff on cheaper
managemnt, or would it be thought that and more beneficial ternis than under
he "ras doing bis employer justice 1, I the National Policy. I notice that
think not, and I think that the Govern in, the French rendering of the
ment are not entitled to credit for Sîeech the word " favorise l ias been
eOonomy when they are allowing the used1 a terni more analogous to protec-
roadway of the Island Railway to fall tion than the word " pronoted," iured in
into decay. I would heir with great the English edition. I feel, hon. gen-
satifaction cf any measure comning for- tiemen, that to occupy your time any
war that would place the Civil Service longer on this occasion would only
on a good footing. I think the success- render my renarks somewhat tedious.
ful carrying on of the public de- I admit, for the reasons stated in, the
PartmÏents depends on the efficiency beginning of my address, that my ideaa
and. p1hanency Of those employed are not a little disjointed, owing to the
ma the Civil · Service. I could interlude which occurrel just before 1
qaote sorne high authorities in proof of rose to address yon, and that being so
that assertion, but I deline to do 90 on I conclude very briefly by stating ny
account of the lateness of the houir and conviction that,fortunately,the prosperity
thetength of this debàte. I think if the of this country caniot be made to depend
Government will bring forward such re- upon fisoal laws connected with the
form as will place that service on a per- eustoms. They may affect our prosperity
måunent-and efficient footing, they will te a very great extent, but to shut it out
be doing a lasting service to the Do- or stanp it down, it is beyond the power
minion, and 1, for one, will be prepared of the tariff to do. I say this because I
to give them credit for taking a step in believe that tYe neighbôring iepubio

lion. Mr. Haythorne.
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has a like experience with oui own. I
have quoted before in this. House the
words of Mr. David Wells, the Commis-
sioner of Revenue in the United States
mpon an occasion somewhat similar
to this in the history of his country.
Congres Iaid established a strongly pro-
tective system-stronger than that,
which exists in Canada. Mr. Wells, in
his report to Congress on the state of the
revenue, said, in sone such words as
these, which I may quote again. in this
House if I hear it asserted, as I have
beard it to-night, that the National
Poliev is the cause of the measure of
prosperity that we now enjoy
dThroughont the -length and breadth of
the United States, from east to west,
trom north to south, prosperity prevails,
abundance of employment for labor and
abundance of employment for capital.
Everything prosperel; but," lie added,

this prosperity is due to the inherent
energies of the people and nattral re-
sources of the country, and not to legis-
lation." I say the same here to-night,
and I shall close my remarks with these
important words of Mr. Wells.

The motion was agreed to.

Ordered that the said Address be pre-
sented to Ris Excellency the Governor-
General by such membors of the House
as are meinbers of the Privy Council.

THE PACIFIC RAILWAY CONTRACT

Hon. Mr. .SCOTT inquired of the
leader of the Governnient what course
the Government proposed t take to
ratify the cantract with the Syndicate
who had undertaken to construct the
-Canadian Pacific Railway.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
the contract would be laid on the table
)f the House on Monday, accompanied
with a Bill, which would become the Act
of Incorporation if it was passed.

The Senate adjourned at 10.07 p mi.

THE SENATF,

Monday, December 13th, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.
THE PACIFIC RAILWAY.

TIIE CONTRACT WITH THE SYNDIÇATE. •

lon. Sir ALEX. CA MPBELL real
a Message froni His Excellency the Go-
vernor General, transmnitting a cont•act
entered into for the construction of the
Canadian Pacitie Railtway, and accom-
panying schedule, and recommending the
same for the fa-vorable consideration of
the Senate. He said that it was his
intention to have presented these doca-
ments on Friday evening. The desire of
the Government was - to havé presentei
them to both Houses simultaneously, but
up to the tine that the Senate ad-
journed the debate on the Address had
not terminated in the Lower House.
The Government, as represented in that
body, presented the papers that evening
hefore the adjournment. He now laid
them, at the carliest opportunity, before
the Senate.

BILLS INTR4ODUCED.

Bill (A) " An Act respecting prizè
fighting."-(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (B) " An Act to amend the law
respecting docunentary evidence in cer-
tain cases."-(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

TBE SENATE DEBATES.

DELAY IN PUBLICATION.

Hon. Mr. MILLER called attention
to the fact that only a portion of the de-
bate of Friday last appeared in this
morning's paper. He did not know
where the fault lay; lie did not say that
it rested with the reporters. Very often
it was the fault of members who, when
reports of their speeches were sent to
them for revision, failed to return thexn
to the repor ters in time for publication.
He (Mr. Miller) had muade it a habit
when ieports of his speeches were sent
to him to revise them promptly and re-
turn then as soon as possible to the
reporters. He threw out this .uggss-
tion at the opening of the session in the
hope that affairs might be managed more
pleasantly than last session.

[ S E N ATZ E] Debate s.
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Hon. Mr. DICKEY thouglit that his-
hon. friend lad furnished the kev to the
délay that had occurred-it was' the re-
suit of memberis not returning the reports
of their speeches in time for prompt
publication. He (Mr. Dickey) hap-
pened to know that in this instance the
report had been delayed fron this cause.
The hon. Senator from Ottawa inight be
able to explain whether it was so or not.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT regretted if hie liadbeen the cause of retardiig the gratifica-tion Of any hodyv. Ie did not know that his
Peeciî was so exceedingly important,but he had to-day written a brief para-

grapil and firnished it to the reportersin lieu of the flil report of his speech,and in future ho would act upon that
principle and give no cause f or complaint.
*Ifaving delivered a speech, lie did notwant to read it agair ; it had yot thatattraction to him.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE as a rur-ber of the Debates Coratnittee, thought
that such delays would at tines be un-avoidable, and that they ought niot to beattriblte(l to the reporters, but to cer.
tain wembers of the House, who werethe cause of themi. As for the memibers
from Quebec, who spoke in French, de-lay was unavoidable, owing to the difii-Iulty they experienced from having no
Feneh reporters. Their speeches hadte b tq% lated, and delay necessarilyresulted <roi thatt cause. It was not011y the practice for members to revisethe reports of their speeches, but thereporters were required, by the terms oftheir contract, to give Senators opportun-
ity for such revision, and to wait untilthe reports were returned to them forublication. Members could not at alltn1e b. ready to read the manuscript
4 t ekr speeches when it was sent tothea. They bad meetings of cornnittees
w attend and ther.duties to discharge,which ofteu prevented them from re-vising the reporte in time to have them,sent to the printer., Under the circum-Itances there should e no complaints.
b as the resuk of the system adoptedbY the House and of the ternis of theeontract with the reporter

The subject then dropped.

JIon. MVr. Dickey.

THE PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND JUDGEß.

IEPLY TO A QUESTION.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL de-
sired,before the adjournment of the House,
to reply to a question which had been
asked last session by the lion. Senator
from Prince Edward Island (Mr. Hay-
thorne) as to the judges' salaries. He
had promised that the niatter should
engage the consideration of the Govern-
ment. Since last session the Govern-
ment had considered the subject, and
would be prepared, during the present
session, to submit to Parliament a revi-
sion aud readjustment of the salaries of
some of the judges of the Maritime Pro-
v"lces.

The Sen ate adjourned at 3.30 p.in.

THE SENATE,
Tuesday, Decenber 14/h, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at 3.20

p.mi.
Prayers and routine pr9ceedings.

THE STANDING COMMITTEES.

THE LIBRARY.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
moved the appointment of the fullowing
îenators to the Joint Committee on the

Library of Parliament:-

Hon. D. L. MACPHERsoN, Speaker,
and Hon. Messrs.

lexandr,abre,
Allan, Haythomé,
Almon, MontgomerN,
Baillargeon, Odeli,
Boucherville, [e, Reesor,
Bourinot, Ryan,
Campbell (Sir Alex.), 8cott,
Chapais, Stevens,
Christie, Trudel, and
Corniall, Warkn.

The 'notioln was .'greed to.
TRE PR~IOFO PARLIAMENT.-

lion. 'Sir ALEX. CAMPB'l4LL
mnoved the appointuient of the following
Senators to f1he Joint Comimittee on thoPrinting of Parliamentgr

Aikins,
Brouse,
Bureau,
Cochrane,
Fabre,

Hon. Messrs.
McClelan (flopewell),
Macfarlant.,
Northwood,
Odelli
Reesor,
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Ferrier,
laythorne,
Kaulbach,

Simpson, and
Wark. .'

The motion was agreed to.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
moved the appointment of the following
Committees of the Senate:-

STANDING ORDERS AND PRIVATE ils.1.8.
Hon. Mesrs.

Aikins, Grant,
Almon, (luevremont,
Archibald, Haythorne,
Armand, Howlan,
Belleroso, Macfarlane,
Botsford, Montgomery,
Bourinot, Nelson,
Boyd, Odell,
Brouse, Paquet,
Campbell (Sir Alex), Pelletier,
Carvell, Power,
Christie, Pozer,
Cornwall, Read,
Dever, ieesor,
Dickson, Scott,
Ferrier, Sutherland,
Flint, Trudel, and
Girard, Vidal.
Glasier,

BANKING AND COMMERCE.

lon. Messrs.
Aikins, Hope,
Allan, Lewin,
Archibald, MeMaster,
Bellerose, Miller,
Bonson, Paquet,
Botsford, Pelletier,
Boucherville, De Ryan,
.Boyd, Simpson,
Campbell ,Sir Alex., Skead,
Chinic, Smith,
Cochrane, Thibaudeau.
Ferrier, Trudel,
(ibbs, Vidal, and
Hamilton (Inkerman), Wark.
Hamilton (Kingston),

RAILWAYS, TELEGRAPHS ANID IIARBORS.

lon. Messrs.
Alexander, Kaulbach,
Allan, Leonard,
Boucherville, De, Macdonald,
Boyd,
Bureau, Montgomery,
Campbell, Sir Alex.. 3uirhoa,

arvell,lson,
hapais,aquet,

Christie, I'ower,
Cochrane, Price,
Cornwall, Ryan,
Dickey, Scott,
Verguson, kead,
Yerrier, SteVens,
Gibbs, Sutherland, and
Haeilton (ankerLdan), Vidai.

lIon. 8ir. AI". CaMihbe.

CONTINGENT ACCoUNTS..

lon. Messrs.
Alexander, McClelan (lopeivell),
Armand, McLclan(Londonderriq
Botsford, Macfarlane,
Bull, 3lcMaster,
Campbell, Sir Alex., Miller,
Chaffers, Nelson,
Cormier, Penny,
Dickey, Pozer,
Dickson, Read,
Dumouchlci, Ryan,
Girard, Scott,
Grant, Skead, and
Hamilton (nlkerian), Smith.

cenonarnd,
REPOIZTINvG DEBÂTES.

lion. Sir. ALEX. CAMPBELL saikt
that since lie had given notice of the,
proposed Committee on the Reporting of
the Debateà, some of the gentlement
whose naines appeared in it; had state4
they prçferred not to act on the Cow-
miittee. fe theret'ore mioveti that the.
order ae discharged.

The motion w.u agred to.

The Senate adjourned at 4 p.m.

THE SENATE,
Wedinesday, December 15th, 18

The Speaker took the chair at
1.111.

Prayers and routine prooeedings.

80.
3.30,

BILL INTRODUCED.
Bill (C) " An Act to amend Chapter

15, 39 V iet., 1876, intituled ' An Act to
make provision for the crossing of navi-
gable waters by railway and other road
companies incorporated under provincial
Aets.' "-(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

DEATH OF SENATOR CHRISTIE.

MOTION.

The SPEAKER informed the House.
hat he had roceived a telegram announ-

cing the death of the Hon. Mr. Christie
to-day.

Hion. Mr. SCOTT--I an sure we ali
feel deeply grieved attlie mielancholy in-
telligence that lis Honor the Speaker
lias conveyed to the members of this.
House. The late gentleman filled im-
portant positions in this country, having
been, i believe, furst elected to the old
Parliament of Canada in 1851, and
conseetiîvely since that period occu-
pied a ;osition in one or other
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4ranch of the Legislature. Tho
4eceased gentleman also held the
jposition of Privy Councillor, having
been sworn in in 1874. lie was my
.predecessor in the office of Secretary of
State, and subsequeutly occupied the po-
sition which you now fill. Ve all re-
member that, althougli loyal te his party ;
a1lhough having strong feelings of alle-
giance to those with whom ho was in
sympathy, Politically, during his incum-
bency Of that chair, his decisions were
teoeived in this louse as comingfrou one
who proflnced them judicially. i
think I express the opinion of every gen-
t1enan here,that ho did ail in his power,.%wth t'ie elear judgment that Providence
ad blessed himi, to act honorably, fairly

andi witi integrity while he oceupied the.
position of Speaker of this Bouse. Ho
bad filled other positions, perhaps of not
equal importance, yet scarcely second to
those, having been devoted to the eleva-

. tion of the Province of Ontario in the
6cience of agriculture. Eminently suc-
cessful mi that iursuit, lie engrafted his
-own views on men who are now leading
tillers of the soil i Ontario. I think he
was the first Presideut of the Agricultu-
râd Association and Board of Arts, and,
from its inception down to his latest
.breath, his heart was in the development
of that important branch of industry in
()ntario., I ara aware that it is the ride in
thisChamber that, whena departure takes
l iece µmong the memnbers of the Senate,
i ii fot custofary, of late years, for au
h1ajournuent to b moved. However,
considering the eej>tional positior
which the deceased gentletïan occupied-
that of having tilled the chair in this
lody-I think the rule might, with al
1ropriety, on the present occasion, b(
departed froni, and I an quite sure tha
this Chauiber will mark its feeling o
-regrpt at the loss it has sustained by
-adjournmng out of respect for his memory
With these brief observations, I mov
tiat this House do adjourn out of respec
to the memlory of the late Hon. DaviChristie.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL, i
a. few words full of sympathy, seconde
the motion and suggested that as M
Christie had been the Speaker of th
tSenate, two members of the House shoul
attend the funeral on behalf of ti
Senate.

Ilon. Mq. Scoe.

Hon. Mr. * SCOTT accepted the sug-
gestion.

The motion was amended accordingly,
and agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 3.50 p.m.

TR E SENATE,

Thursday, December 16th, 1880.

The Speaker took the chair at 3.30
o'clock,

Prayers and routine proceedings.
DEATU OF BENATOR CHRISTIE.

The SPEAKER notified the House
that ho lad named the Hon. Messrs.
Scott and Hope, as representatives of the
Senate to attend the funeral of the late
lIon. David Christie.

T1LMPERANCE LEGISLATIO.
flNQUIRY•

lon. Mr. BELLEROSE inquired
whether, in view of the decision given
by the Supreme Court, as to the uncon.
stitutionality of the laws passed by the
Local Legislatures prohibiting the sale
of intoxicatiig liquors, it is the intention
of the Government to bring in a measure
on the subject I

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
is not the intention of the Government
to bring in a measure upon this subject.
The hon. gentlenmnu supposes that the
appeal has been decided, but I amt in-
formed that it has not, but that it is to
be taken to England.

THE SENATE DEMATES.

'l Tu SNr>mG C0oMM[TTEE APPIONTED.

e lo1. Sir A LEX. CA MPBELL
t movedi that the Hon. Messieurs
f Boyd, Brouse, DnBoucherville, Mac-

farlane, Scott, Thibaudeau and Vidal
be appointed a committee to in-

e quire into the best means to be adopted
t to obtain correct teports of the debates
d and proceedings of the Senate, antd for

the publication of the samne, and to
n report fron timle te time their
d views te the House. le said
r. that he had given notice of
le the re-appointment of the old cotnnittee,
Id but was informed on the part of some of
te the minembers that they would rather

have a new committee struck, in order
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to got rid of and forget tCe troubles of
last year ; and lie thought, hinself, that
this was the better course to take.
Since then it had been suggested that as
Mr. Thibaudeau was not often present,
the naine of another French Canadian
member should be added to the commit-
tee. Hon. Mr. Ch'apais' name had been
suggested. Ie (Sir Alex. Campbell)
would be very glad to have that gefitle.
inan on the conimittee. Since then the
lion. nember fron DeLaiaudiere, who
lad been on the coinrnittee before, had
expressed a desire to serve upon it again ;
and, as far as lie (Sir Alex. Canipbell)
was concerned, lie lad no objection to
add his naine too. Hon. Mr. Hope had
aseo been mentioned; so lie proposed to
a,dd the naines of the Hon. Messrs. Belle-
rose, Chapais and Hope.

Hon. Mr. CHIAPAIS-1 s1oihld pre-
fer not to serve oun the eommwitte-e. Take
Mr. Bellerose.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAM'BEb Lmoved
that Hon. Messrs. Bellerose and lope
be added to the comittee.

Hon. Mr. MILLER said if a new
committee was to be appointed, lie did
not see why the hon. Seiator fron
De Lanaudiere should depart froim the
understanding whiclh the louse had
arrived at a day or two ago. le did
not see why any particular individual of
the old committee was' to be appointed on
the new one. He (Mr. Miller) thought,
himself, it .woubl be a good idea to sub-
stitute a new commiîîttee for tihe old one.
But the suggestion should be carried out
in its entirety.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
his impression had been that thereshouild
be an entirely new committee, but as the
lion. Senator froi De Lanaudiere wisied
to have bis naine added to it, lie had
stated that lie had no objection. The
object of appointing a new eonimittee
was, that the troubles of last session and
the previous one might be altogether
forgotten.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE consider-
ed it but natural thatL the old
committee should be re-appointed,
as had been done in the case
of all the other committees. But
when the lon. Postmaster-General rose
in his place the other day, and said

lion. Sir Alex. Campbell.

thattt wo. or· tJree members had aaked not.
to be appointed to that committee, and
that lie would ask the House, therefore,
to withdraw the motion, he (Mr.
Bellerose,) translating that statement into
French, could give but one interpretation
to the words of the leader of the House,
that another notice of motion would be
given with the names of those who did
not wish to serve, struck out, and re-
placed by the names of others. But it
seemed, from the observations made by
the hon. Senator opposite (Mr. Miller)
that lie hiuiself had suggested another
course.

Hon. Mr. MILLER denied that ho
had said anything of the kind. He
had stated that lie agreed with the sug-
gestion of'the hon. Postiaster-Generask
Ie (Mr. Miller) did not wish to serve

huimuself.

IHon. Mr. BELLEROS E said the lion.
geitlemiai had stated that the Post-
master-General ought to stick to, what
had been decided upon.

Hon. Mr. MI LLE R-" Suggested," I
said.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE contended
that if the lion. Senator fromn ]Richmond
(Mr. Miller) did not wish to serve on
the Conmittee lie should withdraw, but.
the whole Connittee should not bt.
wiped out because one or two of itw
members wisied for a change. He (Mr.
iellerose) did not consider it proper

thit his uane shiould be struck out
uirely' v tu please the hon. gentleman (Mr.

Miller), wlo was himinself always ready
to take offence at any sliglit which wa.
offered to hin. The Connittee had
worked harmoniously last session, the
only exception being the confliet whielh
the hon. gentleman hinself had raised
with the reporters. Was it proper that.
because lie (Mr. Miller) lad some feel-
ing aigainst the reporters, the Com-
mittee was to be disclarged and new
menbers who would suit the -hon. gen-
tleman's taste appointed i If there was
one comiittee with which the Govern-
ment onglht not to meddle it was
this. It should be left in the bands of
the House. The money which was paid
for the reporting service was taken out
of the contingencies of the Senate, and
excepting the general supervision which
the Governiiument imiust have over al ex-
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pendi.ares of. the public money, they a
hould liot interfere with this matter. B

The fHonse had, by a unanimous vote, b
e5presed itself favorable te the commit- t
tee, and there was nothing therefore, to
justify the Government in adopting the h
course which they were now following. S
The proof that it w as net the House that m
dima»ded, this change wvas, that the t
lon. Postmaster-General had of his own o
motiongiven notice to reappoint the old s
.committee, and it had evidently been n
withdrawn at the reqnest of souebody. t

t
Hon. Mr. MILLER said that nothing f

which had fallen fromn him justified the d
remarks of the hon. Senator froin DeLa- t
naudiere. There certainly was nothing i
to justify hisg mi&epresentation of facts a
wh'iich oumght to be within lis kn.w- c
ledge. The hon. gentlemnant had stated
that this new departure had beent made i
at his ( Miller's) instigationu. How i
dare he nuake such ant assertion without
a tittle of evidence te support it! When
ho did qo lie only placed his statements
geerally in a position net to entitle
them to a great deal of credence by those
Wh heard the . Tlh hon. gentleman
tbought proper to) say that there had
bleen ne trouble in the committee last
Vear, exce)t what ho (Mr. Miier) made.
Whether the hon. gentleman agreed
with hlim or not, ho was net going, by a
loud voice, toiprevent him (M r. Miller)
frbnstatmg his objections or vindicatingba rightq, upon thu iloor of this lHouse.
With ail the aggressitenes and inclina-
tion to be disagreeable which the hon.
gentlenai had on former occasions
àshown towarîds lim,, and others, he would
imleet him (Mr. Bellerose) on this or any
other ground hich he night take in
th* Snate, in any spirit le thought
Ploper i> evince. It was factthat there had been a great deal of un..
pleasanit feeling in the coumittee last
year, and thit he (Mr. Miller), for
reasons which he woulid not now state,was ohligéd to tbring anuy grievances in
c'onnectiont with the reporting which he
had to coluplain of before the Senate,
and not before the cÔrmittee. The hon,
gentleman stated that , the Hiouse was
satisfied with the nethod of' reporting
last year; that s;tatement was not cor-
ret. lie (Mr. Miller) desirel to siy
ncthuing on this occasion aIgainst the[ionti. Mr. tllellerose

uility and faithfulness of the reporters..
ut the system was not what it should
e, and ought to be changed. Sugges-
eins te that effect had been made last.
ession; net only by hinself, but by the-
eader of the Government. The hon.
enator from Londonderry, and other-
embers of the Senate who frequently

ook ·part in its debates, and whoso.

pinions were entitled te respect, had
uggested that some change shiould be.-
made in the systen of reporting, and
hat a plan shoulid be adopted similar te
hat which was now working so success-
ully in the louse of Conmons. The
ay after the debate on the Address in
hat body took place a full report of
t was in the hands of . members,
nd the press on both si(les of 1olitics.

omplimetnted the louse of Conimons.
>n the great improvement they had
nitroduced into their systein of report-
ng. le thought it would be well if a
new conmittee, free froi ary partiality
'or the old systei and fronm the un-
'ortunate personal unpleasantness of
Last year, should be appointed, who-
would be ready to adopt any improve-
ment which the experience of the other
louse might show to be desirable. It
was useless for the hcan. Senator froi
DeLanaudiere to say that.he (Mr. Miller»
was the only one dissatisfied last session.
Others had beent dissatisfied, and the
hon. gentlernan mnight some day find
that it wonid be just as unpleasant for
lim if others assuwed a position auch as
he was adopting to-day, and by which
any member might be placed ut a dis-
advantage in reference to any publie
question. The iiinciplo having been
laid down that a new comittee was to
be struck, there was nothing offensive iii
naking the change, and it was net'
usual for a member te force himself
upon a comiittee where a course like
this was deirmed necessary frein any
cause. The suggestion et the hon.
Postmaster-Generaî was a good and
sulitary one and likely te prove bene-
ficial to the House and to the reporting

Hon. Sir ALIX. CAMIPBELL waa
very sorry tiat there should be any un.
friendly feeling about this matter. It
waa only a domestic arrangement for the
purpi-ose of havin)g their debates-. reported,
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and surely it could be disp3sed of with-
ont unpleasantuess. The reason of the
change was that there had been sone
inpleasantness on the committee, and

some gentlemen did not desire to serve
on it again. Then it occurred to him
that it would be better to change it a]-
wogether-take a fresli departure, and
let bygones be bygones ; that a new
commxiittee would have an opportunity
41 ascertaining without being influenced
by prejudices and past differences what
was the best course to be pursued with
regard to the reporting, because there
çould be no comfort to the House in per-
petual wrangle over those small matters.
ie thouglit from the ppsition taken by

Iis hon. friend from De Lanaudiere (Mr.
Bellerose)' the better plan would be to
adhere strictly to the form of procedure,
and move the resolution just as it was,
allowing the lion. gentleman to have
some further motion made hereafter upon
the subject, if lie so desired.

Hon. Mr. CHAPAIS declined to
*serve on the committee.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE said that
he had no. intention of provoking
the hon. gentleman from Richmond,
as Le knew it was a serious matter, and
he did not wish to have him repeat the
scenes of last year in this House. How-
ever, if there had been difficulties on the
.eommittee, they were of a trifling char-
acter, and the only serions trouble was
that which Lad occurred once in this
Chamber. The House could judge of it
because every hon. member was present
when the attack was made by the hon.
Senator fromt Richmor.d upon the re-
porters. As to the question before the
louse, he did not intend to oppose the

motion of the hon. Postmnaster-General.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD said, as a
miember who had served two years on the
Debates Committee, le had on all occa-
sions endeavored to carry out the views
of the ilouse rather than his own, and he
thouglit it was very unfair to cast a re-
flection on that committee. The names
of the old committee had been entirely
omitted fron the new one because one or
two members were supposed to differ iu
opinion from, the others. In all com-
mittees there were diufltufies, and it was
'well, perhaps, tha't there should be differ-
.ences of opinion, but he hoped that the

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

Gavernuent would not cast a reflection
n the members of the old* commiittee as
not having done their duty.

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD, as a member
of the former committee, did not feel that
this was a reflection upon then. Under
the circumstances be approved of the ap-
pointment of a new committee, as he
thought it was' perhaps the best way to
get over the difficulty.

Hon. Mr. -HAYTHORNE said that
he lad been placed on the comnittee two.
years ago when the change took place.
Though having no acquaintance with the
subject, he had assumed the duty of
serving upon the committee, and lie had
endeavored to discharge his duty in an
efficient manner. He had heaid no
complaint in that comrnittee that the re-
porting of this House was inefciently,
inadequately or improperly performed.
On the contrary, lie thouglit there was a
general feeling of satisfaction at the
manner in which it was done.
There might have been one or
two who expressed dissent ; but
on both aides ot the House there
was a general feeling that the reporting
was promptly, efficiently and accuratelv
performed. That being so it seemed
strange that a committee who had dis-
charged their duty so efficiently should
be sunmarily dismissed.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-Not
at all.

lon. Mr. IAYTHORNE considered
that the committee who had charge of
the debates had one of the most import-
ant duties that had to be performed in
the Senate, for in their hands
were the liberties of, this louse.
Unless these debates were accurately
reported and promptly published
they night as well close their doors. To
what purpose should he or any other
hon. niember rise in his place and bring
some abuse or some malpractice which
prevailed in his own province to the
notice of the House, supposing it were
in the power of any reporter or any
committee te alter, amend or abbreviate
that hon. gentleman's speechl The
special point which had given so much
satisfaction on both aides of this House
with reference to the reporting had been
the accuracy with which the speeches
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had been recorded and the promp- mi
titude with which they had been tic
published and put in circulation ot
throughout the country. He hoped that p
the new committee, whatever course w
they miglit adopt with regard to the o
publishing and printing, would, on no if
ground, consent tW the curtailment, ci
abbreviation or alteratioii of the speeches p
made in this House, for if they did, ho w
for one, and he believed others would r
alsà feel themselves irresponsible for b
any reports of their speeches which p
might be publisBed. e

p
lion. Mr. KAJLBACH had no n

objection to have his name struck from t]
the comnittee,'but no reason had been c
given for taking this new departure. h
In striking other committees the practice
was that when any member did not wish v
toserve on it, he eipressed his desire to be i
relievéd of the duty, and some other
member was named in his stead. It was
statod that a new committee had been
agreed upon. by whom he did not know. t
Of course it was the right of the
leader of the Government to name
the committeces, but if there was
anY One cOînmittee wbich should ho t
directly 'within the control of the Buse
it was this. ife did biot know of any dis-
cord in the oid committee whieh would
j ustify this change. Their recommenda-
tiOns had met w4ih the approval of the
'uajOtitY Of the lieuse. The reporting
of the debates of the Sonate, had beýen
satisfactorily performed. M e believed it
'vas essential that the reporting should
ho in extenso, and lie concntrred in -the
opinion of the hon. Senator op-
pesite (Mr'. ilsythorne) that it
wPAR important the reasons which
iafluonoed the Senate in amending
1R rejeting measures frorn the Lower
'louae. NO reporters sbould ho given
the liberty Io furniah ides for any mem-
ber who, addrlbd the lioee. Every
Senator should ho responeible for bis
utteranceR, and it shouîd net 1%e in the
power of any reporter to curtail or
inodify themn in gi i* thein te the court-
try. The practice had beeta iappoint-
ing'eommittees, te 8eIect memhoers wbo
took ait interest in and wer. spciaily
qualilied te, deal with the subj&ets whichl
'woie likeir te corne hofore thèni. Arnong
the m1embers appointed te, this hew coin-

lion. Mfr. Hayjtlorne.

ittee was the hon. leader of the Opposi-
on, who had plainly told the House the
her day that the cause of the delay in
ublishing the debate on the Address
a his beglect to revise the report of his
vn 'speech, and his dipinclination to.
ave it printed. Th Government should
hoose such members as not only took a
orninent part in the debates, but also
ere interested in the publication of the
eports. No money expended by this
ranch of the Legislature was better em-
loyed than the small amount voted
very session for the reporting and
ublication of its debates, and it would
ot tend to elevate the character of
he Senate if these reports were
urtailed in any way. He hoped the
on. Postmaster-General would add
Ir Haythorne, or somte other member
ho was alive to the importance of hav-

ng full reports of the debates of the
;enate, to the committee.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
hat the naine of the hon. Senator from
)e Salaberry bad been proposed, and lie
vould therefore move that the names of
ion. Messrs. Trudel and Hope be added
o the committee.

Hon. Mr. POWER denied that the
Flouse desired any change in the com-
position of thie committee, or that there
was any dissatisfaction with the present
system of reporting, or the manner in
which the* committee did its duty last
session. The reommendations of the
owmittee had been adopted without

division by the House, and no dissatis-
faction had been expressed. He admit-
ted that there had been some personal
feeling in the committee, but not so
much aiong its members as between
one of its members and the reporters ;
and until about the clcse of the sessiou
there had been no personal feeling amongst
the members of the Committee at all.
He (Mr. Power) had no desire to serve
on the committee this session, but he
thought it unwise to remove all the old
and experienced members. The subject
of reporting the debates was a very im-
portant one. It was a matter of some
delicacy and a little intricate, and there
should therefore be some experienced
member on the committee. Those who
had been involved in the difficulty lst
year, and whose tempers had got a little

4
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excited, should not be upon it, but there
were others,such as the hon. Seidator from
DeLanaudiere, who had never lost his
temper in the committee or in the House,
the hon. Senator from Prince Edward
Island (Mr. Haythorne), and the hon.
Senator from British Columbia (Mr.
Macdonald) who might very well have
remained on the committee and given
the House the benefit of their experience

February, and the time for presenting
private bills to the 4th of February next.
He asked the Flouse to adopt the report
without notice, as the time for presenting
petitions expired to-day.

The report was adopted.

WRECK OF THE STEAMERS O7TAWA
AND BOYNE.

gained in former years. INQUIRY.

The motion was agreed to. Hon. Mr. TRUDEL inquired :-

THE ADDRESS. Whether the Governmenthas been informed
of the shipwreck of the steamers Ottawa and

MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY. Boyne, of the places whero those steamers
were wrecked respectively, of the causes to

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL read which their being wrecked is attributable, and
a Message from His Excellcncy, thanking of the amount of loss occasioned thereby ?
the House for their Address in reply to H1 said that lie had called the atten-
his Speech. tion of the Government last session to the

The Senate adjourned at 4.30 p.m. character of the improvements on the
Lower St. Lawrence, and especially those
at Cap a la Roche where these wrecks had
occurred. In addition to his own re-
inarks lie had subrnitted. the opinions of
men of great experience, one of whoni
bad stated in a letter, from. wvhich lie read

THE SENATE, to the House on that occasion, the foi-
iowing :

Fridoy, December 17th, 1880. GThis ehannel, 'vhere the works have been

The Speaker took the chair at 3.20wo years, is oly 5
The peaer tok he hairat .~9feet wide, and lias, moreover, irregular currents,

p.m. that rendr it dangerus. If, instead of
Making this new channel, they bail removed

After prayers and routine proceedings, the boulders from the natural one, according
there being no business before the House, to the reports of Captain Armstrong, and of
the Smnate adjourned at 3.25 p.m. the Superintendent of the Pilot Office in 1879,we woud have a mucl better channelre

THE SENATE,

Monday, December 20th, 1880.

The Speaker took the chair at 3.25

Prayers and routine proceedings.

PRIVATE BILLS.

TIME FOR RECEIVING PETITIONS EXTENDED.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL presented the third
report of the Committee on Standing
Orders and Private Bills, recommending
that the time for receiving petitions for
private bills be extended, to the Ist of

Ion. 11r. Power.

The letter from which this quotation
was made explained why those improve-
ments should have been made in another
way. If he was correctly informed two
very large vessels had been lost at this
same Cap.a la Roche during the past sea-
son. He would not take it upon himself
to say that those losses were due to the
improper manner in which the improve-
ments were carried on at that place, but
lie had been informed that that was the
cause. It was hardly necessary for him
to say. that our great highway thed St.
Lawrence was the source of our national
wealth, and on its reputation for security
of navigation depended in a great
measure the prosperity of our trade.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
he had asked the question of the Minis-
ter of Marine and Fisheries, and had

(S EN AT E.] Ottawva and Boyne.
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Ïearned from him that the Department proceedings, so I am afraid there are no

4iad no official information on the sub- documents that I can bring down.

ject of any kind ; that the Governmrtent PRIZE FIGHTING BILL.
only knew the facts as they appeared in
the newspapers, and, therefore, were sECoND READINo.

unable to give any information beyond, Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that which every hon. gentleman pos- the second reading of Bill (A) " An Act

esised. respecting prize fighting." He explained

VISIT OF MINISTERS TO ENGLAND. that the attention of the Government

had been called to the necessity of such
MOTION, a measure by two occurrences which had

Hon. Mr. IAYTHORNE moved :- taken place last summer. On one oc-
"That an humble address bc presented to casion a prize fight which had been ar-

is Excellency the Governor General, praying ranged in the State of New York took
that His Excellency will cause to be laid be- place on Canadian soil. On the second
fore this louse:--st. Copy of any Order in occasion the party of roughs 'was pre-
-ouncil directing the Premier, the Minister of
RailWays and the Minister of Agriculture to vented fror làndng and the fight did not

proceed to England during the last summer. take place ; but a great deal of trouble
2nd. Copy of any Order in Council or other was experienced mn preventmng a breach
document containing instructions to those of the peace.
Ministers before entering on, or while engaged
in said mission. 3rd. Copy of any report of The Bill was read the second time.
their proceedings made to His Excellency by DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE BILL.
those Ministers or any of them."S R

He I riingto raketheSECOND READING,
e said: motion on. Sir ALEX. CA PBELL moved

of which I have given notice, I desire to the second reading of Bill (B) I An Act
preface it with a very few remarks. I to send teaw respecting d ct
will be inj the recolIecto ofhelus to aniend the law respecting document-
that at the close of last session a policy ary evidence in cetain cases." 'qe ex-

coaneted with the oarrying on of the plained that it was to facilitate the trial

Pctfie Bailwy was enrnciate by the of cases in courts over which this Parlia-

Gover ment, and received tie pprov ment had jurisdiction, as, for instance, in
of Perliament, and that i the reces, i the Supreme Court and Election Courts,

appears, from a paragraph in the Speech and lu the trial of criminkl cases. It
from the Throne, and from papers laid on was simply for the purpose of making
the tabletof the louse, that achange has proof convemuent by enaoting that copies
taken place, and that the Goveiminent of the Canada Gazette and of proclama-

are now engaged in bringing before Par- tions, etc., might be accepted as evi-

iament a system very different froni that
which was recommrended last year. It is The Bill was read the second time.
with a view to elucidate the circum- BILL INTRODUCED.
stances wlich led to this change, and
obtain al the information which can be Bil (I)>) An Act further to continue
had on this question ,that I make the in force, for a limited time> 'The better
motion of whieh I have given notice. I ton of Crime Act of 1878.'"
presune there can be no objection to The

inging.down those papers, as they are
very easily obtained, and not of very
great length. THE SENATE,

Hon Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-There Tuesday, December 2ht, 1880.
would have been no objection to bring- The Speaker t6ok the chair nt 3.25
ing down those papers did_ they exist, p.m.
but there is no Order iii Council direct- Preyèrs and routine proccedings.
ing any Of the Ministers named to pro-
ceed to England ; there is no Order in TEE CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS MOTION.
Council giving instructions to those Hon. Sir AUX. CAMPBELL moved
Miuisters; there is no report of their that when the House adjourn to-mor.

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.
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row, it stand adjourned until Wednesday,'
the 5th of January next.

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD suggested
that it would be just as well to adjourn
until Wednesday, the 12th of January.

The suggestion was adopted, and
-notion was amended accordingly
agreed to.

the
and

LAVAL UNIVERSITY.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. PAQUET moved :-
« That an humble Address be presented to

His Excellency the Governor General, praying
that His Excellency will be pleased to cause to
be laid before this House copies of all Corres-
pondence, Petitions, and other Documents ad-
dressed to the Honorable the Secretary of State
for the Colonies, in England, through the
Honorable the Secretary of State for the Domi-
nion of Canada; also, copy of a Memorandum
from the Honorable the Minister of Justice to
the said Honorable Secretary for the Colonies,
the whole concerning the amendment to the
Royal Charter granted to Laval University of
Quebee, from January, 1879, up to this date."

The'mnotion was agreed to.

PRIZE FIGHTING BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House *ent into Committee on
Bill (A), " An Act Respecting Prize
Fighting."

On the first clause, defining the mean-
ing of the teri " prize fight,"

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL said that the
clause did not describe what prize fight-
ing was, and if it passed without amend-
ment, it would include all kinds of box-
ing, whether for a prize or not.

Hon. Mr. ALMON was not in favor
of prize fighting, but he thought the first
clause of this Bill was too stringent, aijd
would include fights between school boys.
He disapproved of putting down that
way of settling disputes among boys, and
even among young men. It was bet-
ter than to resort to the stiletto of the
Spaniard and Italian, or the revolver
and bowie knife of our cousins across
the border. He moved, in amendment,
to add the following words to the
clause.:

" Upon the result of which encounter or
fight any prize money or advantage of a pecti-
niary nature to whomsoever is made to
depend."

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CA.M.PBELL said
that the diffliculty of adopting the amend-
ment, or any words to that effect, was
that these brutal encounters might take
place on a bet, and not for a prize. It
would enable prize fighters to evade the
Act.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY approved of the
object of the Bill, but, as this clause
stood, it applied to other contests which
it ws not contemplated to put down,
and which, he thought, were a far more
sensible way of adjusting disputes than
the more modern one of knives and
revolvers.

Hon. Mr. MILLER concurred in the
opinion of the hon. Senator from An-
herst. The definition of ' prize figlit
was very imperfect.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
thought that the clause might be amend-
ed to provide that a fight between parties
over the age of twenty years, and ôn the
termination of which fights money or bets
depended, should be punishable.

Hon. Mr. MILLER said it would not
do to limit the age, because there might
be very brutal fights between athletie
young men of nineteen years of age.

Hon. Mr. RYAN thought the Bill
should provide also for the punishment
of fights with cudgels.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMP3ELL said
that such fights did not take plae ii
this country.

The further consideration of the clause
was postponed.

On the second clause,

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
to fill up the first blank with " one hun-
dred," the second blank with " one thou-
sand," and the third blank with "six."

Hon. Mr. ALMON thought these
penalties were altogether too high.

The clause was adopted, and the amend-
ments were agreed to.

On the third clause,
Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved

to fill the first blank with " three," and
the second with "twelve."

The clause was adopted and the amend,
ments were agreed to.

(SEN AT E.] Bill.
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C&U proessionally. Hie
thoud le treated as an ordinary spec-
tator.spc

Hon. Mr. ALLAN said it was quite
clear that to incur the penalty he must
be present as one of the par.ties specially
to attend the fight. .

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBEL, said
that the presence of a surgeon at a prize
figlitvas not so important as in the case
of a duel. There was not the same dan-
ger to life. If a surgeon attended a
prize tight in the same capacity as an
umpire or backer, he sanctioned it by
his presence, and should be punished.

Hon. Mr. POWER thought that the
surgeon stood in an entirely different
position frôM the other parties. The
propriety of punisbing a reporter would
be doubtful only one of the objects of
these prize fights was publicity in a cer-
tain way. And if a reporter was allowed•
to attend, his presence would encourage
the fight, but he failed to see how the
presence of the surgeon could lend any
such encouragement. While prize fights
were not so fatal as the old fashioned Eng-
lish and Irish duels, they were frequently
attended by more serious consequences
than duels on the continent. It was not
uncomnion for one of the parties to a
prize fight to die fromn the effects of the
punishment he received. A case of that
kind had occurred recently in New
Jersey. The presence of a surgeon would
have a tendency to prevent the fight
from going so far.

Hon. Mr. MILLER did not think
there was any analogy between the
attendance of a surgeon where punish-

Hion. Mlr. Ailmon.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH was in favor
f allowing the clause to stand as it was.
The very fact of permitting menibers of a
highly respected profession to be present
at those brutal exhibitions would be to
encourage them, and almost render them

respectable.

The clause was adopted, and the b!anks
were filled up by inserting in the first
" fifty," in the second " five hundred,"
and in the third " twelve."

The fifth clause was adopted the
blanks were filled up by inserting in the
first " fifty," in the second " five hun-
dred," and in the third " six."

On the sixth clause,

Ilon. Sir ALEX. C A MPBELL said
this was entirely new, it empowered any
sheriff, chief of police, or any
other police officer to arrest anv
one that he had reason to be-
lieve was about to engage as principal
in a prize fight in Canada, and to bring
hitn before a magistrate, who should, if
satisfied that the suspicion was well
founded, require the accused to enter into
a recognizance not to engage in any such
fight within a year from the date of the
arrest; and in default of such recogniz-
ance to commit him to jail until ho
should furnish such sureties. The clause
was somewhat unusual, but he consid-
ered it necessary to prevent these fights
taking place. The men wýho were likely
to engage in such encounters were very
tew and were well known, and there could
be no danger to Rer Majesty's peaceable
subjects in enacting this clause. He
moved that the first blank be filled up

On the fourth clause, ment by flogging was imposed, and bis

lifon. Mr. ALMONsuggested that a attendance at a prize fight. In the one

surgeon should not be pumished for being case the ptnishmet was inflicted unde
present at a prize fight. He might be the law.; the other wo in direct
there to save life, or to put a stop to the violation of the law. There we no
figlit. In the laws against duellings reason why the surgeon should bo ex-

figt. n te lws gaist uelngsoempted fromn punishment for encour-
far as he knew, there was no punishment 'n roz fih n or naone
provided for the surgeon who might be aging a prze slght any more than anyone
present at the encounter. A su-ao else. If he shonld be ca.lIed ini profès-
pwas alwaYs Preent when a soldier 'was ionally, it would be at the termination

wasalwys resntwhe a older asof th fihbcause an injury whichflogged, and, in the same way, his attend- fte flght, be
ance might be necessary at a prize fight. would render his presence necessary

would terminate the encountoi. To
Hon, M41r. BROUSE said that a sur- exempt the surgeon would be to encour-

geon hDo might not be aware that a age those encounters which the Bill was
prize fight was going on might be sum- designed to prevent.
Moned t, tt- '] :L C_
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by the words " one thousand," and the
second by inserting " five thousand."

Hon. Mr. MILLER thought this was
going very far. In every part of this
country there were magistrates within
easy reach, and it would be better if a
police officer had reason to believe that
any person was about to engage in a
prize fight in violation of this law, to go
before a magistrate and submit his rea-
sons, and if the nagistrate thought them
well founded this power should be vested
in him. He thought it was very sum-
mary.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL ad-
miitted that it was summary, but a sum-
mary process was necessary, and this
was the provision which had been adopted
in some States of the neighboring Union.
He laid great stress on the fact that it
only pointed to persons who might be
engaged as principals in prize fights, of
whom there were very few in the coun-
try.

The motion was agreed to, and the
clause was adopted.

The remaining clauses of the Bill were
adopted.

Hon. Mr. FERRIER, from the Com-
nittee, reported the Bill with amend-

ments, and asked leave to sit again.

The Senate adjourned at 4.20 p.m.

THE SENATE.

stations of that railroad. 2nd. Copy of the
minutes or other record of any inquiry which
may have been instituted as to the causes of
said accident, the names of witnesses examined,
and minutes of their evidence. 3rd. A return
of the number of new sleepers or ties used on
the said railway since the occurrence of the
accident referred to, together with cost of same;
%so, a return showing the amount expended in
epairiug all damages caused by said accident."

The motion was agreed to.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.
SECOND REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. SIMPSON moved the ad-
option of the second report of the Joint
Committee on Printing. He explained
that it recommended the printing of a
number of returns called for last session.

The report was adopted.

BETTER PREVENTION OF CRIME BILL.
SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (D) "An Act
further to continue in fQrce for a limited
time ' The Better Prevention of Crime
Act 187M.' " He explained that it was
intended to continue for another yeav
the Act under which persons might be
searched for arms.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the third time and passed,
under a suspension of the ries.

PRIZE FIGHTING BILL.
IN COMMITTEE.

Wednesday, December 22nd, 1880. The buse resumcd, in Commitbee of
the Whole, the consideration of Bill (A>

The Speaker took the chair at 3.25 "An Act respecting prize fighting."
p.m.praesad otn roedn. Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said it

Prayers and routine proceedings.the C mittee
rose yesterday, that lie was to have an

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND RAILWAY. arndment to the first clause drafted so
MOTION. as to define more accurately wbat a prize

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER, in the absence w
of Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE, Moved: amendment te the first clause, te ove

" That an humble Address be presented to that the foilowing be added as a new
His Excellency the Governor General, praying clause te the Bil
that His Excellency will cause to be laid be- If, after hearing evidence cf the ciroLzi-
fore this House :-1st. Copy of ail correspond- stances connccted with the engin cf the figbt,
ence or telegrams which may have passed or intended fight, the person before whom a
between the Railway Department and the complaint is made under this Act is saUsfed
nanager or other officer of the Prince Edward that such -figlt, or intended fight, Was bond fide

Island Railroad, having reference to an the consequence or result cf a quarrel or dis-
accident which occurred during the month of pute between the principals engaged, or Wb(
August last, between the York and Suffolk intendcd to engage, thercin, and that the mme

Hnon. Sir Alex. CampbeHi.
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was not an encounter or fight for a prize, or regard to the objection raised by the
on the result of which the handing over or hon. Senator from Ottawa, ho thought
transfer of mohey or property depends-then that cases might arise in which it would
such person may, in his discretion, discharge te dis-
the âccnsed, or impose upon him a fine n h the duty of the magistrate
exteMding twenty dollars." eharge one of the parties to a figlt.

This did not expose the Crown to the For instance, suppose a police officer

necessity of proving that a bet, or prize, should find a man defending himiself from

or money depended upon the result of assault, would it be j ust to fine him for

the fight. It threw the burden of es- defending himself I
tablishing that on the defendant. If he Hon. Mr. SCOTT said his rearnaks
could prove that it was not a fight on applied to cases where parties fought ac-
whiéh money or bets depended, then he cording to agreement.
mi'ght be discharged or flned, in the dis- Mr MILB toh tt
cretin Of the magist edi heds Hon. Mr. MILLER thought that

either this amendment, or something like
Hon, Mr. MILLER said that on the it, should he added to the Iill.

whole e was satisfied with the amend- Mr. CORNWALL considered

1-i0n. Mr. CORNWALL wouhl pre- it a hardship that an innocent man

fer o ha e the dfinition of a prize figt should be liable to be arrsted on a se-

pper to hn the first clause. re thought rious charge and imprisoned for twelve

a p p e a i n t h e f i t c .m o n t h s .
that in many cases our legislation was
carried too far, and might be inconveni- Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELIL said
ent to inuocent persons, as in the pool there was no danger of that inoonve-
Selling Bill and the Gamling on Rail- nience. In the first place, the Act vas

ways Bill. Such measures, as a rule, only to operate against prize fighting,
were brought before Parlianent by which it was designed to suppress. It
persons who made hobbies of them, and was Possible that parties might be ar-
miembers generally, seeing the good rested who had no intention of engaging
objects in view, did not oppose them. in a prize fight, -but on proving what

lon.- AlEX. CAMPBELL said their intention was they could not be
Hin this case person had a hobby, convicted. In reply to the objection

that inthisase nopesn haggd bby that discretionary power should not be
bút the legislation was suggested by given to magistrates to discharge parties
attual occurreuces which had taken accused of participating in a fight, he
plaoe on the shores of Lake Brie last thought that there were circumstances
samer. The amendment, which ho under which punishment ought not to bemoved was the best, perhaps the inflicted For. instance, in the case .of a
o ny way tocoinne this Act to Persons fight between school boys, the magistrate

n dn r figlt. should have the discretion to dismiss
Hon. Mr. SCOTT thought iL unneces- then with a caution not to repeat the

sary to define what a prize fight is. The offence. The amendment migiht be
judicial oflicers might be trusted to decide adopted, and tho Bill re-printed as
that. He objected to this amendmnent amended for further consideration at the
because it conveyed the idea that Parlia- third reading.

metre stand u fight, a oa e The amenduent was adopted.
between nan and man. It gave the Hon. Mr. FERRIER, front the Com-
Inagistrate-discretion to fine or discharge mittee, reported the Bill with amend-
the parties to a fight unless they were ments, which were concurred in.
engaged in a prize fight. . The Senate adjourned at 4.10 p.m.

Hon. Mr. MILLER, in reply to Hon.
Mr. Cornwall's objection, said any crim-
inal ehactment placed on the statute
books might prove inconvenient to inno-
cent parties It was an inconvenience
which law-abiding peopile must risk
for the security of the public. With

lion. Sir Alex. Campbell.
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THE SENATE.

Wednesday, January 12th, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at 8 p.m.
Prayers and routine proceedings.

NEW SENATOR.
The Hon. W. G. HOWLAN was

introduced, and, having taken and sub-
scribed the oath of office, took bis seat.

QUALIFICATION OF SENATORS.
The Speaker presented to the House a

return made by the Clerk of the Senate,
in conformity with the rekolution of the
Senate of the ninth of April, 1880, of
the Senators who had made and sub-
scribed the renewed declaration of their

property qualification up to and including
the 28th of December last.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that this was a return of those members
of the Senate who had made the declar-
ation in accordance with the rule of the
House. He was informed by one of, his
colleagues, Mr. Girard, that he had ar-
rived too late to make the declaration as
required by the rule, within twenty days
from the opening of the session, and lie
thought it better and safer that a motion
should be made to allow hin to comply
with the rule.•

Hon. Mr. MILLER thought that
no leave would be necessary on the part
of the House. Any Senator who had
not.been able to be present within the
first twenty days of the session should
be allowed to make the declaration on
bis arrival.

Hon. Sir AIEX. CAMPBELL said
that the rule was absolute, and it was so
regarded by the Clerk, who thought his
authority was at an end after the twenty
days, unless instructed by the House to
permit the declaration to be made. As
it was an important matter, and one that
iight be attended by serious conse-
quences to the House hereafter, it would
2)e better to establish a precedent. He,
therefore. moved that the Clerk be
authorized to take the declaration of the
bon. Senator froi St. Boniface.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY assumed that it
could not have been intended that any
gentleman who was prevented, by stress
of veather or other unavoidable reason,

Hion. Sir Alex. Cambpell.

from being present within the twenty
days, should be put in a filse position by
bis absence. If the hon. gentleman
(Mr. Girard) should now make the
declaration, he would come within the
spirit, if not the letter, of the resolution.
However, lie supposed the motion was
made in order that the House might
proceed with the greatest possible care,
and that no objection could be raised
hereafter, that an exception was made in
favor of any particular person, unless a
reason was given, and the reason in this
case seemed to him to be quite sufficieut.

The motion was agreed to.

AN EXPLANATION.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -- 1
desire, before the Orders of the day are
called, to make an explanation with
reference to an item which appears in the
Public Accounts for the fiscal year ending
30th of June last. I was then Minister
of Militia. The item occurs at page 57
of vol. 2, where I find charged, as having
been paid me for cab hire, the sum of
$183.70. This item sbould have read
" travelling expenses and cab hire." On
inquiry, . find that the omission of the
words "travelling expenses" was the
error of the clerk who copied the state-
ment for the printer. Of the whole
amount so paid to me, somè $172 were
for travelling expenses on two occasions
on public business, and the remainder
only for cab hire.

PRIZE FIGHTING BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Sir ALEX. OAMPBE LL moved
the third reading of Bill (A) " An Act
respecting Prize Fighting." He said
that when this Bill was last 'before the
House an amendment had been intro-
duced to mnake it clear that it did not
cover ordinary fights, and to confine it
strictly to prize fights. That*amendment
was as follows :-

"If, after hearng evidence of the circun-
stances connected with the origin of the fight,
or intended fight, the person before whom a
complaint is made under this Act is satisfied
that such fight or intended fight was bona fide
the consequence or result of a quarrel or dis-
pute between the principale engaged, or who
intended to engage therein, and that the sane
was not an encounter or figlt for a prize, or 1in
the result of which the handing over or trans-

(SE NAT E.] ,ill.



-fer of money or property depends, then such expressed when the Bill was in commit-
person may, in hi& discretion, disçharga the ac- tee. Hie might be summoned to a prize
cused, or impose upon him a fine not exceeding fight in his professional capacity, andtwenty dollars." . his presenc wolId have a tendency to
Hle thought that this amendment met stop the fight. Nobody had ever heard
the case, ,nd the only suggestion he of a surgeon being punished for being
would make further was that the fine fresent at a duel. Howeverh e would
should not be imited to $20, but that waive that objection, the other amend-
the magistrate might, even if the case nient having been made.
was not one of prize fighting, impose a
higier fine in bis discretion. JTe would Hon. Mr. REESOR asked whether a
suggest that the words " not exceeding party who should, in a combat that was
$50 " be substituted for " $20." In not a prize fight, infliet serious-imjury on
order to show the sort of prize fighting another, would be liable to no heavier
which took place sometimes in this coun- punishment than a fine of $20?
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try, and which this n'easure was designed Hon. Mr. MILLER - No; the law
to prevent, lie would read the following is open besides that.
paragraph, which he had clipped from a
niewspaper the other day:- Hon. Mr. REESOR (contimuing) -

"PUGÎLTSTIO th e Supposing very serious imijury did result,
S auarlsticl. of a character that wôuld make the partycNew 'York, January 10.-Dick Holliwood, inflicting it worthy of punishment inthé ex-feather weight champion pugilist, to-

lay accepted the challenge issued by Dick penitentiary, or of being heavily finei,
Goodwin, botter known as Spring Dick, of it seemed to him that a ine of $20 or $50
Cincinnati, to fight for $2,500, and the feather would be too light.weight championship of America. Holliwood
agrees to fight Goodwin either within a hun- Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
dred miles of Buffalo, in Canada, or within a that a party who maimed another inten-
Jiundred miles of Pittsburg or Cincinnati. tionally 'would be liable to be sent to
It would be observed that the fight was penitentiary, and if the injuries resulted
arrapged and the betting took place in in death, lie would be liable to be hanged.
New York, but the fight was not The existinig provisions of the law were not
to take place in that State, where to be interfered with by the Bill, nor did
the laws were sufficient to prevent he think that $50 was to be the limit of
-such combats, but in Canada, or the punishment. On the #ontrary, under
Pennsylvania or Obio. It showed the circumstances mentioned by the hon.
the neceSaity of taking huch precautions gentleman, the other punishment mightas this legislation furnished to prevent follow.
such fights coming off in this country. Hon Mr. DICKEY quit. agreed with
The amendment, as originally contem- tHe on. the Postmaster-General that
plated, would, perhaps, have impaired there was no such difficulty as regards
the usefulness of the Bill by making it there as o sch iffculy a reard
very difficult to secture a conviction, but this clause as was apprehended by the
as t.he amenduient was now wvorded, the ho.gentleman from Kings, as the par-
onus of proving that the meeting was ties could be indicted separately for the
net f prize fight, if the circumetances reater offence, and this Bill in no way
attending it indicated that it was, rested limited such a course, if parties thought fit
with the accused, and the just and useful to resort te it. Besides, the party who
operation of the Bill would not be inter- suffered injury under such circumstances,
fered with. 'if lie were not in the wrong himself,

would have a civil remedy for danages.Hon. Mr. ALMON said that he had The principle of the Bill was to prevent
objected to the Bill as originally framed, prize fighting, and it was because some
lot because lie approved of prize fight- hon. gentlemen, himself amongst the
.ng, but because it would have tended to number, thought it night be construed
put down the common mode of settling so as to apply to parties who casually
quarrels which. he thought a verv inuch quarrelled and fought it out on the spot
better way than with the bowie knife or that he had suggested amendments might
stiletto. As to the surgeon being pres- be made so as to bring it more clearly
dnt, he still held the views which he had within the scope of the reason that the

lon. Sir Alex. Campbell.
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hon. the Postmaster-General gave for
introducing the Bill - that was, to put
down the scandal of prize fighting. The
extract the hon. minister had read to-day
showed very strongly the necessity that
existed for legielation of this kind. The
clause proposed to-day was identical with
the one that had already been agreed
upon in committee, and that clause was
the result of a compromise ; therefure his
hon. friend would see that, while they
should not provide foi aggravated cases
because there was a remedy already, they
should legislate in such a way as to pre-
vent the recurrence of prize fights in this
country. Then, coming to the question
of cas'ual quarrels, they had to provide a
simple remedy, an additional or alternate
remedy to those existing to make the
parties liable by fines. That was the
whole case in a nut-shell, and lie, there-
fore, thouglt it was hardly necessary to
go into the question whether the fine
should be $20 or $50., He thought they
should agree to the amendments made in
Committee, especially as they now had
the admission of the mover of the Bill
that there was a remedy for a case where
a party suffers a severe injury. The law
gave a criminal and a civil remedy also
for the party injured, therefore it would
be just as well to leave the Bill as re-
ported to the House. The clause, as
amended and passed in committee, had
removed entirely his objection to the Bill,
and he was quite willing that it should
pass with that anendment.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT thougt., personally,
that the Bill was a very goôd one with-
ont the ninth clause, and would very
much rather have seen that clause omit-
ted, because he felt that it was an inter-
ference with the criminal law of the land.
They were, by this clause, giving special
directions to the magistrate or judicial
officer who undertook to dispose of a case
of this kind, apart fron the crinjinal law
of the land, and lie did not agree with
hon. gentleiren who said that a man
rnight be cumulatively punished. Under
the la w of the land, if a man was tried
and punished, or tried and acquitted, he
could not be tried again for the same
offence.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY said lie had not
stated that that was a cumulative reinedy
at all. He had stated that if the parties

lon. 3[r. Dickey.

did not care to take the remedy under
this statute the law already gave them
another remedy.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said the party had
his remedy by indictment, provided ht
did not take it under this 9th clause ;
but if lie chose to take it under the Oth
clause, and have the matter adjudicated
on by the magistrate or police officer.
that judicial oflicer could either dismiss
the case or impose a limited fine and
take it entirely out of the criminal code,
which, lie thought, woid be very unfor-
tunate. He would prefer to see that
clause struck out altogether, as he could
see no embarrassment arising from the
Bill as it stood before. It was not pos-
sible that any judicial officer could make
any mistake as to its meaning. The
question of prize fighting was one that
everybody in the community quite un-
derstood, and it would be perfectly clear
that an ordinary quarrel between two
men resulting in a fight on the spot
could not be called a prize fight. He
had known what prize figlits were, and
liad seen them reported in the papers,
and it had not occurred to him that there
could be any confusion. He thiought it
was rather straining the language to sug-
gest there was a difficulty in the interprt-
tation of the Bill. To his mind it was
perfectly clear and satisfactory as it was,
andl he very inuch feared that they were
going to comlicate it by leaving the 9th
clause in. It seemed to him to be rather
directory to the functionary who tries
uases of that kind to say acquit the par-
ties or impose a fine. Certainly. if he
enters upon the trial of the case and dia,
poses of it, no inatter what the injury
might be, the party could not be tried
agan.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that the hon. gentleman seemed to forget
that it was not the view which he (Mr.
Scott) took of a prize figlit, nor lis sense
of how clear it might be what a prize
fight was, but how it would strike the
magistrate.

Hon. 1 r. SCOTT - I see no difficulty
about it at all.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that was because the hon. gentleman
knew what a prize fight was ; but this
Bill proposed to define it, and said that it
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was "an encounter, or fight, with the state whether it did or did not apply to,
fists or hands, between two persons who suoh fights. Really all the science could
have met for such purpose by previous be displayed which a great many people-
arrangement made by or for them." It go to see in a prize fight, and a good
was intended to define precisely what a deal of punishment could be inflicted, mi
prize fight was, but the hon. gentleman a fight with gloves.
must dismiss what was in his own mind, Hon. Mr. iREESOR thought magis-
and look at -the language of the clause trates would be liable to be misled by
and say whether it did not introduce un- the language of the 9th clause. The
certainty _io the mensure. It was urged object of this legislation was to prevent
wih considerable force that the language prize fighting and not to punish other
used might lead to very great difficuty fights which were not of that nature.
n construction, because a figlt between That object would be met in the latter
two persons might be the result of pre' art of the 9th clause if, instead of say-
vious agreement and yet not be really a ing sud person may, in his discretion, be
prize fight ; as, for instance, two persons discharged or a fine imposed, it were
riKfgjt quarrel iu a bouge, and s s "Jet ared ora.fn .psd tw
migout and a ou, , "let provided that, in such case, the parties'
wuold oe a fight it out." Tere shall not be liable to punishment under

fight y previous engage~ this Act. That would leave him open to
Ment, and yet it would not be a prize punishment under the existing laws of
fight. Then, if it rested with the Crown the country - under the coimnon law or
officer to prove, as the first amendment statute law. What the magistrate would
suggested, that there Vas money depend- want to know was whether that would
ing on the result of the fight, it would be the limit of the punishment that

lie very difficult t secure a conviction, could be applied, whether it was twenty
sae the engagement for the fight might dollars or fifty dollars, or any sum be-
.ave been made in another country .- as tween ts a unts. If the Bili
imthecase to which he had referred-and simpy tht a party fighting,
it would be difficuit to prove that there tough not engaged in a prize fig,

was any prize or money depending on should not be liable to punishment under
tevent. nder the circumhtinces, it this Act, it would meet the case, and
seemed to huim that, as objection had remove the liability of the magistrate
been made, with a good deal of reason, being misled by the language of the
to the language of the Bill, it was best clause as it now stood.
to try and get over the diffliculty in some
way or other, and he thought that the Hon. Mr. MILLER could readily
9th clause did get over it very well, and, understand how this view ot it might be
to his mmd, was a satisfactory change. taken by the non-legal mind, and he had
He thought, however, that it would be no doubit it presented itself to the hon.
better to increase the fine. It was true gentleman with considerable force. He
the clause was the result of a compro- concurred in the opinion of the hon.
mise, but the use of the word " twenty " leader of the Opposition that if a party
was not, but was inserted at his (Sir should, under this law, be tried and
Alex. Campblll's) suggestion, as a suffi- punished, no further charge could bc
cient fin It had since occurred te him, brought against him for the same offence;
howeyer, that it might not be sufficient and if the crime was of so grave a
ga cases, and that was why he now sug- character as to make it desirable that the
gested that a larger aimount should be party should not 1,e punished under this
named. law, he could be tried under the statute

Hon. Mr. RYAN wished to know if a law or the common law of the country.
fight with gloves between two profes l He did not think that the objections
sional prze fighters would bring them which had been raised posxessed much
within the penalties imposed by this force, because this remedy. was cumula-
Bill S tive - it was in addition to the punish-

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - ments which could now be enforced under
do not think it would. acts on the statute book, for breaches of

Hon. Mr. RYAN thought that it the peace, or injuries done to the persen.
should be hetter defined ; the Bill should The necessity of having some definition

lon. Sir Alex. Campbell.
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of what a prize 6ght is, and what is not
included in a prize fight, was that, from
the moment you attempted a definition
of it, it was just possible that if the law
was merely directed against prize fighting,
without attempting to define what was
not meant by a prize fight, it would give
more trouble to the judiciary to decide
the point. With this definition, how-
ever, in the 1st clause, he *thought it
was almost imperative that there should
be some such clause as the 9th, in order
to show what breaches of the law were
or were not intended to be included
within the scope of this Bill.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL thought
there was no necessity for defining what
a prize fight was, and if the 1st clause
were taken from the Bill, the 9th
clause would disappear with it, and the
matter would be perfectly plain, and
then it would be left to the judiciary to
decide when a case came before them
whether a prize fight had taken place or
not, and in such hands it would be per-
fectly safe.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL did
not think that would be wise. Suppose
a case came before a country magistratc,
and the question was whether it was or
was not one of prize fighting, the first
thing that would occur to him would be
to inquire for what prize the fight took
place. Take the case which ho had read
from a newspaper: tke fight was ar-
ranged in New York, and was to take
place in Canada. Suppose that case
were brought before a magistrate. He
would read in the newspaper that $2,mOO
depended on it, but that would not
be enough ; he must have that proved.
How was ho to find that out when the
fight was arranged at New York by
people who knew how to keep their own
counsel 1 Itwould most likely prevent a
conviction.

was increased by the 1st clause, because
the magistrate would be tied down by
the definition contained in it, that a pre-
vious arrangement must be shown. If
that clause were left it would intensify
the difficulty suggested by the Postmaster-
General by requiring proof that the fight
had been previously arranged between
the parties. Under the circumstances,
he thought the suggestion made by the
hon. Senator from Ashcroft (M r. Corn-
wall) had some weight. If it was clear
that a prize fight was a fight for money

bor prize, or that bets depended on the
result, it was better not to tie the hands
of the magistrates and increase the diffi-
culty of convicting and punishing the
offender by leaving in the 1st clause.
It might be said that they could not come
there without a previous arrangement,
but nothing was inferred in construing a
law creating a crime; proof was neces-
sary, and the 1st clause increased the
difficulty of furnishing proof.

Hon. Mr. MILLER did not think that
the point raised by his hon. friend could
have the force it would appear at first
sight to have, namely, the difficalty of
showing a previous arrangement. The
object of this Bill was to prevent fights
for a prize. If it could be shown that
the encounter was a fight for a prize, or
for any object in the nature of a prize, a
previous arrangement would necessarily
have to be inferred from the proof of sucl
facts.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL did
not think there was any difficulty about
tho proof ; the 9th clause made it
feasible for the magistrate to deal with.
A prize fight, as defined in the Bill, was'a
meeting under a previous arrangement.
The hon. gentleman from Amherst (Mr.
Dickey) had asked why not describe it in
that very clause. That was the very first
suggestion, but the language which he

. Hon. Mr. MILLER thought it would hadsuggested would bav made it iii
be very unwise where the Legislature porative on the prosecuting officer to
could define what they meant by a crime estab]isli that a prizo had beên fought fDr
to throw that portion of the duty of leg. oifficulty in provingdeow that two pe-
islation upon the judges. It was desir-
able to define, as near as possible, what asons ad met by proviaus arrangement, as
pthe clause stood. Where a prize fight wasprizefightwas.found to ho in progress, and two ai three

Hon. Mr. DICKEY said that the dif- hundred persans wero assembled on the
ficulty of proving that the parties met for shore of one of the lakes of Ontario, for
the purpose of engaging in a prize flt instance> there was no difficulty in es-

rog. har. MillebT.
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tablishing that the encounter was the
result of a previous arrangement, and no
magistrate could have any hesitation
about it. But, if by any chance, a fight
toqk place by previous arrangement which
was not a prize fight, then, under the
9th clause, the magistrate could deal,
with that offence also and impose a
penalty not exceeding fifty dollars. The
Bill seenied now tO be in the shape they
'wished to have it, inasmuch as if a prize
fight did occur, it could be dealt with a4
a prize fight ; the parties could be ar-
rested at once, and if they had no excuse
to offer they could be punished. If the
light was not a prize fight, the parties es-
tablish that and the magistrate hears
the case and dismisses it if he thinks fit.
The ous of establishing that it was not
a prize fight was left with theaccused. He
thought the Bill was in such a shape thata magistrate could with safety deal with
prosecutions under it, and would not be
obliged to procure evidence wbich wouldbe very difficult to obtain, and would notbo under the necessity of considering an
ordinary fight an offence under this Act.

Hon. Mr. ODELL said that there wasone point on which he would like an ex-
planation from the bon. Postmaster-Gen-
eral with reference to the 9th section.
This Bill professed to be one to prohibit
Prize fighting 8nd panish all those per-sons connected with it. Then the 9th
section proceeded to make an exception
in the case f a bonajde fight, the resultof a quarrel or dispute, 'wlere the magie-
trate was given discretionary power te
discharge the accused, or impose tpon
him a fine not exceeding twenty dollars.
It appeared to him the proper way would
bO to leave out the words " may, in his
discretion, discharge the accused," and
thon, if any further question arose, it couldcome up under the existing laws.

Hon. Mr. OOTT said that the words"discharge the accused" offended him
very much indeed. It was language he
took particular exception to, because, inthe first place, it was wholly unnecessary,
and in the next place it was a sort of
justification for a magistrate to take that
course if ho das of the opinion that the
partY sheuld, net be'cenvicted. It was a
new feature in criminal legislat•w that
they should direct a magistrate to dis-
charge an accùsed person; it was for the

lion. Sir Alex. Campbell.

nagistrate to try him. . It was all prede-
cated on the assumption that there had
been a quarrel, and it w'as not now recog-
nized in our law that any kind of quarrel
could be moral or just in any sense.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - It is
more than a quarrel; there bas been a
fight.

lon. Mr. SCOTT said they did not
recognize such things. Whatever might
be thought of boys fighting, under
certain circumstances, no one wished to
place on the statute book a sort of justi-
fication that two individuals may quarrel
and fight and the magistrate may dis-
charge them ; certainly it was not
proper to indicate to the magistrate
that he should discharge them ; lie
had the right to discharge the
accused now if ho thought fit to do.
so. It would be better to strike
out these objectionable words. He did
not thiak any intimation could be found
in the whole criminal code that an ofli-
cer might discharge an accused party.
To his mind these words conveyed an
intimation to the . magistrate that the
Legislature did not think very seriously
of a quarrel or fight between two indi-
viduals where it was not a prize fight.
The magistrate might be justified in dia-
charging a party accused of fighting, but
it should be left to the magistrate him-
self, and' not hinted to him.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH - said that
the intention of the Bil was that, when
the offence was of a trifiing nature, the.
magistrate might have the power to im-
peso a light fine or discharge the party.
He thought that the courts should have
such discretion, and that the clause
should stand as it vas.

Hon. Mr. MACFARLANE asked
how a twenty dollar fine could be col-
lected from an individual who had not
the money.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - In
the ordinary way.

Hon. Mr. MACFARLANE said that
the object of t'he Bill was to prevent par-
ties coming from the United States to.
this country for the purpose of engaging
in a brutal fight. That object could be
attained by putting this law on the
statute book. At present they came to.
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this country simply because they knew
there was no legislation to prohibit them.
If it was known, as it soon would be, to
those people that Canada had provided
means for punishing parties engaged in
prize fighting, he thought there would
not be rnany opportunities of putting the
daw in operation ; but, if it was proposed
to fine that class of people, it would be
found diffi.ult to collect the money from
them unless they could be imprisoned
antil they paid the fine.

lon. Mr. SCOTT - You have power
to tiue and imprison.

Hon. Sir ALEX. .CAMPBELL said
that there was a general statute which
provided how fines should be collected.
He thought the objection taken by the
hon. Senator fromu Ottawa was rather
hypercritical, but he did not cling to the
words " he may be discharged," and he
had no objection to strike them out. It
followed, as a matter of course, that the
magistrate could discharge parties if he
thought fit. The power was there, and
he did not care much about the language.

The Bill was read the third time.

ion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the word " twenty " in the 9th
clause, be struck out, and that the word
" fifty " be substituted therefor.

The amendmnent was adopted.

Hon. Mr. MILLER suggested that
there should be an alternative punish-
ment, so that a party who could not pay
a fine could be imprisoned.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
The general law provides for that.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - But if you
punish him under this section, you will
not have the general law to fall back
upon.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that the Bill had been prepared in the
Department of Justice, and he had no
doubt that the general law provided for
the case referred to.

The Bill was then passed.

NAVIGABLE WATERS CROSSED BY RAIL-
WAYS BILL.

DISCHAJtGED.

The Order of the day being called for
the second reading of Bill (C) "An Act

lon. 3r. Macfarlane.

to amend chapter 15, of 39 Victoria
(1876), intituled: 'An Act to make
provision for the crossing of navigable
waters by railway and other road corn-
panies incorporated under Provinciul
Acts.'"

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBEI4L moved
that the order be discharged, as ho under-
stood that the provisions he had intended
to introduce in this Bill would be found
in a railway bill that it was the inten-
tion of the Minister of Railways to sub-
mit to Parliament.

The motion was agreed to and the
order was discharged.

QUALIFICATION OF SENATORS.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Since I mentioned the case of Hon. Mr.
Girardat the opening of the House,
another colleague. Hon. Mr. Grant, has
arrived, and the Senate will, I am sure,
allow his name to be included in the
resolution directing the Clerk to accept
his declaration.

The suggestion was agreed to.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill " An Act still further to amend
' The Patent Act, 1872.' "- (Sir Alex.
Campbell.)

The Senate adjourned at 9.20 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Thursday, January 13th, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at 3.30
p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

TUE WILLIAMSBURGH AND GALOPIS
CANAL.

INQUIRY.
Bon. Mr. BROUSE inquired:-
" Whether the Goverument intend to grant

additional water power for manufacturing pur-
poses on the Williamsburg and Galop's Canal,
in accordance with the request made by certain
residents of Morrisburg last spring."
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Helé. said : lu giving notice of the motion, for wealthy individuals for the purpose
I will offer a few .remarks in order to of runuing máchinery, and I hope the
'explain what I want. The' two western Governiment will grant no additional

*iapids on the St. Lawrence are sur- privileges on those canals. There is little

mounted for navigation purposes by enough water for navigation, as it is, in
.eanals. They are short links, and at the the canals, and none to spare for manu-
foot of each of those links is situated.an factories. They draw down the levels
enterpriaing viliage, the first known as and create a current in the canals. They
Iroquois and the second as Morrisburgh. are adverse, hostile and injurious to nav-
At, these locations the Government have igation, and ought to be discountenanced
granted.certain water powers for manu- by the Government. I understood from
faturing purposes. The inhabitants of the Government last session that they
Morrisburgh last year sent a large and intended to grant no more power
influential delegation to the Govern- on the Lachine Canal, because
ment, asking if additional water power the powers that had existed pre-
could not be. granted, also for manufac- viously - before the completion of the

gpurposes. That delegation was new works-were exceedingly injurious
composed of men of wealth and enter- to navigation. They created a rush like

prise, and it was supposed that, if the a mill race, and it was exceedingly diffl-
Government could grant this additional cult to navigate through the canal. What
power asked for, that mnany manu- was wanted was slack water navigation,
factories would be constructed. I under- not the velocity of a mill current to nav-
stood at that time tbat the Government igate through. There are complaints
w*ould take the matterinto consideration, made :every day of these St. Lawrence
and would appoint an engineer to look canals, by sailing -masters, with regard
over tne work, and see if such power to the trouble they experience i getting
could be granted without injury to the through with these very .mills. This
public works. A competent engineer summer I have heard complaints from
was sent - Mr. iRubridge - a gentle- shipmasters of the delay and difficulty in
nan who understands the navigation and getting through, from the mills drawing
water of the St. Lawrence probably bet- down the levels. They should not be
ter than any other enginSer in our coun- allowed to draw them down ; but they
ty, and I understand he did make a do it. If. it was the surplus water they
favorable report. It was expected that used nobody could object, but they draw
the Government would have granted down the' levels and make use of the
addigona water power, but up tO the water that should be kept expressly for
pressnt time no such grant has been the purpose of navigation. I hope the
made. 1, therefore, on behalf of the Government will see that no further
citizens of that section, have brought this power is granted to any mill-owners on
question before this honorable House to those canals for any purposes whatever.
inake the inquiry of which I have given I
notice. 1 Hon. Mr. ALMON - Perhaps the

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - In
answer to my hon. friend's inquiry, I beg
to say that the report of the engineer
whose nate*he has mentioned was laid
oefore the Chief Enciner of tli-n çkrf-

object vhich the hon. Senator from
Hamilton has in view wouild be best sub-
served by abolishing the N. P. ; the
manufactures would then die out and
give no further trouble.

ment, and it now rests before that oicer Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - The
for decision. The Minister of Railways qiestion which has been raised bY the
and Canals hopes to have his early de- lion. Senator from alamilton is the very
eision on the subject, and he will then one which the engineers are studying
decide whether or not he will be able to whether or notlany increased water power
increase the water powei on the Williams- can be given on the canals without inter-
burgi Canal. fering with the navigation. The first

duty of the Government is to preserve
Hon. Mr. HOPE As I nnderstand the navigation, and I have no doubt

it, the canals were luilt for the purpose (aud I hope the hon. gentleman bas no.
of navigation, and not built as mill ponds doubt) they will not neglect thar duty.

lon. Mr. Brouse.

and Galop's Canal. 6 3
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Both of the engineers have been study-
ing the question whether or not, withput
impairing navigation any additional
water power can be given on the canal.

The subject then dropped.

PRESCO'I POST OFFIGE.
MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BROUSE noved:-
s That an humble address be presented to

lis Excellency the Governor General, praying
that His Excellency will be pleased to cause to
be laid before this House, ail the correspond-
ence and papers connected with the removal of
the post office in Prescott to the Town Hall;
also, what the additional expenditure will be
yearly in consequence of such removal.'

The motion was agreed to.

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House went into Committee of the
Whole on Bill (B) " An Act to amend
the laws respecting Documentary
Evidence in certain cases."

lon. Mr. WARK, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill without amend.
ment.

The report of the Committee was con-
curred in.

The Senate adjourned at 3.45 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Friday, January 14t1h, 1381.

The Speaker took the Chair at 3.
o'clock.
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Prayers and routine proceedings.

DOCUMENTA14Y EVIDENCE LAW
AMENDMEN4T BILL.

THIRD. READING.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
mnoved the third reading of Bill (B) "An
Act to amend the law respecting docu-
mentary evidence in certain cases."

. The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

lon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

PATENT LAW AMIENUMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (E) " An
Act still further to amend 'The Patent
Act, 1872.'" He said: The law as it
now stands in reference to patents enacts
amongst other things that applications for
the renewal of a patent must be made
before the expiration of the period named·
in the patent. It bas so happened in
several zases enumerated in the sche dule
attached to this Bill tha t the application
to renew came too late. In one or two
cases the application was absolutely in
the post office, but had not reached the
hands of the Minister, and the patent
therefore lapsed. The other cases were
not quite so close as that, but they have
al. been matters of accident, and the
Minister of Agriculture by this Bill pro-
poses to ask Parliament to grant him
power to renew those patents, and the
Bill is for that object.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - It may be some-
what important legislation, and it seems
to me we are pnoceeding very much in
the dark. It is quite true that we have
got the numbers of the several patents
that have been allowed to expire and
which the patentees desire to revive.; but
it would be more satisfactory if we knew.
what the subjects of those patents are,
as the numbers give us no indication. A
party bas, as I understan.d it, the right.
to take a patent for five, ten or fifteen
years. He pays a less sum to the Con-
solidated Revenue for the shortest
period - five years-and it is a matter of
spe4ulation with him whether bis patent
is going t'o succeed. He allows the five
years to lapse without renewing it, and
it is then open to the public to use it.
In sone of those cases other parties may
have commenced to manufacture the
articles covered by, those patents. .t
would be a very improper thing for us,
after a party deliberately allows his
patent to expire, and his invention is
being manufactured as an article in
common use in other establishments in
the country, to step in and revive a right
that lie had intentionally allowed to
lapse. - Of course I have given the mat-
ter no thought or consideration except
during the few moments my hon. friend
was speaking, but these are difficulties

Amnend»nent Bill.
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that at once suggested themselves to my
mind, therefore I should like to know,,and
I hope my hon. friend will, before the
Bil proceeds another stage, give us the
subjects of those several patents. .We
could form some opinion in that way
about them. Our own general know-
ledge would probably enable us to form
proper conclusions as te whether it is a
matter we are justified in' interfering
withi It may be that in reviving some
of those lost rights we would be interfer-
ing with the rights of other parties. If
a man chooses to allow bis patent to
expire at the end of five years, instead of
extending it to fifteen years -of course
after fifteen years it is open to anybody
-and other people take it up, under the
proper belief that it is quite free to them
tO manufacture the article themselves
I do think in that condition of things ila
would bO bighly improper for the Legis-
lature to revive the right, and to give it
a retroactive effect. If a Party, before
taking ont bis patent at all, is so slow in
proceeding that his invention becomes
known, or assuming that it is borrowed
from another country, and some one else
manufactures it before he takes ont his
patent here, that person continues to
issues the right, notwithstanding the
issue of the patent. If any such right
hs been acquired'in the interregnum
Letweeu the expiration of the patent and
the revival of - it by this logis
lation, Of course the rights- o
those parties' onght to be aWpl1
protected. I think is is a, matte,
worthy of snle onideration, and i
would probably enable us to com
to more just conclusions if w
knew what the subjects of these patent
are. The greatest publicity ought to b
given to this measure, as it is an ex
traordinary special privilege we ai
ging to parties who through their ow
default aHlow their patents to expir
Take the case that the hon. gentlema
(Sir Alex. Campbell) has suggeste
where a, party had applied for a renew
and was a day late. Possibly il won,
be right in that case to revive th
patent ; but supposing three or s
months are allowed to pas would it 1
right to renew his patent I lie had ti
right to take it out in the firet place f
fifteen years, but because it would cc
more he only took it for five, as it w

Bon. Mr. Scott.

an experiment. He has got to take the
consequences unless he complies with
the regulations of the Departmeent. He
ought not to have the privilege of re-
vising it by legislation. However if the
particular interests affected were laid
before the House, we could probably
discuss it more intelligently.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-This Bill was
not intended to revive these patents ab-
solutely, but simply to vest in the Minis-
ter of Agriculture the judicial power of
renewing patents wherever ho thouglit
the circumstances justified it. As that
is the case, of course the Bill itself will
not, by its passage, revive these dead pa-
tents. But the other objection suggdsted
by the han. leader of the Opposition, I
think, is intended to be provided for by
the Bill. The third clause is as fol-
lows

"Nothing in this Act contained shall, in any
way, affect the right of any person who, pre-
vious to the granting of the original patent, as
provided by section forty-elght of "The Patent
Act of 1872,"-or of any person who, since the
expiration of any of the Patents in the Scbe-
dule to this Act mentioned, and previous to
the date of the revival thereof under this Act,
hlas purchased, acquired, constructed or made
use of the invention torming the subject of
such patent, or revived patent, to construct,
use or seil the specific article, machine, manu-
tacture or composition of matter patented, so
purchased, constructed, acquired or made use

of previous to the date of such revival.'
f The very case that my hon. friend
y speaksof, this clauseof the Bill fully meets.
r It would be a provision that would cer-
t tainly suggest itself at once to any per-
e son giving the subject any attention,
e that if parties through their own negli-
s gence have allowed their patents to ex-
e pire, and others have come in and in-
- vested capital in the use of such patents,
e as they have a right to do, then the in-

terest thus acquired should not be preju-
e diced by any legislation of this Parlia-

n ment. I think it is the intention to
d, make this provision that no injustice

al can be done in those cases.
Id Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I took the
le sanie view of the third clause as my hon.
ix friend from IRichmond, and 1 have no
be doubt as to the effect of the clause suffi-
he ciently protecting the interests of any
or persons who had acquired rights previous
:st to the renewal of patents under this
as Act. But the objection I have to this

5
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Bill goes entirely behind that. I think
the Bill is either unnecessary or. im-
proper. It is founded in the preamble
upon circumstances arising from mis-
apprehension by parties of their riglits.
Now what is that misappreheusion ?
It says : " Whereas, in certain cases,
there has been misapprehension as. to the
truc intent and meaning of so much
of section seventeen of ' the Patent Act
of 1872."' Now, what is that section ?
-and I may say before quoting it that
1 should be very sorry to criticize it in
any hostile way, inasmuch as it appears to
have been a Government measure,
brought in by the Aministration which
preceeded the late Government. It
is dated in 1872, and must have
been well considered by the Minister of
Justice of that day, as it was, no doubt,
Iv the House. What is that section
seventeen, which provides for the re-
newal of patents, where parties take them
ont for a shorter period than fifteen years 
It appears to me that while the phrase.
ology of the clause is not in all cases
euphonious, it is quite clear. Section
seventeen is as follows :-

" Patents of invention issued by the Patent
Office shall be valid for a period of five, ten, or
fifteen years, at the option of the applicant;
but at or before the expiration of the five, ten
or fifteen years, the holder thereof may obtain
an extension of the patent for another period
of five years, and atter those second ftve years,
may again obtain a further extension for
another period of five years, not in any case to
exceed a total period of fifteen years in all."

Talk about misapprehension ! but to
the apprehension of common minds, and
to my own apprehension, the meaning of
that clause is perfectly clear and intelli-
gible. » What are the facts 1 We find
by the schedule appended to this Act
that we are asked to legislate in the
interests of parties who have slept on
their rights for a period of six years. I
quite agree with the hon. leader of the
Opposition that the schedule gives us no
information as to the subject matter of
those patents, but the date of the first
one is 1869. That was a patent which
would expire in 1874.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL.
Neot if it vas for ten years. It may
have been ten years.

lon. Mr. DICKEY. - It may have
been, but we have no information as to

lon. Air. Dickey.

that. Here are potents of 1871. If
they are for ten years, certainly they
bave not expired yet, and we are asked
to extend them until 1886. So I appre-
hend those are patents which muet
have been taken for five years under the
Act, giving them the option by paying a
small amount of having an extension at
the end of five years, whieh they h'ave not
thought proper to avail themselves of ;
and now, after having çonsidered the
matter for six years, they come to Par-
liament and ask us to put it in their
power to apply for an extension, and to
give the Minister power to grant it, and
of course they will get the extension if
this Act becomes law. I arm not one of
those, as it is well known in all those
discussions on the Patent Laws, who
favor very m uch Patent Laws,. or the
continuance of them, and am not desir
ous of extending the privileges of those
who acquire such exclusive rights.
Whatev'er I may feel on the question of
finance, I think there ought, at all
events, to be something like free trade
in those inventions ; and if a party has
got a patent for five years, and knows
very well that he eau get it extended for
another five or ten years if he chooses,
but does not choose to do so, and sleeps
on his rights and remains six years with-
out applying for the extension, I think
it is rather too small a subject for
legislation in the intereet of certain par-
ties. As to what the subjects of a dosen
or fifteen patents mentioned in tWs
schedule are I know nothing whatever,
but this House ought to know. They
may affect rights that even are not pro-
vided for in this third section. We
can hardly tell by the eagerness of those
parties te get an extension what the
effect would be. I could hardly conjec-
ture, even if I had the subject of the
patent before me; but without any infor-
mation on the subject it is impossible to
forecast what the result in practice might
be. I think the Government would .do
well to consider this matter before ,they
pass the Bill, in Committee, for really
after all it is special legislation in the
interests of the parties effected, who,,are
mentioned in the schedule. After, gI,
what are those alterations of the savon-
teenth section we are asked to mks I
They are mere verbal alterations, to meke,
the language a little more classical, but

[SEN.LT E] Amendmient Bill.



the meaning of the section -is perfectly wl11 satisfy the committee, did allow 'it

plain, and I do not see why, by this sort to lapse, and it is only in such cases
of hypercritical legislation, we should that it is intended to renew them. I

amend the phraseology of the clause as a approve of the suggestioù that a list of

reason for renewing the rights of parties these patents should be submitted to the
,Who have long since allowed then to House, and I shall have one prepared
expire. • 

showing what the patents are, the names

iHon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -- My of the patentees and the subjects of the

hon. friend from Amherst is mistaken in patents. My hon. friend frorn Richmond

,pposling that the object of the Bill is- to has correctly pointed out that the third

correct the language of the 17th clause section is intended to operate to prevent

of the Patent Act, or that I have any- injury occurring under the circum-

idea of making it More classical or any- stances nientioned . by the leader of the

tbing of that kind. The object of the Opposition. In reading over that clause
Bil is a substantial one-to give to these I thought it did not go far enough, and

)ersons whose àpatents have expired a I have prepared an anendiefnt to it in
renewed term which, hv some accident. 1 ‡he saine direction, which I intend to

Suppose, they did not "apply for in suffi- submit in committee. My idea is that
cient tine -within the terms of the origi. the third clause does not sufficiently pro-
nal Act which this is to anend. I do tect those who, either by ase of the
not know what the misapprehensions patent during the time it lapsed, or by
were which induced the holders of these purchase fromn the patentee, had acquired

several patents mentioned in the sche- some right from him, and we ought to

dile, notto make their applications with- protect such rights. That is intended to
ln the time prescribed by law. be done by the third section, but I pro-

Hon.- Mr. MILLER -- T-pose to anplify it. If any rights or any

ihen d MIl LEl 1 PTey users which may have been acquired
prebended the law, I presumne' during the time the patent was in abey-

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I ance, are protected, and if it
merely referred to a case which hai been should turn out when the matter
mentioned to Me by the Minister of comes before the committee that
Agriculture as the one which induced these patentees have lost their rights by
him to think that some legislation was any inadvertance, to the satisfaction of
necessary, as t was in the case I have the committee. I think everybody will
referred tO of a person who intended to be willing to renew those rights by

pyly for a renewal Of hie patent at the extending the patents.
ndsif five years, and did so, but having Hon. Mr. MILLER - To what com-

posted his application, it did net reach mittee does-the hon. gentleman propose
the Department until th. very day the to refer the bill?
patent expired, and was not before the Hon. Sir. ALEX. CAMPBELL - Te
Minister until the following day. There a ommie of the w H e
is a case where a man lost his patent by ia cornittee ef the whele liuse.
accident, and there is no reason in the Hon. Mr. MILLER - Under the cir-
World 'why it should not be renewed. I cumstances would it not be well to refer

NPpose, without committing myseif te it to some select committee of the House,
the asseition, the other cases are some- as it might be necessary to take evi-
thmng ano o dence I Of course, these are subjecte to
prehensien oc0urred. I do not think it be considered in comittee, and perhaps
ie intended to renew a patent where on evidence.
a man has, in the words of the lon. Sir. ALEX. CAMPBELL -We
hon. leader of the Opposition, deliber- will refer it to a committee of the whole
aWy allowed it to lapse and after. House, and if, when the papers are
wards changed hie mind. There is brought down, it should seem advisable
nothing of that kind. I suppose it will to refer it to a select committee, it can be
turn Out that in al those cases the party done.
'who has allowed his patent to lapse did Hon. Mr. SCOTT -This word " mis-
not intend that it should, but through apprehension" may have been intro-
sone inadvertance, or in some way that duced in consequence of an absurd

Hon. Mr. Dickey.
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opinion entertained by a gentleman who
lias held an active position in connec-
tion with the issuing of patents. His
opinion is that a paty cannot renew his
patent until the expiration of the terni
for which it lias been issued - that, in
fact, the application for the renewal
must be contemporaneous with the
expiration of the term.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL- I
should not wonder. I understand the
idiosyncrasies of the * gentleman alluded
to, and probably in the case to which I
have referre4, the failure to make the
application in time was due to that
cause.

The Bill was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 4.20 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Monday, January 171th, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at 3.30
p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

The Senate adjourned at 3.40 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Tuesday, January 18th, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at t3.30
p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE HALIFAX FISHERIES COMMISSION.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr? POWER moved
" That an humble Address be presented to

Ris Excellency the Governor General, praying
that His Excellency will cause to be laid
before this House, copies of all Correspondence
respecting the alleged falsification of some of
the Statistics submitted, as part of the English
case, to the Fishery Commission which sat
at Halifaz in 1877; also, of any Report or
explanation made by the Commissioner of
Fisheries or any other officer of the Govern.
ment of Canada, with reference to such alleged
lalsification.".

Hon. Mr. Scott.

le said: Members of this House and
the public generally are aware that Pro-
fessor Hind, who was one of the wit-
nesses summoned before the Halifax
Fisheries Commission in 1877, and who
was selected to index the proceedings of
that Commission, has written a number
of letters impugning the correctness of
the statistics which were used before the
Commission, the effect of the statements
in which letters would be - if we re-
garded them as being founded in fact -
to show that the award made by the
Commission was based upon mistake,
and consequently was not justifiable. in
the first place, Professor Hind wrote, 1
think in the moith of June 1878, to
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries at
Ottawa. I do not know how many let-
ters lie wrote to that gentleman, but,
finding there was no satisfactory response,
he wrote to the members of the Commis.
sion, to Sir Alex. Galt, M. Delfosse, and
also to the American Commissioner, Mr.
Kellogg. He went to the Foreign Office
in England, and wrote letters to Lord
Salisbury, who was Secretary of ForeigL
Affaira at that time. Getting no satis-
faction in any of these places, lie turned
again to Ottawa, and, quite recently, has
written to His Excellency the Governor
General, and lastly has written to Waa-
ington. All these communications are
calculated to leave the impression that
the award was procured by fraud ; and I
think it is clearly a most desirable thing
that it should be shown that this is not
se, and that any suspicion or taint of
fraud should be removed from the award
of the Commission. I am quite aware
that some hon. gentlemen in the House,
and some gentlemen elsewhere, are of
opinion that it is better not to notice
Professor Hind's charges - that, by no-
ticing them in Parliament, we give 4he
charges and the author of the charges an
importance and notoriety that they do
not deserve, and which they otherwise
would not have. Now, if I had tho;xght
that that view was substantially correct, I
should not have brought my motion, for-
ward ; but the fact is that Professor
Hind and his statements have .got
all the publicity and notoriety tbey
possibly can. They have been pub-
lished lu the press of Canada and the
United States, and, to a certain exteit, in
the English newspapers, and have been

[ SE NAT E.] Fisheries Comissigion.
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brought before the Houpe of Commons in be represented when the matter is

England, and, within the last few days, being reconsidered. - The probabilities

have come before the House of Represen- are that another treaty will be framed,
tatives at Washington. When newspa- and the finding of this Commission gives
pers like the New York Tribune,;Times a basis, and shows what the value of our

and World, and the Philadelphia Enquirer, fisheries really is; and the value of our
aite publishing articles dealing with a fisheries will form a very important fac-
matter of this sort, and when that matter tor in any future treaty. One cmannot-
ig discussed in the House of Representa- help seeing that, if the impression gets
tives at Washington, and when, as ap- abroad that this award was based on a

pears from yesterday's despatches, resoli- fiaud, apd that it does not show the,
tions have been noved in the House of truth, one of the niost important values
Representatives providing for the ap. of the finding of the Commission will
pointment of a Commission to inquire have been lost. I may say, for my own
into the matter, it is too late to say tha' part, that, even after reading over Pro-
the subject has not become as public and fessor Hind's statement, I have net
notorious as possible. And it seems to found the slightest reason to change the
me that it ls now our duty to deal with opinion which I had, that the utmost good
't im some way or other ; hecause every faith was observed through the whole
bon, gentleman knows that, no matter proceedings before the Commission -
how unfounded a statement may be, or that is on the part of the Canadian Gov-
howiimprobable it may be, if thas state- ernment and in the conduct of the Brit-
Tent ismade persistently and continu- ish case. I had thought of not saying
ôuly, and in not contradicted, the upshot any more than I have already said,
'à that the general public, who are net fa- but of leaving the matter here to
miiar with the circumstances, get to be- the Governmient and the House, and
lieve that there must be a good deal of waitiing until some explanation was
truth in it ; and, no doubt, in this case brought down to satisfy the minds of
it is particularly so with the public in the members of the House, and, through them,
United States; who feel that in this H ali- the country outside. But I have since
fax Fisheries Commission they were thought that it might be not improper to
worsted, for the first time during all their give some reasons why I do not think
negotiations 'with England. It is the that Professor Hind's charges are of any
grat time-in all those negotiations that great moment. I dare say that several
the intereste of England have been pro- hon. gentlemen who have read over Pro-
prIy advocated and looked after, and the fessor Hind's last long letter in pamphlet
?*-lt haà been unsatisfactory te the form, addressed to His Excellency the
nitedt States ; and the people of that Governor General, have been puzzled to

country are quite prepared to believe, understand it, and, in order to make it
and would be only too glad to believe, easier to understaud what Professor
that this result, which was so unsatisfac- Hind's object is, I shall call attention, as
tory to them and so satisfactorv to us, was briefiy as possible, to the articles of the
gained by fraud. I think that the soon- Washington Treaty which were dealt with
er we do something te remove this im pres- by the Commission. The 18th article of
siOn frem the minds of the people of the the Washington Treaty granted certain
jnited States the better. There is an- fishing privileges to citizens of the

other reason, and a more substantial one, United States in British waters. The
whv I think it is desirable that something 19th article g.ranted sirnilar privileges to
should be done. One reason why the the Canadian fishermen in the United
a*ard of the Commissioners who sat at States waters. The 21st article openet
Halifax under the Washington Treaty the markets of the United States and
was looked npon as being of very great Canada for the reciprocal admission
importance to Canada was that the find- of all the products of the fisheries of
ing of that Commission formed a basis for either nation, except fish preserved in
future negotiations. The Fisheries clauses oil, and fish the product of inland waters ;
of . the Washington Treaty will and the 22nd article provided for the
expire in a very few years; and appointment of the Commission. When
I presume that this country will the Commission sat at Halifax, and while

Bon. ar. PoHaer.
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the trial was going on, no pains were
spared by the British agent and counsel
to show how great the advantages were
that were given to the Americans by the
18th article ; and no pains were spared
by the United States agent and counsel
to show that these advantages were worth
very little. Upon this point the evi-
denoe that was relied upon almost -ex-
clusively »as the oral evidence of the
fishermen themselves, as to thb vessels
engaged, and the catch made by them.
Any hon. gentleman who has read Prof.
Hlind's first letters will have noticed that
they deal largely with the fishery statis-
tics. Now, as to this question of the
value of our fisheries to American fisher-
inen, the statistics were apparently of
little use except to show the value of
the British fisher ies to the British fisher-
inen themselves. Thenumber of fish caught
in our waters would not show of what
value those fisheries were to the Ameri-
cans, and, consequently, much of what
Professor lind bas said on that pcint
has been thrown away. But, for the
purpose of showing how valuable the
fisheries were in themselves, and to the
British fishermen, a statement of the
products of the Caradian fisheries was
introduced into the British case. This
statement was put in in good faith by
the Dominion Government, and was, I
believe, substantially, a correct one.
These statistics were the first object of
Professor Hind's attack. His early
letters were all devoted to showing that
there were certain mistakes in these
fisheries statistics. I shall just read one
passage from one of his earlier letters --
from a letter numbered 63. It was
written to M. Delfosse, President of the
Halifax Fisheries Commission. [n this
letter, bearing date on the 2nd of Sep-
tember, 1879, lie points out that lie
has

"Shown in correspondence with the proper
Imperial authorities that the approximate
known extent of the alterations of the official
records of the Dominion Government, as
recorded in the table submitted in the British
case, amounts in the aggegate to -

Less Mackerel..............102,030 bbls.
More Herring. ............. 91,000 bble.
ies cans of Mackerel......... 153,710 cans.

More Smoked Salmon in boxes.. 323,652 boxes.

u Aiso, that these items in gross, are the
results of numerous changes in the tables pre-
sented, in quantities, in denomination and in

1Hon. Mr. Power.

prices, which run through all the years 189 te
1875, inclusive."

When Professor Hind sent this letter to
Monsieur Delfosse, that gentleman gave
an answer which satisfactorily disposed
of the Professor's objections to the
fishery statistics. The letter is a very
short one, and the House will pardon me
if I read the whole of it.

"GIVERNY, DEP'T. EURE, FRANCE,
"October 19th, igYg.

" Sir,-I have the honor to acknowledge the
receipt ot your letter of September the 2nd
(forwarded to me here), with the table enclosed,referring to the decision of the late Fishery
Commission at Halifax.

"I have not in my possession here the docu-
ments which would be required to elucidate
the points, which are not stated clearly and
precisely in your letter, but it strikes me that
the errora or alterations of figures, values, etc.,
in certain tables, do not, as recorded in your
letter, bear out the accusation of intentional
and systematic fraud; for, whilst some are
errors by less, others are errors by more as well.'

Hon. gentlemen will have noticed that
half the errors mentioned in the extracti
read from Professor Hind's letter were by
more, and half the errors byless. Then
Mr. Delfosse goes on to say

"The ' cases' presented by either Govern-
ment, however, are distinct from the evideaoe,
and could not alter nor impair the value and
weiglit of such evidence as heard before the
Commission.

" The powers of the Commission, however,
being at an end, I can only receive your letter
as intended to convey information concerning
the communication addressed by you to the
Governments intcrested; it will be for themn
to appreciate this matter and decide as they
think fit.

"I keep at your disposal the document
which was enclosed in your letter.

"I am, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

(Signed) " MAUicE DELFOSsa."

Hon. gentlemen will see that the lebter
of Monsieur Delfosse completely nullified
and rendered harmless all the sixt V odd
letters that Professor Hind bad witten.
up to that date. Professor liind waron
the wrong track altogether. Since then
he has changed bis line of attack. 'The
portion of the proceedings before the
Commission dealing'with the actual catch
of fish, having been removed from. consid-
eration, the other question of importance
before the Commission, under the 21st
article of the Treaty, was as to the. vitne
of the market of the United States to

ThLe Hal1ifax [8 'E N AT E.]
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Caiànda as compared with the value of
the Canadian market to the United
Stàtès. It was contended by the Amer-
iosa agent àid counsel that the liberty of
itüPorting fish into the United States
frée of duty was of very much more value
to the Canadians than the liberty of free
importation of fish' from the United
States into Canada. This contention was
resisted by the Canadian counsel, and, of
course, in this inquiry, it -became neces.
sary to go over the tables of exports andiMports of fish to and from the. United
Stateïfor a flumber of years. Statistics
elre furnished on both aides, extending

ever twenty-six years-statisticsshowing
e xoIrPt of fish from this country tothe Unitod States, and to other coun-tries as well, and also statistics showing

the importations from the United
states. Now, if the export of fish from
Canada to the United States, during the
existence of the Reciprocity Treaty and
the Washington Treaty, was compared
with the importation during the years
when duties were imposed, and it was
found that the exportations were very
much larger than during the years when
nto treaty existed, that might be a very
strong argument for the United States
coütèntion, and vice versa. U pon this
P int reference was made to Canadian
and American trade returns, and Pro-fessor Iirid's later attacks have beendh1oeted against these trade returns. 1y mention, in passing, that on@matter that was referred te in
the 19th article O the ý Treaty -the value of the American fisheries
to Canarian fishermen- wais eckoned
by Us, and admitted on the other side,to-be nothing at all. t is, as I have
Jut said, on the trade returns furnished
by nur Customsî Department that Pro-

rind has made his recent attacks.
The f;nrt question is as to our exporta-

.to the United States. I shal dealas briefly as I can with those. ProfessorHind, in his last pamphlet, at page 5,refers to this matter. He does in other
places, too ; but I shall briefly refer tothis one general statement of his. It isi. the second section, " Fish Exports
from Canada to the United States

"First - In framing the averags of exprt0Canada to the United States during e duts
POiod, 1867 to 1873, the compiler lessened tlefCiat record of experts from Prince EdwardIsland te the United States, and increased the
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official record of exports to other countries. In
some cases this alteration of records of Govern-
ment wasmade to a very large extent."
With reference to that, I am informed
that it was stated on behalf of Eagland
that the Prince Edward Island returns
were not accurate, and it was not pre-
tended by the counsel or agent of the
British Government that those returns
were altogether reliable. Prof. Ilind.
goes on to say

" Second.- The prices given in the Cus-
toms returns, of fish exported to the United
States, when compared with the prices charged
to other countries, are so widely different,
and so much less durinir the years 1874, 1875
and 1876 as to suggest certain conclusions
respecting the origin of these differences."

"Third.-Certain large items of fish ex-
port to the United States are absent fromn the
Customs retur4s during different years.

" The effect of these artifices is to diminish,
to a very large extent, the record of exports of
fish and the products of fish from Canada to
the United States, during both the duty period,
frort 1867 to 1873, and the Washington Treaty
perid."
There is about the clearest and most
direct charge which is made by Professor
Hind, as far as I have been able to see
and hon. gentlemen will pardon me if I
try, in as few words as I can, to show
how little foundation there is for that
charge. In the first place, the records,
as J have already stated, extend over
twenty-six years. The returns were
furnished by the Fisheries Department,
and in order to check those return«s as
far as possible - they were known not
to be very accurate - when the case was
being prepared, the Department of Agri-
culture was consulted. The census re-
turns were made use of in order to check
the trade returns, and it was found that.
they went to confirm the returns of the
Fisheries Departient. But, lion. gen-
tlemen, that was not the most important
and conclusive evidence. That is only
primafacie evidence that these returns
were correct. The fact is that the United
States had a record of their importations
from us, vhich, as one would naturallv
expect, was inucli more aceurate
than any we could keep, because
all their importations of fish passed
through the Cistom H1ouse, and their
record woÛld naturally be an accurate
one. When the two compilations, the
Canadian and the American, for the
same period, compiled from their trade
returns, were comDpa'ed by the English
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Counsel and the American Counsel, it
was found that during the whole period
of twenty-six years, involving so many
millions of dollars, the difference in the
aggregate amounted to only a few thou-
sand dollars; and thatdifference probably
arose almost altogether from the inac-
cnracy of the Prince Edward Island
returns. I think this is most con-
clusive evidence that this, the most
serious of Prof. Hind's charges, is alto-
gether unfounded. The only other
question that the Commission had te con-
sider - having to deal with the question
of the relative value of the markets -
was the question of our imports of fish
from the United States ; and on this
point the Canadian statistics were
admLted by the Americans te be
more accurate than their own.
And to show how differently the Ameri-
can agent, who was a very able man,
and the American counsel looked at this
mattVr from Prof. Hind, the Americans
insisted on selecting as a basis of calcu-
lation the very year 1874 - in which
Prof. Hind lias discovered the greatest
falsifications as against the American
interest. The Americans insisted on
selecting that year as the year on which
the decision of the Commissioners was to
be based. They found that the statistics
of that year were more favorable to them
than the statistics of any other year, and
they alleged as to that year. that the
Canadians, if there had been a duty,
would have paid four hundred thousarid
dollars. The English argument which
was, I think, to a certain extent recog-
nized by the Commissioners in their
award - although I do not know exactly
on what they based their decision - was
that the consumer paid the duty,
and net the Canadian exporter. With
reference to the question of importation,
the only way in which to establish any
case of deliberate fraud against the Ca-
iadian Government or their agents, or

against the agent of the British Govern-
ment, would be to show that thiese
tables of importations into Canada from
the United States had been systematie-
ally and contiuously falsified ; that the
imports from the United States into
Canada during the non-treaty years had
been systematically lessened, or that the
imports during the treaty years had been
increased, or both. Now, Professor Hind

Hion. Mr. Power.

does not give any evidence whatever to
sustain such a charge as that; and conse-
quently I think that any impartial man
reading over his pamphlet would come to
the conclusion that his charges were not
sustained by the facts. He does point
ont certain apparent errors ánd dis-
crepancies in the trade returns, but
nothing at all tending to show any sys-
tematic or deliberate falsification. Some
of those apparent errors and discrepan-
cies have been already explained,
and I have no doubt that the
officers of the Fisheries and - Cus-
toms Departments will be able to
satisfactorily explain the wXole of them.
In fact, the question of the importations
into Canada trom the United States had
very little to do with the award. The
English counsel in the case relied chiefly
upon the evidence of United States wit-
neses to prove that the consumer paid the
duty. I think it will strike any one who
reads Prof. Hind's letters, that lie has
not approaclied this subject in a judicial
frame of mind, but seizes and magnifies
everything which appears at first sight te
tel] against the parties who prepared the
British case. In one of his earlier letters,
le speaks of a correction which lie made
in an official table. He says that Le
called the attention of Mr. Bergne the
Secretary of the Fisheries Commission, to
certain errors in a table of the Canadian
Fisheries Returns, and at his own sug-
gestion those errors were corrected, and
then lie niakes that fact evidence of a
deep laid scieme te defraud the Ameri-
cans. Tien lie refers te a tabular state-
ment which was used before the Com-
mission, and amongst other things he
says that the results given by this state-
ment varied from those in the smaller
statements out of which it was composed.
The fact is that the smialler statements
upon which the larger one was based
were handed in as evideuce, and this large
tabular statenient was only put in as a
matter of convenience. It is not at ali
probable that if the British agents
were putting in falsified tables they
would put in along with- them
the evidence that they were forgeries.
In the same way, take the letter writtent
last summer te the Toronto Globe by the
Commissioner of Fisheries, an officer
whom Prof. lind bas said soie very
severe things about. In this letter the

[8 E NAT E.] Fisheries Commrission.
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Commissioner of Fishevies refers to flsh and of a different character was
certain statistics which were used before stated to have been imported than- had
the Halifax Comrhission. If ho were actually been imported from the United
consciOus in his own mind that those States into Canada. Then, in another

tables were forged or falsified, it is not at place, at page 47, ho deals with the

al. probable--particularly after attention matter of mackerel cane; and ho seems to
had been called to them by Prof. Hind think it is a very serious crime on the
so very publicly - that he would bring part of the Commissioner of Fisheries in
those tables Out before the public again ; making up the returns of the produce of
and the fact that the Commissioner did the fisheries that ho should alter the
so, is the best evidence that he, at all word "cans" into "pounds," and he
events, did not believe that there savs.
was anything falsified or forged about «The Commissioner of Fisheries was pass-
then. It will be noticed, as indicating ing his pen through records of the Govern-
the nature of Prof. Hind's feelings, that ment which obliterated 153,710 cane of
in his earlier communications, Mr. Ford, mackerel from the aggregate trade of the
the British agent, and Mr. Borgne, the country by altering the denomination from

af the Commission, were the "cane" to lb," as may be seen by compar-
ing the statement on page 78 of the " Corres-

principal objects of his attack, pondence respecting tue Halifax Fisheries
and after the Foreign Office and Commission with the official details from
the Government here declined to 1 which that statement la falsely alleged to be

.of taken. A similar and subsequent oblitera-
'notice him, then Mr. 'Miall, oftion of cana of mackerel may b. recognised by'
the Inland Revenue Department, and comparing the statement on page 19 of the
Mr. Whitcher, Commissioner of Fisheries, Fishery Report for 1877 with the detalsg from
became the special objects ot attack, and i which that statement is also falsely alleged to
at the present time ho seems unfriendly e taken." -
towards everybody who bas had anything If the professor had known very much
to do with the Commission. , As of the subject ho was talking about he
showing the frame of mind in would have known there was really no
which Prof. Hind bas approached this falsification at ail in that change, be
subject, it may be noticed that, when ho cause each can contains a ponnd, and I
found bis first attack was altogether a presume that as the Coinmissioner of
mistaken one, instead of dropping the Fisheries desired to make up the state-
Matter, ho apparently looked around for ,uent by weight, so as to show the quan-
soIe other point on which to make an tity of eish, he converted the cans into
tat ;i thiut, andh h as found pounds. That is one of the serious
attack there, an iow making bis charges made against the Department

a althoughli he takes a bore. Prof. Rind bas a good deal to sai
different lie from the one ho adopted in ab6ut the difference in price between
the first instance. I have looked over packages of oysters sent to one
his pamphlet, and shall call attention to province and oysters sent to another.
three or four places where ho bas made The fact is that oysters sent to
what any one can see are serious blun- Ontario, and which cost a good
ders. For instance, on page 10 of this deal more than those sent to Nova
pamphlet he speaks about the astonish- Scotia,. are for the most part without

g imnports of resh fish from the United shells. In Nova Scotia they import a
$tates to Nova Scotia and Ontario great deal in shells by vessels, and they
durig the seaaon of 1874; and ho goes naturally cost much less per barrel in
on in the very next paragrapý to show that way. A good deal was said by
that there could not have been any Professor Hind in his pamphlet about
wrong motive in this case, because ho fish imported into Nova Scotia. He
says there could be no fiscal reason for says that there were more shown to have
the enormous importation of fish after been imported than were actually brought
the Washington Treaty, because fresh in. I am not familar with the exact-
fish were duty free before the Treaty. quantities, but I know that about the
Still a very large proportion of Prof. time ho refers to large quantities of fish
Hiud'a efforts in this pamphlet are de- were inported into Nova Scotia
voted to establishing that more fresh from the United States - a large

Hon. Mr. Power.
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amount for exportation in con-
*equence of the failures of the New-
toundland fisheries. In the Halifax
Chronicle, which reached here a few days
ago, I find that Prof. Hind attacks the
Dominion statistics on another ground.
He finds, on looking into the statistics
of coal raised in the Province of Nota
Sootia, that the Dominion returns gave
in one year less than the local returns,
and in another year more. That shows
that there is a mistake in the statistics
somewbere, but it does not show any
deliberate falsification of the returns.
There must be some reason why Prof
Hind has made all thene various state-
ments, and why he has taken the pains
to write so many long and elaborate
letters, which are counted now, I think,
by something more than the hundred.
It seems to me that Prof. Hind is a man
of most intense application to anything
to which hé turns bis attention, and ho
has allowed himself to brood over those
figures until he became morbid and in-
capable of seeing them as thcy really
are, and he has got to think - everyone
can see that frnm the tone of his letters
- that every trifling error and discrep-
ancy is evidence of some deliberate and
monstrous fraud. He magnifies every
mole-hill into a mountain. It seems to
nie that probably my learned colleague
behind me (Dr. Almon), if lie investi-
gated Prof. Hind's mental condition,
would find him, as to these sta-
tistics, at all events, a mono-
maniac. Because, if we do not
adopt this theory, hon. gentlemen
will see that we shall have to assume
some most improbable things. In the first
place, if we are to believe that Prof.
Hind is right, we must not only believe
that our Canadian statistices are wrong,
but that the United States statistics are
also incorrect ; that the census statisticg
are wrong, and that the officers in the
Departments of Marine and Fisheries,
Customs and Agriculture, have been
guilty of deliberate, systematic and long
continued fraud and forgery ; we niust
believe that Sir A. T. Galt, Mr. Ford,
the British agent, Mr. Bergne, the late
and present Ministers of the Dominion,
and the late and present Secretaries for
Foreign Affairs in England were, if not
parties to these frauds and forge-
ries, to a certain extent accessories
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after the ftct. Further than
that, we have to , believe that Mr.
Delfosse, the President of the Commis-
sion, a man of stainless character and
great ability, was also a party after the
fact, to this great crime. And still fur-
ther that the Hon. Ensign Kellogg, the
American representative on the Commis-
sion, is also in the same position. Nôw,
it is quite impossible to suppose anything
of the sort, and it seems to me that any
thoughtful citizen of the United States
who looks at the thing calmly for a few
moments must see that it is altogether im-
possible that we can believe Prof. Hind
to be correct. There is no effect
without a cause, and although I do
not know that it is necessary to
look for causes for the peculiar
bias given to Prof. ilind's mind,
still there .are some causes whieh
suggest themselves not unnaturally. I
do not think - although probably
Professor Hind is under the im-
pression that he is doing a very
patriotic thiig - that patriotism i.s
the p4ssion which actuates him. I find
in his letter to Sir Alexander Galt,
written on board the steamer Peruvian,
November, 1878, that he speaks in thi8
way,referring to there erroneous fishery
statistics :-

C Being apprehensive that, when the frauds
should become known, an outburst. of taunt
and indignation from the American people
would be greatly detrimental to international
relations, immediately after their discovery in
June last, I informed Sir A. J. Smith, subie'
quently the Marquis of Salisbury, and then
the Earl of Duflerin."

He was afraid the Americans would
become very much excited when they
found out these alleged frauds ; but stili
we find him, in a letter written ten
months afterward«, in September, 1879,
to Mr. Delfosse, sending the evidence
which he thought sustained these charges
of fraud, and saying that the tenor of this
letter wdild h communicated to' Sir
Alexander Galt and Mr. Kellogg, the
United States Commissioner. You -%ili
perceive that the knowledge which he
was apprehensive that the people of the
United States would acquire of these
frauds he reveals himself. Mr. Kellogg,
apparently paid no attention whatever to
bis statement. Professor }Iind speaks ini
that letter in this way:

Thte H1alifax (S E NAT E.]
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"Apart from the dishonorable and illegal that if fully investigated all his charges
n40"r Of the transaction the good relations will be found to be of the same character.
and hamrmony of the United States and the Bri- As to the exact form in which the
tiek lorth American Provinces should not be
PkOed Ja jeopardy by the unlawful acte of two matter is to be deait with, 1 cannot
Or tbree ladividuals. say. I am movii1g for the corresponi-

"Meither should the oficial records of -ence, and for a report from some
Governuient be knowingly stained with the officer of the incriminated Departments;
Proofs of premeditated fraud in an interna-
tiona contention, which must be brought to but it may be that the Government have
light withln 1e Years, and with greatly in- sone more satisfactory way of dealing

reased responsibilities, thus imperilling faith with the matter than that. Some hon.
i good government and its oficial records." gentlemen have spoken of having &
I shall not 'quoQte any more from this special committee of the House to inves-
letter on that point, but Prof. Hind's tigate it, but it seems to me that the
conduct shows clearly that patriotism is exact mode in which the public mind ia
not the motive which actuates him, be- to be satisfied on the subject is not of
cause after writing his long and elabo- very much consequence so long as it
rate letter to is iExcellency the Gov- is made clear that there is no solid
ernor General, he does not wait until basis for Prof. Hind's charges. l con-
this Parliament shall have dealt with the clusion, I beg leave to move the resolu-
mnà.tter, or an investigation is made, but tion of which I have given notice.
hurries his letters and all the evidence,
as he considers it, of the blackest sort of Hon. Mr. HAYTRORNE - In risin&
crime, go the authorities at Washington. to second the motion made by my hon.
That certainly was not the act of a friend on the other side of the House, I
patriot. In fact if there were nothing wish to make a few remarks. It seems
else, I think that this one act of Prof. to me that the subject is one of consider-
Hind is enough to show that his motives able importance. It imputes certain
are by no means admirable or grave misdemeanors and offences to two
noble. I bave already trespassed important departments in our public
too long on the time of the House, and service, and those accusations have.
I sha not trouble you with reading found their way into the United States,
some further extracts which, perhaps, go and, having found considerable credence
to show the hiotives which really actuate there, and having been made, I believe,
Prof. Hind. It will be noticed, I think, the subject of a motion in Congress, I
that in the earlier part of bis letters he think it becomes the Legislatuce of Can-
refrs withi an apparent bitterness of tone ada to make such inquiries into the case
t the favorable mention made in Mr. as shall decide whether there is really
Ford's despatches of certain gentlemen 1 any ground for those accusations or not.
who CO-operated with h1r. Ford in pre- Had those charges been made by sonie
parmng the British case, and it seems to unknown individual, I should probably
me that that bitterness of toue runs all have treated then with less considera-
through this correspondence of Prof. tion than we do at present, but as it so
Uind's from beginning to end. I cannot happens that the gentleman who ha
helP feeling that if his name had been made them, Professor Hind, bas occupied
Fr' favorbly mentioned in Mr. for many years past important positions in
) o e patches and if lie had the Dominion service - and especially

- tre9.t as a m"an of a little more on the Ralifax Commission-il becomes
importance when the Commission was essential that we should treat him and
sitting, probably we would not have been treat bis statement with some considera-
troubled with ny of this correspondence, tion. I observe from the title page of
or with the difficulties that may arise out his pamphlet, which is a letter addressed
of it.; though I do not think any serious by Professor Hind to the Governor Gen-
dificulty is likely to arise. I have not eral, that it bears on its title page a state-
been abi to investbgate ail t, charges ment of the different public positions

,ade by Prof. Hind, but as far as I have which that gentleman has filled since the
been able to go, his charges have been year 1857 up to 1872. It appears that
proved unfounded, or without any he has been pretty constantly in the
serious basis ; and I feel quite confident public service, and lie lias occupied soma
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important positions. He has been geo-
logist to the Red River expedition, 1857;
he had charge of the Assiniboine and Sas-
katchewan expedition in 1858 ; he is
author of the Narrative of the Canadian
expedition to the North-West, 1860 ; Ex-
plorations in the interior of the Labrador
Peninsula, 1863; Official report on the
geology of New Brunswick, 1865 ; Offi-
cial reports on Waverly; 1869 ; Sher-
brooke, 1870 ; Mount Uniacke, Oldham
and Renfrew gold districts of Nova Sco-
+ia, 1872, etc., and several other public
positions. I will not detain the House
to recapitulate them. What I propose to
do is simply to lay before the House.a
few extracts from his letter addressed to
the Governor General, which, I think,
demand explanation. The mode which
my hon. friend fromn Halifax has taken
to draw public attention to this question
is, 1 think, a proper one in the first in-
stance, but it does seem to me that a
more complete and thorough mode of in-
vestigating those charges would be to refer
them to a select committee of the Senate.
I observe that in the fourth page of Pro-
fessor Hind's letter he sets forth his in-
tention in the following words: -

« I propose to show Your Éxcellency that
this published information' is gleaned or
faliifid from the Annual'lrade and Naviga-
tion Returns of the Customs Departments, and
the Fiehery Returne of the Department of Ma-
rine and Fisheries; also that during a series of
years maiiv of the details emtodied in the offi-
cial reports of these departments of Govern-
ment are of such a doubtful character as to
excite the gravest suspicions of their truthful-
ness, and in some instances, to induce a belief
that the entries are fictitious, misleading and
premeditated."
Now, hon. gentlemen, if the writer of
this pamphlet can substantiate this state-
ment, I think it is a bad case for the De-
partment to which he refers. For my
own part, 1 confess at once that I cannot
credit it. I believe that for some cause,
that I cannot undertake to describe, Pro-
fessor Hind has been laboring under a
iniscoenception. It seems to me to be in-
credible that any officials would under-
take, from any cause whatever, to place

,false statements before the public in such
a way as he describes. I will simply
make a few extracts from Professor
Hind's pages in order to show the neces-
sity which. in my opinion, exista for fur-
ther inquiry. Speaking of the item of
furs, as an illustratioù of the manner in
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which those returns were falsified, he re-
fers to " furs, skins and tails," which
are, as we all know, the produce of land
animals, and, as he asserts, that the
Marine and Fisheries Department has
taken means to introduce these returnsof
skins, furs and tails from the Customs
Department into that of the Marine and
Fisheries, and that he has exaggerated
their value. He says of furs and skins,
the produce of fish or marine animals,
the value stated in the returns laid be-
fore the Halifax Commission wua $246,-
535, and the furs, skins and tails of other
entries were valued at $41,826, making
a total of $288,361. But, he says, these
items have been transposed, and that the
value of the furs and skins of land ani-
mals has been attributed to animals the
product of the sea, and vice versa; con-
sequently an increased value has been
given to our marine exports which pro-
perly belongs to our land exports. This
is one of the points to which Professor
flind attaches very great importance.
He has also, on page 17 of his pamphlet,
reférred to the exports of codfish, salted,
fron Prince Edward Island, as follows :-
Great Britain, 13 cwt..... ...... $ 3,098
United States, 30 cwt.............. 10,708
British W. Indies, 24 cwt........... 9,402

A total of 67 cwt., valued at $23,208, or,
as he says, " the aggregate exportation
being at the rate of $344 per hundred
weight for salt codfish." Now, it cer-
tainly is incumbent on us, if this is a true
description of the return laid before the
Halifax Convention, that this should be
investigated. In another place he speaks
(at page 11) of the importa of fresh cod-
fish, ineluding ling and pollock, froma the
United States, in the year 1874, as fol-
lows :-

Province Quantity Value
Ontario...... 294.515 $13,737
Nova Scotia.. 19,325 2,147
N. Brunswick. 5,175 671
Quebec... .. No quantity 60,450

Price per lb.
42c., nearly
1lc., Il
13c., I

He goes on to show, in another place; the
extraordinary discrepancy that the sane
description of codfish had been exported
from those provinces at the rate of one
cent per pound. I might go on to a very
great extent showing similar discrepan.
cies, but to do so would occupy too much
time, and is not neceesary to lead hon.
gentlemen to a conclusion in this affair.
The pamphlet is full of extravagances
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such as those I have mentioned. They integrity, and lias evidently devoted

may not obtain currency here in Canada, much pains to the task in this matter. I
but as they have obtained currency in think it is questionable, however.

the United States, and as it must, I am whether the Senate should take this mat-

8sur, ho the object of every member ot ter into consideration at all, as it is a
this Senate to maintain the honor of our question between the Imperial Govern-
country intact, I think it is essential ment and the United States, and, after
that we should give the Department the Imperial authorities have declind to
whose returns are impugned in this way take any notice of it, to me it seems to
au oppxrtunity of proving that Professor give unwarranted importance to the
Itind a charges are untrue. Therefore 1 matter. My lion. friend admits that he
haVerwith great pleasure, undertaken the had some doubts as to whether ho ought
duty Of seconding my hon. friend's mo- to have brouglit the matter up here. At
tion. I have not put the question before all events, I think it might have been
the Hlouse i-n precisely the same manner brouglit up with greater effect and facility
as My hon. friend las. He argued, der- by the gentleman who received those
tainly not without success, that the Imperial bonors, and whose reputation
statements of Professor Hind are not and character, together with the honor
correct. For my part, I admit I have of the country, have been impugned by
not yet studied the subject so attentively Professor Hind, but who has thought
as to be able, absolutely, to acquit the proper not to notice it, or to explain
Departments implicated, but I think his official acts. Although I must say I
there is matter enough i-n this pamphlet do not approve of the course adopted by
to warrant investigation. . my hon. fi iend, I am frea to confess that

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH - It is he as shown us that, as far as his research'
quite evident that the whole case on gos, if there had been mistakes and dis-
which the award was based and obtained crepancies, they could not have been
was made up and prepared substantially made with fraudulent or even improper
for the late Government by their prede- intent, because they were immaterial to
cesors in the Marine and 'Fisheries De- the issue, and could not have affected the
partment. If there were any discrepan- basis ou vhich the award was founded,
c'es in this statement made by the and could not have been taken into ac-
l)epartmnt at that time, certainly the count in miaking up the award. I must
l4t. Government had three years in say, froin the prominent position Pro-
wbieh to examine, revise and correct the fessor Ilind has hold in many public
r~po -s. It seems to me that the charges matters, consi-derable importance might
of wilful fraud and falsification by Pro- be attached to hi-s statements by the out-
fessor Hind point directly te the term side public, and I am very glad that, as
of the late Liberal Government, from the my bon. friend has noticed this matter,
autumn of 1872, and they are directed he has shown, as far as ho can, that those
at the gentleman who was at that time errors, if there are errors, could not have
at the head of the Marine and Fisheries affected the award of the Commission,
Department, who received and wears and, having done that, if any further
Imperial honors for the fishery award - steps are to be taken in this matter in
on a case made up by his predecessor in this Parliamuent, it appears to me that it
that Department with every intention is the duty of the late Minister of Marine
and desire to be accurate, and in which and Fisheries to initiate them, and to
no material error is shown with his ser; exonorate hinself and the Government
vices in connection with that Depart- of which he was a member, and the
ment and the Halifax Commission. Pro country, from any stigma that might pos-
fessor Hind charges the ex-Minister of sibly be attached to him by Professor
Marine and Fisheries with having delib. Hind's charges-charges which my hon.
erately, wilfully and fraudulently falsi friend thinks have proceeded from a
tied the reports, the retura and statis- source not vorthy of the notice and pub-
tics. My hon. friend (Mr. Power) las lic attention they have received.
thought proper to stand in the breach in Hon. Mr. HOWLAN -- It was not
support and defence of that Adminis until late this afternoon that I procured
tration, and that Minister's honor and 1 a copy of Professor Hind's pamphlet.

Hon. Mr. Haythorne.

The Halifax
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I did so because it contains a reference
to the evidence that I gave myself. I
Lave looked over the statistics here with
the greatest care I possibly could, and I
fmnd, from my own experience in the
fishing business, that Professor Hind has
been greatly led astray. If I were to
state to the House at the present time
that this very year the export of smelt
alone, from the Provinice of New Bruns-
wick, is much more than the export of
saboon, I am sure I would be laughed
at, iut for all that it is so, as a reference
to the statisties published by the St.
John Telegraph of a recent date will
establish beyond doubt. What is the
reason i It is this : salmon fishing in
New Brunswick this year'bas been an
entire failure, and, consequently, salmon
does not appear in the returns as before.
On looking over the pamphlet, I find
that one of the principal facts on which
ha grounds his accusation is the export
of fresh fish from Quebec. I can under-
stand how such a statement can ha made
up, from my knowledge of the fishing
business, and how, without any intention
to defraud, such a statement might get
into the fisheries returns. If he had
proved in bis statement that the quan-
tity of salt codfish, etc., had not been
exported that pariticular year, there
would be some room for suspecting that
the $101,000 had been used to swell up
the exporte from the Province of Quebec,
but he does no4 state that fact. Refer-
ence has been made to the prices of cod-
ish, hake and pollock. The prices of
fish vary like the prices of other things.
Yon sometimes find Halifax importing
fish from the United States, and vice
versa. Sometimes it is up in one place
and down in another. There may be
orders in Halifax for a certain descrip-
tion of fish which can be found only at
St. Johns, Newfoundland, or Boston, and
the prices may go up or down that
way, and you can readily account for
this statement here. If Professor Hind
had taken into his confidence soma gentle-
men who were interested in the fishing
business in Halifax, he would, no doubt,
have been put right in a short time.
With regard to those values, Professer
Hind makes a statement respecting
the prices of fish, showing that, while in
one province a reasonable export price
was recorded, in another province, a

Ilon. fr. Howlan.

remarkably low one was charged for ex-
porte to the United States. But prices
are ruled by the circumstances and the
time. He shows that in 1879 the prices
of dry salted codfish exported were $4.14
to the Spanish West Indies, and *2.67
to the United States. The cause of that
difference is very easily arrived at. That
particular year may have been une in
which there had been a very poor catch
in the United States, and, consequeitly,
the very poorest kind of fish was in the
market, bence the price. The very con-
trary was the case in Nova Scotia. In
1875 the prices were, to the West Inties,
$4.88, to the United States, $3.77, a
difference of $1.11 ; in 1876 the diffpr-
ence was $1.02, and the three following
years it ranged from 40 to 62 cents.
That is very easily accounted for by
commercial causes. Then he lays great
stress upon the difference between the
prices of pickled herring iinported into
this country and exported from this
country into the United States. That
can be readily understood and explained
by tiose acqutinted with the fishing
business. In the spring of the year a
very large fleet goes to the Magdalen
Islands and bring home large quantities
of fish in bulk, as it is called, and these
they generally sell at one cent a pound.
These fish are then packed, and prepared
for exportation, and the price is inereased
by $1.50 a barrel for packing, etc. He
says in 1877 Prince Edward Island is
recorded to have exported to the United
States 1,210 barrels of pickled herring
for $3,855 or at the rate of $3.18 a
barrel, a difference of $1.59 a barrel be-
tween the import and the export price
of pickled herring for the Province of
Prince Edwar4 Island, being more than
the total price per barrelcharged by Que-
bec in 1874 and 1875 for similar articles
imported into the United States. Quebec
and Ontario use all the herring they get
for consumption, while the herring of
Prince Edward Island are used chiefiy
for bait for the mackerel fishing ; ad I
have known some cases where the price
of herring almost rose to the price of
mackerel, because they could not ebtain
then for bait; and I can understaind a
discrepaucy of that kind ereeping in. I
ramember distinctly there was a very
poor catch at Magdalen Islands in
1877. There was about the same re-
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Salt from that as frein the Nova the meeting of the Commission at Hali-

Spqtia fishery, and we, were com- fax, and gave my evidence. Professor
pelled by force of circumstances to go to IHind in bis report liere notices my testi-
the United States or elsewhere to buy m ny, and endeavors to manufacture ont
herring. On page 19, again, with regard of it something te support false deduc-
te pickled halibut sent to the United tiens. He takes the exporte to the Uni-
States, he goes on te show that pickled ted States, for the year 1872, from Prince
halibutgoing te the United States from Edward Island. Why he takes that
Nova Scotia was recorded at 9. certain particular year I cannot understand, but
rate; that pickled ha but going from New then he says.:-
Brunswick was recorded at a different l in this independent officiai statement we
rats. That 'natter is very readily un- observe senator Howlan's figures for mack-
dîertood. At one particular season of erel not only correctly given, but the total
the year halibut is very -high, while at amount of fish exported to the United States
another in 1872, returned by the Custom House officer

season of the year it is very low at $137,746, in place of Mr. Barry's $92,838
and other causes may combine to increase worth.
the lower prices. Now, again, with re- «In effect, a Senator of the Dominion pro-
gard to the annual expense, it is true we duces upon oh, before a court of justice, the
have no internal revenue bureau con- records of his own work and his

te . sown Government in a distant Province,
ect with our Government here as when that -Province possessed juris-

they have in the United States. diction over her Trade and Navigation Re-
We have to depend altogether on the turne. Subsequently, in the same court of
Customa and the Trade and Navigation justice, an officer of the Dominion Customs
returna. Uider the circumstances it is Department at Ottawa, produces upon oath an

. . a alleged statistical statement ot the same de-
surprising that our statistics are as tails, but differing altogether from the Sena-
accurate as they are. l the United tor's statement, and he declares that he has
States every man has te pay duty on his derived his results from the same source as the
income,and there are supervisors on every Senator himself."
mile of the coast taking evidence as te Now, the matter is very easily ex-
the exports and importa, and the value of plained. In Prince Edward Island the
the fisheries, while we have to depend fisheries are mainly on the nocth side.
altogether on our Trade and Navigation The prevailing winds during the fishin'g
returns and Customs reports. Notwith- season are from the north-west. At in-
atanding the facilities for compiling statis- tervals,, possibly about three or four
ties i the United States, I have no weeks, a very heavy blow comes on from
hwitation in saying, from my experience the south-east or north-east On such
,at aU eventa, that if you were te examine occasions vessels loading off the north
them a Crtically a Professor Hind has shore go te Shediac at the Gulf end of
examined those of this country, you might the Intercolonial Railway, and 'deliver
find them as imperfect in some particulars their mackerel there te be placed en route
as our own. There may be inaccuracies for Boston or other ports in the United
from a variety of causes, but I do not States. As a consequence, those mack-
think the charge ei systematic fraud or erel would not appear in the Custom
inaccuracy can be borne out. It is a House returns of Prince Edward Island,
mnatter of notoriety, in connection with whilst they would necessarily appear in
this fact, thac after a comparison of both those of New Brunswick. When, the
the returns of this Dominion and of the matter was under discussion, and when
United States on this particular question, Judge Foster took up the returis and
the difference in 27 years does not read them, I remember distinetly he
amount te mucIh more than $100,000; said " these differ from your statement."
proof sufficient that the statisticS were I said "I cannot help that," and I ex-
very well attended to and very exactly plained at that particular time the
taken. I know, se far as 1 am concerned, discrepancy between thei. Those re-
I was net a supporter of the Government turns were taken from the journals of
which was in power at that timne, but our own Legislature. I explained it
having been asked to give evidence as a very distinctly so that no misunderstand-
public man before the ComiDsion, I ing should arise. Now Professor Hind
did so. I left my Lome, and attended misconstrues that. He says:

Hon. Mr. Howlan.
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" The thing is done in such a manner, that
the officer of the Customs. Department. at
Ottawa triumphs in this court oi justice, and
use is made of his falsified figures. The two
statements cannot be true, and the Senator's
statement is susceptible of verfication."
Why was it " susceptible of verification ?"
The answer is obvious, because, then and
there, I substantiated the statement I.
gave by official documents, and lie
should bave stated in his pamphlet the
reason which I gave, and net to try to
fmd fault with the gentlemen who pre-
pared the statistics from the only data
they could get - the returns from their
own custom houses. Then he goes on
from that to state that, if the statistics
are wrong in one particular, they are
wrong in the other. Butehe goes on
to show, from the records of Prince
Edward Island, that my statenent is
correct. It certainly may be a pleasure
to him te do so, but it is entirely beg-
ging the question. On page 29, in the
same way, referring to oysters, he puts
the exports of oysters from New Bruns-
wick at 13,274 barrels. What the price
of oysters was in the United States
at that particular time I am at a loss te
know, but it may have se happened that
there was a very large export of oysters
from Prince Edward Island to St. John,
New Brunswick; that the oyster crop
in the United States was bad at that
tiipe, and where there was almost daily
communication between St. John and Bos-
ton,it may possibly have been in the inter-
est of those engaged in the oyster business
at this time to ship to Boston from St.
John: There must be some commercial
reason why this expert appears in the re-
turns. I fail te see that any case is made
out here which cannot, with a very littie
investigation, be satisfactorily reported
on, and I have no doubt that, if the Am-
erican Government thought it was of
sufficient weight and importance, cor-
respondence would be furnished on
the matter. After the exhaustive
evidence produced at that Commis-
sion froin men acquainted with
the Atlantic coast, from the Uni-
ted States, W do net believe that
they would have allowed those sta-
tistics to go unchallenged. They had
every sort of information they could get,
and, te use a common expression, they
left no stone unturned. The American
steamer .Speedwell was fitted up specially

Hon. Mr. Uowlan.

for the service, under the supervision of
Professer Spe'ncer H. Baird, who has in
very able reports contributed a mss'of
information on the subject, second to
none, and of the most valuable dala
which can be relied on ; a mass of infor-
mation that I am sure no other country
in the world could supply, and Professer
Hind hiwself furnished some information
about the homes and haunts of the fish.
So accurate were the instruments
they had on board the Speedwell that they
were enabled to go te some particular
part of the Gulf when there was a dis-
pute about fish, te go down to the bot-
tom, andbring the identical fish up itself.
1 can come te only one conclusion, that if
anything of a very important nature in
the interests of the American people
had been lest sight of, there were men
well qualified indeed te supply it - men
who have given great attention to the fish-
ing interests, of illustrious men and mer-
chants-highly accomplished merchants;
and to think that they would allow their
case te bs treated in such a way with the
very eniment men they had on the Com-
mission, I do net believe it can be
verified if a committee is struck to inves-
tigate the matter.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
The hon. member from Halifax, who ha
brought this matter under the notice of
the House seemas te have satisfied him-
self that the statements which have been
made by Professer Hind are not entitled
te credence, and that he is probably a
monomaniac oh the subject of them. le
has also told us that almost all the per-
sons who hare been engaged in the
Fishery Commission have been in suc-
cession attacked by this gentleman. If
the statements are therefore in them-
selves incredible, and the hon. gentleman
points out the reasons why he thinks
they are, and if the person himself is in
the state of mind that the hon. gentle-
man describes -

Hon. Mr. POWER - I only suppos-
ed that.
. Hor. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
I must express my regret that he has
thought it proper in the exercise of his
discretioi, te bring them before this
louse, because it cannot but have the
effect of giving them a factitious import-
ance. The lion. gentlemai says he does
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so because, although he does not him-
self believe, and although ie thinks no
person who has informed hinself will
believe, those statements, yet he is ap-
Prehensive the general public may

Hon. Mr. POWER - The hon gen-
tleman does not refer to the fact that the
statements have been made the subject of
a debIte and resolution in Congress.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
I see by the papers that that is the case,
but they do not seem to have attracted
much notice or to have been at all be-
lieved in. SO far as we are concerned,
it must be borne in mind that the fisher-
ies arbitration under the provisions of
the Treaty of Washington was between
ler Majesty's Government and that of
the United States ; that the Commis-
sioners were appointed by those Govern-
meats respectively ; that the conduct of
the case on Our side was in the hands of
a gentleman appointed by Her Majesty's
Government; that the evidence was
niarshalled by him; and that any re-
turns which were furnished to him were
put forward in the exercise of his discre-
tion. The gentleman who acted as
agent for Her Majesty's Government,
Mr. Ford, formerly the Secretary of the
British Legation at Washington, is well
known to many members of Congress,
who woul4 hear the statements to which
the hon. gentleman bas ref erred as hav-
ing been made in Congress. If there is
any sound reason to distrust the reliabil-
ity of any of the evidence offered under
Mr. Ford's direction, it would be for the
Imperia' Government to take steps to test
its accuracy, but we notice that the
Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs, Sir
Charles Dilke, when this matter was
brought up in the Imperial House of

-Commons, a few days ago, said that hedid not consider the statements of Mr.Hind as entitled to attention. It would
appear fron the statement of the lion.
gentleman that copies of M r. Hind's
pamphlets had been sent to Mr. Del.
fosse, the cleairman of the Fisheries
Commission, as well as to the Under
Secretary for Foreign Affairs, and in
view of the letter to Mr. Hind from
Mr. Delfosse, which the hon. gentleman
b read, and of the silence of both the
English and American Governmests, as
well as of the statement made by Si.

Ho.z. Sir Alex. Campbell.

Chas. Dilke, it seenis to me that it woulJ
have been much better on our part to have
allowed the matter to rest.until those who-
were responsible for the conduct of the-
investigation should decide that they
attach sufficient importance to these
statements of Mr. Hind to take notice-
of them. The statistical information
which was furnished to the agent
for Great Britain before the Com-
mission, at the request of the
Imperial Government, by Canadian offi-
cials, related to two subjects, trade and
fisheries. The former 'statistics were
compiled from the returns which had
been laid before the Canadian Legisla-
lature, session after session, for twenty-six
years. One cannot suppose that the per-
sons engaged in compiling statistics dur-
ing ail those years were in a conspiracy
to prepare false returns to be used in the
fisheries investigation ; and not only is
this the fact, but before being placed in
the hands of the agent of the Imperial
Government they were collated with sta-
tistical returns of the United States for
the same period, and as the lhon. gentle-
man (Mr. Power) bas pointed out, the
comparison ot the returns of the two
countries for the long period of twenty-
six years only showed a difference of a
few thousand doll-trs, strongly establish-
ing the correctness of both.

Hon. Mr. POWER - Not one hun-
dred thousand, doliars.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
With reference to the fisheries returns,
they were made up by the Department of
Marine and Fisheries, and made up with
every desire to be accurate. They were
compared with similar information which
the Census Commissioners collected and
compiled. It was the only check which
was possible. I ask what more chre.
could have been done to attain accuracy ;
and beyond this the award did not, I
believe, turn on the statistics but on the
oral testimony ; but these returns are be-
lieved to be perfectly correct. The sug-
gestion that there was any idea or inten-
tion to falsify them is an outrage an.
common sense. There is no objection on
the part of the Government to the papers,
conung down.

Hon. Dr. A LMON - I have been,
appealed to by the senior member for
Halifax to express an opinion as to the

6
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mental condition of Prof. Hind. I should
like to know what Mr. Hind was paid
for his attendance on this Commission,
and what he claimed. If these facts were
placed before me I could understand the
animus which induced him to attack his
.countrymen and his country, and to
éndeavor to throw on us the blame of
ihaving over-reached the Americans, and
thereby incurred the saine shame that
the Americans did in the Ashburton
Treaty, in which they concealed the map
with the red line, and gained a territory
which no American can pass by without
a blush of shame at the scandalouis man-
ner in which it was obtained. If these
statementa of Prof. Hind's were true, we
should willingly give up all that we have
gained by the award of the Fisheries
Commissicn. But I do not think that
there was anything unfair about the
award. With regard to the speech of
the senior member for Halifax, I think
the hoi. leader of the House has been
rather hard on him. My hon. colleague
las brought up the matter fairly. I was
afraid at first that lie was going to endorse
the calumnies brouglit against .our pub-
lic men concerned in the award. Those
men are not of the sanie politics as my-
self, but I believe tlat any Nova Scotians,
whether they be Grit or Conservative,
would scorn to use anything in a treaty
with another country which was not fair
and above board. When my hon. friend
conmenced his speech, I thought that
the I rish blood in him led him to exeni-
,plify the verse of the old'song-"lHe meets
with his friend and for love knocks him
down "-for every stateient of Hind's
that he read he immîediately afterwards
proved to be false. As the lion. Senator
from Prince Edward Island (Mr. Hlay-
thorne) lias told us, Prof. Hind has occu-
pied a great many honorable positions,
but I think lie bas always been a very
quarrelsone man. The Rev. George
Grant, wbo travelled through the North-
West, aud published a book on the sub-

ject, was, while in Halifax, idol-ized by
nien of all religious denominations, and
in this part of the Dominion, where lie
Jhas been living for the past two or three
years, lie bas the same standing that lie
hîad withl us. In his book, among other
illustrations, was a picture of a Cree
sq uaw. Wliat did Prof. Hind accuse
himn of 1 Ie stated this engraving was

in1. Mr-imon.

copied fron a book that he himself had
written on ' the North-West, thereby
accusing the reverend gentleman, through
the press, of stealing his squaw. Any-
body who knows Mr. Grant must:be
aware that he would not be guilty of
anything of that kind. The statistics of
the fisheries must have been very diii-
cult to get hold of. We all know what
fish stories are. The first recorded is that
of Jouah and the whale. Of course I
believe the whole story, as I do any told
me by my friends. When any ofmy friends
go fishing, they tell me of the big salmon
that they hooked and which escaped, and
those escaped flsh are never less than
thirty or forty pounds. Hlow cou Id tbey
weigh thei? They liad not even the
fishes'. own scales for the purpose. These
statistios are furnished by local officers,
and I know, during the short time 1
represented the Connty of Halifax, there
were but few of then fit for their situa-
tions, though it must be confessed their
pay was very small. Their reports
showed more fisli caught than there were
in the river. If the hon. Senator fron
Lunenburg were asked about the aumber
of salmon caught in his County we would
believe him, but I have no doubt lie
would not put the quantity down at less
than it was, and, therefore, I think the
statistics of the fisheries from the tine
of Jonali downward, are to be received
cunm grano salis, without any suspicion of
wilful or criminal misrepresentation be-
ing attached to them. Witli regard to
the value of the fish cauglit on our coast,
we can put Prof. Hind and others out of
the question. For one Sunlay during
which the Americans were prevented
fron taking fish at Fortune Bay, they
claim $103,000. It is possible that the
fish might take the bait more freely on
Sunday than any otlier day, but if the
claiu of the Anericans is valid, then I
think Prof. Hiid imay haug up his fiddle
ani lis bow, they iaving settled the
question of value themselves. Althougli
the senior menber for Halifax introduced
this matter very fairly before the House,
I do not think it would be worth while to
give an importance to Professor Hind's
statements which I assure you is not at-
tached to themn in Nova Scotia, and I.
think we can take up our time with more
useful niatters than the statements of this
disappointed nain who, doubtless, thinks
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that he did not get as niuch as he was i to believe there mut have been some
éntitled to receive for his services. fraud or unfair means used to prevent

them having the success which lad al-lon. Mr. POWER -- The lon. S ways attended them in former negotia-tor from Lunenbneg th.ought proper to tn tions with the British Governnept. 1t1oduce the politiael element into the think that is probably the way the mat-
uisensaion, which I had carefully avoided. ter will be looked at hy the bulk of thee tried to represent that if anythig A merican people. I (1o not consider that

Wrong had been done it was done under is a matter of littlec ethe late Administration, and that the late e consequence. We
Minister of Marine and Fisheries was the have sIent hours m discumg e ap-
eàpensible man. Professor Hind d~ oentment of officers whose pay did not

»< cotenAid that the Minister himself exceed ' dolla of a dollar and a-half per
falined the documents. He spoke of the day. This is a matter of very much
subo0rdinates in the Departments of Cus- greater importance, not only as regards
tous and Marine and Fisheries having the past, but becaue- the value of the

one it. Conequently, my hion, friend's award is that it will be the basis for
p t a s ethe tay . IY h an. fr s future negotiations. I fail to see, then,tha»it Wis altogether a.tray. I a;t sorry that there is anythng improper or in-

tIiat thi4 Iiatter lia. corne np ; &u 1 ilo iitsinti lue aigsm
fot think it has been brought up any too judicious i this House takmg some
soon, ant I cannot at ail agree with the notide of the matter, and getting an
hon. knight who leads the Government in autÔrýtative and satisfactory reply to the
this House in thinking there is anything statemnit t of Profe s hind. Thè e is
improper in bringing the matter before another matter which may not beebn-

sidered important, but still leserves con-
ho. S sideration. There are officers of theaon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - Government in whose probity I haveuiond I reretted i being a maLter of dis- the utmost confidence. I would no more

o. Mr.POW R Tbeheve them capable of falsifying publicHon. Mr. POWER - The hon. gen- documetits than of cutting their owntieman says we should not give this man throats. These men are in some casesau importance which he does not deserve. mentioned, and in others pointed out byThe fact is that almost every newspaper Professor Hind. I do not want it to beyou takeup has something about Profes- -understood that I am acting on their'or flind's statements. I do not' know behalf at ail, but it seems to me it is onlyProfeor bind; I have not the good fair to them that they should e clearedfortune to acquainted with h m; but of any suspicion of having acted impro-ke people of the United States do not perly. Their characters should be likeknow him at al). They only know that Cesar's wife.he is a man who has held a certain nun- The motion was agreed to.
ber of important positions under this
Government, and that lie held a position The Senate adjourned at 5.35 p.n.
of trust iii connection with the Fisheries
Commission, having been employed both 1
by the United States and Canadian
agents. The natural inference would be THE SENATE.
that Professor Hind is a respectable man. Weydnesday, January 19h, 1881.Tis nan,who oecupied that comparatively
independent and impartial position withl The Speaker took the chair at 3.30
reference to the two parties,having been ap- '). 1.
pointed by both, makes the statenient that Prayers and routine pruceedings.
inthepapersputinto hie hands he discover- LAVAL UNIVERSITY.
ed certain falsifications. That is a serions RETURN.charge; and the people of the United lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL laid
States, not having come outt of th. . o.SrAE. A PELli
quiry before the alifax commt o isin- on the table of the House a further
thbefme tuh anner theOf in return to an address for papers relativethe sane triiixpeant nianner they care to Laval UniverFity, and in doing goot of other dealings llth the British desired to, state titat the motion of the

on. M n.inclied hon. Senator fron La Valliere (Dr.11le. . Al)ïton.
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A mendment Bill.

Paquet) really did not call for the papers
now brought down. They were produced
in consequence of a private communica-
tion from the hon. gentleman, showing
what he anticipated w>uld be brought
down. The motion was for-

' Copies of all Correspondence, Petitions
and other Documents addressed to the Honor-
able the Secretary of State for the Colonies, in
England, through the Honorable the Secretary
of Btate for the Dominion of Canads; Also,
oopy of a memorandum from the Honorable
the Minister of Justice to the said Honorable
Secretary for the Colonies, the whole concern-
ing the amendment to the Royal Charter
granted to Laval University of Quebec, from
January, 1879, up te this date."
There was no memorandum from the
Minister of Justice to- the Secretary of
State for the Colonies, nor was there any
correspondence addressed to the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, but there was a
report of the Minister of Justice to the
Governor General here, and that, with
another document not covered by the
motion, were now produced.

lion. Dr. PAQUET - I an quite
satisfied.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (F) " An Act to incorporate the
European, American and Canadian Cable
Company (Lirited)" - Mr. Scott. •

The Senate adjourned at 3.50 p.m.

TH E SENATE.

T/lursday, January 20th, 1881..
The Speaker took the chair at 3.30

p.m.
Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE IALIFAX FISHERIES COMMIS
SION.

PROFESSOR HIND'S CHARGES.

Hon. Mi. POWER - I wish to call
attention to the following item, which is
taken from a St. John newspaper. It
refers to the subject which was discussed
in the Senate on the day before yester-
day :-

"The United States papers say that Secro-
ary Evarts stated that Professor Hind's.
harges concerning the forged statistices rela-
ive to the fishery matter, have been thor-

Ilon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

oughly investigated by Professor Spencer l.
Baird, and found to be unfounded."

Professor Baird was the scientific wit-
ness and assistant used hy the United
States representatives on the Commis-
s1on.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
am very glad to hear the extract read.
It shows that the view taken by the
hon. gentleman the othor day was the
cerrect one, and is corroborated by Pro-
fessor Baird's view. Does the paper say
where Secretary Evarts stated thisor
whether it was stated officially I

Hon. Mr. POWER - It does not .

The Senate adjourned at 3.45 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Friday, .January 21st, 1881.
The Speaker took the chair

p.m.
at 3.2d5

Prayers and routine proceedings.

The Senate'adjourned at 3.3> p.m.

THE SENATE.

Monday, January 2/t, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at 3.'2ý
p .m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

PATENT LAW AMENDMENT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The Houée reauned, in'Conimittee oe
the Whole, consideration of Bill (E
"An Act still further to amend 'Th"
Patent Act of 1872."'

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
that lie had, some days ago, in accordanôo
with the suggestion of the hon. Senatbr
opposite (Mr. Scott), laid upon the table
of the House a schedule gíving the naniea
of the patentees who desired a renewal.
of their patents, and other details, frbaî
whilch it would be seen that in all cases
the patents had been allowed to la:sel
through some negligence, inadvertence or
failure to conply with some of the for -
malities necessary to obtain a renewal.

Paient Law [ SE NATE]
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The cause was set forth in each case in
the schedule. If there was any good
reason why auy of them should not be
reuewed, he was quite willing to defer to
the opinion of the Committee on that
point. He did not think there could be
any objection te legislation in the direc-
tion sought for unless rights had been
acquired between the expiration of the
patent and the revival of it which might
be granted under this Act. It had been
4Upposed that all danger had been pro-
"'ded against by the 3rd clause, which

as as follows:-
"Nothing m this Actcontained shall, In any

'way, affect the right of any person who, pre-
vious to the granting of the original patent, as
Provided by section forty-eight of "The Patent
Act of 1872,"-.or of any person who, since the
expiration of any of the Patents in the Sche-
dule to this Act mentioned, and previous to
the date of the revival thereof under this Act,
has purchased, acquired, constructed or made
use of the invention forming the subject of
such patent, et revived patent, to construct,
nue or sell the specific article, machiné, manu-

they should all be renewed, and some
rule established providing that where
the negligence extended beyond a certain
length of time the patent should not be
renewed, and whether that language of
the section which he had read with the
amendment which he had also read,
would be sufficient to protect any inter-
est, whether by assignment or user that
had been acquired between the expira-
tion of the patent and its renewal.
These were the main features, and it was
on these he hoped to hear the views of
hon. gentlemen before proceeding fur-
ther to deal with the Bill. It had been
suggested by the hon. Senator from
Richmond that perhaps the Bill might
be referred to a special committee. Ie
(Sir Alexander) had no objection to that
if the principle were established. He
was, however, in the handa of the Coi»-
mittee on that point, and as regards the
subject generaly.

facture-or empouition of matter, patented, so Hon. Mr. DICKEY said that ho had
porchased, constructed, acquired or made use taken the liberty of calling the attention
of previous to the date of such revival. of the House on a former occasion to the
Ie thought, however, that it would be peculiar character of this Bill. Perhaps
better to add sonething to the. clause in the Committee would bear with him for
the same direction to-make its intention a moment in still further directing their
more clear and to provide for contingen. attention to what he considered to be
cies which had not been guarded against extraordinary legislation. He was very
in the clanses as drafted. He proposed glad to hear, from the statement just
to add the following after the words made by the leader of the House, that
"1872 ":- any criticism ho might make on the Bill

«Nor interfe're with any right acquired from was taken entirely out of the category
the patentee, or accr'Ped before the revival of of opposition, to the Government, because
"Y patent, nor with any user of the subject his hon. friend had stated the Govern-inatter of such patent before the revival." mn a.upriulritrs ntiment had. no particular interest in this
'The effect would be that no person who measure. Indeed, ho was prepared to
hadused the patent during the time it was hear that statenent, because ho pre-
!apsed could be interfered with. Still sumed the Bill, as brought up from the
he confessed he had doubts whether, if a office of the Minister of Agriculture, had
patent were revived, a user after that by a been prepared entirely in the interest of
person who had nseed it before would be a other parties than the Government. HesenDtrvention of the right of the patentee. had on a previous occasion, when criti-
The question before the Committee cising the patents in the schedule, as-would seem to be whether or not it was sumed asa matter of course that they
advisable in the general interest tu allow were patents for short terms - five years
some of those persons to renew their - and ho had been told that, for aught
patents after they had allowed them to ho knew, the patents might have been for
expire by accident or inisapprehension of ten years, or a longer term. He found,
the law, or through theirown negligence. howev'r, on examining the list, that,ln one or two cases it would seen clearly in these twenty-two cases, there was
to have been an inadvertence rather than only one where the patent was
negligence. The question was whether extended beyond five years. With
it was advisable to renew patente on this exception these were appli-
any of these grounds, and, if so, whether cations for the extension of patents

iIon. Sir Alex. Campbell.
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which, had expired for periods varying
from 1 to 7 years. Another singular
circumstance that he felt it i is duty to
call the attention of the Comimittee to
was this: that of these twenty-two
applications in the list hefore them, four
appeared to be entirely unneoessary,
because they were cases of parties who
not only applied but who had paid in
their fee before the expiration of the
fifth year. le called the attention of the
Committee to these several cases to show
that this legislation, at all events, had
been very crude, ill-digested and hasty
in its character, and that many rf these
parties had slept on their rights for from
two tosix years. He thoight it was a
case where the flouse would require
something more than the information
they had received before they would con-
sent for a moment to deal with this
exceptional %tate of things. This was
not an individual case of a patent that
had .expired after a period of, say ten
years, during the interval between last
session and this, when the parties were
not in a position to ask Parliament to
deal with it. With the exception of two
or three, they were all cases which had
occurred from two to six or seven years
ago, and if the parties had thought pro-
per to apply for a renewal of their rights,
they had time enough to do so. But his
objection to this legislation went behind
all that - these proposed amendments to
the Patent Act were directly contrary to
the spirit and scope of that Act. He need
hardly remind the flouse that the object
of the Patent Law was to protect parties
in the use of their own inventions, and
not to subject the public to prosecution
and persecution for the user of articles
which Lad been in common use. That
was the principle of the Patent Law, and
lie would prove it by referring to the 6th
section, which was as follows :-

a Any person baving invented any new and
useful art, machine, manufacture or composi-
tion of matter, or any new and useful improve-
ment on any art, machine, manufacture, or
composition of matter, not known or used by
others before his invention thereof, and not
being in public use or sale for more than one
year previons to bis application, in Canada,
with the consent or allowance of the inventor
thereof."
Therefore, the principle of the Patent
Law was that a patent ought not to be
granted if the article had been used by

lion. Mr. Dickey.

others for more than one year prior toý
his application. Iu fact, it would ;ead
to endless conflict and litigation if patents
were granted for inventions that had gone
into common use. To show that thi.
was declared in a more clear and dis-
tinct manner, ie wou(l refer the House
to the 48th section of the Patent Act,
which was the one proposed to be
amended by this Bill. The last part of
that section was as follows:-

" But the patent shall not be held invalid se
regards other persons by reason of such pur-
chase, construction or acquisition, oruse of the
invention hy the person first aforesaid, or,.by
those to whom ho may. have sold the same,
unless the .arne war purchaed, constructed,.
or acquired, or used for a longer period than
orie year before the application of a patent
therefor, - which circumstance would then
have the effect of making the invention one
having become public and in publie use?'
Now, this Bill proposes te deal with caëse
whioh, on their faces, were recognizedby
the 3rd clause of the Bill, as cases where
the parties had allowed their patenta
to expire, and where there had been-4i
patents in force at all for periods of
from two to six years. These inventions
had been in publie use, and had become
public property. Should this House, by
retroactive legislation, make that unlaw.-
ful now which had been for years lawful
under the existing law Were they
going to pass a law which would placo
these people at the mercy of men Who
would have interest enough in the office
of the Minister of Agriculture to get an
extension of these patents i If this Bill
should pass in its present shape, these
parties would be at liberty te prosecnte
any person for using an invention which
ie had been using according to law for
periods varying from two to six years.
That was the case in a nutshell. Mis
attention had been called to this by
the extraordinary language of the 3rd
clause of the Bill, which protected the
rights of a man who had used an article
before the passage of this Bill, but did
not preserve the rights of the general
public, or of individuals, who might not-
have commeneed to use it before that-
time ; as, for instance, in case of a young
man who was coming forward in life and
had used one of these inventions - an
agricultural implement, for instance -and
might not have been ohl enough to make
use of it yet. His father, or those who
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had used it before him would be pro- his hon. friend (Mr. Dickey), which
tected by this clause, but he would not clearly showed that this Bill was a
b, That was directly contrary to the reversal of the principle laid dow- by
41th section of the Patent Act, which the Patent Act, he desired to cali atten-

pr.'ded that after a period of one year tion to oné or two points. If they were-

th.' invention became public property, told that al the cases which might fairly
aù was no longer the subject of pro- come within this proposition laid down.
tectior by patent. This House was by the leader of the Governmént were-

alKed to go back for six vears because a included in this legislation there might
Man had slept upon bis rights for that be some justification for the Bill, but as
period, and had not attended to bis busi- a matter of fact they weie not. This list
ness, and to make it unlawful from this did not cover all the parties who were
tini forth to *do that which at present precluded by the omission of a day fron

W ,Pefectly lawful and had been for securing a renewal of their patents, as it

yO . The very statement of the pro- was notorious that the business of the
Poal was quite suffioient to justify him Patent Office was mainly transatet
in applying very strong terms to it. He through agents, solicitors, either in-
thbught it was only necessary te call the Toronto or Ottawa. He had been iii-
attention of the Committee to this formed by one of those gentlemen
iatter to show at once that this ws that the rule had been regarded so arhi-
personal legislation which ought certainly trary and absolute that where parties
te receive very much better consideration had applied for the 'ieïîewal 'of their
frpm ihe House thau they had yet au patents at the expiratio-i of theii: term
oppo&tunity of giving it. Whether they and the application hi been received
shPuld have such an opportunity here- too late, the answer wasI "it can't beý
after, by means of a committee or other- done, the law won't allow it." In
wise, he left it to the leader of the House many cases, thouglh the papers ant
to ay. He thought that the lion. gen- fees had arrived only a mail or a day
tieffan must admit the force of the ob- too late, the agent, knowing the rules of
jections which ho (Mr. Dickey) had made the Department, would not think
to this 3rd clause, because he had pro. it necessary to send in the application to
posed further amendments ; but he (Mr. the Patent Office, but wouid simply in-
Dickey) called attention to the fact that forrm the party that ho was too late:
the 48th section of. the Patent Act, When this was the case, the schedule did
which this Bill proposed to amend, ex- not fairly cover all cases in which patents.
prnsy provid.d that any article wbich had lapsed through inadvertence ; there-
had been in common use for a period of foré the effe't of this legislation would be-
one year had become public property, te discriminate ln favor of that particular
and was no longer the subject of a clàss who did business directly witha the
patent. Therefore, le hoped that the Department. In view of all these facts,
lion. geatleman would consider this mea- ho did not think it was wise to proceed
sure more fully before proceeding further with the Bill. The only way the diffi-
with the Bill. He had made these ob- culty lie had pointed out could be avoided.
Je9tions in good faith,, when the Bill would be to give the Commissioners dis-
was introduced unaccompanied by de- cretionary power where the application
tailed information, but, rather, with the was made within a limited tine after the
suggestion that these were recent patents, patent had expired - a month, or six
which had been taken out a few years months, or a year - certainly not going
ago, and had expired quite recently; beyond a year. It had bèen plainly
but, when the full information was pointed out by the hon. gentlema'î froni
before the House, the measure, to his Amherst that it woulld be totally subver-
mind, became more Objectionable than sive of the principle on which the Patent
ever, and he thought that the Govern- Law was based to go beyond a year. He
ment oughlt not to press the Bill upon would not have any objections himself.
the lieuse. and he did not think it would act inju-

riously to the public interest where par-
lion. Mr. SCOTT said that, in addition ties made use of their patents in the in-

to the observation which lad fallen from terim, and manufacturers should obtain a
lion. fr. Dickey.
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renewal by giving proof to the Commis-
sioners that they were entitled to it, but
he thought it should only be by some
general clause, and not hy discrimninating
in favor of particular individuals. He
could quite see that where five or six
years had gone over it would be highly
improper to revive a right that had gone
into general use and was not regarded by
the general public as an exclusive riglit.

Hon. Mr. FERRIER suggested that
the Bill should be delayed. He wished
to consult a friend in Montreal who was
thoroughly conversant with the working
of the Patent Law, but he was absent
from the country, and would not be back
for nine or ten days.

Hon. Mr. MILLER said lie thought
that the lion. leiader of the House would
do well to postpone the Bill for some
time, in view of the opinions that had
been expressed by hon. gentlemen, and
ultimately to adopt the suggestion which
he (Mr. Miller) had thrown out when
the Bill was last under consideration, of
referring it to a special committee. It
was, in fact, private legislation, and such
legislation was never allowed to come
before Parliament, unless after regular
notice, as prescribed by the rules of the
House, and by petition. After these
formalities, all parties interested had an
opportunity to state their objections to
any such legislation when it came before
Parliamient. Therefore, as there ap-
peared to be an impression among mem-
bers on both sides of the House that
this legislation required very grave atten-
tion before it became law, it would be
wise that some discussion should now
take place here as a notice to the public,
and at nome future day the matter should
be referred to a special committee of the
House. He could not, however, agree
with his hon. friend froin Amherst in
characterizing this legislation in the
manner in which he had done. There
might be cases in which it would be

proper for Parliament to pass such a
bill as this. If it turned out on evi-
dence before the committee that there
was even one case among those enumer-
ated in the schedule to the Bill in which
it would be proper that power should be
given to the Minister of Agriculture to
renew a patent, it would quite justify
the passing of such a bill as this, but it

Hon. M'r. Scott.

would be necessary to have more evidence
of facts, which should be in the possession
of the House, than could be obtained in
Committee of the Whole to arrive at
that conclusion. Ncr could he agree
with the hon. leader of the Opposition,
who seewred to argue that the Bill was
not sufficiently general in its scope and
application. In fact there appeared to
be a wide discrepancy of opinion between
that hon. gentleman and the hon. mem-
ber from Amherst, although neither of
thei liked the Bill. The latter consid-
ered the Bill vicious in principle,
wlile the leader of the Oppô-
sition seemed to think it did not
go far enough - that it did not
include all the cases that it shoukl
include. lie (Mr. Miller) did not agree
with the hon. member from Amherst in
contendingý that this Bill was against
the spirit of the Patent Act. To his
mind, it was in conformity with the spirit
of that Act. The object of the Patent
Law was to afford protection to parties
whose genius or talent had called into
existence some useful invention for the
service of the country, so that it might
be made to produce sorne reward for the
inventor. This Bill was merely an ex-
tension of the Patent Law as it existed
on the statute book. It was intended to
protect those parties who had patent
rights in certain inventions, and who,
through some neglect or inadvertenee,
had failed to renew those patents under
circumstances which would entitle them
to do so had their application been made
in time. This appeared to him, to be
carrying out, in such cases as the discre-
tion of the Department thought deserv-
ing of it, the application of the principle
further than the present law allows.
The hon. gentleman froin A mherst had
aiso contended that this Bill was contra-
ry to the principle of the Patent Law in
so far as the original Act did not permit
the issue of patents after twelve montis
lsd expired. There was no analogy
between the two cases, however, because
that law had application to circum-
stances under which patents had never
been issued. Here the law was intended
to apply only to cases in which patents
had originally been granted, and the
circumstances in connection with which
justified the re-issuing of the patent for
a second term. Therefore. he coul.1 not
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.ee, either with regard to the first clause or inadvertence, should be renewed.

or .the last clause quoted by his hon. Such action would not contravene

friend, that the principle of this Bill was the principles of our patent laws.

eontrary to the spirit or letter of the This country, under the National

Patent Act. He would net undertake Policy, was developing new trades and

to ,say that it might net be improper to industries, and many patent rights which

grant seme of those patents contained in had lain dormant during the period of

the schedule to the Bill, but he was now depreseion and never come into use would

discussing the broad objection raised to become useful, and the inventors should

this. sort of legialation. He did net receive the benefit of the results of their

think there was anything in the objec- brain work. He hoped that they would

tion of the hon. gentleman to the 3rd net be allowed te suffer through their

clause of the Bill as it now stands, be- inadvertence or misapprehension of the
.eause it was a matter of detail, and, if law, or when, through no fault et the

unsatisfactory to the House, could be patentees their application and money
amended. The hon. leader of the House for renewals were received a few days
,had intimated his intention of submitting too late, as seemed to be the case in the
amendments that would more fully cover cases contained in the schedule te the
any objection that could be made as te Bill, and that in the advancernent of the
injustice being done te the public or trade and prosperity of tbe eountry they
te individuals by the renewal of those would receive some reward for their in-
patents. He did net see what more genaity. A general amendment te govern
eild be desired. ,is hon. friend fro all cases of expired patents should be
Asahprt net enly thought that those in- added te the Bill and net confine its opera-
-dividvals who had used patents which tien to the cases in the schedule.
had been allowed te expire should be
protected, bat he aise wi3hed that those lHon. Mr. VIDAL thought that the
vho had never ised them, or never had remark made by the hon. Senator from
any intention of using them, should be |Richmond as to the character of the pro-
protected. He did net think it would posed legislation was one deserving of
be possible te frame a clause that could much more consideration than it had yet
meet that objection, becaue -if they were received. While he (Mr. Vidal) thought
gQsig to protect all who had used these it would indeed be desirable, as had been
patemt rights, and all who had net used suggested, te afford relief in cases such as
thef, it would be absurd te place the those which had been referred to, ho did
lavr os the statut. book, as there could net think it should be done in the man-
eno Protected rights with an exemption ner proposed in this Bill. He concurred

sogeueral that it incl uded everybody. in the. opinion that it partook of the
nature of private legislation - a certain

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH was very number of persons asked relief. Had
mnuch in favor of the Bill, and thought they approached the House in the ordi-
that the third clause protected the pub- nary way by giving notice of their inten-
tic, because any party innocently and tien, in all probability, by this time, there
lawfully using a patent, or engaged in might be a great many petitions before
the construction or manufacture of the the House asking that certain patents
article patented, after the expiration of might net be revived from parties who
the patent, would have his rights pro- had profited by the interval which had
tected, and the public would have the j taken place between the expiration of
benefit of competition in the manufacture those patents and their revival, and had
and sale of the article, whatever it might innocently and lawfully manufactured
be. He believed it was in the public some of those articles that had been
interest, and no infringement on its patented. He did net think the title of
rigits, that inventora should be encour- the Bill was a correct one. ]He did net
aged and protected for a reasonable time regard it as an amendmnent of the Patent
in the use of their inventions, and, the Act of 1872, but as a Bill for the relief
rights of others being properly guarded, of certain patentees. If an amendment
that patents which had been allowed te such as that which had been suggeated
lapse by misapprebension of the la* by the hon. gentleman opposite (Mr.

IIon. Mr. Miller.
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Scott) could be made to the Bil, to cover frein S rnia, that probably the aaàeicJ-
the cases which had been referred to as meut to the third section would net prO-
similar t) those mentioned in the sChe- ted the people vhe, after the expiatioL
dule, but unknown to the Department, of some of those patents, had expendod
it would then be properly -entited au large sui; of money in purchasing ma-
amendment to the Patent Act. 'He chinery, for the manufacture of such
trusted that a little further consideration
would be given to the measure, so that it
might cover all those cases, He did not
know whether the third clause, as the
leader of the Ilouse proposed to amend
it, would guard the interests of those who
might have gone te great expense in pro-
viding machinery for the manufacture of
articles te which these patents related, or
whether, when the patents were revived,
this Bill would protect them, or they
would suffer a loss by their expenditure
in that direction. He concurred in the
opinion that it woull be well to .give
further consideration to the Bill and per-
haps refer it to a special committee,
where it might be thoroughly examined
and reported- upon.

Hon. Mr. POWER was very much
pleased te notice that the leader of the
House did not seem disposed t insist on
the passing of this Bill, and did not pro-
pose to treat it as a Government
mneasure, because he thought that
the Government would be setting
a very bad example by intro-
dicing such legislation as this. From
what consideration lie had been able to
give t the Bill, he was led to agree with
the views of the hon. gentleman from
Amherst. In the ftist place, the Patent
Act of 1872, and all patent laws, were,
to a certain extent, infringements on, or
lessenings of, the common law rights of
the publicat large. It was the right of
the public to use every kind of invention
or im provement ; and the public rights
had been, to a certain extent, diminished
by the Patent Laws, in order to encourage
ingenious and skilful men. He thought,
however, that the public were entitled to
uearly as much consideration as the in-
ventors. Every one of those inventors
whom the Bill dealt with had enjoyed for
ton years the exclusive privilege of sell-
ing and making his pa+ent ; and if,
through his own noglect, lie had failed
t get a renewal, lie ought t
suffer and net the public. There
was a great deal of force in the
remark made by the hon. gentleman

lon. Mr. VidaL.

articles, and ho thought that that section
houild be se aiended, if the Bil1 was

persisted in, as to provide for such cases.
The Government, in paseing this Bil,
would be setting a very bad example ;
they would give the public te understand
that, although the patent law stated that
certain conditions should be complied
with, still, the opinion of Parliament
was that those conditions need net be
complied with - that people could go on
and neglect te fulfil the requirements of
the law with confidence that they could
come to the Legisiature at any time after-
wards and have the consequences of their
neglect removed. If the leader ,of ' the
House refused te withdraw the Bill, the
suggestion made by the Senator fromii
Richmond was the wisest that could be
followed. This was, in fact, a kind of
omnibus private bill. It embodied about
twenty private bills, and was one which
peculiarly -required te be very closely
investigated. He hoped, however, that
the course suggested by the Senator froi
Amherst would be taken, and that the.
Senate would net assume the position ot
making laws and then telling the peopli
that they could break them with iñi-
punity.

lon. Mr. BULL said lie held in his
hand an application from a party whose
name did not appear in this scheduleat
allt, and he wonld like te have aun oppor-
turnity to include it with the others.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
thought tiat the lion. Senator'from An-
herst had done less than justice t the
Bill, because, although there was great
weight in many of hii objections he had
not referred to other parts of the Bill,
and, froin what he had himself said,
there were at least four or npore-the
last in the schedule-which ought to be
renewed. l'lie hon. geatleman had con-
tended that te renew a patent which had
been used by the publie for a year or
more after its expiration would be con-
trary te the spirit of the Patent Law.
An answer te this had been given by the
lion. Senator froi Richnond, i one re-
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speet. He (Sir Alexander) would give V
alother; he had, as hè stated whe, he h

spoke before, prepared an ameudment
which would cover all cases where the b
subject of the patent had been used h
during the time it had lapsed. If this h
amendtient covered every case no evil s
could result in that respect. He was
struck, however, with the objection
raised by the hon. Senator from Rich-
mond that this was substantially a
privte 'Bill, or, as the hon. Senator
from Halifax (Mr. Power) re-
ma-ked, a séries of private bills. The
measure, he confessed, seemed open to
that objection - Parliainent was asked to
renew, for a number of gentlemen whose
naines were mentioned, patents which had
expired. It seemed ta hum that the sug-
gestion made by the leader of the Oppo-
sition was- ane which had rach merit in
it: it was thut, instead af renewlng these
Pa îiits in the way proposed by this Bili,
pover liauld be giron ta the Commis-
uloner of Patents ta renow patents under
dertain circumstances, which miglit lie
defined in the Bill. That would meet
the case guggostod by the hon. Senator
froie Mantreal, and also the dlass of cases
mentionied by the hon. gentleman oppo-
site (Mr. S.ott). The Bill miglit thon be
rererrèd ta a sub-commititee, thongl it
5éeýne&ta him ' in that case it would not
b, -necesaary.

40on- r MLLLER -Not in tlIti
case.

Rn. Sir ALEX OAMPBELL -was
glad that the discussion ad taken ace.
He was confident that the fouse would
gladly give relief la such cases as tho
whi h ho ad o ntioned as far as it coind
bp doue, in te would, afte this disils-
810p e niove that tho Committee rise a-d
report, pragresa% and lie would confer with
the Minter of Agriculture, so tuat ho
would ie abb t say ta tho i s, when
the matter next came hefore themn, whiat
commse thn Gavernment wGuld î>îîrsue in
relation te this Bill.

lion. M~r. DICKRY was very glad
that the critiis s which he had ade on
this Bil had bee accopted by the leadr
of the rouse in the spirit in whih they
were oflerd, and ho should have been
çjuite satistled if ali the angwers to his
criticias had been as intelligible and as

Ion. Sir Alex. CaPpbelL.

well considered as the one to which ho-
ad adverted. With reference to the.
emarks of the hon. Senator from Luneu-
urg, he feared that the lion, gentleman
ad not read the Bill,. and he certainly
ad not read the Act of which it was
upposed to be an amendment, because
e had made no reference to the two sec-
ions of that Act to which h (Mr.
Dickey) had called attention, and made
no answer to the arguments founded
ipon them.. With regard to the hon.
Senator from Richmond, he had said very
truly that the object of the Patent Act
was to secure to a person the right to use-
exclusively an invention. While it was,
designed to protect the inventor, it was
also intended to protect the public in
this way: it provided that it patentees.
did not choose to renew their patents at
the expiration of a certain time, they
lapsed, and if an article had been in
common use for one yeir, it could not le-
the subjett of a patent. That was clearly
laid down in the 6th and 48th clauses of
the Patent Act which lie had quoted -
therefore this legislation was contrary to
the Patent Law itself, and the same prin-
ciple ought to be applied to the renewal
of a patent which had expired for one
year.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said.
the hon. gentleman seerned to forget the
amendment which he had prepared for
the protestion of those who had becomQ
taere, and .which he Lad read to the
Hlouse.

. Hon. Mr. MILLER said, not only had
his view not been controverted, >ut it
had actually been sustained by the clauses
of the Patent Act which the hon. Senator
from Amherst had quoted. That law was
intended to applyý to. cases where no pa-
tent had been issued, and where the
article had not been in use for twelve
months prior to the application for the
patent. The law applied to cases having
both these conditions. The phraseology
of the Act was not disjunctive. The
phraseology of the 6th clause, instead of
telling against the point which he had
taken, contirmed it. The Act did not, in
these particular clauses, have any refer-
ence to application for- a renewal of
patents.

Hon. Mr. WARK,from theCommittee,*

Amendment lì¡llPatent Law
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reported that they had made some pro-
gres with the Bill, and asked leave to
sit again.

The report was adopted.

The Senate adjourned at 4.50 p.m.

THE SENATE,

Tuesday, January 25th, 181.,
The Speaker took the chair at 3.30

*p.m.
Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (G) " An Act respecting the
naturalization of aliens." - (Sir Alex.
Campbell.)

.HEALTH LEGISLATION.

MOTIONS.

Hon. Dr. BROUSE moved
i That an humble Address be presented te

His Excellency the Governor General, praying
that Hi. Excellency will cause to be laid be-
-fore this House, copies of all resolutions from
Medical Conventions asking for Health Legis-
lation."

He said: In calling attention to the
important subject of health legislation,
I am not treading upon new ground.
The path has been trodden and well
marked. More than 2,000 years ago
Plato, in his great work of organization
for the government of the city, gave a
most important position to the State phy-
sician. Without this officer, and the
most efficient that could be secured, as a
chief of a departnent of health, the
government, in his opinion, was not and
could not be complete. What those fune-
tons were which this. great statesman
required the State physician to perform
we gather from the writings of Hip-
pocrates, the. contemporary of Plato.
lippûcates was appointed State physi-
cian to Athens, and greatly aided in pro-
moting her greatness. He laid down the
following instructions :-

4When you have selected the city for your
future residence, consider well its situation,
how it lies to the winds and the rising of the
sun - whether north and south or east and west
- consider also attentively the waters which
the inhabitants use, whether marshy and soft
or hard and running from elevated and rocky

lHon. fr. Wark.

situations, and then if saltish and unfit for use.
Also the ground, whether it be naked and de-
fcient in water, or wooded and well waterød -
also whether it lies in a hollow or is elevated
and cold, and then ascertain the mode of living
of the inhabitants, and their pursuits. If you
have thoroughly investigated these matters
then you will have no difficulty in underetand
ing all the diseases prevalent in the city and
bow to manage them."

Here we have, more .than 2,000 years
ago, an eminent statesman modelling his
government, and, when defining its seve-
ral departments, marks ont as one of the
most important that of State Medicin.
We also find his intimate friend and
counsellor, Hippocrates (the father of
medicine), organizing and controlling that
depart ment. And, from the above quo-
tation, we learn how graphically this
great Minister of the department of
health laid down the salient points for
the guidance of lis subordinate offceios.
A writer remarks that we have come to
realize in our own timpe, in the more im-
portant features of a liberal government,
many of the charàcteristics of the sue-
oessful republic of Plato, but, in the
organization of the department of State
medicine, we have as yet failed to redl
ize the model Health Board of Hippo-
crates. The subject of health legislation
is not only important and apparent, but,
in order to appreciate its ful value, it
will be necessary to consider some of its
bearings in detail. I shall ask the indal-
gence of this lion. House while I briefly
refer to the following points: What is
hygiene ? What nations have legislated
for public health i What has been ae-
oomplished by such legislation * What
may be accomplished by wise health
legislation 1 What are the just demands
of the people ? What are the responsi-
bilities of a government I Hygiene is of
two kinds, private and public. It is of
the latter I shall speak. Public hygiene
interests all classes of the community.
It bas to do with persons of every rank,
of both sexes and of every age. It takSe
cognizance of the places and houses in
which they live, of their occupations and
modes of life, of the food they eat, the
water they drink, and the air they
breathe. It has to do with the physician
and his patient, the statesman, the scho-
lai and the divine, the farmer at hie
plough, the artizan in his workshop, the
miner in his pit, the student at his desk,
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the mariner on the ocean, the condemned sanitary legislation, the death rate was

.ili his cell. It is net only a study, but reduoed to 1 in 47 per thousand. Let us.
it s a large and comprehensive science. analyse this result:
Lt unmasks the hidden poison that deso- Artre6atef
Iates our cities. It offers protection from is42-Death .t in 36 p,1,0,M
'destructive e1 idemics. It teaches a rem- 1iso-DeatIrae 1 in 39 per 1,000 for40,000,o00 . ........ 1,030,000
eày that stays the shaft of death, and 1872-Death rate 1 in 47 per ,0 for
secures to the thoughtful and at- Dierencefroni................. MM
tentive citizen a healthy, a happy 1842 to is62. 90,000 live raved.

. . Diference from
and a prosperous home. This science, 1842 to iM. 27,0"
that claims such kindred te the Or 26 per cent.

sqbject, has uaturally engaged the* Prusia, ever jealous of er growth andý
attention of a wise government. Eng- greatnesa, bath in military prowess and
land's great statesman, in his official po- internai developmeut, is shadowing
sition, bas stated that the first duty of a France in her health legisiation. She
statesman is to legislate for the health of fuliy recognîzes what can bc accomplisli-
the people. Great Britain stands pre- ed by wise sanitary laws. Net only bas
eçinently in the front ranks in her sheestablished heaith officers throughout
attention to preventive medicine. ber provinces, vho are responsible for
Chadwick, Simon, Grey and Farr the heaith ot the people in their beau-
were the heralds who summoned ties, but she bas institutod au imperiai
gr parntal nation te answe for its board f health at er capital,

profligacy of humau life. Their efforts which .controls ai inatters of a eai-
"reuscoessful. Sinoe 1842 more than tary charactr tlroughout the empire.

afty public health bills. have passed the What las becu said of the resuita in
House of Commons in England. I -aY France may aIso be said, of the great
particularize a few of the more impor-
tant: ber Public Health Acts of 1848, the Russia and italv are vigorously noving
Nuisance Removal Act of 1853, the in th( same directiou. Tis question
"al Goverument Act of 1858, the San- was considercd of such magnitude and

itary Act of 1866, the Public H-ealth importance that Italy, during the lut
Act of 1872, and the revised Public summer, hel a sanitary convention ab

ealth-ct of 1875. These Acts, Turin, to which sanitariane lrom all na-
ogether with others net enumerated, tiens were invited, to discuss the great,Ye compélted and ,established on a solid

fogdmon anegicient systemn of publicfliïdtn'e anth e1fcien systemr Qfpulc proceed te consider the question of what
he wit 15,Q sanitar districts been acomplise by ealth egila-

and the requisite number of sanitary tien. Here ie a wide field for cur con-officers. France also has carefully cen- sideration. Aiost every progressive
kidered the great question of State health nation las turned its attention to this
legislation. The Government of that
country has made itseli responsible for i f te exception ctitry one
the health of the people. A department inlividna: effort las beria nade to cause
of health has been established. In the public attention to consider this imper-
formation of a government and the distri- tant subject. Some of our nedical jour-
bution of officers, special care is mani- nais and partieuîady a sanitary journal
fested in selecting a minister who is well publisbed at Toronto, and ably edited by
qualified to fill the place with efficiency. Dr. Playter, have done something towardsThe result throughout France has been directing the mmd cf our Canadian peo-
most satisfactory. A remarkable and pie to the question cf public hygiene, but
marvellous decrease in the yearly dtath- these efforts have received ne assistae
rate has been effected. In 1842 their or encouragement from our Legislature,
most important legislation resulted in n could thpy expeot te be successîni in
passing a wise health bill. At that date their individuai and uuaïded wcrk -a
the death rate was 1 in 36 per thousand, work that
while in 1862 it had beent reducednain' rsurewhie ii 162 t hd benreducedl to ensure succeas. In ieoking over the
througihout France te l in 39 perthousani1

ari in thpetdcde hog range of 'niareform, I arn stili hope.andiwi fl that, in the near future, Canada wil
Plon. Dr. jroesea
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awaken to the importance of legislating
forthe health of her people. Our Amer-
ican cousins have accomplished much
througi health legislation. The State of
Massaclusetts every year, at its first meet-
ing of the legislature, selects her bebst
representatives to act as a health coin-
mistee. Ali the necessary powers are
given to them to secure sanitary reforms.
ln a few years, as the result of their legis-
lation, we rind the death rate in that
State reduced 16 per cent. Michigan,
twelve years ago, imitated the example of
Massachusetts. The Legislature took the
.philanthropist, the sanitarian, to her con-
tidence. Ample means were supplied, a
-State health board was established, and
the work of reform vigorously carried on.
The death rate of Michigan has been re-
tluced 15J per cent. I might refer to
mnany more individual States across our
borders to show what bas been accom-
plished. Most of them are olive to this
important work. Reference should be
made to Colorado. Almost from the first
settlement in that State a persistent ef-
fort has been made to impress on the
mind of the public the healthy and sani-
tary influence of the climate and soil.
The State bas been largely peopled
through this influence, and to-day Colo-
rado may be considered the grave-yard of
the Eastern States and Canada. I do
not hesitate to assert that we have lost
thousands of our best citizens by not
showing the same zeal to impress upon
the pecple the fact that we possess with-
in our borders all the elernents of health
which make life and residence desira ble.
To demonstrate clearly what has been
accoiplished througi health legislation,
I must particilarize in some degree.
England, as before mentioneJ, in 18121,
actively engaged in sanitary -legislation.
Dr. Lathamn in his admirable treatise
mentions the results of sanitary efforts in
twelve townîs. I wJi instance five of
thein -

Cardiff....... 32
('royden. 23
.Merthyr. 33
Newport. 31
"ali bury..., 27

22
38
26
21
21

32 p.c. 40 p.c. 17 p.c.
22 .63 17
1 60" 12
32 40 il
20 " 75 " 49

Ilon. Dr. irouse.

Liverp.:ol 38J before legisiation, changed
to 26 atter legisiation; a reduction of 33 per
cent. Manchester 37 before legislation,
changed to 27 alter legislation. Glaggow-
from 34 before legislation, changed to 27 after
legialation.
Dr. Buchanan, one of the most eminent
sanitarians, reported that in 25 cities
and towns iuder his supervision, the
death rate had diminished, in some 25
per cent., and in others 33 per cent.
Again, ail the reports give this assuranee,
that in ail their cities and towns, the
average age before legislation was 22
years, while it afterwards increased to
27 years - showing a gain of 20 per cent.
in prolonging human life. 1t is ouly
necessary tio refer to the great nietropo-
lis, London, to see what can be accom-
plished by sanitary health legislationx.
The death rate of that city was 42 per
thousand; to-day it registersbut 22 per
thousand. The mortality from consump-
tion alone has been reduced from 49 to
10 per cent. To-day that densely popu-
lated city is more healthy by 25 pee cent.
than our own highly favored cities, neg-
lected as they are, and have been, by the
Legislaturecontrolling the destinies of our-
Dominion. Take for instance our highly
favored commercial city, Montreal, with
the Ottawa River behind her, the crystal
waters of our noble St. La'wrence in the
front, and fanned by the mountain
breezes ; and yet you will find to-day
the death-rate 35 per cent. higher than
the death rate in the great ci.ty of Lon-
don, with her sluggish and contracted
river Thames. ' I must here pause to
congratulate the City of Montreal in
already having reduced, through sanitary
reforms, her death rate fully 25 per cent.
within the last five years. I have men-
tioned that the death rate from consunp-
tion in Lendon had been reduced fromn
49 to 10 per cent. Professor Grey, an
eminent sanitarian, who was appointed
on a commission to investigate this
question, after making full inquiries, has
penned this living sentence, " I am fully
impressed that throughout England and
Wales that of the 36,000 deaths yearly
from consumption, 5,000 could have been
prevented." Consumption may be con-
sidered our national disease. It prevails
with a fearful sacrifice in sore of our Io
calitiei. This significant appeal should. be
heeded by every menier of our Canadianu
Parlianient, that nothing should be left
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undone to turn aside so great a calamity. cording to their returns there ara 8 days'
The swollen death rates of our cities sickness to each individual, averaging:the
and towns appeal ta us for action for whole population : 4,00,000 of people
sanitary legislation. What can be accom.- in our Dominion, at eight days' siokness

plished by public hygiene ? l order fully for each, would give us precisely 32,000,-
to bring this question properly before 000 dÀys of sickness, and similar to the

this hon. House, I must consider three first mode of reckoning. The remark of

1 ints involved in the snbject under dis- Dr. Simon, that one third of the deaths
cussion: Life, health and money. Dr. are preventable, will also hold good hen

Simon (none better qualified to bear applied to sickness. Our calculations
testimony) las said " that one-third of have beenî taken at one quarter instead
the deaths 'in England could be pre- of one third. One fourth of 32,000,000
v'eted." If the remark can be applied days of sickness gives 8,000,000 days of
to Englaud triuthfully, after the reduction sickness that occur yearly in our Domin-
in the death rate that has been made ion that could have been prevented
there, may it not be said with double through sanitary legislation and a careful
force of *our own Canada I Let us observance of sanitary laws. I will not
take the statement and present the tarry to depict the amount of pain and
result. Our population is about 4,000,000. misery connected with those 8,000,000
{Call our - death rate 20 ii the 1,000 days of sickness, nor refer to the
yearly. The. aggregate deaths for the poverty and crime as the resuit of this
Dominion would be 80,000 yearly. If aggregate of sicktness, but 1il1 ask hon.
Dr. 9imon's statement applies to us we members to bear in their memories the
would have 26,666 deaths yearly that living assertion of Dr. Simon, Health
could have been prevented. Instead of Officer of England, that all these 8,000,-
-one third, I will take onte quarter of the 000 days of sickness may be prevented
the death rate as preventable - one by a wise government. I will now con-
quarter of 80,000 will give us 20,000 sider the money aspect. Here 1 may
yearly as preventable deaths. Our gov- strike a chord that may move those in
erments are buried deep in thought how authority. Although we know that gev-
best they can secure a large immigration. ernments are largely unsympathetie -
Immense Sums of money are taken from even credited with having no soute -
the Treasury to accomplish this object - it has been computed by careful sani-
and I arn bold to say that we lose, in the tarians that each severe sickness coste, on
aggregate, as many through preventable an average, $40. I have shown that there
disease as we induce to become permanent are 20 severe cases of sickness te each
residents from our emigration agencies. death; that the umber et deaths in the
1 appeal to the Canadian sentiment if we Dominion 'yearly is 80,000. This 80,000
should not feel as deep, if not a deeper, multiplied by 20 equals 1,609,000 severe
interest in protecting those lives that ire cases of sickhess, and that muiplied by
near and dear to us, as we should for the $l0, he cost of each sickness, anounts
immigrant stranger who settles upon to 861t,000,CO0, whichi auxnount represents

ur shores. As regards the consideration the con ot e sickness yemtey i -ada.
nf oalth i it has been computed and One fbyrth of this is psaeventable; niak-

Stercr'iY. Shown, that'for every death ing the anncal ss whicn COi be saved,
t'earr0 severe eases of sickness. $ cngai it estiated

.I8o, that e4ach Hevere case of sickdess that wl ay's siekuesr coats $i. That
consiimeg about 20 days. We have theie tie eighit days' sickness, averaging
80,000 deaths yely. Mtltilplied m by 20, the wole population s t10 gives $16 for
ther esmber f evere cases oc sickness so ea ick nesoh yearly, and our ulilation
each death would give 1,600,000 severe ie 4,000,000. bore we have acfain the
eaes en dickness. u ach severe case o t cost of sickness $64,00,000. The two
sickness, losting about 20 days, on an modes ot computation bring the 9ame
average, would then aeke 32,000,000 resut. It mut here be observed tat
days of sickess during each year for the this loss of $16,000000 is lot the only
Dominion. Again, th prove that this lns; there is an indirect os - dur-
ccns es correct, we wil take the ing those days of sickness, notng is

- estimate hf France and Gtieany. Ac- hadded to phe ealth oi the country.

lion. Dr. Brouse.
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Again, our aggregate deaths are 80,000 matter, bat we have seen that it ha&.
yearly. About 40,000 occur previous to been discumed by almoet every
the age of 21 years. It is also ascer- asaemlY of medical men that
tained that these 40,000 who die under las been convened during the
the age of 21 years, reach the age of 4 last two or three yeara aine this ques-
years, on an average. If we multiply the tien las beeu agitated in the legisiative
40,000 by the average, 4 years, we find halls of Ottawa. Every electoral divi
160,000 years. It costs not less than sien of medical men has passed resolu-
$50 per year, on an average, to maintain, tiens asking that the Goverument shetld
clothe, feed and educate those 40,000 institute heaith leisation, and when
who die under 21 years of age. Multi- the Medical Council for the Province Qf
ply 160,000 by $50, cost of each year, Ontario met, they aiso passed a resoW
and we have the result of $8,000,000. tion demanding that sone action shoul'4
One quarter of this loss can be prevented 'be taken by tha Parliament of Canada,
by proper sanitary legislation. The fore- At a recent meeting of medical mon,
going is a direct loss, for it refers te probably the mest important that las
that class who are not producers, but ever taken plâce on this continent, or in
consumers. I will now turn to the in- the world, that of the year 1876, i
direct loss caused by death under the age Philadeiphia, when representatives of
commonly allotted man. According to every civilized nation on the face of the
varions estimates. the cash value of each earth assembled, the great questions with
adult life to the nation has been fixed at regard te health were discussed. An ii-

$1,000. As about one half die under portant resolutier, was passed at
the age of 21, we will place the cash tue, recomnending that a bureau of
value of each citizen at $500. Our ag- sanitary science s'aould be established.
gregate deaths are 80,000 yearly ; our Vashingtn; and thev demanded that
cash loss, at $500 each, would show $40,- the Governinent at Washington shol'J
000,000, one-tourth of which, according to institute a department of health, rçai-
the estimate of Dr. Simon, is preventable. ded over by a minister, so that the sani-
Now, hon. gentlemen, I have made these tary condition of the peeple should li
computations, and they are correct. properly carec for, and at that veiy cciv
They are facts that cannot be disputed, vention a resolution was passed, and'
and I will, therefore, proceed to another 1>e1iur-, forwarded t.
point already mentioned. What are the asked for t]at P demanding that the
demands of the people, and what are the GovelLlnlent here should aise establigh a
responsibilities of the Government 1 A depaitment ef health for the same pâr-
deeper interest is manifested in this sub- pose. Not oily are individuals, the
ject as year follows year. We find in press and medical conventions demand-
our own country, at the present time, a ing this, but wc sc a deep interest als6
deep interest is manifested *in the great manifested in it in our co:Ieges. Every
question of health legislation. We find well organized institution of any standing
not only individuals, but the public press in the nidical departrnent throughout
of tlhe country, taking up the subject for Canad4 and other counties l tab-
discussion, and demanding that the Gov- a chair of sanitary science, in or-
ernment should move in the direction of der to educate students particularly lu
public health legislation. I was very this great question cf preventive medi.
much pleased to see recently an interest- cine. I knew that many think that
ing editorial article on the same subject tus question should be left te the
in a St. Catharines journal, and I hold physician. 1 have seen it etated
in my hand a copy of the London Free that this was a work assignsd
Press, a paper that is widely circulated, te the physician. No greater mistake
in which I find, also, a very able article coud bs made The duty of the ph" '
Con that subject. In view of these facts, clan is te stand between the grave 'n4
the time will soon arrive, if it has not lus patient. He ia callsd te the bedgide
already arrived, for the Government of to treat disease a it is plaosd hefere hi.
Canada to take some action on this ques- It la the duty, hon. gentlemen, of the-
tion. Not only do we find the pres of government, te arreat the arrw befe it
the country taking a deep interest in this inflicta its wound upon the victim. Tha,

Hon. Dr. Broc e die.o
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is the position that the legislature should stitute a departnent of health, having a
take 80 far as legislation goes, and it is minister at its head, with proper subor-
the duty of the physician at ail times to dinate officers, to consider this great
combat disease. There is no class of men question, I will now refer to some re-
inI the wide world who are more willing marks made by a gentleman whose name
to take their lives in their hands to attend i< no doubt well known to most of you,
a-t the bedside of the sufTering and devote Dr. Howard, of Montreal. In addressing
their time, their talents and their lives the Medical Convention from the whole
even to the healing of th-e sick and the Dominion, held in September last, on
aRlaying of pain, but it is the duty of the tbis very question, lie said

govrnen -LI 3 L
u take a higher an another

position, I find in the Chicago Medical
Gaeette a Statement which I shall read,with the permission of the House. It isas follo. 8

« Experience and common sense alike de-
clare that it is ai much the province of govern-

elMt to protect its citizens, in so far as possi-
l'Il% trom disease and death, as it is to guard
thOm against the depredation of the lawless
and crilninal class. The fundamental object of
all government, indeed, is to protect life and
Property; and it is just as essential, that the
eiNens of -large cities be protected by govern-
'nant against the manifold and mortal dangers
of ily-irentilated tenement-house vaults, as that
they should be protected against incendiaries
thieves or robbers. The poor have no houses
to be protected by the fire department, and no
property to be protected by a police depart-
ment. The only property possessed by the
great mass of the poor, who occupy tenement
houses, is their health and ability to work, and
by their daily toil, to earn their bread. 1s itnotthe duty of their government (for it is the
Peoples government after ail) to protect, in
every proper way, that health and capacity to
lai>pr? Nor ahould it be forgotten that suchprtiten operates as the protection of the rich' elnl, 'for the pestilence that begins in thehut does not Stop at the threshold of wealth."

That this work is important, and that
iftdividuals consider it so, I will quote
from a statenient by Mr. Jackson S.
Schultz, a merchant of New York city, a
nti Of proninence there, when referringto this question of health legislation after
the csty had instituted a department of

-. Mr. Schultz states that:-
"The os in money to that city, between

tind 184gnaton account of errors in quaran-fin, originating with the epidemic of yellowferY<r in 1822, was at, letat î,G ,0 ur
ther, the feelingao $100,000,000. Fur-tise, te felin among inercbantî w' such
that if there were any dalâgerf fan ach
upon those old practices they woud e willing
to maiutain a State and a National Board of
Health for the purpose of proBulgatng correct
view. regarding public sanitation gcre

The point now is what should be doue
by the Qovernment ? I hold, han. gen-
tlemen, that the Gover nient should in.

Ho». Dr. Brouae.

" If it be true that under Confederation the
care of the public health is a function of the
Provincial Legislature, and beyond the power
of the Dominion Government, then it appears
to me that the first step to be taken should be to
establish a central or National Board of Realth,
to which should be assigned, amongst other
duties, the preparing a comprehensive plan
for a national public health organization, to
be submitted to the Federal and the Provin-
cial Legislatures for their approval; the ob-
taining information upon all maLtera afecting
the public health; the advising the several
departments of the Government, and the
executives of the several provinces on ail
questions submitted by them, or whenever, in
the opinion of the Board, such advice may
tend to the preservation and improvement of
the public health; the securing the establish-
ment of a board of health in each province,
whose functions shall be performed in accord-
ance with the plan prepared by the Central or
National Board; the guiding, advising and
assisting the Provincial Boards and securing
their co-operation in the obtaining of regular
periodical reports upon ail matters of State
nedicine; the combining and summarizing

in annual reports ail the information and
facts contributed by the several Provincial
Boards of Hpalth, and by anv other municipal
health organization, or other source. The
Central Board should probably consist, as
suggested by Dr. Richardson, of a physician, asurgeon, a physician with practical experience
as a health officer, a chemist, a veterinarian,
a statistician, a sanitary engineer and archi-
tect- These should ail be men of first-rate
qualifications, and should receive compensa-
tion during the time when actually engaged in
the performance of their duties, and if the
President of the Board were given a seat in the
Cabinet, as Mr. Stansfield was in Mr. Glad-
Atone's last Administration, and as Mr. Dodson
has been in the existing Administration of the
sanie distinguished statesman, then the Influ-
ence and usefulness of the National or Central
Board of Health would be greatly incresed,
and its success secured. The health of the
people would then be recognized to be as
much a primary and special care of the Gov-
ernment as the wealth of the people."

I would also refer to some remarks made
on the saine subject by Dr. Botsford, a
celebrated phvsician from St. John, New
Brunswick, on the saine occasion:-

" As a profession we have clearly and fre-
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quently brought this subject of vital statistics
before the country, and no blame can attach to
us if efforts are not being made to do away
with the annual loss et ten thousand human
lives; and yet, as citizens, we have to blush
for our Dominion, which either from ignorance
or wilfulness neglects to grapple with this
momentous question."

It has, again, been argued that this ques-
tion is one which should be dealt with by
the local governments. I know that that
opinion has prevailed, but I consider
that this Government eau legislate in
that matter no as not to interfere with
any legislation that nay take place with
regard to health in the varions provinces,
in this way : let the provinces have
their boards the samne as they have in
Germany ; let therm legislate as they do
in the principalities throughout Germany,
and send their reports here to the depart-
ment of health, and let this be a common
storehouse of information, where the facts
connected with the sanitary condition of
our country may be tabulated, and from
here let those facts go forth to educate
the people and instruct them how they
may preserve their, health and their lives.
In this way there need be no conflict of
jurisdiction or authority. If f am in
order, I will now refer to a speech made
in the other branch of the Legislature by
a distinguished member of the present
Government, Hon. Dr. Ttipper, in reply
.to some remarks that I had made in -the
House as to the right of Parliament to
legislate on the question of health. I
think I have the right to quote his re-
marks, in order to show the interest that
,he then manifested in the subject, and I
certainly had hoped that we would have
before now some act to show that the
Government were determined to legislate
'on this question. Dr. Tupper, at that
time, said :-

c He felt it was a matter of regret that the
subject of the public health had net been upder
the purview of the federal power. The hon.
member for Grenville had shown, by a very
moderate calculation, something like $15,000,-
000 a year might be saved to the wealth of the
country. S.uppose the saving were placed at
half that, a small portion of it would pay for
the attention to be devoted to this question,
and the advantage would be great in rendering
it more attractive as a country to reside in.
From the lowest point of view -the financial
-the question assumed a gigantic character.
It was not exaggerated in any degree by the
hou. member for Greaville."

J think, therefore, we have a right to
Hon. Dr. Brouse.

expect that something will be done by
the present Government. I am not, hon.
gentlemen, wedded to politics to such an
extent that I am not prepared to sitk
everything else for this question, that
soars higher than all others together,
that of how to save human life. What,
then, should be the special function of
the department of health i It should
be, first, the organization and manage-
ment of methods of collecting vital sta-
tistics ; second, the directing of inquiries
into the causes of prevailing diseases
and epidemics; third, the investigation
of permanent sources of sickness in lo-
calities, cities and towns; fourth, co-
operation with local boards in the abate-
ment of nuisanies, and in the improve-
ment of local conditions affecting public
health. I may add that, under the last
function, this department would be pre-
pared to take cognizance uf the important
matter of the adulteration of food. The
adulteration of food in our country is
assuming gigantic proportions. . The
usual adulterations of food and drink are
divided into three classes : dangerous
adulterations, deleterious adulterations
and fraudulent adulterations. Hon. gen-
tlemen would scarcely credit, unlesa an
analysis was made, the extent to which
ourselves and our families are consuming
deleterious food day by day. We find
lead in canned vegetables and meat;
corrosive sublimate in the rind ot cheese ;
poisonous colors (such as arsenite of cop-
per and chromate of lead) in candy and
confectionery ; caustie lime in lard; ana-
line coors in fruit jellies, preserves, sau-
sages and wine; salta of tin in sugar ;
cooulus indicusandtobacco in beer an4ale;
salts of copper in pickles ; sulphuric acid
in vinegar ; alum in bread and baking
powder ; oxide of iron in cocoa and choco-
late ; red lead in cayenne pepper ; spirits
of turpentine in gin; chromate of lead
in mustard; red ferruginous earths in
annato; red lead in currie powder;
Prussian blue, black lead and salts of
copper, in tea, etc. Hon. gentlemen
would be astonished to see the fraud that
is carried on in this -respect, and these
frauds should be looked after by tome
persons or department responsible for the
health of the people. There is also an-
other source of injury to our country
which should come under the operation
of this department, and that -is the prac-
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tiee of sending undeveloped chihdren into to
manufactories for long hours of labor, th
and thus destroying valuable lives. re
There is also the question of sending a
children to school at too early an age. i
Al these matters should come under the n
control Of a department which should hold c
itself responsible for the health of the w
people. I have probably detained the s
House longer than I should have done, o
)but 1 am' not without hope that some- t
thing may be doue in this matter of pub- b
lic health legislation. I feel that I w
am cOlmitted to this subject. It is h
dear to me, and I look forward to v
the timee when the voice of the people qwill demand that the Government shallt
take a step in the right direction. I h
know that all reforms are slow of growth; 
we have seen it in.the history of the past. t
Wilberforce .labored year after year be- s
fore he succeeded in striking off the f
shackles from his fellow man. Howard
traversed Europe, going from dungeon to
<dungeon and cell to oell, in order that he
night.bring to light the cruelty that was
done to humanity under sanction of law ;
and although his bones now lie bleaching
on the shores of a foreign land, hi% memory
Still lives in the minds and hearts of his
fellow-countrymen. I hope the Govern-
ment will take this matter, that is of so
mnclh importance, into their hands, and
if they will accomplish the object I have
advocated they will find that the country
. prepared to sustain them in so great,se Moble and so glorious an effort.

Hon. Dr. PAQUET (in French) - I
have seconded with the greatest pleasure
the motion of my hon. friend. You have
all appreciated, no doubt, as I have, the
'admirable manner in which he has dis-
*chaEged his duty, and rendered mine
comparatively easy, for which I thank
L"'n doubly. My hon. friend has perfectly

occeHded, I hope, h convinclng thishon. Hous cf the necessity of sanitary
legislation - that it is necessary there
should be an organization, of which Ot-
tawa should be the head, and of which.
the local legislatures throughout the Do-
minion should be imPortant members.
Consult the history of all civilized coun-
tries thxoughout the world, and it will be
perceived that they all appresiatethenecs-
*ity of a similar organization, and it is due
to their sanitary measures that we are able

lion. Dr. Brouse.

point with satisfaction to the fact
at the average longévity of the hwman

ace, which was in 1800 but 28 years, is
present 34 years. Should 'we be

Ldifferent to a question of such .Mag-
itudie, and the only country not to re-
ognize the importance of the services
hich could be rendered to the public by
uch legislation I No, we cannot ignore
r misinderstand ouir dearest interests in
his direction. What is health 1 It ia a
lessing, of which we discuss learnedly ; to
hichwe pay no attention while we
ave it, and which we vainly regret when
we have it no longer. Let us take up this
uestion of sanitary science, and endeavar

o make ourselves wiser than those who
ave preceded us. Does there exist a
aore beautiful work of legislation "Do
nto others as yon. would that, others
hould do unto you." That is the per-
eetion of human effort, and can all .the
great works which have been a&eom-
)ished by Legislatures be put in com-
parison with one so admirable as that of
preserving for a longer period the most
sublime work of the Creator i How many
precious lives, whose premature loss we
deplore, could have been saved if the
proper hygienic measures had been
adopted in time and applied in an intelli-
gent manner ? Efforts have already been
made by my hon. friend and myself in
another chamber, but the fear of want of
juriadiction has prevented that move-
ment fromr meeting with succen When
we are convinced of the necessity of such
legislation can we any longer hesitate ?
Is not the office of minister of public
health as necessary as the portfolio of
the President of the Privy Council i
Could we not combine with the latter the
title of Ministerof PublicHealth,of which
he is himself such a striking illustration ?
Some may raise the question of expense.
Well, for my part, I say it would be
almost nothing, and there would be
no necessity to bleed the public treasury.
Have we not already a Department of
Agriculture and Statistics ; a staff or-
ganized which, with a very slight in-
crease, would be able to fill perfectly the
blank of which we complain i As for
the rest, the expenses would be nothing
in comparison with the results. Amongst
the benefits which we would secure by
such legislation would be improved quar-
antine, which in much needed ; the ren-
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dering more healtby of infected centres,
thè suppression of epidemics, the perfect
knôwledge of their progress, knowledge
of the medical constitution of the differ-
ent parts of the Dominion, its medical
geography, the registration' of vital sta-
tistics, etc. For the present moment, I
wotild wish that the entire Senate were
composed of doctors, and our object
Would be gained ; but I can count as
safëly upon the high intelligence of its
niembers, belonging, as they do, to all
professions and classes of society, who
will not desert us in this important
matter, and will aid us to achieve suc-
eems. Let us remember, hon. gentlemen,
that we have in our midst contagions
zyfiotic diseases almost constantly, and
that the means which we propose to
Adopt is the only way to eradicate then.
I do not propose to rest my case upoi
quotations and figures, in view of the
fact that they would be the same as those
with which my hon. friend has so per-
feotly demonstrated his argument. It
wouIld be a repetition of which I am
incapable, and which you would not
desire to hear. i will content myself
with adding that we should not ren'ain
behind other legislative bodies through-
out the entire world; that all the medi-
eal anthori les demand the adoption of
sanitary laws, and that, in September
last, to mention' but one fact, the great
Mediëal Convention held here, in Ottawa
itself, insisted at great length, and en-
tered upon the minutes of its proceed-
ings, a petition that the Federal Parlia-
ment would take such steps as were
within ita power to establish for the
Dondinion a central bureau of public
healih and vital statistics. I unite with
them in expressing my most ardent
desire that this should be done, and this
is why I have so gladly seconded the
motion of my hon. friend.

lon. Dr. ALMON - My professional
brother from Prescott has, in his able
way, addressed you on this important
subject, and covered all the ground. He
has left very little for me to say. I have
no doubt that the hon. gentleman who
sucoeeded him, and who seconded the
motion, but whose speech, being in
French, I am ashamed to say I did not
understand, has also given much infor-
mation on the question, and the Govern-

Hon. Dr. Paquet.

ment will see the propriety of having
medical men in this body. There is
vaoancy, just now, for Ottawa, and 1
should be very much pleased if it were
filled by the appointment of a medicai
man, and I should like to see all vacan-
cies as they occur filled in the same way,
until this body should cease to be called
the Senate, and become known as the
Doctors' Commons. There would not ;e
the slightest question but that muck
might be done in the way of sanitary
legislation. In my native city of HalifaK,
I remember well when typhus fever wea
prevalent ; and why was it so 1 The
city lots had a frontage of thirty feet and
a depth of sixty feet. The houses occu,
pied the full frontage of the lots and ex
tended back about fortv feet from the
street, leaving a yard twenty hy thirty
feet, in whieh could be found a well of
drinking water, other buildings necessary
for the bouse and a pig-stye. What wai
the effect I Tha water that the people
drank was contaminated with the sewer-
age and other ejecta of the house and the
soakage from the pig-stye, and typhusi
fever prevailed. I think almost every-
one in Halifax of my acquaintance, wheL
I was a young man, had had typhus fever,
and very nany were carried away by
that disease. But eventually the styes
were done away with, and pure watec
was brought into the city from the lakes,
and now the disease bas almost disap-
peared. Malignant diphtheria is a dis-
ease which appals every medical man.
He feels when it enters a bouse (I regret
to say) that what he can do is often ofno
avail. What is the cause of it i Inva-
riably I find where it appears that there
in something wrong with the drain.
there is a leak most cominonly in the
kitchen sink drain, and a dark mud car
be found composed of decomposed vege-
tation and animal matters from whichL
the disease originates. Under propet
supervision that would be prevented.
Take a thing which you all know some-
thing about, and which certainly, if there
was a sanitary commission or board, of
health, would be prevented - the condi-
tion of Pullman cars. i eame up in-one
trom Halifax to Quebec the other 'day,
and paid $5 for the accommodation.
What did I find when I entered the car '
The mercury in the car woild have bsen
80 0 or 90 0. [ appealed to the cor.-
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ductor of the car to lower the tempera-
tu:e, but he said, " It is not too hot; I
find it cool." If the Prophet Daniel had
not told us that Shadrech, Meschech and
Abeduego were of the neuter gender, and
threfore unable to propagate their
sPecies, I would have said they were the
P"roenitors of Pullman conductors in
Caada. 1 appealed to him to open one
Of lae ventilators. He said that he could
n't do that ; there would be a draught
o< the hald head of an old gentleman
who'sat under it. 1 aaked how the ther-
n4ometer stoccd. He replied there was
hO thermometer. Then I asked him for
a dfink of cold .water. He took a tum-
blr that the passengers cleaned their
t11h in, and brought me a drink out of
the eistern that was within three feet of
the furnace with which this child Shad-
roch heêted the car. I tried to drink it,
hat found it impossible. I said, " Why
don't you put ice in it 1" He said, " Ice
can't be got," although the mercury
was below zero, and the snow covered
the ground. I asked him to get me a
dtink from the cistern at the front dress-
ing-room. He said, " I can't get it;
1a4ies there." This was the experience
by day. At night you are put into a
b4rth about three times the size o a
'keent cotfin. It is. six feet long and
about three feet high, the upper berth
bqing let down. You call for the intelli-
gent darkey who assista the conductor

.a & k* "Cant that be put Up 1" 11eres 0' No we are not allowed, to do
that." This is to get another $. out of
you. The poorest beggar in the hospital
in Halifax is allowe:l a certain naumber
of cubic feet of space ; but in the Pull-
'pan car you are not allowed as many
çubic inches. The curtains are closed
a Ut you and thus you are tortured

roughi the night. If those who area wiethd the Puliman cars are not
uhade teanswer for it in this world, by
some commission such as my hon. friend
speaks of, they will answer for it in the
yïeXt. Even in the black hole ot Cal-
utta, such torture was not inflicted upon

the prisoners. la the Puuman the upper
berth is let down on you in order that
you may inhale your own carbonic acid
gas. In the night the darkey, with his
kerosene lamp, the effluvia of which i
'etrongly suggestive of tofncats, walks
&up and down the car in frQnt Qf you

Hion. Dr. Alnmn.

How can you sleep thore 1 I an not a
delicate man, but I must confeus, after
my journey from Halifax, I was laid
up for two day from the effects of this
torture on the Pullman. Imagine the
quality of the air you breathe when you
have in the same car with you persoa'
just recovered from small-pox or scarlet
fever; how diseases must be spread in
that way, and how many deaths muat re-
sult from these Pullman cars ! If a bu-
reau of health was established, I would
suggest that a director of the Pullman
Car Co., or the Grand Trunk Railway
Co., should be put into the space I have
mentioned - six feet long by three feet
high - and .told he must stay there for
twelve hours. Would not that be pro-
per punishment? I think it was Sydnoy
Smitl who said that railway accidents
would not cease until a bishop or a mem-
ber of Parliament was killed in one. Bo
I believe, unless you put a director of
either of these companies - I am not
pirticular which - into the torture IE
was subjected to, and am likely to un-
dergo again ere many weeks, you will not
prevent these practices until a bureau of
health is established.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
do not think we shall all agree in the
wish expressed by the hon. gentleman
from La Valliere, that the House was
composed exclusively of medical mon,
but I am sure we all rejoice that thie
are medical men amongst us, and neyer
have we had more cause to feel graetful
for the fact than this afternoon, since
we have had a very instructive and use-
ful essay, if I iay so speak, from the
hon. memuber from Prescott on tlis im-
portant subject. Admitting the value,
as I do, and, as I am sure, every hon.
gentleman who has heard it will do, of
the hon. gentleman's suggestion on this
important subject, and the desirabilityi<
dealing with it; and admitting also the
resultswhich might probably - I might
say certainly - be obtained frorn dealing
with it ; yet the practical diffieulty comes
'up in the circumstances to which the
hon. gentleman alluded - that the Con-
stitution has placed the control and
duty of dealing with public health in the

s hands of the local legislatures, e.nd not'in
the hands of Parliament. The hon.

. gentleman thinks that probably thee
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might be some means ot over-
coming the difficulty as regards the
constitutional question, and quotes the
opinion expressed in the other branch of
the Legislature by Sir Charles Tupper
*ith respect to it ; but, as I heard the
quotation, it seems to me that Sir Charles
Tupper did not think or say on that oc-
casion that this Parliament had control
of the general subject of health. On the
contrary, he expressed bis regret, if I
heard the quotation aright, that it did
not come within the purview of Par-
liament. I am afraid that that is the
case. I am assured that the subject is
placed within the control of the local le-
gislatures, and that my hon. friend's ap-
peal should rather have been to them
than to us. Nevertheless, I am *eon-
scious that perhaps some different views
may be held, not only by my hon. friend,
whose views are entitled to great re-
spect, but also by legal men, who may
have studied the Constitution with a
knowledge which, I am sure, he does not
assume to himself, and opinions nay be
lidd by them more akin to his than the
views 1 hold myself. I have heard it
urged that the measures to be adopted to
this important end are measures which
can only be useful if carried out through-
out the whole Dominion, and on that ac-
count may come within the purview of
this Parliament to adopt them, and that
no local legislature could deal with the
subject so usefully as the Dominion Par-
liament could. But if the bon. gen-
tleman. will think for a moment on
the various measures which he bas sug-
gested as necessary to be put. in
practice by a board of health, he will see
that unless the law is clear as to the
right to confer the required power, no
useful legislation could be had from any
quarter-the power of investigating the
origin of disease which would need to be
placed in the hands of the bureau. He
advocates the examination of drains, the
examination of residences, and of persons,
the examination of questions connected
with the whole subject, in all its varions
minutie which lie has described. These
could only be followed out and pursued
by a body endowed with local authority,
and that local authonity must be sought
from the proper source ; and, if I am
right in my opinion that it rests with the
local legislatures, it is manifest that

Bion. Sir Alex. Campbell.

nothing but confusion and disorder could
result from any legislation here. But
considering the existence of the other
views to which 1 have alluded, and
which are entitled to respect in this
point, and recognizing fully the import-
ance, the value and the desirability of
dealing with it, I will take care that
sufficient representation is made to the
Government of the views to which such
eloquent expression has been given in this
House ; for whether it cones under our
power to deal with the subject or not,
the opinions which have been put
forward by the hon. gentleman and
his colleagues of the medical profession
in this House should and will have
their just influence in the community.
1 say I will take care that they are pro-
perly brought under the notice of the
Government, and every consideration
given to the suggestions the hon. gen-
tleman has made. I am sure the im-
portance of them must be recognized at
once by the Government, and by every
government and legislature, and the
question with everyone would simply
be as to which power has the authority
to deal with it, and there would also be
the question of expense. I am sure I
speak the sentiment of everybody who
has heard the hon. gentleman who pre-
sented the subject for consideration when
I say that the House is much indebted
to him for the interesting reniarks he
bas made on this important question.
The Government readily assent to the
proposed address.

The motion was agreed to.
Hon. Dr. BROUSE moved:-
" That a message be sent to the House of

Commons requesting them to transmit for the
information of this House -

ilst. A copy of the report of the Sanitary
Committee appointed by the House of Com-.
mons in 1876. 2nd. A copy of the report of a
similar committee appointed upon vital statis-
tica and public health in 1877."

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
presume the hon. gentleman wishes sim-
ply to make this step more formal than
it could be made in any other way.

Hon. Dr. BROUSE- Yes.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
have no objection to the motion.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 5 p.m.
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. THE SENATE.
Wednesday, January 26th, 1881.

The Speaker tdok the chair at 3.25
p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

The Senate adjourned at 3.35 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Thî4ur8day, January 27th, 1881.
The Speaker took the chair at 3.30

p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

AN ADJOURNMENT.

MOTION.

lion. Mr. BELLEROSE called atten-
tion to tho, act that tiere would be no
busiess before the House until Tuesday
next, and moved that when the Senate
adjourns to-day it stand adjourned until
Tuesday next at 3 p.m.

The motion was agreed to.
The Senate adjourned at 3.45 p.m.

THE SENATE,
uesday, February 1st, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair ett 3.25
p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.
TRADE RELATIONS WITH FRANCE.

MOTION.

Mr BOURINOT moved
H a humble Address be presented to

ing that the Governor General, pray-
cause elcellency i be pleased to
respondence r obelore this House, any cor.repn cor oth information the Govern.
Caniaia built ships res ecting the sale ofCsuidiaabuji shîa l France oni the same
favorable terme as are enjOyed by vessels of
British construction; aoe, ay Information
that the Government may b abin to rive t
this House relative to the admission of French
products into this country on more favorable
terms than at present.,r

lie said:-I may as well observe, that amotion similar to this was introduced bvmie three years ago, also, at the same
Hon. Mr. Bourinot.

time, in the House.of Commons, by the
Hon. Mr. Langevin, when in both Houses
interesting debates on the subject ensued.
In the fôllowing year the mater was.
again broughtup by my hon. friend froin
Lorimier (Hon. Mr. Bureau). I would
not have worded the motion as read by
me had I been made aware of a circum-
stance which came to my knowledge two
or three days sincé, by which the aspect
of the question is very much change4.
With your permission, I wish to offer a
few words in explanation of having post-
poned it as I have done. One of the
reasons, among others, was, owing to the
absence of an hon. member of this House
who was expected from Paris, and who in
supposed to represent the interests of the
Dominion in France by instructions from
Sir Alex. Galt, the Canadian Commis-
sioner, and I thought prol>ibly on his
raturn he would be able to enlighten
us on the subject. However, he has not
made his appearance, and I cannot,
therefore, postpone the motion any
longer, but I doubt very much, owing to
the very recent information already
alluded to, which I will communicate ere
I resume my seat, if he can give such a
statement as we desire to have. The
object to be attained was this: We are
desirous that Canadian built ships
should be admitted on the sanie favor-
able termas as British built ships are now
admitted into France, by the payment of
a small duty of two francs per ton,
instead of forty-two francs now
claimed from colonial built ships. I
shall not, however, dwell on this, but
touch upon other points. T wish to
observe that this is a most opportune
time to make - an appeal to the
House and to the Goernnent (this is
not a party question), that our commer-
cial relations with France shall be more
close than they have been in the past.
Judging from the number of French
capitalists who. visited this country last
year, and other capitalists who sent their
agents with a view to invest their
moneys here, and ascertaining the capa-
bilities of the Dominion, the present is a
favorable time. They have responded
in a most generous manner to the appeal
made to them by the Local Government
of Quebec for a loan, when that loan
could not be had in England. Ail these
events tend to show that the present is
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the most seasonable time to secure better future mercantile slips wiil be of iron,
and more intimate relations between but thero wili be, he believes a get
France and Canada. Further, we see an proportion of the trade carried on u ips
attempt is being made to establish a Une buit of wood, bocauso they cau do go at
of steamers between some ports in France a comparatively Iower ate. le refers,
and Quebec and Montreal, St. Piet re also to M. Lefaivre, Consul-General of
Miquelon, and Sydney, Cape Breton, and France, who has been so instrumental in
during the winter months at Hali- bringing our commercial relations more
fax. We all feel they must be en- closely together than they are with
couraged as much as possible, con- France. This gentleman has taken a
sistent witl our interests, in the intro- mo4t deep and active interest with this
duction of French products into this object lu view. 1 desire, too, to refer to
country. The views which I have so M. de Molinari, who las very recently
often expressed, not only in this House, visited the Dominion and la now publidl-
but in the Nova Scotia Assemhly, before ing ln the Journal des De8bats a aerbesof
Confederation, remain unchanged, but I most interesting letters, giving an affoun
have no desire to go over the same of lis visit to this country. I need nçt
giound again. I must say, however, say that he le a well-known and emi-
that the introduction of the light wines nent writer. U nderstand me: the
of France for general use in this country he las aiready published on some of the
should be encouraged as much as possible, institutions of tho Province of, Quebec
by placing a mucli lower duty upon are not i accordance with my own, but
them, and by that means eventually there are many points ou which le speaks
excluding those obnoxions beverages so with great force, and one canuotresist
muuch indulged in by all classes. I sin- some of bis arguments. But there le this
cerely believe that the consumption of you may rely on, that his comminications
those pure light wines of France by our are read ail over the world. fis letters
people would conduce to their health and will show the extent of our- great re-
happiness. But there are other valued sources, the fertility of the soil, etc., and
products, which I need not now enume- bis vigws *Îll infuence public opinion.
rate, that we could import, and which no He will draw more attention tO us than
civilized nation can dispense with. The almost any other writer. 1 must reoind
succees of the steamers referred to'de- my hon. fried that his letters pubihe
pends not only on their exporte, but lu them sae paper, giving bie impressions
their impo'ts. 'We k.iowp that our of a tour lie ade u Ireland last autuin,
exporte would be, aiong otlierb, catte i were conidered of so much ment that
flour, whcat, fist (chiefly froan St. Pierre the greater portion were reproduced in
Miquelon), phosphate, etc., and the retur a the London hames. I do not hesitate to
cargoce are those which wc muet cdeavor say that the effect of bis wiiit W this
to encourage. France is second to none lu coutry wil only be second to that pro-
literatire, the arts and sciencem, and duced in England by the peech of Lord
lundi whidi tends to make life lappier. Beaconsfied on Canada, whih, no doubt,
It is, therefore, but right Md proper we was inspired by the riget on r gentleman
.should give an inipetus to tliat intercourse who presides lu such an able nianner at
so munch desired between that country the Lead of the Goverument of Canada.
and Canada. I met dvraw the attention I a aware that the. Dominion cannot
of the Senate t, a very ineresting letter I make a direct appeal to France. k mut
which first appeared lu the Nouvelliste be through the British Cabinet, but we
in September last by a well known French have now a representative in London f
grentlemian, named M. Foursin-Escande, kuown ability, drs A. Gat, and h e
in which lie mentions tlie welh known no doubt he wili do a lie can t pro-
-idvantages whichi would resuît by thq moto the prosperity of -this countÈy,
establishment of the lne of steamers ai- and use hie et efforts toe bring about
ready referred to. He was then confi- coser relations with France. Sone ex-
dent that the admission of Canadian buwit pectations were entrtaned a year or two
shipe wotld be entitled to French registry ago, when I brouglit the matter ip, but
oi the sase terme as those from ngiand. theal have not been realized. I statedrst

c enys, wluat le no doubt truc, that the te outet the aspect of the question had
aoon. air. Bonerinot.
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-ismewhat changed. Two or three days power - is to state what lias transpired
agoj as I have already stated, a measure in reference to this subject since he last
passed the Chamber of Dep)uties and brought it before the House. Two years
Senate of France, for the purpose of ago my hon. friend brought the subject
giving a bounty on Frenoh built shIps, up, and I was then able to state that ne-
and 'the encouragement of their merchant gotiations had been initiated by repre-
shipping. It is now questionable if our sentatives of Canada in Paris, and those
COanadian built ships, even on payment negotiations had reached the state of the
of:a duty of only two francs per ton, can propositions having been agreed to by the
compete with the French, receiving such French Government. The propositions
libt-al and large bounties. This measure so agreed to between the French Govern-
prbvides as follows: A bounty is to be ment and the Canadian representatives
given to shipbuilders for iron or steel had been submitted to the French Legis-
ships sailing under the French flag, 50. lature, and it was hoped, as that submis-
fr". per ton, and will also be entitled on sion had been made by the Government
leaving the stocksto 1 fr. 50c. (28 ets.) for of the Republic, that those negotiations
every voyage performed of 1,000, miles; would receive the assent of both Houses
atnd those built under the direction of the of the Legislature; but they do not pro-
French Admiralty, and which may be ceed there as we do in Canada, and as
cohverted for war purposes, will receive they do in other countries where respon-
an additisnal bounty of 15 per cent., and sible government prevails, and it would
the steam machinery and gear 12 frs. seem that the recommendation of the
for 100 kilo. in weight. Vessels built Government of France was not acceptable
of4 wood, of 200 tons and above, will re- to the two Chambers of the Legislature of
-ete a bounty of 20 fra. per ton, and a that country, and the proposition fell to
further payment for 1,000 miles of a voy- the ground. That proposition involved
age at sea, the same bounty as is given a very great benefit to Canada. It in-
to the steamships. The late Minister of volved the difference between forty francs
Marine and Colonies (Admiral de Jaucé- per ton and two francs per ton on Cana-
giibern,) advocated this strongly by say- dian built ships. It did not includo
ing that lie considered the class of vessels the ships of any other country. The
now used in France were only 41 vieux proposition fell through, as I have.
eabot",' old wooden shoes ; this measure said, and a spbsequent proposition was
of the French Parliament is an important initiated by the French Government,

Iconession to the merchant service not with reference to Canada particu-
fn:France. I must again reiterate, for the larly, but with reference te the whole
-edsonsalready given, and other ounsidera- world, reducing the tonnage on all ships
tions, that it is the bounden duty of the from forty francs to two francs per ton.
Canadian Government to see.ure, by every Of course that was of no special benefit to
means in their power, closer relations Canada. Then came the proposed giving
with a country which is now taking such of bounties, to which my hon. friend has
îbep interest in ours, and which will referred. My hon. frienid lias only seen
send so much to its aggrandisement and that within the last two or three days,
PT Sprity. This country has, by a paper but the Government here have had

.remd- 'by Sir A. T. Galt in London, knowledge of it for some three or four
which h1 sjust appeared in the Montreal months past. The adoption of that

d i dwelt in eloquent terms on the policy entirely does away with -any pos-future of Canada, a future which prom- sibility of the ships of Canada or of any
sels to Place Canada only second perhaps other country competing with French

to the neighboring Republic, and among ships, because, if the French vessel gets a
the most promknent natiorp in the world. bounty of so much per ton, and theni trust the House and Governuient will receives so nuch additional for every
give my observations full consideration. thousand miles of voyage she may make,

Hon. Sir ALEX. CANMBELL - it is quite evident that the ship of aiy
L -The other country which does not get this

41est assistance which I can give to my bounty and mileage, cannot possibly
1111. friend - and I arn very desirous of compete with the French ship, which
sendering hin ary assistance in my receives both. So the negotiations do

Hon. Mlr. BourinoL
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not seem to present a very progressive
aspect just now. I still trust that some
opportunity may be offered to Canada of
obtaining çome exceptional facilities
to trade with France, by negotiations
with reference to the admissian of
articles of French growth into this
country, but that seems uncertain.
We have had before us a propo-
sition from the Province of Quebec
to assist in subsidizing a. line
of Èteamers to run froin some port in
France to the St. Lawrence in summer,
and to Halifax or some other port in
winter. That proposition has been favor-
ably viewed by the Dominion Govern-
ment, and we have been willing on our
part to contribute a c9rtain suni to sub-
sidize a line of steamers, if the French
Government on their part will contri-
bute a certain sum. The negotiations
have not yet ended, but it looks as if
they will yet arrive at a satisfactory
conclusion, and I hope we shall soon have
a line of steamers running from some of
our ports, probably Quebec, to some
northern port of France. They are very
anxious in France, we understand, to
procure from Canada some of our phos-
phates of lime and other minerals of
Canada, besides the products of the forest
and field, and we trust that by the ne-
gotiations with which Sir Alex. Galt is
still charged we will yet arrive at some
satisfactory treaty with France, involv-
ing, not the privileges which we did hope
for with reference to ships, but involving
some other advantages. That is the
position in which the matter stands at
present. The Government have no ob-
joction to any of the papers we have on
the subject coming down, and we are
very anxious, as far as in lis lies, to do
everything that will tend to facilitate and
increase our relations with the Republic
of France.

Hon. Mr. BOURINOT - I ought to
have said with regard to certain articles
that might be introduced into France, if
the French Government could be brough t
to consider it -would be materials which
entîer so largely into the construction of
ships. - Iron abounds largely in this
country, not only in this city of Ottawa,
but in Nova Scotia and elsewhere;
timber also, for ahipbuilding, etc. These
must .be inported into France to a great

ion. Sir A lex. Campbell.

extent for bailding purposes. With
regard to the bounty now about being
given to French built ships, we all know
that some months ago, when the news
reached the British mninistry that such a
measure was contemplated, remonstrances
were made to the French Government
that it would be, if adopted, inconsistent
and at variance with the treaty
which existed between ý the two
nations, but this remonstrance was
of no avail. I was aware of
the fact that subsidies were likely to be
given by France and Canada for the
proposed line of steamers. 1 am glad to
hear it confirmed by my hon. friend the
leader of the Government. I believe.
France will respond favorably. But
this should be kept in view : there rust
be a sufficient trade to make the voyages
successful, both of imports and exports.

The motion was agreed to.

MONTREAL REGISTRY OFFICE.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY moved :-
c That an humble Address be presented to.

Ris Excellency the Governor General, praying
that His Excellency will cause to be laid before
this House, copies of all correspondence be-
tween the Imperial, the Dominion and Quebec
Governments, respectively, since lst Jannary,
1875, relative to the division of the Montreal
Registry Office, and the consequent claim of
G. H. Ryland, Esquire, under the arrangement
entered into with him by Rer Majesty's Lord
High Commissioner, on the part of the Im-
perial Government in the year 1841 ; together
with any corréspondence with Mr Ryland, or
other papers bearing upon the subject."
He said : As I am not personally
-acquainted with this gentleman, the,
motion I am about to, submit to the
House is made solely in the interests of
right and justice. The statements, which
I shall make as briefly as possible, are
founded upon papers which have been
furni"hed to me, and I am led to believe
they will be verified by the correspond-
ence asked for in this motion. At the
time of the union of Upper and Lower
Canada in 1840, Mr. George H. Ryland
was Registrar and Clerk of the Executive-
Council. He held his office under
Imperial Patent, and the tenure was,
therefore, one for lfe,. subject. of course,
to good behavior, and upon his retiring
froi that office at any tine, if he chose
to do so, he was entitled to. a pension

{SENATKJ Registry Offce.
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of about £515 a year. , In the year 1841
Lord Sydenham came out to this country,
as Lord High Commissioner for the pur-
pose of establishing responsible Gov-
ernment, aud in order to carry that out,
he opened negotiations with Mr. Ryland
to. get this office at his disposal, and
offeed to him in exchange for it the
office of Registrar of a district in Quebee
at a handsome salary. Mr. Ryland, de-
sirous, as many loyal subjects at that
critical period of Canada's history would
be, toefurther the intentions of the Home
Government, consented to the exchange
upon the condition that he should also
hatie his retiring allowance as a mini-
mum compensation; and further that if
any change should take place, he would
be entitled to claim the maximum com-
pensation for any loss that might occur.
This state of things continued. and he
was appointed to the office for a short
period-I am sorry to say for the period
of unly one year, as, I believe - when a
change was made, and that office thus
given to him as a matter of negociation,
and a compact between him and the re-
presentative of the Imperial Govern-
ment, was taken from. him by legisla-
tion, and the office was turned into
a county instead of a district office, and
the profits of it thus far remunerative
from fees, were proportionately diminish-
ed. This was so manifestly nnjust that
in the year 1846 the Parliament of
Canada passed an address to îhe Crown
asking that compensation should be
made to Mr. Ryland for the losses he
had sustained. That produced no result
at the moment, until the year 1850,
when the matter was brought to the
notice of the House of Lords by the
>Ike of Argyle, the father of our present
5 -ýd'Governor, and the resolution,
'PPOM*ed by tle late Duke cf Welling-ton, througte Lords Derby, Lyndhurst,and Brugn , passed the House, asking

Ut. do justice to one of ber
subjects. Nothig, however, was donE

applications y 1 when, after repeated
s by this gentleman, to the(Colonial Office and at the foot of theThrone by menlorials, tbis minimumi

compensation due te Mr. Ryland for the
pension which, I believe, up to datesixteen years, had not been paid him'as referred to Chief Justice Carter, oNew Brunswick, who fixed the amoun

ion. Mr. Dickey.

that lie would be entitlel to, which was.
ultimately apportioned between the Im-
perial and Canadian Governments. Of
that award the Imperial Government paid
their half with interest upon it-paid .it
liberally and handsomely as they are
accustomed to do. The amount due
from Canada was not paid for some three
years, and it was then paid without in-
terest. And thus, upon the question of-
compensation irrespective of the claim
which this gentleman had for the losses
he had sustained in consequence of the
course that iad been taken towards him,
lie received very nearly all that lie was
entitled to for the minimum compensa-
tion, except thg( interest upon this
amount then due by the Canadian
Government. Thus, for a period of
nearly thirty years, until the year 1870,
of which I shall speak presently, Mr.
Ryland was left without the compensa-
to which lie was entitled. The conse-
quence wRs that lie was obliged to part
with the greater portion of his property
to enable him to support his family, and
also to forfeit two or three large life
policies, which would become the inheri-
tance of his family. In the year 1870
the matter was taken up by our lamented
deceased friend Sir George Cartier, at
whose instance the cadastral system was
introduced in the Province of Qutebec,
and Mr. Ryland was then appointed
Registrar of the district of Montreal, at
a salary of £2,500. It will be seen that
the duties of this gentleman extended
over the whole district of Montreal ; that
was in the year 1870. It was supposed
at this time that by giving him that
liberal salary it would be in some mea-
sure a compensation for thelosses that le
had sustained.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

I do not think thora was any salary, but
his fees, ho alleged, amounted to that
sumi during, that year.

lon. Mr. DICKEY - I dare say it
may be quite right, though I believe, as
I stated before, that the salary - incor-
rectly called a salary - as derived from
lthese fees, amounted to £2,500 a year,
and it was supposed that that amount,

, were it continued to him annually dur-
, ing bis life, -would be some compensa-
f tion for the losses he had incurred i,
b consequence of the delay in doing justice-

[FEBRUARY 1, 1881.1Mlontreal
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-to him. That continued until the year case, and daim of Mr. Ryland, I think
1875, when the Quebec Legislature it necessary to add a word or two,'merMy
divided this district office into three to say that 1 muet not be taken as àd-
offices, and appointed five registrars in- Titting in the least the correctness of
stead of one, diminishing, in consequence, the etatement wbich, on the information
the fees which he would have been en- commuxlicated to him, he has just màde.
titled to receive, to the extent of one to
live. or something in that neighbourhood.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -
There were two registrars appointed to
two of these divisions, and Mr. Ryland
remained as registrar for one division
alone.

lHon. Mr. DICKEY - Whatever the
extent of the change may have been, that
was the change made qt that time, and
it was a change which deeply affected the
interests of Mr. Ryland, who was there
nor, merely as a registrar, but holding
office under a solemn compact made with
a representative of the Imperial Govern-
ment, and he was entitled certainly to
have the benefit of that bargain as he
had the benefit of the other office while
he chose to retain it. That bas been the
state of thingssince the year 1875. The
House will readily see how this has
affected the interests of Mr. Ryland as
an office-holder. That being the case, I
,do not desire to make any comments on
the course of events, because that would
be entirely premature until we see what
the papers are. My object in this mat-
ter is simply to ask the House to do
justice to a public officer, who for sixty
years did his duty well and faithfully,
and who received his office for public
services rendered by him and his
ancestors to the Crown and country. I
have no doubt, now that the matter has
been brought to the attention of the
Government. When these papers come
down and the matter is submitted t' the
Government and Parliament of the
country, that full justice will be done to
this gentleman, as I have no doubt that
it is the desire of this House it should be
done to ever person under similar cir-
cumstances.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - If
my lon. friend fron Amherst bad simply
noved for the papers, I should have
given my assent to the motion without
making any remarks, but as he has men-
tioned to the House the view which lias
been given to him of the state of this

Hon. Mr. Dickey.

I believe the facts to be very different,
and that, when the papers come down,
my hon. friend will, after perusing themi,
arrive at a very different conclusion Ie-
garding the claim of Mr. Ryland, the
inerits of which will be found to Le very
fully discussed in the papers which have
been asked for, more particularly in some
of the reports which have been made
upon the subject.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - My hon.
friend bas made a statement which varies
materially froni the one which I subMit-
ted to the House. Perhaps I may be
allowed to explain that I simply stat
the case as it was furnished to me. I
confess the statement made by the Post-
master.General that Mr. Ryland was only
to receive art office worth £515 a year
surprises me, because it is in direct eon-
tradiction of the statement furnished me
that this was to be a retiring allowance
in addition to the income he received
from the registry office in Montreal.
My hon. friend seems to be under the
impression that the matter was referred
to Chief Justiee Carter as an arbitrator.
That is an entire mistake, as is shown'by
the following letter written by the Chief
Justice in 1856, in answer to a letter
from Mr. Ryland :-

" Si,-I, yesterday, received your letter of
the 22nd October. I think you mistake the
character in which I acted with referenceto
your case. I was not an arbitrator, but
merely a commissioner or agent appointed by
the Secretary of State for the purpose of report-.
ing to him what amount might be due to you
under Lord Sydenham's guarantee. My report,
unlike the award of an arbitrator, will net,
I imagine, bind anybody.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - In
using the word " arbitrator," I merely
meant that it was referred to him.

The motion was agreed to,

EUROPEAN, AMERICAN AND CANADIAN
CABLE COMPANYS BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hoti. Mr. SCOTT moved the second
reading of Bill (F) " An Act to incorpo-
rate the Etropean, American and Cana-
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dian Cable Compay (limited)." He
said: The promoters of this Bill desire
tO b. incorporated under the name of the
E4opean, American and Canadian Cable
Company, with a view to laying two
cables across the Atlantic. The names
only of the Canadian promoters are men-
tioned in this Bill. There are a number
Of infueutial gentlemen on the other side
of the Atlantic associated with those
wbose names appear, but I thought it not
desirable to introduco thein until I had
further correspondence on the subiect.
They will, however, be introduced at a
later stage. I may say that the company
has already been formed in England, and
I hold in my hand the ordinary articles
of association issued with the view of in-
corperating organizations of that nature.
The capital is laid <own at $1,500,000,
%ad can be increased from time to time.
I agn right in saying that there is a tho-
rough earnestness on the part of the pro-
moters of this Bill to lay two cables in a
sho'rt period of time. The measure is one
which, I am sure, the Hlouse will assist
in passing, inasmuch as it is desirable to
obtain an independent cable across the
Atlantic. We made an effort in this di-
î-etion a few years ago, after some dis-
cussion in this Chamber, but it failed. It
seems to be the fate of companies of that
kind that the larger swallow up the smal-
ler. If the reports in the newspapers be
trie, the largOr companies on this conti-
nent have recently swallowed up all the
smaller ones, and, I believe, the cables
that are now laid between this country
and Europe. I therefore think it ,is
highly desirable, if possible, to get a
Comnpany that will, for sonie timne, at all
eVents, preserve au independent vitality.

seen s to be extremely difficuit to do
U iwever, the competition will last

for bone time, at any rate.

Hon. r. 14LE R-I do not in-tend to detain the House with any
lengthlened remarks, neither do I intend
to oppose the second reading of the Bill ;
but I wish to say a word in reference to
one remarkwhich fel from myhon.friend,
that it is very desirable, in view of the
present position Of Ocean telegraphy, we
should have an independent company.

Iam afraid, if my hon. friend is fortu.
nat. enough to. get his Bill through
Parhiament, and perhaps there is no rea-

lon. Mr. Scott.

son why lie should not, and if lie should
have the satisfaction te see an organiza-
tion under this Act of incorporation, we
wil very likely have the same result
with regard to that company that we
have seen with regard te others ; we will
see this independent conpany - indepen-
dent until it is organized and until it
suits it te sacrifice the public interest -
swallowed up in its turn. For my ow a
part, I was unsophisticated enough to
believe, some years ago, when the Marine
Electric Telegraph Bill was before the-
Senate -and the House will recollect
that a very protracted discussion took
place upon thqt important measure -
that we were really about passing a law
which would have the effect of destroy-
ing monopoly in cable communication
between the old and the new world.
We had the most positive assurance frotn
gentlemen who were considered to be
more than ordinarily interested in the
passage of that legislation (I mean the
promoters of the Direct Cable Company),
that one of their chief objects was the

patriotic and philanthropic one of de-
stroying monopoly with regard te ocean
telegraphy, and in promoting civilizatiÔn
and the great ends of commerce, and
other laudable object« in the relations of
the two hemispheres. But no sooner
did those gentlemen get the legislation
they wanted; no sooner was that com-
pany incorporated than attempts were
made at amalgamation one way or another
- by joint purse or otherwise - which
ultimately were successful, and we find
that those conflicting interests have all
disappeared, and those philanthropic peo-
ple have united in one monopoly larger
than before existed against the righta
and interests of the public. I d6 net in-
tend to oppose my hou. friend's Bill at
any of iti stages, but it is useless to at-
tempt te force a measure of this kind by
arguments of the nature he has used -
by supposing it is going to do anything
to break down monopoly, becaus I be-
lieve if his company ever gets into opera-
tion in a short time it will be found te
be only another small tributary te the
great monopoly which now unfortunately
prevails in Atlantic telegraphy.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

Does this Bill contain a clause abrogat-
ing the charter unlesa the cable i laid
within a certain time .
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Yes.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Vhat is the length of time i
Hon. Mr. SCOTT * Two years.
Non. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - It

sef-ms to me to, be a question for this
i use and both Houses of Parliament
whether, in this and other Bills involving
large enterprises, we should not go a step
further for the purpose of requiring evi-
dence of good faith than even the cla.ise
limiting the period within which the
charter should be valid - whether we
should not exact, before the Bill goes into
force, evidence of some capital being sub-
scribed and some list of shareholders
that will secure public confidence, and
some actual subscription in bank. The
multiplicity of those bills - I do not
speak of cable bills particularly, because
there are not many - bills for the con-
struction of railways and those akin to
them, which have been put on our statute
book, and which have passed away and
nothing has been done with them, is an
evil which can only be remedied in the
way I speak of. I do not say that this
is a Bill which is being passed for the
purpose of being transferred to anyone
else, but there are so many bills of that
character that I think the suggestion I
make is one which will have to be, sooner
or later, adopted by Parliament, and it
will be found necessary to require that
there shall be a certain number of share-
holders and a certain amount of capital
paid in before the Bill can go into effect.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - In confirma-
tion of what has fallen from the hon.
Postmaster General, I may remind the
House that there are several cable bills
on the statute book'of the country at this
moment, and several have been extended
from time to time. What use has been
made of them, and how they have been
allowed to fall into oblivion, I cannot
understand. In reference to this matter
I cannot help making this general obser-
vation: I think it is a great misfortune
the House had not accepted a proposition
which was made by the minority when
the Marine Electric Telegraph Bill was
up for discussion, that the maximum
price of telegraphing should be fixed. We
were voted down on that question. My
hon. friend (Mr. Scott) who led the sup-

Hon. Sir Ale:... Campbell.

port of that Bill, insisted that he would
nat have it - he would not allow that
protection to the public, and it may be a
question for the House whether we
should not have some such protection in
this measure.

The Bill was read the second time.

NATURALIZATION AND ALIENS BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

The Order of the day having been
called for the second reading of Bill (G)
" An Act respecting Naturalization and
Aliens,"

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said:
The Bill is not yet printed, and I may
mention, in extenuation of the fact, that
despatches have been received upon the
subject within the past few days rather
altering the features of the measure as it
would be presented to the House, and
rendering some changes necessary. I
therefore move that the Order of the day
be discharged, and the Bill be read the
second time this day week.

The motion was agreed to, and the
order was discharged.

PATENT LAW AMENDMENT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House went into Committee on
Bill (E) " An Act still further to amend
the Patent Act oi 1872."

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
when the Committee rose before, objec-
tions had been taken by the leader of the
Opposition and the hon. Senators from
Amherst and Richmond to the first and
principal clause of the Bill. It was
sated that it would be a dangerous thing
to renew the various patents which were
mentioned in the schedule, without
inquiry and without more knowledge
than the House then had. A list was
brought down and laid upon the table,
giving the House all the information
which could be procured, as to the per-
sons who held those patents, the matter
of each patent and as to the time when
it expired ; but notwithstanding that
information, it seemed to those hon.
gentlemen not to be very wise to legis-
late in -the direction which the first
clause, as originally framed, would have

[ E N AT E.] A mendîment Bill.



asked the House to have done. The clause, which protects persons who are
hon. leader of the Opposition suggested using the patents during the time they
that perhaps it would be a botter plan are not in force, would be made clear by
to confer power on the Commissioner of striking out the last four words. There
Patents the Minister of Agriculture, was a clas of cases which were men-
to renew where he found that there was tioned by the leader of the Opposition,
good greund for it, after such inquiry ashe which this amendment did not touch,
might see fit, subject to certain limita- and he did not know how to get at them.
tions which might be set forth in the Bill. That was where application had been
Adopting that suggestion, he (Sir Alex. made to renew patents, but the applioa-
Campbell) had framed a clause which he tions had been sent to an agent in
would ask the Committee to substitute Ottawa, and that agent, knowing the
instead of clause one. He proposed to usages of the Patent Office, had not pre-
give the Minister of Agricultere power sented them to the Commissioner, there-
to renew any patents where the appliea- fore no application had really been made.
tion had been made to renew it within He was afraid to open the door for that
ten days from the date of the expiring of class of cases, because it would be almost
the patent. The hon. gentleman from impossible to say whether the applications
Amherst had pointed out that in the list had come to Ottawa or not, and by what
laid on the table of the House there were means it could be made certain that-they
many patents that had expired several had been here. On the whole, ho would
months before application had been made rather not extend it to that clas ciqases,
to renew thora, and that, therefore, there trusting that the leader of the Opposition
was no just cause to ask Parliament for would see that it was not very impor-
a remedy. He (Sir Alex. Campbell) tant, or if he thought it was important,
proposed to amend the clause hy provid- that lie would assist in framing language
âng that the application must have been to meet the difficulty.
made withit ton days from the expiring
«of the patent. On looking over the list Hon. Mr. DICKEY desired to ex-
it would be found that there were only press his satisfaction at the course that
four or five of the renewals applied for had been taken by bis hon. friend who
that would not come within that term. had charge of this Bill. Very strong
He believed, with the hon. gentleman objections had been taken by himself
from Amuhert, that a definite time should and other gentlemen to the measure as it
be fixed within which the application was introduced, and he was glad to see.
should be made, so that this thing should that the leader of the Government had
not ho going on for ever, and he proposed yielded, as he uasally did, to the general
that the Bill should provide that, between sense of the House. He (Mr. Dickey)
now and the 31st of October, any of those had deprecated in very strong language
persons whose patents had expired, and the introduction of personal legislation
who had made application torenew with- that would have gone back and con-
in ten days after they had expired, could doned the delays of people who had slept
cQme in and ask to have them renewed. upon their rights for years. As to the
Thon, in the future, by the alteration Bill as amended he had no objections to
.au«sted in the second paragraph, appli- it, and would certainly give it his cor-
cation must absolutely be made before dial support.
tho ePiration of the first patent. It Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
seenied that there had been a muisunder- the amendments to the clauses, which he

oanding w to the time the application had explained.ahould be made under the old Act.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - it rade The amendments were agreed to with-

fectly clear now that the application cari t debate.
be made at any time during the currency Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBEILL moved
of the patent 1 that the Committee rise and report the

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said Bill as amended.
that under the change in the Act no mis- Ron. Mr. VID AL asked if provision
,understanding · could occur. The 3rd had been made for the case of an irregu-

Hon. Sir Alei. Campbell.
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larity of this kind occurring again in
the future 1

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
No,; we bave not. We think we have
made the language of the Bill perfectly
clear by altering the rule so as to render
it obvious that application for renewal
muat absolutly be made any time during
the currency of the first patent.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL - And they must
not incur the risk of the application
being detained in the Post Office for a
day.

Hon. Mr. FERRIER, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill as ameiided.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
that the amendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.
Ordered that the Bill be read the third

time to-morrow.

The Senate adjoriied at 5 p.m1.

THE SENATE,

Wednesday, Flbruary 2nd, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at 3.25
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL presented the fifth
report of the Committee on Standing
Orders and Private Bills, and in pur
suance of the recommendation contained
in it, moved the suspension of the 5 let
rule.

The motion was agreed to.

Bill (H) "An Act to incorporate the
Napierville Junction Railway, and
Quarry Company." - (Mr. Bureau.)

Bill (1) "An Act respecting the
Banque Ville Marie." - (Mr. Trudel.)

Bill (37) "An Act respeeting the
Canadian Pacific Railway."- (Sir Alex.
Campbell.)

PETITIONS FOR PRIVATE BILLS.

TIME EXTENDED.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL called attention to
the fact that the time for receiving
petitions for private bills expired yesterday,

Hon. 3fr. Vidal.

and althougli not embodied in the report
of theCommittee on Standing Orders and
Private Bills, he had been instructed by
that Conmmittee to ask the House t
grant an extension of time to the 15th
of this month. He therefore moved that
the time for receiving petitions for
private bills be extended to the 10th inst.

Hon. Mr. MIL LER said befire
adopting the motion, some good reasoa
should be shown for extending the time.
'tlhe fHouse had now been in sassion
eight weeks, and there had been plenty
bf time for presenting petitions for
private bills. It was not desirable to.
get into the habit of indefinitely post-
poning the time for receiving these peti-
tions. It lad the effect of throwing a
large amount of business into the latter
part of the session, and in the Senate
especially, where they were usually
crowded with work towards the close of
the session, it would not be desirable
that this extension should be granted.

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD said that the
recommendation had been made by the
committee for the reason that an exten.
sion had been granted in the House of
Commons, and he hoped the motion
would be agreed to.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY said the House
had been long enough in session to enable
parties who had petitions to present to.
send theim in. The time had already
been very lilberallv extended, and it ap-
peared to 1im thîat a stand skould be
made somewhere.

.Bon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
there would have been great forde in the
objections taken by the hon. Senator
from Richmond under ordinary circum-
stances. But this was an exceptional
session, called at an exceptional time of
the year, and many persons might not
have been prepared with the measures
which thev desired to submit to the
House. Under the circumstances, there-
fore, lie thought the time might be en-
larged.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL' explained that it
was a mere acuidental omission of the
Clerk to include the recommendation in
the report of the Committee. The object
in extending the time was to work in
harmony with the House of Commons
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which had extended the time for receiv-
ing petitious to the 10th inst.

The motion was agreed to.

PAIENT' LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
THIRD READING.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of Bill (E) an Act
still further to ainend the Patent Act of
1872.

Te motion was agreed to, and the
wás réad the third time and passed.

The Senate adjourned at 4.10 p.m.

THE SENATE,
1h1rsday, February 3rd,1881.

The Speaker took the chair at 3
p.M

rayersaund routine proceedings.

BILL INTRODUCED.
Bill (3) "An Act to incorporate the

Montreal Board of Trade and the Corn
Exchange of Montrea."-(Mr. Ryan.)

PAOIFIC RAILWAY BILL
SEÓÓÔND READING.

?Fils f AEX. CAMPBELL moved
he seo rean ,f Bill (37) "An

Af respecting te Canadian Pacific
.Railway." He said: 'he measure .which
this Bill presents for the first time for
the consideration of the Senate is one
'whlich has been discussed for so many
daya and nights elsewhere, within the
hearig Of mnost of those gentlemen who

reen to-day, and discussed by so
y î en, from so many different

os wo e - those who favor it, andthose i -ha ive found serious objections

tble th , an" afraid I shall not beable to present it o this Rouse in any
new aspect, or offer to yen. many argu-
mnents or reflections 'which have not*Iready occurred to you i but, represent-
.ng, with my colleagues, the GovernmentIn ths House, we feel that I should be" anting in·that duty and respect whichve e to the Senate if I did not offer:uch ôbsérvätions as seemed to me neces-

Èt:on. 3fr. Vidal.

3ary to a separate and distinct and com-
olete consideration of the measure in
his branch of the Legislature. The facts

are well known -t the House. I will
not enter into any lengthy historical
resumé of them. They are to be found
reoorded in acts of parliament, in trea-
ties, in offizial correspondence, and in the
speeches of different members of three
successive governments, sustained ia par-
liament for different periods since the
union with British Columbia. I will
almost take it for granted that it -will be
admitted in this House, and so far as
regards this discussion, that the country
is pledged -- pledged in every way which
can impose obligations on public men -
to the construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway from some point upon
the existing system of Canadian
railways to the Pacifie Ocean.
It was not to b. done witk.porejudidal
haste; it was not to be done so as to un-
duly strain the resources of the country,
but it was to be done. - The resolution
in the House of Commons on this point,
framed at the request of Sir George Car-
tier, and offered tb the House by him, in
lie absence of the Premier, was :-
" That the railway referred to ln the Address

to Rer Majesty concerning the agreement made
with British Columbia, and adopted by this
House, on Saturday, 1st April, should be con-
structed and worked by private enterprise,
and not by the Dominion Government; and
that the public aid te be given ta secure the
undertaking should consist of much liberal
grants of larid and such subsidy ii -money, or
other aid, not unduly pressing on the ibdustry
and resources of the Dominion, as the Parlia-
men of Canada shall hereafter determine."

Towhich was afterwards added the words,
"nor increase the rate of taxation." I do
not apprehend that they will be at all
controverted by any gentleman in this
House who desires to oppose the present
measure. Successive governments -the
Government which made this engage-
ment, the Government which succeeded
it, and which remained in power until
September, 1878, and the present Govern-
ment - have each in their turn recog-
nized this obligation, and have each in
their turn striven, with more or less
success, to carry it ont, and redeem the
pledged faith of the coMntry. I need
not, I think, therefore, detain the Rouse
in discussing the obligation which rests
on the country, as far as is consistent

8
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with the terma which we recognized as
modifying the obligation when it wss
,entered into; I say, as far as consistent
with those terms, I do not think I need
detain the House by arguing that the
country is pledged te the construction of
this railway. The undertaking is one of
a very gigantic characte r- the construc-
tion of a railway from a point not 250
miles from where we are now sitting to
Port Moody on the Pacific Ocean, a dis-
tance of 2,627 miles. I do not think we
quite Tealize the character of the under-
taking unless we compare it with some
spaces which are more familiar to the
imagination. It is a greater distance
than from the north to the south of
Europe, further than from St. Peters-
burg to Gibraltar; further than from the
east to the west of Europe; further
than from Calais to the Caspian Sea.
It is longer than the Mediterranean.
Sea These distances, perhaps, enable
us to realize the immense character of the
task which we have undertaken to carry
out. To compare it with other rail-
ways : it is longer than any single line of
railway that I know ot. The longestline
of railway probably in the world is the
Grand Trunk of Canada,which isnowwith
its Chicago connection, 1,734 miles long.
The Union Pacific from Omaha to Ogden
is 1,037 miles long. The Central Pacific
from Ogden to San Francisco is 813
rmiles long, or,'with its -branches, 1,213
miles; and these are the longest rail-
ways in the world. The road which we
are about to undertake to construct will
be, when completed, 2,627 miles, so that
it is a great deal longer - two-thirds
longer than any railway in existence.
We propose to construct it from Lake
Nipissing to the Pacific Ocean. Run-
ning through our own country, the route
pSesents some great national advantages
which have not failed to attract the
notice of eminent men in the United
States. I shall read, although it has
been noticed elsewhere, a passage from a
speech of the late Mr. Seward, one of
the most distinguished American states-
men, who said, with reference to this
road, in a speech delivered by him some
years ago -

"The route through British America is in
seome respects preferable to that through our
own territory. By the former the distance
fronr Europe to Asia is some thousand miles

Hon. Sir A le.c. Campbel.

sborter than by the latter. Passing close to
Lake Superior, traversing the water-bed which
divides the streams flowing towatds the Arctic
bea from those which have their exit south-
ward, crossing the Rocky Mduntains at an ele-
vation of over 3,000 feet less than at the Soutl
Pas, the road could be here constructed with
comparative cheapness, and would open up a
region abounding in valuable timber and other
natural products, and admirably suited to the
growth of grain and grazing. Hlaving its At-
lantic seaboard at Halifax and its Pacide near
Vancouver Island, it-would-undoubtedly draw
to it the commerce of Europe, Asia and the
United States. Thus British America, from a
mere colonial dependency, would assume a
controlling rank in the world. To her other
nations would be tributary, and in vain would
the United States attempt to be ber rival, for
she never could dispute with her the posses-
sions of the Asiatic commerce, nor the power
which that commerce confers."

I have said, hon. gentlemen, that the
project is to const-ruct a railway from a
point not 250 miles from where we stand
to the Pacific Ocean. For 650 miles of
that distance it would rua on the north
shores of Georgian Bay and of Lake
Superior, and would reach a point at
Thunder Bay on the distant shore of
Lake Superior; from Thunder Bay it
would run 410 miles to Selkirk on the
Red River; from Sèlkirk it would run
900 miles across the prairies to the foot
of the Rocky Mountains ; from the foot
of the Rocky Mountains it would run
450 miles to Kamloops ; from Kamloops
it would run 127 miles to Emory's Bar ;
and from Emory's Bar it would run 90
miles to the Pacific Ocean, Port Moody.
Of this whole distance the Government
has constructed, or is constructing, two
links ; one being the 410 miles between
Prince Arthur's Landing and Selkirk,
and the other being 127 miles between
Kamloops and Emory's Bar, known as
the Onderdonk contret ; and it has
undertaken by the terms of the contract
new before us to construct the additional
90 miles which separate Emory's Bar
from Port Moody. Of the total distance
of 2,627 miles, the Government has con-
structed, is constructing, or will construct,
627 miles, and the company agree to con-
struct the other 2,000 miles.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - What about the
Pembina Branch I

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
That is constructed already ; it does not
enter in this contract. The Pembina
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Banch is 85 miles long, running from 000,000, as I have made it, would be
the boundary of the Jnited States to $84,869,000. A gentleman who holds a
Selkirk. This enorraous work, hon. gen- distinguished position in the other branch
tlemen, bas formed the subject of a sur- of the Lègislature, in a speech made last
vey, the ininuteness of which one may session, estimated that the road would
justly characterize as being nequalled in cost $120,000,000, and he based it on
any Work of the kind - a survey which these details : Callendar Station to Fort
has ocupied a number of years, and William, $32,000,000 ; Fort William to
bas cost the country something like Edmonton, $2,000,000, and Edmonton
three and a half millions of money - so to Burrard Inlet,$45,000,000 -making a
that the topography of the country is totalof $120,000,000. Anothergentleman,
'well known ; and upon the information who occupies a hardly less distinguished
at different stages which the engineers position in the House, estimated it last
engaged on it have sent in to the Gov- year, and spoke of his estimate as being
ernment, various estimates have been the result of "more mature consideration
nade of the probable cost of the construe- by gentlemen best qualified to judge," re-

tion of this road. The first estimate which duced the estimated cost from Lake Su-
I have met with is the estimate of Mr. perior te the Pacifie Ocean to $89,000,-
Fleming, who was for a long timnc the 000. These are the several estimates
engineer in charge of the railway - a which have bedn made of the cost of
gentleman of high professional and pri- this work. They have been put forward
vate character. His estimate was that by men in authotity, by engineers, sud
the roadt would cost, between Lake Supe- by distinguished statesmen, beginning,
rior and;the Pacifie Ocean, $100,000,000, as you will see, at $120,000,000, then.
to which we muet add the cost of the $122,000,000, then $116,000,000, then
road between Lake Superior and Callen- $84,000,000, te which sum must be
dar Station; this can be added according added the cost cf construction from
to the different estimates. Adding it Calendar Station te Fort Willam, and
according to the estimate of 1873 - that then, rising again under the estimate
is, the plan which was formed .by the made by the gentleman te whem I have
Government of Sir John Macdon- alludet, ant whose mime 1 may mention
ald - and under the contract which (Mr. Blake), te $120,Q00,000, and faling
was entered into with the Allans again, under Mr. Mackenze' final esti-
and others; this additional piece, se- mate, matie by gentlemen bet qualified
cording te the prices and terme laid down te judge," te $89,000,000, extra the oat
in the contract, the further cost would frm Callendar Station te Thunder Bay.
be ome $20,294,000. Addingthat to Mr. These are the several eetimtesWhiohkave
Fleming's eetamate, thetcta cost of the bee» formed as te the cot of the construt-
road, acccrding te Mr. Flemings esti- tien cf this wrk. I said o the early part
itate, with this addition, woula be $120,- cf my remarks that I would have cca-
000,000. Adding the ct cf the sane sien te refer t the efforts put forth by
650 miles, accerding tm the next subse- the respective goverments wh power il
quert plan, that cf 1874, the -whole rail- Canada since the union with British
way 'wo(ld have cost $122,000,000. Columbia to accmplish the great work
Âddng it te the estiniate upc» the prices te which thb ountry had best pleiged.
'anld 'h. tfme arranged under the present do so 80 n spirit cf party harfare,

ct, I Oulti ceet $116,9,50,000. stil lese for the purpose cimaking up the
ThFle ts etimates are ail bst upon, ashes of extinguised euts, but for the
and al inc g to Mr. Fleming's estimate legitimate purpoS cf establishing that
of what it would bstfrom Àake Supeor the ccntrat whlch the Government hcas
te thle Paccific an. That estimate cf maute, an , by thie n, m sks the Senate
Mr. Flemngs Wastmahe a t a nt e when t ratify, in by compareion (as I hope t
tae information whih he d, thugh etabliah presently that it w ab orlutely),
tolelrably complete, wag flot perfectly se. a goti andi ativantagecus contract for the
Afterwards, when the inforuation which country, ant far better, ib every way .
he hati was more complete anti more than the pre i toe whih our predecesors
ampe, lie estiated that the total coat of were iting and anfieus t have e»-
th e w h ole ro M r. i t e m in g esti m a te l ei i aî dt h ug of est ablishi n t t

to the Pa ifi n.tat besimat ofmade and, bthig ill ass he benater
Mrlms wa ade a iewe ortfi, ycmaio.a oet
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than the contract made in 1873 by the
previous Government of Sir John Mac-
donald. I will mention the efforts which
were made by the Government of 1873,
and of the engagements entered into by
the Government which succeeded it -
a Government of which my hon. fiiend
opposite (Mr. Scott) was a member -
and I will also refer to the terms which
have been arranged under the present
contract. Under the contract of 1873,
known as the Allan contract, it
was proposed to give a cash
subsidy of $30,000,000 and a
land grant upon the line proper of
50,000,COO of acres, and upon the
branches of 4,700,000 acres, making a
total land grant of 54,700,000. I may
say now, so that I may not expose my-
self to any adverse criticism hearafter,
and, so that I may be thoroughly under-
stood during the progress of the remarks
which I feel it my duty to offer to the
House, I shall, for the purposes of my
argument, constantly treat the land
as worth $1 an acre, and shall so state
the calculations. Adhering to that view,
then, the contract of 1873, proposed to
complete this road for $84,700,000.
lUnder the Act of 1874, it was proposed
to give a cash subsidy of $10,000 per
mile, making on the distance of 2,797
miles, which was then. contemplated
(inclding the Georgian Bay Branch and
the PembinalBranch) $27,970,000. But
to this is to be added another sum, which
the Parliament of that day contemplated
giving in addition to the expressed
cash subsidy; they proposed in addition
to guarantee a certain sum at four per
cent., and tenders were invited upon the
basis of an absolute subsidy of $10,000
per mile, and an absolute land grant of
20,000 acres per mile, and those who
were invited to tender were asked to state
for what further sum at four per cent.
for 25 years, they would undertake to
construct the road. The only actual
contract which took place under that
proposition was a contract with Mr.
Foster, formerly one of our colleagues,
whom I dare saty we all remember. His
own tender was for a higher sum, but he
acquired a contract from some person
who offered to do it for a guarantee of
four per cent. for 25 years on $7,500 per
mile. Taking that as the basis on which
they would have gone on if they had had

Ilon. Sir Alex. Canpbell.

the opportunity and constructed the
whole road, we would have an express
cash subsidy of 827,970,000, and $20,-
977,500, under the four per cent. guaran-
tee, making a total cash subsidy, under
the plan of 1874, of $48,947,500, and a
land subsidy of 55,940,000
acres. Valuing the land, as I
have said, at $1 per acre, this
would give the total cost,under the Act of
1874, of $104,887,500. Now, under the
contractof 1880,the one on the tablewhich
the Government asks the House to sanc-
tion,we are in thefirst place to estimate the
cost of those portions of the road which
we are constructing and which we have
agreed to construct, and the Pembina
Branch. The Fort William and Selkirk.
section,the Peni>inaBranch and the Kam-
loops and Burrard Inlet section form 712
miles of road and are estimated to cost $27-
700,000, nearly $28,000,000. Inaddition
to this we propose by this contract to
give to the coupany $25,000,000 and
25,000,000 acres of land - % total of
$77,700,000.• So that, speaking in round
figures, under the contract of 1873 the
road would have been eompleted for
$85,000,000; under the arrangement of
1874 for $105,000,000, and under this
contract, for $78,000,000. I have esti-
mates of the cost, valuing the land at
$1.50 and $2 per acre; but it really does
not make any difference in the compari-
son, because it tells both ways, and only
increases the comparative advantage of
the present contract by augmenting the
value of land which we save under this
contract over the preceding plans, and I
think the real question will be preserved
more distinctly in the minds of hon. gen-
tlemen by adhering to the value of $1
per acre rathpr than by mentioning these
various valuations as the cost of the road
under the several propositions to which
I have referred. I have no doubt hon.
gentlemen have studied the contract and
know well its provisions, and I shall- be
exceedingly sorry to detain the House
one moment more than is necessary for
a clear exposition of the subject which is
brought under their notice by the Bill
for which I am asking the second read-
ing. The provisions of 'the contract
divide the road into three sections, give
security for construction, mention the
standard which is to be adopted, refer to
the various portions which the Govern-
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ment is constructing, stipulate the
mode in which the subsidy is to
be paid, exempts the railway for a thou-
sand miles 'where it runs through the ter-
ritory of the Dominion as distinguished
from organized provinces, from taxation
for ail time, and its lands in that terri-
tory for twenty years, or until they shall
'be sold or occupied, admits certain arti-
tles to be used in the construction of the
railway free from customs
duties, makes sundry provisions
as to the mode in which
land is to be granted, by which the coun-
try will retain alternate sections, and,
regarding branches and working, and
modes of raising money on bonds, and
3as regards the distribution of the money.

The subsidy, as hon. gentlemen knew, is
to be paid on the central section of 900
miles across the prairie at- the rate of
fl0,000 per mile; on the western sec-

tion, from the Rocky Mountains to
Kamloops, at the rate of $13,333 per
mile; and on the eastern section, between
Callendar Station and Thunder Bay,
650 miles, at $15,384 per mile. The
land grant is divided as follows --
Central section........ 12,500 acres per mile
Western section.... .. 16,666 "4

Eastern section........ 9,615 "

'Ihe object being to secure in every way
the construction of these various sections
by reserving in the hands of the Govern-
ment sufficient land and money to guar-
antee il, and I may here point out that
a similar provision as regards the section
on which criticism has been most close
was to be found in the Act of 1874. By
that Act $10,000 was appropriated to
each mile of the whole road, ineluding
the prairie section, and it was provided
that each section might be taken up
and executed by itself as any other
seetion muight, so that, in this
resPect, the two projects ' are
"Pilp 'the saime footing. It wil]

e" obsened that under the pre
sent arrangement, which the Ho0ausE
i8 now asked to sanction, we
should be giving the company $26,
000)00 less than under the plan of 1874
and something like $7,000,000 less thar
-under the contract of 1873. But, in addition to getting our railway for les thanunder either of these plans, we get otheadvantages upon which I think a grea
deal of stress should be laid: we get ri

lion. Sir Âlex. Campbelt.

of the management and sale of the lands
which, under the arrangement of 1874,
the Goverument continued to assume the
charge ad expense of.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Two-thirds vere
retained ; the other one-third was given
to the contractors.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Well, as regards two-thirds of the land
grant, that makes a difference of a very
serious and important character. I do
not think that anybody can make an ap-
proximate estimate of th e expense whieli
will be saved by the management and sale
of the landsbeing given tothe company in-
stead of being retained in the hands of the
Govemnment, but I can say this, that we
have read and heard it vehemently urged
by leading gentlemen in the Opposition
that the cost and expense of managing
the lands would swallow up the whole
value of them. But I think we get a
further advantage on which a great desl
of stress should be laid. With the
control of these lands placed in the
hands of the railway company and
the necessities which their enoimous un-
dertaking imposes upon them, it must
follow that they will settle that country.
I should rather be disposed to consider
that the construction of the railway was
not the greatest part of their undertaking.
They have undertaken, in addition to
constructing a railway, to people a conti-
nent. If they do not send settlers in very
large numbers into the North-West, it' is
impossible that the lands could b. of any
#alue, and the railway would be less than
valueless; it would be an unsupportable
burthen. The success of their scheme
depends upon their being able to send a
large number of settlers into the North-
West. The expense of so doing, which
has -not been dwelt upon, will entail a
very great burden upon this company.
To send settlers into that country in such
numbers as would give 'traffic to the rail-

- way would require an enormous expendi-
ture of money, and of intellect. It will
require the establishment of agencies all

- through Europe, extensive advertising,
subsidies to the papers, subsidized pas-
sages, arrangements for conveying emi-

- grants from Europe to the North-West,
i and a thousand details which must in-
r volve great anxiety and an immense ex-
t penditure of money. It will be an enor-
d mous tax upon the resources of those who
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have entered upon this undertaking.
Look at the number of emigrants we
have been able to secure in this country
by the expenditure of the Government
in former years, an expenditure which
has attracted the notice of this House
(attention having been called to it by the
hon. gentleman who is now in.the chair)
for the purpose of procuring immigrants
to this country. iDuring the five years
preceding last year it amounted in the
aggregate to something like $1,600,000,
and during that time we procured
97,000 settlers, showing that the cost to
the Government was at the rate of nearly
$18 per head. With all the exertion
used by the Government and the ex-
penditure of this large amount9of money,
with the agencies that we had in
Great Britain and Ireland, Germany and
Norway, and with all the machinery
which was put in operation, during these
five years the immigration only arrived
here at the .rate of 20,000 persons per
annum. · But this Company, if their
railway is to succeed, if they are to secure
traffic for it, must have immigration on
a much larger scale than this. They
must, I should say, settle in the North-
West every year after next year, 100,000
persons, and it will be the
crucial point of the succeas of
the whole undertaking ,which they
have assumed, and should be considered
and weighed earnestly when reflections
are made upon the money and lands
which it has been said have been given
to them with a profusion which has been
characterized, I am told, as pro-
fligate. In addition to that, it must he
borne in mind also that they cannot
settle one of their sections without assist-
ing the settlement of the adjoining sec-
tion; so the country may expect to have
the settlement of our country greatly
facilitated. It must be remembered that
the Company get but 25,000,000 acres
out of some 200,000,000 or 259,000 000
of cultivable land in the North-West,
and the rest, which remains the patri-
mony of the country, will be settled, in
all human probability, mainly by the
exertions put forth by this Company to
settle their own lands. In addition to
the settlement of the lands we get the
operation of the railway. It has. been
looked upon as an additional instance ôf
the extreme recklessness of the Govern-
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ment that they have given this railway
to the Company. True, they have given
it to the Company, and the arrange-
ment of 1874 proposed the same thing,
but is not the true view that
the Conipany undertakes the burden 1
It is a gift which will tax thei
considerably. They undertake the
burden of running1the road forever, and
security is given for the running of it for
ten years, because it is well known that
the running of the railway in the earlier
part of the history of the coutry would
be a great tax upon the resources of the
company. Estiinates.have been put for-
ward of the cost of running railways,
and I have before me the cost of running
the road which connects Quebec and
Halifax for some years. The expenditure
will surprise some hon. gentlemen when
they hear it-$2,960 per mile. Multi-
plying the length of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, 2,712 miles, by this rate, we
get the enormous sum of $8,031,000-
in round numbers eight millions. Mr.
Mackenzie estimates it at $6,750,000, a
sum which is supposed to be based on
the ordinary working expenses of the
Intercolonial Railway in 1874-5, the
cost per mile that year having been
$2,420. These two amounts are the
estimates put forward as the probable
expense of working the Pacifie Railway.
I say that in addition, therefore, to
constructing the road and managing the
lands, and the advantage we have in the
prospective settlement of the country,
this company undertakes a very burden-
some task in agreeing to operate
the railway from the time it
shall be finished, -ffnd having
to do so during a long period when per-
haps the traffic will be small and the
returnslight. Evidently, the cost, under
the best circumistances, inust be five or
six millions per annum, and the receipts
during the early history of the road, for
ten or twelve years, must be compara-
tively small, so there,will be a serious
1os which must be considered before
hon. gentlemen can fairly say that the
sum given by the Government to the
contractors is excessive or more than it
should be. Then, in additi:n to that,
they undertake to equip that portion of
the road which the Government con-
structs. The cost of equipping a road is
estinated at $2,000 per mile, which
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would give for 712 miles a million and a
half of money. All this the companyl
undèrtake to do.in addition to building
the road, and yet the comments are for
the most part on the cost of the line as
a work of construction, and no stress is
laid upon the other burdens and expenses
which the company assume. Now, I
have tried to describe the con-
tract as it is, I have tried.
to describe to you the under-
taking which the company has entered
into-to draw a distinction between
wbat they have to do and what
the Government has to do, and
to portray to the House what
f urther responsibilities, in addition to the
construction of the railway, are imposed
upon the Company. To this plan of
ours which you will observe is a cheaper
one than any that las ever before been
proposed to Parliament, which is $26,-
000,000 less than the proposition of Mr.
Mackenzie's Government in 1874, and
six or seven millions less than the propo-
sition of Sir John Macdonald's Govern-
mènt in 1873 - to this proposition,
which involves so many advantages to
the country, some of which I have
attempted to describe, and imposes so
many þurdens upon the Company which
I have attempted to describa shortly-to
this proposition a great many objections
have been taken.. It would be impossi-
ble for me, and I should feel that I was
trespassing upon the patience of hon.
gentlemen if I should attempt to reply
to and meet the various objections which
have been made. They have been urged
at great length, and reiterated with a
pertinacity, and in various shapes, in a
way which I am sure hon. gentle-
men have noticed, and I am satisfied that
the hon. members in this House, who
are oPPOSQd to this contract, will admit

t io ing •more in the way of conten-
to could have been desiredthan has already been shown else-
where by gentlemen- who are opposed
to the measure. I shall take up
some of the more iportant of those
objections, because I think it should be
done in the discharge of my duty repre-
senting the Government in this House
and presenting this measure for your
cosideration. It has been said in the

piretplace that we have given the com-
pany a great deal too much money-that
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we are giving them $25,000,000, and
that we have spent, or are committed te
an expenditure upon .the railway of
$28,000,000, making a total of $53,000,-
000. In considering this point let us
look for a moment at the assistance
which has been given to railways in the
'United States.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Does the hon.
gentleman include in this $28,000,000,
the cost of surveys '

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
include the cost of those portions of
the survey which relate to the line of
railway, a little over $1,000,000 I am
told. It was not necessary to include
the $3,500,000, which is the cost of the
exploratory survey of the territories,
from east to west and from north to
south, but only the portion of the cost of
the survey for the sections of the road as
now adopted, amounting, ai I have said,
to $1,000,000, which sum is, I ar in.
formed, properly applicable to this work.
Very opportunely for the purpose which
I have mentioned of ascertaining what
had been done in the United States on
this subject. I came upon a speech the
other day in Congress made by Senator
Blaine, of Maine, who said:-

g It was a remarkable fact that Congress
though they had not done anything In the
intereste of the United States on the Ocean,
had passed 92 Acts for the aid of transuission
by rail: it had given 200,000,000 acres ot land
worth now about 31,000,000,000; and $70,000,-
000 in cash,"
I desire to draw attention to this states
ment as showing that in other countrie-
situated as we are, a similar course has
been pursued to that which we are
adopting in Canada. I also desire to
draw attention to this fact, that of
the $53,000,000 which, under this
arrangement, the country will expend for
the purpose of constructing this
railway, more than $24,000,0
are involved in the works already
under contract, or absolutely con-
structed. A portion of those works
included in this sum for contracts let by
the Government, ot which my hon. friend
was a member; and a considerable por-
tion has been placed 1nder contract by
the present Administration. But what
I wish to call attention to is the f4ot that
the country is at present without this
Bil, committed to the expenditure of
$24,693,700 made up as follows :-
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Lake Superior to Selkirk ......... $14,705,000
Pembina Branch ................ 1,556,900
Kamloops to Emory's Bar......... 8,431,800

Total constructed or under contract 24,693,700
Which will leave the amount of money
dealt with by the present Bill, and which
Parliament is now asked to commit the
country to $28,306,300 of which $25,-
000,000 go to this company and $3,306,-
300 to construct the railway from
Emory's Bar to Port Moody. The total
expenditure in money, however, from
beginning to end, will be as I have said.
$53,000,000. The interest, at 4 per
cent, upon this sum, amounts to
$2,120,000, but take the expenditure to
which we are committing ourselves by
the present Bill, and which, as I have
shown, isles than $29,000,000 (the other
$24,000,000 representing contracts al-
ready entered into, and the Pembina
branch already constructed) the interest
upon this amount, which, for the purpose
of this calculation, I will put at
$30,000,000, would be $1,200,000 per
annum. Against this let me suggest for
a moment the probable result of the
peopling of that countryiby immigrants,
and the probable result to the revenue of
its settlement, even in its infancy. I
have before me a statement of the re-
venue per capita of the country. It
amounts in some of the Provinces to
$3.06 per capita ; in some to $3.05 ;
and in Manitoba and British Columbia,
where the consumption of goods is more
in proportion to the population, the
amount is larger, being $9.14 in Mani-
toba and $10.32 in British Columbia.
Suppose we divide that by half, and say
the revenue from settlers in the North-
West will be $5 per head, 100,000 set-
tiers would yield $500,000 to the re-
venue and 500,000 would yield
$2,500,000, which would be more than
the interest on the whole cost of the rail-
way - $53,000,000. Supposing that
through the exertions of this Company
which they are obliged to put forward,
because the success of the enterprise
depends upon the rapility with which
they settle their lands,- suppose through
their exertions that in three years500,000
people are settled in the North-West,
we would get a revenue from them of
$2,500,000 per annum. Of course, there
will be a great manny other charges, but
still a considerable proportion of that
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revenue may be very properly considered
in the hands of the country for the pur-
pose of assisting in bearing the burden
which this measure will impose upon it;
but we are told not only have we given toc
mach to the Company for constructing
this line, but that the price per mile is
too large. It is pointed out that the
prairie section will not cost more than
$10,000 per mile. En pas8ant, I may
remark, by a statement laid upon the
table by the Minister of Railways the
other day it appears the first hundred
miles west of Winnipeg cost $13,D00 per
mile. But let us look at the cost of
other railways in other parts of the
country, and not.only in Canada, but in
the United States. I have had a state-
ment prepared of the average cost per
mile of Canadian railways. I will give
the amounts in round figures. The
Grand Trunk Railway cost $106,000 per
mile; the Great Western, $42,000 per
mile; the Intercolonial, $50,000 per
mile; the eastern division of the Q'uebec,
Montreal, Ottawa and Occidental,
about *28,000.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - It cost about
$30,000 a mile.

-Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Then the Prince Edward Island Railway,
which runs through a level coun-
try, and would represent not unfairly
some of the country through which
the Pacific Railway is to pass, cost
$17,424 a mile. I have had a
statement prepared of the cost per
mile of the vaiious railways in the
United States - of those in Minnesota
and Dakotah, and in the whole group of
Western and South Western States,
whicb present very much the same topo-
graphical peculiarities as our own west-
ern country. Some of those roads are
very much like the one we have now
under consideration. Those lu Minne-
sota and Dakotah especially are very
similar to our own. In Minnesota there
are 2,724 miles of railway, which coSt
$65,000 per mile.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Watered stoek.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -No,
it is the actual cost of construction per
mile as given in Poor's book. In
Dakotah there are 138 miles of railway,
which cost $24,000 a mile. The average
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cost..of railways in the Western and I
South-Western States is $46,000 per t
mile. The total of all the railways Of
the United States is 84,715 miles, which
cost $4,416,510,867, or $52,000 a mile.
In Canada the cost per mile, leaving the
Grand Trunk Railway out of the ques-
tion, varies from $14,428 to $50,000,
and in the group of States which I have
named from $23,000 to $&5,000. I do
not think it is an unfair thing to con-
clude, as gentlemen sp9akin.s in the other
branch of the Legislature did a few days
ago, that our road might reasonably and
'fairly be calculated to cost, for 1,000
miles of it west of Winnipeg, $10,000
,er mile, and for other portions, amount
ing in all to another 1,000 miles, $40,000
per mile; or a total of ten millions for
the one and forty millions for the other
and for this the company get $25,000,000
and 25,000,000 of acres of land. I do
not think that it is at all an unfair calcu-
tion. I think from the statistics
given, hon. gentlemen will admit it
is not an unfair] calculation in com-
parison with the cost of railways in the
United States, and the cost of existing
lines in Canada. Then, it is said that
we give too much land - that the
25,000,000 of acres is an enormous
amount of land to give. In the first
place before we diseuss that, I desire to
present to the House the amount both
in land and money which Parliament
las repeatedly placed at the disposal of
the Government - the Government of
1873, and the Government of 1874.
I quote from a speech of the Minister of
Railways delivered elsewhere. In 1873
the cash subsidy authorized by Parlia-
ment was $ß0,000,000, and the land
grant 54,700,000 acres. In 1874, at the
instance of the Government of which my
hon. friend (Mr. Scott) was a member,
Parliament placed in the hands of the
Government a subsidy of $10,000 and
20,00@ acres Of land per mile for a road
2,797 miles in length - equal to
$27,970,000 in cash, and 55,940,000
acres of land, and that is over and above
a distance of forty miles from Calendar
Station towhat at that time was intended
to be the point where, the eastern
end of the Pacific lRailway was
to commence, s0 that Parliament has
again and again placed in the handa of
the Executive for the time being a very
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arge amount more of land and money
han we propose to expend. In speaking

of this land,I desire to present this con-
ideration to the House : the land is not
given to this company in the same sense
that money is given. When you give
e25,000,000 in money that money is
gone ; it la of no more use to the coun-
try. But give them 25,000,000 acres of
land and that land is not gone, but in
many senses remains and becomes of
much more value to the country than
ever it was before. These lands are not
poured into the St. Lawrence as you
pour water. They remain ours as On-
tario is ours, and Quebec is ours, and
when they come to be peopled with pros-
perous settlers and afford comfortable
homes to immigrants, w e shall find them
a hundred times more valuable to us than
they have been in their existing state. I
have said as much as I desire to say
about the land and money, my sugges-
tion being, in general terms, that the ex-
penditure in cash involved in this meas-
ure is $29,000,000, which will impose a
tax of $1,160,000 per annum, and,the
revenue yielded by settlers upon the
lands, which must be settled in order to
make the undertaking prosperous, will
amply repay the country for that
expenditure. I say with refer-
ence to the land that we are
not giving it away in the sense of its
being lost to us, but placing it in a posi-
tion in which it will be more valuable to
us than it has ever been before. It is
said that we have adopted an improper
standard in taking the Union Pacific
Railway as it was in 1873, as that
upon which our railway is to be formed.
When the debate began in another place,
it was supposed that we had taken as a
standard the Union Pacific Railway at a
period prior to 1873. That error, if it
was an error, was immediately rectified
by a letter from the contractors, who
stated that they understood, as the Gov-
ernment did, that the Union Pacific Rail-
way, as it was in 1873, was to be the
standard.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Is that mentioned
in the Bill 1

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - No;
but it has been mentioned in a letter
written by the contractors to the Gov-
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ernment, which has been read in ancther
place.

Hon. Mr. SCOT1' - Why not amend
the Bill in that sense i

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - It
would be inconvenient, aud I do not
think it is necessary. ·*

Hon. Mr. MILLER - It is a declara-
tion by the parties as to the construction
of the clause.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
have looked into the state of the Union
Pacifie Railway in 1873, and find that in
August of that year the Government
Insp.ectors of the United States were
sent over that'road to examine it, and in
the Decoember following they made the
following report to the Secretary of the
Interior

EXTRAcTsfrom a report made by the Government
Directors of the Union Pacifie Railroad to
the Secretary of the Interior, tn Dec., 1873.

i A visitation of the line of the road was
made by thr6e of the Government Directors
during the month of August last. The entire
line was passed over by daylight, and the
examination made suggested some subjects of
interest, apon which we deem it advisable to
to report."

" The Government Directors found the road
its equipment, and the appointments neces-
sary to the maintenance thereof in a condition
highly satisfactory. Probably no equal num.
ber of consecutive miles of railway in the
United States can be found in better condition."

Nothing can be stronger than that;
nothing more, I think, is required to
show clearly that the standard we chose
was a good and safe standard. It was
chosen because the Union Pacific ran in
the same direction over the same ob-
stacles, m.eting the .same prairies and
mountains as our railway meets and
overcomes.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - It was the sanme
standard in the second Syndicate.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - And
as my hon. friend from Richmond says,
the same standard was adopted in the
second offer. I have looked at the
business done by this road in 1873, be-
cause you can infer from that whether
the road was in a good or a bad condi-
tion. I find that it carried 174,894 pas-
sengers more than ninety-five millions of
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miles, and 487,484 tons of freight over-
223,000,000 miles; the net earnings,.
over and above working expenses,
amounted to $5,291,000. A road that
can carry that number of passengers and
that amount of freight over so many
miles, pay all expenses and net to the
good $5,791,000, is a road in good order.
Then, another objection is that it is a
gigantic monopoly. It was necessary to
make it a monopoly in a certain sense,
but that it is a gigantie monopoly in any
sense prejudicial to the country I entirely
deny. In the first place, it must be borne
in inind that the road will run west
not far from the parallel of Winnipeg.
We will suppose that it runs on that
parallel-it does for the first hundred
miles, and I- believe for the second hun-
dred also-it may afterwards run a little
south, but it turne to the north again.
There is no mnnopoly of any description
north of the line. The country on thq
north side of the Pacifie Railway is left
perfectly free to anybody and everybody,
and no provision whatever is contained
in the charter makiûg a limitation of anv
kind. The greater part of the country
is to be found to the north of the line
not to the south of it : to the north an
immense territory stretches out towards
the Peace River, containing the bulk of
the valuable country. To the south
there is a monopoly in this way : that
all railways must run in a westerly or
southwesterly direction, and only the
Pacifie Railway Company itself is allowed
to run lines in a southerly or south-
easterly direction.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Hear, hear!

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMIMELL - My
hon. friend says " Hear, hear." The
object of that is to prevent other
people-I will show presently why there
is no danger to be apprehended from the
Pacifie Railway Company-from con-
structing railways which would carry off
business to the south by lnes through
Minnespta and Dakotah. But there is no
occasion for such a restriction as against
the Pacifie Railway Company, because
they will own'the whole line of railway
running from Selkirk to Thunder Bay
and eastward, north of Lakes Superior
and Huron. Fifty millions of money
will be involved on their part in the
maintaining of business on the line of
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the Pacific Railway. What danger.
therefore, so far as they are concerned,is
there that they will build lines elsewhere
to take business from it I They can have
no other object but to get traffic for
their road. Other people are not cut
out. It is not said that other lines
shall not be built south-westerly, but
they must comie to Parliament for
authority. and the difference between the
Pacifie Railway Co. and the others is this :
they are allowed to build anywhere,
while others only build in a certain
direction, and must come to Parliament
for the right to build. This Company is
lnterested in preserving the business on
the Pacifie Railway. They must, in
order to make their undertaking a suc-
ces, bring all the business they can to
the Pacifie Railway, and therefore they
are allowed to build branches. The
very name " branches" conveys the
idea of roads which will be feeders, tri-
butaies to the trunk line. The mo-
ment they construet a Une to carry
traffic away from the Pacifie Railway it
ceases to be a branch line ; so I do not
think there is any danger there. This
view, which seems to me a very just
oRe, is strongly put forward by
a paper published in St. Paul.
It is said by some gentlemen who are
opposed to this measure that the Syndi-
cate will carry off business to the south
because they are interested in a road run-
rung to St. Paul; 'but it must be borne
in mind St. Paul is not a terminus.
The freight must go to Chicago and New
York. Therefore they are supposing
this: that this Company, owning a line
of railway through Canada which cost
them $50,000,000 will, for the purpose
of getting business for a comparatively
short Une of 480 miles carry off freight
frònt the longer line and run it to the
States, They have nothing to do with
the lines connecting St. Paul's with New
York, and ls it not unreasonable to sup-
pose that they wiHl carry off basiness
to the line ii which they have a comi-
paratively small interest 1 It Must also
be borne in mind that by giving them,
the right to build branches rnning To
the Eouth it will enable them to carrybusiness to the Pacifie Railway. In the
future it is confidently believed by gen-
tlemen who have given·attention to the
subject that the business of Dakotah and
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Minnesota will come to us and pass over
the Pacifie Railway to Montreal and
down the St. Lawrence. That is the re-
sult which is contemplated and
which seems very probable - one
much more probable than the other
suggestion-and which is the view put
forward by the writer in the St. Paul
paper to which I bave alluded, and
which I shall detain the House a moment
to read. It is as follows :-

" If they owned and controlled that portion
of the Canada Central or Canada Pacifie easit
of Sault Ste. Marie it would be obviously for
their interest to make it the outiet for 'their
Minnesota system by a connection betweer,
St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie. They would
thus carry their freights to the seaboard for
the greater part of the distance over their own
Unes, instead of being dependent, as they now
are wholly, on the Chicago lines terminating
at St. Paul and Minneapolis. They do not
own a mile or a foot of railroad between St.
Paul and Chicago, and they have, therefore,
no interest whatever in.feeding those lines, or
in diverting to them the traffic either of their
Minnesota' lines or of the Canada Pacifie. O-
the contrary, it is plain that if they owned
the Canadian Pacifie eastward from the Sault
Ste. Marie they would have a vital interest in
making it the outlet not only of their Cana-
dian Pacific business, but of all their Minne-
sota and Dakota business which might be
destined to the seaboard. A connection be-
tween St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie would be
to the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba ar
imperative business necessity, becausé In no
other way could they make the eastern section
of the Canadian Pacifie pay.

« We suppose it is a plain businçs propo-
sition that their earnings depend upon the
amount of business they do on their own
Unes, and not on those of some other cor-
poration ; that therefore they will necessarily
make every effort to secure all the businesb
they eau for their own lines, and especially,
to see that their own business shall, if
possible, go over their own lines. It
is not at all probable that the eastern
section of the Canadian Pacifie could for
many years be made to pay its running
expenses except through a connection with
the Minnesota and Dakotah system of railroads.
In order to make it pay enough to render'it
worth their while to invest their money In
building it, they must find means to throw ail
the traffic not only of the Canada Pacifie, but
of their Minnesota and Dakota roads upon it.
Its whole commercial value to them depends
on their making it the eastern outlet of their
Minnesota system, which they can only do by
connecting it with Sault Ste. Marie. The
idea that they would deliberately divert the
trafiic of the Canada Pacifie and of their Min-
nesota and Dakota Mines to the Chicago and
New York railroads, in which they have not a
dollar's interest, from the eastern outlet built.-
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and owned by themselves at a cost of many
millions of money, is the most preposterous
absurdity which was ever hatched by partisan
extravagance."

Another objection which was taken to
the arrangement was that the company
might impose any rate of freight they
pleased upon the future inhabitants of
the country and the rates charged by the
St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba
Railway have been quoted. Since that
objection was taken we know that it was
mentioned in the other House by the
Minister of Railways that an amendment
to the Consolidated Railway Act will be
introduced which will clear up any diffi-
culty on that point. I do not myself
think that there was any real ground
for apprehension in the contract as it
stood. It was urged that the Govern-
ment could not reduce the freights below
a sum which would pay ten per cent.
-on the capital of the company. It was
contended by those who were opposed to
the Bill that the meaning of this was the
amount of money used in constructing
the road whether furnished by the com-
pany or by Government subsidies. The
charter fixed the capital at $25,000,000,
and we thought it was clear that it was
-upon this sum, or so much of it as
might be paid up, that the 10 per cent.
applied. It was argued on the other
hand that the rates could not be controlled
until the company earned ten per cent.
upon what the road cost, wbether in
subsidy br in money. I do not think
that construction was the true one, but
even if it was, it has been remedied
since in the way mentioned in the other
branch of the Legislature by the Minis-
.,er of Railways.. The Bill to which he
referred will be introduced this session,
and will apply to this railway, and to
all other railways in the country. Then
it has been objected to this measure,
there is an exemption from taxation
which is altogether an anomaly and
which will have the effect of putting a
great many millions into the pocket of
this company, and depriving the country
same amount of money. I do not think
that I can explain that more clearly or in
better terms than was used in another
place by a gentleman whose attention
had been directed to it. In the first
place it was urged by an hon. gentleman
in that House that the amount
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involved in this question was
$21,000,000 - that this exemption from
taxation was equivalent to giving the
company $21,000,000. He had arrived
at that by a proceus which I shal speak
of presently. It was urged by another
gentleman that the exemption was worth
$40,000,000. These are expressions and
exaggerations which I thought would
have been retracted when the explanation
was given. They may have been; I do
not know; but the mistake was one
which had been arrived at in the manner
which I shall explain. The true amount
involved was stated, upon a calculation
which I think every one will concur in,
to be $6,481 per annum. To arrive at
that calculation 1,000 miles must be
taken as the distance to which the exemp-
tion applies. It does not apply to any
land in Ontario or Manitoba or British
Columbia, but simply to the prairie
section which is in the North-West
Territories, and for those 1,000 miles,
making a calculation that the lands are
worth even as much as lands are rated
at in Ontario, and estimating 12 acres
to the mile, which is more than suffi-
cient, and, allowing 3,000 acres for
sidings and buildings, which is also much
more than sufficient, and, estimating
that land is worth $12.14 an acre -- as is
done in many counties in Ontario -
making the calculation upon the total
distance on this estimate $432,000 is
the value of the exempted land on which
the railway is buit ; and assessing it at
a rate above the average rate in Ontario, a
cent and a half, gives $6,481, which is
the amount, or more than the amount,
of exemption from taxation, so far as
regards the railway itself. Now, let us
see whether there is anything unusual
in exempting railways from taxation.
We all know how ready in this part of
Canadapeople are to give aid to rail-
ways; how ready municipalities are to
assist them, and how constantly it is
done. I have before me a statement of
the various amounts whieh have becn
given in aid of railways by municipalities,
by the different provinces, and by the
Dominion. The amounts are as follows:

By the Dominion...... $66,166,539
Ontario ........... 3,915,517
Quebec.......... 10,877,015
Nova Scotia....... 1,894,350
New Brunswick.... 3,308,000

Total .......... $86,161,422
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And by municipalities in :-
Ontario .... .... $8,000,000
Quebec .............. 3,000,000
Nova Scotia.......... 275,000
New Brunswick ...... 296,000

Tota ....... ,.. $12,782,000

Altogether a total of $98,000,000 from
the Dominion, the provinces and the
miunicipalities. I should think, in the
face of that, that it would hardly be
contended there was anything un-
usual or extraordinary in our conceding
that point. It must be borne in mind,
also, that municipalities are constantly
ready to aid railway enterprises. Take
the town of Winnipeg, for instance.
The other dày it offered to give thirty
acres of land in the, heart of the
town for the shops of this Pacific Rail-
way, and to exempt them from taxation
for ever., We all know that municipali-
ties are constantly anxious to get rail-
ways to establish works and shops within
their limits, and always ready to exempt
them from taxation, and, after ail, this
is the amount of this clause. We have
been told also, that we should not have
exempted the lands from taxation. Ishould
liketo know what companywould consider
this land grant of value if it was to be
taxed the moment they got it. The
exemption is for twenty years or until
the lands are sold or occupied. If the
lands were taxed immediately, instead of
being an advantage to the company they
would be a great burden, because almost
as soon as settlers get in there the lands
might be seriously taxed, and the belief
that they might be would militate very
much against the use which the company
might make of then as a security to
borrow money upon. This exemption
has been spoken 6f elsewhere as worth
an ,enormous sum. of money, and my
hon. friend the Minister of Railways, was
charged with throwing away $23,000,000
of money by it, and the Union Pacific
was quoted as paying $835,000 a year
in taxes, whereas it turned out that they
had paid that sui in seventeen
years. It is difficuit to say what
the exemption may be worth, but cer-
tainly more than twenty millions less
than the estimate I refer to. But
it must be borne in mind that if the
lands are to be exempted for twenty
years, unless sold or occupied, t\e effect

HOn. Sir Alex. Campbell.

of that exemption on the volume of tax-
ation of the country is the only contri-
bution the future population of the
North-West is making to the cost of con-
struction of the railway. We in this
part of the Dominion have contributed
to the constructing of railways in ail
directions at a cost of $98,000,000., The
population of the North-West will corne
party from these provinces, it i&- true,
but chiefly from Europe. Immigrants
will settle there and have all the advan-
tages of railway communication, with ail
the increased value it gives to their
property and crops, and the chief contri-
bution which they will make is the addi-
tional taxation which the fact of the ex-
emption of these lands will swell the
gross burden of the country to. I do not
think that can be considered in the least
unfair; on the contráry, it seema to me
a proposition which is reasonable and
right in itself. Then, we find also that
it has been the custom in the United
States. We find that taxation is not
imposed on the lands of the Union
Pacific Railway. We find in the various
States of the Union - Minnesota, Da-
kotah, and in other States, Texas
particularly, the lands which. have
been given to railways are exempt
fron taxation. That system may
possibly have been pushed too far, and it
may be said about the United States
that, although the lands of the
railways ate exempt from taxa-
tion, yet, in consideration of having
these lands, the companies pay a certain
State tax. In most of the States thev
pay a.State tax, but not in al], but that
would not affect the actual settlers, or
help them in their local wants. Suppose
there was a State or Dominion tax im-
posed on this Railway, that would not
assist the settlers, but come to the Do-
minion revenue here. It would not aid
the settlers to build roads and bridges,
and would have no direct effect on their
finances in any way, but would impose a
burden on the company for the benefit of
the Government, and not for the benefit
of the settlers of the country. And it
inust also be borne in mind that we have
made the most liberal arrangements
as regards education for them, by
which their children and descendants
will have lesser and higher edu-
cation without the expense of a farthing.
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Then, hon. gentlemen, another objection
has been taken, that there is an immunity
-from customs duties. The immunity
from customs sounded very badly at first,
api ,rently. There was a good deal said
about it, and our friends were very
anxious about it, while the opponents of
the measure were highly elated to think
they had found such a strong point, as
-they thought,ý against the scheme itself.
But when it comes to be debated it does
not seem to be a serions thing at all,
and certainly not one which bas attracted
latterly as mnuch attention as it did at
Iirst. I hale had a statement prepared
of the probable amount of exe-nptions
from duty under the Syndicate contract.
In the first place we have had the steel
rails mentioned, but steel rails are free
from duty now, and will be for two
years ; then there ,is the duty on fish-
plates, they are also free. The Minister
of Finance, who introduced that measure
which took off the duty, said last year
that the exemption on rails and fish-
plates would be maintained until the
country is able to produce its own steel
rails, but if it had been for two yeara
certain what would be the result ! The
company could and would probably have
imported all the steel rails required for
the construction of the Pacific Railway
during the next two years, and they
could have at once obteined an advance
from the Goverument for the purpose of
paying for them. The result of this
measure may be the construction of steel
rails in the North-West. It is very likely,
indeed, that with this enormous enter-
prise before them the company may find
it to their advantage to utilize the iron
and coal of the North-West and construct
their own steel rails. The duty on the
steel rails for the whole distance would be
$362,934, and on spikes $17,438, but the
whole of the duties which are affected by
this clause will not, under any circum-
hances, amount to over $120,000 ; and
it has been announced in another place
that part of the project which will yet be
submitted to Parliament will include the
making of an allowance to manufacturers
in this country to balance this exemption
from duty, and put them in the same po-
sition of advantage which they now hold
towards foreign manufacturers as regards
those items that may be imported duty
free ; so that those who manufacture
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similar articles in Canadà, going. into the
construction of the Pacifie Railway, will
have the same relative advantage over
those who are imaporting into this coun-
try as they have now. I have now'gone
over, I think, the principal objections. I
did not intend to refer.to every objection,
nor do I intend to bring under the no-
tice of the Honse the second offer which
was made and whicli was referred to just
now, in a remark made by my hon. friend
from Richmond. I do not propose to
discuss that offer, or to draw the atten-
tion of the House to it at present. It
does not seem to me to be an offer neces-
sarily involved in the discussion of the
scheme on the table, sofar as I am con-
cerned, and so far as the duty I am now
discharging is concerned, and I desire to
present the present scheme without re-
ference to it. Nor.do I desire to go fur-
ther into the other objections which
have been raised. I am content to have
endeavored to place before the House a
clear statement of the project itself, and
to have answered the more serious objec-
tions which have been taken to it. Let
us pause one moment to reflect what will
probably follow if this contract should
go into execution, as I hope and trust it
will ; what a stimulus it will give to ail
the industries and trade of the oountry ;
what ships it will bring to our ports
with immigrants ; what stimulus it will
give to our manufacturera by the
expenditure of enormous sums of money
for the construction of the railway, in-
volving all kinds of articles of trade,
supplies and imports ; what a stimulus it
will give to trade, commerce and manu-
factures of every description 1 What a
stimulus it will give to immigration and
the settiemen of the coutry ; how it
will increase the population of the
North-West; what advantages it will
afford to those of our fellow subjects in
England, Ireland and Scotland who. may
be anxious to leave their native land
and still settle under the British flag I I
do not wish to draw invidious comnpari-
sons. 1 did not refer to what was done
by the late Government in any spirit of
party warfare, but I adverted to it for
the legitimate purpose of drawing a com-
parison between the efforts put forth by
the two Governments, and, T think, I
have established that the effort we are
now nakiug is one far more entitled to
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the approval of Parliament and of the
COuntry than the one which they
made. I think I have also established
that the arrangement itself, and by itself,
is an advantageous contract for the coun-
'try. I am afraid that I have detained the
Rouse by a speech of intolerable length,
but I was very anxious to submit a clear
statement of this great scheme, and, if I
have done that, I have accomplished the
full purpose for which I rose. I trust
that the measure will meet with the
approbation of the House. The
Government look forward with as-
sured hope to its proving of great advan-
'tege to the country. It's execution
has been placed in the hands of men who
are eminent in the practical work of
railway construction, suifficiently skilled
and sufficiently experienced, and who
' ave financial resources sufficiently strong
t >r the project which they have under-
taken. I trust they will succeed in their
great enterprise, and that those of us
who may survive until 1892 will find
this work completed, and, through ita
Mans, the settlement' of many hundreds
of thousands of people in the great North-
West ; people who will be enjoying
happy and prosperous homes, with pros-
pecta as bright as those of the denizens of
any part of the world, and who will in
the future maintain with us the British
dilag on this continent, and feel with us
that freedom and order are more fully
secured under its folds than under any
form of government which human in-
genuity has yet invented.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -The close atten-
tion that the House bas given to the
observations that have fallen from the
leader of the Government are the clearest
possible evidence that hon. gentlemen
feel the importance of the subject that is
now under debate. Certainly, since Con-
federation, no proposition has ever been
submitted to the consideration of this
Chamber or the Parliament, of Canada
anvolving matters of equal importance
with the present one. The lion. gentle-
man has, in the coutse of bis observations,
endeavored to show to this House that it
wotild be to the advantage of this country
to, as he says, accept the proposition now
befOre the House. He prophesies very
muany advantages which are to flow from
the passage of this Bill. I do not conctar
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in the'views which the hon. gentleman
has expressed, either in reference to the
advantages which the country will derive
from this contract, or the conclusions that
he has drawn as to the relief it will be
to this country to have this road con-
structed under the proposition sub-
mitted by the Government. 1 agree
with the observations with which he
opened bis speech to the House in refer-
ence to the obligations we entered upon
in 1871 with British Columbia, but the
fact that we are now, at a period of ten
years from that date, discussing the pro-
ject of the Pacific Railway, must be the
best possible evidence that the proposal
of the Government of that day was
entirely premature; that the circum-
stances of the times did not warrant the
promise made to British Columbia, when
that Province came into the Union, that
Canada would, within a period of ten
years, construct au all rail route fron
the Atlantic to the Pacific. We find
ourselves, at a period of ten years from
that date, now discussing seriously a
proposition to build this railway; for,
practically, to-day, in the direction of
British Columbia, we have not any con-
secutive lino of railway, beyond that
very short portion that extends west-
ward from Winnipeg of the first hundred
miles, and the portion from Thunder
Bay to Selkirk that is still in-
complete. No evidence could be
stronger that the proposition of that
day was an extremely imprudent
and hasty one on- the part of this country.
In accordance with the treaty I recognize
that it is the duty of this country to
build the railway, but to build it onIv
so fast as the circuinstances of the Do-
minion will warrant. Tine and again,
both during the administration of the
late Governwent and of the administra-
tion that preceded it, the principle was
laid down in the House of Commons,
and was also embraced in the Act of
Parliament of 1874, that this railway
should be built no faster than could be
prudently done, considering the finances
of this country. Its construction was
not in any degree to entail additional
taxation. In order in snome degree to
show our earnestness in that work, and
to complete the railway within some
reasonable tinie, we have on at least two
occasions increasel the burden of taxation
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upon the people of this country, and there-
fore, I say, we are in a position to-day to
take the ground that it is our duty not to
push forward that work with greater haste
than can be done prudently and consistent-
ly with the financial position of Canada.
This subject is one that hasexcited greater
interest than probably any other that
has been presented to the people of Can-
ada for many years. It has been debated
day by day and night after night in an-
-other place for the last seven weeks. The
people of Canada have met in the various
centres of population and discussed the
proposition. In my opinion, the majority
of the people of this country are not in
favor of the measure now under consid-
eration. That, of course, would be dis-
puted at the outset, but it must be con-
ceded that a very large portion - even
if that portion is a minority of the people
of Canada - feel that a very grave mis-
take is being made in forcing this con-
tract through Parliament at the present
moment. The Government is endeavor-
ing to justify its conduct by comparing
this contract with the terms set forth in
the Act of 1874, assuming that proposals
for building the Pacifie Railway in that
year would be applicable and reasonable
in the year 1881. The leader of the
Government in this House gave in the
figures showing the cost of the Grand
Trunk Railway, $108,000 per mile as an
illustration of what a railway might cost.
Would lie be prepared to justify the pay-
ment of such a rate per mile in the present
year? Thehon.gentlemanthinksweshould
accept this proposal because it is as good
as could be effected under the Act of
1874, and it is equal, in his judgment,
to what was proposed under the legisla-
tion of 1872.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Better.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The hon. gentle-
man went further, and lie gave us esti-
mates, as lie said, of the cost of this
railway, in order, in some degree, to
magnify the labor and cost that the con-
tractors have assumed, and I was rather
surprised at this day to hear the extra-
ordinary quotations he made as to the
building of the Pacifie Railway, and
what it was going te cost the contract-
ors. At one time . it was up to
$129,000,000 ; another timne it was

Ion. Mr. Scott.

$116,000,000. 'He seemed, however, t>
have flnallyfixedthe cost at $1O0,000,000s
He quoted Mr. Blake, and other gentle-
men in the House of Commons, wýo, at
some time or other, had given expression
to opinions tending in that direction
Now, in the last ten years, we have
made very considerable progress in our
knowledge of what the Pacifie Railway
will cost. We have spent over-
three and a half millions of
dollars in ascertaining what that
cost will be. Year after year blue.
books have been submitted to us giving
the result of.the labors of that vast army
of engineers and surveyors that have
flooded the country between Lake Nipis-
sing and the Pacifie coast, and this House-
has often commented on the extraordi-
nary expense that has been incurred on
these surveys. Up to a recent period
that land was a terra incognita. No one
was prepared to speak confidently of its,
resources up to the time we took it over
from the Hudson's Bay Company. Very
few explorers had traversed that country
it was known only to the Hudson's Bay
Company's people. We have been,
gathering our information of it since we
made the purchase. After we acquired
the country we supposed there was a,
large area of valuable land there, but I
think 1 am safe in saying to-day that if
the more recent reports are to be relied
on we have a far more valiable territory
there than we supposed when we-first se-
cured that country ten or twelve
years ago. The circumstances
to-day are very different froi
the circumstances at the time- of the
passing of the Act giving the contract to
Sir Hugh Allan and those who were
associated with him. Many hon. gen-
tlemeri in this Chamber have often
spoken of that as an excellent
contract, a contract under which they
believed this work could have been car-
ried out. Well, if it was an excellent
contract, when they come to compare the
details of that contract with the
details of this proposition, they will
scarcely be justified in saying that the
present contract is a good one for the
country. In showing how very unfair
the mode of argument assumed by the
leader of the Government, is, in compar-
ing the proposal of 1881 with the Act of
1874, or the charter of 1872, I may
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remind this House that the value of
money has entirely changed since that
period - the value of money is at least
two or three per cent. less than it Was at
that time. Take the price of console at
that date, and compare it with the- price
to-day. I believe that at.no time in the
last quarter of a century have consola
been at par until within the last month.
Take the value of money in the United
States, where it has golie down to four
per cent.; in 1872 it was difficult to get
Imoney in that country under six per
cent. Consider the enormous sums that
we have spent in the North-West,
entirely apart from the Canadian
Pacifie Railway surveys, ar.d from
the building of the line, in that
period, and they amount to at least
ten millions of dollars. We spent
large amounts on the Dawson Route, on
immigration, in feeding and supporting
the people in that country in the years
187Mr and 1876, in extinguishing the
Indi4n title, in keeping up the Mounted
Police for the preservation of peace dur-
ing the lat seven years ; hon. gentlemen
will find that the expenditure foots up a
sum of nearly ten millions of dollars.
We have collected a vast deal of informa-
tion during that period, and it is conclusive
proof that the circumstances of to-day
were not the circumstances when the
Allan contract was made, nor were they
the circumstances wheu the Act of 1874
was adopted by the Legislature. l 1874
it took weeks where it does not now take
days to get from Ontario into that coun-
try. There was no acces by rail ; there
was no American railway line to
connect us with the boundary of
Manitoba; there was no opening from
Lake Superior to Red River except
thre4gh the difficult and tedious route
knowias the Dawson Road. It is also
within the remembrance of hon. gentle-
men that, during the years 1875, '76, '77
and '78, a cloud of depression hung over
this country, which lessened the value,
not alone of railways, but of al other
securities, which was felt very severely
by the people of Canada during the yearsin which the late Administration endea.
vored to float a scheme for building the
Pacific Railway. The hon. gentleman
Las adverted to, and taken as a basis forhis calculation, the project of buildingthe Georgian Bay Branch, and has quo-
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ted the Foster contract as an illustra-
tion of the working of the Act of 1874.
That was an extremely unfair mode of
comparison. It is very well known that
no tender was ever accepted under the
Act of 1874, as the Act contemplated
the work from Callendar Station to the
Pacifie Ocean. No proposition of that
kind the Government ever enter-
tained, and the Georgian Bay
Branch cannot in any way be
quoted as an illustration of the
cost of the road under the Act
of 1874. Hon. gentlemen know very
well, also, that that section was an ex-
tremely difficult country to build a rail-
way over; we had evidence presented to
this House that it was over a series of
rocky ridges. No fertile lands existed
along the route, and, if there were any,
they did not go to the contractor. The
contractor was not, as in this case, to
receive the lands which bis railway made
valuable ; but, if the proposition to take
the $10,000 per mile, 20,000 acres,
and four per cent. on $7,500, was a fair
proposition for the Georgian Bay Branch,
where there was no fertile land fronting
on the line, would hon. gentlemen say
that for a thousand miles over the prai-
rie thàt would be an equally fair propo-
sition, or that the Government would be
justified in giving the building of the
railway on similar terme to a company
to traverse the easy section of the prai-
rie, and giving them the lands facing on
the railway, and which were madé valu-
able by its constructioi ! I think I can
appeal to the commôn sense of hon.
gentlemen to say that there is no
parallel between the two cases.
The Allan contract of 1873 was the only
proposition ever submitted for building
the Pacific Railway by a company -
the road to be owned and operated by
the company - under any Act .of Par-
liament. I think the times and circum-
stances are widely different now, and
what would have been a fair and reason-
able proposition in 1873, would, in my
judgment, not be a fair or reasonable
proposition in 1881. Still it is useful as
showing us what in the opinion of the
people of this country would be a fair
proposition at that time. I shall, there-
fore, after making some commente on the
basis which the hon. gentleman laid
down as the cost of the building of the
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railway, make a comparison between
the proposition of the Allan company,
and the proposition which we now have
before us. It is quite unnecessary for us
to discuss what was Mr. Fleming's opinion
in 1870, or Mr. Fleming's opinion in
1874, or Mr. Fleming's opinion in 1877.
We, fortunately, have Mr. Fleming's
opinion in 1880. We have bis opinion
after the matured deliberation of ton
years' experience. We have bis opinion,
not theoretically given as it was on for-
mer occasions, but we have it after the
Pembina Branch was completed and in
operation; we have it after some 200
miles of the main lino was built and in
operation - used by the workmen at all
events - between Thunder Bay and Red
River, an opinion which was given so
late as nine months ago. We have it
also after the present Government had
given out the sections known as the
Onderdonk contracts, between Yale and
Kamloops, the cost of the surveys was
known and recorded in the blue books;
the cost of completing the Pembina
Branch was known, and the amounts
thon expended on the section between
Lake Superior and Red River; therefore
I say that Mr. Fleming was enabled to
give us a very correct estimate of what
the portions thon building would cost,
and aiso what the other portions could
be built for. This estimate was made at.
the special request of the Minister while
the subject of railway expenditure was
under consideration in another place.
On the 15th of April, 1880, the Minister
of Railways addressed this letter to the
Chief Engineer: -

, The Minister of Railways and (anai to the
Engineer-in-Chief.

'DxPARTMENT OF RAILwAYS AND CANALS,

OTTAWA, 15th April, 188,0.
" DAa Sa,-The Pacific Railway debate

will begin this afternoon, and I must ask you
to furnish me with an estimate of cost. In
doing this, take the following data:-

t The four contracts recently let in British
Columbia, making full allowances for the
reductions to be Made and referred to in your
report on these contracts.

" The contract for the first 100 miles west 'of
Red River, as it is being carried out with half
ballasting, etc.,

"The acepted tender for the werk on the
second hundred miles section west ot Red
River, ($438,914).

"With regard to the location and character
Hon. Mr. &ott.

of the railway, I am aware that your own
preference has been for a lino with light, easy
gradients. The Government recognises the
advantage of this feature between Lake.
Superior and Manitoba, but west of Red River
we attach less importance to it than the rapid
settlement of the country and the immediate.
accommodation of-settlers.

" The policy of the Government Io to cou-
struct a cheap railway, following, or rather, in
advance of settlement with any workable
gradients that can be had, incurring no ex-
penditure beyond that absolutely necessary to
effect the rapid colonization of the country.

s' In accordance with this policy, Mr. Marcus
Smith has feund a line on the second hundred
mile section where, two years ago, he reported
It impracticable under the old system of
gradients, and he has. stated to me that there
will be no heavier hundred mile section thari
this one between 'Manitoba and the Rocky
Mountains. I am, therefore, perfectly justifed
in calling upon you to take the accepted,
tender for the second hundred miles section as
the basis for estimating cost up to the moun-
tains.

« You have recently shown me returnis frong
Messrs. Caddy & Jennings, indicating large
reductions effected on sections 41 and 42. The
rails for these sections have been secured at
very low rates, and there are other circum-
stances which I need scarcely say will enable
you to place the cost of opening the lino from.
Selkirk to Lake Superior at much less than
the sum named a year ago.

Yours faithfully,
"CHARLEs TupzR.

« SANDroD FLEMINo, Esq.,
f Engineer-in-Chiet,

fCanadian Pacific Railway."

The Government had departed somewhat
from the original intention of having this
a first-class road ;,that, under the circum-
stances, as it was being built as a Gov-
ernment work, it might be wise and pru-
dent, at all events for the present (I am
not going to question the wisdom of their
conclusion), until the traffic increased, to
keep down the expenditure in the con-
struction. Having regard to that, the
Chief Engineer is asked to make au esti-
mate of the cost of the works not only
under construction, but the cost of those
sections that the Government proposed
letting within a very short period from
that date. In answer to that the Chief
Engineer addresses the following letter to
the Minister of Railways

"CANADIAN PAomLo RAILWA,
"OrrIc or TaE ENoINE-IN-CoInF

OTTAwA, 15th April, 1880.
« The Honorable,

"Sir CHALas TuPPm, K.O. M. G.,
" Minister of Reilways and Canal.

" Sir,-I have the honor to- submit the fol-
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iowing estimate of expenditure necessary to
place the Canadian Pacifie Railway in opera-
tiOn from Lake Superior to Fort Moody.

"I tnderstand the policy of the Government
With respect to the railway to be:-

"1. To construct the section between Lake
Superior and Red River with the limited gra-
diente and curveos set forth in my reports laid
before Parliament, so as to secure cheap trans-
Portation, and to provide, by the time the
railway shall be ready for opening, an equip-
ment of rolling stock and general accommo-
dation sufficient for the traffic te be then looked
for.

I 2. To proceed with the work west of Red
River by constructing 200 miles on the route
recently established. The roadway and works
to be of the character defined by the 48th con-
tract and the tenders for the 66th contract
recently received.

" To proceed with the construction of 125
miles in British Columbia uader the 60th, 61st,
42nd'and 63rd contracts. The expenditure on
the 125 miles to be limited in accordance with
the provisions of the contract, and the views
set forth in my report of the 22nd November
last

" To pr.ceed gradually with the intervening
distanbe ; to delay placing additional sections
-under contract ln British Columbia until the
125 miles are completed, or well advanced,
thue prcventing any undue increase in the
Price of labor.

" To carry construction westward from Man-
itoba across the prairie region only a& settle-
-ment advances."

Then Mr. Fleming goei on to discuss
8everal matters in connection with it, and
he gives his estiniate, prepared for Parlia-
men-bsestimate after ton years' experi-
ence. Hon. gentlemen will recoelect
that this is doue by the direction of the
Minister, put down to the very lowest
Possible scale at which it would be pro-
per in the igterests of the public to build
the railway - not a high class road as we
have in the Intercolonial Railway,-but a
ro'A that will simply suit the circum-
staneesof the country until it is populated.
On that basis Mr. Fleming gives the
following estimate:-

"Fort William to Selkirk (406miles), with light gradients, in-
cluOding a fair allowance of rollingstock and engineering during
ecoeSttion................$17,000,000

.Se1kirk tO Jaspar Valley (1,000
-Janu., with ligbt equipment, etc. 13,000,000

ePr Valey to Port Moody (550
j e4with lghtquipment, etc.:,
aepar to Lake Kam-

ooPs, 335 miles, at
3,4 660 .• •. . ... $15,500,000~1-ake Ramiloop to Yale,

125 miles, at $80,00 . I10,000,000
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Yale to Port Moody, 90
miles, at $38,888.... 3,500,000

$29,000,000
Add ............ 1,000,000

30,000,000

Total miles, 1,956......... $60,000,000
"The above does not include cost of explora-.

tion and preliminary surveys throughout all
parts of the country north of Lake Nipissing
to James' Bay in the east, and from Esquimalt
to Port Simpson in the west, between latitudes
490 and 56°, not properly chargeable to con-
struction, $3,119,618, or the cost of the Pem-
bina Branch, $1,750,000, or with other amounts
with which the Pacific jiailway account is
charged."

In a subsequent letter, which I need not
detain the House by reading, he estimates
the cost of building the eastern section
at $20,00,000, but ho sayw even to keep
at those figures that great care will bave
to be taken that due economy is observed,
and concludes his observations with these
prudent remarks:-

" The cost may be enhanced, moreover, if the
location of the line be placed in the hands of
careles or inefficient men, who may fail to
exercise the prudence and judgment called for,
or who may neglect, through want of care or
skill, to lay out the work with' regard to
economy. Or if the supervision of the con-
tracte be lax, so as to admit of the pousibility
of work not absolutely required being executed,
or of payment being made t excess of work
performed, increase of cost will result. From
first to last the strictest economy will have to
be enforced, and rigid control exetcised é*er
the expenditure.?

Now, Mr. Fleming is speaking not of the
prairie section alone, of which only 100
miles was then being built, but he is
speaking of that portion more particularly
which lies between Thunder Bay and
Selkirk, and the portion of the work in
British Columbia known as the Yale-
Kamloops section. He adds

" The estimate submitted is based on the
data set forth, and on that data the whole main
line, from Port Moody, on the Pacifle couat, to
the Eatern Terminus, in thé neighborhood of
Lake Nipissing, may be constructed l the
manner and under the circumstances referred
to, for about $80,000,000. But to meet any of
the possible contingencies to which I have
referred, I beg leave to recommend that in
considering the subject of capital required for
the undertaking, a liberal percentage b.
added.

Oie million of dollars wa's the allowance
for extras. Mr. Fleming's estinate nine
months ago, was muade after the accumu-
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lated experience and judgment he had
acquired in the long period during which
he had been engaged in the carrying out
of this work.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -And
on the character of the road laid down.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Keeping the ex-
penditure down as much as possible on
the portions of the road to be built by the
Government. I have just analyzed the
portions of the work that are to be built
by the Government, and I have also ana-
lyzed the work to be built by the con-
tractors under this proposition on Mr.
Fleming's estimate.

Fort William to Selkirk.. 406 m. $17,000,000
Kamloops to Yale ...... 125 c 10,000,000
Yale to Moody ...... .. 90 c 3,500,000

These sections the Government under-
take to construet for the contractors, and
to have them ready at the end of ten
years. Of course that must be subject
to the question whether labor can be had
as cheap then as now, and to a variety
of circumstances. - That, however, is Mr.
Fleming's estituate. The Fembina
Branch, 83 miles, costing $1,750,000, is
to be handed over, and the Government
have purchased the line between Fort
William and Prince Arthur's Landing.
I presume that they have not given a
very large sum for it; however, it is six
miles more given to the Pacifie Railway.
Then I take and divide the amount of
extras 'that Mr. Fleming placed on the
whole work, and I only charge on the
Government part of it $250,000, and
the whole amounts, according to Mr.
Fleming's estimate, to $35,619,618, in
which I have included, -very properly I
think, the cost of surveys, $3,119,618.
Now, I take from that the equipment,
which was to be of a very light
description, $1,000,000, which leaves,
in My opinion, after giving the matter
due consideration, the amount to be ex.
pended by the Gov;ernment, $34,619,618.
Those figures are entirely based on Mr.
Fleming's estimate of the amount actually
expended, and to be expended. Now%
the Syndicate expend on the eastern sec.
tion, 650 miles, $20,000,00; Selkirk to
Jaspar, 1,000 miles, $13,000,000; Jaspu
to Kamloops, 335 miles, $15,500,000. I
attach also to the gniles to be built by
the Syndicate the balance of the extrai

Hon. Mr. Scott.

- the one million dollars that Mr. Flem-
ing placed on the whole line - and I
assume that the Syndicate will have to
pay $750,000 in excess of the figures that
Mr. Fleming las given ; that. would give
as the expenditure for the Syndicate
$49,250,000. The Government expendi-
ture proceeding pari passu in furnishing
their line at the same time $34,619,618,
making a total expenditure of $83,869,-
618. Mr. Fleming puts it in round
figures at $80,000,000, with very great
economy, but, as he observed in the con-
cluding portion of his teport, a liberal
percentage will, no doubt,have to be added
to bis $80,000,000, so that these figures
correspond with Mr. Fleming's estimate.
Now, I propose taking the present con-
tract and comparing it with the only ex-
isting proposition that ever was made for
building the Canadian Pacifie Railway
by a company, and that is the contract
made with ~Sir IBugh Allan and his
associates in 1873. But in doing that, I
wish hon. gentlemen to bear in mind the
observations that I made in reference to
the timeg then and the times now ; and,
in addition to what I then said, I might
draw attention to what is probably more
striking, as it is more pertinent to this
subject - the altered condition of the rail-
ways in Canada and the United States
then and to-day. We had friom 1874
down to 1878, a depression extending, not
alone over Canada, but over the United
States, and was felt very severely by the
railways. Hon. gentlemen will recollect
that the newspapers from day to day
announced the fact that the railways
were passing into the hands of receivers,
being sold by the order of the courts, sold
often for the iron that formed' the road
bed, the parties who had embarked their
capital in those enterprises losing it
absolutely. We know as a matter of
fact that the Northern Pacifie Railway,
chartered in 1864, although endowed
with an enormous land grant of
47,000,000, running through a fertile
country, came to ruin during that
period. In 1874, I think, it was
found impossible, even with the
enormous subsidy of land and the many
other advantages to which allusion bas
been made, to go on with that road. So
it stood up to 1879. But what did we
see the other day in New York in refer-
ence to the Northern Pacifie Railway 1
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y, when they asked for $40,000,000,
O ering their lands as security, they had
nlO difficulty in getting it ; the amount
wa0 subscribed the first day. The papers
stated that they were offered $60,000,-
000, when they only required $40,000,-
000. No better proof can be given than
that one fact of the change that bas taken
place; no better illustration of what my
*ontention is, that the circumstances and
times have so entirely changed that you
could not make a comparison of what
Would be wise and prudent to pay in
1881, by reference to the propositions in
the Act of 1874. Then take the St.Paul
and Pacific'Railway, which was chartered
with a very valuable land grant, and
which was built some years before the
depression, traversing a country as rich
as any on this continent. What was tLe
condition of that road from 1874 to
1879 1 In a perfect state of collapse;
no word could better describe its position.'
The. lands were in absolute default,
and the road was offered for
sale in the markets of the world,
but no one would touch it. We
know how suddenly things changed
in 1879. We know that the very gen-
tlemen who are the prominent element in
this contract, known as the St. Paul
Syndicate, Messrs. Stephen, Angus and
Hill, fortunately for themselves, secured
that road just at the mqment things were
on the tuin. It is a matter of notoriety
the enormous sums that were made by
that Syndicate out of that oomparatively
short railway of a few hundred miles in
length. I notice that the people who
sold to them are now contesting the sale
in the courts. They are disappointed
and annoyed that they were so foolish as
to part with their road at a moment when
hues were depressed, but they got the
best price that could be paid for it.
Tiere was a sudden jump in railway
property having land subsidies, and what
was only worth a few hundred thousand
dollars in April, was in August worth
several millions of dollars. I know that
he speculators in New York who

tok the Northern Pacific Railway bonds
when they were worth only ten cents
on the dollar, became millionaires sim-
py by the altered condition of affairs.
What caused it i One of the great fac-
tors in this change was the terrible de-
pression in western Europe over the

Bon. Mr. Scott.

period extending from 1874 up to last
year, during which, year by-year, the de-
mandforcereals became greater in France,'
Germany and England. Ail looked to
the vast granaries of this continent to
furnish the people of Europe with food.
We see by the statistics of the United
States, the vast exports of cereals from
that country jumped hundreds of millions
each year during that period, until last
year the export of cereals alone from the
United States was over $600,000,000 in
value. What effect had that i It had
this influence on the people in Europe:
it turned their attention to the future of
this country ;'they saw that the food sup-
ply of Euiope, at all events, must be
furnished by America - that the food
supply of the. world was in the North-
West. Fertunately for us we have a
North-West of our own - a vast area
that will produce just asbountifully, wtien
it is peopled by an industrious population,
as the country immediately south .of the
line of 49. That was one of the causes,
and that cause has only come to the sur.
face' within a comparatively short period.
It entirely alters the condition of the
North-West, and places the lands of our
prairie country on an entirely different
basis. Does anyone suppose that in the
years 187.4, 1875 or 1876 we could have
sold the lands ià the North-West for a
dollar an acre ? No; we could not.
And do not hon. gentlemen know to-d&y
that lands are held there at $5, $15 and
$20 an acre 1 The Manitoba and South-
Western Railway issued their prospectus'
the other day, and what do they an-
nounce to the world 1 That they are en-
titled te 10,000 acres per mile ; that they
bought their lands at a dollar an acre,
and they propose, out of their compara-
tively limited area of lands, to derive a
profit of $10,000,000. They have, no
doubt, placed it at a high figure, and
have colored it with golden lanuage, in
order to attract investors and give their
lands an enhanced value. But, making
all due allowance for their desire to give
very much greater value to their lands
than common sense would warrant or
justify, still we must all recognize the
fact that the lands in the 1%orth-West
to-day are very different in value from
the lands in·the North-West three years
ago. The day before yesterday, I saw it
stated that an unpretending building and
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lot on Main street, Winnipeg, changed
hands at $200,000.

Hon. Mr. ALMON - It is a niistake.
It was $20,000. I hope there is not as
great a discount to be taken off the other
figures.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Possibly it will
bear a very heavy discount, taking as an
element, and one which is a very good
guide, the Hudson's Bay Company's stock
in 1875, 1876, and 1877, when, with the
knowledge that people were going into
that territory, and that the fur-bearing
animals were becoming scarcer each year,
the Company's stock went down until it
was considered of very little value. What
is it worth to-day I It has gone up to
a fabulous figure, because they see that
an element that they never reckoned on
-the extraordinary value of their lands
for years to come - is a basis on which
they will get their dividende, and which
had not been before thought of. Inl 1875
and 1876 a very emall sum would have
bought the Hudson's Bay Company
people out of that country; to-day it
would take a very large amount of
money to purchase their interests.
If they base their figures to-day on
the Canada Company's report of a
few weeks ago in London, they certainly
would wantalargefigure; and that reminds
me ofthe point the hon. gentlepian wanted
to make, that it was of no very great con-
sequence that the lands should be given
to the Syndicate, as they could not be
taken away, and they would be a source
of very great profit to the country.
Yes, but a source of very great annoy-
ance to the people who, we hope, will
settle in that country. I notice that
the Canada Company, in their last
report, quote their lands in Canada as
being worth 75 shillings an acre. They
pay their shareholders very handsome
dividends, as they have been paying
handsome 4ividends for years. It is a
very pertinent consideration, in giving
away this vast quantity of ]and. Upper
Canada, under royal influence, was
forced - forced is not too strong a word
- to sell to a company of gentlemen in
England a comparatively small area of
land, and since that time those people
have been drawing high dividende on
their investment, and charging high
rates to the people who have settled on
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those lands. It is impossible for an
emigrant going into that new country
to settle on the land he desires to
obtain. Instead of settling on a Crown
lot, as he supposes, he will fSd himself
settied on a Hudson's Bay Company lot,
a contractor's lot, or a school lot;; and
after his improvements have been made,
he has to pay pretty sweetly for his farn.
The experience of the Canada Company
is a very little page in the history of
Ontario.

It being six o'clock, Hon. Mr. Scott
moved the adjournment of the debate,
until to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to-.

The Senate adjourned at 6 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Friday, February 4eh, 1881.
The Speaker took the chair at 3.25

p.m.
Prayers and routine proceedings.

CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS.

SECOND REPORT.

lon. Mr. MILLER moved the adop-
tion of the second report of the Select
Committee on Contingent Accounts. He
said : The report, which is on the Minutes
of the House for the lst of February,
makes these recommendations, as fol-
lows :-

Il . To pay the salary or wages of each per-
manent officer, clerk or servant of the Sonate
who is paid monthly by one choque only in and
for each month.
· " 2. To date and issue such cheques for the
month of July next, on Monday, the fourth of
that month, and those for the seven succeeding
months three days later each, as nearly ls
Sundays and holidays may permit; so that the
salaries and wages for the month of February,
1882, may be paid on the twenty-seventh of
that month; and thereafter to pay the mame
on the twenty-seventh of each month,
or, if that day be a Sunday or hol-
iday, on the next day thereafter not being a
sunday or holiday.

" 2. To place in his Estimates for each year,
as a separate item of oontingenciee, the
amount payable by him In such year to the
superannuation fuud, eut of the coutingencies
of the Sonate, under the order cf the f-
teenth of May, eighteen hundred and seventy-
three."
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I may state to the 1louse that some
cOrrespondence took place between the
Akuditor-General and Ris Honor the
Speaker in reference to what were con-'
sidered to be irregularities in the manner
of paying the officers of this House, and
also in the manner of paying the super-
annuation of the employés of the Sen-
ate. The whole subject was fully dis-
cussed, and the conclusions, which are
here recommended in the report, were,
through His Honor's mediation, arrived
at between himself and the Auditor-
General. They were then communicated
to me; were afterwards, by me, as chair-
man, submitted to the Committee on
Contingent Accounts, and received the
approval of that Committee. There has
been a practice, it seems, of paying
officers of this House, and employés
generally, with more than one cheque for
each month's payment. The Auditor-
General considered that that gave unne-
cessary trouble to the Audit office, and
requested that in fature the payments
be made in one monthly cheque. We
thought it a reasonable request, ani the
committee therefore - recommended it.
Then, as to the second recoamendation,
a practice has prevailed - in fact we
founid it in existence on the establish-
ment of the Union - of paying the
of4cers of the louse on the first day of
every month, and I think it extended to
the Civil Service also, a month before the
mopiey had actually been earned. As to
how that irregularity first erept in, *r
fer what reason that departure frem the
Ordinary way of doing business took
place, I do not now intend to offer any
remarks. Suffice it to say that such a
system prevailed before Confederation,
and after Confederation a report of the
otingent &ccounts Committee of the

ROuie oontinued that system. The
Aditor-G eali as reported that
thu, la now contrary to statute, and that,of 'course, the aceounts of the Senate
made up in this way cannot be audited
aocordng to law, ad it muat be changed.
It was therefore arranged, and I thinkvery wisely so, that, in order to make
theichange as little feit as possible bythbse whom it would affect, a period of
nibie months would be taken, over
whleh to spread the time. in postpon-
mg the payment of the month's sal.
ary in the case of the employés of this
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House, it was considered proper that
that postponement should commence on
the 4th of Jdly next, and an
additional postponement of three days on
each month from that time would, in
nine months, bring the date of payment
of the wages of the employés of the Sen-
ate to the 27th of the month, the day on
which it is proper that the payment
should be made, and most conveniént to
the auditing of the public accounts. That
change has be.n recommended on that
accunt. The third recominendation has
feference to the superannuation fees of
officers of this Houge. The custom has
prevailed of paying the superannuation
charges of the officers of the Éouse from
the contingencies of the House, which is
also, as reported by the Auditor-General,
contrary to law. That custom bas, how-
ever, also prevailed in the House of
Commons, and, althougli vithout the
sanction of law or statate, has been fol-
lowed up a number of years in both
Houses, with this difference, that, in the
House of Commons, the superannuation
fees were made a separate item of contin-
gencies, charged under that head, placed
in the supply, and after.vards paid with
the sanction of law, on the passing of that
Bill. But in the Senate it has been the
habit to place these items under another
head, which did not indicate what they
meant, and it was an irregular way of
doing it. If the systema is to prevail that
the superannuatien charges of the omeers
of this House are to be paid, as they have
been, ont of the contingencies, it should
be done in the same way as those of the
officers of the House of Commons, and an
item should be put in for the superannu-
ation fees for the officers of the Senate
and officers of the Library, who have
been inclutded in the superannuation al-
lowance paid out of the contingencies of
the Senate. The reason why aedifferent
course bas been adopted in both branches
of Parliament in reference to th'saper-
annuation deductions of employé- friotn
that followed in the Civil iSerlvice gener-
ally, is that it is considered that the offi-
cers of the House do not stand in as
favorable a position as the employés in
the Civil Service outside, who are entitled
to periodical increases of salary dccording
to their periods of service - a rule which
does not apply to the employés of the
Sènate and House of Commons. It is on
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this ground that it is justified in the
other House, and if. it be a justification
in that House for the course adopted
with regard to those officers, it must be
a justification in the Senate, S0 long as
the practice remains what it is in the
House of Commons.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -I
agree entirely in the observations of the
hon. gentleman, and the report of the
committee of which lie is chairman,
upon all three points. All those recom-
mendations of the Committee are very
just, and should be carried out. With
reference to monthly payment in various
sums of the salaries of officers of the
House, it is an inconvenient practice,
and I only wonder that those officers in
the Audit Department who have been
inconvenienced by it, have allowed.it to
go on 'so long. With reference to the
second point, I think that the irregular-
ity which the hon. gentleman alludes to
crept in before the Union, in conse-
quence of our moving from one place to
another with the seat of Government.
When these removals first took place
they imposed a considerable additional
expense on the officers of the public
service of both Houses, and also of the
departments, and they were allowed, I
think, in consequence of the incon-
venience they were put to by such
removals, to draw their monthly salaries
in advance, and the practice has gone on
since that time. In the various depart-
ments of the service the reform contem-
plated by this report has taken place, and
now, after the lapse of some months, we
are merely arriving at the payment of
salaries at the end of each month after
the salaries have been earned - the plan
pursued in private life, and the proper
course according to law. With regard
to the superannuation allowance, the
argument used by my hon. friend is not
altogether correct. In the public de-
partments many of the officers get an
additignal allowance year by year, but
that only applies to ,junior officers.
Those who are high up in the depart-
monts go on for ton, twelve or fifteen
years on the same salaries, and in that
respect stand just in the same position
as the higher officers of this House; and
I think, therefore, the payment should
not be made in the case of officers of the
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Houses of Parliament any more than in
the case of the officers of the depart-
ments. They are paid salaries which
seem to be sufficiently remunerative for
the services they perform, and it is not a
matter to be approved of by either House
that, in addition to those sums that are
set apart for the services they perform,
another and further remuneration should
be given in the way of superanuation
allowance-more particularly done, as it
is in this House, under contingencies,
and without any attention being called
to it in the House or in Parliament. I
quite agree in the observation of my hon.
friend that if it is to be continued at all,
it should be by legislation, or that it
should be placed under a particular item.
I entirely concur in the recommenda-
tion of the Committee and should be glad
to se. the report adopted.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - I should have
stated more distinctly than I did, when I
was on my feet before, that the Com-
mittee favored the third recommendation
for the present only. While the House
of Commons continues to follow the sys-
tom that now prevails in that House,
there is no reason why the same system
should not prevail here, but it was stated
on the Committee that in all probability
some change would take place before long
that would bring the officers of both
branches of Parliament under the same
regulation as the members of the Civil
Service.

The motion was agreed to, and the re-
port was adopted.
NAPIERVILLE JUNOTION RAILWAY

AN.> QUARRY BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. BUREAU moved the
second reading of Bill (H.).: An Act
to incorporate the Napierville Junction
Railway and Quarry Company. He
said: We have already in my county the
advantage of a railroad in every parish
except one, and to complete our system
I have introduced this Bill, with t'he
full expectation that it would receive the
sanction of this House and of Parlia-
ment. The Company is being formed
to construct a single track from a
point near the Grande Ligne Station to
a point in the village of NapiervilJ,
about eleven miles, and it will connect
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with the Grand Trunk Railway. The
Tailway is for the purpose of developing
a very valuable marble quarry at Napier-
ville, and to connect the village of
Napierville with the town of St. John.
The marble and the atone has been con-
sidered of such value that large quan-
tities of it Lave already been sold and
sent as far as Chicago, and it is very
much used by the builders in Montreal.
There is no opposition to the road as it
will be a feeder to the Grand Trunk
Railway. A new road has already been
built from Victoria Bridge, and is com-
pleted as far as St. Martin's. Previous to
its construction we were obliged to go
around by way of Caughnawaga and cross
a dangerous ferry. At present there is
a continuous railway from Plattsburg by
we whèch can reach Montreal via the
Victoria Bridge. There is another
branch from Brousseau to Dundee in the
county of Hluntingdon which shall con-
nect with the nearest railroad to Fort
Covington.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - I have no ob-
jection whatever to offer in opposition to
this Bill, inasmuch as it has
been referred to the Standing
Comnniittee on Railways and Canals.
However, there is one mysteri-
ous feature in it. It is the firAt ti'me I
have ever seen any bill to incorporate
one man and allow him to select his co-
directors.

Hon. Mr. BUREAU explained that
it was the fault of the printer, who had
omitted the names of Robert Cassels,
Mederic Catudal, and William L. Hib-
bard. My hon. friend must know that
a corporation cannot be bound with a
less number than three persons.

'The motion was agreed to.

PACIFIC RAILWAY BILL.
TRE DEBATE CONTINUED.

The Order of the day having been
called, for .resuming the debate on the
motion that the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Bill be now read a second time,

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said : When the
Jlouse rose last evening, I was just

Intering upon that branch of the subject
in which I proposed to diseuss the pre-
visions of the charter granted in 1873,
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for the reason that I then gave, and
which I will shortly repeat, inasmuch
as it is the only charter up to the pre-
sent proposed charter that a Canadian
Government ever granted to any com-
pany for the construction of a railway to
the Pacifie Ocean, and the line to be
owned by the company. Not that 1, in
any degree, desire to propose it as a
standard for any future or for the pre-
sent charter, but merely as showing what
the Parliament in Canada in 1872
thought would be a wise and prudent
charter to entrust to gentlemen who
propose to build that great work, and
what a body of Canadians, conversant
with the nature of the work and the
character of the country were willing to
undertake the enterprize for, inasmuch
as we have no other precedent at al to
furnish, in some degree, a guide in the
consideration of the proposed charter
contained in the Bill now before Parlia-
ment.· I shall endeavor to describe
to the House, that the time and
circumstances are greatly changed since
1872, and what might be wise or pru-
dent or judicious in that year, might not
be prudent. wise and judicious in 1881,
with the accumulated experience of ten
years. I will, however, draw attention
shortly to the paragraphs in the Bill of
1872, and make commenta on the cor-
responding clauses in the present charter.
The first provision to which I shall
draw the attention of the House,
is the capital stock. In the charter
granted in 1873 under the Act of 1872,
the amount of capital actually subscribed
and secured to the satisfaction of the
Government of Canada, was $1,000,000.
It is just double the amount proposed for
the capital that the charter requires the
Syndicate in the present contract to sub-
scribe. But, with the view of making
the Canadian Pacifie Railway a thorough-
ly Canadian or British enterprise, the
Parliament of Canada seems to have felt
that it was necessary to surround it with
very great precautions lest it might fall
into the hande of foreign capitaliste ; and
believing also under that contract that it
was a tolerably good enterprise that
would recompense those who embarked
in it, we limited it to Canadians, and not
only did that, but apportioned the stock
in the following manner: Ontario, five-
thirteenths (and Ontario did take up that
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much, and paid into the hands of the City of New York abso1.utely.
Government its proportion) ; to Quebec, This.Syndicats may, and no doubt wil,
four-thirteenths of the stock; and to if it is to their interflt and advitage,
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Mani- pass thie charter over to foreignere, and
toba and British Columbia, each one- it is e very easy matter for them to com-
thirteenth ; so the stock was absolutely in ply with that single regulation of having
the hands of Canadians for Canadians, and a majority of Canadians on that Board
as a Canadian enterprise. But, in order by naming, as they often do in these
effectually to restrict it in the future te corporations, persons to ait there and do
being what it professes to be, we intro- the bidding of the shareholders. Tht
duced a clause under which no assign- gentlemen interested in tus scheme are
ment of stock could take place for the ail men of reputation, personally known
first six years, unless with the consent to most of us, and I have for tlern the
of the Governor in Council - unless the higheet respect, but they have entered
Government of this country agreeing, into thiz matter, not from patriotic
shareholders could not transfer their motives, not from any desire to releve
stock, although it was paid up stock - the Dominion of the burden of building
so anxious were we that the undertaking tus road, but they have gone into it as
ehould romain in the hands of people of business men, as tley had a right to do,
this country - people who, in point of for the purpose of making money out of
honor or sense of propriety, would be it. 1 think I am quit. wiffhin the bounds
ainenable to the public opinion of this of truth and propriety wben I make that
country. In the Syndicate contract, as statement. There is a provision requir-
hon. gentlemen are aware, the capital ing them to remain in the company for
stock necessary te be subscribed, although a year, nominally, but if within a short
they have authority under their charter period these gentlemen wish to Bell out,
to make it $25,000,000 - is limited to it is competent for thenT to do so. They
$5,000,000, half of the stock of the former are not men who would personally over-
cèntract, and of that stock only thirty per look the construction of the work, but
cent. need be paid up, when they are would do it as the Goverament of Canada
entitled to the possession of this charter, would - by proxy, by employing others
and practically become independent of and engaging contractors. It à not te
the Government and Parliament of the be supposed that those gentlemen
Dominion. The charter does require are going to be satisfied with
that before a certain time, in 1882, contractors' profits; they look for larger
they should pay up the balance of returns. A contractor takes a contrct
stock, but we have no controlling influ- witk the expectation of making ten or
ence over that, inasmuch as, having paid twenty per cent. out of it. Many con-
up this thirty per cent. and secured their tractors are satisfied with far lem profits,
charter, we are not likely to make any but these gentlemen enter into this un-
further inquiry, provided they go on with dertaking with the expectation of mnalng
their work. There is but one restriction large sume of money, just as in other
in reference te the enterprise being under large ventures to which 1 need not draw
the control of British subjects: the attention of the use, and they do
that a majority of the directors must be not give any guarantee. If tley dij, I
British subjects -- a majority only. should feel that there was some additional
Now, hon. gentlemen are aware that security in thisroad being runand worked
there is nothing to prevent this enter- in a greater degree for the benefit of the
pris passing within a very short tiine country. As to the transfer of stock,
into the hands of foreign capitalists. those gentlemen whose naies are ooù-
There are in Canada to-day railways tained iu the charter are abeolute masters
chartered by this House which are en- of the situation. If any outsider desires
tirely owned and côntrolled by American te take stock, lie cannot do s0. le has
capitalists, in the interests of American pot the riglt, as under the Act of 1872,
capitalists. 1 need only point. to the to take stock. Stock-books are not te be
Canada Southern, which has become opened now for'Canadians te invest in
essentially an American institu- the enterprise. If they get in, it 18 by
tion, owned and controlled in the the wiIl and plepsure of the Syndicate
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oniy. Under the Allan contract, stock- observed here. It is quit. true a sttn-
books were opened throughout the coun- dard las been fixed - the Union Pacific
try, and the stock was absolutely allotted Railway - but fixed at a time when
in the charter. But these gentlemen that road was net in a very good condi-
whom we incorporate here are lit- tion, I am not going to diseuss thet
erally masters of the situation. They point; 1 do fot think it 18 very impc-
tie themselves up to a certain degree, tant. The Syndicate wilI né doubt,
inasmuch as they do not allow a foreign build this road properly. As far as my
element to come in unless they choose. judgrent goes, 1 am indlined to think
One of themselves cannot part with his the road, in their bands, se far as fltues3
stock unless by the will of the majority. for trafflo is concerned, wil alwaya b. in
Hon. gentlemen will see that the veto good condition. I think it is in their
power lies with themselves. Uynder the interest to build it in that way, and .do
Allan contract it remained with the not propose to cavil at the question: of
Government. In this charter the mem- standard. Now, the cash snbsidy in the
bers of the Syndicate can transfer stock Allan contract, as we ah know, was
as between each other, but, unless by $30,000,000, and the land grant
permission of the board, outsiders cannot 50,000,000 acres. Just let us ee how
be admitted. That is a very extraer- that compares with the terma of the pr-
dinary feature of this charter - one sent contract. We are asked to ]and
that is quite unusual. The usual prac- over tg the company the railway, with
tioe in granting charters to companies to the expensive portions of it bult by the
build great works is that the stock books Goverument,
shall be opened and the people shall have Mr. Fleming says, of $34,500,000, 80
an opportunity, if they think the enter- that, praeticallythey begin at a point far
prise a good one, to put their money into in excess of the allotment of the AU&n
i and share in the profits. In adaition contract. We will already have expend-
to that, there is a very singular feature ed on the portion of the road built by
that struck niy mind in the second clause ourselvez, $34,500,000, which 18 $4,-
of the Act of Incorporation, which speaks 500,000 in excess cf the aniunt we
cf the capital stock. as follows :-proposed te give under the Altan con-tract. Then it ay be said that the

iay --d bust fiedrat nyatim thrle whebe granted and issued as paid-up shares for e go
alebona fide received by the Company, quantity cf land, but it must h. rernem-eîtker in mtney at par or at such price and bered they were going to build 2,700iPont uch conditions as the board cf directors miles cf railway. The new Syndicat.

Nov, ni ,tebadc wiil only buld 1,900 miles of roads ad
not te most di cu t part of it. Tedirectors being formed by . those gentfe- Goverument cf Canada proposes te build

nien whe a.re named the cerporsgtors. thesection between Kamloops and Yale,
mayif tkey desire te, selI sud portions ci at an estimated coat f $80,000 per
that $25,000)000 stock that they are au- mile-more than six tumes as înuch per
thorized tn increase their capital toat such mile as the oost cf the prairie section
Primsas they see fit. This point bas a west cf Red River. So that for the
niatelri bearing on the ccntract. As I purpose cf contrast, as far as compensa-
Pi'OP8e, before I close, t$ show, this tien is concerned, the ameunt given tocompany WIl net be required te raise a the Syndicate under the new propos-
larger Suma than $5,000,000. I think tien is, vastly in exceas cf wlîat we po
this pIculiar element cf the centract is posed tr give the. Allan sy dicte.
eue which shoutd b' noted, as they can, But the lands are te be chosen iu an in-
under sucl conditions as -they se. fit, fih tirely different way. Under ti bllan
and allot stock iu sucli a way as hey coentraet, where t aicshe cnpasd thrOugh
please, net it the ordinary way, but inferior lande they were obliged t tfak
undor the vote cf the board cf directors. at ail events to the depth of one mule

yc the Allan contract, the road was to along the track. The new Syndicate are
b. constructed under Governinent super- not compelled te, accept even the landsvision, according te plans laid down by fronting ou the railwa if they do not
the Goverment. No sud rule is te be consider them fit for settiement. They

mon. Mr. Scott.
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take the cream of the North-West. They
have the right to take lands anywhere
in the North-West Territory. It must
be remembered that under the Allan
contract they took their lands along the
line ea8t of Red River to wherever the
provincial boundary was between Ontario
and the Dominion, and if that is where
the present Government have been main-
taining it is, there vould be a length of
four hundred odd miles of line on which
they would be obliged to take land.
The contention of this Governinent is
that the boundary is somewhere in the
vicinity of Thunder Bay. Under the
Allan contract the lands and the money,
but more particularly the lands, were
apportioned in proportion te the difficulty
of construction and the cost of
such portions. That was a very
reasonable proposition. In building
public works we do net - at Ieast we
ought not - to pay the parties
for the easiest part first, leaving the more
difficult for the last, and net gauging the
difference between the more diflicult and
easy parts. A business man naturally,
in paying on a contract, gauges the ad-
vances he makes on the amount of work
done. That is not the principle which is
the guiding one in the present proposal.
We all know that the Syndicate proposes
to. build the prairie section first, and I
think they are quite right in doing se,
both in the interest of this country and
in their own interest. They propose, if
we can rely on the statements we hear,
that they will build at the rate of three
hundred miles a year. One hundred
miles has already been completed. I do
not know what progress ias been made
with the second hundred miles, bus pro-
gress bas been made with it, and I assume
there will be no difficulty in completing
the road to the foot of the Roeky Moun-
tains in three years. What is the pro
portion of subsidy they get for this sec-
tion I The lands on the central or prairie
section of 900 miles are apportioned at
the rate of 12,500 acres per mile, wgking
11,250,000 acres for that section. They
are te build the eastern section, it is true,
but they have ten years te do it in. They
are net te be pushed on that part.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
They are te make such rate of annual
progress as will complete it in ten years.

lon. Mr. Scott.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - They have only
got te build a little more than ten miles
a year. So long as they keep withi'n the
bond we are net likelv te interfere with
them. They get for the 650 miles of the
eastern section, 9,615 acres per mile.
Now, does it net strike hon. gentlemen
as sonewhat singular, te use a mild ex-
pression, that for building the easier por-
tion they get nearly 3,000 acres per mile
more than they receive for the more dif-
ficult section? That does net look to
me like a business proposition at all. It
seems to me that the terms which the
hon. gentlemen inserted in the Allan
contract were much more in harmony
with common sense and sound judgment,
that the work should be paid for in pro-
portion as it progressed, taking into con-
sideration the difficult as well as the
easier parts. I think hon. gentlemen
will probably'be enlightened on that as I
go further on. They will see that it was
a very useful and important element to
the ,yndicate te have the largest possible
acreage in the shortest possible time, be-
cause it is the chief element for the
financial basis on which I assume they
will construct this work.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPIBELL -
My hon. friend, of course, sees that
that they get more money on, the eastern
sections.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I am aware of
that. If the money was in the same
proportion, it would scarcely be a subject
that one could at all justify; but I do
not think, relatively, the proportion of
money on the difficult section iif equal te
the money made on the prairie section.
We have the evidence here of what the
first bundred miles west of Red River
cost. Ve have the evidence of the
Chief Engineer, supported by Marcus
Smith and the head of the Railway
Department, that the cost per mile does
net exceed $13,500, and in that there
are items included which are net, in my
judgment, fairly chargeable te the hun-
dred miles. For instance, there is extra
cost for working in water. It appears
that this contract was intended te be
rushed. It was done in an exceptionally
wet time, and cost $30,000 extra in
consequence, and $75,000 for draining
the adjacent lands. If the Syndicate
have any such draining on the line fur-
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ther out, I have no doubt it will be a
fair tax on the land. Then, there is a
charge of $25,000 for an engine bouse
in Winnipeg, and $20,000, I think, for
a freight-house. Then there is a charge
for a passenger station in Winnipeg.
Very properly a number of the Com-
pany's buildings are erected. They are
Iniportant buildings costing a very con-
siderable sum. They are not going to
erect such structures every hundred
Miles as they go further west, so the cost
Of the first hundred miles is not, in My
judgment, fairly charged when you put
it at $13,500. Then, again, there is
right) of way, $10,000. It is not to
be supposed that those gentlemen are
going to pay for right of way when they
get out on the prairie. Right of way
will be furnished them, and such land as
they require for ballast pits ; the wbole
country is subject to their wants in that
respect. If those items were taken ont
the cost would be about $13,000 per
Mile. However, that is a slight digres-
sion. In reference to the navigable
rivers I see no clause here requiring the
Syndicate to submit to the Governient
Plans for building bridges, as was re-
quired by the Allan contract. 'Unless
there is some recent legislation to pre-
vent it they may obstruct navigable
streams in the North-West. We had a
long discussion in this House on the
Coteau Bridge The Company were
willing and able in that instance to build
a good bridge over the St. Lawrence
with a draw, but Parliament was not
prepared to grant them the privilege.
Perhaps the General Railway Act
furnishes sufficient protection against the
obstruction of navigable streams in the
North-West.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - It
does.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I am glad to
hear it. All the materials are to be im-
ported free of duty ; there is no such
privlege in the Allan contract, nor were
there any monopoly clauses. The Allan
Company were to build this line and
take their chances for the future as to
the charters which might hereafter be
granted. No doubt, in giving such large
subsidies as this Company is to receive,
even if the monopoly clauses were not
there, others could not hope to compete

Hon. Mr. Scott.

with them, and, therefore, these clauses
are scarcely necessary. The Syndicate
is practically master of the situation. No
competition can interfere with it. While
on this subjeot I am reminded that my
hon. friend 1 suggested there was no
monopoly on the north side; the whole
country was open for people to build as'
many railways as they please. Does my
hon. friend forget that this railway is a
sort of cordon across that country i They
cannot get to the United States
frontier or to the waters of Lake
Superior without crossing it. There-
fore, any line on the north is just
as much dependent on the Canadian
Pacific Railway as are the branches on-
the south. They cannot get out of that
country without going over the Canadian
Pacific Railway line, unless the project
of my hon. friend from Montreal can be
carried out. 'The people of that country
anxious to escape from the exactions
which may in the future be imnposed upon
them may build a road toI Hudson's Bay,
and Moose Factory may become the
emporium of part of the North-West.
They may prefer to sail out through the
snow and ice of Hudson's Bay and
Straits in order to reach the free Atlantic,
to depending upon this highly-subsidized
monopoly. I do not suppose that in the
next half century you will find people
mad enough to put $17,000,000 (the cost
of the line between Red River and Lake
Superior) into a railway to get down to
the St. Lawrence system of navigation.

lHon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
What harm ? They get rates settled by
the Government.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Why not put that
in the Bill?

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -We
do propose to put it in a Bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The Government
propose to do so now, their attention
having been frequently drawu to this
important point, and to the immense
injury that bas been inflicted on the
people of the Western States by railway
monopolies that traverse them. The
Government feel bound to propose some
change, but they do not define what it
shall be. The fair way in considering
this Bill would have been to include the
clause in it, and name what rates this
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company shall be able to charge in the
future, and we could then estimate what
taxes the people settling in that country
will, in time to come, have to pay. I
regret very much that it is not here. It
wpuld, in my judgment, remove a very
object ionable feature from this measure,
and a good deal of my opposition to the
proposition.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - If
it is in another bill is it not iust the
same?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Will the hon.
gentleman tell me what the protection to
the public is to be I

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
mcentioned it to the House yesterday.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The hon.' gentle-
man said the Government would do what
was fair.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
My - hon. friend perhaps did not
hear me. What I said was that
in the new Bill a clause would be intro-
duced to define the meaning of the word
" capital."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Dees that meet
the objection I

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -- It
does.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I do not wish to
appear to contradict the hon. gentleman,
but, in my opinion, it does not meet the
difficulty, unless you say that the amount
of capital shall be considered entirely,
irrespective of what the Government of
Canada has contributed either in capital
or lands.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBE LL-That
is what it will say.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I shall be exceed-
ingly gratified if.it is so.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-Thein
you will support the Bill if it is soi

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I was extrernely
anxious to see that grave difficulty re-
moved, and, as I said before, its removal
will render the measure less objectionable
to me. One of the main objections to
the Bill would have been removed cer-
tainly if the rates were fair and reasona-
ble, and based on the amount of capital.

lon Mr. Scott.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-That
will be made perfectly clear.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT,- I am glad to her
my hon. friend say so. Of course there
are many .other details that possibly do
not appear to be very important, but
which are of considerable value to the
Syndicate. The exemption ot the com-
pany's property from taxation was not
in the Allan contract, and to my mind
this exemption clause will be regarded as
a grievance by the future settlers of the
North-West. I do not suppose anyone
can point to a railway that is, entirely
exempt from taxation of some kind, state
or municipal.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

There are some.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The exemption
of the company's lands from taxation in
a very grave objection. They will own
some of these lands for thirty and proba-
bly forty or fifty years after this, and the
influx of settlers into that country will
increase the vaie of the company's lands.
There is no capital account ; the company
pay no taxes until twenty years after the
date of the patent.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - The exemption
is for twenty years after they are entitled
to the lands.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - They may not'
take up the lands for ten years after they
are entitled to them.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - It makes no
difference; the exemption can only be
for thirty years at the outuide.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - It is restricted
to thirty years, but what I wish to say
is that forty years hence the Syndicate
will still own lands in that country on
some of which there will be no taxation
for the extreme limit of thirty years.
Ncw, that is a long period, and great
changes will have taken place in that
country during that time. There are
gentlemen here who have been large land
*owners in Ontario. Ask them if it
would not have been very comfortable
for them if they could have been allowed
to hold them without taxes while they
were increasing in value through the
industry and taxes of their neighbors.
The Canada Company have been holding
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lands for over. fifty years and have been was.made to transport rils even s0 late
payimg taxes upon themn. The value of as 1876 and 1877. The prices charged
those lands has increased from year to then were enormous, simpiy because
Year in a greater ratio than the expenses there were so'few facilities for transpor-
upon then. At the last meeting in tation. The material for building rail-
London the refuse of their lands were ways has also cheapened noat singularly.
sold at 75 shillings an acre. In the Railways car be built for 30 per cent.
future, I have no doubt, the Syndicate lese to-day than they could have been
will be quoting their lands at an amount ter years ago, steel appliances having
considerably.in excess of that. been so largely improved. Take rails

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - That will be alone. We have often discussed in this
satisfactory to the Government because Chamber the price of steel rails. In
their lands will be equally valuable. 1872-3 the Government of that day, just

on.about the time of the Allan contract,
Iton 3f. KALBAH - he om-purchased steel rails for the intercolomial,

Pany must sell thoir lands in order to Railway at $80 per ton. W. have the
get freight for their road. fact before us, in a return on our table,

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -That depend w very that steel rails are now delivered in Win.
Tfluch upon the. freight they carry in' aud nipeg at $39 per ton, .iess than one-
the freiglt they take out. They wiil haf the price of them te year
8iraply gauge that with the itcreased ago. Te rails for tihe entire n
'viue ôf their lands. They will sol the atn therefore be purcased to-day f3r
lands if they think they are going to got $l0,00,000 ie than ims 1872-3. T.
a higher piofit out of the carryind of the question of fright woild have been alo
produoets of them and of the supplies for a serious one, beceuse the rates were then
the settiers, or hoid them if it will be excessive. That argument applies alvn to
More profitable to do so. They will be boita, nuts an fish plates, and al the
goverd entirely by what will paY ret of tne. iron used in the construction
theiC beht. Now, h have gone ttprough of the railway.
the Allaht contract, and I bave doue so,
as 1 saidf before, not with a view Of on. reuin a rai on ou la
e8tablishing a standard of what ependugvery tat steel rails arnweivr
a fairiaxd reasonable 'proposition, but as Hon. Mr. SOOTT-I do not think it
howing what the Pariament of 1872 did.

thoght was reasonable and proper. i Hll . Mr. VIDAL-Thon how. can
think you will agre with me that if it you compare it witnr this
waa reaonable, proper and judicous sel t
then, this Syndicate contract la unrea- yn ar. SCOTi' -re going tohat
Sonable, improper aud exceedingly inju-

os the n o t own that road they woud have put steelas th te areso romeny ieus ud rails ou it. We know as a matter ofagl its pereion so ereme ix comand fact that our railways here wer not aaso ithe thevisio n otract i have success until iron was discardd and theast têsid eo aont wth dierence oftracks were laid with steel rails.

estblih ino atanr ofthat difféhoughti

the oot Of building thoe Alan road and Hon. Mr. MILLER-Thy wore not
the Syndicatg road. We build the to work the road 

pensive portions of the anadian
Pacifie Railway for the Syndicateý Hou. orn LXOTM-Oh unere
and the Pembina Branch and the Thun-
der Bay section will enabl any company Allan cotract providd no security for
now to get materias into tat country at working the road.
a 4 rýy mucli reduced irate on the sum Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This coutract pro-that would have been requred to get ides only $5,000,000 scurity. If the
niaterials into that country tex, >'et 'Alla Synicit 1id built the road Iago. I shoud probabiy toish lhon suppose they wou d have used it nin soe
gentleàen if I quoted the rates of freiglit way or other. On some portions of it
te' or fif'teenyoars ago. Thqy were dis- they fight not have ru trains with

.ina ts srousi when an attempt great regularity.
LHon iM.r. Scott.
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Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - It
is very pleasing to hear my hon. friend
praise that contract when I contrast it
with the abuse we received when we en-
tered into it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - There was no
abuse at the time the contract was
given.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
There was most severe criticism.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I have recently
read the debate and » as sur-
prised at its milk and water character.
The abuse arose after the Act of Parlia-
ment was passed, in the election which
followed it. The Allan contract fell
through. The Company asked the
Government of the day for certain con-
cessions which were not granted, and the
contract was given up. Then came the
next Act, to which in a few words I wish
to draw the attention of the Ilouse-the
Act of 1874. Under that Act it was

,proposed to build the road at $10,000
and 20,000 acres of land per mile, and
four per cent. interest on a sumn to be
named by the tenderers. Unde that
contract the question of whether the
building of the road was further to in-
crease the taxation of the people of this
country was the foundation; the exist-
ing rate of taxation was not to be in-
creased, the line was to be first-class,
with easy gradients, and .to be built
strictly under the supervision of the Gov-
ernment. Two-thirds of the lands were
to remain in the hands of the Govern-
ment, who were to have the sale of
them, so that the country could not be
locked up and settlement prevented. No
contract was made. The time was not
favorable. No proposition was made for
.the building of the road. I decline te
accept as an illustration of the working
of that Act the contract for building the
Georgian Bay Branch. It could in no
way formi a fair basis for estimating what
the Canadian Pacifie Railway could have
been built at unaer that Act. In the
firat place, it is hypothetical what would
have been done, because nothing was
done. The Foster contract, as we all
know, was thrown up when $40,000 had
been expended. The line was found to
run through an impracticable country,
and there were many reasons for discon-

Hon. Mr. Scott.

tinuing it. There was this important
feature which entirely prevented it being
quoted as an illustration : there were no
lands in that section of the country te be
enhanced in value by their proximity to
the road.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-The lands would
be got in the North-West.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - But they would
not be got with the railway fronting on
them. They would be got in a place
where important improvements could be
made te reach them. Before I ait down
I will show what the Government of
which the hon. gentleman was a member
entertained as te the increased value of
lands by building a railway. Under
that Act of Parliament the Government
was empowered te build the Pacifie Rail-
way as a public work, and the feeling in
this country was that the Government
ought, at all events, to make some show
of progress in the work of constraction.
With that view, the Government gave
out as early as practicable, contracta for
building the most important sections -
those connecting the waters of Lake Su-
perior with Red River and the Pembina
Branch. These were the sections te
which the Government first turned its
attention. Under that Act contracta
were given out, the wprks were entered
upon, and a certain amount of progress
was made at the tine of the
change of Government. At that time -
in 18 78-or about that time the Pembina
Branch had been opened up.. It had net
been built earlier, becanse there was no
railway connection with the United
States. In the earlier years of the Mac-
keuzie Administration a correspondence
was begun with the gentlemen owning
the St. Paul and Pacifie Railway, te in-
duce them te continue their line te the
boundary, with the assurance that the
Government of Canada would construct
the Pembina Branch, in order te give the
people of Manitoba an all rail connection
with the world ; but se little faith had
the St. Paul & Pacifie- Railway Com-
pany, during that period of depression, in
extending their-road that they could not
be induced te make any progress until
1878. When the change of Adminis.
tration came the new Governmcnt did
not show any desire te repeal the Act of
1874. From their actions we draw the
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conclusion that they approved of it.
They gave out additional contracte under
that Act on the uncompleted section be-
tween Thunder Bay and Red River, that
had been commenced by the previous
Administration, and that work has since
been pushed forward as rapidly as cir-
cumstances would permit. They also
gave out four contracte in British
Columbia which were subsequently con-
solidated under what is known as the
OnderdQnk contract - all under the Act
of 1874, the onlv Act on the statute book
which makes 'provision for the con-
struction of the Pacific Railway. So
things progressed until 1879, when the
Government feeling that the time was
fast approaching when the lands of the
North-West were likely to be in public
favor, it was said that the
Canadian Pacific Railway ought to be
built as a public work, that any benefit
that could be derived from it should
inure to the people of this country.
Influenced by that principle the
Government brought down resolutions
to the House of Commons, and I
believe that this is-the first occasion on
which those resolutions have been com-
Mlented on in this Chamber. They did
nlot, as far as my memory goes, bring
those resolutions into the Senate ; they
8smed to have been satisfied with the
aPproval of·the House of Commons that
!bat policy should be adopted. The
resolutiohs among other things provide
as follows

" 7. Resolved, That it is further expedient
to provide :-(1.) That one hundred million
aCre of land and all the minerals they contain
beappropriated for the purposes of construct-
ing the Canadian Pacific Railway. (2.) That
the land be vested in commissioners to be
BPecIally appointed, and that the Imperial
Govnmnt b. represented on the Commis-s'on. (3.) That alt the ungranted land withintwenty miles of the line of the Canadian Paci-fic Railway belonging to the Dominion bevested in such commission ; and that whenthe lands along the line of the Canadian
Pacific Railway are not of fair average quality
for settlement a corresponding quantity oflands of fair quality shall be appropriated inother parts of the country to the extent in al
f 100,000,000 acres. (4.) That sid Commis-Sioners b. authorized to selil from tiae to

ti10 any portions of such land at a price to
be ÎLIed by the Governor-in-Coúncil, on theirrecom lendatio, at the rate of not less than
2 Per acre ; and'that they be required tolUvest the proceeds1of such sales in Canadian

Bion. Mr. Scott.

Government securities, to be hold exclusively
for the purpose of defraying the cost of the
construction of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way.
The Government, at that time at all
events, seemed to be under the impression
that these lands were worth not les than
two dollars per acre.

" 9. Ruolved, that in the existing sta.e of
things it is desirable to combine the promo-
tion of colonization with railway construction
on the Canadian Pacific Rsilway west of Red
River."

"10. Rsolved, that the Government be
authorized and directed to locate a portion of
the Canadian Pacific Railway from the Red
River westerly, running to the south ot Lake
Manitoba, with a branch to Winnipeg; and if
they deem it advisable to enter Into a contract.
for expending a sum not exceeding $1,000,000
in constructing the said railway without pre-
viously submitting the contracta to Parlia-
ment."

f 14. Resolved, that the Government be
authorized and directed to make such further
explorations as they may deem necessary for
the said purpose, and seo soon as they have
finally selected and located, the line, to enter
into contracte for constructing a portion of
the same, not exceeding 125 miles, without
the further sanction of Parliament, so that the
work of construction may, at latest, be eom-
menced during the present season, and there-
after be vigorously prosecuted."
Under that proposition the Government
of Canada undertook the work of con-
struction as a Government work under
the Act of 1874, to that extent at all
events, approving of the policy of their
predecessors. In introducing these reso-
lutions as their official utterance, the
Minister of Rpilways made the following
observations :-

"Exception may be taken to the minimum
price of two dollars an acre, but who is there
who will not say, looking to the character of
that land in the North-West, that the settler
will prefer to give $2 an acre for lan:l within
twenty miles of a railway that will carry hie
produce to market, than have as a free gift
land without railway facilties."

On that principle Mr. Foster's land
would not have been worth much.

« Webmay, therefore, fairly utilize that great
work in such a way as will thus promote the
settlement of these lands. I may be told that
the purchasers of, this land will loçk it up.
They cannot afford to do that, air. It is only
by settlement that the purchaser can make
the land more valuable ; and if they do lock
It up they will only be contributing to build
the railway and to give railway communica-
tion to the rest of the country still untouched."

Those observations will scarcely apply to
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our friends of the Syndicate. They can
lock up their lands as long as they choose.

4 The House will see, sir, that we have not
increased the amount since our former propo-
sition. Then we proposed to give a company
50,000,000 acres in alternat@ blocks, the Gov-
ernment reserving the alternate blocks. Now,
in the changed condition of things, we utilize
the whole immediately, and propose to make
itoma substantial basis fer the building of
the d, not quite covering the views of my
friend from South Norfolk, but looking in the
direction of making the land and the road
the basis of credit upon which to obtain the
money necessary for the purpose of accom-
plishing the construction of this great national
highway, which alone can make the land ci
any value."

That, I think, is a very true principle,
andvery wisely said, and I only regret
that the Government did not f,>llow that
up. I only regret that from causes
whicli they certainly could not have con-
trolled the immigration scheme of that
year vas not a success; but they need
not have been so half-hearted about it.
Cieuastances that stimulate or stop
immigration are largely beyond the con-
trol of the people. I need only remind
hon. gentlemen when the late Govern-
ment were taunted with having spent
large sums of money in promoting immi-
gration, and that immigration was fall-
ing off, that it also delined in the very
attractive country to the south of us. It
fell there also from 1874 to 1878, and in
1877 we had this extraordinary feature
presented to us, that a larger num-
ber of people emigrated from the
United States than went into it. But
when the cloud lifted a change took
place. The tide of immigration con-
menced to. rise again in 1879, it was
swelled to very much larger proportions in
1880, and I think I am within the mark
when I say that last year the immigra-
tion into' the United States was higher
than that of any other year, except in
1872. Those were causes which were
not controlled by the people of the
United States. They arose from cir-
cumstances that it is now unnecessary foi
me to discuss - they are of a world4ide
character. The people of Europe camE
to the United States, because they be.
lieved they would find on this aide of the
Atlantic a country where they could ob.
tain a living on very much better termg
than in the country they left behinc
then. The saie observation applies tc

flon. Mr. Septit.

Canada. The immigration bas, no
doubt, begun and will continue, and I
give the honorable gentleman at the
head of that department credit for using
judicious means to stimulate that immi-
gration. I think it was a very landable
way of doing so, and after all if we look
forward to being a great country, we
must have the people to make it. so.
The times are now more favor
able for bringing in immigration
The people are more dissatisfied
with the old world. Maiv of
them suffered even, from want and
famine in some parts of Europe of late
years. They know from the vast quan-
tities of breadstuffs and food supplies
that are sent across the Atlantic that
there is no fear on this continent, at all
events for the next hnndred years, of
want or famine, and on that account the
emigration to this country is likely to
increase in the future ; therefore I say it
is unfortunate that the Government
thinking in 1879 that this is a good and
wise proposition did not adhere to it. In
my judgment it would have, been the
wisest and best mode .of constructing the
railway, and we should have had the
benefit of it ourselves besides owning the
road and owning the lands. Following,
up the policy set forth in the resolutions,
and with the authority of the House of
Commons, a few months afterwards a
prospectus was issued defining the price
at which those lands should be sold. The
country was divided ipto belts, the
Government .believing that not only
along the lin. of railway, but at a
considerable distance on both aides of it
the land would be increased in value
by the existence of that railway, and
the Department of the Interior, in con-
formity with the discussion which took
place in Parliament, and in conformity
with the principles advocated by the
Minister of Railways when he intro-
duced those resolutions, and obtained the
assent of Parliament to them, issued a
prospectus offering those lands at prices,
I will now explain to the House by read-
ing the regulatiens of 1879:-
REGULATIONS respecting the di8posal of certain

publie landsfor the purposea of the Canadian
Paci)ic Railway.

DIEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIoR,
OTTAWAW 14th October, 1879.

" Public notice is hereby given that the fol-
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lowinQg provisions, which shall be held to
aPPIy to the lande in the Province of Mani-
tobAt and in the Territories to the west and
nurth-west thereof, are substituted for the
regulations dated the 9th of Jnly last, gov-
erning the mode of disposing of the rublic
Lande, situate within 110 (one hundred and
ten) miles on each aide of the lino of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, which said regula-
tions are bereby superseded:-

1. " Until further and final survey of the*
Said railway has been made wett of the Red
River, and for the purposes of these provisions,
the line of the said railway shall be assumed
to be on the fourth mase westerly, to the in-
tersection of the said base by the line between
ranges 21 and 22 west of the fret principal
meridian, and thence in a direct lins to the
confluence of the Shell River with the River
Assiniboine.

2. " The country lying on each aide of the
line of railway shall be respectively divided
into boita, as follows:-

"(1) A bolt of five miles on either aide of
the railway, and immediately adjoining the
same, to be called Belt A;

"(2) A belt of fifteen rgiles on either aide
of the railway, adjoining Boit A, to be called
Blt B;

"(3) A belt of twenty miles on either aide
of the railway, adjoining Belt B, to be called
Belt C;

" (4) A belt of twenty miles on either side-
of the railway, adjoining Belt C, to be called
Belt D ; and

" (5.) A belt of fifty miles on either aide of
the railway, adjoining boit D, to be called
belt E.

3. «The even-numbered sections in each
township throughout the several belta above
described shall be open for entry as home.
betads and pre-emption of 160 acres each re-
spectiveiy.

4. « The odd-numbered sections In each
of such townships shall not be open to
honmestead or pre-emption,,>ut shall b. spe-
cially reserved and designated as railway
landsa.

5. d" The railway lands within the everal
belte shall be sold at the following rates,
viz :-In Belt A, $5 (five dollars) per acre; in
Bel B, $4 (four dollars) per acre; in Belt
C, $4 (three dollars) per acre ; in Belt D, $2
<two dollars) per acre; in Belt E, $1 (onedollar) per acre ; and the terms of sale of suchlanda shall be as follows, vis :-One-tenth incash at the time of purchase; the balance innine equal annuql instalments, with interest
at the rate f Si per cent. per annum on thebalance of purchsa money fron time to timeremaining unpaid, to be paid with each inatal-ment.

6. " The Pre-emption Lands within theseverai boita shal be aold for the prices andOn tâe ternis rospoctivoly- as foîîowa :-In the
Belta A, B and C, at $2.50 (two dollars and
flfty cents) per acre ; in Belt D, at $2 (twodoliArs) per acre; and1 in Belt E, at $1 (one
-dollar) per acre, etc."

The price of the laid in
Hon. Mr. Scott.

the first belt-that ià the one
next the railway-was t be .&ve
dollars an acre. This wqa the priço that
the Government thought the land would
bring. They, no doubt, gauged that
price trom tue rates given for lands
situated alongside railways in the adjoin-
ing territory-I tkink a very fair basis
and a very fair price. Gentlemen who
are building other railways in Manitoba,
having land for which they gave ane
dollar an acre, now consider five dollars
to be too low. In the second belt the
price wa to be four dollars per acre.
In the third belt the price was to be
two dollars per acre, and in the last belt
far away from the railway one dollar per
acre. But the Syndicate do not go be-
yond the twenty-fourth mile to select
their lands; they are only obliged to t1ke
it within a limit of twentyrfoucrmes
from the railway ; therefore they would
come within belts A and B, and part of
C. The average value of the land that
they would receive under this proposition
would be therefore $3.18 per acre
That is, çit ail events, the opinion that.
the Government had in 1879 of their
value, the opinion that they arrived at
after giving the subjeet ample considera-
tion; after discussing it in Parliament,
and with all summer to reflect over the
wisdom of the proposition and the prices
that were attached to'the lands in order
to give two dollars per acre for the whole
area of them. It would be supposed
that the Government took a moderate
view of this question. A government
does not exact its pound of fleh ; as
government is willing, in selling, its lands
to give them rather below than above
their value. At all events this has been
the practice with the old.Government of
Canada, and the Government, of Ontario.
So matters stood up to last year. In the
meantime the Government pushed on
important sections of this work
and gave out contracts for sec-
tions in British Columbia that the
late Governnment had not undertaken.
They took authority in advance from
the House of Commons to let further
contracta which the hon. Minister of
Railways entered upon as expeditiously
as circumstances would permit. Rad
the Government changed their mind last
session? Not aI all. The policy of
building the Pacific Railway as a Gov-
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ernment work, had grown in favor; they
were captivated with the idea that they
were going to build it themselves, and it
was to be no charge on the revenue
of this country; the land would pay for
it. I think they were right in that ;
the lands would recoup us for every
dollar of it, and in my judgment, the
Government, or any government could
manage the lands, and derive a
large profit out tof them where the area
is so considerable, and where the,proba-
bility is that they will be taken up as
rapidly as we all believe and hope, and
have confidence they will be in the
North-West. This land fund is not one
that need entail any serious expense on
the country, or reduce very seriously the
volume bf money that will flow from the
sales. The hon. gentleman haq stated
that the expense of management was a
grave matter, and he thought it an excel-
lent proposition for the Government to
be'relieved of that burden by the Syndi-
cate taking it upon themselves. If they
sold the land and gave us the proceeds,
I could see the force of that argument,
but' wheft they sell the lands and place
thë proceeds in their own pockets it is a
different matter.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
was contrasting it with the proposition
of 1874, by which the lands were to be
sold at the expense and under the
management of the Government, and the
proceeds given to the Company.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - As an illustra-
tion of what lands do foot up, I believe
I am within the mark in saying that
the arable lands of Ontario sold by the
Crown are less than 25,000,000 ac'res -
it has been so stated in the newspapers,
and it is as yet uncontradicted. We
haime been selling lands for nearly one
hundred years in Ontario, and it has
been, in my recollection, a very impor-
tant item of revenue in the Department
of Crown Lands. Even at so late a date
as when I was Commissioner of C»pwn
Lande in 1872, I found that the amount
we realized for Crown lands that year in
Ontario was $480,000. t

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
Including the sales of·timber limits i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - No; there were
no timber limits included in it. It was

Hon. Mr. Scott.

made up of Crown lands, $193,000 ;
clergy lands, $127,000 ; common school
lands, $80,000; grammar school .lands,
$12,000 ; mining lands, sixty odd thou-
sand dollars-footing up nearly half a
million of dollars in one year, and that.
after three-quarters of a century. l
that year we sold of timber lands tour
hundred odd thousand dollars.

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD - What
were the expenses of selling them I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Those .lands in
Ontario were sold on long time. There
were no land sales.

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD - There muat
have been expenses of survey I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Those were
expenses of a quarter of a century ago,
and were not very important.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -

There were arrears of $3,000,000 in
Crown lands in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I am simply
quoting from the Crown Lands retut-ns
of Ontario to show how, after the lapse
of nearly three-quarters of a century
those lands were such an important ele-
ment in the revenue of the Province. I
simply quote it in confirmation of the
observation I made some time ago that
forty years after this Syndicate stock
will be quoted in the markets of the
world, and it will be announced that the
Syndicate have still vast quantities of
land in reserve, wlich will be quoted at
a very high figure. The Canada Com-
pany secured their lands in 1832 or
1833, and they are still dràwing. their
dividends on it, and will for some years
to come, although aU the choicest areas

'have been sold, and they have now only
the refuse of it. But they got their
lands at a ridiculously low price, just as
the Syndicate are now getting our nds
at à ridiculously low price.

Now, 1 come down to 1880, and to
show the House that the opinions enter-
tained by the Government in the early
part of 1879, confirmed by their own
regulations later, were still adhered to
at that time, the Minister of Railways
took great credit for the policy that was
then being carried out. I would just
read a few pertinent remarks made by.
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the Minister in introducing his rgilway
speech in another place. He adverts to
Mr. Fleming, and says :-

" When I remind the House that the land
alone, according to the authority of the right
bon. Minister of the Interior, upon the calcu-
lations which he believes to be sound, within
the next ten years will give us $38,000,000 in
band, and $32,000,000 to receive on mortgages
within the following ten years, or a total sum
Of $70,000,000, it will be seen that we incur
'o risk."

Now, after the mature reflection of
twelve months after these resolutions are
passed, the Minister is still of the
opinion those lands will yield
that very handsome revenue. A s time
passes, I think that opinion is con-
firmed. Certainly, the lands have a
higher value now than they had in 1880,
and a .higlher value in 1880 than in
1879, because things look much better in
the North-West than they did even two
years ago. He goes ou-

i l have no hesitation in saying 'that the
whole sentiment of the country has changed
on this question. I am not at all ashamed to
say that my own opinions have completely
changed in relation to the character of this'
great work. I remember well that when the
then First Minister brought i his Act in
1874, for the construction of this as a Govern,
ment work, I felt that we were Incurring too
great a responsibility. I believed, at that
time, it was an unsafe and unsound policy for
the G overnment of this country to undertake
the construction of this great national work
from end to end as a Government work, and
I'did not hesitate to express my opinions as
freely and forcibly as I could on the occasion
Of the passage of that measure. But the
whole conditon of Canada bas changed since
then.)e

It just confirms what I said yesterday.
It confirme the illustration I gave to the
House of the causes which led to these
changes. 'He goes on :-

" There la not an intelligent man in thisCOUntrY who does not look upon the prospeci
of the settlement and development of theNorth-West with entirely different feel!ngi
from those that were then entertained."

The Minister' goes on to speak in thE
same glowing terme of the vast advan
tages of building this railway as a publi
work. Now, hon. gentlemen, at the
time Parliament rose last year we wer
led to believe that the Governrment policwas still unchanged. In fact, they hadmore confidence in the wisdom and
prudence of that policy then than the

Hon. Mr. Scou.

entertained the year before. They be-
lieved that the lands in the North-West
were going to produce even, more than
was at first anticipated - that it was
wise and prudent for the Government to
continue building that road under the
Act of 1874 - and. authority was given
to the ministers to carry it on as a public
work; and se Parliament rose under
that impression - that it was to be.ear-
ried on as a public work, and in the
interests of the people of this country.
Well, what was the next step I We
were astounded and surprised on hearing
that the Government were makiung ar-
rangements last summer, in England, for
the building of the Pacifie Railway
under a new proposition - endeavoring
to induce a syndicate to take up the
work, and build it as a company work.
It was discussed, of course, in the papers,
and I am not going to advert to that, but
a provisional contract was made. The
terme of that provisional contract were
kept entirely secret. The people were
not informed until Parliament met what
that proposition was, or in what way it
was going to affect the country.
Not until the 10th December last
were we acquainted with the
detatls of this contract. I do
not hesitate to say it was with con-
siderable surprise that the people of
this country learned the terme of that
agreement, so different from what they
would have anticipated -so difZerent
from what they had a right to believe a
prudent Government would have entered
upon, considering the changed aspect of
affairs alluded to by the Minister of
Railways in the preceding session. We
have this contract now before uà, and I
have endeavored, though feebly, to dis-
cuss some features of the propositions
yesterday and to-day. I will now, in a
very few remarks, call attention to an-
other proposition that ias been made
since this one has been subraitted to
Parliament. We are informed that the
proposal is only provisional - that the
Government are free to accept it or not
as they may be directed by the wisdom
of Parliament, The, Government do not
intend to tie the hands of Parliament,

r and we are free to sanction or reject it.
While this contract was under discus-

1 sion, so great and excessive are thought
r to be its terme by the people of this
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country, that a new proposal has been
made by another company - a company
composed entirely of Canadians - who
offered to do this work on terms consid-
erably more beneficial to the people of
Canada. T shall briefly draw attention ta
the points of difference 'between the
two. In the first place, there is
a difference of $3,000,000 in the money
consideration - a very considerable
item. In the appropriation of land
there is also a difference of 3,000,000
acred. If we take the land at the figure
fixed by the Government, I think the
difference in these two items alone would
be over $12,000,000 - the land being
valued at the rate fixed by the regulations
of the late Government, three dollars
and some cents per acre ; and in ad-
dition to this large item, the terms
throughout the new contract, as compared
with the old, are very much more in the
interests of the people of Canada. They
fairly apportion the building of the prairie
section, as was provided under the Allan
contract, taking the correct amount rate-
ably for that ; then, after, the more diffi-
cult sections. They also expressed 'their
willingness to pay duty on any imports
thAy might make. They ask for no mo-
nopoly of the railway, leaving it perfectly
free to the Parliament of the Dominion
and the legislatures of the provinces to
charter any other or rival lines if they
please. They ask for no exemptions in
the way of taxes, and for no release from
the ordinary land taxes. They also in-
sert a provision which is, to my mind,
an extremely important one, and one
which I would like to see in this
contaet very much - that is, the right
of the Govermnent of this eountry, if
they deem it wise, at some future time, to
re-purchase this road. That proposal is
in the new, and not in the old offer.
While on that subject, I think it is a
very grave blemish on the propositibn
before Parliament, that we are asked to
give subsidies to such a large extent to a
company, while we are to be debarred in
the future from acquiring the property
which has been made almost exclusively
by our own money. I do not think you
can point to any precedent for this in
the looulation of the country. I can
show, where railways have been aided
largely by the Crown, an almost invaria-
ble practice has been, where there was

Hon. Mr. Scott.

any possibility of the road being assurmed
by the people, the Government had the
right to purchase it ait a fair valuation.
The omission of that in this contract is a
very serious blemish. We know. as a
matter of fact, in many cases railways
are now owned by Governments. We
know there is a very wide-spread opinion
in the United States that the great trunk
lines ought to be owned by the Govern-
ment - that the evil consequences of the
monopolies that trunk lineshave establish-
ed have been so marked and distinct that it
has createda belief in the minds of the peo-
ple that the Government ought to own at
least the trunk lines of the country. In
this great work, which up, at all events
to a recent period, even the present Gov-
ernment thought was one that ought to
be owned and run by the Government,
it does seem to me a very marked omis-
sion that this clause is not included in
the contract. I take it from the observa-
tions made by members of this Govern-
ment in another place, in introducing
the resolutions to which I have referred,
under which they propose to build this
road, their intention was not to hand it
over to a company. It would have been
to my mind a very excellent scheme,
which would have carried eut the idea
so many of us often dreamt of - of the
people of this country owning and con-
trolling an all rail route from ocean to
ocean. We have it in the East in the
Intercolonial Railway. I doubt if our
friends of the Maritime Provinces would
like to see that road handed over to a
company. I know there las been a
protest when any such proposition
bas been speken of. If I chose to go
on and read the opinions of people weli
entitled to be heard on this subject, I
could .show that it is their belief that
the Pacific Railway - at least those
sections now open and which will be
completed in, a couple of years - will
be a paying concern. We know the
Pembina Branch has. paid a large per-
centage over and above the working
expenses from the very first. The Thun-
der Bay section will only be run during
the summer season, when boats are ply-
ing between the ports of Ontario and
Thunder Bay, and that section will pay
during the summer season, no doubt,
from the first. Nobody doubts it, and I
should like to, ask the opinion of my
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hon. friends from Manitoba whether
they agree with me that the prairie sec-'
tion, built with roasonable rapidity, will
also pay 1 Those are all sections of the
road that are cheaply run. We have
ourselves built the road between Selkirk
and Thunder Bay as a very superior
flie. The grades have been kept down
very low. Going east, especially, they are
no heavier than the grades on the Grand
Trunk Railway. I have the statement
of the Minister charged with that branch
of the public service that he believes the
one hundred miles to be opened next year
would be a paying road, and I think he
is quite right. I think when the section
in British Columbia is finished, it will
not be a ,paying road lat first; but,
not being a through railway, it will
not have to be run at a high rate
of speed, and will, therefore, probably
earn its working expenses. Another
feature in the new proposition is the
allotment of stock. That is entirely
different from the allotment as proposed
in the Syndicate. It will be free for any
one to take stock who wishes to enter
his name on the stock book. The tolls
are to be placed under the supervision of
the Government. . Then there are offers
for the Parliament or Governiment,
should they desire it, to suspend the
building of the eastern section, and sub-
stitute for it, at a greatly reduced rate,
the Sault Ste. Marie line, and that road
could be utilized within the next three
Years. Now, I think this is a proposal
which ought not to be lightly
Passed over - a proposition that would
save the people of this country a sum of
$10,000,000 or $12,000,000 directly,
besides the immense savings in other
Ways, in exemptions from customs duties
and taxation. and freedom from monopoly.
OreOS'er, the new Syndicate actually

paid Up in bank $1,400,000, as an ear-
nest that they were prepared to sign the
contract witlh the. Government on
the basis of their proposition.
Now, if we are not perpetrating
a. huge farce, if we are really
seriously considering what is best
to be done in the building of thiA rail-
way, it does seem to me , that we cannot
'guore that proposition which bas been
submitted to us by gentlemen of whose
capacity none of us can have the slightest
doubt. We know many of these gentle-
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men individually, and they are men of
very large means, who have made their
money by their own industry. They are
not great . capitalists who made their
money in stocks, but sound, substantial
men. It is not proper for me to draw a
comparison, but they are undoubtedly
good for ten, fifteen, or twenty times the
amount of the capital they propose to
subscribe. I know several of them my-
self, and they rank among Canadian
millionaires. One or two of them live in
the vicinity of Ottawa, and I can at all
events speak for theni. They are pru-
dent, cautious men, who would not have
put up their money unless they were
prepared to embark in the enterprise.
At all events they give the best possible
proof of it; they put up a million and
a half of dollars, and they say " we will
forfeit that if we decline to sign a con-
tract based on the proposition we have
submitted."

Hon. Mr. SMITH - Where did they
put up .the money I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - They put it up in
several banks of the country, and com-
municated the fact either to the Minister
of Railways or the Minister of Finance.
It was announced in another place that
the money was forthcoming, and I an
not aware that the ground was taken by
the Government or ,their supporters that
it was not there.

Hon. Mr. SMITH - Was it put into
the bande of the Receiver-General ?

Hon. Mr. SCOIT - It was put into
the banks of this country, and the Gov-
ernment were notified by letter from
those banks that they held that money
as security that the gentlemen who de-
posited it were prepared to enter into a
contract such as that contained in their
proposal to the Government. I do.not
think my hon. friend will dare te cast
any reflection on the honesty of the gen-
tlemen who compose that Syndicate, or
to say that they in any way attempted a
sham on the people of this country. I
think he knows some of those gentle-
men personally, and he knows that
they would scorn to lend themselves to
any trick ; at all events it is very easy to
test their sincerity. It is not a point on
which hon. gentlemen can escape or by
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which they can relieve themselves from
the position they are in of voting away
fifteen millions of the people's money by
saying that these men are not in earnest.
I have seen myself the published letters
from the bank managers, stating that
they held the money, and that it was a
forfeit to the Government of Canada if
these gentlemen failed to put up their
security and sign a contract in the terns
contained in their proposai to the minis-
try. These facts cannot be contradicted,
and if this House feels that it is import-
ant to save twelve or fifteen millions of
dollars to the people of Canada, *e ought
to hesitate to accept the proposition of
the Government in view of phis second
tender. This House has hitherto very
properly taken a warm interest in keep-
ing the public expenditure within proper
bounds. I know that in past years,
when I sat on the other side of this
Chamber, the Government, of which I
was a member, was very keenly criticized
when it was supposed that the public
expenditure was not conducted with due
regard to economy, and we had days and
days of debate about some contract for
the carriage - not for the articles them-
selves - of nuts and bolts, in which it
was alleged that some few hundreds of
dollars might have been saved to this
country if some man, who had no appli-
ances, in Montreal, had received the
contract, and I think the House acted
very properly in exercising a keen super-
vision over the expenditure of the
public money. This House is independ-
ent of the political excitement of the
hour; its members are not sent to the
country for re-election if the Government
is forced into a position it does not choose
to take. The Senate las often as-
sumed to itself, and has frequently de-
clared, that it was truly the guardian of
the interests of the people of this coun-
try. Now in the opportunity to prove
the truth of that assumption; here is the
opportunity for the Senate, if they
please to exercise their functions, to save
to the country an enormous sum of
money by accepting the offer of the
second Syndicate. My hon. friend (Sir
Alex. Campbell) smiles. I deny that he, or
any h4. gentleman, can rise in his place
and say that that proposition is a sham
or a fraud. He knows that the gentle-
men who are connected with that offer
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would not lend themselves te a trick of
that kind. It is very easily proved,
however. Say tothese gentlemen, "Put
up your money, put it under our con-
trol, and we will award you the con-
tract." Twenty-four hours would not
roll over before the challenge would be
accepted, and if they would not take it
up, others would, and on very much
botter terms for the country than are
offered by them. I believe that very
much more favorable terms could be ob-
tained if it were thrown open to public
competition. As the Minister himself
says, the whole condition of things is
altered. It is in the interest of the people
of Canada that they should have that
road for themselves - to own the lands
and owrn the finest railway in the world.
In fact, no such opportunity was affbrd-
ed to the people of any country to own
the finest highway in the world, a
highway stretching froni the Atlantic
to the Pacific, owned and controlled by
the Government, in which any deficits
that may occur in the working of it in
the east will be compensated for by the
millions of acres of fertile lands in the
west. Although our railways in the east
are not profitable public works, none of
us- are forcirig the Government to get rit.
of them. The tide is now in the west,
and these rich prairie lands, now held
at such comparatively low figures, would
vastly increase in value were they
opened up by an all rail route) owned
and controlled by the Government,
from the Atlantic to the Pacifie.
This House ought not to hesitate if they
think it is in the best intereste of the
country to reject the proposition now be-
fore them. Did they not interfere
with the policy of another Government
on a former occasion ? Did they not in-
térfere with that policy though -it had
been ratified and approved by a member
of the Imperial Government, who as-
sumed to himself, as between the Do-
minion and the weaker province, the
position of arbitrator I When the late
Goverument accepted that arbritrament
and brought in their measure for the con-
struction of the Esquimalt and Na-
naimo Branch, we know how this House
dealt with it. They threw it out. I do
not hesitate to say that the Senate acted
properly in throwing it out. Govern-
ments sometimes make mistakes just as
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individuals make mistakes, as I believe
this Government to-day is making a very
grave mistake, but I believe governments
ought to rise superior to the feelings of
'the hour and to stand corrected when
they are shown that their policy is
wrong. I have never hesitated, person-
ally, in private life, or publicly, in my
acte of administration, if I found that
I had made a mistake, to take it back.
1n the accumulated light that we
Jhave gathered the last few years I
believe that the Senate acted wisely, and
in the interests of the people of this
Country when they rejected the Esqui-
mualt and Nanaimo Bill, and, if it is stili
true ,to the interests of the people, it
will exercise the same wise discrimina-
tion in regard to the Bill now before the
Roase. It is here that we may carefully
'Consider and reflect as to what is wisest
and best. It is the largest and gravest
maeasure ever submitted to the Parlia-
Ment of Canada ; a measure involving an
amaount equal to the whole debt of this
Country at the time of Confederation. If
wveshould debate it for weeks and months,
wve could not say that we had given un-
due time for its consideration, so vast
and so far reaohing is it in its details and
as a whole; and, before hon. gentlemen
seek to protect themselves by alleging
that the second Syndicate is a sham, they
8hould test it in a sensible way by asking
these gentlemen to put their money un-
der the control of the Receiver General.
Let them do it, and I undertake to say
that they will not hesitate to come for-
Ward and give the Government.the most
substantial and satisfactory proof of the
Sincerity of their offer to build the
Pacific Railway under the contract
they have proposed. I agree
lvith the Minister* of iRailways in
an bis utterances of last year, which I
think were wise and statesmanlike, and
where he acknowledged that the view he
took in 1874 was not a correct one. But
.the gathered experience of four years
had changed his mind, and, as he so for-
cibly put it, the whole condition of thingshad changed, the North-Wet had sprung
up into a country, of vast importance;
our interests there were not tenfold bat
a hundredfold greater than tha most
visionary of us had ever. dreamed of insuch a limited time. None of us in 1874or 1875, when we were asked to vote
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money to keep the people alive in that
country after the grasshopper plague, and
afterwards to supply them with seed, and
to meet the great expense of the Mennon-
ite and Icelandie settlements, ever an-
ticipated that we should have any such
return for it. I believe, however, that
the embarrassments, clouds and difficul-
ties that have hung over the settlement
of that country during those fearful
years have entirely passed away never to
return again. I think, therefore, in the
changed condition of things, that the
gentlemen who are charged with the
government of this country would have
acted wisely and prudently had they con-
tinued of the opinion that they enter-
tained at the time Parliament rose in
1880, and had not been - induced,
from some cause or other, to enter into a
contract that, in myjudgment, is rash, is
hasty, and is not conceived in the best
interests of the people of the Dominion.

At this point, Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved
the adjournment of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.
The Senate adjourned at 6 p.n.

THE SENATE,

Mlonday, February 7thi, 1881.
The Speaker took the chair at three

p.m.
Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

A CORRECTION.

Elon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL rose
to correct a mis-statement lie had made
in moving the second reading of the Bill
respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway.

[The corrections are made in the previous
reports.]

ST. PETER'S CANAL CONTRACT.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MILLER moved:-
u That an humble Address be presented to

Ris Excellency the Governor General, praying
that His Excellency will cause to be laid be-
fore this House al correspondence between
the Government and any.persons whomsoever,
In reference to the unpaid liabilities for labor
and materials of S. P. Tuck as contractor for
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the enlargement of St. Peter's Canal, Cape
Breton; and all reports thereon by the Minis-
ter of Justice, and the Chief Engneer of the
Department of Public Works, since the month
of August, 1877."

He said : I wish to state briefly to the
Flouse the reasons that induce me to
make this motion. It is known to hon.
gentlemen that a very important work
in the Island of Cape Breton, called the
St. Peter's Canal, ias, within the last
few years, been enlarged at a considerable
expense to the country. It will be in the
recollection of the Senate that, for several
years after Confederation, I persistently,
in my place in this House, advocated to the
best of my humble ability the enlargement
of that important work in the interest of
the people of Cape Breton. In 1873,
while the Government of Sir John Mac-
donald was in power, the representatives
of Cape Breton in both branches of Par-
liament were so far successful as to in-
duce the Government to order a survey
and prepare estimates for the enlarge-
ment of the St. Peter's*Canal. Before,
hewever, that work could be entered
upon, the Government of that day were
out of power, and the Administration of
Mr. Mackenzie succeeded it in. the
autumn of 1873. A year or two after-
wards the Government caused the en-
largement of the canal to be undertaken,
under a contract with a Mr. Tuck, of
St. John, N.B. I shall not refer to the diffi-
culties which occurred in connection with
the enlargement of the canal after the
Government of Mr. Mackenzie came into
power,because,to a very large extent, the
reductions in the dimensions of the canal
which were contemplated or attempted
shortly after those gentlemen came into
power, were given up, or to a large extent
given|up, and the work was proceeded with,
if not on as large a scale as contemplated
by the Government of Sir John Mac-
donald, still upon a much larger scale
than before existed, and in a way that
gave satisfaction to the people of that
portion of Nova Scotia. The first con-
tract was entercd into with Mr. Tuck in
the autumn of 1875, and, subsequently,
another contract - a modified contract
- was entered into in the summer of
1876. Under the terms of these con-
tracts, Mr. Tuck was required to deposit
securities with the Government to the
amount of $10,000, which lie did, for
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the completion of the contract; and the.
Government also, took power to retain
ten per cent. of the amount earned, as a
further security to the Government for-
the due performance of his work. In
1877, Mr. Tuck broke down, and the-
contract was, with the permission of the
Government, assigned by him to a Mr.
Kennedy, also of St. John, N.B. It
was understood at the time that behind
Mr. Tuck was a body of beneficiaries -
dentlemen in St. John who were inter-
ested in the contract,.and who had the
good fortune to stand very well with the
late Government, and possessed consider-
able influence with them. When Mr.
Tuck broke down he had completed work
to the amount of $77,000, and if the
terms of the contract had been adhered
to, there would be. between seven and
eight thousand dollars in the hands of
the Government, under the ten per cent.
arrangement. It was found, however,
when the contract 'as taken off bis
bands, that instead of retaining that ten
per cent. of the $77,000, only the small
sunm of $800 actually remained in the
hands of the Government on the per-
centage in question, and $300 or $400
of that had to be·expended in connection
with taking over all the works
from Mr. Tuck, and keeping the
canal free from water during the
time of the transition of the works
to the sub-contractor, for Mr. Ken-
nedy really became a sub-contractor under
Mr. Tuck. Mr. Tuck broke down, as I
have said, in carrying out his contract,
and, with the sanction of the Govern-
ment, hg was permitted to assign bis in-
terest in the contraot to.Mr. Kennedy,
who, it was well, understood, was to
occupy the saine position in reference to
the parties behind the-screen - the bene-
ficiaries interested in the contract - that
Mr. Tuck himself was supposed to have
occupied. When he broke down he was
largely indebted to the laborers and
others - a very poor class of people -
chiefly for materials and labor that had
been utilized in the construction of the
St. Peter's Canal, and which the new
contractor, Mr. Kennedy, of course,
got the benefit of. A large num-
ber of pooy people who were depend-
ent on their daily labor for their daily
bread were, when Mr. Tuck failed, left
without any means of recovering their
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hardly earned wages. Mr. Tuck left the
country, and all the advantages of this
labor and materials of these poor people
accrued to Mr. Kennedy, who took the
contract, and has since kept it to nearly
completion. At the time that Mr.
Tuck broke down, claims were made upon
the Government by these unfortunate
people, who had been treated in this
unfair way by Mr. Tuck, for payment of
their respective demands out of any
moneys that might be due to Mr. Tuck
from the Government, and the Minister
of Public Works then came to the con-
clusion to devote whatever sum should
be in his hands of Mr. Tuck's money to-
wards paying those claims ; but it was
found that, after the expenses of taking
over the canal were deducted from the
amount, only the sum of $400 remained
to meet some $7,000 or $8,000 of liabili-
ties of this description. What I find
fault with is, in the first place, that the
late Government did not strictly
keep Mr. Tuck to the conditions
of his contract; that they did
not insist upon keeping the ten
per cent., and, by applying the
ten per cent. which should have remained
in their hands, they would have had
sufficient means to pay nearly all the
claims of those defrauded laborers, many
of whom have been ruined in consequence
of not receiving their money from the
contractor. I say it was unfortunate
that behind Mr. Tuck there were men
'vho possessed influence with the Gov-
ernment, and who compelled the Minister
of Public Works to make advances out
Of this ten per cent. to Mr.. Tuck from
tine to time, until, when he threw up
the contract, he had got the whole
anOunt,including the ten per cent. which
he was entitled to for lauor, as well as
for materials upon the ground, for which
he had got paid from the Government,
but which he had not paid for himself,
and which has never been paid for to
this day. The whole difficulty was
eaused by the Miniater of Public Works
allowing this ten per cent. (which should
have been kept back until the completion
of the contract) to be paid over, contrary
to the, terms of the agreement, and,to Bsome extent, in breach of faith
with those who trusted Mr., Tuck.
If the Government had held the ten per
cent., which they were entitled to hold
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under the contract with Mr. Tuck, they
would have been in a position - io
matter whether any legal liability existéd
on the part .of the Government to meet
those claims or not - to dictate to Mr.
Tuck the terms upon which the assigrn
ment coduld take place. They would
have been in a position to dictate that
justice should be done to those . poor
people, before consenting to the assign-
ment of the contract. It is for allowing
this check to go out of their hands that I
find fault with the Government of that
day, for, by allowing the ten per cent. to be
paid over to Mr. Tuck and his associates,
they lost the power to do justice to his
crtditors. They admitted, by their
action in regard to the $400 that remain-
ed in their hands, that they had power to
distribute it to the unpaid laborers. Mr.
Tuck, however, was permitted to assign
his contract to Mr. Kennedy, 'without
any reference as to the condition of his
affairs; what the nature of that assign-
ment was, I do not exactly known,
obut I believe it was to their mutual
benefit. The assignnent is not on
record or among the other papers
in the Department. I have been
given permission to search the records in
connection with this matter, and have
not been able to find any copy of the
assignment among the papers. There is,
however, an important report of the
Chief Engineer, Mr. Perley, in connee-
tion with. this public work, in which he
says the understanding upon which the
works were permitted to be assigned to
Mr. Kennedy was that, on the completion
of the contract, no profits were to be di-
vided by any party until all the arrear-
ages in connection with the claims for
material and labor were paid to the per-
sons who were entitled to receive them. I
may state that I had some correspondenco
myself with Mr. Tuck, in 1877, on this
matter, and he, in writing, admitted to
me that the same arrangement existed.
Mr. Perley, in a report dated 1 2th Aug-
ust, 18.78, says :-

'<I have, however, been informed by Mr.
Kennedy that his arrangement with Mr. Tuck
la that if, after the completion of the works on
the Canal, and the settlement of all the liabil.
ities incurred by him in connection therewith,
there remains a balance of profit, such balaice
l to be expended ln settling, as far as it màay
be found possible to do so, the indebteduess of
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ý. P. Tuck up to the time of the assignment of
the contract."

There is, therefore, an admission by both
parties interested in this contract - that
is Mr. Tuck's admission to myself, and
Mr. Kennedy's admission to the engineer
- that the agreement under which Mr.
Kennedy took the assignment was, that
no profits were to be divided on this work
until all claims against the first contractor
by laborers and others, were paid. Now,
I believe that it can be very easily shown
that large profits will be divided in con-
nection with this contract, and that if
any losses have accrued to any person in
connection with it, these losses have been
outside of the work, and have no right to
be connected with the contract. I be-
lieve that when the accounts are ex-
amined it will be shown that there have
been large profits resulting from the con-
tract, and under these admissions of Mr.
Tuck and Mr. Kennedy, the only two
persons legally interested, as far as we
know, the understanding is that no profits
-will be divided until these liabilities are
paid. It is true that the Minister of
Justice has reported that the Government
were under no legal liability to meet
hese claims, or to give any redress to the

poor people who have been injured
by this assignment, but we know
that in other places, and on other
contracts - especially in the Lachine
canal contracts - provision was expressly
made to meet cases of this kind, in order
to prevent the laborers being defrauded.
by the contractors in public works. The
late Government certainly had control
over Mr. Tuck at the time he assigned
the contract, for lie could not assign it
without their consent. What I wish at
the present time is that this correspond-
ence, detailing all these circumstances,
may Le laid upon the table of the House,
in order that the parties interested may
know, in the most public and authorita-
tive manner, the conditions upon which
the contract was assigned by Mr. Tuck
to Mr. Kennedy, se that they may, either
in a court of justice or by appeal to the
(overnment, receive some consideration
of their claims. I also wish to impress
upon the Government the justice of
withholding the payment of the ten per
cent. drawback, which will be due upon
the completion of the remainder of the
contract, from Mr. Kennedy, until this
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investigation or settlement takes place.
I think the Government will see the pro-
priety and justice of not paying over
that money until all those unfortunate
individuals, some of whom were nearly
ruined in consequence of the conduct of the
contracters, have an opportunity of assert-
ing their rights before the Government
and before the courts, and, if possible,
of recovering their just demands. I
hope the remarks I havé made will
receive the attention of the leader o' the
Government, and that he will bring the
matter before the notice of his colleagues.
I intended to make more extended
remarks on this subject; but iv hen.
friend before me (Mr. Scott) wishes to
resume bis speech, and the House does
not desire that the important debate on
the Pacifie Railway should be inter-
rupted by less important matters.

Hon. Mr. BOURINOT - If I had
anticipated this motion, T could have
stated a few other facts which are, per-
haps, not within the knowledge of my
hon. friend who has submitted it; because,
in the section of Cape Breton from which
I come, I know a very honest man,
named Captaim Archibald McDonald,
who was engaged the whole summer of
1877, with his vessel of 100 tons and
several of a crew, in working for this
canal. He had conveyed from the quarry
at Little Bras d'Or, near North Sydney,
hundreds of tons of Stone for the purposo
of constructing this canal, and lie bas
never received any portion of the money
due him, although he has made applica-
tion over and over again for it. As I
have said, had I perceived sooner' that
this matter would have been brought up,
I could have had all these facts before
me. I have made two or three applica-
tions myself in this matter, but they were
of no avail. I have nothing further to
say, for the reasons given, on this ques-
tion, except that I regret exceedingly
that justice has not been done, and I
trust that the Government will take ià
into consideration, and adopt means to
have these poor men paid their honest
due.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I am very sorry
that my hon. friend behind me has used
the medium of this motion to administer
censure on the late Government, more
particularly on the ex-Minister' of Public
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Works. The facts are these: applica- d
tious have been frequently made te the n
Government which preceded the one
that took office in 1873, for the enlarge- v
nment of St. Peter's Canal, without any c
effect I know it has been stated in ths
Chamber before, that orders had been
given for the work, and that a survey
had been ordered. I had searched on
former occasions for that order, and I
state now, emphatically, that that search
was an exhaustive one, and that no
Order in Council was ever passed by the
late Government, in the direction suggest-
ed by my hon. friend, that is binding
that Government te the enlargement of
this canal. My hon. friend states that it
was thought some, - I will not say
fraud - but through some desire to
iljure these unfortunate workmen who
had lost their wages through Mr. Tuck's
default

Hon. Sir ALEX- CAMPBELL - I
do not think the hoi. gentleman said
that.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - Not at ail.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - He stated dis-
tinctly that the late Government impro.
perly allowed Mr. Tuck to get the ten
per cent. drawback, which, in his judg-
ment, ought to have been retained for the
purpose of paying workmen. Now, I
state, emphatically, that no government
has ever recognized the principle that
they were in any degree bound to pay
the workmen on a contract ; that that
ten per cent. was never held back for
any such purpose, and I state, moreover,
that in no instance in any large contract
after the work has been really under-
taken, and after the contractor has shown
to the Government that he is serious in
carrying on the work, and that sufficient
progress is made te warrant its com-
pletion, have they retained the whole
of the percentage, but that it is paid
out from time te time on appeal to
the Government by the contractor. I
ar net speaking of One government, but
of all governments. No government
thinks of retaining such a drawback as
ten per cent. until the completion of the
whole work. Then, as to. the assignment
of the contract, it is certainly a startling
doctrine to me that any contractor ie te
be deterred from assigning his contract
on the assignee giving security fo.r the
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ue fulfilment of the work. Have we
Lot that experience from day to day ;
Lave we not evidence of the fact of a
ery notable case, in which four
ontracts were recently let in British
Columbia, and that these four contracts
were absorbed into one contract, and.
wb know very well that the parties
were. paid a very handsome, aum
or the assignment. It is a
natter of notoriety that some three or
four hundred thousand dollars changed
hands in that transaction. We had no
right to object, and I find no fault with
the Government for having permitted
it. The ten per cent. is never held by
the government for the purpose my hon.
friend contemplates - to pay the work-
men on the contract. It is always un-
desirable, when contractors fail in paying
their men, that the government ehould
interpose. It is contrary to the prac-
tice that they lay down, and when it is.
done it is alwavs done in a merciful
spirit, if possible to shield the laborer.
If the government interfere too fre-
quently, however, it just leads to this
consequence, that men will allow the con-
tractors to go on from month to month
without paying them, feeling that they
can lean on the government. It is not
a deairable thing to establieh, that the
laborer has an ulterier recourse on the
government for his money. It would
be utterly impossible to carry on publie
contracts if the laborer could assume
that when the contractor would fail to
pay his wages, the money could be
stopped in the hands of the government.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - Did not you do
it on the Lachine Canal i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -I say that all
governments have done it on occasions
during a crisis, when they found that
they had the money ; but that they can
do it with any degree of fairness, or as a
matter of right, I deny. The contractor
has a right to protest, and, strictly speak-
ing, in the course of law, the govern-
ment are bound to pay the contractor.
There is a special stipulation in the con-
tracts, not alone against the workmen,
but against the sub-contractor. Govern-
ments invariably put in a clause in the
contract by which they provide that the
sub-contractor shall have no claim what-
ever on the government. He is bound
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-to look to his principal ; he is bound to
look to the man with whom he bas made
the contract; otherwise it would be im-
possible to carry on great public works.
No one regrets more than I do the cir-
cumnstances connected with the St. Peter's
Canid contract. - have just as humane
a heart for the workmen as my hon.
friend; but I would tell the hon.
gentleman that if he was a member of a
Government he would find it extremely
difficolt to carry out the principle which.
he advecates. Where a Government see
their way to carrying out that piinciple
they always do it, but in practice they
invariably deny that they ha~ve any such
ýright. A certain sum, is voted by Par-
liament to carry ont a public work, and
the contractor or his assignee, on per-
forming that work, is entitled to that
money, and not the people who earn it
under him, although we would like to
see them fully paid for their labor, but
we have no means of assisting them. The
contractor invariably disputes the amount,
and the laborers claim a great deal more
than they are entitled to; and here yon get
into all sorts of complication the very
instant you break through the rule. In
this contract the country is getting the
work for the sum stipulated. At the
time the contract was let it was considered
to be a hard bargain - that the work
was being done for a very small sium, and
we are bound to pay the assignee the
amount of his contract. Even at the
time the contract passed into the hands
of the assignee, had the original ten per
cent. been retained, no Government cotild
have taken it from the assignee and
handed it to the laborers. It would have
been an arbitrary and tyranical act;
and much as we might wish to secure
the people who did the work, still it muet
be conceded that no more humane man
was ever at the head of the Public Works
Department than Mr. Mackenzie, and no
one had a deeper sympathy with the
working classes or showed a keener
anxiety that the laborer should receive
his hire. To say that the Government
were ta blame or ought to be censured
because they allowed Mr. Tuck to take
up some of his ten per cent. is going toc
far. If my hon. friend was as conversani
with this sort of thing as gentlenen
who have been members of governments
he would fnd that the governnent neveî

Hon. Mfr. Scott.

retains all the ten ýper cent. drawback.
Many of these public works are under-
taken at a contemplated profit of only
five per cent., and if ten per cent. is re-
tained, the contractor runs in debt ail
through his contract. It is very much
te be regretted that my hon. friend
should have taken this occasion to have
a slap at the late Government. The
Minister of Public Works .is not here to
speak for himself, and to\ my knowledge
he has been exceedingly anxious to inter-
vene between the contractor and the
workmen, and has done so in very many
cases where it was absolutely illeg, and
brought pressure to bear an the con-
tractor to pay his mon.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - I do not propose
to detain the House with many remarks,
but some observations which have fallen
from my hon. friend can hardly be allowed
to go unanswered. He has stated to-day
what he has asserted more than once in
this House on other occasions, that there
was nothing done by the Government qf
Sir John A. Maodonald in 1873 towards
the enlargement of the St. Peter's Canal.
I have made the assertion that there was,
and I have repeatedly proved the correct-
ness of my assertion in the only way in-
which it can be verified. In the summer
of 1873 Mr. Langevin, then Minister of
Ptblic Works, directed Mr. Perley, who
is at present, as he was then, an engineer
in that Department, to go down to Cape
Breton, make a survey, and report upon
the cost of improving the St. Peter's
Canal ; and the survey and report were
made by Mr. Perley in 1873, before the
Government of Sir John Macdonald went
out of office. I never asserted that there
was an Order in Council passed by that
Government for enlarging the St. Peter's
Canal - that would have followed in good
time had the change not come ; but that,
when they became convinced it was
a matter of public necessity to
enlarge the St. Peter's Canal they then
promised the friends of that measure in
this House and in the House of Coni-
mons to take the matter up. In fulfil-
ment of that promise they sent Mr.
Perley to Cape Breton in the summer of
1873, and it was on his survey and

i report that a sum was afterwards placed
in the Estimates for the enlargeent of
the canal. As soon as the Government,
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-of. which my hon.. friend (Mr. Scott)
'Was a distinguished member, came into
:Power, Mr. Mackenzie's first act was to
cut down the dimensions of the canal and
reduce the depth of water on the mitre-
-sill to such an extent as to almost render
useless the expenditure contemplated on
the work, and it was only after urgent
representations, and a good deal of dis-
satisfaction -expressed by the people of
Cape Breton and Nova Scotia, that the
Minister was induoed to alter his plan,
and go some way towards meeting the
views of his predecessor in regard to the
enlargement. He did not go so far as
Mr. Perley's first report contempiated -
to make a canal 54 feet wide - but he
went within six or eight feet of it, and that
was considered satisfactory at the time.
These facts can easily be verified hy the
Minister of Public Works, who now
holds that office, and by the Chief Jngi-
neer. With regard to the second point
taken by my hon. friend. He says that
no government ever laid down as a rule
that they could distribute the ten per
cent. retained from contractors for the
payment of laborers or other claimants
against contractors. I say that the
Government of which my hon. friend was
a member, whether they had a legal
right to do so or not, decided to distii-
-bute the balance of $488 in their hands
when work failed amongst the laborers.
I hold in my hand a report of the Chief
Engineer of the Public Works Depart-
ment, dated May 13th, 1878, in which
ho says : - " The Minister directs that
after verification of the accounts said to
be due, the balance, amounting to
$488.77, due by the Department to Mr.
Tuok, be apportioned amongst the
laborers mentioned in the list, ro
'rif te the amounts severally due them."
Now, I say that iere is the principle,
which My hon. friend says was never
laid down by any minister or govern-
ment, clearly and emphatically enun-
ciated by the late Minister of Public
Works, who was the leader of the Gov-
ernment of which my hon. friend was a
memaber. And if he could lay down that
Principle in regard to $488, could lie not
have laid it down in regard te the full ten
per cent. on $77,000, if it had been, as il
Qught to have been, retained in the
liands of the Government when the con-
-tractor broke down I If that -Inoney lad

lon. M1r. Iller. ~

been in the .handa of the Minister of
Public Works at that date, he would
have been prepared to deal with the
matter in that way. Mr. Tuck haa
broken down ; he was unable to carry on
his contract. He was asking favors
from the Government - asking to be
permittedto assignhiscontraetafterhehad
forfeited all right to do so, and the, Gov-
ernment would have been enabled to
deduct any amount necessary, in justice
and equity, for the settlement of the un-
paid claims for labor and materials
employed in the construction of
the canal. My hon. friend says:
" Does it not happen every day that
contractors aBsign their contracta 1"
That is so ; but here was a case where a
contractor had forfeited hie contract and
all clairms under it, and the work was
taken out of his bands. The Govern-
ment ,in the exercise of their legalrights,
went into possession of the contract for
breach of its conditions, turning Mr.
Tuck out, and afterwards they permitted
him to name the party to whom he wished
to have his contract assigned. That
assignment was made under terms ad-
vantageous, I suppose, to Mr. Tuck, and
advantageous to Mr. Kennedy also. The
Government had the power, and the duty
devolved on them of seeing that in a
transfer which, under all the circum-
stances, could not be made without their
concurrence, the interest of every person
who was likely to be defrauded in con-
nection with tihe works was protected.
My hon. friend said I insinuated that
through some fraud or other of the
Public Works Department this was
allowed to be done. I did not insinuate
anything of the kind, and I am sure my
hon. friend would not intentionally mis-
represent nie. What I did say, and 1
repeat it, was that through a de-
sire to favor those who had a
beneficiary interest in the contract be-
hind Mr. Tuck, and who were known to
have been political friends of the hou.
gentleman in St. John, N.B. - through a
desire*to favor these gentlemen, the ten
per cent was paid up to these persons in
St. John, the contract was allowed to be
assigned in their interest, the contract
was carried on afterwards by Mr. Ken-
neday, in their interest, as it had been
by Mr. Tuck, and the whole arrangement
was in the hands of the Government, and
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if they desired to do what.was' right to
these poor people, they had ample power
to do so. It is for this reason that I
wish it to be seen by the country, and
especially that portion interested in this
question, where there is a great deal of
deep seated feeling amongst these
defrauded men that a grosa wrong and
injustice has some way or other been
perpetrated upon'them - I wish it to be
understood in that part of the country
where the first mistake (to use no harder
term), which resulted in the wkole of
this subsequent injustice, was made by
the action of the Ministry and Govern-
ment in not holding that ten per cent.,
or a greater portion than they did, andin
not beeing that, when Mr. Tuck failed
in completing his contract, and had lost
all right to assign it, unless through their
favor, those equitable conditions were
not attached to the assignment as they
should have been. I say, therefore, that
my hon. friend is not at all in a position
to find fault with the remarks I have
made on this occasion, because I certainly
have not made as lengthy or strong re-
marks as the circumstances justify.
Surely we are not to be told that because
a minister is not in this House, or may
not now be in power, we have no right
to criticise his policy or acions while he
was a member of the Government.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I did not say so.

Hon. Mr. MILLER--Then what does
my hon. friend mean to say by con-
demning me for referring to the matter
when the late Minister of Public Works
was not here to defend himself 1 Has he
not my hon. friend here to defend him
- an able defender of his actio'ns and
policy on all occasions-of which I do not
complain, but, on the contrary, am very
glad. I say again that I hepe the Gov-
ernment will see that whatever money
may now be in their hands in connection
with this public work is not paid
over until a full investigation is hal on
the part of the Government as to the
terms on whici that contract was as-
signed by Mr. Tuck to Mr. Kennedy ; as
to the profits which have resulted from
that contract, and the claims of the la-
borers to compensation out of these pro-
ceeds. I also wish those interested to
know what their rights are in this mat-
ter, that they may be in a position, if

Hon. Mr. Miller.

they think proper, to go into a court of-
justice and do what may be necessary toý
vindicate them.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not going to
enter into a controversy on the subject.
The hon. gentleman is quite right when
he says the Chief Engineer was sent
down before the change of government.
I do not dispute that, but I stated then,
and I state now, that the mere calling
for a survey or examijiation of work does
not conimit a government to putting a.
sumr in the Estimates to cover the amount
of that work. An amount was placed
in the Estimates, and an Order
in Council was passed by the
Government of. which I was a
member. What I maintained was that
the Government which preceded that
Administration was not in any way com-
mitted to the construction of the work;.
it merely sent an engineer, who made a
report, and that was all that was done.

Hon. Mr. READ - This debate bas
taken an irregular course, and the principle
has been laid down by the ex-Secretary of
State that the Government are obliged
to accept transfers of contracts. Now,
I think that they are not, and that the
Government has the privilege of either
accepting or rejecting a transfer. It is.

,very fortunate for this country and the
public exchequer that in a certain con-
tract, given a few days before the late
Government went out of office, the
transfer of that contract vitiated ;it.
Two years ago when I saw that.
$1,000,000 was to be appropriated for
that useless piece of work, the
Georgian Bay Branch, I toôk it ipon
myself to introduce a resolution con-
demning that expenditure. Fortunately
for the country, there was a clause .in
that contract that once the contractors
had assigned it, and asked to have the
assignment accepted, the Government
could cancel it, and so the country was
relieved of the work.

Hon Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
,do not propose to enter into any discussion
of the subject whatever. It is very well
in the hande of the hon. Senator from
Richmond (Mr. Miller) and 'my hon.
friend opposite. With reference to the
motion made by the hon. Senator from
Richmond,. the Government willingly
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consent to the papers coming down, and1
I shall take care that the views which
the hon. Senator has preser-ted to the
House are rerresented to the Minister of
Railways and Canals, and have no doubt
he will endeavor to do what may seem
just, so far as may rest in his power, in
reference to the individuals whose case is
certainly a very hard one, as portrayed
by the hon. member from Richiond.

The motion was agreed to.

CAbADIAN -PACIFIC RAILWAY DILL.

THE DEBATE CONTINUED.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT resuned his speech
on the motion that the Canadian Pacific
Railway Bill be read a second time. le
said: Before proceeding to that portion
of my remarks that I propose addressing
to the House this evening, I desire to
clear up a point to which attention was
drawn on Friday last, that is in reference
to the sincerity of the gentlemen vho
made this second offer. An lion. gentle-
nan on the opposite side hinted across

the House that it was not a bona de.
tender, and that the noiiey was not seri-
ously put up. Now, the papers, copies of
which I hold, were not brought down to
this Hlouse, but they show the' actual
ona fides of the tender, and that the

mooney was deposited in the banks of this
country for the purpose of securing the
Government in the $1,000,000 required
to be deposited, in the event of their
entering inito the proposed contract. I
hold in my band copies of letters which
were addressed to the Minister of Rail-
vays, and were by him produced, in the
shape of letters and documents, and laid
on the table in another place while this
matter was under discussion there. I
would just read to the House some of those
letters showing the spirit of then, and
showing·how unfair it is, at all events, to
ininuate that this offer of the new com-
pany was not a bona fide one - that
they had not placed in the liands of
the Qovernnent sufficient security to
warrant them in dealing with the proposi-
tion. The first is a letter from the
manager of the Caiadian Bank of Cerm-
nmerce, dated Toronto, 19th January,
1881, anfd addressed to Sir Charles
Tupper, informing him that $500,000

Hon. Sir Atex. Catnpel!.

had heen deposited by the members of
the new Syndicate as security. The
next is fron the Manager of the Molson's
Bank at London, Ontario, showing that
the suni of $100,000 was beld for the
same purpose. The next is from the
manager of the Federal Bank, nUtifying
the Government that $100,000 had been
deposited with them. The next is from
the Bank of Ottawa, notifying the Gov-
ernment that $120,000 had been deposit-
ed there. Then another froni the Bank
of British North America, stating that
half a million dollars had been deposited
with them ; and another from the Quebec
Bank, showing that $100,000 had been
deposited with them - in all $1,420,000
in six banks - in the event of the con-
tract Sing assigned to the second coin-
pany. Now, I think, considering the
fact that this oller would have saved
to the country some $15,000,000,
or, taking the last estiuate, $12,-
003,000 - that is taking the value
placed on the land last year, and the year
before - if the proposition was at all
open to be entertained, the Govern-
ment cannot shield themselves behind so
flimsy an argument. These six banks
are not likely to lend themselves to fraud.
Three .of theni hold $720,000, and they
are within a few hundred yards of tfhe
office of the Minister of Railways, and it
would have been an extremely easy mat-
ter to have tested the truth or correct-
ness of the statements contained in those
letters ; but, of course, the truth of them
was never for a moment doubted. I
would not insinuate that the Govern-
ment would make the statement that the
managers of those banks had committed
a fraud in sending in these certificates ;
so far, therefore, as the security is con-
cerned, I think that point is settled, and,
therefore, we may fairly conclude that
the Government were not open to have
this road built by any other party but
the Syndicate - that the calling of Par-
liament, and the adopticn of this contract
were regarded as a foregon'e conclusion,
and it was not for this Legislature to con-
sider whether it was a wise proposal, or
whether a better one could have been ob-
tained. Now, 1' do not think that that
is exactly the part whicI business men
shonld play in a transaction of this
kind. If a, man enters into a provi-
sional agreement which is still subject

il
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te certain conditions • which he may
evade if he desires, he may, on eon-
sideration of the matLer, if he thinks
it to his interest, cancel the agreement.
In the present case, I am not aware that
the Syndicate would have even an equi-
table claim on this country, if their- pro-
posal had not been ratified by Parlia-
ment, but it was surely -one of those
cases where Parliament, acting under the
inspiration of the Government, would
have been quite -willing to have given
compensation, if a better or more reason-
able proposition had been made, for any
labor or trouble that the Syndicate
might have been put to in consequence
of their offer. I assume that their com-
pensation would have been a compara-
tively snall amount; they crossed. and
recrossed the Atlantic, I suppose, twro or
three times, and went to some small ex-
pense, but it would not have been among
the hundreds of thousands of dollars.
What is the justification that is offered for
the Government depriving themselves of
the control of this railway I One justifica-
tion taken is, that we, at ali events, know
the limit that we have to pay ; that we
have in the future no uncertain sum to
pay ; that in the past the public credit
of Canada and the public mind of-Canada
were so disturbed at the huge liabilities
we were likely te incur in the construc-
tion of this gigantic work, and the
feeling of doubt and uncertainty as to
what amount Canada might ultimate y
have to pay in the construction of
the Pacifie Railway - rendered it ad-
visable te have it constructed by a com-
pany. Acting on that feeling, there has
been in the minds of a great many peo-
ple in Canada rather a desire that a
company should undertake it, and that
we should fix the sum that the company
should have; and that, having done so,
we could rest satisfied that we, at all
events, would not be liable for any larger
(r further sum. Now, that idea of the
transaction . might have been very
legitimate and very reasonable if
made ten years ago, when the Allan
contract was under discussion ; or
it might have been a reasonable pro.
position after that ; it would, at
all events, have been excusable if
made many years later, even down
to 1876 or 1877, or even as late as 1878,
inasmuch as there was very peat uncer.

Hon. ir. Scott.

tainty and very grave doubt as to what
that line would cost. The hon. leader
of the Government, in introducing this
Bill to the House, quoted from estimates
made in years gone by, plaeing the ex-
penditureononeoccasion at$120,000,000,
on another at $116,000,000, and from
that coming down to $90,000,000. It is
quite true that up to 1878 we could not
form a very correct estimate of what the
line was going to cost; but, as year by
year passed over, we have gathered a
great deal of rehable knowledge. We
have constructed, and have running, the
Pembina Branch. We know what that
has cost; we are constructing a very
large portion of the road between Thunder
Bay and Red River; the contracts are
all out, and the entire line has te be
completed by July, 1882, so that we
know pretty well what the total cost is
to be. It is put down in the neighbor-
hood of $17,000,000. We know very
well that the most expensive portion -
from Yale to Kamloops - is under con-
tract, and will cost $10,000,000.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
$8,400,000.

Hon. Mr. SCÔTT -I, of çourse,
have got to fall back 'on the estimates
made long after that work was giveù out
- the estimates made by Mr. Fleming
himself.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL- My
hon. friend knowsthere have been changes
since.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -If there has been
a change at all it bas been by degrading
the road

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - Oh,
no!

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The hon. gentle-
man says, No, no. I think, in discussing
a matter of this sort, the House would
do much better to take the report of the
Engineer, confirmed by the Minister him-
self, and which ias remained for eight
months uncontradicted. Since this mat-
ter has been before Parliament the Gov-
ernanent have felt themselves very awk-
wardly placed; they feel that in order to
iustify this contract they should diminish
the value of the work they had to do,
and exaggerate the work which the Syn
dicate undertakes to do.
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Government property, and we have 8v
Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - or 900 miles of railway, also, which is

The work for which that 'estimate was not very profitable; yet we do not pro-
made will be of a better character. pose to part with it, but hold it for the

benefit of that portion of the country
Bon. Mr. MILLER--The prairie which it traverses. Here I may say that

section ' Better, of course. the gentleman who is charged with the
administration of that railway takes to

Hon. Mr. ýsCOTT - 1 must be per- himself the credit - probably with great
' mitted to question it. I do not think it justness - for having reduced the ex-

Hon. Mr. Scoit.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -I is at all likely, if the Govern-
an sorry to interrupt my hon. friend, but ment of Canada b had carried out
I must inform him that, on the contrary, that work, we should, in the end, have
these changes ou the Onderdonk contract found it of a worse character than
took place before the inception of the the Syndicate will build. At all
Pacific Railway arrangement that we are events, that is what Mr. Smith says,
now discussing. quoted as a witness by the Minister.

Now, I say that one of the grounde in
Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I have in my past years that led ta the conclusion in

hande, at ail events, the last officiai esti the minds of very many people, that a
mate -brought down to the- month of conpany should build the road, was that
A pril last - and my hon. friend is aware it would be better and wiser that we
that in that estimate the sum is put should know the extreme limit of what
down at $10,000,000. After all, it we should pay. But after having spent
really makes very liftle difference iu this a large amount in surveying the North-
discussion whether it is to be $8,000r West and in building portions of the
000, or $10,000,000 ; neither he nor I work, we are in a position to know what
can tell whether it is to be one sum or the cost is likely to be, depending, of
the other. I know, as a matter of fact, course, on the character of the work.
that estimates are not always, or very That will give a latitude, I suppose, of
frequently, boriie out by experience. $4,000,000 te $8,000,000. Having said
This work is a very expensive one, and ta, we can0form 0a very a i

a grat eaidepnde n te ftur; ~that, we can form a very accurate, esti-
a great deal depends on the future ; so mate of what the work will cost. I am
that, in forecasting what is to bol the inclined te think the estimate given by
ultimate expense.of the work, neither the Mr. Fleming, and acted upon by the
statementwhich thehon.gentleman makes Minister lut year, is the true basis.
now, nor the statement which I have Now, if that is so, if we know what we
taken, can be anything more than al: are going to expend, and that we need
proximate. We have the authority of expend no more, the excuse that many
the Minister himself, repeated iu two gentlemen had for'j ustifying this handing
snecessive years, as to the cost of the over of the line to the Syndicate ias entire-
prairie section ; we have the.authority of ly passed away. The reason for handing
the Chief Engineer, Mr. Fleming, and of it over to the Svndicate is gone abso
Mr. Marcus Smith, who states that he lutely. Another reason which has beer
also bas been over the prairie section advanced is that governments canno
under the direetion of the Department, suocessfully administer railways - tha
and who confirms the opinion that Mr. the work would be very much better ir
Fleming and the Minister express - that the hands of a public or private companiis, that the prairie section will be built - and that anything like a source o
for about $13,000 a mile. I hold in my favoritismn or corruption would then b
hand the letter in which the Minister removed at oncé. I do not mean to saj
quotes Mr. Marcus Smith's opinion; I that this Government is shielding itsel
am quite aware that that was with the under this excuse, but that is a reasoview of canstructing a cheap railway. that other people urge. I do not thin
I suppose the Syndicate are not going to that it should be accepted as a good rea
build a better work than the Govern- son for parting with this property. Iment had in view, although 1 suppose we adopt that principle, we should par
it is presumed to be fit to carry with our canals also. We hold them a
.traffic. . 1 - ~ r
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pense of running that road ; at ail events,
there is no accusatip of unfairness in
the administration of that road; there
is no charge that it is used as a political
channel, or is managed in a more extra-
vagant way than a private company
would have managed it ; on the contrary,
I think the Government are capable of
managing the railway quite as well as a
private company. It pays its employés
regularly and commands the services of
the most competent men that the country
can afford ; so that, if the argument
was a good one, that we should give
ont contracts for the construction
of our canals and own them our-
selves, on the same principle we
should hold this -railway and that to the
North-West, because it is on the same
basis as a canal. . There are, or will
be when this road is completed, just four
avenues to that country: you can ap-
proach it from the Pacific by the Western
Section of our Paeiàc Railway ; you can
approach it from the United States by
the Pembina Branch ; from Ontario by
the Eastern Section, when it is completed,
and from Thunder Bay by the Thunder
Bay Branch, which is now in cotkrse of con-
struction. But, hon. gentlemen are aware
that these four lines are in the hands of
one company ; ail absolutely held by the
Syndicate. Yon cannot go into that
country without going over their lines;
you cannot get a pound of freight ont of
that country without carrying it upon
their trains ; so, to ail intents and. pur-
poses, they have the channel as much as if
those roads were canais; and for
the next quarter of a century at
least it will continue to be so.
For the next twenty years they have
the exclusive privilege; no person is likely
to build a competing line through that
country unless trade develops in an ex-
traordinary manner, and, for ail practical
purposes, for a f ull quarter of a cen-
tury they have absolutely the con-
trol of ail the inlets and outlets of the
North-West - that country of which we
are ail so prod, and from which we all
hope so much in the future. At the
tirme that we assisted the Grand Trunk
Railway we had no other road. It was
to run as a trunk line fromt the City of
Toronto to the City of Montreal. We
assisted. that company, not to the same
extent or in the same proportion to its

Ion M[r. Scott.

mileage that we are assisting the Syndi-
cate ; but, even at that day, would the
proposition have been tolerated for -
moment that the Grand Trunk was to 1e
a monopoly, and that no Toads should be
constructed to compete with it ; that no
lines should be constructed to the frontier
which would carry trade away from it ;
that the only inlets and outlets to and
from Canada should be Grand Trunk ?
Would that have been tolerated by the
people of this country 1 I think not.
Our policy has steadily been to afford as
many outlets as possible to connect witii
the American lines of railway ; wherever
the two countries came together that
became a focus for railways; the whole
policy of the country has been to cultivate
traffic with the United States. It wais
the policy of Canada under the Washing-
ton treaty ; we agreed absolutely to
enlarge our canais for the benefit of
American commerce; they, on the other
handoagreed to use their influence witri
the several States to give us the use
of their canais - and some of themi
we have actually been using. Our
whole policy in the last quarter
of a century has been in the direction
of developing trade between the two
countries. But how do we act in regard
to the North-West ? Over a distance of
1,000 miles, extending from the eastern
slopes of the Rocky Mountains to Pei-
bina, there is a country to which we saiy:
" thus far shalt thon go, and no further."
We say to the people of that country':
"You must not approach the American
frontier; it is quite true that the people
of Minnesota, Dacotah, Montana, Oregon
and Washington Territory want to deai
'with you, but you cannot deal with them :
ail your dealings must be over the Syndi-
cate's ine."' Is not that ;nonstroùs
will not the people of that country in
the future be indignant at the terina
which have been imposed upon themi I
Talk about the Chinese wall; no barrier
was ever constructed that was so high
and broad and so absolutely impossible
to scale, as the barrier we are about to
construct on the long frontier extending
2,000 miles between the two countries.
In drawing attention to the question of
the Intercolonial Railway, we know that
the expenditure for.running expenses has,
year by year, been going down. We do
not propose to part with that property
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because it has been a tax upon the coun-
tryi and yet we have net along the line
of the Intercolonial any of the incidental
advantages we have in the North-West.
WTe have no fertile belt; no lands that we
can settle, upon that road; no trade that
we can cultivate and develop as we can
in the North-West. Our country be-
tween the Red River and the Rocky'
lountains is of immense value and vast
extent. We have a direct purpose in
,unning and owning a railway there.
Those lands would be more valuable with
t he Government owning that railway and
•charging reasonable rates. for freight than
they will be when owned by the Syndi-
cate. All governments are desirous, so
far.as their people are concerned, te deal
as broadly and liberally as possible. We
have had gentlemen in this Chamber,
from time to time, calling the Govern-,
ment to account because they did net
make the rates sufficiently favorable on
the Intercolonial to draw traffic from the
west. The reply is, that we make
them as low as possible, the road
is not paying, there is no niargin
for reducing rates, the people are,practi-
cally getting the benefit. If you want
te settle this winter port question, I see
n1o way of settling it so well as retaiping
the Pacific Railway. What is the rea-
son you cannot make Halifax the winter
port of Canada, or make the Intercolo-
nial Railway pay ? Because the roads
vhich connect with it charge such a high
rate upon freights before they reach the
Intercolonial that there is no margin
left. We know that, coming out of.
'Chicago, which is the entrepot of trade
;n the west, the Grand Trunk bas te
enter into pooling arrangements with

• other roads ; they canüot themselves con-
trol the rates they would charge on traffic.
It depends entirely upon what the ring

Own the other railways will charge
n New York. The Grand Trunk kas te

take its share ; it is allotted a certain
aTOiunt, and gets certain earnings, and
1s controlled entirely by outside influ-
ences. The Grand Trunk Railway was
Obliged te charge such a figure that there
is no margin left for the Intercolonial
Railway. I may remind the lIHouse, also,
that the Grand Trunk is a road
t4t is loaded down with an0 13

0rious capital account. My lion.
friend stated, I think, that it cost $106,-

Hion. Mfr. S 0ott.

000, or $108,000 per mile, to build it.
It is not te be wondered at that a rail-
way with such an enormous capital ac-
count cannot carry freights at low rates.
But this Pacific Railway, if it should be
built and owned by the Government,
would have no floating debt. We do
net expect a large portion of the amoant
that we have invested in that road will
be paid back te us. Therefore we could
have afforded to carry freiglts on that
road at such a figure that it would give
the Intercolonial something, and would
have held out some prospect, at all
events, of the settling of this winter port
question. Now, I will go to that branch
of my subject in which I desire te show
that this, proposition that the Govern-
ment are entering into with the Syndi-
cate is a very unusual and unprecedent,
ed one; that there is no record
whatever of anything of the kind in the
past; that if the terms of this Bill were
known to the world - if it were known
that the Governiment were willing te
make sucih advances to a company, ain
infinitely better proposition could have
been obtained. I maintain that, under
this charter and the terms ot' this con-
tract, the Government of Canada still
build this road. It is the credit of the
Governnent of* Canada that will build
it. The Syndicate do not require any
capital beyond the $5,000,000 they first
subscribed, and I do not think it will be
found in the future that they will ever
have any more genuine capital in this
work than that $5,000,000 ; at all
events, it is wholly unnecessry. Now,
if that is so (and hon. gentlemen
will be able to form their own
opinion on that after I have ex-
plained why I think »so), then I
think I am justified in saying that, had
the Government announced that they
proposed te give such liberal terms as his
Bill contains, a very much better offer
could have been obtained from capitilists.
l the first place, the public were not in-
formed that it was proposed to build this
road by means of a company. At the
time Parliament rose last year the Gov-
erniment had announced officially in the
other Chamber, and it was accepted as
the policy of the Governuient, and .not
cavilled at by the Opposition, that this
road was to be built as a public work,
and the Dominion was to reap all the
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advantages. This bargain with the Syn-
dicate was entered into privately, and
was kept secret until Parliament met
Under this Act there are three modes
that the Company may adopt for building
this road, or they may adopt parts of the
whole of them. First they can take their
cash subsidy as earned, and issue $25,-
000,000 of what are called land grant
bonds, under section 17, as follows :-

" The Company shal be authorized by their
Act of incorporation to issue bonds, secured
upon the land granted and to be granted to
the Company, containing provisions for the
use of such bonds in the acquisition of lands,
and such other conditions as the Company
shall see fit, such issue to be for $25,000,000.
And should the Company make such issue of
Iand grant bonds, then they shall deposit tbem
in the bands or the Government;s and the
Government shall zetain and hold one-fifth of
such bonds as security for the due performance

If the present contract."

Now, that is one proposition. Or they
may, under section 20, take the cash sub-
sidy and the lands absolutely as they -are
opened, the Government still retaining
one fifth of the lands. The language of
the clause 'is as follows : -

"If the Coimpany should not issue, such land
grant bonds -then the Government shall retain
from out of each grant to be made from time
to time, every fifth section of the lands hereby
agreed to be granted, such lands to be so re.
tained s security for the purposes, and for the
length of time mentioned in section eighteen
hereof.

The third is contained in sub-section D,
as follows: -

" Until the first day of January, 1882, the
Company, shall have the option, instead of
issuing land grant bonds as hereinafter pro.
vided, of substituting the payment by the
Government of the interest (or part of the in-
terest) on. bonds of the Company, mortgaging
the railway and the lands to be granted by the
Government, running over such term of years
as may be approved by the Governor in Coun..
cil in lieu of the cash subsidy hereby agreed,
to be granted to the Company or any part
thereof; such payments of interest to be equi-
valent according to actuarial calculation to.the
corresponding euh payment, the Government
allowing four per cent. interest on mouies
deposited with them; and the- coupons re.
preseuting the interest on such bonds shal
be guaranteed by the Government to the ex-
tent of such equivalent. And the proceeds of
the sale of such bonds to the extent of not
more than $25,ooo,oo0 shall be deposited with
the Government, and the balance of such
proceeds shall be placed elsewhere by the
Company, to the satisfaction, and under the
exclusive control of the Government."

lon. Nr. Scott.

Now, it must strike one in reading this.
clause that it is a very unusal thing, in.
contractors undertaking a large work
from the Government, to put in a condi
tion that the Government are to act as-
their bankers - that, they are to be at
liberty to deposit $25,000,000 with the-
Government, on which the Government
has to pay four per cent. interest. It is
just the reverse of what my hon. friend
(Mr. Miller) and I were discussing,
discussing where the Government thought
fit to keep ten per cent. drawback.
Instead of that, in this case, the Govern-
ment are obliged to take $25,000,000 of
the Syndicate money. That is a very
startling proposition, and one that is un-
precedented so far as I am awar.

lion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - It-
was the same in the case of the Canada
Central.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - That was a side
arrangement.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Made by the Government of which my
hon. friend waa a member.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - By the present
Government. The late Government
stated they were willing to do it. I ant
not cavilling at it.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - But
you stated it was never doue.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Never dône
except in the instance my hon. friend has
called my attention to.

Hon. Mr. SITH- A very gQod
plan.

Hon. Mr.' SCOTT - I am not cav-
illirig at the plan, when I say that, if
intimation had been given to other capita-
lists, that the Government were going to
adopt such a policy, and give such extra-
ordinary facilities to a company to con-
struct this road, a very much better
offer would have been obtained. That is
the ground Itake - that it is an unusual
thing, that it has only been done, at alt
events, in one other case, and that,
practically, the Government is lending its
own credit to the construction of the
work. Let us go over and analyse these
three modes the contractors have a riglit
to choose from, and just see how it works
out. I shall take them in the order I
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have read them, and. shall just see how
they stand at the end of every year, as-
saming everything i done on the basis I
have laid down, and on which we may
fairly assume it will be done - that is,
that the Syndicate are to construct this
work within ten years, and make fair
progress each year. It is admitted that
they' are to build the prairie section first.
I suppose they will do that, as much be-
cause of the land grant they are to get
as from the fact that they will be getting
incidental advantages fron having the
road running through their own lands,
and that the prairie section, at all events,
will pay. Take the subsidy and land
grant bonds : at the end of three years
the company, asuming that they will
build 900 miles, of which 100 miles is
already built, and that they will do what
they say in that particular, they will
have received $9,000,000. Assuming -
although I do not think it at all likely -
that they will push the Eastern section
in the same way, they will have received
$3,600,000 - altogether, in three years,
$12,600,000. Now, they will be enti-
tled to land grant bonds for the prairie
section to the amount of $11,250,000,
and' the eastern section $1,730,000 - in
all:$12,980,000. But the Government
have the right te deduct one-fifth from
that, to be retained as security. That
would amount to $2,596,000, which, de-
ducted from the $12,980,0CO, leaves
$10j384,000 - that is, assuming the
landk are put at only .one dollar an acre.
But does anybody suppose that the Syn-
dicate will sacrifice those lands at one
dollar an acre '1 We know that a local
company there, who are about to construct
200 miles of railway, have purchased
lands at one dollar an acre, and they hold
then at ten dollars an acre. It is not to
be Supposed that the Syndicate are going
te sell their lands 4t a dollar an acre.
The Government valuation in 1879 was
over thrée dollars an acre; but even at
oee dollar an acre the cash subsidy and
theland grant would equal $22,984,000.
Mr. Fleming's estimate of the cost of
these works' is $18,900,000, leaving a
margin of $4,000,000 over,and this on the
assumption that the lands are worth only
a dollar an acre - a pretty good margin.
But the Company have the Pembina
Branch in running order, and they will
have the Thunder Bay Branch when it

lion. Mir. Scott.

is complete. I think I am righu
in assuming that both roads will
pay from the time they are-
opened. The Thunder Bay sec-
tion will ônly be kept open dur-
ing the season of navigation ;.
during the winter it will not be
run, and nothing will be- lest
upon it. The Syndicate, therefore, can-
net lose anything by that branch, and it
ia to be given to them as a complete road.
We all know that the Pembina Branch
is now paying. I might quote here the
remarks of some of the Manitoba Sena-
tors, who spoke last year with regard to
the Tliunder Bay road, that it would be
a paying line during the summer season.
But the. Company will have in addition
to that, at the end of three vears, the
prairie section. We have always heard
it announced that a road through that
country will pay. I assume that it will
not be run with great *-egularity, but
only for the benefit of the people on the
prairie, te meet their wants, and that,
therefore, it will be managed in a cheap
way, not having to make tire, because
it has no western connection. They will
have, at all events, at the end of that
time some 1,569 miles of railway, all of it
more or les paying - at all events, pay-
ing on a good part of it -the mont ex-
pensive portion of it they wili have
paid no capital upon, and, therefore, it
cannot in any sense be regarsled as
a bihl of expense te the Syndicate.
Now, supposing they take the
lands direct, and do not issue land grant
bonds, they will at the end of three years
have received $12,600,000 in cash and
10,380,000 acres of land, te be sold or
used by thetn as they think proper. I
will make no further allusions to the val-
uation, for hon. gentlemen have fixed the
valuation of lands themselves from what
they know of the present rate at which
lands in that country are held. Those
lands, it must be understood, will front
on the railway, having railway acconi-
inodation. We know what they are held
at in Minnesota. On the St. Paul and
Minneapolis road, I think the average is
about $5 an acre. The last time I ex-
amined Poor's book my impression was
those were the figures. New I corne to
the third proposition under clause d.
Under that proposition, as hon. gentle-
men know from having read ·the clause,
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they are entitled to take the whole of
their subsidy - of their $25,000,000, as
interest on bonds. In that way, I say,
that the credit of Canada, practi-
cally, builds the road. We, at all
events, build, ourselves, directly, the
expensive portions. The nost ex-
pensive is the Yale and Kamloops
section ; and from Yale to Port Moody
we are bound to build within the next
ten years. We are bound to build and
finish within the next year and a half
the Thunder Bay section, and we have
ah-eady completed the Pembina Branch.
My view of it is we are practically build-
ing the rest of the road, through the
Syndicate. Under clause d, as I have
said, they are entitled to take the whole
of their subsidy as interest on bonds. T
am not cavilling at it in any sense, but
I am simply saying that if any body of
capitalists had been made aware that the
Government were prepared to associate
themselves with the Syndicate in the
construction of the work, infinitely bet-
ter terms could have been obtained.
Under 'this clause - and I have no doubt
it is under it that this road will be
built, inasmuch as it gives the largest
basis of credit - the Company may, at
the start, having announced that they
will.elect to proceed under clause d as a
basis, issue , $60,000,000 in bonds.
It may be moi e, it may be less ; it is just
dependçnt on the terns that may be
agreed upon between the Government
and the Syndicate, but for the purpose of
illustration I will fix it at that figure,
because that is a figure at which it can
be done. On that basis, I assume the
Syndicate have $5,000,000 as capital,
and that they go on and spend that
amiount the first year without calling on
the, Government, and their bonds will
not bear interest until the vear after.
$5,000,000 is the figure I have
taken, because under Mr. Fleming's esti-
mate (and I am now making my calcula-
tion entirely on that) the amiount they
would have to expend is about $49,000,-
000 - say $50,000,000 for convenience
of calculation and to illustrate the mode
by which the Syndicate can build their
railway. No doibt 1 shall be met by
the argument that the Government have
to pay four per cent. for money, and may
as well pay it to the Syndicate as to
Glynn, M1ills and Baring. That is true,

Hon. Mr. Scott.

but I contend that if the world had
known the policy of the Government,
infinitely better terms could have been
obtained than those which have been
submitted for our consideration. Before
the lst of January, 1882, the Syndicate
may say to the Canadian Government,
" We will apply our $25,000,000 in the
shape of interest on bonds, as we have a
right to do under clause d." They go
on and spend $5,000,000 the first year.
The Government, having control of it,
are, no doubt, perfectly safe as far as that
goes. The first year, building on the
prairie section, the Syndicate will have
earned from the Government $3,000,000,
which they will be entitled to leave with
the Government at four per cent. inter-
est. For the second year's work they
will have issued bonds to the extent of
$5,00U,000. The Government are right
in allowing this because, ratably, a
larger amount has been earned in lands
and money. The Government, at the end
of the second year, will have to pay inter-
est at four per cent. on that $5,000,000,
amounting to $200,000. In the meantime
the interest on the $3,000,000 the Syndi-
cate earned the first year will have been
accumulating in the hands of the
Government to the extent of $320,000.
The next year, the Syndicate will have
earned another $5,000,000, for which
amount they will issue bonds. And
here I may say a bond secured on 25,-
000,000 acres of land and 2,700 miles of
railway, and with the interest payable by
the Government of Canada, is a bond that
will be taken at par. I do not know a
better security. The interest at four per
cent. upon $10,000,000 will be 8400,000.
But in the. meantime the Syndicate will
have earned another $3,000,000, en-
titling them to $240,000 interest. The
difference between the ititerest credited
to the Syndicate and the interest the
Governmerit have to pay is $160,000.
That is all that the Government couid
charge the second year against the $25,-
000,000 subsidy. . The. next year an
additional $5,000,000 will h'ave been
issued on which the Government have to
pay $600,000 interest. I have again.
fixed the amount earned by the Syndicate
at $3,000,000, and the interest $360,000.
The difference between the $600,000 and
the $360,000 is $240,000. The fourth
vear I a.ssume that the Syndicate will
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'only+èarn $2,500,000, because after the
prairie section is built they cannot earn
So rapidly, the work being more expen-
swe.- The fourth year the interest on
820,000,000 bonds would be $800,000.
The interest on the $2,500,000 deposited
,'with theGovern ment, added tothe interest
,on the other deposits, would amount
to $460M00, leaving a difference of
-8340,000. The fifth year, again asstum-
.ing that they draw $5,000,000, the in-
terest on the bonds would be $1,000,000 ;
the earnings of the Syndicate would be
82,500,000, and the interest on their
,earnings $560,000 ; and the difference
between the interest credited and the
interest charged to the Syndicate would
be $440,000. I will not detain the
House by entering any further into
details, but, when we come down to the
tenth, which is the last year, nearly
$50,000,000 will have been drawn, the
titerest the Government will have been

.paying on the bonds will be $2,000,000.
The earnings of the Syndicate in the
Iast:year will be comparatively small -
-only $1,000,000.- The interest on their
earnings will have accumulated to
81,000,000. leaving a difference of
$1,000,000in the interest. Therewillstill
be a balance in the bands of the Govern-
nient, on interest account, of $1,900,000.
I amn merely illustrating that if other
companies lad been aware that the Gov-
oernnent of Canada were going to act as
bankers for a Syndicate who coild use
the credit of the country to pay the in-
terest on the bonds, infinitely better terns
,could have been made. I am not argu-
dng against it other than in that respect.
Jn a large undertaking it may probably
.be the best course for the Governmerrt -
1 am, sure it is best for the Syndicate -
,that·tbis arrangement should be made, as
'the Government are saved the trouble
-and -expense of borrowing in a foreign
anarket. Hon. gentlemen will 'see that
some such policy was in contemplation,
.otherwise why should we see introduced
il' this Bill a proposition that the pro-
ceeds of the sale of the bonds to the ex-
tent of not more than $25,000,000 shall
be deposited with the Governnent, and
the balance of such proceeds " shall be
Placed elsewhere by the Company to the
eatisfaction and under the exclusive con-
trol of the Govertnment; failing which
last condition the bonds in excess of

lion. Mr. Scott.

those sold shall remain in the hands of
the Goverrnent." The Government
have to pay interest on all nionies at the
credit of the Syndicate. In my calcula-
tion I have not assuied any such ex-
treme limit at all. I assume that the
Syndicate, in order to give value to
their bonds, will simply draw them
at the rate of five million dollars
a year. They could draw them in very
much larger sums, but if the bonds were
sold, the proceeds then would have to go
into the hands of the Government in
order that the Government might protect
themselves, and as a security that the
Syndicate would go on vith the work.
At the end of ten years, if Mr. Fleming's
basis is correct, and it cannot be very
far wrong, the Syndicate vill have built
the road, and they will still have ten
millions of those bonds unsold. They
would then have expended on the road as
the proceeds of the bonds sold $50,000,-
000, and, of the balance, $5,000,000
would remain with the Government
bearing four per cent. for ten years
longer. I did hear it stated that it would
be rather a convenience to the Govern-
nient te have the use of this money, as it
will save then from having to borrow
elsewhere. That may be all true, but if it
were known in advance that the Govern-
ment proposed making so favorable an
arrangement for a: Syndicate, much bet-
ter terras could have been obtained.
Surely hon. gentlemen believe that
before twenty have gone over, if that
country is worth anything like what it is
represented to be, the amount expended
by the Syndicate will be recouped to
them out of the lands alone, to say
nothing of the railway; and does
anyone preterd te deny that - in
twenty years the Pacifie Railway will not
be a paying institution I I do not be-
lieve that anyone is disposed te think so
little of our country as te suppose that
that road will not in time be a paying
institution. It may not pay a very large
dividend, but it will in twenty years cer-
tainly be paving something. The road
will have no capital account to carry,
unless the Svndicate choose to put an-
other mortgage on it in ten years after
the railway is opeii, as they will have
nothing ta do with the interest on those
bonds. Al they do is sell the lands, put
the proceeds into a sinkin'g fund, and the
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Government have to act as trustees be.
tween the Company and the holders of
those bonds. The sinking fund accumu-
lates there, and long before the twenty
years will have expired, those bonds, or,
at, least, a considerable portion of them,
will have been paid off. Now, as to the
three propositions, the choice of which
resta with the Syndicate, I am inclined
to think that they will take the last one.
I think it-is the most profitable to thein-
selves; it is the one by which they
-would make the largest amount
of money, and involves the least
outlay of capital in its inception,
inasmueh as five millions of dollars will
have been amply sufficient. Therefore,
I think it entirely removes the argu-
ment that has been used in another
place, and outside of Parliament, that
we are going to have ,a considerable
amount of foreign capital introduced
into the country by this arrangement
with the Syndicate. My hon. friend
opposite indulged in fiowery utterances
as to the stimulus this foreigu money
would give to the trade and commerce
of Canada while the railway was being
constructed. I cannot see it in that
light. The Canada Central will be built
as far as Callendar Station next sum-
mer; the extension is being pushed
westward with great rapidity. Over a
thousand men have been at work for
months past above Pembroke, and we
have not felt the benefit of that expen-
diture here. Those men will simply
move on westward according as the road
is built, and the trade and manufac-
tures of Canada will not be
very muchl benefited by the money
expended during its oonstruction.
>o .doubt, locally, there will be some ad-
vantage fiom it, but I questiÔn very much
whether Canada will be in any way as-
tonished or amazed or delighted with the
vast volume of money that is to roll into
the covntry owing to the expenditure on
the Pacific Railway. I do not see how
it is going to stimulate the trade of the
country or the making of steel rails down
in Nova Scotia. The Syndicate, havE
taken over, a verv considerable amount
of rails that thé Government have trans.
ferred to thema at the low price at which
they were purchased two years ago, when
the market was in a depressed condition,
Tkey will buy their rails in the cheapesi
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market,. and,. therefore, I do not feel thaê
we are going to. have the immense bene-
fit that has been described as flowing
from the construction of this work. or
that any considerable volume of foreign
capital is going to flow into the country
through this Syndicate, I do not believe.
On the contrary, all the capital that is
to build that road is in Canadajust now,
except what the Government have bor-
rowed on the credit of the country..
They have borrowesl considerably already
on the basis of the lands of the railway.
I think it is very much to be regretted
that the policy announced by the Govern-
ment in 1880 had not been adhered to,
and in'ten years we would have had the-
unprecedented spectacle of a Government
owning and controlling an all rail route
from the Atlantic te the Pacifie. Take
what; in my judgment, will be the
financial position of the Syndicate at the
time that this road is finished. Assume
that they seleet one or other of the first
propositions - I base mny calculations
entirely upon the only reliable estimate
within my reach, that is, Mr. Fleming's
- they will expend $50,000,000, and
they will have received in cash $25,000,-
000, leaving an out>ay at the end of ten
years on the simple proposition of the
Government, giving the land and monev
as they earn it, of $25,000,000. They
will have 25,000,000 acres of land, which
in ten years can be safely put down at
$75,000,000, and 2,700 miles of railway
whieh will have cost $84000,000 - a
total of $159,000,000, as against tho.
$25,000,000 that they will have ex-
pended.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - That is a
pretty good profit.

Hon. Mr. SC-TT - They say that
figures will prove almost anything, but is
think that these figures cannot be ques-
tioned. If they takç the proposition
under clause D, then their financial posi-
tion at the end of the year will be as fol.
lows:-They will have expended on the
road in ton years $50,000,000. Of these
bonds they will still have $10,000,000,
left, and $5,000,000 bearing four per
cent. will be placed as security .with the-
Government that the road will be run.
for ten years. The interest on the bonds.

. for the remaining ten years will be paid
by theGovernment as the coupons mature..
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They will own 2,700 milesof an unencum-
bered railway, the 25,000,000 of acres
will be in course of sale, the procoeds
being deposited with the Government as
a sinking fund to meet the payment of
the bonds at their maturity. They will
have no interest to pay during the
whole period of twenty years, as thbI
Government meet the interest on
the bonds semi - annually. Now I
take Canada's position at the end
of ten years - assuming that the last
proposition to which I have adverted has
been adopted and the Syndicate claims to
adopt the proposition set forth in section
D. Under that we will have expendetd
on the railway in the next ten years, if
Mr. Fleming's figures are correct,
$34,500,000 - that is, on the Pembina
Branch, the Thunder Bay Branch, the
Yale and Kamloops Branch, and the
Yale and Port Moody Branch, and I in-
clude, of course, in that the $3,119,000
expended in the surveys, for the Syndi-
cate gets the benefit of all that
work, *and it has always been charged
to the Pacifie Railway account. We
will have paid in interest $11,000,000.
This interest account is composed of the
four per cent. allowed by the Govern-
Ment to the Syndicate on their earnings
deposited with the Government and the
interest on the lands released up to that
time. We pay on the earnings that they
do not draw, or rather we credit them
with as against the interest we pay onthe
issue of the bonds, and the two together
amount to $1 1,000,000 at the end of ten
Years. Therefore, we shall have paid
445,500,000 on cbnstruction and interest.
I assume that this is fairly chargeable to
capital account, and as we do not part.
comapany with the Syndicate for ten
Years longer, I charge them with the
interest on the $45,500,000 for the re-
Mai ning ten years, $18,200,000, which
'Pill bring the total up to $63,700,000.
Then add to that the interest on the
bonkds for the remaining ten years, which
will amount to the suni of 819,980,000,
1naking the total of $83,680,000, which
18 the sum Canada will have paid
at the end of twenty years for the
Pacific Railway. Then we shall have
given away 25,000,000 of acres of land,
which long before that will be worth
875,000,000 making the total of the rail.
Way and lands to the Syndicate withi

Hon. Mr. Scott.

twenty years $158,680,000. Now, sup-
posing we. build the road ourselves,
which in my judgment is the true plan to
adopt, it would stand as follows :-of
course taking the same figures, Mr.
Fleming's estimate, as they will work
both ways. We have expended, or are
expending $34,500,000 for the roads
under construction ; for the 900 miles of
prairie section $11,700,000. I assume
that we would get the Sault Ste. Marie
Branch built for a subsidy of $3,090,000.
That would be a total of $49,200,000.
Then if we finish the end of the prairie
section, making the connection with
Kamloops, we should have apent
$17,500,000, which is Mr. Fleming's
estimate for that portion. Our frienda
from British Columbia could then reach
the older provinces of Canada by the
Pacific Railway, and would only cQn-
tinue to utilize the American railwaya
in the winter season from Pembina to.
Sault Ste. Marie.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD - Whore
is the road toSault Ste. Marie ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - By a liné now.
being built from Marquette to St. Ignace -
which runs within thirty-five miles of the
Sault, where it curves down to the-
Straits of Mackinaw, and will be finished
by next September. A line is now also
under construction, from Keewena Bay,
to Duluth, so that even under the most,
favorable circumstances before *e could
get our lino to the Sault, the Americans.
line from Duluth to the Straits of Mac-
kinaw will be completed. If at the end
of ten years we then thought it well to.
build that portion of the Pacifie Railway
north of Lake Superior to accommodate
the increasing trade of the North-West,.
we could theL go on with that section of
it, and in sixteen years from now we
could own and control the all rail route-
across the continent, besides the Sault-
Ste. Marie Branch, and it would not,
have cost us more than $86,700,000.-
We would also retain our 25,000,000.
acres of land which in the meantime we
might have been selling, and which
would in some degree recoup to us tie
outlay in the construction of theroad.
As I propose to conclude my remarks.
this afternoon, I will have to leave ut,-
said nuch that I intended to say, but I
wish to call attention to the dropping.
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ont of the contract of the building of the
Jine to the Sault, which I think is ex-
-eedingly unfortunate. It is very much
o be regretted that after having

:he niatured opinions of both po-
litical parties in Parliament as
io the expediency of constructing
ihe Sault Branch, it cannot now be done
*ecause of the Syndicate. It is not ne-
essary for me to describe the benefits

that would flow froi the opening up of
.hat rail way ; they have already been
portrayed by hon. gentlemen on both
-ides of the House. They were brought
io the notice of this Chamber, last year
ly the lion. gentleman froin Victoria (Mr.
RKyan), and in previous years by the hon.

-rentlemen from Amherst and Halifax,
and on both sides there «was a universal
,onsensus of opinion. One and all
pointed out the immense advantages
that would flow from the construction of
yhe road to Sault Ste Marie. I do not
a.t all believe that those advantages were
over-stated ; in fact, I do not believe that
.he wildest prophecies of thé effect of the
Sault connection have exaggerated the
advantages of such a line to Canada.
The commercial centres of Montreal and
Toronto have met frequently to discuss
,he question. Last year they had meet-
ings with the Minister of Railways, who
became himself a most eloquent advocate
-f the Sault road. Hon. gentlemen can
i-nd his observations in the debates of
'èast year,'and in the published reports of
his inteeviews with the Boards of Trade
in the press of this country. He did not
w4tate in, those interviews that the
4overnment woulid build the road, but
his language wvas so strong and so
-.arnest that that was the natural
- nference. After the Minister delivered
Lis speech in Toronto on that subject the
Mail stated it might be considered a
,oregone conclusion, the Government so
rhoroughly approved of the scheme, that
t would be a part of their policy. We

know very well that since the Grand
Trunk Railway has succeeded in getting
&n independent line from Detroit to
·Ø1hicago that 29 per cent. has been added
io'its traffic by its connection vith that

reat*freight centre. I am, satisfied that
he Sault Ste. Marie branch vould do

,or the cities of Montreal and Quebec,
asnd for the Intercolonial Railway, more
ihan any other project that can be named.

Hlon. Mfr. Scott.

No other project can be compared with
it in its enormous advantages. I have
always looked forward to the Sault Rail-
way as being of immense value to the
North Shore roads ; but all its advan-
tages to Quebec have to be set aside :for
the Syndicate who are interested in car-
rying the trade of the West down to it.
Paul and Chicago. Last year we know
that there were parties who were most
anxious to take hold of this Sault con-
nection, but now it has to be abandoned,
and for ten years, at all events, it will
be impossible for us to get to our North-
West except by going around by
Chicago. The argument used is, that if
we relinquish the Sault connection we
are going to have a through line on Brit-
ish territory. True, we are, but we will
have to wait ten years for it, while in
three years we could have a short line
by the Sault. But apart from that alto-
gether, the vast volume of trade which
commercial men expect to flow down
from the North-Western States by the
Northern Pacific Railway would warrant
the construction of the Sault connec-
tion in the interests of Toronto,
Montreal, Quebec and other trade
centres in the Eastern Provinees.
We know that the Northern Pacifie
Railway runs through a specially fine
wheat-growing country, and for years
and years to come a large proportion of
wheat and other produce for the markets
of Europe must come down by the lines
through Dakotah, Minnesota and Wis-
consin, and it ouglit to be our purpose to
attract as much of that traffic to Men-
treal and Quebec as possible, We see
that the small percentage of trade that
the Grand Trunk Railway has been able
to secure under the pooling system which
they had to accept from Vanderbilt and
Gould - only seven per cent., I think,
of the volume of traffic that comes east
- has increased their receipts twenty-
nine per cent. at the city of Montreal.
What would be t'ne increase were we to
secure four-fifths of the traffic of the
country that will be tributary to the
Northern Pacifie Railway? In a very
short time there will not be less than
3,000,0(0 of a population in the Ameri-
can North-West, and that country is
naturally tributary to,the system of rail-
ways centreing in Montreal and Quebec.
We know from the expressions of the
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Boards of Trade of Duluth and other
western cîties that they are looking in
this direction for an outlet, as being the
shortest and cheapest line to the sea-
board. In the prospectus recently issued
by the company who are building a rail-
way froin Marquette to St. Ignace, one
of the attractions that they hold out to
shareholders is the certainty of a connec-
tion with the Canadian system of rail-
ways at the Sault, and they have prob-
ably set forth the advantages of that
connection much more forcibly than I
have been able to do. The more one
think's of it the ipore he is astonished at
what is about to escape our gr'asp ; that
for ten long years we shall see the whole
of that trade that should come to enrich
our own railways and build up our
eastern cities diverted to foreign ports.
Vill any hon. gentleman attempt for a

moment to compare the vast advanta-
ges to be derived by this coun-
try from Canada's connection at the
SanIt with the railway system of
the North - Western States to the
benefits te be derived from a subsidized
line of steamers between Canada and
Brazil 1 We are told that it is an un-
Britisht sentiment. I do not think it
lies in the mouths of hon. gentlemen
opposite te say anything about anti-
British sentiment in this respect, because,
they know that all our railways have
their American connections, both in the
West and in the East ; all converge there
either at Detroit, Niagara, or Portland.
I have referred te the enormous increase
in the trade of the Grand Trunk, which
has followed from its extension to
Chicago. Hon. gentlemnen would like to
give the National Policy credit for it,
but in truth it is entirely owing te
Securirig a share of the vast volume of
the trade of the west.

lion. Mr. AIKINS - How does the
lon. gentleman fix the cost of the Sault
at $3,000,000 1

Hlon. Mr. SCOTT - If the Govern-
ient had last year granted a sub-
sidy of $3,000,000, a company would
havé undertaken its construction, ani I
have no doubt that if the Government
nOlw choose to subsidize a company te that
exteht they wil at once have an offer for
it. There is no difficulty now in trans-
Porting troops into the North-West

lon. fr. Scott.

through American territory. We hale
sent mounted police over the American,
railways te that country on many occà-
siens.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
What about the Red River trouble?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - We are not
likely te have a repetition of the Red
River trouble. That country is uot
worth settling if the people who go there
do not feel sufficient attachment to their
territory to defend it as Ontario and
other provinces defend themselves.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
Supposing thiere is an Indian trouble?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - There is no dan-
ger of an Indiaii trouble. We can in-
crease the police force to any extent if
there is.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
Supposing the Imperial Government
want te send troops across te the East
Indiesi

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I regard that aï
highly improbable, and for seven months
of the year they have access to British
Columbia through our own territory by
the Lake Superior route. Let me re-
mind hon. gentlemen that it is only at
short time ago that we bought from the
Grand Trunk Railway the section known
as the Riviere du Loup Branch, and we
stipulated that every dollar of that
money should be expended by the Gi'and
Trunk Company on Atmerican territqrf-
in securing an independent line tb
Chicago. That is what the Government
did less than two years ago, and no,%
they talk of British feeling and being iri-
dependent of Anierican railways. Hon.
gentlemen cannot shelter themselves be-
hind such a narrow pretext as that ; it
does not accord with the sentiment of the
age. Have we not enlarged our
canals for the benefit of the Americait
traffic, because we feel, that it will be of
greater advantage te Canada to extend
our commercial relations with that coun-
try, and I think it is quite out of hai-
mony with the spirit of the age when
the Government say, as they do in this
cuntract, that for nine hundred miles of
the frontier of Minnesota, Dakotah,
Washington Territory and Oregon, there
shall be no communication betweeni
Canada and the United States by. rail-
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way. Just fancy such a proposition being Hon. Mr. CORNWALL - 1 hope it
made at the time the Grand Trunk was may fot le conuidered presumption on
inaugurated, that from Port Huron my part to rise and address the buse
down to Quebec there should be no in immediate succession to the distin-
branch lines running south connecting guished gentleman who, before six
the United States ! The proposition o'clock, took his seat after an address
would have been scouted as ridiculous, which had exteudd over three days. At
and would not have been listened to for a ail events 1 tbink the ideaof presumption
moment. We would rather have lot on my part will be dissipastd when I Bay
all the benefit of the Grand Trunk Rail- at thé outset that 1 have no intention to
way running through this country than foliow the multitudinous arguments
submit to any such proposition, and the which that hon, gentlemanlas laid le-
people who now represent this Dominion fore the fouse, in the course of the long
-would have been amazed at the short- speech in which he addvessed it. IL con-
sighted policy that would, have placed fes when I listened tu those iengthy
upon us such a burden and would have arguments which li delivered in the
bound the commerce of the coun- peculiarly clear and unimpassioned man-
try with such shackle< as were never ner se Jsual and se becoming to the
placed on a people before. There will hon. gentleman, 1 recognized in those
be just four channels througli which to arguments old familiar friends-argu-
reacr the North-West: oue ou the west mente which had beu before used in a
via the railway through British Coirmy- differeut place, and geuerald y througeut
bia.; frora Ontarii over the Eastern the country dsring the past two months,
section'; from Lake Superior by tge and which have already, on every and
Thunder Bay Branchw and from the received the mst complte refutation.
souti by tire Pembina Branch. That That refutation, I have no doubt,
these four channels should b. pls.ced in they will again receive at the hands of
the bande of one company in monstrous. hbon, gentlemen, in tis flouse, who 'will
I say to the Lovernment, lot thora at succeed in the debate which is teo take
least retain the Pembina Brand f inde- place on the motion before the House
pendent of thre Syndicate, or lot them while I propose to confle mysef maore
retain the Thunder Bay Brncr, so as t to a review of the basis which underlies
have nome' independeut line unser the the whole of thie remarks addressed to
control of the people, that they can have the House by thre hon, gentleman. I
access ta the United States without was urprised-f w will not say surprised
coming under the yoke of thre Syndicate. -but my attention was attracted at the

Iften 1il,'as it now stands, becotnes ouset of hie speech by a remark which ire
ag e hyehrs he devr thefiade

keenly criticized, and we wibl n pt get time, a remark often repeated by him,
nuci credit for our. foresiglt. The euh- but a remark very significant of his pe-

ject i8 a very large one; -the more one culiar vews; it wu that te lapse of te
thinks of ii thre moe it bristls with years sinc tole bargain with Britis
veak pints, and the more objectionable Columbia as to the commencement and

are the features tirat present themselves. compietion of this railway was first made
I perhap owe the rouse au apogogy for withut auy very particular progres
the engthy remarke that I have ade. having been made, was a sufficient proof
They have, ne douBt, been somewhat of the folly of that bargain and hoeit
broken, by the kipdnese of the House in premature character. Tre hon. gente-
ailowing the adjournment on the f Lst man did ne however, produce an argu-
andsecond day, but I have endeavored, ment in support ot tre assertion
thougli perlaps feebly, as faithfultr as I whichnr thu thu ade, but not-
coud to point ont what, lu my judgnaent, withstanding that, o think it is
were the weak clauses of this Bile, as a subjeet on whicoh I migt well
they affect tire interest of tire people of pertd a f w moments, te enquire whether
Canada. Havingz done this, I beg te rea y the lapse of this time shows tie
Iove that the Bi be not now read the bargain thus made a an unwiso a
second time but that it be read the mccoad prematurè baigain, or whetier we 0 y
time thus day three ionths. not per tps, more correctly, lay the

wson. hc. Scott.
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%lame of the delay which has taken place
on the shoulders of a particular party of
politicians in this country. We all re-
member that within two years after the
ratification of this bargain with British
Columbia, the charter which is known as
the Allan charter was given out by the
governiment of that day. We al know
that Sir Hugh Allan went to England
to raise the money that was to enable
him to carry out the undertaking which
he had engaged to perforin ; we ail know
that he failed. in the mission which he
thus undertook to England, and for this
failure of his mission there was one of two
causes : either this * failure arose
from the perverse opposition which was
given to him and to the persistent
opposition offered te the whole under-
taking, by a certain party in this country,
and by a certain portion of the prés of
this country, not only here, but by their
agents in England ; or on the other
hand, the failure of his mission to
England occurred because the charter
which he had obtained did not contain
sufficiently favorable conditions to in-
duce capitalists to back him in the
undertaking which fie hal entered into
to construct this enormous work. Now,
if my first view is correct, that it was
owing te the opposition that the biild-
ing of the whole of the Canadian
Pacific Railway received at the hands
ýof a certain party in this country, then,
it is -a fact that for that oppo-
-sition and for the failure of Sir
Hugh Allan's mission, a certain
portion of the press and people of this
country is responsible, and that is the
portion who are now in opposition te the
Government which is now entrusted with
the administration of the affairs of
Canada, and in this way we may account
for three years of the ton which have
elapsed since the bargain with British
Columbia was first made. What shall
,we say, then, of the succeeding five years,
the five years in which the party of the
hon. gentleman who has made this long
'address to us was in power i What is
the history of that five years in connec-
'tion with the building of this great en-
'terprise of the Canadian Pacifie Rail.
way 1 Is it not acknowledged through.
out the length and breadth of thE
-country, that those five years were
.frittered away in attempts te in

Bon. Mr. Cornwall.

augurate some different policy with
regard to this great question,
than that which had been initiated by the
preceding Government ? Were not those
five years frittered away in still more
culpable attempts to waste the timé of
the country and the resources of the
country in attempts te blind the people
as te the intentions and policy of the Gov-
ernient in reference te this great question?
Was it not during that time that the
hybrid policy, if T may so term it, of land,
water and rail communication with the
North-West, was first inaugurated i
Was it not during that time that
numerous surveys and explorations in
British Columbia were commenced and
carried on although it was known on ail
aides that those surveys and explorations,
te a great extent must result in failure i
Was it not during that time
that large sume were thrown away in the
construction of useless locks and works,
and in the purchase of unnecessary plots
of land, and that ail this seemed to be
done simply with the object of throwing
dust into the eyes of the people-with the
object of blinding the intelligence of the
people as to the absolute want of policy
which characterized the actsof the Govern-
ment i So, five years were pent, and in
connection with the three years te which
I have already alluded, occupying eight
out of the ten that have now elapsed
since the completion of the bargain with
British Columbia. For the remaining two
years what have we to show i There are
now at present under construction some
600 or 700 miles, or it may be -some
miles more, of the total length of the Pa-
cific Railwav, and of those 700 miles, a
portion is already approaching comple-
tion, while with reference to the
remainder of that long line, we have
now before us the scheme which is em-
bodied in the Bill which we have been.
re-considering, and which seems to, me,
at ail events, te be a sensible and practi-
cal scheme. I think it would be useless
in me te say anything further to show

i there is nothing te support the assertions
of the hon. gentleman who last spoke, as
to the fact that the bargain which was
made with British Columbia, in the firs
place, was an unwise and premature
bargain, because, if any blame
in the matter whatever attaches for the
delay which has occured it must be
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altogether on thë shoulders of the party
of which the hon. gentleman is a pro-
minent supporter. If, on the other hand,
the Allan charter, was not a sufficiently
favorable one, if it did not contain
sufficiently favorable conditions to in-
duce capitalists to undertake the werk,
,then, it appears to me, there was suffi-
cient reason to induce even the last
speaker to understand that it vas well
and fitting in this charter we are now
considering there should be some such
conditions inserted as would bring about
the end we all desire to see-that there
should be in it something which might
hold forth an absolute certainty to)
the contractors of remunerating
themselves for the immense ex-
pense and risk they run in
undertaking that enormous work.
Butathe whole drift of the hon. gentle-
man's argument when he was comparing
the Allan charter with the contract
which we are now discussing, and the
eomparison which he drew between the
state of the country in 1873 and the state
of the country at the present moment
tended only to convince me that now is
the absolutely favorable time for the
conimencenient of the cairying on of the
great work of the construction of that
portion of the railway which bas not
already been commenced. It seems to
me that the easiness of money-that is
the easiness with which money could be
obtained - that he alluded to, that the
eheapness of material and the compara-
tive accessibility of the North-West and
neighboring territories are just the facts
of stich sufficient importance as have
enabled the Government to make the
present bargain 'with the contractors
which is embodied in the Bill that we
are now discussing. As I said before,
1 do not intend to follow the lon.
gentleman through all the argu-
ments which he lias advanced,
but there is one particular matter to
which, I confess, I was surprised that he
did not refer, and that was as to the im-
mense burden which lies on the shoul-
ders of the contractors in having to
maintain and operate the whole line
when it is completed and in their bands.
The hon. gentleman made no allusion
whatever to that. le probed the whole
contract froin beginning to end. He
examined carefully and concisely -

ln. Mr. Cornwall.

hardly concisely, but carefully and at
length every différent clause of the con-
tract as lie took it up, and, although he
attempted to show every advantage per-
taining to the contractors who have
undertaken this work, he altogether
omitted to make any mention of this
great charge which lies upon them of
maintaining and operating the line after
it is completed. Different estimates have
been made as to the cost of such
maintenance and running of that line.
Those estimates- have varied from a sum
of $6,000,000 to $8000,000 per annum;.
and it has been further estimatedthatuntil
the country through which the line passes
bas a population exceeding 3,000,000
people it would be impossible that the
road should ever pay. Now, hon. gentle-
men can judge for themselves as to what
timeis required to-elapsebefire 3,000,000'
souls shall have penetrated the compara
tive wilds .f the North-West, and settled
definitely in thtat country. And conse-
quently if that were to take a long'time,
in proportion to the length of time, so
would the burden on the shoulders of
the contractors be, until that point is
reached,of laving to*maintain and operate
this line at an animal loss. Although the
hon. gentleman did not refer to the
whole of the line with. reference to this
particuhir point, yet lie was careful to
say, as regards Qne particular section of
that line, that there was no possibility of
its ever being a paying concern. Of
course the part of the line to which the
hon. gentleman referred was the western
portion of the central section, and what
is known as the western section proper,
both of which are in British Columbia.
I know that the hon. gentleman, al-
though lie niakes this assertion, believes
bas no special knowledge of the Prov-
ince of British Columbia. He has never
been in that province, and therefore, it
has not beei in his power to inform
himself very particularly as to the
characteristics of that country. I think
further, that lie has never been so far
west in the Western States helonging to
the United States, as to be able to
appreciate from what he has himself.
observed the wonderful change that is.
brought about in new countries when
they are permeated by new lines of
railways, such as that we propose to.
commence to build through our own.
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North-West, and through British
Columbia. I should rather fancy from
the remarks which fell from the hon.
gentleman on a question like this, that
his experience has been confined to his
own immediate neighborhood. flowever
that may be, it seems to me the only
way in which one can really fairly
judge of such a question as this is by
comparing a line which we know, within
the lst few years bas been commenced
and carried over a new and unin-
habited country - by comparing such a
line as that and the country over which
it rune with the country over
which we propose to build our own Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway. That comparison
I intend to make, and for the purposes
of that comparison I will take the Union
Pacific line, of whieh we have for some
time past heard a good deal. I myself
have passed many and many a time over
that Union Pacifie Railway, and at the
same time I know the greater part of the
country in British Columbia through
which our western section of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway will pase, so that I
consider myself comparatively at home
on the subject, and able to make the
comparison to which, hou. gentlemen, I
shall ask your attention. The thousand
miles over which the Union Pacific Rail-
way takes its course passes through a
country which I may describe as unpre-
possessing in every particular. It is
trqe that for three hundred miles west of
Omaha, the point from which it starts,
it passes through a country which is
available and valuable for agricultural
occupation, but having passed that 300
miles the grades begin to rapidly ascend,
and for the remaining 700 miles of its
course it passes over a country which is
comparatively valueless for anthing but
pastoral purposes - a country produc-
ing a, scanty growth of herbage and
grass, and which can only support a
limited numberof flocks and herds. When
the Union Pacific Railway was first
commenced the country over which it
passed was altogether uninhabited, and
yet, notwithstanding the character of
that country, as I have attempted to des-
cribe it, the absence of all apparent
natural resources, the absence in that
country of all we are accustomed to sup-
pose renders life enjoyable--notwit.h-
standing all these drawbacks the lino of

Bon. Mr. Cortno all.

railway which runs over that country,
during the past year received, as the
value of the total amount of traffic which
pamssd over the line, a sum exceeding
$25,O00,00. That was the gross re-
turn, and of that large sum
the net value over the • expenses
of conducting that line amounted to
a Oum in excess of $5,000,000.
Of that total sum of $25,000,000, extra-
ordinary to say, considering the character
of the country, it is estimated that more
than one half was the value of the way
traffic that was carried over that line to
and fro between particular stations
within the distance over which that line
passes. We will suppose that the re-
maining half of the total receipts are re-
ceived as the value of the through
traffic that is carried to and fro be-
tween the est and west. If we compare
with this country which I have just de-
scribed the British Columbia section
over which our own railway will pass
we shall find that there is a wonderful
advantage in favor of our section. The
line will pass for a considerable distance
through long tracts of agricultural and
pastoral lands, and where it does not it
will for the most part pass through
a country which is splendidly
wooded and valuable in other ways.
The rivers and lakes which are con-
tiguous to the railway teem with fish,
and the mountains, of which we hear so
much, abound with valuable-fur bearing
animals. Much more than all this, the
whole lino through British Columbia
will pass through a country which has
already been amply proved to be rich in
every description of valuable minerals.
What a comparison, hon. gentlemen, be-
tween the two ! On the one side we
have a country which is unattractive in
every particular - which apparently, to
the eye of one passing through it, is defi-
cient in all valuable and productive char-
acteristics, and yet a country which has
been found capable, within a few years,
of supporting a lino of railway whose
absolute cash receipts for the past year
have exceeded the enormous Sum of
$25,000,000. That is ône side. On the
other we have a country which bears on
its face the impress of wealth, and yet
which is described by my hon. friend
who lately took his seat, as a country over
which it is impossible to build or sustain
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a paying line of railway. I think that
on sucli a point as this lion. gentlemen
should be particularly careful before they
imake assertions as to any particular .por-
tion of the line, and publish to the world
that it is impossible, for many years to
come, and perhaps for all time to come,
that a partictlar portion of this
great highway which we propose to
construct and hope to see successfutl,
can, under no circumstances, be made
self-sustaining. With reference to Brit-
ish Columbia there is another point to
vhich the hon. gentleman made some

allusion and to which I feel somewhat
loth to refer myself, although I feel
called upon to do so. I confess that I
sat horror-struck in my seat when I
heard the hon. gentleman refer to the
fate which the Bill for the construction
of the Esquimault and Nanaimo Railway
met with in this House ; and when lie
expressed the belief that the Senate had
taken on that occasion a right and
proper courseit fias hed upon me in a
moment that at last we had heard the
true cause of the fate of the Bill ; it
flashed upon me at once that there was
a confirmation of those suspicions which
we had always held with reference to
that unfortuinate Bill, and I thouglt the
hon. gentlembn had, from his own mouth,
convicted himself of having been instru-
mental in introducing to this Hlouse a
bill which the Government of which he
was a member was willing to have de-
feated.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I was speaking
of what the experienoe of a few years
does, and how, looking back upon the
past, I was not prepared to say that the
Senate had not acted wisely and right in
rejecting the Bill. I hope the hon. gen-
tleman does not mean to insinuate that
I did not act honorably on that occasion ;
I hope lie does not insinuate that I did
not try to have that Bill passed. If the
hon. gentleman does take any such stand
as that I think lie is going beyond the
Varliamentary rule. I do not think he
uas a right to accuse me of falsehood or
treachery to my own party. The hon.
gentleman knows very well that every
supporter the Government had in this
House on that occasion voted for that
Bill.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL -No.
lHon. Mr. Cornwall.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - All, with the ex-
ception of Mr. Penny.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - Two voted
against it. You would have had a ina-
ority if two of your own supporters
bad not voted against the Bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - 1 do not think
that justifies the hon. gentleman in
making a charge against me that
I acted deceitfully, that I was
guilty of falsehood or treachery. If I
had been, no language would be strong
enougli to condemn or characterize such
conduct.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
do not think the hon. gentleman does.

Hon. Mr. COIRNWALL - The hon.
gentleman thinks that I am not justified
in putting the exact interpretation on his
language that I do. But if we look back
for a few years and recollect the circum-
cumstances under which that Bill was
defeated, I think the majority of this
House will agree with me that I was
perfectly justified and perfectly right in
saying what I have already stated with
reference to this matter. I will try to
recall to the minds of hon. gentlemen
what did actually occur on that [occasion.
The Bill was introduced at an evening
sitting towards the close of the session of
1875. That Bill called for authoritv to
.,onstruct the Esquimault and Nanaimo
Railway. It was introduced by the
hon. gentleman himself, who was then
Secretary of State and leader of that
Government in this House.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT,- The Hon. Mr.
Letellier was leader then.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL - At all
events thq hon. gentleman was a mem-
ber of the Government, and introduced
the Bill himself, and I remember well
the lame, short and impotent speech
with which he introduced that Bill, and
yet that Bill was brought forward in
order to carry ot one of the most
solemn obligations into which the
Government of which he was a member
had entered.

Hon. Mr. WARK - Do yon remem-
ber the speech your own colleague made?
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Hon. Mr. CORNWALL-lf the hon.
gentleman will refer to the report of that
speech, it will be seen that what I have
said js substantially correct. The speech
was on an important motion, and yet the
report of it does not occupy one column
-of printed matter. It had no argument
of any sort or kind enunciated in sup-
port of the Bill which he brouglit for-
'ward. Ai lie said was, that ie ahad the
honor to propose the second reading of a
Bill in order 'to carry out the arrange-
vient made by the Government, and
when my hon. friend, the present Min-
ister of Inland Revenue, got up and pro-
posed an amendment to that motion that
the Bill shoVId not then be read, but be
read that day six months,what course was
pursued by the then Secretary of State ?
He never exerted himself in the slightest
'degree; lie never lifted up his voice or
held up his finger in support of this Bill,
but sat contentedly in bis place and
allowed his own supporters to vote down
the Bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - No, no.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL - I repeat,
he allowed his own supporters to vote
down the Bill which lie had himself in-
troduced, and which lie was bound to see
through if lie could possibly do so. That
la a true statement of what happened on
that particular occasion.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - No, no.

Hon. Mr.CORNWALL-I regret that
'what has occurred now substantiates my
suspicion as to what led to the defeat of
that Bill. I would like to know what
our late Governor-General, Lord Dufferin,
would think of this matter if it was
brought to hie knowledge. Lord Duf-
ferin himself, in private conversation
with me-

ion. Mr. SCOTT-Order.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL-I am quite
in order. Lord Dufferin always ex-
pressed himself strongly on this
Point, and in one of the notable
speeches which he made while holding a
Position here - a speech to the people
Of Victoria and Vancouver Island - he
took it upon himself to say that it lie

Hion. Mr. Cornwall.

had the sligitest idea that on the part of
his Ministers there was any duplicity
with reference to this particular Bill,
either they would have been dismissed,
or lie himself would have left the coun-
try. I hope the matter never will be
brought under his knowledge. I confess
f wofild rather he continued in the state
of uncertainty ho is at present ; I should
prefer that he contiued in the state of
confidence which characterized his inter-
course with the Ministers who were
then in power. I think it would be
most unfortunate if his confidence in
those who then guided the destinies of
Canada, should be shaken by a knowledge
that anything of this sort had occurred.
On this railway question it has always
seemed to me that the course of the hon.
gentleman was inconsistent and contra-
dictory. In the many speeches he has
made to the House the drift of hies
remarks has been condemnatory of the
whole scheme. He always appeared to
me to lead us, his hearers, to understand
that he depreciated the value of the coun-
try through which it was proposed te
build the line ; that he undervalaed the
resources of that country ; that in hie
opinion nothing could possibly make
the enterprise a paying one; that the
whole scheme appeared to him to be a
mad and illusory one ; that if it was
carried out in its entirety it must neces-
sarily result in disaster and disgrace to
Canada. I remember weil his saying
that the undertaking to biuild the Canadian
Pacifie Railway would cause the downfall
of many administrations. It is reported,
and I believe it is true, that on another
occasion the hon. gentleman asserted that
the line could never be huilt under the
space of forty years! Now he comes
before us in a perfectly different light.
Now lie expresses he opinion that on
the whole the undertaking is a favorable
and feasible one. Now, lie says, the
accessibility of the North-West, and the
value of the lands in the North-West,
are facts patent even to himself. Now,
lie allows the cogency of the argu-
menta which we, his opponents in this
House, have persisted in advancing since
the initiation of this scheme, and in the
excess of lis zeal he says lie personally
knows many influential residents of
Canada who are ready now, for a less
consideration than thiat vhich eis offered
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to the Syndicate, to undertake this great
work which he himself, up to the present
moment, has always declared to be an
impossible one. The hon. gentleman
goes so far now a to ascribe a certain
large value to the lands of the North-
West, up to the foot of the Rocky
Mountains, which he had hitherfo al-
ways depreciated. I confess that when
I heard him make that remark I was
glad to see that his imagination, when in
an appreciative mood, took such a flight,
and I hoped that at some future day it
might wing its way still further west-
ward, and even in that despised British
Columbia it might find something which
the hon. gentleman himself might appre-
ciate and value. But, speaking seriously,
I am delighted to see the alteration in
the hon. gentleman's views. It is al-
ways pleasing to find men of standing
and intelligence at length taking the
same view of matters which we ourselves
have taken, and, whatever the ob-
ject of the hon. gentleman may be
as to the course which he rrow adopts,
1 arn sure we ought tocheerfully welcome
him among those who have always con-
sidered the construction of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway as a feasible and prac-
ticable scheme. I should be sorry to as-
cribe the change which has come over
the hon. gentleman to a wish to show
that the advantages offered to the Syn-
dicate are too great. I should consider
that the end to be attained would be
altogether unworthy of the means which
he would thus adopt. I prefer to believe
that the change which has come over
him simply indicates a late awakening
on the part of the hon, gentleman to a
due conception of, and belief in, the
necessity and value of this 'ur great
national undertaking. I confessthe hon.
gentleman somewhat surprised me
towards the end of his speech this after-
noon when he expatiated on the value of
the connection by Sault Ste. Marie. I
was aware before the hon. gentleman
called our attention to the fact, that dur-
ing the last session of Parliament, and
prior to that, a great many members of
this House had expressed themselves as
favorable to the scheme which was
then proposed, but at that time
it seemned uncertain what period
must elapse before we lad ob-
tained our own inter-provincial com-

1on. Mr. Cornwall.

munication through the means of the
construction of a line north of Lake
Superior. Independently of that, .1 do
not think, as far as I can remember, thlat
up to the present moment the hon. gen -
tleman himself has ever come forward in
this House and advocated that scheme.
I do not particularly remember his
opposing the scheme, but as far as I
know he never bas really come forward
and expressed himself as an enthusiastie
advocate of the connection by way of
Sault Ste. Marie. What then can be his
.object in doing so at the present momenti
The House can judge ; it is unnecessary
for me to say anything on the point.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I have advocated
it for tan years.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL - The leader
of the House, when he proposed the
second reading of this Bill, said he would
confine his remarks altogether to the
practical view of the question. That, to
a certain extent, leaves the field open to
me to make a few remarks upon the
more general bearing of the
question on the great interests
of Canada, and of that opportunity
I purpose to avail myself. In truth,
the matter has been already examined in
so thorough and practical and statistical
a manner that I feel that nothing I could
possibly add would throw an additional
light on the question of the millions in-
volved, or the amount of ]and which may
be given as a subsidy to the contractors
who undertake the construction of this
great work; but looking at the matter
from another point of view - from the
point of view of national expediency in-
volved in this great undertaking ; re-
garding the question of national honor
involved ; considering the question of the
construction of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway as one intinately connected
with the future consolidation or disrup-
tion of the Confederation, I will say
a few words in addition to what I believe
will prove an important debate on the
subject now before the House. Of the
national expediency of the construction
of this great work, what doubt can pos-
sibly arise I Whether we regard the
matter from a purely Imperial stand-
point - looking upon ourselves, as we
have a right to do, as a most important
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part of the British possessions - looking
ulpon ourselves as a not unimportant unit
in the possible future grand confedera-
tion of the British Empire; or
'vhether we regard the matter
simply with reference to our own
material interests, I think we must alike
be struck with its stupendous impor-
tance. In England at the present
moment the necessity of the all-rail com-
munication through Canada froi that
important Naval station, Halifax, on the
Atlantic, to the still more important
station, -Esquimalt, on the Pacific, is
now considered imperative, and though
we may not look to the heavily taxed
people of Great Britain to afford us any
material assistance towards carrying out
this great work,'yet we feel that we may
always look to them for all that moral
and indirect support which can be
afforded by the Ministry of the day or
the great majority of the people in Eng-
land; and the reason-for all this is
obvious. The position of England in the
North Pacifie requires strengthening. It
is true she has there a naval station, but
it is a station remote from source of
supply from base of operations, and a
station with which no rapid telegraphic
communication can possibly take place
except over the lines of foreign countries.
Other countries, notably Russia, are in a
different position. Russia has Naval
establishments and arsenals within
ready access to our western pos-
sessions. At a place called Vladivostock
Russia has been strengthening herself for
years, and Vladivostock is in direct com-
anunication both by rail and telegraph
with St. Petersburg, and, at the same
time, within a few days' steam of Van-
ýcouver Island. How different, then, is
the position which Russia occupies in
the North Pacifie to the position which
England occupies if at any future time
difficulty should arise between the two
countries. - In addition to this the direct
-communication which would be afforded
to Great Britain with China, Japan,
Australia, New Zealand, and other pos-
fessions in the South Pacifie and adjoin-
ing seas, arequite sufficient in themselves
to enlist on our side the indirect assis-
tance of the people of Great
Britain as far as they them-
selves .can afford to give it. If such
&>e the case with regard to England, how

Hon. Mr. Cornwall.

much more is our own national
development and our material
progress involved in this par-
ticular question. It simply resolves
itself into this : is Canada to remain for
all time to come simply what she is at
the present moment - nothing more in
importance and national position than
two or three of the adjoining States -f the
Union would be if separated from the
rest of the great Republic ? Are we to
be content for all time to come with the
slow natural development, which in any
part of the habitable world must sooner
or later necessarily take place, or are we
now to rise to the importance of the op-
portunity now afforded us, and to seize
that opportunity with determined will
and hold with unrelaxing grasp the cer-
tainty of becoming hereafter a powerful
factor in the progress and future of the
world I With that great country which
stretches with an alnost illimitable area
in the North-West to be occupied and
settled, and with its equally important
contiguous Province, British Columbia,
awaiting our occupation, what Canadian
could hesitate as to the course he should
now pursuel That such Canadians there
are I regret to allow ; but what has already
been said in this House, the course of
debate in the other House, and
the line adopted by a portion
of the people and press of this country,
force one to such a conclusion.
Now, as to the second point, hon. gentle-
men,to which I have alluded, that of the
national honor involved in the construc-
tion of this great work, every member
of this Bouse must be conscious that for
the past ten years Canada has been
bound by the most solemn pledge into
which she could have possibly entered,
to construct, with all reasonable celerity,
this gr eat inter-provincial railway. When
we remember that that obligation on the
part of Canada was the chief inducement
to British Columbia to enter the Con-
federation, we must all be struck by the
peculiarly binding character of that con-
dition of the terms of union, and it does
not seem possible that any member of
this House should either willingly or
wilfully forego the opportunity which is
now offered of discharging in a satisfac-
tory manner, the obligation so incumbent
upon Canada. But so long a time has
elapsed since the ratification of the terms
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of union, that some seemn more inclined
altogether to ignore them, altogether to
disregard then, and such seems notori-
ously to have been the case vith that
body of men, with their supporters,
instigators and backers, who recently
made to the Government of the day that
ill-considered and inopportune offer which
is known as the offer of the second Syn-
dicate. For the simple pith and mean-
ing of that offer was to disregard the
obligations resting upon Canada; it was
a proposition to drop both ends of the
railway which we are bound to build,
while at the same time it proposed, at the
expense of the country, to do the easy
and best paying portion of the ine - the
central section of the line which runs up
into Manitoba and the North-West, and
pla'e that central portion of the line in
connection with the railways of the
United States.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - No, no.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL - That is
simply the offer that was made-nothing
more or les than I have described.
Thankful should the people of the coun-
try be that there is no possibility or pro-
bability, that there never was any posSi-
bility or probability, of the acceptance of
such an offer; thankful shculd we be
that, though there are some who favor
such a seheine, a great majority of the
representatives of the people,. and the
grand majority of the people themselves,
are thoroughly opposed to it as unwise,
ruinous and unpatriotic. The third
point to which I wish to call your atten-
tion is the intimate connection which the
construction of this railway has with the
future consolidation or disruption of the
confederated Dominion. I shall point
out in a few words how very intimate
that connection is. It appears to me
that the completion of this line within
our own boundaries is the only thing
that can closely bind together the general
interests ot the different provinces of the
Dominion, which are divided by geo-
graphical and natural bonudaries, and
influenced by divergent interests and
foreign connections. The North-West,
with its enormous extent of valuable
]and, is now only to be reached over a
considerable length of American railways.
Valuable as is the use of those railways

lion. Mr. Cornwall.

to us, it is evident that the profits of
supplying the wants of the North-West
must be considerably diminished by the
proportion which those Amecican rail-
ways take from the sumn total of the
value o( the carrying traffic to and fro,
and the intimate relations with the 'ad-
joining States, which are brought about
by the use of those connecting links of
railway, and which tend to
throw the business and profits
of supplying the North-West into
A merican hands. The proportionate
gain to America is thus lost to Canada,
and although at the present moment
that may not be a matter of extreme im-
portance, yet what wilI it be hereafter
when hundreds of thousands of people
populate that North-West, people who are
painstaking and hardworking, and whose
wants will have to be supplied for many
years to conie from older and-more estab-
lished sources ? Again, if in time these
business and commercial relations with
the United States become intensified and
strengthened by our carelessness and
supineness in neglecting to build our
interprovincial railway, I foresee that
the inevitable tendency of the people of
the North-West hereafter will be to.
combine their interests with those of thte
people of the United States, and become
a portion of the great Republic. How
deplorable, lion. gentlemen, would be
such a consummation of our labors and
our hopes in this particular ! For in
this way would be brought about a dis-
ruption of that Confederation whichi it
has already taken many years of energetic
labôr and careful statesmanship to bring
to the position it now occupies. What
a lasting diagrace would attach to those
who are now attempting, as they have
heretofore done, to thwart and delay the
execution of this great work within our
borders ! Now, all I have said with re-
ference to the North-West is still more
applicable to the Province of British
Columbia. Separated as that province
is from the, older provinces of Canada by
a great stretch of country, and by a
range of mountains impassable to ordi-
nary means of conveyance; separated as
she is from Great Britain by an enor-
mous distance ; bounded as shie is, both
on the north and on the south, by terri-
tories belonging to the United States,
the evident tendency of the interests of
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her people is rather to amalgamation
with the United States than to the con-
tinuance of their present relations with
Canada. But ail that, hon.· gentlemen,
would be immediately avoided when
there is some certainty before the people of
the rapid construction of this great work;
when there is some certainty that within
a very short time this great national
work will be completed. Then, when it
is completed, we inay hope that British
Columbia, instead of being, as she is
now, a terra incognita to the rest of
Canada, will become better known, and
her true value better appreciated. Then
ber development, which has been so long
expected, but which bas been so
long delayed by her unfortunate geogra-
phical position, would rapidly progress,
and at last there would be a cessation of
those impudent and irritating remarks
which are being continuallybandied about
concerning British Columbia among the
more ignorant people of the older prov-
inces. Extraordinary as is already the
amount of the annual contribution of
British Columbia to the general revenue
of the Dominion, when this road is com-
pleted we may expect ber exporting and
producing powers will be largely in-
creased, while we may feel sure that her
output of precious minerais will render
her one of the best paying customers of
the older provinces of the Dominion.
All those who study the trade returns as
they appear fron year toyear, who note
the volume of the imports and exports of
British Columbia; ail those who are able
to form an estimate of the extent and
variety of ber natural resources, and
those who can appreciate the past-that
ail that is done in British Columbia is
the result of the labor of comparatively
speaking a handful of people, must be
struck with the importance of that coun-
try, must be struck with the importance
which she must attain in the future when
she shal have become accessible to that
stream of emigration which is continually
Pouring westward, and which caries with
it capital to utilize and labor to emplov.
Now, with ail those desirable ends to
attain to which I have alluded; with
the absolute certainty before us of ad-
.ancing in national prosperity, in. na-

tional honor and material wealth by
mieans which are now apparent and prac-
tically simple, why should we longer
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hesitate I When we have emnhodied in,
the Bill we are discussing, an offer made
by practical and experienced men to un-
dertake this great work which we have
wished to see conmenced for mîanv
years; when we know that that otrer is
made by men experienced in the par-
ticular description of work which they
now propose to undertake ; when we
know that those men who so offer are
backed by important capitalists of Eu-
rope, and by important business honses
ot Europe in a way which compels us to
believe that they are able to carry out
that which they offer to undertake ;
when we can calculate to a dollar what
shall be the actual cash cost to the'
country of this great undertaking ; wheit
we realize the fact that this subsidv of
land, enormous as it is, is a gift which
will only be rendered valua ble by the very
work which this Syndicate undertake
to perform ; when we understand
further that this offer is the best offer to
undertake and performi this work which
bas ever been made to the country, and
when we acknowledge, as we must ail
acknowledge, that it is a better offer than
we ever expected to obtain, it is the evi-
dent duty of every member of this House
and of every person who bas the tiue in-
terest of the country at heart, to su pport
the Government, by legalizing this con-
tract whi3h they have made, and to
strengthen their bands in every particu-
lar. In years to come will be felt the
debt of gratitude which is due to the
Govei nment for their energetic labors in
this niatter, and I prédict that what-
ever their opponents and detractors may
say to the contrary, a very few years
will suffice to prove the wisdoni of their
course, and insure the suîccess of their
undertaking. As I have already said,
the late Government bad no policy what-
ever with regard to this great question ;
they were guided by the expediency of
the moment, by the necessities of the
hour, but notwithstanding their inability
to 'grapple with the great question in-
volved ; notwithstanding what appears
to me their utter disregard of the best
interests of the country in this connec-
tion, they seem now to have learned
nothing by their experience, and
are still as yeady to oppose a
simple, practicable scheme for the con-
struction of this great work i+ *- wprp
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when in power to waste the resources
of the country in their very sucoessful
efforts to do nothing. Of course. when
this contract was first laid before Par-
liament and before the country, there
were many who thought that some of
its conditions were too favorable for the
contractors who were ging to.take the
w% ork in hand. I fancy that was the first
impressio.± which we all received, but I
think the most satisfactory part of the
whole affair is this : that now, after the
lapse of two months during which this
contract has been looked into from every
point, of view ; when every clause of the
contract has been turned inside out in
the most thorough manner; after every
possible objection has bsen taken to every
proposition in the contract, and when the
terms of the agreement have been
thoroughly explained by the Government,
the general consensus of opinion through-
out the country seems to be that the
contract taken as a whole, is a practical,
well considered arrangement, one that
was initiated with due regard to the best
interests of the Dominion, and one of
which there is very little chance of
failure, while every consideration induces
us to hope that it will be carried out ac-
cording to the terms and the spirit in
which it was commenced. Such, at all
events, is my belief; and I am very glad
tÔ have the opportunity of saying so in
so many words. Speaking as a British
Columbian, I desire to express - not
my gratitude for the course which the
Government has adopted in this particular
case, for, in my view, they have done
nothing more nor less than they were
bound by every consideration of honor
and national expediency to do - but I
rather desire to express my hearty ap.
preciation of the determined energy
which ias characterized their action with
reference to this great question; I ad-
mire alike the wise forethought which
planned this great undertaking, and the
ability which has led to negotiations for
carrying it out to their present point, and
above all do I admire their determination
in the face of unscrupulous opposition to
perform, without fear of the conse-
quences to themselves, the high duty
which las devolved upon them of uphold-
the honor of the country, and of furthering
its best and most lasting interests.

Hon. Mr. Cornall.

Hon. Mr. R AYTHOINE - The
hon. gentleman from British Columbia,
who has just resumed his seat, in the
first part of his speech devoted his atten-
tion to the remarks of my hon. friend,
the ex-Secretary of State, and while in
my opinion those remarks were uncalled
for and unnecessary, and to my mind
also inconclusive, that they would, in
fact, have been better omitted, yet as the
hon. gentleman proceeded and spoke of
British Columbia, and of his experience
in that Province, and spoke as a patriotic
gentleman in the interests of his Pro-
vince, I confess that I then sympathised
with his remarks. I felt that he was
then acting a true and patriotic part as a
representative of that Province. I must
not allow the hon. gentleman or any of
his colleagues from that Province to cup-
pose for one moment that I for one-and
I believe I can say for many others who
take the same view as I do - that
because we cannot approve of this mea-
sure which the Government has intro-
duced, that therefore we are inimical to
his Province. This would be a great
mistake and a great injustice. 1 for one
would rejoice to see this great national
andertaking in operation, or, at all
events, under contract and under way as
quickly as the resources of our country
would permit ; but, because I wish to see
justice done to British Columbia, I am
not for that reason to approve of a scheme
which my better judgment tells me is
most rash and most improvident. I sup-
pose, hon. gentlemen, no one here wili,
at this juncture, undertake to belittle
the importance of the crisis through
which our country is passing, nor yet the
gravity of the issues which are involved
in the Bill now before the House. What
does this measure involve î It in-
volves the paymênt to the Syndicate
mentioned in that Bill-the payment of
a sum equal to one entire year's revenue
of our seven provinces. It involves the
completion, as a Government work, or
over 700 miles of railway; it involves
the alienation of 25,000,0000 acres of
our best,and most fertile wheat lands; it
involves the granting of many valuable
privileges 'and immunities to this com-
pany, and the establishment of a gigantic
monopoly, which, I fear, is full of evil
to the future of our country. All that
money and finished work, all these
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privileges, all that land, including road-
way and station grounds of the railway,
are handed over to that company in
perpetuity. And what for 1 For build-
ing 2,000 miles of railway, most of it
over a.remarkably easy country-900
miles at least offering as great facilities
for railway construction as any other
part of this continent - for building this
2,000 miles of railway and operating it
in perpetuity. It seems to me a vast
undertaking, and it is so un-
doubtedly. What, I ask, should be
the duty of this Senate in
connection with so vast a scheme 1 Ought

ve not first to assure ourselves that our
country is to receive full value for what
it gives 1 Ought we not to use due cau-
tion to see that the interests of the
present and future inhabitants of Canada
are guarded in every respect,. not to-day
only, but in the future! Ought we not
to satisfy ourselves, by all means in our
power, that this scheme is better than
any other scheme which bas been or
nay be devised - that it is the best

offer which the Government could have
obtained, and that the best means have
been adopted to secure the best offer I
If we can satisfy ourselves of all these
things, and believe that this is the best
offer that could be obtained for Canada,
then, hon. gentlemen, by all means vote
for this measure. But I cannot persuade
myself of anything of the kind. It seems
to me that since the last session of Parlia-
ment the Government have taken a re-
trospective rather than a prospective
view ; that they have weighed everything
that was made against the interest of
Canada, and given the least possible
imount of credit -ta everything that is
made in their favor. I think, if the
Government had been careful to take a
large and statesmanlike view of the
'vorld around us - of the great changes
'vhich have occurred since asimilar offer to
that before the House was made in 1873
-- they would have come to a different
conclusion. I shall endeavor ta show
how very inadequate are the terme which
form part of the present contract com-
pared with those which formed part of
the Allan contract. I shall ask the per
mission of the House to contrast a few
clauses of the one witb a few clauses of
the other. I will read first, clause eight
of the Allan contract -

Hlon. AMr. Raythorne.

C CLAUSE 8.-That the railroad saall be
constructed and equipped according to speci-
fications to be hereafter agreed upon be-
tween the Government and the company,
and the materials of, and manner in which
the several works forming part thereof, shall
be constructed, and the mode of working the
railway, or any part thereof, including the
description and capacity cf the locomotives,
engines, and other rolling stock for working
it, shall be such as may be hereafter agreed
upon, between the Government and the com-
pany, provided always that if the Government
and the company should be unable to agree
as to the details of any of the matters in this
clause mentioned, the same shall be from time
to time referred to .the determination of three
competent engineers one of whom shall be
chosen by the Government, one by the coi-
pany, and a third by such two engineers, and
the expenses of said references shall Le
defrayed by the company.

" And in order to establish an approximate
standard whereby such matters may be regu,
lated, the Union Pacific Railway of the United
States is hereby selected and fixed as such
standard, but in a general way only, and not
with respect to any minor details In its con-
struction or working, which may be found to
be objectionable, nor with respect to align-
ment and grades, which shall be as favorable
as the nature of the country will admit of
without undue expenditure."

Hon. gentleman will at once perceive,
before I proceed to read the clause refer-
ring to the same subject in the contract,
that there is a wide difference between
the two. Let us see precisely what these
conditions are

" The Company shal lay out, constrUct
and equip the said Eastern Section, and
the said Central Section of a uniform
guage of 4 feet 8j inches, and In order
to establish an approximate standard,
whereby the quality and the charac-
ter of the railway and of the materials used in
the construction thereot and of the equipment
thereof, may be regulated, the Union Pacific
Railway of the United States-as the same was
when first constructed - is hereby selected
and fixed as such standard."

I think, hon. gentlemen, that the gist
of that clause has reference to the stand-
ard adopted, and ther'eon, 1 muet sae, I
cannot approve of the conduct of the
Government in this case. Whether they
had the Allan contract before them or
not at the time they entered into the
engagement with the Syndicate, of course,
it is impossible for me to .say. But it is
evident that the 3rd clause in the new
contract is far less advantageous
to Canada than the 8th clause
which I just now read, from that of 1873.
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1 am aware that there is a proposal to with respect to the alternate block systenb
alter that clause, but it must not be for- of the contraet but it seems to me that
gotten that when Parlianient met, the the mode of selection in the old contract
(Iovernnent were prepared to pass that is far more favorable than the mode of'
clause in the contract as it stands there selection adopted in the new contrit.
to-day, and, in fact, there the clause re- In the old contract lands to be taken by
mains still unaltered, and the ouly ex- the Allan company were situated in ail
planation with which we are fuvored by the provinces, and their selection was-
the members of the Government in that net confined te what is called the fertile
regard is that they intend to alter it in beit which is known to contain the best
some other bill. Hon. gentlemen, I am and most valuable wheat lands in the
surprised at the conduct of the leader of world. Thus far, at any rate, it must
the Government in this Ilouse - that a be admitted, I think, by ail, that the
man with a lifetime of Parliamentary ternis of the Allan contract are more
experience should recommend this House favorable te Canada than the new one.
te pass this clause, with certain words in Another clause, the 46th of the Allan con-
it, and trust to some future act - soie tract, se it seers te me, las some advan-
other act which we have not before us tages over any similar clause in the now
now, and whicb, for all we contract; in fact 1 doubt whether there
know, ve may never have before is any such clause in the contract before
us - te do away with the mischief the lise. It las referenoe te bridging
that may be contained in this clause. over navigable streams. I believe in
That, hon. gentlemen will agree, is a line the new contract there is ne clause'limit-
of conduct which seems quite unparlia- ing the company's power or confining
mentary, and se far as my experience týem te any particular mode ef construc-
goes, quite without precedent. There is tien ef bridges over navigable strea.
another respect in which, in my judg- I prestme if amy such clause
ment, the Allan contract of 1873 is far exista in any ether Act of Par-
preferable to the contract in which we are liament, it may ha made applicable to
now asked to connr. Clausel 1 says: cases occurring during the construe-

The Government may romf the Canadian Pacii Railwa ;.
"TheGovenmen maytomtue t tie but 1 ask, 'would it nlot have been fir

appoint such persons as it may think proper
to examine, inspect and report on the con- preferable on au occasion lik-e this to
struction and equipment of the railway for the have been more precise in the terns
purpose of ensuring the faithful performance descriptive ef se great an 1'ndertaking
of the agreement between the company and would it net have been more wise,
the Government."the Gvernmnt."instead et? acloptirig amy standard, te liavs-

There, I think, is a clause far more in devoted a fev clauses te specifications
the interests of Canada than anything detiuing the duties et the contracters in
we see in the new contract. Then when se important a document as that we have
we come te the question of lands, in the before us, and thus ebviated the neoes-
Allan contract we find there again the sitv of frequent reference te ether acta of
old contract is more favorable te Cana- Parliameat, one ef which, the leader of
dian interests than the new one. With the Gove.nment tells us, le intends, in
respects to lands the 14th clause of the se respects, te alter with respect to
Allan contract says: thia scheme aftr the Bil has passe( the

4(That to secure the construction of use. I will now say a few words as
of " te the actions et? the Governêment with.

main line of railway, and in consideration
thereof, there is hereby appropriated a grant respeit te this question during the twoý
to the company of 50,000,000 acres of iand fermer sessions - during the sessions of

• a in the Province of Mani- 1879 and 18ffO. I cannot convince mv-
toba, British Columbia, and in the North- self that the conduct ef the Governmet
West Territories, in blocks not exceeding or their peîicy during those two yeurs.
twenty miles in depth on each side of such
main line, and not less than six nor more than has been thoroughly sincere. It seems te
twelve miles in width, alternating with me they were coquetting with the ques-
blocks of like depth and width on each sida tien during tose twe years; 1 canna
thereof reserved by the Government." pursuade myseif that thev actually in-

I may have something te say hereafter tended these twe great measures intro-
wIon, rser. Ilaytlternke.
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duced by them should take full effect.
They were also, I believe, conteni-
plàting some such change as has cc-
curred during the past year would come
to pass, and they themselves, perhaps,
hardly believed in the efficiency of the
measures which they were recommending
to Parliament. Let us bring forward
some facts in support of this statement.
We find in 1879 a measure was recom-
nended to the notice of Parliaient
which contemplated Imlperial aid in the
coustruction of the Pacifio Railway.
There was to be a large grant of land, I
think 100,000,000 acres if 1 remember
rightly, devoted to purposes of railway
construction, but the main feature of the
plan in that year was that Imperial aid
should be obtained for that purpose. A
deputation of the Government proceeded
to England and interviewed the British
Ministry on that subject. There has
been so much reticence on this subject
- there has been such an obvious disin-
clination on the part of the Government
to disclose the resuits of their inner life
in London that I am not sure whether
we have any exact description of the re-
sult of their visit, and although I cannot
call to mind any particular paper in
which the result of their visit is detailed,
yet I find in the reports of what took
place during the session of the Imperial
Parliament, House of Commons Re-
port of the vear 1880, I find, I say,
Mr. W. E. Foster asking a question of
the Colonial Secretary,Sir Michael Hicks
Beach to which this reply was made, and
which was in. fact the coup de grace of
the Government schene for that year.
It was in these teris :

" There was some correspondence in 1879
between Her Majestys Government, and the
Dominion on the general question of the
Pacific Railway, bnt net as the suggestion that
this country (that is Great Britain) should by
guarantee or otherwise assist in constructing
the Pacific Railway. Some confidential and
'nformal communications passed between the
Canadian Ministers, who visited England last
A&ugust and myself, but they never assurmd
the forni of correspondence or led to any
result,"

That we find in the proceedings of the
ItOUse of Commons as reported in the

imes newspaper-of the 19thiMarch,1880,
and it certainly does seem str-ange to mny
Irtind that when the Government should
have occupied the tirme of Parliament in
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passing a measure of such impcr tance, and
obtained the consent of their supporters to
it, that they should have gone to England
to secure Imperial co-operation, about
which they night certainly have informed
themselves by telegraph, while even be-
fore then the Bill was introduced. Yet,
notwithstanding all this, having gone to
London on this very errand, it never as-
sumed even the form of correspondence ;
it was thrown overboard with nothing
more than what is in a confidential coma-
munication. So much for the scheme of
1879. In the proceedings of the follow-
ing year, 1 tind the Government intro-
ducing another proposal for the construc-
tion of the Pacific Railway -a very pro-
mising proposal too. It promised one
important thing -if, indeed, such a pro-
mise could be kept. It promised, I think,
in the. words of a Minister in another
place, that, if the scheme was adopted, it
would enable the Pacific Railway to be
constructed ultimately without costing
the country a dollar. The land would
ultimately pay the cost of the wliole
road. Now, that I consider a most pro-
per scheme. It avoided soute of the obli-
gations we find in the scheme before us
now. It avoided two important ob-
jections which I take to that scheme. I-
avoided the alienation of our lands to a.
company, and it avoided the still worse
consequences of the alienation of the
whole road to the same company. There
was another important point in favos of
the scheme of 1880, and I may say that
I have never yet heard a reason assigned
for its abandonment, Why so promis-
ing a schene should have been aban-
doned-by the Govermnentseems to me to
be inexplicable ; at all events, it was
abandoned, and then we find the ground
cleared for *the Government to take up a
new idea. Well, there are some new
characteristic points about this idea gs.
compared with the two former ones.
There is a resuscitated idea in this, an
idea which had been allowed to slumber
for the two previous years, for this mea-
sure was introduced upon the plea that
Parliament and former Governments lid
recognized the principle of building
railways not 'as Goverurnent works,
but by means of syndicates or
companies. I do not, fur my part
undertake to identify the party with
which I an connected with any suclt
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proposition as that. They may have
entertained that view at one tine.
They may have entertained it in common
with other parties. They may have
thought if parties could be found who
would undertake the work on favorable
terms, that it would be advisable to adopt
that policy. But I cannot undertake to
say, that the party with which I have
been co-operating was wedded to any
such proposition. On the contrary,they
did let sections of the work, and proceed-
ed with the construction of them. The
only mode by which I find this new
scheme explained and introduced to
Parliament, was in the Governor Gen-
eral's opening speech, the following
clause of which throws some light on the
subject: -

c During the recess my advisers thought the
time opportune for making another attempt to
carry out the declared preference of Parlianent
for the construction and operation of the
Canadian Pacific Railway by means of an
incorporated company, aided by grants of
money and land, rather than by the direct
action of the Government."
It seems strange that this new idea
should have flashed upon the minds of
the Government so very soon after they
had passed by a large majority the
promising measure to which I have just
alluded, What influence could have
operated on their minds in this way I
The whole of this question from that
time down to the meeting of Parliament,
and even since, seems to have been
shrouded in mystery. We have never
been told what induced the Government
to go to England. It seemsthey deemed
the opportunity favorable for floating a
new proposal ; that is the only explana-
tion of the abandonment of the policy of
the previous year and the adoption of
that now before us. We have never yet
been told that the Government have re-
ceived other offers than the one which
favors the subject of this Bill, whether
they proposed to the Syndicate or the
Syndicate proposed to them. These are
points on which we are quite in the
dark. In fact, reticence appears
to have been the order of the day
throughout this whole transaction.
Their mission to England, was
be it observed,. was undertaken in a
somewhat extraordinary manner, for I
myself, in the early part of the session,
moved for papers connected with this
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expedition, and the answer was, there
was no Order in Council authorizing a
deputation to proceed to England; th'at
there were no instructions for their
guidance when there, and no report of
their proceedings made after they re-
turned. I cannot pretend to say what
the mode of conducting business in the
Privy Council of Canada is, but I hardly
think the mode adopted in the present
instance is usual elsewhere ; I only
know it is not that of the Province with
which I have been connected. We
find these gentlemen, on their re-
turn, taking, to a very snall extent,
the public into their confidence. The
hon. First Minister, I think, made a
short speech after landing, in which he
did not enter into details, but merely
gave the .gereral terms of the bargain
which had been concluded. But
he very justly added, I believe - I shall
not willingly misrepresent him - that it
was impossible to give the details of the
scheme until they had been submitted to
the IGovernor General in Council and
approved of. Certainly I quite agree
that it was proper it sbould be laid before
the Governor General in Council and ap-
proved of before being made public. But,
I ask, was there not time after the re-
turn of the Ministers, after the formalitv
of laying the matter before the Governor
in Council, to inform the faithful fol-
lowers of the Goveriment, in all the
various provinces, of the details of this
measure to which the people's represen-
tatives were to be called upon to give
their assent so soon after the meeting of
Parliament I Could it not even have
been made publie when the Government
decided to call Parliament together on
October 9th I Even ten days, if then
allowed, though net amply suffi-
cient, would have enabled sup-
porters of the Government, as well
as the Opposition, throughout the
country, to discuss the question in their
constituencies and enable the members to
decide how they should perform their
duties when they came to Ottawa. But
secrecy was observed up to the very last
moment. It does seem to me to be a
very strange instance of perversity on
the part of a Government possessing so
large and influential a majority in Parlia-
ment, and as they assert throughout the
country-though I very much doubt it-
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to persist in this error of theirs. It re-
minds me strongly of the position of that
celebrated man, the first Napoleon, at
Moscow. There, as we know, after the
burning of that city, he was urged by his
experienced counsellers and gallant
generals to retreat and winter in Poland,
but he would not listen to their advice.
Thus he replied to their expostula-
tions --

" A retreat will appear a flight. I know
well that Moscow as a military position is
worth nothing, but as a political position It is
of immense value. In politics you muet
never retrace your steps; if you have com-
mitted a fault you muet never show that
you are conscious of it. Error steadily
adhered to becomes a virtue in the eyes of
posterity."

Such is the position the Government
have taken. They have committed the
error of concealing this contract from the
country until the meeting of Parliament.
I desire now to make some remarks on a
feature of this scheme whicb, though it
is perhaps likely to be less apparent now
than it may be hereafter, is still one of
very great importance. I allude to the
gigantic žnonopoly which this Bill re-
quires Parliament to establish in the
North-West Territory, British Columbia
and Manitoba. It is hard to define
beforehand precisely what the effects of a
monopoly would be. Circumstances
often arise which we bannot anticipate ;
if we could anticipate them we should
act very differently. A great monopoly
such as this seems to resemble one of
those malarias which we know affect some
countries and their inhabitants. It spreads
over a country, and affects the health
and appearance of its population. Any
one who has ever seen a district subject
to malaria can judge of- its appalling ef-
fects. We have now an opportunity of
exercising some control over the future
of the North-West. But if we abandon
this opportunity of guarding the inter-
este of our country in the future, how
can we hope to recover our influence ?
Only by the strongest expression, on the
part of the people generally, that such a
monopoly should come to an end.
Through what vicissitudes must a coun-
try pass before the people come to such a
resolve as that; I may perhaps show
you, frm incidents which are occurring
on the other aide of the international
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line, some of the evils which the Amer-
icans have suffered from monopolies simi-
lar to this we are asked to establish.
Not long since, about the inonth of No-
vember last, a well known English states-
man, Mr. Caird, on the occasion of mak-
ing an inaugural address - he was Pres-
ident of the Statistical Society - stated
some singular facts in regard to American
railways-facts well worth reproducing
here, and commenting on. They show
that the British Canadian has no reason
to despair of the future of his North,West
Territories, and in that feeling I myself
coincide. I have spoken many times in
this House, and I do not believe I ever
expressed a sentiment opposed to that
view. I may have objected, and may,
perhaps, still object, to embarrassing the
finances of this country by plunging
deeper into works of construction than
our resources warrant; but, for all that,
I think I may say confidently that I have
never expressed a sentiment opposed to my
present conviction as to the future of our
North-West. Mr. Caird's statement was
that, in 1868, 31,000,000 tons of grain
were carried from west to east in the
United States, and in 1879, 72,000,000
tons; or, the quantity had more than
doubled in 11 years. He also stated this
increase was accompanied by a reduction
of the cost of transportation of nearly
one-half on that immense quantity of
grain. He says:

" One half-penny per ton per mile ls now
the average railway charge, and this will be
further reduced by the competition of water
carriage. A barrel of flour and a barrel of
beef or pork, 500 lbs. in weight. can be trans-
ported from Chicago to Liverpool, at a cost
little more than two days wages of an artisan,
or four days wages of a laborer."

But you will observe that, by the estab-
lishing of a gigantic monopoly of the
kind proposed by this bill, you will, to
a great extent, cut the country off from
the prospect of reduced charges. Under
its provisions, I believe the only means
of reducing the charges, will be by
proving that the earnings of the coni-
pany' exceed ten per cent. on their
capital ;. and even that provision is
obscure as it stands. I believe it de-'
pends to some exent, on some future
amendment to be passed this session,
and applied to some existing law. But,
to pursue this subject, a few day I+r,
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-after these remarks of Mr. Caird's t
appeared in the Times newspaper, they
were answered by another writer, evi-
dently an Englishman, but well acquaint- j
-ed with America and American laws; 
and of such importance did the editor
couider this letter, that lie gave it a
plw e in his money article. This person,
comimenting on Mr. Caird's statement,
tays : -

t-Mr. Caird must have forgotten the granger
agitation of some years ago, and the Potter
law of the Western States-a law so stringent
that the railway companies indignantly re-
pudiated it, and appealed te the Supreme
Court of Wisconsin, but only to be defeated,
and told that as public highways tbey should
be amenable te the legislature of the State ;
and the carriage of the case to the Supreme
Court-of the United States finally established
the previous decision. At the present time,
in nineteen States of the Union, Railroad
-Commissioners have been appointed, and the
auditor of Pacifie Railway accounts is armed
with full power and authority to enquire Into
the financial and physical condition, and into
every detail of the working of all the lines
north, south and west of the Missouri, te
whom land grants have been given by the
G-ivernment. In some States there is one
Commissioner, and in others a body of three
Commissioners. Not only are they armed
with authority te enquire into the construc-
tion, equipment and condition of the lines,
tO collect complete information as te the
financing and every detail of the working
operations, but upon a complaint from any
individual, or number of individuals, or cor-
porate bodies, regarding irregularities, over-
charges, or preferential.rates, even if conveyed
on a postal card, they are required te make
searching enquiryand if tbe companles refuse
-to accept their ruling, the complainant has the
uidicial authority ready te enforce it."

Now, hon. gentlemen, you see to what
point the American railways have been
brought in consequence of the difficulties
-which the people of those States labored
under in consequence of the monopolies
the companies had obtained. They have
had a struggle of which I have just read
to you the result. Now we have an
op)ortinity, if we avail ourselves of it,
of preventing such struggles in the North-
West by making such provision as will

prevent that monopoly from being a per-
inanent one. I shall proceed te quote a
description of the Massachusetts law, by
Mr. Adams, ten years Chairman of the
Masmcahusetts Board, which 1 ahall
quote for the purpose of denonstrating
the necessity of adopting timely precain-
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ions against the evils of monopoly in
our own North-West, and of showing the
lifficulties under which other States ad-
oining ours have labored in their efforts
tc set themselves free. He says :

" The line of policy thus happily initiated
was carefully pursued. New and wider powers
were, year by year, conferred upon the Board.
but always in the sanie direction-powers to
investigate and report. In 1876 this policy
reached its final result, as the Legislature then
placed the entire system of accounts under
the direct supervision of the Board. Its power
in this respect was unlimited-it went to the
root of the matter. It opened te light all th-
dark places. The indisputable fact was re
cognized that those corporations are so large
and so powerful, and so far removed from the
owners of their securities, and the community
is so deeply concerned in their doings and
condition, that the law making power bas a
right, and is in duty bound, te insist on that
publicity as respects their affairs, without
which abuses cannot be guarded against."

Now, such is the experience of certain
parties in the United States with refer-
ence to their railways. Those extracts
which I have troubled you with, show
the vast increase that has taken place in
railway traffie, and I do not despair of
witnessing in our own country a similar
increase of traffic; perhaps sufficient to
render our roads instead of being a
burden, profitable undertakings. But,
so much has been said with reference to
the Union Pacifie Railroad, which is
the standard which bas been adopted for
our own railway, that I feel compelled
to tax your patience a little further by
reading an independent description of
that road - a description widely dif-
ferent from that with which the House
was favored by the Postmaster General
in introducing this Bill. It was, I think,
of a date considerably more rempte
than that I am about to draw your
attention to, and was certainly far more
in favor of the Union Pacifie Railroad
than that I am about to read. But my
description bas this advantage, that it is
quite recent, scarce a fortnight old, and
emanates .fromn a body situated in
pretty much the sanie position as we
are ourselves - in fact it originates
frôm the Legislature of Colorado.
That Legislature agreed to this
joint maemorial to be addressed to both
Houses of Congress; not having them-
selves suflicient power to operate upon
that powerful nonopolv, thev feund it
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-desirable to adopt a memorial to tcongress; " That its management for a long perod o f
,and I wish hon. gentlemen to notice this tine has been scandalized by persistent and

S. em repeated extortion; that money, in multitudes
fact, that,as time proceeds, it s scertain of cases, has been demanded and collected for
that this Dominion will establish in the more freight, knowingly, than was carried
North-West other provinces which may be over its lines of road; that persons inspiring
placed in precisely the saie situation in and requiring these exactions from its local
which Colorado finds hersolf now. They agents are non-resident, and beyond the

clutchei of the law of this State for their
miay find themselves, years hence, ground criminal rapacity; that appeals for relief have
under the heel of the gigantic monopoly been required to be remitted to a distant city
which this Bill proposes to establish ; in another State for hearing, and tardily or
and I raise my voice to-night to warn the never adjusted ; that from places beyond the

House against establishing any such State, without competition, unueasonable
freights have been and are now demanded, so

moniopoly. I shall read the nemorial of as to stop the traffic, except at famine prices ;
the Legislature of Colorado against a that no redress can be had, except by litigation
similar monopoly, and this one, the saie with a powerful corporation, which overawes
which bas been adopted as the standard its customers with the dread of the destruc-

f . Ttion of their business by, unjust discrimina-of our own road. The nemorial is as tions in freights, should they not submit to its
follows illegal exactions.

& Having no adequate redress, except by'
" A JOINT MEMORIAL AmIED AT THE IMON PACIFIC. the Congreo ot the United States, your memo-

rialista therefore pray your honorable body t0
4 To the Honorable the Senate and House of enac& such laws as shah correct the evils

Representatives in Congress assembled: complaned of, by the regulation ot the co-
mnerce of this and ail other railroads ainong

- Your memorialists, the Gene al Assembly the several States, in the interests of the peo-
ol the Statu of Colorado, aost respectlully pie, for whose convenience and advantage,
represent :primarily, these corporations were created sd

" That the rates of fare for the transporta- enfranchised; be if therefore
tion of passengers, and the tarif for freights "Resolved, Thaf our Senators and repre-
transported over the railroads to and from sentatives in Congress b% and they are here-
'without this State, have been for a long time by, requeted to use alLproper efforts W have
a great burden to our people and a hindrance such laws enacted as will regulate the com-
to their prosperity. merce of ralroada among the seversi States

" That the Union Pacific Railroad Company, for the beneft of the public;
subsidized by the nation in money and lands, "That the Socretary of State b. requeaed to
and ifs branches, partly subeidised luc laads forward a copy of this memorial and resol-
and partly in money, .11 oc which were of tion d our Senators and represenfatives in
greater value than the entire coit of conntrut- Congreosh
tion and equipment of said road and branches,
have, through their agents, collected from ouri
people, unreasonable rates of fares and
freights for the carrying of persbns and pro-
perty over its linos of roads within this State

. The Influence and power of this great cor-
poration, now consolidated with its branches,
both over our people and their business, needa
the correcting hand of the general govern-
ment, lot the reason that the States are in'
competent to control it. Its vast income of
twenty-five milliors of dollars for the past
year, attests, not the immense business of its
lines, but the uncor scionable rate by wbich
it bas plundered its custosaers; loaded with
liens upon its lines twice the coat of its con-
struction and equipment, its stock mounting
Ligh up in the millions, water from the first
to the last dollar of its issue, bears in the open
imarket such a high premium as demonstrates
how the greedy management have pillaged the
public. Built with the means provided by
the Government, but under the disreputable
auspices of the 'Credit Mobilier,' its history
froin that day to this bas not disclosed any
bigher decency of management than that
wLich disgiaced the time of its cunstruction.

Ilon. M'r. IIuyho/rue.

Now, hon. gentlemen, you will perceive
that this is not drawn from the archives
of the past ; it is scarcely a fortnight
old. It bas been adopted by the
Colorado Legislature within the past
fourteen days.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL - I thought that
it was only as to the character of the
road that allusion was made - that it
had nothing to do with the management
of it.

Hon. Mr. HAIYTHORNE-As I
said just now, it is alost impossible for
me to foretell in what way the shoe of
monopoly will pinch the feet of our suc-
cessors. I only pointed out several ways
in which this very railway has been act-
ing as a most injurions monopoly upon
the people of the States through which it
passes. I pointed also to the fact of the
enormous diffliculty they have experi-
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enced in shaking off the incubus of that
monopoly; and will this House, in view
of the facts I have laid before them to-
night, blindly and rashly agree to estab-
lish such a monopoly as that 1 All I
can say is that 1, for one, shall do my
duty in attempting to prevent it. I wil
now call the attention of this House to a
much older monopoly than that to which
I have just referred - a monopoly which
was in force during two centuries and
a half,' and which has, within our
own time, been brought to a conclusion.
It is true that the Company to which I
refer possessed a water route. Nev-
ertheless, it does not invalidate my argu-
ment because the monopoly of a route by
sea is just as injurious as a monopoly by
]and - I allude to the East India
Company. That Company was es-
tablished by Queen Elizabeth, in 1600 ;
its charter was first granted by the
Crown for the short period of 15 years.
Its existence, however, extended over
254 years - an existence varied by many
extraordinary vicissitudes. But one im-
portant feature of that company's his-
tory (not to weary the House with de-
tails) was the fact which we should take
for our guidance on this occasion - that
it had to come to the Crown - or to Par-
liament, in later years, when the power
of Parliament was more thoroughly de-
veloped - it had to come at least eleven
different times for alterations and con-
firmations of its charter, thus establish-
ing the fact that, even in those remote
times, rulers were fully alive to the great
danger of establishing an unalterable,
gigantic monopoly; and yet, notwith-
standing that, sucli was the influence
that the Est India Company obtained
in the course of English history, that they
were almost invariably able to create
such a party in their favor in Parlis-
ment as to secure for themselves favorable
terms at each renewal of their charter.
Twice in the course ot their history they
were threatened by rival interests.
Rival companies sought to establish a
footing but in the same way that we have
seen telegraph companies act in our own
time and in our own country, the rival
companies solved their difficulties by
amalgamating. But, during later
periode, we find that at almost every re-
newal of their charter, some of their
privileges were cut off. Coming down

lion. Mr. Haythorne.

to a later period, and within my own
recollection, the trade of the East Indies
w'as opened to all. That was fraught
with the most important results to our
shipping interests. From that time dates
the improvement in the shipping of
Great Britain. The opening of the
China trade muet be within the memory
of many who hear me. I can recollect
the very superior class of vessels to which
the opening of that trade gave employ-
ment. But, whereas the Eat India
Company was compelled throughout its
whole history to have recourse to Par-
liament at short intervals for renewal or
extension of their powers, this great
company, which it is now proposed te
incorporate, is not required to do the
same thing. Why should it not come
periodically to Parliament, and ask for a
renewal of its charter. That, I think,
is a most rational question to ask. If
that company should come to Parliament,
and say it had built a good road and run
it successfully, and done all that was re.
quired of it by this charter, why should
we refuse to renew that charter ? But
in case of abuse - and I may say that
members of Parliament charged with the
protection of the irterests of others, should
especially guard against the possibility of
abuse - by the company in possession of
these powers, to my mind it is far pre-
ferable that a company should meet with
some inconvenience - even meet with
some injustice - rather than that the in
terests of the public should in any way
suffer. Great diversity of opinion has
been expressed in this House and els-
where as to the value of the lands which
it is proposed to alienate. The Hon.
Postmaster-General in his address, I
believe, valued the lands at a dollar an
acre. They have been valued at various
rates, but it seems to me that in valuing
them so low as a dollar an acre, we have
been illustrating the statement I made in
the earlier part of my address, that the
Government were looking at evenything
that made agai:st Canada, and looking
at nothing that made in itsfavor. Now,
surely, looking around at events that are
transpiring in other parts of the world, we
ought to take a more hopeful view of the
value of the lands we possess in the
North-West. We know, within the lat
year or two, a cry came from the over-
peopled countries of Europe, similar to
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the cry which was heard thousands of
years ago in the East, " Go and buy us j
little food." This is what was said dur-
ing the famine period of Europe a year
or two age. To what country did they
look for the supply? They did not look
te the old source -- the Baltic and the
Mediterranean - but te America and the
new prairie country ; and if the historical
clock had only gone a few years faster,
and our prairies had been in a productive
state, we might also have contributed te-
wards the wants of Europe. I blame no
one that they were not se. It was im-
possible, during that period of depression,
to proceed with the construction of that
road, but the cry which was heard a year
or two ago is continuous. The cry is
still after food, and it follows in the
natural cause that we should exert our-
selves te the fullest extent to meet the
demand which has sprung up. But that
demand must have the effect of enhanc-
ing the value of those fertile lands of
ours in the North-West. Therefore, te
put them at a price which might
have been a correct figure ten years ago,
when the Allan contract was signed,
would be altogether an inadequate price
at the present day. We must look, in
valuing those lands, at our own action
within these last few years. We must
regard the trouble and expense we have
gone te to open up those territories - net
merely by means of surveys, but by
giving access te them through our own
territory. » Se far as the surveys have
gone, I would call attention te a
map illustrative of the Chief Enigin-
eer's report of last year, in which the
tracks of sarveying or exploring
parties are delineated, and from which it
appears that that vast region had been
traversed in almost every possible direc-
tion. It shows the efforts which had
been made te ascertain the quality of our
lands in the great North-West, and it
shows the area and value of them is
Inuch larger than had been anticipated.
We, too, have gone te a very heavy ex-
Pense in penetrating that rocky, barren
region which intervenes between Lake
Superior and Winnipeg. That line also,
Of course, being in a state of forward-
ies, probably ready te open some time
in the year 1882, must add gréatly te
the value of the lands in the prairie re-
gion. We have actéd in that way just
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as we may say the owner of a coal pro-
perty might have acted. A company,
we will say, possesses a valuable deposit
Of coal, which, until it is reached by
means of a shaft, is absolutely valueless.
In a position somewhat similar are our
fertile regions iu the North-West; but,
as in the case of the coal mine, the pro-
secution of the work of sinking the
shaft continues the nearer you approach
the coal the greater its value becomes,
in the same way, the nearer we approach
the completion of our approaches to the
fertile North-West, the more valuable
must those lands become. And, besides
that, we must not lose sight of the fact
that public attention throughout the
world bas been drawn very much te that
region. Very competent and skilfuil ag-
riculturists from Europe have witnessed
the growth of crops in that country, and
have been enabled te form their own
judgment as te the fertility of the soil.
1, myself, have net enjoyed the great
advantage of seeing it with my own
eyes, but I have read a great deal
on the subject, and have, I hope,
learned something as te its value and
capabilities; and I must say, both
from what I have read and what
I have heard, I am strongly impressed
with the great value and fertility of that
country. It does seem to me in valuing
that 1and at one dollar an acre, a great
mistake has been made. That Ministers
of the Crown should rise in this fllbse,
and give it as their conviction that one
dollar anl acre is a reasonable price for
that land, has a tendency, I think, to
depreciate its value in the eyes of the
world.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - Thé'statement
of the hon. Postmaster General was
net that the land was worth one dollar
an acre, but, for the purpose of coi-
parison, he took that as a basis of calcula-
tien.

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE - The
hon. gentleman thinks proper te qualify
his colleague's statement; the statèment,
I thought, was made without qualifica-
tion. That was my impression, certainly.
The statement has certainly been mjade
elsewhere on behalf of the Government,
in their efforts te depreciate the offer
which they are making te the Syndicate,
and te make it appear as low as possible.

h 13
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Hon. Mr. KAULBACH - Last year
the Opposition said it was worth nothing.

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE - It does
mnot niatter what the Opposition said it
was worth last year. They are not
chargeable with the affaira of the coun-
try, and 1, for one, do not undertake to
defend what others may have said the
land was worth. It is said that a wise
man will alter his opinion, but an un-
wise man never. Supposing the Opposi-
tion have altered their opinion, they are
acting like wise men. But, though I
could conflym my opinion as to the value
of those lands by quoting prices obtained
in the vicinity of Arnerican lines, I
perfer to bring before this iIouse proof
which is not easily contested for this
reason; the statement to which I am
now about to call the attention of the
House is a statement made as to lands
within our own territory, and it is made
by an authority which I think neither
the Secretary of State nor the hon. gen-
tleman opposite who has just interrupted
me will undertake to challenge. The
statement is as to the sales of land belong-
ing to the Hudson's Bay Company inMan-
itoba, and the North-West Territories.
It is made by the Governor of the Com-
pany, at a meeting of the Company held
at their Chambers in London so recently
as the month of November last. I will
read the words of Sir Eden Colville, in
addressing the members of the Company
at; that meeting, and I think the state-
ment cannot be questioned. He said
that they had sold 443 lots in Winnipeg,
covering 88 acres, and realized £5,500
sterling. They had also sold lots at West
Lynne and other sections, which realized
£2,300 sterling. Now, what do you sup-
pose these lands were purchased for 1
I presume they were purchased by men
of business for purposes of business -
purchased by men who evidently regarded
the prospects of the North-West as favor-
able. But I come to the rate at which
farm lands had been sold by the Com-
pany during the pat year. He (the Gov-
ernor of the Company) said that of farm-
ing lands they had disposud of 27,500
acres, realizing £30,000 sterling. That
may be assumed as a fair estimate of the
value of our lands such as the Syndicate
will be allowed to select for themselves in
the North-West---sucb as they will receive
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in alternate blocks in the North-West
from the Government. There is another
view to be takea of those land sales ; it
is this : 'The bon. Postmaster-General
stated, in his address in introducing this
measure, that the privileges contained in
the charter were all, comparatively, of
little value. I forget the exact amount
he estimated them at, and amongst those
he regarded as trifiing was freedom from
taxation. I would ask hon. gentlemen
to consider the effect of that exemp-
tion on property belonging to the Syn-
dicate situated in or near these towns
and villages to which I.have just drawn
your attention. Consider what the effect
en a village settlement would be of the
Syndicate being allowed to hold lands
free of taxation in the best and most eli-
gible sites for business in the North-
West. The effect must evidently be that
their lands, being free from taxation, can
be held by them for years for a rise, or
let them on lease, and they will thus in-
terfere with the prospects of rising
towns and villages. To my mind, nothing
can be more clear than that the Com-
pany, in justice to the settlers in that
new region, should not have their lands
or property exempted from taxation.
But I have another recent instance of
the value of lands not in our own country
but over the border. This, also, is from
an independent source- from a source
which, perhaps, is not so decisive as re-
gards the value of lands in our own ter-
ritory as the one to which I -bave just
alluded, but still one of importance,
because it shows what the bona fd value
of lands situated in countries similar to
our own is. Now, so lately as the com-
mencement of the present year, January
2, 1881, I find it stated by the New York
correspondent of the London Timea that
the United States Government had com-
pleted its negotiations with the Sioux
Indians, whereby the Indians granted
right of way through their reservation
for two railways - the Chicago and
North-Western, and the Chicago,
Milwaukee and Central lines, and-
the Indians for that right .of way
are to receive five dollars for every
acre of land taken by the railways.
Now, I think those two quotations of the
value of land similar to our own in char-
acter - in fact, in the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's case, their lands being intermixed
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with our own, are very conclusive as to
the real present value of lands in the
North-West. It does not, of course,
follow that lands at a distance from the
railway would be worth as high a price
as that, but it does follow that a large
portion of the lands we are about to
alienate to this Company are really worth
five dollars per acre at the present time.
But lot us now consider the manner in
which these lands are to be alienated. It
is, of course, a far less important ques-
tion, but still it is one which, I think,
ought to receive attention; it is one
which affects the prosperity of new set-
tiers very particularly, and anyone who,
like myself, has spent a large portion of
his life in the reclaiming of lands and
knows what it is to be surrounded by a
aettlement of kindly neighbors, must
thoroughly appreciate the advantage of
having settled lands on each side of him.
I know very well that the hon. the Post-
master General anticipates that those
lands belonging to the Company will be
settled probably as soon as the Govern-
,ment lands. That may be his impression.
le is quite right in entertaining it

and expressing it if he thinks so, but
others may entertain a different view.
My view is that if this Bill should pass
this Honse and become law, that the
'Company will act pretty much as sug-
gested by my hon. friend the ex-Secretary
-of State, in his speech this afternoon -
that they will operate financially in the
<way he suggested, and that they may
probably hold their land for an increase
,of value. If I have understood properly
the system on which the lands are to be
'alienated, it is open to many grave ob-
Jections. The alternate blocks of one
Square mile seem to me to be incompati-
ble with convenient settlement. In the
province from which I come, we were
for many vears grievously distressed by
a land monopoly, I was going to say
Oven worse than this we are proposing
to establish by this Bill, but there wpre
One or two redeeming features connected
With that svstem. One was that our
Proprietors took very good care to lay
off their settlements for the convenience
of the inhabitants. The farme were laid
out in parallel lines, and access was
generally given to them by convenient,
roade. -In the first place the proprietors
had to make main roade themselves, but
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subsequently the Legislature made good
bighways and cross roads so that few parts
of the Dominion are better accommo-
dated with roads than the Province of
Prince Edward Island. But thosefarms
occupy the whole area and are rendered
accessible by the roads passing in front
of them. But if I understand the scheme
of the Government, it is intended that
these even numbered 640 acre blocks
be devoted to free grants and pre-emption
settlers, whether the Company have suc-
ceeded in disposing of their own lande or
not. I observe that the figuring of the
alternate blocks can be conducted in two
or three different ways. My impression
is that, according to the Government
plan, the even numbered alternate biocks
are to meet at the angles. There is,
however, a system of numbering those
blocks,, which will cause them to lie in
parallel lines, and the objection would be
rather les in the latter than in the
former case. -In the former they would
have the effect of separating the cleared
farms from each other, supposing that
the company's blocks remained unoccu-
pied. I take it that a farm of 160 acres
in one of those blocks would be 20
chains frontage by 80 chains deep, and it
would abut front and back on the Com-
pany's lands. The aide lines of the out-
side farms in each even imbered block
would also run alongside of the Com-
pany's lands, and the consequence would
be great inconvenience as to fonces. I
have heard it stated that the settler
would gain by such an arrangement, that
pasturage on the unoccupied Company's
lots would be exceedingly valuable. But
those who speak in that way probably
forget that the use of those vacant lands
as pasturage implies the necessity of
fencing those side lines, or herding the
cattle, an expensive and dangerous
arrangement - an unfavorable one in
any case to the settler. it seems to me
the arrangement under the Allan con-
tract, and that proposed under the Act of
1874, are both of thein preferable to the
one that is now adopted by the Govern-
ment, in the interest of the settlers.
However, like everything else connected
with this Bill, I suppose the arrange-
ment i pat re-calling.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - Would not
the duty of fencing devolve on the Com-
pany, who own the lots 1
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Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE - That is
a question of means. The Company ar
not liable to taxes, and a settler has a
poor chance in defending his rights
against a powerful company. That point
to which the hon. gentleman has called
attention, illustrates the dangers of a vast
monopoly like this. How is an isolated
settler, or a few isolated settlers to con-
tend with a wealtby company like thisli

Hon Mr. MACDONALD - In Ne-
braska and Dakota there are no fences.
For hundreds of miles, you will see
fields of grain and no fences.

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE - Suppos-
ing a man has land under the plough,
and next to him is a company's lot over-
run by cattle. If these lands were owned
by a farmer like hi:nself they would pro-
bably have a mutual arrangement, or a
local law would compel each man to per-
form lis share of the line fence. • It is a
very comnion and natural arrangement,
and if cattle are allowed to run at large,
it must be clear that the land under cul-
tivation must be fenced or the cattle must
be herded. Another point connected
with this question of land is the great
advantage it gives the Company over set
tiers. We may fairly assume that many
of the occnpiers of these 160 acres lots
are farmers whose lots have been acquired
by pre-emption, and in the course of
time as they prosper by their industry,
and as their families grow up about
them they iay desire to enlarge their
bounds. The Company sits by with ap-
parent indifference, but not really disin-
terested. They own the adjoining land and
they know very well that, as the farmer's
prosperity increases, he must have their
land at their own price. [t is imp>ssi-
ble to anticipate ail the ' evils that the
monopoly may give rise to, but this is
one that we may reasonably expect to
occur, and it might be met by rendering
the lands of the Company subject to tax-
ation. That was the other point to
which I alluded just now - the second
redeeming feature in the land monopoly
of our own province. Here the unoccu-
pied lands were taxed at a higher rate
than the cultivated lands of the tenants,
and, where a man held a large area to
speculate on the enhanced value it would
acquire by the enterprise and industry
of his neiglibors, he was obliged to sub-
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i mit to such taxation as rendered his,
speculation onè of doubtful profit. The
same result would occur in the North-
West if the Government had not ren-
dered the land exempt from taxation
there. But so it is, hon. gentlemen,
and, when you establish a company of
such vast resources and influence as this.
Syndicate must, ii all probability, pos-
sess, they will set al the ordinary powers
of the constitution at defiance - even
the very Government that establishes
them they will soon learn to treat with
contempt. They will say " we hold the
fate of this Government in our hands."
Perhaps at some future election they will
give the Government to understand that
if they trouble the Syndicate with any
remarks as to the non-performance of
their engagements, the influence of
the Company will be thrown into the-
opposite scale at the coming election, and
in that way the influence of this great
corporation may be brought to bear upon
Governments, and, perhaps, to some ex-
tent, upon Parliament. The task, which
would be easy for us now, of rejecting
this proposai or causing it to be brought
forward in a qualified shape, would be-
come one of enormous difficulty hereafter..
Only the united expression of public
opinion against such a body, from one
end of the Dominion to the other, would
enable Parliament to take hold of such a
grievance as that and abolish it by force,.
of course giving the Company remunera-
tion for their outlay and for their inte-
reste. I hope yet that this House may
be induced to adopt a resolution affirming
that principle, and that some means may
be taken whicb will render them in the
future amenable to Parliament. There
are many points of this measure which I
might allude to, but I find that my voice
fails me; I shall, therefore, be brief.
There are some things connected with
the future of our North-West of so much
importance that I cannot refrain from
offering a few remarks. For instance,
there is one important event that is soon,
to take place on this continent which
cannot fail to affect the interests of
British Columbia particularly in the
most important manner. I allude to the
prospect of the construction of the Pa-
nama Canal. We have seen the enor-
mous results in Europe that have fol-
lowed the successful opening by De
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Lesseps of the Suez Canal. By that
canal the distance between the English
Channel and Calcutta was reduced by
five thousand miles; and in like manner
the distance from New York to Calcutta
was reduced by a similar distance. In
my opinion still greater results will fol-
low the construction of the proposed
canal across the Isthmus of Panama.
We know that the scheme lias been suc-
cessfully floated, the capital lias been
found, and the difficulties which existed
with the United States have been over-
come. One can hardly conceive the
great advantages which western America
vill reap from the completion of that

bold undertaking. I have been accus-
tomed to think of the Pacific Railway as
a road which would bring its traffic
from the North-West eastward, and in
the opposite direction its freight would
be comparatively light ; but I can
imagine when this canal is constructed it
will prove to be the route that will be
taken by the produce of the western
prairies and eastern slopes of the Rocky
Mountains to Europe. I think this
canal will exercise a most important in-
fluence for good on the future of British
Columbia and upon our Pacifie Railway.
It is one of the features which ought to
convince us of the improved prospects of
our undertaking, and should add addi-
tional value to the lands we possess in
that region. I have said before I have
never despaired of the future of . our
new territeries. It seems to me that in
advance of the plough we shall find pas-
toral pursuits will occupy the attention
of the people who may settle on the well
watered region at the foot of the Rocky
Mountains and that fine grazing
country so recently covered with*
herds of buffalos will, in the near
future, be occupied by herds of
cattle. I think it is quite within the
prospect of those who may live ten or
tifteen years longer *to see those plains
occupied by the short-horned descendants
of the celebrated herd of the hon. mem-
ber from Compton. Looking at the
whole features of this contract; looking
at the vast interests present and future
which are indentified with it, I think it
bhecomes this House to consider its posi-
tion--its immunity from the influences
that affect other legislative bodies-pos-
fiessed as we are of irresponsible power,
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it is our duty to step in upon an impor-
tant crisis like this, and by resisting the
progress of hasty, ill-judged, and impra-
dent legislation to give one more oppor-
tunity to the-people of passing an opinion
upon it. This, I take it, is the proper
role of the Senate of Canada. Much of
our time, hon. gentlemen, is occupied in,
I was going to say, unprofitable routine;
it may be so. There may be many things
which if we keep on our premises
may not be of daily use, but may
at times prove to be of enormous
value. Such is the case with this body;
we seldom resist legislation coming from
the other House ; but I think occasions
may arise. and on this occasion one bas
arisen, when it is necessary for the Senate
to exercise its privilege without fear and
without favor. I appeal to this louse
now ; I pray and beseech this House to
take time on this occasion, and to give
the people an opportunity of further
expressing their opinion upon this con-
tract. It may be, hon. gentlemen, that
those parties who have thus rushed for-
ward this measure, without the know-
ledge and approval of the people, may
yet repent of their rashness and the
time that ever they forced this great
measure so hastily through the Canadian
Parliament.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN moved the
adjournment of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

MONTREAL BOARD OF TRADE AND
EXCHANGE BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hen. Mr. -RYAN moved the second
reading of Bil (J) " An Act to Incor-
porate the Montreal Board of Trade and
Corn Exchange." He said: The object of
this Bill is to amalgamate two mercantile
institutions existing in the City of Mon-
treal. The Montreal Board of Trade
has been before this House and
the Legislature very frequently, and
its position is known. The Montreal
Corn Exchange is an association
which has also made .itself very useful in
carrying on the grain trade of this coun-
try. I think there is nothing in this Bill
really to explain beyond what I have
said ; the object is to unite those two
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bodips into one, that they may have read-
ing-rooms and places of meeting in one
building and under one auspices, and it is
to continue to each of the bodies the
powers which they at present hold under
their original charter.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
read a second time.

VILLE MARIE BANK BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL moved the second
reading of Bill (1) " An Act respecting
La Banque Ville Marie." He said : rhe
main features of this Bill ask for areduc-
tiôn of the capital of the Bank from
$1,000,000 to $500,000, and the repeal
of the Act passed last session by this
Parliament, entitled " An Act to provide
for the winding up the affaire of La
Banque Ville Marie." - It is necessary
that I should say briefly the circumstances
under which the Bank comes once more
to seek for legislation. When this Bill
was asked for last year, it was not pre-
cisely under a petition of the majority of
the shareholders of the Bank at that
time. It was then under some
difficulty, but the directors had no
desire to liquidate. An important
institution provided means for meeting
its liabilities on condition that liquida-
tion should take place; but since the
Bill was passed the bank met ita obliga-
tions with such ease that the institution
which had made sa a condition that liqui
dation should take place, was the first to
express the opinion that the bank should
go on with ita business. Still, as the
Bill was passed providing for the liquida-
tion, a meeting was called for the pur-
pose of electing liquidators. At this
meeting the regular proposition to ap-
point liquidators was made, but the
shareholders, instead of electing liquida-
tors, adopted as an amendment that the
bank should go on with the business.
This amendment was carried by a large
majority of the shareholders, so that the
position of the directors was this; that
they had to resume business since the,
appointment of liquidators was refused.
AftSewards, they called another meeting,
at which the question of going on with
the business was put, and it was carried
almost unanimouse. Ths last general
meeting was held on the 15th of January

Hon. Mr. Ryan.

Notice had been given to the share-
holders and tp the public that the ques-
tion of liquidation would be again sub-
mitted to the shareholderj. This was,
the general annual meeting, called for
the re-election of the directors, and an
additional notice was given that, after
the general meeting, the assembly would
constitute itself into a special general
meeting, in order to examine the ques-
tien of liquidation. Of course there was
sorne opposition. I will not explain the
circumstances of that opposition, but,
strange to say, the man whom my hon.
friend on the Opposition aide represents,
and who is the only man, had been the
first to sign the petition asking for this
Bill. I call the attention of the hon.
gentleman to it, because it is an impor-
tant feature that the first name on the
petition for this Bill is the name of the
hon. gentleman who opposes it. A few
weeks before,this gentleman had issued a
circular to the shareholders, in which he
said very clearly that it was in the in-
terest of the bank to go on with the
business and not to liquidate. At the time
of this circular, this gentleman had 600
shares in the bank; h. sold his stock,
retaining ouly thirty shares, or $3,000,
and now that he has reduced his interest
in the bank, he pretends to dictate to the
,majority of the shareholders. This gentie-
man, who belonged to the board last
year, came with the avowed purpose of
forcing his opinions upon the share-
holders as to the liquidation of the
bank. The whole board was elected by
a vote of more than 2,800, defeating this
gentleman, who had only 98 votes in his
favor , that is, a number of votes about
equao t that which ha reproesented either
by his shares or by proxies, showing that
ho is practically the only man who voted,
for tlie proposition to liquidate. Not
content with this defeat, at the special
meeting whichi took place, after the
question of liquidation was put, another
vote was taken, and he was again defeat-
ed on three consecutivp. votes ; firet on
the vote to go on with the business of
the bank, the second deciding to reduce
the capital, and third te authorize the
petition for this present Bil, and on
each of said three votes about the same
majority was against him. Now that
petition against this Bill is accom-
panied by a special report to the, effect
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that the bank is not in a position to do
any business because of its debts. If the
House will refer to the printed state-
ment submitted to the Goverrment, it
will be seen that the liabilities of this
bank are such liabilities as no bank
doing business can avoid. They are,
first, circulation of notes $53,000, and
any bank that does business cannot do
without a certain amount of circulation,
and this is a very moderate one; second,
deposits on demand, without interest,
$72,000.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL sug-
gested >hat the details could be inquir-
ed into before the Committee.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE - I would
not have taken the time of the House at
this stage of the Bill if I had not been
requested to oppose the principle of it,
and, therefore, I am obliged to say a few
words on the second reading. The
House will remember about nine months
ago (last session) an almost unanimous
petition from the shareholders of the
Bank Ville Marie was presented in this
House, and a Bill was introduced in
which we find the following preamble :

d Whereas La Banque Ville Marie, has by
its petition represented that it has met with
great losses, alter which it had te suspend its
regular banking business, particularly the dis.
counting of bills and notes, although not in a
state of insolvency, and that it is the fre-
quently-expressed wish of a great number of
its shareholders that its affaire should be
wound up; and whereas the said bank has by
its petition prayed to be authorized to that
effect."

N owthis Parliament granted the prayer
of the petitioners last session, and gave
them the right to go into liquidation. This
year we have another Bill, in the pre.
amble of which I read that they now de-
sire to repeal that Act, and get the right
to reduce their capital stock by fifty per
cent. with power to augment it by fifty
per cent. again. Now, this shows the
bank is in such a position that it cannot
work. The shareholders thought fit to
appoint a committee of five gentlemeu
who understood the question thoroughly,
and that committee has reported offi
cially recommending the shareholder
in view of the present position of the
bank, to go into liquidation .with thi
least expense possible.

Hon. Mr. Tr-udel.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - What is the
date of the report I

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE - The 16th
December, 1879-about fourteen months
ago. This was the report at that time,
but the petition and the special report
presented some few days ago to this hon.
House, show that the Bank has not im-
proved its position during the fourteen
months which have since elapsed.
This special report shows that the bank
bas nothing to guarantee the notes
which it issues, and that they have to
borrow every day at five and five and a
half per cent., which they discount at
seven, and make one and a half or two
per cent. profit. The only assets which
the company have now in its hands
to pay its debts is $62,000 in notes and
checks, the remainder of its assets being
in discounted notes which could not be
realized for months, except at a
great loss to the institution. The
authorized capital of the bank
was $1,000,000, $918,000 of which was
paid up, but a part of that Ptock was
taken back by the company, while an-
other part was never paid, so that at
the present there is $400,000 of unpaid
stock, leaving $600,000 of paid up
capital.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - That is a great
mistake.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE -This $600,-
000 forms part of the liabilities of the
shareholders, and they have besides lia-
bilities of the bank to the amount of
$352,722, making tie total liabilities
$952,722. That is the present liability
of the bank, including what is due to the
shareholders. Now, let us look at the
assets. Taking the valuation of proper-
ties made by the bank itself (it will be
shown by-and-bye that that estimate is
not a proper one - that the properties
are not worth that much to-day) ; but,
taking even that valuation, the assets
do not reach over $641,028, leaving
a deficit to-day of over $319,000,
so that it shows a reduction of
shares to the value of about 47 per cent.
Even if we should grant the reduction of
capital that they ask, their stock would
not then be at par. Under the circum-

e stances, the Government, having by the
Act of last year a right to see into the
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working of those institutions and to pro- Circulation...................$53,000
tect the public, and having the right to Deposits fot bearing interest........72,000
ask for a special report from the direc- Deposits bearing interest.........193,000

Deposits from other banks......... 23,000
tors of any bank, I believe they would be Balance due on the bank building ., 5,000
only doing their duty to demand a spe- And other engagements. ........... 7,)00
cial report, showing the true position of
this institution, in order to judge So that, apart from the regular deposits
whether their prayer ought not to be in the bank, the liabilities amount to only
relused, in the interests of the share. $7,000, and yet the hon. gentleman says
holders and of the public generally. My that this bank has debts which it is not

opposition to the Bill is in no way inter- tble to pay. Will the hon. gentleman pre-
ested. I was asked by the late president andtosaythat abankwill transactbusiness

and other shareholders to make this and refuse deposits, often deposits which

explanation, and oppose this Bill. As a do not bear interest. That .would be a

public man and a member of this foolish action. The hon. gentleman says

Senate I could Lot refuse to do thatthisbank has liabilities bearing inter-

so. I have stated the facts as I est and loans money at seven per cent.
find them in a public document, but That is an error altogether, since the only
I cannot guarantee their accuracy, be- liabilities of the bank are deposits which

cause I have not the books; but neither do not bear more than four or five per
can the hon. Senator from De Sallaberry cent. interest. Of course, the proper
guarantee the statements which he bas time and place to discuss these matters

made; and that is why I think the Gov- would be when the Bill is before Coin-

ernment, under the circumstances, should mittee, but I had to enter into the

ask for a special report from the bank, so details in consequence of the opposition
that when the Bib cormes efore the Crn- of my hon. friend. I reiterate that the
mnittee, they can decide whether or net best judges of the interests of the share-
it isin the ineests of the ontry at holders are the shareholders themselves.it is in the interes of the cuntry at We cannot believe that those gentlemen

are stupid enough to ask to go on with

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - I would not the business if it is net a safe one. The
have replied to the remarks of the lion. opponent cf this Bibl, and soine cf the
gentleman if some statements which have people cf bis village, representenby $23,
been made by him were not calculated to 000 paid up capital, ent cf $933,000, se
injure the institution and were going e is wih seesented b this
before th' public. I am surprised that
lie should put before this House state- opposition. These nien registered only
ments which exist only in the imagina- 98 votes against 2,800 - the lowest
tion of the gentleman who wrote him the a
letter from which he has quoted. The elected received more than 2,700. I do
hon. gentleman says that he is not ready net see, therelore, how thîs House can,
to guarantee his statemente. I am in a for a moment, refuse te pass the Bill.
better position. I am ready to guarantee, 1 might refer te the circular letter
and I do guarantée,every statement that 1 written by the Hon. Mr. Archambauît,
have made, because 1 have taken themonths
from the regular statement cf the bank, ago, in which he alleged in an indignantnade mth y reuacrdimn o te ba The anner that some people were asking formade monthly according to law. The lqiain n hwn eyceryta
hon. gentleman says the bank is not able iquiat and sing bery cll t
to pay its liabilities. I am now in a po- tas a great te but I wibl ne
sition to say that within twenty-four se teatie o
hours the bank is able to meet all its lia-
bilities, and any person who looks at the Hon. Mr. BELEROSE - The
figures in the report will say that it can. figures which I give are the figures
The hon. gentleman says the assets amount which have been put before the Rouse
to only $900,000. This amount is the in a public document headed "Special
capital paid up by the shareholders, but Report cf the President of Bank Ville
the total assets are $1,286,000. The Marie." Sealthougl I stated that 1
liabiities are as 1 stated before woutld net guarante the figures, guar-
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antee them as much as I can anything
stated in a public document signed by an
official. lowever, the matter will be
considered in Committee. Let the Gov-
ernment do their work; let them ask for
an answer to the different.questions they
have a right to put to snch institutions,
and the Çommittee may then judge what
sho'uld be done.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - Since my
hon. friend bas referred again to the
special report of lon. Mr. Archambault,
I wili remark that this man did net pos
sess the confidence of the shareholders
sufficiently even to propose the adoption
of his report. lis figures are imaginary.

The Bill was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 11.10 p.m.

THE SENATE,

ktesday, February 8th, 1881.

'The Speaker toók the chair at three
p.1m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

TUE PACIFIC RAILWAY BILL.
THE DEBATE OONTINUED.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN resumed the
debate on the motion for the
second reading of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, Bill, and the motion in amend-
ment to postpone the second reading for
three months. He said : Hon. gentle
inen, the question now before this House
and the country is one of the most im-
portant tiat bas yet, or perhaps may
ever come before this hon. House in the
natural lifetime of any of those
who to-day are within the reach
of my voice. Although it might
perhaps be more in order to
pass the matter over as it has been
handed to us by the popular branch of
the Legislature, here it has had the
benefit of some of the ablest political
minds of this Dominion, together with
the ever to be remembered echos of the
fourth estate, giving as my reason there-
for, that nothing new can now be said on
the subjeet, yet I am not here to
givea silent vote on this great and im-
portant question. With the liberty first

lion. Jfr. Behlerose.

obtained from hon. gentlemen, I
should like to take . a retrospective
view of the position of this hon.
body on this important question. We
find ourselves to-day face to face with
the stern realities, and hard learned facts
which surround the settlement of this
not inaptly named " Great loue land."
To do this, it will be necessary to make
somewhat of a digression from the cur-
rent of thouglit which the foregoing ,re-
marks may have given rise to in the
minds of the hon. gentlemen of this
House. A few yeara ago the leading
public nien of the British North
Anierican Colonies conceived the idea
of a closer political union under the f os-
tering care of the Britisi flag and con-
stitutionaL government. It was true
that this was considered a herculean
task when it was first approached.
There were difficulties of race, of lan-
guage, of civil, domestic, local and
religious rights to be cajoled, assisted,
alienated, and combined, which I may
say were finally arranged, settled on and
satisfied, and the new ship, so to speak,
was launched on the political sea. Like
in many another stormi, we have to
mourn nany of those brave and valiant
hearts who then stood nobly at their
posts, who have since sunk to rise no
more, unless in that yet unwritten
history of brave deeds and brave men.
Al new countries are grateful to the
pioneers ot constitutional liberty, aud
when sone friendly pen writes the " His
tory of our own times," the names of
Cartier, Howe and McGee will be neither

"Unwept, unhonored nor insung."

They did their duty nobly, and left us
a common heritage, as a piedge that in
our day we should be true to the trust
which they reposed in us, that if living,
they would have so generously assisted
by their great ability and patriotim.
Thus- whilst some great nations of the
world were awaking from their trou-
bles, this young Dominion was ushered
peaceably into existence amidst the peace-
ful salvos and heartfelt wishes of its
people. It is true that at first there was
some discontent, but this soon wore away
under the good atid prudent manage-
ment of the Government of the day. So
that to-day from the Atlantie to the Pa-
cifie, property and life are secure, and
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peace and good will prevail within our1

borders. After our new nationality had
been ushered into life, it was found that
lying north-west of us was what was,
up te that time, known as the Hud-
son's Bay and North-West Territories,
over which there was no greater law
than that of the power which was usually
known as the Hudson's Bay Company,
but to the outside world it was a com-
paratively unknown land. Looking
back over what in the present day may,
for the sake of these remarks, be called
the mediSval time-, we cannot but pay
a compliment en passant te the good
management of that Company, who, ac-
cording to the Rev. D. M. Gordon, in
" Mountain and Prairie," were mainly
indebted te "Scotchmen and Shang-
anappe » (to which he might have added
the labors of the Christian missionaries,
whose lives were spent in the great mis-
sions of charity and peace on earth and
te men g9od will) for their success.
West of this " unknown land " lay the
colony known as British Columbia, which
had a constitutional government. , It was
the desire of the Imperial, as well as of
the Dominion Government, that this
western country and British Columbia
should be added to the Confederation.
This was finally arranged, when the Pro-
vince of Manitoba sprang into existence,
whilst land enough remained to make
twenty more such territories between it
and the Pacific Ocean. To resume:
Since then some thirty millions of the
people's money have been spent in the
purchase, acquisition and survey of this
vast North-West, so as to give
as much information as possible
to the Government in dealing
with this great question. By the terms
of Union with British Colunibia
in May, 1871, the Dominion Govern-
menr agreed te commence the construc-
tion of a railway from the Pacific
towards the Rocky Mountains, within
two years. In June, 1873, the terminus
was fixed at Esquimalt, the British
Columbia Government giving a twenty
mile belt of land along the eastern coast
of Vancouver Island for railway pur-
poses. In May, 1874, the lIte Govern-
ment, through their agent, Mr. Edgar,
proposed to proceed with the work im-
mediately in British Columbia. Differ-
ences then arose between both Govern-

Hon. Mr. Ilowlan.

ments, which resulted in the Carnarvok
Terms, which were accepted as A settle-
ment by the Governments of the
Dominion and British Columbia. In the
furtherance of this arrangement $6,250,-
000 was appropriated in March, 1875,
part of which was eipended on the now
celebrated steel rails. Then came the-
general election in British Columbia of
1878, when a majority were elected
pledged te " insist upon the Dominion
carrying out the Carnarvon settlement
or separation." That Province has now-
bound all its representatives to insist on
the prosecution of the work within their
bordera during the present summer.
I have thus briefly sketched the action
of both Government parties of this Do-
minion with respect te the carrying out
of this great work. But if anything
were wanting to prove that it was their
intention, all doubt must have been
removed from the minds of the people of
British Columbia when Lord Dufferin,
in his speeèh at Government House, in
Victoria, on September 20th, 1876,.
pledged hie word for the good faith of
the Dominion to British Columbia in the
following impressive language :-" I
would sooner cut my right hand
off than utter a single word that,
I do not know to be absolute truth
Every single item of the Carnarvon
terms is at this moment in the course of
fulfilment." The Province now dis-
tinctly states, "elither carry out your
terns or place us in the same position as
that of Newfoundland when we can con-
trol our own revenue," which appears by
official returns te have risien frot,
$306,436 in 1874 to $51T,261 in 1879.
Now, it will appear from the foregoing
that British Columbia has mot received
at the hands of the Dominion Govern-
ment that treatment which he had a
right to expect. The first essay te carry
out those terms, was the contract
familiarly known as the " Allan con-
tract," which terminated disatrously,
and passed into our local history as the
" Pacifie Scandal." I shall have occasion,
before I sit down, of again referring to
that contract. Then came a new eovern-
ment to power, with a large majority
who, from the very outset, gave no
uncertain sound as to their intentions on
this súbject. In this lieuse the leader
of the late Governnent told us repeatedly
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*what their intention was, and the people
of this country were treated te spirited
allusions to the " great water stretches."
Referring te the Senate reports for 1875,
on page 42, Mr. Scott said, " with
regard to an all-rail line, he thought
better te utilize tbe water stretches."
Again, at page 647, " it was entirely in
the interest of economy that the Govern-
ment was prompted te oppose the
gigantic enterprise of their predecessors.
Those who had reported on it did not
hesitate to say it would have been quite
impossible te build this railway with
thirty millions of money and fifty mil-
lions of acres of land." Again in 1876,
at page 36, the hon. gentleman is re-
ported te have said :-" When the pres-
ent Government found that the scheme
which the late Government had adopted
was impracticable, they decided that they
would do the next best thing and avail
themselves of the stretches of water
communication that were te be met with
in crossing the continent, and by build-
ing portions of the road over the inter-
vening distance, secure communication
with British Columbia as early as possi-
ble." From these extracts it will be
seen that the Government had looked on
the building of the road as entirely im-
practicable, and was only going to use
the "water stretches." How they were
going te get freight and passengers over
the "water stretches" in winter they
never explained. Well-informed men
saw that this was begging the
question; that the terme witbh Brit.
ish Columbia muet be carried
out; that the faith of Canada
and of her people was pledged to do se.
Now, the hon. gentleman and bis friends
get up here and say that they always in-
tended to build that road, and that they
always knew it would be a paying affair.
What were their views during the five
years that they held power 1 We heard
of nothing then but " gigantie humbugs,"
" mad schemes," and " water stretches,"
Although this country was pledged te
the construction of that road, they told
us that the scheme was ill-conceived,
and if British Columbia insisted upon
the fulflment of our pledge, we should
"let her go in peace." Tey night say
the, sane athing te Princa Edward
Is4ad, New Brunswick or. Nova
Sootia if we insisted upon having

Hon. Mr. Howlan.

the terms of union carried out. I may
have occasion to protest that they have
not been carriod out in the case of Prince
Edward Island, and am I te be told that
because I come from a small Pmovince we
can "go in peace " 1 When Prince
Edward Island entered the Confederation
this gigantie enterprise had been under-
taken. When the delegates from Prince
Edward Island came te Ottawa te ar-
range the terme of union it was then
contemplated that this great work was
to be buil, and we took good care that
the amounts which Prince Edw.rd Island
was to receive, and which she receives
to-day, should be based on the coSt of this
road among other things.

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE - Hear i
hear!

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN -I am glad
te hear the hon. gentleman say " hear,
hear." He was one of the delegates who
came here te make the terms of union,
and this great railway entered into the
question. Thereefore, we have nothing
te complain of, as a people, at all. On
the contrary, we should be doing an act
of injustice were we, by our votes in this
House or elsewhere, to set ourselves
against the well understood wishes of the
people of Canada. It was the policy of
the late Government to denounce the
proposition of their predecessors to con-
struct the Pacifie Railway by means of a
subsidy of $30,000,000 and 50,000,000
acres of land. They said it was
impracticable. Well. now we are
getting it huilt for less money, no
matter what value you put on the lands.
The people of this country were told that
it was impossible te run it; that the
debts which would accumulate from the
construction and operation of that road
would, beyond doubt, land the country
in bankruptcy. Now, what do we hear I
They tell us that this Syndicate las got
too great a bargain ; that men of unblem-
ished reputation who have accumulated
money by the industry of a life time are
ready to build it for les. They do not
want water stretches or anything of that
kind now.. I remember in Prince-
Edward Island when we started te build
the railway I had my hon. friend (Mr.
'Haythorne) and his party-opposed to:me.
When we appealed te the country we
were beaten ; there waa to be no railway.
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But when my hon. friend and bis party
got into power they built sixty-five more
miles of railway and gave more for it
than our proposal involved.

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE - Did not
the hon. gentleman and his party pass acts
for the building of that railwayl

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN - Yes, and it
was the proudest day of my life when I
did so. But the hon. gentleman had in-
scribed on his banners, " Down with the
Railway," and the people believed that
if lie . was elected the railway
would be stopped, but when lhe
got into power he not only built
the road, but added more to it, too. That
is what would take place here if we ha.d
a change of Government to-morrow.
My hon. friend (Mr. Haythorne), when
lie addressed the House last niglit, said
that he considered this scheme a rash
and imprudent one.

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE - So
it is.

Hon. Hir. HOWLAN - Yet the
hon. gentleman said some years ago
that the sooner the road was built the
better. 6

Hon. fr. HAYTHORNE - There
is no inconsistency there.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN - The hon.
gentleman was right when he made that
assertion, becanse we from Prince Ed-
ward Island, for the reasons which I
bave explained, have a riglit to support
this measure. The delegates from Prince
Edward Island who arranged our terms
of Confederation took good care to count
the cost of the building of the Pacifie
road, and our people enjoy the revenue
to-day which came out of that calcula-
tion.; and it would therefore be a mani-
fest injustice on our part to do otherwise
than build the road as rapidly as possible
with the means at our disposal. My
hon. friend, in t'he course of his remarks,
said this was a rash proceeding; how can
it be rash I We have had the press of
Canada considering it ; we 'have had sur-
veys of the route ; we have had the sub-
ject discussed on the platform, by the
fireside, and in the press. No question
las ever appeared before the Canadian
public thatlas been so thoroughly dis-
cussed ; no question has ever received so

Hon. Mr. Howlan.

mucli attention; there is no question about
which so much is to be learned
as this; and how my hon. friend can say
that it was a rash and imprudent
course, I cannot undeistand. The next
thing that seemed to trouble my hon.
friend was the memorial of the Colorado
Legislature about the Union Pacifie
road ; that seemed to be - if I may use
the expression - a Ùodsend to hini.
What is the remedy of the evils of which
lie speaks 1 The very quotation of that
petition shows-the very existence of it
shows plainly that the rates given to
that Company were in a position to be
discussed. But what is the remedy for
it? The remedy always laid down by
my hon. friend was to connect Eastern
Canada with the Northern Pacifie Rail-
way. Now, I should like to know what
is the difference between connecting with
the Northern Pacifie Railway and build-
ing the Canadian Pacifie Railway I The
next thing to which my hon. friend re-
ferred was the fact that the Government
did not call their supporters together
soon enough; they were called together
too" early, so far as I was concerned.
The resolutions were discussed last year,
and great power was given by both
Houses of Parliament with regard to this
particular question ; perhaps greater
powers than were ever before given to
any Government. It was discussed in
the press and otherwise, and it was well
known throughout the summer months
that the leader of the Govern-
ment and some of bis collea-
gues had gone to England, and
what the object of bis visit was.
Almost the first thing he did when he
returned to Canada was to declare the
intention of the Government ; that was
publishing it to the world, and in fact
every one in Canada that possessed any
intelligence, or read the newspapers,
knew what was contemplated. Then
the meeting of Parliament was called,
but, so that no mistake might be made
about it, a paragraph is put in the Gov-
ernor's speech explaining the object of
calling Parliament together. That was
advertising the matter sufficiently I
should judge ; but for fear there was
not sufficient tinie we had a holiday,
and my hon, friend took advantage of it
to proceed to Prince Edward Island· and
wake up the old fires there ;
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but' I do not know whether he
has managed to satisfy the people
of Prince Edward Island that they are
going to be robbed on this occasion. I
have seen some reference to this robbery
of Prince Edward Island, and I am
sometimes inclined to think that those
who use the term are joking about it,
and sometimes inclined to think that
they are not well informed. My hon.
friend said that the Government were
not acting prudently with regard to
amending this Bill. The hon. gentle-
man should remember that during the
time he was administering the Gov-
ernment of Prince Edward Island he
amended a revenue bill, but it is not
often done. Now we come to the great
question of monopoly. That seems to
stick in the mind of my hon. friend.
He forgets, however, that the prede-
cessors of this Government proposed to
give away some 50,000,000 acres of
land. If 25,000,000 of acres will create
a monopuly I should like to know what
50,000,000 of acres would do I Great
stress was laid also upon the question of
fencing, but I do not think there will be
muchi difficulty on that score; but he
seemed to think that a sort of political
mania - or malaria, es he called it -
had got into thé people of Canada. It
must be very widespread, but I doubt
whether the hon. Senator from Prescott,
with his new Bill, will bé able to stop
the disease; T think it will probably be
more than his skill will be able to deal
with. The next thing for this House
and the country to consider is whether
the Dominion is in a state to build this
road. In looking over the trade returns
for the past twelve years it is pleasant to
notice, for the first time, that our imports
have not exceeded our exports, as ap-
pears from the following table taken
from the trade returns for the past
year :-

<' The total exports and imports for thirteen
years were:-

Total
Exporte.

1868 ............ $57,567,888
1869........... 60.474,781
1870 ........... 73,573,490
1871............ 74,173,618
1872............ 83,650,663
1873.......... 89,789,922
1874 e......... 89,351,928
1875......... 77,886,979
1876..... ..... 80,96,435
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Total
Importe.

$73,459,644
70,415,165
74,814,339
96,092,971

111,430,527
128,011,281
128,213,582
123,070,283

93,210,346

1877............ 75,875,393 99,327,962
1878........... 79,323,667 93,081,787
1879 ........... 71,491,255 81,964,427
1880 ............ 87,911,458 86,489,747

The aggregate. trade of the Dominion
by countries is next given. The trade
aggregate madé with the Unite< States
in 1880 was $62,696,857, as against
$70,904,720 in 1879, $73,637,000 in 1878, and
$80,717,804 in 1875. The aggregate trade
with Great Bntain in 1880 was $30,307,286,
as against$67,288,848 in 1879, $83,372,719 in
1878, and $100,379,969.. The trade with the
British West Indies was $3,114,875 in 1880, as
against $2,605,675 in 1879. The trade with
the Spanen West Indies was $3,031,050 in
1880, as against $1,813,567 ln 1879, ihe trade
with Spain, notarithstanding Sir A. T. Galt's
mission, declined from $394,445 in 1879 to
$297,245 in 1880. The trade with France
declined fron $2,247,066 in 1879 to $1,928,070
in 1880. The exporte to Great Britain were
$45,846,062 in 1880, as against $36,295,718 in
1879 ; exports to the United States, $33,349,903
in 1880, as against $27,165,501 In 1879. The
goods entered for consumption from Great
Britain in 1880 were $34,461,224 as against
$30,993,130 in 1879. The importe from the
United States in 1880 were $29,346,948 as
against $43,739,219 in 1879."

It will thus be seen that our trade is
coming up with a rising tide, and
that each department of our Do-
minion trade is beginning to revive.
The exports of agricultural products were
$25,970,887 in 1879, as against
$32,287,128 in 1880. The exports of
manufactures were $3,228,761 in 1878,
as against $4,484,211 in 1880. Exporta
of products of the forest in 1879,
$13,797,259, as againist $17,666,693 in
1880. Produoe of the mine, $3,187,722
in 1879, as against $2,981,613 in 1880.
If we look at the seat of the lumber
trade, we will notice by the following
statement, taken from Forsyth & Co.'s
trade circular, that the tonnage of the
lumber-laden vessels which have sailed
from Quebee since 1873, was as
follows

Vessels. Tone
1873......................719 529,112
1874................ .... 854 36,672
1875................ ...... 642 478,441
1876....................786 624,110
1877.....................796 670,627
1878......................476 399,8»33
1879................,....433 64,628
1880....................6

Iu the Ottawa and St. Maurice dis-
tricts the business' was nover botter.
Table Np. 3 of these returne, ehowing
the aggregate trade of the Dominion,
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exhibits an increase in the trade with
Great Britain, over that of 1879, of
$13,018,438, and a decrease in that with
the United States of 88,207,863. The
trade with the British and foreign West
Indies and South America during the
last vear amounted to $7,563,678, and
in 1879 to $5,488,929, showing an in-
crease in favor of last year of $2,063,749.
The trade. with China and Japan shows
an increase in the last year over 1879 of
-$425,944, and a still larger amount over
the two preceding years. Then, whilst
our trade is improving, the money mar-
ket of the old world never had a greater
plethora of money, as is instanced by the
ready manner in. which the Govern-
ment were able to interest some of the
largest moneyed institutions in the world
in the building of our Pacific Railway,
and taking on themselves a portion of
our great North-Western lands in part
payment. They are evidently not afraid
of the future of this Dominion. They
have, no doubt, looked carefully, indeed,
into this whole question before they
would invest their money without even
the Imperial guarantee. The Syndicate,
no doubt, have learned that nature al-
ways compensates itself, and that the
900 miles of prairie country west of
Winnipeg, with its capacity to feod mil-
lions, may find an equally valuable set-off
in the mineral products of the
region west of the Rocky Moun-
tains, and that whilst the great
Peace River country will always have
plenty, the hardy miner will always have
a base of supplies for his wearied in-
dustry which seldom 'goes unrewarded
when no more than ordinary difficul-
ties are to be surmounted. Then
with the extensive, heavily-timbered
lands of British Columbia, . with
her fine river and coast fisheries,
backed up by this great prairie section,
with the four million of busy hands be.
tween them and the stormy Atlantic,
who have hitherto made the name of
Canada so respected, little fear need be
apprehended by our peo>le as to the final
prosperity of this Canada-of ours. We
have in this Syndicate men remarkable
for their financial ability and resources at
London, Vienna and Paris. We have
men who made their money in this
country by solid industry; men who
built roads in the North-West. We
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have this combination who have under-
taken for this subsidy to fill up that
country with the under-fed and under-
paid population of Europe. That alone
is one of the most important items, I
take it, in this bargain. And what are
we asked to do ? The Government are
asked, after having entered into this
agreement, to violate it and destroy the
confidence of the money-lenders of En-
rope in this country. I venture to say,
if we reject this Bill, we , shall not see,
during the life-time of any man who
hears me, that great work completed.
Th,refore, I shall with great pleasure
vote for this Bill. But we are told that
we can get the work done cheaper.
You never heard a man who had any-
thing to sell, and sold it, but had a
friend to come and tell him afterwards
tbat ho could have got a better price for
it. I come now to the monopoly feature
of this agreement. The first impression
one would have on hearing this objection
would be that all the lands in the North-
West Territory are to be given to the
Syndicate. Nothing could be further
from the truth. Prof. Macoun states
that we have in the North-West,
south of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
180,000,000 acres of land fit for settle-
ment, and out of that area we are giving
to the Syndicate 25,000,000 acres, retain-
ing in the hands of the Government
155,000,000. If there is any land
monopoly it in possessed- by the Govern-
ment. But we have also granted lands
to the Manitoba and South-Westorn
Railway Company, and ta the Souris
and Rocky Mountain Railway Company
- to each 4,000 acres per mile. Esti-
mating the length. of each of these roads
at 1,000 miles, they would get 8,000,000
acres, which, added to the 25,000,000
granted to the Syndicate, would be
33,000,000 acres, out of 180,000,000,
leaving us 147,000,000, irrespective
of what may be north of the line.
Now, where is the monopolyt Take
the case of a man who has
200 acres of land and desires
to part with one-half of it for some
reason. He gets an offer of $5,000, but
demande $8 000 or $10,000. The other
replies: o, but I will build a factory
there." The farmer will. sel,. ou. that
condition, for the price offered. and why 1
Because the erection of that factory will
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enhance the value of the land ho retains.
So it is in thiscase. We give a certain
amount of land and money for which we
get a publie improvement that wil'
enhance the value of the lands we retain.
Great stress is laid on this question of
monopoly by my hon. friend, and some
allusion has been made to our own Prov-
ince, and our long and arduous figkt te
rid ourselves of the land nionopoly
which exisited there, and which [ shall
also do him the justice to say he
materially assisted in removing. But a
-comparison of both cases wil show at
ence that there is no analogy. Accord
ing to Stewart's bistory of Prince Edward
Island, publishedin 1806, he tells us that
the island contained some 7,381,000 acres,
which was granted away by lottery in
one day in blocks of from 10 to 20.000
acres before the Board of Trade and
Plantations in London. " Some ob-
tained a whole township, others half a
township. Many of the grantees were
officers of the army and navy who had
served in the precediug war." One of
the conditions was " that these settlers
to be introduced be Protestants from
such parts of Europe as are not with
His Majesty's dominions, or suchb per-
sons as have reaided in His
Majesty'a dominions in America for two
years antecedent to the date of the grant."
In Campbell'a history of Prince Edward
Ialand (himself a Protestant), published
in 1875, he states, in reference to this
island and the grants of her lands in
1779:-

" The Governor was required to perform
other duties which were grossly unjust, and
la some cases beyond human capability.

" He was, for example, enjeined by the 26th
and 27th articles of his instruction to ' permit
liberty of conscience to aIl persons except
Roman Catholice so they be contented with
a quiet and peaceable enjoyment of the sane
zot giving offence or scandai to the Govern-
ment.

" No scheolmaster coming from England
'was permitted to teach without a license from
the Bishop of London ; and it was assumed lu
,his Instructions that all Christians save those
connected with the Church of England were
lheterodox. Some denominationis were indeed
tolemted, but, in conformity to the bigoted
policy of the times, Roman Catholics were not
permitted to settle on the Island. This
sectarlan policy has borne bitter fruit in
Irelagd In thé alienation of a great ins of
the Irish people. 8e deeply bas this allena-
tion struok its root, and so widely spread are
Its branches that notwithstanding Catholie
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emancipation its effecta are painfully visible.
mot only l Ireland, but alseo in the masses of
the Irish people located In the United States.
Kore than one generation will peau away ere
the evil effects of unjust anti-catholic legisla-
tion are totally obliterated from the continent
of America."

It is pleasant to know that no such re-
strictions will now meet the settler in
the great North-West. He is welcome
from every land and free to practice any
creed he pleases, and not only that,
but lie can give his children a religious
education according to his own views.
Now, what basis have we for increasing
the revenue to meet the• increased ex-
penditure. Apart from the improved
condition of the country and the probable
increase of our population, we have
150,000,000,acres of land sonth of the
railway. At $1 per acre that would be
worth $150,000,000. Give half of it
away for homesteads and we would still
have $75,000,000 worth left, at the samine
valuation. The Syndicate will have to
settle their own'lands, but in doiug so
they will be increasing the value of ours.
I cannot see where the monopoly is. A
great deal bas been said about the terms
offered by both Syndicates. In my
opinion the industries and manufactures
that will arise out of the construction of
this great work will employ all the spare
capital that Canada at present has. If
it were necessary to withdraw that capi-
tal from the Industries of the country to
build this road, it appears to me it would
be unfortunate for the Dominion, be-
cause it i one thing to put money into
a railway and another to get it out
again. The rond will not be completed
for ten years, and will not yield a return
for a long time. In conclusion, I for
one am quite prepared to take the
responsibility of voting for this Bill. I
should be very sorry that the Senate
should do otherwise than confirm the
decision of the other House. I hope we
shall say to the world that once the faith
of Canada is plighted, it is never vio-
lated.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - Hon. gentle-
men, this subject bas been so much dis-
cussed, and by so many, on both aides,
no able to deal with it, that it may ap-
pear almost presumption in one so hum-
ble as myself to take part in the debate.
There are some conditions in connection
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with the Syndicate contract of a very
grave character, and yet so plain that
anyone may understand them. So many
who support this Bill take the ground
that all who are opposed to it are neces-
sarily opposed to having an all-rail route
across this continent through British
territory, that I desire to take issue.
I have never myself opposed an all rail-
route across this continent. I have ai-
ways, on the other hand, been in favor
of it. I am still in favor of it, and the
more I hear this question discussed, the
more I am satisfied as to the propriety
of such an enterprise. I am further in
favor of having that railway built as
rapidly as the finances of the country
will admit, and I quite agree with what
fell from the last speaker in regard to
the present being a suitable time to enter
the money markets of the world,
and raise such funds as may be
necessary to carry on this work.
We have had no such good opportunity
within the last ten years. We may not
for many years be able to do better than
we can ilow. Without contrasting the
advantages of what this Government have
proposed as against what their prede-
cessors proposed, or what our-statesman
said years ago, as against what another
says to-day, it is very clear that the
whole circumstances of the country have
changed within the last ten years - very
materially changed. Six years ago the
North-West Territories and Manitoba
could not be reached without travelling
over land by ox-carts or stage some 300
or 400 miles, and to reach the point from
which you had to travel that 300 or 400
miles, you had to go 1,000 miles through
American territory. Sinee then we have
had railway communication completed,
not only to the boundary lines, but some
80 miles into the interior of Manitoba.
In addition to that, we have had over
400 miles more under contract and now
nearlv completed, which will connect the
head of Lake Superior with the Red
River, the beginning of the prairie coun-
try. With such facilities as we have had
during the past three years to reach that
country, and public attention having
been called to it by successive govern-
ments during the last six years, and
the efforts that have been made
for attracting immigration - the visits
that have been made from the old coun-
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try arising from another class of circum-
cumstances, which have induced them to
come across the Atlantic to find homes
for themselves and their children - all
these circumstances have tended to aid
and bring into notice this immense do-
main belonging to the Dominion of
Canada. Now, while this country was
locked up from us; while we had such
barriers to surmount in order to reach
it, it was not to be- expected that stran-
gers, who know comparatively little-
about it - it was not to be expected that
capitalists would put their money into an
enterprise to construct a railway from
the head of Lake Superior to the Pacific
coast, or from any point this side of'Lake
Superior to the western shores of British.
America. Furthermore, there was not
such a plethora of money in the money
market as there is at the present time.
Taking the two circumstances together,
they have greatly altered the whole phase
of this question. We may fairly excuse
those who favored the building of an all
rail route through Canada to the Pacifie
coast in 1874 if they asked to have a
large tract of land set aside - 50,000,-
000 of acres - with a cash subsidy of
$30,000,000 too. That contemplated the
building of the whole line; it did not con-
template that the Government should
build 700 miles through the worst portion
of the country, but it contemplated that
this amount of land and money should
be the basis upon which the total outlay
should be provided. That was the posi-
tion taken at that time. It was a mere
basis, and in that basis, which was laid
down in the Act of 1874, we find further
that every possible safeguard was placed
te protect the public of this country and,
the future settlers in the North-West
against either monopolies of railways or
excessive charges, or the power of hold-
ing the key to that country for alt time..
That being .the case, the Minister of
Railways had very good grounds, at that
time, for taking the large vote that was-
then asked for, without necessarily im-
plying that it should all be spent; but a
provision was also made in the Bill that
this land should be disposed of in a way
by which there should be no monopoly of
the lands granted - by which the set-
tiers should still get the lands at reason-
able prices. In fact, the Government
retained the power, and would make it.
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their duty, if they let a contract under
that Act, to control and to dispose of two-
thirds of those lands, and at such prices
as they deemed expedient and proper,
with a view of getting that country set-
tled, and to give the fullest and most
entire satisfaction to the people
who went as pioneers to develop
its vast resources. Now we have
got so far; we have got the Thun-
der Bay Branch not only under contract,
but we have the assurance of the
Minister of Railways that it will be
completed in about a year from next
August.- That line will'soon be work-
ing, while the Pembina Branch is
already completed and in good workingj
order. We have nearly 100 miles
more completed west of Red River,
and the second 100 miles under
contract, and we have also, I believe, 127.
miles under contract in British Columbia;
so that the work is going on very rapidly,
and I see no objection that it should go
on rapidly. I believe fhe more rapidly
we can carry it on through the prairie
country, without unnecessarily wasting
the public money, the more quickly we
will draw immigration into that country,
and the sooner the whôle of the North-
West will be in a position to make use of
the complete railway when finished froi
the Atlantic to the Pacifie coast. I believe
that the time is not very distant when
the line across this Dominion, upon Bri-
tish soi], will be made the leading road on
this continent.

Hon. Mr. CRTAPAIS - Hear, hear,

Hon. Mr. REESOR - I know some
gentlemen may not agree with me, but I
have no doubt that the hon. gentleman
beside me who says " hear, hear," does
agree with me.

lon. Mr. CHAPAIS - Yes.

HBon Mr. REESOR - I know there
are some who believe that because our
road will run through 1,000 miles of
Country which is unfit for agriculture,
therefore the road as a whole can never
pay ; can never be of advantage either
to the- trade of this -couniry or to the
trade of the world, compared with its
colt. Well, now I differ from hon. gen-
tlemnen who take that view ; I have al-
ways differed from many of my political
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friends who take that position. I am
satisfiéd that from the very fact that this
line will connect the tide-water on the
east with the tide-water on the west by
a shorter line by some 500 miles than
the road from San Francisco to New
York - that circumstance alone is
strongly in favor of the Canadian road.
But that is not all ; I will just read a
short extract from a report of Mr. Flem-
ing - with every word of which I fully
agree - giving his contention in regard
not only to the question of distance be-
tween Montreal and Victplia, but also
as to the distances between New York
and Victoria, and between Boston and
Victoria, by the Canadian route ; and
also giving the distances across the Atlan
tic and the Pacific ; showing that the
whole distance from Liverpool by the
Canadian route to China and Japan
would have an advantage of about 1,000
miles or upwards. In the Sessional
papers of 1872, No. 33, hon. gentlemen
will find a reference to this subject in
M r. Fleming's report: •

" A careful examination into the question
of distances shows, beyond dispute, that the
continent can be' spanned by a much shorter
line on Canadian soil than by the existing rail-
way through the United States.

" Referring to the table again, it will be seen
that the distance from San Francisco to New
York, by the Union Pacific Railway, is 3,363
miles, wbile from New Westminster to Mon-
treal, it is only 2,730, or 633 miles in favor of
·the (Janadian .route.

" A close examination of the tables will show
that, by the construction ot the Canadian Pacific
Railway, even New York, Boston and Port-
land will be brought from 300 to 500 miles
nearer the Pacifie coast than they are at
present.

" A comparison of distance between distant
points which may form traffic connections
with the inter-oceanic railways of North
America, bring out some important facto
referred to in the table.

" Compared with the Union Pacific Railway,
the Canadian line will shorten the passage be-
tween Liverpool and China, in direct distance,
more than 1,000 miles.

" When the decidedly better grades obtain-
able on the Canadian line are t9ken into con-
sideration, with the saving in actual distance
above referred to, it cannot be doubted that
the Canadian Pacific Railway, in entering into
competition for the through traffic be-tweea
the two oceans, has the fairest posible pros-
pects ef success."

Now, if
sary, all
that that

anything more were neces-
we want is to see

opinion has been veri-
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flied by others. Not only in Canada have
leading statesmen on both aides of
politics taken that ground, but A m-
erican statesmnen have looked upou it as
a great rival, so serious to their great
highways across the continent that they
night almost despair of competing suc-
cessfully with us for through freight -
that is the freight which might cross this
continent between Europe and Asia. I
will not trouble the House to read the
whdle extract from the speech of Mr.
Seward, oue of America's ablest
statesmen, that wa3 read by the Post-
master-Getieral a few days ago, but I
*will just call to mind again the conclud-
ing words of what was then read. After
pointing out the advantages of having a
railway across the continent, and refer-
ring to the fact that one can be built on
British territory and across the Rocky
Mountains without going over an e-eva-
tion of more than 3,000 feet, against the
fact that the Union Pacifie would have
to pass over an elevation of 6,000 feet,
he winds up by saying :

"Thus British. America, from a mere colonial
dependency would assume a controlling rank
in the world. To lier would other nations be
tributary, and not even would the United States
attempt to be lier rival, for she never could
dispute with lier the possession of the Asiatie
commerce, nor the power which that com-
merce confers."

That, from a statesman so celebrated as
the late Mr. Seward, is an opinion that
is worthy of consideration ; and we cer-
tainly find that, with the additional in-
formation we have obtained in this coun-
try, with the additional information that
the surveys have afforded us, with the
additional knowledge we have of the
fertility of the soil, - everything contin-
ues to confirm in the mind of every in-
telligent man the value of this great rail-
way. If, then, this is a favorable route,
what are the circumstances we may ex-
pect will tend to give traffic to this road
equal to that on the Union Pacifie Rail-
way I First of ail, it is ad-
mitted that, for European and
Asiatie traffic - whatever that nay
anienot to - we will have no successful
rival. Of the other trans-continental
traffic we will at least always be sure of
getting a full share. Then, for the local
trafflc, it must be borne in mind that, if
the Union Pacifie and Central Pacifie Rail-
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ways do not pass through such an unin-
habited country as ours, they do not take
the local trade from 1,000 miles of as
fertile territory as we have between Red
River and the Rocky Mountains through
which our railway will run. There
are portions of California as fertile,
no doubt; there are portions of
Nebraska that are productive, but, when
you pass over the eastern end and over
the western end, a very large por-
tion of the middle is comparatively
unproductive - I say coinparatively,
as compared with the land of the
North-West Territory in Canada. I
think all who have studied that question
~- all who have studied the cliaracter
of both lines and the portion of the
Western States through which the Union
Pacifie Railway passes and of that
through which our Canadian Pacifie
Railway is surveyed - will come to the
conclusion that there is a larger area of
fertile land to be drained by the Canadian
Pacific Railway than by either the Nor-
thern or Union Pacifie Railways. That
being the case, having an advan-
tage with regard to the through freight,
we can come to no other conclusion than
that, in fifteen or twenty years, at the
outside, we shall have developed a trade
equal to the Union Pacific at the present
time. Considering, for a moment, that
that point should be reached, where
would we be then 1 We know that the
Union Pacifie Railway has earned,
during the last year' $25,000,000. The
.Union Pacifie Railway and Central Pa-
cific together, covering the whole
distance from Omaha to San Francisco,
have earned over $45,000,000. Now,
supposing $20,000,000 were taken as the
working expenses, it would still leave
$25,000,000 as the year's profits from the
working of these railways. But, if you
take the Union Pacifie Railway alone,
which has earned $25,000,000, and de-
duet the whole of the working expenses,
of kbeping the road in repair, improving
it in every possible way that may bti
deemed fair and reasonable, you would
still have a net earning of $12,000,000
or $15,000,000 a year. Now, what are
we to infer fron this 1 If oùr road is to
be as good ; if it passes through as good
a country; if it would derive as large a
local traffic in twenty-five years as the
Union Pacific Rail way, why should we not
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Ilook for as large receipts as the Union
Pacifie Railway ? Why should we not
get as large returns as one-half the lino
iéxtcnding froin Omaha to San Fran-
eiscol If we did, then our net
revenne would be from $12,000,000 to
l15,000,000 per annmî. The estimated

cost of all the road the Syndicate agree
to build is less than $50,000,000 for con-
s;truction and equipment. The Govern-
ment agree to pay them $25,000,000
and 25,000,000 acres of land. This
2â,000,000 acres of land is placed at the
nominal prioe of one dollar an acre, and
to show the itter folly of putting the
price of those lands down to a dollar an
acre, wve should look at what
is being done in Manitoba and
the North-West almost every day.
We know that lands, wherever the
railway is running - good lands - are
selling readily at five dollars an acre.
I know persons who have gone out to the
North-West - very respectable and
wealthy farmners front York County,
Ontario - have had to pay for lands,
without improvements, ten dollars an
acre. They were near where the railway
was to run, but .60 miles west of Red
River. I know others that went out
twenty miles from any settlement, two
.years ago and took up some 6,000 acres of
land, and the following spring whole
townships around them were settled, and
to-day that land is worth from seven to
eight dollars an acre, although the rail-
way lias not yet reached them. They
are sixty miles fron the railway, but
thare is a railway chartered to traverse
that district, and they believe it will be
-constructed. I received only two weeks
ago a letter from a gentleman who
went there, taking with him a large
lherd of thoroughbred cattle and establish-
,ed a large farm. He said that already
a municipality had been organized there,
councillors had been elected, and
he had the honor of being
elcOted as warden of the countv.
Ile said that the land bought by him at
One dollar an acre - and sone of it cost
hin less, as it was paid for by land war-
ranta bought from the soldiers - was
thon assessed at four dollars an acre, and
that he could sell to incoming settlers at
eight dollars an acre if lie wished to do
,o. What nonsense it is for us to assume
'that when this railwav is being biliît
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throngh that country, that lands along
the lino will not bring more than one
dollar an acre. I have no doubt that the
Government *were perfectly righý in the
valuation that>they put upon the differ-
ent railway boîta in 1879. The nlly
objection is, that they put on those piices
a little too soon ; they ought not
to have gone too far ahead of the railway,
and then there would have been an in.
ducenient for settlers to go out in advance
of the railway. Pioneers always
require some sp-ecial inducements,
but the principal part of the land along
the fertile belts could be sold a few years
after the railway is built for enough to
realize the price the Governmenti put
upon it. I think the Government was
quite right, as far as the principle
is concerned, in fixing the prices
at $5, $4, $3, $2 and $1 an
acre, according to situation and
distance from the lino of railway.
Now, we will give the benefit of any
doubt that might be in the mind of any
hon. gentleman as to the value of this
land, and we will assume that there are
only 1,000,000 acres of land along the
lino upon which. the towns and villages
will be laid out, because the Syndicate
have the power of locating their stations
as they please. Going through a new,
unsettled country, these stations will be
located at places which, in the judgment of
the Syndicate, are likely to be the entrepotu
of the trade of the country, and where the
imported goods could be received for dis-
tribution throughout the settlements.
There could be no doubt that over a
stretch of country, for 1,000 miles for a
distance on both aides of the railway, set-
tlements will spring up very rapidly, and
the company can have an important sta-
tion at least every ton miles. Can any
one doubt that the 1,000,000 acres in
which those stations are established, and
where villages and towns must apring
up, would bring ton dollars an acre -upon
an average I have not the slightest doubt
of it, from what I know of the coun-
try. Then, if 1,000,000 acres would
yield $10,000,000, we may fairly as-
sume that another 4,000,000 acres would
bring an average of $3 or $4 au acre. If
yo put it at $4 an aore, the 4,000,000
at $4, and 1,000,000 at $10, would
make $26,000,000. So that 5,000,-
000 sold as tle railway was c"nstructed,
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and as the country was being opened up
- as I have no doubt it will be, judging
from the shrewdness and management of
railway companies in disposing of lands-
would average $4 an acre, in addition
to the 1,000,000 acres which would
realize $10 an acre. But, if hon. gen-
tlemen want to be more liberal still, take
80 00,000 acres out of the 25,000,000,
and allow $3.18 an acre for the 8,000,000
acres; that would bring it up to about
825,000,000. $25,000,000 for 8,000,000
acres, and $25,000,000 in cash, make
$50,000,000 - $1,500,000 more than
the estimated cost, according to Mr.
Fleming's report for 1880, of all the
railway that the Syndicate have to build.
Why, then, I ask, after giving the Syn-
dicate over 700 miles of completed rail-
way, and giving them land and cash
enough to build the balance -- a line of
railway that within a very few years
after its completion will be as valuable,
at least, as the Union Pacific - why, in
the name of common sense, are we to
make thein a present of the whcle railway
and a present of 17,000,000 acres of land
in addition •

Hon. Mr. M ACDONALD -There are
40,000,000 of people in one country,
and only 4,000,000 in the other, to sup-
port the railway.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - I have pointed
out that this road will secure a large pro-
portion of the American trade, as well
as the Canadian trade ; that it will secure

large part of the trade that goes to New
York, Boston and -Portland, and if, in
carrying across this continent. we can
save 500 miles between New York and
Victoria, and nearly 1,000 miles between
Liverpool and Japan, does the hon. gen-
tleman say we would not get a large part
of the American commerce, or is he one
of the hon. gentlemen who despise any
trade except that which we can find in
our own territory 1 I do not think he is. I
think he as sufficient knowledge of the
value of commerce to take trade from all
parts of the world - not only from China
and Japan, but even froin the United
States. Yet they want to cut off the
settlers in the North-West from having
an outlet along the borders of the United
States. To that I would not have so
great an objection, provided the Govern-
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ment should go on and build the road,
and hold it as a grand national high-
way across this continent. .If they would
do this, we would be sure that the utmost
facilities would b- afforded to the settlers
of the North-West for getting their sup-
plies in, and shipping the produce of their
farma -to the seaboard. If the Govern-
ment would only build it as a public
work, and retain it a§ a public work, then
that monopoly that the people so much
dread-that monopolythat our American
neighbors complain of-could never exist
there. But the Government are willing
that this monopoly should not only re-
ceive the railway already built, but ]and
and cash enough to build the balance;
or, if we allow 8,000,000 acres and $25,-
000,000 to build the balance of the rail-
way-and I think it is very clear that it
will more than do it-then we give them
sixteen or seventeen millions of acres as
a bonus to run this road which is so con-
veniently situated as to comniand the
trade of the whole North-West. If we
bad a navigable river running from Lake
Superior into-the North-West, we would
not think of handing it over to a company,
although it would only be open during
six or seven months of the year. No
government would ever suggest the idea
of giving up that navigable stream to the
control of a company or syndicate under
any circumstances. Yet, when we take
into account the fact that there is no
other possible outlet for the people of
that country, and no other inles for the
manufacturers and merchants of this part
of Canada to the North-West than by the
Pembina Branch or the Thunder Bay.
Branch to Red River, we are giving to
the Syndicate the control of that whole
country, just as much, or more, than if
the only outlet were a navigable river.
I maintain that the road should be built,
owned and operated by the Government,
and that it could be done for the $25,-
000,000 that they propose to give to the
Syndicate, and the proceeds of the sale of
8,000,000 acres of land. If that is the
case, why then should we give away
17,000,000 acres more land than neces-
sary to build the road, besides making a
present of the road, after we pay for its
construction and open it to the commerce
of the world i It seems to me to be one
of the maddest schemes that ever was
submitted to a free parliament or
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to a free people; one that should
be condemned in every particular.
My hon. friend wlo last spoke said that
certain hon. gentlemen who are now in
opposition have at different times op-
posed the building of the road on the
ground that it was too expensive. That
is not now the question. The question
is as te the merits of this Bill - the
merits of this contract before us. What
does it involve 1 It involves the giving
away of this valiable railway, after fur.
nishing every dollar that is necessary to
build it, and we give in addition land
enough for three provinces like Mani-
toba. Then look at the franchises they
get. They are to be for ever free from
taxation, on roadbed, rolling-stock, sta-
tiens, etc., in the territory. Ati hon.
gentleman said in this House a few days
ago that there were some precedents for
it. I have looked for precedents, and
the only one I can find is where two or
three hundred miles of railway in the
United States were exempt froni taxa-
tien for a short period, and yet this is
cited as a reason why the Pacifle Rail-
way should be exempted from taxation
for ever. There is another feature also
which I object te, and another reason
'vhy the Governmenthad better build the
"oad as a public work. - It is because the
Government should control the sale of the
lands of the country. I remember some-
thingof thehistoryof the CanadaCompany
in Ontario. It was asmall affair as com-
pared with this, it is true, but at the time
the Imperial Act was passed authorizing
the Canada Company which was formed
in England, te buy 2,000,000 acres of
land in Ontario, this province was com-
Paratively poor. That was in 1827.
They sent out their agents and purchased
2,000,000 acres - 1,000,000 at 50 cents
per acre, and 1,000,000 at about 25 cents
per acre, making an average of 37, cents,
or fer the 2,000,000, $750,000. They
then expended about $100,000 in sending
out immigrants and opening roads, and
if We allow them threc yeai s' interest on
their money, you may say that they
invested altogether about $ 1,000,000 in
COanada. Now, let us see what has been
thei result of that investment. They
have sold already 1 million acres
of land, and for that 1¾ mRllion
acres they have realized about $10 an
acre - they have drawn over fifteen
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million dollars out of this country by
that investment of one million. But
that is not all. They have still, accord-
ing te their own valuation, between four
and five million dollars worth of pro-
perty still unsold. They have had the
thing working for fifty years already, and
may run fifty years more. The company
continue te draw out of this country
from a quarter to half a million annually.
'lhey do pay taxes, however, from which
the Syndicate is exempt for twenty years
on their land and on the road forever. The
compan.y soon got all their money re-
turned, and millions in addition, and'
have millions coming to thein still. At
that time we were net within thirty
years of having railways in Canada.
When a railway was built, they still had
some lands through which the road
was carried, and they sold them at hand-
sone prices - sometimes over $20 per
acre. It lias been found in Minnesota,
Wisconsin and Iowa that rail way com-
panies have realized $G an acre for their
lanls - lands somewhat similar te our
own lands in the North-West ; and, se
far as 1 can learn, these companies were
not allowed to pick their lands and re-
ject any lot that might fairly be consid-
ered unfit for settlement. They had to
take all the lands as they came, and yet
they have realized $6 an acre on them.
Are we to come to the conclusion that in
our va1uaale NorthzWest territory, as
the roads are built through that country,
we will not realize the same figu e 1 It
has been stated that this is an American
company. I do not know whether that
will make much difference to some people.
I think, myself, if it were possible
te have the road owned by Canadians -
if we must give away our vast demain,
it would be better that it should be in
the hands of Canadians, living in Can-
ada, whose head offices would be in Can-
ada, and whose interests would be in the
development of this country, instead of
St. Paul and Chicago. The members in
opposition to this scheme have occasion-
allv been taunted with the remark that
we wanted our friends to get this con-
tract - that we wanted the second Syn-
dicate te get it, because we claimed it
would save some twelve ôr fifteen million
dollars. Well, hon. gentlemen, I am
net sure but the saving of twelve or
fifteen million dollars might be worthy of
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our consideration, and I believe that, if
tenders were advertised for, and all the
franchises that are granted to this Com-
pany were made known to the public,
we could get offers to undertake the
completion of this road and - the run-
ning of it afterwards, for $25,000,000
in cash and 5,000,000 acres of land.
But the Government say they have nade
a bargain with one syndicate, and they
cannet make a bargain with another. I
do not wish to be misunderstood. I am
opposed to eitlier of the Syndicates build-
ing this railway. I am in favor of the
Government building it themselves, and
inasmuch as they are the bankers of
the present contractors, and the
endorsers of the bonds of the pre-
sent Syndicate, and practically furnish
the money thenselves, I say they can go
on and biild the road as a publie work
just as fast as it can be done by the
Syndicate. Are we te be told to-day
that if the Government build this road
contractors will not take contracts fron the
Government as well or as quickly as they
would from this Syndicate 1 It is simply
nonsense. Everybody knows that a con-
tractor would rather take a contract from
the Government than from a company.
He knows his money would be safer, and
he would net have te trust to the chances
that overtake railway companies; and for
that reason lie would do the work at the
lowest possible rate. In view of all
those' circunistances, I implore hon.
gentlemen, I beg of them, te pause before
passing a measure of this kind. It may
be said as the Government have made
the bargain it must be carried out. If
that is so, why has Parliament been
called together at all if Parliamerit is
te have no voice in the matter. I see
that the organ of the Government pub-
lished in Toronto has pointed out to the
Senate that it is their duty to register
their vote for this Bill, and pass it, and
not te allow any delay by discussing it ;
that it has already been discussed in
the Commons, and that we should record
our names in its favor. However other
gentlemen may regard that advice,
for my part, I think it is ex-
ceedingly impertinent and out of place.
Hon. gentlemen'in this House are not
only authorized te act • independ-
ently iii this matter, but •it is
their duty te act independently,
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and they have an opportnnity of pre-
venting a great .wrong, without jeopar-
dizing the Government. I know a large
majority of this Chamber are politically
allied with the Governient - they have
confidence in the Goverument. I have
no objection te that, if they do net allow
that confilence and that alliance te carry
them se far as te force upon the country
a gross wrong. We ought to consider
this measure carefully, upon its merits,
and act independently. Other govern-
ment measures have been thrown out of
thîs House, in former times, after having
passed the other branch of the Legisla-
ture. If, on an occasion of this kind,
we cannot exercise that amount of inde-
pendence, it is difficult te seo what use
there is for a second Chamber, bound
hand and foot te the Government of the
day, if they happen te be politically in
their favor. If we do reject this Bill,
we do net injure the Government. The
Government is net obliged te resign if
the measure is defeated, and they can go
oh and carry out their policy of Protec-
iton as they have hitherto done. I do
net hesitate te say that I would rather
see them in power for the next twenty
years than pass the Bill now before us
- that is, provided they do net introduce
some other measure as bad as this one.
There are timeà when politicians should
rise above party - times when patriotism
should guide our judgment, independent
of mere partizan influence - and, if ever
that time has occurred in Canada, that
time is the present. This country is in
its infancy, and its future muet depend
much upon the wisdom we show in form-
ing its institutions and the early develop-
nient of its resources, Let us ask our-
selves, then, shall we sanction this act of
spoliation, or shall we check it before it
is too late ?

Hon. Mr. SMITH - I did net intend
te take part in. this debate, but being a
resident of this country for many
years, and having the honor of holding
a seat in this House, I consider I would
net be doing my duty were I te give a
silent vote on this question. Inasmuch as
the last speaker has endeavored te prove
how bad a bargain the Government has
made for the building of this great work,
I will compare the three offers that have
been made for it. The offer now before
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us is that the Governient shall give
$25,000,000 and 25,000,000 acres of
land. I am going to put the value of
the land in each of the offers at the same
price - say $2 per acre. That would
make $50,000,000 that the land would
realize, to which adding the $25,000,000
in cash would make $75,000,000. Well,
then, add $28,000,000 that the Govern-
ment have committed thenselves to in the
works they have undertaken, and it will
bring the amount up to $103,000,000 as
the cost of the entire work when com-
pleted. At one time, hon. gentlemen,
I recollect very well that the present
Opposition spoke very bitterly and very
powerfully against the contract that was
entered into some nine years ago with
Sir Hugh Allan. They protested against
that contract, and brought all the influ-
ence they could bring to bear against it,
both in the Parliament, in the press and
in the country, as you are all aware, de-
feating the Government of the day. That
contract was for 50,000,000 acres of
land at $2 per acre, $100,000,000 in all
- taking the cash, $30,000,000 and
the land at $2 an acre - $130,000,000.
If we compare the Allan contract with
the contract now before the House it
will bE found that the offer of this Syn-
dicate is $27,000,000 less favorable than
the Allan contract. And, lion. gentie-
muen, I do not think that this country
has made anything by saving that
$27,000,000 ; for if the Allan schene.I
had not been defeated, and the Opposi.
tion had not used their influence to pre.
vent the work from going on, the great
North-West would have been to-day
opened up for settlement, and would
have been the home of thousands of
prosperous immigrants, and the revenue
of the Dominion would have been in-
creased by an enormous amount. The
Government of the day was defeated, and
the new Administration came in with
five years of a lease of power. and one of
the largest majorities at their back that
ever sat in a Canadian Parliament. And
What did they do during these five years 1
They wasted time and spent a consider-
able amount of money on roads that Par-
liaent never intended to be part of the
Patifie Railway, and after the lapse of
soSIe two or three years the country be-
gan to feel that the right men were not
in the right places, and from then until
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the 17th September, 1878, the power of
the Government weakened in -the coun-
try. From then until now they have
failed to see how it is possible that any
Government could secure a better bar-.
gain thari they were ever alle to suggest
for the carrying out of this great na-
tional schenie. In May, 1876, the late
Government called for tenders to see it
contractorswould be induced to under-
take this great work. Tley offered
20,000 acres of land and $10,000 in cash
per mile. The 20,000 acres of land at
$2 per acre would realize $40,000,
which, added to the $10,000 of cash sub-
sidy, would amount to $50,000 per mile,
as their offer to any company who would
undertake the construction of the Pacifie
Railway. And they did not stop there.
They went still further a il announced
that any sum beyond tht $50,000 that
could be agreed upon as necessary to
finiih the work, they would guarantee 4
per cent. upon. Yet such was the state
of affairs that the Premier had to an-
nounce in another place it was impossi-
ble for them to get any company to un-
dertake that great work for that amount
of money. They had commissioned Mr.
Fleming in England to offer the work to
the capitalists there ; but whether it was
that the moneyed men of the world had
not confidence in the Government of
Canada, or in the country, I will not
say ; but the project failed. The pres-
ent Government came into power with-
out anything having been done for the
prosecution of this work, and after a
lapse of two years they have been enabled
to snbmit to Parliament a scheme that I
trust by the vote of this House in .a
few days will prove to be successful - a
scheine that in my opinion will benefit
this great Dominion for aUl time ; a
scheme to which I am bound to commit
myself, for I am always willing to cast
my vote and lend my assistace to any-
thing that tends to open up this vast
country of which I am so proud. I
consider it would be wrong on my part
were 1, by any act of mine, to close the
avenues of immigration, when we have so
many millions of acres of fertile lands
to open up for settlement-I say I would
be doing a wrong to the country that I
have spent forty-nine winters in; a
country that has always been kind and
generous to me in every way that I could
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desire. For that reason alone I should
give my support to this scheme. By the
construction of this railway it will at-
tract emigration from Great Brit-
ain and Ireland. It will en-
able the emigrants after their arrival
in this country to earn a little
money in the North-West, and to settle
upon the lands from time to tine, ac-
cording as they earn the means to do so,
thereby securing an independence for
themselves and their families instead of
eking out a miserable existence in the
old country, where they have no steady
employment. Is it not better for the
poorer classes of Great Britain to make
their way out here while these great pub-
lic works are going on, where they will
get a fair compensation for their labor,
and where they can provide themselves
with comnfortable homes, free fron the
landlord, in a country where there is no
l'gislation against any class or creed in
the comamunity i I inust say that the
Government of Canada, in my opinion.
is r.ot to be surpassed on the face of the
earth. I speak warmly on this subject,
becaÜse I look upon this as my adopted
country, and I want to encourage the
emigration of my countrymen to Canada.
I want to give them an opportunity of
establishing thenselves in homes of their
own, where they will be free from the
agitation that disturbs their native land.
I hope that this great undertaking will
be the means of bringing thousands of
the people of Great Britain to this coun-
try. The last speaker has stated that lie
eeuld have the Pacific Railway built for
$25,000,000 and 5,000,000 acres of ]and.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - 1,000,000
acres.

fon. Mr. REESOR - I did not say
1,000,000 acres of land. I said I be-
lieved 5,000,000 acres of land would do
it with the cash bonus; but allowing
hon. gentlemen to be more liberal, I
would say 8,000,000 acres.

Hon. Mr. SMITII -We will say
8,000,000. Why, all that that hon.
gentleman would offer to the present
company ta build that road would be a
little over the balance that thie former
Government offered to build it for. The
other Goveranment, as I said before,
offeredl$32,000,000 more than it is pro-
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posed to build the whole work for, and
more than both Governments have ex-
pended on the road ; and yet that hon.
gentleman, because his friends were not
able to build that road, says that ve
couk now get it huilt for 8,000,000
acres of land and $25,000,000. The
wbole amount that he is going to give
would bs a little shade over the balance
of whlat the former Government was
going to give over and above all that it
is going to cost to build it. That is
really such an absurdity that no person
can think that the bon. gentleman
knows much of wvhat lie was talking
about. Then we go on to the second
Syndicate. The lion. the leader of the
Opposition in this House, the other day,
juiped up at the remark I macle about
where this money was deposited. I askedl
that hon. 'gentleman if the money was
deposited in the hands of the Receiver
General. If tlat rnoney had be3n de-
posited with the Receiver Genecal I
could have understood tliat tbey were iu
earnest.

Hon. iMr. SCOTT - They had no
power to put it there.

Hon. Mr. SMITR - Yes, they had.
I cannot understand how any number of
gentlemen, com)osed as they are -some
twenty-one in all - of men cf. intelli-
gence, would imagine thaat any Govern-
mont would accept their offer, aithougi
they had made arrangements with insti-
tutions in this country for so niuch
money. I have not the slightest doubt
but the hon. gentleman was perfectly
willing to make arrangements for that
much money, or perhaps more.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - They actually
deposited it.

Hon. Mr. SMITH - No doubt they
got their cheques marked. I wili not
dispute that; but I can: tell you as nearly
as possible how they arranged that
amount, and if it is necessary I may go
into it further; but it is unnecessary. A
number of those gentlemen, outside of
political circles, are honorable and up.
right citizens, kind-hearted men and
good merchants, but a number of them,
while they have sufficient money to carry
on their business, have 'not enough to
put into railroads. If these gentlemen
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had gone to work, as they should have
done, when the first announcement of
this Syndicate was made - that is, when
the Premier and his colleagues went to
England to lay the foundation of this
great undertaking - if those gentlemen
had gone to work then and stated they
would get up a Syndicate, and beforé
these negotiations were closed made
their offer, before the rival company had
shown their hand, there would have
been some fair play about it. But, lion.
gentlemen, those gentlemen were not in
earnest when they got up that second
Syndicate. When the (Jhristra.s holi-
ilays came. and they got their recruiting
sergeants to work. they got up what is
known as the second Syndicate. They
said, we will call upon the Premier of
Canada to canéel all that he lias done
.and to step down from the treasury
bencies and hand over the reins of
power once more to the Opposition to
give them a new trial. What would
this country have thougit of the Gov-
ernment had they accepted this tender,
or entertained it for one moment i
The G4overnment could not afford to do0
it. They could not, after going to
England, and getting financiai institu-
tions in IEngland, Germany, France and
the United States to be at the back of
these gentlemen wlo have un-
dertaken this great work, afford
to cancel that agreement, The second
Syndicate, as it is called, had no such
arrangements muade; there twere ar-
rangements on the surface only. It was
for a political purpose, and they knew
full well, when they were making this
offer, that the Government could not
afiord to deceive the people they bad
been working with. They could not
ifford to forfeit the good will of those
financial institutions in the four nations
that I have referred to, and, therefore,
the members of the new Syndicate knew
full well that it would be only a farce -
and a farce they played. Thev got it up
during the recess, and they played it;
but it was not a successful farce, and it
never will ,be. The time is not far dis-
tant when the population of this country
will scarcely foe this burden. I tell you
now, from ail I can see with regard to
the financial affairs of this great under-
taking, all that the Government become
liable for is the interest on $53,00,000,
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the $28,000,000 they have already com-
mitted thenselves to, and the cash sub-
sidy of $25,000,000. Therefore, all that
Canada is really committed to for expen-
diture (for thé more land you give away to
actual settlers, the more the country is
benefited, and the better it will be for the
Dominion) is just $2,120,000 pei annum.
And are we really committirg ourselves
to that i I say, no. We are only corn-
mitting ourselves to it until that great
country is somewhat developed, until a
few years have passed away, and settle-
ment proceeds there, and the revenues in
customns and excise will relieve us from
the smali burden that we are abcut to
assume. I am satisfied that ten years
after that road is built we will have three
times the amount of money in .the shape
of revenue from that country that we are
now pledging ourselves to, because I do
not consider that by giving away the
land we are losing ar.ything, but, on the
contrary, we are gaining. I would say
to the Government that, if they could
see fit to adopt such a scheme they should
give away every acre of land to actual
settlers in the North-West that they
own; and I would give a bond that ten
years would not elapse before the actual
settlers would have paid the Government
back, in the shape of revenue, almost the
value of the lands. I will illustrate hbw
that is in one instance, and that will be
quite sufficient. Fvery family that set-
tles on a lot of land will consume $100
worth of goods per annum, and, conse-
quently, will pay to the revenue of this
country thirty per cent. at least. There-
fore, after the lapse of ten years, that
family would have paid into the treasury
of this country alnmost as much as the
land is worth - more than the land is
worth to the Governiment to-day, and
nearly as much as the land will be worth
in five or ten years to come. By carry-
ing out that settlement day after day the
country would be filled with population,
and every settler would help to diminish
the burden. After all, what is the whole
amount of what we are undertaking i Are
we undertaking sixty cents per head of the
population of the Dominion in the shape
of taxation i We are not. Assuining
the present population at over 4,000,000,
we are not undertaking to tax ourselves
and the future generation more than fifty
cents a bead. Is there a man in the Do-
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minion who loves his country, and wishes
to eee it prosperous, that will not say we
are able to undertake that i la there
anything that we should feel doubtful
aboutî Has not the country developed
more in the last ten years through the
efforts of enterprising men than it
ever did for thirty or forty years before;
is it not becoming visible to every
far-seeing man that this great North-
West must before many years be a little
world of itself, and will it not be a
pleasure to us who have seats here,
when we reflect that we are among those
who venture to undertake such a work
as the construction of a highway from
ocean to ocean, and to carry out the
pledges that were made at the com-
mencement of this union! I say that as
long as I have a voice in this country,
no matter what amount of money may
be involved by it, I shall always be in
favor of maintaining every pledge that
we have made since the union of the
Provinces. All that we want is intelli-
gence and courage to carry out this great
undertaking. I am going to support
this Bill, and I entertain the hope that
before many years we will be able to
travel by rail to British Colutmbia
through our own territory.

At six o'clock the Speaker left the
chair.

AFTER RECESS.

Hon. Mi. KAULBACH - I very
reluctantly rise to address the House on
this occasion, feeling that this great
question of imperial and national-im-
portance hs been so thoroughly discuss-
ed by able men in Parliament and out of
Parliament and in the public press that
it is almost impossible to present .any
new phasa of the subject, especially after
the exhaustive speeches of the leaders on
both sides of the fHouse. But, feeling
as I do the importance of our duties and
obligations, feeling as I do the necess.ity
that our national and treaty obligations
must be faithfully adhered to -especially
our obligations to the smaller provinces--
it is my duty to offer a few remarks on
the question before us. I may remark,
in the first place, that this is not a new
subject in the Senate. It is not a matter
to which we are about to pledge the
country for the first time ; it is a scheme
to which Parliament has been pledged,
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to which all governments and aR parties
have been pledged, and to which the
Dominion has been pledged for ten
years. It is substantially and in good
faith to carry ont the principal condition,
the unqualified condition %pon which
British Columbia entered the Union -
the building of the Canadian Pacifi
Railway through British territory from
the Pacifie ocean to connect with the
railway systems in E'astern Canada. We
all know, and it is aliost useless to re-
peat the history of our obligations. We
know well that as far back as 1870 Brit-
ish Columbia made it one of the princi-
pal conditions upon which she would
corne into the Union, and stated plainly
that any union which would not have
that condition attached to it and faithful-
ly carried out, would only be a union on
paper and not a union in fact. We find
that on that condition British Columbia
entered the Confederation, and England,
considering the uniting and welding
together all these British provinces from
ocean to ocean an imperial matter, did all
that could possibly be expected of her to
aid in effecting and concluding the negoti-
ation. She became a party to it. On the
faith of this arrangement, England ad-
vanced to this country £2,500,000-
sterling to aid us in the fulfilment of our
obligations and in the construction of
this railway. My hon. friend the leader
of the Government has referred to the
pledges, not of one political party, but of
all political parties and of each succes-
sive Government, pledged in every way
that public men can be pledged. Let us
look to the resolution declaring the,
manner in which this railway should be
built. It was introduced in Parliament
by Sir George Cartier in 18', and the
conditions emoodied therein were -

e That the railway referred to in the Address
to Her Majesty concerning the agreement
made with British Columbia, and adopted by
this House, on Baturday, 1st April, should be
constructed and worked by private enterprise.
and not by the Dominion Government; and
that the public aid to be given to secure the
undertaking should consist of such liberal
grants of land and such subsidy In money,
or other aid, not unduly pressing on the
industry and resources of the Dominion, as
the Parliament of Canada shall hereafter de-
termine.?

To which was added the words " nor in-
crease the rate of taxation." And it.
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was subsequently added, that the rond
should, with the aids mentioned in the
resolutions, be huilt by a company, and
not otherwise. Those resolutions were
adopted in the House of Commons, not
as a party principle, not as a party
measure, or by a party vote, but by the
vote and with the approval of both sides
of the House. It was fully and clearly
resolved that the road should not only
be constr.icted by a company, but it
should be worked by a company, and- not
otherwise. These terms and conditions
on which the railway was to be built
were endorsed by Parliament and con-
firmed by the people at the polls, and I
have failed to see fron that day to the
present that there has been any
change of principle, any change of
public opinion, any resolution in Par-
liament, or any positively determined
arrangement 'by which the railway
should be constructed in any other way,
notwithstanding that the late Govern-
ment took powers to construct it, or to
partially construct it, and to utilize the
water stretches, which they afterwards
abandaned. Three Parliaments have
endorsed and sustained that policy
of construction by a company, acknow-
ledging that the railway must be built,
and as being necessary for the perpetua-
tion of the Confederacy and the mainte-
nance of British connection. We further
find that upon the faith and in pursuance
of that resolution of 1871, the Govern-
nient of that day entered into a
contract with Sir Hugh Allai and
his associates who formed a Syndicate
for the construction, maintenance, operat-
ing and working of the Panific Railway
by means of a Government bonus of fifty
millions of acres of lands and $30,00u,
000 in money. That contract was not
disapproved of by either political party
in or out of Parliament; it was not
made a question at the polls whether
that contract should be entered into or
not, and I believe hon. gentlemen will
agree with me that the country generally
approved of the contract made and deplor-
ed the defeat of that scheme. It was con-
sidered at the time - especially by the
Opposition press - that sufficient induce-
ments were not affnrded in the contract
entered into with the Allan Company to
ensure the carrying out of the work ;
that the grqnts of land and money were
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not sufficient aids-the amoints were too
small; they were not equal to the carry-
ing out of such a gigantie undertaking.
The hon. the Minister of Agriculture of
the late Government said here, in 1876,
that in that scheme the Government did
not give sufficient inducements. We all
know that history records the defeat of
that contract. Upon the defeat of that.
scheme another government rode into
power, after, I believe, and it is generally
believed, that party had done all they
could to defeat the contract entered into
with the approval of all parties in Par-
liament. After the late Grovernment
came into power we find British Colum-
bia dissatisfied that nothing has been
done to carry out the conditions of ther
Union, and I will hereafter show directly
from the speech of my hon. friend the-
leader of the Opposition in this House,
in May 1879, that their Government,
when they came into power in 1873, did
not look favorably on the carrying out of'
the bargain with British Columbia. We-
find that after wasting consider·able time
without any definite purposé, they entered
into communication with the Govern-
ment of British Columbia, through Mr..
Edgar, in February 1874, and that the
British Columbians declined to recognize
his authority to make any arrangement
with them. The Government of Canada
then made certain offiers ; they were not.
only willing to carry on the construction
of the Pacifie Railway upon the terms
and conditions agreed on by their prede-
cessors, but made extraordinary and ex-
travagant offers far beyond the obliga-
tions entered into by the Dominion.
They woul d agree with British Columbia,
not only to build the whole railway in,
f ourteen years, the previous limit of ten
years having been abandoneß, but also to
construct the Esquimalt & Nanaimo
Branch at a cost of at least three to five
millions of dollars, and which they said
themselves they were not bound to build,
and which was not part of the Pacific
Rtailway at all. They also offered toe
build a telegraph line and waggon road,,
and spend not lees than two millions of
dollars yearly in British Columbia on
the Pacifie Railway construction. The
whole matter was referred to Lord Car-
narvon, whose arbitrament was accepted.
and ratified by Order in Council. To-
that bargain they pledged themselves,.
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and I consider that they were committed
to it, and ought, by every means in their
power, to have endeavored to carry it
out. They cannot say that at that time
they were entirely ignorant of the char-
acter and condition of the country. Brit-
ish Columbia had then been four years
in the Confederation, and it ill becomes
the Opposition now to set up the plea
that the obligations entered into by their
predecessors were too onerous to be car-
ried out. They not only took upon
themselves heavier obligations, but over-
stepped the condition that the taxation
of the people should not be increased,
and that the road should be constructed
according as the resources of the country
would permit. We have been told over
and over again in this House and in
another place that the late Government
did not increase the taxation by the futile.
attempts to construct the Pacific Rail-
way. But we have proof in the Aet of
1874 that they did increase the taxation
by three millions of dollars in one year
and raised the 15 per cent. tariff that
then existed tò 17J per cent., and they
cannot, therefore, say that they were en-
deavoring to carry on the construction of
this railway within the term's which were
originally agreed upon. It ill becomes
them now to say that they prefer a rail-
way ditferent from wht was intended to
be constructed-an all rail route through
British territory to connect the Pacific
Ocean with the railways in the eastern
part of the Dominion. They ought not
at this late day to talk of cheapness and
economy, when cheapness and economy
have to be secured by the sacrifice of thle
honor and good faith of this country. I
contend that the *honor and integrity of
the Dominion are of far more value than
dollars and ceipts in a matter of this im-
,portance. I wish to refer the House to
some remarks made by my hon. friend
the leader of the Opposition in this
flouse about twenty months ago. le
then declared that the country was in-
capable of building the road ; that the
lands were of no value ; that they could
form no fund for the building of this
railway; that we were not bound by our
obligations ; that the railway in British

-Columbia would cost $40,000,000, and
would be no use when it was built, and
that the people would have to be taxed a
amillion of dollars a year to operate it
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after it was built. Tt is somewhat re-
markable that the lion. gentleman, after
making that speech twenty months ago,
should now tell us that the whole condi-
tion of the country is changed since that
time, and that the lands of the North-
West have assumed a new value. I ask
him in what way? le says we know
something more about the country. I
ask him again if there has been such a
change as to justify bis utterances to-day
as a member of this House, a member of
the late Government, and the leader of
bis party in this House ? l his speech
on the Supply Bill twenty months ago,
the hon. gentleman said:-

iWhen the Reform Government took office
in 1873 they were net lavorable te the project,
but, in obedience to public opinion, they took
up as much of the scheme as they considered
was desirable in the public interest."

In the same speech he said :

" Whatever views or opinions we might
have had in 1873, up te 1875, as to the capa-
city et this country te construct the Pacifie
Railway, I tbink the delusion has been dis-
pelled from the minds of all those who have
given the subject a tliought." " The cost of
the railway in British Cdlumbia, I do not
hesitate te say, will exceed $40,000,000. I do
net say how much it will exceed it, but it
will be above that amtunt, and when built it
will cest a million a year to keep it up. Now,
in all sober thought, it is for the people of
this country te ask themselves ' Are we equal
te such an undertaking ? Is this country in
a position te stand the drain of that enormous
expenditure in addition to the heavy outlay
which we must incur to reach the eastern
slopes of the Rocky Mountains?' "dThe late
Government had endeavored over and over
again te induce a company to undertake the
construction of the road on the subsidy plan
of lands and money combined; bAt all their
efforts failed. The events of the last five
years bave opened the eyes of the capitaliste in
Europe to the fact that there Is no money in
railways on this continent. The loss of hun-
dreds of millions of dollars in railways in the
United States and this country has convinced
bondholders and stockholders of that fact.
Therefore, feeling tbat the original idea cf
building the railway by aids of ]and and
monev will in all probabiulty have to be
abandoned, I had boped that the Govern-
ment, in their strength and with their accu-
mulated wisdom that we bave all learned in
the past nine years, would have seen their
way to bave postponed the construction of
the railway in British Columbia, where it
would be of comparatively little service to the
people, except whilst the money waà being
spent in its construction, and very littie use
to this country for a quarter of a century at
least."
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I ask, hon. gentlemen, could inconsisten-
cy go any farther! Last year we were
told the railway, if built by the Govern-
ment, would ruin the country by the
côst of running it. Now, the same hon.
gentleman, the leader of the Opposition
here, tells us that it will be a. profitable
work, and that Government should
retain the right to build it. Less than a
year ago the Opposition leader in the
other branch of the Legislature pictured
our lands in the North-West as a desert
- a worthless wilderness - and the eye
of the emigrant was directed to Texas and
Arkansas, anywhere in the United States
where, the Opposition proclaimed to the
world, danadians were flocking.
I would like to ask my hon.
friend, the leader of the Opposition
in this House, what bas so suddenly
changed his opinion I He is a gentle-
man for whom we nust have great re-
spect ; lie is a man of great intelligence,
and we iust wonder all the more at this
sudden change of his opinions and prin-
ciples, and he has a right to give some
explanation of it. In 1873 we find the
party to which he belongs saying that
the lands of the North-West were of no
value ; in 1877, that they were of little
value, in 1879, that they are utterly use-
lessas a fund for a railway, and nbw in
1881, of a sudden he tells us that the
lands are extremely valuable -that they
are of inexhaustable wealth, worth over
$3 an acre. I cannot see that they are
now of more value than a year
ago, for the whole value depends upon
their being opened up by railways.
Without a railway they are worthless -

worse than worthless, because they will
be forever a tax upon us to sustain and
govern the savage tribes of Indians that
rove over them and make them their
home. Circumstances have acted in
most ecceitric ways since the last elec-
tion. The change to Opposition benches,
if it has not altered the minds, bas corn-
pletoly changed the speeches and actions
of Opposition members, who now say,
" Let the Government build the rail-
way and pay for it out of the taxes
put on the people." The Government
say " No : " Parliament and the country
have declared that it should be built and
owned by a company, and be as far as
posible paid for out of the lands in thE
North-West - and the revenue derived
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from the settlement of that country.
This policy is the only safe one, and
under it the road will be speedily and
effectually built, and that, we are as-
sured, will be done without in-
creasing our debt or the tax-
ation of the country. And with its
construction our wealth must incroase.
The country has had sufficient experience
of the waste and expense of building
railways by the Government. For five
years the late GovErnment tinkered at it,
with what result, is known to the pub-
lie in the millions of dollars of the taxes
of the people wasted and squandered.
We have only to revert to Fort Frances
Lck, the steel rail blunder, the Neebing
Hotel and Georgian Bay Branch Rail-
way, and ask ourselves will we give any
chance for thp revival or perpetuation of
such recklessness I We want the rail-
way built and operated mainly by private
capital, and not by increasel taxation of
the country, and it is a matter of sin-
cerest satisfaction that we escape from a
work of such magnitude involving the
heaviest responsibilities, and to which
this country bas been committed, and that
we are relieved from that undefined,
enormous, incalcuable responsibility of
working and operating the railway by
the Government. We all know thab our
Intercolonial Railway, passing through a
rich populous and productive country, con-
necting all the towns, villages and cities
% Montreal, Quebec, St. Johns and Hali-
fax), has been ru for five years upon an
annual average loss of nearly two millions
of dollars. Then look at the Pacific
Railway. It extends from Lake Nipis-
sing, round Lake Superior, and west over
the Rocky Mountains; and say, hon.
gentleman, do you think it would be
wise - could the country afford to run
that railway I But the country now
sees and says that there is a change -
there is vigor in the present Govern-
ment - that they are not like the last
Government, who had not the proper
estimate of their own capability or the
resources of the country. The late Gov-
erniment was composed of men who were
ready for any whim or expedient in rail-
way policy - men who would catch at
any device that would aflord thein an
excuse to delay the construction of this,
great national work. They had no faith in
themselves, they had no faith in the-
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railway, and they had no faith in the
future of the country of which they were
the representatives and leaders. Since
1878 have any great changes occurred,
1as anything happened 1 Nothing that
should cause those hon. gentlemen to
-change their opinions, or change from
one side of the House to the other. Yes,
there is a change in the hearts and hdpes
of the people of the country. They have
faith in the Government, and their re-
presentatives. There bas been, however.
nothing done to add to the value of our
prairie lands, which I claim are now
valueless, and without a railway will
remain so. Is it not true, is it not a
fact that my hon. friend the leader of
the Opposition told us, not later than
last session, in this House, that the
eountry was becoming more depressed.
that the mass of the people were not as
well off as they were bèfore the introduc-
tion of the National Policy - that the
country was becoming depopulated, and
that the people were running over the
border into the United States 1 We
were told that the purchasing power

.of the Dominion was less, and that the
mass of the people were ground down for
the benefit of a few monopolists. Yet
the Opposition have the assurmnce to-day
to tell this House that the whole condi-
tion of the country has suddenly
changed - that the vast desert of the
West is fertile land, and that this work
is of so much importance, and there is
so much money in the contract-that the
land is of so much value, that we are act-
ing recklessly with our great domain
and selfishly squandering the resourcAs
of the country in handing them over to
a company to build this railway. With
all the eloquence and persuasive powers
at his command, he bas merely convinced
the House that everything he has said is
based upon fallacious arguments, and that
he cannot possibly be sincere in the oppo-
sition which he bas now assumed. With
his insincerity as to the Esquimalt and
Nanaimo Bill, we find -- as referred to by
my bon. friend froi Ashcroft - that the
hon. leader of the Opposition in a very
impotent manner, introduced that Bill
in this 1-ouse. We know that at that
time the celebrated Aurora speech was
made, which no doubt terrified some
Ministers, if it did not influene or deflect
the poliy of the Goveratient, and
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although pledged to build the Esquimault
and Nanaimo railway - a pledge that
was endorsed by Lord Dufferin in 1876,
who in the most emphatic terme vouched
for the sincerity of his Government in
his address to the citizens at Government
House in Victoria - they were not
honest in doing it. Yet the present
leader of the Opposition in this House,
after having brought that measure down
as a Government measure, but manifest-
ing but little zeal or desire to carry it,
and after having it deféated in this House
by the votes of two of his own most
consistent and ardent supporters,
tells the louse to-day, that he
approved of the conduct of the Senate
on that occasion, although we had the
party press at that time denouncing the
Senate for having thrown out the Bill.
Yet the country knew that we had done
right, as we always believe we do. After
all this, we cannot be surprised at the
present course of the leader of the Oppo-
sition in placing a fictitious value upon
the lands, which, only a few months ago,
he declared to be worthless as a factor
in the construction of this railway.

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER - We took
your own valuation.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH - My hon.
friend says they take our valuation. On
that point I may remark that when the
land was valued at $3 an acre as a factor
in the construction of this railway, it was
applied only to lands along the railway
after it would be constructed, and not
as the value of the land at pre-
sent. We find the leader of the Oppo-
sition quoting largely for the basis on
which they now act, the utterances of
gentlemen now on the Treasury Benches.
I refer particularly to the speech of my
hon. friend from Prince Edward Island
last ovening. But the hon. gentleman
seems to have gone back on his record in
this matter. He was among the mont
strenuous in advocating the claims of
British Columbia in this House. He
contended that all the obligations that
the honor of the country had imposed on
us should be carried out inviolate. He
considered this aailway not only as a
matter of national, but Imperial, in-
terest, and these were his words in 1876,
in moving an aitiendment to the resolu-
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tion of my hon. friend from Amherst - 1
that we were bound to construct this
railway, as it was a matter of not only
national, but Imperial importance, and we
were bound to carry ont our solemn ob
ligations. What were these obligations ?
Not that the Government should build
the railway, but that it should be built,
.equipped, operated, and carried out by a
company from the Pacifie seaboard
te the railways existing in Canada. We
now find him uniting with his leader in
-ehanging his views, and instead of look-
ing upon the project as a matter of
national and Imperial importance - the
construction of an all-rail route through
British territory - he is now willing, at
least, to have it indefinitely postponed, if
not abandoned, and to make our conrec-
tion with the railway system of the
United States. He told me yesterday,
in reply to an interruption which I made
<turing his speech to a remark of his -
made in a jocular manner - that he had
a right to change hie mind, no matter
what his leader did, and that a wise inan
could change bis mind.

Hon. Mr.HAYTH ORNE - The hon.
gentleman is somewhat misrepresenting
what I stated. I stated explictly in the
commencement of my remarks, address-
ing myself to the gentleman who spoke
preceding me that it was not to be sup-
posed because I was opposed to this Bill,
that I was opposed to the iembers from
British Columbia obtaining full recog-
nition of all their claims in this matter.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH - The hon.
gentleman declared frequently 'in this

ouse that the construction of the Pacific
Railway as an all rail road through
British territory was a matter of national
and Imperial importance, and that the
railway should be bult as rapidly as the
resources of the country would permit.
If the hon. gentleman doubte my state-
ment of the position he took on this mat-
ter, I will refer him to his speech of
1876 in this House, which I hold in my
hand, and will read if he, or anyone, de-
sires it. Instead of now looking at it
as a matter of national and Imperial im-
portance, h9 is willing te postpone the
through route for an indefinite time, ]et
the steel rails and work done in British
Jolnmbia rust and decay, and that, at
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allow our fertile lands that are destined
to be the homes of our people and of
millions of immigrants from Europe to
become the feeder of the United States
railways.

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE - The
hon. gentleman is not representing my
speech fairly. I stated nothing of the
kind. My views.are not opposed to the
building of the railway across the conti-
nent to the Pacifie Ocean, but they are
opposed to the present scheme, which is
a very different thing.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH - I say
that all my hon. friend's argumente tend
in the direction I have stated, and, fur-
ther, hie objection to the present scheme
is that the road is to be built aud worked
by a company, although the faith of the
country is pledged to have it constructed
in that way. And his party leaders de-
elared last session that the Government
could not build it. I will tell my
hon. friend that he told us in hie speech
yesterday of the good policy and wisdom
of never admitting wrong. But he knows
as well as I do that this country feels,
and the Lower Provinces especially feel
that we are bound by eNery
tie of fidelity and honor to con-
struct this railway in the way to which
we are pledged, and this pledge we will
redeem. If the faith of the country is
broken with British Columbia, it will
not be by Nova Scotia, for we feel that
if faith is broken with one of the Prov-
inces, it may lead to the disintegration
of the Confederation, and there will be
very little hope then for the future of
this country. The Government felt that
they were bound by all the obligations
that can bind public men to carry out
this wcrk, but they feared it was of such
magnitude that the resources of the
country were not eqial to it, and they
were glad and the country rejoiced when
they fonnd a company in whom this
country and the money markets every-
where have confidence, who were able,
willing and prepttred to relieve the Gov-
ernment aud country of their obligation.
This company will build the railway,
and what is of more importance they will
operate it, and if we believe the utter-
ances of the hon. gentleman opposite the
lands nf the North-West will be of suf-
ficient value to relieve us of every dollar
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of debt which may be iucurred by carry-
ing out this great work· fraught with
blessings innumerable to us and Great
Britain. Our obligation to British Col-
unibia will be carried out with-
out sacrificing the credit of the
country. We say to the contractors
"l Hee are your lands and your money !
You muet build and work the road and
settle your lands at * your own expense
and risk, and if you derive from the
road moi e than ten per cent. on the
money you actua!ly expend, down go the
rates of freight." It never was in-
tended - and it will not remain in
doubt - that the capital expended should
mean the work done, or under construc-
tion, by the Government, or the sub-
sidies in land or money. The late Gov-
ernment agreed, or took powers, to give
and pay the whole costs agreed on over
and above the $ 10,000 a mile, by cash,
in twenty-five annual instalments, and
in addition, at the Government expense,
to sell two-thirds of the land and hand
the Company over the proceeds. The
leader of the Opposition does not ques-
tion now the standard of the road - and
-we are safe as to that from the letter of
the Syndicate, which says it muet come
up to the Union Pacific, ad completed, in-
spected and handed over in 1873 : and as
to freedom of materials from duty, the
Government have proposed to give a
measure of concession to the iron indus-
tries, and this relieves even the Opposi-
tion from comnplaining that the National
or Protection Policy - which they,
however, seek to repeal - has be-Dn vio-
lated. We paid only £300,000 for the
North-West, to reclaim it from the mono-
poly of the Hudson's Bay Company, and
to colonize it, and we have good prospects
for believing that it will in time pay
all the costa of the Pacific Railway
Thus, I think, hon. gentlemen will agree
with me we are not imposing greater
burdens on the taxpayers, and our lands
will be opened ni) for settlement. I do
not think that any gentleman in the
Opposition cari say that the old Govern-
ment ever seriously intended to build
this railway as a Government measure.
We are told we are handing over the
lands of the North-West to a huge mono-
poly, but I do not see how any monopoly
of land can be passible, be-
cause we have by approximation an
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area of about 200,000,000 of¯ acres,
out of which we are giving
25,000,000 acres, or the eighth, part only
in alternate 640 acre blocks. The
monopoly is with the Government ; the
Government lands muet control the
price. They cannot hold up their landa
for speculation, becanse they mhust sell
them to raise the money with which to,
build the railway. If they do hold them
up, we have the benefit of the lands until
they are selected and occupied, and the
moment they are occupied they become
taxable. With reference to this mono-
poly of lands by a railway company, in
support ot my argumont that the Syn-
dicate cannot have nonopoly, I would
direct the attention of the, Senate to the
debate in the House of Commons on the.
16th day of April last, particularly to
the remarks of the leader of the Opposi-
tion, which argument is as good now aîs
then in estimating the money value of
our prairie lands as a factor, the money
to b" realized out of them in the build-
ing of the railway. Mr. Blake said:--

" Another circumstance which vitiates this,
estimate is, that settlers rill not buy railway
lands as long as free grants are obtainable.
I speak in the large. Of course there will be-
instances in which a settler will buy railway
lands ; and the capitalist who wants more
than 320 acres will, doubtless, buy rai!way
lands adjoining his free grant. But, speaking
generally, you will find that settiers will not
purchase railway lands so long as free granix
are obtainable.. There is a good reason why
they should not. They get 160 acres free, and
the remainder on more favorable terme than
the purchaser of railway lands, and, therefore,
there will be, in these earlier years, fewer
settlers on railway lands than the hon. gentle-
man calculates."

These remarks, as I iaid, were made iii
April last by the leader of the Opposi-
tion. He tells us that these lands are
worthless as a basis for a fund with,
which to construct the railway. He tells
us there can be no monopoly of those,
lands because free grants will be given
away hy the Government for years to.
come, which will render the lands of the
Company useless as a source of revenue
to the Company; and that they wilJ have
to give their lands awgy also for years
to cone if they desire to bring in immi-
gration. It is inconceivable to me- how
these opinions can be so suddenly
changed, for last year these lands were
of no value, and if instead of giving, as.
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the late Government offered and under-
took to give, over 50,000,000 of acres,
we are in all giving only half that amount,
how are we to interfere with the. settle-
ment of the country I It is evident that
the Company must look to their lands,
and depend largely upon them for the
success of the railway. They must have
settlement in order to make the road of
any value. Notwithstanding this grant
to the Railway Company free grants will
continue, and I cannot imagine how hon-
gentlemen can come to this Hlouse and
talk about this land as being shut up by
the company, who will be as much inter-
ested as the Government in having their
lands settled upon 4s rapidly as possible
The line will cost $8,000,000 a ynar to
run it, and the company pledge them-
selves, and give security to run it for ten
years. It is essential to the operating of
the road that the Syndicate must either
people their own lands or ours. It is
reasonable that they will first look to the
peopling of their own lands; either way
it will be an incalculable benefit to the
Dominion, and the sooner we dispose of
all the lands the better, not only for this
country, but for our Mother Country,
now looking to us for supplies, not only
of bread, of cattle, and of the products of
the farm and dairy, but also to provide
free farina and homes for lier surplus
population. Until 3,000,000 of people
settle in that -country the road cannot
pay. Are we to suppose, thon, that the
Syndicate will hoard up their lands aud
hold them in an unproductive satnte
They are bound to run this railway after
they have built it, and must have freight.
They are not only assuming the construc-
tion of this road, but they are also
relieving the Government of the great
expense of emigration agencies and help-
ing in settling that vast country. They
will people that territory more effectually
than any Government could. The Gov-
ernment are bringing to their aid men of
large experience and financial ability -
mlen who enjoy the - confidence of the
financial world in all those countries to
Which we look for immigrants. That
alone will give assurances to the
eaigrating masses of the prosperity
which they may enjoy in the Dominion,and thus we may expect to secure a larger
influx of population than the Govern-
meleht could hope to get by any measures
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that they could possibly adopt. The
mere equipment and working of that
railway is to my mind, a huge under-
taking to any company. I hope, and I
am sure we all desire that the Syndicate
will be successful, and have a fair profit
from their investment. The Govern-
ment can have no object in desiring their
failure, but on the contrary, are deeply
interested in strengthening their hands
in speedily carrying out this great work,
and rendering it profitable to themselves
and the country. If this Company
should fail, I do not know, and would be
afraid to think, what might be the result
of it to Canada. The leader of the Op-
position in this House complained yesttr-
day about the great advantages given to
this Company, but lie did not say we were
going to give them more than the road
should cost. He says it will be an ad-
vantage to the Company to give them i
per cent. on their money, but he does not
say, and cannot say, that we lose any-
thing by it, and he does not say that we
would not have to pay as much to any
other capitalists. If we defeat the Bill
before us, public confidence in 'Govern-
ment and Parliament will be lost, and
we would probably fail to get other capi-
talists to contract for this work. The
minor differences as to the details in the
scheme and Bill before us are sunk inthe
general approval and congratulations
upon the probability of the near accom-
plislment of the work to which both
parties and the country are so thoroughly
committed, which obligation the Opposi-
tion never did dispute; nor had they the
courage, when in power, to sav the coun,
try was unequal to the task. It wa%
only when the present Government took
uj ,the matter vigorously that the Oppo-
sition began to cry out that the task was
too great. The railway must be built,
or our national existence and connection
with England will be menaced. It la
only necessary to revert to our Red
River troubles, or to the Trent difficulty,
to show our real position when not a
pound of bonded goods were allowed to
pass into this country through the United
States. Shortly afterwards the Intercol-
onial Railway was built. President
Grant sLid that the surest and Most ef-
fectuai means of annexing Canada was to
stop the passage of bonded goods through
American territory. This railway com.
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pleted, we wili be free from those
difliculties and restrictions. We have
good ca"se now to rejoice at the pros-
pects before us, that the Government
have found a company, and are enabled
to assist the Company, without adding
one cent to the taxation or obligations of
the country. The Dcminion is now en-
tering upon an era of prosperity. The
era of de6eits, inaugurated by the late
Government, has ended since the close
of their administration. They rolled up
a balance of trade against the Dominion
of $1b0,000,000, and deficits amounting
to some eight or ten millions ; now the
balance of trade is in our favor and we
are able to meet all our annually recur-
ring obligations. More than that, we
have the assurance of the Government, as
I have already stated, that by this ar-
rangement with the Syndicate, we can
have our road constructed withoit adding
a dollar to the taxes of this country. If
ever there was a time when the Govern-
muent, which is in honor bound to build
this railway, should undertake the work,
it is iow. Under the National Policy
every branch of industry is pi-ospering;
the tide has turned in onr favor.
That policy, which is thus improving
our condition and developing our
resources, contributes to the induce-
mènts which we offer to emigrants from
the old world to make their homes in the
Dominion: By providing them with
labor, by limiting the taxation of the
country and by offering thom fertile lands
for their homes, we may expect a large
influx of population. Now, we know
that the profits of this railway must

'largely depend, not only upon the num-
ber, but upon the class of immigrants
who may settle amongst us. We know
how valuable the emigration from Europe
has been to the United States. Foreign
capital and foreign labor and railways
have settled that country from ocean to
ocean, developed its great manufacturing
interests in the east, and the productive-
ness of the lands of the west. By that
same policv which we are now adopting
- a policy which we know has proved
so successful in the neighboring country
- we may hope for similar results in
the Dominion. In the United States,
they value every adult immigrant at
$1,000. In the North-West we have
room for 500,000 such adult settlers with
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their families. Multiply that by 1,000
and add the average amount of money
each man brings, and we ean have some
idea of the wealth the Syndicate will
give us, what the railway will do, and
what the settlement of that country will
be to the Dominion in production and
revenue. We have now reached a posi-
tion when we see ourselves free from the
entanglements of the past - when we
have got rid of our white elephant - and
we should congratulate tl e Government of
the day whose wise policy has brought
about such a desirable result, and enables
us to meet and fulfil all our obligations.
But we are told that we should build
the Sault St. Marie JRailway, andi I am
rerninded by my friend beside me
(Mr. Hope) that I was a convert to that
project. I am still in favor of that road,
and believe that it will yet be built, as it
should be, as a commercial enterprise, and
the Government cannot desire to obstruet
that Railway. This Sault project is not
a new one ; we heard of it iii 1873, when
Sir Hugh Allan advocated it. And, in
this connection, I cannot refrain fron
looking at a seat directly opposite me
and expressing e regret that'its occupant
of two years ago is not here now - he
who had done so mnchn to achieve confed-
eration and maintain our nationality, and
British connection and treaty obligations.
He has passed away and his mantle has
been rolled up. He was 'a patriot and
contended for the fulfilment of our oh-
ligations as a member of the British
Empire. What did that honorable and
honored gentleman, through his organ,
the Toronto Globe, say in 1873? I do
not think that my hon. friends who are
opposed to the Government willrepudiate
the then utterances of the Globe on
the Sault St. Marie Railway connection.
In 1873 that organ of their party said:-

"The line through British territory may be
carried through from strictly commercial con-
siderations, but must be, if British authority is
to be maintained on this continent, and our
new Dominion made practically as well as in
theory a great fact. Apart from all other
considerations, the very fact that the line under
consideration is through American territory
would be a fatal objection to its being made
the grand trunk line for the Conadian North-
West. Thoge who had the command of it would
in a few years command the country.* All the
intercourse, both social and commercial, of the
people of the North-West would be. directly
with and through a foreign people, and what
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xnight at any moment becom*e a hostile
country.,

We see that the organ of the Oppoition
then opposed the Sault St. Marie route
as an anti-national work and deinanded
that the,* road should be built entirely
through Canajdian territory. That was
the position of the Globe and its party as
far back as 1873. Then ve have the
Globe of November last saying: -

Hon. Mr. UELLETIER - He said,
thie other day, that lie advocated it ten
years ago.

Hon. Mr. KA UL BACH - I did not
hear bim say so, an'd 1 can find no record
uf bis advocacy.

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER - Can you
find anything to the contrary.

Railwpay Bill. 227Facific

e: a eu uperor se on sL cean aV"j
,political necessity, but not required till the Hon. Mr. KAUJLBACH - If he was
prairie line bas been completed and connected in favor of that scheme, it was his duty,
with Thunder Bay. • • By the time the long ago as a member of the late Gov-line to the Rocky Mountains bas been com- . . .
,pleted it will be wise to push on the road ernment, to brmg it before his party and
around Lake Superior, because before it can be before the public. It was his duty to
built at a fair rate of çpeed, a large traffo will lead bis party in every public measure
await its opening." that lie conceived was for the good of bis
Thus we see that up to a few nonths ago, country, instead of talking about water
the persistent advocacy of the Oppositioi stretches and wasting the public money
organ of the road north of Lake Superior in bqying ranishackle hotels, constructing
in preference to theSault Ste. Marie line. useless locks, and wasting millions in un-
The Syndicate is to complete the work to necessary works that never will be used.
the Rocky Mountains in three years, and If he approved of that scheme why did
if, as the Globe says, a large traffic will | he never bring it beforethe public, when
await its opening up round Lake Supe. b bis Government were laboring or en-
rior, it would be folly not to build that deavoring to make the public believe they
eastern section as fast as possible We were laboring to carry out the terms of
advocated the Sault route four years ago, Union with British Columbia, and to
because we did not then see our way clear give us access to our fertile lands in the
to the early eonstruction of the Lake Su- North-West I In the absence of any
perior section. But the' Opposition would record of his advocacy of that route, I
abandon the Lake Superior section now must believe that he has changed his
that the Government lias found a Syndi- opinion, and the House can judge the
cate to build it, and their policy is to cut cause of that change. As I have said, I.
off both ends of the line, build the prairie approve of the Sault line, although
or central section and connect it with the I do not believe it would take a pound
United States lines. And the offer of of freight from our North-West when our
ithe second Syndicate is- notoriously in ôwn railway is constructed. I believe
accordance with that policy and in the te Syndicat. itself, in its owu interest,
interest of the Opposition. They evi- will construct that road; they own the
dently hope by this ofler to bring that St. Paul and Manitoba Railway. Prom
party back into power. They know well Callendar station westward for 70 miles
that the present Government would nôt the Canadian Pacifie Railway wôuld b.
go back on their commct with the first uhed, and it is Vo their interest ,o c0m,ý

Syndicate. The construction of our Pa- plete the extension about 200 miles
cific Railway tends to increase the chances farther to the Sault, in order to get
of the Sault construction, and we are not freight from the North-Western States
going back on our previous policy. We for their road. I believe it will give
still approve of a line to the Sault- but us a large portion of the trade of
by no means to let it delay the opening the, North-Western States. It will
of the route north of Lake Superior. shorten the otte from the American
Two years ago I was a supporter of the North-West to the seaboard sonie 300
Sault line, but my hon. friend the leader miles, and be nearer Great Britain by
of the Opposition in this Honse is a new some 600 miles.; and if the Government
convert to that scheme. As a leader of should think it expedient to aid that line
Public opinion, lie never advocated that by a subsidy I think it wonld be in the
boute, interests of this country. But it will
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not serve for our national highway. If
the line on our side were constructed to
the Sault at this moment there would be
saome five hundred miles of road on the
other side in the United States ·to be
built before there could be through con-
nection. Even with the through line built
we could not regulate the tolls. The
greater part of it would be in a foreign
country and beyond our jurisdiction.
We must have an all-rail route through
our own country if we wish to maintain
our position as a part of the British
Empire. That position could not be
maintained if we had to depend upon a
line through a foreign country for access
to our western provinces. I have al-
ready referred to what occurred the time
of the Trent difficulty, when we were,
as a matter of course, prevented from
transporting troops and arms through
the United States, and the stoppag2 of
the Red River expedition at the Sault
some years ago, and I have reminded you
of President Grant's remarks that all the
'United States had to do to force us into
annexation was to deprive us of the
privilege of 'carrying goods in bond
through their country. Should we then
depend upon our neighbors for all time
for means of access to our western pro-
vinces i If we were to build the Sault
line, as the Opposition contend we
should, and subsidize it with the best
lands in the North-West, which we re-
quire to subsidize our own national road,
we would find ourselves without a
national Lhighway, and with the best
means of constructing one (the lands)
gone. The offer of the second
Syndicate can hardly be said to be before
us seriously at all. It was got up for a
particular purpose - to enable the Op-
position to say that better offers could
be had than the one we are now asked to
adopt, and that, therefore, we should
hesitate before committing ourselves to
the Syndicate. I sav if we heaitate we
are lost. If the Government should be
unable to keep faith with the contrac-
tors, it will be a long time beforè we
shall have another opportunity to
build this road. But, after all, what
dees this second Syndicate offer to do l
Merely, as I said, to take the choice of
our lands, to build the prairie section
and to abandon the British Columbia
and eastern sections. We are asked to

Hon. Mr. Kaulback.

give them the eheice of the fertile lands
of the North West, and after that what
would we have to complete our national
highway 1 Nothing. It becomes now a,
question of American or British policy
- whether we shall fulfil our obliga-
tions and maintain our position as a part
of the British Empire or become
incorporated at least commercially
and socially with the United States. To
my mind it savors of nothing else
but that and obstruction. How any
number of men who. never thought o it
before could sit down and in a few days
make an estimate for such an enormous
work - its construction, maintenance
and operation for all time to come - I
cannot conceive. Hon. gentlemen, you
must ask yourselves this question. la it
a bona fide offer to build the entire line,
or is it made to embarrasa the Govern-
ment 1 This railway construction has
been before the country for a long time.
The late Government endeavored to build
the road by a company, and offered
double the quantity of lands, and they
offered other greater inducements than
this Bill contains and spent thousands
of dollars in advertizing for tenders in
America and Europe, but failed to . get
anyone to undertake it. After the
change of Govern ment no ofFer wa made,
although the leader of the Government
announced bis intention of consulting
capitalists: not even when the Premier
and his colleagues returned froin Eng-
land and it was known that they were
negotiatiating with a company. There
was even then ample time for the second
Syndicate. Nothing was done until the
result of those negotiations was announ-
ced to Parliament, the contract exe-
cuted the means provided and the
Government were pledged and bound in
honor to use all their influence to have
the contract sanctioned by Parliament,
Now we are asked to reject this agrep
ment, cancel the contract, and, in effect,
to restore the late Administration to.
power in order that they may get the.
best lands and build the prairie section
only, the cost of which the Opposition
estimate at $8,110 per mile, through
another company subsidized to the,
extent of $37,333 per mile. The
second Syndicate will incur no risk.
If they ever did their work it would be
under the Government of their friends,
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who are committed to the American route
and would relieve them from the
responsility and risk which the Rocky
Mountain and Lake Superior sections
entail. It is the abandonment of the
all-Canadian route, and to enable the new
Syndicate to amass a fortune out of such
an easy, cheap and profitable work, as
the prairie section for which they would
get the choice of the best lands of the
country, get a cash subsidy of $7,333 a
mile and 10,000 acres of land per mile-
all thaf for what? A road which the
hon. gentlemen opposite say will only
cost $8,110 per mile, and which would
become a source of great profit in the
running and operating of it through such
a fertile and productive country. It
must not be lost sight of that the second
Syndicate could get every acre of their
land bonus for the prairie section work
along the main line of the road they
would build. This is the best offer the
Opposition now can get. And the late
Government, the gentlemen now in Op-
position, taking the land at the value of
only one dollar . an acre offered
$26,887,500 more to build the entire
line, than the present Government will
now get it constructed for, and yet after
years of waiting and six months adver-
tising for contractors at the expense of
$10,000 they failed to obtain any offer.
And what is more important, the fate
Government did not undertake to bind
the parties to any agreement either to run,
operate or maintain the road if it was
built. The Opposition must think that
the country lacks common sense, and tha
it has no sense of honor when they
would, in effect, propose to go back to
such a course of reckless extravagance.
I do not believe the Opposition have
strengthened themselves in Parliament
or in the country by making this factious
offer. If for a moment the people were
in doubt as to what was to be done,
their good sense hua returned and they
endorse the policy of the Government.
The- offer of the Opposition is
puerile ; there is no strength in it.
The object is solely to hand over
the government of the country to them.
They would not build the British Col.
umbia section, notwithstanding their
enormous expenditures and their ship-
ment of rails to that country where they
lie to this day rusting away. They ask
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us to abandon, or as the leader of the
Opposition puts it, " postpone indefi-
niIely" the eastern section. Neither
this House nor the country will eùdose
that. I know this House will approve
of the policy of the Government .and
support this Bill with a miajority not
equalled - on any other public measure
that has ever come before us. I believe
that this Government is leading us on
to a prosperous future, and that we can
now redeem alil our obligations and
connect these provinces not merely by a
sentimental tie, but by a band that will
make us a united people, and enable us
to realize a future which will re-
dound to the credit of the Gov-
ernment who inaugurated the scheme.

The proposal now before Parliament
is as follows:
Existing road with contracts com-

pleted ........ .......... $28,o00,000
Cash subsidy ................. 25,000,000
25,000,000 acres of land at $2 ... 50,000,000

$103,000,000

And if the lands are estimated at $1 an
acre, the cost weuld be only $78,000,000 ;
besides which the present company will
build the branch railways without any
additional subsidy. In fact outside they
present obligations of the country -

with the present contracts completed -
the country will give in cash only the
$25,000,000 and the entire road will be
constructed fron the Pacific Ocean to tbe
eastern terminus through Canadian ter-
ritory to Lake Nipissing, to which the
government of this country is pledged,
where it will connect with the railways
already constructed, through every part
of Canada, and thus connecting by a con-
tinuous line of railway through the
whole of this vast Dominion, from Hali-
fax on the Atlantic to the Pacifie Ocean.
Let us compare this Syndicate offer with
former proposals accepted by Parliament
and the ountry and thus see its advan-
tage. In 1879, Parliament gave the
government the control of 100,000,000
of acres of the best land in the North-
West for the purpose of constructing the
railway, which at $2 an acre, would be
$200,000,000. In 1874 by the , Mac.
kenzie Act, Parliament gave the late
government for the construction of the
railway 50,940,000 acres of -land which
at $2 an acre would be $111 ,880,000 ;
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also ,a cash subsidy of $10,000 a mile,
$29,770,OOQ, and a government guar-
antee of $7,500 a mile at 4' per cent.
$20,977,500 ; total, $162,627,500. In
1872 Parliament voted 54,500,000
acres of ]and at$2 an acre, $109,000,000,
and a cash subsidy of $30,000,000 ;
total, $139,000,000, and the country
sustained that policy, the Opposition
at that time claiming that the appro-
priation was inadequate to the con-
struction of this great railway from
Lake Nipissing to the Pacific Ocean.
It muet be further remembered that
by the Mackenzie Act of 1874,
provision was muade for- subsidies
to branch lines by bonuses of
6,400 acres of land per mile, and the
estimated quantity of land thus required
for branch subsidies was then estimated
at 12,000,000 acres, which, at $2 per
acre, would be $24,000,000, which, added
to the estimated $162,627,500 voted for
by the late Liberal Government, would
be $186,627,500 to build the entire Pa-
cifie Railway. We inust bear in mind
that , the present contractors are to ob
tain no subsidy for building branches.
Therefore. valuing the lands at $2 an acre
under the several appropriations provid-
ing subsidies of land and money to build
this great national highway, let us see
how great are the gdvantages and sav-
ings to the Dominion, simply in a money
point of view, if we accept the offer and
confirm the contract made by the
Government with the Syndicate.
The present Syndicate offer would
be $36,000,000 les than the
Allan contract of 1872 ; $83,627,500
less than the Liberal Government pro-
vided in 1874, including branch sub-
sidies; and $97,000,000 les than the
proposal unanimously voted by Parlia-
ment in 1879, when 100,000,000 acres of
land were offered for the purpose of
building the railway. If the lands are
valued at a dollar per acre, which I be-
lieve is the most correct standard of
value on which to realize the money*for
the railway, then the Allan contract of
1873 would be $84,700,000; the Mac-
kenzie offer of 1874, $104,887,500, and
the present Government contract,
$18,000,000. Viewing each of these
three schemes as hon. gentlemen may,
this House and the country muet see, as
every impartial mind muet see, that the
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Government bargain is the best, and that
under it the road will be built without
increasing the taxation of the country.
If the lands are now estimated at a
higher value than $3 an acre, just in
proportion to that increased value does
the present contract become more favor-
able to, the country than any previous
arrangements or proposals offered and
made by Parliament. Let us now see
what the opponents of the Government
contract offer Thev would only bind
themselves definitly to construct the cen-
tral or prairie section of the railway, 950
miles in length, for which they ask in
cash $12,000,000, and in lands, placing
them at $2 an acre (which is a less esti-
mate, considefing that the same could be
obtained in the prairie section along the
line of railway), $31,550,000 - equal
to $43,550,000 ; and it will be.
rqmembered that the leader of the Oppo-
sition and others now estimate at from
$3 to $5 an acre all this fertile land the
best the Government own. These lands,
with $12,000,000 in cash, we are asked
to give to a company - simply
and in effect to enable them to cut off
all hopes of our national railway ever
being built - to cut off the British Col-
umbian and eastern sections of the rail-
way, hopelessly, and give the heart of
oui valuable prairie country, that from
which we expect to build and pay for the
whole line, that part on which we build
our hopes of future greatness-I say we
are asked to give up that vast country,
at least commercially. to the United
States. And we are not only asked to
do that, but, as I have said, in addition
to that spoliation we are asked to give in
value to a company a bonus of
$43,5.;0,CO0 to destroy all our national
hopes, to take from us the power to
redeem our pledged faith with British
Columbia - in truth, to break up this
great confederacy of ours, the union on
which we pride ourselves as the work of
the greatest satesmen on both sides of
politics, to create which party feeling
and cries were hushed ten years ago, and
all parties united, and the country en-
dorsed their action to bind us together,
commercially as well as politically, by an
iron band of union from the Atlantic to
the Pacific, from ocean to ocean.

Hon. Mr. HOPE - In making a few
remarka on the question now before the
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House, I will take the opportunity of re-
ferring to the inception of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, in order to understand
our present position. The late Govern-
ment found the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way in chaos. Nothing had been done
towards its construction when they came
into power, in 1873, and after making
survevs on the different routes, the line
from Thunder Bay to Red River was
adopted as the commencement of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, and I think
that the experience which we have
gained, enablea us to form an opinion of
the course which dictated the policy pur-
sued by the late Government. It was a
policy which will be generally approved
of. In fact, I consider it one of the most
statesmanlike measures of the late Ad-
ministration. It was the great gate -
the great entrance into the prairie section
of the North-West, and without it, all
the other roads constructed in the
interior would amount to nothing. We
required to get an outlet for the prairie
section, and an inlet to throw a popula-
tion into that vast country. I think the
policy of the late Administration highly
commendable in that respect ; and even
though sneered at by sonie hon. members
of this House, I believe the Georgian
Bay Bzanch was a route that was inti-
mately connected with the prosperity of
the eastern portion of the Dominion, the
Ottawa Valley especially, and with the
development of the railway system in the
Province of Quebee. The Georgian Bay
Branch was just an extension of the
Canada Central from the terminus south-
east of Lake Nipissing, and running
to the mouth of French River, where
a harbor was to be established for the
transhipment of the grain coming from
the West. Hon. gentlemen may ask,
what expectation was there that we
would only have traffie of that kind î I
may point to the traffic of other railways
terminating on the Georgian Bay. Take
the Northern Railroad for instance, it
carries a very large traffic of that kind
during the summer se4on. There is a
line of steamers running from Colling-
Wood, to Chicago and other lak4e ports in
the United States. Grain from the
West is transhipped at Collingwood, and
thence by rail to Toronto, and thence
transhipped to Ogdensburg, and the
trame is yearly increasing. There is
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nothing improbable or out of the
way in expecting a large traffic
by way of the Georgian Bay Branch.
I think the proposed building of the
Georgian Bay Branch was a ieasure
which reflected great credit on the saga-
city of the late Government, who
attempted to construct that road. I have
no hesitation in saying so, and I ask
hon. gentlemen to look at the traffic which
is now carried in that direction.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - Without, it.

Hon. Mr. HOPE - It is carried now
without it ; but with the construction
of this branch other lines of steamers
would spring into existenc.e. Where
does the grain go to that is now carried
over the Northern Railway i It goes
to the New England States, and not only
is grain carried in that way, but a large
number of passengers adopt that route in
travelling to the North-Western States.
Last season the boats were filled with
passengers and traffic, and I see nothing
to prevent similar results from the con-
struction of the Georgian Bay branch.
If hon. gentlemen had been conversant
with the facts of the case, they would
have given more credit to the late Gov-
ernment for what it did in that respect
than they seem willing to do. With
regard to that portion of the Pacific Rail-
way from Thunder Bay to Red River, it
may be useful to refer to the views
expressed by one of the niembers of the
present .Cabinet during the session of
1879. The hon. Speaker of this louse,
who is a member of the Cabinet, is
reported to have said on the 22nd
April :-

g It is well known that my own views bave
always been opposed to the building of the
ine from Lake Superior to Red River on

account of its great cost and littlu use. I • *
The hon. Senator from Halifax (Mr. Power)
did not exaggerate the cost of building a rai.l
road along the north shore of Lake Superior.

' We have no right to suppose that it
can be consiructed for less than the line
between Lake Superior and Red River, and at
that rate it would cost $30,Q00,000. Now I
ask, hon. gentlemen, iit i possible that the
Parliament of this, country, at the present
time, would entertain a propçoition to enter
upon an expenditure which would amount to
that sum before any portion of the road would
be of servioe to this country ? • • * My
own opinion always was that we should be
content to use the American lines until our
prairie country was well settled and the coun-
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try north of Lake Superior properly explored
and surveyed, to discover the best line and its
cost, to ascertain whether it woulM be within
,the means of the country -"

The hon. Senator from Amherst acqui-
esed in all that was said by the hon. gen-
tleman, and stated that he had always
been opposed to the construction of the.
railway from Thunder Bay to Red River
Now, I consider that railway the key of
the whole position. Without it it
would be useless to talk of the, construc.
tion of the Canadian PacificRailway. You
must enter the North-West through our
own territory. I have always advocated
that policy. No Government should
take the responsibility of settling the in-
terior of the Dominion without, at some
period or other of the year, having access
to that country ; and although some hon.
gentlemen wish to confine us to the
American railways, I have always con-
sidered such a policy exceedingly impru-
dent and short-sighted. The settlers
destined for our Noi-th-West would be
liable to be induced to remain in the
United States. Now, who are those
gentlemen who are nembers of the
Syndicate 1 They belong to Minnesota,
and are identified with the American
lines of railways, and, as has been very
properly said, if traffic should ever
find its way over those lines, it will be
difficult to divert it into other channels.
When we remember the fact that this
,Company is about to construct an air-
lino from St. Paul to Chicago, I think it
will be admitted there will be very little
traffic on our railways so far as they are
concerned ; and it is a very serious blun-
der to put the construction of our
national highway into the hands of a
foreign Syndicate. They could not be
more hostile to our interests than
thev will be. They are, no
doubt, respectable gentlemen, but their
interests are chiefly in the United
States and will continue to be se. They
expect to divide $25,000,000 among five
persons through- their St. Paul's Rail-
%-ay. This they may or may not suc-
ceed in doing. Certainly, if they can
get rates of freight such as they at pre-
sent charge the poor settlers in the
North-West, they · will, undoubtedly,
make a large ameunt of money. They
have a complete and close monopoly in
the way of access to that territory. The
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present Government, in the session of
1879, came down with a great flourish
of trumpets and told us that they were
going to appeal to the Imperial Govern-
ment for assistance in prosecuting this
enterprise, because it was a great Impe-
perial work. I confess I was somewhat
taken aback at the announcement. I
loeked on with wonder and awe at this
great scheme of Imperial assistance and
immigration that was to be put in
operation for the benefit of this country.
But a change came over the spirit of
.their dreams, and in 1880, the Govern-
ment said they would construct the road
as a Government work, and complete the
Thunder Bay' section as fast as possible.
The middle section of the Lake Superior
and Red River Railway were not under
contract, although I believe the late
Government had requested tenders for
their construction before resigning office.
The view that the present Government
took of this matter in 1880 - of build-
ing the road as a Government work -
was, I think, a correct one, and I was
glad when I learned that they were con-
structing the lino across the prairies,
though regretting the deflection from the
route recommended by their own en-
giieer. The southern route was adopted
I supposp, on the suggestion of land job-
bers. We now come to the contract
with the Syndicate. The preamble reads
thus :-

"And whereas, the Parliament of Canada
bas repeatedly declared a preference for the
construction and operation of such railway by
means of an incorporated company aided by
grants of money and land, rather than by the
Government, and certain statutes have been
passed to enable that course to be followed,
etc."

Now, it is extraordinary that such a
statement should be made after the an-
noucement of the Government of last
session that this road was to be a Govern-
ment work. The subsidy to be given to
this ;company is $25,000,000 in .cash,
and 25,000,000 acres of land, and
they also get the right of way free.
The second Syndicate offers to build
the road for $22,000,000 in money and
22,000,000 acres of land - a difference
of $12,540,000 in favor of the second
offer - and yet this Senate is asked to
vote for this Bill and throw away so
large a sum of money as $12,540,000.
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Hon. Mr. KAULBACH - The se-
cond Syndicate never intended to build
it.

Hon. Mr. HOPE - They deposited
$1,400,000 in the banks to the eredit of
the Governient as a guarantee of their
good faith. They are men of wealth and
ability, and equal in every respect to the
members of the first Syndicate. The
second Syndicate possesses a knowledge
of railway construction not possesed by
the first Syndicate. I do not know an
individual in Canada better qualified
than some of these gentlemen are who
made the second offer, for such work. I
know one of them personally ; he has
been practically engaged in building
railroads, and I do not know anyone who
is his equal in that respect. Besides
offering to construct the road for
812,540,000 less than the offer of the
first Syndicate, they do not ask for any
monopoly and their proposition contains
none of those objectionable features which
appear in the contract now before this
House. One hon. gentleman in discuss-
ing'this matter, said that the second offer
was "1 inopportune;" I dare say it did
embarrass the Government a little, as it
put them in a very mortifying and humi-
lating position. But Parliament is not
bound to sanction their agreement; the
Government only promised to do their best
to get Parliament to ratify it. They may
have thought tbis was the best off er they
could obtain, but since then a better one
has been presented. Yet some hon. gen-
tlemen who have on other occasions shown
a laudable anxiety to save a few cents in
some contracts, are now ready to throw
away $1.,540,000. But this contract is
open to more serious objections than the
loss of money it involves; I allude to the
franchises which it confers. They have
the power of importing, free of duty, all
the materials used in the construction of
the railway and telegraph lines. That is
a great concession, and one which
I think the Government are culpa-
ble in giving to any contractors.
They also get the power to construct
branh lines and the right of way and
land for station grounds are given as a
free grant - privileges which the second
Syndicate do not ask. Then, for twenty
Years no other company can build a
line running within fifteen miles of the
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American frontier.- la that a m3nopoly
which this House should sanction i Will
they leave the people of the North-West
at the mercy of railway capitalists I I
would trust no man and no set of men
with such a monopoly. I should like to
see such restrictions put upon this Syndi-
cate, that they should not be permitted
to fleece the public. When I saw this
proposition I could scarcely believe it
possible that the House would sanction
it. I thought it one of the most mon-
strous propositions ever submitted to the
Parliament of a free people. But some
hon. gentlemen seem to ignore this mono-
poly altogether. They do not appear to
think it necessary even to protest against
suîch an extraordinary concession.
I think that hon. gentlemen may regret,
when they come to sec the effEct of it on
the country, that they had sanctioned
such a measure as this. Then, again,
the Canadian Pacific Railway and its
capital stock are to be free fron taxation
forever. That is a very wide phrase,
the words " for ever " - there is to be no
taxation of their railway and its plant
"-for ever." The people of Ontario look
to see that every man's property should
contribute to the public or municipal
revenues of the country ; but the pro-
perty of this company is to be exempt
for all time from Municipal, Provincial,
or Dominion taxation, and that is a
monopoly that the second Syndicate did
not ask for. In fact, all these monopolies
would have been swept away if the Gov-
ernment had had the courage to accept
the second offer. instead of clinging to
the first one. Then the lands are to
be free from taxes, until sold or
occupied, for twenty years. In Ontario
nothing contributed so much to the rebel-
lion of 1837 as the aggravating way in
which lands were held by absentees who
paid only the nominal taxes upon absen-
tee lands. The settlers had to make roads
and other improvements which increased
the value of absentee lands free from the
incidence of that taxation, which lands,
in the occupation of the actual settler, had
to pay. The result was an amount of
dissatisfaction and annoyance that con-
tributed in a great measure to the feel-
ing that brought about the rebellion of
1837. 'And yet this Parliament, if it
passes this measure, will expect those
people who are about to settle in the
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North-West to he satisfied with thia ex,
traordinary exemption. Allusion has
been made to the Canada Company. I
remember well when they bought their
land, and when the price of it to actual
settlers was $3 per acre. That Company
is now selling its land as high as $18
or $20 per acre. It was a monopoly
of a most objectionable description, and
they made the best of it. Some
say it is better to get rid of that land in
the North-West as fast as possible, and
agree in this, if given at a reasonable
price to actual settlers. We do not re,
quire many emigration agents. When
it becomes known in England that there
are large tracts of fertile land in the
North-West to be settled, and that we
have a systeni of internal communica-
tion froin Montreal to the North-West,
and that land can be bought for from
three to five dollars per acre, the country
will soon be filled with settlers. But
some honorable gentlemen say, " Get rid
of the lands;" 1 say " No," except to
actual settlers, as we want no huge mon-
opolies in the North-West. The Gov-
ernment has never practically lost any..
thing by settlers. I have known settlers
who had not paid the Government for
twenty years and yet paid the purchase
money, in the long run, with interest.
Representatives of theGovernment would
say, " So long as these men improve
their land let them alone; they will
pay in the long run." These pioneery
are the best means of settling the country,
but I would not trust those railway
people te do it. Then, they talk about
the wealth of the Syndicate. They may
be wealthy men, but they intend to have
an act of incorporation and their indi-
vidual liability then ceases. They may
be gentlemen, riding in their carriages,
and the Company may be bankrupt.
Now I come to the Act. It calls for
$25,000,000 of capital, with $5,000,000
subscribed. There is another peculiarity
about that capital. " Paid up shares "
appears to be an extraordinary way of
organizing a company. It does not say
paid up with money, but " paid up." It
seeu to me a most extraordinary power
to be asked for : whether it is to reward
faithful partizans, or what may be the
object, it is impossible to say. It mnay be
used to enable thein to rope in capitalists
to assist them, .but there does not seem
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much occasion for taking up stock, be--
cause, froin all we see, the Syndicate will
require very little money indeed. The
Government furnish the money and the
land ; the Government are to pay for the
building of the road, and then they hand
it over to the Syndicate to keep for ever,
which appears to be a most extraordinary
step on the part of the Government.
There is another part of this Syndicate
arrangement that I should like to make
some remarks on, that is, the line imie-
diately to the west of Winnipeg, of one
hundred miles. One would have thought
that, if the Government had made a
present of one hundred miles to the
Syndicate, the Syndicate would have
been satisfied, but that was not done.
The Government say to the Syndicate,
"You must pay $1,300,000," or about that,
the cost of the one hundred miles, that
includes those five station buildings that
are about to be built in Winnipeg. Then
the Government, after charging them
$1,300,000, say "We will allow you
$10,000 per mile for the building of the
road," that ineans $1,000,000 in cash.
Then they get 1,250,000 acres of land,
worth, at .$3 per acre, the sum of
$3,750,000, or in all $4,750,C00, which
the Syndicate get from the Government
for accepting a road for which the Gov-
ernment nominally charges thema the
moderate sum of $1,300,000, the net
profit to the Syndicate in that case being
$3,450,000. I can easily see how the
Syndicate will utilise those subsidies so
as to get on without raising much, if
any, money. It is one of the most
magniticent speculations for the Syndi-
cate, and one of the worst operatidns for
the Government I ever heard of, and yet
the Goveinment gravely asks this louse
to sanction such an objectionable transac-
tion. I say such a contract should net
be sanctioned by Parliement. A great
deal may be said about this contract, but
I thought I would mention a few
of its more prominent features
to which I object, and in doing so I
desire to say I will vote against the
measure now before the House, and will
support the amendment of the ex-Secre-
tary of State.

lon. Mr. MACDONALD - I do
not expect to import any fresh element
into this discussion, nevertheless I con-
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sider it ry duty to say, a few words
before this debate closes. The policy of
demolition pursued by the Opposition is
a very easy one; it is much more easy to
pull down, criticize and flnd fault - a
different thing altogether from originat-
ing and constructing. The opponents of
the scheme attach far too little impor-
tance to the enormous work about to be
undertaken by the Syndicate, and too
much importance to the money and land
they are to receive. The one so far ont-
weighs the other that no just comparison
can be arrived at. The construction of
2,000 miles of railway to connect the
east and west, and operating such a line
forever, together with the arduous and
expensive labor of colonizing the North-
West, thereby creating an ever iricreas-
ing source of wealth and revenue, and
enhancing the value of the public domain,
as well as giving employment to thou-
sands of idle hands, is an undertaking of
serious magnitude, te which the country
and the Government cannot give too
much consideration. Why, a company
taking in hand a work of this nature,
should be placed in as favorable a position
as the Government, as far freedom from
taxation and customs duty is con-
cerned. If nothing else were done
by the Syndicat3 than the found-
ing of a colory, if not a nation,
snrely the cost from £10,000,000 te
£15,000,000 sterling cannot be counted
alonside of the advantages to be derived.
I confess that I was much surprised
when I heard of the comiparatively small
quantity of land given to the
Syndicate, knowing the quantities offered
to the Allan Company, and utder
the Mackenzie Railway Act of 187-4
I confess, also, to being much disappoint-
ed that the Syndicate contract did not
contain two very important points,
which it should, from our standpoint,
have embraced. The first is, that con-
struction 'on the Western or British Col-
umbia end should proeeed simultaneously
with the work on the eastern end.
There is no provision to compel the Syn-
dicate to do any work in the Province
until they reach it froma the east, and
when the work is nearly completed. This
will be a serious loss and disappointment
to our merchants and farmers, who will
lot derive those benefits te which they
are justly entitled. The other omission
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is that which ielates to that portion of
the railway fror Nanaimo to Esquimalt.
It will be well known to the members of
the Government, and to many hon. gen-
tlemen in this House, that there is a
good deal of righteous agitation on this
subject. I an not going to repeat thé
conditions of the Carnar von award ; they
are well known to hon. gentleman, and
have been freely quoted for many years-
on both sides of Parliament, and in no
instance has their ·binding force been,
questioned. From the acts and actions
of different governments we have every
right on our side to expect that this
work shail be undertaken without delay.
Lord Dufferin, in his great speech at
Victoria, with a personal knowledge of
·the position and requirements of the
Province, said: " That no arrangement
would be complete which would not do
equal justice to both the geographical
divisions of the province." The hon.
gentleman from Prince Edward Island
has stated the case of British Columbia
and urged the due fulfilment of Domin-
ion obligations, for which he has the
thanks of Colurmbians. I do not intend
going back now to the original terms
with British Columbia. Fortunately for
us, and fortunately for the country, the
gentlemen who brought us into Confed-
eration are now in power, and we feel
they are the friends of the province,
and that they realize the necessity of
giving us our rights. * The time bas
none bye when we have to come
he-e, year after year to press upon Par-
liament the necessity of keeping faith
with British Columbia. A commence-
ment was made in that direction last
year, and now we can see before us a
prospect of an early consummation of
that great scieme. It only requires the
comnpletion of that small extreme western
link to satisfy the whole Province and
place the terminus of this great railway
in the most commanding position. I
will allude to this subject further on. In
dealing with this great question, and in
ariving at a sound conclusion as to the
advantages 'or disadvantages of the con-
tract, it will be necessary for us to do so
by comparison, which is the most un-
erring judge we can find-by comparing
what was done and offered in former
years under different administrations
with the contract embodied in the Bill
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before us. The hon. gentleman from
Ottawa (Mr. Scott) objects to conpari-
sons as a mode of j udging the case, but
if we are not to judge by codmparison,
how are we to estimate it l' la it to be
done entirely by hypothetical and fancy
prices 1 The hon. leader of the Opposi-
tion objects to comparisons, although lie
hiniself uses comparisons, and in doing
so has to compare the comprehensive
measures cf the Conservative Govein-
ment of 1872 with the comprehensive
measure of- the same Government in
1881, having no such bold, comprehen-
sive and national scheme to refer to as
the work of the Liberal Government of
which he was a niember. I propose to
draw a few brief comparisons. The hon.
gentleman opposite (Mr. Reesor) in his
remarks drew most glowing pictures of
the profits to be made in building the
Pacifie Railway, but his valuation is en-
tirely hypothetical, and unless he judges
this scheme by comparison with previous
offers and data lie cannot make any com-
parison at al. The comparison of the
Union Pacific with the Canada Pacific
Railway is entirely fallacious. The
Union Pacifie runs through a country
with a population of 40,000,000, that
has been settled for mnany years, and be-
tween it and our road there can be no
comparison. Our road is in embryo,
whilst the other is fed by 80,000 miles
of railways radiating from at least a
hundred large ciGies in the East.
The Conservative Administration, which
first gave shape to the scheme for connect-
ing the Atlantic with the Pacifie by one
continuous line of railway, placed on the
Statute book an Act wherein it is clearly
laid down that the Canadian Pacific Rail
way was to be oonstructed and worked
by a company, and not by the Govern-
ment, and acting on that predicate a
company was incorporated with whom a
contract was made to carry out this great
work. That company, however, through
hostility at home and misrepresentation
abroad, failed in securing the necessary
capital in the English money market,
and I am glad to hear that
the hon. gentleman from Ottawa
realizes, even at this late day,
-ihiat thousands of persons in the country
realized many years ago, the loss sus-
tained by the Allan contract not going
into operation, and with the experience
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of eight years in railway matters, I think
the conclusion will be come, to that mil-
lions would have been saved, continuous
immigration secured, and the general
trade and prosperity of the country
greatly advanced, had that contract gone
on. In 1873 the Liberal party came into
office, and during its five years of
administration, no efforts were made
similar to those made in 1879 and 1880
by the present Government, for letting
one contract for the whole of the Pacific
Railway. It is true that an Act was
passed in 1874 authorizing the Govern-
ment to give subeidies iu money and land
for the building of the railway, which
was entirely barren of good results. It
is true that money was borrowed in
England ostensibly to build the railway
and keep faith with British Columbia,
not a dollar of which was spent, excepting
a little on surveys in that Province.* It
is true that in the North-West small
sections of road were placed under con-
tract and some work was done as
Government work -in connection with
which there was much jobbery.
It is also true that promises were made
to British Columbia under the Carnarvon
terms, which were never fulfilled, and
not only that, but the hon. gentleman
from Ottawa now glories in, and shows
outwardly - what he must have felt in-
wardly at the time - his pleasure at the
defeat of the Esquimalt and Nanaimo
Railway Bill. Such political shuffling
and double-dealing is not calculated to
raise our public men in public estimation.
While on this subject, with the per-
mission of hon. gentlemen, 1 will make a
alight digression, but it is not my inten-
tention to hamper this most important
discussion with the consideration of the
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway. I
will not lower my own intelligence by
imagining an impossibility-tht seventy
miles of a railway, involving an outlay of
$2,500,000 is to be undertaken on the
simple motion of any member. I know
when this question, which is of vital im-
portance to us on Vancouver Island,
comes before this House that it must bel
as a Government measure, supported
by the Government and know-
ing that, I regret the more, the
mistaken zeal of a representative in an-
other place, who in his haste to gain a lit-
tle popularity lias been guilty of a piece
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of unpardonable imprudence in forcing a and the country raised from the slough
division on an amendment to the Syndi- 1f despond into which it had fallen. Then
cate Bill, to which no amendment would we find them the saine year grasping
be accepted by the Government. I did this Railway question with a firn hand,
intend making a separate motion on the and on the close of the frst session after
question, but owing to the action in an- coming into office we find members of
other place I will not do so. The ques- the Government proceeding ta England
tion of the Esquimalt and Nanaimo with the hope of securine Imperial aid
Railway, although shelved for the pre- and interesting European capitaliste in
sent, ii not dead, and I have full faith this great national scheme. Âlthough
in the Government giving full considera- they did not succeed that year, as they
tion to the subject at as early a day as deserved ta do, yet they were the means
possible, and securing to that portion of of bringing the country into very promi-
the Province, that to which it is entitled. nent notice- so much so that tho
I was going to state what the Liberal Premier of the British Empire, became a
Government had done. Among other medium through which its vast resouroes
things, tenders' were invited for the were made known - nothing daunted
construction of the Yale-Savona branch, by a partial failure, we find hem in
but before the contracts wore let - it is England again in 1880 in communication
doubtful if they ever would have been with capitaliste i large commercial
let-the Government went out of office. centres of the world, and their perse.
The late Premier last session, then leader verance and energies have been erowned
of the Opposition, stated in another place with success. A Syndicate was foi med,
that although he had called for tenders a contract agreed upon subject ta the
they did not consider themselves approval of Parliament, in ail its de
bound to go on with the work. There tails. Although it is impossible not ta
would be little use in niy applying strong use the same figures given us by other
languaga to such a cruel and deceptive hon. gentlemen, yet if 1 ga over the
course towards a young province ; it same . ground as others in making a few
carries its own condemnation with it. comparisons, 1 dare say the Iouse will
In fact during the last Administration bear with me. I will first take the
nothing great or bold was undertaken in statement of the hon. gentleman frora
connection with this great work. They Ottawa, based on the figures of the
pursued a line of their own, aud under- Engineer-in-Chief, Mr. Fleming, who,
took to build unnecessary and ill-con- places the cost of a cheap and infenior
ceived pieces of work as parts of an railway fron Nipissing ta the Pacitic at
abortive poliey of mixed communication $80,000,000 in round numbers with-
of land and water stretches. During out running expenses, and to show
this blundering era, from 1873 to 1878 the value attached to that esti-
the trade of the country went down mate, 1 will just read what the
growing smaller by degrees and late Minister cf Public Works (Mr.
beautifully less, and it was Mackenzie) aaid in another place lut
felt that a change must be made. year, in reply t the present Minister cf
The country had been eagerly watching Iailways. After estimating the differ-
such an unhappy and alarming condition eut sections, including the Canada Cen-
of things, and determined, at the lirst tuaI subsidy and the Pembina Branch,
opportunity, to make a change, and in ho arrives at a grand total cf
1878 it came, and with crushing force, 121,500,000, and says
scattering to the winds the Liberal Ad-
ministration, and once again placing its It will be observed that if we apply the
drooping energies and decaying indus- figures as 1 have applied them, that ia calcu-
tries in the hands f the present Conserv-u t f Red River as it

trie intheband ofthepresnt onsrv-occurred from Lake Superior ta Selkirk, that
ative Government. And what do we it would be impobsible ta obtulu the sane de-
find as the result of only six months in scription of road for a leu amount than 1 bave
office I A bold and vigorous National estinated. I am sure that I am within the
Policy brought into operation, to afford mark in stating those figures, and that it will

protctin taaurhaie inusties be impossible ta construct anything that cas
protection to our home industries and be calleda rallroad-notking else than a nere
give employment to our idle population, tramway - for the amont now given by the
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Hon. Minister of Raiways, as he ays, esti-
mated by'the Chief Engineer."
From Mr. Mackenzie's estimate of
,$121,500,000, I will deduct the cost of
the Pembina Branch, $1,500,000, and
the Canada Central subsidy $1,440,000,
-as not coming within the soope of
this discussion, which will leave
for the Catnadian Pacific proper
$118,560,000. This opinion was not
-come to years ago when less was known
of the country ; it was Mr. Mackenzie's
opinion last session. The figures of the
hon. gentleman froni Ottawa,$80,000,000
are less by ·$30,500,000 than Mr. Mac-
'kenzie's estimate. The Allan contract is
now admitted, on both sides of politics, to
have been the best ever made for the
country, and we find the Syndicate con-
tract $6,000,000 less than the most favor-
able contract ever made; $40,500,000
less than Mr. Mackenzie's estimate of
last year ; and if one-half of the sum
named by Mr. Fleming as the cost of
running and repairs-esay four millions
instead of eight millions for ton years-
is added to the saving of $6,000,000
between the Allan and Syndicate con-
tracts we find a saving of $46,000,000.
But if the same amount for working
expenses and repairs is added to the
amount that the Syndicate contract is less
than Mr. Mackenzie's estimate, we have
a saving of $80,500,000. When such a
saving can be shown from the
figure of hon. gentlemen, not my figures,
Jhow can they bring themselves to argue
.and to maintain that the present is a
ruinous bargain for the country. Against
this enormous saving which I have shown
will be effected, we can fairly deduct a
good round sum. for the immunities
granted the Syndicate. Taking the value
of the land as $25,000,000, and a tax of
ten per cent. on such valuation, we find
$250,000 per annum, or for ten years
$2,500,000, after which time we may
fairly suppose the land would be assessed
to other proprietors and occupants ; then
the value of the duty on materials used
by the Syndicate in construction is placed
at $100,000 - making the value of
those privileges in all $2,600,000, as
againet the enormous savings which I
have shown. There is another conces-
sion which is not so easily valued, that
is the real or imaginary monopoly in
.railway construction. As the road will

lion. Mr. Macdonald.

not be finished for ton years, the mon-.
opoly, if such it can be called, (which I
de not think it ean) is for ten years only.
The Act does not .prevent the building of
branch lines to the west aud south-west,
and it is not probable that any company
would dream within the next twenty
yeais of building a competing line. If
we had no land and no railways to the
south of us,- there might be some danger
of the Syndicate charging extortionate
tolls and high prices for land, but
that they cannot do; they must
act in every particular as liberally
as their rivals to the south of them do.
The land I really count for nothing un-
til colonized and settled, and that the
Syndicate in self-defence must do. They
have to bear the cost and expense of
managing the land as well as the trouble
and expense of getting immigrants from
Europe, and after getting them they have
to treat them as liberally and as gener-
ously as settlers are treated in the neigh-
boring States in order to keep them on
the land. I have no doubt that in many
cases they will have to transport building
and other materials for the immigrants
free of cost - they have to establish and
build up a colony which must be nursed
and fostered for some years as the source
from which the company hopes to derive
its future traffic and profits. A year
ago the leaders of the Opposition would
not hear of a higher valuation being
placed on the land of the North-West
than $1 per acre, and I think they were
correct, and I agree wi th them so far.
But these gentlemen have with
no more iuformation now than thon
very suddenly changed their minds, and
so soon as they see one-sixth of those
lands being placed in the hands of per-
qpna who will improve and colonize them
they- set an absurd value on them-three
times as much as they valued them at
last year. Now, we have facts before vs
in arriving at a fair valuation of wild
lands. In the .Province of Manitoba,
which is partly settled and having some
railway facilities, and much more acces-
sible to immigrants and speculators than
the North-West beyond, we find the
Government realizing 16 cents per acre
over expenses from their land sales in
that Province. The leader of the Oppo-
sition in 1879 stated in another place
" That it was absolutely inlispensable to
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induce settlers to go into the country
that we f urnish them with lande f ree of
charge. We must, therefore, make up
our minds if we are te settle that coun-
try, it will be done only at the expendi-
titre of a large amount of money to aid
settlers on going in and giving them land
free after they get in." This opinion co-
incides with mine now. That is what I
now say the Syndicate will have to do.
That is the burden taken off the Govern-
ment by the Syndicate. and in the face
of all these utterances they turn
round now .md +key speak of
the great value of those lands
which a year ago they considered value
less, and had to be given away free. Now
everythiug is painted in the brightest
colors. It is earnestly to be hoped that
the North-West will turn out to be of
as much value as hon. gentlemen say it
is. If so, the Government have land
-enough left to pay off the whole debt of
Canada and build the Pacifie Railway
as well. By this contract the country
will be reli eved of shoals of officials
forced on the Government through
political influence, and get rid also of all
jobbery and eoriuption in connection

vith small contracts, as well as exer-
cising a wholesome influence on the moral
tone of the country. I can well imagine
a party looking more to office than to
the welfare of the eountry being in terror
and making a desperate fight
when it sees by this contract
power and patronage passing be-
yond its grasp - perhaps for ever.
I do not intend givmg much time or ut-
tention to the so-called new Syndicate,
but would ask why did not those pat-
riotie gentlemen come forward during
the five years their friends were in office,
and offer t-> save the country ? Why did
they not say, " we will take this great
work off your hands, we will build the
Pacifie Railway, and colonize the Niorth-
West V" Why did those patriotic men not
tome forward when their friends could
have given them much larger grants of
money than they can now get ? The
reason is too transparent. i don't know
any of the gentlemen composing this
Company, but I have no doubt some of
them are good men, and I have no
doubt there are black sheep amongst
them, and they have each and all lent
their names to a political trick, and to

Jloh. Mtr. Mcdonald.

a concocted scheme to embarraes
the Government. The have not
done this of their own accord;
they have beei coached into it.
What doee this country want sl it to
remain in a state of stagnation 2 Is it to
leave its vast extent of territory lying
waste and unprotitable I Le it to drive
our people into a foreign country through
lack of occupation, and not affording
facilities for settlement and immigration I
Is it to perpetuate a short-sighted narrow-
minded policy ? Fortunately for the
country the majority of the people have
decided against such a condition of things.
The Government and the people decided
that the great North-West must be
opened up for settlement by railway com-
munication and not wait for forty years.
They have decided that as far as possible
the publie faith of the country should be
preserved by fulfilling existing obliga-
tions. , They have decided that the coun-
try must be progressive, with a national
railway, as well as a national commercial
policy of its own, not relying on, or sub-
servient te a foreigu country, and the
people begin to realize that they no
longer live on the border of a " great
lone land," but on the shores of a bbund-
less ocean of wealth, which we trust will,
before many years pass over our heads,
wave with golden corn and resound with
the hum of industry, and on whose
mighty bosom the Land Leaguer from
sweet Killarney may dwell in peace and
love with the Orangeman from Belfast.

Hort. Mr. McLELAN (London.
derry) moved the adjournment of the
debate.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 11.40 p.m.

THE SENATE,
Wednesday, Februaryi 9th, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at three

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE CATTLE TBADE.
AN INQUIRY.

lion. Dr. BROUSE rose to inquire
" Whether the attention of the Government

bas been called to the action of the Imperial
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Government in placing.such restrictions upon
Canadian cattle entering Briitish ports as will
greatly injure the cattle trade between Canada
and England."

le said : The reason for my giving
notice of this motion is contained in a
paragraph in one of the leading papers of
Montreal, in these words:-

" All of our city cattle dealers have received
communication from their agents in Liverpool,
London, Glasgow, and the other English and
Scotch cattle ports, informing them of an Order
from the Privy Council, placing all cattle under
quarantine, and ordering that all cattle arriving
from abroad should not be allowed to leave the
port at which they are landed, except as car-
cases; all live stock from Canada having to be
slaughtered within six days of landing. Several
prominent shippers, in conversation with a
Star reporter this morning, said that they
thought this would prove a death-blow to the
trade, as they knew from experience that it is
absolutely impossible to sell a large cargo of
cattle within six days of landing. Moreover,
they say the restriction will completely eut off
Canadian cattle from the inland markets, as
the meat could not be kept fiesh until it
reached the consumers in the inland counties.
For this reason, they think that no business
will be done but that of fulfilling orders from
across the Atlantic. As this in the past bas
been but the least possible fraction of the trade
ome idea may be obtained of the detrimental

effect the embargo will have on this important
trade. Some of the city dealers are in con-
siderable difficulty as to what they will do
with the large number of cattle they bave
been buying up this winter, ready to ship on
the opening of navigation in the spring. Our
firm alone has 6,000 head of cattle wintering
in the neighborhood of Kingston, Ontario,
waiting for the ice to leave the river."

A notice of this kind appearing in a
leading journal would cal 1 for some action,
and it is, 1 think, important that our
Governnient should be alive to this
question, because the export of live stock
from Canada has assumed very large
proportions. In 1876, I believe the first
venture was made, and some 500 head of
cattle were sent to England. That in-
creased in 1879 to 26,000 head, while in
1880, no less that 50,866 were sent to
England, with an aggregate value of
$4,150,000, Now, a statement like this
appearing in a leading newspaper would
certainly give some cause for inquiry,
but i helieve - and I have understood
since I gave this notice - that there is
some mistake with regard to this matter ;
and no such action has' been taken by
the English Government. I felt it my
duty to give the notice as soon as I pos-

Hon. Dr. Brouse.

sibly could after reading the paragraph
in the paper, calling the attention of the
Government to the fact, and I certainly
hope that whatever may take place in
the future, the Government will at all
times look to this great and increasing
branch of Canadian industry.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
The hon. gentleman has placed a very
just confidence in the Government, the
expression of which I am véery glad to
hear from him. The Government noticed
the report which was spread in the news-
papers, and to which my hon. friend's
attention bas also been called, and im-
mediately took action to ascertain author-
itatively whether there was any truth in
the runor or not ; they were informed
that no such Order in Council as was
indicated had been passed, nor is any
contemplated. The Government is keenly
alive to the importance of the matter,
and is desirous in this, as in all other
respects, to discharge its duty.

PACIFIC RAILWAY BILL.

DEBATE CONTINUED.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN resumed the,
debate on the Pacifie Railway Bill. He
said: It is an ill wind indeed that
blows no good. The weak little hur-
ricane that has been iaging round this
building -that bas been howling through.
public halls, as the moaning of vexed
spirits, ever since the opening of Parlia-
ment -- has not been an unrmixed eviL
It has brought a new experience, a new
sensation, pleasant indeed and the betLer
relished because of its great rarity. We
have positively had gentlemen - who
form and lead the Opposition in Parlia-
ment and in the country - lauding their
own country. We have actually had therm
praising our territory, its soil and the,
extent of our resources, and speak-
ing in glowing terms of the great
future that awaits this Dominion. They
have - like all new and sudden converts.
- gone a little beyond the line ; they
have been too glowing in their descrip.-
tions of the value of these possessions,
and of that great future; but it is inlin-
itely better that tbey should over-stepin
this line ;. it is a thousand times, better to
over color the picture a little than that
their speeches should form, as they have
in the past, the chief certificates to the
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value of the lands in Dacotah, Texas,
and Kansas, and their portraits be found
adorning the advertisements issued by
the railway companies seeking to dis-
pose of those lands. If I may use the
term applied by the ex-Secretary of State
to his own speech, we have had, also, in the
"feeble," dying murmur of the breeze, a
pleasant surprise. The lion. gentleman
was kind enough to say to us that, in the
year in which the Bill introduced and
advocateel by him for the construction of
the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway
was thrown out by this Senate, the Sen-
ate did right. The Senate itself congid-
ers that it always does right. The trouble
is that the hon. gentleman is always a
few years behind that right ; he places
himself in opposition to the majority of
the Sènate for the time being, but in the
course of two or three years conies to
admit that the •Senate was right. On
more than one occasion has this occurred.
What a pity lie could not overtake and
live up to the spirit of right which pre-
vails in this body ! Why, hon. gentle-
muen, when lie now asks you to throw out
this Bill, the experience of the past
is that, if you do niot now take his
advice, he will, in a few years, thank
vou for refusing his counsel of to-day.
in 1875 lie asked you to pass the Esqui-
ialt Bill; you threw it out, and yon
saved $200,000 a year at least to this
country. Now he says you did right on
that occasion. le asks you to-day to
throw out this Bill, and, as a logical
consequence, you should go in direct op-
position to the counsel which the hon.
gentleman gives you. But I have said
that the spirit of rightt has always pre-
vailed in this Senate since my acquaint-
ance bas been formed with it. During
the five years that the lion. gentleman
and his associates ruled this country, a
large majority of this body was opposed
to the policy of that Goveritinent.

Ve maintained that we were right.
They went to the elections and the couru-
try confirmed the right. The country
declared that these gentlemen were no
longer fit to be entrusted with the man-
agement of the aflairs of this young and
growing Dominion ; and they passed it
over to other hands, and appointed them
lier Majesty's constitutional Opposition
in Parliaient. It was supposed that
with five years of official training they

Hon. Mr. McLelan.

would have been fitted to have exercised
the duties of the position, and to have
given that wholesome criticism to the
acts of any administration which would
tend to the public security. But, hon.
gentlemen, the c6untry bas been disap-
pointed ; its just expectation bas not
been met. My bon. friend from Char-
lottetown was good enough the other
night to read to us, from the memoirs of
Napoleon 1, his saying that " an error
steadily adhered to becomes a virtue in
the eyes of posterity." Long ago did the
hon. gentleman and his party read and
adopt this saying, with the slight misin-
terpretation that they must be always in
error, always wrong, to secure the ap-
proval of posterity; and, striving to win
posthumous fame, they pursue the wrong,
and on this great question they do wrong,
not only to the country, but to then-
selves. They have doubled on their
track, gone .back on their own record.
African hunters tell us that, when the
ostrich becomes weak and exhausted, it
doubles and tuirns backward, but, growing
weaker at every step, finally buries its
head in the sand, to fall readily into the
hands of the hunter. So those hon.
gentlemen, in their blind weak-
ness, have doubled on their course,
and, growing weaker at every step, final-
]y, tottering and feeble, stick their heads
into American soil at Sault Ste. Marie,
to fall helplessly into the hands
of the American Northern Pacifie
Railway Company. We had hoped,
looking back upon the history of
this great question, for a different course.
I do not propose to refer to this history
in its details, but there are certain points
that stand out prominently, clear and well
defined, marking the course of that his-
tory, just as the higher mountain peaks
mark the line of that rocky ridge which,
crowns this continent, and separates us
from British Columbia, through which
the proposition is to construct this great
highway. We have first, the point that
all the public men of this Dominion, up-
on the acquisition of the North-West
Territories and the Union with British
Columbia, were agreed that the railway
was essential to the security, safety and
prosperity of the whole Dominion. The
next point: Parliament declared that that
great work should be undertaken by a
çoipany subsidized by land and by cash,
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and passed an act placing power in fle
hands of the Government to undertake
the work upon that condition and autho-
rizing a subsidy of thirty millions in cash
and fifty million acres of.land. We corne
next to the point that a company engaged
to do that work. A contract was made
with Sir Hugh Allan and his associates.
They deposited $1,000,000 as security.
They went to Europe to secure the capi-
tal necessary to accomplish so great an
undertaking ; but ,they had not proper
connections made abroad, they had uiot
the influence abroad that would enable
them to float their. bonds, or in any way
secnre the requisite cash, and thev re-
turned unsuccessful and surrendered
their charter. The ne- t point we come
to is the change of Governnent that
followed this, when the incoming Gov-
ernment, led by Mr. Mackenzie, declared
that the work should be carried on as a
Gýovernment work, that the Domin-
ion might have the profits of construc-
tion. un the meeting of Parliainent
they increased the taxation three millions
for the purpose of meeting the obligation
of the country to construct this and other
public works ; they also at the same ses
sion passed an Act taking power to con-
struct the road thenselves or give it to a
company, in whole or in part. The pre-
amble to that Bill has these words:-

" And whereas the flouse of Commons of
Canada resolved in the session of 1871 that the
said railway should be constructed and worked
by private enterprise, and not by the Domin-
ion;

"And whereas, by the legislation of this
presens session, in order to provide means of
meeting the obligations of the Dominion, the
rate of taxation has been raised much beyond
thàt existing at the date of the said resolution;

1 And whereas it in proper to make provision
for the construction of said work as rapidly as
the same can be accomplished without further
increasing the rate of taxation;

i Therefore, Her Majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate and House of
Commons, enacts as follows:-

" Ist. A railway to be called the Canadian
Pacific Railway shall be made from some point
xear to and south of Lake Nipissing to .some
point in British Columbia on the Pacific
Ocean."

Then they go on by their Act to provide
for the construction by Government or
by a company, or contractors for sec-
tions, to be subsidized by $10,000 cash,
20,000 acres of land, and stuch fur-

Hfon. Mr. JeLelan.

ther sum as may be agreed upon.
If this Act means anything, if those men
were not performing a solemn farce - a
hollow cheatery of the country - they
had determined on the building of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway through and
unbroken. In the following year, in the
oontract with Mr. Foster, they repeat
the declaration that the railway shal
be built fron Nipissing to the Pacific
Ocean, twice solennly placing on record
their determination to do it. Having
declared their intention, they immediately
proceeded to the work, or more properly,
to the expenditure of money. They
puehased rails to the amount of several
millions of dollars, they let contracts
from Fort William running westward,
they knew not whither ; found they were
wrong and changed the location. The
Senator from Hanilton waxed unusually
eloquent on what hé, was pleased to
term the wonderful statesmanship of Mr.
Mackenzie, in providing a great gate-
way to the North-West from Lake
Superior. The members of the late
Government will be gratified to learn
that one man, at least, regards their
efforts as statesmanship. We are all
familiar with the style, form and archi-
tecture of what the hon. gentleman is
pleased to term a gateway : that mongrel
system long since abandoned whenever
possible, of mixed land and water, a route
broken· by eight or nine portages. We
have had in this Chamber hon. gentle-
men make it a subject of grave
charge and inquiry that delays of a-few
hours by stress of weather or accident
had occurred on the Government road
(Intercolonial), but, bn this journey it
would be the delay of nearly a lifetime
in getting over the numerous portages,
and round the many falls on Rainy
River, and then all frozen in winter.
The mariner sings of his home on the
deep, but here the song would be: -

A life on the Rainy River wave
A home on the rocky roaring shoals,
Where the cautious Captains rave
And the pious pilots bless our souls.

Commencing inland six miles from Prince
Arthur's landing, they put under con
tract two sections of railway running
114 miles into the wilderness; thence
skipping 185 miles, they let two other
sections of 114 miles to Selkirk on Ried
River. They placed the grading of
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Pembina Branch 63 miles, subsidized
Georgian Bay Branch and Canada Cen-
tral; erected telegraphli nes over muskegn
in winter, that could scarcely be reached
in swnmer, and, to crown all, they had
men enployed at Fort Francis for four
or five years digging a hole ; these wotks
involving an expenditure and liabilities
amounting to upwards of $20,000,000.
In the mieantime British Columbia be-

amme restless, and in addition to having
placed it in an Act of Parliament that
they would biuild the road fron Lake
Nippissinig to the Pacific Ocean, they
>olemnlv engaged with the British Gov-
ernment that thev would build a railway
on Vancouver Island at an expense of
fron $3,000,000 to $4,000,000.

Hon. Mr. M ACDO NALD - $2,000,-
010.

lion, Mr. McLELAN - I de not
think the hon. gentleman will find anyone
acquainted with the cost of constructing
railways who will put it down at less than
$3,000,000 to $4,000,000.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD - It was
$30,000 per mile for a road 70 miles
long.

Hon. Mr. MeLELAN - They engaged
-to build that road, cost whatever it might,
timd to expend at least $2,000,000 a year
in British Columbia. Then next we
tome to 1877, when the Government,
finding the entanglement in which they
were involved, and becoming disgusted
with the profits of constructing the road
themselves, annonnced to the country
that they would seek a company to build
it according to the terms and for the sub-
sidies named in the Act of 1874. They
prepared plans and issued advertisements,
eallirig upon contractors to tender for the
work and to say for how much,.inaddition
to 20,000 acres of land and $10,000
per mile, they would undertake the work.
In addition to this, they sent Mr. Sand-
ford Fleming, the ablest man in their
einploy, to Europe to, if possible, inter est
tapitalists in the work ; but all without
success. This brings us to another pro
lainent point, the elections of 1878 -the
Yellow Head Pass, the turning-point ir
the hir4tory of the Canadian Pacifie Rail
way - when the management of this and
*f all other affairs of the country were
.îken out of the hands of those gentle
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men, and placed in the hands of the men
who now rule the Dominion, the men
who, from the very inception of this work,
were of the opinion that it should be
constructed by a company, subsidized by
the lands of the North-West, and by a
small suma in cash. It may be supposed,
and it lias been claimed by some gentle-
men who have spoken on this question,
that the members of the present Govern-
ment, when they came into office, had
changec their opinions, and said it must
be consfructed as a Government work. I
do not, for a moment, admit that there is
anything in their administration to war-
rant such a conclusion. I am sure I am
right in saying- that, from the beginning
to the end, through good report and evil
report, they held to the opinion that this
work mus; be constncted by a company,
and that the lands of the North-West
should be utilized to meet the cost of that
.onstruction. When they came into office,
it was no time to talk of a company ; it
was no time to talk of a compar.y when
they received the heritage of confusion
which had been bequeathed to them by
their predecessors. Their first great
duty was to take up the tangled skein
and unravel it, and bring order and sys-
tem out of that which was only confu-
sion. Let me for a moment glance at
that heritage of confusion which they
found. Why, the late Government had
baen expending money by the millions at
every point of the compass, almost.
lrhey had been expending money upon
the road from Lake Superior westward
114 miles; they hadbeenexpending money
from Selkirk eastward 114 miles; then at
right angles from the line of connection
of those sections 100 miles south, they
had expended hundreds of thousands;
they had the Pembina Branch partially
graded for two years, but not a rail laid
upon it, although there were thousands
of tons of rails scattered over almost
every section of Eastern British Amer-
ica, to be eaten away by rust, and 5,000
tons in British Columbia undergoing the
same process, whilst the sections in Bri-
tish Columbia were only advertised a few
months before the election. They had

i away north fifty or sixty miles of rail-
way to Cantin's Bay, involving a cost
of one a half millions, whilst as much
more was required to make the French
River navigable. They had the telegraph
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Une under construction. All involving
an expenditure of nearly $20,000,000
$12,444,000 of which was actually jaid
out at the close of the year in which they
left office. But there was more
than this. The hon. the ex-Secretary
of State told us the other day that the
North-West, up to that period, had cost
say $9,000,000 or $10,000,000 in the
purchase and organization,and in the pay-
ment of Indian subsidies,and the mounted
police, one way or another, at the time
they left office. And so it had, and still
annually the expenditure was $1,000,-
000. With $12,500,000 paid out on the
Canadian Pacifie iailway, and this
enormous expenditure annually going on
in the North-West, with $12,400,000
cash actually paid out on the Canadian
Pacifie PRailway, with ten millions ex-
pended in the organization and protection
of the territory, with contracts existing
involving additional millions, it was no
time to stop had the proposition ever
presented itself to them. Whatever
opinions might have existed in the out-
set, it had now become imperative to go
forward and make as much, of the enor-
mous expenditure of value as possible.
If there ever was a time to turn back it
was before this expenditure and before
the Carnarvon terms. W/hen the Mac-
kenzie Government took office, no con-
tracts had been made, no expenditure be-
yond a little over a million dollars on
exploratory surveys; but, on the change
of Governinent, it was far differ-
ent ; the duty of the bour was
to take up this heritage of confusion,
bring it to order, and see how far it was
possible to make the millions expended,
and the lands that were lying there, pro-
fitable to the whole Dominion. The hon.
gentlemen who administer the Govern-
ment of this country did not shrink froni
that duty. They had firm faith in the
value of that territory, and they had
firm faith in their own ability to develop
that value. The -irst act was to cennect
the two broken sections of railw ay be-
tween Lake Superior and the Red River,
and they placed under contract 185 miles
so as to make an unbroken railway, at
least in summer, from Lake Stiperior to,
Red River. They stopped work at Fort
Francis ;- they cancelled the contract at
Cantin's Bay; they urged torward the
completion of the Pembina Branch that

Hon. Mlr. McLelan.

we might have ready access to that ter-
ritory even by connection with American
lines, and by the 31st December the rails
were laid upon the entire branch. H aving
done this, the next great point was to
create a public sentiment in favor of that
work and that territory lying north-west
of us. They invited the tenant farmer.s
of England to send proper delegates to
examine that country, and to report
upon it. The invitation was accepted;
the delegates came, and returned pleased
with the country they had seen, and
their visit was attended by the happiest
results. But there were other classes in
Britain and Europe-where welooked for
the money to construct this work and the
people to fill the vast territory - whom
it was of the highest importance to reacli
and favorably impress : the moneyed and
official classes. The right hon. gentle-
man who leads the Government, witih
one or two of his associates, visited Eng-
land, and, havinig a marvellous adapta-
tion to the work they had undertaken,
the result was almost magical upon the
public sentiment of that country, upon all
classes, from the noble old lord, who
then, as Premier of England, stood next
in authority to the Queen who sits upon
a throne mightiest among the nations,
down to the humblest tenant farmer
seeking to own broad acres far his owiL
hands to till and his own children to
inherit. AI], fron Lord Beaconsfield
down to the humblest cotter whose-
children cry for bread, were given to
know that here in " this Canada of ours,"
we have countless acres of soil rich as hand
of man ever strewed with seed for grain, or
planted with flowers for beauty ; enough
and more to give happy and prosperous
homes to the millions when they come to
.us, and who, we believe, under the pro-
position of this Bill, will be brought to
us, to find those homes. This was a
great point gained. This was laying
deep and broad the foundation for future
action. The delegates returned to this
country. They met Parliament, and, to
further impress upon the world the vast-
ness of this territory and the value of it,
they asked Parliament to appropriate to
this undertaking 100,000,000 acres of
land ; and, to express, if possible, more
clearly and strongly their faith in the
undertaking, they placed under contract
127 miles of the road in British Colum-
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bia, and 100 miles of the prairie section.
Then they felt that the time for further
action had come. The time had come to
seek for a company to undertake the
consttuction of this great work of build-
ing the 2,000 miles of additional railway
and the working of the whole so as to
make unbroken rail from ocean to ocean.
In may be said that they should have
given public notice of their intention to
seek a company. Hon. gentlemen know
that the men who deal in such mighty
undertakings as this are few and far be-
tween. They are not men who seek for
their work in the corners of country
newspapers. It might have been advor-
tised in every newspaper iii the Domin-
ion for years, as Mr. Mackenzie had
advertised it, without a response. The
-men who deal in those undertakings
have them brought to them, pre-
sented and advocated, and they pass their
opinion upon them. It is becoming
the custom of the world to do business
in this way. When towns and munici-
palities want anything done by the Gov-
ernment, they do not write or advertise,
but send a delegate to présent their case.
So manufacturers and other producers,
either by themselves or through agents,
visit those who are likely to purchase or
consume what they produce, and we have
commercial travellers throughout the
Dominion seeking and finding customers.
The late Government tried the commer-
cial agent plan. They kept Mr. Fleming
in England and Europe a large part of
1878, endeavoring to influence capitalists
to undertake the work, but without suc-
cess - not frçm want of ability on his
part, because there was no man in their
employ better fitted for the task, but
he failed because of the condition
cf the work and of the men who
were behind him ; men who had not
hesitated to magnify the obstacles in the
way of constructing that work; men
who had placed on record thc statenent
that not all the resources of the British
empire would be equal to building it in
ten years ; men who, here, upon the
hustings in Ottawa, declared that all the
Chinanien in China could not complete
it in , ten years, and that itr would
take forty years, with all the
appliances that could be brought
to bear upon it, to accomplish the under-
taking; men who did not hesitate to

Hon. AMr. McLelan.

belittle their own country, and to magnify
that which lies across the border; men
who praised the lands of Texas and Kan-
sas with all the zeal of paid hirelings of
the colonization roads of those States. Is
it to be wondered at that they were un-
successful I But the men who went from
this Government to that task went in a
different spirit, and reached a very diffe-
rent result, and that result is now pre-
sented tous in the Bull before the House.
When I look at the proposition which is
made to us to have 2,000 miles of railway
constructed, 712 equipped, and the whole
line run and worked ; when I think
that we are securing all this for $25,-
000,000 in cash, distributed over ten
years, two and a-half millions a year, or,
as Sir Richard Cartwright admits, equal
to, as cash down, from 18 to 19 millions,
and a little of our spare land, I feel,
as some hon. gentlemen have said, more
like offering my congratulations than
offering arguments to sustain the Bill.
Wlhen I think of the past ten years, and
the doubt, anxiety and apprehension
which forced themselves upon men's
minds regarding the cost of this mighty
undertaking ; when no man knew, in the
accidents of political life, into whose
feeble hands the management might
again fall, and where we might be driven
by it; whîen Irecall the five years in which
we drifted helplessly ..towards destruc-
tion on a lee shore, with the cold hungry
rQcks of annual deficits baring all about
the ship of State, and she manned by a
crew who could or would do nothing but
throw out signals of distress ; and, now,
when I see that ship under other manage-
ment, and another crew, brought away
from the breakers and reefs of annual
deficits ; when I see her brought ont
from the mists and fog banks and into
the clear water and blie sky, where we
can ascertain our reckonings, and find out
our exact financial latitude and longitude
and know where we are, I think the.
country should be congratulated, and the
men, who, by clearheaded statesmanship,
patriotism and indomitable persever-
ance have brought about this result,
deserve the thanks of the people. Hads
any company come to Mr. Mackenzie's
Government when they were throwing
out signals of distress, when their
Finance Minister was declaring that h.
had exhausted every means within his
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power to raise a revenue, and when the
·leader of thatGovernnent in this louse
-was declaring that the country was too
poor to build even 185 miles of railway
to give us all rail from Lake Superior
to Red River; had a Syndicate
come to that Government and said,
give us $25,000,000 in cash, distributed
over ten years, $2,5U0,000 a year, and
we will construct 2,000 miles of railway ;
we will equip and work 712 miles of
railway; we will open up that vast ter-
ritory to you, and bring into it such a
population as will make the 25,000,000
acres you grant us and all the vast ter-
ritory you have there of such value that
you will receive in return the actual cash
subsidy many fold and indirectly you
will receive incalculable advantages to
this country." I say, had any Syndicate
come to that Government and made such
a proposition as that, every man of that
Government would, politically, have fal-
len down and worshipped that Company.
Now, when that result bas been reached
by another Government and other men,
in their vexation of spirit they rise up
and their feet are " swift to shed the
blood " of that Syndicate. The opposi-
tion to this contract bas taken different
formas. In the outset it was declared
that we gave entirely too much - that
the land itself is worth more than the
cost of the whole work that was to he
done. If this had been tiue, why was
the country subjected to anxiety and
trouble with regard to the cost of the
workl If in 1877 and 1878 thev be-
lieved what they utter now regarding the
value of that land - if our wealth be so
fabulons as they represent - why did
they not go on with the work 1 What
need was there for hesitation and seek-
ing for a company î But the opposition
bas now another form. We are too poor
to build the line, and must be content
with the Central section and connections
with American lines. That is the policy
they have announced, and to which they
are committed. Every member of the
Opposition in the House of Commons
takes that ground, and votes for an

samendment moved by Mr. Burpee de-
claring that the Western end shall be cut
off. I have the amendment in my hand,
but I will not detain the House by read-
ing it. Then another gentlenam, who
was a member of the late Governnent

HLon. fr. McLelan.

(Mr. Taurier), moves another ameudment
declaring that the Eastern end shall be
cut off, and the line to the Sault Ste.
Marie constructed, to connect with Amn-
erican lines. All that is fixed clearly
and plainly on the public records of the
country as the policy of the Opposition.
Before this last step had been taken in
the Commons ; before these amendmentsî
bad been placed on record, but after the
policy of the Opposition had been de-
clared - had taken form and shape, and
crystalized - and announced to their
supporters ail over the country, another
company is formed, and proposes to build
the Pacific Railway. Now, let us for a
moment look at that second offer. The
first proposition is made to the
Goverament upon the policy that
there shall he unbroken rail com-
munication from ocean to ocean ;
that we shall construct the railway from
Nipissing to the Pacifie Ocean. Upoa
that policy, and to carry it into effect,
the first Syndicate iake their proposi-
tion. After long negotiations, and sati.î-
faction given that they are equal to the
undertaking, a contract is made, and the
Government is bound to it. The second
Syndicate, having before them the policy
of the Opposition, and having been sufi-
ciently assured that it will be adhered to
by those gentlemen whenever they shoulid
come into power, they make their offer,
shaping it to meet that policy. Matters
had reached the point which made it ab-
solutely impossible to abandon the con-
tract with the first Syndicate, unless by
a government lost to ail sense of per-
sonal, public and political honor, and
they could safely act upon the assumption
that if the Government were so dishon-
orable as Io break their solenin obligation
to the Syndicate, and if in Parlianent a.
majority could be found so lost to a sense
of honor as to sustain them, then such a
Government and such supporters could
be manipulated to adopt the policy for
which the second ofler is franied - to do
no work east or west except the branci
to the Sault, and so rea.p. a large protit
from the Central section. But this i4
not the ground upon wlich they. relied.
Their hope rested upon the Government
honorably adhering to their solena obii-
gations ; that their offer, which bore on
the face of it an apparent saving of three
millions in cash. and the sanie in landt,
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might deceive the country and Parlia- Hon. Mr. McLELAN - No; but
ment, and lead to a change of Govern- the Goverament that they ho>ed weuid
ment and the placinig in power the oome into power under that offer. It
gentlemen who had announced as their was to be the Government to be fortued
policy the cutting off of the Eastern and by'the non who had announced it as
Western ends of the road, and building their policy, and wvho subsequently
only the prairie section, and to the placed it on the public records that it
Sault ; and in their offer they make the wàs their intention, if ever they came
necessary provision therefor, as the fol- into power, to drop both end of the
lowing extracts clearly show road, and build ony the central section.

«19. The Company also hereby offers, in the sressi ard i t in th y r
event of the Government desiringto withdraw
from the proposed construction of the Eastern offer is $3,000,000 and 3,000,000 acre-
Section of the said Railway, that the Company lm than the offer of the first Syndicate,
shall reduce the said subsidy in money and 2,400,000.of which are on centrai section,
land by the amount apportioned to the said and airost ail the hon gentlemen who
Eastern Section of the Railway under the 9t have spoken in favor of Syndicate No. 2,
paragraph of this proposal.

" 20. In the event of the Government desis- ay that the acceptance of teir effet
ing to withdraw the said Eastern Section woud be a saving of from twelve to fi
from construction hereunder, the Company
hereby offers to construct•within three years, at the second proposition as it realiy is,
and equip, own and operate as a part of the a
Canadian Pacific Railway, a branch line from
South-East Bay, Lake Nipissing to Sault Ste. the construction cf the central section
Marie and Goulais Bay, Lake Superior, esti- the eastern and western ends to be dmp-
mated at 294 miles, at and tor a sum of ped.
$3,500,000 ; and in all other respects the pro-
visions of th s proposal shall apply to the said Hou. Mr. SCOTT-No; it speaks foi
Branch Line so far as applicable thereto.

"21. In the event of the Government de-
siring to postpone or withdraw from construe- Hon. Mr. McLELAN - It speaka for
tion the Western Section of the said Railway, itself, ami I have read the three* clause.
extending from Kamloops to Port Moody, they which speak for themseives. 1 have read
shall be at liberty to do so, and in that event aise the amendment move( in the 11ousc
the Government shall not be bound to com-
plete and band over to the Company the said of Comnons, and sustained hy every
Western Section under the 6th and 7th clauses niember of the Opposition, whicb speak
liereot. for themselves; and I need not refer to

"22. In the event of the Government desir- other speeches which speak for thenl-
ing to postpone- or withdraw from construc- selves ail declariug in the piainest
tion by the Company hereunder the westerly
portion of the Central Section of said railway, ternis what wouid be tbo îrocedure
being.the westerly 450 miles thereof, as men- whenever those gentlemen came uîdo
tioned in the 9th clause of this proposal, the power.
Company offers to reduce the subsidy in money
and land by the amount apportioned to the Hon. Mr. MILLER -Vder the new
said westerly 450 miles of the Central Section leadership.
under the said 9th clause aoereorf.".

In this it will he seen that tley provide
for cutting off the eastern and western
sections, even to stop the work actually
going on. Leaving, as I said before,
only the central section to be con-
structed.

Hon. Mr. SL OTT - Depending alto-
gether on the desire of the Governient.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - What Govern-
Ment ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The present Gov-
erniment.

lon. fr. McLelan.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - Now, hon.
gentlemen, let us look at that $3,000,000
which it is claimed they will save, and
vou will take this fact into consideration,
that they were to cut off the western
section - that means that they were to
be saved the expense of equipping 21'
miles of railway there, which 1 estimate
at $3,000 a mile - very much less thant
it cost to equip the Intercolonial.
Having looked at the returns for the
equipment of railways in the United
States, I have seen that in sixteen
or seventeen railways the returns give
an average for equipment, rolling stock,
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etc., of $7,500 per mile. On the Inter-
colonia.I1 we expended on 500 miles
something like $2,000,000 on rolling
stock alone; and in addition to the
rolling stock there is an enormous ex-
penditure on what is called equipment.
I have put it down at only $3,000 per
mile, which is $651.000 they will save
in the equipment of the western end,
and then the saving of loss in the work-
ing of 657 miles. They would not
build 450 miles down from the Rocky
Mountains, which makes altogether 657
miles of railway, which it is admitted
could not be worked for many years
without loss. I put that loss at a very
small figure - $1,000 a mile - making
$657,000 a vear, or for, five years
$3,285,000. The two together will be a
saving in the equipment and working of
that'portion Qf the road of $3,936,000.
But the period of loss in working that
western section should be placed beyond
five years, and. the loss very much more,
and therefore the saving or escape from
loss very much the greater. Mr. Mac-
kenzie, in 1877,page 1,639 of ilansard,
says, speaking of the whole line, includ-
ing the, central section, which it is ad-
mitted will be profitable: " The whole is
an undertaking which for many years
can vield no profit." If you assume
that both propositions are to build the
whole road, how does this matter stand 
Assuming, as the hon. gentleman, the ex-
Secretary of State,would intimate,that the
proposition is to construct the whole
road, which I deny, and which I• always
will deny ~

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The offer speaks
for itself.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - And speak-
ing for itself it proclaims to the world
that it was never intended otherwise.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The hon. gentle-
man knows very well that the option is
with the Government.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - And the
gentlemen who made that proposition
knew very well that if it were ever ac-
oepted and ever acted upon, it would be
by the gentlemen who now form the Op.
position in the House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Then it was a
farce submitting the other.

Io)&. Mr. McLelan.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - Now,
assuming that both propositions
were to build the whole line,
how does the matter stand ? As I have
said before, the Government entered into
that contract and were bound in honor to
adhere to it. The two syndicates stand
in this position : that the Government
made a contract with certain capitalists,
after it had been assured that those capi-
talists had suflicient means and sufficient
connections formed abroad to raise the
large amount of noney that would be
neoessary to complete the undertaking.
The second Syndicate, althoigh compoied
of a number of very excellent gentlemen
in mercantile life, do not claim that they
had any foreign connections made where-
by they could raise the capital necessary
to carry out this, work. Hon. gentlemen
who are now in Opposition will not deny,
but all, except the ex-Secretary of State,
will admit that in order to complete this
work a very large amount of money must
be raised in soine way, in addition to
what is provided under the Government
subsidy of $25,000,000. The original
Syndicate had all their connections made
in New York and in London, and on the
continent of Europe, whereby thev
could raise almost any amount
of money that might be neces-
sary to carry on the under
taking ; and the Government had
ascertained this before completing that
contract, as it was necessary and wise for
them to do. In 1871 we had the Allan
contract ; we had gentlemen of large
means in this country, far greater than
those of tbe present new Syndicate, of
great railway experience and of great
sagacity, who combined and deposited
their millions and went abroad to seek
the funds necessary for their contract ;
but having no connections made abroad,
and having to meet the hostility of the
stockholders of the Grand Trunk Rail-
wav in the foreign markets, they failed
to float the scheme, and ten years have
been lost ; and the lesson from the past
was, that the first and -main point was
to know that the men who proposed to
undertake this great work bad their
connections formed abroad whereby they
could command the necessary capital and
influence that would be instrumental in
directing a large emigration to this
country - an organization that would be
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prepared to send into the North-West
the people that will be necessary
in order to make that road, or
any road that is ever constructed
there, profitable. The gentlemen who
make the second proposition had no such
connections, and do not profess to have
formed any connections whereby the
means necessary to carry on the work
may be raised. The Act of 1874, passed
by the gentlemen now in Opposition, who
approve this second Syndicate, declares
that no section or sub-section of it shall be
given to any contractor or company who
does not satisfy the Government that
they have a capital of at least $4,000 a
mile to carry on the work. Now, for
2,000 miles that means at least
$8,000,000, and when you come to
equip 712 miles it will require from
$2,000,000 to $3.000,000 more ; so that
it would take 88,000,000, or $10,000,000
at least according to the declaration of
hon. gentlemen in Opposition when they
passed the Act of 1874, as a capital to
commence operations. with. They may
tell us that the second Syndicate, al
though they do not elaim to have that
amount of noney - do not claim to be
worth that in themselves, taking their
entire property - that they could raise
it abroad ; but there is j ust the weak
point it the proposition of the second
Syndicate, that they have not made
their connections in the money markets
of the world, to float their bonds or
in any way raise the capital necessary.
In addition to that, it may be claimed
that they could make their connections ;
but the moment that you dissolve the
contract, the moment you violate the
public honor of this country and de-
elare that the public men - the Govern-
ment of Canada - cannot be trusted to
enter into any contract ; that whenever
it suits their whim, or the whims of
their supporters, they can drop out, and
will drop out of their agreement, you
destroy all confidence in the money mar-
kets of the world, and you would
ereate in this instance such a hostility
among the members of this Syndicate
and their friends, as to render it impos-
sible for the second Syndicate to raise
the necessary funds abroad. I am free
to say, in the construction of this work
and in the running of the road for ten
years at least, and in the organization

Hon. Mr. McLelan.

necessary to bring into that territory
the population that will eventually make
it pay, trom $50,000,000 to $70,000,000
must be . expended, from which
we may deduct the subsidy of
$25,000,000, leaving a very large
amount to be provided for froni abroad,
and for which no provision has been
made, or can be made, by the second
Syndicate. The ex-Secretary of State
tells us that this is all brought about
from a want of notice, that if the notice
had been given there would have been
abundance of offers made even more
favorable than the offer of the second
Syndicate. Now, if we turn to the his-
tory of this undertaking, from 1871,
1877 and 1878, up to the present time,
you will find it has been the declaration
of every Government in.this country that
they were desirous to have a company
undertake the whole of the work. The
very fact, as I said before, .of 100,-
000,000 acres being set apart in 1879 by
the Government for the construction of
the Pacific Railway, was an intimation
to the world more plain and more
forcible than any advertisement in any
newspaper could have been, that that
was to be utilized as a subsidy to a com-
pany, or in some other way, in order to
complete this work. If it were not so,
what was the use of passing a resolutionin
Parliament, if a portion or the whole of
it was not to be given over to some Ceom-
pany who would undertake, as previonsly
provided by Act, its construction ; if Par-
liament meant that the Government
should. go on and construct the whole
railway as a Government work, why put
apart 100,000,000 *acres of land I iChe
Government hel that land before, and all
they had to <lo was to go on and pay the
money out of the public treasury when-
ever it came in from loans, complete the
work, and the proceeds of land sales go
into the treasury. If there was one idea
more clearly and firmly fixed on the public
mind than another, it was that this work,
to be least burdensome to the country
and most successfully carried out, must
be in the hands of a corn pany largely sub-
sidized. The resolution of Parliament in
1871, the Act of 1874, the declaration of
the Government in 1877 and 1878, the
labors of Mr. Fleming in Europe, the
placing of 100,000,000 acres of lands in
the bauds of this Governnient, were al
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etanding declarati.ons to capitalists that. contract. Why, hon. gentlemen, you
" we wish Vou to organize and undertake burn to the names of the gentlemen coin-
this work." Then, we have the announce- posing this second company - 1 have the
iient of the leader of the Government at Est of then here, and I have the xating
a public meeting at Bath on the 29th tlat Bradstreet gives to ail of these.
June last that they were seeking a com- i have here the statement, and what
pany. His words were reported in every do yen suppose is the arount of capital
paper in the Dominion, and a wider and a tiit they are supposed in their persona
clearer advertisement was ne% er given. in their entire persona r-- to re-
H1e said : present Why, on. gentlemen, it foots

ciWhen lie told bis hiearers, that at this moe- U 267100
ment there were a number of capitaliste offer- Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Preposterous!
ing tu build the road, desirous cf taking it off
the bands of the Governient, and aise cf poak- Hon. Mr. McLELAN - I av onh
ing their own fortunes by running it, thd the
settiement of the lands which had been het takingBradstreet's figures and theyare ac-
apart t, pay for the construction, they wouhd aepted hy the mercantile world ; the
quit understand hw fase dd absurd supo are the figures that would be
thue charges mnade against the Governinent, looked -at in England and on the
that the building cf the uone wat overwhelm-

-ninetheirdentire persos to re-h

ing the people. The Government at this mo- t
ment had the offers made under cnsideratin, go in order t rais capital. t would
'Io that there was ne danger regarding th be asked I Wlat is the standing of those
road, and there was ne roin for doubting thât men and what capital do they represent
the great western country would be opened uk, in their 1" and Hradstreet would
ht nly for the ybl ung men ef Canada, but or

thn wgri, +r s r <'rnu.rnmpnt be referred te fer information.

pursuing a vigorous course regarding the rail-
way. The policy of the late Government was
to construct it in disconnected sections. That
absurd system the present Government had
stopped, and the hope and the intentionwas
to have, as speedily as possible, railway com-
munication that would span the Dominion."

lere we have it published " far and
wide" that offers were being made and
oonsidered, and we have the policy of
the Governnent for a through line de-
clared. Following this we had the an-
uiouncement that members of the Gov-
ornment' would proceed to Europe to
ondeavor to secure the best company and
the best terms froa capitalists. Months
passed after these announcements ; no ad-
vertisement ever issued by the Govern-
ment of Canada had a wider circu-
lation, or attracted so general notice.
But, notwithstanding that, we do. not
find that a single man whose name is
now upon the second Syndicate moved a
finger or a pen, or uttered a word in the
way of forming a conpany to construct
that work - even the central section. If
we look at that second Syndicate, and at
its birth and history, and if we look at

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I know two of
thei who are worth a million eacl.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - I know one
gentleman who is put down here for a
million, and yon take him out of it, and
you would have only $1,671,000 to
represent the rest. There are several
naines of very excellent mercantile busi-
ness men down for very considerable
suns, large comfortable sums to carry
on the ordinary business engaged in by
merchants, but one-half the members are
rated in the list I hold in my hand at
under one hundred thousand dollars,
some as low as five thousand dollars, and
one at five hundred dollars. Two or
three weeks ago, walking up to the
Building with a gentleman not in poli-
tics, he said to me, " here comes a mem-
ber of the new Syndicate ;" he gave the
name (it is not the lowest rated on the
list) and added, "I had his note a short
time ago for $250, and had very hard
work indeed to get it discounted."'
The hon. ex-Secretary of State says
there are millionaires on the list. I find

the men whose names are appended to "e, and as lie se rated, I may, with.
that second offer we will ses that it is out cifence, naie him, Mr. Gibsen, of
dependent for its very existence New Brunswick, a most excellent man,
upon the first Syndicate, and u pon their the backbone ef the company, but let
contract having been consummated, and us inquire a littîs how the cempany gets
the Government being bound to that this bakbone and whence it draws its

Hion. Mr2. McLelan.
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strength and vitality, giving to the whole
its life and existence. Why, hon. gentle-
men, it is from the first Syndicate. Mr.
A. Gibson, who is down on this paper
for $1,000,000, is the man who deposited
$500,000, nearly one half of the whole
deposit - that $500,000 came from. the
old Syndicate. It was the money paid
to Mr. Gibson by members of the first
Syndicate in the purchase of the Wood-
stock and Riviere du Loup Railway.
When the men of the contracting con-
pany were considering the proposition to
take the Pacifie Railway, they would
naturally look to a through connection te
the sea, and the facilities to distribute the
great volume of traffic which it is hoped
at no very distant day will come down
that great highway. This Woodstock
road attracted attention as presenting a
link in the system, and was purchased
by men of the first Syndicate. Mr.
Gibson was a large stockholder in that
road, which was yielding little returns.
Excellent man as he is - millionaire as
he is rated - it will be adnitted, I think,
that with over $800,000 locked up in
that road, he was not in a position to
muakp even a show of constructing the
Pacifie Railway. The
made. Mr. Gibson was
and .months afterwards
company forming on
the Opposition policy
$500,000 of the very
frorn members of the

purchase was
paid $840,000,
joins the new
the line of
and deposits
cash received

old Syndicate.
We then reach the conclusion that tut
for the money paid by members of the
eod contracting Syndicate in completion
of their system, the new company could
never have had existence, no natter
how great the political exigencies of the
Opposition, and we have also the fattl
conclusion that although existing and
able to make the government deposit, it
has not the strength at home or abroad
for this great enterprise, and we may
without hesitation put it aside as being
uWnworthy of serious consideration, and
cone down to the proposition " Is' it a
good or a bad contract that the Govera-
hient have made 1" Now let us see
what it is that the Syndicate have
Xndertaken to do, and what is to be dorW.
I have already stated it, and need not
repeat it. The question is not so much
whether the Syndicate has a gond or bad
bargain, but bas the Government made

lon. Mr. Mc Lelan.

sufficient efforts to secure the best terma*
possible, and are the termus better for
the country than to proceed with the
work by the Government, paying al
cash, and disposing of our lands as we
best can ? Let us endeavor to find out-
what it will cost as a gov-
ernment work and judge our poai.
tion. We have heard a good .deai
about estinates of the Government engi-
neers, and there has been a great hand-
ling of what it is estimated to cost this.
year, and what it was another year, but
I have come to place very little reliance
upon the estimates that are made for
railways constructed by governments.
I have had some experience of themu on
the Intercolonial Railway, where we had
to build five hundred miles of road
through a settled country. After get-
ting a large portion of it under contract;
after getting careful estimates from the
engineers, we reported to the Govern-
ment that it would cost something like
$17,500,000. When the expenditure.
had advanced we reported that it would
cost $18,500,000, and the succeeding
year, when we went along a little further,
we felt confident we could do it within
$20,000,000 - the sum that Parliament
had set apart for it. But, hon. gentle-
men, it was not finished and running.
until $22,000,000 were expended. Ln
passing, let me here correct an impres-
sion that exista as to the cost of that
work. The whole of the Government
roads, which include the old roads in
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, pre-
vious to Confeieration - the extension
since are now included with the road
constructed by the Dominion, and ali
called Intercolonial - swell the cost up
to $35 ,000,000, or, with the Point
Levis connection and interest, to
$45,000,000. The new road cost
say $22,000,000 to start with.
I have come to place very little reli-
ance on the estimates of Government.
engineers as to the cost of this great
vork, especially when so much of it is
through an unbroken and untrodden
forest. Consider the difference. The
Intercolonial Lailway was through an
old settled district, while many parts ot
the Canadian Pacific R1ailway will runi
through a country, as Mr. Mackenzie
bas told us, that was never trodden by
the foot of a white man until the engi-
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neers went there. Therefore it is im-
possible that so close an estimate can be
made for the Pacific Railway as was
formed for the Intercolonial. Take for
instance some of the work that has
already been done. Take the sections
that were let previons to the change of
Government between Thunder Bay and
Selkirk to the extent of 228 miles ; a
great deal of that is almost a prairie
country for railway construction.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Prairie country?

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - A greal deal
of it is not muchli heavier than prairie.
There is comparatively little excavation
in it except on Section 15. The 76 miles
beyond is vei-y light work indeed, as were
ihe sections next to Thunder Bay. Now
I take it that those sections of 228 miles
will be about a fair average of all the
work that is to be done on the 2,000
miles. You have got 450 miles through
the Rocky Mountains, and 650 miles on
the eastern section, making 1,100 miles
which are admitted to be heavy. Put
liese with the prairie section of 900

miles, and you have 2,000 miles wbich
will average, at least,as much cost per mile
as the 228 miles put under contracE by
the late Goveriment. Now, it may be
asked, what is the difference ir the char-
acter of the road ? The character of the
road will be in any case much the same.
The late Government put those 228
miles under contract, to be completed
with trestle work; that is, the road bed,
wherever it crossed a valley, was to be
set on stilts, and the bridges are wood
in piers and superstcucture. Those 228
miles have been completed - all except
section 15 - on that specification. Now,
'what is the cost of those sections, which
I claim to be a fair average of the whole
work to be done 1 In 1877, we had the
then Premier announcing in the House
of Commons that lie had 228 miles under
contract-that it had been most carefully
surveyed, that an estinate had been
made, and that it was under contract. It
was to be an excellent road, and to be
built for $24,581 a mile.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY- And about
equal to the FItercolonial in charac-
ter.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - Yes, and
there was nobody present who had

lon. 31r. MeLelan.

seen the specification, and who
was able to correct the impression
made by such a statement from the
Minister of Public Works, whoee
road was on stilts, while the Intercolonial
Railway was built on solid embankments,
masonry and iron bridges ; but this was
bis estimate, after careful survey : that he
would have it running for $24,581 per
mile. What has been the result t The
work went on, and the road is about cor-
plete, and it runs up - as near as I can
get to it, making allowance for equipment
which is yet to be made -$33,000 a mile.
This 228 miles, which I take as a fair
average of the whole 2,000 miles whieh
are to be constructed, would cost the
Government, if they had to equip it, at
least $33,000 a mile, at which rate the
2,000 miles would amount to $66,000,-
000. In addition to this there are 712
miles to be equipped, and, as I have said
before, I have put the equipment of this
road at very much less than it did cost to
equip the Intercolonial Railway, and very
much less than it will really cost to
equip it -at $3,000 a mile, which
will make $2,000,000 ; bringing the total
up to $68,000,000, exclusive of interest
at the very lowest calculation that it
would cost the Government if they con-
structed it themselves. Then, in addi
tion to that, hon. gentlemen, after the
Company bas opened the road and com-
menced to run it, there will be additionql
cost and additions to capital account every
year. After we opened the Intercolonial
Railway, and had it running, there bave
been additions to the capital account of
from $400,000 to $900,000 a year, which
in six years amounted to over $3,000,000.
Assuming that the Government run this
road themselves, and taking as a guide
the losses on the Intercolonial Railway,
which runs through a comparatively
settled country, for the first six years
the additions to capital account, the
working experses, and interest, there has
been an annual loss of $2,000,000. Esti-
mating the running of the Pacific Railway
2,700 miles, at one-half the loss- that is
for interest an< additions to capital ac-
count, and direct loss in the working ex-
penses - and you have in five years, gay
$20,000,000 of an expenditure. Add this
together, and you have at the end of five
vears after the opening of the road, a
total expeniditire of $88,000,000. Y ou
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pay out to the Syndicate $25,000,000,
distributed over a period of ten years,
which deducted from the $88,000,000
would leave $63,000,000 as the cost to
the Company, exclusive of interest, which
will increase the amouut largely over
and above the $25,000,000 subsidy they
receive, and for this $63,000,000 and
interest they get 25,000,000 acres of land.
Why, hon. gentlemen, I wish we could
dispose of all our lands in the North-
West at anvthing near that figure. The
cry has been here, are we not giving
too much land? I think the sooner we
get rid ot this land the better it will be
for the Dominion, and the better
it will be for the world. Hon.
gentlemen in opposition seem te
forget or not to realize the extent of our
territory. I have here under my hand
the "I Physical Atlas" prepared by Dr.
Hurlburt from the most reliable informa-
tion to be obtained in the Departnients
and elsewhere, and map 6 shows the ex-
tent of grass lands of the Dominion,
which lie places as extending over au
area of more than two million square
miles or more than 1,200,000,000 acres.
(Here the hon. gentleman exhibited a
inap colored to show the grass lands with
the twenty-five millions proposed te
give the Syndicate.) Ion. gentlemen
can perhaps best realizo the small pro-
portion which this twenty-five millions
bears to the whole North-West beyond
Lake Superior by the accompanying
diagram

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 il 12

13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36

showing 36 equal divisions, each repre-
Senting twenty-five millions, any one of
'Whiclh represents what we give for build-
Ing the road. Map No. 7 in the same
Way shows the region suited for cereals
and the diagram is reduced to 24 divi-
¶ions, one of which represents the propor-
tion1 of wheat lands the twenty-five
luillions will take. In the notes te the
niap he says :-

lion. fr. McLelan.

«South of the northern limits where wheat
has been found maturing, east of the Rocky
Mountains and west of On'tario there are
some 950,000 to 1,000,000 square miles in the
North-West Territories of Canada. This
immense area of 600,000,000 acres lies in a
similar position on this continent and with
elimates almost identical with the best wheat
countries of the> old world, the westernf
northern, north-western and central parts oe
Europe. It lies, too, in the vålleys of the
great rivers of the northern half of the con-
tinent - the Saskatchewan, Assiniboine, Red,
Winnipeg, Peace, Arthabaska and Mackenzie,
with probably a larger percentage of tillable
soil than in any equal area in the old world."

Well, hon. gentlemen, considering the
enormous extent of territory that we
have there, and with the small proportion
represented in the land grant for the
construction of this work, there is no
room for complaint that we are giving
too much land. I say the sooner we can
get rid of that land on the same terms'as
this the better for the Dominion, and for
the world at large, iii which there are so
many poor suffering for bread. If I
understand the position of the Opposi-
tion, it is that it would have been better
to have held the lands and gone on and
constructed this road as a Government
work. That means that you must take
all the revenues of the Dominion and
concentrate them upon that work in the
far West. What would the older pro-
vinces say to such a course î They all
have public works that must be attended
to by the Dominion Government, and if
you apply the whole revenue of the
country to building the Pacifie Railway,
instead of making the public land con-
tribute to it, you will have a rebellion in
the older provinces, more especially when
there is an opportunity of getting rid of
the work on the terrms contained in this
Bill. The subsidy has been spoken of as
a payment of $25,000,000 cash down,
but it is distributed over ten years. Sir
Richard Cartwright says

"Our obligation was not to pay the Com-
pany $25,000,000 on or before the 1st of Jan-
uary, 1882, but $25,000,000 in instalments, the
last of which wili mature in January, 1891.
Our cash obligations to the Company would be
fairly computed to-day at something like
$18,000,000 or $19,000,000, and 'not
$25,000,000."

The House will remember that. the lion.
ex-Secretary of State took the subsidy
that the Government proposed to pay to
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the Syndicate, and by some mysterious
calculation of hie own, which I am sure
1 failed to comprehend, he arrived at the
conclusion that the Syndicate would
build the whole road, and have about
419,000000, and the 25,000,000 acres
of laad worth $75,000,000. Talk about
the greenback system. It is wholly
eliFsed. Talk about the rag baby,
why the rag baby is dead, and the ex-
Secretarv of State has buried it out of
.sight ! I do not pretend to equal the
old Scotchman who was asked if he
could preach a sermon. "Yes,"
lie said. " And can vou divide
it up in its diffcrent heads 1 "
l Yes," ho replied. " And can you
draw the inference 1" "Indeed, 1 can.'
" Well, now, what inferenoe would von
4mw from this text: 'The wild ass
--nuffeth up the east wind i'" " Aye,
replied the old man, " I wad just draw

-the inference that he wud no get verra
fat." Well, hon. gentlemen, I draw the
inference that the Syndicate that con-
structs this Pacific Railway in the man-
ner proposed by the ex-Secretary of State
-the men who furnish the supplies, the
navvies who do the hard work, the men
who run thel road, and every man
<onnected with it will be snuffing up
the east wind, and " no get verra fat."
Nothing but the expenditure of millions
-of hard cash will ever bring that work
to completion, and no process by which
the hon. gentleman can bring out on
paper, a balance of $19,000,000, in favor
of the Syndicate will ever accomplish
it. Varions propositions have been
made for the construction of this work.
I do not propose to detain the House
with a comparison of all the various
-offers and propositions which have been
made, but I do Say this, that
taking the hon. ex-Secretary of State's
owvn line of argument, that money is
-cheaper now and easier raised than it
wa in 1871 and 1874, the facts become
stronger againas him. Taking the rate
of interest iat wo were -paying in 1871
and the rate that we are paying now,
it will not cost us more to raise

436,134,831 now than it did cost us
when we offered the Allan Company
430,000,000. Or, if you take the
reverse of it, the $25,000,000 at the
rate we are paying for money now, vouhld
m&)Uly be equal in reality to $20,755,000

lon. Mr. JzcLelaia.

as compared with the $30,000,000 iii
1871. Taking the hon. gentleman's own
line of argument, the comparison in all
cases becomes more favorable to the
present contract. Objections have been
taken to the allotment to the central
section being, as is claimed, out of pro-
portion to the western and eastern sec-
tions. Hon. gentlemen should bear in
mind that the first expenditure almost
of the Syndicate will be the equipment

.of 712 miles of railway ; this and to
ran it, will require a large amount of
capital. Then, a large amount of capital
will be necessary to provide plant for
the whole undertaking, and to organize
a thorough system of immigration.
Whilst constructing the central, they
must proceed with the eastern section.
The cash subsidy given to the eastern
and western sections will fall far short of
the actual cost, and it is both for the
interest of the Dominion and the Syn-
dicate that a large amount of land shoild
be given to the Syndicate for settlement
as soon as possible. Some time must
necessarily elapse before the Syndicate
can have a return from lands to help
provide the cost of coustructing the
eastern and western sections. It is
essential to the prosperity of the
North-West and the success of the
whole that there shall be a large
population put in there, and that
you shall give over to the Company for
that purpose, as soon as possible, as large
an extent of territory as it is safe to do
under the terms of the contract. All the
land that the Syndicate can settle in the
first years during the construction of the
road will lie along the line, and the 900
miles over the prairie section will only
give them sufficient land as laid down
within the proper distance on each side
of the line. But, if the gentlemen of the
Opposition think that we should have
held part of these lands and
money and placed it directly upon
the eastern and western portions
of the road, what have they to say to
their own Act of 1874 ? That Act di-
vides the work into sections. It says
" it shall be divided into sections," and
it names them just as they are named ix
this contraet. Then it goes on to say
that $10,000 a mile shall be given t.

1 each and every mile, and in everv see-
tion, and that 20,000 acres tf land shali
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be given to every mile of every section
of the road. That Act declaring that
this subsidy should be given in all
cases would give to that central section
4.10,000 in cash and 20,000 acres of
land per mile. and in addition
to that they propose to guarantee four
per cent. or any sum the contractors and
the Government might agree upon. We
will drop the four per cent. We will
put any valuation that any gentleman
vho has spoken on that side will men-

tion upon the land; but $3 seems to be
the figure about which they all cling.
You have at that rate $60,000 worth
of land, and $10,000 in cash, or $70,000
a mile for building the Central section.
That is what they proposed to give under
their Act of 1874. But same hon. gen-
tlemen lay great stress upon the tact, or
what they call a fact, that this
imeasure will create a monopoly in the
west - a monopoly which the hon. Sen-
ator from Charlottetown said would be
like a malaria spreading over the land.
I was, and am still, under the impression
that the object of this Bill is to break up
r monopoly that bas existed in the North-
Vest from time immemorial. The In-

dians, the buffaloqs, the prairie doge and
the muskrats have had a monopoly of
that country for ages, and the proposition
is to break up the monopoly of barbariam
and' to give that country civilization,
prosperity and advancement in the world.
They say it is a monopoly because no
other company can construct a railway
to within fifteen miles of the boundary.
The hon. gentleman opposite who spoke
yesterday asked, " Would you give a
river away 1" and some hon. gentlemen
said, " hear, hear." Certainly not if the
river were open and free to the naviga-
tion of the world. But if it were ob-
structed and any individual should fit it
for navigation by overcoming those ob-
dtructions, the country would give bim
a monopoly of it, and the privilege
Of exacting tolls for the use of it
by others. The Government itself
constructs canals and clmrges tolls upon
vessels passing through them, and in that
way has a monopoly uf our rivers. A
eaSe occurred a few days ago, where one
lumberman had made improvements on
a river, and another lumbermanu passed
his log over the chutes of that river.
The owner of the improvements sued

Hion. Ar. McLelan.

bin, and the Court decided that he had
a monopoly of the works on that river.
But why should these hon. gentlemen
talk about a monopoly being created be-
cause of this clause in the Bill 1 Look
at their own. Mr. Mills, while a menm-
ber of the late Government, introduced a
Bill in the other House for the construc-
tion of railways in the North-West, by
which he created the very kind of mono-
poly that the sane hon. gentleman now
complains of. He says in that Bill:---
" No company shall be incorporated,
under the' provisions of this Act, for the
construction of any railway having the
me general direction asthe Canadian Pa-
cific Railway, or any branch thereof, at a
nearer mean distance than forty miles."
People outside of Parliament reading
that would take up that word " mean"
and say it wa mean to complain of-a
bill that allows, you to go within fifteen
miles of the frontier, when these gentle-
men declare themselves that no one
should go within forty miles of the Pacific
Railway. Then they complain of the
rates of freight, and contend that the
road should be held by the Government
in order that they might regulate those
rates, and the ex-Secretary of State
instanced the case of the Inter-
colonial Railway being held as a
Government work, and that we
came to this •House to complain
of the rates, and they were reduced. The
fact is, that all the great railways of this
continent: the syixdicates, and companies,
and individuals, that have been gathering
in and strengthening their lines, have
tended, under the manigement of the
companies, to a reduction of the rates of
freight, and it was only because the
Intercolonial Railway was held by the
Government - held by the late Govern-
ment - that we had to come
to this House to complain of
the rates of freight. At that thme
all the railways held hy private
companies on this continent were 're-
ducing their ratea for freiglit and were
increasing the traffie upon their hnes,
whilst the late Government were inereas-
ing the charges for freight, and red.iug
the traffic upon the Intercolonial. I'
remember bringing this matter to the
notice of this Cbamber during the ad-
ministration of the late Government, and
of having cited numerous cases of re-
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ductions made by companies in the
rates for freight; and having pre-
sented such a case as was unanswerable
to the Governmet ; and that, I
believe, had some little influence
in bringing about a reduction of the
rates upon the Intercolonial. I say that,
so far from being alarmed at the rates
that railway companies may charge, we
would have more cause for alarm if the
line were owned by the Government,
because governments will not watch so
closely the interests of a railway and
the wants of traffic as a company wiIl.
The Government are not so easily reached
as a company is, nor so easily affected in
their own interest or in their pockets ;
therefore, I claim that it is safer under
a company that will carefally watch the
pulse of traffic, and, in every possible
way, seek to strengthen it ; besides, we
can, when there is need, reach them un-
der the clauses of the general Railway
Act. But hon. gentlemen also assert
that this Company will hold their lands,
and they have cited the case of the
"Canada Land Comipany," which has
held lands for 20 or 30 years, but the
cases are quite different. The main pro-
fits of the Syndicate must arise from the
settlement of their lan.s. What is the
advantage of the Company undertaking
to construct the Pacific Rtailway through
that territory if tbey dlo not at the
first possible moment settle the lands
along the line. They must, in order to
save themselves, either settle our lands
which are sandwiched in with theirs, or
settle their own. I believe the Syndi-
cate cannot build that road for less than
$50,000,000, and it would have cost the
Government very much more, as I have
attempted to show. Now, all that the
Government pays is $25,000,000, which
will louve at least $25,000,000 to be pro-
vided for by the Syndicate. They are
under bonds therefore to the extent
of $1,250,000 a year for the
interest upon that sum at least,
and they have also the expense
of working the road of at least
$6,000,000, so that the Syndicate is
under bonds to the extent of $7,250,000
atthe very lowest calculation-to sell their
]and or to people ours. Whichever way
yon put it, if they sell their own lands,
or if tbey people ours the advantages
will accrue to the Dominion.

Hon. Mr. McLotan.

The debate was adjourned until to-
morrow, Mr. McLelan still holding
the floor.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (K) "An Act to iDcorporate-
the British Colonial Insurance Com-
pany."-(Mr. Allan.)

The Senate adjourned at 6 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Thursday, February 10ht, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at three
p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

WINTER COMMUNICATION WITH
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE inquired if
the members of the Government pos-
sessed any information as to the position
of the Northern Liqht. He said: Pri-
vate advices from Prince Edward Island
state that the vessel has been for days in
the ice, and that 26 passengers left, the
vessel being short of provisions, avid
spent the night on the ice. The vessel
is still in a precarious position, and sone
of the passengers are still upon it. If
the Government are not in possession of
any information at present, perhaps they
can furnish sone to the House to-morrow.

lion. Sir ALEX. C &MPBELL -
The Government has not heard anything
on the subject for the last three or four
days. Before that we had heard that the
passengers had left, but that although
the vessel was in the ice, there was no
danger. i will inquire and inforin my
hon. friend to-norrow if we hear any-
thing.

CAN'ADIAN PACIFIC RAlLWAY.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved -

" That an humble Address be presented to
His Excellency the Governor General, praying
that His Excellency will cauae to be laid be-
fore this House, a copy of the Order in Coun-
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cil, passed in or before the year 1873, fixing
Esquimalt as the Western Terminus of the
Canadian Pacific Railway."

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
The Government have no objection.

The motion was agreed to.

PACIFIC RAILWAY BILL.

THE DEBATE CONTINUED.

The Order of the day having been
called for resuming the adjourned debate
on the Hon. Mr. ScoTT's motion, in
amendment to the motion of the Hon.
Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL " That the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Bill be now read the
second time," by leaving out " now " and
after " time " inserting " this day three
months,"

Hon. Mr. McLELAN said: Hon. gen-
tlemen, I am sorry to trespass further
upon the attention and time of the House,
but I shall endeavor to limit my remarks
and make them as brief as possible to-
day. When the House adjourned last
evening, I was endeavoring to show that
there need be no apprehension of a mo-
nopoly in the North-West under the Bill
transferring the construction of this work
to a Syndicate. I had shown, I think,
that it was the interest of the Syndicate
to dispose of their lands as early as pos-
ible and to settle that oountry in order

that they might have a traffic which
would pay the cost of running the rail-
way and the interest upon the necessary
capital that they wuuld invest over and
above the subsidy. This sum I place at
$7,.50,000, or for five years - the period
for which I had made my other calcula-
tions - it would amount to $36,250,000.
Hon. gentlemen will see that, having the
Syndicate under so heavy bonds to di*-
pose of their lands and to settle the coun-
try, there need be no great alarm that
they would hold them for an increased
value. Al that the lands, if held, would
inerease in value would be lost in the
annual deficit in the working of the road,
and in the interest of the capital. With-
Out population, hon. gentlemen know that
the railway cannot exist, that they can-
not meet the interest upon their bonds
which they will have 'outstanding ; and
the, probabiities are that they would
otherwise have to go into bankruptcy
and be sold out, as many other rail-

Hon. Mr. McLelan.

ways in the United States have
been during the past year. I have
here a statement showing that 31 rail-
ways in the United States, for the past
year, with an aggregate length of 3,375
miles, with $166,000,000 bonds and
$97,000,000 stocks, were sold under
foreclosure of mortgage.

Hon. Mr. SOTT - Between what
years I

!Hon. Mr. McLELAN - That was
during the last year. In five years 228
roads,having a mileage of 20,000-nearly
23 per cent. of the present total mileage
of the United States-and a nominal in-
vestment of $1,236,000,000, became bank-
rupt, and bankrupt mainly and solely,
as we all must infer, from the want of
trafflc upon the roads. If this Syndicate
should follow the insane practice of with-
holding their lands from settlement they
must inevitably become bankrupt also;
but if they settle the lands of the Domi-
nion, and thereby secure traffic, then the
ends we desire will be accomplished.
But how are they to lock up their lands 1
How are they to get increased pdces
when we have intermixed with all the
lands that they can hold - good, bad and
indifferent - lands of the sane quality
and the same quantity, acre for
acre, mile for mile, and farm for
farm, which will be sold at a dol-
lar and a quarter an acre t Hon.
gentlemen have claimed that the Com-
pany will get the best lands. Why, under
the system in which the lands are to be
located - in alternate blocks of a mile
square -if they get a good mile we will
have an adjoining mile equally good,
and the average price that we could get
for it, under the land regulations which
were published in October last, would be
at the highest, one dollar and a quarter
an acre. Taking the homestead lot for
settlement and the pre-emption lot, of
160 acres each - the one lot free and,
the other lot at two dollars and a half an
acre - we get in this way for the two
lots an average of one dollar and a
quarter an acre, from which deduct one.
quarter as the cost of management, and
the price obtained by the Government as
the net receipts for the land, will, in the
best belt, be one dollar an acre. Assum-
ing that the Company hold their own
lands and settle ours, how will the mat-
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ter stand ? -You see with the averngete stnd i o e ihteae'ge this road that it would give the nMunici-
price of our lands, and with the facilities palities of the North-West ibe right to
afforded by the railway, there can le tax the roadbed and rollinstock. To
little doubt that the lands held by the usof the Maritime Provinces, it is a new
Government will be* readily sold at the proposition thus to tax the roadbed of a
price I have named. What will be the railway. We are more famiiar, bon.
result of the settlement of an equal gentlemen, in the Maritime Provines -
quantity of land to that which we give I speak more particularly for the Pro-
the Syndicate - 25,000,000 acres 1 I go vince of Nova Scotia - with the hard-
to the Census of the United States, and ships endured by the first settiers in their
find that the returna of the quantity, of efforts to gain a footing in the country.
land held by farmers there, improved and W. are famiiar with the recitals
uninproved, is giverf. Taking the -State thereof, shewing that the pioneers of
of Minnesota, the improved lands there Nova Sootia, and I prestime of
amounted in 1870 to 2,322,000 acres, ail the oider provinces, endured bard-
and unimproved to 4,161,000 acres; ship, suffered privations, and over
making altogether 6,483,000 acres, the came obstacles greater than nmny men
population is 439,000, which gives an have overcome whose names are recorded
average of 14¾ acres per head. I go to in history as heroes. When the nien of
the State of Michigan, which had in the the older provinces had undergone al
saine year 10,000,000 acres of land in the those hardships, when they cleared their
hands of agriculturists, and a peptla- farm , establisted cities and towns, and
tion of 1,184,000, and average of 8 j1 made te wilderness to blossom, then
acres a head. Take our 25,000,000 acres, chnpanies cae to them and proposed to
and put thei in the hands of agricul- build railwas, and asked thet te con-
turists, and you 'will have, at least, a tribute soïnething towards construction.
population of 2,000,000. So that if the In sop e cases the right of way was

yndicate does nothing more than settre vided, in a er bonuses were given to
the 25,000,000 of acres of land that we the conmpany. In the Province to which
have initermixed with theirs, they will n belong the Government proposed to
confer an incalculable benefit upon s thisi construt a railway, and in addition t
Dominion. Then again, as a further the people of the counties through which
guarantee, Wat the end of twenty years, if that railway ra, bearing their share of
they are so disposed ta hold their lands, the co t of construction, they were called
the population there will have the power upon and taxed to pay the rigt of way
th impose taxation upon them; and if through those cunrties. And oere, hon.
the IRailway Company carry inte that gentlemen, a proposition is gravely ade
country a population that will pay for to us, the descendents of the people who
the cost of working and running the endured al the hardhip e f ettlig this
railway, that population will e suffi- country, who have ptrchased and held
ciently strong to control. the taxation of the great North-West Territory at a ceat,
that territory, and wisl impose suc taxes as the hon. Secretary of State says, of
upon those lands as will ensure their $10,000,000, and an annual charge of
being thrown open for settiemient. But, one and a quarter millions, exclusive of
aon. gentlemen, it as been qlaimed by the railway, and are now caed upon to
the Opposition, further, that asthoug contribute twenty-five millions more t
ater twenty years, or upon the sale of compete this undertaking, and are
any of the Sydicate land , the aunici- gravely told that wd should go further
palities will have the right to tax those and provide that the people going into
lands, it is codplained that they have i that country with ail the advantages
no'riglit te tax the roadbed and rolling- which we ef the oider provinces provide,
*stock, or the property of the Syndicate. should have the right ta tax the railway.
Why, h9n. gentlemen, the municipalities IThe Opposition have given variolis es ti-
wou;ld net lie in any worse position if matesi of the value of' the exemption,
the Government, as lon, gentlemen op- rating it as worth t the Syndicat from
posite now advocate, should constrt the $5,000,000 ta $20,000,000. Take any
road. No man supposes for a moment their igures nd their assertions, and
that if the Goverement were te build it follows that no Syndicat expecting t
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construct the road would agree to be
taxed unless you add to the subsidy just
the amount which the privilege will cost
the Syndicate, be it five or tweity
millions. Now, kon. gentlemen, I say
that, if in addition te all that we have
done for the North-West, and ail that
we are now doing for that country, we
should go down to our constituents
(descendants of those who endured
such hardships in settling the country)
and say, " You 'who have taxed your-
selves to provide railways in your own
provinces,-and spent so many millions in
the North West to open up that territory
by a railw%ýay, have, by our last Act, been
called upon to provide five to twenty
millions more that the people who go in
there may have the right to tax that
railway to which vou have contributed
se many millions," we would deserve to
be drive out by the constituencies to
which we returned. But men of spirit,
desiring to go into the North-West to
niake homes for themselves, if they know
anything of the difficulties that have
been encountered in the settlement of
tiese older provinces, would not ask us
to subject ourselves to additional taxa-
tion in order to give them the right,
when they go there, to tax the road that
carries them in. They would not ask to
be " borne on downy beds of ease,"
whilst so many have trodden " the
thorny paths." The proposition is not
only that we should advance the money
to construct the railroad, that the settler
may go in on a Pullman car, with all
the luxuries and comforts of civilization
surrounding him, but that we shoiid in-
crease our burdens to give the settler the
right to tax the roadbed and rolling stock
which furnishes those comforts and luxu-
ries; aye, and they tell us that, unles;
we de, the settlers will not go in - that
it will debar niany. Well, hon. gentle-
men, let them stay out. The men who
'vould not go in there unless they had
such a right are not fit to settle -a
lew country; they are men who would
be no good ta the North-West, or to
the world at large. Had such men
lived in ancient times they would not
have taken a step towards the promised
]and unless they had Moses under heavy
bonds ta provide them with quail and
mxanna for all time. But the Opposition
-have. pbiled up their millions for naught.

lion. Mr. McLelan.

It har been shown elsewhere, in an ad-
mirable speech by Mr. Rykert, that this
objection is a trifting one; that the taxes
would only be a frAction4 anim that could
be obtained,taking the ratg of taxation ex-
isting in Ontario. But as bbjections melt
away one after another, and the weakneos
of them becomes more apparent, newobjec-
tions are started up. One hon. gentle-
man actually made the objection that
settlers would not go in because the•
Company would not keep up their share
of the fences - that this great work of
constructing a highway to the North-
West, for the opening up and settlement
of that great country, was not to begone
on with because the fences were not te
be constcucted, or of a proper height 1
It is too ludicrous to be talked about. I
almost felt like quoting that expression
which has become historical in connection
with the saine North-West, " take away
that blawsted fence,"and I hope hon. gen-
tlemen opposite will cease to bring for-
ward such nonsensical utterances.

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE - I beg
that she hon. gentleman's words will
be submitted to the decision of the
Speaker; is the hon. gentleman entitled
to accuse a member of this House of
speaking nonsense I

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - Hon. gentle-
men, I withdraw the expression entirely;
it may be a mere difference of opinion,
and I will withdraw my opinion in the
matter. But, in addition ta all these
objections, a cry has been heard " do not
build a through li4e." At one time we
are told that the value of the land is se
great that, taking it at the valuation set
upon it by hon. gentlemen themselves,
we will be enabled to construct
kalf a dozen railways; but then
they come down to the position, " You
should not build the lino all the way
through, because we are too poor, and a
better lino can be had that will give
more traffic at a much less cost, and sav-
ing a great deal of land - the lino to the
Sault." And the hon. gentlemen
strengthen their position somewhat by
quoting the utterances of many members
of this fouse and elsewhere, respecting
the advantages that would accrue to the
*ountry from connection with the Sault.
But these utterances were given in this
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House and elsewhere on the supposition
that we were not in a position, financially,
to construct an all-rail route, and that it
would be years before we would be. The
question was raised here last year, and 1
remember having troubled the House
with a few remarks on that occasion.
The position I took was, that it was so
important to the welfare of this whole
Dominion, and to the North-West
itself, that it was better not
to be over hasty, but to husband
eur resources and work for an all rail
route. And, hon. gentlemen, as we learn
more of the extent of that country, my
opinion is strengthened, and I believe
that the impression will grow and
atrengthen upon the minds of the public,
as they learn more and more of that vast
.ountry, of the great importance of hav-
ing through connection with it upon our
own territory. Make that highway upon
eur. own territory a great channel of
*ommerce between the west and the older
provinces, and you may rest easy as to
any further connections. If there is a
trade at the Sault that is desirous of
.oming through Canada, when we have
built this great highway, and the trade of
the North-West is borne down over itthat
.onnection will be made from the Sault ;
and the lesser stream will flow into the
greater, as lesser streams always flow
into larger. But, hon. gentlemen, sup-
pose you abandon the Eastern connection,
and you make the road to the Sault and
eonnect with a line through American ter-
ritory, and your means of communication
are through American territory, what
in the result I Why, that all the immi-
grants you start for that country (if not
earried away by American agencies), are
so poisoned by the stories they hear of
the value of the American soil, and the
advantages of settling in the United
States,in passing through, that the proba-
bilities are that they become dissatisfied
with the North-West, and go back to the
United States - led away by the im-
pression made upon them when they
were passing through. An hon. gentle-
man, the ex-Premier, gave his experience
in a speech delivered February 21st,
1877. He says:-

I The stream of travel ran through the
United States, causing a loss of a greater or
less percentage to us, both in immigrants and
others, for a number of Mennonites, who were

Hon. Mr. McLelan.

sent over the American route to the North.
West, had been induced by speculative agents
to settle in the States ; and it did seem to him
desirable as anything could be so, that, as soon,
as it could be done at a coat proportioned to
the value of the work, they should be able to
take the stream of travel to the North.Wesa
through our own territory."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Via the Thunder
Bay Branch.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - Via the Thun-
der Bay Branch 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - That is what he
refers to tbere.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - But that line
will be closed during part of the year.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Not while the
emigrants are coming.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN -- Whilst very
many will come, and whilst there will be
at all times a large travel to and front
the North-West, this, being ail rail:
would be easier than via Thunder Bay,,
and would be mainly used.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The hon. gentle.
man knows that Mr. Mackenzie was de-
fending the expenditu-e on the Thunder
Bay Branch because emigrants to that
country would go through to Thunder
Bay by Lake Superior. Immigrants do
not corne in January, February and
March.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN -My hon.
friend proposes to make a line to the
Sault, and, connecting with American
railways, to use that as a highway to
the North-West.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - During the win-
ter only, until we can build the other.
. Hon. Mr. McLELAN - Do you pro-
pose to take up the track in suimer I
If not, it remains connected with the
American roads in summer,. and, either
summer or winter, the man who gets on
a railway here to travel to the North,
West will remain on that road and travel
by the American lines.

Hou. Mr. SCOTT - You force them
for ten years, at all events, to pass through
the United States.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - But you ask
us to force them for all time to travel.
through American territory.
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Hon. Mr. SGOTT - I never suggested
anything of the *kind.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN I say, if we
reject this proposition, and act upon the
luggestion of the hon. gentleman, and
eonstruct the road to the Sault, it is
tantamount to declaring that the route
shall be for all time through the United
States.

Hon. Mr. SCCTT - Such a suggestion
was never offered.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - It is nothing
else. buppose the hon. gentleman should
succeed in getting two millions of people
in the North-West, he does not mean to
say that they, or any large proportion,
would travel by -land and water via
Thunder Bay ard the Lake, even in
summer ? The main portion of travel
will be, and must of necessity be, through
the United States lines, and I say, if you
succeed in getting the number of settlers
into the North-West that the hon. gentle-
man expects (and it is not expected that
this great railway shall pay working ex-
penses until there are two or three
millions of people there), you have that
population in the North-West, and four or
live millions in the older provinces, and
the means of communication between the
two populations would be nainly
through American territory. t say, so
long as you have that, you never can
bring about that feeling of homogenity
- of oneness - that is desirable in
people living under the same laws.
Previous to the opening of the lutercolo-
nial Railway, we of the Maritime Prov-
inces knew something of that. We know
that this passing through the United
States to reach one part of the Dominion
from another tends to keep us compara-
tive strangers in sympathy and interest;
and it was not until the Intercolonial
Railway was built, and we travelled
through our own terribory from one point
to another, that we felt that we were one
people,.and should work to accomplish
one end. I say, therefore, that so long
as you make the main thoroughfare of
travel and traffic with the North-West
through the United States, you will have
the feelings and interests of the millions
who may go there to settle drawn and
centred towards the United States. It
has often been pointed out that the great
leading railways which bound the North-

Hon. Mr. McLelan.

ern and Western States together com-
mercially, united them in patriotic
sentiment ; and so with the South,
- the sentiment of each following
the lines of interest - the railways
of the north, binding together the greater
power, preserved the Union. «I say that
it is worthy an effort to get that great
highway built, which shall bring about
this oneness of sentiment throughout the
Dominion,more especially when the lands
of the North-West can be made to bear
at least half the cost of the undertaking.
The hon. ex-Secretary of State has re-
ferred to the amount that we are giving
to the Syndicate, and he has added to
that the cost of the work already con-
structed or under contract, and he has
-taken the extreme figures, including the
surveys - all expenditures and all lia-
bilities, amounting to $36,619,000, from
which he deducts $1,000,000, leaving
$35,000,@00. Now, that includes the
cost of all the surveys that have been
made. 1 do not think it is fair, under all
the circumstances, to charge that against
the Syndicate.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - That was the
agreement with the Allan Company,that
they were to recoup the Government for
the surveys made prior to the contract.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - I am only
speaking of the contract now, and what
is the present position of things. The
United States spent very large sums in
exploratory surveys in the country over
which the tnion Pacifie Railway was
built long before that line was construct-
ed, and every railway that is run through
a settled country has the advantage of
the expenditure for surveys made at the
expense of the Government. I think it
is entirelv fair to deduct from the sum
which the hon. gentleman puts down as
the cost of the surveys.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -- The Syndicate
gets the benefit of it.

Hon. Mr. McLE LAN - So does every
railway company that runs through a
settled country get the benefit of the
surveys made at the expense of the
Government.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - But the lino is
actually located through the prairie sec-
tion.
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Hon. Mr. McLELAN - Yes, and it
was changed by the Government because
it was considered that the location was
unwise and unsuited to the country.
Would you charge against this Syndicate
the cost of locating the line over the
muskegs north of Lake Manitoba I If
the hon. gentleman will not permit me
to take from the amount the whole cost
of the surveys, I think he will have
generosity enough to allow me to take at
leuat the cost of that location more
especially, as we, in this Chamber, pro-
tested in our strongest terms against
it. We' never could rightly
understand why that location was made;
why it was taken away from the portion
of the province fit for settlement. Hon.
gentlemen from Manitoba asked for a*
oommittee in the session of 1876, and we
had an inquiry, and it was shown
that, looking to the colonization of
the coantry and the strengthening of
our position, if, was right and proper to
take the Une south of Lake Manitoba.
It will be remembered by hon. gentle-
men who were on that Committee, that
tha position taken by the Government
was that the northern route was shorter ;
but there is another reason given
later by the hon. gentleman who was
Premier at that time, which will be found
in the Commons Debates of 1877. It
was that- the right of way would 1e
cheaper where located. He says: -

" Advantages were no doubt to be gained
by running the road from Rat Portage in a
more southerly route, and reaching Red River
20 miles further up, near the City of Winnipeg.
Then this route passed through a compara-
tively settled portion of the country, some of
it, at all events; and it would also pass
through the centre of population. Apart from
the engineering difficulties which present-
ed themselves, and to which he would refer
presently, there were other disadvantages.
One of these disadvantages was that the route
would pass through a place where the price of
land was very high. The Goverament found
themselves, even at Thunder Bay - a place
which was still morerecently settled - obliged
to pay for every inch of land, for two miles
along the river bank, at'a cost in the neigh-
borhood of $50,000.' On the line they had
adopted in Manitoba and the North-West very
little of the land was in the hands of priva:e
parties."

Here we are in effect told that the road
was carried away frou th6 population
and from the land fit for settlement and
located over the swamps and muskegs

ion. Mr. McLelan.

north of Lake Manitoba, because the.
cost of right of way was so great at,
Thunder Bay; because the hon. gentle-
man was incompetent to protect himself
from the Philistines, his friends, and paid
over $50,000 for what was not worth a
many cents. When the hon. Senator,
now Minister of Inland Revenue, was
ventilating this matter before Parliament,
we never supposed that we were doing
an incalculable damage to this country,
and to the Province of Manitoba by that
exposure. We did not think that we
were frightening the Government from
the valuable lands of Manitoba, and
driving them to locate the road where it
could only be done in winter over muskegs
"measureless to man," so that they might
not fall again into the hands of the Phil-
istines as tbey did at Kaministiquia.
The hon. ex-Secretary of State has drawi
me away from the position I was taking,
that the cost of the surveys should be de-
ducted from the gross cost. Then, taking
off the amount that was estimated by th*
engineers for the equipment of the road,
and included in the gross sum, and the
Canada Centra), and we will have, as
given elsewhere, $28,000,00 as the cost
of the road that is now being done. But,
hon. gentlemen, when you give them that
property, which has cost this country
$28,000,000, it does not follow that it is
worth that amount to the Syndicate, or
that it would cost them anything like
$28,000,000 to prcduce it - all of it that
will be of utility when you figure up the
different items that have been wasted,
and worse than wasted. I see an hon.
friend smile; I know that he is thinking
of the millions of dollars lost in the hasty
purchase of steel rails -of the money
thrown away at Fort Frances -of the
purchase of the Neebing Hotel, and of
the thousands expended on the Georgian
Bay Branch ; and then we have the cost
of forty miles of railway that the Syndi-
cate would not build. The instructions
of the late Government to their engi-
neers was to locate the line on the
straightest and shortest route to
the Pacifie. They were so hasty
to get to the Pacifie that they
they took an air line for it, regardless of
the obstacles in the way, and to do this,
and, as I have shown in the extract I
have read, to get away from the settle-
ments - away from valuable lands of
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Manitoba - they made the crossing at
Selkirk, neoessitating the construction of
22 miles to Winnipeg and 18 more from
Winnipeg to intersect the main line,
making forty miles which could have
been saved had they crossed at Winnipeg
direct, throwing the line south of Lake
Manitoba without the bend it now has
when put south by the present Govern-
ment. Then, in the location of the road
up to Selkirk, it was given in evidence
before a Committee of this House that,
had the line been located more southerly
and direct to Winnipeg, a saving of from
$300,000 to $400,000 would have
been effected. Estimates of both lines
were made. The estimate for the
southern line was about $360,000 less
than tho estimate for the line
built. The actual expenditure on the
line that was constructed was double the
estimate. Now, doubling both estimates,
vou have a difference of $720,000, nearly
three-quarters of a million, between the
two lines. Take off all these expendi-
tures, and you have not left much more
than $20,000,000, and I am quite satis-
fied that, if you ask the Syndicate to do
this work for ·$20,000,000, they would
be only too gl4d to do it, instead of being
charged $28,000,000. But, with all these
deductions that must be made for useless
expenditure, is it not amazing that the
ion. gentlemen opposite who were guilty
of this mismanagement should be desir-
oua to continue the construction of the
line by Government i They must be
looking and hoping to come to the Trea-
sury Benches, and to resume the manage-
ment of public works. If they look
at the history of the past, and at their
mismanagement of this great work, they
should see how fatal Canadian Pacifie
Railway construction would be to them.
It has been said that the National Policy
caused the death of the late Administra-
tion. That is true, but if they had had
another life, that would have been taken
by the Pacific Railway. If they
had had nine lives. cvery life would
have been forfeited by their mis-
management of that great work. No
word of warning or counsel would be
accepted; blindly and persistently they
blundered cii. The representatives of
Manitoba protested against the location;
to a committee of Parliament'they show-
ed the injury it was doing to that
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Province and the whole North-West,
and, therefore, to the Dominion, but
without effect. Other works, the Georg-
ian Bay Branch, and the Rainy River
improvements, were shown as clear as
sunlight to be, the first unnecessary, and
the latter, utterly valueless. The hon.
gentleman who presiaes w, the head of
this House made it as clear as possible
that the construction of that work
at Fort Frances was not worth
the paper .pon which the order
to go on with it had been written ;
that even when it would be constructed
there were eight or nine other portages
on the route, over which freight could
not possibly pass. Although all this was
made as apparent and as clear as suis-
light, we had the Government persisting
in that work ; year after year they voted
additional thousands in spite of the
remonstrances of the country, and they
went on determined at least to spend the
public money. Why, hon. gentlemen,
Mark Twaini's blue jay in its frantic at-
tempts to fill with acorns a knot hole in
the roof of a great empty house was mild-
ness and moderation, aye, it was wisdom
and provident statesmanship compared
with Premier Mackenzie's determined and
frantic efforts to construct the Pacie
Railway by digging a hole at Fort
Frances, one hundred miles away from
the line of road. Ah, hon. gentlemen, it
is not the money we think of ; it is not
the hundreds of thousands of dollars that
were wasted in this manner, but it is the
mortification attendant upon it, of being
made the laughing stock of the world.
You who have read that blue jay
story in Twain's " Tramp Abroad," wil
remember that when he finally abau-
doned the work and, exhausted, leaned
up against the chimney and commenced
swearing at his failure in the strongest
blue jay vernacular, that all the blue jayå
in the neighborhood gathered round to ex-
amine the mystery, and when one old jay,
perched on the half opened door, looking in,
saw a ton of acorns scattered over thefloor
the mystery was exploded, and for years
the liard worked jay was. laughed at by
all the feathered tribe, except one owl
from the Maritime Provinces that never
could see the joke. And so, bon. gentle-
men, it is in this case; the mortification
attendant upon the blunders connected
with the coùstruction of this work is
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greater than our regret for the loss of the
money. I am glad to know, hon. gentle-
men, that some person, for some reason
best known to himself, is filling that
hole with sawdust. I am glad it will be
put out of sight, and, I hope, forgotten.
But there comes the thought that in the
distant futare someone may stumble upon
it. What a mystery it will be then for
the world. What wise opinions will be
formed as to what that hole was
excavated for. The scientific world will
be deeply interested in it, and learned
Peports to societies will be made and
many opinions given by 8avants as to
what the hole was intended for;
and then comparisons will be drawn
beLween the hole builders and the
mound builders, and the conclusion pro-
bably reached that they were in many
ways closely identical. l it any wonder
that the Government was defeated and
killed at the last election I If there had
been no National Policy to engage public
attention, I say they would have been
killed outright by their railway misman-
agement. The remnant that returned
here from the elections must have known
and felt that they were dead on every
question to which public attention had
been called, and with ungrateful hearts
and hasty hands they laid away the old
leader who for five years had labored as
searcely ever man worked for that party.
They acknowledged by their act that the
*ld Mackenzie party had ceased to exist,
was dead and buried ; but, in their haste
Io form a new one, they forgot to give it
a friendly epitaph. They left it to the
sold charity of their opponents to record
their misdeeds, each one to his fancy,
juast as the particular deed which
took possession of his mind might
lead. For example ýmy hon. friend
froin Belleville who gave a good
deal of' attention to that hasty
purchase of steel rails, that ini-
volved the country in millions of dollars
of loss, would probably refer to that
transaction in the epitaph. Then my
hon. friend the Minister of Inland Rev-
enue, who called our attention to that
famous solitude on the far-off banks of
that quiet, calm, slow-flowing river, that
tortuous, ever winding, ever silting,
ever sand-barred Kaministiquia, would
bring in the transaction connected with
the Neebing Hotel and town plot pur-
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chase. Or, if these two gentlemen would
unite their powers in a kind of duet, they
would give us something like this:-

d Stark, stiff and cold as a rusty steel rail it
lies,

Where Kamin tiquia jobbers helped -outlay
it, their stolen pennies on its eyes."

And thus, one after another, would the
huge blunders, the marvellous mistakes
of that Administration fall into line wheu
given by an opponent's pen. They them-
selves were in haste to form a new organ-
ization and take a new leader. They
have the leader, but the principles and
policy are wanting. A leader without
armor or uniform, nothing but a few
old fig leaves, gathered at Aurora,
in hie hand, but so dry that
on the first attempt to make thein into a
covering they crumbled into dust and
left him politically naked - naked and
not ashamed. Nevertheless, hon. gentle-
men, they are proud of their leader, and
so are we all ; proud of him as a great
athlete in the intellectual gymnasium ;
proud of him as we are of any of Canada's
sons who excel in any specialty ; proud
of the man who wins in the physical
gymnasium; proud of the man; proud
we are of Hanlan, and perhaps the pride
we have in this leader is something akin
to it. But the man in the gyiiînasium
who can out-leap his competitors, or eau
balance himself most adrottly on the
tight-rope; the man who scores the
highest at billiards, or show the greatest
science at lacrosse, are not the men who
are foremost in contributing to the
world's progress. Hanlan in hie boat on
the waters has not yet found his
equal, but the Trade and Navigation
Returns do not mention his name.
If the world depended ipon these
men it would go backwards ; if we
waited for these men to sow the seed and
gather the sheaves, there would be no
" corn in Egypt ;" and because this leader
may be able to out-vault others in the
intellectual gymnasium, and balance him-
self upon a sophism or a fallacy, finer
than a split hair, it does not follow that
he is the best calculated for that legisla-
tion and that administration of the gov-
ernment that will tend to the happiness
and security of the people, and the pros-
perity and progress of this country. The
South Sea islander, naked and astride of
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bis catamaran is said te exhibit marvels
of skill and dexterity as he dashes through
the surf and rides upon the storm tossed
'waves ; but it does not follew that he
ehould be given command of the Pacific
squadron, or put in centrol of a valuable
merchantman ; nor dope it foHow that,
because this leader, when the storm of
debate is highest and wildest, can fRing
aside the surf and ride on the highest
wave, that he should be put in charge of
the ship of State. He bas been placed
in that ship as one of the crew, but all
his labors are given to hinder her pro.
gress. No matter upon what course the
ship sails, he endeavors to create alarm in
the mind of all ; always danger ahead.
I remember hearing him in connection.
with this great Pacifie Railway question
a year ago, striving to create alarm, and
have the ship headed for Kansas, and
I could not help being reminded
of oue of our Nova Scotia -captains,
a very clever young man, but full of
erotchets coucerning the art of naviga-
tion, who spent neaily all his time at sea
trying to discover some better system of
wavigation than that which ýeisted, leav-
ing his ship in 'charge of the officers
at certain times, getting fron them
the courses and distances that the ship
had made, to extend it on his chart,
which he kept open on his table. On
doing so -on -one occasion, he rushed on
deck shouting wildly, "l Hard down
your helm'! Hard down'! Ready about !!
We are going to destruction - right on
the reefs in amongst the islands ! !"
Quickly, the ship was put about, and
stood off and on, beating about for two
days, with every man on board on the
lookout for the danger. At the.end of
two days, the officer went to the captain
and said he thought there must be a
mistake, and lie had better put the ship
on her course again. -" Mistake," said
the captain, " no mistake; we are in a
very critical position, destruction right
ahead ! Look at the chart.! Look at the
dangerous' reefs and the éluster of
islands right in our course ! " The efficer
looked at the chart and replied: " Why,
captain, there has been a fly on your
chart, and that dangerous reef and
eluster of islands is merely the traoks of
the Ily." ge, hon. gentlemen, that pet 4y
of the late Government; that fly, which
for five years was sheltered and fattened
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on the wheel of Grit policy, but driven
off in 1878, has settled upon the new
leader's chart, and the danger that h.
fancies and alarms him, is only the track
of the fly. If the hon. gentlemen form-
ing the Opposition anticipate ever com-
ing to office; if they hope ever to manage
the public business of this country, they
should surely assist to have this york
taken out of Governmeht hands ; for
if Mr. Mackenzie with all his remark-
able industry and doing "b is incompet-
ent best," lamentably failed, depend
upon it there will not be success under a
leader with a fly on his chart. . Before
closing, I should refer to the charge that
has been made, that in this contract the
Government sacrifices the National Pol-
icy; that policy which the country de-
clared should be adopted ; that policy
which the Opposition so fought against.
But I think it bas been shown that there
is no danger in this respect. I am sure
that if I saw any danger of sacrificing
that policy in the contract which is now
before us, I should oppose that contract.
I was one of the first who advocated that
policy in this onse. When the late
Hon. George Brown returned, in 1875,
from Washington with the prcposition to
throw open our country to the Ainerican
manufacturer, free of duty - to have re-
ciprocity in manufactures - I took the
opportunity to express my strong disap-
proval of the proposition. Very few at
that time were prepared to go ao far as I
did in the line of the policy adopted by
the party, and accepted by the people in
1878, and strong as were my opinions
then as to the value of such a policy to this
young and growing country, they are, if
possible, strengthened and confirmed by
the experience the country bas had under
that policy ; and, rather than have it sac-
rificed, as it is claimed it is by this con-
tract, I should prefer to abandon the
contract and postpone the work
indefinitely. Anxious as 1 am for the
success and prosperity of the North-West,
I am more desirous of the welfare of the
older provinces. But, Ion. gentlemen,
the National Policy is not in danger.
The amount of material admitted under
the contract, duty free, is trifling com-
pared to the enormous amaount of work it
will give to ail our industries. . The ex-
penditure within the Dominion by the
Syndicate will reach at least forty mil-
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lions for rolling stock, equipment, mate- so valutbie. Often were we taunted
rial for construction, maintenance of with the cry that this manti&
workmen and the multitude of inciden- of Protection wa old and unfit
tala connected with so vast a work. The for use, but we have worn k,
manufacturers and producers of the Dom- and its value and power are beeoming-
inion will be more certain to have all this known and appreciated. Senatois, 1
general work than if the road was being read in ancient sacred hitory that whea
built by Government directly, because the chariot of fire and the horses of lire
the Qovernment could at any time order had removed the old prophet Elijah, th»G
in as much of the rolling stock or other Elisha, knowing the value of his old
material, free of duty, as they chose, but mantie, did not hesitate to take it up.
the Syndicate must have al], except the And 1 rend, furthermre, that that ma&-
few articles naied, manufactured within tie, thougli worn by one and cast a8ide,
the Dominion, which will help forward and thon taken up by another, lad its old
our own industries amazingly. And then power. Elisha came to Kedron, and,
the Government, relieved of all the weight with the mante, smote upon its waters,
of care and anxiety which this work has and they parted hither and thither, and
imposed, engrossing all their time and on dry, firm ground ho passed to tliê
attention, will be able to devote other side. So with this mantle of pro-
more thought to the general business of tection. Aithough worn England
the country - to study the workings of until sho attained so higl a statê
this National Policy - to fit the garment of perfection in the mechanical and man-
to the growing shoulders, and the better ufacturing industries, and s0 great pros-
ensure our success. But it does seem Vo perity, as notolonger to require it; yst
me very curious, very marvellous, that now, in the hands of our Governnent,.
the men who so stoutly opposed the pro- it las its oki power, for they, 8nitirg
tection of home industries should now be upon the stagnant waters of depression
so solicitous for them - so sensitive and which haveso long oversprend this land,
fearful lest the National Policy should be they are parting hither and thither, and
sacrificad. It is not often that the boy our people with thia trade policy estab-
is more careful of bis garment than is the Iished, and this great national bighway
parent who, at great care, and toil secured, shah henceforth tread on fir
and cost, provided it for him ; but ground, and pass over Vo prosperity.
so it seems to me in this case, lon. Mr. LEWIN - I have listened
and they such naughty boys. Iow they attentively to the various speeches which
kicked, and struggled, and pouted, and have been delivered on the subject of
wouldn't have it ; they declared the gar- this Bil, expecting Vo hear varions argu-
ment old andsecond hand, out of style, out ments and ïeas given in favor of it. 1
of date, thrown off by the Mother Ooun- have heard through those speeches froin
try, and they would be ashamed to wear ih first to ast, strong nttacks upon the lat
Foolish lads! they wished to rank with Goverpiment; their forgetfulnes-, their
the advanced politicians of Britain; misdoings, and their mistakes have been
forgetting that a principle or policy lrought up in a variety of ways. We
which one country has outgrown may be have even had again resuscitated the oli
of the utmost value to one younger and s eel rails, th, purchase and delivery
less. developed, just as in this young of which in British Columbia were only
country, where household economy iE so an evidence of Mr. Mackenzie's honest
closely studied, there are thousands of intention to carry on the construction of
lads and lasses clad in garments laid this roa to the Pacific Ocean. WA have
aside by parent or older member of the lad other reasons given for thè various
family, remodelled to.suit younger shoul- mistakes which the late Goverament
ders ; thousands thus clad receiving have made with reference to tus road;
warmth, vitality and vigor of constitu- but I have felt sorry that these attacks
tion, and all the more worthy of the upon the Governnent have been inter-
manhood and the womanhood to whicb mxed ith a good deal of ersonalities,
they aspire, and to which they are ad- and several bon, gentlemen have
vancing, because of no. foolish shame of referred to my lon. friend the
the garments which to them have proved aVe Secretary of Staw. Certainly
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personalities at all times tend to
degrade debate, and I think there are
few gentlemen who give les cause for
personalities, and who use less them-
selves, than my hon. friend from Ottawa.
(Mr. Scott). One of the reasons given
for the construction of this road has been
the old bargain made with British
Columbia ten years ago, that the road
should be constructed within ten years.
Hon. gentlemen, that was simply a mis-
take. This country could not by any
possibility have constructed that road
within ten years, and the bargain or
contract which was then made was
characterized certainly, to say the
least of it, by a degree of rock-
lessness which was to be regretted;
and I fear that this present Bill now
before the House is an arrange-
ment something in the same spirit.
I have listened, also, most attentively for
some reasons or arguments te be deduced
why the second offer, that of the Cana-
dian Syndicate, has not been accepted..
No gentleman up to the present bas at-
tempted to say that that offer was not a
better one than the one which is em-
bodied in this Bill. Besides, the amount
of money and quantity of land being less,
those very obnoxious restrictions and
monopolies which are contained in this
Bill were not in the second offer. What
reasons have we heard against it I First
of all, it was said it was a sham; it was
not sincere ; that they never intended to
build this road, but that it was made for
motives and rosons which have not been
explained here ; and it was denounced as
a deception. Gentlemen, I think the
names of those persons who are'connected
with this Canadian Syndicate are not
shams. I have the honor to be ac-
quainted with nany of those gen-
tlemen, and the others I know by
reputation. It is well known that
they are earnest and sincere men
who through their long years in business
have conducted themselves in a manner
that has been to their own interest, as
well as advantageous to the country.
One hon. gentleman observed that they
had not the means of carrying out their
offer; that they were deficient in pro-
perty and capital. Why, hon. gentle-
men, under this Bill a syndicate would
require but a very small amount of capi-
tal; they would have the Government
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as their banker, at their back, and men
of good reputation, men of standing and
character, men of business capacity,
could undertake it, under sub-section D
of this Act, without any more subscribed
capital than $5,000,000. The *1,000,000
which the Government require as se-
curity was placed by the second Syndi-
cate in the banks, ready to be handed
over to the Government, and I have not
the slightest doubt in my mind that
the gentlemen who composed that Syn-
dicate were perfectly in earnest, and that
they intended, and would have carried on
the work. With the endorsement
of, the (iovernment they had every
possible advantage, under sub-section D,
to enable them to do so. They had the
lands, a large amount of lands, on which
they would have given a mortgage.
These bonds would have been endorsed
by the Government of the country, and
there is no reason why they should not
sell in any market as well as other bonds
of the Dominion of Canada. The reason
Of the rejection of the second offer has
not been given in any of the speeohes
thît have been made. It as merely
been asserted that the* members of that
Syndicate were not sincere. .The- public
at large, especially in the Maritime Pro-
vinces, have very often asked why the
offer of the second Syndicate has not beeit
accepted ; but an answer has never been
given. Now, there is another thing that
strikes me with regard to this offer. If
it is a beneficial one; if it is desirable to
have this road built by a company and
not by the Governnient, and there are
many arguments that inight be advanced
in favor of it, why lias not the whole road
been put under contractî Why should the
Government reserve a portion of the
western end, which they construct them-
selves, and finish also the eastern end,
and take ten years to accomplish it ?
The Government controlling the building
of those two sections is one of the objec-
tionable features of this Bill which have
been raised at various times. Objections
have frequently been raised to govern-
ments constructing works of that nature;
that it leads to corruption and jobbery;
and various other charges have been
made against governments carrying out
public works of this magnitude. Had
they given out thE whole.work to the
Syndicate, it would have silenced that
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particular argument. A great deal has
been said about building the road north
of Lake Superior. Various reasons have
been given why the whole through route
through British territory should be con-
structed, not at some future time when
the country would be in a better position
to do it, but at the present moment.
Certainly it appears to me it was a hasty
thing, and I cannot see any argument that
has been deduced to show that the Sault
route would not be the most desirable
for the present at all events, whatever it
may be in the future. It could be con-
structed at far less cost, and, if con-
structed, it would secure a large amount
of traffic, tapping as it would a territory
that is productive, and which would give
freight to sustain a railway. An argu-
ment has been used that emigrants would
be attracted to American territory by the
Sault route, and that they would remain
there. The fact is, that the country
which holds out the greatest inducements
to emigrants will attract them. If our
country has greater inducements they
will go to our North-West; but, on the
other hand, if the United States oftlr
greater inducements they will go there,
and by constructing a railway through a
thousand of miles of desolate and barren
country it will certainly not be rendered
naore attractive to emigrants from
Europe. There is one other curi-
ous section - section 15 - which
prevents the construction of any
road south of the Canadian Pacific
Railway within fifteen miles of the
United States boundary. Hon. gentle-
men, we sometimes hear in this
House as a figure of speech
that a Chinese wall is being
raised. When people are speaking of
hostile tariffs they say:" You are raising
.a Chinese wa]l to prevent.intercourse with
our neighbors; " but it remains for this
Act, practically and substantially, to
erect a Chinese wall between the people
in the North-West and their neighbors
in the United States, and to say that a
strip of land nearly 800 miles in length
and fifteen miles in width shall be left
without railroad accommodation. It does
seem to me to be an extraordinary piece
of legislation. Probably, in a few years
we will see this section quoted as a
£uriosity of legislation. People will ask
in what school of political eco-
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nomy the legislators of this . age
had studied, when they kept a num-
ber of settlers in the North-West
separated from their neighbors to,
the south, and deprived them of that
intercourse which would alleviate them
of some of their sufferings, and assist
them in forming their settlements. It is
not my intention to go through the
varions arguments that have been ised
as to monopolies. They have been fully
explained. Should that country become
populated, and should it be formed into
separate provinces, I believe that in pass-
ing this Bill we are simply sowing seeds
of discontent and agitation for the future,
and possibly something more extreme
among those people. I have merely
risen for the purpose of expressing my
views, as well as giving my vote, against
this Bill.

Hon. Mr. GIR ARD - After the
elaborate speeches that we have heard
perhaps it would be quite as well for me
not to say anything on this question,
but it is a matter of so much impor-
tance that I feel it my duty to say a few
words on the scheme which is now before
the House. The statesmen who estab-
lished this vast Dominion of Canada,
could easily perceive that the point of
attraction for British America was
more to the West in consequence of
the position of the confederated
provinces, and a natural disposi-
tion to look to the centre in every
enterprise; so understanding that in
this confederation the centre was to be
found more to the west, the cry went up
from all of the Eastera Provinces that
there was a vast territory of fertile
lands in the North-West that offered
great inducements to the youth of
the country to go out there and settle
upon them; and that they would find
there as free a country as can be found
anywhere under the British flag and
British institutions. But though there
were many advantages to be secured by
settling in the North-West, there were
also trials to be expected in the
settlement of such a new country.
Although the North-West had not
been settled, it was not unknown ; efforts
had been made at times to colonize it,
and I must admit without success.' As
far back as 1735 a man whose memory
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is much respected in that country
(Varrennes de Pere Verendrye) pushed.
hie wav as far west as Thunder Bay,
and following from Thunder Bay the
track which has since been taken for the
Dawson route, found his way to the
banks of the Assiniboine, where he
built a fort. This first expedition was
followed from time to time by men who
were known as the Coureurs de Bois.
These expeditions were not undertaken
with the view of colonization, but rather
for the purpose of trading with the
Indians. Later on, about the year 1805,
Lord Selkirk, a courageous Scotchman
and a true representative of his race,
visited the North-West, and on seeing
the promising appearance of that country
risked his fortune for the advancement
and prosperity of his countrymen. He
returned to Scotland and organized an
expedition of lis countrymen, (High-
landers) and brought then out
with him to Red River where
they founded a settlement known
as Kildonan, which was the name of their
native place. The new settlers endured
great privations for many years, but suc-
cess crowned their efforts at last, and
their settlement formed the nucleus of
of the Province of Manitoba. I have
heard many references as to the value
the lands in the Province of Manitoba
and the North-West. * It is natural that-
these lands should have increased consid
erably in value within the last ten years,
but previous to that what were they
worth 1 We could easily buy any quan-
tity at less than $1 an acre ; and at the
present moment in the North-West I do
not think that agricultural lands, except
in some locality where there are
old settlements, are worth over a
dollar an acre; so that in the
construction of this road under the
present scheme the country is never to
loose. It is the North-West which will
in a great measure build the railway.
Naturally the Company will find profit
in it, for if we take a piece of land in its
natural state we can, by our industry,
and by the expenditure of money, render
it of great value; and no one
can object to our doing so. If
these lands increase in value, it
will be due to the intelligence of the
people who seule upon them, and to the
money that is being expended upon them
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at present and during the past ten years.
The people from the older provinces whd
have come out there to settle upon our
lands have brought with them large
sums of money. 1 am happy te say that
they have succeeded, and we have a coun-
try to-day that is one of the most
promising portions of the Dominion.
From the construction of this railway
there is much to be expected ; it is said
that in that bargain we are giving too
much land, and we are making too large
sacrifices, but I do not understand in
what way we make that sacrifice. The
Syndicate will receive 25,000,000 acres
of land; that is all very well, but every-
one will admit that that land can only
be increased in value by the construction
of this railway. We may judge of the
future by what bas happened in the past ;
for ten years, as I have said, the agricul-
tural land, except in the settled portions,
has increased very little in value in con-
sequence of the want of railway com-
munication ; but if we can, by giving
away a section of640 acr'es, thereby secure
railway facilities, and increase the value
of the next section to $5, we make a
profit of $4 on the land that, without rail-
way facilities, would be worth only $4.
I will take the present occasion to re-
move, as far as possible, the impression
that Manitoba and the North.-West have
been a burden on the Dominion. Since
this discussion has commenced I have-
heard much value attached to Manitoba
and the North-West; it was not always
so, for I can remember how, session. after
session, it was said that Manitoba and
the North-West were to be the ruin of
the Dominion. Well, hon. gentlemen, I
am glad to see that we have arrived at
the time when Manitoba and the North-
West are given the position to which they
are entitled. In order to show the pro-
gress Manitoba ras made within the last
few years, I shall take the opportunity
to read the following extract frorn the
Montreal Gazete. Now, let us see how
it turns out in figures -

Customs duties..............$1,576,000
Excise.......................... 200,30
Timber dues.................... 28,863

Total............... .... $1,805,693

Less the following amounts for the same
period : -
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.ubsidy .................. $804,019 20
*Local improvements ............ 258,386 11

Total ................ $1,062,405 31

Leaving a balance of over three-quarters
of a million which Manitoba has con-
tribited to the general government. You
have helped our Privince in its infancy,
but you anticipate a large return from
the investment. In ten years more it
will be one of the best sources of revenue
the Dominion possesses, through the
construction of the Canadian Pacific
Railway. It is a source of satisfaction
to me that I have had a share in this
great enterprise since I have had the
honor of holding a seat in the Senate.
Mention has been made of the course
which I took in asking for a. committee
to endeavor to obtain justice
for my Province. That Committee
was struck and evidence was
taken establishing the fact that many
errors had been committed. I do not
say that those errors were intentional
but that there were errors is now
.generally admitted, and though
they were not rectified by the late
Administration, a better Government,
having more at heart the intereqa of the
country, has suoceded them and adoptel
a wiser policy in administering public
affairs. The original policy of 1872, to
construct a railroad across the continent,
was a good and wise one, and though it
-was beset with many difliculties, those
difficulties were overcorne. The progress
that has been nade with this great enter-
prise must convince us that the original
project was feasible and could have been
carried out without endangering the
credit of the country. An lion. gentle-
muan, in the course of this debate, quoted
a remark which fell from Napoleon the
Great at Moscow ; I shall recall another
remark of his which lie uttered in the
presence of some of his ofticers, repre-
senting to them that a position that lie
wished to capture was impregnable. The
answer of the officers was : " If it is pos-
sible, it is taken ; if it is impossible, it
will be taken." In the same way we
regard the construction of the Pacific
Railway - if it is possible, we will build
it ; if it isimpossible, we will build it again.
Approaching the work in that4spirit we are
.surmounting the difficulties which at one
tine seemed to render success iipos-
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sible. I do not charge the late Admin-
istration with having been guilty of bad
faith, but I regret to say through their
policy the country was brought to the
brink of ruin. Al that they did to'
wards carrying on that project was not
only prejudicial to the interests of Mani-
toba, but was not advantageous te any
section of Canada. I have no doubt
that this road will be completed. We
are pledged to build it, and even though
we were not, we should carry out the
original scheme in the interests of the
Dominion at large, and to ensure our
position as a portion of the British
Empire. We must have a road of our
own. The Sault connection has been
advocated here. I do not say that the
opening of that route would not be ad-
vantageous to Canada, but we must have
au independent line of our own. Cir-
cumstances may arise when all-rail com-
munication through our own territory
will be an absolute necessity, and even
though those circumstances should never
arise, we should have a highway of our
own for the accomnodation of our traffic.
I am not opposed to the Sault road, be-
cause I believe that progress accom-
panies railroads. I remember the
remark once made by Sir George
Cartier in Montreal, that the
only way to advance the interests
of Lower Canada was by building rail-
ways. He was not understood at the
time; railroads were considered too ex-
pensive then. But the Grand Trunk was
at length built, and its construction
brought prosperity to the country and
developed its resources. There are many
wealthy parishes in the Province of
Quebec whose prosperity is due to the
Grand Trunk Railway. I do not object
to the Sault Railway. If it should be
built it will increase the facilities for
communication with the North-West,
but beforeeverything else we must have
our Pacific Railway. We must have it
as soon as possible in fulfilment of our
pledge to British Columbia. We in
Manitoba have no such pledge fromn the
Dominion. The circumstances under
which we enteredi the Confederation give
us no such claim, but, perhaps in the
future, as a matter of justice, some
indemnity will be given us for the sacri-
fices we are making for the Dominion.
I know that the lands in the North-
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West and Manitoba are the property of
the Dominion, but at the same time
they are our home, and we feel
that that fact gives us a better claim
to them than anyone else can have.
I do not complain of our position. I
merely observe that we camnot claim any-
thing as a right in the construction of
that road, but I am sure that from
Keewatin to the North Pole, wherever
this question has been discussed, every-
one will rejoice to know that civilization
is to be carried into the wilds of the west
by its most active agent - the railway.
We have heard many objections to this
nieasure, but we cannot blame those who
oppose it; we cannot expect them to
confess the irtaults : at the same time we
should not let this opposition prevent us
fron doing what is best under the cir-
cumstances. We have had a second
offer submitted by certain gentlemen for
the construction of this road - a4 offer
which it is said will save us a large
amount of land and money. No one is
more desirous than I am to effect a sav-
ing when it is possible, but I cannot be-
lieve that these gentlemen are serious in
their proposition. The first Syndicate is
composed of business men who have no
interest to serve but to make their enter-
prise successful. In the second Syndi-
cate there are highly respectable men, it
is true, but most of them have
mixed more or less in politics, and they
have entered into this matter in a party
spirit, and would no doubt, feel very em-
barassed and mortified if they were taken
at their offer. We are asked to ratify
the contract which is before the House.
We niay accept or reject it. If we re-
iect it, then the second offer will be
before us, and we can give it serious
consideration, but submitted as it has
been mince the first proposition was
laid before Parliament, it looks to me
-ery much like an attempt to embar-
rass the Government. I believe that
the Pacifie Railway instead of being a
burden to Canada will be a source of
profit. It will enhance the value of our
public lands and enable us to sell and
settle them. But we have been told that
we are about to create a land monopoly
in the North-West. I do not see how a
monopoly is possible. This Syndicate
will not own all the lands. Ont of
250,0j,000 acres of fertile land in that
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country they will own 25,000,000, and
the Hudson's Bay Company own a por-
tion. There are school lands, and the
Dominion Government will retain some
150,000,000 acres itself. There will,
therefore, he four parties in that
country interested in disiposing of
their lands as rapidly as possible.
With such competition a land monopoly
is impossible. A complaint has been
made that the Syndicate's lands will be
exempt from taxation for twenty years.
I see no cause for complaint. They are
undertaking a national work; they are
running a good deal of risk, and should
have an advantage of this kind. A very
large population will flow into that coun-
try, it is true, but it is not so easy for
settlers to move into the solitudes of the
North-West as it is for wild geese to
migrate. It was right, therefore, that
the Government should give the Syndi.
cate this temporary privilege in the early
years of this enterprise. The principle
is not a new one. It is embcdied in all
railway charters in the United States. I
congratulate the Government on having
su.ceeded in making an agreement which
will settle this question definitely, and
relieve the country from all anxiety as to
the completion of this important work.
Everybody will rejoice at the success of
the great statesnian who controls the
destinies of the Dominion, and hope that
he may see the great work of hls life -
Confederation - completed by the con-
struction of this highway across the con-
tinent, thiough Canadian territory. I
know that every session during the nine
years that I have had the honoi of occu-
pying a seat in the Senate, I have been
obliged to travel through the United
States in coming to the capital, and
though I have always been treated with
kindness and attention while on any
journey, I have always been glad to
reach Sarnia, and feel that I was once,
more on Canadian ground and amongst the
Canadian people. I an glad to see this
great work in such good hands, and hope,
before many years, that we will be able
to travel by rail, t,rough our own terri-
tory, from Halifax to Victoria.

Hon. Mr. BAILLAIRGEON - The
question of the day, as we are ail aware
in the Eastern Provinces, is the construc-
tion of the Pacific Railway. It is one
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of the most important measures that we
can be called upon to consider. W;e
have before us two propositions made by
two companies of capitaliats for the con-
struction of this great highway. These
offers have been discussed in both Houses
of Parliàment by the ablest members
from both sides of politics, leaving
nothing new to be said on the subject.
I' do not wish, therefore, tu offer any
remarks on the details of their proposi-
tion. I merely wish to place upon
record my reasons for voting as I shall
do upon the motion befure the House.
I find the conditions of the first offer too
onerous for this country to carry ont.
They are too favorable to the Syndicate.
They give then too mach power, and
make them, I may say, the lords and
masters of a large portion of our best terri-
toryin the North-West; and wegive them
at the same time the ownersàip of the
Pacific Railway, as well as of other lines
which may be built hereafter to connect
with the main line. I cannot accept
such a proposition, and I shall vote
against it, and in doing so I desire to
state that I am not guided by party
spirit or political feeling, but soiely by
considerations above those of party. If
the Pacific Railway is to be built-if we
are bound by our engagements to con-
struct it, why not accept the offer of the
second Syndicate. It is more advan-
tageous than the other. It would save
us $3,000,000 and 3,000,000 acres of
land, and it does not ask for the privi-
leges which the first Syndicate demands.
This is a matter of very great importance,
and deserves our most serious considera-
tion. I do not wish to make any fur-
ther remarks. I merely desire to define
my position on this great question before
a vote is taken.

lon. Mr. TRUDEL - While I
deeply feel the inconvenience of taxing
your patience, I shall try to make my
remarks as brief as possible. I should
not have risen to address you this even-
ing if the cry of'" question," which was
raised just now, had not led me to
believe that a vote would be taken after
but one voice had been heard from the
Province of Quebec in this debate, and
that voice against the construction of the
eastern part of this great railu ay which
is so much calculated to benefit the

Hon. Mr. Baillargeon.

Province of Quebec. ,The subject bas;
been pretty well. exhausted, and very
little that is new can be said upon it. l
my opinion, we cannot properly interpret
the scheme which is before the House un-
less we consider it not merely as a single-
proposition for the building of the rail,
way, but as a part of our
North-West policy. In fact the-
construction of the Pacific Railway
is the laying of the keystone of the
great structure of Confederation. I
think the question loses a portion of its
interest and cannot be fully appreciated
when considered apart from the other
features of the general policy. I shall
recall some of the- utterances of members
of the Liberal party when -the leadera
of the Conservative party came before
Parliament, and submitted that bold
scheme of extending the boundary of
Canada westward to the Pacific Ocean.
I shall also recall the utterances of the
same'political party when the proposition
was made to purchase the North-West.
One mode employed by editors.of Liberal
papers in the Province of Quebec of cal-
culating the heavy burden which that
would place upon the shoulders of the
people was, to state how many dnng-
carts would be necessary to carry the
price of the territory and the coat of the
building of the Pacific Railway in
silver coin, and the same mode
of calculation has been adopted
every timse that any new scheme
has been brought forward by the Con.-
servative Government, and we have had
occasion five or six times a week to see
that long procession of dung carts loaded
with silver carrying away the amount of
money wasted by our leaders, and the
names of our public men printed every-
where in black characters. The question,
I am ashamed to say, was not put in
such a way as to give a very high idea of
the intelligence of the people of our
Province; but eventually those calcula-
tions, as well as a great many others,
proved useless, and did not produce the
intended effect. In spite of those dark
pictures of the evils that this undertaking
would bring upon the country, the
Province of Quebec has always given its
support to these measures. Perhaps it is
not going too far to say that if we now
have chese hundreds of millions of acres
of which the honorable leader of the
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Opposition presented so fiattering a pie-
ture, it is due in a very great measure to
the faith which the Province of Québec has
shown in those measures. There i.s a cer-
tain part of this great question which
although it bas been referred to, has not
been fully exhausted-the construction
of the eastern section of the Pacifie Rail-
way. I think I express the sentiment
of the whole Dominion when I say that
the building of the Pacifie Railway is
the construction of a great colonization
road. It in true that we build it to keep
faith with the people of British Colum-
bia, and if British Columbia had not
entered the Confederation the scheme of
the Pacifie Railway would never have
been entertained ; but every statesman
considered it as a great national coloniza-
tion road, which would open up to settle-
ment an immense tract of country, in
fact not only our North-West, but all
the immense region situated north of the
great lakes. Now, since that road is for
colonization purposes, 1 cannot under-
stand why objection is taken to a portion
of our country which needs so much to
be colonized, I do not see why this rail-
way that is g> be a colonization road in
the west should not be considered a colo-
nization roadin the east. It bas bepn stated
with a persistency which surprised me,
that the country north of Lake Supepior
is so barren and desolate that it is en-
tirely unfit for settlement. I had occa-
sion two or three sessions ago to quote
from reports of môn of the greatest ex-
perience - Professors Bell and Macoun,
appointed by the Province of Ontario to
examine that country, to show this
honorable House that the country vas
far from, being the inhospitable land that
it was represented.

At six o'clock the Speaker left the
chair.

APTER RECESS.

lion. Mr. TRUDEL - Before recesu
I had the honor to say that this road,
according to my opinion, ought to be
considered simultaneously as a national,
military and colonization ·road, and as
one of the most efficient means of develop-
ing the resources of the whole country,
and the making of our great schenie, for
the building up of a great and powerful
Confederation on this continent, a suc-

Hon. Mr. Prudel.

cess. I had the honor to say that
to my great surprise the opin-
ion 'prevailed among certain hon.
gentlemen that the country north of Take
Superior was entirely unfit for settlement.
of course I do not contend that that part
of our immense territory can be cofhpared
to the fertile belt in the North-West;
still, I venture to say that in such a great
country as ours, that territory is not to
be despised. It is a country of many
resources, and is not se worthlèss as is
represented by the gentlemen opposite.
In the year 1867, I had the advantage of
visiting a country called " L'Engardine,"
in Switzerland. In passing through that
country I was surprised to see the bouses
built in such a manner that the windows
and doors are about nine or ten feet
above the level of the ground ; I enquired
the reason'for it. and I was told that in
that part of Switzerland the atlow fall
was so great in winter that sonetimes
they had as much as twenty.feet or more
of snow in that part of -the country
which is in the Alps. That country is
unfitted for the culture of cereals, still I
was told it was one of the wealthiest
portions of Switzerland, and among the
sources of wealth in that district
the greatest was the raising of
cattle. Of course I give this information
as I received it; I had no opportunity to
ascertain whether it was true ôr not, but
I might say that the whole aspect of the
country presented an appearance of
wealth and trade that led me to believe
that this information was correct. Tak-
ing this as a fact, I do not see why simi-
lar parts of our territory should be des-
pised; especially when the cattle export
trade has reached such large proportions
that it promises to be one of the great
resources of this country. I do not pre-
tend to say from personal knowledge that
the country north of Lake Superior is fit
for settlement, but with the permission
of the House, I will read some extracta
fron the reports of gentlemen who have
explored it. Referring to the reports of
different geologists, I find the follow.
ing:-

'<The exploration from Lake Nipissi ng to
the mouth of the River Pic proved satisfac.
tory. It was found that nearly the whole of
the country through whlch the line is pro.
jected in this section, offers a fine site for the
railway. Abundance of timber and a propor.
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tion of good soil Is reported. (Rep. of 1877,
p. 50).

' Following the Lake (Nipissing) shore for
about twenty mile*, and thence striking directly
to the mouth of Smoky River, twenty-
tight miles fron the starting point, the soil le
good. About one-quarter of the distance ie
brule and the rest generally well timbered with
pine and evergreen woods, and a variety of
hard woods; thence to the fiftieth mile along
the valley of the Sturgeon River, level and
well timbered; soil good.

" Most of the distance up to this is sur-
prisiqgly level, gravel and a!nd abounding,
with some good soil near the rivers (and the
country is all over crossed by rivers) where
wild peas, oats and barley were seen growing
luxuriantly, and abundance ot timber, spruce,
tamarac, balsam, pitch pine, white birch and
poplar.

4Neariy'the whole of the country through
which the line is projected offers a fair site for
a railway, and is what might be called a
generally level country, comparatively but
little rock existing in the immediate neigh-
borhood of the proposed location. Abundance
ot wood can be had, although much of it has
been destroyed by tire. It consists of pitch
pine, Fpruce, tamarac, white birch, balsam,
cedar and poplar. In places the timber is
small as yet. But little clay exists ta the
eastward of Notosogoma Lake, but abounds to-
wards the Pic River."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The hon. gen-
tieman has read a report that is entirely
applicable to the Sault branch ; a portion
of the route is common to both lines.

Hon Mr. TRUDEL - It was exactly
what I was going to say, that some part
of this report applies to a pertion of the
route to Sault Ste. Marie, and is con-
mon to both railways, but going further
west, Professor Macoun reports :-

" During the summer of 1869, Pçofessor R.
Bell, of the Geological Survey, examined the
region around Nipegon River and Lake, and
reported that there were large areas of land,
both in the vicinity of the lake and river, well
situated for agricultural purposes. Speaking
of the Nipegon country, he says :-' In the
Nipegon country, the largest tract of good
land appears to be on the southwestern side
of the lake, from the Nouwatin kLiver north-
ward, to the Pagitchigama, a distance of fifty
miles, the country IR compartively level, an:
the soil generally fertile; but we could not
ascertain from our explorations how far west-
ward this tract extends. Th'e Indians and
others, however, represent It as con-
tinuing nearly to the River Winni-
peg, and becôming more generally
level In recèding from Lake Nipegon. Soin
of the peninsulas in Lake Nipegon, within
the above distance, are hilly, but the soil
generally is good. even on these, consisting
of a brownish loam suffieitntly tenacious

lion. Mr. Tirlel.

when moist to retula Its fora after
being pressed i. *e band. The riveru
entering this part of Lake Nipegon, as tar as
examined, were found. to flow with tortuous
courses between muddy banks of elay, over-
@pread with fine sand. The clay, as seen In
the banks generally, appears sandy, from hav-
ing become milxed with the overlying deposit;
but when clean sections are obtained, it je
usually found to be stiff, tenacious, and free
from grit."

Hon. Gentlemen - Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL -- I do not
attacli to this expression the same politi-
cal meaning as iy hon. friends do. I
would certainly regret the absence in
that country of our excellent friends the
Grits, who are so well disposed toward
the development of that part of our Do
minion.

"Â number of other localities are mentioned
having a good soil, and capable of supporting
a large population.

" During the summer of 1869, 1 made ex-
tensive collections of the plants in the imme-
diate vicinity of Lake Superior, and at some
distance from its shore, and in no case did 1
find boreal plants, except close to the lake.
Although the greater part of the land wa
covered with sprce, It wa quite evIdent that
if this were cleared away the laod would be
drier, and a different vegetiation would spring
up. In t4e summer of 1870 very extensive
tires took place, and much of this timuer was
consumed. My second visit confirmed the
opinion I had formed on my* first - that the
apparent coldness of the Lake Superior region
was caused by a superabundance of moisture.
Even three years had made a change, and the
vegetation now springing up was indicative
of a drier climate. * I have no doubt
but that much of the land on the eastern aide
of the watershed is suitable for cultivation,
and that, taking as a whole, it is little behind
many parts of tne Laurentian country in On-
tario.,'

I do not see why such a. country as that
should not be settled, or, at least, I. do
not see why we should underrate its
value, and prefer to go through Ameri-
can territory rather than have a cou-
tintions all-rail route on pir Canadian
soil, wheii it is, as a whole, nuch better
than it is represented to be. If the
House will allow nie, I will refer to some
of the quotations made in another plaec.
by a gentleman whom I consider to te
one of the best authorities oit
this subject in this country. i
refer to Mr. Dawson, who hi
spent the pritncipal portion of his life
time in that district, and there are few
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neli better acqua.inted with its resources, touch, a on another region of which enough
Mr. Dawson says. referring to the line has come to light to show that it is capable
which shuiild be built on American so of sustaining a large population. It passes

near Brunswick House, on the waters of the
tO conneer with the Sault Ste.. Mrie Moose River, and at that place wheat has beeu
Branch successfully grown, but that Is not to be w9n,

dered at, seeing that it is in, the latitude of
tI do.not know what aithority the memuber Paris. On descending thé Moose towards

forNorth Norfolk lias for saying that the coui- James' Bay the country rapidly decrease in
try to the south of Lake Superior is less dili- altitude, and for some two hundred miles we
-uit. as regards railway construction than the bave a region spreading out to the et and
north. My information leads me to adifferent west at only a moderate elevatien above se&
conclusion, and anyone at all familiar with i level. A climatologist in exploring a« new
the south shore knôws tbat after you get about I country would, as a matter of course, ascertain
100 miles to the westwardef Sault Ste. Marie, the temperature of the rivers and lakes at dif-
the country becomes very rough and broken. ferent seasons, and by doing so he would be
The mountains rise higher than on the north able to form sôme idea of the average tem-
Voast, and there are deeper river valleys bc- peratute of the air. Lake Superior, as is well
tween then. There is no possibility of get- known, is au exceedingly cold body of water,ting an air line, and all the calculations as to its depth being such that it is affected but lit-
distance which I have seen are based on air tle by the heat of summer or the cold of win-
lines. In fact, a good liue, or a moderately ter. Its temperature, in fact, a few feet bW-
good one, cannot be found within a less dis- neath the surface, is always that at
tance than fron 50 to 100 miles of the coast. which fresh water has its greatest
A moderately straight line might be found density, or something under 40 0 Far-
from St. Paul eastward, by keeping well in- enheit. This is a very low temperature
land, but not from Duluth, and those who have for the summer months, and the consèqrence
been making estimates should add at least 40 is that the climate of the country on tbe im-
or 50 miles to the distances they bave set mediate borders of Lake Superior is considera-
down. Neertheless, I believe that if the bly colder than the elevated region a little
85ault Ste. Marie line were built, the Ameri- further inland. I was long under the impres-
cans would extend their lines to that place, sion that the water of Hudson's Bay, from
and it would be the means of bringing in . al that we had heard of that great inland ses,
ilarge traffic to the country, not onl y by rai)- must be at least as cold as that of Lake 8upe-
-ways, but also by water from Lake Superior." rior, but we have now clear evidence to the

contrary. Professor Bell, in the official re-
8peakiug of the couintry nortl of Ltk-e ports of '77-78, says, in reference to his ex-
Isuperior, lie bs plorations of the southern sections of Hudeso's

Bay :-
" To the north of Lake Superior there are

very considerable areas well adapted for agrit
culture, that wheat grows wherever it has
been tried, that barley and oats give abundant
returns, and that potatoes and garden vegeta-
bles come to perfection very much farther to
the north. Our beautiful regions of the
North-West are very far to the north of that,

-and at a very much greater elevation, but it
tuits some hon. members, in order to strength-
en their argument, to depict them as a sort of
agricultural paradise. 1V is a level country
and its general altitude may be from 800 to
1,000 feet less than that immediately to the
nortlh of the great lakes, and this of itself
would be equivalent to two degrees or more

-of latitude. This may bu supposed to be a
mere theory of mine, but I have facts at hand
ho sustain it. The employes of the Hudson's
Bay Company at all their stations grow such
eereals and esculents as they raise elsewhere,
and the Government of Ontario ha laid off
several townships at the Pic and Nepigon,
where the land is remarkably good, and its
excellence proved by the abundant crops
which it yields; and both these places, it will
be observed, are a: the extreme northern bond
of Lake Superior, close to or beyond the 49th
Parallel of north latitude. But, admitting that
the summers are rather cool immediately to
he north f. Lake Superier, ie railway fine

"' During ourjourney up the coast and back,
in the months of July, August and September,
we enjoyed very fine weather the most of the
time. There was very little rain and only
two or three days of fog. The prevailing
winds were from the southward and the tom-
perature was warm and pleasant. The superi-
ority of the weather over that of Lake Super-
ior was a subject of frequent remark among
my "voyageurs," who had been accustomed te
that lake all their lives.

"' The average temperature of the air be-
tween the llth çf July and the 21st of Sep-
tember, from the above observations, would
appear to be 621 Fah., which is very nearly
the mean temperature of the rivers ; while the
average for July and August would be 65J o .
As most of these observations were takea in
the morning or the evening, and as the nights
were generally warm, owing to the prevalence
of southerly winds, this is perhaps not far
fron the true meanu temperature for these
months, and it is only j o above the average
of the mean temperatures, for these months, of
ton principal stations from Halifax, N.S., to
Fort Simpson on the Mackenzie River. On
our return to Mooso Factory in the end of Sep-
tomber, we found that there had been no frost
there all summer, and the most tender plants,
such as melons and cucumbers, beans, bal-
sams. tobacco, the eastor-oil hea,, etc., gro*.
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ing la the open air, were still quite green and
flourishing.'

From this it would seem that as to
elimate it would place this country on an
equal footing with that two degrees more
to the south. These gentlemen, as we
have seen, speak from their experience of
the rivers which flow fron the height of
]and towards the Hudson's Bay, and
they say that from observations
ruade during several months they
found the water of James' Bay
to be 15 degrees warmer than that
of Lake Superior, and everybody knows
that the temperature of water where
there is no tide is the best test of the
coldness of the climate. The average
heat in the nordh of Lake Superior is
40 degrees, Fahrenheit, and the average
in James' Bay is b3 degrees, which in-
dicates a very considerable difference in
favor of the climate of the northern region.
The quotations I have just read are from
the Debates of the Senate of 1878, and
refer to the reports of the geological
survey from 1867 to 1869 ; since that
tine those gentlemen -have continued
their explorations and they have since
thrown more light upon the subject.
Speaking generally of the country, Pro-
fessor Bell says : -

i In my report for 1875, I gave a general
account ot the soil, etc., in the region between
the Great Lakes and James' Bay. Following
the canoe-route fron Michipicoton to Moose
Factory, the country is more or less rocky as
far as Missinaibi Lake (that is, a lake just be-
yond the water-shed at the bead of the Moose
River), yet even in this section the proportion
of rock-aurface to the whole area may be com-
paratively small. But after passing the
" Swampy Grounds," northof Missinaibi Lake,
the traveller cannot fail to be struck by the
abundance and the general fertility of the soil
exposed in the banks of the Missinaibi and
Moose Rivers all the way to Moose Factury.

«It consists mostly of a brownish, some-
what gravelly loam or earth, resting upon
• till' and sometimes upon etratified clays or
the solid rock, which (latter)however is seldom
seen, except at the principal rapids and falls.

« But in the central third of the section be-
tween Lake Superior and Jamo' Bay, or from
the Brunswick to the Long Portage, a light
colored clay usually forms the surface. I
examined the country for a mile or two back
from the river in severai places, for the special
putpose of ascertainmg the nature of the soil,
and found it excellent in ail cases, but tending
to become more swampy in receding from tbe
river in the Devonian region below the Long
Portage.

Hon. Mr. Trudel.

«Sampies of the soil were collected in a few-
places for subsequient examination.

« In traversing such a great extent of almosb.
unbroken wilderness -

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -- Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - I do not know
what meaning my hon. friend attaches to
those words, b'ut I must say that a few
years ago all this. country was an un-
broken wilderness -

Hon. Mr. SCOT1 - The orly reason
I call attention to it is that if it was a-
fertile region north of Lake Superior, it
would have been settled.

Hon. Mr, TR UDEL -- The bon. gen-
tleman should apply the same argument.
to the North-West; that country is
fertile, and why is it not settledi I
fancy if my hon. friend had known the
country.north of Lake Superior as well
as he professes to know it, he would not
have spoken in the way he has of it dur-
ing the last three or four years. I con-
tinue to quote from Professor Bell :-

d In traversing such a great extent of almost
tinbroken wilderness, one is apt to forget the
possible value of this vast region for agricul-
tural purpcses. But the examples of the farma
at New Brunswick House and Moose Factory
show, upon a small scale, what might be ex.
tended over a great part of the country. T
have no doubt that at some future time this
territory will support a large population."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I know that
country perfectly well ; I have been up-
at Nepigon.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - I had always.
given the hon. gentleman the credit of
having been entirely ignorant .of that
country, because, if he had known it as
well as he professed to, he should have

given us the benefit of his knowledge,
and not represented that part of the
country as altogether inhospitable.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - So it is.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - The hon. gen-
tleman said two or three years ago, when
he announced that Mr. Mackenzie had
decided to drop that part of the road,
that it was such an inhospitable region
that the officers of the railway would not
be able to live there to take care of the
road.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Cértainly, and,
I say so now, and I can prove it.

[SENATE.] Railway Bill.
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lHon. Mr. TRUDEL - The hon.
;gentleman bas, during this debate, ad-
niitted, to this House how rnuch he was
mistaken on previous occasions, and he
will perimit nue now not to have unbound-
e d confidence in bis statements; I do not
doubt bis sincerity, but I very much
doubt the accuracy of his statenents. I
shall now quote from a book published
under the control of the Ontario Govern-
ment in which is cited a report by Pro-
'fessor Macoun, published in 1878. This
report refers to that country as fol-
lows: -

l, Professor Macoun, in bis report te the
.Dominion Government, after repelling the
current opinion that the northern shores of
Lake Superior are unfit for settlement on
account of the severity of the climate, and
remarking that ' the vegetation around Lake
Superior is noted for its luxuriance,' thus de-
scribes the aspect of the country in the vicinity
of the Kaministiquia :-' As the traveller pro-
ceeds up the river, roses (Rosa blanda) begin
to appear. By the time two miles are passed,
black-ash (Frazinus sanbucgolia) shows on the
banks, and the undergrowth becomes almost
identical with that of the rear of Hastings and
Frontenac on the shore of Lake Ontario. A
few miles further, and forms peculiar to a dry
soil begin te take the place of those seen
further down, while the alluvial dats along the
river support a most luxuriant growth of just
auch plants as would be seen on any river
bottom. in Eastern or Central Canada. Thick-
ets of wild plums (Prunus Americana), three or
four. different cherries, qooseberries, currants,
raspberries and strawberîies grow in profusion,
interpersed with various species of Vibujnum
aud other caprifolaceous plants. The herbac-

.eons ones were very numerous mnd luxuriant,
-and these, including the wild pea (Lut&hyrus
.esnosus et ochrocolencms) and the vetch (Vicia
Àmericana), caused such tangled thickets that
it vas almest an impossibility to force our way
through them. Wild hops (Humulus Sapulus)
climbed up almost every tree. For the whole
distance up to Kakabeka Falls there was a
-constant influx of new species having a west-
ward tendency. Between Kakabeka Falls and
the mouth of the river I detected 315 species,
all of these natives of Hastings except eigh-
ieen.' Professor Macoun adds :-' I could see
mothing in the flora to lead me to doubt the
feasibility of raising all the cereals."'

And, after, it goes on to -cite froma Prof.
-Grant: -

" The Rey. George (now Professer) Grant, in
bis popular work, says of the same district:-
'The flora ta much the same as in our easten
Provinces; the soil llgbt, with a surface cover-
ing of peaty or sandy loam, and a subsoil of
clay, fairly fertile and capable of being essily
leared. The vegetation is varied, wild fruits

being especially abundant, raspberries, cur
Hon. Mr. Trudel.

rants, gooseberries, and tomatoes; flowers like
the convolvulus, roses, a great profusion of
asters, wild kallas, water lilies on the ponds,
wild chives on the rocks ià the streams, and
generally arich vegetation. It is a good coun-
try for emigrants of the farmer class. The
road, too, is first rate and the market isnear.'
' The vAlley of Kaministiquia,' he goes on to
say, 'Wa acknowledged to be a splendid farm-
ing country. Timothy grass was growing to
the height of four feet on every vacant spot
froin chance seeds. A bushel and a half of
barley, which was aIl a squatter had sown, was
looking as If it could take the prise at an On-
tario Exhibition., Thirty years before Profes-
ser Grant's visit, Sir George Simpson had been
equally struck with thevîdences of fertility of
this region. He says:-' The River (Kaminis-
tiquia) during the day's marcb passed through
forests of elm, oak, pine, birch, etc., being
studded with isles not les fertile and lovely
than its banks; and many sýots reminded us
of the rich and quiet scenery of England. The
paths of the portages were spangled with vio.
lets, roses, and many other wild flowers, while
the currant, the gooseberry, raspberry, plum,
cherry, and even the vine, were abundant. All
this bounty of nature was, as it were, imbued
with life by the cheerful notes of a variety of
birds.'

And Mr. Dawson remarks:-

" But taking the region further to the east,
there is a very easy route to Hudson's Bay, by
way of Black River, wbich enters Lake Supe-
rior at its great northern bend just opposite.
the Slate Islands. By this route the distance
is only 175 miles te a point on the Kenogami
River whence the navigation is uninterrupted
te Hudson's *Bay, and of this section the
authority from which I have quoted, goes on to
say :-

t With the exception of a few rocky ridges
and knolls in the upper part of the river, the
country through which the Kenogemi flows to
join the Albany River, is uuitormly level.
Terraces or banks of brown loain and gravelly
earth froin ten te forty feet in height are to be
seen all along the Kenogami and around Pine
Lake, sometimes close to, and at others a short
distance froin the banks. The soit In the
neighborhóod of the river is good. The tim-
ber is principally spruce, balsam-fir, white
cedar, tamarac, white birch and aspen. Some
of the larger spruces and tamarace have been
found to measure as much as from four to ive
feet in girth, at five feet from the ground, but
the average diameter of the trees is about
eighteen inches.

"In another place it is stated:-
"'For the whole course of 250 to 270 miles

te the sea, the Albany is froin twenty to thirty
chains in width, from ive te twenty feet
(averaging about eleven feet) deep, and has a
mean velocity of three miles On hour. In the
opinion of Mr. Bell, the river would, except in
very low water, be navigable by powerful
steamers of light draaght ail the way from its
mouth to the Falls. At Martin's Falls Is a

.udsoni's Bay post, " where bay, turnips, and
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po4toes have, for a long time, been iuccess-
fully cultivated, and cattle thrive weIL"
The river is open, as sbown by the journal
kept at the pot, for six months in the
year.#

«And the wrlter goes on to say
&< With one sweep ot 270 miles,' the dis-

tance in which any interruptions to an unim-
peded trafic occur, is thus reduced to less than
200 miles betweea the great inland lakes and
the occan, and there does not appear to be
anything in the nature of the country to make
such local improvements as may be needed to
facilitate travel or the carriage Ôf freight un-
reasonably expensive.'
I invite the hon. members to read all that
speech of Mr. Dawson's, which, in my
opinion, contains very valuable informa-
tion. Itwill ho found in the Comnimons
Debates of the 12th of January last.
Now, hon. gentlemen, if this country is
of the character represented by Mr.
Dawson and others who have reported
upon it, and we have an opportunity of
building the all rail route through it -
when we have the opportunity to put the
last stone on that great monument of
our Confederation and of our North-
West policy - I ask if it would be .wise
on our part te stop this gigautic enter-
prise and place the management of such
important interesta in the hands of men
who professedlv come to this House with
a policy not to build that part of the
Pacifie Railway, and, to keep us depen-
dent upon the United States perhaps for
ever. I recolleet the hon. gentleman
from Ottawa saying - either last year or
the year before - that none of us would
live to see that part of the Pacific Rail-
way constructed ; that it would be con-
structed by our grand-children ; and, if
ho persists to-day in bis opinion that the
cou;try north of Lake Superior is wholly
inhospitable and uninhabitable, lion.
members who are interested in seeing
the road built must feel the danger of
allowing the management of this great
work to fall into the hands of men who
have decided to abandon it or postpone it
indefinitely.

'IHon. Mr. SCOTT -- As the hon. gen.
tleman las connected my naine with this
allusion, I would like hirm to understand
this mnuch, that the latter part of Pro-
fessor Macoun's observations apply alto-
gether to the Kaministiquia, and I have
never disputed the fertility of the Kain-
inistiquia valley. But the hon. gefitle-
man's observations apply to a district

Hon. Mr. Trudel.

several hundred miles east of that. The.
distance from the Caministiqýiia to Nip-
issing is over 600 milesand the greater
portion of that is uninhabitable, and in
my opinion will never be inhabited.

Hon. Mr. TRUJDEL - Are net the-
Nipegon and the Pic about half way be-
tween Kaministiquia and Nipissing P'
The hon. gentleman ought te have re-
marked that the explorations lad not
been made all over the route,. but the ex-
plorers were informed by the Indianas
that the good country continues, and
improves as far as it extends. There is
one important fact confirmed by those
reports, and it is this : that according to.
the great general law of heat and cold
whicl we find in al the countries of
Europe as well as America, coldness of
climate does not se much, depend on the
degree of latitude as on the elevation of
the soi] ; that north of Lake Superior
tender plants and cereals grow luxuri-
antly, and that the country is not such
an inhospitable one as it has been des-
cribed hy the hon. leader of the Opposi-
tien. Now, taking our policy as a whole
- the purchase and organization of the·
North-West, the accession of British,
Columbia, and the building of the
Pacific Railway - if we can succeed in
constructing the JI rail route without
increasing the bu~rdens of the people, I
contend that it is a result of which we may
well feel proud. This was our policy when-
in opposition, and our present course is
plrfectly consistent with our past record.
Now as to immigration. I was sur-
prised to hear an hon. gentleman feona
New Brunswick say that the settlement
of our North-West did not depend at all
on the route which the immigrant had to.
follow. He said that if the North-West
commended itself by the excellence of its
soil the immigrant would find bis way
there. This may be true to a certain ex-
tent in a speculative point of view, se
far as wealthy settlers are coneerned,
but, hon. gentlemen, we have something
before -us more reliable than a speculative
theory ; we have had a sad experience ;
we have expended large amounts of
money to secure emigrants for our North-
West, not one in twenty of which have
reached our territory. They have had to
go through the Ulnited States, and over
United States railways, where they have
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met American railway agents whohave'
0oed to themn as.groat, though not supq.
rior, advantages to settle south of the
line.. It is very clear that in this way
emigrants have been induced to accept
what they consider to be a certainty in
the United States, rather than travel
several hundred. miles further for. what
may be an uncertainty in Canada. It is
a fact, recognized by all statesmen in the
United States, that it is immigration
that has built up the United States; it'
is the principal element' in the progress
and success of that great country, and,
until we have the control of an al) rail
route through our own territory to
our North-West, summer and winter,
we cannot expect to succeed in the
Dominion. Now I come to this contract.
It has to be examined from a politi-
cal as well as fron a financial point of
view. Last year, and several years
before, both Houses of Parliament ex.
pressed their desire that this road should
be built, all through, from ocean to
ocean, and that some scheme should be
adopted by which its construction should
be secured without adding to the burdens
of the people of the country. Resolu-
tions were passed in 1879, placing at the
disposal of the Government .100,000,000
of acres of land for that purpose :-

a 7. Resolved, That it is further expedient•to
provide (1) that one hundred million of acres,
and ail the minerals they contain, be appro.
priated for the purposes of constructing the
Canadian Pacifie Railway."

What is the meaning of those resolutions
passed by both Houses of Parliament ?
Is it not equivalent to a mandate to the
Government th take these 100,000,000 of
acres of Lnd placed at their disposai,
and to adopt the best means in their
power to construct the Pacific Railway i
Are we not all bound in honor, we who
have given the authority, to ratify the
agreement as long as that authority bas
not been exceeded i Supposing it was
not the Government, but a private indi-
vidual who .lad this road to build, and
he had this large aiiount of land under
his control to do it with, and would say
to his agent: "l Here ave 100,000,000
acres of land at your disposar, go to
England au make the best arrangement
you can with a coinpany to build this
railway ;" would not the individual
be bound by that mandate to his agent?

lon. Mr. Trudel.

But this contract, it is sai4, is de-
pendent upon the wili qf both Houses,
and the agreement is conditional. Very
true, it is conditional ; it is conditionil for
Parliament, but not tor the Governnent.
If I understand the situation properjy,
the refusal of Parliament to sanctionthis
contract would necessitate the resignation
of the Government. I do not pretend
to be a constitutionalist, but I do not
think it can be undestood otherwise.
Now, would it be honorable or businesa
like. after giving to the Government a
mandate of such latitude, to repudiate the
contract entered upon in good faith by
them, when they have not exceeded the
powers conferred upon them by Parlit-
ment when they accepted the best offer ?
I do not think it would. The hon. gei-
tleman who addressed the House before
me against the Bill, felt it his duty to
state that he was very iudependent of
the Government. I venture to say that
we, his colleagues of the same province,
belonging to the Conservative party, are
at least as independent as lie is. I will
go further, I,believe we are more in-
dependent than lie is. Everybody knows
how the Government treats the Con-
servative Senators of the Province of
Quebec - that we have no personal in-
terest either in the defeat or in the
maintenance of the Government. That
leads me to refer, en passant, to the
second Syndicate. Is it possible that
the men who submitted that offer could
have believed when they made it that
they would be called upon to enter into
auch a contract i Certainly not, because
they must have seen that the Govern-
ment were bound in honor to the agree-
ment they had made with the first
Syndicate - an agreement arrivei ut
atter months of negotiation and careful
investigation. But they thought they
would place the Government in a dilemma
- they would either be deleated on thi.s
question and be obligei to resigu, or
they .vouild be placed in an awkward
position before the country by. having
refused a lower offer than ‡he one they
had accepted. If the Gpvernment re-
fused their offer they rau no risk of
having to go on with the work on the
terms of their agreement; and if the
Governmen resigned they would then
have to deal with men who, I am sure,
inforned theni beforehand, thut they
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would not be asked to construct any'
portion of the work but the prairie sec-
tion, that is, the easiest section, for a
higher price than that of the first Syndi-
cate. It has also been contended that n'o
tenders were invited for this work.
Was it not known to the whole world
that the Goverument had placed at their
disposal by Parliament 100,000,000 acres
to effer to capitaliste, for the construc-
tion of that railway 1 Was it not also
well known that some of the Minis-
ter* went to England for the pur-
pose of floating a scheme for the
prosecution of that work 1 The princi-
ple upon which public contracts are made
is well understood. It happens very fre-
quently when a contract is awarded and
the terme become known to the public
that a general opinion prevails that the
prices are high. But it never enters
into the wind of anybody te come te the
Government aud say, " That contract you
have let is too high ; I will do it for less."
I would not be fair to admit such a
principle, and I do not think such a pro-
positioa would be entertained. So much
for the political side of the question.
As to the financial point of view, I do
net profess to know much about the
monetary side of the question, but there
in one point -which strikes me. As my
hon. friend from Londonderry as said,
thesum which will be required for con-
struction will be all hard cash, for which
the Syndicate will have to provide. We
give $25,000,000 in cash and 25,000,000
acres of land. It is said by gentlemen
in the Opposition that this land is worth
from three to five dollars per acre, but I
think the most competent judges do not
estimate it at any snch figure. For in-
stance, my hon. friend from Manitoba
(Mr. Girard) bas stated that, as a general
rule, it is not worth mnore than one dol-
lar an acre. There is a very easy way to
ascertain its true value. Those men who
think there are millions of money to be
made by the Syndicate out of this con-
tract, and who estimate the value of tha
25.000,000 acres at $75,000,000, have
an excellent opportunity to. show their
sincerity. To estimate the real value of
these lands, we cannot take the price of
a few thousands of acres, but of 25,000,-
000 as a whole Let them make
an offer of $25,000,000 for 25,000,000
acres, and I believe the Government will

Hon. Mr. Trudel.

accept it. I believe the • Government
would be justified, and weuld meet with
the apptøval of the country, in amending
the law, and propohing te Parliament to
sell that amount of land to the second
Syndicate -

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL (continuing)--
and placing the $25,000,000 to be de-
rived therefrom in the public treasury, t>
be applied to the payment of the balanee
we have to provide for the construction
of the Pacific Railway. If they are sin-
cere in their valuation of $3 an acre they
will make a clear profit of $50,000,000.
I would go further. I would say,
why not sell 175,000,000 or even
200,000,000 acres of this land to
any company who will take it at one
dollar an acre, cash down, and apply the
proceeds to paying off the whole debt of
the Dominion. This would be a profit
of $400,000,000 offered to future syndi-
cates. Supposing that the Premier,
when he was in England, having power
under the Act of 1879 to dispose of this
100,000,000 acres of land for the pur-
pose of completing the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, had telegraphed te the mem-
bers of the Senate and of the House of
Commons. " Gentlemen, yon have placed
100,000,000.acres of lands in my hands to
construet the Pacifie Railway, but T can
do better than that. Give me your ap-
proval, and with 80,000,000 acres I can
have.the Pacific Railway finished, the
$28,000,000 already expended recouped
to us, and reserve to the Dominion
22,000,000 of acres." Is.there a gentle-
man in either House who would have
refused his consent to such a proposition 1
I put the question to the gentlemen of
the Opposition, and I know that they
have enough patriotism in their breasts
to say they would not have refused. T
have before me the speech d'elivered by
the Hon. Mr. Mackenzie at the time the
proposal to place 100,000,000 acres of
land in the hands of the Government
was made to Parlianient, in which he
said :-

"But I am intormed that notwithstanding
all our efforts, we signally failed ln obtaining
one single offer (there was one imperfect offer
made) for the construction of the railçoad on
those terme, which were the grant of 20,000
acres and $1o,000 cash per mile, with a
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-guarantee of 4 per cent. upon such balance as
might be represeated as necessary. No terms
could be more expbcit; it would be difticult $o,
mention terms more favorable, and yet the*
bon. gentleman seems to expect by his speech
that the colonization scheme, with the 100,-
000,000 acres instead of the 50,000,000 acres
and $30,000,000 current money, is somehow or
other to succeed in getting this road built.
His own remarks showed to-day that it is
utterly useless at present for him to expect
Britigh ratlway contractors, or great financial
firms to engage in any railroad enterprise on
Xhis continent."

" But," the hon. leader of the Opposi-
tion has said, "things have changed
since then, and we find that American
railways are selling their lands at from
six to ten dollars, and even twenty. dol-
lors per acre." We must remember,
however, that the American railways
have been selling some of their lands for
years at those prices, but not all of them,
and w e are not told anything of the ex-
penses connected with the sale and
management of these railway lands.
Thbere is another point. Hon. gentle-
men, when they mention such prices,
do not state the quantity per mile given
by the American Government to the
.irailways. It is in many instances
three times more than the quantity
they are complaining of. Since
they make a com parison with the
gr.ats of the Unite4 States companies,
they should make it complete. We were
shown here that some of the Western
8tates, with millions of population, had
not 25,000,000 acres under culture. That
shows what time will be required to sell
the 25,000,000 acres and refund their
moneys. Some years ago, a gentleman in
Montreal sold hundreds of acres of land
in the city at from two to three cents per
foot. The pu.rchasers divided it up into
lots and sold a part of it immediately at
from 20 cents to 45. cents per foot. Every-
body considered it te be an immense
speculation, and the old gentleman was
said to have been very unwise to have
parted with his property at such a low
fgure. But to the old man it proved to
be as good a bargain as it was to the men
to whom he had sold. The contract be-
fore us involves a vast question in which
thère are a great many points worthy of
eònsideration. In passing that contract,
th' Goverpnment had to secure the princi-
pal elements for the prosperity of the
Dominion, that is : an ail-mil route on

Hon. Mr. Trudel.

Canadian soi, conneoting the Atlautic
with the Pacifie, and uniting all the pro-
vinces - a military route, a colonization
and emigration road, to people our *ast
North-West ; eur pledges to British Co-
lumbia redeemed; adequate advantages
secured to the elder provinces ; a fair
return to the treasury of the Dominion;
the country relieved of an inimense bur-
den, and of the uncertainty which that
question involve. Each of these points
would haverequired special consideration ;
but I think I have said enough to show
that all who give this measure their loyal
support are doing nothing more than
their duty to their country.

Hon. Mr. D EVER - After the able
debate that has taken place on this ques-
tion, it is with some reluctance I rise to
make a few remarks, but I feel that
every hon. gentleman holding a seat iti
this Senate bas a right on his own bebalf,
as well as on behalf of the people whom
he represents, to give -his reasons for the
vote he may record on a measure of this
importance. I muet say that I regret
the many personal remarks that have
been introduced into this debate. It
would be preferable at all times, if possi-
ble, to keep to the subject before the
House, and arrive at a just and proper
conclusion as to whether this measure is
one that should receive our sanction in
the best interests of the country. I edn-
not conceive why we should resuscitate
shortcomings of the Government that
have passed away, and for which they
have received due punishment at the
hands of the people, or that it can be any
gratification to hon. gentlemen to gall
the feelings of their opponents on mat-
ters that are not pertinent to this mea-
sure. I certainly cannot commend the
practice of placing words in the mouths
of hon. gentlemen which they do not give
expression te. I believe that ali are
equally anxious to see the through
transcontinental railway constructed, and
equally desirous of fulfilling our engage-
ments with British Columbia, however we
may differ about the mode. I do not
desire to occupy the time of the
House unnecessarily atter the exhaustive
discussion that has taken place on this
subject in both branches of Parliament,
but I deem it my duty, as far as my
ability will -permit, to place before you in
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a concise and simple form the view I takO
on this measure. The beginningi of this
scheme, to my mind, was the Allan con-
tract. That contract offere4 $30,000,000
of the public money and 50,000,000
acres of land as a subsidy. If
that contract had been carried
out, I believe it was the best scheme
that ever was presented to Canada for
the construction of this railway, but, as
that contract was defeated, I cannot con-
ceive that we can now use it for any
purpose except as a standard of compari-
son. The next step in the history of
this railway was the Act of 1874, as
submitted to Parliament by the Hon. Mr.
Mackenzie. That Act, if I remember
rightly, I had the honor of voting for.
I looked upon it as an excellent measure
for this country, and, if we had been
fortunate enough to secure the construc-
tion of the Pacific Railway under that
Act for a subsidy of $10,000 in cash and
20,000 acres of land per mile, I believe
it would have been a very satisfactory
arrangement for Canada, but, like the
Allan contract, it failed because of no
offer having been made to construct the
road under it. We now come to Sir
Charles Tupper's resolutions, 1880. We
find that, in the debate on those resolu.
tions, the question arose as to the pos-
sible amount it would cost this country
to complete this road. In that debate
the Hon. Mr. Blake expressed his opinien
in these words:

"According to the old system of construe-
tign, the central section would cost, including
the other items I have mentioned, altogether
over $42,500,000, leaving out entirely both
ends. What are the ends to cost ? $45,000,-
000 l, as I have stated, the cost from Edmon-
ton to Burrard Inlet on the west, and from Fort
William to Nipissing, on the east. The hon.
member for Lambton estimates it at a length of
about 650 miles, and a cost of $32,500,000.
Thus the ends make up together S77,500O00; the
centre, and the past expenditure, $42,500,000,
making a total of $120,000,000, and that
wholly exclusive of the legitimate and neces-
sary charge which must be added in all cases
- the charge for interest during construction.
Iù ail enterprises of this description every esti.
mate with reference to expenditure includes a
provision for interest on capital provided dur-
ing construction, before the enterprise becomes
prodiictive, and this item is to be considered
in the reckoning."

This is the opinion of so great an au-
thority as Mr. Blake as late as iast year.

lion. Air. Dever.

We find aluo that Mr. Mackenzie, Another
authority ia this nazter, 0xpresses ip&
qpinion, in the sane debate, in the f9Q-
lowing manner: -

We have the estimate of Ur. Smith, àe-
acting dhief Engineer, and even with the de-
graded character of this road - the bigh,
grades, and sharp curves - descending into
valleys, and ascending again on stesp gradi-
ente; ho has an estimate showing the cost
even then of grading the line would b be.
tween $700,000 and $800,000. It ls impossible
it should cost only $438,000. From the end
of the second hundred miles to Battieford, we
have 377 miles. This is not any heavier on
the whole. There are some more formidable
bridges, but the line is farther of for the car-
riage of the rails. I place that section at
$21,000 per milu. Then from Battleford to.
Edmonton, it is reported by the engineers as,
13 miles very heavy; this I estimate at $60,-
000 a mile, being $19,000 less than the other
heavy work east of Selkirk; forty-nine miles.
more of the line classed as moderately heavy,
I put at $39,00 per mile, and seventy miles
of very moderate at $25,000, with ninety eight
miles of light work at $20,0001 per mile, which
make for this section altogether, an averaze of
$27,000 a mile. From Edmonton to the sum-
mit, 256. miles, the road is divided in this way-
by the engineer, heavy, seventy-dix miles;
medium, sixty-three miles; light, 117 mi es.
I calculate the "4heavy " at $60,000 per mile
- being $10,000 more than the cost of heavy
work, east of Selkirk ; medium, at $40,000 per
mile, and light at $20,000 per mile, making in
ail, $9,472,000, or an average of $37,000 per-
Tmile. As.uming the Pembina Branch to cost
$1,500,000, this wou4d make the entire cost ot
the road west of Lake Superior, including
$1,440,000 Canada Central subsidy,and $100,0.
Selkirk bridge, and $300.000 construction,
engineering to be 1,946 miles, $89.002,000;
while from Fort William, to Nipissing, abqut
650 miles at $50,000 a mile, making $32.50ô,-
000, or a total of $121,500,000. It will be
observed that if we apply the figures as I
have applied them, that la calculating the ex-
penditure west of Red River as it occurred,
froma Lake Superior to Selkirk, that it would
be impossible to obtain the same description
of rôad as to gradients, curvatures, aid
construction fot less amiounts than I have esti-
mated. I am, sure 1 am witbin the line in
stating these figures, and that it will be im-
possible to construct anything that can be-
called a railroad, nothing else than a mere
tramway, for the amount now given, as the
hon. geaterman says, by the Chief Engineer."

Here, then, we. have the. opinion of two
competent men who liad had ample op-
portunity to, arrive at a very accurate
conclusion as to the cqst of completing
this road frpm eud to end - one gentle-
nan placing it at $ t20,000,000; aud the
other at $121,500,000 ; or, in, other-
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words, at an average, per mile, allowing
the whole distance to be 2,712 miles, of
$44,800, and $44,247, rspectively -
whereas, we offer it te you at $30,000
per mile, allowing the 25,000,600 of
acres of land to be worth one dollar per
are, as may be seen by the following
calculations :-410 miles between Prince
Arthur's Landing and Selkirk ; 127
miles between Kamloops and Emory's
Bar, or the Onderdonk contract; then
the 90 miles which separate Emory's
Bar from Port Moody'; then the Pem-
bina Branch 85 miles long - making in
all built, and being built, 712 miles and
to cost $27,700,000. &dd to this, then,
all the surveys, $3,500,000, and we have
a total of $31,200,000, which, with the
$25,000,000 for land, and the $25,000,-
000 of cash, make $81,200,000, for the
whole 2,712 miles, or an average of
hardly $30,000 per mile from end to end
of this great work, and whieh is vastly
better in my opinion to the people of this
country than any of the estimates or
intentions of Mr. Mackenzie or Mr.
Blake, and can only be approached by
the Allan contract. But there is
another mode of calculation worthy of
consideration, and that is taking an
average from what we built ourselves,
that is, the 712 miles, which will cost
$27,700,000, ot. an average of $39,326
per mile, or $40,730 per mile, including
one-third of the $3,500,000 for surveys.
So taking every view of it, I think it is
better to give the Syndicate the $30,000
per mile for the whole road, which
includes the running expenses besides,
and which Mr. Mackenzie, who ought to
know, put down at six or eight millions
of dollars per annum, than continue it
any longer as a Government work.
With reference to the monopoly feature
of the contract, 1 must say I amn opposed
to it, and here let me point out to the
hon, gentleman from Prince Edward
Island (Mr. Howlan), who is not in his

ea&t at present, that I cannot agree with
his reasoning that beoause the imports,
for the first time in twelve years, do not
exceed the exports the Dominiori is " in
a fit state to build the road," (as a Gov-
ermnent work, I presume) for if the Do-
ininion is in a fit state, the work should
be gone on with as a Government work,
and not given as a monopoly- te any com
pany. But the hon. gentleman has not

ion. Mr. Dever.

gone far enough, and, though admitting
the imports -and exports very nearly bal-
ance for the first time in twelve years,
the national debt has gone up in thesame
twelve years, as the following table will
show:

In 1867....................... $ 93,046,051
1868............ .......... 96,896,666
.1869..,............. ...... 112,361,Q98
1870.................. .... 115993,706-
1871................ ...... 115,492,682
1872................ ...... 122,400,179-
1873........*.............. 130,778,098
1874................ ...... 141,163,551
1875.................. .... 151,663,401
1876.............. ........ 161,204,687
1877........ .............. 174,675,834
1878......... .... ........ 174,957,268
1879.......... ........... 183,974,753
1880 ........ 199,125,323.

Qut of all proportion to the volume of
trade, which was $131,027,532 in 1868,
and only $174,401,201 in 1880, or an
iucrease of only $43,373,669, whereas
the national debt has increased $106,-
079,272 in the same time, and hence,
instead of continuing the road as a Gov-
ernment work, it is wisdom to place it in
the hands of those who can build it out
of the lands of the country - if properly
handled -- without further expense to
the old provinces, who are now too heav-
ily'taxed to be happy. And I have not
the sliglitest doubt but that every
thinking man in this Domiuion will
come to a similar conclusion, when the
whole matter will be weighed carefully.

~Now, with reference to the offer of the
second Syndicate, I think it ira great
pity that we cannot save $3,000,000 and
3,000,000 acres, that would be saved if
we were in a position to accept their offer.
I have the honor of knowing one of the
gentlemen, at all events, belonging to
that Syndicate, and I know him to be a
man of ineans - a good, noble-hearted
man. I believe his intentions to be good.
But I appoal to this House, and. tg every
honorable, generous man in this country,
to say if they think fore moment that
any Government, or any merchant, who
would enter into a solemn contract of
this nature, could possibly be respected if
he attempted to "wriggle out of it in a
dishonorable manner Is there any hon.
gentleman in this country who would
think of vindicating such conduct for a
moment I Why, in commerce, such an
act would be condemned by every man of
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honor, and I appeal to my hon. friend
from Hamilton, who is a- commercial
man, if he does net concur in my
opinion I

Hon. Mr. HOPE - There is no
analogy.

Hon. Mr. DEVER - I believe there
ds. The Government had the power to
-enter into a contract under the Act of
1874. I bave read that Act, and believe
they had that power; and, acting under
that power, they entered into a solemn
arrangement, with the understanding that
·they should place that agreement before
'Parliament, and use their influence to
.have it sanctioned. If they should now
violate that agreement, is there any man
of honor who would think of supporting
them 1 I say there is net ; and 1, for
one, feel it my duty to advise those gen-
tlemen, wbether we lose $6,000,000 or
not, by accepting this offer, to press for
its acceptance by Parliament. There is
no reason why we should dishonor our-
selves before the world for such a trifle.
I think my views will be received, as I
intend they should be, with the best feel-
ing towards all parties on both sides of
the nouse.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN - I do not intend
to take up the time of the House in
what I propose to say with reference to
the Bill before us by going at any length
into the details of the measure ; they
have already been ably and exhaustively
discussêd by hon. members on both sides
of this House. I shall only attempt
to review very briefiy some of the prin-
cipal objections offered to the generai
features of the measure by bon. gentle-
men who have spoken in opposition to it,
And, first, I desire to allude te the ob-
jections that have been raised against the
-construction of the road by a company
instead of by the Government. On this
point, if the general sentiment of the
country is to be taken as anyguide, I
have no hesitation in saying that the
announcement that the Goverunment were
about to be relieved from the construe-

-tion of the Pacific Railway, and that
there was a prospect of its being under-
taken by a company, was hiled through-
out the country with the gieatest satis-
faction by men of all shades of
jpolitics I It was admitted, even

Ion. Mr. Dever.

by pronounced Liberals, that if Sir
Jqhin Maedonald succeeded iin getting
a good strong company so undertake the
work and so relieve the country from the
terrible burden of risk and uncertainty,
and indefinite expenditure to which it
seemed committed in the construction of
this gigantio work - that ho would de-
serve te remain in power for the rest of
his life. So very general indeed was the
satisfaction at the construetion and work-
ing of the road being undertaken by a
company instead of the Goverument that
it raised the fears of the leading politi-
cians in Opposition, and I verily believe
that the feeling, that if this Syndicate
arrangement is carried out successftlly,
the Conservative party will have earned
the gratitude of the whole country, and
acquired a lasting ascendancy in its po-
litical affaira, bas been at the bottom of
much of the violent opposition which. has
subsequently been offered to the scheme
both out of doors and in Parliament.
The hon. the leader of the Opposition, as
well as other speakers on his aide of the
House, have spoken very strongly against
the arrangement with the Syndicate on
this *Yery ground of its transferring the
construction of the road from the Govern-
ment to a company, and have urged that
it would be far better for the interests of
the country had the Government re-
tained both the construction and man-
agement in their own hands. " Have the
Government not constructed and man-
aged all the canals in the country 1" the
hon. gentleman seks. " Have they not
built, and are they not now managing
the Intercolonial Railway I Why should
there be any greater difficulties in the
way of their building and running the
Canadian Pacific 1 " Well, hon. gentle-
men, I do net think yon can institute
any comparison between the building
and management of any canal that has
ever been constructed in this country, or
of the Intercolonial Railway itself, and
such a gigantie undertaking as the COana-
dian Pacific Railway. In the construc-
tion by the Government of a work of
such enormous magnitude - I do not
care who the party in power may be -
it is almost impossible to guard against
mistakes and unforeseen contingencies,
which add largely to the estimated cost.
Then there are difficulties and cotmplica-
tions with contractera which open the
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door to more or les favoritism and cor- ing thix new offer, and one, honorable
ruption, and the country is sick of the gentleman who spoke lastzight in- oppo-
charges and.imputations which have been sition to the Bili, kindly suggested that
made against publie men on both if the Goverument would only tbrow
sides of politics in connection with overboard *the present Syndicate and
railway contracts. The construction of accept the new offer it need in-
the road by a company will in a great volve no other changes - they
measure put an end to ail this.. Indeed, I could still retain their mats, and go on
should imagine that my honorable friend with the Governent of the country as
the leader cf the Opposition would have hefore. Nay, 1 am not sure that he dii
such a lively recollection of the pounding'not go so far as to sa that if the Gov-
-not literal but figurative - which he erument would only abandon this ob-
and hie Government used to receive ses- noxious Bil, and take on with the new
sion after' session at the hands'love, he would really profer to see them
of the honora'le gentleman who remain in power. 1 confess, hon. gen-
now fills the chair, as well as tlemen, that it passes my comprehension
from other members of the House, for how anyoue could suppose that the Gov-
alleged blunders and mismanagement in erument, after a long, deliberate aud
connection with fne construction of the anxious discussion of the ters of a Most
roud, that had ho remained ln. power henimportant agreement with a body of
would have been. only too glad to be re- gentlemen of high -character and stand-
lieved from those attaoks by handing ing for the construction of a gigantie
over the construction and working' t, a work, having finally settled those teras
good atrongcompany such as the preseut and pledged therselves to those gente-

yndicate. But bon. gentlemen have mon to carry out that agreement if Par-
urged "If you are determineç to build liament gave its sanction to it, could
the road by a compvny instead of the afterwards, with any sort of honor or
Goverument doing it themelves, why do self-respect, decine to submit that agre-
you not, awoept the offer of the second ment or ask the sanction of Parliament
Syndicate, which is so muclb more favor- to it, aad yet rsmain lu office themelves
able than the one now before theHlousef" It la equally incouiprehensible to me -
aud the honorable leader of the Opposi- putting aside ai considerations of honor
tion went into very elaborate statetaenta- thnt any oa could suppose that tho
about marked checques aud deposit re- Government could o so demeuted as to
ceipte to prove that these gentlemen had throw aside a bonii fide agreemet with
made the ýnecessary deposit sud ver a body of men e minently quafed , auh
prepared to carry out their offer in good respecta, nd possessing excptional ad-
faith. Now, honorable gentlemen, 1 do1 vautages for th successfu completion of
net desire to impugu the good haith or the giganti cundertaking which they had
honor of the gentlemen who compose pledged themiselves to carry o ft, in order
rhat ih commonly kane as. the n 'v to take up suce a weak affair as thot
Syndicate, no do I desire to question, which has been caled the second Syndi-
nor do I ruppom honorable members of cate. I say advizedly weak agir, be
the ouse question the fact of their cause no one not b sinded by party spirit
having deposited teir million of dollars. can contend for a moment, toat sithoug
1 have the pleasure of knowing sonie of ihere are good aud estimable sud com-
those gentlemen personally, nd1 can parativel ealthy men arog the fnr-
testify that thoy are uprigh honorable hers of the (s8 called) . second Syndicat
sod estimable mon, but I do not thite k I - thatm tsey cl v compared as a co-
shay n be going too farwben I eay, vhen pany with the bodsoy of large d l-
speaking generly ofthisnew Syndicate, Ruential capitaliste namedw hc this Bisl m o r
as a body that it e scarcely possible they ail the essentials whiuh are bsolutely
could have srioualy expected their offer nepepsary to ensuro in, l uch a
vould ho entertaied, r d, therefore, they work as the constemetnctiiçs the Canadian
were perectly safe i making it. t le Paci i Rallway.. But i urged by 
truethat sowe honorable gentlemen, au- advocates of tàis oond oa'er tLat the
not es ay reason why the Gover ment ters ae so muchmore favorable - that
shaould hae ny dificulty lu entertain- the second Syndicat are wiling to buid

Hon. Mr. Al an.
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the road for so much les - that we
:should be wilfully throwing away the
money of the country by refusing -to
.accept their ofibr. I think I
might fairly ask these hon. gentlemen
what is the course generally pursued
whern tenders are called for for the ex-
ecutiun of any important work. Is the
Jowest tender always accepted I Nay. in
the ordinary transactiqns of every day
life, if any of us were about to build a
bouse, for instance, and we had tenders
from two parties, one at a very low rate,
but from a man of not much means or
experience, and the other at a higher
rate, but coming from a contractor whom
-we knew possessed both the ability
and the means to execute the work
thoroughly and satisfactorily. and with-
out any risk of failure or disappoint-
ment, in such a case I think few of us
would hesitate to accept the highest ten-
der. So with the offers from the two syn-
dicates. Without desiring to impugn in
any way the honor and integrity of the
gentlemen composing the second Syndi-
cate, I do not see how any reasonable
business man, unbiassed by political
feeling, can institute any comparison be-
.tween them and the body of gentlemen
named in this Bill in any of those parti-
culars which are absolutely essential to

uccess in such an undertaking as the
building of the Pacific Railway. The
gentlemen with whom the Government
have made the provisional agreement are
not only men of wealth themselves, but
they have ass'ciated with them leading
capitalists in Europe and America, and
they possess, through their connections
in Great Britain and. the continent, ex-
ceptional facilities for carrying out what
is the very life , of the whole scheme, a
large and comprehensive system of emi-
gration - and, therefore, I am sure that
the acceptance of their offer will not only'
l eceive the sanction of this House, as it
has already received that of the popular
branch of the Legislature, but it will
meet with the approval of the vast ma-
jority of the people of the Dominion. We
have heard a great deal said by hon. gen-
tlemen who are opposed to this measure
of the huge monepoly we ace about to
create, and the unreasonable exemptions
aud franchises we are granting by this
Bill, and one hon. gentleman opposite, in
his speech the other night, thought fit,

lon. Mr. Allan.

by way of illustrating the evils of mono-
polies, to drag in the Canada Qormpany
into the discussion. Re drew slightly
upori his imagination in some of his
statements, but I am glad that he made
the allusion to the Company, as it gives
me the'opportunity of mentioni»g what
the hon. gentleman forgot to state, but
which is perfectly well known as a mat-
ter of fact, and has never been contEr-
dicted, that one result of granting a_
charter to the Canada Company was that
by their exertions they anticipated the
settlement of all that part of Western
Ontario which now forms the counties
of Huron, Lambton and Perth by a
quarter of a century at least, just as I
have no doubt this Syndicate will, by
their exertions, enhance the settlement
of our great North-West. A statement,
however, which the hon. gentleman did
make in regard to the treatment of its
lessees by the company I must take
leave to contradict as being .wholly and
entirely unwarranted by the facts. I do
not believe that there is any body of
men who have ever received such liberal
treatment at- the hands of those from
whom they purchased their lands, as the
lessees of the Canada Company. In
dealing with any mere speculator who
purchased a lot for the purpose of strip-
ping it of its timber, no doubt the com-
pany gave him a very short shrift. But
it is notorious that no bona fide settler
purchasing land for the purpose of
making a home ever received anything
but the most liberal and considerate
treatmen-t at the hands of the company.
Many and many a settler has been
allowed to remain upon his lot for years
without paying one shilling, until the
improvements he made upon it enabled
him to obtain such returns as gave him
the means of paying for his farm or dis-
posing of hie improvements to advantage
to another purchaser. But these are
matters, perbaps, with which the House
has little or no concern. What I par-
ticularly wish to mention in connection
with this subject- as some gentlemen are
so fond of quoting precedents -is a prece-
dent for exemption froi taxation under
special circumstances which is afforded
in the case of this very Canada Company.
Some nine or ten years ago the icompany
proposed to drain a large section of
country, principally in thse County of
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Lambton, known as the Lake Burwell
and Aux Sable Flats and they applied to
the Ontaiô Government and Leglature
for an aot giving them the necessary
poiers. The tegislature passed the act,
«and by that act the lands to be reclaimed
-were exempted from taxation, not for
ten or twenty years, but until they were
-sola. NOw, hon. gentlemen, if the
Reform Government of Ontirio and the
Legislature, in which that party is se
JIrgely in the ascendant, deemed it
neither unjust nor impolitic to grantthis
-ekemption, under the special circui-
stances of the case, to a company snck urs
the Canada Company, I do not know
why our Reform friends in this House
should be go shocked at the proposal in
thisBill to grant an exemption-of a simi-
lar éharacter te the Canadian PacifieRail-
way Company. With regard to the
v alue of the lands proposed to be granted
to the Syndicate and which the op-
ponents of the Bill are disposed
to set down at so high a figure. I
confess I could hardly forbear smiling at
the statements made by some hon. gen-
tiémen opposite on this point, when I
recollect how differently they expressed
themselves. but a very short time ago.
These hon. gentlemen were not wont in
former days to speak so highly of the
value of our lands in the North-West,
and I hope my hon. friend, the leader of
the Opposition will pardon me if I ven-
ture to remind the Hose of the not
very jubilant tones in which he was wont
to allude to the great North-West on all
.eccasions, and how little he seemed to
think of its value to the rest of the Do-
minion. It is only in the present session
that we have heard such glowing pic-
tures drawn by the hon. gentleman and
his followers of the prospects of that
great country, and the value of the lands.
Well, hon. gentlemen, I am one of those
who always believed that in that North-
West we possessed a magnificent patri-
snony of the utmost value to the whole
Dominion, and although I may not be
prepared now to go to the full extent of
the present value which these gentle-
men have suddenly set upon all the
lands through which the railway will
pass - yet that they have increased cen-
sidit'ably in value throughout the whole
territory within the last year or two and
.are éontinuing to increase, theie can be

lon. Mfr. Allan.

no doubt, and it may be well to ask te
what causes this increase may be
attributed. I have no hesitation in say-
ing, that one of the firet things which
contributed te raise the value of land in
the Itortb-West, was the advent to
power of the present Administration, and
the assurance that was then felt, that
the great want of railway communication
either by the Government or through
the instrumentality of a company would
be vigorously proceeded with. Had the
half hearted, feeble vacillating policy of
the late Government in respect to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway been continued,
we should never have had the emigration
which has already taken plae. to that
country largely on the faith and confi-
dent expectation of increasing railway
facilities, and were it not for the prospect,
now happily almost assured, of an agree
ment being concluded with a strong and
powerful Syndicate for the completion
withip a comparatively short period of
the whole line of railway from the
Atlantic to the Pacifie - we should not
now have these lands valued at the
figures which have been quoted in this
debate. I repeat thon, hon. gentlemen,
that it is the prospect Lof the imme-
diate construction of the railway
by a strong and powerful company
which is raising the value of these lands
so rapidly, and above all it is the great
work of emigration and settlement to
which this Syndicate arm committed, and
for which they posses sueh especial facili-
ties, to which we must look for these
values being maintained and increased
throughout the whole of tie vast terri-
tory still in the hands of the Govern-
ment. Give the construction of this
gigantic work to a weak company, anxi-
ous only to build the easiest part of the
road across the prairies, and then drop
the two ends if they cani possibly do so-
give it to a company who have no Euro.
pean connections - no facilities whiclh
would enable them to pour in a stream
of emigration into the whole North-
West, pari passu, with the construe
tion of the road - and where will be the
increase in the value of our lands then 1
And what will be the condition of that
great North-West ten or twenty years
hence î Take then the lands to be
granted to thq Syndicate at the bighest
figures which have been named; but
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which after all will prove fallacious if
people are not poured into that country
simultaneously with . the construction of
the road - take them, I say at their
highest figures, and the country will not
be paying one shilling too much for the
assured completion of our great national
highway, the actual seulement of the
country through which it passes, and the
enormously increased value which will
then be given to the magnificent patri-
mony, which the country will still hold,
of the finestiland in the North-West, com-
pared with which in extent the grant to
this Syndicate will be, but as a mere speck
on the prairies. I shall vote then, hon.
gentlemen, for the Bill now before the
House, because I believe it to be most
desirable that a work such as the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacific Railway
should be proceeded with by a company,
and not by the Government; because, I
believe the terms upon which the road

tion, and wvhere very large suins had;
been drawn out year by year and taken
out of the country. This is a young,. a
new country, struggling up into exis-
tence, and in the formation of her insti-
tutions, the losa of so large a sumn talkén
out of the country, I thought,. and sili
think, a greatevil. I have had transactions.
with the Canada Company myself, and
have always found them obliging and
courteous, and I believe that has been-
the character of their officers since the-
company was first established in this
country. The gentlemen who came otb
to. Canada in charge of the company's
affairs from the late Mr. Gault down to
the lowest official are all that could be.
expected from any such-company.. They
have done just as thid Syndicate will do.
if they get this large tract of land in the-
North-West-that is, get as much as
possible for their land.

is proposed to be built by the conipany ion. Mr. SUTHERLAND -- I waa
named in the Bill, are upon the whole not presený when my hon. colleague
just and reasonable; because, I be- addressed the fouse, and I am not sure-
lieve this company are possessed of such whether he made an explanadon which I
means and facilities as will enable them consider necessary. I rather think heh
without doubt to carry out both the work did not, as he is soewhat concerned
of construction and the settlement of the personally in the natter. Hon. gentle-
country, and because, as a Canadian, I men are aware that the Legisla.ture of
believe that the completion of a great our Province was sitting at the time that
national line of communication from one the details of this agreement were made,
end of the Dominion to the other will known. They had. passed a resohition
make Confederation a reality, and help adjourning the buse for a definite-
more than anything else to strengthen period, and just before the closing of the
and consolidate a British American na- buse the information was received by.
tionality on this continent. telegraph, and, as it turned out, it wa&

incorrect in some partieulars. They
Hon. Mr. REESOR - I wish to make were taken by surprise, and hastily

an explanation with regard to what has passed a resolution. not, as has been.
fallen from my hon. friend opposite. In said here, condemning the contract in
referring to the Canada Company, when toto, but asking a modification in one or
I addressed the House a few days ago, I two of its clauses. 1 have been asked
fear I have been misunderstood by the by some gentlemen here if our Legisla-
hon. gentleman My object was to show ture had net condenned the contract,
the tendency of such companies was to and 1, the&fore, think it necessary t<.
obtain as large a price for their lands as make this explanation. From the best
they could get. I did not mean to con information I can get, the people
vey the idea that the Canada Company ef Manitoba have changed their opinion
acted dishonorably or oppressively ; on as to those clauses which at 6.rst
the contrary, I think they have done siglt appeared te be unfavorable te our
what any respectable business company Province, and I think now they ooncur
or firm would do - make the most they pretty much in my opinion as te the
could of their lands. Yet I felt it was a contract. At this late heurit weuld ho
good illustration of a case where a small presumption on y part te go at any
sum, comparatively speaking, -had been length into this great question, which.
invested in our wild lands by a corpora- has heen so abiy debated both in Parlia-

Bon. Mr. Allan.
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nient and in the press of the country,
.and I .shall, therefore, content myself

vith making a few general remarks on
some of the clauses of the contract. We
have heard many comparisons made be-
tween the diffèrent offers that have been
made for carrying out this great work
since its inception. I have not heard
yet any very great exception taken as to
the amount of land or noney that is
being given to this company, but objec-
tions are made to some of the excep-
tional privileges which are granted to
ther. In lieu of those privileges I con-
sider that this company is undertaking
exceptional duties. We know the enor-
mous work that they will necessarily
have to colonize their own lands, and we
have every reason to believe that it is
not only their interest to do so, but also
to colonize the lands held by the
Government. Therefore, I think that
their exceptional privileges are more
than counterbalanced by their onerous
duties, and that, 1 am satisfied, is the
opinion of the great majority of the
people of Manitoba. We have heard a
good deal about the Sault lino in this
debate. I for one would have no objec-
tion to the construction of that line.
The more railways we have the better ;
but we lad sad experience in our time
of n4d, of the necessity of possessing a
line of our own, running exclusively
through Canadian territory. It was only
by the merest chance that we got assis-
tance at the time when we
muost required it. I refer to what
took place in 1870. What happened
then may happen again. While there is
an amicable feeling between the neigh-
boring nation and ourselves we may
always lcok for courteous treatment in
passing through their country, but if
that sentiment should change (and it may
change at any time) even with our Thun-
der Bay Brànch open, for six months of
every year the Dominion would be
'virtually cut in two. We could have no
communication until the opening of
navigation between the Eastern Pro-
vinces and the North-West. Therefore,
I look upon the all-rail route
as a . pressing necessity to con-
summate Confederation. Without a
national highway, our union is com-
Palratively valueless, and that is the light
in which the question is viewed by the

HIon. Mr. Sutherland.

people of Manitoba. Theref'ore, this
being the first offer that bas been made
with any reasonable prospect that it will
be successfully carried out, I think. it
would be exceedmgly unwise to throw
away this opportunity of having our
Pacific Railway completed, as I have
every reason to believe it will be within
the time specified in the contract, so that
I will record my vote in favor of the
Bill.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - As there ap-
pears to be no person willing to speak
this evening, I will occupy the attention
of the House for a short time. 'l he
Government certainly have no reason to.
complain of the way in which their mea-
sure has been received by this House..
It is rather gratifying to find that,
notwithstanding all the comparisons
which have been made as regards
the Sir Hugh Allan contract, and
as regards the offer made by the late
Administration in reference to the con-
struction of this road, the conclusion
lias been arrived at, that this is the most
satisfactory proposal that has yet been
made. It cannot be otherwise than
gratifying, not only to members of this
House and to the public generally, that.
the debate from its inception up to the
present time, bas differed from previons
debates on this subject in this way :
that no ground bas been taken, so far as
I am aware, by any member of either
House, that this country is unequal to
the emergency of the construction of this
road. This question has been before the
country for the last ten years. It was
first discussed when the British Colum-
bia resolutions were before Parliament,
at the time that Province signified her
desire to enter into the Confederation,
which was legislated on in 1871 to this
end. It was discussed in 1872 and in
1873, at the time of the Aljan contract.
The lion. member from St. John to-aiglit
said that the Allan contract was better
than the present one. An hon. member
of the other House, who is noted for
strong common sense (I refer to one of
the members of the Cohnty of Went..
worth) declared himself as being sorry
that Sir Hugh Allan was unable to carry
ont his contract ; that it was the best
bargain ever offered for the construction
of the road. I take the ground that that
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contract, however favorable it was to the
country, and however strongly those who
supported it pressed its claims, yet it
wèas not as favorable to the interests of
this country as the present measure.
Without entering into minute details, I
mnay say' that it made provision that the
line and its branches should be subsi-
dized to the extent of $30,000,000 and
and 54,000,000 acres of land; that no
lands could be sold by the Government
at a price less than $2.50 per acre, unless
with the consent of the company. Now,
lion. gentlemen will see that the Govern-
ment were in that case rather in the
bands of the Company than otherwise.
They could not.hold out inducements for
those who were poor and needy and
short of money to go and settle in that
country, for the reason that the settlers
would have to purchase the lands at that
price if they came at least within a
moderate distance of the railway. Unler
the provisions of this Bill no such re-
strictions are put on the Governient,
eo far as the Company is concerned, and
may put whatever price on its lands it
feels inclined to charge, but the Govern-
nient are in a position to give land away
free of charge to settlers. Every alter-
nate section, school and Hudson's Bay
Company's excepted, is held as homestead
and pre-emption lands. Some may
think that this is not a very
great advantage ; but, hon. gentle-
men, look at the advantages it gives
for the settlement of the coujitry.
It holds out strong inducements to
people to go and settle there. Any man
who can pay a $10 f ee and make certain
improvements and reside upon the land
for three years will get bis patent for 160
acres. Then provision is made that the
adjoining quarter section of it should Le
within the $5 belt, which lies close to the
railway, can be purchased hy the person
holding the homestead, at $2.50 per acre;
and ho has a term of years in which to
pay it, and all that is asked fiom him is
interest on the noney. So for the 320
acres that he nay take in proximity to
the railway, he.will have to pay $1.50
per acre. In the $4 belt he gets bis
homestead of 160 acres and his preemp-
tion for $2 an acre, or in other words, he
gets 3:0 acres of land far $1 an acre. I
am quite sure that honorable members
in this House and the public generally

Hon. .3r. Aikins.

will perceive there is a very great differ-
ence between the Allan contract, which
tied the hands of the Governuent, and
compelled them to seil their lands at a
figure not less than $2.50 per acre, unless
with the consent of the Company, and
the present contract, which enables a
man to got a farm on the terms I have
mentioned. Now, some hon. f,entlemen,
and particularly the bon. Senators fron
King's and Queen's, took strong excep-
tion to the value which my hon. col-
league, in introducing this measure,
placed on the lands of the North-West.
The hon. the Postmaster General stated,
for purposes of comparison, that he
would value the lands at $1 per acre,
and he did this to compare the contract
of Sir Hugh Allan and the offer made
by the late Administration, under the
Act of 1874, with the present contract.
They were dissatisfied with that, aud
thought .it 'was belittleing the
country ; and said that the lands
niight be placed at $3 an acre.
I think, for the purpose of comparison,
it makes very little difference whether
the land is put at $1 or $3 an acre.
But, to satisfy the hon. gentlemen, I will
make the comparison at $3 an acre.
The quantity of lands donated to the
Allan Company was 54,000,000 'acres,
or perhaps a little more. If you value
those lands at $3 an acre .you will find
that they represent a value of $162,000,-
000, and to this must be added the cash
bonus of $30,000,000, in all $192,000,-
000. That is the amount of the subsidy
if the lands are worth $3 an acre, and
what ny bon. friend from Toronto (Mr.
Allan) said is quite true, that the value
of the land is consequent upon the con-
struction of the railway. if to-day you
blot out the railways that have been con-
structed and give the people of that
country, and other countries, to under-
stand that no railways are to Le
built there, and they . are to
have no connection with the out-
side world by rail, the lands,
instead of being worth $3 an acre, would
not be worth 30e an acre. Take the
offer made by the late Administration
for the construction of this road under
their A ct of 1874: When they placed
that Act on the Statute-Book they were
sincerely desirous and anxious to con-
struct the r-ailay if it could Le done
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1within the resourees of the country.
Apply the sanme rule to that schene as
1-o the other, and for the purpose of cal-
culation I will take the mileage as it is
now established - 2,712 miles. Their

.-donation was 20,000 acres of land per
mile, and a cash subsidy of $10,000 per
mile. ,Taking the land at $3 an acre,
yon tind that the land subsidy amounted
to $162,720,000. The cash subsidy
would have amounted to $27,120,000.
And then they also made this provision
that they would pay 4 per cent. on a
.sum of money which might be agreed
npon for a period of twenty-five years.
There might be some dfliculty in arriv-
ing at this suin of money, but I think
we have a very good basis on which to
calculate what that road would cost.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- No.

lon. Mr. AIKINS- The lion. gen-
tienian shakes his head and says no. He
bas not heard what I am going to say,
hnt he surmises, I suppose, inasmuch as
a comparison could be placed on the
contract fromt what I am about to men-
tion. The branch lines by the Act ot
1874' were made portions of the Pacific
Railway itself. The Georgian Bay
Branch was a portion of that line. The
leader of the Government in introducing
this Bill now before the House referred
to this, and I think the ground taken by
him was firm and reasonable. I think,
if you take the Georgian Bay line, 85
miles in length, and compare it with the
665 miles from Lake Winnipeg to
Thunder Bay, and that 400 miles from
Thunder Bay to Selkirk, and the 650
miles in British Colunbia, any gentle-
Man who will take the trouble to look
over the estinates made by Mr.
Fleming 'or the figures furnished
by Mr. Mackanzie for the cost of those
sections, will come to the conclusion that
what the Georgian Bay Branch would
cost per mile, and what the late Admin-
istration subsidized it with, would be a
'very fair average to apply to the whole
distance fromn Lake Nipissing to the Pa-
cific Coast. Now, what did they sub-
sidize that line with i A land grant of
20,000 acres, $10,000 in cash, and 4 per
cent. on $7,500, which is $300 a year, per
maile, for twenty-five years. If you dis-
cOlInt that, it would he about $4,000 per
nile, or in other vords, they subsidized

Hon. Mfr. A iking.

the Georgian Bay Branch with 20,000
acres ot land, and $14,000 in cash per
mile. If you t·rke those figures and apply
them to the whole. line, and I think it
can fairly be done, yon find that it
would amount, for the 2,712 miles, to
$199,668,000. Now, that is what was
offered by Mr. Mackenzie under the Act
of 1874, taking the cost of the Georgian
Bay Branch as an average of the whole
line. The Goveinment of that day ad-
vertised in the newspapers of this conti-
nent and in the old country, asking for
tenders to construct this road ; and yet,
notwithstand.ing that advertisenent being
in the papers for two years or more, no
formal offer was ever received. The
advertisement was as follows: -

VANADIAN PA'IFIC RAILWAY.

PROPOsLS OFOR CONSTRUCTION.

«The Government of Canada expect te be
able on or before January, 1877, to invite ten-
ders #r building and working the sections be-
tween Lake Superior and the Pacifie Ocean,
under the provisions of the Canada Pacific
Railway Act, 1874.

l This Act (after reciting that it is expedient
to provide for the construction of the work as
rapidly as it can be accomplished without fur-
ther raising the rate of taxation) enacts that
the contractors for its construction and work-
ing shall receive lands, or the proceeds of
lands, at the rate of 20,000 acres, and cash at
the rate of $10,000-for each mile of railway
constructed ; together with interest at the rate
of four per cent. per annum, for twenty-five
years from the completion of the work, on
any further sumi which may be stipulated in
the contract ; and the Act requires parties ten-
dering to state, in their offers, the lowest suin,
if any, per mile on which such interest will be
required.

i Copies of the Aet, maps showing the general
route so far as at present settled, the published
reports of Engineers, and such. other informa-
tion as is now available, can be seen at the
Canadian Enigration Agency, in London, Eng-
land, and at the Public Works Department,
Ottawa.

« This intimation is given in order to aford to
all parties interested the fullest opportunity of
examination and enquiry.

By order,
F. BRAre, Secretary,

Dept. Public Works.

Department ol Public Works, )
Ottawa, 29th May, 1876. J "

Hon. Mr. HOPE - When was that
published ?
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Hon. Mr. AIKINS - lu May, 1876,
and I believe it appeared in print until
December, 1878.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - Does it state
that the lands shall be fit for settlement,
or that they shall be taken on the fine as
they come!

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - It says fair
avearge lands. The Act of 1874 went
very much farther than thaf. Not only
were they to have 54,240,000 acres of
land, but $28,1 20,000 as a bonus, and
$813,000 a year for twenty-five years,
being $300 on 2,712 miles for twenty-
five years ; but two thirds of those lands,
or 36,160,000 acres were to be managed
and sold by the Government free of cost
to the company. I should like to ask hon.
gentlemen why have paid any attention
to the management of lands by the Gov-
ernment, and know anything of the sub-
ject, what that was likely to cost them I
1 do not think hundreds of thousaiWs of
dollars would cover it.

Hon. Mr. SMITH - One-third of all
they would get for it.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS I am perfectly
satisfied it would cost the Government
millions of dollars to handle this
36,000,000 acres of land before they were
sold. Now, the present contract is this,
and although it has been repeated two or
three times in this debate, I want to
apply the valiation of $3 an acre, and
see how it will compare with other offers :
25,000,000 acres worth $75,000,000, a
cash bonus of $25,000,000, and we hand
over to the Syndicate roads which, when
completed, are' estimated to cost this
country $28,000,000, making altogether
a sum. of $128,000,000 - a difference as
compared with the offer made under the
Mackenzie Act of 1874, of $71,968,000,
and as compared with the Allan contract
of $64,000,000. And yet we are told by
some hon. gentlemen that the Allan con-
tract was more favorable than this. With
regard to the offer made by the late Ad-
ministration for the construction of this
road, I have noticed, and I presume other
hon. members of this House have no-
ticed it also, that those who are opposing
the Government and this measure have
kept as far away from the consideration
of that offer as possible. They did not

ion. Mr. Aikins.

want any comparison made, because they
were conscious that if one were made itL
would militate against themselves.

Hon. Mr. RBESOR - Comparisona
are odious.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - They are de-
cidedly dangerous.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I went into a
thorough analysis of the three contracts.
clause by clause.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - Weil, I sup-
pose if the hon. gentleman did there is
no ob'ection to my doing so, too. Now,
I will refer to the exemptions. Under
the present contract the 25,000,000
acres are to be free from taxation for
twenty years, or until they are sold or
occupied. Do hon. gentlemen suppose
there is no provision made in that Act of
1874 whereby the lands allotted to the
Company could escape taxation I If
they will look at that Act they will find
that two-thirds of the land granted to the
Company were to be held by the Gov-
ernment, and to be administered by
thein, and be sold at such a price as
might be agreed on between the Com-
pany and the Government. But so long
as the land remained in the hands of the
Government there would be no taxation.
If the Ccmpany did not desire to sell
their lands there woul be no agreement
with the Government with regard to the
price, and bence these lands would be
free from taxation. It is not the
25,000,000 acres that would be exempt
for twenty years, .but more than
36,000,000 of acres were to be held
in this way, for it might be twice that
length of time without being exposed to
taxation.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The Government
did not propose to have theni locked
up.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - The Govèrn-
ment just proposed what is in the Act -
just what they find there.

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE - The
clause in question says the lands shallHe
sold by the Government -- not held.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - But the Gov-
ernment could not sell the lands until
the Company fixed the price, and if the-
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'Company did not wish to sell the land
they would not put a price on them, so
that the exemption was very much
wider under the Act of 1874, which my
hon. friend, amongst others, supported,
'than under this agreement. Now, if
that North-West country of ours is
going to be settled, I should like to know
where the settlers will come fron ? If
millions are to 'flow into it I do not
think they will corne fron the old pro-
vinces of the Dominion ; there are not

4llions to spa'e from them. They must
come largely from Europe and from other
countries. Do you suppose it is a.ny
very great hardship on those who will
go into that country and get 160 acres
of that land free, 'that the adjoining lands
held by this Company should be free
from taxation for a timeî It is the only
contribution which those wbo settle
there will make to that road. Those
who settled in the older provinces of the
Dominion have contributed millions to
coinstruct this road, not to benefit them-
selves, but to develop that country -
to unite it with the older provinces of
the Dominion, and bind them together in
such .a way that there would be homo-
genity of feeling and interest. Then the
older provinces of the Dominion are sub-
ject to taxation in support of schools. In
Ontario there are free schools, and it may
be so in other provinces of the Dominion.
The people have built their schoolhouses,
and they pay their teachers, but in that
great western country of ours one-
eighteenth of all the land is set apart for
the maintenance of schools, and the
future settlers of that country will have
schools without any cost to themselves,
while in the older provinces of the Do-
minion people have liad to support, and
are still supporting, their educational
establishments. It cannot be said that
there will be any very great burden upon
those who Will come in and settle in that
country, if the lands held by the Rail-
way Company are exempt froma taxation
for twenty years, or until sold or occu-
.pied.

Hon. Mc. BOTSFORD - And 'the
Railway Company. provide. for them to

£et there.

Hon.' Mr. SMITIf - And free
fchoois.

Hion. Mr. Aikins.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - The hon. gen-
tleman from King's has instituted a
comparison between the Canada Com-
pany and the Syndicate, but there is no
analogy between them at ail. The
Canada Company is a land company
holding lands for the purpose of making
money out of them - a speculative
company. The Syndicate is entirely
diflerent. If they hold these lands -and
cannot get them settled they will have no
traffic for the railway. The railway can
only be made valuable by settling that
country. There is another exemption to
which exception has been taken - that
is the exemption of the roadbed from
taxation. The ex-Secretary of State said
lie did not attach very much importance
to it, and I do not think it is of much
importance. The Syndicate will have
about 1,000 miles of road in the Pro-
vince of Ontario, which will be subject
to taxation just in the same way that the
property of other railways is in that Pro-
vince. Then they will have 123 miles of
road in Manitoba and 650 in British
Columbia, which will also be subject to
taxation. There are about 800 miles be-
tween the western boundary of Manitoba
and the eastern boundary of British
Columbia, and about fifty miles in the
district of Keewatin - some 900 alto-
gether, which would be exempt fron tax-
ation. If you take 100 feet for the
width ofthe roadbed, you will find that
the acreage per mile is about twelve
acres, and if you take the whole distance
of 900 miles you will find the quantity of
land covered .by the roadbed is only
about 10,800 acres. I ama surprised
that the question bas been raised,
or that the attention of Parliament
has ever been called to it, because
it is very stmall. There is another
exemption to which a great deal of
importance has been attached by some,
and that is the exemption froa customs
duties. The only articles that are to be
exempt are the spikes, nuts, bolts for
first construction, and the wire for thé
telegraph. The rails and fish-plates are
exempted from taxationat present. Now,
it is said that if you apply the present
rate of duty to all these it would amount
to only something over $100,000. That
being the case, the exemptions fror cus-
toms duties do not make up a very large
sum. Some hon. gentlemen have said
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that steel rails ought to be taxed. The
reason there was no duty imposed on
them is that there are none manufactured
in the Dominion and it was important,
as far as possible, to aid in the construc-
tion of lines of railway, and Parliament
sanctioned the proposal to exempt steel
rails from taxation until 1882. I can see
n0 reason whatever for putting a duty on
steel rails. It is nerely a taxation
on that particular interest until steel
rails are nanufactured in the country.
These are all the exemptions, and aggre-
gating them they are less than the ex-
emptions and services to be performed by
the Government in selling the lands as
contained in the Act- of 1874. Now,
while it is claimed by those who support
this measure that it is the very best
offer which has been made, the questign
might come up in the minds of h.
members, is it desirable, or in the inter-
ests of the country that it should be ac-
cepted I I have no hesitation in coming
to the conclusion that it ought to be ac-
cepted, and I think those whoin their cool
moments and apart from political feeling
consider this . question will come to
the same conclueion - that in the inter-
ests of this country it is desirable that
this contract as made should be consum-
mated, by Parliament sanctioning it. I
have no doubt whatever that the gentle-
men who compose this Syndicate are able
to raise the necessary capital to construct
the 2,000 miles of railway; that they
will be able to put a suffioient quantity
of rolling stock and equipment of every
kind upon it, and not only do that, but
complote the larger portion, to my mind,
of the undertaking, that is, to run it when
it is built. We can tell about what the
road will cost. Mr. Mackenzie and Mr.
Blake have named $120,000,000 as its
cost. Mr. Fleming has estimated that it
would cost about $8,000,000 a year to
run that road. Mr. Mackenzie placed
the sum at between $6,000,000 and
$7,000,000. Mr. Fleming says that the
road will not cover running expenses
until there are about 3,000,000
people in that country. When
do you suppose there will be 3,000,000
people in the North-West 1 F do no.
know how many hundred thousand
people there are in that country, from
Nipissing to the Pacifie Coast, but I do
not think there are a great many. Hon..

Bon. Mr. Aikins.

Mr. Blake,, in a. diseussion% on the settle-
ment of that counbry, is reported to have-
said that he could not tell what the
increase would be, but judging by coma-
parison, ho could infer what it might be.
He says :-

The population of the State of Kansas in
1870 was 360,000 and in 1879-R50,000 making
an increase of 490,000 in the nine years. la
this was to be included a large natural
increase, as well as an increase, owing
to large immigration from the Eastern
States. This was not an indication that the
population of the North-West would, in 'en
years, reach 550,000. But the state of thngs
was not equal. What was the position of
Kansas at the commencement of the epoch
which the hon.. gentleman had taken as his
starting point? Besides a population of
360,000, it bad no less than 1,500 miles of
railway in operation, so that at th- commence-
ment of the epoch of rapid increase there had
been a considerable development of railway
facilities, andduring thatdecade-thosefacilities
had Increased, so that there were 2,300 miles
in operation in 1879. In 1866, Kansas ranked
twenty-fourth among the States of the United
States as a corn-growing State, while in 1879
it bad gone up so that it was the fourth. ln
the earlier period it was the twenty-fourth as
a wheat-grower, while by 1878 it had rua up
so it was almost the first in that respect,
having produced' thirty-two millions of
bushels. Witi ail these evidences of progress,
and all theee advantages, with a large natural
increase from a population of 460,000, we find
but 490,000 added to the population of that
State in nine years ; and yet we were told that
over 550,000, irrespective of the natural
increase, would altogether be added t» the
population of the North-West in ton or eleven
years."

Now,.these are Mr. Blake's statistics. If
that was the increase of Kansas when
she had so many miles of railway, I
would like to ask the hon. gentleman
when there would be two- or three mil-
lions of people-in the North-West l Why,
at that rate, there would not be a popu.
lation so large as that in 25 years, and
yet the increase of population in Kansas
bas been large and rapid. If you take
this $8,000,000-which Nlr. Fleming esti-
mates as the running expenses of that
road, for 25-years, yout have $200,000,-
000. It is true you have to deduct the
earnings, but what will they amount to
for some years after its construction .
They would, I fear, be so infiniteaimally
small that they would be scarcely worth
subtracting fron the expenses. No per-
son can suppose that the road can be
kept open and run at a profit by the-
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Syndicate until there is a very large
population in that country, and yet hon.
gentlemen think when the road is con-
structed the . great difficulty is over-
comje.

Hon. Mr. FEIRRIER - Only begin-
nimg.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - My lion. friend,
who knows something about running
railroads, says the difficulty will only be
beginning. What I hope is that this
Company will find itself sufficien tly strong
to keep open'this road when it is con-
structed, so that we may have access to
that country through our own territory.
Now, the hon. gentlemen oppo-
site have taken a peculiar liking
to the construction of the
Sault Branch. Well, I have no Qb-
jection whatever to the construction of
that road, providing that we could not
get our own line north of Lako Superior.
I think it would be in the interest of this
country to build it - very much more
in our interest than to adopt the course
pursued by the hon. gentlemen when
they were in power, and that is to try
and reach the waters of Lake Huron by
building the Georgian Bay Branch, when
these waters were tapped by some half
dozen roads already. I do not think
that the Georgian i3ay Branch was cal-
culated to benefit any section of country.
But, if you take the benefits which
would result from the construction of the
Sault Branch as compared with the bene-
fits to be derived front the construction
of a through line north of Lake Superior,
the latter is infinitely preferable to the
other. WVe know what the result of
passing through Americau territory has
been. Six years ago this last summer I
went to the Province of Manitoba, and
in passing down the Red River from
Moorehead - at that time they had to
use the river, there was no railway -
I found at places where the boat stopped
in Minnesota and Dakota, those who
came down to the wharf were nearly all
Canadians. Two-thirds at least of all those
who are settled now in the Valley of
the Red River in Minnesota and Dakota
are said to be Canadians. And why are
they there I Simply because in passing
along, they found what suited them and
they did not go any further. That is our
experience, and if we should continue

lIon. Mr. Aikins.

to use that route, these railway com-
panies who have lands to seule will
hold ont quite as large inducenients to
settlers as we can, and in place of set-
tling in Manitoba and the North-West,
our people will settle in the United
States just as they have heen doing.
The Government has been assisting im-
migration for many years. Hundreds of
thousands of dollars have been spent in
that way, and I arn sorry to say - and
lion. gentlemen, I am sure, will share in
my regret - that after all that expense
we will have acomplished very little. In
the United States, I am not aware that
the Federal Government assista immi-
gration in any way. I am not aware
that the State Legislatures give any
such assistance. The immigration that
is carried on so successfully is through
the agency of the railway 'ompanies who
have lands to dispose of. They have
facilities that no Government can pos-
sibly possess for inducing immigration,
and the hope is expressed and indulged
in, that this Company, having large in-
terests - interests quite as large, I was
going to say, as the Goverunment them-
selves in the North-West - would act
as a great immigration agency for the pur-
pose of getting settlers into that coun-
try. We have interest as ai peo-
ple in getting that country sôttled,
because when it is settled we will have
large resources in the shape of customs
duties, etc. They will be consumers of
dutiable goods and exportera of produce,
but the Railway Company has as large an
interest, at least in the first instance, to
get settlers in that country as we have,
and I have not the slightest doubt from
their connections at home, and on the
continent, that they will be the means
.of inducing an immigration into the
North-West which the Government would
be unable to reach. Something has been
said in reference to this second offer
which was made to build this road. It
has been dealt with by my hon. friend
from Toronto'this evening in a way that
I do not think any of those who are con-
nected with it could take offence. I
know many of those gentlemen, and
would not say anything to offend them,
but I do say this : it is a moet extraordi-
nary circumstance, when under the
Act of 1874 an advertisement ap-
peared in the papers asking ten.
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ders for the construction of this road, gentlemen who are opposing this Bill
knowing the offer that was made by theithat exemption from taxation on their
Government, of $10,000 per mile, and lands would be worth soue $20,000,000.
20,0009 acres of land per mile, and that New, this statement was made by gen-
a further sumi might be granted, tlcmen who knew, 1 suppose, what they
that during all tbat time those gen- were talking abolt. Another gentie-
tlemen never thought of making an offer, man, the leader of the Opposition in the
if there was so much money in it as is now other Iouse, is reported to have said
discovered 1 And this thing has not been tbat exemption from customs duties
done in a. corner; it was known when would bo equal to The
Parliament rose last year that negotia- exemption, ou roadbed, etc., are said
tions were talked of with the Govern- lso to 'le worth millions of dollars.
ment in reference to the construction of Altogether, tiose ex mptions anionut te
this road. It was stated in a speech by something like $2otho according t
Sir John Nlacdonald at Bath, a speech their estimation, and m sudpose tbey will
that was copied into tlue papers tlirough- not oiject if I adopt it. D)o vou sup-
out the country, that offers wero then pose t1at aey cnIpa psy, whateer their
111er consideration, yet those gentlemen station g be, wheut nhe were not
nieyer thoughti of sending a telegrani, or going to risk their personal fortunes,

ritin, a letter to the Govern- eoûlmd go to any of the oney iarkt. tf
ment asking if they were in t'ie world and raiso inoney kinowing their
a position to accept tenders. lauds wvoul bo subject, to taxation iintil
fhere is somethi, more:. after the tboy woere sold ; that if they pushed thei
Ministers bad retuinted froni England, on thexnarket they would get littie for
and after Parliamient had been sui- them, a d that taxation for twenty ye-ars
tnoued and wag iii session, a monti woldbeequal to 20,too,et?, I should
elapsed before those gentlemen could like to kno woat stregtli that would
makeup teir minds as te o attey give the.
were going to do. They kne that the Hon, Mr. REESOIl But the boûds
Goverament were not in a position to ould be endorsed by te overn-
accept an onery of that kind, and then
were quite safo. in putting up $1,tg ,0 
as security. If they were anxious te get lon. Mr. AIKIN- Te Govern-
the eontrac, they should bave inade ment would have to ho satistied of the
overtures in t e, and their proposition iity of the Company to raise the nonev
Mouid have received every considration. beforo the bonds would be guaranteed.
If overtures had been made when Sir The ting is so perfectly absurd, it
John NMacdonald'dolivered bis stieeelî at appears to tee that, if they did not vant
Bath in Jne, or wen ho vas in to damage this Company tey woud not

England, the conclusion miglit have have miade sncb disparaging statements.
been indblgei i by those gentlemen Gentlemen opposite would nt say, even
that theiy had a chance at east if the Governmheyt were prepared to ae-
of obtaining the contract, but they aust cept that offer, they would vote for it.

have ki-îown that when a contraet had My lion. friend for King's would flot
been eiitered intoby the Government, a vote for it, I am sure, and the ex-Secre-
second offer could nlot be entertained. 1 tary of S tate took very good care to
do net auoe that that Syndicate or the guard imself, and would net say that
presenit one would base their success on even if it wa,4 $12,00,,00 0es
personal finances. I think if thev are than the present contract hi would
able toraise roney, i is upon th sub- vote fr it. I think, under the
sidies afforded ay the Government. My ciroun atances, we may fairly cone to the
bon. friend wi l admit that. conclusion that, c r far as this offer now

Mr. REESOR - Yes. bafdre the use to build the railway is
concerned, it is the best that bas been

Mr. AKIS - That being the cave, made; that iL is quite within the power
Shotld hike to know what chance the of the cnuntry to carry out; and, more-

second Syndicate would have of selling over, that it is in the iriterests of the
their bonds. We have this statement by Dominion that i should be carried ont

lon. r. i -ns.
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Hon. Mr. DICKEY moved the ad-
gournment of the debate.

The Senate adjouriied at 11.05 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Friday, February 11th, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at three
,.in.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (L) "An Act to amend the Petro-
leum Inspection Act of 1880." - (Mr.
Aikins.)

PACIFIC RAILWAY BILL.

DEBATE CONTINVUD.

The Order of the day
having been . called: resuming
the adjourned debate on Hon. Mr.
Scott's motion in arnendment to the mo-
tion of the Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell,
" That the Canadian Pacific Railway Bill
be now read the second time," by leaving
<,ut " now " and after " time " inserting
"this day three months,"

Hon. Mr. DICKEY said : lion.
gentlemen, . entirely concur in the sen-
timent expressed by previous speakers
that no more momentous question than
the present one bas ever engaged the at-
tention of the Parliament of Canada.
After the able and exhaustive speeches
on the one side by the hon. the leader of
the Government, and on the other by the
lion. the leader of the Opposition, and
after the almost wearisome iteration here
and elsewhere of the history of this ques-
tion, I do not propose to refer, except
incidentailly, to its historical aspect. We
have been called upon by the hon. the
leader of the Opposition to deal with this
'easure in a liberal and independent
spirit. Now, distasteful as was the
avowal of that hon. gentleman to the peo-
Ple locally interested, I am quite sure
that the majority who voted against him
On the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Bill
mfuet have been exceedingly gratified to
.tind by his assuranoe that the
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action of the Senate on that occasion
turned out to be quite right. Nor was
I surprised at that avowal when I r.e.
collected that only four or five short
months after the vote had been given in
this House on that Bill, the Government
of the day - the Government of which
the hon. gentleman was a mniber him-
self - adopted the very reasons given
by the majority in this Hlouse for op-
posing that Bill as an excuse for not car-
rying out its provisions. This is the
spirit in which the Senate generally dis-
cusses public questions, and in the same
spirit I propose to deal with this ques-
tion. I must confess to a certain feeling

'of disappointment as to some of the pro-
visions in the contract which we are
asked to ratify. I would particularly
specify, as one of the minor provisions,
this point : that by clause 7, when a
section of twenty miles is built, equipped
and ready for working, the contractors
are thereipon entitled to ask for their
subsidies in land and noney for that
section, which thus becomes their pro-
perty. There is also this condition
of things that might occur : the
contractors might in the space of three

-or four years build and equip the easiest
portion of the lirie - the 900 miles to
the base of the Rocky Mountains -and
at the same time have the benefit of the
portions of the railway already con-
structed and about to be constructed by
the Government within that period ; and
if they chose not to go on, how can they be
prevented, and how can the Government
resume possession of the property with
which they will have thus parted I In
other words, how is it to be forfeited by
the Company to the Govertnment in case
the whole line is not built and continu-
ously worked 1 I am quite aware that
there are provisions in reference to land
and railway mortgage bonds, a pro-
portion of 20 p3r cent. of which is to re-
main in the hands of the Government.
After all, the great security we shall be
told, no doubt, on this point, consists in
the tact that this percentage is to remain
under the control of the Government. At
the sane time, I should have had some
misgivings on this point, had the House
not been assured in the most solemn
manner hy the ex-Secretary of State that
these gentlemen were contractors, not
only of character and experience, but
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also of means, and that they would,
without any doubt whatever, be sure to
fulfil the contract by building and work-
ing the road. I.- is true that he had his
own reasons for that; but he gave those
reasons, and gave as the reasons for the
conclusions he drew froin then that the
parties would be certain to fulfil the
contract. Under those circumstances,
aid looking to the overruling power of
Parliament, we may perhaps assume
that the Company will substantially carry
out everything that is necessary, and
the country will have the benefit of the
railway. Now, on the ques:ion of per-
centage, it must be reinembered that a
large proportion - 20 per cent. - of
the bonds and funds, if the parties chose
to avait themselves of the privilege of
issuing bonds, is to remain as security
for the performance of the con-
tract, and not to be given up to the
contractors as intimated the other day
in reference to the St. Peter's Canal.
My hon. friend, the leader of the Oppo-
sition, lias taken the ground, as against
this contract, that it would have been the
better policy to have this road con-
structed as a Governmxent work. The
hon. gentleman, and several hon. gentle-
men who followed him, have committed
themselves to that argument and to that
policy. Well, I may say to the House
that after listening to the admirable
speech made hy the lion. Senator from
Londonderry upon that point, and the
clear and convincing argunent'of the hon
the Minister of Inland Revenue last
night, I think they ought to be satisfied
that the policy which has been in-
augurated by this Bill is the right one.
An-hon. gentleman, who fromn his posi-
tion and connection with the Inter-
colonial Railway for many years,
is enabled to speak' with something
like authority upon the point, has
given us as his experience that the esti-
mate of the cost of the road rose from
$17,000,000 and a little over to
about $22,000,000 during the short

period of years that road was
under construction, and I do say that
anyone who ha; read the evidence given
before the Railway Commission during
the last summer could not have failed to
be struck with the many instances of job-
bery andcorruption which were develuped
before that tribunal, and which could
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not be prevented under the best Govern-
ment. Now, under those circumstances,
it is rather late to reopen that' question,
and I am surprised that my hon. friends,
with the past experience we have had,
and with all the charges that have been
made in this House and elsewhere, should
not have been satisfied to give up thce
policy which is on the face of the Act of
1874, and which was, at all events, a
fruitless policy, and that they would
have been perfectly satisfied to havet
taken the policy of building this road by
a company, assisted by moneys and lands.
Then, I am asked, are we not willing to
trust the present Government with that

.power ? I may answer to my hon.
friends that if I am obliged to look for-
ward to a future of ten or twenty
years, I could not be satisfied that
we should always have this Gov-
ernnment in power. We might
possibly have another Government, and
we are not legislating for any particular
Government, but we are legislating for
the future of Canada. Now, I have
listened to the speech made by the hon.
the leader of the Opposition - made
with his usual moderation, and I might
add, with more than his usual ingenuity
and plausibility - and I trust I may be
able to present some considerations which
no sophistry can evade and no specious-
ness can successfully combat, nor should
I have risen on this occasion at all had
it not been for the numerous objections
,nade by the hon. gentleman to this
contract, some of which only have
been answered, and I propose
to take themi up in their order.
My hon. friend called attention - and
it was a most unfortunate reference - to
the erormous increase which bas taken
place in the value of the lands -in the
North-Western States of America, aris-
ing from the increased demand for coreals
and cattle in Europe. One could not.
help being struck by the reflection for a
moment, if it be the case, that this
process of change is going on, why should
it not extend to our own territory, why
should we not get the benefit of it 1 My
hon.friend will say "certainly." Welllook
at the result. He brought forward as an
argument the value of those lands. If thiâ
is a fact ; if this process of change is
going on, and the lands are increasing in
value, we have at all events this com-
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forting assurance, that after we part
with those 25,000,000 of acres of land,
we have ten times as much remaining,
which will he increased in value also.
Some statistics have been brought
forward on that point by the hon.
Senator from Londonderry, and mny
attention has been called to this calcula-
tion of Mr. Hurlburt's in bis " Physical
Atlas." It appears from the estimate
that, west of Ontario, we have a tract of
something like 600,000,000 of acres'of
land suitable for the production of cereals
Taking only half of it, we shall be still a
little in excess of the estimates made by our
own surveyors, who have not gone over
the ground as carefully as this gentleman
appears to have done. We should have
250,000,000 of acres, excluding the Hud-
son Bay Company's lands, and the other
lands reserved, and we should have left,
after parting with the 25,000,000 acres,
something like 225,000,000, nearly
enough to pay the subsidy and wipe off
our national debt, at our reduced esti-
mate of $1 per acre. I now come to the
proposition of what is called the new
Syndicate, and I have to observe in the
first place that it is a misnomer to call
these gentlemen a syndicate. A syndi-
catoeis a couneil of syndics, representing
other people, but these gentlemen
represent themselves only, and come for-
ward as a company to undertake
this work on their own limited resources,
as we shall see presently. It is far dif-
ferent with the persons who are to be in-
corporated by the Act before us ; because
these people have at their back the finan-
cial resources of three or four countries
-England, France, Germany and Amer-
ica - besides our own. Now, as to the
position of this Syndioate whose contract
is before us, I can well imagine - had
those gentlemen been friends of the Gov-
errment - we should have had just such
a howl of execration at the conduct of
the Governnient, as we had a few years
ago.when the Allan contract was under
consideration. It would have been aid :
" Look at the way they are favoring their
friends ; we have brought forward a
little bargain, and because, our company
is composed of our political friends, the
Government are disposed to do as. they.
did before." Fortunately they are not in
a position to use that argument since the
leading persons connected with the first

Hon. Mr. Dickey.

Syndicate, are certainly not political
friends of the Administration, but may
perhaps be regarded as their opponents.
My hon. friend, the leader of the Oppo-
siLion says that one of his strongest ob-
jections to this contract is, that it may
pass into the hands of American capital-
ists. Well, suppose it does, to nmy mind
it is one of the strongest recommen-
dations of this contract that it is to be
the means of introducing foreign capital
into this country, and as a corollary of
that, introducing immigration on a large
scale. These two points cannot be con-
troverted, and we shall presently seo
how impossible it would be to have this
advantage under what is called the new
Syndicate. But en that point I think
the House ought not to hesitate in mak-
ing up its mind. - Time and again I have
called the attention of this House to the
absurd expenditure of money we were
making from year to year of hundreds of
thousands of dollars for the purpose of
what we called aiding immigration ;
keeping up large establishments in
London and elsewhere in England
and on the continent for the purpose
of inyiting immigrants to this country
instead of taking the common sense
course which was alluded to last year by
the hon. Minister of Inland Revenue ;
the course that was taken by the people
of the United States in leaving these
matters to the great steamship and rail-
way companies who have the greatest
possible inducement to bring immigrants
into the country, because in doing so
they were just benefiting their own in-
torests, whether as owners of vessels or
railways,or of landstobe disposedof. That
is a very strong feature of this contract,
and commends it to my mini. My hon.
friend makes anottier objection to this
contract. le sava that the stock cannot
be parted with, cannot be transferred with-
ont the consent of the Syndicate, and ho
says further that the stock can only be sold
at such prices as the directors may fix.
If my hon. friend ha: taken the trouble
t: look at the two offers ho would have
seen that they stand in exactly the same
position in that respect - they both ask
for the same protection - and I
will not discuss the question as to.
the desirability of that protection.
Another objection that is made is that
there is no protection to the public as to-
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the bridges over rivers. I think the and speaking for my own province, I
public are already sufficiently protected; eau only say that every road that is sb-
we have got the law of the land - the sidised by the Gevernment there, is free
General Railway Act - which of itself froin taxation for ever. There is a well
is quite sufficient protection. But if it known instance of it it the Windsor and
is not, why is it that these patriotic gen- Annapols road which connects the
tlemen, who come forward to benefit the Western counties with Halifax. When
country by making this offer, have not the question wa8 raised, not many years
put anything in their Bill to protect the age, it was brought before the courts,
public 1 They do not ask for anything and the courts held that the readbed was
of the kind - they have got the saine not liable. te 'taxation. I assume that
clause in their offer that there is in te the lion. members are not satisfied that
-contract before us. The same observation the country shah have the advantage of
may apply to the question of rates, having aceaper road in consequence of
which is another bug-bear that has giving these people better terns; but
been raised in this debate, and my hon. thoy desire to tie them down in sueh a
friend goes so far as to say that if that vay as to increase the amount we should
clause vere modified it would riemove have to pay in the older provinces. 1
bis chief objection to this agreement. eau only say to them that we have the
Now, my hon. friend and those who have sane svstem in Nova Scotia, and any
adopted that line of argument, must sup- argument that is founded upon that>
pose that this Company, once their rail- can have no weight in this lieuse. As
vay is built, are going to fly in the face te the exemption of the lands from

of their own interests in this iatter, taxation, it must be borne in mmd ii
and impose such rates upon the traffic the flrst place that it is enly for twenty
and travel over that road as will vears; and in the next place it only ap-
be prohibitorv. My hon. friend plies te the North-West Territories,
must recollect that at the present mo- and net te any other part of the Domin-
nient there is in existence one leading ion. Why we should enable the people
line of.communication covering the saine of the North-West te pounce down upon
groîund, from ocean to ocean, the Union these lands, after giving thein a per-ma-
Pacifie Railway and the Central Pacifie ent une of communication for their
Railway ; and before the end of ten benellt, 1 can hardly conceive. Aly hon.
years there will be two other rival and friend knows that by this section, the
competing lines, the Northern Pacifie moment these lands are sold or ccupied
and the Texas Pacific, both running par- (net and oceupied), they become hable te
allel with this and tapping the great taxation. It is said again that the ma-
trade of the Pacifie. They will therefore terials te be used in the first construction
have competing lines, and it will be for cf this reac are to be adndtted free of
their interest to keep these rates down ; duty. have before ne a list cf nuts,
but if that is not sufficient, my hon. boîts, fasteningg, spikes, and other ma-
friend has the assurance froim the leader tenais (exclusive of steel rails which are
of the Government in this House, in already free) which are hable te duty, in-
conformity with the assurance given by cluding telegrapl wiré - 1 take it from
the Premier in the other Hiouse, that the officiai return which was placed'on
there will be legislation this session to fix the table cf the flouse cf Cernons -
the capital, as to which this ten per cent. and I find that the .vhole amount cf this
that is proposed, is to apply. The horrible bugbear cf millions et advantage
amount is rednced from fifteen to ten per that is te be given te this Syndicate, ouly
oent. by this Bill, and we shall have ceres te $131,000 from first te lat.
further protection in legislation which Ailow me te pause at this point - these
is promised, - so I need not worry aie the three peinta which I have been
the House with any more remarks on discussing, which the new Company
that point. We now come to the ques- propose te give up - these exemptions.
tion of the taxation of the roadbed. New, I wiil juet ask the fouse te Con-
We have heard before, in this discussion, eider for a moment this point: we have
that in a great many instances in Ontario had a statement laid before us, taken
these roads are exempt from taxation ; from the highest authority in the cou-n-
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try, as to the financial ability of the
iembers of the new dbmpany; we have

had their means put to the test - not
with a view to this question but apart
from it altogether - and we know that
the whole amount of money they control
is something between two and three mil-
lions of dollars. It is quite impossible
that out of their own means they can
build that rail way ; they have to go, as
other people have to go - as these men,
whose names are mentioned in this
BilI, and who count their resources
by millions, have to do - to the markets
of the world for money. Fancy this new
company going to the market in Lon-
don and asking foi assistance to carry
out their contract - if the Governrment
had been foolish enough to accept it, or
had been driven to accept it, what would
be the answei ? I fancy them going to
those old gentlemen in Threadneedle
Street and asking for financial assist-
ance, and the following colloqiiy taking
place: -

"Is it true your Bill enables the Government
of the Dominion, or the Governments of the
various provinces through which your line
passes, to pounce down upen your road and
tai it ?-Yes.

" Are there 22,000,000 of acres of land sub-
ject to taxation ?-Yes.

" Are all the materials for the construction
of this road to be taxed too ?-Yes.

" Well, then, gentlemen, I think you may as
well go home again."

That would be the answer, undoubtedly,
without reference to enabling branches to
be built to tap the trade of the North-
West to the Northern Pacific. Then,
again, I come to another point that is of
a little more importance, because it has
scarcely been referred to at all, in my
hearing, in the sense in which I intend to
place it before the House. The question
of monopoly of transit has been raised;
and while it is admitted that, on
one side of the Canadian Pacific Railway
there is a restriction as to competition-we
are aware that, in consequence of the
able and energetie action of my hon.
friend from* Victoria, we have had, I
think, two companies chartered to build
the road to Hudson's Bay north of this
line - there is nothing in this Act to
prevent competition iiorth of Lake Supe.
rior and the Ottawa,. So on the south ;
there is nothing to prevent a lino being
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built, as I read in the 15th sec tion, It
is as follows : -

"For twenty Vears from the date hereof, no-
line of railway.shall be authorized by the Do-
minion Parliament to be constructed south of
the Canadian Pacific Railway, from any point
at or near the Canadian Pacific Railway.''

Now, I do not hesitate to say there is
nothing in this Act that prevents the
chartering of companies to build lines all
over this southern part of 70 or 80 miles
betwedn the Canadian Pacific Railroad
and the boundary, that does not start at
or near the (anadian Pocific, or run with-
in 15 miles of her boundary. We have
already the Manitoba and Saskatchewan
Railroad. There is nothing to prevent
that railroad being extended in any direc-
tion, provided it is not at or near the
Canadian Pacific Railroad. That is the
construction of this clause, and no other
construction can be placed upon it. If I
am told: "-'ou cannot go within,15 miles
of the boundary," I ask : do you want to
tap the trade of the great North-West 1
Aregentlemen desirous of having the trade
of that country carried away from the
Dominion i Is that the patriotic view ;,
that parties should be at iiberty to run
railways down and connect with the
Northern Pacific ? If that be the mean-
ing of their contention, let them say so.
But there is nothing in this Act, except
that restriction, to prevent any company
from being chartered, provided it be
not a company that commences "at or
near the Canadian Pacific Railroad."
Now, we come to the question of land
bonds. My hon. friend the other day
made a great point about it. He said
we were getting into a horrible financial
tangle ; and, in fact, lie did not know
exactly what would be the result, and
probably nobody else could tell what
would be the result, of this great proposi-
tion of the land nionopoly, and he fol-
lowed it up. Strange to say, ho did not
confine himself to general objections, but
he followed it up by making a caJculation,
and he accompanied this with the
challenge " There are my figures; I will
give themu to you and you can look at
them," and he pledged his reputation
that under this legislation this country
would be committed to an expenditure
during the next ton years of $83,400,000,
in connection with this contract, and he
said that be had made his calculation
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strictly under the Act. Now, lion. gen- rata." My hon. friend. in niaking his
tlemen, I confess I was slightly astounded estimate, spoke of this $25,000,000
at that statement. Of course I know through6ut as if k were a sum payable.
very well it was not justified in any way at present. We know that in point of
by the Act itself, and I was surprised fact it is âpread over a period of twenty
that. Rn hon. gentleman occupying the years.
position of my hon. friend would under- Hon. Mr SCOTI' - 1 qail1 twenty
take ei make such a statement as that
wheia lie t sust have knokn that taeo
whohe money liability of this country, ion. IMr. DICKEY - It lias ahready

ander this cfntract, is expaessly restricted been mentioned by te ate Finance
to o25,000,000, ad no more. M y on. Minister, that capitalized, it would repre
friend was discussng these clauses, and sent soething equivalent to $l%000,-

he enl a part of them, but lie did not 000, se that th e8 imited, i the first
read the whole of them. lie spoke par- place, to $25,000,000, and. as a basic of
ticularly f clause b and clause d. on. calculation i is only somewhere about
gentemen have the Bll befo them, and $19,000,000. Therefore, assuming the
fan se for themseves what is clause b calcuation f the Minister cf Railways,
hf section 9. 1 shah 'et reud as te the total amount te be given te the
it a l; shal only read the crucial part Co pany under this contract, it brings
that setties the que§tion "-1-The Coni- it down to soraething hike $7 1,000,000
pany have the option af receiving, in lieu or $72,000,000, instead f $78,000,00.
of cash, terminal bonds hearing suc a But my on. friend gives us lis own cal-
rate of interest, for such period and nomi- culatiens, and lie puts $34,500,000 down
nal amount as may be arranged, and as the cost of the portions of the road
which may be equivalent, according to already constructed and under contract.
actuarial calculation, to the corresponding 1 must decline te accept that estimate.
cash payment." Now, that limita any My hon. friend lias ne (lubt made it al
payment that the Government may i good faith, lit we have before us the
make. It is a mere matter of finance, officiai estimate, which was laid on the
and it is of ne consequence te us liow it table of the leuse of Cemmons - and it
is done, previded we only give the hs been there fer question, if any person
equivalent cf wbat we have te pa1. chose te question - and it la shown that
izow, let us go te section <1, which the whole cf that expeuditure is only

pace$28,000000, instead $34,500,000, as oy

'id. Until the first day of January, 1882, the
Company shail have the option, instead of is.
ihuing land grant bonds as hereinafter provid-
ed, of substituting the payment by the. Gov-
crnment of the interest.'

This has been spoken of coistantly as a
guarantee of the principal of these bonds.
There is no such thing as this in the Act
at all ; it is merely a guaeantee of the
interest, and to what extent i My hon.
friend made it out to be $83,000,000.
Now, what is the equivalent I " Such
payments of interest to be equivalent,
according to actuarial calculation, to the
-corresponding cash payment." That is
all ; and even in that case the House
will recollect that the Government pro-
vides in sub-section e, as a protection
to the public, that " if the Company
avail themselves of the option granted by
clause d, the sum of $2,000 per mile
fer the first eight hundred miles of the
-central section shall be deducted pro
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hon. friend estimates it. The object of
my hon. friend, of course, was to give us
a correct estimate; but in his excess of
zeal, as we shall hear presently about
other things, he has gone a little beyond
the mark. Now, the 25,000,000 of acres
of land at say $1 an acre, the $25,000,-
OOC subsidy, and the $28,000,000
already expended or to be expended
on the road, would make a total of
$78,000,000 which has been estimated
as the actual cost of the road under this
contract; and, if you deduct froin that
the difference between what is to be paid,
which the country has not expended, and
the $28,000,000, and reduce the $25,-
000,000 to its present worth by actuarial
calculation, the present liability will come
somewhere to $71,000,000. as the total
amount. This brings us to this wonder-
ful saving of $12,000,000 which would
be the result if the offer of the second
Syndicate were accepted. My hon. friend
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froma Hamilton, in his more caref I cal-
culations, has come down to actual hun-
dreds and thousands of dollars - in
short, he bas come to $12,540,000. He
bas not given us the elements of his cal-
cuilations, but he undertakes to. assert
that we lose that amount by r.ot accept-.
ing this second offer. I deny it alto-
gether. We will try the matter by bis
own test presently, and in order to do
that he has put d->wn the value of these
lands at $3 an acre. That is to say, the
lands near the railway, the lands along
the railway - lands anywhere within 24
miles of the railway, and all the lands
that may be hundreds of miles away from
it that those people get by building
branches to them - all are put down at

3 'an acre. Let us try it by that test,
and see what those gentlemen who pro-
pose to build the railway - I do not call
them a syndicate, but the gentlemen
who made this counter proposition in
order to divert the attention of
the people fron the real value of
the first contract - would get
under this basis. By his contention
they would realize $66,000,000 ont of
their 22,000,000 acres of land, and they
would realize $22,000,000 as the cash
subsidy. That would be $88,000,000
they would receive if they built the
whole railroad, exclusive of the portions
built by Government; and, if the esti-
mate of $5 per acre of an hon. gentle-
man on the other side of the House (Mr.
Rteesor) be correct, they would get
$110,000,000 for their 22,000,000 acres
of land, and, with the cash subsidy, they
would receive altogether $132,000,000.
Yet this is the offer which the hon. gen-
tleman savs would be wise for the
Governmnent to have accepted. Now,
let us try it a little furtier.
We will assume that under this offer the
new contractors go on to build. I may
say with reference to that, that my hon.
friends well knew when they pressed
this offer upon the Government that the
only result that.could follow from Parlia-
ment rejecting the contract now before
us, and substituting for it another to
which the Government object, would
be the resignation of the Ministry.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - No, no.

Hon. Mr. DTCKEY - I say yes, it
vould have no other result. I am not
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using this as an argument to affect the
action of the House, for, as my hon.
friend has said, we are above such in-
flaenes, but the hon. gentleman presses
this point: " Why did not the Govern-
ment accept this offer ?" M.y hon. friend
froin St. John (Mr. Lewin), last night,
said the second was a niost advantageous
offer, and ought to be accepted, bç-
cause bis friend Alexander Gibson, I sup-
pose, was on the Syndicate. If the
new company built this nine hundred
miles of railway, which is the paying
part - the prairie section - and the
Sault Branch, what would they get î
Why, they would get, in the first place,
$6,600,000 in cash and 9,000,000
acres of land, which, calculated on
f'he same basis of the $3 estimate,
would be $27,000,000. That would be
$33,600,000, and if you add te that the
subsidy for the Sault Branch you would
have a total of $37,140,000 that they
would receive, and the country would
have to give thiem the paying section of
the road - the central portion - and
both ends unfinished. We should have
no national high way - we should have
no railway at al), se far as this Dominion
is concerned. My. bon. friend says it
does not follow, but he knows well that
this offer was made with pre-concert and
pre-communication with gentlemen who
would have been called upon te take the
portfolios of the Ministers who would be
displaced weré this Bill te be rejected.
Therefore it is idie for them to tell us
that the Government would net do this,
and the Government would not do that,
when we know that it is the declared
policy of the leader of the Opposition -
that it is the policy he advocates - the
policy of giving up this line north of Lake
Superior, and he lias over and over again
advocated'be policy of net making the line
through the Cascade range and the Rocky
Mountains ; he bas told us that it is the
true policy of the country te depend for
the communication with the North-West
upon the line ending at Sault Ste.
M>irie.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - No ; it is merely a

postponement of it.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I am going to
discuss this question of postponement
presently. My hon. friend calls me to
account for my former referenées to that
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policy. We had a policy upon that sub-
ject years ago, and what was that policy 1
It was after the Government lad tried
in vain to secur@ the construction o6the
all rail road. We said then : " Why
not, in the meantime, commence
your railway -at Red River aiid work
west, bring people into the country, and
by this means give yourselves the re-
sdurces to continue that line east and
west after it was located l" Up to 1879
the railway was not located, and we have
lost, I humbly submit, yoars of progress
by not taking the policy that was then
advanced. We should have had that
North-West country populated to a very
considerable extent ;- certainly far ex-
ceeding its present population; we
should have been enabled to dispose of at
great deal of the lands, and had some-
thing like a fair beginning. Certainly
the hon. gentleman himself ought
not to have ' objected to that
policy. but it was objected to, and
what thon î I said, in the meantinie,
when there is no prospect of getting
any communication, " why not go on in
the direction of Lake Superior, and
build this Sault Byanch, or aid its being
built ? " Either build it as a part of
the Pacific Railway - because at
that time it was supposed that
the line would follow pretty
closely the north shore of Lake
Superior, and the line to Sault Ste.
Marie would, therefore, be directly on
the line afterwards to be a part of the
Pacifie Railway.' That is all I said. In
the meantime we should have communi-
cation. with Lake Superior, aund, when
the line that was then about to be con-
structed to 'ihunder Bay should be fin-
ished, we-would have the means of tap-
ping to some extent the trade south of
Lake Superior. That was the policy we
advocated, and yet that is the policy
which my hon. friend has called in ques-
tion here. If he refers to the speeches
of my hon. friend fron Victoria and of
the hon. gentleman who spoke last night,
and of my own, he will find that we all
ran in the sanie direction - that it was
only to be a temporary substitute, be-
cause there was no railway located north
of Lake Superior. I do not know that
it is located north of the Lake as yet ;
certainly it was not last year, and there
were no lines through the Rocky Moun-

Hon. Mr. Dickey.

tains located, and we said. " Let us ha ve
communication somewhere, especially
with this line that goes in the
direction where, if the Canadian
Pacifie Railway is ever built, it must be-
come a part of that railway." This brings
us to the question of the value of the
lands. My hon. friend makes an esti-
mate of $5 an. acre, and brings forward-
the regulation of the Government
in 1879 fixing the price at $5
an acre for lands adjoining the rail-
way. My hon. friend might in all
candor have said "I shall go back
after the first square mile; as you go
back from the railway the price de-
creases. That after the first belt is $4
an acre ; the next $3, and so on."

lon. Mr. SCOT - So I did to the
$3 belt.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY -If my hon.
friend will only'stand to that, and only
call it that, I will be perfectly satisfied :
$3 for what ? Three dollars au.
the price of lands that we had
sold, but coming into com-
petition with the hornestead and pre.
emption rights, and my hon. friend will
find that instead of $3 it can only be the
half of $3 an acre, because half of those
lands were reserved by the same regula-
tions for free homesteads on a nominal
paynenf, which woild be only a few
cents an acre. Let me speak
of this policy of 1879. 1 have
heard mention made of these
100,000,000 of acres of land that were to
be appropriated. But how were they to
be appropriated ? That was an appro-
priation by Parliament to be placed in
the hands of the Governaent with the
view of accomplishing this work, with
the further assistance of an Imperial
guarantee. That was the policy, and it
is there on the face of the resolution.
The Ministers went to England. It was
after that that these land regulations
were made, placing a high value upon
the lots that were reserved by the
regulations. They were to be in alter-
nate blocks, just as you have them now
in alternate blocks of one square
mile, not fixed in the way they were in
1874, where parties could secure a fron-
tage of six miles along the railway and
extending back. What was the result of
that I Why, the result was that the.
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Government issued at the same time
regulations to say that their lands of
alternate blocks - I think they were
the same numbers - should be held,
in the first place, giving 160 acres
homestead free and a pre-emption of
another 160 at two dollars and-a-half per
acre, which would make an average of
one dollar and twenty-five cents an acre
for these lands - that is for lands near
the railroad. Well, hon. gentlemen,
under these circumstances, how are we to
expect that these gentlemen are going to
make a fortune out of those lands I I may
examine that question a little more closely
and we will see how that comes out.
There is one thing perfectly clear - that
at all events until the whole of the lands
of the Government are disposed of, it is
quite impossible that this Syndicate can
get more than $1.25 an acre for their
lands, not to speak of the expense of man-
agement, because no man in bis senses
will give them $3, or this mythical $5
an acre for their lands when he can get
lands in the same locality for nothing, or
$1.25 per acre. In point of fact, I have
in my hand the record to show what bas
been the practical working of these regu-
lations, and I ask the House before I
come to that, how is it possible that they
could expect that any other result would
follow.. Now, I have a return in my
bande that has been laid on the table of
the other House,'and the result of those
regulations will astonish hon. gentlemen
a little, I think. It is the returns of the
sales of those lands, amounting to nearly
4,000,000 acres - the proportion of
tViese lands held under those -regulations
for homesteads and pre-emptions oy the
Government ; and what is the result I
Why, up to last October the average
receipts per acre - and I hope the
Rouse will listen to this statement -
the average receipts per acre has been
161 cents. That is the result. I have
it here, with all the figures of every acre
that has been sold. Hon. gentlemen will
say " How can that be, while the average
Price of these lands, you Say, is $1.25 f"
It arises from this circumnstances :
When people could get lands free
they did not care to pay for them.
They got homesteads, and only in ex
ceptionai circumstances did they ask for
pr&emptions and pay for them.
The lands are offered on the most liberal

Hon. Mr. Dickey.

terms of payment, and this Company could
certainly give no more favorable terms
than the Government offer to settlers. In
the face of those facts, how can hon. gen-
tlemen stand up here and say that we
should estimate this land that we are
going to give, and this Company are going
to take, on a basis of $3, $5 or $10 an
acre ? If the actuai operations of the last
eight years, under this system of selling
land, will not satisfy, I shall call a wit-
ness into court who, I think, will not be

.questioned by hon. gentlemen on the op-
posite side of the House. I shall refer
therm to a statement made by a gentle-
man who was himself five years adminis-
tering these very lands. Speaking after
the event in 1879, the hon. the ex-Minis-
ter of Public Works, Mr. Mackenzie,
states this as his experience in dealing
with these lands, and, I think, we are
entitled to give him, in the first place,
credit for sincerity, and, in the next,
for knowing what he is talking about.
He says

c I do not understand why the lion. gentleman
(that is Sir Charles Tupper) anticipates a large
revenue from the lands to be sold, because it
is absolutely indispensable, in order to induce
settlers to come into the country, that we shall
furnish them with land free of charge."

Then he goes on to say :-
"We have found it i;ery difficult, indeed, in

Canada to promote settlement, even where the
land was given away by the Government."

He says further, and this is his conclu-
sion : -

c We must, therefore, make up our minds
that if we are to settle that country it will be
donc in the expenditure of a large amount of
money to aid settlers in going in, and giving
them lands after they get iii. That is my
deliberate conclusion."

And he adds:-
" I have no faith in the obtaining of money

in any other way but by the taxation of the
people of this country."

I may as well refer to an expression that
was made use of by the bon. gentleman
- perhaps not of so authoritative a
character as this, because it was in the
excitement and heat of debate - When
he talked of the Allan affair ; he said
" You miglit as well offer $10 as 50,000,.
000 acres of land." He had no faith in
it at all. I certainly do not share his
feelings, but I quote these as unan-
swerable arguments to hon. gentlemen,
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and I would like to know how they can' clusion. Another argument is that the
answer them ? My lion. friend bas made Syndicate will carry the trade of the
this extravagant calculation as to the North-West to St. Paul and Chicago. It
value of this land, and I leave him and is strange that such an argument should
bis late leader to settle this question be- be used by gentlemen who have been ex-
tween them. I find that he is equally ercising their wits to induce this House
extravagant as to his estimates of the to adopt the offer of the second company
receipts of the road ; for lie goes so far with a view to diverting the trade of this
as to tell us that in a few years the re- country to American unes of railway. It
ceipts of this road will not.only pay the is evidence that my hon. friends are in
actual working expenses, but they will an unfortunate position on tiis question.

pay a large sum towards reducing the They have got te confront this: that
deficit on the Intercolonial. Just look these gentlemen, who, we are told, are
at this question for an instant. The 'sure te bud this line, wiIi, after they
Intercolonial is a road that taps the have done so, ignore the 1,000 miles of
trade of nearly four millions of people. their une from Réd River to Lake Nip-
It goes through a country with abundant issing and take thf traffie away by a
traffic, and terminates ait the finest harbor route of which they owni but a few huii-
in North Anerica; and yet that road clas dred miles leading nowere. The state-
been subject to annual dtficits, but deficits yent, on the face of it, cares its own
whicN, under the able and economical refutation, and can have very litte weight
management of the Minister of Railways, in the country. At ail events, the lon.
were reduced last year from some- gentlemen do not seem to hae afraid to
ting like tbree-quarters of a million to have our trade carried through the
$95,00~0. Yet, in the face o f this, the United States south of Lake Superior;
lion, gentleman tells us that another they want oui' railway built by that
Goverament road of 2,700 miles in route. We are told that the negotiations
length, and unning throughw a sparsely of this conttat were secret and that no
settled country, will in a few years return tenders were alled for. f beg to say

traffic that will pay the. expensesinot that my lion. friend are entirely mista-
oaly of the road itself, but make up ken. Before Sir John Macdonald iadeo
the deficit created in the working, of a that speech in Bath, gentlemen had ar-
road of one quarter the length, that tap.i a rved ere from ondon. Lt wa
trade of something like four millions of wlo known; it was ieralded in
people. 1 have only mentioned the fact the newspapers, a d was referred
to show te extravagant nature of the t i by lim in lis speech at Bath
hon. gentlemtan's calculation; it was Ithat Lord Dunsmore and Mr. Pulestone
purely conjectural, and my hon. fiend had corne here for the very purpose, last
will find it difficult, I think t sub- spring, of securing this contract, an 
stantiate that estimate. Now, y hon. made an offer. What was the result
friend on the other side of the ouse Why, the Government cautiously said
(Mr. Haythorne) made a comparison of We will think over this matter, but we
the Union Pacifie Railway. lie will meet you in ondon an discus it."
said that there were millions in And lest there should e amy nisunder-
it. There aru millions of revenue, standing the right hon. gentlemen said in
Wel, Yat i the Union Pacifie? It is lis speech IWe have that offer under
the onye lig e f communication for 50,- consideratiq, and we are going to Eng-
000,00a of people from one side of the land about it." They ent to bondon,
continent tr the otier, and is ry lon. and letme pause here to do a simple act of
friend ging to compare tat to a lihe such justice to the Premier and those wbo were
as o h ave just now described If lie up, associated with hlm on that occasion. 1
lie will find that, even if the day should was rysekf in Londo during the whole
ever corne that we will have a trade such time and-as in almost daly communica-
as lie speaks of the United States will tion ither with them or with others, who
probably increase just as fast as we will, were tere looking after their own inter-
and their trade wil increase proportion- esta. Naturally, I was very anxious to
ately. But it is in vain to adopt suc see that a good hargain was nade, because
calculations as these to arrive at a con- H o ad a very strog opiion that the tru
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iterests of this country required t'iat, if resti[t we have before us. 1 thought it
possible, we sLeuld interest capitalists but right that 1 sliôuld make that expia.
abrcad to invest--their capital in this nation. 1 now core te a point of soue
n-onntry, and not render it necessary that importance; as to distances, and if it had
we should tax our own limited 'esoirces- net beeq for this I should not have
-and allow our capftal to be absorbed in troubled te Hoese at ail this evening.
this work. I got iJ the information 1 1 appears to me fron the staterent be-
could froin the counsel employed and fore me that there is a serions mistake
froin the parties. Of course I could get in the distances nentioned in this Act,
nothing fron the members of the Goveru- and in the commct, to which 1 wish to
ment because their mouths were sealed. call theattention of the leaderof the Gev-
There were four gentlemen there who erunient.. The central section ie assumed
were quite able to look after the interests to le 1,350 miles, of which the first 900
-of the country, and I can bear willing miles rua frein the end of the 100-mile
testimony to their untiring .eal and de- section unter construction west of Forc
votion to the interests of their couintry Garrv, and the second part,450 milesex-
while I was there. I can bear testimony tends f'oin Ja.sper Valley te Kamloops.
te the fact, and perhaps there is no one j Tht, T apprehend, is a mistake. It is
iad a better opportunity ti judge of this only 335 înstcad of, 450.

than iyself. Those 'persons who had Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
crossed the ocean to enter into the contract
had retuirned and iiterested their friends.
'! an now stating things whicl
none cf the Miristers can esut wM hav K e u- I w tughtit
ment,ion, as perhaps they would feel
thenselves prevented fron doing so.
These English capitalists came forward
with their offer, which was under
<consideration. In the meantime other
gentlemen came forward. It w'as well
known and heralded in speeches and
elsewhere. The nembers of the Govern-
ment made no secret of it in my hearing
and in the hearing of others, and said they
hîad not gone te England for the purpose
of borrowing money, but to get people to
uindertake the construction of this work
for a reasonable subsidy of land and
money. As the saying is, the right hon.
gentleman talked up the country well,
and while lie was negotiating with those
people others came la the field. Mr.

iPulestone and Lord Dunsmor had their
counsel, Mr. Hector Ciameron, vio
was looking sharply after their
interests. There was a competition, and
the Government, I suppose, played one
against the other, and got the best bar-
gain they could. They found, in point
-of fact, that one party wanted a good
deal more land than the other. In other
words, they wanted harder terns. So
the negotiations went on, and finally the
present Syndicate w«s preferred. They
hîad not only their own resources to fall
back upon, but they were backed by the
mnost eminent financial firms in London,
Paris, Gernany and elsewhere, and the

Hon. Mr. Dic/'y.

hon. gentleman. The distances are -

Miles.
Port Moody to Yale .................. 90
Yale to Kamloops....... ........ .. 127
Kamloops to Jasper Valley........... 335
Selkirk to Jasper Valley, which iii-

cludes 100 miles under construc-
tion.... .......... .......... 1,000

Red River to Thunder Bay........... 40

Making.................. 1,958

which we were told by my hon. friend
in bis address to this House, the first day,
was the distance from Lake Superior te
the Pacifie. The distance froin Lake
Nipissing to the junction at Thunder
Bay is 650 miles, making a total of
2,G27 miles, exclusive of the Pembina
B3rainch.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
read the distances as given by Mr.
Schreiber, a sketch of which I have
before me.

Hon. M1r. DICKEY - I take the
distances from the report of 1872, in the
Sessional Papers No. 33, and they are as
I have stated them. The distance fron
Tête Jaune Caché to Burrard Inlet is
450 miles, and that is where these
figures cone in. Now, taking the 90
miles from Port Moody to Yale, and the
125 miles from Yale to Kamloops from
that, leaves 335 miles.
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Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
think my hon. friend is mistaken. I
have got the distances in three different
statements from the engineers. . They
have been actually measured, and I have
stated them just as the engineers gave
them.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - My object in
noticing this discrepancy is this : If
I am correct, the liability of the Govern-
nient is just so much less both for lands
and for money. The difference amounts
to a very considerable sum.

Hon. Mr. READ - It is a bulk sum.

,Hon. Mr. DICKEY -The distances
are assumed.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
That is only the divisions. The .grant
is a gross sum of $25,OC 0,000.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - That makes it
a little more unfavorable to the contract.
My hon. friend (M'r. Reesor) in refer-
ring to this .question, said that the Com-
pany could lease their lands about the
villages and escape taxation. The hon.
gentleman is entirely mistaken, -because
wherever the land is sold or occupied it
is subject to taxation. If they occupy
it, of course they have to pay taxes.
Here is one question whicl I bhould like
to put as a test question. Suppose the
hon. gentleman were in the pcsition
that this country is in to-day, and owned
this large inheritance of 250,000,000 or
300,000,000 of acres of land, and suppose
he was told that by giving up one-tenth
of this land ho could secure an iron road
through the whole of it, and thus make
the remainder of that land doubly and
trebly valuable, would lie hesitate a mo-
ment in accepting the proposition? I
think not. My hon. friend from Hamil-
ton referred to the fact that the right of
way and station grounds are to be given
by the country. It is the same thing in
the second offer and in the Act of 1874.
He says all those advantages would have
been swept away if the Government had
had the courage to accept the second
offer ! The same clauses are in both
offers, and the same clauses are in the Act
of 1874. As to the question of roads, it
is hardly worth while to enter into
that, because anyone who knows any-
thing about prairie countries is aware

Hon. Mr. Dickey.

that the best road is the prairie itself-
before it is broken up. He does not-
suppose, at all events, that it is intended,.
besides giving the settlers in that country
a railroad, to. open cross roads for them,.
too. The hon. gentleman thinks that
the whole road could be built on Mr.
Fleming's estimate of $84,000,000, but
he knows that is for a cheap colonization
road. We have had the oestimates
of the present leader of the Opposition,
and the late leader of the Opposition,
both stating the amount at something
like $120,000,000 for a good road, such
as we are to get under this contract.
Therefore, I assume that settles the
question of cost. Mr. Mackenzie had
advertised in the papers for a couple of
years or so, and met with no response.
This was the state of things when the
present Government took up the thread
of negotiations; and the policy of the
Government, as I understand it, is to
build this road chiefly by means of
the prairie lands, and inake the
central section build the two ends.
I think it is a wise policy, and instead
of stopping at the end of the good part of
the road, we should make it subservient.
to the grand purpose of completing a
great national highway fron end to end
of the Dominion. The older provinces
should not be expected to bear the whole
of the burden of taxation for building a
road of this kind when the lands through
which it is to run would pay for it in a
large measure, anl the Government are
therefore carrying out a policy which will
suit the purposes of the whole Dominion.
As far ag I can gauge the sentiment of
the people of this country, it is that this
question should be settled. It will be a
relief to the country when we know
that the incubus of the enormous
undertaking is removed as a dis-
turbing element from the finances of
the country, and I have no doubt the
decision of the question to-day in favor
of ratifying the contract will be hailed
with satisfaction from one end of the Do-
minion to the other. I think the House
will admit that the more this question
has been discussed, and the more light
has been thrown on it, the better satis-
fied have people been who have been de-
sirousof formingan enlightened judgment,
that it is in the interests of the country.
We have now before us a contract which
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-will secure, as is admitted, the construc- suppose that T can throw any new light
4ion of this work for one-half the amount on the question before the House, or
of lands which Parliament was willing advance any new arguments in support
to appropriate on any former occasion ; of the position which those who are op-
and when we look at the gigantic char- posed to the measure have taken, but I
acter of the undertaking, the question of feel that 1 should fait in my duty if I
interest, or the amount of money that did not say a few words on such an im-
this Company will have to pay before portant question. Before addressing the
they can get any returns from the House on the measure itself, I desire to
lands, I think it mus, be considered as express my regret at the manner in
highly improbable that they will ever whieh this discussion lias been conducted.
nake any great profit out of it. .But if I thought we could, in this Chamber,
they do, are they not entitled to a profit debate the subject without any party
commen:aurate with the iisk they run 1 feeling, and that the supporters of the
Nobedy will grudge them that. Sec Government ould have confidence
what iis country will gain by the con- enough in their case no t to bring sucli
struction of the road! ln the first charges as those n oade so often before
place, we gain an iron baHd to bind and wich have nothing to do with this
this great federation togeierv; and discussion. It was clever, perhaps, on
we are to be told that this is to be their part, to divert attention from
stopped, that we nre to be sed afloat this great question, which creates so
yenr after year, until sone political much anxiety amongt the people, but
complication turns up and then to do it was certainly unfair. Every member
what we can, and probably be in the of this n-use wil agree with me, I am
same position again roa think the coun- sure, that there was nothing in the elab-
try will not sanction thiat course; besides orate, exhaustive and courteous speech
we are substituting for an indefinite and of the ex-Secretar of State, or in
unlimited risk, such as ny hon. friend those of any members on this side of the
and lis confreres imposed upon us wouse who have spoken, to provoke such
shen they made this railway a Goveru- attacks. I refer especially to the lan-
ment work, a definite and pinited liability. guage used by one hon. member, which I
That is what the country wants; and, in will not attempt to characterize, lest
,conclusion, 1 would just say to my hion. should be unparliamentary, but we kuow
sriends, no doubt, looking at it from their it was certaily unfair: the expreed
party point of view, they would desire opinion that al the sound arguments
and would have a right, if they chose, to were on his side, ad that the argu-
desire that thiscontract should be defeat- ments opposed to hiusi were mere
ed, because they feel that if it is accepted nonsense.
hy the country, and it should' prove, as

bas ieen admitted already, that the Con- Hon. Mr. ALMON - ear, hear.
pany are able to carry out this great work,
riy hon. friends would look vain for a Honh. er. PELLETIER - I a
return to power in this coutry for a great surprised to hear the hon gentlemar

nany long years, r and therefore I hope say hear, hear." When we see such 
that they oil n accept the reciprocal appeal course taken in a discussion, we think il
that I make to their appeal to members better to leave the publi to judge; it i
-on tiais side of the House - that they what I will do. Dring the progress
will raise this question above party, and of the debate a took notes, and pre
that they will look at it entirely froi the pared a statement which I had intesde
point of viewm connected with the future to submit to the bouse, but o man
prosperity aod well-being of this Canada statements have been submitted, and ai

sof ours. of theni differing, that. it seemed to 
extraordinary how such result could b

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER -1I do not arrived at by the use of figures ; and
wish to prolong the debate, but, as sec- therefore, I do not venture to subrit th
onder of the motion now before this statement whieh prepared mysef.
Ilouse, I feel bound to make a few re- have no intention of wearying the Hous
.marks. I arn not 0 presumptious as t t y c long speech, ecause I do nc

gaon. ur. Dickey.
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believe that arguments will be of any
use. Everyone seems toIhave made up
his mind as to how he will vote, and I
do not see any benefit to be derived from
a prolonged discussion. I must, how-
ever, ask the permission of the House to
make a few general remarks. We, on
this aide of the House, have been so
often accused of obstructing the
Pacifie Railway y:roject, that 1, for
one, feel bound to deny that accusation.
I am as anxious as any member of this
House to see that road .built, and I think
there is no justificatiòn for the charge
that the Opposition, in this House, desire
to obstruct that work. In opposing this
measure, let me remind our opponents
that we do not intend for this reason to
oppose the building of the railway. If
we oppose the policy of the Government,
it is because we objpct to the .conditions
of the contract. We admit that the
country is pledged to the construction of
that work, and that we must keep faith
with British Columbia. Whatever may
have been our views in the first place as
to the wisdom of making such a pledge.
I would be one of the last members of
this House who would advocate a breach
of faith with British Columbia; but, at
the same time, if the proposition involved
the ruin of the country, I would not hes-
itate to ask new terms from that pro-
vince. British Columbia should not ask
for more than the country is able to do.-
The policy of the late Administration
was not to break faith with British Col-
umbia, but to build the work gradually,
and no faster than the resources and re-
quirements of the country warranted.
Some hon. gentlemen have expressed
surprise that we do not accept the con-
tractwhich has been laid before us. There
are times when Parliament should be
cautious, and on this occasion it is partie-
ularly necessary that we should proceed
slowly. Have we not reason to be appre-
hensive, when we see the Government
changing its policy so often I The late
Government was charged with having
been undecided in its coursé, but what
have we seen the present Government do
since they came into pow#er 1 In less
than three years they changed their rail-
way policy thrse times. They first an
nounced a great scheme for the construc-
tion of the road as an Imperial enteprise,
and this was triumphantly announced

ion. Mr. Pelletier.

£i-om the hustings and through the presms
1, for one; was glad to hear that the In-.
perial Government had taken up thepro-
ject, but, unfortunately, there was nothing
in it. The next year another scheme was
proposed. The road was to be built
only by the sale of lands. But before-
the end of the session the Government
was obliged to change again, and abandon
that policy. Then they came to another
scheme - this last one, which is now oc-
cupying the attention of the House. It
was decided to go to England and induce
British capitalists to undertake the con--
struetion of the road. Members of the
Cabinet prcceeded to London, and re-
mained there some months in treaty with
capitalists, but what the negotiatiorns
were wve could only learn from telegrams
in the papers and news by mail to the
effect that great progress was being made.
For a time we were led to believe that
the contract was signed, and that the
Ministers had met with great success in
their mission ; but, unhappily, this was
not the case. It was not till several
months afterwards, in the month of
October, I believe, that the preo--
sent Syndicate signed the contract.
Everything had been kept secret up to
that time, and we could not hear a word
of what had been decided upon. Now
it has come before this House, and,
though it has been already stated several
times by hon. gentlemen, I wish to say
for my own satisfaction that I do not
approve of the great secrecy of this nego-
tiation. If it were agood bargain, and
in the interests of the country, I-do not
see why it should not have been
immediately made known to the
people. It is true that the right hon.
leader of the Government gave as a rea-
son, in the other House, why publicity
was not given te that contract was that
it was not respectful to the dignity of
Parliament - that it was against the
dignity of Parliament that the people
should know what had been decided upon
before it was submitted to the Legisla-
ture. I always understood that Parlia-
ment was the representative body of the
people, and I always thought the people
should be in a position to advise their
representatives in Parliament before
any measure of sucb importance
as this was qubmitted to the-
Legislature. In the month of October it
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was decided that this contract should be
accepted. On the 9th December Parlia-
ment was called together, and on the 10th
we were informed, for the first time,
what were the contents of this contract.
If it was necessary to keep the contract
so secret from the people until Parlia-
ment should meet, I do not see why it is
that since it was laid on the table of the
House and made public, great pressure
has been used by the Government to
have the contract sanctioned immediately.
We all remember what occurred in the
other House ; there was even a threat
that if the contract was not sanctioned
by Parliamexit before the holidays, there
would be no adjournment at Christmas.
It seemed thon to be absolutely necessary
to have the contract sanctioned by Parlia-
ment immediately. Fortunately for the
country, the Opposition found means to
let the people know what that contract
contained,before itwas sanctioned,and we
are now, after two months' debate, still
discussing this great question. I am one of
those who believe that a question of such
moment to the country should have been
submitted to the people before being
ratified. IG is true they are represented
in the Legisiature, but they have never
been properly inforned of the magni-
tude of this undertaking and the enor-
mous sacrifices that weare obliged to maka
under this contract. It was said in the
other House - and I do not think I am
saying anything unparliamentary in
referring to it - that, however, intelli-
gent the people were, they were not
competent to judge of the importance of
this matter. I beg to differ from the
hon. gentleman who made that state-
ment ; I believe the people are the best
judges of their own interest, and 1 ven-
ture to say, if they had beèn consulted in
this motter the contract would not have
been given as it is now. However, the
time is not far distant when the electors
will be consulted on that contract, and
hon. members will know then what is
the opinion of the people. It is true, it
will then be too late - the contract will
have been signed and the work will have
been commenced, but perhaps, it will
not be too late' for the people to punish
those who have over-stepped their
authority. It has been said, in nany
instances, " what would have been
the use of consulting the people, the sub-

lion. Mr. Pelletier.

ject has been before Pa'rliament since-
1872, and the people know that the
work bas to be done 1" I adnât all this,
but there have been so many schemes for
carrying out that prqject that I really do
not believe they know in what position
it is at present. I shall refer to the
Allan contract as an example. That
cotitract was awarded on a subsidy
of $30,000,000 in cash and 50,0010,000
acres of land; now we are called
upon to sanction a wontract by which we
give $ 25,000,000 in cash, and 25,0'0,000
acres of land. Comparisons have been
made to induce hon. members to believe
that the latter project is far superior to
the Allan contract. I will admit that
by the last eontract the Government give
$5,000,000 less cash, and 25,000,000
acres less of land than i n the first con-
tract; but we must consit1r the different
circumstances in which the country stands
to-day froin what it did in 1872. In
1872 the lands were of little or no value.
I believe $1 an acre was the general
estimate placed ipon them -- and on that
basis $30,000,000 in cash and 50,000,000
acres of land represented $80,000,000 as
a bonus for the construction of this road.
We are now giving $25,000,000 in cash,
and we must all admit that the land rep-
resents something more to-day than it
did in 1872. At that tirne the country
was not opened up, but since, surveys
have been made and railway connection
has been established ; and if we take the
valuation placed upon our lands
by the Minister of the Interior
to-day, and the Minister of Rail-
ways last year, it will average $3 an
acre. Therefore, $25,000,000 in cash and
25,000,000 acres of land, valued at $3
an acre, represent $100,000,000 in value.
It must not be forgotten that we. give
something more than that, however, in
this contract, and I quote the figures
submitted by the Government. We give
$28,000,000 worth of railways partly
completed and partly now in course of
construction, and for which the country.
is liable. This would make $128.000,-
000. We also contract that the $3,000,-
000 expended on surveys should be
added, as the Company will get the
benefit of it. 'The hon. gentleman from
Londonderry stated yesterday that we
ought not to mention the surveys, because
there were so many blunders made in
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them that the expense was increa3ed, and
the Syndicate should not be debited with
that amount, gs it was due to the blun-
ders of the late Administration. I con-
tend, however, that this charge is un-
called for; if there was any change in the
surveys it was made through the Govern-
ment engineers, and they are the same
engineers who were employed by their
predecessors; and it vas through the
advice of those engineers that the Gov-
ernment concludéd to locate the line
north of Lake Manitoba. It is no doubt
true that, after having made further
surveys, and the nature of the coun-
try having been ascertained, the Govern-
nient and the people came to the conclu-
sion that it was better to locate the road
south of Lake Manitoba. But, taking
the opinion of the present Minister
of Railways, we must admit that
all the surveys that have been
made, have been of benefit to the
country, and have greatly facilitated the
opening up of the North-West. I will
refer to the remarks of the Minister of
Railways himself, as reported in the
House of Commons Debates for 1879,
page 1889

" The surveys whicl have been made,
though attended with a large amount of ex-
penditure, are cheap compared with that which
lias really been accomplished; inasmuch as
we can only hope for the' successful ac-
complishment of this great work by showing
to the world the value and character of that
country. I hold that the explorations that
have been made and the increased knowledge
we possess of its resources, place us in a posi-
tion to appeal to capitaliste much more confi-
deutly and successfully for this great work,
than otherwise would be the case."

This proves that although the surveys
did not accomplish all that was intended
at the time, they served to make the
country known to capitaliste fron the
other side of the Atlantic. With this
$3,000,000 added to the $128,000,000 it
will make the total cost of the railway
$131,000,000. This does not agree with
the estimate submitted by many hon.
gentlemen. lowever, taking the lowest
calculation it will be admitted by all
that the total cost of the work to the
Syndicate will be $48,00,000 according
to Mr. Fleming's estimate, as follows

Jaspar House to Kamloops......$15,500,000
Red River to Jaspar House ........ 13,000,000

lon. fr. Pelletier.

Lake Nipissing to Fort William
(as estimated by the Minister
of Railways)............... 19,500,0001

Total ........ ........ $48,000,000

This is the total amount the road will
cost the Syndicate. Of this amount the
country will pay $25,000,000 in cash;
we hand over the whole road when it is
completed and 25,000,000 acres of lands.
I think it will be admitted by every
hon. gentleman that aih the
land- situatpd in the immediate vicinitv
of the line of railway will be readily sold
for much more than three dollars per
acre, and we can fairly average the whole
25,000,000 acres at three dollars per acre.
This would give as the. value of the land
grant $75,000,000, so that for their ex-
penditure of $48,000,000, the Syndicate
will receive $25,000,000 in cash, and
land to the value of $75,000,000, leav-
ing a balance of profit by this simple cal'
culation of $52,000,000. It is said that
an exaggerated value has been placed on
these lands, but hon. gentlemen must
admit that in many places the lands will
have acquired a very much higher value
than bas been estimated, once the rail-
way is completed and opened up for
traffic. I think that this calculation is a
very simple one, and it proves more than
any other, the enormous profit that will
accrue to the Syndicate from this con-
tract.

Hon. M,1r. TRUDEL - What about
the equipment of the road i

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER - The equip-
ment is included in the $48,000,000.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - It is a mis-
take.

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER - It is not a
mistake. These are not the only advan-
tages which the Syndicate bas over the
Allan contract, but I will not discuss the
others, as other hon. gentlemen have re-
ferred already to these great and important
concessions made to them by the Govern-
ment. For this reason I will not
refer to the transfer to the
Syndicate of 5,000 tons of steel rails
under the market price, on which they
will save a large amouit of money, the
exemption from duty of materials fi-
ported for the construction of the road,
exemption from taxation and the privi-
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lege of regulating their own tolls. It is
truo that the Government have an-
nounced in this House and in another
place, that provision will be made in the
general Railway Act against extortionate
tolls, but it is a dangerous thing to leave
it in the power of a railway monopoly to
regulate their own tariff. I now come
to the monopoly which the Syndicate
wili have in the North-West. The sup-
porters of this measure make light of this
monopoly, and fail to see any, but I be-
lieve they aiso fail to see many other
objectionable features in the contract.
We in the Province of Quebec know
what monopoly is. We had to contend
for years witlh the old seigniorial rights,
and ir, was only by most persevering ef-
forts that they were abolished. Other
provinces have also had their little ex-
perience of land monopolies .; in every
case they have been found to be an
obstruction to colonization, and a burden
to the people. But ail the mo-
nopolies we have hitherto had will
aink into insignificance when com-
pared with the monopoly that we
are by this Act seeking to establish in
the North-West; they are nothing com-
pared with the moiiopoly which the Syn-
dicate wili have of all the approaches to
theCanadian North-West. An hon. mem-
ber in referring to thie matter last even-
ing said he was astonished that such
an objection shonld be taken to this
contract, as there were other means of
reaching the North-West. I do not
know how that hon. gentleman construes
that clause of the Act, but to my
mind it gives to the Syndicate the exclu-
sive control of ail the approaches to that
country, and no other railway can be
built, except by the Syndicate, to aceom-
modate the traffic of the North-West.
For twenty years they retain this gigantic
monopoly. We are told, it is true, that
the men who compose this Syndicate are
'nen of such patriotism and integrity that
they will take care not to deprive the
settIers of their rights. No doubt the
Syndicate are men of unimpeachable
character, but there is no guarantee that
Within two months after they receive
their .charter this contract will not
Pas into the hands of strangers. It
'was said by an hon. member diring this
debate that if it did pass into the hands
'Of American capitalists it would be a

Hon. Mr. Pelletier.

benefit to the country, as it would in-
duce immigration into this country from
the United States. I fail to see the
force of that argument. The Americans
have an immense territory of their own
to settie, and it is but natural to expect
that they will settle their own country
first, and if they get possession of our
road it will be purely for their own bene-
fit. ff this contract is carried out we
will have the road built, biit the result
will be to add to the wealth of a few
millionaires at the expense of the present
and future residents of the North-West.
It has been urged that it was useless to
cali for public tenders for this wock, as
tenders were called for in 1878 by Mr.
Mackenzie's Government, and no offers
were received for the work; but the rea-
son why no tenders were made at that
time was that the conditions of the con-
tract were not so advantageous, and
the country 'was not as well known
at that time as at present. Since
then there has Uecan a wonderful
change in the condition of affairs, but I
arn ùatisfied that had it been known even
then that ail the concessions the Govern-
ment are now making would be granted
to any company who would undertake
this work there would have been
many offers for the contract. -But we
have -been told by the hun. gentleman
from Londonderry the reason % hy Mr.
Mackenzie received no offer for this work
was that the people had nu confidence in
the men behind it. I suppose he meant
by that the Administration of the day.
Weil, since 1878 another ministry pos-
sessing the'confidence of the country have
occupied the treasury benches, and how
many offers have they received I Did
the present Government publicly call for
tenders and ask capitalists to offer for the
work I Not at ail. Even during their
recent negotiation in England, no efforts
were made to, offer the work to
public competition. It was stated
in the Commons that one other
offer besides the one before us was re-
ceived, but the Government refuse to
disclose the details of that offer, and
even the contents of the precent con-
tract were withheld from the public
until it was submitted io Parliament.
AIlthoughi it is provided in this contract
that it shall be subject to the approval of
Parliament the Government declare that
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it must be carried out in its entirety or
they must resign. This the Opposition
deny, and I am sure they would be pre-
pared to pledge themselves net te take
advantage of any concessions that the
Government might make. My hon.
friend from Londonderry has made use of
the argument - I do net characterize his
remarks as nonsense, as lie does our
arguments - that if we abandon for a
time the line north of Lake Superior
and make the connection bv Sault Ste
Marie, that it would divert the stream
of immigration te the Western States
instead of te our own North-West. I
do net look upon this argument as hav-
ing any force. Supposing that line north,
of Lake Superior is built, we will remain
in the same position as we are now for
ten long years more. If the Sa'ult Ste.
Marie Branch was huilt, before the end
of three years we would have the benefit
of the traffic of the States of Dakota,,
Minnesota, Michigan and Wiscohsin
coming to us and passing over the Pacific
Railwav te Montreal and Quebec down
the St. Lawrence, and as te the immigra-
tien, the company interested in the
early settlement of the North-West
would secure agencies in Quebec and
lontreal te look after the emigrants on

their arrival and provide thent with
tickets straight through to where theywant
te settle. It has been said in the cther
House and other places that it was un-
patriotie for a representative of the Pro-
vince of Quebec te advocate the con-
struction of the Sault line. As a repre-
sentative of Quebec, I do not see thelack
of patriotism. I have the interest of my
Province as much at heart as anyone of
those who call themselves great patriots,
and it is with that interest in view I
favor the construction of the Sault Ste
Marie Branch.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - Will the
lion. gentleman tell me how the con-
struction of the line north of Lake
Superior will prevent the building of the
Sault Ste. Marie branch i

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER - I will
come te that presently. We only ask
for a pause in the construction of the all
rail route; we do net ask to abandon
entirely the programme of the Govern-
ment; we do net want the line north of
Lake Superior te be abandoned for ever.

. Hon. 4fr. Pelletier.

The only argument advanced in favor of
the immediate construction of that line.
is to have a national and military road.
I admit that when the country has,
the means to aecomplish it -everyone will
be pleased to have a through lne iof our
own, but the advantage of the Sault
ednnection would be that in three yeas.
from now we would secure a
very large share of the traffic of
the North-West , we would have to wair,
ten years for through communication by
our c wn line north of Lake Superior.
When it wae stated by the hon.. leader
of the House at the commencement of
this debate that it was ridiculous to
suppose that the Syndicate would be-
interested in sending traffic by St. Paul to
Chicago and New Ynrk, ho quoted
from a St. Paul paper to show that it
was more in the interest of the Svndi-
cate to favor the Sault Ste. Marie
route. I will net take up- the time of
the House- in reading that paper, every
hon. member bas heard it already. It i%
generally and confidently believed by
gentlemen who have given attention to
the subject that the traffic of Minnesota
and Dakota would crme, to us and pass
through Sault Ste. Marie te Montreal
and down the St. Lawrence. The
hon. member for Lunenburg admitted
that commercially the building of that
road would be a necessity. Why, then,
not have it imamediately ? Why lose
seven years of traffic with American
States i No imminent danger of war
forces us to have a military road, as is
advocated by some hon. members. As for
the satisfaction of having a national road
of our own we had botter not be so
proud ; we can wait a little longer for
that.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL My question
was this : How can the building of the
present road prevent the construction of
the Sault Ste. Marie Branch i

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER - There is
oertainly nothing te prevent the con-
struction of the Sault Ste. Marie Branch
in the same time as the line north of
Lake Superior. But the objection we
have now is te the expenditure of $19,-
000,000 to construct the line north of
Lake Superior, when we could in three
years secure all the advantages of this
western traffic by const ructing the short.
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line to the Sault. I do not see why
the construction of both lines should not
go on at the same time, as we have to
proceed only as rapidly as the circum-
stances and means of the country will
permit.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL - Have you any
guarantes that the road west of Sault
Ste. Marie will be constructed 1

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER -There is a
Proposition before the House, made by a
ceompany, to bave the road built as far as
Sault Ste. Marie.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL - I refer to that
road west of Sault Ste. Marie, west
through American territory.

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER -- Certainly,
we have that guarantee. The Sault Ste.
Marie Branch is 290 miles, and the
Company I mentioned proposes to build
this linewith a subsidy of $4,000 per mile,
and an additional subsidy of 8,000 acres
of land per mile, equal to $1,600,000 in
nioney, and a total subsidy in money and

-lands of $3,920,000, instead of
$19,500,000 required for the Une north
Of Lake Superior.

ton. Mr. SMITIi - Will voit vote
for the contract if we guarantee to give
that subsidy 1

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER - The hon.
gentleman is asking too much, as there
are some other objections which prevent
me from voting for the contract. I do
iot see thait I should detain, the Ilouse
any longer, the question bas been so
fully discussed on both sides ; and as thei
. ouse is anxious to close the ' debate, I
only beg to add, in concluding my re-
vnarks, that I feel it my duty to second
and vote for the motion of the hon. ex-
Secretary of State.

Hou. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
lion. gentlemen, I do not intend to ask
Your attention for a very long time. I
have only a few renarks to made on the
'eproaches which have been brought
against the Government, and the objec-
tions taken by hon. gentlemen of the
OPposition against the measure now
before us. The Government has been
found fault with for not having placed
before the people the details of this con-

Hon. Air. Pelletier.

tract which we are now considering. I
must for my part declare that I differ
entirely from the hon.gentlemen who have
blamed the Government for not having
brought the measure before the people
before they had taken Parliament into
their confidence. I have studied to little
advantage the principles of the British
constitution if this theory is according to
its spirit. I think the Ministry are only
responsible to Parliament, and for my
own part, far from blaming them for net
having brought this measure before the
people, I vould - have been ready
to blame th'em if they had
done so before submitting it to
Parliament. The Government have
also beeni reproached with inconsistency,
because after having decided to build the
road themselves, and after having asked
from Parliament the right to do so with
lands and money, they changed their
policy and came to the conclusion to give
the work te a company as they did by
this .contract. Now, it seens to me
that the Government has not been incon-
sistent in this course. Perhaps the hon.
gentlemen who are themselves conscious
of having so freqently changed their
policy might have thought they had a
good occasion of bringing this accusation
against their opponents. But let us con-
sider the situation. Wheu this Ministry
came into power they had either to cou-
struct this road theinselves, or t3 ask
tenders for company to construct it as
they had done in 1872 - i say they,
because it is practically the same Govern-
ment in its members and its leader as
the Government of 1872. It is clear that
under these circunstances their policy
was to have this road built by a com-
pany. The Government that had pre-
ceded them had also declared in favor-
of having the road built by a company.
When those gentlemen came into power
they had either to construct the road
themselves or to call for tenders, and
offer better terms to capitalists for its-
construction than any conditions offered
by the Mackenzie Ministry, although
that Ministry hadoffered54,000,000acres
of land and $27,000,000. The Govern-
ment, seeing the indifference with which.
these offers had been treated by capi-
talists, and not wishing, as their actual
policy shows, to give better terms,
the only alternative they had was to-
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construet the road as a Government
work. They knew that if they were the
guardians of the purse of the country
they were also the guardians of its honor,
and that honor was pledged in a solemn
treaty with- British Columbia to the
construction of this road. Thev, there-
fore, felt themselves obliged to adopt the
policy of last year. Since then capi-
talists have come forward, and have
offered to build this road on better terms
than those contained in the Act of 1874.
The Government accepted those condi-
tions. Let us now see if in doing so they
exercised that economy which they
should always practice in the administra-
tion of public affairs. Let us look at the
report of Mr. Fleming, of 1879, and at
the instructions given by the hon.
NMinister of Public Works, Sir
Charles Tupper, on the 15th Feb-
ruary, 1880. In these instructions
Sir Charles says :-" The policy of the
Government is to construct a cheap rail-
way following, or rather in advance, of
settlement, with any workable gradients
(that is to say, not making the gradients
as easy as Mr. Fleming had recommended
in his former report) that can be, incur-
ringno expenditure beyond that abso-
lutely necessary to affect the colonization
ofthecountry." Mr. Fleming, in accord-
ance with those instructions, made a new
report, estimating the cost at about
$80,000,000 ; but in this report it is
intended that the line shall be partly
ballasted to render it available for colo-
nization purposes, full ballasting being
deferred until the traffic demands a high
rate of speed, full equipment to be post-
poned, etc., in fact a cheap line according
to the policy of the Government. Now,
we have seen that this road was to be
'completed as a very cheap road - what
we call in the Province of Quebec a colo-
nization road - such a road as connects
with. the North Shore road at Three
Rivers, and known as the " Piles Road."
I have not the precise figures with me,
but I am sure I am not very far wrong

lien I say that the road from Three
Rivers to Piles on the St. Maurice, did
not cost more than half wbat the North
Bhoreroad cost per mile - I think it was
about $14,000.

Tt being six o'clock, the Speaker left
the chair.

Hon. Mr. DeB<uchervWe.

Railway Bill.

After Recess.
Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERV[LLE -

At six o'clock I haid shown, according to
the report of Mr. Fleming, that the road
which the Government was to construct
for $80,000,000, was a second class road,
half ballasted, and with hardly any roll-
ing stock. More than that, Mr. Flem-
ing adds at the énd of his letter to Sir
Charles Tupper :-" That the cost will
increase if great prudence and judgment
are not exercised as well as the strictest
economy " - and recommends that " a
liberal percentage be added." Now,
the hon. the ex-Secretary of State,
and 1 think the hon. member who spoke
last, calculated the expenses. of the road
which this Syndicate is to build upon
this very report. If this basis is not a
correct one, their calculations will fail to
the ground. If I eau show that those
calculations are not to be applied to the
road which is to be constructed by the
Syndicate, I do not think that any-
body can controvert the assertion these
calculations cannot stand. If you
take the contract as laid before
us, what has the Government taken as
its standard for the construction of this
new road I It is the Union Pacifie as
at first constructed which is to serve as
the standard. Now, some dispute has
arisen about this phrase " as first con-
structed : " it seems to me a road is not
constructed when it is only half filnished,
and the meaning is that the road was
constructed when it received fro:n the
United States the bonuses in lands and
inoney to which it was entitled. Take
the Statutes at large of the United
States for the year 1862, at chap. 120,
sec. 4, and you will see what sort of
road this Union Pacifie Railway is:-

" And be it further enacted, that whenever
the said company (Union Pacifie) shall have
completed forty consecutive miles of any por,
tion of said railway and telegaph line, ready
for the service contemplated by this Act, and
supplied with all the necessary drains, cul-
verts, viaducts, crossings, sidingi, bridges,
turnouts, watering places, depots, equipments,
furniture and all other appurtenances ot a first-
class railroad, the President, etc."

Therefore, if the hon. gentlemen who
desire to vote against this Bill, and who
wish the Government to continue this
road desire anything they desire that we

should have a second-class road, whilst the
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Government is offering us by this Bill a
first-class road. As I had the honor of
explaining before six o'clock, it is not the
3bsolute rule; but still contractors are
generally aware of what work they have
to do. In building. the North Shore
road, Mr. McGreevy charged about one
half for building the Piles branch.
Let us put it at 25 per cent. ; we can see
the difference in the cost of the road as it
will be built by the Syndicate, and the
road which we would have had if the
Government constructed it. Another
objection, which has been answered al-
ready, is this: that the Gov-
ernment has not taken care that
this company should have draw-
bridges on the rivers, or bridges
high enough not to obstruct navigation.
The General Consolidated Railway Act
-and gentlemen who have read this
Bill before us will notice that this clause
which I am about to refer to is not ex-
certed, and therefore applies to this Bill

. provides, in clause 67, as follows :-

"CLAUSE 67.-If the railway be carried
across any navigable river or canal, the com-
pany shall leave openings between the abut-
monts or piers of their bridge or viaduct over
the same, and shall make the sane of such
clear height above the surface of the water, or
shall construct such drawbridge or swing-
bridge over the channel of the river, or over
the whole widtb of the canal, and shall be sub-
ject to such regulations as to the opening of
such swing bridge or drawbridge as the Gov-
ernor-in-Council froin time to time makes."

I think it was the hon. gentleman from
Prince Edward Island (Mr. Haythorne)
who made this objection, and this clause
ought to satisfy him. I believe the ex-
Secretary of State said that this road
can be constructed at a much lower
price now than if it had been built 4y
the Company some years ago, because of
business looking up all over the
countrv. Now, it seems tô me
it is quite the contrary. If we
are prosperous; if our working-
inen find employment, wages will neces-
sarily increase, and therefore, these gen-
tleme4 who undertake the construction
of this road will have to pay much more
if the proportion of labor to material is
large. Take the steel rails, and other
articles which are admitted free of duty
altogether. If I take the estimate of the
bon. member (Mr. Scott) the rails are
Worth $10,000,000: the other articles

Hon. Mr. DeBoucherville.

would not be more than a couple of
millions of dollars. Let us say $20,-
000,000 for the whole; ail the
rest, the brain work and hand work,
will be so muchi money gained
by the labor of this country -
pi obably more than $100,000,000.
Labor bas already risen in Ottawa 20,
per cent. ; nien are paid 20 per cent.
more in the shanties this year than they
were last year, and probably next year
they will be paid even higher wages. l
the Province of Quebec, during the con-
struction of the Q. M. O. & O. Railway,
we had a large population and we could
get labor cheap. Men were paid as low
as four shillings during the progress of
the work on the railway there. In Brit-
ish Columbia I believe the general price
is $2 ; that is, certainly, a very advan-
tageous thing to this country. I do not
think it necessary to return to the ques-
tion of the value of our land in the North-
West. The hon. gentleman who spoke
before me said " put these lands at $3."
Well, if they are worth $3 to the Syndi-
cate our lands ought to be worth as much.
to us, and in that case we should have
enough to pay the whole cost of the road.
Af ter all, we are committed to the ex-
penditure of only $25,000,000 cash, and
say $30,000,000 upon the road tliat we
hand over to the Syndicate. Add
$3,500,000 for surveys, although they
were made not merely for the purpose of
locating the road, but also for explora-
tions of the North-West, and therefore
ought not to be charged exclusively to
the rail way - however, add the entire
sum, and we have more than sufficient
money to pay the whole cost of the rail-
road by the sale of 25,000,000 acres of
land. I listened, last night, with the
greatest pleasure and attention, to the
clear and forcible speech of the hon. the
Minister of Inland Revenue; but 1 differ
from him on one point. I do not think
it will take such a long time to get a
large popalation into the North-West.
I believe it'will soon cone, and supposing
the lands were worth $10 to the Syndi-
cate, ours will be worth an equal price,
and the Dominion, and consequently we,
will be all the richer. I do not see how
people can be dissatisfied because the
value of these lands will be increased,
and because the increase will prove.
advantageous to the Syndicate. Sup,
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pose each shareholder of this Company the people of the North-West - if their
were to subscribe enough to become a trade renders it necessary - can bave a
4director, it would require 1,000 share- road to bring them to the navigation of
Aolders to take up the stock. It is true Lake Superior, and froin there they can
-some will subscribe more than enough to go down ta the seaboard. The monopoiy
be directors, but many more will subscribe is that the freight wiil have to go tbrough
less than enough. If they were to make our awn territory. Goads which will be
large fortunes, I do not think we should required for the Norbh-West will bave
aufir by having 100 millionaires inter- ta go through Canada. Is there anybody
.ested in the welfare of this country. I in this ouse (I do not think there is
come now to the qiestion of monopoiy. -I any in the country who would be
arn nt afraid of that Bort of norpoly; willing that this trade should be
on the contrary, I think it wil L prove diverted from our own country and sent
-advantageous ta the country. What through the United States t That rs one
will it arnount ta 1- In reality it wil of the monopolies wich, after all, l for
only be for ten years. Until the Cana- the protection f Canadia. There a yo
dian Pacifie wRailway is constructed - question we aIl hope that iur countr
body can imagie that another campeting will soon attain the greatness to which
.road will be buit through aur own ter- it la evidentiy predestined. This great.

itory. Therefre, this monopoly la ;,ly ness means large cities on the Atlantic
for te years in reality ; but take the coat and large empire cities on the
period mentiane(l in titis Biii, twenty Pacifie coast. Now,' our neighbors in
years, under any cirutrynstancos there thte United States, who, atter ail, -are
will not be a monropoly for not very far from te western terminus
tho throug trade frly Japan of our road not more than twenty or
and Pa tailwa intiucports. thirty miles esetween Brrard Inet and

There are other comnpetini roadn, the the boondary line have the start of
Union Pacifie ai Northern Pacifie, and us. They have the dvantage of a large
therefre, for tat trade we can feel sat- population on the Pacifie. coast; they
isfied that the Company will not charge have conipa nies of steamships trading to
such high rates as ta divert it to other China and Japan ; while we havé fot
channeis. It is contended that they wi l yet thase advanicages; we have no
impose higli rates to prevent the trans- large cities there; and if we were t
portation he wheat, because they wi l allow a branch road ta be built from the
have no coipetitors in the North-West. Pacifie Raiway ta the Ainerican bound-
t say they wviI have competitinn if the ary, and fra that point it were continued
t-nde there cala for it. As tIre hon. the down tan some of their nagniticent arbors,
leader af the Gar ernment said durting which is but a short dtance -we might,
this debate, there is nothing ta prevent after ail aur trouble andexpense, find
the granting af charters ta comipanies t thrat we had constructed a road t build
the north o that li e ; whle ta the south up a great city in the nited States. And
Parliament can grant charters ta we snd uid flnd ourse1ves in a rather ridicu-
raitroads rurrning iii a southvesterly lotis position; therefore titis nionop)oiy af
direct, fo and that e j ust the the Pacifie coat is what we shuld
direction we rquire to carry desre; a inonapaiy whieh is oniy one
the traffic af that cuntr y throueh the againt the United States and ilot againt
Dominion. I reference ta this traes- Canada wil be for aur own benefit.
tion the ex-Secretar of State There are, perhaps, a fe features a thil
said :-" Blit you mu;st also keep charter which might be fouirmi inuit with ;
ta the north io the Canadian Pa- w are going ta build 800 iles of ail-
cific Railway." I admit that there way in the Province of Ontarig, 600
wiil be sane difficulty' in keeping miles narth o Lake Superior, and 200
ta the nor-th of that lime; but hwhen it miles at the Canada Central, but of
reaches the Pro-vince ai Ontario the tie eastern provinces are hot jealous;

egisiature of that Province caun a take aur share ar the maney ta build that
-charter for crassing the Pacifie Ralway Iroad, we do not abject. You Want te
[and terminatin on Lake Superior. Sal Ste. Marie rond. Wtei, we have
Nothing ean prevent it, and therefre no objection ta aur taking the money ta

lon. ,V. DeBoucloem.ille.
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build it. Canalize the Ottawa, for my
part, I will have nothing to say against
it. Although this road will not belong
te us after it is completed, yet under the
provisions of the Consolidated Railway
Act, there are 'nany advantages which
will accrue froin it to the Dominion.
The Company will be obliged to transport
HIqr Majesty's mails and naval*and mili-'
tary foroes and munitions of war, etc.,
on auch Lerms and conditions as the
Governor in Council may make ; and
the Government may have the exclusive
use of the telegraph, if required.
Moreover, the Company will be
subject to such further enactments as
the Parliament of Canada may hereafter
make. These are great advan-
tages, and in addition to this we
shall have in this North-West country,
where we have such an immense
quantity of land to settle, the most
powerful emigration agency that could
be established ; one fac superior to that
whic.h the ,Government can establish,
although it bas cost a very large sum.
An appeal bas been made to the
patriotisrn and independence of the sup-
porters of the Government in this House.
Could we not reverse the appeal and tell
these hon. gentlemen, "pause before
you vote ; do not put yourselves utider
the painful necessity of acknowledging
to your children one day that you tried,

although uselessly.-to retard the
destinies of Canada."

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN - I have
listened with great attention to the
spaech just conclnded by the hon. gentle-
man opposite. With some of his views
I leel that I can hardly agree. He re-
narked that this higliway, if built by

the Syndicate, would be an excellent
road, but if built by the Government
would be a very inferior one. Thiough
no.t specially favorable to Govern-
ment construction of public works,
I believe the standard which lias
been adopted for this railway is
very inferior indeed, and greatly more
seo than that applied to government
railways. The hon. gentleman, also in
his opening remarks made the obser-
vation that if the Government had pro-
posed to submit this offer to the people
of. Canada lie would feel compelled
to vote against that proposition

lon. I,. DeBoucherville.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -
I said that the Government had been
found fault with for not having put the
details of this measure before the people,
and that, far from blaming the Govern-
ment for this, I would have blamed
them if they had published the details to
the country before submitting them to
Parliament.

'Hon. Mr. McCLELAN - I under-
stood the hon. gentleman to sav some-
thing like what he now explains - that
lie would not approve of submitting the
details of this measure to the people
before the meeting of Parliament. I
think that doctrine is scarcely conso-
nant with the aupeal which he made in
concluding his speech - that we should
so record our speeches and votes in this
Chamber that we should not be ashamed
of them in the future. If ever there was
a question on which the popular feeling
should be in some way tested, I think it
is this, which so largely involves the
future welfare of the Dominion. I think
so all the more because it was not a
question which .was uppermost at the
last general election. It has been re-
iterated here again and again that the
appeal on that occasion was on the sub-
ject of our trade policy, and the expres-
sion of the people was mainly indicative
of their feeling on that great question.
If that be so (and I an quoting the'
opinions expressed by hon. gentlemen
opposite) this railway question could not
have been one on which they expressed
any opinion or gave any decision. There-
fore, if ever a question was presented to
Parliament without an opportunity
of testing the popular sentiment
upon it, that question is this,
one, which involves such tremendous in-
terests for all future tinie, and whicli
cannot again be affected by popular
action. The hon. Senator from Amherst
(Mr. Dickey), in his speech this afternoon,
made the striking observation that the
objection that this Company would have
a monopoly of the trafnic could not be
sustained because on the northern side of
the line th.is Syndicate would not get the
whole country - that they were not to
be told, I suppose, like the patriarche of
old, to look northward, southward, east-
ward and westward -- this whole land
should be theirs and their assigns for
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ever. The lion. gentleman spoke of a
rival line on the north shore of Lake
Superior, and the hon. gentleman who
has just taken his seat, and who spoke so
well on this subject, bas also alluded to
facilities for providing a rival line. They
seem to forget their other expressions
that it requires a very largo subsidy to
build a line through that part of the
country at all. That bas been their
argument; how, then, could there be
competition ? Did hon. . gentlemen
think that the Governmnent of
this country, in their beneficence, will,
after building this great highway, contri-
bute, within the next century, to-the
building of a competing rgute ! If not,
then how can we have a competing line
on the north shore of Lake Superior
or, as another hon. gentleman put it, by
a divergence to Ontario I think that
the idea of a rival line competing with
this inonopoly cannot for a moment im-
press itself on our minds. But we are
reminled that tbere are already south of
our frontier competing lines for the traffic
of China and Japan, and that tolls will
be regulated very much by those rival
roads. Hon. gentlemen who speak in
that way are attempting to rebut an
argument that bas not been dwelt on in
this Chamber. . The danger is that this
Company may impose high rates on local
t1-affic and retard the growth and pro-
gress of that country, the rapid settle-
ment of which we should endeavor to
facilitate by every proper means. The
Government can afford these settlers very
little protection because, if I understand
the powers given to the Syndicate, the
Company will largely control the Gov-
ernment, and not the Government the
Syndicate, and the same evils as exist
and which afflict the settlers upon the

prairies of the Western States will afflict
these immigrants - theso friends and
countrymen of my hon. friend from To-
ronto (Mr. Smith) whom he hopes to get

&in there, and tax to the extent of 30 per
cent. for everything they lequire to pur-
chase. They will find after leaving free
Britain, where the necessaries of life are
untaxed, crossing the wide ocean, and
travelling through the Dominion to the
North-West, paying when they get there
30 per cent. on what they consume, and
then handed over to the tender mercies
of this soulless corporation, that their

lion. Mr. McClelan.

lot will be a, hard one, and I shall com-
miserate the frieAs *of the hon. gentleman
when they are afflicted by the exactions
of this monopoly. To. show the incon-
sistency of the hdn. gentlemen who sup-
port this measure, and the difficulty they
experience in finding statements to gild
their sophistries, they tell us of their
hopes of rival lines in the future, and
thon that this great railway .annot pos-
sibly pay expenses for many years, and
that it is necessary, therefore, to grant
the Syndicate these advantages and im-
munities. Hon. gentleman must certainly
see the contradictory character of these
arguments which show the weakness of
their case. 'Ihey say that it is a great
relief to the country to know that this
matter is settled and the responsibility of
the undertaking assumed by a company.
[ have not so understood the bargain
which has been presented for our accep-
tanée. I am rather inclined to think
that the Government will have to keep.
up the same expensive staff, including
also the Commission of Inquiry appointed
by themselves to judge their own con-
duct. If the hon. gentlemen are right in
taking this line of argument, then the
whole road should have been handed
over to the Company. This hybrid,
policy can hardly suit their fancy. If
they were not adepts and experienced poli-
ticians and well skilled in parliamentary
warfare I should be inclined to exclaiit
of them:

SO, what a tangled web we weave
When first we practice to deceive."

This is a question of such importance
that perhaps it would scarcely be thought
that I was.doing my duty, though not ex-
actly physically in a condition to make
many observations, if I did not give a
few of my reasons for opposing this
Bill. Reverting to the original basis of
all the trouble througl which we have
come, the union with British Columbia,
I remember well many of the expressions
used by hon. gentlemen in this Chamber
when that measure was before us in
1871. For myself, I voted against it,
not that I was wanting in harmony with
the sentiment of union, or the ultimate
connection by rail, but I objected to that
measure because it involved an impossi-
bility - the construction of a trans-
continental railway within a limited
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period. I felt that the attempt to carry before, 1 was not opposed to the union
out that agreement w iuld lead to a great with British Columbia. 1 have a very
deal of difficulty in this country, and pos- keen appreciation - nobedv could.
sibly a great'deal of embarrassment to have anything eise -of de-
several successive governments. I think Iightful and salubrions climate of
the views which were entertained byjthe Pacifie coat, alter hearing the
those with whom I co-operated on that eloquent speech of the hon. Senator frem
occasion have been tolerably well Ashcrof. I have always feit there was
realized, and if I were to recall the pro- a country there with which 've shonld
phecies of those who supported that not ebject to be nnited on fair terms.
imeasure I think it would be admitted With its pleasant climate it aise pomes
that they have not been fulfilled to the plenty of ceai, a good deal of pastoral
letter. I remnember one hon. gentleman land, and, as the hon. gentleman told us
predicting that in ten years from that the other day, there are fuî-bearing
date the population of the Dominion animais ii the mountains that are geing
would be at least 7,000,000. The cen- to add very much to the trafflo of the
sus of 1881 bas irot been taken yet, but Canadian Pacifie Railway, but, somehow
no one is so sanguine as to sup- or other, that Province fails te attract
pose that there bas been any such settlers. And, could that question
increase. I remember a very highly res- of union with ail its contingencieS bu
pected Senator, subsequently one of the again submitted to us for our ratifica-
Quebec judges and now no more, ob- tion, few of us would be inclined to put
.ected to that arrangement at the time, our iands te snch an obligation as that
on the ground that the disproportionate was. The next neasure whici came
representation given to British Columbia before us, and of wlich a good deal has
Was unfair to the older provinces, whose been said, was the Esquimalt and
representation in the House of Commons Nanaimo Railway Bil. It was found
was based upon their actual popiflation. impracticable to go n vith the through
This was replied to, if I remember rightly, line without increasing taxation; sud
by the hon. gentleman who so ably leads when that question of building the rail-
the Government in this House, that ail way within a certain time as flrst dis-
this would cure itself - that in ten years cussed in this buse and some hon. gen-
there would be people enough in British tiemen objected te the impropriety of it
Columbia to justify that large represen- as likely to entail a good deal of taxation
tation. That prophecy also has not been upon the people of this country we
fulfilled. There has been nothing to ir- were told repeatedly that a certain reso-
dicate anything like a reasonable fulfil- lution had passed which was like a
ment of those prophecies. I notice ail codicil t a vill, which affected and
throughl this discussion, not only here, controlled ail action under the statute.
but in another place, that when hon. This resolution cf the people's House,
gentlemen have a weak case which thev re-affirel there on several occasions,
cannot present fairly and squarely for the provided that the Pacifie Railway
acceptance of the people of Canada, they 8hould not bu constructed more rapidly
Wili either adopt the legal aphorisn, "no than the resarcs of the ceuntry justi-
case, abuse the other side," or they lied, and above ail things - the general
will take upon themselves the mantle of taxation of the people would net bu in-
Prophecy and tell us that something is creased by it in any way. The people
going to ariste that will justify werc told by ministers cf the Crown
a1l their measures and redeem that this resolution changed the whole.
them in the minds of the people. These force cf the Act cf Union, and left it
Prophets were evidently inspired fromi a compietely in the bands cf Parliameot.
'Wrong source, and it is sometimes weIl and ompletely in the hands f the fax-
to revert back to some of those predic- payers cf the Dominion te regniate.
tiens and call attention to the faýt that That eue was passed contemperaneousiy
they have not been verified in any shape with the ether, and I believe it bas ben
Or form, and show how unwise it -s to approved by the several Parliaments,
base arguments upon such visionary that ne further progress should be made
calculations as to the future. As I maid with this work than would be consis-
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tent with the present rate of taxa-
tion - or, in other words, that the
taxation of the country should not
be increased. As a consequence,
shortly afterwards, a great deal
of bad feeling arose in that western Pro-
vince because of the delay in proceeding
with this undertaking, and that the peo-
ple and the Government were putting,
perhaps, more stress upon the resolution
than they were upon the Statute. Hence
the introduction of the Bill for the con-
struction of the Nanaimo and Esquinalt
Railway. Tlat prcposition was sub-
mitted to this Chamber. It had been
forced upon the Mackenzie Administra-
tion as a compromise imeasure hy the
terns of the Arbitration - at all events,
it was the award of Lord Carnarvon, and
it was submitted to Parliament for ratifi-
cation. I remember the discussion that
took place in this House upon that niea-
sure ; I remenber that although the
Vancouver Island measure had been the
cherishied offspring of the Conservative
Government, hnd that in 1872 they had,
in their Council Chamber, made a Minute
of Coin cil forthe construction of that road,
vet, -when the Bill to authorize its con-
strisction, under the award of Lord Car-
narvon, was submitted to Parliament,
supported by all the strength and influence
of the Miniistry, the Conservative party
who had initiated that scheme, rose up
in this Chamber and defeated the mea-
sure. I was astonished at the remarks
of my hon. friend from British Cblum.
bia (Mr. Cornwall) the other day
when lie charged the ex-Secretary of
State (Mr. Scott) with having acted a
traitorous part in stating his change of
views, when lie expressed no other opin-
ion than Lord Dufferin had himself ex-
pressed during his mission to British
Columbia - that the Senate were cor-
rect, and that it would have been im1pos-
sible for any Government to have sub-
sequently introdueed and carried through
Parliaient a Bill for the constructiori of
the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway-
even as far as that measure had been car-
ried. Private conversations of other
hou. inembers with the lite Governor
General might, perhaps, be relerred to
on this subject, if it were consistent with
parliamentary good taste to do so, but wu
find the late Governor General coipletely
justifying the course taken by the late

lon. Mr. McClel«n.

Government in this matter. In his
celebrated and eloquent speech in Vic-
toria he said :-

- Well, I have leurned with regret that
there is a very widespread conviction in this
community that Mr. Mackenzie had surrepti-
ously procured the defeat of bis own mea-
sure in the Upper House. * * * *
I tell you in the most emphatic terme, and I
pledge my honor on the point, Lhat Mr. Mac-
kenzie was not guilty of any such base and
deceitful conduct. Had I thought him guilty
of it either he would have ceased to be Prime
Minster, or I should have left the country.
But the very contrary was the fact. While
these events were passing, I was irt constant
personal communication with Mr. Mackenzie.

* * * * When the bill had passed the
Comnaons by a large majority with the assent
of the leader of the Opposition, in common
with every one els,, concluded it was safe,
and the adverse vote of the Senate took me asi
much by surprise, as it did you and the rest of
the world. I saw Mr. Mackenzie the next
day, and I have seldom seen a man more
annoyed and disconcerted than he was;
indeed, lie was driven at that Interview to
protest with more warmth than he bas ever
used against the decision of the English Gov-
ennment which bad refased on the opinion of
the law officers of the Crown to allow him to
and to the members of the Senate, after Prince
IUdwarcd Island had entered Confederation.
< Had I been permitted,' he said to me, ' to
bave exercised my rights in that respect this
would not have happened, but how can these
inischances be prevented in a body, the
majority of which, having been nominated b
my political opponent, is naturally hostile to
me," etc., etc.,'etc.

In another part of that speech we find
these renarks -

"I believe the Pacific Railway bas
no better friend in Canada than Mr.
Mackenzie, and that he was only opposed
to the time terms in the bargain,
because he believed them im»ossible of
accomplishment, and that a conscientious
,endeavor to fulfil them would unnecessarily
and ruinously increase the financial expendi-
ture of the country, and in both these
opinions Mr Mackenzie was indloubtedly
right."

l the hion. gentlemn had aniy complaint
te niake against the action of the Cana-
dian Senate, I am sure ho ought not to
allow his censure to rest upon the hon.
'nember froin Ottawa, or upon the late
Governmeut. It is well known that the
late A dministration were not influential
in this Chamber. It was one of the
difficulties than beset the legislation of
that Governnent. As far as 1 am my-
self concerned I had * the privilege of
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voting a pinst that measure, and I can with British Columbia that this lin ii
assure mby lion. friend that I was not ità entirety should be embraced in one
prompted to do so I any way by the general schene. Andi looking at the.
Government. On the other hand, I was fertility of the western prairies-if they
urged by one or two members of the are as rich as they are represented in tbis
Government to support that measure, country and in the worid ; as they are
because they had gone into it under the represented in the Old Country by our
'Carnarvon terms, and it was desirable Lligh Commissioner, vho said it would
that it should pass. I couild not, how- be his endeavor to so direct immigration,
ever, with my ideas of propriety and etc., as Vo make Canada a kind of
consistencv support that Bill, showing I auxilliary king<om "- instead of
that I had not taken a party view of the adopting a policy of obstruction it would
question, and I trust the present Gov- be better to allow that prairie country to
ernmient will not revive that absudr aiost take care ofiteelf If thate curse
iea of ai Esquinalt, terminus, however were adopted in the North aest; if it
iîch it xight lrevent a Russo- Anerican wras not interfreld with by ueh a

invaeii, *whieh another lion, gentleman monopolv a m iss it wouid necesrily
fren B3ritish C2olumbia seebs to dread. develoi into a great and prosperous
Nw, as to the rate of progesse which, in co asntr. t have no (oubt tlat the sof
rny opinion, would. have been desirabie is ail it is i eprescnred Vo be, and now
after that Act of Union" and the resola- that its fertility and advantages have
tions as an instruction and agareement been aveotised te worid over it will b
had em ed, t e rate of progress which it settlad bits a great rapidity and covered
theo became the duty of this by a network of raiways, provided we
inntry Vo jwoceed with became another do iot interfere or obstruct by

,uestion. the had to 1)og o the inevi- 1 1 ct of our own. Aiready
table, and whilm I yas of te opinion we se the growth of settdeerent;
that it was noV (lesirabie Vo commit this ahoeady we see applications t'o Parlia-

fe itrh to such a stupendous work nent fron people i the North-West fr
wih hin so limited a period hefore'we had act of incorporation for compalies of
the population and resouces which different kinds, and the only thing Vo be
would justi y us in doin so, yet I was done Vo develop that country i for the
in the ninority, and when Parliament Goverament Vo subsidize a ne in such a
said that it was desirable to go on with way as Vo preserve its directness and
the construction of the Canaian Pacifie continuity, and it would eventually b

iAilway with a viewv tÀe the (earrving out. carried through to the iPacifie coi(tt. In
of those terms, I saw the impossibiity of that wav the lino through the Rocky
the undertaking so far as keepidg faith Mountains coud be deferred for some
with British Columbia under the Ach vears tintîl the population required it.
was concernied. and so. fair as we could do 0f t-ourse the througlî lino is
it wîthin the resolution tat liad meen one of the ultimate object we would
* tontemporaneously passed. It has beeecu ail like Vo see attained. The events
conseded, I tlink by bli o en oh of 1872 and 1874 have been Vhoronghy
bothsides that the eatern section of this discused by other hon. gentlemen and 
road coustituted no part of that îuîder- cannot throw much more light upon
taking. British Columbia had no thoe points. Comparisons have been
particular ter est, so long as the no made between this offer and the offer of
was built through the IRowky Mountains, the Alan Company, and the offers made
whether the line went north of Lake under the Mackenzie Administiration.
Superior or south of Lake Superior ; that In my judgmeiit no comparison can b.

ould be a nmattcr of minor cosidera- drawn that wi no b. mitleading o
tion. The main objeot whieh they mpst of the people of this country. We
desired to attain, I presdme, know that five or six years nake a great,
>w8 to have communication tbrougl c the a vast difIrence in Vute cirua tances
kooky Mouùetains witt the American of any country, particularly 
&nd Canadian system of -ailwayb thi new western hyisphere where
Therefore, I do not think iV was at ail everything is moving on with uch a
Meeeseiry for the keeping of' good faithl accerated ratio of speed. W. know tha

menlrp.eope.nteorh-Wstfo
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the art of railway building is being won-
derfully improved and cheapened by
modern inventive appliances, and the
substitution of stean for manual labor.
The hon. leader of the Senate, in opening
this debate spoke of the cost of railways
in the United States built under the old
inflated. greenback system years ago.
He spoke also of the expense incurred in
the construction of the Grand Trunk and
other railways, where fortunes and high
positions were secured by contractors.
But there are railways being built now
through countries much more difficult
than the 900 miles west of Winnipeg at
a very much lower rate than the average
mentioned by the hon. gentleman. The
employment of steam and other improved
facilities in place of the old-fashioned
pick and shovel have simiplified con-
struction work, and reduced the expense
to a wonderful extent. When the Allan
contract was entered into there was no
railway communication with the North-
West, and access for the transportation of
material and labor was very difficult, so
that hon. gentlemen who are at all
acquainted with railway work will
at once see what a - difference it
would . make in the expense of
constructing a road in that coun-
try at a time when there were none
of the excellent facilities which exist to-
day. Then, there is the increased value
of the lands of that country in conse-
quence of the amount of inoney that we
have expended on it. Hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars have been expended to
extinguish the Indian title, to maintain
Mounted Police, and promote settle
ment - altogether cbanging the aspect
of affairs from what it was a few
years ago and disturbing the accuracy of
the comparisons instituted by hon. gen-
tlemen who favor this Syndicate. An-
other disturbing element in those coi-
parisons is the condition of the money
markets of the world. lon. gentlemen
who are in the habit of studying the
financial columns of the newspapers of
the United States mst be aware that in
Wall street and other commercial centres
there is now a vast superabundance of
capital awaiting investments - profit-
able investments, of course -if they can
be fonnd. Money is abundant and can
be obtained on easy terms. This is a
conditioni of affairs that did not exist

Hon. fr. McClan.

a few years ago. Things have all beenr
changed - the whole character and con-
dition of affairs -' therefore, I say that
the comparisons that have been instituted
between the efforts that are being made
to build this road now, and the efforts
that were initiated a few years ago, are
not, and cannot be at all accurate, and
are necessarily misleading in many re-
spects. Then, again, several gentlemen
who have spoken on those different
schemes and ofiers seemed to have for-
gotten that previous offers and ?chemes.
were for the construction of the whole
line. They were not for the easier parts
of the railway alone for which this hy-
brid arrangement provides we shall give
$25,000,000 and 25,000,000 acres of
land, and al those other advantages I
have alluded to. The arguments of
lion. gentlemen opposite would have very
nuch more force when they undertake to

tell ls that it is vastly important that
thè Government should get rid of this
work because governments are ex-
travagant, and it has leen t e
experience of the past that their
estimates Are always incorrect, if
this contract included the whole line.
I have no doubt that there is a great
deal of truth in those observations, and
that the final estimate of the unfinished
portions of the Pacific Railway which
the Government are bound to complete,
will be very much more than was origi.
nally estimated, wlen they are finished
and handed over to this company ready
for use. ' I do not know that it is neces-
sary for me to refer in any degree to the
manner of making the contract. It has
been stated by my hon. friend, the Min-
ister of Inland Revenue, in his very mod-
erate, and in some respects, good speech
of last evening, that there was a reason-
able basis for tendering, and it was open
for the gentlemen of the second Syndi-
cate to have male an offer if they had
thought proper to do so; and it was
stated by him, and was stated by others,
that the speech of the right hon. leader of
the Governments at Bath, was of suffici-
ent importance to excite the attention of
capitalists, and induce them to tender if
they were willing to undertake this work.
I wonder if those hon. getitlemen who
for five years were so critical of the acts
of the late Government, and very pro-
perly struck committees, and used their
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tiime and talents to discover defective
-administration, and to obtain informa-
tion that might be used, and was used in
a distorted form in the election cam-
paigns, would have accepted (when a
question came up as to the letting of a
public contract by tender) a speech -of
Mr.'Mackenzie's at- a party pic-nic - or
a club dinner - as being a sufficient
notification to contractors even for the
most trifling public work ! I remember
well on one occasion of that kind, when
hon. gentlemen who were acting presum-
ably on behalf of the people in trying to
dis'xover , some extravagance -- some
awful extravagance-that -was committed
by the late Administration, the objection
was taken that the advertisements calling
for tenders had not appeared in a suffi-
cient nimber of newspapers to justify the
contract ; that, therefore, it was a waste
of public noney, and that, consequently
some favoritism about it might be in-
ferred. The notices had been published in
the newspapers, still those hon. gentlemen
were sa sensitive about the public welfare
-so anxious to protect the people's
money, that even in this comparatively
trifling transaction «hey founad fault be-
eause a still greater publicity had not been
given to it in order that men of capital
in Canada should have the very fullest
opportunity to come forward and tender.
But all this seems to be changed, and a
pic-nic .speech at Bath, a speech to the
-Jacques Cartier club, or any little inci-
dental expression of that kind, is now

<considered by hon. gentlemen opposite to
ho sufficient to justify the offering and
the acceptance of a tender involving an
an expenditure of millions of public
money, and as taking away from the
transaction that appearance of secresy in
which many people feel that it has been
enshrouded. This tender involves, not
a matter of trifling importance, it in-
volves $60,000,000 or its equivalent.
My judgment nay be -very wrong, but I
.aui not convinced by the arguments I
have heard on this question from hon.
gentlemen who are usually very clear and
logical in their remarks. I have failed
to be convinced that there was any
1)roper basis given upon which the public
could be apprised of the intentions of the
Government. On the contrary, the
tountry was rather led to believe that
'this work was to be a public work ; that

lion. Mr. McClelan.

t was to be a work undertaken and con-
trolled by the Government. A good
deal has been said about the monopoly
and the hon. gentleman fromn Quebec iL
an sure he will excuse me for making
reference to him so often, but it is be-
cause he spoke last, and his observations
are more distinctly in my niind) or the
hon. gentleman from Cumberland, said
that objection was taken to this Syndi-
cate because it was open to them to
transfer their rights to an American
Company ; and one of these hon. gntle-
men said, for his part, that he would be
very glad if they would, as it would lead
to the introduction of American capital
into this country. There may be a dif-
ference of opinion as to that. There is a
very great difference of opinion as to the
amount of capital that may be required
to be brought into the country by the
Syndicate. I think that a great many
intelligent people in this country will
come to the conclusion that this Syndi-
cate, to construct this great work under
the terms and conditions that are pro-
vided for them, will not require to im-
port very much capital into the country.
Let hon. gentlemen consider for a
moment the conditions on which
this Company are to take the first
hundred miles west of Winnipeg that
are already built (except soine four or
five miles) and already equipped to a
larger proportional extent than the whole
line will require, and if I am not vrong
in my conclusions they will find that this
Syndicate is to get that road partially
equipped and finished in a good style -
botter, I think, than the Union
Pacific Railway was wlen it was
first constructed - with all due
deference to my hon. friend, who
says that governnent railways are
never -well built, although lie has the
Intercolonial Railway before him as au
example of a well built road constructed
by the Government - they will get the
best paying section freed from taxation
handed over to them for nothing, and a
bonus of one and a quarter millions of
acres of choice land to induce them to
accept and run it! ! It is admitted on
all sides that this is the best paying por-
tion of le line, yet the Government
kindly hand it over to them freed froi
taxation for all time to come, and give
them a bonus of 1,250,000 acres of land
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to help them to go on with other wiks.
Some hon. gentleman who preceded me
in this debate spoke about railway
monopolies, and said he was not afraid of
them. We have not been much afflicted
with monopolies in Canada. There are
monopolies growing np around us now.
arising ont of the ruinous and anti-
British trade policy that bas been
adopted, but they are monopolies of a
minor description compared with this.
We have all read of the railway mono-
polies of the Western States. Many of
us have had the advantage of listening to
eminent American statesmeni upon this
point, and some of them have discussed
the dangers vhich naturally threaten
the great Republic which bas risen
so wonderfully on this western
hemisphere. They feel that the acquisi-
tion or concentration of great wealth
which sometimes is noticed in older
countries governed by monarchical insti-
tutions is not likely to become a source
of difficulty in the United States, because
that wealtli cannot accumulate fron he-
reditary entail, or right of primogeniture
which does not exist in the Republic,
and wealth acquired through legitimate
commerce will not become a danger to
the State, because it is a matter of obser-
vation that in two or three generations
that wealth becomes scattered and di-
vided ; but among all the dangers which
they count upon as likely to affliet that
country they look upon railway cor-
porations as the most serions, because
they are bodies without souls - because
they never die - because they have the
power of concentration, the power of pur-
chase and assignment, and they may go
on and draw the whole under one con-
trol, and then have it in their power to
make or unmake villages and towns. They
have it in their power to carry freight at
such rates as they think the
country will bear, and keep the
farmers an 1 grain growers in
poverty. That is the danger, but il, is
not the danger to the carrying trade
alone that is to be feared, but it is the
wonderful political power which they
possess - a power which they exercise
throughout all the ramifications of society
and which they can bring to bear, if they
choose to do so, even upon the Govern-
ment of the country. And if that is an
evil which American statesmen are wont
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to deplore in a country of such illimitabl*
resources - a country w4th 50,000,OO-
of people - how much more likely is a
monopoly, such. as this is, to he an evil
in this country with its population of
some 4,250,000 and without anything
like the resources that our neighbors.
possess ! And, therefore, I think that
the Government have acted unwisely ia
concentrating such power in the hands of
this Syndicate of gentlemen, with whom,
I may say, I am not acquainted per-
snnally, and of whom I would not say
one word of disfavor !I have no doubt
the eulogiums passed on then
are merited. I suppose they are
men of wealth, and that they ha.ve
acquired a good deal of that wealth in
the coimtry. They are probably all
honorable men. home hon. gentlemen
said we are even under obligations to
them for their magnanimity in coming
forward to make this bargain. I am not
disposed even to dissent from that. I
am one of those who have the opinion
that if these gentlemen had instructed
theirattorneys to put $10,000,000 more
in the bond it would be put there, and
all of us, therefore, may feel a degree of
thankfulness to that Syndicate that they
did not take more. Now, the selection
of lands bas been referred to, and I
think the hon. Minister of Inland
Revenue in bis remarks stated that the
Syndicate had no option in the selection
of the lands, that they must take their
lots as they come to them ; but if I read
the bargain correctly there is a consider-
able proportion of lands which they may
decline to take and select others instead.
They have the control of the route of
the railway between far distant points.
This, when one comes to consider it in
connection with their choice of lands and
right of selection, is a privilege that
is no mean consideration. In addition
to the wheat growing lands they
can also select mining lands, and wilL
have very considerable control over the
developient of the resources of that.
country. Then, as I understand it, if
the two ends should not pay, they may
be finally abandoned. The Company
can first build the prairie section, for
which they have a larger proportionate
subsidy than for the other sections.
Why the Government fixed it that way
it is hard to say, bub I suppose it is be-
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cause the Syndicate thought it was more
in their interest that it should be so. If
they build an inferior road sufficient for
the ten years' limit, and it is found that
those sections are not at ail profitable
they may abandon them. Then I object
to the lack of any power on the part of
the Government to regulate the manner
in which the road should be managed. I
suppose they thought the Syndicate
would have considered such a suggestion
preaumptious, and so it was not offered.
Now, with reference to the Sault lino,
the importance of taking emigrants to
the North-West through our own
territorv is another branci of the ques-
tion. The 650 miles north of Lake
Superior, as I ain informed, is without a
human inhabitant. Some writer, who
thinks that it would be as well, perhaps,
to leave that section for the present, be.-
cause it is not really needed for commer-
cial purposes, suggests that the inhabi-
tants in that country should bl1ld the
road themselvas. I would not go so far
as that. If we had greater financial re-
sources; if we were not increasing the
taxes of the people; if we - were not
departing more and more from the well-
undertood basis on which the provinces
entered this Union ; if our debt per capita
was not as large as that of our neighbors,
i might be more willing to join in that
cry of Canadian'jingoism, or whatever it
might be called, which impels us to go to
the north pole in order to escape ming-
ling in any way with our American
cousins. Speaking of the Intercolonial
Railway, we all know that a certain gen
tieman, a former member of the Conser-
vative Cabinet - a gentlemen I have
esteemed very much for his abilities ever
since I cane to this Canadian Parlia-
ment - a gentleman of considerable ver-
sitility of talent, as menbers on both
sides will vouch for - once stated that
the route selected for that road was equal
to throwing $S,000,000 into the sea.
But it was not only $8,000,000 that was
lost to the country ; there was something
more. The shorter route would have
provided greater facilities for establish-
Ing a winter port in Halifax. It would
have enhanced one-third more our pros-
Pects of maki ng St. John a wvinter. ship-
ping port. I have no doubt the Minis-
ter of Railways is anxious to make the
Intercolonial Railway pay running ex-
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penses, but after ail his efforts, and with
the large amount of businesi and travel
over it (including the Sunday traffic),
there was a loss last year of nearly
8100,000 in working thé line. That
being the case, and looking to- the pro-
bability of the opening up of one, if not
two shorter lines to the eastern seaboard,
I conclude that the money which has
actually been thrown away might be
very safely put at thirty or forty millions.
Well, now, if we have lost so much as
that by constructing the Intercolonial
Railwy by a route which is
non-commercial, and the advocacy
of which was based' very iituci
upon its military u.sefulness, how
many more millions does any gon-
tleman suppose we will lose by building
these 650 miles of road north of Lake
Superior, where there are no settlements,
and where none can possibly exist for
many years to come 1 To show the
straits to which hon. members in their
zeal have been driven in their advocacy
of this Syndicate, and to show the fears
disturbing their minds that the people of
Canada will take a view different
froin that which the majority
in these two Houses of Parliament
will take, we find an hon gentleman
holding out the prospect of a rebel lion in
Nova Scotia if the exemption of this
company's lands from taxatian be not
granted - that actually it would be so
distasteful to the people of Nova Scotia
that it would result in an uprising ! The
amount estimated by one hon.-gentle-
man that the'Syndicate will save from
the exemption clauses is $20,000,000,
and he argaes very ingeniously and I
give him credit for a great deal of
genius in sugar coating this pill, that if
the Syndicate's property had been made
subject to taxation, the Government of
Canada would have to contribute that
much more to the building of the road,
and, therefore, these exemptios are a
relief to Nova Sceotia ! I <o not think I
need discuss that argument very far.
We are not here arguing in that line.
We are bere discussing whether we are
giving this company too much power,
lands and money, and at ail events, too
many privileges and immunities. It is
not so much as to what the effect of re-
quiring them to pay the taxes, will be,
as to compare the offers of the two Syn-
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dicates, and that is a branch of the sub- which are being piaced upen them are in
ject which I have not yet reached. While violation of distinct plecges, and are
the second Syndicate are willing to build greater than they cau bear. Iute as to
the road for $3,00,000 and 3.000,000 the iand,"says some bon. gentleman, 'it is
acres less, which may be estimated at only a amati patch comparativelv," and
$9,000,000 in noney, they are willing maps and diagrams are displayed. It is
als to relieve the Government and the greater than ai the cultivated area of
country from many of the immunities England; greater than al the improved
and privileges contained in this contract. land i the five oid provinces of Canada;
Therefore, I think it would be very diffi- more than double the improved area of
cult for any hon. gentleman to showý the six New Engiand States, and yet, in the
country that there is any saving effected eyes of sone, it seems a very smait por-
by exempting the company's property tion of territorv 4 The worst feature,
frou taxation. It is merely a koon. to however, is that practically the Syndicate
the company. Then, we hear a great can control a, large tortioii of the other
deal from day to day as to loyalty to the lands not conveyed te them. The debt
British Crown, and one would think that of Canada is now mot fat short of $160,.
the Conservative party, of this country 000,00, or $40 per head of the popula-
holds, except in some remarkable epochs tion. lfe United States, with their
of the country's history, a monopoly of 50,000,000 peole, have reduced theil
that virtue. But, when arguments are debt to $38 per head, after one of the
scarce, and when abuse of the other side most expensive wars on record. They
becomes nauseous or tiresome, and pro- have limitlesq resources within theu-
phecies fail to impress, this is a very selves, and a streaut of immigration,
fertile subject to dwyell upon. Now, any averaging nearly 500,000 a year, and
hon. gentleman who has noted the cur- many of thei are, during the last year
rent of events which have been taking or two, Canadians. At the present ratio
place in all the older countries of the of change our debt will, in a few years,
world, will discover that although the double that of the United States per
people have been born, cradled and capita, and yet, with these things starlng
brought up under the regine of the old us la the face, we are asked te add im-
feudal system, and are, therefore, more or mensely todebt without receiving any
less accustomed to it fron their infancy, cemnensurate returns, and ail tiis pro-
vet in Russia, Germany, France, and fessediy in the interests of loyalty and
even'in fair Erin berself there grows up patriotism ! Buitd up weaithy monepe-
among the poor people a feeling that the lies te sap the vitals of the country;
concentration of wealth, monopolies and make the poor poorer, aud the rich
power, - is objectionable and harmful, richer, and yen will need an outiay of
and should not be tolerated. , I am not another $100,000 a year te draw
prepared to say one word in favor of the in foreigneus enough te make up
many isms which are atflicting many for the exodus of our natives.
go vernuents of the world. Quite the Can it be supposed that the descendants
contrary, I am only speaking of facts, of the hardy pieneer of the Eastern
and saying we may as well take a glance prevînce, who were net favored with a
at the history of other countries in work- fertile soil, but who carved eut a iveli-
ing out legislation for the people of the lihood - with scanty resources -- and
Dominion. Canadians are a free people. wit bout extraneous aid - wii new wil-
They enjoy equal rights, and while this iingiy submit to be unduly taxed te sup-
dissatisfaction exists in other and older ply modern appiances for the western
countries we have had no cause for dis- prairies or the Pacifie Blope, where
satisfaction here ; but if the afflictions nature bas been represented te be go
which have brought about that state of profuse lu her beneficence 1 How eau
things which I have enumerated, and this be expected, especiaily - if their
which often culminate so disastrously, mney gees te fit the coffers of an
are to be visited upon this fair Canada of Ainerican Syndicate which is etothed
ours, it is uncertain how soon equal dis- with extraordinary power and bound by
content may prevail within our borders, ne iaw sufficient te proteot tte settlers
and the people will feel that the burdens or advance the country - afteu buying
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out an English company and expending
large annual sumis, deliver all up to a
possible foreign company with a bonus
'of $25,,000,OO and ail the railways
available ' It will be difficult to make
the people even of Nova Scotia, who
-were improperly, as I think, drawn into
this Confederation without first being
consulted at the polls, feel that while
they were retained in the Confederation
only by getting eqnal to about $2,000,-
000 on what is called " better terms,"
and thus induced to work harmoniously
with the other members of the
Confederation, . they are now required
to part with a much larger sum
without being consulted. It will cer-
tainly b4 a strange anomalv if, at this
time, without heing directly conferred
with, as to tiis important question, they
would be willing to part with five or six
millions of dollars to be expended in sub-
sidizing a foreign Syndicate, and in the
-canons of the Rocky Mountains. They
will be unwilling to admit that they are
lineal descendents of Issacher to crqpch
down between these burdens without at
least making a solemn protest.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - My hon. friend
will recollect the terms of Union with
British Columbia passed Parliament in
1871, and in the election which followed
in 1872 the Province of Nova Scotia
ratified by a large majority the action of
its representatives, by supporting the
Governmient of Sir John Macdonald.

Hon. Mr. McCLE LAN -The point I
was going to make was, that the construc-
tion of this great work under the Syndi-
.cate would impose a very large local
burden on the people, which T think may
be considered somewhat objectionable to
them, and I come to this conclusion from
the knowledge which we all must have,
that even with the better terms which
Nova Scotia obtained, it is clamoring
-now for the best termas, to use the
adjective in the regular order of corn-
parison. It is the' fashion in financial
,straits and difficulties to establish a
-a syndicate, and, I am crodibly informed,
they are about to form a miniature syndi-
cate in Nova Scotia in order to replenish
a depleted treasury. That being the
case, I am justitied in making the ob-
servation that on any -question which
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involves so largely the taxation of the
people, it would be only wise, and sub.
servient to popular rights, to give the
people au opportunity to pronounce upon
the question. I would not refer specially
to New Brunswick ; but at the
time of Confederation leading states
men gravely told the New Bruns-
wick people that the tariff would never
exceed 15 per cent., and a reduction to
12½ per cent. was more than likely
That $2.75 per capita would be the high-
est limit of taxation for revenue pur-
poses. I am very, very sorry, to be
compelled to acknowledge that a great
and oppressive " re-adjustment" has
taken place since that period, and these
pledges have been found void of ail
sincerity, and are deliberately and igno-
minousiy broken. Six dollars per
head is now within the mark. under a
tariff which is tending to depopulate the
country even in these prosperous times.
Under such .circumstances, it cannot
reasonably be expected that New Bruns-
wick will be grateful to this Govern-
ment for adding this useless additional
burthen. That Province may, however,
derive some indirect advantaga from the
wealth of individuaLs of this Syndi-
cate, united with local enterprise, in
furtherence of opening up a short
commercial route to St. John and hasten
the making of that city 'a' place of
winter shipment, though a still shorter
route cannot long be delayed. Now, as
regards the second company, a good deal
has been said with reference to the men who
,compose it. The hardest assertion that I
heard made against the first Syndicate
was, that if the second company should
get the contract, their rivals would be
revengeful and cripple their resources.
that is brought forward as an argument
why the second offer should not be con-
sidered, and that is the only thing I have
heard that was disrespectful to Syndi-
cate No. 1 ; and I do not believe that
anything of the kind would take place.
But as regards the second Syndicate,
a considerable number of expressions

.have been used that might not be con-
sidered the most respectful, and Brad-
street has been quoted to bring some-
thing against their financial standing.
Now, I happen to know one of those
gentlemen., He has not been always in
political accord with myself, but as one
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who has worked his way from very hum-
ble beginnings by the energy of his char-
acter, I can speak of hin in nothing else
but words of praise. He is not only a
gentleman of great wealth, whatever
others may say about him, but a gentle-
:nan of extraordinary enterprise, ninifi-
cence and charity, who is doing very
much for the province in which lie lives.
I am sorry, therefore, that he is repre-
sented as a sort of eelemosynary charac-
ter, deriving what money he bas from
the gentlemen of the first Syndicate, and
that, therefore, the second company derive
their backbone from the first. I would
infer from that statement that the Syndi-
cate had los, its backbone altogether
With reference to the gentlemen who
made the second offer, they have given a
better guarantee than was required.
The Government stipulated for $1,000,-
000 ; the second company deposited
$1,400,000. It is easy to understand
that they have not deposited that money
as a sham - that they intend it to be a
guarantee for this work if they should be
negotiated with and treated as such a
body of gentlemen might reasonably
expect, and therefore I think the
observations which have been made about
them would have been better unsaid. I
do not know personally the standing and
character of these gentlemen, but I know
the reputation of many of them. If
Bradstreet is to be taken as gauging the
character of gentlemen with whom the
Government are to negotiate, it wonld
be difficult perhaps to find the standing
of the gentlemen composing the' irst,
Syndicate, for [ think some of then are
not rated at all, and, therefore, having
no rating in Bradstreet they have no
standing at all. But there ia one pecu-
liarity connected with this second
Syndicate. They have not the merit of

being United States citizens, which some
hon. gentlemen, the hon. Senator from
Amherst among them, regard as a great
desideratum. They are not likely to
hand this monopoly,with all its rights and
immunities over to Mr. Vanderbilt or Jay
Gould, for the reason that being .British
subjects themselves they agree, -if their
proposition is accepted" by the Govern-
ment, to open stock books in the chief
cities of Canada, wherein any
persons blessed by a kind Pro-
vidence with surplus capital may
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have a chance to join in. this great Cana-
dian work. I think that is a condition
of things which every loyal citizen of this
country would prefer to the condition of
things mentioned, by my hon. friend, and
there is no use eavilling about the amount
of money, or saying that the $1,400,00
deposited is not as good a guarantee a-s
no deposit. They have given a larger
guarantee than was stipulated for, and
before the first Syndicate have deposited
a dollar for the purpose of going on with
this work. Whether the offer of the
second Syndicate will save nine or ten
millions, it does not inatter, they have
come in, at all events, very inopportunely.
They do not propose to restrict the
future settlers in the North-West froin
the right which all municipalities ought
to have of regulating their own affairs
and imposing necessary taxation upon al.
lands within their limits. . They are
willing to pay customs duties on the
material& which enter into the construe-
tion of the road. 1 know I can speak for
my Zew Brunswick friend, the " back-
bone " of them. He la not particularly
favorable to the National Policy, but I
think lie is willing to give a loyal obedi-
ence to the laws of the country, and will
ing, so far as the Syndicate goes, to pay
his regular quota i the construction of
this vork, towards filling up a treasury
which will need repleting and filling up,
unless a merciful Providence continues
to favor us with abundant harvests and
conîtinued good times. They ask for no.
railway monopoly at all. Some hon.
gentlemen think monopolies are just the
thing for a Dew country, and they throw
around themn the mante of prophecy, and
predict all manner of good things for the
settlers in the North-West arising froni
this monopoly. This second Company
also confer upon the Government the
right to resume the road if they should
wisl to do so on any further occasion.
They are also willing to be guided and
governed more specifically in the matter
of tolls and rates than the other syndi-
cate are. Then they say that if the peô-
ple of the Dominion should at some future
time decide that they cannot afford to open
np the all rail route through our own
territory and should say, "While we
are sensitive about the rights acquired by
British Columbia under the mad hargain.
made ten years ago, we in the eastera
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end of the Dominion have also some tbe staterent made, but not proved.
rights and requirements to be attended. erhaps these hon. gentlemen know the
to." When the people feeling this way capacity of these members for the work;
find it desirable to suspend the construc- for nyself, . niust say that I do not
tion of the eastern end and build a coin- know, but 1. think it k unfair to traduce
mercial route first, in order that Montreal the character of Canadian gentlemen
may become a greater centre than it is, unless there is sore proof for the state-
and the other leading cities assume larger ments. Some hon. gentlemen gravely
proportions, and the Government, accedi- stated wo shouit support this Bil
ing to the wishes of the people, whose although the bargain was made in secret,
servant they are, so decide, then these for the reason that the Governnent are
gentlemen bind themselves to construct bonnd in honor to carry it eut, and con-
the Sault line. But some lion. gentle- ceived when they maie it that they had
men say that this second Syndicate must sufficient power Vo bind the people of tli%
be put down because they do not agree to country %Yithoit having consulted them'.
build the line north of Lake Superior or When I beard those observations I feU
to build the western section and run it -- like saying te those gentlemen who ut-
that thty only agree to build the centre tered them, IWeil, yen are not in th(
section. Is that true ? Why do hon.' Gvernment yet." I (Ie net propose now
gentlemen put forward such statements to dispute the fact that the honor of the
as that to go forth to the country i There Goverument is pledged, but the members.
is nothing of the kind in the proposed of this fouse are net pledged, and the
agreement. They merely say if the Oeople cf this country are net beund by
people find that it is desirable that any this agreement. The couitract innat cein@
portion of this work should be suspended before the three estates before it is rati-
and the Government so direct, they will fied. and it is now befere us for our ac-
be obedient to the Government and the ceptance or rejection. We have a higher
people, and, therefore, the argument duty than merely te register the debisions
which has been so liberally used is in cf the ether fouse, as suggested by the
reality no argumeht, and is, in fact, con- chief organ, and be preparet te abandon
clusive evidence to my mind that these ail the rights cf this Senate. Why do
hon. gentlemen are devoid of arguments hon. gentlemen ays that this is a bargain
to sustain this policy which will meet which we are bound te acceptî The
with the reprobation of the people cf hon. gentleman from Tronto (Mr..
Canada. One hon. gentleman says he Allen> said, "If yen were te let a con-
deplores after ail the minshaps tract for the building cf a heuse, and
which might have occurred to the about the tue the contractth was te
Conservative party of which he is commence work yen should receirc a
a member, he feels more like offering much lower offer fron another source-,
congratulations than using arguments. would yen uiot feel that you wcre bound
Well, I have no doubt of that, because by your acceptance of the first offer Y'
tha.t is exactly what he did, for argument That is quite truc ; but suppose, on the
in favor of this Bill I could not discover ether haut, that the house was built by
in ail his fine speech. And then we are a tenant, aud this ccntract which he had
told how dear to the people of Canada made hi, by the ternis cf his agreeisent
this Conservative Government, but ail itself, te Le subjet te the ratification of
through their speeches there cropped up the landlord, and if befere that coutract
expressions which indicated fear of the was laid before the eyes cf -the landiord
results of the next election, because they another contract, net only mach chea»er,
contended that the only harn in accept- but aise embracing conditions which
ing the second offer would be the danger would renter the landlerd*s tenants fer
that in the event of a change of Govern. ail tine ta cone happier in every way,.
ment the two ends of the road would be do yen suppose that landierd would be
abandoned and a Liberal Government acting dishouestly if he acceptet the
might remain in power. Then, as to the second offer, or at ail events declinet a<,
finaucial connections of the second Syn- ceptance cf the first tili he could further
dinate, some hon. gentlemen have discov- consider and determine what was for the
ered that they have noue. I have' heard »est? But we are treated, as before-
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stated, when argument fails, with abuse
of the other side, and muy hon. friend
from Londonderry (Mr. Metelan),
in the exuberance of his imagination, bas
devoted his power of ridicule to the late
Liberal Administration, and then to the
members of this second Syndicate - and
he has taken rather a wide range, when
he refers to Beaconsfield, Bradstreet and
blue-jays to support his theories. It is
well known with what energy and perse-
verance this honorable body labored to
discover every possible waste of nioney,
or mistake iii policy, on the- part of the
late Government, and with what perti-
nacity the extra purchase of steel rails
in a falling market, the seeming high
value awarded for Kaministiquia lands,
and the Neebing Hotel and Fort Frances
Lock outlay, in order to utilize the
large Tory expenditure on the Dawson
route, were in this Chamber charged
as mistakes only, but throughout the
country, at every Conservative gath-
ering, they were transformed into favor-
itism, corruption and crime. No niatter
how often it was explained that these
transàctions were largely the result of the
initiatory policy of their predecessors, or
errors of judgncnt on the part of en-
gineers or of arbitrators - no matter
how often these exaggerated charges
were wholly and completely refuted or
explained -they stili must constitute
the staple items of popular tirades, and
be driven to use such paltry accusations,
because those using them could fiaw
nothing more tangible. But, hon. gen-
tlemen, what has the resuscitation of all
this to do with this question now before
the country 1 The ex-Premier, too, bas
been lengthily referred to in a very de-
rogatory manner, but during the years of
his administration of the Government,
though laboring under the great disad-
vantage of following a reckless and ex-
travagant Government, with the coun-
try committed to their unfortunate
policies, and with the reduction of
revenue arising from the great depression
of trade aJl over the world, I have
never yet heard one of bis opponents
bold enough to charge the ex-Premier
with any wilful waste of public money,
much less any corrupt application of
funds for the benefit of himself or his
friends. He may have, in the eyes of
his opponents, made mistakes - who in

lon. Ml1r. 3lcClelan.

this frail world does not I - but no hon.
gentleman in this Parliament has ever
ventured to throw .any discredit upon
him in the direction I bave indicated,
and when the future historian comes to
draw truthfully the political portraits of
the statesmen of the past decade, and a
record of past Canadian episodes be in-
scribed on history's pages, it will be
an exceptionally striking memento for
all future time, that in the midst of
Canadian politics the five years of ad-
ministration were so conducted that not
one single charge of dishonesty or favor-
itism has been ever alleged against one
whose great abilities were only employed
for straightforward, honest purposes. In
bis references to the late hon. fremier
my bon. friend might very properly,
under present circumstancès, have used
more moderation, and contented himself
by suggesting that on Hon. Mr. Macken-
zie's retirement froi active political life
he would inscribe over his portals merely
the words requiescat in pace ; but
my hon. friend indicates as a suitable
epitaph the old exploded election stories,
" Steel rais," " Kaministiquia," &c., &c.
Let me remind him that whenever he
shall need such inscriptions for hie lead-
ers lie will have a very lengthy list of
suggestive transactions from which he
may select most appropriately. For one
we might inscribe under heraldic devices
"Only $10,000 more," " These bands
are clean." For another, who controls
the railways of this country 1 and who
is the prime inover iii this Syndicate,
we miglit find some very appropriate
enes, but I will leave the hon. gentleman
from Londonderry himself to make the
selection, because, from the record of
his earlier years in Nova Seotia, he
could select one much more appro-
priate than any I wish to suggest.
Of my hon. friend himself, whose keen
satire may be at times wrongly directed,
I cannot make any unfavorable refer-
ence. His talents and energy, employed
so persistently in support of. this Tory
Government, have been to it of invalu-
able service. He has, no doubt, misled
bis friends by contributing to his party a
moral strength and a higher status -
attributes so much needed - and after
he shall have enjoyed the sweets of
office, for which he is so well fitted, And
retired to reflect over past exploits, 1
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hope his political epitaph may be noth- I say it witlout personal ili feeling, but
ing worse than that proposed by an emi- purely in a political sense-that, applic-
nent Irish statesman, and written by one able to him are those words of an Eng-
who was a countryman and contemporary lish poet, adiresmed to one Ôf the earlier
of him, from whom both he and I claim kinge of Britain, when a royal edict went
a common ancestry forth to destroy the bards of Wales,
"lere Ifes our good statesman, woe because the warned the people of their

wasuch principalitYof the dangers whch beet
We scarcely can praise It or blame it too thern froin the exactions and tyranny of

much, their royal masters
Who, bo-n for the universe, narrow'd bis

mind, IRuin seize thee, ruthless king
And to party gave up what was meant for Confusion on tby banners wait,

mankind." Tho'fann'd by conquests crimson wing,
They moci'k the air witl idie itate.

Already do hon. members begin to real- Helm nor hauberk's twistea mail,
ize the danger of depending too much on Nor e'en thy virtues, tyrant. eh-l avait
the credulity of a misgoverned people. To save thy secret sout from nighty fears,
Political calunny and persistent abuse From Cambrias curse, from Uawbria's
of the Liberal party and its trusted teara!'
leaders May . have for a day srved an If s Canada" ho substitited for Cambria
ignoble purpose ; but, notwitbstandine te similitude wilt be more complete. I
ail the efforts of a subsidized. presk, the desire again to apolozize, hon. gentie-
scales will fait from the people's eyes. men, for so long claiining your attention
And after the protest froi the legisia- and to esproyss y gratitude for the
tare of the prairie province; the stil extraordinary patience and kindness
more emphatic expression of the people wJiich have been at this late hour ad.
of that beautiful isiani province of stage of the debate extended to me. I
Prince Edward, wlio have so boldly amn aware that %Il around me are gentie-,
spoken ont in their own defence; the ne in wealth,. in political experience,
nistakeable indignation of the other in influence and talent vastly My Bupe-

provinces down by the son, whero mur- riors, and rnany of whose opinions I a
murings of discontent everywhore pro- too nfebly endeavoring to controvert. If
vail•; after the signal failure of the very I have spoken, at times, too warimly, my
abl. advocates ot thie measure te show words have only indicated my feelings.
its useftiess or safety -the gildTd so- I have spoken from no rrtizan stand--
phistry employed to glose over its hide- point. The obtigations te a party pale
OUa defects - after another and before obligations to one's country. Can-
infinitely botter offer lias been ada is the land of-my birth; in it hope
made by a Canadian company, which t live and expeet to die, and al through
would savo to Canada, not nly the couLse of this debate I have wihed
atoney, but ais her commerce, ier credit, for the pow r and eloquenc of my on.
hler character and the loyaty of er friend fron Cumberland, who so wel
peope ; after very effort which bas prtcosmands th applaus of a listening
been Made te point ont th enormity of sonate," or the fr e and fluent tongue of
tis proceed g; its great angere in the the ioho gentleman fro n Richmond, an
light of past Canadian history, and theo silent now on this question, whose
uannecessary finaucial burthen it will speeches in his earlier provincial career-
ipose; and if ignoring nce in defence of popular rigts I used to
te popular will, on suof a uew and su- read with pleasre; or th advantages of
pendous question, over which the people many other gentlemen around, whose
ha not in the future exercise sufficient potent utterances are s often heard in
ontrol thoe rigot hon. gentleman, who t s Chamber, and then I might show

enjoys sucl peisonal influencé and pos- more forcibly to the pople's representa-
esses s many subservient supporters, ji ties the hideous caracter of this propo.

deliberately determined to force. tus sition in aU its naked deformity, and 
seoret bargain on an unwilling people would more effectively point out that if
and bind and lsokle for ah coming time io, gentlemen hope te maintain a
this young Dominion; tlen say - and proper respect for the functiona and.

Hon. fr. cCelan.
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rights, and usefulness of this Chamber,
especially in guarding provincial rights ;
if they wish to ietain for their Govern-
ment a place in the hearts and affections
of the Canadian people; if they desire-to
preserve the loyalty of those who toil for
liailv bread while the favored few are
elotited in fine linen and fare sumptu-
ously ; if they wish to preserve the wel-
fare. and promote the prosperity of the
people of Canada, they will pause before
they irrevocably ratify an act so injudi-
<ious and dangerous in its results.to the
best interests of our comnion country.

Hon. Mr. BOYD - At thisi late period
of the debate, when all that is possible to be
said bas been said, I would not add a
word, were it not that, as a representa,
tive of oneof the chief commercial cities of
the Dominion, it might be expected that
I should not give a siler.t vote. I desire
therefore to put on record what I consider
our duty at this gre't crisis in our his-
tory. I believe that not a day should be
Iost in bringing this debate to an end, for
the interests involved are so nany,
the objects to be attained so important,
it is time that deeds took the place of
words, and the navvy's spade supplanted
the reporter's pencil. Some eighteen
husndred years ago the question was
asked, "What is truthi?" and we have
1,een searching for it ever since ; men
take such strange views that often they
allow their interests to choke the warn-
ings of conscience; truth remains at the
bottom of the well, and never reaches the
surface. In this discussion we had the
truth plainly set before us in relation to
this question, in the admirable presenta-
uon of the case by the lion. the leader of
the Government, while, for three days, the
hon. leader of the Opposition. with a
degree of ability and ingenuity worthy
of a better cause, sought to cover up this
truth, to hide it in a thicket of underbrush,
and each hon. Senator, im his turn, bas
contributed of his ability, to raake con-
verts to his views. So that we, simple
ones from down by the sea, are almost
lost in the mist of debate. Let us for a
moment pierce this, and see where we
stand. That this road muet be carriec
out to the end at some time is granted
on all sides. We have the deliverance
of the Premiers on both sides, that it mus
be constructed from enet to west, f rom

Hon. Mr. McClelan.

end to end. Our liability is undoubted.
" Its in the bond ; " this agreement must
be cancelled by all the oontracting
parties, or* the promises carried out, or
we muet stand before the world branded
as covenant breakers. Are we preparei
for that ? Would it pa.y, even if we took
no higher view 1 We are assuming large
obligations, and the way in which these
are met will be watched with keen eyes,
by friends, as well as enemies, and if at
the threshold of ou r national existence
we violate our agreement with one of
our own confederated states, because their
people are few, and the work heavy, as
some propose to do, the judgnent would
be against us, for the world would rightly
conclude that the same unfaithfulness
might characterise other transactions,
and for this we are nat prepared.
We have not -adopted, and we
do not propose to adopt the
doctrine of repudiation just yet.
How then are we to finish this work 1
Both parties have tried it as a govern-
ment work, and both desired a eompany
to take it off their lande. They both
have lad sufficient experience of the dif-
ficulty which in a thousand forme besets
governmental construction; the indefinite-
ness of the cost - the impossibility of
unrestricted action - the obstructions of
political officialism, "for many will en-
treat the favor of the prince, and every
one is a friend to him that giveth gifts."
All these led both Governments to seek
for a company. The Government of 1872
liad siuch an offer from a company with
Sir Huglh Allan at its head, the terme of
whidh were in brief

54,500,000 acres of land $2. 109,0,00
Cash subsidy.................. 30'000,000

$139,000,000

The Governmnent which succeeded at-
tempted to carry it on as a goverament
work, but they, too, in 1877, offered to
any company':-

55,940,000 acres of land $2,.... $ 111,880,000
Cash subsidy $10,000 a mile. .. 29,779,000
Government guarantee -4 per

cent. on $7,500 a mile, say. 20,997,500

$162,629,500
1 This is known as the Mackenzie offer.
s Even this large offer of sone
t $160,000,000 did not attract any
s bidders, although advertised far and
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wide. In 1880 the pSesent Govern-
ment obtained froma Parliament a
grant of 100,000,000 acres of land, and,
with this in their hand, " the sowers
went forth to sow." And the crop was
a Syndicate, of great financial and com-
mercial experience, who offered to do the
work from the rising of the sun to the
going down of the same,
For cash ................. $25,000,000
Work done, value............... 28,000.000
Land, 25,000.000 acres, $2........ 50,000,000

$103,000,000

or for $36,000,000 less than the Allan
êontract, or $57,000,000 less than Mr.
Mackenzie offered, an offer made by him
in good faith, and which, if it had been
accepted, would have put upon our
country a debt of $57OOU,C00 more than
is proposed under the arrangement now
before us ! I have no doibt, too, that
the company getting it would have
secured as fuil arrangements as the
present, for niost anxious were the Gov-
ernnient to get rid of it, and I have very
great faith in Mr. Mackenzie's practical
good sense and judgment w hen not
dealing with party questions, anid have
reason to know that, as Accoucheur
(eneral of the great party of which he
was leader, he would have made conces-
sions, as lie was mnost anxious to rid
it of this very troublesome baby. I give
him back the office and title which that
hon. gentleman conferred upon me,
during my absence, while ho was on a
political mission in aid ofhis supporters
in St. John. Mr. Mackenzie's estimate
of the cost of the road, with land at a
dollar an acre, was $100,000,000, while
his friend, Sir Richard Cartwright, esti-
mated it at some $150,000,000. But then
his estimates are not accepted generally.
They are much likeArtemus Ward's bear.
The opposition to the present measure
seems very much like that to another
great measure, which my friend the Min-
ister of Railways introduced in Nova
Scotia, and which was as violently op
posed there as this is here. While
speaking to one of his opponents who had
formerly been a warm advocate of the
very measure which he was then oppo.
ing, and reminding him of his inconsis
teney, he did not, like his brethren of the
present day, plead that " circuntances
had changed : " he honestly owned up anc

Ian. Mr. Boyd.

said to me -" Ilt is ail very well for you
to talk, but suppose you had gone al over
the world, and gath3red a valuable col-
lection of wild beasts, and just as you had
got up the tent, and gone to the door to
take the money, a confounded fellow like
Tupper should come along and say,
' Here, get out of this, Il take the money
at the door.' How would you like that 1 "
Sir Charles is again in charge of the door,
but his admission fee is less than Mr.
Mackenzie's, and as the country has to
pay for the entrance, the country prefers
the present door keeper in that department.
Much like a gentleman who came to me
in St. John during the adjournment, de-
nianding uy views and intentions toward
this question. Finding that he knew little
about it, I said, " Here, now, be candid,
you don't care about the Syndicate or the
railroad eizher; you only want to get the
present Govern.nent ont, and the Mac-
kenzie-Blake Government in." He re-
plied, " That's it, that's what I want, and
we're going to get up a meeting and a pe-
titiozi to carry it." Well, the petition
was got up, but the meeting was not;
they held it in Halifax instead ; the Gov-
ernment is still in, and if I may judge
from the pleasant countenances of my
friends, the leaders opposite, they intend
to remain in, - so that the people rather
enjoy this battle of the railway if
the fight did not cost so much ; it
is only the old « fight of the Outs
and the Ins, only that and nothing more.
But to return : The Government propose
to make the lands pay for the road noces-
sary to get to them-these lands, which
cai only be made valuable by a railway,
and without one are of very little value.
What these values are, time only can de-
termine ; the more they are worth, the
better for both the Governnent, the Syn-
dicate, and us all, and 1 an sure there
are few, very few, 1 hope, a small but
determined band, who would not be
pleased to see all prosper. This great
road, with its connections - and the
Syndicate will have to make many such
to get its land bonus - will also render,
the Government lands beside theirs valu-
able, and from the reserve of 75 millions,
thus interlaced by these linos, the Govern-

- ment will secure funds, from which it
will recoup itself in the money expended.
It was a wise saying of old George Pease,

1 the Quaker capitalist and friend of Ste-
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phenson, " Let the country but make the
railroads, and the railroada will make the
country." Our experience has verified
this, agair, and again, both on land and
water. Some forty years ago, when
Canada expended four millions of pounds
in cutting canals through this country ;
the ruined people cried out against the
policy that entailed such a 'burden upon
them ; the British Government came to
their relief and guaranteed the debt,
and these canals, which were to ruin,
built up this country; wheat worth only
Is. 6d, in the interior sold at 5s. on the
seaboard, and yet the farmers, who were
thus benefited, were loudest inu their
condemnation of these canals, like their
brethren in England, who hunted the first
railway surveyors from off their lands,
with dcgs and guns; aiming at the de-
struction of those, who were doing a
work which was to raise their country,
and especially themselves, to the highest
point of prosperity. But, after all, the
value of these lands is all conjecture;
whatever may happen the Syndicate, the
country is safe ; the lands will be here,
and the people on them, and every one of
these settlers will be worth, at least,
$100 a year in labor, and one quarter of
that in revenue ; and this Company in its
own defence is bound to secure these
settlers upon it as early as possible. It
would be amusing if it were not sad to
mark the change of opinion as to the
value of these lands, given at different
times by the same men, under " changed
circumstances." it is not creditable to
their political consistency, and while I
gaze on this picture, and on that, I an
reminded of the lines of Lowell:-

"A ginoine statesman, shood be on his guard,
Ef he must hev 'beliefs not to believe 'cm too

hard,
For ez shure es ho does, he'll be blartin 'em

out,
Without regardin the natur o' man more'n a

spout,
Nor it don't ask much gumption, to pick out a

flaw,
In a Party, wbose leaders are loose in the jaw,
And so in our own case, I venture to hint
Thet we'd butter not air our perceedins in

print,
For wben ye've done ail yer real feeling to

smother,
The darned things will up, and mean sumthin

or 'nother."

The poet must have had prophetic inspir-
ation and seen the course of the Opposi-
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tion leaders on this railway and land
question. The hon. Senator from Albert
stated that it was promised we should
have seven millions of people by our next
census in this Dominion. Who is to
blame for the shortage I Had this road
been constructed at the time of the
Allan contract we should now have had
it in operation and the increased popula-
tion promised would have been there.
Whoever may be blameable, the party
of the present Government canne be.
Now, I have had some practical experi-
ence of Syndicate, or rather companies,
and land grants in New Brunswick.
With others, I was lured into the son-
struction of a line of narrow gauge of
some 200 miles, through a magnificent
and partly settled country ; we had a*land
grant of 10.000 acres a mile, choosing
the best, with exemption from tax-
ation for ten years,with other exemptions.
The hon. Senator from Albert conplains
of the exemptions of this railway Syn-
dicate from taxation. How is it that
he is so careful of what lie conceives to-
be the interests of people thousands of
miles away, but neglectful of those at
his own door i The charity which be-
gins s t home, ought to have asked for
taxation of the land and stations there,
but 1 do not remember that he ever
raised his v ,ice there, and yet this ex-
emption of roadbed and station, is en-
joyed by the railroad passing through hii
own county, and by every other railroad
in .New Brunswick-has been so settled by
Act of Assembly, and any road can claim
these privileges under this act to-mort ow 1
fie also is eloquent in his dennnciation
of monopolies. Why, the whole history
of trade and commerce is a history cf
monopolies ! Special privileges granted to
enterprise and capital to use in the
development of new industries, the dis-
covery of new countries. Sone of the
most brilliant pages of British history
are those of monopolies; among those
the East India Company, with some
blots, yet it did good work, and laid
the foundations of great wealth and
power for Britain. When monopolies
accomplish their purpose, they are
bQught out or voted ont. From what
I know of some of the men in this
monopoly, should their emigration plans
succeed, their history will be as bril-
liant in, and as useful to our country.
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This ofler of the Government was placed
before the capitalists of Great Britain;
they would have none of it, and then
little New Brunswick took it up.
What visions of power, fame and fortune
came up before us! IHow the press did
abuse thisàring of speculators ; how the
people, in their might. were called to
rise up and punish the Government, and
Parliament, which had given away their
lands to us monopolists, and the changes
were rung on this " exemption from
taxation" cry, as is being done now.
To-day, there are two millions of
acres of the finest lands in New Bruns-
wick hold by this railway company, one
tenth of the whole area of the Province,
and these lands are becoming valuable
by the labors of those who have
farms contiguous, j ust as the Syndicate's
lands on the Canadian Pacific, settled by
their emigrants, will benefit the Govern-
ment lands alongside: one part of the
country is aiding the other, for if one
iember of the body is benefited so are

all. Our road, constructed on a nar-
row gauge, through a settled country,
connected with the cities of St. John,
Fredericton, Woodstock and other pros-
perous populous places, and yet we never
received even the interest on our invest-
mont. Many of the bonds were sold at
25c. on the dollar, and the Company
was glad to sell out the road and lands
for what they had paid years ago, with-
out interest. So that we in New Bruns-
wick have had our experience of rail-
roads.; first under Government construc-
tion on the Intercolonial, the European
and North American, the New Bruns-
wick and Canada, the Albert County,
the St. Martin's, the Grand Southern,
and the New Brunswick, with its com-
pany and land grant, and from like ex-
periences we all earnestly pray that we
may in the future be delivered. We,
down by the sea, have our undeveloped
resources, as well as you in the interior,
and I desire te say a word on this point
before I sit down. We have lands to be
settled, valuable as any in this Domin-
ion, and for this reason we desire to have
this matter of a trans-continental railway
Settled for all time, and settled to the
arnount of our liability, which, under
this offer, will be little more than
82,000,000 a year, without the cost of
running and repaire. We desire it, too
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because when in the east we ask for
means for our land or maritime projects,
we shall be no longer met with the ex
cuse of the expenditure on the Pacific.
When, too, all this can be effected
through and from the sale of our reserved
land in the North-West, should not
every maritime member most heartily
endorse this policy I I cannot, dare not,
give a silent vote on this question, much
more, a vote against it. With this great
railway finished from ocean to ocëan, I
see realized the words which, twenty-
five years ago, when advocating another
lino, I addressed to the Chamber of
Commerce in St. John -

" Looking at our position with regard to
Lower Canada, St. John snust yet become the
winter seaport of that country, if we prepare
for it. Portland has already taken from us a
portion of this trade, and the geographical
and political bearings of our Province with
Canada render it necessary that this trade
should not extend in that direction. The
Canadians prefer an outlet through British
territory, and surely, when it is so plainly for
eur benefit, we shall not hesitate to meet
them.

« We look forward to the early action of
Great Britain in adopting as her own the con-
templated scheme for uniting the eastern and
western hemispheres, by the Atlantic and
Pacific Rallway ; the advantages te Britain of
such a connection muet appear to the most
casual observer of her present and past diffi-
culties in the East. It would give her in con-
trolling these difficulties advantages
which would far outweigh the first
cost of such a road. An ocean
port near us, must be the Atlantic
terminus, Vancouver'@ Island, the probable
Pacific terminus, connecting there with the
East Indies and China by powerful steamers.
Our connection with Canada will place us in a
direct line with this great wotk, and St. John,
in a few years, may thus rise to the position of
the Liverpool of British America.

.. * , 0 0 0 0 s

"Instead, too, of allowing political parti-
sanship, or geographical accidents, to sbade
our eyes and dull our perceptions - instead
of looking at a Government merely as the dis-
pensers of patronage, to be torn asunder at
every new appointment - let us assist in car-
rying into effect broad and statesmanlike
views on these great questions of railroads,
emigration, the settlement of our wild lands,
ocean steam navigation, ocean fisheries, mines,
our agricultural and manufacturing power.
This question of railroad extension should be
especially removed beyond the pale of party
strife. As the British Parliament treat of
India, we should treat of railways; this should
be viewed as a great question, affecting the
chief interests of our country ; thus by a union of
all, for the good of all, we can easily overcome
difficulties which now appear insurmountable.
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l Instead of arraying sectional interests one
against the other,-the north against the south,
and the east against the west-let us unite on
our common country and make it what it
ought and will be, the free, prosperous Pro-
vince of New Brunswick, whose hardy sons
will earn for themeelves, in their own country,
that wealth and prosperity which they seldom
fail to secure when they go to those lands
where there is scope for their enterprise and
payment for their labor; and thus, instead of
seeing, as we have too often seen, our working-
men leaving us for the Far West, we shall
have them pushing on in their own land
those works of enterprise in which they
never fail to take the lead abroad, and be
blessed with that health which is too often
lost in the ague swamps of the Far West, or
amid the arid plains of the further West."

The railways 1 tnen advocated have been
constructed and in operation many years ;
by new combinations, and some of these
are in the hands of this Pacifie Syndicate,
we in St. John will soon offer the short-
est direct route to the sea for Quebec,
Ontario and the great North-West. We
shall then see our magnificent piers laden
with the passengers and freight of the
great ocean steamers lying beside them ;
and with only one change, from their
embarkation in Europe until they reach
British Columbia, those who will not
remain with us. The Syndicate have
already purchased and paid for the New
Brunswick Railway, it will form part of
the all-rail route fron the Pacifie to St.
John, which will at least become the-
winter port of this great combination,
being the nearest, through British terri-
tory, to the sea. Already lines of
steamers are being built for this very
route, and we shall have in this Company,
by land and whter, the greatest emigra-
tion agency the world has ever seen,
and by this means the Syndicate may
gain in peopled lands what they will
assuredly lose in the construction and
running of their railroad. When the
father of railways was before a parlia-
mentary committee, on their inception,
one hon. member asked, " Suppose there
should corne a cow upon the track,
what would be the result 1" Ris
quiet answer was, " I pity the coo."
So when I look at this contract, and all
that it involves; what the Syndicate is
to do, and what to get, the time to do it
in, and the mode and kind of payment,
and the running of the road for ten years
after, which is one of the chief points
secured, as all who know the history of
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railways through a new country can at-
test; while I have great confidence in the
ability of its members, their financial
skill and shrewdness, yet I cannot envy
them. I pity the Syndicate. They need
not offer me any stock in the enterprise ;
I know the value of peace and quietness
too well; but as they are willing, we
should not be unwilling; they enter into
it with their eyes open; it meets all our
requirements, it is a j ust bargain between
the two contracting parties, and more
than that, the fair minded people of this
country will not ask. While I believe
that a road to the Sault Ste. Marie is a
necessity, and will soon come, yet that
which is to be our great national high-
way should not so be made with part
connection by other lines; it would not he
wise policy for us, nor would it f ulfil the
conditions of the bond. We must have
our own road through our own territory,
for it will be our own for years yet, the
four out of five of our people, that an
hon. Senator affirmed were in favor of a
political change, not yet being in exis-
tence, except in the fertile imagination of
gentlemen who do not mix with the peo-
ple, and who think they can " start the
world's team when it gets in a slough,"

" For John P.
Robinson he,

Sez the world'll go right, if he hollers out, Gee !'
How the words of the hon. gentleman
from Manitoba rang through this Senate
hall last evening when he said that while
he was happy travelling through the
United States, where lie was ever kindly
treated (and who travelling there is not
kindly treated 1) yet that he was doubly
glad when again lie trod Canadian soil.
This is the sentiment which crystalized
into action will make this country one.
But mark the diversity of sentiment
among our friends on the other side :
here we are as one; but there scarcely
any two are alike. In the other branch
the Opposition have placed on record the
fact that when they get power they will
construct only a portion of the road,
leaving it without beginning or end,
while here the Opposition repudiate the
deliverances of their brethren there.
Here each hon. Senator in turn has a
different personal policy of his own, no
grand united plan on which te erect their
building, unlike that of the Government
and its supporters. Their plan matured
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in every part, strengthened in every
weak point, guided by the strong hand
and far-seeing eye of one of the most
sagacious and patriotic statesmen, whom
I pray may be long spared to us, re-
mains as it was, intact in every part, and
instead of the disjointed kaleidescopic
thing, which to-day is, and to-morrow is
not, the Government measure is before
us, one harmonious whole, challenging
admiration of its proportions, support
because of its fullness and gratitude
that we are in this well-guided bargain
to get so much and to ý ive so little.
With us in the Maritime Provinces,
nmong those whom I met. and they
were not few, tho question is, ",Shal
this Pacific Railroad, through this new
country be made with our money,
or with our lands in their territory 1"
and they prefer that it be made out of
their lands, and we keep our money.
This is the course of the Government,
and in that course they will receive the
support of the Maritime Provinces, and
every day will strengthen that view
when it is more fully presented before
them. The Opposition call a halt, or
desire to go on slowly. This is the game
>f the Northern Fcific ; thus while they
would have us sleep, under their con-
cealed opiates, the enemy would sow
tares, and the people and their trade
that they and we are seeking for, would
be diverted to the care of General Gar-
field rather than to that of the House of
Argyle. Oh, if we could only get be-
hind the scenes, and see there the hidden
hands in the United States, that have
opposed this work, we should find in-
deed some among ourselves who have
been politically blinded by the rare old
stock jobbing schemers of New York,
" whose hands were the hands of Esau,
but whose voice was Jacob's; and they
discerned them not, because their hands
were hairy." For what has infused new
life into the Northern Pacifie but the
prospects of the Canadian Pacifia ? In
the completion of the latter line, oui
American cousins see the most power-
ful competitor of theirs! Remain as WE
are, or go on, only " as our means per.
mit," as the phrase goes. Woll, oui
imeans will permit the work as here pro
-sented to us, but not as a Governmeni
work ; we could not bear the strain
which political necessity would put upon
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it under either Government, and espe-
cially under that which does not now
administer the affairs of this country,
which is, and I hope long will be, known
as Her Majesty's Loyal Opposition! I
was gratified that the hon. member
from Yorkville, who has greater faith in
the resources of his country than any
of his associates, in his enthusiasm, he was
sure that a company could be got to do
the work for $25,000,000 and 8,000,000
acres, then 5,000,000 and even for 1,000,-
000! I was waiting for a proposition
from him of a company that would offer
a handsome bonus to the Government for
the privilege of building the road. Per-
haps we may have it before the discussion
ends. But we cannot wait; the value of
money is now low, but who can tell how
long this may be I The price of rails is
now favdrable, but this may not long
continue. A. European war, which
might arise in a month, wouild change
the whole character of the money market.
From calculation, I think the present
acreage of land in this Dominion is about
2,000,000,000, and at the last census all
the land in Canada under cultivation was
only about eighteen million acres ; the
result of our 200 years' existence is this.
If it takes this time to conquer eighteen
millions, how long will it take to exhaust
the whole, of which some of our friends
are so fearful i Of course the processes
now are more rapid, and a large portion
of these better adapted to agriculture,
but the heirs and successors of the Syn-
dicate and the Senate, to the third and
fourth generation may be left to settle
that matter, while we look down upon
them with calm equanimity. But while
talking of the North-West, I would not
have you forget a great Down East in
the Province of New Brunswick, the
eastern portion of this line, where there
is a territory capable of supporting five
millions, and only a little over a quarter
of a million in it, and the land in many
parts can be had for the settlement. The
" Old Home," too, is within ten days of
it, and the great market in that old
home is always open for its products, of
which I shall have more to say at an -
other time. Some years since I had oc-
casion to write of this, and I ask its

t hearing at this time :-
" Looking at our wants, that of agricultural

produce and farm labor, we should direct our
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attention to those sections of the country
where labor can be most profitably employed;
and we at once turn to the fertile lands which
lie along the valley of the St. John, and to
those places through which, and northward of
which, our existing line of railway runs as
the great fields of successful operations.

" We have a country, the advantages of
which are known to few, even of ourselves.
On the continent of Europe, this side of the
far-famed valley of the Mississippi, there is no
part of the country offering equal advantages
with this for farming, and especially for raising
cattle. Throughout this North American con-
tinent there are two ridges of mountains, the
Rocky Mountains to the West, and the
Alleghany range to the east. The latter ex-
tend on through Pennsylvania and the
Northern States, where they take the name of
the White Mountains, continuing on and
strking New Brunswick, until they reach
Gaspé, where they make a bold descent, and
fall into the St. Lawrence, taking up their
course on the other side. These mountains
border upon us. They do not, ad in all the
Atlantic States south of us run through the
country and form an arid ridge or back-bone
nearly incapable of cultivation, but sweeping
round us, they render the counties of Charlotte,
Queen's, York, Carleton, Victoria, Restigouche,
Gloucester, Northumberland, Kent, Westmore-
land and King's one vast and well-sheltered
valley, the original bed of which has not been
dieturbed by the violent upheavings which
made these mountain ranges; and throughout
these countieswith some few exceptions, the soil
is what it has been for thousands of years, rich
and fertile beyond any Northern State of the
Union or the sister Province; while it offers
in health an advantage greater than the
valley of the Mississippi - an advantage
which we owe to the free bracing air which
ever sweeps over our beautiful valley of New
Brunswick.

" This fertility of soil, however, does
not apply to land near the sea coast,
for there, as is the case in Nova Scotia,
Maine and Massachusetts, there is a solid
rocky chain running round the entire coast,
extending inwards, on an average, thirty
miles, where agriculture is not so remunera-
tive as in the interior. But inside of this
rocky belt, which is like a natural defence, we
are rich in agricultural and mineral wealth,
which, if properly worked, will give remunera-
tion to capital and labor, second to no other
portion of the country east of the Mis-
sissippi.

" Our Province has sometimes been likened
to Scotland and the northemn division of Ire.
land, but the natural capabilities of neither of
these will bear comparison with those of New
Brunswick ; their superiority has been wrought
by their people; their indomitable energy,
directed by science, and supported by capital,
has turned the turf bogs of the one, and the
i brown heath and the shaggy wood " of the
other, into a fruittul soil, rendering themn the
cattle suppliers of the large cities, fromn their
northern bordera, even down to the metropolis
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of Britain. What le our position in this re-
spect?

c We have a Province peculiarly adapted
to the raising of cattle; as a grazing country
it is unsurpassed; our climate is just moist
enough for grass, turnips, carrots, beans, oats,
and like creps required for cattle. So true is
this, that in July and August, *while the pas-
tures of Canada and the New England States,
which border on the Atlantic, are parched
and withered, ours are green and fertile, yield-
ing abundant sustenance."

Sorme fifteen years ago we had in New
Brunswick a like agitation to this, but
then there was real thunder; now it is only
sheet-iron thunder, and we all know the
difference between the natural and the
imitation. The question was the Con-
federation of these Provinces. We had
to meet then the same speakers, some
now in another part of this building,
that we have to meet now - the men who
opposed every railway and public im-
provement, and whose advice, had it been
taken, would have given us scows instead
of steamships, carts instead of railcars,
and a speaking trumpet instead of the
electric telegraph. Then as now we had
appeals to the people's selfishness or pa-
triotism, and with wonderful adaptation
to the locality or circumstances of those
whom they sought to influence. In one
place this Union was represented as that
of England and Ireland: Ontario was
the great ogre, or the England of the
Confederacy, and New Brunswick the
Ireland of it. Members of Parliament
who afterwards occupied the high places
of this Confederacy, and were quiet
while in the enjoyment of their priv-
ileges were not ashamed te go among
the people, and frighten them with
stories of ruin more terrible than ever
" the eye beheld, the ear heard, or the
heart of man had conceived." Our
lands were to be mortgaged for
the taxes, our cows, horses, sheep, even
the poor pigs were to be driven away by
the Ontario taxgatherer; and, not satis-
fled with this exodus of the four-footed
kine, our children were to be taken, the
girls to work as slaves in their great
cotton mills, which these oppressors were
erecting to crush us, and the boys were
to be drafted away to do the military
dutv of Ontario. One of these scenes
in real life we must reproduce, which
took place within a mile of St. John. A
prominent canvasser went into a house,
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when the husband and father was out,
the mother and son in. Picturing the
happy family before him, he then changed
to sadder toues, and bewailed what the
future had in store for that family, when
"this dreadful scheme of Tilley's," as lie
called it, was carried. "What do you
mean 1" said the alarmed mother. " Oh,
your little Tommy there, when lie grows
up, wili have te fight the battles of
Canada, lie will be drafted into their
army and be lost to you for ever." The
poor woman, touched in her tenderest
relations, vows death and destruction to
" this scheme of Tilley's," the husband
was ordered to vote against him, and, so
it spread like a raging epidemic ; of
course we were defeated, as we expected
to be; there were returned Il IUnionists
and 30 Antis. Through this dense
mass of prejudice we fought for ton
months, and again went to the people,
and the verdict was reversed: we
had 8 Anti, and 33 Unionists;
and so would it be now. In a time of ex-
citement the people do not stop to think.
When the crowd, excited, asked for
therelease of Barabbas,and the crucifixion
of the Unspotted One, they offered no
reason for it to the Governor, but
cried out all the more, "let Him be
crucified," and it is ever thus.
We were almost afraid to meet an On-
tarian, but contact removed the fear ;
they are as a class, as gentle and almost
as good looking as their brethren from
down by the sea. As for the alleged evils
of union, they are not the fanlt of the
measure or its framers.; if we pay more
than was predicted, we get more back,
and if our commercial classes complain,
it is because the maritime provinces have
been in some cases, made the slaughter
market of others, and have had to contend
against unprincipled men, who were bent
upon securing a market by any and all
means. In this way, at times, majorities
are had ; but they are not permanent.
It is easier to excite a people's fears than
to convince their reason. You can do
the former by ringing a firebell, or hoist-
ing a storm drum, but it requires time,
argument, assured confidence in thein
leaders to effect the latter. One who has
for a quarter of a century uninterrupt-
edly held their cônfidence was,
for a few months, politically submerged,
but he did not bate one "jot of heart or
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hope ;" lie would not give up to party
what was meant for country, and so it
soon righted itself, and it would now, for
they who war by misrepresentation -
who to-day are, and to-morrow are not -
will niever hold the ·people's confidence;
their victory will be only temporary,
and, in the end, will prove as in the
election of '67, and in that of September,
'78, if put before the country, after a lit-
te time, only the more humiliating and
disastrous. We are here, and especially
in this exalted Chamber, beyond the din
of party - here specially to guard the
interests of the people, and surely they
have told us, in no uncertain sound, what
they want. Efforts of the most extraor-
dinary kind were resorted to to arouse
the people against this measure. Meet-
ings addressed by the ablest speakers,
and tickets of admission sent to the
faithful ; but to the faithless and unbe-
lieivng, no admission at any price. The
plate, and the begging letter, too, were
passed around, to pay for the auxiliaries
to pump up some enthusiasm; but, after
scaring up the lame, the halt and the
blind of political life, after prolonged cau-
cusses and canvassing committees, the
whole petitioning body only represents
one in thirty of the voting population,
I would rather have thirtv than one
were I running an election, and so we
shall have, if in three years the Opposi-
tion will matke the Government policy
and this Syndicate one of their
party planks; but they won't. The
people are with us, and, therefore,
the Senate should guard the people!
Why, when it was first announced that a
company had taken it off the hands of
the Government, our entire press in New
Brunswick, with the exception of ýone
small weekly, hailed the news with joy ;
but a hidden hand about some of the
committee rooms in this fair capital
touched a bell, " a change cane o'er the
spirit of their dream," the order went out
that the people must be roused by cries
of ruin, wrong, spoliation, taxation: the
same sad refrain of 1867 in doleful strains
again in 1881. But when the people saw
their old time trusted leaders, who had
all their stakes in this couutry, and who,
had they been corrupt, could have
made more out of it as a Government
work for their party, cool and deter-
mined, so were they, and the agitation
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collapsed before it began. The Bill will
pass, the road will be finished, we shall
know its cost, the coming population
which it will attract will pay for it, no
one will be the poorer, except it may be
the Syndicate, and the whole country vill
be the richer and breathe freer. Our
people are like a man on a rock, around
which the tide is rising: he has to act
promptly or the sea waveswill soon sound
their requiem over him. There are only
two ways of escape : a raft fastened to it,
poorly put together, only fit to stand on
or fish from, made up of all sorts of dis-
cordant materials that have never been
jointed together, and could not be : a bit of
Irish oak, with a piece of Scotch larch, a
big knotted shillaly, tied to a root of red
pine, and a soggy spruce log, all bound.
by a rope of straw, which the first breath
of an east wind will scatter all abroad.
Alongside, there is an old whaleboat of
Ontario oak, with a new British Colum-
bia rudder, a bow of Quebec pine, and
oars of Maritime ash ; the boat is not so
lively as it was five and twenty years
ago, but it bas weathered many a storm
on the Atlantic, and we do not fear to
trust it on the Pacifie; it led to the death
of many a monster of the deep, and ever
carried those who trusted it. And so the
man takes the whaleboat, and leaves the
raft to remain there, as it had always,
ever stationary, while fast sailing ships and
swift steamers pass it daily. The whale-
boat may be oierturned, if not properly
handled ; it was once, but soon righted
again; but the raft is sure to be, if it
leave its hold upon the rock. 1 think
the country will prefer the Government
whaleboat now, and will for the next ten
or fifteen years. Eight years ago,a cry was
got up because of the subscription to an
election fund by one of his own party,
whose party success he hoped for. For this
crime, whick few men in public life have
not committed-and he who is without
this sin, let him cast the first stone-this
nian was iot to receive, and did not
receive, even the promise of any advant-
age from the party then in, or seeking to
be placed in power. But his course,
which was the very same as was pursued
on the other side when they were tele-
graphing for large subscriptions to make
a big push, was construed into a purpose
to-bribe Parliament and buy up the
Ministry. And so, amid the noise and
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confusion, the country bewildered, lost
time, and then seven years' leanness came
upon it. Had it not been for this, we
should now have been reaping the re-
ward of a great emigration passing over
a finished road into the very shadow of
the Rbeky Mountains, and instead of my
friend, the Senator from Compton, leav-
ing us to-day to arrange in Europe for his
extensive cattle ranches under the shadow
of the rocks in the Great Lone Land, lie
would at this time have been sending
from there over the Pacifie Railway,
by ocean steamers from Halifax and St.
John, to feed our brethren across the
great deep, and to enrich us here. Time
was lost, money lost, great opportunities
lost, and " Some one has blundered !"
Shall we blunder again I Alas ! a second
blunder would, indeed, with all this
bitter experience, be worse than a crime !
We hear of a new offer, which means
only fresh delay, only that and nothing
more. From an able non-political journal
we have an epitomised history of the
whole matter of the past, and we quote
its wise words of guidance: -

" The first attempt to form a company was
made by the late Mr. Waddington who had
been a resident of British Columbia, and who
was deeply interested in the project. He and
his friends made their first attempt in Toronto,
and it has been confidently stated that some of
the very parties who afterwards applied for a
charter for the Inter-Ocean Company, in oppo-
sition to Sir Hugh Allan, refused to encourage
the original promoters, who having failed in
Canada, went in despair to the United States,
where they eventually succeeded in interesting
a number of capitalists in the scheme. It was
after the foundation had been thus laid that the
Americans applied to Sir Hugh Allan and suc-
ceeded in obtaining his support. It was never
imagined at the time that there would be any
objection to American capitalists who had been
encouraged to take an interest in the Northern
and Great Western Railways, and who were
much more likely than English capitalists to
embark in such an enterprise. No sooner,
however, did it become known that a syndicate
had been formed, embracing Sir Hugh Allan
and American capitalists, than a note of alaru
was sounded, and it was determined to make
Toronto the headquarters ot a rival company.
A powertul array of names was procured, and
subscribed to an application for a charter,
although it may be safely affirmed that hardly
an individual on the list was really disposed
to subscribe one dollar to the capital stock of
an Inter-Oceanic Railway Company. The mis-
chief, however, was done. Instead of being
grateful to and encouraging the American cap-
italists who were ready to undertake the work,
Sir Hugh Allan was compelled to abandon the
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very persons who had first invited him to join
them. The Government found it necessary to
give a pledge that Americans would be ex-
cluded from the company, and when overtures
were made to British capitalista they were re-
jected, as they have been recently. When Sir
Hugh Allan's company abandoned the enter-
prise, it is needless to assert that the Inter-
Oceanic Company did not step into the brea::h.
It had succeeded in its object of preventing the
construction of the road by Americans, aid it
was heard of no more. The question just now
is, whether it is more desirable that the road
should be constructed by the Government or
by a company, and in case public opinion
should be, as we believe it to be, favorableïo
the latter plan, then is there any hope of mak-
ing a more advantageous bargain with another
company ? We confess that, so far as we can
judge, there is none."

History repeats itself, indeed, but let the
parallel stop here ! Some of the mem-
bers of this new unformed company are

personal friends of mine, who have gone
into it without full time to consider it in
all its bearings. I could not be a party
to their injury, which I am persuaded this
contract would be. Like other contracta
made in haste,.they would repent it at
leisure, and I could not be a party to in-
jure them, or our country. While some
whom I knew were sincere in this offer,
so far as it went, the non-political and
moneyed portion of it, I have my dpubts
about the political members of it. Refer-
ence has been made by the Senator from
Albert to one gentleman of the Syndi-
cate. He is indeed a self-made man, and
benevolent to all around him, but I
hardly think that gentleman will thank
my friend from Albert for referring to
his views on political questions here. I
shall not state what they are, as 1 think
it would not be in good taste to publish
the political views of any private gentle-
man, but I may be permitted to say, and
on the highest authority, that they are
not what my hon. friend has represented
them to be. Why did not these men
make their offer before, when their own
political friends were in power to make
it easy for them î They offered terms, as
we have seen, better than is now offered.
Their own political friends asked to be
relieved of the burthen as a Government
work. Why did they not, then, respond
to this cry I Why were not the better
terns of friends preferred to the infinitely
more exacting terms of opponents 1 Why
would they not have preferred to deal
with friends, rather than opponents 1

Hon. Mr. Boyd.

The answer is plain: The offer was
made when these gentlemen were assured
that it could not be accepted. The capi-
talists of the offer were business men,
and were quite ready to take up the
prairie section (which one of them as-
sured me could be built for a very small
sum), if they could get for this, a very
large sum, but not the whole line ; and
this was promised them, and the promise
fulfllled in the amendments proposed, but
the leaders knew when they framed thei
they could not be carried. It was a cheap
mode of manufacturing political capital,
which some ot our political latter-day
saints know so well how to propoand ; a
quack medicine for which they hope to
get an enormous demand in 1883, but,
like other quack medicines, it will kill
more than it will cure, and among the
killed will be its promotr is; it may run
its little day among " the crop that never
fails," but it will not cure the political
ills of our friends who devised
it, nor laad , the people to de-
mand it, even if sugar-coated with
the names of men which., in *rdinary
commercial transactions are second to
none, but which, in this connection, can-
not be accepted. Our friends in the
Opposition seem to be ever opposing, and
have opposed all projects of advancement
in this country; what great neasure
have they carried since 1867 I Even the
two negatives of their present policy, to
build by the Sault Ste. Marie as a Gov-
ernment work, or the prairie section as
a Syndicate, cannot produce one positive;
there is nothing positive about them but
their assertions, and these in some places
are very positive. My hon. friend from
Albert asks where we get our authority
fer the laying aside of a portion-of this
road. I refer him to the a mendments of
his own friends in another place. Not
all the protesta of the framers of these
can wipe thema out. Like Lady Macbeth,
they will say years hence ; -

c Here's the smell of the blood still; all the
perfumes of Arabia will not sweeten this hand."

I prefer therefore to leave this
matter in the hands of statesmen
who have made their record in the
uniting and consolidating of this great
country, rather than with those who op-
pose this, and seem to prefer this country
should be the hanger-on of another, or
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become part of that other.

[SENATE.]

A friend of 1
mine, building in St. John, had offers
from a first-class firin to heat at a cost of
$2,500, and premised -him the job. An-
other of less experience came in after-
wards and offered to do it for $2,000.
Under the pressure of a limited purse,
he gave the second one the job ; but my
friend had to pay for the second's experi-
ence ; he had to go back to the first, it
cost him great labor and anxiety
and $1,000 more, than if he had ac-
cepted the first offer. I am fear-
ful of delay in - the settlement of
of this question, for if, after years of
waiting, under an offer of better terms,
we have only these two, I dread the
danger of playing with the first offer,
and of having put upon the country
again the responsibility of this work by
a government. When a young lad I was
sent to buy a pair of fowls, and the
owner asked me a dollar for them. I
left him because I thought the demand
too great. le was the only possessor of
the fowls, and he knew it ; and when I
went back the price had gone up to $ 1.50.
Franklin's lesson of the grindstone had
not more effect upon him than had this
upon me. I have never trifled with my
necessities since. When the article was
wanted, and I could not do without it, I
secured it early as possible. Do the same
now, or you may repent when too late.
Removed from the heat and excitement
of popular tumult, yet springing from,
and of the people, we can calmly weigh
these questions, not as to their effect
upon this party or on that, but'rather
upôn the great interests of our country ;
and doing this, while some may abuse, we
shall have the sober, solid sense of the
country at our back, which will mark
that, amid the tumulte of passion
and the unseemly strife of tongues,
there is one place where this
may not enter, and that place, the Senate
of this Dominion ! Not a day longer can
we wait; already years of profit have
been wasted in petty party warfare in
which the masses of the people take no
interest. See how the world is speeding
forward; mark its history and the de-
velopments of the years as they follow on.
As in the natural world, " first the blade,
then the ear, then the full corn in the
ear ; " so, as man's necessities arose, the
process of development kept pace with

Hon. Mr. Boyd.
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them. When commerce needed steam
for its work upon the land, the mode was
revealed to us, and so when it extended
its demands to the sea, canvas gave way,
and the electric telegraph and telephone
on land and sea, followed to do their
necessary work. When this increased
trade needed the medium of gold to carry
it on, the mines of Australia and Cali-
fornia were added to Peru, and so when
the difficulties and over-crowding in the
old world demanded more room, these
hbmes in the West were opened, and we
eau offer to the oppressed ones, in their
day of trial, our magnificent North-West
and East, a new nation given to us that
we may prepare it for the over-taxed sons
of want in Europe, where each can get his
soil rights for the asking and the work-
ing, and where we, having the power,
should provide the meansof reaching these
by every avenue that presents on land and
water. We are, territorially, the largest
nation of the globe to-day. This land,
which is being ruled frem this point,
from here, is inviting the .world to come
in and aid us in developing its resources,
build up its homes, and defend its trea-
sury. What a privilege and honor to
be permitted to make the laws for such ;
there, is no higher honor that I desire.
Where is there such a land as this ?
Where the same freedom of life, of
thought, of action, of influence I Free-
dom, even to abuse it and its bounties,
and no one to tar and feather you as
would be done for like conduct in other
lands. - We may have summer heats and
winter colds, but it is a land that yields
its fruit in its season to all who ask for
it, a land where the peasant may be-
come a prince and the peasant's daugh-
ter a princess. I have travelled umuch in
other lands, but when the errand which
called me away ws accomplished, like my
hon. friend from Manitoba, the desire
came to be back in " my ain couutree,"
for when I saw the people of the Old
World, under every form of government
there. even that of our Queen, suffering
from want and poverty, crowded into
narrow limita, how -I wished for them
the occupation of our great forests and
prairies, waiting to give them back that
sustenance which the axe and. plough
may demand. Most of us here have
been born in other lands, or the sons of
those who were. They, or we, know what it
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was to suffer and to wait; whac to bear observe, is not now present) and this
the heavy burdens of the struggles of the House that these prophecies were based
old European nations, and how should we upon the fulfilmens of the terms of
aid those who are ready to drop these
burdons and aid us in opening up this
land. Let us not keepthose waitingforour
slow movements; let the influence and
power of this body be felt, by giving
once, and for the greatest measure' ever
brought before it, an unanimous vote;
let not the voice of party be heard and
perpetuated in a division here! And
what a change here since the time when
first I crossed the Atlantic, and also my
hon. friend from Kent, in the old sailing
tubs of some 60 or 80 days. And then
the tramp on foot, or ride in rude wag-
gon, where now comfortable cars await the
comers with a welcome, where in other
years it was a repulse, and the old motto
of know-nothingism, that " no Irish need
apply " was thea general. - Out of the
wild agitation, .which there, vicions land
laws, and some unreasoning landlords,
have eveked, there will be another ex-
odus, and we should open our doors to
receive it. In Germany, France, Rus-
sia, the unrest of their people can find
quiet and prosperity in our widely ex-
tended lands. The spinners and weavers
of Lancashire and Paisley can find em-
ployment in our mille. They want what
we have, and we want what they have.
Let the reciprocity of labor and posses-
sion be establishe, and it will nover be
abolished, and i f,-Ou issue the letters
patent, 'twere wel.t 'twere done quickly.
I thank you, bon. Senators, for the pa-
tience accorded in my case, and trust that
your vote will be such as to make this
country all that its enemies desire it may
not be, and all that its friends are doter-
mined that it shall be.

Hon. Mr. NELSON - Before the
question is put, coming from the Pro-
vince of British Columbia, I feel that I
cannot give a silent vote on this mea-
sure. One hon. gentleman, in speaking
to-night, cast, I think, certain reflections
on British Columbia. He spoke of the
great predictions that had been made
with regard to that country, and of the
prophecies of the great progreus that that
country would make in -the future, and
dealared that these prophecies had not
been fulfilled. 1 would beg to remind
the hon. gentleman (who, I am sorry to
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union; and +hat hon. gentleman and this
House know whether these terme have
been carried out or not. He also knows
that it was to a very great extent, if not
altogether, due to the position of his
party that they >have not been carried
out. In speaking on the question before
this House, f intend, as far as I can in
my humble way, to bring it before
you from a point of view that
it has not yet been exactly viewed
from, and that is more particularly the
British Columbian point of view. In
the first place I wish to point out
the character of the trade of the Pacific
and the prospects for the future of that
great ocean. I wish to retnind you that
the terminus of the great trans-continen-
tal railway that at present exists in the
neighboring country is one of the great
natural openings of the Pacific coast, and
that no other opening exists for a dis-
tance of nearly seven hundred milesi north
along this coast that can be made the
centre of any great commerce or the ter-
minus of any great or through line of
railway. That this great opening imme-
diately after the discovery of gold in
California and her golden sands sent out
through it to enrich all portions of the
world, was called the Golden Gate, and
that it is at the preseit day the Golden
Gate of Commerce through which the
productions and manufactures of Califor-
nia and of the United States are sent
out 'broadcast to the different countries
lying along the bordera of this great ocean
and to the numerous islands studded like
geins over its bosom. But, hon. gentle-
men, we are to-day in possession, for all
practical purposes, of another great gate,
that will become, in the not distant fu-
ture, as great, if not a greater channel for
commerce, as the Golden Gate of San
Francisco, I mean the Straits of Fuca,
controlled and owned jointly by the
Dominion of Canada and the. United
States. In the iWn.and waters connected
with this great natural passage there are
magnificent barborn, both on the Canadian
and Americansides.' Imay say that thebar.
bor that bas been selected as the terminus
for the Canadian Pacific Railway bas not
only no equal upon these inland waters,
but it has no equal in point of extent of
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anchorage as in point of safety along the
Pacific coast, and it ii bound to becone
the great commercial port of the West,
and can be made one of the safest ports
in a military point of view that can be
found in the world. This harbor is
placed in the mot advantageous position
on the coast, as it is backed by the most
extensive tract of agricultural lands in
that portion of British Columbia. It is
the centre of the lumber rade in that
province, and it is in immediate proximi-
ty to the great coal fields on the opposite
coast of Vancouver Island. Taking all
these advantages into account, no better
selection could have been made than the
harbor of Burrard Inlet, and being a
resident of that place, I do not
know that anyone has more inti-
mate knowledge of its advantages
than I have myself. In referring to the
subject of the commerce of the Pacifie, I
would direct the attention of hon. gentle-
men to the rapidly increasing trade of
the port of San Francisco, mainly brought
about by the increasing trade of the other
countries surrounding this great ocean,
and of the numerous islands I have
already spoken of as scattered over its
bosom. I lived in San Francisco from
1855 to 1858, and I recollect well one of
the first, if not the first, of the sailing
ships that was sent out from there with
a cargo destined for New York, and I
well recollect the character of that cargo
- rags, old iron and rubbish of every de-
scription, that had no market value in
San Francisco, but could find a market
in the east, no other market being avail-
able. I wish to point out the tremen-
doue change that hais taken place since
that time. The character of commerce
there at that period was nainly - in
fact, I may say altogether - inward
bound. Ships came there with cargoes
and went away in ballast. But what is
the fact now I A wonderful change has
taken place, and the bulk of the com-
merce of San Francisco consista of the
exports of California, aided partly by the
manufactures of the United States,
which come overland and are shipped to
all parts of the world. Ships from every
sea and of every flag, many of them
in ballast, arrive at that port, and carry
away the products of that country to
Great Britain, China, Australia, South
America, and north to our own British

Ion. Mr. Nelson.

Columbia. I have here a paper publishedÀ
in San Francisco, which I might quote
from to show the enormous amount of
the exports and imports, and the im-
mense trade, that is being done with the
islands of the Pacifie Ocean, but it is too
late to-night to weary the House with
them. I bring this matter beft re the
House because I think that any delay
upon the part of the Canadian Govern-
ment in opening up our own line of rail-
way through to the Pacifie Ocean, is only
putting it in the power of our American
competitors to monopolize and retain to
a large extent the great bulk of the whole
trade and commerce of that immense
ocean. In the speech of the hon. the late
Secretary of State-for I think he it was
-he referred to the statement often made
that the building of the railway
through to British Columbia was not to
increase the burden of taxation to the
Dominion. Now, Ion. gentlemen, I find
no such agreement in the terms of union.
It does not appear there. The terms of
union were made without any such
condition, but afterwards such a condi-
tion was, I believe, forced upon the Gov-
ernment of the day by the. Opposition,
but British Columbia is in honor bound
by that condition. At the same time I
consider that the amount of money that
has been spent on that railway has not
increased the taxation of the Dominion.
By referring to the public documents we
will find that if it bas done so at all, it
has only beeu to a very slight degree.
At the time that British Columbia was
admitted into the Union, the total lia-
bilities of Canada were only $115,492,-
682.76 -1 take this from the Public Ac-
counts-and at the end of the year 1879
these liabilities had increased to $183,-
974,753.85, making an increase during
that time of $68,482,071.09 in the pub-
lic debt, from the admission of British
Columbia until the date I have spoken
of. Now hon. gcntlemen, let us see in
what way that increase has been brought
about, for the increose in taxation that
Ion. gentlemen complain of is due to
that inicrease in the public debt. On re-
ferring to the Public Accounts we find
that from 1872 until 1879 our canals -
and certainly no -canails have been built
in British Columbia - cost the Dom-
inion $16,853,633.07'; Ottawa public
buildings, $1,378,682.52; railways, $31,-
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840,799.92 - a total expenditure
for these items of $50,072,150.51 ; and
of that sum only $11,251,977 was ex-
pended on the Pacifie Railway up to the
time I speak of, not a single dollar of
which was spent in actual construction in
British Columbia. I think when we
take these matters in account, it cannot
be claimed that the increase in taxation
is due to the building of that railway, or
that it is in any way due to any expendi-
ture of public money in British Columbia.
It has been frequently said in another
place by members of the Opposition, and
particularly by members from Ontario,
that British Columbia and the other
small provinces were milking the Ontario
cow. I think, however, that the returns
I have shown you are conclusive proof
that such is not the case - that the
great expenditure, especially for canals,
has been in the Province of Ontario ;
that the greater portion of the expendi-
ture for railways has either been
ruade in the Province of Ontario, or
in the interests of Ontario and some
of the older provinces, and that
out of this vast sum only $11,251,000
has been expended on the Pacifie Rail-
way. While I have every respect for
that very fine animal, " the Ontario cow,"
I do not think that, if we examine the
Public Accounts thoroughly, it will be
found that that very excellent animal
pays for the Dominion fodder which she
consumes. • In this connection I wish to
point out, what I think is not generally
recognized, that, notwithstanding the
nonfulfilment of the terms of Union and
the state of suspense in which British
Columbia has been kept, the people be-
ing prevented thereby from embarking
their capital in many kinds of industries,
the increase of the revenue of that Pro-
vince has been something wonderful. I
have before me a return of the revenue
from Customs and Excise in British Co-
lumbia for the last six months, and I find
that it amounts to $352,000 ; at the time
that we entered the Union our whole an-
nual revenue did not amount to more
than $327,000. It has been the practice
of hon. gentlemen-sorme in this House
and some in another place - to describe
British Columbia as an inhospitable sea
of mountains - a barren, worthless
country, having a still more worthless
population ot some 10,000 to 12,000

Hon. Mfr. Nel8on.

whites. I think, hon. gentlemen, these
reaults show that at least one of those-
two statements cannot be true. For my
part, I qm willing te accept the idea that
the population is a small and woithless
one, for by accepting that idea it magni-
fies the value and- importance of the
country. A. province with a small and
worthless population that is capable of
producing such magnificent results as I
have shown here, must be a country worth
building a railway through, apart from
the importance of its position on the
Pacific coast. The hon. member from
Ottawa, (Mr. Scott), has told us that the
lino through Manitoba when constructed
would be a paying road. I am exceed-
ingly glad to hear that such is his belief.
I recollect myself, not very long ago when,
the idea of that or any other portion of
the Pacifie Railway being a paying one
was ridiculed as absurd by gentlemen of
the Opposition. But the hon. gentleman
went on to tell us that the line through
British Columbia could not pay. I was
very sorry indeed to hear that, but I do
not know what particular knowledge
that hon. gentleman can be possessed of
that other hon. members of this House do
not possess - and particularly hon, gen-
tlemen who come from British Columbia.
These hon. members believe in the
mineral wealth and other great natural
resources of the province; they believe
that in the interior of that country be-
tween the Cascade Range and the
Rocky Mountains , a large area of
very fine wheat growing land is to be
found, which will in the future furnish
a very large trade for this railway
In addition to that, they believe that
the building of this railway will increase
our population rapidly, and will ma-
terially aid in the development of the
mineral resources of the country. I am
not aware that the hon. gentleman has
travelled over that Province, as I and
others have done. 1 do not believe he
lias ever travelled over the Union Pacifie
Railway; but if he had travelled over
that route he would have found that,
after he left the Platte Valley, and until
he got through the Rocky Mountains and
·Sierra Nevadas, and descended into Cali-
fornia, he had passed at a tremendous
altitude over what might be termed a
barren waste, a country lying continu-
ously for a distance of some twelve hun-
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dred miles, at a higher altitude than the involuntary nanner to bring about by
highest summit of the Canadian Pacifie one of the greatet acte of their officiai
and apparently of the moet wothless carer-their retirement from office. So
character, and yet, upon which, along the long as they occupied the Treasury
line of the railway, towns and villages benchos and pursued their milk-and-water
have sprung up, having all the evidences or rather water-etretches pelicy, the lands
of business ah3 prosperity, and he would were of ne value. But when another
have wondered when he looked upon the piot was placed at the wheel, and the
country by which these were surrounded, slip of state was steored by a sdier
what gave them this life and vigor, and and more experioncoc hand in a different
whore the enormous way trafflo of the course; when it was mannedi by a crew
lin of railway that pasaed through in which the people have confidence,
this country came from. But the the natural conscquence was that our
bu~ilding of tbat. railway thro-igh. lande increasd in value and ne greater
the country described, created ail this Icaue for that increase can e found than
trafflo. The mines of that country the very fact that the Goverument have
have been developeci by its nieans, where [ enterod iute the contract with the Syndi-
none were known t e xiet beforo, and p the cate, and I ask hon, gentlemen what
results of this have been somthing mai- would be th effe t on the value sf the
cal. I was just loeking to-day over seme lande of a defeat of the masure before the
returns of the Central Pacifi (the oUion lheuse ; Would not our lande become
Pacific is net include) and the local in effct almght wortlIess again ?
traffic of that Une is something like six The inevitable resuit of rejecting this
tuines as great as the through traffi, and contract would bo, iu my opinion, the de-
the freight scried n that road last year fat of this Govorument and its cense-
amounted te, about 2,000,000 tons. I quent rotiromont frein power, and with
presume that the traffie over the Union its retiremnt the defeat of thi great
Pacifie Railway was equally great, and project fer years t cere. I wish te say
the proportion of local to through trafflo a few words on the subjet of exempting
waes equally large. n spoeaking of thi- the road-bed and propertyef the Company
Syndicate question, I think we a look fre taxation. There is is a clause
at the opposition t thi contract as only in their charter which enables the
a portion of the persistent and unpatrie- Government te reduc the rates
tic opposition, that has always ben whon the profits of the Company
given by the party opposed te, the pre- exceeci ton per cent. per annuin on their
sent Gvernment te the building of this actual outiay. Thi taxation of th
great overland rente acrees the conti- roadbed and property can ouly affect the
nent, and that, if any other echeme lad company favorably se long as the profits
been proposed, no iatter what its char- arieing eut of the working ef the railway
acter, the same party furere would have are uner ton per cent. on the actual
been raiseh againet it. When it was outlay, because sud taxation would only
proposed by the present Gover- reduce the profits, an higer rates weuld
ment te continue the work as a have tis be charged te reach the ton per
a Governient -work i the absence of cent. limit; hence this exemption je only
being able te arrange with capitaliste valuable te, the Syndicate so long as the
fer its construction, we ah know the operation of te road 18 net fairly profit-
feeling that was attemptec te able te it, and peoale made te cease as
ie raised againt it, and the soon as a fair profit can a se derive by
pictures of ruin and disaster the action of the Government in accord.
that were portrayeci. 1 amn glaci te.eee ance with thie clause in the charter.
the change that eas taken place int the Thon, with reference te the exemption
opinions of thse hion, gentlemen in cof their landI from taxation, I think the
regard te the value the lande1 Government has get the advantage of
ini the North-West thougli at the Ilthe Syndicate in this part of the bargain.
saine tire I do net wonder at that change I thinke if I had been acting for the
in vaue, and which tc a certain Syndicatw, I w hould have iniisted upon
extent I arn preparec te admit- having these lan free froe taxes with-
a -change which they contributed in an eut any time linit until they were old
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or occupied. Twenty years is a short
period for placing 25,000,000 acres of
land on the market, and, in reality, the
time will be but ton years-after the
completion of the railway-for a large
portion of it. The Syndicate and the
country will be fortunate indeed if all
these lands are settled 20 years hence.
The Syndicate will act, to all intente
and purposes, as a powerful emigration
ageney in the settlement of these lands,
and relieve the country of a heavy ex-
pense, while the country will have the
benefit of a continually increasing
revenue froa a rapidly growing popu-
lation. There are other points on which
I would like to speak, but as it is now
midnight, and the House is weary, I will
protract the debate no longer.

The House divided on the amendment
of Mr. Scorr - that the Bill be read
this day three months - which was
rejected by the following vote: -
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The Bill was then read the second time
on a division - Contents 47, non-con -
tente 20.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (39), " An Act to amend the In-
solvent Act of 1875 and amending Acts.,"'
-(Mr. Macfarlane).

The Sonate adjourned at 12.20 a.m.

THE SENATE.

Monday, February 14th, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at three
p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE BEVERIDGE AND TIBBITS' CLAIM.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. ODELL moved -

" For the appointment of a Select Committee
to inquire into the circumstances connected
with, and the cause of the non-payment of a
debt, devolving upon the Dominion Govern-
ment by the British North America Act, and
now due to the Hon. Benjamin Beveridge,
James Tibbits, and others, the liability for
which appears to have been acknowledged by
varions Orders in Council, and 'payments made
on account, both by the late and present Ad-
ministrations, but no final settiement arrived
at, and that the said Committee be composed-
of the Hon. Messieurs Miller, Lewin, McFar.
lane, Bureau, Brouse, Carvell and the mover,
with power to send for persons and papers."

This matter was deferred on account of
the debate wbich took place on the Pacifie
Railway question, and partly on account
of some papers which I. expected, and
which, I regret to say, have not up to
this time been received. However, I do
not intend to postpone it any longer.
The motion which I have been requested
to make has reference to claims of very
long standing. I believe they originated
some forty years ago. Hon. gentlemen
are aware that for a number of years
there was a territory in dispute between
New Brunswick and the State of Maine,
with reference to the boundary. That
question was settled in 1842, under the
Washington Treaty, and New Brunswick
despoiled of a large extent of the terri-
tory. Then arose the question between
New Brunswick and Quebec as to their
boundary, which had aiso been of very
long standing. After a great many pro-
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liminaries, a Commission was appointed as te the appropriation of this fand to
to endeavor to agree upon some conven- the different parties who had paid these
tional line. That fell through - nothing extra duties, and been subjected to these
was done. Subsequently the matter was penalties, and it was found.necesaary te
referred to the Imperial Government, appoint another commission. That
and it ended in a Commission being ap- Çommimion consiste of Mr. Harding
pointed to fix upon some conventional on the part of New Brunswick, and Mr.
line, and an Act of the Imperial Parlia- Dawson on the part of Canada, and their
ment was passed, fixing that line and instructions were te adjust thes daims.
providing for 9 joint commission to be They reported in November, 1856,
appointed, representing the Imperial specifying the several anounts whici
Government, Canada, and New Bruns- they considered te be payable te the
wick, to run this line. The Commis- different parties who were interested
sioners were Lieut.-Colonel Robinson, of in the cutting, of t timber. Then it
the Royal Engineers, Mr. Bouchette on appears, from ail I ean Iearn, the question
the part of Canada, and the hon. mem- after Confederation was breught before
ber for Sackville (Mr. Botsford) on the the Dominion Governrent, under the
part of New Brunswick. This line was British North America Act, and some
run, and their report is dated in 185P. Orders in Conil were passed with refer-
After the running and establishment of ence te these daims. These Orders in
that line, a question arose with refer- Council l have net had au opportunity
ence to claims for duties, and fines and of seeing, therefore I cannot speak with
penalties that had been imposed upon regard te them, but it is held by some
persons who had obtained. licenses from that they adopted this report, and consi-
Quebec to eut timber on this disputed dered that that was te be final. Iow-
territery.ý Lt seemed ttat Quebec and ever, difficulties stilo arose with regard to
New Brunswick bath claimed the terri- it, and the matter had again te be re-
tory, and both, te, a certain extent, had ferred te, in erder te afford at opportu-
been exercising juripdiction over it. The nity te New Brunswick teo n heard and
Province of Quebec granted licensos te b made a party to this arrangement.
to eut this timber ; but New Objections were raised then on the part
Brunswick, feeling that she had a f New Brunswick thaui Canada had
dlaim. te1 the timber as well as not kept this account correctly, and that
the territTry, seized the timber and certaie amounts were charged in them to
confiscated it ts a certain extent, and which they could not agree. I ought te
claimed duties also upon it. These have stated, perhaps, with reference te,
duties wero partly paid, I think, in the survey, that both parties were to
money, but chiefly bybonds which were bear equal proportions of the expense of
given. Lt was understood that the fuiids it, and, if there was a surplus, that that
arising from this territory should be held was te be appropriatod for some road, or
by both Goverments, and separate something oef that sort. However,
accountâ kept of theB. New Bruns- that fund was insufficient, and
wick, I bolieve, did keep s Oparate when the accounts of the survey came to
account of it, but Canada, I ar t eld, did to audited, anothr question arose as to
not. lowever, te settCe the question the apportionment of this aiount, because
with regard to these daims, it was it appeared that Canada had expended a
thought necessary te appoint a commist larger sum than New Brunswick thought
gien te investigate, and te ascertain what she ought te have expended, and there-
amount had really been received by New fore a question arose between them on
Brunswick, and what ameunt by Quebec that point. So it has ben very erucr com-
n the part of Canada. A commission plicated. In the meantime, these parties

was then appointed, consisting af Messrs. who had daims upon the Disputed Terri-
Catler and Dawson, with instructions te, tory Fand, applied te, Quebec and On-
report upon this joint fund, and to ascer- tario te, get an assigniment froin them of
tain the liabiities of each province, and the ofaims whih Quebec and Ontari
their report is dated in April, 1856, in had against New Brunswick, and suc-
which they fied certain amounts for ceeded in getting that assignment. The
each province. The arose the q estion question terefore arises erely upon the

O ton. Mr. Odelr.
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amount which is supposed to be due by'
New Brunswick to Canada. To settie
that another Commission was appointed
consisting of Mesrs. Heard from Prince
Edward Island, King from New Bruns-
wick, and Mr. John Lorne Macdougall
on the part of Canada. They were to
take up this question, and to report upon
all these claims. After going into the
matter, and hearing parties on all sides,
two ,of these Commissioners, Mr.
Heard and Mr. King, made a report
reducing the amount very considerably
below what it was supposed the
parties were entitled to. Mr. Mac-
dougall dissented from this, making a sep-
arate report, stating he could not agree
to it, because he thought certain deduc-
tions had been made which ought not to
have been made; ,and there the matter
resta. The parties who had these claims
say that the Commission went beyond
their powers - beyond the reference that
vas made - and that they made deduc-

tions which they had no right to make ;
and hence they object to the award.
After the long period during which these
daims have been pending, the parties feel
that it is time now some steps were taken
to bring the matter to a close, and if these
nmoneys are really due to them, it appears
to me they ought to be settled. If they
are not, let the matter be put at rest in
some way or other. The reports of these
different Commissioners, if the House
wishes I can refer to, but I have no wish
to infiet any long statement on the Sen-
ate with regard to them. They are here,
if the House wishes to refer to any of
them ; but, unless some reference can be
made to all this documentary evidence
connected with these inquiries and the
Orders in Council, it appears to me no
just conclusion could be arrived at, and
it is with that view I have asked for the
appointment of a committee to inquire
into the matter.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
fear that my hon. friend who has made
this motion, even if the House should
see fit to grant the committee, would not
be able to make any progress in the
inquiry. In order to explain this to the
House, I must mention that this claim
has formed the subject of one or twc
inquiries, and of a reference to arbitra,
tors -

Bon. Mr. Odell.

Bon. Mr. SCOTT - Eight or ton
inquires.

Hon. Sir ALEX.CAMPBELL-That
claim is reslsted by the Province of New
Brunswick and if it should be paid by
the Dominion, the amount would be
charged to that Province. Therefore the
Province of New Brunswick has taken
an active part in resisting the claim, and
they were the active resisters on the
occasion of the arbitration to which I
have referred. An award was made by
a majority of the arbitrators, and the
Government have been prepared, and are
prepared to pay, but those who are in-
terested in the amount say that the
arbitrators went beyond their juc-
isdiction, that their inquiry .therefore
is not satisfactory, and that the
amount is not so large as that
which those concerned are entitled to get.
But it was the award of a majority of
the arbitrabois, and the Province of New
Brunswick resists any further payment.
Manifestly, therefore, if this committee
should be granted by the House, the
Province of New Brunswick would not
be heard before the committee. The
Legislature of New Brunswick is sitting
at this moment, and those who would be
likely to be the only persons entrusted
by the Government of New Brunswick
with their defence in this matter are en-
gaged in the business of. legislation in
the Province, and could not very well
come to Ottawa to appear at the investi-
gation. The Committee, if granted,
could not come to any conclusion without
hearing New Brinswick, and hearing it
in the manner in which it would like to
be represented. On the other hand, the
Government could not possibly acquiesce
in a decision arrived at unleus New
Brunswick were represented - could not
acquiesce in a decision without the fullest
opportunity being afloirded for the views
of that Province being heard. I, therefore,
put it to my hon. friend whether, under
these circumstances, it is best for him to
press the motion which he has made ?
Would it not be better to drop the mo-
tion for the present, and take some other
means of arriving at a conclusion, or to
make the motion at some earlier period
during the next session of Parliament 1

Hon. Mr. ALMON - The arguments
of the hon. leader of the House have, to
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my mind, just the opposite direction
which he intends them to have. If the
Province of New Brunswick is oppressing
individuals and refusing to pay them, it
is our duty to step in, as this House
ought to be the protector of the weak
against the strong, and a committee ought
to be granted. If the committee should
report that the Province of New Bruns-
wick owes individuals a sum of money,
certainly it is our duty to say so, and I
have no doubt there is law enough in the
Dominion to make them pay it. I think
in that case we should step in as the pro-
tector of the weak against the strong, and
grant the committee. Whether a commit-
tee would decide in favor of the petitioners
or in favor of the Province, I know not,
but certainly it does sound strangely to
Anglo-Saxons to be told that, because a
powerful body resisted a petition, that,
therefore, it should not be granted. To
my idea, and to the minds of some lon.
gentlemen near me, it does not commend
itself to our feelings.

Hon. Mr. MACFARLANE - AI-
though seconding the motion, it certainly
seems to me that, after the statement
made by the hon. the leader of the Gov-
ernment in this House, one can scarcely
see what benefit will result from the in-
vestigation. It seems to me that, while
it would not be fair to proceed with the
matter in the absence of representatives
of New Brunswick, that it is quite pos-
sible for that Province to be repre-
sented. It is scarcely necessary that
members of the Government of New
Brunswick should be present; they could
employa legal gentleman to attend to their
interests. If, however, as the hon. the
Postmaster-General says, the Government
would not feel themselvea in a position
to pay any sum that a committee might
find to be due, unless the Province of
New Brunswick were satisfactorily re-
presented at the investigation, I can
scarcely see what object is to be gained
by pressing for the appointaent of a
committee. There is no doubt it would
be a laborious matter, from the account
given of it by my hon. friend. The
claims have been long pending, and
there certainly appear to have been great
hardships. There would appear to be
no reason why the petitioners, having a
just and equitable claim by the old Gov-

Hon. Mr. Almon.
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ernment of Canada. or the New Bruns-
wick Government, should not re-
ceive their money. I am not acquainted
myself with the minutiæ of the claim)
but as it rests largely with the Govern-
ment whether an investigation is to be
granted, or the report of a committee
acted upon, I do not think it advisable
to press the motion after the explanation
which has been given by the hon. the
Postmaster-General.

Hon. Mr. ODELL - As this is a
matter connected with New Brunswick,
I should be sorry to do anything that
would inteifere with their rights in any
way. I confess I feel that there is a good
deal of point in the argument made use
of by the hon. the Postmaster-General
that New Brunswick ôught to be repre-
sented and heard in the matter. But at
the same time, I desire to ascertain if
the Government will give any assur-
ance whatever that this long pending
question will be brought to a satisfactory
conclusion within a reasonable time.
Of course I cannot expect that the Gov-
ernment would take up a matter of this
kind during the session, but they will
possibly be in a position to state whother
during the recess active measures will be
taken to arrive at a decision, and, if so, I
should be willing to drop the matter at
present.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - There is no,
doubt that the observations that have
fallen from the leader of the Hlouse have
presented this matter in an unexpected
aspect to gentlemen who take an interest
in it. Under these circumstances, in
addition to the remarks which have
fallen from the hon. gentleman who has
just resumed bis seat, I should like to
know whether the Government are will-
ing to hold out any encouragement that a
fair consideration of this claim ia to be
given without the intervention of a com-
mittee of this House. Unless my hon.'
friend opposite is prepared to give some
assurance of that kind, I would suggest
that the hon. member who has charge of
this motion might allow it to stand for a
day or two, in order that some consulta-
tion might be had with the parties who-
ate interested in this claim.

lion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Perhaps that course would be best.
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lion. Mr. BOTSFORD - The diffi-
culty respecting this question is that it
is really a matter between the Province
of Quebec and the Province of New
Brunswick. It is a claim of long stand-
ing which has been in dispute for many
years. I think it came up first in 1856,
and it arises out of what was called the
disputed territory fund. Unfortunately
for New Brunswick, they kept an exact
and detailed account of the fund which
accrued from licences to cut timber, and
from duties imposed by the Government
upon timber cut upon the disputed terri-
tory, and penalties imposed upon persons
who went upon this disputed territory
contrary to the Orders in Council of the
Government of New Brunswick. An
adjustment of this fund was to have
been made between New Brunswick and
Quebec. I happen to be in a position to
state positively that I was informed by
the Attorney General of the then Gov-
erment of Canada that they had kept
no distinct and separate account
of this disputed territory fund,
but that Government had issued licen-
ses, and timber was cut under those
licenses on this disputed territory. Now,
the difficulty is that this matter has
been referred to arbitration, as named by
the hon. mover of this resolution ; the
arbitrators have arrived at an award, and
whether justly or unjustly they have
awarded that New Brunswick is indebt-
ed to this fund in a certain sum of
money. That amount is questioned by
one of the arbitrators, who refuses to
sanction it. But the parties to whom
this award is to be paid - the parties
who paid this double duty for timber eut
upon this disputed territory - are not
satisfied with the amount ; but the diffi-
culty in settling this question is that the
Government of New Brunswick are
not willing to pay a greater sum than
that awarded by the arbitrators. From
the manner in which they proceeded with
this investigation, and the negotiations
that have taken place from time to time
between the two provinces, I feel certain
that the Government of Quebec obtained
an advantage over New Brunswick.
They had a more able negotiator in the
first place, and they had not kept a de-
tailed account of the disputed territory
fund. All that they had to do was to
refer to the Public Accounts and Journals

Hon. Mr. Boisford.

of the Assembly of New Brunswick to
know exactly the amount of money that
was in the hands of that Province fromt
the disputed territory fund. On the
other hand, when the Journals and
A ccounts of Quebec were investigated
there was no disputed territory fund
account to be found. The difficulty with
the Dominion Government is this : un-
less they are prepared to pay the differ-
ence between the amount which the
arbitration have awarded and the amount
claimed by the parties interested, I fear
that the claimants will not be in a posi-
tion to get it from New Brunswick for
the reasons I have given, as it will be
resisted by that Province.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -
Will the hon. gentlemen have the kind-
nees to tell me when that indebtedness
was•incurred ?

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD - It was in-

curred four or five years previous to the
defining of the boundary between Que
bec and New Brunswick.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -
That was before Confederation.

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD - Certainly,
this whole matter was one that occurred
before Confederation. It is, really, a
question between the Provinces of Que-
bec and New Brunswick. New Bruns-
wick feels that she bas got the worst of
the arrangement. I feel certain that she
will not pay any more than the award
that was given by the arbitrators, and,
therefore, it is a question on which, it
seems to me, the Committee could ex-
press only an opinion; but they could
not express that opinion without having
before them ard hearing the representa-
tive of New Brunswick. I must confess,
on loóking at this question, and knowing
it from its inception, that there is no
remedy; that the parties will be 'com-
pelled to take the money which has been
awarded to them by the majority of the
arbitrators ; that any investigation made
by a committee of this House will have
very little weight with the Government
of New Brunswick, who feel that New
Brunswick has been wronged in this
matter, and will only pay as little as
possible.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - It is a good many
years since the circumstances connected

23
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with this very vexed question have come
under my notice, and I have a very vivid
recollection of some of the facts. As far
as My menory serves me, there are sev-
eral points on which my hon. friend is in
error. In the first place, it is not a mat-
ter between Quebec and New Brunswick,
but it is one between Quebec and Ontario
on the one side, and New Brunswick on
the other. I think the whole diffic.lty has
arisen from the obstinacy of New Bruns-
wick in refusing to recognize the Dawson
award. One of the gentlemen acting on
the arbitration was elected for a constitu-
ency in 1863 or 1864, before te had
signed the award, and therefore he was
incapacitated from doing so; but the
Government of the day agreed that the
award should be recognized in so far as
Canada was concerned. It was a very
long inquiry, occupying months alto-
gether. The difficulty arose then that
Quebec claimed that this disputed dis-
trict belonged to that Province, but the
timber that was cut upon it, under
license from the Province of Quebec,
when it passed down, the river into the
Province of New Brunswick, was seized
by the Government of the latter Pro.
vince. This went on for three or four
years, and the parties at last settled with
New Brunswick by paying extortionate
rates of tolls, with penalties added.
When the question of the boundary was
settled between the two provinces, it
was found that a very considerable por-
tion of the territory in dispute belonged
to the Province of Quebec. If New
Brunswick was justified in seizing this
timber, there could be no award against
her; it was because-New Brunswick had ac-
quired money that did not belong to her
on the timber cut in this district while
passing through that province that this
award was made against her. In con-
sideration of the great trouble, litigation,
expense and many losses sustained by
the parties *ho insisted upon standing
by their rights, the Province of Quebeu
was content to relinquish nearly the
whole of the money coming to them.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - The whole
of it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Canada relin-
quished hers in consideration of the largE
amount of expense and annoyance that
those parties had undergone by having

Hon. Ir. Scott.

their timber seized and held by the Pro-
vince of New Brunswick. Now we
come down to the award that was made
between 1863 and 1866.

Hon. Mr. ODELL - Which award 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - - The award Mr.
Dawson was a party te.

Hon. Mr. ODELL-Do vou mean
the award of Dawson and Harding I

Non. Mr. SCOTT -. Yes.

Hon. Mr. ODELL - That was in
1856.

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD - After the
boundary was settled.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Yes. in 1856, I
think it was. Under that award, part
of the money has been paid, from time to
time, to the parties., In the last seven
years they obtained the interest on the
moneys allotted to Ontario and Quebec,
and the Dominion subsequently paid some
of those moneys. There is ne doubt that
there is still a balance due on the basis
that Ontario and Quebec have paid - on
that basis there is a certain amount,
either for principal or interest, and there
certainly is an amount due by New
Brunswick. 'That is practically the po-
sition to-day. Of course it is a matter
of very great delicacy on the part of the
Dominion to insist on the payment of
this amount; still, I think we can find a
precedent for such arbitrary action when
a province resists paying its just dues. I
cannot, at this moment, quote precedents ;
but I think I could very 'soon, if an op-
portunity were afforded, cite cases in
which the Dominion withheld moneys
that they considered due by provinces in
certain cases. It does not seem to me
that a committee should be appointed in
this matter. A committee could do no-
thing, of course, and I assume that if the
facts were made clear that New Bruns-
wick should pay a still further sum, she
would not resist, unless some good
grounds were shown why she should be
exonerated from it. They could only go
into the examination of facts, and, after-
wards, if it were proved that New Bruns-
wick was liable for the amount claimed,
means might be found to compel that
Government to pay it.

[S E NATE.] .Tibbit.s' Claim.,
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lon. Mr. BOTSFORD - It was'
under united Canada that this transac-
tion took place; but the hon. gentleman
-was entirely in error in stating that the
territory belonged to Canada. A com-
promise was made by the Commissioners,
which gave nearly equal portions of the
disputed territory to each province. A
great deal of this timber was cut on the
disputed territory which was finally ad-
judicated upon by the Commissioners to
whom the subject was referred; an Act
of the Imperial Parliament was passed
to ratify the decision of the Commissioners,
and a great deal of that territory went to
New Brunswick, to my knowledge, under
that decision. If I understand the
question rightly, we have not yet under-
stood that New Brunswick hag refused
to pay the amount of the award.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
No; they are ready to pay the award.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - With interest I

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
do not know that.

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD - If New
Brunswick has not refused to pay that
award, I do not think any censure should
be passed on that Government, as I sup-
pose they had the right to be governed
by the decision of the last arbitration in
this case. Therefore, if New Brunswick
is prepared to pay that award, I do not
see by what means the Government of
the Dominion can enforce the payment
of any further sum.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I think that
eighteen or twenty years ago Mr. Lang-
ton investigated this matter and made
an elaborate report in which he gave
the fullest and miost reliable information
that is to be had on the subject.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
The question of interest is incident to
the award ; but- there is no question of
interest on the award. The question
raised in dispute is in referen'es to the
conduct of the arbitrators. The assertion
is that they did not pursue the in-
vestigation in the mode they ought
to- have done, and that if they had
done so they would have arrived at a
different conclusion. Still the award is
there, and the Government bas offered
to pay it on behalf of New Brunswick.

lon. fr. Botsford.

.My hon friend fron Richmond (Mr.
Miller) has appealed to me, if the Gov-
ernment is not ready to make some pro-
mise with reference to this matter. If
it were a question in -which the Govern-
ment of the Dominion was alone con-
cerned, and I thought it proper to do so,
i would be in a position to make such a
promise; but this is a matter that con-
cerne not only the Dominion, but the
Province of New Brunswick also, and I
cannot make any promise, in advance, of
what that Province is ready to do ; there-
fore I am unable to sav that the Govern-
mentwill,gr can, arrive at any different con-
clusion than that we have arrived at now.
I shall say this to ny hon. friend : if it
will meet his views and the views of the
hon. mover of this resolution, that I
shall undertake during the recess
that the Government will press
it upon the notice of the Government of
New Brunswick, and endeavor to get
them to make some further inquiry into
it. The House will see that if the money
is paid out of the Dominion treasury on
this claim, it must be paid on behalf of
the Province of New Brunswick, and,
therefore, we must proceed in conjunc-
tion with that Province. To grant a
committee, and that committee to pur-
sue an inquiry at great length, without
the representation that that Province
considers necessary, would, ( am sure, be
without any result, and I am not sure
that it would arrive at such a conclusion
as my hon. friend would like, in the in-
tçrests of those whom he represents.

Hon. Mr. ODELL - I do not feel
inclined to press this matter against the
opinion of the Government. I quite
agree that, if the question was to be
opened up again, New Brunswick ought
to have a voice in the matter. Taking
that view, I am willing to accept the
offer of the hon. the leader of the Govern-
ment, and I hope, both as regards New
Brunswick, and as regards the parties
who have this claim, that there will be
no occasion to bring it up again, and that
something will be done to settle the mat-
ter during the recess.

Hon. Mr. ALMON - If the motion
has been seconded, I muet insist on the
question being put. Individuals have
come here, and have asked for the ap-
pointnent of a committee of inquiry, and
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whether the party they have a claim
against is a powerful province or not, I
think it is our duty as a Senate to grant
it. I think that this matter should be
inquired into the more because the
individuals are weak, and the Province
is strong. We woùld be losing our legiti-
mate influence by not granting it, and I
therefore, insist upon the question being
put that the committee be appointed.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -I
think as those who are interested in the
matter are willing to withdraw it, that
my hon. friend should be satisfied.

Hon. Mr. ALMON - It is the
principle that is involved. I do not
know anything about the merits of the
case ; but I think when private parties
come here and ask for a committee it is
no reason for refusing it to say that the
other aide is a powerful province.

The motion was withdrawn.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills from the Commons
was introduced and read the first
time: -

Bill (50) " An Act to correct a clerical
error in schedule B of Act 43 Vic., chap.
22, to amend the Banking Act and con-
tinuing the charters of certain banks." -
(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

Hon..Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the House into Committee of the Whole,
on Bill (37) " An Act respecting the
Canadian Pacific Railway."

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the adoption of the first clause.

The SPEAKER (Mr. MACPHERsoN)
- I desire to address the House
upon this question. It was my
my intention to have done so on the
second reading of the Bill, but I did not
wish to take the floor from any other
gentleman,. and, by the close of the de-
bate, the evening was s0 far advanced
that I thought I would best consult the
convenience of hon. gentlemen if I post-
poned what I had to say to this stage of,
the Bill; and while it is rather contrary
to rule to discuss the principle of a bill

Hon. Mr. Almon.

in Committee, I hope the House Çwill
bear with me while I do so. The enter-
prise referred to in the Bill is one that I
have taken a deep interest in since its
first inception. Since the Canadian
Pacific Railway was first projected, I
favored the carrying out of this work
through the instrumentality of a com-
pany. When the Allan Company failed
to carry out their project, and when I
foresaw that great delay was likely to
ensue, I became in favor of certain por-
tions of the work being constructed by
the Government, and I moved resolu-
tions in this House recommending that
the prairie section should be proceeded
with as a publie work, and extended in
advance of settlement. I also recom-
mended making a heginning in British
Columbia, in fulfilment of the agreement
which Canada had made with that Pro-
vince. I then said that all that
was required, all that the inter-
ests of the country at that time de-
manded - which, by the way, was eight
or nine years ago - could be done with-
out bearing too heavily on the public ex-
chequer; that what might be described
as a colonization railway, might be built
over the prairies, and certain progress
made in British Columbia, and while
that was being done, the castern part of
the line, from the Red River to Lake
Nipissing, might be surveyed, so that
when a considerable population had
settled on the prairies, and an outlet
through our own country became desir-
able, we would know where the best and
most economical line could be constructed.
I believe still, hon. gentlemen, that that
would have been the best plan. I believe,
if the course I recommended at that
time had been adopted, that millions of
money would have been saved, and that
the railway would have been 200 or 300
miles further advanced westwards than
it is at present. My recommendations,
however, were not adopted, and
soon after I submitted them, a
change of Government took place.
I shall refer to the histerical facts as
briefly as I can. A change of Govern-
ment took place, and Mr. Mackenzie's
Administration determined to proceed
with the construction of the line between
Lake Superior and Red River, known as
the Lake Superior Branch, the Pembina
Branch and the Georgian Bay Branch..
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It was the intention of that Government
to use the water stretches between Lake
Superior and the Red River, and with that
view they commenced the Fort Frances
Lock. After a time that work was dis-
continued. The construction of the Lake
Superior and Red River section however
was continued, and its two ends, each of
113 miles, were placed under contract.
Hon. gentlemen, such was the state of
the Canadian Pacific Railway when the
present Government succeeded to power,
and were required to frame a policy for
that great enterprise. They determined
to cancel the contract for the Georgian
Bay Branch. They proceeded with the
Pembina Branch, which had been placed
under contract by their predecessors, but
on which, after the roadbed had been
constructed, the work was suspended
because the American line had not been
brought up to the boundary, and therefore
Mr. Mackenzie did not see fit to finish
that branch until there should be the
prospect of a connection with the lines to
the south. Whether good policy or not,
the work was suspended, but was re-
sumed after a time, and was finished by
the present Government. This Govern-
ment also felt bound to com-
plete the section between Lake
Superior and Red River, and
they accordingly placed the middle
section of 185 miles under contract.
They also placed under contract a section
of 126 miles in British Columbia. In
their opinion the country was committed
and pledged to proceed with the railway
in that Province - a work to which the
v-ery troth of the country was plighted at
the time British Columbia entered the
Dominion ; and when Mr. Mackenzie suc-
ceeded to power he entered into negotia-
tions with British Columbia which re-
8ulted in the adoption of what is known
as the Carnarvon Terms ; and his Gov-
ernment, I may say, affixed anew the seal
ef Canada to the treaty with British Co-
lumbia. The works which are construct-
ed and under contract between Lake Supe-
rior and the Red River are estimated to
cot, when completéd, $15,048,000, exclu-
sive of surveys and equipment. The section
placed under contract in British Columbia
- let*on tenders called for by Mr. Mac-
kenzie's Government - is estimated to
cost $7,950,000. Miscellaneouï items may
be added to the extent of $1,000,000,
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which will make these works - that is
the Pembina Branch, the Lake Superior
and Red River Section, and the British
Columbia Section - cost $24,000,000,
exclusive of equipment and surveys.
Now, hon. gentlemen, this is a very large
expenditure, ahd it is an expenditure to
which the present Government, when
it succeeded to power, found the country
irrevocably committed, and it became
their duty to see how it could be utilized
- how it could be turned to profitable
account for the country. The section
between Lake Superior and Red River
was of course constructed for the purpose
of affording an outlet for the trade of the
prairies, and a way in for settlers, and
for giving improved communication gen-
erally between this portion of Canada
and our North -West Territories. But
while that section was proceeded with no
progress was made with the railway
across the prairies themselves, so
that, while a very large expendi-
ture had been incurred upon it
by our predecessors, no progress had been
made by them in opening up and
peopling the prairies themselves. The
present Government felt it necessary
that that should be promptly done,
as, until it was done, the
Lake Superior and Red River section
would be almost useless. And when the
prairies are opened up with railways, the
Lake Superior and Red River section
will afford but a very inadequate outlet
for the trade of the North-West. It will
only be a summer lino, operated during
the months of navigation, and I think
that Lake Superior is only open from five
to six months. Even if the Sault Canal
shojild be open for six months or longer,
Superior is a stormy lake, and the risk
and the cost of insurance against risk
will be such as to prevent its being used
for more than from five to six months.
Owners of produce, who are sending it
forward to meet drafts maturing in Mon-
treal or New York, will not like to ex-
pose it to the risk of delay, or possibly
of wintering on Lake Superior. The
Lake Superior and Red River section,
therefore, will afford, when completed,
but inadequate communication for the
trade of the prairies. That section is
really a part of the eastern section of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, extending
fron the Red River to Lake Nipissing,
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and touching Lake Superior at Thunder
Bay. Until that section is finished
throughout and connected with the ex-
isting system of Canadian railways
near Lake Nipissing the communi-
cation with the prairies will be
inadequate, and the trade even dur-
ing the summer months will be large-
ly diverted to the United States routes,
and away altogether from Canadian
channels. While Lake Superior is open
that route will be useful for the purpose
of carrying immigrants into the North-
West, but it will afford a very inadequate
service. For these reasons, hon. gentle-
men, the completion of what I shall call
the eastern section - that is, the section
from the Red River to Callendar Station,
on the Canada Central Railway, near
Lake Nipissing - became a national
necessity. It has been admitted by all
who have taken part in the debate in
this House,that the extension of the line
across the prairies was a matter of pri-
mary necessity, and one of the first things
done by the present Government was to
commence to build the railway over the
prairies. Second only to that in im-
portance at this late day is the comple-
tion of the eastern section, commenced
by our predecessors, and of which
410 miles will be finished next year.
It became a very important question
whether these works should be carried
on by the Government or through the
instramentality of a company. lf con-
structed by the Government, they must
be paid for wholly in cash. The cost of
these works - that is of the line from
Red River to Kamloops, and from Lake
Superior to Lake Nipissing -- would not
have been les than $50,000,000. I•say
from Red River to Kamloops because I
have no doubt whatever, and I am sure
hon. gentlemen will agree with me, that
if the Government built the line across
the prairies as far as Edmonton they
would be constrained to proceed with it
until they connected it with the British'
Columbia line at Kamloops; therefore an
expenditure of $50,000,000 had to be
tontemplated ; and I say again, that it
became the duty of the Government to
consider whether the railway should be
constructed as a Government work and
paid for wholly out of the public ex-
chequer, paid for wholly out of the pock-
ets of the present taxpayers of the
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Dominion, or whether they should invite
the oc-:peration of a company who might
be induced to take part of the considera-
tion - part of the cost of constructing
and operating the railway - in land.
Now, this is the shape in which the ques-
tion presented itself 'to my mind, and I
say here, that I had no hesitation what-
ever in deciding which I considered most
for the advantage of this country. It
would have been a most serious respon-
sibility to have entered upon an expen-
diture which must have amounted to not
less than $50,000,000 in a comparatively
few years. It would have involved a
very large addition t» the Dominion
debt, which already has attained to large
proportions. It would have placed a
heavier burden than would have been
judicious upon the taxpayers of the
country. Well, hon. gentlemen, the
Government resolved to seek the assis-
tance of a company which would take
part of the consideration in land for
building the Pacifie Railway and for
operating it for ten years after its com-
pletion. I believe, hon. gentlemen, that
an overwhelming majority of the people
of this country are of the opinion now
that that decision was a wise one. I
believe that in a very few years those
who think otherwise now will entertain
different views ; that they will agree
then with those from whom they differ at
this moment. The Canadian Pacifie
Railway will be largely for the benefit of
posterity. It will take ten years to com-
plete it, and the country will necessarily
take a long time to settle ; so that it is
perfectly true to say that it is mainly for
the benefit of posterity. i was anxious,
therefore, that as large a portion as
possible of its cost should be cast
upon posterity. Whatever cash is paid
out of the exchequer of this country is
withdrawn directly from the coffers of the
taxpayers, and from employment in the
industries of the Dominion. The operat-
ing of this railway is guaranteed for
twenty years by the contract, and no one
pretends to say that for some years the
operating will not involve loss. I hope,
for the sake of the contractors and for
the sake of the country, that that los&
may be small. If it should be small, that
fact will ?e the best evidence we could
have that the country will have benefited
enormously from the construction of the
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railway. But whether the amount be tract, which has been spoken of here and
large or amall it will have to be borne elsewhere as a model contractreally came
by the Syndicate or Company, and not te nothing. Sir Hugh Allan and his
by the taxpayers, as would be the case associates in the undertaking did not
if the railway were to be built and oper- succeed in floating the company. The
ated by the Government. The effect of presumîtion is that it feU through be-
the Government arrangement is to pay cause the ternis which Sir Hugh ob-
for twenty-five millions of dollars' worth tained from the Government weve net
with land which has no present value, sufficiently liberal in the opinion of the
and to save the taxpayers $25,000,000 capitalista of Europe; and Mr. Nacken-
of money. The Syndicate has under- zie might feel justified in offering better
taken to perform work that will cost terns, so that if a company entered into
$50,000,000, for which the country wil contract with is Goverument, that
only pay $25,000,000 in cash. One half pany would be pretty certain to succeed.
the cost will be paid in land which has no Bit it will be seen that the mest favor-
present value, and which will derive its able of ail the contracté which have been
future value from the expenditure of the concluded or offered is the one whieh
Syndicate. Their expenditure will also new lies upon our table - estimating the
confer great value on the Government land, as I have done in every instance, at
land and cause it to yieldmuch more than $1 per acre - and the hi2her the price
enough to recoup the whole expenditure put upon the land the more favorably
of .the country. This contract has been will this contract compare with the
compared with previous contracts and others. Now let us see what this coun-
previous offers so frequently and ably try is really offering to give te
that I shall allude to them in the briefest the Syndicate under this centract.
possible way. The contract which is It ia proposed te give in lands
now upon our table proposes to give the and mcney $53,000,000; assuming
works that have cost the country $28,- the whole distance from Lake Nipissing
000,00 0, and a cash subsidy of $25,000,- te the Pacifie Ocean at 2,726 miles, the
000 (in ail $53,000,000), and a land cash subsidy ameunts te only $19,443
subsidy of 25,000,000 acres, which for per mile for the whole distance, ineluding
the purpose of calculation I shall estimate what las been expended by the Govern-
at $1 per acre, representing $25,000,000, ment; the land subsidy, on the sane
and making altogether $78,000,000. basis, will give 9,170 acres, making alto-
The Allan contract was for $30,000,000 gether - estimating the land at $1 per
cash, and 54,700,000 acres, including acre - $28,713 per mile.
4,700,000 acres for branches, which atthe Ilon. Mr. SCOTT - But the Syndi-
same rate of $1.per acre, gives $54,700,-
000, making altogether $84,700,000.
Mr. Mackenzie's terms were, cash $10,- The SPEAKER - Tam showing what
000 per mile, which, calling the distance the wlole cest of the road will be. The
2,726 miles, this would amount to $27,- cost of the portions bult and te
260,OOC. I estimate the sum on which le bult by the Goverment will he
Mr. Mackenzie would have been willing $28,000,000, and the Syndicate are to
to pay 4 per cent. per annum for 25 receive for the portion that tley are te
years as equal to $5,000 per mile, build $25,000,000. The twe together
or $13,630,000, making the cash make 853,000,000, se tînt the expendi-
subsidy $40,890,000. Then the land ture in cash by the country - and that
subsidy of 20,000 acres per mile, or la the point 1 vant te nake clear - will
54,520,000 acres for the entire dis- only le $19,443 per mile. Now, there
tance, which, at $1 per acre, would are very few gentlemen in this Heuse
amount to $54,52 0 ,000,makingaltogether who have net, at e time or another,
in cash and land, $95,410,000. It will made estinates for themselves of wlat
be seen from these figures that the terms this rond would probably ceet. They
offered by the late Government were have soen many estimates, se of them
really more liberal than the contract made made by the Government engineers, nnd
with Sir Hugh Allan, and there is a very they have made their own calculations.
obvious reason for that. The Allan con- Now, I ask them te endeavor te recali
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these estimates, and to say if they ever put
the cost as low as it is under this contract
- namely, $19,443 in cash, supplemented
by a subsidy in land of 9,170 acres-per
mile ?

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE - That
includes the whole line.

The SPE AKER - Yes, the whole line
of 2,726 miles, the whole line from Lake
Nipissing to the Pacific Ocean, including
the guarantee for operating the road for
ten years after its completion - that is
for twenty years from now. I may ob-
serve that each section of railway as it is
completed is to be run ; that is part of the
guarantee.

Hon. Mr. DEVER - Of course you do
not include surveys in that estimate I

The SPEAKER - No. The cost of
surveys has been withdrawn from this,
because it included the survey of the
country for other purposes. The Syndi-
cate have to build 2,000 miles, and they
are to receive for that in cash $25,000,-
000, and I must remind the House that
out of this $25,000,000 they will have to
expend $2,500,000 to equip the portions
of the road built and building by the
Government; so that the real cash sub-
sidy which they are to receive as applicable
to the building of the road is only $22,500,-
000 ; or, on the 2,000 miles, $11,250 per
mile. The Government has agreed to pay
the Syndicate $25,000,000, and it is that
amount, and that amount only, that will
be a burden on the taxpayers of the
country. Now, I ask hon. gentlemen,
considering the work to -be done, con-
sideriiig the 650 miles of railway which
the Syndicate are to build north of Lake
Superior, and the portion of the road that
they are to construct in the Rocky
Mountains, and considering the prairie
section also (which I apprehend will be
found not to be quite so light as some
gentlemen appear to suppose), consider-

ing ail these, and the guarantee to run
the railway after it is completed - I ask
if the cash subsidy is excessive 1 On
the contrary, is it not an amazingly
moderate one? Is it not so moderate
that when it comes to be looked at care-
fully and without partizan feeling, it will
astonish the country I Is there an hon.
gentleman in this House who, if such a
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a proposal had been laid upon our table
three or four years ago, would -not have
been delighted I I can fancy the delight
with which my hon. friend the ex-Secre-
tary of State would have laid such
a contract upon our table ; the
credit he would have taken, and would
have justly taken, to his Government
for having made so favorable an
arrangement; and credit is due to the
present Government for having made it.
The land subsidy is really of no present
value, and that is the fair and the only
fair way of looking at it. The land will
undoubtedly become of great value, but
it will be by the expenditure of capital
by this Syndicate. The land can be of
no value until railways are constructed
through it, and traverse it in more than
one direction. It will not be enough to
build the Canadian Pacific Railway
across the prairies; that will not make
the whole of the land valuable. The
Company must build branches, to inter-
sect the country largely with railways, to
give full value to their lands, and they
are to receive no subsidy. either in money
or land, towards constructing branch
linos. Not only must they construct
railways, but they must also organize a
comprehensive system of immigration.
They must cover the United Kingdom
and the countries of Europe with a net-
work of emigration agencies. Their
success will depend upon their bringing
immigrants in great numbers on to the
North-West Territory, and peopling it
rapidly. In that direction they must use
their best energies - and they are gen-
tlemen of great energy. They are not
only energetic, but are possessed of great
resources in capital, in influence, and in
their connections in England, in France,
and also in Germany, whence so many
immigrants come. We have their as-
surance, and I believe they ,are sincere,
that they will devote their best energies
to bringing immigrants to this
country ; it will be their interest to do
so. Unless they get the prairies largely
peopled before the eastern section is
apened the operating of the railway
will be a heavier undertaking than it
would be under different circumstances,
and they are fully aware of that. I
think the Government and the country
will derive the greatest advantage from
the co-operation and assistance which the
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Syndicate will render in peopling that
country. What they may do to enhance
the value of their lands will also enhance
the value of the public lands. I am
aware that some gentlemen now set a
fabulous value on land in the North-
West. One hon. gentleman (Mr. Ree-
sor) said that from 5,000 to 8,000 acres
per mile would be an ample subsidy.
Then the hon. Senator from Hamilton
set a very high value on it, and not only
did that, but converted it into cash at
his own valuation, and treated it practi-
cally as a cash payment to the Syndicate.
Of course it will be a long time before
the Syndicate can get such a price as
the hon. gentleman named for their
lands. They will have but a compara-
tively small residue of land when that
time comes. Then the ex-Secretary of
State placed the cost of the road at an
enormous sum; if I understood him
aright he spread the expenditure over 20
years, and called it $158,680,000 and
25,000,000 acres of land.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The cost of the
road I

The SPEAKER - I understood the
hon. gentleman to say it was to cost that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I put the abso-
lute cost of building the road at $84,-
000,000 ; the cost to the Government
would depend entirely on what the land
is valued at. In our calculation I valued
it at $3 per acre. I made a calculation
of what it would cost if the Syndicate
elected to build it under Section II
- which I will band to the hon-
gentleman if he wishes.

The SPEAKER - The cash sub-
sidy may be paid, as provided
for, on the completion of each sec-
tion of twenty miles of railway, or it may
be paid in the form of interest coupons;
but no matter in which forn, all that will
be paid is $25,000,000, or the equivalent
of that sum according to actuarial calcu-
lation, in interest coupons. The total
subsidies are $25,000,000 in cash and
25,000,000 acres of land. Then the hon.
gentleman from Ottawa (Mr. Scott) spoke
of the Government being the bankers Of
the Syndicate. That is not correct. It may
be for the convenience of the Syndi-cate to
borrow under sub-section d of the contract
considerable amounts of capital when the
noney market is favorable for their doing
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so. The Government is willing to take
$25,000,000 at 4 per cent. interest and
to hold it until the Compnay earn it from
time to time ; but the Government only
agree to do that because they see where
they can use the money to advantage.
The Government will not lose the interest
on that sum, or on any part of it ; it will
be applied to liquidating other obligations
which are now bearing interest at 5 and
6 per cent. per annum. Between now
and the 1st of January 1885, $42,000,-
000 of the obligations of the Dominion
will mature.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - What I contended
was that, if it were known that these ex-
traordinary facilities were offered, other
contractors would have tendered to do
the work for even less.

The SPEAKER - But the hon. gen-
tlegnan will see that the Syndicate could
have deposited the money with the banks.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - My point is this:
that the bonds largely increase in value
by the Government paying the interest
on those coupons. It is infinitely better
security than if the Syndicate were pay-
ing the interest.

The SPEAKER - If the payments
should not be made in that form, they
would be made in cash as each twenty
miles section of railway is constructed.
The Syndicate would be able to represent
this to the capitalists of the world, and
the Government of Canada would con-
firm the statement, so that the credit of
the Company would not be affected by this
particular mode of payment. Now, hon.
gentlemen, a good deal has been said
about land monopoly. I really have no
fears upon that head. I believe the Syn-
dicate will understand it to be to their in-
terest to have the lands quickly settled.
To do that they must offer them a$ low
prices, and I am prepared to hear of
them offering lands at lower prices than
any that have been named in this House.
I shal not be surprised if they offer
large quantities of these lands free to
actual settlers. I feel quite certain that
they will understand their interest suffi.
oiently to do ail in their power to induce
settlers to enter upon their lands. One
year's traffic of the products of a f&rm,
cultivated by an ordinary family, would
yield more to them than the price they
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may receive for the land at the early
sales, and I may say that some of the
gentlemen interested in this Syndicate
have shown elsewhere - in Minnesota-
that they understand this policy. The
hon. Senator from Ottawa (Mr. Scott)
said that lie set a higher value on the
land than herotofore, because we were
discovering that it is more valuable than
we had hitherto supposed. That is true,
but only because there is a prospect of
the land being opened up by the very
means we are now providing. But let
us withdraw the prospects of early rail-
ways from that country, and what would
land there be worth ? It would be worth
110 more than it was fifteen years ago,
when it was, of course, altogether unsale
able.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I am quite aware
of that.

The SPEAKER - But, hon. gentle-
men, we are not only discovering that
our land is more valuable, but we are
also discovering that we have more of it
than we formerly supposed. A physical
atlas was issued a few days ago by Dr.
Hurlburt, a gentleman who ought to be
good authority on this question, and who
has had access to the very best and most
correct sources of information on the
subject. He puts the grass bearing area
of land in our North-West territory, east
of the Rocky Mountains and west of the
boundary of Ontario, at 900,000,000
acres. From that, of course, must be
deducted the waste lands; but I am
assured that the waste lands of that
territory bear a smaller proportion to the
whole area than almost of any other
country. Now, if this atlas is correct,
the subsidy of 25,000,000 acres, that
seems to many to be so large, is only one
thirty-sixth part of our North-West
Territory. The same atlas shows that
the cereal bearing lands amount to 600,-
000,000 acres, of which the quantity to
be given to the Syndicate is in area only
one twenty-fourth part. This statement
will perhaps give an idea of what we are
giving to this Syndicate and what we are
reserving. ' would not be willing to
give to a company anything approach-
ing to a controlling interest in our
lands in the North-West. I do not
think that a thirty sixth or a twenty-
fourth part is objectionable. When you
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come to twice that quantity, it might be
open to question; but, certainly, the
quantity we are giving is not open to any
objection of that kind. The question of
exemptions from taxation, duty, etc., has
been sufficiently explained by hon. gen-
tlemen who have taken part before me in
this debate, and I shal not refer to it
further than to say that whatever the
money value of this may be is so much
saved to the present taxpayers of the Do-
mainion, and I think they are those whose
interests we ought chiefly to consider.
The only contribution to its cost by the
people who will enjoy the benefits to be
derived from this railway in future times
will 1 e the small amount of taxes which
they will be prohibited from collecting;
upon the property of this Company. As
for the taxes upon the lands, my hon.
friend the Minister of Inland Revenue
showed, the other evening, that in all
probability the exemption would have-
been as valuable or more valuable
under the Mackenzie terme than they are
under this contract. Why should not
those who are to people the North-West
contribute in the future towards the cost
of this railway 1 Do not the provinces
and the municipalities in the settled por-
tions of Canada contribute largely to-
wards the construction of railways î Was
not a bonus granted by this very city a
few weeks ago in support of a railway to
Toronto - I think the amount was
$200,000 I That is an instance of the
liberality with which municipalities con-
tribute to railways throughout this coun-
try. All the western cities, and many of
the rural municipalities, have contributed
in the same way, and very largely in
proportion to their means. With
respect to the standard I need not say
anything. My hon. friend from Montar
ville (Mr. DeBoucherville) showed that
the standard is really a high one.
My hon. friend the leader of the Op-
position (Mr. Scott) said that he had no
apprehension on that score. He is quite
right. He understands what is foc the
interest of the Company ; and he takes it
for granted that they will do what is for
their own interests. The railway, I pre-
sUme, will be opened as soon as it can be
safely run for traffic, but its construction
will not then be complete. It will be as
with all railways - especially western
railways - the construction will go on
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until the line is made first-class. The wil also b. a competitor, and 1 have no
next point to come to is a very doubt that lne will be bailt, and buiW
important one, and one that has sbortly. The Canadian interets con-
naturally interested the country cerned in it will see that it is buit, per
very much : that is the question hape before the ail-rail Canadien lin.
of monopoly with respect to traffic. But I cannot understand any (anadial
Now, hon. gentlemen, instead of this being satisfied to aecept the Sault lino iii
Company having a monopoly, the con- lieu of an ail-rail lne througli Canadian
struction of the Canadian Pacifie Rail- territory.
way will render monopoly impossible. It lon. Mr. SCOTT -If we get that
is for the purpose of securing the trade
of the North-West to Canada that this
railway is being built, and the tariff of The SPEAKER - rhe way te get
rates is to be subject to the approval of both is te take the ail-rail lino now wheu
the Governor in council. If it were not to we have an opportunity of getting it;
be constructed, the United States lines the Sault connection will core, and prob-
would have a monopoly of our trade. The ably b. open for traffic before the other.
construction of our railway will prevent But if w. have the Sault lin. firat we
this. I repeat that the Canadian Pacific shall have interests opposei te our na-
Railway, instead of being a monopoly, tional lino. I repeat I cannot ùnder-
as far as traffic is concerned, -will really stand how any Canadian d.siring tho
be the means of preventing any monop- welfare of the country, the development
oly being established. Another fact that of its trade and the enrichment of its
has an important bearing upon the mon- people can accept the Sault lin. - the
opoly question is that it will be for the for.ign hue in lieu of the Canadian lin.
interest of the Company to charge the Hon, gentlemen are, no doubt, aware that
lowest possible rates, because low rates the Sault lin., or rather the extension of
of freight will do more to attract immi- the Northern Pacifie Railway, from Du-
grants to their lands than even a low luth towards the Straits of Mackinaw, is
price for land. The price of land - the not for the purpose of connecting with
purchase money - of one or two dollars the Canadian line at the Sault, but te
an acre has only to be paid once, but the conneet with the Michigan railways, and
transportation of the products of the land through them reacl Detroit. The dis-
will be unending, and if the rates of tance from Winnipeg te Detroit in ex-
transport are higher than the rates for aetly tii.same both by Duluth and the
similar distances in the United States, a Straits of Mackinaw and by St. Paut and
check will be given to settlement, and Chicago. Frei. tus extension of the
the success of the Company will be jeopar- Northern Pacifie a brandi will b.
dized. The interests of the Company are dropped down te the Sault. Hon. gen-
so manifestly in favor of charging low tlemen will se. that it would b. in the
rates of freight that I have no apprehen- interest of that Company te prevent the
sion of their doing otherwise. The traffic leaving thoir main lino et the
Northern Pacifie Railway is the natural Sanît for the Canadian railways, and we
competitor of the Canadian Pacifie Rail- knew what ean b. don. by railway coi-
way, and when the extensions of the panies te prevent trafflo tiat tiey have
Northern Pacifie are completed to the on their unes from l.aving themn. They
Straits of Mackinaw and Detroit, that will take from eur lino ail they can get,
lin. will be a formidable competitor. Up and in return give as little as they can.
to this time it has had, during the sum- Tii Nortieru Pacifie Company weuld
mer season, teia Duluth, almost a monop- probably have ene rate to Detroit and a
oly of the rail and water borne traffie. higier rate per mile te the Seul junc-
The all-rail traffic throughout the tien. Our Sault line wii have te coi-
year has necessarily to be taken pet. witi the main Nortiern Pacifie lin,
round by St. Paul and Chicago, and its extensions, and compete under
and it will continue to be so taken disadvantageous conditions. Besides, it
until our through rail line is built. will have te compete with the water dur-
The Sault Branch, when it is built in ing the summer. If w. ver. te b. con-
connection with the Northern Pacifie, tent with the Sault lin. a large portion
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of our traffic would be diverted from sented in the Syndicate. Their intereat
the Canadian line, at Winnipeg, to the wil he bound up in the Canadian Pacifie
United States lines, and when it reached Railway, and in keeping the trade of the
the Sault junction we would have to country withln Canada. 1 shah not say
compete and struggle for a share of it to mucl about the second Syndicate or
bring back to Canada, and we could at about their sincerity; if they sent in an
best.only succeed in getting back a small offer, believlng that they would be
share. Yet, some hon. gentlemen are awarded the contract, they must be very
asking that it should be accepted in lieu sanguine men, because their tender could
of an all-rail line through our own not be considered until after the present
country. I may say that I admire the Goverument had been defeated and over-
courage of gentlemen who stood before turned. That was perfectly manifest.
an audience of Montreal manufacturers No one knows better than the ex-Secre-
and merchants to urge them to use their tary of State that if the acta of Ministers,
influence to have the Sault branch of the who are the servants of Parliament, are
Northern Pacifie Railway accepted in- repudiated by Parliament, the Ministers,
stead of an all-rail route to the North- like ether servants, whose acta are dis-
West. I admire their courage, but approved of by their masters, must make
their courage only, in asking the Montreal way must resign -se that before
merchants to forego the advantages - I the second.Syndicate ould have obtalned
may say the monopoly of a most promis- the ceutract the present Government
ing trade - and to see it diverted from must have been overturned and the
themselves to enrich the merchants, gentlemen of the Opposition succeeded to
railways and cities of the United States. their places.
I believe, hon. gentlemen, that the build- Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Oh! ne> net at
ing of the Canadian all-rail line will al
secure the North-West trade to Canada.
I believe that without that line the trade The SPEAKER - If the second
will be lost to the Dominion. I .owe an Syndicate entered into an arrange-
apology for occupying the time of hon. ment with those gentlemen the very
gentlemenat such length, but the subject fluet act would be te drop from the
is one of such absorbing interest to my- contract the western section of the rail-
self that I may not have proper con- way, and with it te drop a province from,
sideratien fer othere. I have sbeen ac- theDominion. That wouldhave been the
cuised, by some of the prese, of incon .inevitable result. The second act would be
sistency for net opposing the giving of te, dr-op 650 miles of the eastern section,
the contract te, thiz ýyndicate. I amn and with it te drep two-thirds of the
net open te the charge cf inconsistency trade of the North-West eut of the
in this matter. In 1863 I was oppoed volume of Canadian trade. It is urged
to glvlng our mubsidies and our railway against the Syndicate that some of its
to a company that had arranged te give nembers are interested i the St. Paul
seventeen-twentleths of it to the pro- and Manitoba Railway. I do net ee

ioters of the Northern Pacifie BRailway, why that sould o an objection. Dur-
who were and are our chief ri-aas. If I ing the winter monthe, until the vena-
were te, support the second Syndicate, dian Pacifie is-comploted, and during the
sometimes called the pelitical Syndicate, summer until it is complete te Prince
I would bo open te the charge of incon- Arthur's Landing, the trade of the west
isitency, because their ally, their only must fnd an outet over the St. Paul,

ally, would be the Northern Pacifie Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway
Railway, and the natural course of their oither by way of Glyndon to Duluth, or
business would ho te, tranafer the trade by way of St. Paul and Chicago. Its
of the North-West te, that railway existence ie, and will ho, a great boon te,
during the surn mer menthw when the the North-West until the Canadian rail-
ine te Thunder Bay would be rpen. way la opened throughout. The inter-

When once transferred te the Northern ester f railway companes are meaured
Pacifie Railway it would belost te Canada. by the number of miles of railway whic
No rival, hostile interemt, such as the they own, and the interest of the Syndi-
Northern Pacifie was in 1873, is repre- cate stand thue -

TSie Speaker.
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Pacific

The distance from Winnipeg to
Glyndon, which is the junc-
tion of the St. Paul Railway
with the Northern Pacific, is

Winnipeg to St. Paul ..........
Winnipeg to Prince Arthur's

Landing . ....... .....
Winnipeg to Nipissing (Cal-

lander Station)............

[FEBRUARY 14, 1881.]

220 miles.
450 "

430 "

1,080 "

So that when the road is finished to
Prince Arthur's Landing the Syndicate's
interest will be as 430 is to 220-that
is, they will be interested in 430 miles
to Prince Arthur's Landing as against
220 miles to Glyndon and 450 to St.
Paul. When the eastern section is
completed their interest will be as 1,080
is to 220. Between Callander Station
and St. Paul their interest will be as be-
tween 1,080 and424.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Until the eastern
section is built the true way to compare
the distance will be from Winnipeg to
St. Paul and from Winnipeg to Thunder
Bay.

The SPEAKER - I have done that.
When the road is opened to Nipissing
their interest will be as 1,080
miles are to 220 to Glyndon, in one
case, and 424 in the other case to St.
Paul. It is gratifying to find that the
distance is in favor of the Canadian
route, whether you take it by all-rail, or
partly rail and partly water. The dis-
tance from Winnipeg to Montreal, ail-
rail, is 1,432 miles ; the distance via
Thunder Bay and the Sault is 1,262.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - That is the short-
est route.

The SPE AKE R - Yes-the shortest.
So that the Canadian all-rail route
will be 218 miles shorter than
any other, and the rail and water
route is 156 miles shorter than that via
fDuluth. In my opinion the contract is
a fair one to both parties. If the Syndi-
cate push their work energetically, if
maoney remains cheap and immigration
large, they ought to make a very good
thing of it, and if they do Canada
will also be benefited. If the
Syndicate fulfil their contract, as I be-
lieve they will, they will render ine;alcu-
lable benefit to Canada as well as to
themselves. The undertaking, so far as
the Dominion is concerned, even with this
nodified money subsidy, is aheavy one, but

The Speaker.

not so heavy as it would have appeared
three years ago, for the credit of the
country has improved since then. As
evidence of this, I may mention that in
1876 a thirty years' loan was negotiated
nominally at 4 per cent., but as this loan
netted only 87J cents in the dollar, the
rate of interest instead of being only 4
per cent. is actually 4.79 per cent. The
latest quotation of our 4 per cent. secu-
rities is 104J to 105h. I think, there-
fome, we may fairly assume if we desired
to negotiate a loan how we would be able
to do it at 102k - that is 15 per cent.
better than the loan of 1876. The pre-
mium on a loan at that rate
would reduce the rate of in-
terest to 3.86 per cent. Now, the
difference to Canada would be as fol-
lows :- The loan of 1876 was $12,166,-
666, for which we received only $10,-
645,833. If it had been negotiated at
present rates, we would have received for
the$12,1 66,666, $12,407,833, or $1,825,-
000 more than we did receive in 1876.
The difference in the rate of interest be-
tween those two periods is 93-1.0th of
1 per cent; and that is sufficient if con-
stantly invested at 4 per cent. to pay off
the loan in forty-two years. In other
words, if you were to invest 93-100th of
1 per cent. on the whole debt of Canada,
semi-annually, and keep it regularly in-
vested at 4 per cent., it would pay off
the debt in forty-two years. Within
three years great improvements have
taken place in the condition of
the country. We have had two
bountiful crops. The price of
lumber, a very important staple has
increased .very much, and so has the
demand for it. The industries of the
country have revived enormously. The
exports of the year exceed the importe
for the first time. Hope has taken the
place of gloom and despondency, and the
country is enjoyihg a measure of pros-
perity such as few of us remember to
have seen in former years. Now, I am
not going to take credit to the present
Government for all these benefits ; I am
not going to ask for credit for the bounti-
fui harvests, or for improvement in the
lumber trade ; but I will take ,credit to
the present Government for their policy
and legislation. It is due to these that
so large a proportion of the profits aria-
ing from the improved condition of
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affairs as remained in Canada and
inured to the benefit of our people. I
believe that firmly and sincerely. I be-
lieve if tiat policy had not been inaugu- s
rated, and if our industries had not been t
protected by legislation, our neighbors
would have continued to have made this 1
country what is called a slaughter mar- i
ket-they would have continued to
trample our industries under foot-and
that to-day we would have been less
prosperous and less contented than we
were three years ago. If the Pacifie
Railway is proceeded with, as we firmly
believe it will be, I look forward to the
country enjoying a still greater increase
of prosperity--that in a few years hon.
gentlemen who are opposed to-day to
ratifying this contract, witl admit that
they were unwise to oppose it as they
have done, and will congratulate them-
selves and the country that there was a
majority in the legisiative halls of the
Dominion to carry the measure against
their wishes and efforts.

It being six o'clock, the Committee
rose.o

ÂFTIMRE IUSS.

The Committee was resumed.

On the first clause,

lon. Mr. HAYTIIORNE - I think
it important that some discussion should
take place on this clause for several
reasons, which 1 shaîl briefly state to the
Hose. It is a very important clause,
thc wording of which niay bear another
rneaning besides that which appears on
its face. It seems to nie that the mean-
ing of this language is, in effect, a bill of
indemnity for the conduci, of the Govern-
ment in connection with the measure.
It appears to me that if we pass that
clause as it stands, the Huse will, iu
effect, have expressed- its approval of the
conduet of the Government throughout
this transaction. Now, that is a thing
which 1 do not wisli to do, because I
strongly disapprove of their conduct in
this matter. Considering the state of
affairs which existed in Parliament at
the close of Iast session, « measure having
then passed both branches of the
LegWBatuere for conducting the con-
struction of this railway upon a principle
totally distinct from that which is adopt-
in this billi the Government shoiîld

Yke Speaker.

ssign sufficient reasons for their change
if front. It seens to me if they contem-
lated such an entire change of
ystem in the construction of
his road they 'should have come
o Parliament and sought its ap-
proval before making it. They should,
n my judgment have effected certain
dterations in the Act of 1874, under
which Act, I presume, they were proceed-
.ng, and on which the contract was
based. Now, if the action of the Govern-
nent was based upon that Act, it seens
bo me perfectly clear that they have not
followed out the principles of that Act.
Therefore, if they intend to constructt he
Canadian Pacifie Railway on principles
entirely different froin those they an-
nounced last ,session in Parliament, it
was their duty, before taking an irrevo-
cable step, to have come to Parliament
and·stated their policy and asked for an
alteration of the laws upon our statute
book for that purpose. The 8th clause
of the Act of 1874 is as follows -

c The Governor-in-Council may divide the
several sections of the said railway into sub-
sections, and may contract with any person,
etc., etc., etc., for the construction of any sec-
tion or sub.section of the said railway, in-
cluding all works connected therewith, and
all rolling stock required to work the arne,
and for the working of the same as hereinatter
provided, on such terms and conditions as by
the Governor-in-Council may be deemed just
and reasonable, subject to the following pro.
visions

SSub-Section 1.-That the werks on any
section or sub-section of the said railway
shall not be given out to any contractor or
contractors, except after tenders shall have
been obtained for the sane."

Now, hon. gentlemen, I think that
practice of letting our public works by
tender - a time-honored practice - was
a very 'proper one, and any breach of
that system is to be condemned rather
than approved of. For that reason I
specially disapprove of this contract, and
the clause expresses approval of the con-
duct of the Government, and ratifies
the contract. It has been said that this
contract has practically been put up to
tender, but I think that ground is not
tenable at all. In. order to make good
the' case that this contract has been
offered to public tender, the Government
ought to be able to show where, when,
and how it was so put up ; what the
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'specifications were that were offered te
persons wishing te tender - in fact te
show the conditions under which the
ýGovernment were prepared te act. I
think unless it can be shown that the
usual system of tender was adopted in
this case, it cannot be said that this work
lias ever been offered te public compe-
tition. It has been said that the speech
of the Prime Minister at Bath was
equivalent te putting it up to tender,
but I cannot agree with that view. It
seems te me te be entirely untenable.
A speech made , by the Premier - a
speech te some of his constituents or
party - cannot be regarded as equiva-
lent te an advertisement for tenders. It
seems te me, also, that if this work had
been properly advertised, and the public
notified of the conditions on which the
Government were prepared to let the
work, it is highly probable that many
offers would have been received besides
this one, and I am justified in making
that statement, because sinte Parliament
met another offer has been made. It
lias been said that this second offer was
net made in good faith, but I think that
statement is altogether unjustifiable.
The second Syndicate deposited
81,400,000 as evidence of their good
faith, and I think that is ample evidence
that they were prepared to carry out
their offer. It lias been stated also that
the Government could not have retired
from this agreement without dishonor,
but I beg te differ from hon. gentle-
men who express that opinion. If the pro-

.per precautions had 'been taken, and if
the Government had come to Parliament
in the first instance and obtained its ap-
proval of their plans, there would have
been no danger of incurring any disgrace
at all. Those gentlemen who seem te
think that it would be a disgraceful fact
in the history of this country net te en-
dorse the action of the Government in
this transaction take a wrong view of
the case. If they are right, no matter
how bad a bargain the Government may
nake, Parliament is bound te support it.
That is a position which no hon. gentle-
men, I am satisfied, will take. Some
hon. gentlemen mey take the position
that this is a remarkably good bargain,
but the Opposition think differently. I
should have preferred that the Govern-
-mient had net placed themselves in such

Ron. Mr. Haythorne.

a position. I should have preferred that
that they had prepared the way for their
scheme during last session. They would
then have been acting strictly in accor-
dance with existing laws and not
have found it necessary to come te Par-
liament to sanction a bargain. net made
in conformity with the existing laws, and
with a bill of idemnity for themselves.
I, therefore, move that the first clause
be amended to read as follows :-

1. The said contract, a copy of which with
schedule annexed is appended hereto, is not
hereby approved and ratified, but the Govern-
ment is hereby authorized to invite tenders for
the performance of the work therein described,
to perform and carry out the conditions there-
of, according to their purport.

lon. Mr. DICKEY - The amend-
ment proposed by my hon. friend reads
very like an amended resolution which
proposes te leave out all the words after
"resolved." The contention that my
hon. friend lias adverted to, that this
contract must be ratified because the
Government entered into it, has not been
heard in this debate. Nobody has taken
that ground, and my hon. friend is net
justified in saying so. We ratify this
contract, which by its terms must be rati-
fied by Parliament before it lias any
binding force, because we think it a wise
and proper one - à contract eminently
in the interest of this country. The hon.
gentleman lias spoken of tenders ;iot
having been invited, and has referred.to
the Act of 1874, under which lie says the
Government are empowered te accept
offers, but that no offer will be of any
avail until it is ratified by Parliament.
Under the Act of 1874, the concurrence
of the House of Commons only was
required, while in this ca-se the sanction
of both Houses is sought. I should like
to ask my hon. friend whether Parlia-
ment, in the exercise of its very exten-
sive powers, cannot enter into a contract
and ratify it. My hon. friend is reduced to
a strange dilemma when he brings a clause
of the Act of 1874 te show that a contract
must be ratified by the House of Com-
mens when we are actually discussing the
matter after the contract lias been rati-
fied by that Chamber, and we are merely
exercising our functions as a co-ordinate
branch of Parliament. I can speak for
myself, and I think I can speak for
every gentleman who has voted for this
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Bill, when I say that we do not vote to
ratify this contract merely because it has
been made by the Government, but be-
cause we consider it a wise and prudent
bargain. My hon. friend says that the
Premier's speech at Bath was not an in-
vitation of- tenders. Who contended it
was ? Not anybody on the Opposition
side of the Rouse ; not even my hon.
friend himself raised the objection that
the work was not put up to tenders, but
it was objected that the negotiations
were carried on in secret, and it was to
meet that objection that reference was
made to the Premier's speech. I myself
brought forward the fact that this was
not such a contract as the hon. gentleman
spoke of - a contract made in secret and
without competition - but the best con-
tract that could be made when two rival
companies were competing for the work.
I should like to refer to some statements
made by my hon. friend from Hopewell
the other day, and I do so in no uDkindly
spirit, but to Pet him right as to one or
two facts. He spoke of stock books
being opened in the various cities of the
Dominion under the Allau contract, but
he forgot to quote the concluding part of
the clause that he referred to, and which
is as follows :-" Provided that the
Directors shall have power to reject any
proposed subscription which it shall
seem to them inexpedient to accept."
It is a mere matter of form ; it is a close
corporation to all intents and purposes,
because nobody in this wide Dominion,
can get an interest in it unless with the
consent of the directors. That was one
of the objections takeii to this very con-
tract. The hon. gentleman also referred
to a clause in the offer of the second
Company, that the Government might at
any time resume possession of the work,
on certain conditions, but that is per-
fectly illusory, because it does not
authorize the Government to resume
possession of the line unless they are
prepared to pay the price the Company
shall ask. I shall read the 231d clause,
and the hen, gentleman can see for him-
self The clause is as follows

" 23. At any time after the completion of
the Canadian Pacific Railway, or of the parts
thereof that are to be completed hereunder,
the Government shall be entitled to acquire
the same, and all the property and assets of
the Company, paying therefor such compen-

Bon. Mr. Dickey.

sation as may be agreed upon; or, in case of
disagreement, such compensation shall be
settled by the deciuion of the majority of
three arbitrators, one to be chosen by the
Government, one by the Company, and the
third by the two so appointed."

No third arbitrator could be chosen
unless with the consent of the Company
itself, or its nominee. Now, that shows
that the Government could not, under
that section, get power to take possession
of the railway except by consent of the
Company. If my hon. friend will look
at section 3, which refers to the standard
of the railway, and the admission of
materials, he will find it is of a very
different character. The clause is as
follows

" And if the Government and the Company
should be unable to agree as to whether or not
any work done or materials furnished are in
fair coriformity with such standard, or as to
any other question of fact, excluding questions
of law, the subject of disagreement shall be
from time te time referred to the determination
of three referees, one of whom shall be chosen,
by the Government, one by the Company, and
one by the two referees so chosen, and such
referees shall decide as to the party by whom
the expense of such reference shall be defrayed.
And if such two referees should be unable to
agree upon a third referee, he shall be appoint-
ed at the instance of either party hereto, after
notice to the other, by the Chief Justice of the
Supreme. Court of Canada. And the decision
of such referees, or of the majority of them,
shall be final."

Now, there is an entirely different state
of things, far different from the other
provision under which, if the Company
do not agree to anyone suggested by the
Governnient, they retain possession of
the railway. Now that is not all, be-
cause there is a very important question
connected with this, no less than the,
total cost of this railway - for example,
the question whether the subsidies shall
be counted as part of the cost of that
railway. Why, gentlemen have been
fighting here for a week on the question
whether the word " capital " shall in-
clude the subsidies of land and money
and all other moneys expended on the
road. How is that provided for in the Act
of 1874 I It will be found in clause 10,
referring to the resumption of the road
by the Government, as follows :-

" The subsidies in land or money granted or
paid by the Government for the construction
of said railway being firet returned or deducted
from the amount to be paid, the lande sold
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belag valued at the full amounrit the contrac- into . controversy witl him on the other
tors may have received from the sale of such pointe, because really those questions
lands as may have been sol" have been discussed ad naueum, but

There is in this Bill before the House when a principlo like that le pressed
protection to the public; but there is no upon the House, I think it le right chat
protection in the clause which my hon. eane one should enter a protest against
friend thinks a great grievance because a doctrine whicl is as novel te me as I
it was net conteed lu this measure. I think t' is entirly subversive of al
merely oeil my hon. friend'p attention constitutional goverument.
to the midsapprehension as to these blon Mr. McuLELaN - I did net
clauses under whih mut have make prp i that d
labored I muet enter a decided protest ne shpou etion at oec anst
against the constitutional principles vtin itmo i nti qestly sbeorie ofir

merlcal y hon. friends anondt th pepebfrbig

which my hon. friend baselieve te passed upon by both Houses f Parlia-
here fer the first time, and I believe themet h ongnlmabsevdt1
first time they have ever been heard in a m ent Th entana edet
body such as the Parliament of Canada- I said wasthat an important question
1 mean the principle heow, thathad not core before the electrs at
that whenever an important question the time of the general election, and
like this comes up it is wrong to settle which may be a permanent statute
it without first making an appeal to the
country. He went so far as te say that oing to its peciar chare fra
this measure ought not to be considered rimesto one aoingn s e ly
during the present session, but postponed anter of t hi D in, wanenty
with a view to submitting it to the
people for their ratification and then submit to the people. With ail due
bringing it before Parliament for itdefrence t the views of my on. friend,

declelon. ~~'t IIubysbmtta must continue te hold that opinion.decision. I humbly submit that that is A oteohrpit nm peht
an absurdity, because instead of Parlia- -wAs t the oenteman my speec te
ment acting as the representatives of the glad t find that he completely sub-
people, the people themselves will decide
the question and then send it to ats e corectne h0 fer s e
Parliament to talk about it after- fact a concerned poandbhe ws vert
wards. My hon. friend says there ought to
be a dissolution or an appeal to the peo- drawing too argely on the indulgence
ple on, this question, because he says the and patience cf the Senate, for me, on
House of Commons was elected on the that occasion, te dwell on details and
question of the National Policy. Does infrences arilng from ail the features cf
my hon. friend say that during the five this question. My tatement were cor-

years which it was thought fit should be we nd a
fixed as the tern of the House of Com- a specifie amendment in
mons, that there must be an appeal t committee, yet, whenever permitted, I
the people on every important measure am quite prepared te centrevert the
th at 4- i Tl hcnu tfULDbnUALIU

comesUw ul a V. SL Uu
will see himself, on reflection, that to act
upon such a suggestion would be simply
te reduce parliamentary govern
ment to a constitutional absurdity
because it is quite impossible that
the Government could be carried on if
such a rule prevailed. I never heard
auch a principle propounded by any
Constitutional authority.. I am not com-
Plaining of it, because the hon. gentle-
Man spoke with a great deal of frankness
and clearnes, and very much to the
Pleasure of a great many of us who
listened to him. I do not wish to enter

Hon. Mr. Dickey.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The hon. Senator
from Amherst has placed a very inge-
nious construction on clause 23, if not a
very ingenuous one. The clause lays
down as a particular basis for action,
that in the event of the Government
desiring to obtain this railroad in a few
years, it can be done by arbitration. It
is a very simple proposition, and one
that, if embodied in any Act of Parlia-
ment, and it afterwards became a neces.
sity for this country to act upon it, I do
not think Parliament would be slow to
find machinery to put in force such a

24
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simple proposition, and the Government
do not take exception to that clause.
They saythat they will not entertain it
at all. If they had come forward and
said that this general clause 23 is quite
ineffective, we cannot entertain it unless
it is put in proper shape, hon. gentlemen
would find very quickly that the propo-
sition would be drawn just on as satis-
factory a basis as the Syndicate required.
White I am alluding to that, i may just
refer to one point in this debate that has
assuned very great prominence, and that
is hon. gentlemen have over and over
again stated - and I confess I was
amazed at the boldness with which that
sïtatenent was made - that this con-
tract that I hold in my hand from the
new Syndicate contemplated dropping
the eastern and western ends of the
railway. Now, I deny that any such
interpretation can be put upon that con-
tract. The proposal is, that the Govern-
ment may have that option if they think
fit, bi t the gentlemen who proposed to
build this road under the second offer
had not themselves taken this option.
In the first place, they say that " we will
do exactly what the first Syndicate pro-
poses to do, and we will do it for less
money and for less lands, and with Gov-
ernmeint supervision, and with the abate-
ment of all those objectionable clauses."
Thev go further, and say " we give
the Government the power, if they
think it is in the interests of the people
of this country that the work in British
Columbia should be carried on as rapidly
as possible, you can stay our work with-
out any claim for damages. If you
think well of staying the work on the east-
ern section, or substitute the Sault
Branch in lieu thereof, it is in the
power of the Government to do so, and
it in'no way affects the position of the
Syndicate. The Syndicate had no option,
but the Government had the option. I
do think it very extraordinary that
hon. gentlemen should rise again and
again in their places, and say that the
second proposition contemplated drop-
ping the eastern and western ends. Now
I come to a few observations of my hon.
friend from Prince Edward Island as to
the tenders. It is contended by hon.
gentlemen opposite that this proposition
is not very perfectly authorized, but it
is authorized. I deny that there is any

lion. Mr. Scott.

authority whatever given by the Parlia-
ment of Canada under which they were
authorized to make even this provisional
contract. After the change in 1878 the
Government continued to act and give
out contracts on the Pacific Railway
under the Act of 1874. They gave out
eight or ten contracta under that statute ;
their work is now being carried on under
that Act, and they propose to go on still
further under that Act ; but under that
statute it is definitely laid down that
all work on the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way was to be given out bv public ten-
der.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CA MPBELL -
Like the Fort Frances Lock.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Surely hon.
gentlemen do not ask us to accept the
casual observations made at a pic-nic by
the distinguished gentleman who is at
the head ot this Government as an in-
vitation to the world that they were
going to invite tenders, and that in the
face of their declared policy sent broad-
cast over this country not eight months
ago. Sir Charles Tupper, on the 14th of
April last in asking for the last official
statement as to the work on the Pacific
Railway, and as estimate of future works
after Parliament rose, what does he say ?
Ie says :-.

" The [policy of the Government is to con-
struct a cheaper railway, following or ratber
in advance of settlement, with any workable
gradients that can be had requiring no ex-
penditure beyond that absolutely necessary to
affect the rapid colonization of the country"

Surely hon. gentlemen will not pretend
to say that that was not the policy
of the Government when Parliament rose
last year.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - It was the
policy of the Government to construct
that kind of a railway.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - That kind of a
railway ! Had not the Government a
very short time before that given out
four contracts in British Columbia that
were afterwards consolidated K Nad not
they given out the section for that
185 miles between Red River and
Thunder Bay 1 Was not all the work
given out under the'Act of 18741 And Sir
Charles Tupper himself, in announcing
officially the policy of the Government at
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,the end of the session last year, declared have the offers submitted to us? Surely
ýover and over again that that was the if competiticn existed it is easy te bring
policy of the Government, and that they it down. It has been asked for ever
gave credit to their predecessors for it. and over again. I con quite understand

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - What was the the Government, with tleir great na-
policy 1 jority, playing a bold game, and saying

"lwe think this is the best thing for the
Hon. Mr. SCOTT - To go on and country, andwereally believe thatthe

build the road as a Government work. measure we have entered into Ipro-

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - Until they visionally ought te be adopted; with
couild get satisfactory offers. our large following in Parliament we

will have it adopted." But then we, are
lion. Mr. SCOTT - Then why not told in one veice by hon. gentlemen that

ask Parliarnent for anthority to build it we must accept this contract; that
in that way, announce to Parliament te îiject it or aniend it involves a change
that they were going to call for tenders, ef Goverument, as it is tantamount te a
an not enter into a contract secretly want of confidence. We are teld Par-
without anv knowledge to outsiders 1 1 liament ig te diseuss it, and if anything
deny that there was any competition for is feund wron, with it, we are te do the
this contract. Had it been done by the best vith it. The organ et the Govern-
the late Government what would the ment the other day vent se far as te say
country have said ? What would hon. it was the duty of the Senate net te lose
gentlemen have said I It would have any trne in registerrng this contract,
been characterized as one of the most ani as we coud not alter it, ke should
outrageons acts on the part of the net delay it. I said befere if any other
Government, and would have been party or any dther Government had dene
heralded all over the country as such. anything of this kind, it would net be a
But, forsooth, because the head of the few days or a few nights of debate we
Government said what he did at a pic- would have on it in this Chamber.
nic at Bath- as if the capitalists of the
world were going to read his Bath Hon. Mr. AIKINS-They weuld
speech ; I confess I did not read it my- net send it te the Senate at al.
self until my attention was drawn to it
recently - it is to be taken as an ad- Hon. Mr. SCOTT - They sent the
vertisement to the world that the Act of 1874 te the Senate, and they
Government were calling for tenders fer bound themselves thit they could net
the construction of this railway. No give eut a centract unlees tenders were
doubt the right bon. gentleman mikes called for by public advertisement. We
very good speeches, but he does not take know very well the greund hon. gentle-
the opportunity of announcing the policy men took in reference te the steel rails
of the Governnent at a pic-nic in the contract. It was advertised for a month
backwoods. Such pic-nics are very or se in the leading newspapers and
pleasant. no doubt, but are not very communication was had with the leading
suitable for the announeement of a State manufacturers. It waa net suppesed te
policy. At the Lord Mayor's dinner in be necessary te spend a theusand da1lars
London it is usually the case that the in advertising for rails, but hon. gentle-
Premier of England, or some member of men were se critical that an additional
the Cabinet, makes some announcement menth or six weeks' advertisîng wau re-
as to the foreign policy of the Govern- quired. Even that was net sufficient,
ment ; but this is a different thing from and an hon. gentleman brought it up in
naking such announcement at a pic-nic this Chamber, and declared that the
in the back woods. Really it is farcical, announcements were net broad eneugh
although it is not parliamentary to say or wide eneugh te attract the notice of
such a word,for hon. gentlemen to rise in capitalista and manufacturers. But the
their place, and say that this contract Minister of Railways can cross the At-
was a tender, and say that there was lantic and give his orders for thousands
competition for it. If there was com- of tons ef -%teel rails without any notice
petition, where is it i Why can we not te the public> and it is ail perfectlv right,
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though what was done by his predeces-
sors was absolutely wrong. But I do
not find fault with it. I say Sir Charles
Tupper did a very good thing for the
country when he bought those rails in
London. I think it was a very good
thing - a very proper thing, but I do
think, and will continue to think to the
last day of my life,of the way his predeessor
in office was hounded down through
the country by his opponents in
reference to this steel rails matter. It
was even dragged into this debate a few
days ago, but the hon. gentleman who
did so is not now in his place and I will
not refer to it any further. To talk of
this contract having been made under
public tender and under authority of an
Act of Parliament is absurd. The Gov-
ernment have done it in their strength
and power, and have probably done it in
their wisdom, from their own standpoint,
but I should like it to be put on a fair,
honest basis. They justify it by having
.a strong backing in Parliament, who will
be sure to carry it through and we must
be told that we are not to dot an "i " or
cross a " t," even if a clause is shown to
be diametrically opposed to the interests
of the people, as is the case in the
clause with reference to rates of tolls.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-I
cannot conceive on what assumption this
amendment is moved. This House re-
solved a day or two ago, by a very large
majority, that this Bill should be read the
second time, and in so resolving, affirmed
the principle of the Bill ; the principle of
the Bill was to approve of this contract,
and now the hon. gentleman from Prince
Edward Island moves in Committee an
amendment, the effect of which is to
strikE the whole contract out. That
question is net a question to be decided
here in Committee. That quesbion was
decided last Friday in this House on a
vote by a majority of 27 that the Bill
should be read the second time and that
this contract should be affirmed. I have
no doubt the hon. gentleman is actuated
by a sense of duty, and in discharge of
this duty his amendment is proposed, but
I do not know why the hon. gentleman
should suppose, now in Committee, that
the House should reverse its decision of a
few days ago on the second reading of the
Bill.

Hon. Mr. Scott.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - As the seconder
of the motion of my hon. friend behind
me, I beg to say a few words. This first
clause seems to embrace the whole Bill,
and if we adopt it we will then be asked,
of course, to adopt every other clause that
follows.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -We
did that in reading the Bill the second
time.

Hon. Mr. RE ESOR - Then if reading
a Bill the second time involves the adop-.
tion of every clause in the Bill, we might
as well stop discussion altogether. If
going into Committee of the Whole
on this Bill means anything, it means
that the members of the House shall have
the privilege of discussing it in all its bear-
ings and upon its merits. The very fact
that this clause refers to all the other
clauses and refers to the contract as a
whole, I maintain, gives us the privilege
of discussing the whole Bill.

Hon. Mr. BULL - Where is the ne-
cessity 1

Hon. Mr. REESOR -Of course in
the eyes of my hon. friend there is no
necessity for any further discussion after
the Bill gets the sanction of the Govern-
ment.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
After it gets the sanction of Parliament.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - In referring
to the merits of this Bill and the merits
of the contract which is involved in this
clause, it must be noted that hon. gen-
tlemen who support the measure have
taken an extraordinary course. Their
reasoning is tutally illogical. One hon.
gentleman declares that the North-West
Territory contains such an immense
quantity of valuable lands that these
2~5,000,000 acres involved one-twenty-
sixth part of it.

The SPEAKER - One-thirty-sixth.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - Worse still;
only one-thirty-sixth of the arable land
of the country.

The SPEAKER - Of the grass
lands.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - Land fit for
settlement.
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Hon. Mr. REESOR - I wish the
'hon. gentleman would take one position
or the other.

Hon. Mr. GIBBS - He took both
positions - one-thirty-sixth of the grass
lands or one-twenty-fourth of the agri-
cultural lands.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - We will take
both positions, if the hon. gentleman
will stick to them. If that country is
so immensely valuable, if there is such a
large extent of good territory, one rail-
way is not going to be a sufficient means
for distributing the supplies that the
people will require who settle there.
One railway is not going to be sufficient
to bring ont the produce of that im-
mense territory, and yet we are giving
away a quantity of land beyond all coin-
parison what is necessary in order to get
that railway built. Now, I will read
what was said in another place. Sir
Charles Tupper, in speaking of this rail-
way, and in meeting the argument that
it might be a monopoly, speaks as fol-
lows: -

" We have at tins moment three independent
lines of railway chartered by Parliament, run-
ning from the Province of Manitoba in a west
or south-westerly direction to the foot of the
Rocky Mountains, ifthe people only choose to go
there. We have given them land along these
lines at a dollar an acre to enable them to con-
struct and operate these lines. Now, look
at this country. Here is a country,
from the 49th to the 57th parallel, 100
miles wide and 1,000 miles deep. I think
Mr. Blake said that a railway would only serve
the country for ten miles on each side of the
line, because, so productive is the soil, ten
miles of land on each side of the roads can give
them more business than they can do, and con-
aequently you have to have a railway for every
twenty miles in width of territory. Now, we
have three independent lines chartered, and I
want to know if the Syndicate could put on
oppressive charges, and abuse their privileges
with monopoly rates, whether we would not
$end our settlers in on other lines where the
land isjust as good ?"

Now, if this means anything, these roads
that were chartered and were being sub-
sidized by the late Governnent to the
extent of 3,840 acres of land per mile,
for which these companies pay $1 an
acre, then it is quite unreasonable to pay
*10,000 per mile and give 12,500 acres
of land per mile to the Syndicate. The
small bonus for which those companies

ilion. Mr. Ree8or.

are. willing to build branch railways
across from Red River to the Rocky·
Mountains, 12,000,000 acres of land
would give.each of them at the rate of
$4,000 per mile, and build 3,000 miles of
railway. If, by granting 12,000,000 of
acres, for which $12,000,000 will be re-
turned to the Government, we can secure
the bâilding of three lines of railway to
the Rocky Mountains each 1,000 miles
in length, why, in the face of all this,
should we find it necessary to subsidize
one railway with $10,000 in cash per
mile and 12,500 acres of land per mile
- or, if the land be counted at $3 per
acre, we are giving $36,000 per mile
more than the railway will cost, and,
when it is finished, we hand it over to
the Company. Was ever such a scheme
presented to a free people? Was such
legislation ever before heard of on this
continent? I venture to say you will
find no precedent for this Bil in all the
legislation of the civilized world. I defy
hon. gentlemen to find a precedent in the
legislation of any State of the neighbor-
ing Union. Thon, my hon. friend com-
plains because it is contendeci that this
is a question that ought to be submitted
to the people. Imagine the handing
over 12,000,000 acres of land over and
above what one thousand miles of the
railway will cost - handing it over to a
Syndicate that will hold the key to the
whole position, and control the commerce
of all that great country for ever ! Yet,
hon. gentlemen say other railways eau
be built. One hon. gentleman says the
Syndicate will run the road ten years
after it is built. What security have we
for their running it 1 If the railway is
not going to pay anything for ten years,
and it is going to cost $50,000,000 or
$60,000,000 to run the road for that
period, do you suppose that those gentle-
men, after having drawn their money and
their lands, will continue to run the rail-
way at a loss of so large a sum 1 Not a
bit of it. There is nothing to prevent
them from disposing of their land, mak-
ing $25,000,000 or $30,000,000 ont of it
over and above the cost of the railway
and the security held by the Government,
mortgaging the road, and then refusing
to run it if it does not pay. Now, we
must take either. one position or the
other. If it is a great country, and
if its resources are rapidly developed,and
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the roads will pay,then we are giving too
much of a bonus, but if it is a sterile,
miserable country, and the road can never
pay, the security for running the road is
altogether inadequate. It is most extra-
ordinary that such a measure as this
should be submitted to us, involving, as
it does, the expenditure of so much
money, and the alienating of so much
land. Hon. gentlemen say the Company
will not lockiup its land - that it is to
their interest to have it settled as rapidly
as possible. We know that in Minne-
sota railway companies have realized from
$5 to $6 an acre for their land. This
Syndicate will take all they can get.
Their circumstances are very similar, and
they are likely to make as much out of
it in that particular. Minnesota is in
many respects situated, so far as climate
and soil are concerned, and also in dis-
tance from the seaboard, similar to our
own North-West From Red River it
is about the same distance to the head of
Lake Superior as from St. Paul to Chi
cago. The head of Lake Superior is just
as near Montreal and Liverpool as Chié
cago in, so that the circumstances of the
two countries are alikein these particulars.
Well, what do we find now in the history
of Minnesota I We find that in 1850, the
population of that State was 6,077. We
have already three or four times that in
Manitoba. In 1860 the population of
Minnesota had increased to 172,023.
What may we infer froin this will be the
increase in Manitoba within the next ten
years 1 Can any one doubt that we shall
have over 100,000 people there when the
railway will be completed-20,000 farm-
ers that produce 1,uOO bushels of grain
each on the average for shipment I And if
twenty-five cents per bushel is charged on
the carrying of that grain to Lake Su-
perior, it would anount to some $6,250,-
000 ; add to that the earnings of the road
in carrying coal, wood, lumber and other
supplies and all the passengers, and the
suin which would be realized would be
more than $10,000,000. That would be
a great deal less in proportion than the
St. Paul and Manitoba Railway is al-
ready making. Now, it is admitted that
the whole working and running expenses,
wben completed, would be from six
to seven millions of dollars per an-
num. That would leave from three
to four millions of dollars net

Hon. Mr. Reesor.

profit on the earnings. of the road.
Does that show that we are warranted
in giving away this immense territory, in
addition to the road itself I Does that
show that we are warranted in giving
these immense franchises to a close cor-
poration which may keep half their lands
twenty or thirty years without taxation,
and realize immense profits upon it ?
We know that it will be utterly impos-
sible for them to settle that land within
fifteen or twenty years. The settlement
cf the Government lands would help the
Syndicate. Their produce would be car-
ried on the railway, and the Syndicate
would be beneflted as much as if they
had sold their own lands, with this ex-
ception, that they would not have real-
ized the amount represented by the sale
of their own ·lands. But, on the other
hand, their own lands would be rendered
more valuable - they would sell for
double the price after the railway was
put through. But we have passed the
second reading of this Bill with its
odious features : we have, therefore,
adopted the principle that it is desirable
to build part of the railway through a
company - not the whole cf it, because
in this Bill we provide that the Govern-
ment shall build a very important part
of it. If the Company were to
furnish the means, and build that
portion of the road themselves,
then it would be less objectionable ;
then the Government would not have to
keep up so large a staff. The whole ma-
chinery of railway building by the Gov-
ernment will have to be kept up for ten
years. They are virtual contractors to
the Syndicate until they complete that
portion in British Columbia, and the
section from Thunder Bay to Red River.
Now, what we had contended for was
that a portion of the road at least should
remain in the hands of the Government,
so that the people should be protected -
so that there should be no monopoly, no
imposition of unreasonable tolls. I have
also contended that this large amount of
land should not be entirely at the dispo-
sal of the Syndicate, but the Govern-
ment should regulate the sales of it, and
insist on their being all sold within a
reasonable time, and thrown on the mar-
ket at reasonable prices. We know the
evils of keeping large tracte of lands in.
the hands of companies. The other day,
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'when I referred to the Canada Company's
lands in Ontario, although their business
had been managed in a manner credita-
ble to all connected witl the manage-
ment, yet we know that the result has
been to draw immense sums of money
out of this country. And yet, in that
case, there was an investment of only
$1,000,000 in the first place; there was
only sold 2,000,000 acres of land, and
yet, as the lands have sold at an average
of $10 an acre, 20 millions of dollars,
besides interest, is being drawn out of
the country. I do not blame the Com-
pany. They have acted within the law,
and their officers have discharged their
duties faithfully. So it will be with this
Syndicate. Some hon. gentlemen refer
to the Syndicate as being composed of
men of very high character for honor
and integrity, and of very patriotic feel-
ing - as though they would not take the
highest prices they could get for these
lands. Most undoubtedly they will,
whether they sell them en bloc
or to settlers - they will realize
all they can get. That has been the
experience in every Western State
where lands have been given to railway
companies, and so sad bas that experience
been to the people that no candidate for
the State Legislature or for Congress
could for a moment be returned if he ad-
vocated giving large grants of land to
railway companies. They have shut
down on that system of building roads,
and here we are adopting their exploded
ideas, which they have proved by experi-
ence to be most injurious to the country
and oppressive to the unfortunate settlers.
I know that the argument usod in favor
of giving up the lands to a company, in
that the Government cannot manage these
mnattera without a good deal of corruption
and creating dissatisfaction ; they will
give contracts, perbaps, without due con-
sideration and without advertising for
tenders. That is their own fault if they
do so. We know that there is one De-
Plrtment of the Government that is
reasonably managed, and I ara glad to
know that is tho Department which my
hon. friend is at the head of - the Post
Office Department. We know that in
that Department there is a great deal of
work doue, there is an immense organiza-
tion, and the travel of the mails under
our Post Office Department amounts to

ITon. Mr. Reesor.

sixteen millions of miles per annum ; the
letters carried to 45,000,000

Hon.'Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-Tliat
is not before t4he Committee.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - I use it for an
illustration. It will not hurt the Gov-
ernment at all events. The money orders
amounted to $7,000,000; the number of
savings banks to 297, and the deposits
on the 30th of June, 1880, to *3,947,669.
There are 6,000 officers in that Depart-
ment, including postmasters; and the
revenue of the year.anounts to $1,648,-
000. I simply refer to that because it is
something that has become systematized,
and it proves that these large depart-
ments can be worked satisfactorily. 'i he
Deputy-Head, whose duty it is to look
after everything in connection with it,
would report at once if there was anything
wrong, no matter what Government
might be in power. Everyone interested
in the carrying of mails, everyone who
receives letters, would very soon report
if anything was done wrong. I main-
tain, on the sane principle, there would
be no difficulty in the way of the Govern-
nient holding- at least those portions of
the road which are known as the Thunder
Bay section and the Pembina lranch,
forming the outlet and inlet to the whole
North-West. Other companies tshould
have the privilege of passing overlboth
these lines froin the prairie country. If
you choose, let the Company work ali
the rest of the road from the Red River
to the Pacific Ocean, and let theni have
running powers on proper conditions.
That would be the wisest course; but
the Bill makes no provision for a possible
resumption of any part of it. You leave
it entirely in the hands of the Syndicate,
and if at any future time the country
finds it desirable to have control of any
part of it, they can take possession in
only one of two ways - either by pur-
chase or by force. You make no provi-
sion for arbitration. We know how
corporate privileges develope, and how
difficult it is to get rid of them when
they once become fixed. We know that
this country was thrown into rebellion in
consequence of very trifling things in
comparison with this. We know what
the clergy reserves did for Ontario, and
the seigniorial tenure for Lower Canada.
We know what troubles were created by
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the land owners in Prince Edward
Island. All these evils have been re-
moved after years of agitation and.a good
deal of expense and difficulty, but here
we are, in face of past experience, repeat-
ing the evils a hundredfold.

Hon. Mr. SMITH - Put them out at
the next general election.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - I would rather
see the Government in power a reason-
able length of time than have this mill-
stone placed about our necks. To turn
them out at the next general election
would be like locking the stable after the
steed had been stolen. I desire to say,
if the resolution is lost or ruled out of
order, I shall move it again when the
Bill comes up for the third reading.

Hon. Mr. MACFARLANE - I sym-
pathize a good deal with my hon. friend,
because I know this question has given
him a good deal of trouble. He was one
of the gentlemen who, during the recess,
underwent the fatigue and labor an< toil
of appealing to the people at public meet-
ings, and I read with pleasure the speeches
lie made to constituencies in the west, en-
deavoiing to urge on thern the extreme
importance of this railway, and the great
danger of this contract to the country.
He has talked this matter up continuous-
ly, and I am satisfied that lie is sincere
in his motives, although his fears are
undoubtedly ill-founded. My hon. friend
from Prince Edward Island (Mr. Hay-
thorne) also felt serious alarmi at the
great ruin that was to come to the Dom.
inion, and lie betook himself during the
recess even to the far distant Province of
Prince Edward Island to enlighten the
people there on the subject; and yet,
after all the toil and labor of these gen-
tlemen, there does not appear to have
been any very large result fron their
operations, so far as the country is con
cerned. We were led to -believe before
the recess that the country was in a fear-
ful ferment, that it was only necessary to
let members of Parliament return to-their
constituents, and we would have the
people in such a state of excitement by
the time Parliament re-assembled there
would be no doubt the contract with the
Syndicate would be thrown out of both
Houses iimediately. My hon. friends
in Opposition appear to have been

lon. Mr. Ree8or.

animated with hostility to the
North-West ever since we have
had anything to do with it. Some years
ago when the right lion. gentleman who
is now at the head of the Government
was endeavoring to show the importance
to this North-West country, and sought
to purchase their interest therein from
the Hudson's Bay Company, lie met
with the sane opposition. It was said
that the sum lie was giving - £300,000
- was a most extravagant price. Yet,
who does not now feel that if in addition
to the £300,000 we then paid to the
Hudson's Bay Company for that territory
and the twelve and a half millions of
acres of land that we allowed them to
retain, if we had largely increased the
price, it would have been a wise invest-
ment for this country. Every step that
has been taken to develope the North-
West, except what has been done by the
lion. gentlemen themselves, has been all
wrong. My hon. friend from Markham,
who is so indignant at the policy of this
Government, was mild as a lamb when
his own friends were controlling the
finances of the country and reck-
lessly spending millions in all portions
of the North-West. We did not
hear those indignant remarks then. This
country has been fruitlessly agitated for
ten long years on this subject, and, I
believe, if we iad taken the Allan con-
tract, at even a larger sum than it would
cost the Dominion, and allowed a com-
pany to develope that country, and not
lost the years which have gone by, the
Dominion would not only have been
better situated, but the money involved
would have beenwell and wisely invested.
But the gentlemen in opposition opposed
that contract, and succeeded in defeating
it. There is no doubt that the excite-
ment they raised here and in the Old
Country was the principal cause of the
defeat of that contract. The same tactics
are resorted to now. They are ready to
do anything to prevent the Government
from developing that country in the hope
that by some means or other Providence
will give them an opportunity of obtain-
ing power once more. Everybody knows
that whatever offer this second Syndi-
cate might have made, they had no fear
of being obliged to build the entire road,
and my hon. friend the ex-Secretary of
State, and his party, if they came into
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power, would have released them from the
construction of both ends of the line.
Their object was to construct only the
prairie section, ani the Opposition are
doing everything in their power to thwart
the construction of an all rail highway
on Canadian territory crossing the conti-
nent. They hope by delay, or by some
special interposition to get into power.
Notwithstanding the large vote that has
been taken here, showing more than a
two-thirds majority in support of the
principle of the Bill, my hon. friend
from Prince Edward:Island attempts now
to introduce a resolution to overturn the
measure, and leave us where we were before.
I do not propose to meet the various ob-
jections which have been raised, because,
after having spent a week in debating
the subject, and after the very long and
able speeches delivered on both sides, I
am satisfied that everything which could
be said, or will be said, against the con-
tract, has been stated. I am satisfied if
we were to continue debating it here,
the hon. gentlemen, with all their ingen-
uity, could only repeat their arguments.
I believe the contract is in the interests
of the country, and the quicker we Jet
the Syndicate get to their work, the bet-
ter it will be for the Dominion, and I
venture to say that, though the Opposi-
tion assert there is going to be a great
monopoly, that so long as the country
deals with the Syndicate in good faith, if
that Syndicate should attempt to inter-
fere with the progress of the North-
West, the people of Canada will always
find a means of relieving themselves.
They will never permit an unjust mon-
opoly to exist in this country. It has
never been permitted hitherto. I re-
.member, when we first came up from the
Maritime Provinces to the eapital here,
everyone was alarmed at the power of
the Grand Trunk. We were told that
it made and unmade governments, but as
the country increases in population and
extent, the influence of the Grand Trunk
ceases to be feared. Canada is too large
for any arrogant monopoly that inter-
feres with the rights and prosperity of
the people t be able to hold its ground. All
those objections which have been raised
have been completely met, and I repeat
that if, in the future, the people of Can-
-ada have any reason to feel alarmed that
.they will be ground by a monopoly, they
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will always be able to relieve them-
selves.

the amerdment was declared lost, and
the clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill without amend-
ment.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - In my judgment,
it is extremely important that the policy
laid down some years ago with respect to
the grades of the road between Thunder
Bay and Red River, particularly those
coming east, should be adhered to. We
know very well, if the produce of that
country is to be transported to the sea-
board, it will have from its centre (assun-
ing that to be 500 miles West of Winni-
peg) to be carried through 1,000 miles
eastward. The late Government, and, I
presume, the present Government, had in
view the most important feature in that
road, that the grades coming east should
be such as to enable freights to be carried
at the lowest possible figures. I will read
what Mr. Fleming said on that subject
in his report of 1877 : -

LOCATED LINE FAVORABLE FOR CIIEAP TRANs-
PORTATION.

"I have described the efforts that have been
made to obtain a line with the easiest possible
gradients from the Prairie region to the
navigable waters of the St. Lawrence, and the
permanent importanoe of this feature, Re-
ference to a table in the appendix, which
gives a summary of gradients for each hun-
dred miles section of the railway between the
Lake Superior terminus, and Tete Jaune
Cache shews that there is no gradient ascend-
ing in elther direction exceeding 1 per 100, or
52-8 feet per mile, and with one
single exception, viz., at the crossing
of the South Saskatchewan, the heaviest gra-
dient ascending eastwards from a point near
Battleford to Fort William is only 0-5 per hun-
dred or 26-4 ft. per mile. I feel satisfied that
a revision of the location at the one excep-
tional point will, with but trifling cost, result
in obtaining the desired gradient there also.

i Assuming the gradient at the South Sas-
katchewanto be amended, I am enabled to report
a location on which for fully a thousand
miles west of Lake Superior the easterly
ascending gradients can be kept down to half
the maximum gradients on the Grand Trunk,
and other railways in operation in the older
provinces. Cheapness of transportation is
thus, to a certain extent, assured, an inportant
element in facilitating the prosperous settle-
ment of the fertile territory in the interior.

Pacifec [FEBRDARY 14, 1881.
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SUUMARY0YODIT.

'rie following will show the remarkably fa-
vorable gradients secured ou each 500 mile
section of the line west of Lake Superior; and
the accompanying diagramns (Sheets Nos. 6
and 7) will clearly illustrate this feature of the
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c Thus, on that portion of the lino located
and established for a distance of 1,500 miles,
there will be close on 1,200 miles level, or
with gradients of 26½ feet per mile, and no
portion of the balance will rise more than 53
feet per mile.

c It has already been stated that the lino
throughout its whole extent will compare
favorably in all important particulars
with the trans-continental railway ex-
tending from San Francisco to New York.
g The difference between the-gradients of the
two is indeed remarkable when it is consid-
ered that the crest of the Rocky Mountain

lon. MIr. Scott.

Railway Bill.

chain attain the highest elevation to the north
of the international boundary. The Canadian
Pacific Railway, however, will run through the
mountain masses by low lying passages which
do not exist on the more southern route. I
have prepared a general profile of the lino
from Lake Superior to the Pacific Coast, and
on this have shown in a brown color the pro-
file of the lino from San Francisco to Omaha
(Sheet No. 6). An inspection will show at a
glance the marked differenee between the two
lines."

Then he gives a profile of the Union Pa-
cific Railway. I say -with reference to
this question that the grades advised by
Mr. Fleming were followed in the con-
struction undertaken by the late Govern-
ment, and I assume, unless a change has
been made very recently, that. the con-
tracts between Red River and Thunder
Bay are being finished on the basis laid
down by him, keeping the gradients
considerably under 53 feet per mile, the

greater portion of them being under
26 feet per mile. In order that
lion. gentlemen may understand this.
I will quote the gradients of one or
two railways in this country. The Ca-
nada Southern las probably the most
favorable gradients of any railway in
Canada, and it enables them to carry
freight at a cost of one sixth of a cent
per ton per mile. The cost to the Grand
Trunk Railway of carrying freight is
about double that. The gradients on
the Grand Trunk are about 53 feet to the
mile - that is the maximum ; of course
there Pre some very much below that,
and it is will known, and it bas been
established by actual surveys, that that
gradient might have been kept very
much below what it is, and it would
have been a great advantage to the road.
In building a trans-continental road,
considering the competition that we are
going to have, if we are going to make
a bid for the Asiatic traffic, the question
of grades is a most important element.
A railway when once built cannot well
disturb its grades. It may reduce a hill
here and there and keep down excesses,
but in a limited degree. You can replace
rotten ties, add ballast, and renew rails,.
but yeu cannot go under the roadbed
and alter the grades. Once the road is.
constructed it is constructed for all
time to come, and the question of grades,
particularly when the haul is so long,
is a most important one. I said the
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other day that I thought it was probable
the Syndicate would run this road.
Some hon. gentlemen doubted it, but I
said I was not at all sceptical myself on
that point ; that I had very great faith
in their intention to run that road, and
in the future of the road making it
worth their while to run it. I have
felt for some time past that sections
of that road will pay from the
hour they are opened. The Thunder Bay
sections and the Pembina Branch are
now paying, and no one doubts that the
road leisurely built west over the prairie
section will pay. It will not be built
on an expensive basis. You will proba-
bly have an accommodation train for
reight and passengers - one train a day,
or at some seasons of the year not more
than three a week, just as the Northern
Pacific Railway is run west from Bis-
mark, to fulfil its obligations to the pub-
lie and accommodate the traffic that it
gets. T have no doubt of the intention
of the Syndicate t' run the road ulti-
mately when it is corùpleted. At a dis-
tance of fifteen years the profitable por-
tions in the centre will warrant the
running of the whole. I have always
doubted the western end paying to run
it, because I have very little faith in the
Japan and China trade; before our road
is finished there will be four or five roads
terminating on the Pacifle coast, all
vieing for the Asiatic trade. These
roads wil1.have an immense start of us
in point of time and connections. San
Francisco is daily growing more and more
the commercial centre of the Pacific
coast, and we might as well hope that
one of our inland towns will eventually
be a competitor with New York for the
trade of the West as that our western
terminus will be a competitor with San
Francisco for the Asiatic trade. But I
regard it as a matter of higher impor-
tance that we shall be able to transport
the grain of the West to tidewater at a
chean rate. We know that in the past,
while famine existed in Ireland, for hun-
dreds of mile4 west of Chicago farmers
were burning their corn for fuel, as it
did not pay to ship it by rail to New
York. in view of these facts. it is of the
highest importance that the railway
abould be enabled to haul its freight
at the lowest possible figure. I
do not desire to weary the House with

Hon. Mr. Scott.

this subject, but I should like to place-
on record my own opinion that there
should he some restriction as to the gra-
dients going east. I am not so particu-
lar as to the gradients going west, as the
vast volume of trade will come east. F
beg, therefore, to move in amendment
that the report be not now received, but.
that it be referred back to the Committee,
with instructions to add, as another
clause to the Bill,-

"CLAusE A. - That the gradients ia the
Canadian Pacific Railway, coming east, shall
not exceed fifty-three feet to the mile, unless
the Governor in Council mayotherwise order."

Whether the words " and the character
of the railway " in the 3rd clause are suf-
ficient to include the grades on the Union
Pacific Railway, I an not prepared to
say, but the grades on that road are
known to run up all the way to 88 feet,
and under this Bill it might be that the
Government would have no power to
compel the Company to adopt a lower
grade than that of the Union Pacifie
Railway.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - Mv
hon. friend must understand that an
amendment of this kind will have the
effect of killing the contract completely.
Whether my hon. friend desires to do
that or not I do not know, but he must
see that there is a contract entered into
by the Government with the Syndicate,
by which the Union Pacific Railway is
selected as the standard of what has to
be done. Now, that was done not be-
cause the Government underrated in
any way the importance of the point to
which the hon. gentleman has diawn at-
tention - on the contrary, we were fully
alive to the importance of it - but we
understood that a heavier grade than 53
feet to the mile was not any objection for
short distances, and'it would be very
difficult to lay down any specific number
of feet to the mile as the grade to be ad-
hered to for a railway across the conti-
nent. If all the engineers of Canada were
assembled in this room to-day, they would
be unable to say that 53 feet, or any
number of feet, should be the exact or
specific grade that should be adopted per
mile for the whole distance. A grade
might bo adopted for the distance
the hon. gentleman has alluded
to from Thunder Bay to Red River, but

pacifié Railway Bl .
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to say that that should be the grade all
the way across the country, would
involve an enormous expenditure that
the hon. gentleman has not contemplated.
It is all very well in a level country to
adopt a specific grade, but across the
Rocky Mountains it could not be done.
The Government did what they consider-
ed the best thing to do : selected as a
standard, a road that runs across the
saine kind of country, a road that after a
number of years of practical experience
has been found to have been so construct-
ed as to have carried on successfully and
advantageously a very large and profit-
able business, and said if we could accom-
plish a work of the saine character
through our own country, with the same
grades, and capable of accommodating a
similar traffic, we should have acted in a
business like way. We find that the
Union Pacific Railway carried in 1873,
174,000 passengers 95,000,000 of miles,

.and that they carried 487,000 tons of
freight 223,000,000 of miles, and that
after paying all expenses they had a net
profit of $5,291,000. Now, I say when
a railway carries that number of pas-
sengers and that quantity of freight over
so many miles, and realizes so many mil-
lions of dollars profit on the working of
it, the gradients of that road are such
as we can safely follow, and that was the
standard we adopted. But we have in
addition to that the fact that those con-
tractors are to run the road for all time ;
and where men are not only to build a
road, but to run it, they are sure to get as
near as they possibly can, with any
reasonable expenditure, to what is the
most advantagious mode for carrying on
their business. The bulk of the vast
traffic of that country will come east,
-and, of course, they will endeavor to
favor that business, and avoid, as far as
can be avoided, any difficult gradients,

.and where they do make them they will
nake them as short as possible, to favor

the business of the country. The Cana-
dian Pacific Railway will be over 2,000
miles; it will cross two successive ranges
of mountains in the west, and how can
you say that a road going through such a
difficult country, where no one can cal-
culate the obstacles that are to be sur-
mounted shall have a specific grade laid
down for it beyond which they shall not
go 1 My hon. friend must see that the

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

Government could only arrive at some
conclusion by saying that they will take
a road that runs through a similar coun-
try and has' succeeded, and adopt it as
the standard for our Canadian Pacific
Railway.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL - The hon.
gentleman has remarked that the Com-
pany should take care that the grades
coming east shall be favorable to accom-
modate the vast trade that will flow to-
wards the Atlantic seaboard. That is
quite right. But there can be no doubt
in the mind of anyone who looks into
this question that a very large proportion
of the produce of the North-West will
seek an outlet through ports on the
Pacific Ocean. I happened to pick up a
newspaper the other day called The
Colonie8 and India, published in London
in which I found a report of Sir A. T.
Galt's paper which lie read at the Colonial
Institute, and in connection with that
report it had a leading article which
bears on the subject to which I have al-
luded. With the permission of the
House, I will read a short extract from
it. Speaking ot Manitoba, it says : -

" With rich, virgin soil, seven feet deep,
capable of producing almost any crop with-
out the slightest care being bestowed upon it
beyond that of planting and reaping, it is no
wonder that the great North-West Territory
should yearly invite increasing numbers of
immigrants, not only from England and the
rest of Europe, but also from the eastern pro-
vinces of the Dominion itself; and the im-
portance of the Pacifie Railway lies in the
fact that it will assist the settlement, which
now proceeds under difficulties, and will bring
the produce of the new lande into direct com-
munication with the ports on both the eastern
and western seaboards. British Columbia-a
province containing vast mineral resources,
including gold, iron, coal, silver and lead,
with fertile agricultural land, vast forests and
prolific fûsheres-will be brought into direct
communication with Europe, instead of being
left " out in the cold " on the other side of the
Rocky Mountains as hitherto. Here, too, we
wish to urge the importance of the construc-
tion of the Pacifie Railway in connection with
the Panama Canal scheme. So soon as the
canal shall have become a fait accompli, a re-
volution will be accomplished in the course
of trade between England and the Paciic
coasts of America and Asia. Just as English
ships have been the principal supporters of
the Suez Canal, so English ships will be the
chief customers of the Panama Canal Com-
pany, and not merely English ships, but Golo
nial, and particularly Canadian, vessels will,
without doubt, largely avail themselves of the
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facilities which the canal will afford of easy
communication by water between the Atlantic
and Pacific ports. The opening of the canal is
Probably half a generation distant, and long
before then the complet!on or the Canadian
Pacific Railway will, we trust, have given an
impetus to trade on both aides of the great di-

idisig range of the Colony ; but the prospect
of the influence which the canal will have in
directing the course which that trade will take
should urge the Canadian Government and
people to an increased determination to com-
plete the railway without delay; for while its
gradual construction will ail the time be devel-
oping the commercial growth not only of Bri-
tish Columbia and the North-West Territory,
but of the whole Dominion, it will, when
completed, form the principal channel for the
trade which it will have created. Although
Canada has the inestimable advntage of water
communication, by means of its great lakes
and its splendid canal system, almost inte the
heart of Manitoba, it is possible and probable
that the produce of the regions en either side
of the Rocky Mountains would not bear the
cost of railway Arriage to Montreal, or even
to the nearest point of Lake Superior; such
produce would probably be shipped to Europe
via Cape Horn, until the canal is opened, when
a large portion of it wouldbe diverted through
that channel. The same argument applies to
the produce of the Western States of America;
and if, therefore, the Canadian Pacific Railway
were to be delayed we should be leaving the
advantages which the canal will confer en-
tirely in the hands of the United States, so far
as the carriage of agnicultural and mineral
produce is concerned. On the other hand,
with the completion of the railway,
the grain-producing and cattle-raising
lands of the North-West will be placed
in more direct communication with the
Pacifia than the adjoining and rival lands lu
the United States, and, canal or no canal,
Canada wilî have the advantage over the
States."

Now, that struck me as being particularly
applicable in the discussion that is at
present going on in this House. What
i wish particularly to show is that it is
necessary as far as possible to have the
grades, not only going east, but also going
west, of as favorable a character as can
be arranged.

A vote was then taken on the amend-
ment, and it was rejected on the follow-
ing division :-

CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.
Baillargeon, Paquet,
Bureau, Pelletier,
Raythorne, Pozer,
Uope, Reesor,
Leonard, Scott,
Lewin, Stevens,
McClelan (Ropewell) Wark.-14.
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Aikins,
Allan,
Almon,
Archibald,
Armand,
Bellerose,
Botsford,
Boucherville,
Bull,
Campbell, Sir
Chapais,
Cornwall,
Dever,
Dickey,
Dickson,
Ferrier,
Flint,
Gibbs,
Girard,
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De,
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Guévremont,
Hamilton (Kington),
Howlan,
Kaulbach,
McLelan(Londonderry>,
Macdonald,
Macfarlane,
Macpherson (Speaker),
Miller,
Montgomery,
Nelson,
Northwood,
Odell,
Read,
Smith.
Sutherland,
Trudel, and
Vidal.-37.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The next pro-
position I beg to submit to the considera-
tion of the House is one which contem-
plates giving option to the Government,
under sanction of Parliament at any
future time, to acquire this road from the
Syndicate. It bas been almost the
invariable practice in the consideration
of measures granting aid or assistance to
any large public enterprises, that in con-
sideration of that subsidy power is
reserved in the legislation authorizing
Parliament at any future time to assume
the work on paying the parties that have
been incorporated such sum as is fair,
and just and equitable. I may say the
(overnment have the right by giving
one week's notice to acquire the Canada
Central Railway which will, no doubt,
one day, be mergel in the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, as its owners are mem-
bers of the Syndicate. We know that
in Europe the trunk lines are directly
under the control of the Government,
and I think we, all of us who have
watched the current of public opinion of
late years, must have corne to the con-
clusion that there was a very considerable
opinion abroad that it would be a wise
policy for the Government to hold at
least the trunk lines of railway and thus
prevent the gross extortions that have
been practiced on the public. We know
that the British Government have absorbed
the telegraph lines in that country, and
they are now owned and controlled and
operated by the Government. I do not
see how the great evil of monopoly that
is prevalent in the United States is to be.
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prevented unless some arbitrary legis-
lative power is given to the Government
to own and control the lines there. It
would be very interesting were I to re?
count the extraordinary doings of rail-
way corporations in the United States.
Thev form the subject of several articles
in litagazines of the day, and, no doubt,
hon. gentlemen are somewhat familiar
with them, the policy of these roads being
to get from the public all the public will
stand. A very amusing story is told of
a scene in a railway office of a railway
leading to the city of San Francisco,
where a party goes in to make arrange-
ments for the carriage of ore. He is
asked what percentage of nietal it will
aiverage. He replies, " It is none of
your business ; that's our business. I
want to get the price of freight." The
agent persists, " We want to know what
the ore will yield per ton." He is told
it will yield $30 per hundred pounds.
That fixes the price. Another man comes
to make arrangements for the transport
of ore that yields $60 per hundred
pounds, and the railway agent doubles
the rate. Another man comes in with
a very rich find, and he is charged freigh,
rates in proportion to the richness of the
ore. The whole rates are fixed accord-
ing to what the traffic will bear. We
saw last year the rates on corn run up at
least forty per cent. between July and
September. It was found that the de-
mand for American grain was increasing
in consequence·of short crops in Europe,
and the railway companies at once put up
the rates of freight in proportion to the
increase in the price of grain. I think
it would be better if this Bill contained a
clause allowing the Government, here-
after, if Parliament should deem it advis-
able, to take over the road fron the
Syndicate, by giving them a fair and
reasonable remuneration. 1, therefore,
move that the report be not now received,
but that the Bill be referred back to
Committee to be amended by adding the
following clause: -

" CLAUsE B.-The Government of Canada
shall at all times bave the right to purchase,
under authority of Parliament, the Canadian
Pacific Railway, on payment of a sum equal to
the actuai cost of the railway, including ail inci-
dental expenses, and ten per cent. in addition
thereto. The subsidies in land and money
granted or paid by the Government for the
construction of the said railway being first

Hon. Mfr. Scott.

returned or deducted from the amount to be
paid, the lande sold being valued at the full
amount the contractors may bate received
from the sale of such lands as may have been
sold."

The amendment was declared lost on
the same division.

Ron. Mr. HOPE - I rise to move
the following amendment :-

" To leave out all the words after ' be' and
insert i committed to a Committee of the
Whole House to be amended as follows:'-

"Page 3, line 17.-After ' Contract' insert
the following as Clause C :-

"' The Government shall appoint two Direc-
tors, who shall be entitled to sit and vote at
all meetings of the Board of Directors of the
Company. '"

Now, I may explain that this Syndicate
that we have heard so mucli about will in
a short time go out of existence, and he
merged in what they call a company. We
do not know what the company is going
to be; we do not know who it is to be
composed of ; and, therefore, I would
like to see the Government, of the coun-
try with some sort of surveillance over
their actions. I believe that is the mode
adopted by some of the provinces. They
have Government directors who have
given much assistance to the road. I
think it would be some satisfaction to
the country to know that two Govern-
rment directors, or three for that matter,
which would depend a good deal on the
number of directors the Company would
have, should be appointed, so that the
Government would know what the Com-
pany intended to de, and be warned in
time for them to take action if necessary.
I do not know what the Conpany is to
be. Therefore, looking at it in that light,
I think it would be a great improvement
in'the Bill if that amendment were
adopted.

The amendment was declared lost upon
the same division'as the former one.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved:-

" That the said Bill be not now read the
third time, but that it be resolved, that in the
opinion of this House some provision should
be made in the said Bill whereby the railway
systems of Quebec and Ontario would be en-
abled at the earliest possible period to secure
connection at Sault Ste. Marie with American
railway lines now being constructed in that
direction, and also with steamers running be-
tween the Sault and Thunder Bay, thus afford-
ing by the former an outlet via the St. Law-
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Lrence for the .vast volume of American pro-
-luce that would thus secure the shortest route
to European markets, and giving by Lake
Superior steamers the shortest possible route,
lduring the season of navigation, for emigra-
tion traffic between Montreal and the North-
West, and at least seven years sooner than will
be obtained by the all-rail route under the
provisions of the said Bill."

He said - In submitting this amend-
ment for the consideration of the House,
I shall make a few observations, and in
<doing so I desire to reply to mny hon.
friend, the member from Lunenburg,
'who seemed to direct some observations
to myseif, as to what he supposed was
mv new born zeal in favor of the Sault.
line. He speaks of my conversion being
a recent one, and says that I
had on no former occasion advo-
cated the Sault route. He expressed
some surprise as to why I shoild - at
this late date, as he says - advocate the
Sault line. During the past two years I
have hesitated making any speech on that
subject, because it seemed quite unneces-
sary. This House requires no education
on the great desirability of obtaining
railway communication with th Sault.
Last year, particularly, there was but
one echo, advocating the construc-
tion of that road, simply echoing the
sentiment outside coming from leading
journals, and they recognized from the
great attention that was given to that
road that no doubt its early construction
would be secured. I did not feel that I
would do any special good by drawing
attention to the subject. I am not ego-
tistical, and I did not desire to say what
1 had said or written in former times on
that subject. I may tell my hon. friend
that - this Sault connection, or, at all
events, connection with Lake Huron, en-
.gaged the attention of the people of
Canada, both east and west, as far back
as a quarter of a century and more. In
1856 there was passed by Parliament
what is known as the Quebec & Lake
Huron Act. Under that Act the Par-
liament of Canada, at that early date,
thought this project of such importance
that they donated 4,000,000 acres of land
for the construction of a line to connect
the railway systems of the two provinces
with the waters of Lake Huron. I be.
lieve it was the first land grant made by
the Parliament of Canada in aid of rail-
-wvays. The prcject was a very large one.

Hon. Mr. Scott.

It is unnecessary to say that at that time
there was no railway on the north shore
of the St. Lawrence; that line was not
built until nearly twenty years after.
The project at that early day was too
large; it was in advance of the times, al-
though the leading men of the country,
and those who had in view the building
up of a great export trade at Montreal
and Quebec, felt it was important even
then. A few years went o«ver, and those
who formed the Quebec & Lake Huron
Company broke into smaller bodies,
believing that they would act better
under separate charters. One charter
was granted to the Canada Central, and
it had its share of the lands allotted it
out ot the 4,000,000 acres. The Act
was passed in 1861. When Confedera-
tion came, as the lands passed into the
hands of the local Governments, the
allotments naturally fell through, except
a portion earned for the Canada Central
and subseque&tly received from the On-
tario Government. So at that early
periord the minds of people, at all events
in Central Canada, were directed towards
securing a railway outlet in the west
along the waters of Lake Huron. I
think it was in 1864 or 1865 that a
charter was first taken to go to the
Sault. The Sault was not named as the
objective point in the first Bill ; but the
Company had the right to construct to
any point on Lake Huron. It ;s a sub-
ject upon which the people of Central
Canada had for a long time taken a great
interest, and, as a representative of the
Ottawa Valley, I supported it with all
my power from then until now. In
1872, I, as Commissioner of Crown
Lands, made a large sale of timber
limits situated on the shore of Lake
Huron, realizing three-quarters of a
million dollars. An agitation was then
got up that that money should be devoted
to the construction of a railway extend-
ing north of Lake Huron; but even then,
it was in advance of the times, although
there was a considerable current of public
opinion in favor of it ; but it was not
sufficiently strong to warrant any Gov-
ernment in taking it up, and devoting
that subsidy towards its construction.
I must say, however, that I personally
was in favor of it. I had an interview
that year with Sir Hugh Allan, who took
a great interest in it at the time of his
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Peterborough speech. fie came to To-
ronto to see about carrying out the pro-
ject. With that sagacity which always
characterized him in business transactions,
he was no doubt looking to securing
traffic for his magnificent fleet of steam-
ers, and he saw in this railway a source
of great profit ; but it was in advance of
the times. The American railways were
distant from the Sault, and the only com-
munication at that time would have beeh
by the waters of Lakes Huron and Su-
perior. I shall not go over the ways in
which I have endeavored to call public
attention to the matter since that time,
and I should not have adverted to it but
for the remarks of my hon. friend. I
can assure him it is a project in which
I have long taken an interest, believing
it to be greatly in the interests of the
Ottawa Valley and the cities of Mon-
treal and Quebec. I feel it is a matter
of very grez.t regret that the policy - for
1 may call it the policy of the Govern-
ment last year - with reference to the
building of the Sault connection has been
departed from. I think it is a very great
mistake, and I warn my friends from
Quebec that they will see, in the future,
that it is a mistake of a very grievous
character, affecting the value of the North
Shore system. That railway was built
for the purpose of obtaining connection
with the Sault. I dare say the railroad
between Quebec and Ottawa would not
have been constructed for local traffic
merely, although I am happy to see the
local traffic is much greater than was an-
ticipated. But they looked for something
further, and would, no doubt, have ob-
tained through traffic had this Sault con-
nection been constructed. But the Syn-
dicate have other ends in veiw. At all
events, so far as this Government is con-
cerned, and so far as the Syndicate is
concerned, for ten long years we should
have no railway connection with the
North-West except such as we have now,
even if they complote the line within the
period which has been named. But, as
the leader of the Government, or as the
hon. the Speaker, in addressing this
House, said, it was a road of such impor-
tance that, no doubt, private companies
would take it up. !I agree with
him. I believe it is highly important
that that traffic should be tapped
by roads leading to Toronto and other

Hon. Mr. Scott.

cities. We know that the Pacific Junc-
tion Railway is backed by very powerful
influences. That it represents a number
of railways, including the Midland, the
Northern, and the Hamilton and North-
Western, and I am not sure but one or
two other lines. My hon. friend
opposite, who is President of that Com-
pany, can, of course, put me right if I am
wrong. That Company must naturally,
if it has any regard for itself, take up
this lino and build it ; and what will be
the consequence i That this trade, which
for nearly a quarter of a century we had
hoped to see coming down by way of the
Ottawa Valley to the St. Lawrence- te
swell the commerce of Montreal and
Quebec and the country east, will be
entirely lost. That trade, diverted as it
will be towards Toronto, will probably,
to a very considerable extent, find its way
back to the United States via the Sus-
pension Bridge, just as a good part of the
trade which comes in by Detroit,
goes out again over that bridge.
It will be carried over that part of
Canada, and I have no doubt a fraction
of it will come down by the Grand
Trunk and find its outlet at Portland,
but so far as Eastern Canada is con-
cerned the benefit of that trade is en-
tirely lost and gone. It will, no doubt,
benefit Toronto and.the Port Hope sec-
tien largely; and speaking in that in-
terest I certainly hope that the road will
be built, even though we are to receive
no benefit in this section, rather than
net see it built at all. I am net selfish
in that particular. If we are net te
have that trade in the valley of the
Ottawa, and if it is net to seek Euro-
pean markets via the St. Lawrence, I
hope it will find its centre in Toronto.
But my hon. friends must be aware that,
in their zeal for party, rather than for the
country, they have rather overshot the
mark; in their desire te sustain the
Government pledge in this matter they
have sacrificed the interests of their own
country. Unlesa the Syndicate absorb,.
as they possibly may, the North Shore
road, the Provinee of Quebec will find
itself a large loser by that trade slipping
away from it. There can be no doubt of
that. If the Pacifie Junction Railway
is extended it certainly will net come to
Callendar station in the east. There is
no use of going there and waiting for the-
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Pacifie Railway for ten years. They
will naturally cross the French River as
near as possible to its mouth, and skirt-
ing Lake Huron reach Sault Ste. Marie;
and what will be the effect 1 It will
give Toronto and Western Ontario the
whole benefit of the trade of the North-
West. Hamilton and Toronto will be the
outlets of that trade, but eastern Canada
loses it entirely. It is patent to every
gentleman who looks inte it, and considers
the present position of railways, and the
attractions that are offered by the several
railway centres. Toronto with the
enterprise which she can naturally show
- Toronto which has done more to make

itself a railway centre than any other
city in Canada, will, no doubt, compete
for this trade, and if they construct that
line, as I believe they will,
they will secure that trade; but
it would be lost to the St. Law-
rence. A very considerable portion
of it will go to the south, to New York,
and those who live eat of us, more par-
ticularly those who come from the Pro-
vince of Quebec, will find that when that
is done they have lost the golden oppor-
tunity of securing the very best trade
that could be found for their system of
railways.

Hon. Mr. SMITH - I am surprised
that, at the last moment, the hon. gentle-
nan who leads the Opposition in this
House eau find no other way to occupy
our attention than by raising a question
to cause sectional -feeling. Having
failed to carry his point, and when he
finlds that the Bill is about to be read the
third time, he makes a sectional appeal
to the representatives of the Lower Pro-
vinces, and insinuates that they do
lot know how to take care of themselves

and are ignorant of what they are doing.
ie also calls attention to the fact that

Toronto is bidding for its rights. Even
those who have engaged in this contract
admit that Toronto is entitled to what it
asks, and when those gentlemen now con-
nected with that great undertaking do
lot complain, but, on the contrary, say

they are willing to give Toronto and the
West fair play, it ill becomes the leader
of the Opposition in this House to try
and raise sectional feeling, and tell the
representatives from the east that they
do not know what they are doing.

Hon. Mr. Scott.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - That is patent to
everybody -

Hon. Mr. SMITH - I say it is un-
becoming in the hon. gentleman, who.
bas been well used by the people of
Ontafio - and he bas no right, at the
last moment, to try and raise sectional
feeling against it. When Toronto or
Ontario asks for anything but what is
fair and just, that moment I will stand
out and vote against her; but we will
not be eut off from the trade of the great
North-West; we will nt see the whole
of it pass to the north of us without, at
least, struggling for a portion of it. The
hon. gentleman goes on to show that the
greater part of the traffic will go to the
United States; does any hon. gentleman
think that possible ; would it not, after
reaching Toronto, take the Grand Trunk,
or go down the St. Lawrence?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Is there no
trade between Toronto and New York
now 1

Hon.- Mr. SMITH - Very little.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - How does the.
hon. gentleman import his own goods !

Hon. Mr. SMITH - Grain does not
go to New York, and the " hon. gentle-
man " importa most of his goode by the'
St. Lawrence when the season permits of
it. When navigation is closed we have
to take other routes. But Ontario,
wants nothing but what is fair, and will
ask nothing more than, that from thia
House.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I am not find
ing any fault with Toronto or Ontario.
Under the arrangement, as it existed up
to the present time, it was supposed
that the Pacifie Junction and Canada
Central were to be on equal terms ; there
was to be fair competition, both having
equal advantages. What I say now is
that Quebee does not bid for that trade.
What I said was that I was glad it was
going to some part of Canada. I wish
to see it go down the Ottawa Valley ;
Quebec says &o. She does not want any
connection there. I say if that is their
opinion, I wish all success to Toronto en-
terprise. I stated that Toronto had
shown an immense deal of enterprise,
considering its population and wealth;

25.
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;and that I was glad that there was that
connection, and that it centred in Toronto
- that it would be a valuable thing
for Toronto, if Eastern Canada was not
to get it.

Icn. Mr. IREAD - That resolution
seeme to set forth a rather curious propo-
sition, to my mind - that a road that is
aided by the Government, and of which
about 650 miles in to be constructed,
will not be built in less than ten years ;
while the Sault conne3tion, whichis about
403 miles - thoeigh receiving very little
public aid - can be built in three years.
It seems ridiculous to believe 'that the
Syndicate, with the liberal aid which they
receive from the Dominion - cannot, if
they choose, build this road north of
Lake Superior in as reasonable time as
the road to the Sault can be constructed.
I cannot agree to such a proposition.

The House divided upon the motion,
which was rejected on the following
division :-
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Hon. Mr. WARK - The motion of
the ex-Secretarv of State referred to a
very weighty «undertaking. I do not
want to propose anything of so eerious a
nature, but we have to construct a line

Hon. Mr. Scott.

from Pembina to Winnipeg, and we are
constructing another line from Thunder
Bay to Winnipeg. These are the two
main outlets from that country. We are
about to band them over to the Syn-
dicate, and I am quite willing that the
Syndicate should hold and enjoy them
as long as they are willing, when other
railways are constructed, to give them
the right to run on this section on fair
and equitable ternis - to do the work of
the public at reasonable rates. I think
as a necessary safeguard, when we allow
them to operate these roads for ten years,
they should have the use of them for five
years longer, or as much longer as the
Government tbinks proper to allow them
to use them. I hope there would never
be any necessity for interfering with
them, but we do not know who will be
operating or controlling those roads
fifteen years hence. What I propose
therefore, is, to insert a clause in the Bill
which shall authorise the Government, at
the expiration of fifteen years from the
time these roads are transferred to the
Syndicate, to acquire them by paying for
any losses that may have been sustained
in connection with them up to that time,
and to still ensure to the Syndicate the
right of running over them for all time.
Tnis will give the Government a certain
control, which I hope they will never
find it necessary to use, but which I
think the Government ought always to
possess. I therefore move -

"To leave out ail the words after ' be
and insert < committed to the Committee of
the whole House to be a'nended as fol-
lows ' ;-

" Page 3, line 17.-After 8 Contract' in-
sert the following as Clause D :-

" From and atter the termination of fifteen
years from the date or dates which the Pem-
bina Branch, and the lino between Lake Supe-
rior and Winnipeg, shall be transferred to the
Company, the Government may, if they deem
it necessary for the public Interest, acquire
the said. roads or either of them, by paying
the Ions, if any, sustained by running theni
and securing to the Company runnIng powers
over them."

The amendment was rejected on the
same division as the preceding one.

lon. Mr. SCOTT - It was my inten-
tion, on the third reading of the Bill, to
have answered the points raised by hon.
gentlemen in this debate, and also to
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justify in some degree the Government of On the Northern Pacifie Railway ..... $30,000
which I have been a member. I have On the Union and Central Pacifie Rail-

heard a great deal of recrimination On the ...thern.Pac.ifi Ia.a.. 93,000
drawn into this debate, which might have On the Texas Pacifie Riailway.... .... 61,000
been avoided; but as a good deal of my The average cost of the five American
observations woul- be of a personal char- Pacific railways, therefore, is $82,000 per
acter, and as I notice that the House is mile. Now, these companies have these
extremely impatient, I will exercise mucli three estimates of what the unconstructed
charity and omit that. I confees, how- portions of their line, under proper
fever, feel it was in extremely bad taste management, can be built for, and it is
for some hon. gentlemen to use the oppor- estimated that the Northern Pacifie will
tunity to make thrusts at the late Gov- be built for $26,000 per mile. The Union
ernment. Perhaps.on some future occa- Pacifie will be completed for $40,000;
sion I shall have au opportunity of the Atlantic and Pacifie for $25,000;
adverting to this subject, although it is Southern Pacifie for $30,000, and the
just as likely I may not. There 'S, how- Texas Pacific for $30,000. The auditor
ever, a point which is somewhat new, to of railway accounts has also prepared,
which I draw the attention of the House, from o0iciai sources at his command,
ns a mere matter of information. Since what the cost of building these lines
this debate commenced, a very important would be at the presont rates paid for
paper prepared by the auditor of the railways that are running parallel
Pacifie Railway accounts has been pre- with and adjacent to them in certain
sented to Congresa at Washington. sections of the country; and that is the
It is a paper that contains a very large particular point to which I wish to draw
subject for thought in connection with the attention of the Hiouse, that they maygrants of land m aid of radways terri- see how grossly in excess has been the
ating at the Pacifie coast, and many amount paid for the construction of near-
parts of it would be very useful for us to ly all those American Pacifie railroads
consider and discuss in connection with as compared with what they ought to
the project just now under consideration have cost. I desire tu call attention te
But I suppose at this late hour the House it that the Ilouse may bear in mind -
is unwilhing to de even that. I wish, in defining the word "capital" in thEhowever, to establish one point that I Bill to be submitted to us-to be careful,desire to make, and that is that the cost as it is a very important element in s
of building railway lines now, under an consideration of that question. ThE
improved system and under proper Northern Pacific has a mileage of very
management, is very diflerent from the nearly the same as our own road, and th
cost of building railway lines even ten present cost of it is estimated ai
years ago. I will take the absolute cost $75,000,000. The estimated cost of theof so much of the Pacifie Railways in the Union and Central Pacifie would b
United States as have beei constructed, $9 1,000,000 ; of the Atlantic and Pacifie
and I wil read to the louse the aggre- which is 2,500 miles long, $50,000,000
gate cost to the United States per mile. of the Southern Pacifie, $23,000,000
The Northern Pacifie has already had and of the Texas Pacifie $47,000,000
expended on the 680 miles constructed The cost per mile - and this is worth
$21,300,000. The Union Pacifie has of note -if constructed new with ml
had expended on it $3 18,000,000-their dern appliances, and on a proper bais
m ilage of course is very large, being would be : Northern Pacifie, $28,000-3,314 miles, mluding branches. On the
175 miles built by the Atlantic and Pa- Hon. Mr. VIDAL - I suppose thati
cifie they have expended $13,000,000, and merely construction, not equipment 1
on the 579 miles constructed by the Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I do not kno
Southern Pacifie they have spent 864,_ whether it is or not..50,000 ; and on the Texas Pacific, the
fifth American Pacifie Railway, they had H Mr. VIDAL - That is an im
expended $27,000,000 for a distance of portant item.
440 miles. The cost per mile was, there- Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The cost pe
fore:- mile of the Union Pacifie instead

Hon. Mr. Scott.
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being $93,000 would be only $25,000
per mile.

Hon. Mr. R EAD - I guppose there
is no consideration about its having been
built with depreciated currency.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Some of them
were, but others were not. The Atlan-
tic and Pacifie could be built for $25,000
per mile ; the Southern Pacifie for
$20,000. The average cost of the five
American Pacifie railroads, therefore, at
this day, would be $24,760 per mile.
Now, it must strike us as a singular cir-
cumstance that in Mr. Fleming's report
the cost of 2,700 miles of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway was very much in the
neighborhood of the cost of the Northern
Pacifie. Mr. Fleming's last estimate was
$84,000,000. By the estimate made re-
cently by Mr. Schreiber, after this de-
bate had been commenced, the Govern-
ment think they are going to save
$5,000,000 or $6,000,000 on the roads,
and that would bring the amount down
very nearly to the same figure as the cost
per mile of the Northern Pacifie, which
is $28,000. We are to pay the Syndi-
cate for building 2,000 miles of road
$60,000,000, or at the rate of $30,000
per mile, which is in excess of what
would be the cost to-day of any one of
the five railways leading to the Pacifie
coast through American territory - over
$5,000 per mile in excess of the average
cost, according to the report of the Audi-
tor of Railways, of those five roads. That
is a very significant point, in my judg-
ment, and that is entirely apart from the
amount of the subsidy. And thei it
must be remembered we give the railway
to the Company. I see that the House
is somewhat wearied, and I shall not,
therefore, offer any further observations.

Hon. Mr. REESOR moved to strike
out the word " forever " on page 10, line
18, and insert " for 20 years." He
said :-This amendment is to render the
property of the Company subject to tax-
ation after the expiration of 20 years-
that is long enough to exempt them from
taxation. We know, on all the rail-
ways that have been built in the United
States, an average of $300 per mile in
taxes is imposed upon them, sometimes
upon the stock, and sometimes upon the
property of the Company operating the

Hon. Mr. Scott.

railway; and that would amount toý
$27,000,000 of taxes collected from this
source. In England $12,200,000 is col-
lected annually in taxes from railways ;
and in France $19,155,000, besides the
free carriage of their mails, troops, and
public officers connected with the Gov.
ernment. Without detaining the House,
I will simply press my amendment.

The amendment was declared lost on
the same division as the preceding one.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - I beg to move
the following amendment - that the Bill
be referred back to committee, to be
amended as follows :-

c Page 11, line 46.-After ' Contract ' in-
sert 'provided always that the Government
may have the option at any time of paying to
the Syndicate cash in lieu of land at the rate
of $1 per acre, as such lands may become due
to the Syndicate."'

If this amendment is adopted, if there is
any profit to be made in the land, the
Government will have it, and there will
be no monopoly in the land.

Hon. Mr. ALMON - I did not hear
exactly the remarks made by the hon.
member from Prince Edward Island
some time ago, but understood him to
advocate that the Syndicate should be
compelled to fence their lands. Now, as
the lands will extend along the railway
about 1,500 miles, and will be about
twer.ty-four miles deep, and there is
very little wood in the country, I would
like him to explain how the fence is to
be built I I will not call it nonsense,
because the House has decided that that
tern is not parliamentary, but I do not
see how you can make it sense any more
than you can make a man a woman.

The amendment was declared lost on a
division.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - There is one
other amendment that I wish to submit,
and which, I believe, the Government
has already agreed to. It is as fol-
lows :-

" That the Bill be not now read the third
time, but that it be referred back to Com-
mittee to be amended. Page 19, line 30.-
Aiter e rallway ' insert 'after deducting all
sumo paid by the Government in cash, or its
equivalent,'"

Lt has reference to the reduction of tolls.
By making this amendment in the Bill
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there can be no doubt as to the question
of tolls ; if we leave it to be settled by
an amendment to the general Railway
Act, it seems to nie that it cannot apply
to this Bill as it will be claimed that it
has no retroactive effect.

The amendment was declared lost on
the same division.

The Bill was then read the third time,
on a division.

The House adjourned at 11.20 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Tuesday, February 15th, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at three
p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE PACIFIC RAILWAY BILL.

THE ROYAL ASSENT.

The SPEAKER informed the House
that he had received a communication
from the Governor General.

« S ,-I am commanded by the Governor
General to lnform you that It is His Excel-
lency's intention to proceed to the Senate
Chamber to-day at 3.30 p.rm. for the purpose
of assenting in Her Majesty's name to a certain
Bill passed by the Senate and House of
Commons.

c I have the honor to be, Sir,
"Your most obdt. humble servt,

" F. Du WixToy,
"Lieut. Colonel, R. A.,

"Governor General's Secretary.
- The Honorable

l The Speaker of the Senate."

The House was adjourned during
pleasure, and after some time was
resumed.

His Excellency the Governor General
being seated in the Chair on the Throne,

The Speaker commanded the Usher of
the Black Rod to proceed to the House
of Commons and acquaint that House :
" It is His Excelleney's pleasure they
attend him immediately in this House."

Who, being come with their Speaker,
The Clerk of the Crown in Chancery

read the title of a Bill to be passed as
follows:-

Hon. Mr. Reesor.

" An Act respecting the Canadian
Pacific Railway."

To this Bill the Royal assent was pro-
nounced by the Clerk of the House.

His Excellency then retired and the
House of Commons withdrew.

MONTREAL BOARD OF TRADE AND
EXCHANGE BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Committee
on Banking and Commerce, to whom was
referred Bill (J) " An Act to incorporate
the Montreal Board of Trade and
Exchange," reported that they had gone
through the said Bill, and had directed
him to report the same with an amend-
ment.

The amendment was concurred in.

A CORRECTION.

Hon. Mr. BULL called attention to
the fact that the votes on the Pacific
Railway Bill and the amendments offered
\to it, were very incorrectly published in
the press. His own name did not appear
in any of them, while an hon. member
who had voted against the Bill and for
the amendments was made to appear as
voting with the Government.

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Hon. Mr. ALMON rose to a question
of privilege. Yesterday, a motion had
been introduced by the hon. Senator
from Fredericton, and seconded by the
hon. member from Cumberland (Mr. Mao-
farlane) for the appointment of a com-
mittee to investigate certain claims; after-
wards, both mover and seconder con-
sented to have it withdrawn. He (Dr.
Almon) objected, under the impression
that it could only be dropped by the
unanimous consent of the Hfouse, yet, in
spite of his objection, the motion was
withdrawn. He wished to know whether
he was correct in supposing that the rule
required the unanimous consent of the
House for the withdrawal of a motion.

The SPEAKER said that he did net
understand the hon. gentleman to pres
his objection, but, on the contrary, under-
stood him to withdraw it when the
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mover and seconder desired to drop the
motion.

Hon. Mr. ALMON said lie had per-
sisted very strongly in his objection, as
the hon. gentlemen who were near him
could testify.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY thought it due
to the Speaker to say that the question
was put to the House and leave granted
by the House to the mover and seconder
to withdraw the motion.

Ion. Mfr. ALMON repeated that his
assertion could be substantiated by hon.
gentlemen who were sitting near him.

INSOLVENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MACFARLANE moved
the second reading of Bill (39) " An Act
to amend the ' Insolvent Act of 1875'
and amending Acts." He said: This Bill
is very short and easily understood. As
gentlemen are aware, the Insolvent Act
of 1875 contained a clause by which an
insolvent on paying 33J cents on the
dollar, and satisfying the judge that his
proceedings were honest, was entitled to
his discharge. By the Act of 1877 that
clause (among others) was repealed, and
in its stead it was enacted that no insol-
vent was entitled, under any circum-
stances, to procure his discharge
unless his estate paid fifty cents
on the dollar. Subsequently, in
1879, the Insolvency Laws were re-
pealed. It left some parties in this un-
fortunate position, that, while proceed-
ings had been taken against them and
their estates had passed into the hands
of assignees, Parliament stopped in, and
by repealing the A et left the judges pow-
erless to discharge them unless they were
able te pay fifty cents on the dollar.
Cases of very great hardship have conse-
quently arisen in many parts of the Do-
minion. Honest, straightforward men,
anxious to pay their debts, bat who had
been forced into insolvency during the
period of depression, were stripped of
their property and left without the
means of paying anything. Their prop-
erties were brought to the hammer when
times were not propitious, and in many
cases did not realize enough to pay the
fifty cents on the dollar. This Bill is to
repeal that clause of the Act which ren-

The Speaker.

ders it imperative to pay fifty cents on
the dollar, and to re-enact the original
clause by which parties will be placed
in exactly the same position that they
woald have been in if the Act of 1877 had
not been passed. In compliance with the
general opinion of the country, the In-
solvent Act was repealed with benefi-
cial effects in many cases, and it will
probably be some years before another
Insolvent Act will be needed. In the
meantime it seems to be a case of very
great hardship that honest men, through
no fault of their own, should be driven
to adopt either one of two courses - to
remain utterly useless to society, or as
has occurred in some cases, be driven
from the country. While the amend-
ments to the Insolvent Act were pressed
upon us for two sessions, and we only
yielded at last to the urgency of the
other Chamber and passed them, this
Bill comes up with a large majority in its
favor, seeking to remove the restrictions
placed upon these individuals. It is a
simple matter, and is one, I think, that
will commend itself to the good sonse of
the House. It can do no harm to any-
one, and will relieve honest and industri-
ous men from their difficulties. It will
simply relieve those who.were drawn in-
to insolvency before the repeal of the
Insolvent Act in 1879, and they can
only be relieved if the judge thinks they
are honest and entitled to a discharge.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I have serious
objections to the passage of this Bill.
The first thing that strikes one on look-
ing at it is that it proposes not merely
to revive a section of a repealed Act, but
to alter the proceedings under the pro-
viso contained in that repealing Act.
My hon. friend who has charge of this
Bill has not called the attention of the
House to the provisions of the Act of
1877. I may state briefly that the lu-
solvent Act of 1875 placed the standard
of persons entitled to a discharge under
that Act at a payment of 33J cents on
the dollar, while the Legislature in its
wisdon, in the year 1877, seeing the
highly objectionable character of the
operation of that Act, thought proper to
pass this clause which is proposed to be
repealed - that is to say the fifteenth
section of the Act of 1877. Section 65
was the clause of the Act of 1875, whic h
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was applicable to the question of dis-
charge of insolvents, was amended by
adding thereto the words:

" Provided that the judge shall not grant
any discharge unless some one of the follow-
ing conditions be established by proof, viz:-

ilat. That a dividend of not less than 50
cents on unsecured claims has been or will be
paid, or

"2nd. That such a dividend might have been
paid but for the negligence or fraud of the
assignee« or inspectors, or

" 3rd. That the insolvent had,previous to In-
solvency proceedings, mailed to each creditor,
an acknowledgment of bis Insolvency, and
no proceedings instituted for one month after
mailing such notices, etc."

Now, there are the three classes under
which any insolvent could at that time
have'applied for his discharge, and I may
say in passing it that these sufficiently
met the requirements of the case. At
all events, it was the deliberate j udgment
of Parliament in 1877 that no insolvent
should be discharged unless he complied
with one or other of these three provi-
sions. This remained the law of the land
until 1880, and every person who be-
came insolvent in 1877, 1878, 1879 or
1880 until the passage of the Act to
which I am about to call the attention of
the House, must have complied with the
conditions of that law. Then came the
law of 1880, and what is that law I That
"the Insolvent Act of 1875 and the Acts
amending it shall be and are hereby re-
pealed, and no acts repealed by the said
Acts or either of them, shall be revived."
We propose by this Bill to revive a
clause of the Act which has been repealed
" provided that all proceedings under the
Insolvent Act of 1875, and the amending
acts aforesaid, in any case in whieli the
estate of an insolvent has been vested in
an official assignee may be continued and
completed thereunder." Now, in this Act
of 1880 no person could be discharged or
could apply for his discharge unless lie
was prepared to show that lie had con-
plied with the provisions of the Aot of
1877 ; that is to say, that he must show
that lie could pay bO cents on the dollar
or had complied with the other condi-
tions. It was the deliberate judgment of
Parliament that lie could do one or other
of the two things, to which it is hardly
necessary to ask the attention of the
Hiouse, because it does not enter Ivery
much into this question. That was the

Bon. Mr. Dickey.

law passed only some nine or ten months
ago, and now we are asked to alter that
law and to repeal it so far as we can; not
only to do that but to revive a section
under the Act of 1875 whiuh was repealed
by that Act, because this Bill says : "the
14th and 15th sections of the Act (the
15th section is the one I have just read
from the Act of 1877) are hereby repealed
and the 58th section of the Insolvent Act
of 1875 is hereby revived." That is to
say, although Parliament, in its wisdom,
only nine or ten months ago--

Hon. Sir. ALEX. CAMPBELL-
Four years ago - in 1877.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I re-asser t that
although Parliament, in its wisdom. only
nine months ago, had repealed th, t sec-
tion and repealed the whole law, y t we
are asked to revive that section and iake
ift applicable to all proceedings that were
before the courts in 1877,1878 and 1879,
because this Act goes on to say:-

" The provisions of the Acta hereby repealed
shall continue to apply to such proceedings,
and to every insolvent affected thereby and to
his estates and effects and to all assignees ap-
pointed or acting in respect thereof in the
same measure as if this Act had not been
passed.'

It is quite clear that this Bill is to the
effect that it places parties in any case
where proceedings have been taken before
the passing of the Act of 1880 in the same
position that they would have occupied
if they had passed before the year 1877,
because it is quite evident fromn the lan-
guage of this Bill that although a person
between the year 1877 and the year 1880
could only claim the protection of
this 58th clause, yet now where
a party has applied, three years
after the passage of the Act of
1877, lie comes in and\is entitledi to his
discharge, although he has not been able
te show that lie is in a position to pay
that fifty cents. In other words, by an
ex-post facto law, we put the party in a
position to enable him to claim a dis-
charge in the year 1881 or 1882 which.
he could not claim in 1880, in 1879, in
1878 or in 1877 after the passing of this
law. Is that wise legislation 1 I say it
is personal legislation. It is retroactive
legislation of a inost odious character,
and, therefore, I object to the Bill before-
the House.
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Hon. Mr. MACFARLANE - I do
not at all think that my hon. friend
enters into the spirit of this legislation.
I concur with him that there was a fixed
determination to repeal the Insolvent
Acts. In.fact they were swept out of
,existence by force of public opinion. It
'was useless to talk of retaining an
insolvent act. Owing to the peculiar

+circumstances in which this country was
placed it was well known that numbers
of our best and most energetic business
men were driven into insolvency, and
while honest men were crushed it was
found that knaves and scoundrels were
throwing their property out of their
hands, defrauding their creditors and
making money. So strong was the feel-
ing of the country against a law which
permitted such proceedings that there
was asuniversal demand for its repeal.
But while the Legislature was adopting
that course, sympathy was felt for those
who were honest, but unfortunate
debtors. They felt that while they were
endeavoring to prevent unscrupulous
men from making bad use of the Act,
that they were placing a heavy disability
on the honest men who ought to have an
'insolvency law to protect them. It is
that class we are now seeking to legislate
for. It may be a species of personal
legislation; I am glad to say it is, because
it does not extend very far over this
country under the present improved con-
dition of affairs. Still, it will afford pro-
tection to those who deserve it and may
take advantage of it if it becomes law ;
but the judge can step in, and will step
n when there is any proof of fraud, and

prohibit a dishonest debtor from getting
his discharge. While a great deal of good
can result fror the passage of this Bill,
I cannot see any evil that can arise out
>f it. The only point I see in my hon.
friend's argument is that this Bill is ask-
-ing Parliament to revive an Act that it
abolished last session. But a great
change has taken place in the country
since that time, and I think the Bill is
one that will commend itself to the com-
mon sense of the House. I am not per-
sonally interested in this legislation, and
'I am not aware of any individual who
has sought it, any more than I have re-
ceived letters from difierent parts of the
country detailing the difficulties under
which individuals were laboring through

Hon. Mr. Macfarlane.

one obdurate creditor refusing to sign a
debtor's discharge, although four-fifths of
the creditors had agreed to it.

Hon. Mr. ALMON - I feel very
great diffidence in speaking on this
subject, being neither a lawyer
nor a merchant, but I know of
a case in Halifax that will bear out
the argument of the hon. gentleman who
has just resumed his seat. The case was
that of a gentleman who was doing
business in Halifax, and whose real estate
was valued at $60,000. When the hard
times came on he continued his business,
feeling justified in doing so as he
had so much capital; but he failed,
and his real estate was sold at auction for
$14,000. Now, are we to be told that
this man is to walk the streets of Halifax
the remainder of his life without the
privilege of earning a sixpence for his
family and die a beggar 1 I do not know
what the opinion of the lawyers is, but
there seems to be a desire amongst
business men that there should be a law
passed to prevent preferential assign-
ments. If I were a lawyer I should con-
sider it my duty to do so, and I am satis-
fied that I would receive the thanks of
the mercantile community. I have been
told by an hon. gentleman that preferen-
tial assignments are not allowed in On-
tario ; but they are allowed in Nova Sco-
tia, and while legal gentlemen are split-
ting straws as to the effect of repealed
laws, they are condemning poor men to
beggary for alifetime, and opposing a
law that is required by the entire busi-
ness community.

Hon. Mr. BUREAU made a few re-
marks in French in support of the Bill.
He contended that it was a measure that
was necessary to relieve honest and un-
fortunate debtors of their disabilities and
allew them [to become once more useful
members of society.

Hon. Mr. GIBBS - I desire to make
one or two observations upon the Bill
which is now before the Ilouse, and in
reply to nome remarks that have fallen
from the hon. gentleman from Cumber-
land (Mr. Dickey). It is quite true, as
that hon. gentleman has stated, that it
was the deliberate will of Parliament in
1877 that an insolvent debtor should be
obliged to pay fifty cents on the dollar
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before receiving his discharge, unless,
under the circumstances enumerated in
that Act, he was unable to do so in con-
sequence of mal-appropriation, or the
mal-administration of his estate. Now,
that Act was passed under peculiar
circumstances, and I may be permitted
to advert to them for a moment or two,
as they bear somewhat on the question.
There was a feeling throughout the coun-
try that the Insolvent Act was a nullity,
to all intents and purposes. It was said
that it invited debtors to go into the
court and get rid of their responsibilities
rather than battle to pay them, and, if
possible, overcome the difficulties against
whichthey werethen contending. It was
originally supposed that this clause in the
Act of 1877 would prevent parties from
entering so readily into bankruptcy ;
that they would have to face this
barrier : that unless their estates were
able to realize fifty cents on the dollar,
they could not get their discharge, and it
would remove the objections which credi-
tors througlfout the country were con-
atantly urging against the Insolvent Act.
My opinion was at the time, that it
might prevent parties who, though their
estates were worth seventy-five or one
hundred cents on-the dollar, from enter-
ing the court, fearing that after they had
done so (through their estates being
badly administered), they would be
unable to realise fifty cents on the dollar,
and they would find themselves in the
position in which many honest men find
themselves to-day. I opposed this
clause in 1877, but it became law.
Debtors continued to go into the court
after the passage of the Act, and in
1877, 1878, 1879 and 1880, entered it
under a different state of things. Con-
sequently, they were subjected to restric-
tions which those who had entered the
court previously to 1877 were not. Now,
the hon. member from Cumberland says
" Why should a man going into a court
now do no under better circumstances
than his predecessors î " I reply, why
should a man, since 1877, be required to
pay more on the dollar than one who
entered the Insolvency Court previous to
that year, except that Parliament so
willed it I Now, many parties who
went into Insolvency during the
years 1877, 1878, 1879 and 1880,
find themselves unable to pay fifty cents

Hon. Mr. Gibbs.

on the dollar. I find them in every part
of the country, unable to enter into any
business - men who are just as honest
as any of the gentlemen on the floor of
this House, just as honest as the Parlia-
ment which legislated them into the posi-
tion which they are in to-day, not by any
act of their own, but on account of the
inability of their debtors, it may be, to
pay them, or on account of depression in
the value of property which, when
brought under the hammer, prevented
these men - men of ability, integrity, in-
dustry and energy - from continuing in
their business. Under these circumstances,
we find many good business men,who would
be useful to the society in which they
move, of no value to the country to-day.
There is an Act of Parliament which
says " Useful though you have been,
you shall continue under your disability."
Why should a remorseless and relentless
creditor have it in his power to say that,
because a man has not been able to pay
fifty cents on the dollar, he shall not get
his discharge, while another party, whose
estate might have paid seventy-five cents
on the dollar, and he, perhaps, was guilty
of fraud when he entered the Court pre-
vious to 1877, was enabled to get his dis-
charge on payment of thirty-three centsl
I say that there is an anomaly here. The
state of things that existed in 1877 has
passed away to a considerable extent, I
hope never to return, and 1 think many
of those who have gone into the Court
since 1877 have suffered enough during
these four years to satisfy any creditor -
always provided that there has been no
fraud committed by the debtor in the
conduct of his business. 1 think, that
being the case, this hon. House will re-
open the door (by passing this Bil1) to
those who are seeking relief at the hands
of Parliament, and to whom it has been
accorded by a very large majority in the
other House. I certainly hope that this
Charpber will not hesitate to do what it
did last night in respect to another Bill
- concur with the other House by the
passage of this Bill. I cannot see why
any man whose estate may not, perhaps,
have been able to pay fifty cents on the
dollar should be obliged to go on the
rest of his life bound hand and foot, pre-
vented from using the energies with
which Providence has endowed him for
the purpose of providing bread for him-
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self, and perhaps for a family for whom
he is the bread winner. If there has been
no fraud in conducting his business, I do
not see why it should not be left to the
discretion cf the judge to deal with the
debtor, as it was formerly, and allow
those parties to become useful citizens of
the country.

Hon. Mr. READ - I took exception
to the 50 cents clause when it was en-
acted. I took exceptioa to it because I
knew it was a harsh clause. I knew, as
a business man of forty years' standing
in this country, under what diffieulty
business men had struggled and how
values had deteriorated. I will enume-
rate a few industries that every hon.
gentleman must see have deteriorated ;
and I contended, at the time of the pas-
sage of this Act, as I contend now, that
in the time of depression it required a
dollar and a half of reasonable assets to
realize fifty cents on the dollar after ex-
penses were paid, believing and knowing
what I say. Take cabinet-making, for
instance. The cabinet-maker's assets are
scattered about bis premises in pieces,
His tools and plant have cost him a large
amount of money ; but furniture is
brought in from the United States and
slaughtered in this market, and the cabi-
net-maker goes into bankruptoy. When
he bought his plant it was worth the
money he put into it, but when sold at
auction under the hammer it would take
$1.50 worth of such assets to bring 50
cents on the dollar. There was no dis-
honesty connected with that man's busi-
ness, but ie was forced into insolvency
by circumstances over which he had no
control. I know, of my own knowledge,
a certain line of business, of which there
were 77 in Canada a few years ago ; to-
day there are only six' carrying on the
same trade, through the force of legisla-
tion. Those people were legislated out
of business by Parliament. Then take
carriage-making, a useful industry ; the
manufacturer has his plant and stock in
finished and unfinished pieces, and I
would like to know if his estate,
which cost him $1.50, would rea-
lize 50 cents 1 lhe same may
be said of agricultural implement manu-
facturera and foundrymen. Their plant
and stock would require $1.50 worth to
bring 50 cents on the dollar when sold

Hon. Mr. Cibb8.

under the assignee's hammer. Steam-
boat owners labor under the same dif-
ficulty. Their business may be a paying
one until a railway comes into competi-
tion, and it is so cut up that the steam-
boat trade is destroyed, the owner goes
into inselvency, and the boat is sold for
less than one quarter her value. Whole-
sale merchants are in a better position,
as their stocks consist of unbroken pack-
ages, but the stock of the retail mer-
chant, which consiste of broken packages,
greatly depreciates in value when sold at
forced sales. Then take vessels and
schooners; many of them have barely
paid running expenses from 1874 until
the time the National Policy was in-
augurated. The lumber trade is another
of this class that finds it difficult to pay
fifty cents on the dollar in insolvency.
The lumberman's plant is Ivery expen-
sive; take his mills, and his lumber as
we saw it lying here winter after winter,
acres of it eating itself up with interest
and insurance. How much of it would
it have taken to pay fifty cents on the
dollar up to last year 1 The'lumberman
invested his money in good faith, but
times went against him and he succumbed
through no fault of his own. When it
is proved that a man has failed thrôugh
no fault of bis own, and'he has not per-
petrated any frand, the law should be
relaxed in his favor. Is it not to our
advantage to retain in this country men
of business habits and business training
by relieving them of the disabilities un-
der which they are prevented from be-
coming useful and active members of
society 1 I think if I had to commence
life over again, with the experience I
have to-day I could do a great deal bet-
ter than I have done, and, perhaps, they
eould do the same. The fifty cent law
may do very well in England, where there
is a sale for everything at something like
its value, but it does not suit the circum-
stances of this country, and I will, there-
fore, vote to repeal it now.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - I consider
this Bill a just one and I will vote for
it. If I understood aright the arguments
of my hon. friend on my right (Mr.
Dickey), he said that the Act alluded to
in the first clause of the present Bill is
repealed; and he does not see what is
the reason. for reviving such a clause of
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it. The point seems to me to be very
clear; the Act which is thought to be
amended bore, is still in force as far as
insolvents are concerned, that is, a
certain class of insolvents ; but if
we find that this law is not working
properly, and is not meting out justice
to the public, or to those concerned, I
do not see any objection, or any reason
to amend the law, because it is still in
existence for the special cases reserved -
that is for the cases of insolvents before
the repeal of the general Act. I have had
occasion to judge of the working of this
Act, and I know of several instances
where the effect of it has proved a great
injustice. The intention of the Legisla-
ture was to prevent dishonesty, or gross
negligence and incompetency in trade.
It was to drive out of trade those who
were known to be dishonestor negligent,
or to have such an imperfect knowledge
of their business tIhat they could not
manage it properly, or those who were
altogether incompetent. The 50 cents
limit is arbitrary. There would be, from
a judicial point of view, the same reasons
tg require the payment of 75 cents on
the $1 as the payment of 50 cents, be-
cause there are a great many cases
where a man who pays 75 cents on the
dollar is more guilty of negligence, or dis-
honesty, or incapacity than another man
who pays only 10 or 20 cents. It de-
pends altogether on circumstances, and
the very fact that a man fails in a specu-
lative way is evidence that ho did not
calculate properly on bis own strength.
Among other cases, 1 recollect one that
furnishes an illustration of the injustice
which can be committed under the pre-
sent law. A man had given accommo-
dation notes to a friend to the amount of
about $25,000. This man had a pros-
perous business; ho did not owe a cent
to anybody except those accommodation
notes, and at the time when bis friend
failed lie had an income of about $35,000
-more than sufficient to pay the whole
of the liabilities which he had incurred
in putting his name en this accommoda-
tion paper. It happened that a
writ was taken out against him
because this paper had matured.
it happened also that lie had sued for
about $25,000 for claims resting upon
titles and very good claims that, under or-
dinary circumstances, would have suc-

Hon. Mr. Trudel.

ceeded, but bis creditors were at the same
time the creditors of the man who owed
him the $25,000, and against whom he
had taken a suit. The creditors would
not consent to go on with it, and pre-
ferred - although it seemed to be very
clear - to abandon the suits and favor the
other party who owed thom hundreds of
thousands of dollars, and they considered
that this suit might bring him into insol-
vency, and, therefore, cause a larger los&
to them. It so happened that this insol-
vent had more than sufficient to pay
twenty shillings on the pound, yet bis
estate did not pay ten cents on the dollar
on account of the refusal of the creditors
te go on with that suit, and he could not
get his discharge. This man has always
been known for bis good standing in the
trade, and now lie has been obliged to
abandon business altogether, and he bas
no hope of getting a discharge unless
such legislation as this should be enacted.
The circumstances under which that fifty
cent clause was enacted do not exist at
the' present time; therefore I shall vote
for the Bill.

The Bill was read the second time.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I have listened
to the arguments of hon. gentlemen in
favor of this Bill, and every hon. gentle-
man who spoke, except the bon. member
who spoke last, has declared distinctly
that lie was opposed to the legislation of
1877, and ho has placed the ground of bis
support of this Bill distinctly upon
that g'round and upon that reason,
except my hon. friend from Halifax, and
some other hon. gentlemen, who know
the individual cases, and they are propos-
ing te legislate in favor of those individual
cases. I think that is a most vicious
principle. We have had a case of it this
session before, and the House came to its
senses, and put its hand upon that species
of legislation. I think probably they
will regret the course they are taking to-
day with regard to this measure. I
look in vain through the reports to find
that my hon. friend, or any other member
of this House, opposed the Act of 1877.
I contend that Bill'passed through the
House in all its stages without any oppo-
sition whatever, and I think the House
will corne to the conclusion that my hon.
friends are mistaken and are thinking of'
some other measure altogether, and upon
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re-consideration will agree that this reso-
lution is a little hasty, and will be a dan-
gerous precedent in the future.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

FOURTH REPORT ADOPTED.

Non. Mr. SIMPSON moved the adop-
tion of the Fourth Report of the Joint
Committee on the Printing of Parlia-
ment. He said : This is the most im-
portant report that we will submit this
session. It contains the balance sheets
of last year, showing what we were able
to accomplish in performing the work in
the way of retrenchment. You will see
by the balance sheet that we were able to
reduce the expenditure as compared with
the preceding year by the handsome sum
of $11,500. We are now working under
a contract that saves us a good deal of
money in reference to the prices of print-
ing and paper, and I believe also, to some
extent, of binding. The service, so far
as I know, has been about as efficiently
performed as in any previous year, not-
withstanding the reduction in cost -- I
think in some respects the service has
been more efficiently and promptly per-
formed. You will see, by looking at
the report, we got into a little difficulty
with the Auditor-General. Last year we
asked for a vote of $70,000 to defray the
expenses of the printing department un-
der our control. We only spent $57,000
of that amount, and had a surplus of
about $13,000, which we did not' draw.
We only drew the moneys as we re-
quired them. The Queen's printer, how-
ever, did not ask for enough. His ap-
propriation feul short, and ho owes your
Committee for werk performed for his
Department about $5,5 20, which he was
unable to pay. He said that we should
make a bad debt of it. We could not
see this, but we concluded that each ser-
vice should be responsible for its own
expenditure. I had on. or two inter-
views with the Auditor-General, and he
concluded that the botter way was to ask
a vote in the Supplementary Estimates
in favor of the Prihting Committee, to
cover the amount, and we have now re-
commended that course. We recom-
mend that the Queen's printer should
ask for a supplementary vote, which we
think is the best way to square the
account. We are new a little behind

Bon. Mr. Dickey.

with our printing work, and this arises
froin the facts that the departmental
work has to pass through our hands,
and that Parliament met two months
earlier than usual, and it turns out that
the departmental reports went into the
hands of the printers a little lacer than
usual. If the Government would man-
age to give the departmental reports to
the printer about the middle of October,
or even, at the latest, the lst of Novem-
ber, the contractors could get through
with that important portien of the work
before what we call the routine work
would come upon us. This delay ex-
plains the reason why some of the re-
turns asked for by hon. members have
not been printed as early as they should
have been, the departmental reports and
other Government work taking prece-
dence. The printers have more work to
do than they can very well get on with.
But I have not heard any very serious
complaints yet. I believe the printers
are doing all they can to fulfil their con-
tract and perform the work in a satisfac-
tery manner. if the Government can
arrange to hand the departmental reports
to the printer earlier, I think they will
find it to their advantage, and to the ad-
vantage of the country and of the print-
ing service, in more ways than one.

The report was adopted.

BANK ACT CORRECTION BILL.

BECOND READING.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CA MPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (50) " An
Act to correct a clerical error in Schedule
B to the Act 43 Vic., chap. 22, amend-
ing ' the Bank Act,' and continuing the
charters of certain banks." He said that in
passing the Act renewing the charters òf
banks, the name of Le Banque de St.
Jean was accidently omitted. This Bill
was to correct the error.

The Bill was read the second time.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (27) " An Act to amend the Act
43 Vic., chap. 61, entitled ' An Act to
incorporate the Assiniboine Bridge Com-
pany, and te change the naine of the said
Company."- (Mr. Girard.)

The Senate adjourned at 5 p.m.
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THE SENATE.

Wednesday, February 16th, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at three
p.m.

Prayers and routine proceèdings.

MONTREAL BOARD OF TRADE AND EX-
CHANGE BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. RYAN moved the third
reading of Bill (J) " An Act to Incor-
porate the Montreal Board of Trade and
Exchange."

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read and passed.

PETROLEUM INSPECTION BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS moved the
second reading of Bill (L) " An Act to
amend the Petroleum Inspection Act of
1880." He said: This measure has been in-
troduced to enable the Department to use a
pyrometer for the purpose of ascertain-
ing the flash test of oil, different from
that which is at present in use. The
new instrument that we think of using
differs from the old one in being more
accurate. The instrument now in use is
Very uncertain, even in the hands of pro-
fessionals, giving, perhaps, in half a
dozen trials no two results that would be
the same. The flash test for Canadian
oil was fixed at 115 degrees, and for
American oil at 120 degrees. By the
Provisions of this Bill the flash test by
the new pyrometer is made at 95 degrees
for Canadian oil (equal to 115 degrees)
and 99 degrees for American oil (cqual
to 120 degrees). There is another pro-
Vison imposing a penalty upon any
Person storing petroleum contrary to
law. There are one or tw. other unim-
Portant amendments. 1

lion. Dr. BROUSE -I think the
Government could not act too quickly in
a matter of so much importance, yet I
regret that in this Bill the high test for
American oil is continued. The effect of
it is almost to exclude American oils from
being imported into this country. The
question is one that affects a large portion
of the population of the Dominion very
Imaterially - especially those residing

Hon. JMr. Ryan.

along the international boundary. On
the St. Lawrence River, where a dividingî
line scarcely exista between the United
States and Canada, we find that coal oil
can be purchased in the United States at
from eight to ten cents per gallon and of
fair quality, while in Canada it costs from
40 to 45 cents, hence it will be seen that
great inducements are held out to those
who reside on the banks of the St. Law-
rence to smuggle coal oil into Canada.
It has been smuggled in largely, not by
the gallon or half-dezen barrels, but by
hundreds and even thousands of barrels
in consequence of the high test adopted
by the Government, and which really
prevents American oil frorm being im-
ported into the Dominion. Not only
that, but the test is of that peculiar char-
acter that it has been impossible to bring
the oil into the Dominion without either
sending to Ottawa to get an instrument
to test it, oi to send the oil here to pass
the Customs. To retain a test equal to
1200 will exclude nearly all the coal oil
that might otherwise be brought into
Canada, and will certainly encourage that
large monopoly which has been so much
protected in this country. The result of
it so far has been to prevent our farmers
from using good oil. The Canadian oil
is not to be compared with the oil from
the United States, and few will use it who
can get the imported article. I regret,
that the Government have not lowered
the flash test on American oil to encour-
age its importation into this country, and
thus afford cbeap oil to our laboring
clas.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - I am surprised
to hear the statement of the hon. gentle-
man that tnousands of barrels of coal oil
have been smuggled into Canada across
the St. Lawrence. I am quite aware-
the proximity of the two countries is
such that smuggling can be carried on.
However, last year a compromise was
made as t& the flash test. Prior to last
year the flash test for Canadian oil was
105 degrees, and for American oil 130
degiees. Last year the flash test 6f
Canadian oil was raised tu 115 degrees,
and the flash test of American oil brought
down to 120 degrees, and there is now a
difference of only 5 degrees between the
two. In consequence of the flash test hav-
ing been raised, not one accident that I
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arn aware of has occurred in the Domin-
ion during the past year. Prior to that
numerous accidents occurred. I do not
think it would be wise to lower the
flash test of Canadian oil. I am aware
that some members of this House, and
of the other Chamber have taken strong
grounds on the difference between the
flash tests of American and Canadian
oil. My. hon. friend says that American
oil gives better light than (anadian
petroleum. That is true, but it is be-
cause it is lighter and burns faster.

Hon. Dr. BROUSE - The smoke and
smell of our Canadian oil are the princi-
pal objections to it.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - Then I would
inform my hou. friend that you might
increase the flash test, and not have the
amell or smoke removed. There is more
paraffine in the Canadian oil than in the
American oil, and consequently there is
more smoke. The object of the Govern-
ment is to protect the public. There
rnight be a good deal of force in what the
hon. gentleman says, that, up to the pre-
sent time, the Department has not had
sufficient instruments te put them in the
hands of customs and revenue officers at
the different porta.

Hon. Mr. MACFARLANE - What
is the cost of those instruments I

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - $25 to $30 each.
Hon. Mr. MACFARLANE - Are

they American or English instrumenta l

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - English. Pro-
-vision has been made that all officers who
require to use them shall be supplied
with them and the inconvenience expe-
rienced in the past for want of instru-
ments will be removed.

Hon. Dr. BROUSE - The hon. Min-
ister bas somewhat thrown doubt on my
assertion as to the amount of oil smuggled
into the country.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - Not at all. I
mnerely expressed my surprise.

Hon. Dr. BROUSE -I speak of
what I know. There is hardly a place
along the frontier where you could not
find hundreds of barrels that bave been
smuggled across in various ways - some
on little rafta, or if there happens to be a
heavy wind blowing across the river from

Hon. Mr. Aikins.

the South, they are thrown into the water
and carried over, and taken into the
country. I am, perhaps, better acquainted
with the quantity of oil smuggled into
the country, across the river, than most
persons, being well acquainted with the
merchants along the St. Lawrence on
both aides of the river, at or near Ogdens-
burgh, who deal extensively in coal oil.
I know that great quantities of coal oil
are sold to be smuggled into Canada, and
although our customs officers are vigilant
and most reliable, yet it is impossible
for them to watch every bay and cove
and place where this coal oil might be
found. The inducements to smuggle are
great ; in fact, if every other cargo of
coal oil that is smuggled were seized, the
smugglers can make large profits still,
when they can buy that oil at eight cents
or ten cents a gallon and sell it here at
forty cents. The only objection is with
regard to the higher test that is placed
upon the American oil.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - It is only five
degrees higher than the test of Canadian
oil.

Hon. Dr. BROUSE - Why make it
any higher I There is a duty on the
coai oil itself, and that ought to be suffi-
cient to protect our refluera. You may
put what test you like on American oil,
but it will be used in this country in
preference to the Canadian petroleum,
wherever it can be obtained, in conse
quence of its superior quality. Then, as
to accidents, my experience has been
large on the other aide of the river, and
I do not know of a single accident that
has occurred from the bursting of a lamp
or explosion. of oil from the use of
American coal oil. I think it is as safe,
or even safer, than our own. If the
Government would simply say that the
flash test should be the same for Ameri-
can oil as for our own, it would be an
act of justice to every bouseholder in
this part of Canada.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - I beg to call
the attention of the Bouse to another
feature in connection with our legisla-
tion during the last few years in refer-
ence to oils. I notice in the tariff the
same duty is imposed upon the petro-
leum oils that are imported, whether in
the crude or refined state. This is an

(8 E NAT E.] Inspection Bill.
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.anomaly which should not be continued,
-and besides it is in direct violation of
the principle which we all claim to re-
cognize under the National Policy, that
of giving encouragement to manufactur-
ing in this country. I have never heard
any reason given why the duty on crude
cil worth only 2 or 3 cents per gallon
should be the same as the duty upen
reflned oil which costs 8 or 10 centa per
gallon. It will not, of course, be con-
venient for the hon. Minister of Inland
Revenue, to give any information on-
this point.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - When
tariff comes down, that will be the
per time te discuss it.

the
pro-

Hon. Mr. RESSOR - I quite agree
with the hon. Senator from Prescott, that
the same flash test should be applied to
all cils, whether American or Canadian.
It would be more satisfactory net only
te the consumer, but, in the end, to the
Government also, because there would
be far less smuggling, and the country
would derive a larger revenue from the
importations. Very high duties encour-
age smuggling and smuggling encourages
immorality. I think it is net desirable
te have our legislation of such a charac-
ter as te encourage smuggling.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - Yeu had better
take the duty off everything, then.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - We cannot
afford te do that, because we must have
a revenue. But let the duties be fair
and reasonable. Let us have the reve-
nue, and at the same time enable the
consumer te purchase at a reasonable
price, and offer no temptation te smug-
glers by placing 100 per cent. duty on
any article.

The Bill was read the second time.

INSOLVENT LAW AMENDMENT BILL
IN COMMITTEE.

The House went into Committee on
Bill (39) " An Act te amend the
Insolvent Act of 1875, and amending
Acts."

Hon. Mr. MONTGOMERY, froi the
Committee, reported the Bill without
amendment.

ion. Mr. Reesor.

BANK ACT CORRECTION BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House went into Committee on
Bill (50) " An Act to correct a clerical
error in Schedule B ta the Act 43rd Vic.,
chap. 22, amending the Bank Act, and
continuing the charters of certain
banks."

Hon. Mr. LEONARD, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill withont amend-
ment.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

The Senate adjourned at 4.10 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Thursday, February 17th, 1881.

The Spýaker took the chair at three
p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

LAVAL UNIVERSITY.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. BUREAU, in the absence
ot Hou. Dr. PAQUET, with permission of
the House, read the following communi-
cation :-

f DowNIa STREET, 20th Jan., 1881.
'I GENTLEMEN, -I am directed by the Earl of

Kimberly to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 30th December, submitting a copy
of a statement which you have lodged at the
Privy Council Office, relative te the powers
possessed by the Laval University, Quebec,
under its Royal Charter.

"I am to inform you that Lord Kimberly
bas already received, through the Governor-
General of Canada, a Petition addressed te the
Queen by the Roman Catholic Archbishop and
Bishops of the Province of Quebec with regard
te the powers of the University, and also a
draft of a proposed new charter for that insti-
tution. His Lordship has further recelved a
letter from the officers of the School of Medi-
cine and Surgery at Montreal, stating that they
bave, by their Notary, summoned the Laval
University to cease giving University in-
struction at Montreal, and to abolish the branch
bouse, and the professorship which it has
therein established; and I bave warned the
University that, in default of its net conform-
ing itself te the summons within thirty days
from the 4th of October last, they would ap-
peal to the competent tribunals te obtain
justice,
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" The Secretary of State bas informed the
Governor-General of Canada that, having re-
gard to the provisions of the British North
America Act, 1867, he is net satisfied that he
could properly advise the Queen to issue the
desired charter to the Laval University; and
that, moreover, it does not appear to him nec.
essary to decide the question at present, as he
does not think it right to invite Her Majesty
to interfere while the question as te the powers
of Laval University are about to be decided in
a court of law.

"I am, Gentlemen,
t Your obedient servant,

" JOHN BRAINsToN.
'Messrs. BIRCHÂX & Co."

He said that tbe address already voted in
this matter did not appear to be complete.
The documents required to make it com-
plete were-

1st. The draft of a proposed new char-
ter for the Laval University ; which draft
was sent to England with the Archbishop
and Bishops' Petition.

2nd. The reply of'the Colonial Secre-
tary to that Petition and other documents
connected with the Laval University
question.

3rd. The Petition and the " Exposé de
faits" of L'Ecole de Medicine and de
Chirurgie de Montreal, registered in the
office of the hon. the Secretary of State
a few days ago. -

He hoped that the hon. leader of the
Government would have no objection to
bringing down the documents referred to.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL re-
plied that the Government would bring
down any documents that they had in
their hands. He supposed that the letter
just read was one that had been received
by the hon. gentleman from Lord Kim-
berly.

Hon. Mr. BUREAU sa i he under-
stood that it was a communication to the
lawyer who represented the Schol of
Medicine in London.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (49) " An Act to amend the gen-
eral Inspection Act of 1874 and the
Amending Acts." - (Mr. Aikins.)

INSOLVENT LAW AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. MACFARLANE moved the
third reading of Bill (39) " An Act to

Ron. Mr. Bureau.

amend the Insolvent Act 1875, and am-
ending Acts."

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time.

The SPEAKER - Hon. gentlemen,.
this Bill has been read the third time and.
is now ready to pass; shall this Bill

pas ?
Hon. Mr. LEWIN - I beg to move,

seconded by Mr. Dickey, that the said
Bill be not now passed. This, hon.
gentlemen, appears to me to be a very
extraordinary piece of legislation. It is
retrospective, and it is of a highly invid-
ious aud exceptional .character. No
substantial argument has ·been adduced
by the supporters of this measure in
favor of it, but a strong appeal has been
made to the sympathies of the House on
behalf of bankrupts. Well, hon. gentle-
men, this is a legislative assembly, it is
not a charitable corporation to consider
the condition of those bankrupts, but
we should rather see that protection is.
given to the unfortunate creditors who
have suffered so severely during the last
few years of depression. Some hon..
gentlemen have stated that many of these
bankrupts are men of honesty and
integrity. I am not disposed to question
the henesty or integrity of some of those
insolvents ; but, assuredly, in my experi-
ence - and, unfortunately, I have had a
good deal of experience of insolvencies in
the last three or four years - as a rule-
bankrupts are what may be called
speculative people. Some may ter
them enterprising people, but really and
truly, the majority of them are mercan-
tile gamblers - men who indulge in all
sorts of speculative transactions with
other people's money, and not with their
own. It is the unfortunate creditors who
have trusted them that have suffered,,
and not the insolvents. I think that the
legislation is utterly unsound in principle,
and it is with this view I move that the
Bill do not now pass.

Hon. Mr. ALMON - I am glad that
this measure has not passed the House
without being opposed ; I am glad that
it ias been opposed - with all due defer-
ence to the hon. gentleman's character -
by the manager of a bank. To my mind
the banks themselves are more to blame
for the mercantile failures that have
taken place than anybody else. Theyr

.Amewhinent Bill.(SEN AT E.]
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are like the stormy petrels ; they fly
with more vigor on the wind when the
Storm is abroad. They encourage people
to trade above their means, and then,
when they find they are embarrassed,
they pounce down on them and crush
therm. Here is the banking interest
against the mercantile interest - and, as
the hon. gentleman says, against all our
feelings of humanity for the unfortunate.
He has told us that that feeling is against
him. It is against him, and besides
that, the mercantile interest and other
interests are against him, and I leave it
to the House to say who should gain the
day.

Hon. Mr. MACFARLANE -The
lon. gentleman from St. [John is not
correct in stating that this is a matter of
sympathy. I take it that it is rather a
desire on the part of the House to do
justice and relieve a class of men against
whom this Parliament stepped in harshly
and suddenly and prevented them from
taking the benefit of the Insolvent Act.
No injury can flow from it, because if an
insolvent is guilty of fraud it is in the
discretion of the judge to refuse to grant
his discharge. It does not make it im-
perative that the insolvent should be
discharged, even were he prepared to pay
331 cents on the dollar; if he should be
found guilty of fraud it would be the
duty of the judge to prevent him froin
obtaining his discharge.

The SPEAKER ruled that the mo-
tion was out of order.

The Bill was then passed.

ASSINIBOINE BRIDGE COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD moved the second
reading of Bill (27) "An Act te amend
the Act 43 Vic., cap. 61, entitled ' An
Act to incorporate the Assiniboine
Bridge Company.'" He said the object
of the Bill was to authorize the Com-
pany to build and maintain a toll bridge
acress the Red River at Winnipeg. The
Company had been incorperated last ses-
sion, and empowered to construct a bridge
across the Assiniboine. That bridge was
laOw nearly completed, and would be of
great advantage to the trade of the coun-
try. A bridge across the Red River was
even more urgently required, not only

Hon. Mr. Almon.

for the purposes of trade, but for the col-
onization of the country. Now that
times were improving the Company felt
they were able to undertake the work.
They asked for no assistance from the
Government; they had ample means to
construct the bridge and open it for traf-
fic within the time speciflied in the
Bill.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY said he hai no
intention of opposing the Bill; he hoped
it would pass, but he rose to call atten-
tion to the fact that an inconvenient
practice had grown up of bills being read
without motion. The Bill which had
just passed was read the third time with-
out any motion, and the effect of it gas
that the hon. gentleman from New
Brunswick (Mr. Lewin), who desired to
move an amendment, was prevented froi
doing so. The regular course was to
ake the motion for the reading of the_

bill, and then anyone who desired to pro-
pose an amendment would have an op-
portunity to submit it to the House. That.
appeared to him to be the plain, commont.
sense course of procedure.

The SPEAKER - The only stage.
which is ever taken on a bill
without a motion is the third
reading. At the saine time, I arn bound
to say that my understanding of the
wish of the House was that given ex-
pression to by the hon. member from
Amherst. When it was departed from
two or three days ago, I spoke to a mem-
ber of the House and asked him what
he understood, and lis understanding of
it differed from mine. I, therefore, let
the matter pass, but I think the more
convenient mode will be to have the
motion for the third reading made as at
the other stages of a bill. The incon-
venience of not making a motion was
marked to-day. If it is the pleasure of
the House, the third reading will in
future be taken like other stages of a
bill.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
thought the rule laid down by the Speaker
was the pioper one, but in the cases re-
ferred to the practice that had prevailed
in the past was followed.

The Bill was read the second time.
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EUROPEAN, AMERICAN, AND CANADIAN
CABLE COMPANY'S BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved concurrence
'in the amendments made by the Select
'Committee on Railways, Telegraphs and
Harbors to Bill (F) " An Act to incor-
porate the European, American and Ca-
nadian Cable Company (Limited)." lie
said that the Committee had gone through
the Bill thoroughly and made the amend-
ments which appeared in the minutes.
The only important change was the one
requiring the Company to subscribe 25
per cent. instead of ten in order to go
into operation, and also necessitating120
per cent. of that 25 to be paid up in lieu
of five.# The Company had obtained a
charter in England under the general law
there and were going into operation im-
mediately.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - Is there any-
thing as to a tariff of rates ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said that had been
discussed in Committee, and some hon.
gentlemen thought it desirable to fix a
maximum rate, and the sum
named was 50 cents. In 1875
when the Marine Electric Telegraphs
Bill was before the Senate, a similar sug-
gestion had been made, and it was but
fair to the Anglo-American Cable Com-
pany to say they were then willing to
accept that rate, 50 cents. His impres-
sion was that it was better not to fix a
maximum rate, because the chances were
it would remain at that. His opinion
was the rates in future would decrease
rather than increase. The present rate
is bO cents and we are not likely to have
a higher rate than that in future, and
besides, the Committee thought it hardly
fair that this Company should be the first
and only one to be restricted in that way.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS thought that a
mistake had beeD made in not limiting
the rate in the whole of them.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT thought differently.
In the interest of cheap ocean telegraphy
it would be better and wiser to leave the
rate to be governed by competition and
the law of supply and demand. This
Company had no objection to the pro-
posed maximum rate, and, in fact, con-
templated a mucli lower one than fifty
cents.

lHon. Mr. Scott.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY said the general
feeling in the Committee was that this
matter ought to be dealt with in the
House rather than in the Committee.
The only difficulty in the way of adopt-
ing a maximum rate was this : it would
be making an exception of this Company,
and imposing a restriction upon it which
was not applicable to other companies.
He took it for granted the House was
agreed, in the light of the experience of
late years, that some such restriction
would be a good thing. The only objec-
tion was to beginning with this Com-
pany; however, there would be even
greater difficulty in making a beginning
hereafter.

Hon. Mr. REESOR wished to know
whether the power of union with other
telegraph companies conferred by this
Bill contemplated amalgamation with
them, and, if so, whether there was
any limit to that power. Hitherto
the public had been uncommonly well
served by the two telegraph companies in
this country - better thian the people in
any other part of this continent. In the
United States the Western Union Tele-
graph Company had absorbed nearly
every other fine in that country, and im-
posed such high rates that efforts were
being made to form a competing company,
either with or without the aid of the
Government.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said this Company
had no intention of absorbing other lines.
The object of the clause was simply to
give them power to connect with land
lines in Canada.

Hon. Mr. REESOR -It is a mere
power to connect, then.

HUon. Mr. SCOTT - That is all.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY said the Marine
Electric Telegraphs Act prevented that
sort of amalgamation.

Hon. Mr. GIBBS said that, while the
Committee approved of fixing a maximum
rate, they felt it was scarcely fair to this
Company to impose such a restriction
upon thiem wh.en the principle had not
been generally adopted. However, lrom
the statement of the hon. gentleman who
had charge of the Bill, and from state-
ments made to himself (Mr. Gibbs) pri-
vately, that the parties who were peti-
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tioning for the passage of this ieasure had been, and it was better to fix a max-
were quiite willing to 'have a max- imum rate.
imum rate fixed, he thought such The motion was agreed to.
a clause should be inserted in the Bill.
As the hon. Senator from Amherst had Hon. Mr. SCOTI moved the third
remarked, it would be more difficult to reading of the Bil.
make a beginning in the future than it Hon. Mr. GIBBS suggested that the
was now, as it appeared to be more diffi- clause of which he had spoken should bo
cult now than it would have been some i
years ago, when a general bill was
passed. It would, therefore, not be amiss Hon. Mr. SCOTT said that, se far as
to have a maximum rate fixed. As tohe promotors of the Bil were concerned
the point that had been raised about they had no objection to it. He had
amalgamation, attempts had been made moroly stated lis personal objection tc
to pievent it in the past, but, still, means fixing a maximum rate.
had been found to accomplish it by pool- Hon. Mr. GIBBS said, in view of th
ing arrangements, which were not con- hon. gentleman's statement, lie wouk
trary to law. Whether that would be in movo that the Bil be not now road th
the end an advantage to the public or not third time, but that it ho reforrod to
was a question. The president of the Oommittoo of the Whole House fer th
Western Union Telegraph Company purpose of adding a clause providing tha
stated recently that since the inception the rate shah fot oxceod fifty cents.
of that Company it had absorbed some The motion was agreed te.
sixty different lines of telegraph in the
United States, and that this had been in In the Committee,
the public interest, and he cerroborated Hon. Mr. SCOTT said ho suppsed th
that statemont y another, that the clause would ho GImply : "The charge fo
charge for telegraphing to-day was flot cable messages shad not in any sue ex
one-third what it was when the Company ceed fifty cents p r word."
was inaugurated. It might be said that Hon. Mr. DICOKEY thougt it ha
the rate could be stil lower than it m hetter o made clear that this rat3 shoul
In Canada, as had been observed, tele
graplming is cheaper than in any other be from the point of sonding t the poin

part of the world. There has heen a of receipt.
very healthy compotition between the Hon. Mr. SCOTT said that wuo ih
cempanies in this chuntry. However, possible, the Company at present havin
hie had meroly risen to suggst that, as noe land lines. The land rates at eithe
there was no objeotion on the part of the end might absorb the whole of the fift
Comppany to estabuishing a maximum cents. It should only be from Coast t
rate, the clause might now bt inserted i coast.

The motion walgeeuo

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said the objection
was just what he had urged before;
personally, he was of the opinion it was
more in the interest of the public to
leave the rate to be settled by competi-
tion.

Hon. Mr. READ said an opportunity
was presented some years ago, with the
consent of the Anglo-American Company
to fix a maximum rate, but the late Gov-
eriment rejected the proposition. If the
had then consulted the public interest the
rate could never have exceeded fifty
C.ents. It was contended that competi-
tien would keep the rate down, but this
Company might be absorbed as others

Bon. Afr. Cibb.
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present is fifty cents, and that charge is
for transmitting a message from the point
of sending to the point at which it is re-
ceived, not the mere sending of the mes-
sage over the cable.

Hon. Mr. GIBBS said the local rates
were only about two cents a word.

Hon. Mr. DICK'EY thought it his
duty to point out to the House that the
restriction would be of no value what-
ever If the land rates were not included.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT reminded the House
that at present, one, at leat, of our local
lines is entirely controlled by those par-
ties who control the cables. This Com-
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panyhaving no land connection yet woul
be placed at a very serious disadvantag
by adopting the amendment which ha
been suggested.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY said the rat
which would have to be paid to the loca
lines would be small. The clause shoul
read : '' The charge for cable message
shall not in any case exceed fifty cent
per word from points in Canada, etc."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said the rates in
Canada were not uniform. A messagg
from Winnipeg, for instance, would lx
higher than the rate mentioned.

Hon. Mr. GIBBS moved the follow.
ing amendment, which. he thought would
not be open to that objection: -

c Provided always that the charge for cable
messages shall not in any case exceed fifty
cents per word from points in Canada (as far
west as Ontario, inclusive) where such messages
are received, to any point in the United King.
dom of Great Britain and Ireland, or vice versa."

The amendment was adopted'

Hon. Mr. BENSON, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill as amended.

MAILS IN NEW BRUNSWICK.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. WARK called the attention
of the Postmaster-General to a statement
in a New Brunswick paper to the effect
that a difficulty had arisen about trans-
mitting the mails from the United States
to the Maritime Provinces; that the
railway companies had arranged to run a
night train now ; that the United States
sent the mails always as far a4 Vance-
borough, at the boundary line between
Maine and New Brunswick, and that the
St. John and Maine line had declined to
carry the mails any longer for the rates
offered. The consequence was, that
letters written in St. John with the ex-
pectation of going on with the night
mails, arriving from Nova Scotia in the
afternoon and evening, had to lie over
until next morning, when they ought to
be in Boston. It should be borne in mind
that there were two mails, one for Fred-
ericton and another for St. John and
Nova Scotia, affected by this diffi-
culty. It was well known that
the hon. gentleman at the head
of the Post Office Department was more
economical than the heads of some of the

Hon. Mr. Scou.

d other departments, but he hoped that the
e hon. gentleman would be disposed to
d make some concession to the Maritime

Provinces.

H lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-
Sorne years ago a Commission was ap-

Spomnted and the question as te the charges
which railway companies should make

9against the public for carrying the mails
was settled by that Commission. Cer-

1tain rates were arranged for ail the rail-
ways in the country. The proportienate,
rate laid by that Commission was offered
te the Company te whicli my hon. friend
refors, and for a while they carried the

-mail at tînt rate. But a difficultIy lias
Ilately arisen as to the rate being tee, low,
and we have not been able t. corne te
terms with the Company on thnt point.
1 arn in hopes, however, that we may be

*able in a short turne te make arrange-
ments te have the mails contintied as.
they have been in the past.

AN ADJOURNMENT.

Hon. Mr. BELtEROSE rnoved that
when the House adjourns this evening
it do stand adjourned until Tuesday next
at three p.m.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN called attention te
the fact that the Comrnittee on Banking
and Commerce had been called for te-
morrow, and somne gentlemen frein Mont-
real lad been surnmoned te give evidence
lx'fore it. Hie suggested that 8hould the
adJournrnent be granted, the Committee
should be given leave te ait.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY ol)jected te the
adjournment as unnecessary, and as ne
notice lad been given of this motion it
could net ho put.

After sorne debate, the~ objection was
withdrawn and the motion, after having
boen amended se as te allow the Cern-
mitteo te ait to-morrow, was agreed te.

The Senate adjourned at 4.45 p. m.

THE. SENATE.

Tucs#day, February 202nd, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at three.
p.m.

Prayers mnd routine proceedinge.

Adjournment.[SENATE.]
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BANQUE VILLE MARIE BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Com-
mittee on Banking and Commerce re-
ported the Banque Ville Marie Bill with-
out amendment.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL moved that the
Bill be read the third time.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (M) " An Act to explain and fur-
ther amend the Canada Temperance Act
of 1878, and the Act of 1879 arnending
the same."-(Mr. Vidah)

Bill (N) " An Act to amend and con-
solidate the Railway Act of 1879." -
(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (O) " An Act to amend and con-
solidate the laws relating to Government
Railways."-(Sir Alex'. Campbell.)

Bill (36) "An Act further to amend
the Act incorporating the Canada Guar-
antee Company, and to change the name
of the said Company to the Guarantee
Company of North America."-(Mr.
Ferrier.)

Bill (8) " An Act to reduce the capital
stock of the Exchange Bank of Canada,
and otherwise to amend the Act respect-
ing the said Company."-(Mr. Ryan.)

Bill (P) " An Act to amend the 40
Vie. Chap. 42, intituled 'An Act to
amend and consolidate certain acts
respecting insurance.' "-(Mr. Belle-
rose.)

EUROPEAN, AMERICAN AND CANADIAN
CABLE COMPANY'b BILL.

THIRD READING POSTPONED.

The Order of the day having been
called for the third reading of Bill (F)
" An Act to incorporate the European,
American and Canadian Cable Company
(limited),"

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said : It will be
within the recollection of hon. nembers
that when we had this Bill before us, an
amendment was moved by an hon. gen-
tleman opposite, whom I do not now see

lon. Mr. Allan.

in his place, introducing a clause restrict-
ing the tariff to 50 cents a word. I
stated at the time that I did not think it
was quite fair or reasonable that
such a clause should be introduced
in this Bill, inasmuch as we had imposed
no such restriction upon any other com-
pany. We have a general law upon the
Statute Bok under which the Company
comes, in which the opinion of the House
was deliberately expressed that no such
restrictive clause should be incorporated.
We have granted several charters to
cable companies, none of which contains
this clause. I am of opinion that a
restraining clause should be introduced
so far as the ocean line is concerned.
That might be corceded with perfect pro-
priety, but at the moment when this
Bill was last before us, the feeling of the
House seemed to be that the restrictive
clause ought to apply to any message
sent from the interior of this country to
Great Britain and Ireland. I have no
doubt that the hon. gentleman predicated
that clause on the assumption that the
present rates in this country will prevail,
but we have no guarantee that they will
remain at their present figure. I am not
aware that any restriction is contained in
the charters of the Dominion or Mon-
treal telegraph companies, or that the
Government has any power to interfere
with their tariff rates by Minute of
Couneil. But apart altogether from this
consideration, there is this notable fact
to be borne in mind in dealing with a
new cable company. The present local
lines are, of course, connected with the
existing cables, and this Company, in
the event of laying their cable, would
find themselves handicapped on reaching
our shores. The close counection be-
tween the Dominion Telegraph Company
and the Anglo-American Cable Company
would prevent fair competition, and al-
though the law would not allow them to
discriminate against this Company, still
it is notoricus that when two companies
work together they thrdw business into
each other's hands. This cannot be pre-
vented, and therefore this Company
would be at a disadvantage from the
start. They could only connect with
the interior on this continent by exist-
ing lines. As a matter of fact, we have
now no Canadian line at all. Our lines
to the ocean are practically con-
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trolled by lines having their centres
in the City of New Yoik. The Mon-
treal Company has no connection at all
with the eat Its lines extend no fur-
ther than Sackville, N.B. The Western
Union have the lines from that eat to
the ocean, sa that any connection through
that Company would have to be with a
foreign line altogether. It is well
known the Dominion line is practically
controlled by Jay Gould. There is no
doubt about that, and the probability is
that in the very near future our Cana-
dian lines will be entirely controlled by
the American system of telegraphy, and
it may be an important matter for the
Government of this country to consider
whether they would have in the future
to interfere if an attempt should be made
to run up the rates to correspond with
those of the United States. At present
there can be no complaint against our
lines, because they carry messages at
considerably lower rates than are charged
in the lUnited States ; but if it is a fact
- and I believe it is undeniable - that
these companies are to be controlled and
owned by American lines, it is, of course,
important to consider how far one ought
to handicap this Company at the start by
limiting its rates for internal messages.
That clause, I say, was predicated on the
assumption that no higher land rates
could be charged, or would prevail than
those that exist to-day. If, as a mat-
ter of fact, those companies can run their
rates to any figure, practically, as they
choose, one could see how they might
destroy any new cable that might be
laid. They might discriminate, as I
have explained, against the Company at
this end. In Great Britain, the lines
being owned by the Government, there
would be no discrimination allowed
there. That protection does not exist
in Canada, and therefore this Company
would be at a serious disadvantage. I
propose te move to strike out the clause
as introduced the other day, believing
that the House acted in that direction
under the assumption that this company
would be practiéally on a par with other
cable companies, which, of course, it
la not, until it creates connections on
this continent. It is undeniable that
without such connection they would
be at a serious disadvantage with exist-
ing compaies.

Hon. Mr. Scott.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE said
ho had never heard of such a proceeding
- to strike out an amendment which
had been made to the Bill, when the
member who had proposed that amend-
ment was not present. For his part
he would vote against it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said he was not
aware, when he got up to propose his
amendment, that the hon. gentleman
(Mr. Gibbs) was not present.

With the consent of the House the
Order of the day was discharged, and
the Bill was ordered for third reading
to-morrow.

INSPECTION LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS moved the second
reading of Bill (49) "An Act to amend
the General Inspection Act of 1874, and
the Act amending it." He said: I
think it is due to myself, as well as to
the House, to state that when the meas-
ure for the amendment of the General
Inspection Aet was before this Chomber
last year, I stated that the scale of fees
that was thon adopted had been sug-
gested by the Chamber of Commerce at
Halifax. I so understood at the time
from the hon. gentleman who was thon
at thé head of the Inland Revenue De-
partment. But it appears that after the
amendment had been made in committee
in the other Chamber to the effect recom-
mended by the Chamber of Commerce,
that amendment was not introduced into
the Bill. The Bill came up here with-
out the amendment, and 1, not knowing
that it had been omitted, acted on the
information I had. The Bill before the
House is for the purpose of correcting
that omission, adopting the recommenda-
tion of the Chamber of Commerce re-
ducing the fecs one-half.

Bon. Mr. MACFARLANE - Does
that concur witfi the recommendation of
the Halifax Chamber of Commerce 1

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - Yes, and it
was what I intended to have in the Bill
last session, but by some mischance or
neglect of the officers of the other House
the amendment as made in the Commit-
tee of the Whole was not put in the
body of the Bil When the Hous&

Amendment Bill[ SEN AT E.]
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goes into Committee on this Bill to-mor-
row there is another amendment that has
been suggested by the gentlemen from
the Maritime Provinces, with respect to
pickled fish, that it may be desirable to
adopt. They desire to have the privilege
of taking fish from one inspection dis-
trict to another to have them inspected.
If I had the amendment in my possession
now I would have it placed on the notice
paper so that it would appear on the
minutes to-morrow for the information of
the House.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - The statement
made by.my hon. friend the Minister of
lnland Revenue shows the necessity of
dealing very carefullywith these bills.
Sometimes clauses creep in that ought
not to be there, apd others are omitted
which equally should be there. I
hope my hon. friend will excuse me for
calling his attention in connection with
this Bill to somewhat of an incongruity
in a Bill that was passed the previous
year ; that is, the Trade Marks and Indus-
trial Designs Bill. If my hen: friend di-
rects his attention to it he will find
that under the trade mark portion of the
Act any person who uses the trade mark
of another is not liable to a penalty
unless he knowingly uses it. That
limitation is perfectly proper, because it
is not right that innocent persons should
be brought under penalties for unwit-
tingly infringing a trade mark. But
with regard to the industrial designs part
of that Act, if my hon. friend will turn
to clause 26, he will find that any per-
son who uses, however innocently, an
industrial design of another is liable to a
penalty of $25 to $120. I thought it
but right to call the attention of the hon.
Minister to this matter with a view to
some remedy being applied, because I
think it was a slip in the passing of the
Act At present, the portions of the
Act to which I have alluded are entirely
incongruous with the other portions of
the Act, and bear hard upon innocent
people.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - I quite agree
with my hon. friend that measures pass-
ing through this House should be closely
criticized. I acted last session in good
faith, and the Minister who was then
at the head of the Department acted in
good faith, but in consequence of one of

Bon. Mr. Aikins.

the clerks not having made the correc-
tion that should have been made, the Bill
passed through both Houses in that
shape. With regard to the question to
which my hon. friend has called atten-
tion, it is a matter that comes more par-
ticularly under the purview of the
Minister of Agriculture.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN - This is a
Bill to amend the general Inspection
Act, and amending Acts, in the matter of
fees for inspection of smoked herrings.
The Act of 1874 did not explicitly afford
the necessary legal powers for the in-
spection of these fish, but the amendment
of 1880 supplied them ; and this pro-
posed amendment reduces the fes -
with the apparent ebject a4 avowel also
by the Minister of Inland Revenue - of
enforcing the provision. At the
time of the passage of the Act
of 1880 it was understood that
the inspection would not be enforced
against the wish of the municipality, and
I would like to have this understanding
continued. A district in New Bruns-
wick supplies the bulk of these fish, to
the extent of about 700,000 packages a
year - the chief market being the
United States. The boxes are small,
containing only a few pounds of tish, and
are sold for from 7c. to 12c. a half box.
A tax of half a cent on
each package will be a burthen-
some impost for the poor men who are
engaged in this line of business, and
unless the public derive benefit there-
from I fail to see any object to be gained
by enforcing the law. Halifax, Mont-
real and other cities have already local
inspectors, who may, for convenience
of home markets, use their powers ; but
the home consumption is very inconsider-
able, and if it would not help the sale of
these fish in the foreign markets, why
interfere with the business at all I To
tax the poor fisherman in his precarious
business, toiling for a livelihood, just to
provide a fat salary for some official of
the Government, is not desirable - and
we have not been shown as y et any other
good reason for making the Act compul-
sory in this case.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - I did not,
perhaps, understand the remark which
fell from the hon. Minister of Inland
Revenue, with regard to the amendmenta
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which he suggested to the Fish Inspec-
tion Act. If I apprehend him correctly,
he said that he had an amendment which
was recommended by a member of the
other House. Why was it not moved
when the Bill was in that House? I
think it is a very strange thing that that
amendment was not attempted to be
made to the Bill in the other House,
and I must object to its being now
introduced, I will not say in this
-surreptitious, but in this irregular way,
without sufficient notice in a committee
of this House. That amendment is going
to have a very •important effect upon
traders in fish in Nova Scotia, and the
effect will be to compel those men to
send their fish to Halifax to have then
inspected there instead of having them
inspected at home, where the work
would go to lccal inspectors, and it
would be done at a cheaper rate than at
Halifax. I do not know who the mem-

-ber is that made that suggestion to the
hon. Minister.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - I did not con-
ine my remark to any one of them, but
I said, "hon. members from the Mari-
time Provinces" - those who were in-
terested in fish.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - Why did not
they propose it when the Bill was before
the other House 1

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - That I cannot
answer.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - The proba-
bility is thau the object was that the Bill,
if amended here, would go down to,the
other House and would pass without
observation there. What I would sug-
gest is that the amendment should be
printed and the Bill postponed for further
consideration. It is another attempt to
do everything to favor Halifax at the
expense of the utvlying districts of
Nova Scotia which now have the benefit
of the labor of putting pickled fish in
shipping order.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - This Bill would
have been introduced hee but for the
fact that it more properly belonged to
the House of Commons as affecting the
revenue. With regard to this amend-
ment, I had no desire to take the House
by surprise, nor have I any desire to
force the inspection of fish from any

ilon. Mr. Miller.

locality to the City of Halifax - in fact,
it is left optional with the holder of the
fish where he shall have them inspected.
In order that the inspection shall be of
any advantage, it must be uniform,and of
as high a standared as possible. We
will take the second reading of the Bill
now, and before it goes through the Com-
mittee we shxll have the amendment on
the notice paper.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACII - I really
cannot see why the inspection should be
confined to the same locality where the
fish are cured.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - I beg to ask
my hon. friend whether this Bill applies
to fresh-water herring caught in the lakes,
or only to salt-water herring 1 If the
object of this Bill is to assist the trade
rather than to interfere with the pro-
ducer, it may be an advantage to trade,
and at the same time secure for the fish-
ermen a botter pricE for their fish.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - The Bill is in-
tended to apply to smoked herrings, I
presume, caught in salt-water, but it is
not limited to salt-water herring.

The Bill was read the second time.

PETROLEUM INSPECTION BILL.
IN COMMITTEE.

The House went into Committee of the
Whole on Bill (L) " An Act te amend
the Petroleum Inspection Act, 1880."

Hon. Mr. AIKINS, in moving the
adoption of the first clause, said that two-
thirds bf the difficulties between the
refiner and the purchaser had occurred in
consequence of the defective instruments
used in the flash test. The instrument
that they proposed using, if this Bill
passed, was one from which uniform re-
sulte would be obtained. The tests that
had been made with it did not show a
deviation of half a degree. As an illus-
tration of the difficulties that had oc-
curred in consequence of the inferior
instrument used by the Department,
some three or four thousand barrels of
coal oil had been tested at one place, and
had passed inspection. Whon the oil
came to be tested again by another
officer, at the point of delivery, there
was found to be a difference of four de-
grees between the two tests. Here was
a conitest between officers of the same
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Department. It was not a desirable
state of .things, and this Bill was in-
tended to remedy it. It also made pro-
vision that the pyrometer to be used was
ta indicate 95 degrees Farenheit. There
should be this to be equivalent to 115
degrees of Canadian oil.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Will it be, or is
it assumed I

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - It will be.
We found that by testing it in Ameri-
can oil - it is printed 98 degrees ; it
should be 99 degrees - we make the
standard for American oil 118 degrees,
whereas the present law is 120 degrees,
and that woulI have to be changed to
99 degrees to make the comparison cor-
rect. Then as hon. gentlemen will see
the word "naphtha" has been intro-
duced in some places ; and there is a
penalty for storing petroleum and
naphtha.

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE - Is it to
be a difference in the strength of the
petroleum, or in the scale of the pyrone-
ter ?

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - The difference
is that the new instrument is a more
severe test for the oil than the old one.

Hon. Mr. BROUSE asked if the Bill
adhered ta the principle that there should
be five degrees between the test for Cana-
dian and American oils 1

Hon. Mr. AIKINS said the Bill did
not interfere with that. As to whether
there should be that difference between
the tests, it was purely a matter of opin-
ion. Under the tests by the new instru-
ment, if there was more vapor in one
class of oil than in another it would be
at once detected.

Hon. Mr. BROUSE contended that
American and Canadian oils should both
be placed on the same basis, so far as the
flash test was concerned. Canadian oil
was already protected by a duty of 7½
cents per gallon - ho would much rather
see the duty raised ta 25 per cent. ad
valorem on American oils coming into
this country, and the test equalized, than
ta have a lower duty and five degrees
difference in the test. The farmers, who
did not have the advantage of gas, would
be benefited by such a change.

Hon. Mr. Aikins.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCIIERVILLE
thought the reason why the test was
higher for emerican oil was because it
contained more explosive gas than Cana-
dian oil.

Hon. Mr. BROUSE understood that
100 pounds of American petroleum
would make as much burning oil as the
same quantity of Canadian petroleum
would make. He had received a letter
from a chemist within the last forty-
eight hours stating that such was the
case; and that American oil was not
more explosive at 115 degrees than
Canadian oil. If that was the case they
should be placed on the same basis as to
test, and the public would have the bene-
fit of the competition.

Hon. Mr. BULL said he had a letter
from a gentleman who had been for some
years a refiner, and who, speaking from,
his personal knowledge, made a differ-
ence of nearly thirteen gallons per barrel
between the American and Canadian oil
on account of the gravity of our petro-
leum. That was a question which came
up altogether irrespective of the flash
test. If this difference caused the Ameri-
can oil to come into this country in the
way stated by the hon. Senator f rom
Prescott the other day - hundreds and
perhaus thousands of barrels floated
across the St. Lawrence, and smuggled
into the country - the matter ought ta
be looked into closely. Would it not be
better t. have a committee to investi-
gate all these matterst

Hon. Mr. DEVER supposed that the
Bill could not now be altered, but he
had always felt, and ho expressed also
the feelings of those with whom ho min-
gled in St. John, that the restrictions on
American oil should not be continued.
It wotild be used in this country no
matter what restriction was placed upon
it. There was something in the Canadian
oil peculiar to itself. He had been in-
formed by a gentleman who had a
special knowledge of the subject and, in
fact, might almost be regarded as an ex-
pert, that no means had yet been found
for refining Canadian ail to make it de-
sirable for lighting purposes. In conse-
quence of that, American oil muet be
had. Those who consumed American
oil had no objections ta paying a fair
duty upon it, but they did object ta
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having its importation restricted by an
excessive flash test. Some change should
be made which would enable parties who
must have American oil to get it at a
reasonable price.

Hon. Mr. REESOR was inclined to
doubt the statement that Canadian oil
cannot be refined so as to make the use
of it pleasant and agreeable. Of late
years very great improvements had been
made in Canadian oil, and much of it is
used with great satisfaction in Toronto.
There is nothing like the offensive smell
that it generally had some few years ago.
By removing some of the advantages
that the Canadian refiner is now sur-
rounded by, he might succeed in com-
peting with bis American rival by pro-
ducing a better article, and, therefore, it
would be a move in the right direction
to make the flash test of the two the same.
There are large sections of the country
where only Canadian oil is used, and no
other oil is looked for. He had referred,
at the second reading of this Bill, to an
anomaly with regard to the duty on
crude petroleum. He was happy to dis-
cover that since then the Minister of
Finance, in bis Budget, reduced the tariff
on lubricating oils 25 per cent. That
was satisfactory, and he thought the
country would be pleased with the action
of the Government in that direction.
He wished the Minister of Inland
Revenue would consent to have the flash
test for American oil the same as the
flash test for Canadian oil, and it would
also be received and acknowledged as a
move in the right direction.

Hon. Mr. DEVER said he had re-
ceived the information as to the imposi-
bility of making Canadian oil equal te
American petroleum from a gentleman
engaged extensively in the oil business,
who had arrived at that conclusion from
bis own experience and from consultation
with others who understood the subject.
Whether bis conclusion was correct or
not, he (Mr. Dever) could say, from bis
own personal knowledge, that there is
some peculiarity about Canadian oil that
prevents it from being deodorized to the
same extent as American oil, and there-
fore he suggested that this matter should
be thoroughly investigated.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS said the only
reason for discriminating in favor of

lon. Mr. Dever.

Canadian oil in the flash test was this -
it was supposed there was more naphth-a,
benzine and gasoline in American than
in Canadian oil. Some are pleased
to say that it is 8o, but by
distillation you can got rid of
those dangerous elements which have
caused dire disasters in the past.
The flash test was first introduced in
1868, and fixed at 115 0 ; it was after-
wards reduced to 105 0 and then raised
last year to 115 0. Up to the legis-
lation of last year the flash test of
American oil was 130 > . Last year it
was brought down to 120 0 and now
there is only a difference of 5 O When
the Petroleum Inspection Bill was under
discussion last year, it was understooi
that the best American oils could come
in under that test, and experience had
shown that they could, but inferior oils
were excluded. With regard to the
statement of the hon. member opposite
(Mr. Dever), he thought they must have
used very inferior Canadian oil.

Hon. Mr. DEVER - We haie tried
it in every conceivable way, and it can-
not be used in respectable houses.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS said that Canadian
oil is used in very respectable establish-
ments in this part of Canada, and it does
not emit any unpleasant odor.

lon. Mr. DEVER - Take care it,
is not smuggled.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS said it might be,
that in place of using Canadian oil, the
hon. gentleman had used American oil,
because it not unfrequently happened
that Canadian barrels were taken to the
American side, filled there and brought
in as Canadian oil.

Hon. Mr. DEVER -- It is not so
with us at all.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - Down on the.
St. Lawrence we have made frequent
seizures of just that sort of oil in Cana-
dian barrels.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH said' there
was a good deal of smuggling carried on
in New Brunswick, and, no doubt, in
that way some inferior oil had been
brought in and sold as Canadian petro-
leum. He knew a great many respect-
able bouses in Nova Scotia where Cana-
dian oil is used, and there is nothing
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offensive about it. Its gravity, density
and lasting properties are greater than
those of American oil. He had been
using it himself, and found nothing ob-
jectionable about it.

Hon. Mr. ALMON was sorry to hear
that no respectable house used Canadian
oil, because it affected himself. ie was-
in the habit of using it in his house, and
found it quite equal to American oil,
both in illuminating power ar.d in ab-
sence of smell and smoke. He would
continue to use it, and trusted he would
be as respectable as many people who
used American oil.

Hon. Dr. BROUSE said there were
two grades of oil manufactured in Canada,
one made specially for the Engliah mar-
ket, where it had to compete with
American oil, and the other an inferior
grade, for use in this country. Our
refiners having a monopoly, first by a duty
of 71 cents a gallon and then by a lower
flash test, compel us to use an inferior
grade of oil in this country. They not
only bave a monopoly in this way, but
they have used other institutions, ao that
the oil can scarcely be got to this part ot
the country unless it comes through
American territory over four or five
roads, by w y of Ogdensburg, to the city
of Ottawa. He understood the Minister
of Inland Revenue to say that it made
little difference to him whether the flash
test was the same for the oils of both
countries or not, and he therefore
ioved that the test of American and
Canadian oils be the same.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS said what he
wanted was the opinion of the House,
and having obtained that he would, with
the . consent of the Committee, let this
clause stand until to-morrow and proceed
with the other part of the Bill.

The clause was allowed to stand.

lHon. Mr. BENSON, from the Com-
muittee, reported progress, and asked
leave to sit again.

BRITISH AND COLONIAL INSURANCE
COMPANY.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (K) " An Act to incor.

Hon. Mr. Kaulbach.

porate the British and Colonial Insurance
Company."

The motion was agreed to.

The Senaté adjourned at 4.40 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Wednesday, February 23rd, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at tbree
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

STANDING ORDERS AND PRIVATE'
BILLS.

SEVENTH REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE-

Hon. Mr. VIDAL presented the-
seventh report of the Committee en
Standing Orders and Private Bills, and
moved the suspension of the 51st rule, in
accordance with the recommendation
therein contained.

The motion was agreed to.

THE ST. LAWRENCE CANALS.
INQUIRIES.

Hon. Mr. HOPE inquired:-
"s lt. When is the enlargement of the

Beauharnois Canal, in conformity with the re-
commendation contained in the report of the
Canal Commissioners in 1871, and adopted by
the Government, to be commenced, and when-
is it expected to be completed?

" 2nd. When is the enlargement of the,
Cornwall Canal to be completed?

" 3rd. When are the works of enlargement
to be commenced on the Edwardaburg Canals,
and when does the Government expect to
have them completed, or whetber, in the
opinion of the Government, the work of
deepening the river in front of the above
nained canals when completed, will not render
the enlargement of the Edwardsburg Canais
unnecessary ?

He said : I should like to make a few
remarks before receiving a reply to these
questions. The Government, in Novem-
ber, 1870, appointed a Commission for
the purpose of inquiring into, and re-
porting upon, the canal system of the
Dominion. That Commission was
composed of some of the ablest
men of the Dominion. I do not
think it would bave been possible
to have got more able, practical or intel-
ligent men to form that Commission than
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the Government selected ; and, after a
most exhaustive enquiry, they made a
report recommending what should be
done with regard to the canals of the
country. Among other things they came
to the conclusion that the locks of those
canals shouldbe 270 feet long, 45 feet wide,
and have a depth of water on the mitre-
sills of 12 feet. That report was pre-
sented to the Government February 24th,
1871, and in July of the same year the
Government appear to have assented to
that report, and made it their own, and
it was understood the improvements re-
commended were to go on, and the con-
tracta given out subsequent to that date,
were made on the understanding that 12
feet of water was to be provided for in
the canals on the St. Lawrence, and the
Welland. However, in 1875 a change
took place. Some gantlemen seeing the
changes that were taking place in the
harbors of the United States, and on the
St. Clair Flats, and the harbors of
Buffalo and Chicago - seeing that
they were increasing the depth of water
there - considered that a greater depth
than twelve feet of ' water was necessary
in our canals. In April, 1875, the Gov-
ernment came to the conclusion to make
the depth of water in our canals 14
instead of 12 feet. That, I think,
was a wise decision. The present Ad-
ministration approved of the increased
depth recommended. I see that the
Chief Engineer of Canals in his report
to Sir Charles Tupper, on the 6th Feb-
ruary, 1880, says that the locks on the
enlarged canals are to be 170 feet long,
45 feet in width, and when completed
are te have a depth of water on the sills
of 14 feet, and I observe that in the
report of the Minister of Railways and
Canals, dated 10th January, 1881, he
acquiesces in that. These locks are to
be as described by the Chief Engineer of
the Canals, with 15 feet of water on
the sills. The canals alluded to in
this report are the Welland and Lachine;
but it seems that thé Govern-
ment bave recognized the propriety
of making a uniform depth of 14
feet of water in all the canals.
It may be said that these are very expen-
sive works and what remuneration is
the country to receive from them. I say
without the improvements which are
contemplated we could not have the class

Hon. Mr. Hope.

of vessels coming to the St. Lawrence
that we have at present. But for the
Welland Canal we could not have those
lines of steamships that the country
possesses, because it is only from the
commerce of the Western States that we
are enabled to furnish grain to load those
large steamships. We have not enough
grain from, our .own provinces to
furnish them with regular car-
goes, and it is only by means
of those canals that we are able to bring
down freight for them. The advantage
to be derived is this: that every article
importod into Canada is carried at a low
rate of freight, and everything exported
from the country is carried at a reduced
price, and the advantage thus derived
more than counterbalances any taxation
the people may have to bear for
the improvement ,of these canals. I
allude specially to the Provinces of On-
tario and Quebec, because they are more
especially interested in these works.
Then with regard to the export of live
stock, but for these large steamers we
could not have that trade. When the
present proprieor of one of the most
magnificent lines of steamships in the
world commenced business, his largest
vessel could be carried on the deck of
one of his present steamships without
much inconvenience. I think it is of
the last importance to the country, and
especially Ontario and Quebec, that the
canals should be completed. The Lachine
Canal is almost finished, and the Wel-
land Canal will in a short time be ready
for navigation on the improved and large
scale of locks. The most of these
canals were completed in their present
shape not later than the year 1845.
Some of them - the Cornwall Canal for
instance - were designed in 1834, and
I think in that year Sir John
Beverly Robinson, late Chief Jus-
tice of Ontario, turned the firet
sod, and the locks were to be 145
feet long by 55 feet wide. They were
designed by an officer of the Royal
Engineers. Even at that early day they
recognized the importance of our water
communication. If we are to derive full
benefit from the magnificent river that
belongs to us - the St. Lawrence - we
require to improve its navigation. With
regard to the navigation of the St. Law-
rence above Montroal, a good deal of
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mnoney has been expended, and more is
required to give us a uniform depth of
14 feet of water. We are ail interested
- especially the older -Provinces - in
getting that communication improved to
that depth. I say with regard to the
St. Lawrence, below Montreal, I know
that differences of opinion exist, but I
hold that the Province of Ontario, for
instance, is just as much interested in
having the St. Lawrence deepened
between Montreal and Quebec, as the
people of Montreal themselves. Every
additional foot of water got there between
Montreal and Quebec cheapens the'
freight of everything sent out, of and
brought into, the country. The St. Law-
rence is the common heritage of the
people of Ontario and Quebec. True, it
has been said that railways are taking a
great deal of the traffic. Railways have
been competitors do doubt, but with the
improvement in the carrying capacity of
Our vessels - and I se this alluded te in
the report laid on the table - I
say with larger vessels on the
Upper lakes the railways have
abandoned, you uay say, competition
with such vessels between Chicago and
Buffalo, and the competition now takes
Place with the long ditch in the north-
ern part of New York State between
Buffalo and the City of New York. I
think when our canais are improved, as
they ought to be, in uniformity with the
Welland and Lachine Canals, that we
eau defy competition, either by way of
New York, or any where else. 1 say
that, from time te time. the attention of
both Administrations was directed to the
State of the St. Lawrence canals - the
Beauharnois, the Cornwall and Williams-
burgh Canals-bùt I do net think that
anything was done in the way of going
on with the work. True, two locks
were commenced on the Cornwall Canal,
but it will be ten years to-morrow since
the report of the Canal Commissioners
was submitted to the Government, and
the first stone has not been laid, or the
first sod turned for the enlargement of
the Beauharnois Canal. The Beauhar-
'lois Canal was originally con-
structed to improve the navigation,
When they had four small canals,
to avoid the Cascades, the Cedars and
the6 Coteau, te pass boats carrying 30
barrels of flour apiece. Look at the
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immense improvement that has taken
place since then. Vessels go through
now with 3,000 barrels of flour. There is
no reason why they should not go,
through with three, four or five times
that quantity, if the canais were im-
proved to the extent recommended.
What I wish to ascertain is, what pros-
pect is there of getting those St. Law-
rence canals improved. With regard to
the cost of these works, I think on a
former occasion the Postmaster-General
remarked that it would take $5,000,000
to put them on a footing of equality with
the Lachine and Welland Canals -

$5,000,000 is a large amount. It means
$200,000 a year, but $200,000 a year is
a very small matter when you come te-
consider it in relation to the value of the
produce which passes down the St. Law-
rence. Look at the saving there would bo
on the cost of freight. Every year
20,000,000 bushels of grain go down.
to Montreal chiefly by water. One cent
a bushel upon that would pay the inter-
est, and certainly there would be more
than one cent a bushel saved on the
transportation of that grain. Without
these canais being improved we lose ail
the usefulness of the Welland and La.
chine Canais. I am aware that some
people favor the barge interest. I have
no objection to that interest. It will
thrive, no matter how much we may
improve the canais. It will be necessary
for sailing vessels coming down as far as
the lower port of Lake Ontario. But
canals are needed for steamers to go
down from Duluth or Fort William te
Montreal direct, without breaking bulk,
and unless we have those improvements
we cannot have that trade.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - The
hon. gentleman has, no doubt, drawn
attention to a very important subject,
but I do not think it convenient to fol-
low him intô a discussion of it upon &
more enquiry. If he desires te discuss
the subject it had better be brought up
in such a shape that fair scope can be
given to such remarks as may be neces-
sary te elucidate the course pursued by
the present Government and their pre-
decessors with reference to the canais
generally. I can only say now that
canais are less important since the era
of railways and cheap freight by rail,
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than in former years. I shall say nothing
further than that on the general subject,
but simply answer the questions on the
paper, not at all wishing to refrain from
a discussion, if my hon. friend will bring
it up in a way that will afford us a
reasonable opportunity for debate. The
first question is :-

" When is the enlargement of the Beauhar-
nois Canal, In ccn'ormity with the recom-
mendation contained in the report of the Canal
Commissioners in 1871 and adopted by the Gov
ernment,. to be commenced, and when ls it
expected to be completed ?"

I cannot say when it will be commenced.
Surveys of projected works have been
made on both sides of the river, but no
other decided action has been taken.
These surveys were made some years ago,
anterior to the time of the late Govern-
ment of which my hon. friend was a sup-
porter, I believe, and nothing was done
then, or has been done since. The next
question is:-

" When is the enlargement of the Cornwall
Canal to be completed ?"

The scheme of enlargement of this canal
has been in a great measure matured.
At the lower end two locks - 270 feet
long, 45 feet wide, and 14 feet on the
sills - have been built to take the place
of three locks on the old line. No fur-
ther steps have been taken in connection
with the enlargement of this canal. The
third question is -

" When are the works of enlargement to be
commenced on the Edwardsburg Canals, and
when does the Government expect to have
them completed, or whether, in the opinion of
the Government, the wotk of deepening the
river in front of the above named canais when
completed, will not render the enlargement of
the Edwardsburg Canals unnecessary."

In reply to that question I have
to inform my bon. friend that the
enlargement of these canals is not com-
menced. It is uncertain whether the
deepening of the 2hannel in the river
through the Galops Rapids will render
the enlargement of these canals unneces-
sary. In case of a large traffic, the prob-
abilities are that the canals should be en-
larged. Then, as to that part of the
question which relates to the probability
of the Edwardsburg Canal being ren-
dered unnecessary, I refer my hon.
friend to the report of Mr. Page, Chief
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Engineer of Publie Works, of 1875, page
72, in which he says:-

" It may be stated that if the Improvements
previously mentioned were carried out and
the chain-log system adopted, there Is reason
to believe that the enlargement of the prism
of the Williamuburgh Canals might be dis-
pensed with and their improvement confined
to lengthening the locks without attempting
to Increase the depth ot water."

I am informed by the Department that
this is the only expression of professional
opinion they have on the subject.

BURLINGTON BAY CANAL
BRIDGE.

MOTION.

SWING

Hon. Mr. HOPE moved :-

" That an humble address be presented to-
His Excellency the Governor General, praying
that His Excellency will be pleased to cause to
be laid before this House a copy of any Order
in Council regulating the working of the Rail-
way Swing Bridge crossing Burlington Bay
Canal.'

He said: I took some little interest
in opposing the erection of this bridge at
the time the matter was laid before the
Privy Council. The argument used then
by those who favored the bridge was that
proper rules and regulations would be
established with regard to the working of
the bridge and every care would be taken
that the interests of navigation should
be duly protected. Some matters called
my attention to the working of this
bridge, and I could not find that any
Order inCouncil had been published in the
Cazette or any of the blue booksthat Ilook-
ed through. I thought, therefore, that I
would endeavor to get the information in
this way. I want to knów what the
Order in Council was which was said to
regulate this matter.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL.- I
do not know whether there is an Order
in-Council or not, but if there is one we
have no objection to bringing it down.

The motion was agreed to.

THE GEOLOGICAL MUSEUM.

INQUIRIES.

Hon. Mr. RYAN inquired of the
Government:-

" At what price was the building on Sussex
street intended for a Geological Museum,
purchased by Government and when?

[SENATE.] museum
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" What expenses have been incurred since
the purchase, in the way of repaire, altera-
tions, heating, painting and outfitting
(whether for permanent or occasional use) and
what are the further estimated expenses under
these hèads?

" What portions of the specimens formerly
composing the geological collection at Mon-
treal, has been removed to Ottawa, and at
what cost? And what Is the estimated cost
of moving such further portion as it is still in-
tended to transfer to Ottawa?

"Have instructions been given te the
officer or officers of the Geological Survey, or
others, to retain In Montreal duplicates of all
or any of the specimens sent or to be sent to
'Ottawa ?

"Is it the intention ot Government to retain
for use as a Geological Museum, the premises
long occupied and specially fitted up as such
l Montreal ? Or l it intended to provide
another suitable museum there, so that pro-
fessors and students of universities and other
scientific and educational establishments, as
well as the mining and commercial classes
and other citizens generally of Montreal, may
not be deprived of the great advantage of
having in their midst a reliable collection,
faithfully illustrating the varied mineral re-
1sources of the Dominion ?"

He said: It will be in, the recollection
of the Hlouse that in 1877 an Act was
passed to regulate the. Geological Survey,
under which the removal of the
Museum, which had been main-
tained at Montreal for thirty-six
years, to Ottawa, was authorized. I
may say that the divisions on the
amendments which wete offered to that
Bill went to show a recognitidn of some
right to the continuance in Montreal of
a geological museum, and the majority
by which that Bill was carried was by
no means large. Still the Bill was car-
ried. From that day we, of course, anti-
cipated that at some future period the
nuseum would be removed to Ottawa,
and that time bas now come. Daring the
debate on that Bill the general feeling in
the House seemed to be that a duplicate
of the museum should be left in Mon-
treal where it has been established for
liearly forty years from the present time,
and where, during that time, the educa.
tional institutions of that oity have de-
rived great advantage from it , not only
educational establishments,but, I believe,
also that gentlemen interested in mining
affairs have had there a place to which
they could resort for reference and infor-
mation of a niost valuable character. I
mention these things as a preface to and
as showing my reasons for asking the

Hon. Mr. Ryan.

questions which I have placed on the
notice paper. There is one important
document, which I hold in my
hand to-day, and which was pre-
sented to the Senate shortly after
the passing through this House
of the Act of 1877 - it had not been
received at the time of the discussion
upon the Bill - and with the permission
of the House, I will now call their atten-
tion to it, as I think it establishes at
least some claim on the part of Montreal,
and will afford an explanation of some of
the points in my questions of to-day. It
is the petition of John W. Dawson,
LL.D., Principal of McGill University,
and G. R. Grant, of the City of Montreal,
exedutors of the last will and testament
of the late Sir William E. Logan, pray-
ing that the Geological Museum may be
allowed to remain in Montreal, or that
any legislation for its removal may in-
clude due provision for refunding the
claims of the said late Sir William E.
Logan's estate represented by the peti-
tioners. The petition sets forth: -

"CThat from the date of his appointment to
the geological survey in 1842 until his death
in 1875, a period of thirty-three years, the late
Sir W. E. Logan had expended out of his own
private means to defray the cost of geological
explorations, collecting of specimens, wages of
assistants, purchase of scientific instruments
and books, and for general expenses of the
survey, as appears by his books of 4ccount, a
sum of about $20,000, in addition to many
other considerable items of expenditure within
the knowledge of your petitioners, but which
were not entered in the said books of account.

" That the said Sir W. E. Logan founded a
chair of geology in connection with MeGill
College towards which he donated a sum of
$20,000, and a goldmedal on the same subject,
with the view of facilitating the studies of
young men availing themselves of the Geo-
logical Museum. 0

" That he also erected the building in St.
James street, Montreal, having a frontage of
52 feet, mainly for the accommodation of the
survey for offices of the director and his assist-
ants, and to afford additional space necessary
for the display of specimens in the Museum;
the said building costing a sum of $30,000,
and for the occupation of which the Govern-
ment were charged the nominal rent of $1,200
per annum."

It is quite clear fram this that if Sir
William E. Logan had not contemplated,
in making these donations, that the
Museum would be continued in Mon-
treal, he would not have founded a Chair
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of geology for McGill College, and
awarded a gold medal to the best student
in geology under his endowment, nor
would he have expended $40,000 in
establishing the Museum. This was one
of the claims put forward that Montreal
should retain at least a duplicate of the
Museum which Sir William Logan had
founded and liberally endowed, and
to which students from McGill
and other colleges of Montreal
could resort for study. Hon.
gentlemen who have followed the course
of events are no doubt aware that appli-
cations have been made from time to
time, and petitions presented from bodies
in Montreal praying that this Museum be
not removed, or that at least a duplicate
of it may be continued there. Amongst
others I may mention the petition of the
Board of Trade of Montreal and of the
Corn Exchange Association. It was con-
sidered an event of so much interest and
importance by these two corporations,
who do not usually devote their attention
to matters of that sort, as to be worthy
of a special petition, and what I wish to
call the attention of the House particu-
larly to is the reply which was given by
the Minister of the day to that petition.
I think hon. gentlemen will allow that in
this reply there is a distinct pledge given
that a duplicate museum shall be main-
tained in Montreal. In a letter addressed
to the Board of Trade and Corn Ex-
change bythe Hon. Mr. Masson, he says,
under date the 20th December 1879 :-

" Relating to the Museum, which more par-
ticularly interests Montreal, the Government
will do all in their power to meet the views of
the Board of Trade and Corn Exchange, as ex-
pressed in your letter. The collections at
Montreal contain a very great number o du-
plicates. These duplicates will no doubt be
made available for the creation of the Museum
here, in connection with the Geological Sur.
vey Branch of the Department, but the Gov-
ernment will, on account of the particular cir-
cumstances of the case, maintain (during the
pleasure of Parliament) a geological museum
in Montreal, for the benefit of the educational
institutions of the city."

Now, hon. gentlemen, if you come to
consider the meaning of the word " main-
tain," I think it is very clear that the
Government will - for they are bound
by the letter of their colleague - main-
tain and sustain a Museum in Montreal
such as described. We know that my
hon. friend who introduced this Bill for
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the removal of the survey (Mr. Scott), in
the debate on that Bill, when an amend-
ment was moved stating that a particu-
lar body in Montreal might be employed
to take care of the Museum, objected to
such a clause being inserted, because, he
said, it would involve a grant of money
for the maintenance of that collection.
I do not think anyone will dispute that
the meaning of the word " maintain "
is to suppórt it, and to continue
a grant in its support. Besides,
the institution which was then
indicated (the Natural History Society),
there are many others in Montreal
which are quite capable of taking care of
a museum of that sort. I may instance
the Redpath Museum, which is now
being constructed - the munificent gift
of Mr. Redpath to the McGill University.
It will be a magnificent museum, and I
am sorry to think that the Government
wo'ldd pass by such an institution in the
distribution cf its donations of specimena
-- if indeed it be their intention to do
so - when even the museums of the
United States are assisting it with
donations from their valuable collections.
I may state that . besides McGill
University there is the Jacques Cartier
Normal School, the St. Sulpice Semi-
nary, the Polytechnic Institute, and
other institutions of learning, all of which
pay attention to the study of geology,
so that there can be no difficulty in
finding in Montreal a proper custodian
foi duplicate minerals wheu the Survey
has been removed to Ottawa. While
saying this, I may remark that I do not
approve of such a system of centralization
as this commenced by the late Ministry,
and in vogue with the present - which
brings everything to the Capital, ne mat-
ter how distant it may ne from those
most interested and affected. I have in
my possession letters from persons well
informed on this matter, to the effect that
a large portion of the specimens which
are most suitable for making a duplicate
museum have been removed from
Montreal to Ottawa. The explanation
of this is simple, and I wish to call the
attention of the Government to it : to
assort and separate those specimens, more
labor was required than was to be had
from the ordinary funds voted for the
Survey, and as there was no money pro-
vided by the Government to pay for that
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extra labor, a large number of packages
of duplicate specimens suited for
retention in Montreal, were sent in-
discriminately forward, and are now,
I believe, lying in Ottawa. If the facts
that I have stated are at all a question
*of doubt, I would propose that the
Government appoint a Commission
to enquire irto the whole matter
and see how it can be best remedied. At
all events, I trust that the Government
will see in the first place that they are
bound by the declaration of the Hon.
Mr. Masson, their late colleague, and
further, that a sum of money to carry
out bis pledge is absolutely required. It
is also said in Montreal that the building
containing the Museum bas been, or is
about to be, sold or rented to a moneyed
institution. Whether the sale or lease
bas been carried out or not, I am not
aware, but I want bon. gentlemen here
to understand what the effect of such a
sale will- be. Some rare specimens of
great geological importance were built
into the walls by Sir Wm. Logan and
cannot be removed without considerable
cost and without probably destroying or
seriously injuring them. These are very
curious and rare specimens, and it docs
appear to me to be a sort of vandalism
to destroy such monuments of the
valuable labors of an eminent
man- valuable also as contributions to
the science of geology. But if the Gov-
ernment have made up their minds to
derive a revenue from the sale or lease
of such a building, it appears to me an-
other reason why they should preserve
some meniorial of it in the shape of a
duplicate Geological Museum in Mon-
treal.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - My
lion. friend naturally attaches great import-
ance to everything which concerns Mon-
treal, but other muembers of the House
will probably think that Halifax, or St.
John, or Toronto, or Ottawa, or any other
city, bas as good a claim to the location
of the Geological Museum, founded and
maintained at the public expense, as Mon-
treal. 'Ihe people there should be grate-
ful that they have had it so long, and
are now promised duplicate specimens of
many of the formations in the Museum.
What the late Sir William Logan may
or may not have imagined when he made
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his will and founded a chair of geology
in the McGill University, is not a matter
of any moment, for Parliament bas de-
cided that the Geological Museum of the
Dominionr.should be in this city.

Hon. Mr. RYAN - When intro-
ducing my enquiries, I did not like to
detain the House by reading the latter'
part of this petition, but in order to show
that such was Sir William Logan's belief,
I will read a further portion of it, show-
ing that the late Sir William E. Logan
made his donations and bequests to the
Museum conditionally, and in the belief
that the museum would be permanently
maintained in Montreal : -
" That in the event of the removal of the

Museum from this city to Ottaws it might
become the duty of your petitioners to re-
cover the claims of the estate for which they
are executors, against the Government,
though in accordance with the known wishes
of the late Sir Wm. E. Logan they would
prefer that the Museum remain in Montreal,
in which case such claims would be waived."

I am very sorry to disturb the line of
argument which my lion. friend bas
taken, but I think this extract disposes
of his assumed line of argument, and of
bis objections as to the views of the exe-
cutors of Sir Wm. Logan's will.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-
Vith reference to the letterfrom Mr. Mias-

son, which my bon. friend bas quoted,
I had not beard of it before, and do not
khow whether it was an official or a
private letter, but it strikes me as far as
my nemory servesme, that the expression
used in that letter was stronger than any
decision ever arrived at by the Govern-
ment in reference to this matter. I do
not think the Governmient ever arrived
at any decision to " maintain the Mu-
seum in Montreal."

Hon. Mr. RYAN-This letter bas
been written and published for over two
years.

Hon. Sir A LEX. CAMPBELL - I
sav the language which is there usel I
never heard of before, and it is stronger
than any decision ever arrived at by the
Government upon that point. I think
the facts show that it is very unlikelv
that any such decisionl could have been
arrived at. It is not likely that Parlia-
ment would sanction the maintenance
of two museunis, one here, and
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one at Montreal. It is very unlikely
that the Government would arrive at any
decision to support two museums with-
out the sanction of Parliament. As far
as the duplicato specimens will permit
they will be left in Montreal and placed
in the custody of some one of the public
institutions there. I am bound to say
that in that reference to the letter which
has been read, from Mr. Masson, who,
I am sure, would not for the world over-
state what the Government really mean,
it is possible that his deputy may have,
to a certain extent, overstated what Mr.
Masson intended to say.

lon. Mr. RYAIi - It is a great
convenience sometimes to have depu-
ties.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
witldraw the word " deputy," and I will
assumo that Mr. Masson wrote the letter
himself, and on his responsibility,
but I will repeat that it overstates the
decision arrived at by the Government.
I think I have replied to all the argu-
ments which my hon. friend has used.
As to the questions which are placed en
the notice paper, the first is : -

" At what price was the building on Sussex
street, intended for a Geological Museum, pur-
'chased by Government, and when ?"

In answer to that question I beg to say
that it was purchased-I don't know the
exact date -but the amount for the
building was $20,000. The next qtes-
tion is : -

" What expenses have been incurred since
the purchase, in the way of repaire, altera-
tions, heating, painting and outfitting
(whether for permanent or occasianal use)
and what are the further estimated expenses
under these heads? "

The amount expended for alterations
:and repairs lias been $1.410.88. There
is a further estimated expenditure for
this year of $9,250 for furniture, fittings,
etc. The next is : -

"What portion of the specimens formerly
composing the Geological collection at Mon-
treal, bas been removed to Ottawa, and at
what cost ? And what is the estimated cost

-ot moving such further portion as it je still
intended to transfer to vtttawa ? "

The specimens composing the geolo-

gical collections in Montreal are in course
of removal to Ottawa. It is impossible
to say what the expense of that removal
will be

lon. -Sir A lex. Campbell.

" Have instructions been given to the officer
or officers of the Geological Survey, or others,
to retain in Montreal duplicates of all or any
of the specimens sent or to be sent to Ottawa '"

It bas been recommended that duplicate
specimens will be left in Montreal in the
custody of McGill University. My hon.
friend stated that some of those duplicate
specimens had arrived in Ottawa, and
were stored, as lie learned, in a cellar
here. I have not learned that, but the
information from the Department is what
I have just given to the fHouse.

Hon. Mr. RYAN - My question
was : "l Had instructions been sert to
any of the officers of the Museum to re-
tain in Montreal duplicates of all or any
of the specimens."

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - i-
structions were issued. These arrange-
ments are all done under instructions.
The last question is : -

" le it the intention of the Government to
retain for use as a Geological Museum the
premises long occupied and specially fitted up
as such in Montreal ? Or is it intended to
provide another suitable museum there, so that
professors and students of universities and
other scientific and educational establishments,
as well as the mining and commercial classes
and other citizens generally of Montreal, may
not be deprived of the great advantage of
having in their midst a reliable collection,
faithfully illustrating the varied mineral re-
sources of the DominiÔn ?"

It is not the intention of the Govern-
ment to retain the premises formerly oc-
cupied as a museum in Montreal. My
bon. frieud has stated in the course of hie
remarks that the building was to be
sold to some person. I have not heard
that it is. 1, of course, sympathise with
my hon. friend in bis desire to keep
duplicate speciniens in Montreal. That
will be done as far as it can be done, but
not in the shape of maintenance of a
special museum in that citv. I am sorry
the arrangement that has been made
does not meet with the approbation of
my hon. friend.

Hon. Mr. RYAN -It is impossible
to keep a museun without expense, and
if it is not the intention of the Govern-
ment to contribute to the expense, of
course it will throw the whole burden on
the University to maintain it.
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Hion. Mr. TRUDEL - J think it has
been shown that a certain portion of this
nuseum bas been formed by gifts froni
the citizens of Montreal. The Govern-
ment should, as a iatter of justice, in-
quire into it, and ascertain what propor-
tion of the museuni bas been given in
that way, and they should contribute
something, at least equal to the value
of those gifts, towards iaintaining a
mnuseum ini Montreal.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMIPBELL -I
vill inquire on that point. I have never

heard of any considerable gitt on the
part of citizens of Montreal except that
of Sir William Logan. There may have
been other persons from different parts
of the country who have contributed to
the museum, but I do not know that that
should form any basis for division. If
it did, it might destroy the completeness
of the national collection which should
be at this city.

Hon. Mr. FEIRIERt - I wish to
remind the Governnent that there was a
pledge given by the ex-Secretary of State,
at the time the Bill was before the House
in 1877. On looking at the Debates of
that year, I find the following remarks
from the leader of the Government :-

" Hon. Mr. Scott said he had been making
inquiries of the Minister of the Interior, and
was Informed that the building in Montreal
was quite unfit for the purpose, that they had
tons of specimens now boxed up which they
were unable to exhibit, and they must either
get a new building in Montreal or remove
elsewhere. He was further informed that
there would be no difficulty whatever in leav-
ing a very respectable n'useum in Montreal,
in consequence of having duplicates, and the
hon. gentleman from Montreal would be grati-
fied to that extent. ' • • A very consider-
able portion of the collection would remain in
Montreal."

We know that the boxes sent to
Ottawa contain duplicate specimens to
supply all that will be required in Mont-
real. I simply rise for the purpose of point-
ing out that the then Secretary of btate
at the time that this Bill was before the
HFouse, made the scatement that a very
considerable portion of the collection
wouhl remai n in Montreal.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
I have already stated te the House that

Hon. Mr. Ryan.

it is intendel, where there are duplicate
specimens, to leave then in Montr>al in
custody of McGill University, where
there are triplicates or still more nume-
rous specimens, they will be distributed
elsewhere. It could not have been the
intention of the late Government or of
any Administration to impair or destroy
the national collection by allowing a part
Of it to remain in Montreal. The whole
of it, must come to Ottawa, except where
there are duplicate specimens.

lion. Mr. FERRIER.-When in-
quiries were made it was ascertained
that no instructions had been given to
Mr. Selwyn to keep those specimens
iii Montreal. There wil! unnecessarily
be the cartage of the specimens to Ottawa
and back.

lon. Sir ALEX. CA MPBELL -- The
late Secretary of State say s that instrue-
tions wece sent, but if they were not sent
it was by accident, because the intention
has been to leave the duplicates there.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS -- I enquired at
the Departoîent of the Interior if such
instructions had been given, and was
informed by the Deputy Minister that
they had been.

Hon. Mr. RYAN - I ain ass ired
that Mr. Selwyn never had such instruc-
tions.

lon. Sir ALEX CAMPBELL- i
shall take care that lie receives them,
and if the duplicate spîecimens are i ere
they shall beh sent back.

ASSINIBOINE BRIDGE COMPANS 8 BILL

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the Commit-
mittee on Standing Orders and Private
Bills, reported Bill (27) "An Act to
amend the Act 43Vic., cap. 61, intituled
'An Act to incorporate the Assiniboine
Bridge Company,' and to change the
name of the said Company."

Hon. Mr. GIRARD moved the third
reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

Assiniîboinée Bridbe
Company's 

Bill. 419
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NORTHERN, NORTH-WESTERN AND
SAULT STE. MARIE RAILWAY

COMPANY.

PETITION. PRESENTED.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN asked leave to
present a petition from Adam Brown
and others fer a bill to incorporate the
Northern, North-Western and Sault
Ste. Marie Railway Company.

Hon. Mr. MILLER had strong doubts
as to the regularity of this course ; it did
not meet with the requirements of the
rules of the House. It amounted to a
suspension of the rules without any mo-
tion.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN said if he had
moved that the rule be suspended, and
that his petition be read, it certainly
would not be as regular a proceeding as
to ask leave of the House to present the
petition in order that it might be referred
to the Conimittee on Standing Orders
and Private Bills.

Hon. Mr. MILLER said the simple
course for the hon. gentleman to pursue
would be to give notice that on such and
such a day lie would move that the rule
be suspended to allow the petition to be
presented.

lon. Mr. DICKEY contended that
some step should be taken before the
petition could be brought before tha
House,

After soue discussion,

lon. Mr. ALLAN said he desired to
act in accordance with what appeared to
be the general feeling of the Ilouse, and,
therefore, moved that the 49th rule be
suspended.

The motion was agreed to, and the
petition was presented.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (40) An Act to incorporate tho
Bay of Quinte Railway and Navigation
Co.-(Mr. Read.)

EUROPEAN NORTH AMERICAN AND
CANADIAN CABLECO.'S BILn,.

THIRD READING.

The Order of the day having been
called for the third reading of Bill (F)

lon. fr. Allan.

"'An Act to incorporate the European,
American and Canadian Cable Company
(Limited).".

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said : This Bill was
en the order paper yesterday for the third
reading and on that occasion I inoved an
important amendment, which, in effect,
was to strike out the clause in the Bill
which restricted the Company as to
their tariff rates. That provision in the
Bill had been introduced by the House
after the Committee had reported it.
As the hon. gentleman who moved that
amendment was absent from his place it
was suggested, and very properly I
think, that the Bill should stand over
until to-day. He is in his place to-day,
and I now ask the House to strike out
the clause. I went pretty fully into the
reasons for asking it yesterday. Theyare
these : we have incorporated several
cable companies, and in none of their
charters have we imposed such a restric-
tion. On the contrary, when the general
Act was before the liouse in 1875, the
question came up), and the proposition to
impose sucli a restriction was directlv
negatived. So far as the land lines are
concerned, no maximum. rate is estab-
lished in their charters ; nor is the Gov-
ernor in Council empowered to fix a tariff
of rates. But apart from this, there is
the strong objection that this Company,
havin no connection with land ines on
this side of the Atlantic, would be handi-
capped by this restriction in competing,
existing cable companies that have suchi
connections. The Dominion Telegraph
Company, at the time the Direct Cable
Company was supposed to be an inde-
pendent line, formed a union with it.
The Montreal Telegraph Companv acts
altogether through the Western Union,
and bas no line running east of SacK-
ville.

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD - An im-
portant place.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Yes, it is an mi-
portant place where a Canadian line
hands over its business to a foreign
company. The Montreal Telegraph Com-
pany has a close connection with the
Anglo-American, which is really the
powerful line that controls all the At-
lantic cables. This new Company, re-
stricted in this way, would be placed at

Canadian Cable Co.'s Bill.
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a disadvantage in competing for business such a clause in the Bil as I proposed.
with the established companies. If we The answer being in the negative, I
were sure that the present rates would be found that there was a general feeling
continued, there would be no objection expressed that therq should be such a
to the clause, but the Montreal and clause introduced, and it was in accord-
Dominion Companies can at any time ance with that feeling that I intro-
change their rates, and can in many duced an amendment to one of the
ways discriminate in favor of the com- clauses of the Bill, which was adopted
panies with which they are connected. by the House, I think the hon. gen-
Even within the older provinces of the tleman himself, being the only member
Dominion, the local rates are not uniform. dissenting. I introduced the amend-
The rate up to certain points in Nova ment because the hon. gentleman was an
Scotia and New Brunswick is 20 cents assenting party in the first instance,
for ten words, but to Prince Edward and the feeling of the Ilouse was
Island it is 70 cents, and east of Sack- strongly in its favor. I had some
ville, 30 cents, so that this clause is an delicacy about doing so before that, but
unfair restriction upon this new Com- on the assurance of hon. gentlemen who
pany. I shall therefore move that the were promoting this Bil that not only
Bill be not now read the third time, did they not objectr but those who were
but be referred back to Committee of interested in it had no objection, 1
the Whole, to be amended by strikingi moved the amendment. Now, hon.
out this clause. gentlemen, it has been urged that this

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD - The shortest thenCmny u n nde his Bih
course, and the one followed ini tle has no land nes at present. But
Bouse of Lords, would be to iiiove neither had any other company that bas
the third reading of the Bill, and then been incorpotated by this Bouse. Some
move the amendment. regret bas been expressed that a clause

After a brief discussion as to the of this restrictive character was not
procedure, introduced originally when Parliament

first bogau to give charters to cable com-
fHon. Mr. WARK moved the third paies, and it was also stated by the

reading of the Bill. on. gentleman from Amherst, with a

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the gooc deal of force, that the longer it
Bill be not read the third time, but was delayed the more diffculty there
that it be referred boack to Committee would be in introducing such a clause
with instructions to strike out the clause into bills of this kind in this branch of
fixing the tariff. the Legislature. 1 therefore felt it was

Hon.my duty to introduce such a clause in
Hon M. IBB - IregetthtC this Bill, and to press it upon the notice

was not present yesterday when this of the Bouse. While there may be
measure was up, and when, as I under- some force in the remark of the hon.
stand from the remarks of the ex- gentleman opposite (Mr. Scott) that this
Secretary of Statq, the question was is the flrst restriction of the kind that
fully discussed. has been placed on any company ask-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - By myself only, ing for a charter, if this amendment is
not by other gentlemen. accepted by the Bouse it will virtually

apply te, some, if not ail, other compamies
Hon. Mr. GIBBS - I understood in this way. The Dominion Tele-

that the hon. gentleman went over the graph Company has an arrangement
arguments which he used to a certain with the Direct Cable Company. Anong
extent to-day in favor of striking out the other things that arrangement provides
amendment proposed by myself, and that the Direct Cable Company shah
adopted in Committee. I donot suppose it transmit messages from one aide of the
is necessary that I should refer to what Atlantic to the other upon as low and
took place in Committee the other day on upon as favorable terms as any other
-this Bill, but when it came into the lino doing business across the Atlantic.
House, it was asked whether there was The effect of this amendment will ho to

li107. Mr. Scott.
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restrict that Company from charging a
higber rate than is charged to-day, which
is the saie as the maximum rate fixed
by the amendment in the charter to this
Company. I cannot speak as to the
arraingenents of other companies. The
Montreal Company may have nothing
to do in making arrangements with the
Cable Companies. The lines in the
Maritime Provinces with which they
connect are all under the control of
the Western Union, and any arrange-
ments that are made with the cable
companies are probably made by the
Western Union. The Western Union
bas its arrangements with the Anglo-
American Company, and this new Cable
company will have to make its own
arrangements vith -the land lines now
existing, or do as the Direct United
States Cable line did whea it had to
compete with the Anglo-American. If
the introduction of this amendment re-
stricts this Company to this charge, it
does them no injustice either at the
present moment or in the future, because
they think it is a fair rate, and there
will be such competition for traffic
across the Atlantic that it is not likely
to be any higher. In view of these facts
I feel more disposed than ever to press
upon the House the acceptance of the
amendment to wbich it assented the
other day. I think I may add that it is
rather an unusual proceeding - an
amendment of this kind having been
duly considered in comniittee, and having
been concurred in by the House-that
the House should be asked to reverse its
decision without any sufficient reason
being given for doing se. I think in the
interests of the publie this principle
should be maintained. I do not want to
do this Company any injustice ; I would
be very sorry to do anything that would
prevent it from laying its cables, but
they must find the same outlet for their
difficulties as other companies bave
found in the past. If they cannot make
'their arrangements with existing land
lines, they must construct new lines of
their own.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - When I was
pressed on this point the other day I
stated that I had no objection to the
restriction as far as cable messages are
.oncerned, nor would I now, if the

ifon. M[r. Gibbs.

cable messages, so far as this Company
is concerned, were restricted to the
present rates. But what I do say is
that y'ou are putting this Con-pany
entirely in the hands of the land lines.
It is a different matter on the other
side of the Atlantic, where the British
Governument have control of the land
lines, but on this side the land lines
are practically in the hands of the
United States Companies. There is no
doubt of that. The Western Union can
at this very moment dictate the terms
on which messages can be carried
through Canada. Parliament has no
power to interfere, and the Government
has no power to interfere. The dictuni
can go foe th fron the City of New
York, and the rate can be fixed at any
price the directors may choose to die-
tate. l view of that fact, I do think
it would be extremely unfair to place
this Company, so far as land rates are con-
cerned, at such an extreme disadvantage.
If the House choose, I have no objection
to accept a propsition limiting the rate
to the cost of the cable message, and
the message through Great Britain and
Ireland at 45 cents.

lon. Mr. DICKEY - I wish to
point out to my hon. friend that lie is
mistaken. when he says the whole lines
of communication between the extreme
east of Canada and the west are under
the control of Americans. I am under
the impression that the Dominion Tele-
graph Company lias a line extending
through N:va Scotia to the extreme
end of Cape Breton, which is in no
way connected with the Western
Union..

. Hon. Mr. SCOTT - 1 an credibly
informed that a very considerable
amount of that stock is held by Amer-
cans, and that practically the dividends
in the Dominion are guaranteed by Jay
Gould. If that is the fact that he has
a controlling influence in that Company,
and the Western Union has a control-
ling influence in the Montreal line, it
bears out my argument.

Hon. Mr. GIBBS - The lion. gentle-
man montends that the land lnes are
practicatly in the hands of the Ameri-
cans, ari that they may raise the rates

Canadian- Cable Co.'s Bill.
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to any price they piease. Now, what do
we see on the other side h As soon as
it was announced that a consolidation
was to take place, the organization of a
number of companies was immediately
commenced all over the United States
to go into opposition, and just as surely
as the existing lines exact exorbitant
or discriminating rates, you will find
other companies organizing to take the
business. The French Company whose
cable is landed at Louisburg, on the
shore of Nova Scotia, built a short land
line from there-to connect with the land
system at Sydney, and its messages are
forwarded on to their destination.

lon. Mr. ARCHIBALD - The Do-
minion line runs to Sydney, and that is
where the cable lands.

lion. Mr. GIBBS - This Company
can do the same with our lines, or
with its own lines. There is the same
way open for then that there is for any
other company.

A. vote w-s then taken on the aniend-
ment, which was rejectcd on the follow-
ing division
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The Bill was then read the third
and passed.

lion. Mfr. Gibbs.

time

PETROLEUM INSPECTION RILL

IN COMMITTEE.

The House went into Committee of the
Whole on Bill (L) " An Act to amend
the Petroleum Inspe-ction Aet of 1880."

Hon. Mr. AIKINS said lie j-dged
yesterday when the House was in Com-
mittee on this Bill, that the feeling of
hon. members was that the difference in
the flash test between Canadian and
Anerican oils should be remuoved. He
thought that was decidedly the feeling
in this Chamber, but was anxious
that the change should be made
with safety. lie understood from
the officers of the Department that it
could be made, for, after all, the great
object they had in view was to protect
those who were unable to protect fhem-
selves - the public. There is i hing
more dangercus for daily use than i erior
oil possessing a great deal of inflanituable
gas. The officers of the department
assured him that the change could be
made with perfect safety, and inder those
circunstances ho proposed to make an
amendment in that direction. He
would therefore move that clause 1, with
the sub-section be struck out, and that
the following be substituted therefor.

CLAUSE A.

" The second section of the said Act is hereby
repealed, and the following substituted :-

" Except as herein otherwise provided
petroleum shall not be sold or offered for sale
for use In Canada for illuminating purposes."

" 1. If at a lower temperature by ninety-
five degrees Fahrenheit's thermometer when
tested by the pyrometer described in the
schedule to this Act, which test for the pur-
poses of this Act is to be deemed equal to a
test at one hundred and fifteen degrees by
instruments heretofore used under the Act
hereby amended, it emits a vapor that will
flash : or-

', 2. If it weighs more than eight pounds
and two hundredths of a pound per gallon;
or -

" 3. If it weighs less than seven pounds
and seventy-five hundredths of a pound per
gallon."

" The second clause being again read,
it was disagreed to and the tollowing substi-
tuled: -

The anendment was agreed to.

lon. Mr. AIKINS proposed other
slight amendments, which were also
agreed to.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY said before the
Committee rose, he would like to call the
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attention of the hon. gentleman in charge
of this Bill to the condition of section 6,
sub-section 2. The clause as printed in
the Bill immediately before «this, pro-
vided for the importation and storage of
petroleum. To that there could be no
objection, but it had introduced a new
element into the matter, because it
imposed very heavy penalties on persons
who used this article. He would like to
call the attention of his hon. friend to
the practical operation of this clause,
wbich was now inserted for the first time
in the Act, and which made any person,
however innocent, and without any
knowledge whatever of the tests of the
oil, liable to a severe penalty for using
oil below the standard. That would be
an intolerable burden on the people of
this country, because everyone who pur-
chased oil would be liable to prosecution.
It was quite right to forfeit inferior oil,
and make all sorts of stringent regula-
tions against the importation and storage
of the article, but innocent purchasers
should not be made liable to penalties.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS said the necessity
for this clause had grown out of the fact
that up to the present time there have
been no municipal regulations in many
municipalities for the storage of petro-
leun. His attention had been called to
the fact that in Balifax, in the absence of
such regulations petrolcum or naphtha
might be stored in any part of the city.
The object of this clause was to prevent
that being done by the Governor in
Council making regulations for- the
storage of petroleum where no municipal
regulations exist. It never was intended
that a person having in his possession oil
purchased at a store, and which would
not stand the flash test should be subject
to this penalty.

Hon. Mr. DEVER - It is not in-
tended to apply to the consumer ?

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - Not at all;
only to large dealers.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL said the objection
of the hon. Senator fron Amherst had
not been f ully met. It could only be
met by striking out the word " use."
He moved that that word be struck
out.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS had no objection
to the amendment, but thought it would

HIo n. 31r. .Dickey.

be better to insert the word " knowingly"
before the word " use."

Hon. Mr. VIDAL - That would re-
move the objection.

The clause was accordingly amended
by inserting the word "knowingly."

Hon. Mr. BENSON, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill with several
amendments.

CA biADA GUARLANTEE COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. FERRIER moved the
second reading of Bill (36) " An Act
further to amend the Act incorporating
the Canada Guarantee Company, and to
change the naine of the said Company
to ' The Guarantee Company of North
America.'"

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

EXCHANGE BANK BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. RYAN moved the second
reading of Bill (8)I "An Act to reduce
the capital stock of the Exchange Bank
of Canada, and otherwise to amend the
Act respecting the said Bank."

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 5.50 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Thursday, February 241t, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at three
p.m..

Prayers and routine proceedings.

LAVAL UNIVERSITY.
MOTION.

Hon. Mr. PAQUET moved :-
"That an humble Address be presented to

His Excellency the Governor-General, praying
that Ris Excellency will cause to be laid be-
fore this louse the following documents, viz. :

"st. The draft of a proposed new charter
for the Laval University, which draft was sent
to England with the Archbishop and Bishop*s
petition.

I2nd. The reply of the Colonial Secretary
to that petition, and all other documents con-

[SENATE.] University.
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nected with the Laval University question.
1*" 3rd. The petition and the "Exposé de
faits' of 'l'Ecole de Médecine et de Chirurgie
de Montréal' registered in the hon. Secretary
of State's office during the present month."

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
There is no objection to the address. I
would not have put my hon. friend to
the trouble of moving it only I found,
by reference to the Secretary of State's
Department, that they required some
authority before they could send those
documents out.

The motion was agreed to.

THE BEVERIDGE AND TIBBlTS' CLAIM.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. GLASIER moved: -

" That he will iove for a Select Committee
to inquire into the circumstances of a debt
devolving upon the Dominion Government by
the British North America Act, and now due
to the Honorable Benjamin Beveridge, James
Tibbits, and others, the liability for which has
been acknowledged by various Reports, Orders
in Council, and payments on account both by
the late and present Administrations, but the
final Ppayment withheld for some 'cause un-
known; and that the said Committee be com-
posed of the Honorable Messrs. Mont;;omery,
Read, Lewin, Trudel, Bureau, McClelan and
the mover, with power to send for persons and
papers."

He said: This matter bas been before the
Government and before the publie for a
long while. In 1856 a Commission was
appointed by the Governments of Canada
and New Brunswick to investigate it,
and that Commission made a report which
was accepted by both of these Govern-
ments, and money was paid upon it. Still,
they were ordered to made a further re-
port, and they did further investigate the
matter, but made no further report in con-
sequence of one of the Commissioners be-
ing appointed an officer of the Govern ment
of New Brunswick, and the other elected
to the Canadian Parliament, and the
claim has not been settled to this day.
In 1877 this matter was brought before
the Dominion Government and a balance
on all the transactions clearly established
to have been due by New Brunswick,
which by Order in- Council of 30th
Angust of that year was acknowledged
to be a debt of the Dominion and due to
the claimants subject to an assignment of
the interest therein of the late Province
cf Canada, which assignment was duly

lIon. Mr. Paquet.

obtained from Quebec and Ontario as
representing the late Province of Canada.
Money was then advanced and paid on it
and the former Canadian Commissioner
was requested to confer with the New
Brunswick Government on the subject
and inform them of the facts, which be
did, and which were also communicated
by despatch. The matter was still put off
from time to time until a very short
period ago when, after a further auait
which established the debt, a Commis-
sion was again appointed to investigate
the claim. That Commission has been
spoken of as an arbitration, which it was
not; we had nothing to do with it, we
were not a party to it. The Commision
made a report, but instead of starting
from the point indicated in the Order in
Council appointing them, they went back
of it to reduce the debt and did diïiinisi
it without facts or figures to sustain them.
The claimants dissented from that, as
they were no party to it. This was a
majority report, but there was a minority
report also which gave the correct figures
from the Government books. I ask for
this committee merely for the purpose of
investigating the matter.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - It
is somewhat embarrassing to deal with
Nhis motion, since it is a repetition of one
which was made only a few days ago by
an hon. gentleman who sits near me,
who, on hearing the* matter somewhat
discussed, withdrew it, and I think that
he did so in the exercise of a sound dis-
cretion. I do not think the persever-
ance in the plan which my bon. friend
who bas made the motion to-day bas in
his mind will be attended with any use-
ful result. It is not a question, as the
bon. gentleman seems to suppose, for the
Dominion Government to decide; it is
not a question which they can decide.
The language of the motion conveys the
idea that it is a debt devolving on the
Dominion Government. When once it
shall have been settled what the amount
of the debt is - by whom and to whon
it shall be paid - then, if it turns out
to be a debt which the late Province of
Canada shouldehave paid, it will be pay-
able by the Dominion,but at present the
Government of the Dominion is not in a
position to say that they will or will not
pay this debt, or that it is nlot due. The
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Province of New Brunswick must be a
party to dealing with it, and the Govern-
ment of the Dominion is not in a
position to assent to the sugges-
tion made by my lion. friend
for a committee on the subject.
nor can w'e assent to the languago which
is used in the motion, that it is a deht
devolving on the Dominion Governuient
by the · Biitish North Arierica Act, and
that it is now due to those gentlemen
whose names are mentioncd. That it lias
been ackno.vledged by various reports
and Orders in Council is incorrect.
Certain payments had been made acknow-
ledging that something should b done,
but very carefully has it been avoided to
acknowledge the debt in the sense in
which my hon. friend means. That a cer-
tain sum should be paid has been acknow-
ledged, and that sum bas been paid, but
beyond that there has been no acknow-
ledgment, so that the language of the
motion I conceive to be quite incorrect
in asserting that there is a debt devolving
upon the Dominion Government, and
asserting that it has been acknowledged
by various Orders in Council and reports.
New, as to the amount, supposing this
Committee should be appointed by the
House, and they should report $20,000
or any other sum to be due, the Govern-
ment could not acquiesce in or act upoi
the report of the Committee, because the
Government is acting for another, and the
Government of New Brunswick must be
heard on the question, and has not
assented to this means of inquiring into
and disposing of the question. I have a
atrong feeling of sympathy for my hon.
friend in the matter, and I do not like to
oppose the appointment of a Committee,
but I should like my hon. friend to see
that no good could result from it - that
a Committee could not arrive at any de-
oision which the Government, even if
they desired to, could acquiesce in or
oould obey. The Government is boutind
to consider what New Brunswick thinks
and decides in the matter.

Hon. Mr. GLASIER -If my lion.
friend will only give us the committee,
the claimants will abide by the result. In
1877 the debt was acknowledged by the
late Government, and money was paid by
that Government on the acknowledg-
ment. Let the niatter come up hefore

Hion. Sir Alex. Canpbell.

the comllilttee, and let the parties abide
by the decision of that committee.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - If
the hon. gentleman thinks there is any

.advantage to those who are claiming this
money in baving a committee make a re-
port which cannot be obligatory - which,
1 state in my place in the louse, cannot
be obligatory - I do not feel disposed to
oppose the appointment of the committee,
but I think my hon. friend is unwise ; I
believe he is only raising up opposition
which otherwise inight not be created -

that he is making difficulties for himself,
and that the committee which ho asks to
be appointed cannot possibly dispose of
the case. The Government of New
Brunswick is not bound to accept this
conimittee as an arbitration ; they have
already accepted a different tribunal. A
Commission, with their consent, was ap-
pointed, and they accepted the decision
of a majority of that commission, and are
ready to carry ià out, but the Govern-
ment of New Brunswick have not in any
way assented to the appointment of this
committee.

Hon. Mr. GLASIER - The claimants
were not parties to that commission.
They are perfectly willing to have a com-
mittee of this House investigate the
claim ; the Government may or may not
accept their docision, but I desire to have
the committee appointed.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
can only say, in answer to ny hon.
friend's appeal, 1 will not persist in
objecting to granting the committee.
Ie will remenber that I have taken
special care to inform the House that the
Governmenit of New Brunswick is not an
assenting party, and that I do not think
they will be contented with any report
which the committee may make, and
that so far as the Government of the
Dominion is concerned, I must, with
great deference and respect to the Flouse,
if they grant the committee, say that
the decision of the committee is not one
which, under the circumstances, they can
expect us to carry out. It seems stulti-
fying the action of the House to appoint
a conmmittee and to say at the same
time that the decision at which it may
arrive will not be carried out.
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lion. Mr. BOTSFORD - I have Province of New Brunswick. There is
already given my opinion with respect no doubt, aise, that the very first ques-
to the resolution that was proposed the tion which arose under the Treaty of
other day and withdrawn, and reiterated Ghent wvs: what was the true St. Croix.
by the hon. gentleman to-day. If T Ancient Acadia i known to thse who
could see any good result that might have loked into the old records as having
arise from any investigation which a extended ns far as the Kennebec, and
Conmmittee of this louse could make on there is ne douht that at the time the
this question, I would not feel disposed Trei.ty was negofiated ii (hent, the
to oppose an hon. member coming from Penobscott vas the tru St. Croix of
myown Province. But knowing a great the Treaty, and was so intended by thu
deal of the circumstances connected with Comnissioners who established ie boun-
this claim, I must confess that an inves- darv. The staterent was nade imme-
tigation will be fruitless. It will cause diately after the negotiation took place
a great deal of trouble and expense to as regards fle St. Croix, and I think tue
have it thoroughly investigated, and the mistake made respecting the claims of
result will not be such as is anticipated New Brunswick vas that tin umpiro
by those persons who are interested in who was chosen to settie what the St.
this claim. I rnay say if this commnrittee Croix was, vas a resident of New
be granted, that the hon. members on York, and St. Croix vas adopted
that committee will take upon them- instead of Pcnobscett. What took
selves a duty which will take six months place next ' The United States
in my opinion to be thorougbly investi- Government rau the beundar acros h
gated. The circumstances of the case River St. John to the height of land
are surrounded by so many matters which forms the source of the iver.
which require thorough investigation, not which flow into the St. Lawrence and
only by witnesses, but also by documents, those whicli ilow into the valleys of fli
that it would be impossible for the com- Restigouche and St. John. Ir is unne-
mittee to arrive at any satisfactory con- cessary to go inta a long discussion with
clusion without a great deal of time, respect te that affair, but 1 may mention
labor and expense. This question dates for the information of hon. members who
back for centuries. It involves the ques- perhaps may net know, that at Washing-
tion of what were the boundaries ton, when the Ashburton Treaty was
of ancient Acadia. The north-westerly made, the British Governent conceded
boundaries of Acadia were those of the wole of the upper valley of the St.
New Brunswick, and this disputed terri- John te the Americans, instead of termin-
tory fund lias arisen from a claim on ating at Mars H11, which was the height
behalf of Canada over land which came of land-not only conceded the whole
within the boundaries of ancient Acadia. vallev of the river, but extended the
The records show that the valley of the boundary thirty-five riles up the River
river St. John and its tributaries and the St. Francis, a tributarv of the St. John,
valley of the Restigouche and its tribu- wlich takes its rise at the source of the
taries were both part and parcel of Liviere du Loup.
ancient Acadia, and when Nova Scotia 1o1. 'r. GLASIER Thicty-eight.
was divided and New Brunswick consti-
tuted a province, they were entitled to
the possession of the lands within the Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD - am speak-
boundaries of ancient Acadia. Now it ing generaily, that it went up to Lake
mo happened that from the want of in- Pokehagamookand from thence in asouth-
formation on the part of the British west direction until it struck the high-
Commissioner, who sat at Ghent, in estab- lands and the houndary which was
lishing the boundary between the United contemplated by the treaty. This was.
States and the British possessions-ho ail surrendered by the Ashburton Treaty.
was entirely ignorant of- the geography That treaty had, as a matter of course, t.
Of the country - the terms of the treaty be submitted, as provided by the consti-
were left so indefinite that it enabled the tution, t. tho Senate of the United States.
Arnericans te make a claim to about one- for its sanction. The opposition to the.
third of the land which belonged to the treaty, especially by the Senators-of

hlonave r. Botoford.
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Maine and Iassachusetts, was so de-
cided that in order to overcome it Mr.
Webster, then Secretary of State, and
who negotiated the treaty with Lord
Ashburton, was compelled to exhibit the
original map, taken from the secret
archives of the Government, which had
been before the Commissioners at Ghent,
and upon which was marked with a red
-ine by Benjamin Franklin, the United
States Commissioiner, the boundary agreed
upon, running along the highlands which
divided the sources of the rivets flowing
into the Atlantic from those of the
tributaries of the rivers St. John and
the St. Lawrence, showing conclusively
that the claim of the United States
to a portion of the territory of
New Brunswick was unfounded and
unjust. Lord Ashlburton was kept
in ignorance of 'this original
map during the negotiations, but that
Mr. Webster and the American Govern-
ment were aware of its existence, and
that their claim to the valley of the upper
St. John was without foundation, was
made apparent when Mr. Webster was
obliged to lay before the Senate this con-
clusive evidence of the true boundary
under the Treaty. Comment on this re-
markable transaction is unnecessary.
There is, then, no doubt that the western
and northerly boundary of Acadia was
from Penobscot to the height of land
froni which tributaries of the St. Law-
rence had their source, and thence along
that height of land northerly and easterly
to Gaspé Bay. After the United States
had taken off one-third of New Bruns-
wick, Canada claimed a large portion of
New Brunswick and granted the seigniory
of Madawaska and Temiscouata, and the
dispute was finally arranged by commis-
sioners being appointed, and an umpire,
to determine what should be the boundary.
They made a compromise line, giving
about half the territory to New Bruns-
wick and the other half to Canada.
Now, this question arises from persons
who, without license from New Bruns
wick, cut timber on this disputed terri-
tory, and they were obliged to bring
their lumber down the branches of the
River St. John to market. The Govern-
ment of New Brunswick issued Orders
in Council to keep that territory free from
trespassers, and they passed a regulation
that if any parties cut timber on that

Ilon. Mr. Botsford.

disputed territory they should be su 'ject
to double duties. I am sorry to say that
the Canadian Government granted 1-
cense to cut on the disputed territory,
and I believe the principal part of the
timber which was cut and which is the
principal subject of discussion, was cut
under license from the. Canadian Govern-
ment. But the Government of Nev
Brunswick, in accordance with the Orders
which they had made in Council that the
timber should not be cut until the boun-
dary was settled, and, in order to protect
their rights, ordered that double duties
should be imposed on the timber. Con-
missions had been appointed and arbitra-
tors were named to settle this matter,
but the Government of New Brunswick
have always resisted and contended that
they had no right to pay the amount
which is claimed by the parties who are
the subject of this application. They feel
that they have been wronged of their
-territory, not only by the United States,
but they have been wronged by their
stronger sister colony - Canada. That
is the history of the case. The Militia
of Maine, Massachusetts and New Hamp-
shire took violent possession of the val-
ley of the Arostook, which was within
the ancient boundary of Acadia ; the
Governmentof Canada took almost similar
possession of. land belonging to New
Brunswick by granting seigiiories in
the valley of the Madawaska. So that
hon. members who consent to sit on this
committee will see that this is a coni-
plicated question, that they will have to
go into the whole of the general
circumstances which surround it, and
it would be utterly impossible for a
committee to make any satisfactory re-
port until the Government of New Bruns-
wick sees fit to appear before it. I must
confess under all these circumstances I
do not see that any satisfactory result
can come out of it. It is clear that the
Government of New Brunswick will ad-
here to the award that bas been made.
It is clear that the Dominion Gover-
ment cannot be compelled to pay, should
the Committee make a report in favor Of
the claimants. 1 must confess I have no
great sympathy with the persons who are
claiming under these circumstances, be-
cause they cut that timber in violation
of the orders of their own Govern
ment.
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ion. Mr. GLASIE R - You are
very much mistaken. We had license
to cut.

lon. Mr. BOI'SFORD - Not from
the Government of New Brunswick.

Hon. Mr. GL&ASIEl - Yes, we had.
You are very much mistaken.

lion. Mr. BOTSFORD - All I have
to say is that I was in the Government
part of the time that timber was being
cut, and the persons who were appointed
as inspectors said the timber was cut in
rany cases without license at all, and it
was seized by the officers who were ap-
Pointed by the Government. That I
have a distinct recollection of, and,
therefore, have no great sympathy for
those persons, because I know they got
very fine timber, and if they paid double
duty it was not too much, for they had
the cut of the best timber lands in New
Brunswick. If this resolution passes
and a committee is appointed, I do not
See that any satisfactory result can arise.
They cannot make a satisfactory report
unless they investigate all those circum-
stances, and have evideice before them,
80 that all parties who are interested
should have an opportunity of being
heard, and of showing why it is that
New Brunswick does not feel disposed to
pay this claim. I have a decided im-
pression thatno good result will come
from it.

lon. Mr. GLASIER - - I am very
mnuch surprised at the remarks of the
hon. gentleman. When lie was a mem-
ber of the New Brunswick Legislature,
and when he was also a member of the
Boundary Commission, he had these ac-
counts before him, and said nothing of
these historical matters that he has been
going back 150 years to speak about to-day
They are not connected with this ques-
tion at all. When lie was over a quar-
ter of a century younger than ho is now,
and when these matters were before hiim

when Le had these accounts and
reports, why did he not bring up al these
things i I am very much surprised that
he takès this line now. The hon. gen-
tleman bas also stated that this timber
was cut without licenses, I can tell him
that I and others had licenses in 1842-43
from the Government of New Brunswick,
and also licenses from the Governient

lIon. M1r. Botsford.

of Canada, and paid both Governments.
I, should like to have a committee toý
inquire into the matter. If the investi-
gation comes to nothing we will, of course,
be the losers.

Hon. Mr. READ - As the hon. mem-
ber bas put my name on the Committee,
and the Government don't seem to have
any great objection to this investigation,
I suppose it is hardly worth while to say
much on the subject. It seems that there
is some question that the Government
thought ought to be settled. Repeated
action bas been taken by different Gov-
ernients with reference to this matter,
not only by the appointment of Com-
missioners, but by the payrnent of money.
The contention is, as I understand iL, that
the last Commissioners went bevon d the
record; that they were instructed to do
a certain thing, and that they did some-
thing beyond their instructions. Two
of themr made a report, but the Auditor-
General said he could not agree with
that report of his fellow Commissioners,
because they had gone beyond what they
had been instructed to investigate. In
the Order - in - Council dated 9th April,
1880, after giving the nanes of the
Commissioners, the reference says

t As Commissioners to adjust and settle the
said accounts and differences between the said
Provinces, in accordance with the provisions
of said Act, and that the legal obligations of
the parties, in so far as such accounts have
not been settled, adjusted and satisfied, under
and by the reports of Messrs. Cutler and
Dawson, of date 19th day of April, 1856, and
the report of Messrs. Harding and Dawson, of
date of 12th of November, 1856, and provided
that nothing herein shall authorise the re-
opening of any matter, closed by the said
reports of the said Conimissioners - Cutier
and Dawson, or Harding and Dawson, the re-
port of any two of the Commissioners to be
valid."

What is claimed is that those Commis-
sioners went beyond the record in not
starting from the reports of Messrs. Cut-
ler and D-iwson, and Dawson and Hard-
ing. In corroboration of that fact, I
have Mr. Macdougall's report here, and
will read- just a small paragraph or two
rom it. Ie stys :-

" Our differences, therefore, are confined to
the expenditure regarding the New Bruns-
wicit survey, and arbitration account marked
A. I was satisfied as to the correctness of ail
the items except that for the expenses."
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Showing that they went into an account
of expenditure years before 1856. Now,
while it would not relieve the members
of the committee if they have to take six
months for this investigation, I
think it would relieve the Gov-
ernment if there was some in-
vestigation. It appears that some of
Her îMajesty's subjects are dissatisfied
because certain moneys are due them,
and no settlenient can be obtained.
Surely sonie means ought to be found to
settle this matter that appears to have
been running ever since the Ashburton
Treaty. I simply give these few facts in
connection with it, thinking possibly
that it might be a relief to the Govern-
ment to get rid of this matter in some
manner or other. Whether the Govern-
ment of New Brunswick or this Gov-
ernment think fit to acquiesce in the
matter is another question. Govern-
ments do not always act upon the
reports of committees. I had a commit-
tee once which reported to the House;
the House concurred in that report, but
the Government did not adopt it.

Hon. Dr. ALMON - From what fell
from the leader of the Government, I
was inclined to think that the motion of
my hon. friend opposite was useless. He
said that the Conmittee would meet,
but could do nothing. But my hon.
friend from Sackville says that instead
of having little or nothing to do, the
investigation would occupy therm six
months, and I am sure if the Committee
should have to go over the fifty years
to which he refers, it would take six
years to complete the inquiry. But
I think it quite unnecessary to go back
so far. To my mind this is a very simple
thing. There was a territory in dispute,
claimed by New Brunswick and
Quebec. A certain stumpage on timber
was levied, and both Provinces claimed
the dues should be paid to them. The
lumbermen, knowing that it would have
to be refunded by one Government or
the other, went on cutting. The hon.
Senator from Sackville says the proof
that this timber was cut without license,
is that lie was informed that somie
parties were cutting timber there with-
out license. I fail to see tha conclusion
of this argument, but that, perhaps, is
due to the fact that I am not sudficiently

Hon. Mr. Read.

long in public life, say fifty years, to sce
its force. These parties have a claim.
Whether it isjust or not I do not know,
but surely it ought to be investigated.
The worst criminal who has anything
against his character bas the courts open
to him, but in this case there is no other
tribunal to which the claimants can ap-
peal, except the Dominion Parliament.
If the claim should be established against
the Dominion Government they have
recourse against the New Brunswick
Government, and I do not believe that
in that case the Government of that

i Province would refuse to pay the amount.
I regret that I made some hasty remarks
the other day from which it might be
inferred that I supposed the New Bruns-
wick Government would not p ay a just
debt. Now, when I am in Nova Scotia
I am a Nova Scotian, and when I arn
in New Brunswick I am a Nova Scotian,
but outside of either I am a citizen of
the Maritime Provinces. The interests
of those Provinces are as dear to me as
the honor of Nova Scotia itself, and the
reason is that it was but a few years ago
that Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
were the one Province, and I hope the
day is not far distant when, burying any
little trifling jealousy or rivalry between
them, they will be one Province again.
The only difficulty about that is the name
of the united provinces. Acadia is the
natural name to choose, but then the
difficulty in that case would Le as
my classical friend beside me would say
that we would be called arcades ambo,
which is rather a bad name in the clas-
sics. Suppose we rise superior to party
in this case. It is a pity that we should
always in this House vote the one way.
No one is more willing than I am to
follow the Government, and if they teli
me that this is a test question, and that
if the resolution is adopted they will go
out of power, I say let justice suiffer
rather than have a change of Govtrn-
ment. But if it is not supposed to be a
test question, let justice influence us, or
putting justice aside, let us be influenced
and "give the little fellow fair play."

Hon. Mr. CARVELL - Perhaps the
doctrine of the hon. Senator from Blali-
fax - the greatest good to the greatest
number - is sound, and a greater cala-
mity would follow upon a change of ov-
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ernment,than if the claimants in this case
were rafused a hearing. As a supporter
of the Government I regret that there
should be any opposition on their part to
thiscommittee. 0f the merits of the claim
I know nothing. I have heard a good
deal of it on the streets for years past. I
do not quite understand the remark that
fell from the leader of the Governnent'
that the mover of this resolution, in press-
Üng for this committee,was probably rais-
ang obstacles that would stand in his own
Way later on ; nor do I quite understand
the reference of the hon. gentleman who
followed him, that any gentleman accept-
ing a position on the committee would
be required to labor six months or more.
I do not see that either of these positions
is fairly taken in reference to this
Mnatter. If there is a claim, it can
be settled without going back to the
time of Columbus or to the time that
Acadia was so extensive. There is no
possibility, if I understand the record, of
going back prior to 1856. The question
appears tome as stated clearly by the hon.
the seconder of the resolution, that cer-
tain Commissioners, not arbitration, were
appointed to do a certain thing. They
did not do that thing, but did something
else, and the report o that something
else has influenced the Government so
that no further progress has been made
towards the settlement of the claim
beyond the payment of a few thousand
dollars. It is well known to many
outside cf Goveruments that it is diii-
cuit for the weak to make good a claim
against any government. I have a
claim to-day, one of years standing,
against one of the departments of the
Goverinient, which, because it is not
very large, is difficult to have settled. It
is as good a claim as any in the world,
but I do not press it, because it is not
worth the trouble it would take to collect
it. These claimants, according to the
position they take have a good
claim. Il this matter should be
referred to a committee to be reported
to the House, it could not put them in a
worse position ; it might not put them in
a better position, but they consent to be
bound by the report of that committee.
The Government say they will not be
bound by the decision of that committee
on their part. Still, ,he claimants ask
for the committee, and surely no harm

lon. Mr. Carvdl.

can â>me to the Government, or any one,
through the investigation. As I have
said, I have heard a good deal out of
doors in reference to this matter, and I
have heard great complaints coupled with
the names of one or two members of the
present Government, who are gentlemen
that I know to be incapable of any
unfair or unkind act. I think that the
report of this committee would go far to
relieve these gentlemen of the very out-
spoken expressions in reference to the m-
I have heard these expressions in Ottawa,
in Montreal, in St. John and in Halifax,
that certain members of the Government
are acting unfairly, and that they, an d
they alone, are in the gap - that a ma-
jority of the Government are willing to
have this claim paid, but one or two of
their colleagues prevent it. I speak with
a good deal of feeling, because I know
that so far as the gentlemen referred to
are concerned they are incapable of an
unkind, much less an unjust act, and I
think, therefore, the Government should
consent to the appointment of the com-
mittee.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
have said ail that I am disposed to say
with reference to the appointment of a
committee, and the uselessness of the
motion which my hon. friend desires to
make. Having said so much, if my hon.
friend still persists, I must ask him to
alter the phraseology of this resolution,
because it is impossible for me to assent
to several of the propositions which it
lays down. The resolition says :--" In-
quire into the circunstances of a debt
devolving upon the Dominion Govern-
nient." I cannot assent to the assertion.
I ask niy hon. friend to insert the word
"alleged " before " debt."

Hon. Mr. GLASIER - Ali right,
say " alleged."

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-The
resolution then says, " and now due te "
certain parties. I cannot assent to that.
It should be, " said to be due."

Hon. Mr. GLASIER - I assent to
that.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Then I must also ask that the words " the
liability for which has been acknow-
ledged by various reports, Orders in
Council, and payment of account, both
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by the late and present Administrations,
but " be struck ont.

Hon. Mr. GLASIER - Very good.
I assent to that.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - As
I have already said, the decision of the
Committee is one wbich the Governmnent
of the Dominion cannot acknowledge to
be obligatory upon them. As it affects
the Province of New Brunswick, I think
some other gentlemen' from that Pro-
vince should be added to the Committee.
I find among the names here Messrs.
Lewin, McClelan, and the mover, from
that Province. I think it would be well
to add the names of Messrs. Wark,
Boyd, and Dever.

Hon. Messrs. McClelan and Wark
asked to li-ive their names omitted, as
circumstances would prevent thei froru
acting upon the Conmittee.

Hon. Sir ALEX: CAMPBELL -

Then Mr. Boyd and Mr. Dever will be
added to the Committee. My hon.
friend will keep in mind that the Gov-
ernment of the Dominion cannot possibly
be bound by any decision at which the
Cominttee may arrive.

The motion, as amended, was adopted,
and was as follows :

" That a Select Committee be appointed to
inquire into the circumstances of a debt al.
leged to aevolve upon the Dominion Govern-
ment by the British North America Act,
and said to be now due to the Hon. Benjamin
Beveridge, James Tibbitts, and otbers, but the
payment of which is withheld for some cause
unknowd ; and that the said Committee be
composed of the Hon. Messrs. Montgomery
Read, Lewin, Trudel, Bureau,Boyd, Dever and
the-Mover, with power to send for persons
and papers."

PETROLEUM INSPECTION BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

lon. Mr. AIKINS moved concur-
rence in the amendments made in Coin-
mittee of the Whole in Bill (L) "An
Act to amend the Petroleum Inspection
Act of 1880."

The motion was agreed to on the un-
derstanding that the Bill should be re-
printed before the third reading.

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

CATTLE TRADE WITH ENGLAND.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - Before the
House adjourns I would like to ask the
hon. leader of the Government a ques-
tion with reference to the answer he
gave on a former occasion regarding a
very important matter connected with
the cattle trade. I understood from the
hon. Postmaster General on that occa-
sion - and his statement was in entire
conformity with what was stated inm an-
other place - that there was no Order-
in-Council requiring the slaughter of
Canadian cattle within a limited period.
I think it is six days after their being
landed in England. I am sorry to be
obliged to state it bas come to my
knowledge that within the last week a
large importation of cattle from Halifax
-- - I think between four and five hun-
dred head of live stock besides dead meat
- went to London and there they were
met with that Order-in-Council requiring
those cattle to bc slaughtered. That is
the information 1 have. I do not know
whether it is correct, but I shall be very
glad if the hon. leader of the House can
give us any information upon the point,
because it is a matter that affects a very
large and growing euterpriseý in this
country. it is one that concerns a great
many peolle in this country - believe
all the eastern provinces of the Do-
minion.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - It
is a point of the very first importance I
quite recognize. I am not able to give
ily lion. friend any information upon it.
I saw the Minister of Agriculture, who
takes the keenest interest in everything
connected with that topic, for one hour-
between two and three o'clock this after-
noon - and lie said nothing about any
intimation having been received as to the
slaughter of any cattle. The previous
information I gave the House was on
his authority, and was the result of a
cablegrama which lie sent to London to
ascertain whether such an Order-in-
Council had been passed. On receiving
the reply he communicated it to the other
members of the Government, and it was
fron that reply that I spoke on the pre-
vious occasion. I will take occasion this
afternoon to mention -what the hon. gen-
tleman from Amherst bas said, and will
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inform the Hoiuse to-morrow if we have
any corroborative or contradictory in-
formation on the subject.

The Senate adjourned at 4.40 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Friday, February 25th, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at three
p.mn.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CANADA GUARANTEE COMPANY'S BILL

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the Commit-
tee on Standing Orders and Private Bills,
reported Bill (36) " An Act further to
amend the Act incorporating the Canada
Guarantee Company and to change the
name of the said Company to 'The Guar-
antee Company of North America,"' with
certain amendments.

Hon. Mr. FERRIER moved that the
said amendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

THE CATTLE TRADE WITH ENGLAND.
EXPLANATION.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Before proceeding to the Orders of the
day, I may mention to the House and
particularly to the hon. Senator from
Amherst, that I made inquiry as to the
report which lie lad heard about the
laughter of cattie on their arrival in

England, and the Minister of Agriculture
has no information on the subject, and is
quite confident that if anything of the
kind had occurred Sir Alex. Galt would
have cabled it at once.

S'. VINCENT DE PAUL PENITENTIARY.

MOTIoN.

lon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved:-
"That an humble address be presented to

Ris Excellency the Governor General, praying
that His Excellency will cause to be laid be-
fore this House copies of ail correspondence,
Orders in Council, petitions, Commissions of
Inquiry, returns and other documents con-
nected with an inquiry which has taken place
in 1880, respecting the management and ad-
rninistration of the St. Vincent de Paul Peni-
tentiary by Warden Duchesneau."

lon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

He said : Hon. gentlemen, I sincerely
regret that I have to occupy the time of
the Senate on this question, but the de-
bate which has taken place in another
part of these buildings, as well as many
rumors which have been spread in cer-
tain quarters relative to myseif and the
investigation against the Warden of the
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, lead
me to believe that I would only be doing
my duty to the Government, as well as
to this hon. House, if I should now make
some remarks on the subject mentioned
in my motion. In June, 1879, an hon.
member of the House of Commons (Mr.
Desjardins) and myself, having reasons
to believe that some of the officials of
the Department of Justice, at Ottawa,
had been working in a way to injure the
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, we
both succeeded in having a Commission
appointed to look over and report upon
the matter. Messrs. Tache and Miall
were appointed and received the follow-
ing instructions : "-To make a special
report on the state and management of
the St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary."
Those gentlemen having fulfilled the
duties imposed upon them, laid their
report before the Minister of Justice,
and one of the officials of the Department
was forced to send in his resignation and
leave the Department. This same
report spcaks highly of the general
administration of the Penitentiary
of St. Vincent de Paul, and
I am bounid to say that the compli-
ment was well deserved, the general
management of the institution having
been at that tinte as good as could be ex-
pected. But, hon.gentlemen, the two Coin-
missioners whom I have just now named
lad no particular instructions to inquire
into the private acts of each officer of the
institution. There had been no charges
made against any official of the Peniten-
tiary, neither had the Commissioners any
special orders as to receiving complaints
fron the officials of this institution, and
I may say, as a matter of fact, that
nothing of the kind was asked for or
offered. So that those two gentlemen
could do no more than report upon the
general character of the administration,
and, no doubt, the Warden, the principal
officer, who could give information, did
not consider it his duty to furnish a de-
tailed statement of aill acts of his which
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night not be advantageous to himself.
Consequently nothing uf the Warden's
conduct was made known to the Com-
missioners - and they were bound to re-
port as they did, and as any other
gentlemen would have reported if placed
in the saine position. But this report had
a bad effect upon the Warden, who then
considered that lie had nothing to fear, and
so from that date became more negligent
in the fulfilment of his duties, and more
harsh towards his officers, so that a few
months later it was apparent that the
efficiency of the Penitentiary was dimin-
ishing. Nevertheless, no one, so far as I
am aware, ever thought of complaining ;
neither the member for Laval nor myself
ever dreamed of laying charges against
the Warden. We were here in Ottawa
attending to our Parliamentary duties,
when a telegrain reached me on the 26th
or 27th April last, stating, " We three of
the officers of the Penitentiary, have been
dismissed this morning, without any
rensons whatsoever." I immediately
went to the Minister of Justice and
begged of the hon. gentleman to inform
nie of the reasons for the dismissal of
those men. The hon. Minister answered
that lie knew nothing of those dismissals,
but that lie would inquire. He did so,
and a few days later I was informed that
the Warden had given his reason in the
following words contained in the report
above mentioned of MM. Tache and
Xiall:-

" Upon their admission of guilt, they were,
through the generous pardon of the person
thus offended against, retained by the Warden,
and are reported by him to have since that
date, given no cause of complaint.

"Notwitbstanding the generosity of the
Superior Oflicer in overlooking and freely par-
doning those implicated, we doubt the wisdom
of retaining in position, men who had proved
themselves so utterly recreant to even the
commonest decencies of social intercourse."

The lion. Minister of Justice having en-
tered the Departinent of the President of
the Council, where Mr. Masson was in his
office, and the member for Laval being
there, I asked that the three
officers so disnissed be reinstated, or that
the inquiry asked for by the discharged
officers be granted. The inquiry was
then and there piomised by both Minis-
ters, and Mr. Masson added, that while
he had protected Dr. Duchesneau, he bad
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always stated to his colleague, the Min-
ister of Justice, that the Warden would
have to discharge his duties faithfully.
I defy the gentlemen who were then pre-
sent and whose naines I have mentioned,
to contradict this statement. Such being
the case, Mr. Masson's remarks upon
this saine subject, during the debate
which t9ok place on Wednesday last in
another place, (which remarks are to be
found in the official report of the Com-
mons of the 23rd February instant)
were, to say the least, indecent. Now,
hon. gentlemen, let me call your attention
a second time to the mission of MM.
Tache and Miall ; let me renind you
that tie instructions of the hon. Minister
of Justice to those two gentlemen were
" to make a special report on the sta te
and management of the St. Vincent de
Paul Penitentiary." Their instructions
being of such a general character, these
gentlemen could not possibly enter into
the details of the acts of eaci officer, and
consequently they could only report
as they did on the general
administration of the institution.
But because the general administration
is good, does it logically follow that
there can be nothing wrong -with some
of the officers ? Does it follow that even
when serious charges are made against
some of the officers, they are not to be
inquired into ; and that if proved no
action is to be taken upon them 1 Surely
there is no man possessed of common
sense who would say so. Let me illus-
trate this proposition by facts. The two
Commissioners above naned, Messrs.
Tache and Mial], iii looking over the
books and papers of the Penitentiary
during their general inquiry, nust have
read an entry there made by the Inspec-
tor, wlen lie had to deai with a con-
spiracy which had been entered into by
four officers of the institution with one
Dr. Germain, an outsider, against Dr.
Pominville, surgeon of the institution,
a position to which Dr. Germain aspired.
But the Commissioners had no means of
noting anything further, and had nothing
to do with the question of the com-
plicity of the Warden in this conspiracy.
But the inquiry made last year against
the Warden personally, established the
fact that while he did not encourage the
conspirators by words, lie did so by deeds
during four or five consecutive months.
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The inquiry showed more ; the evidence
given under oath by Dr. Germain him-
self showed that the Warden was in-
formed by him, from time to time, how
things were going on. It shows still
more - that the Warden's attention
having beeri called officially to the con-
spiracy by one of the superior officers,
the Warden answered that he could
not blanie those parties ; that, on the
contrary, he approved of their conduct.
Now, if that be so, what Government
would keep at the head of such an im-
portant institution a man who could
have acted so 1 Do not the following
words, which I find in the report of
Messrs. Tache and Miall show that
such an officer ought to be dismissed at
once

"We could not pass by the IncLient unno-
ticed, or without recording our condemnation
of an offence which, being in itself a grave
moral wrong, showed at the same time on the
part of the wrong-doers a fatal want of the
proper esprit de corps which should animate a
body of men who, above all others, have to rely,
sometimes in the face of the great perils, upon
the honest dealings towards and generous help
of each other."

Bear in mind also that the rales of peni-
tentiaries, sanctioned by Parliament, are
most stringent on this point. How could
Messrs. Tache and Miall, charged with
suchl a general investigation, fini out
that the Warden had been absent one-
third of his time, and sometimes as fre-
quently as fifteen to eighteenl days a
month 1 Those gentlemen had no neans
of ascertainLinlg tiis, blir, in a spil in-
quiyy against tha Warden the fact was
established to the satisfaction of any
reader of the evidence. Those two gen-
tlemen, with the instructions they were
to act upon, could not find out how the
Varden had complied with rule 258,

which read, as follows :
" RULE 258-If any officer come to the prison

with the appearance or odor of liquor upon
him; or shall fall asleep on duty * * * ;
or be guilty of a gross negieet of duty, * * ;
of frequenting taverns he shall be
dismissed."

But this was easily ascertained in the
last inquiry. Neither were they bound
by their instructions to ask from the
Subaltern officers whether they hid any
complaints tD lay against the Warden.
Not being asked, none of the officers
Complained, and so everything which

lon. Mr. Bellero8e.

appeared showed that things worked
smoothly, while in the last inquiry the
brutality of the Warden, his rudeness
towards a part of his staff, his

partiality, etc., were easily estabLshed.
The Commissioners could not discover,
unless their attention was called to the
fact, how far the Warden had complied
with the 13th Rule of the Penitentaries
of the Dominion, which is as follows :-

" RL 13.-For all which purposes he shall
see every prisoner not in hospital at least once
every day. fie shall make regular visits to
every part of the prison, setting down in the
daily journal the particular portion inspected
by him during the day. * * * "

Neither could those two gentlemen, under
their instructions, go so far into the de-
tails as to discover what has since been
fully established by the last inquiry,
namely : that the majority of the officers
of that institution,the same who have been
heard in support of the charges, during
the inquiry, lad always suffered patient-
ly the ill-treatment they experiencod
from the Warden, as proved, while the
minority, those who vere the friends of
the Warden, wvho were his pets, never
hesitated to abuse the Warden behind
his back, and some of theni went even so
far as to curse him and call him by nanes
which I cannot repeat here but which
will be found in the evidence.
None of those charge-s having been laid
before the two Commissioners, for the
reasons already given, they were not in-
quired into, nor were many others which
are to be found in the papers that I now
ask for. But when the Warden dis-
missed the four officers who had conspired
with Dr. Germain two years before, and
who lad been pardoned by the Inspec-
tor and by both Ministers of Justice
(Hon. Mr. Laflamme and Hon. Mr. Mac-
donald), and when they had made known
to me the whole story, I could then make
up my mind and come to the conclusion
that the Warden and uot the officers ought
to have been dismissed for that con-
spiracy. Such was the conclusion I ar-
rived at. I was in duty bound, there-
fore, to stand by those nien and recom-
mend their prayer for an inquiry, so
that justice might he done and the
guilty (whether it should happen to be
the Warden or his subordinate officers)
should be punished, and not the inno-
cent.' This inquiry, as I said before,
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was granted. The charges were investi-
gated, and the consequence was the dis-
missal of Dr. Duchesneau, as Warden.
Vhen the papers are laid before the

House, lion. gentlemen will see that no
government could have failed to dismiss
an official under such circumstances.
Now, hon. gentlemen, let me refer to the
motives - political, it is said - that I
am accused of having been actuated by
when asking for this inquiry - and let
me say that anyone making such in-
sinuation must either speak in ignor-
ance of what the facts are, or lie must be
a man who states what lie knows to be
untrue. I challenge any man to state
that I have not, on all occasions, spoken
favorably of the Warden and of his ad-
muinistration, thou gh I was aware, as the
papers will show, how the Warden
treated his cficers - even the superior
officers - from the very begiiing of his
administration, and I had occasion, in
due course of time, to discover many of
the facts which now form part of the evi-
dence against the Warden. This course
I followed under the conviction that the
good sense of the Warden would make
him feel that while we treated him so
well he ought to reciprocate, and not pro-
voke us. I did more: to convince the
Warden that though I spoke so highly
of himself and of his administration, I
knew how things were going. I rose one
day in my seat in the Senate (April,
1877), and after laving paid a conpli-
ment, well desei ved, to the then Minister
of Justice (Hon. Mr. Blake), I went on
to question the accuracy of the reports of
the officers of St. Vincent de Paul Peni-
tentiary in the following manner

'- It was a Rreat pleasure to him (Mr. Belle,
rose) to be able to congratulate the hon. Min-
ister of Justice on bis efforts in that direction
(changes in the personnel of the staff) and the
success which had so far attended them. The
impartiality shown by that hen. Minister
(Mr. Blake) in those circumstances, lie was
bound to acknowledge was something to
which they had not been accustomed under
the adminitration of his predecessor in office.

* *à Now, he could tell hon.
gentlemen that the report on the penitentia-
ries of the Dominion was a good proof that
the Government inigit sometimes be misled
by their own officers. Having gone over the
reports of the different employees of the Gov.
ernment, at the Penitentiary of St. Vincent de
Paul, he (Mr. Bellerose) regretted to have tc,
say that they did not ail contain such a cor-
rect etatement of facts as the Government and
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Parliament were entitled to receive at the
hands of those public servants. But, as he
had said, it was not extraordinary if it some-
times happened that Ministers so misled did
what was wrong, believing that they were
doing what was right. Having stated se
much he would not add anything more,
hoping that the few words he had uttered
might have their good effect, and belp the
hon. Minister to achieve the end he seemed to
aim at-the administering of su ch institutions
apart froxù ail political influence and party
feelings."

Having stated so much from my seat in
the Senate in April, 1877, that is to say,
fifteen months after Dr. Duchesneau had
entered upon his duties as Warden, I
was happy to hear some veeks later, in
June, if my momory serves me well, that
the then Minister of Justice (lon. Mr.
Laflamme) had ordered that a letter
should be sent to the Warder, warning
the officials against mixing in politics.
But tlis recommendation had no effect,
and things continued as they lad been
before, and never changed up to the time
of the inquiry. Then, in 1878, the con-
spiracy against the surgeon of the
institution, favored by the Warden,
as already stated, caine Up: Did
J, or did anyone else try to injure
the Warden ? No ; on the contrary,
wishing, as I did, to protect the Warden
and give him time to see the error of his
way, I at once left for Montreal, where
_ knew the Minister of Justice (Hon.
Mr. Laflanmme) was, and, having met
hîin, I told hin everything about the
conspiracy, adding that if he (as personal
as well as a political friend of Dr. Du-
chesneau) did not put a stop to that
shaneful intrigue I would feel it my
duty to lay before Lim charges against
the Warden, whiclh would lead to the
disnuissal of his friend. Mr. Laflamme
promised that we should hear no more of
that conspiracy ; but, though ordered to
let the inatter drop, the Warden tried
again, some weeks later, to give a chance
to the conspirators, but this second trial
was not more successful than the first ;
neither was the thiâd attempt which was
made later. Though such conduct on
the part of the Warden might well have
excited against him the ill-feelings of his
political adversaries, yet no one that I
know of ever dreamt of calling hini to
account for it or for any other charges
that they might have laid against him.
And it was only when he (the Warden)
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disiissed the four officers who had taken
part in the conspiracy against
Dr. Pominville, as I have already
stated, and when those four officers
had made known the whole of the facts
and asked for an inquiry agairist the
Warden (who had, as I have already stated,
favored the conspiracy) that I thought
could not refuse to recommend the hon.
Minister of Justice to coniply with their
praver that a thoroughi incuiry should be
granted. I may fairly challenge any man
to show that I at any time failed to stand
by the Warden, and when the papers
which I ask for are produced they will
show whvat my animus toward the War-
den bas always been. I have b'een
amazed at the character of the debates
which took place in another part of these
buildings on Wednesday last, and were it
not that those debates were officially re-
ported I could hardly have believed that
mnen of standing such as a late N inister
of the Crown should have assumed such a
position as that taken on that occasion
by Mr. Masson. That gentlemen is
reported to have stated:-

" And when I saw people wishinz to get
rid of Dr.Duchesneau,was it not iny duty,hav-
ing seen the results of his administration, to
See that an efficient officer was not dismissed
because he was a political opponent of ours.
That officer was, however, dismissed, etc., etc."

I may here remark that during the whole
time the investigation into Dr. Duches-
ieau's administration was going on Mr.
Masson was a member of the Govern-
Ment, and consequently be could have
satisfied himself on this most important
point, namely, that though the Warden
mnight have been an eflicient officer, yet
he might also have been a man that ought
lot to be at the head of such an institu-

tion. Mr. Masson could also have satis-
fled himself, at the time, of the number
and of the importance of the charges laid
against his protege; he could also have
looked into the evidence given on both
Sides, and then made up his mind. Had
he done so, he would not have placed
himself in the ridiculous position lie as-
sumed during the debate I have alluded
to. For my part, if 1 did not know that
Mr. Masson had resigned his seat in the
Government of the day on account of bad
health, I would be inclined to look at his
conduct in this instance as that of a
traitor, but I prefer regarding it in cuite

Hon. M1r- Bellerose-

another light and say that to his bad
health must be partly attributed his un-
wise conduct; while the other part is, no
doubt, attributable to Mr. Masson's fear
that if Dr. Duchnesneau should return to
Terrebonne, lie might give him in future
even more trouble in election times than
he hias given him in the past.
It seems also that Mr. Masson has lost
ail confidence in his late colleagues since
lhe expresses great doubts as to the nleces-
sity of the dismissal of Dr. Duschesneau
but bas Mr. Masson forgotten that a
political friend of the Warden was sent
to take part in the inquiry, and could
lie not have gone to that gentleman and
asked what was bis opinion as to Dr.
Duchesneau's dismissal h Surely, if Mr.
Masson has now so little confidence in
his late colleagues, the opinion of a gen-
tleman of the standing of Mr. Lash would
have been acceptable to him. Mr. Mas-
son is also reported to have stated

I know that wardens of pemtentiaries,
against whom I wish to say nothing, have
been discharged, or rather their services were
dispensed with, and who are now receiving
allowances of $1,oo a year as gratuity, while
Dr. Duchesneau, who took charge of St. Vin-
cent de Paul Penitentiary when it was in the
bad condition, and at the low standard de-
scribed in the report of Messrs. Tache and
Miall, instead of being treated as other ward-
ens had been treated, had been dismissed, his
salary being stopped froin the day of fis dis-
missal."

Now, bon. gentlemen, I emphatically
deny that a single case eau be found
where an official, after having had grave
charges laid against him and proved,
bas ever been dismissed and reccived
a gratuity at the same time of $1,000
a year. J also deny that the Warden,
that Mr. Masson bas alluded to as re-
ceiving a gratuity of $1,000 a year, bas
ever been dismissed, or that his services
have ever been dispensed with. That
official, on the contrary, resigned on ac-
count of bad health, and so could not be
deprived of his superannuation. Such
are the facts. And those facts show how
weak the case of the late Warden is,
when his friends - those who wislh to
protect hini - are bound to compare his
administration with that of his pre-
decessor. Why, hon. gentlemen, it is
well known throughout the length and
breadth of the Province of Quebec that
when Dr. Duchesneau took the warden.
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ship, thei Penitentiary was no peni-
tentiary at all. The then Warden hav-
ing been sick for months, his energy had
gone to such an extent that the different
workshops of the institution had to be
closed, and the convicts left without
work for months. As for discipline,
scarcely any was maintained. This state
of things had gone so far that though the
then Warden was a Conservative, the
Conservative press began to reproach the
Governient for their neglect in permit-
ting the institution to le ruined.
It was when the Warden had
resigned that Dr. Duchesneau was
appointed. No doubt during the first
period of th& administration of Dr.
Duchesneau good progress was made, and
the evidence heard during the inquiry
shows that such was the case ; but that
evidence also shows that during 1879
and 1880, that is to say, after the in-
vestigation by Messrs. Tache and Miall,
the institution lad retrograded by the
negligence of the Warden to attend to
his duties regularly. I cannot resune
my seat without expresing my
deep regret at the conduct of
a tien Minister of the Crown
during the whole tiie this inquiry
lasted, from its beginning in May until
some weeks ago. Mr. Masson ought to
understand now, if lie then did not, that
even when protecting a friend, there is a
limit which, when overstepped, injures
the protector. The stand that that
gentleman took on Wednesday last in
another part of these buildings
on this very question, when
under the influence of extreme passion,
lie rose in bis place and bitterly re-
proached his late, colleagues for the dis-
inissal of Dr. Duchesneau. admitting,
at the same time, that lie did not know
anything about the nature of the charges
laid against that official; nor about the
evidence given in support of those
charges, is good evidence to me that Mr.
Masson lias been, and is still, entirely
influenced by Mr. Duchesneau's reports
to himself, and it also shows conclusively
that the different stories circulated at
the time in the Village of St. Vincent de
Paul after each visit of Dr. Duchesneau
to Mr. Masson, during the time of the
inquiry, originated at Mr. Masson's, and
that he is the responsible 'party. No
doubt Mr. Masson may answer that Dr.
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Duchesneau violated confidence by re-
peating words spoken between them,
but for all that a Minister of the Crown
is not less responsible for his
utterances and for the choice
of his friends than anyone else.
Since the beginning of this investigation,
in May last, the village of St. Vincent
de Paul bas been full of such rumors as
these :-" The Warden cared very little
about lis accusers ; ho was strongly sup-
ported by members of the Government;
Mr. Masson Lad promised that his head
would fall from bis shoulders before the
Warden would be dismissed ; a few
weeks more and the Warden would re-
turn to the Penitentiary and be rein-
stated, and then the whole of his accusers
in the Penitentiaiy would be turned out
of office, etc." Tliese are some of the
rumors that prevailed in the village.
Hon. gentlemen will understand what
must have been the anxiety of the Peni-
tentiary oflicials when such menaces
came to tleir ears, and this will explain
why some of the officers who.
were called to give evidence ob-
jected to answer in a straightforward
manner some of the questions put to
them. While the Warden took this
course, 1, on the contrarv, always pre-
served silence on all matters connected
with the case. It is on account of this
that even the gentleman (the member for
Laval, Mr. Ouimet), who joined me in
recomnending the prayer of the peti-
tioners for an inquiry, -was forced to
state, in another place, on Wednesday
last, that he did not kinow anything of
the evidence given. Hlaving explained
the whole case, and made known the re-
lative position of all interested parties, I
will now conclude my remîarks by press-
ing the motion of which I have given
notice.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - 1
am sure that my hon. friend from De
Lanaudiere will not think I am, treating
hirm with any want of respect if I do not
follow hiin in his long speech on this
subject. . The Government bas been
somewhat unfortunate in dealing with
the St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary.
Warden after Warden has been appoint-
ed and has not successfully managed the
institution. Complaints have been made,.
and from time to time changes have
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taken place necessarily. Tie Warden to
whom allusion ias been made, Dr. Du-
chesneau, succeeded for a time, as my
hon. friend ias stated, iii managing the
affairs of the Penitentiary success-
fully. Complaints were made against
him, which were duly investigated, and
the result was that the Minister of Jus-
tice felt it necessary that the Warden
should be dismissed. Whether the
Minister· of Justice was right
or wrong in coming to that
decision is tho subject on which the lion.
gentleman dilated. My hon. friend be-
lieved that ie was right, and that the
evidence justified the War den's dismissal.
In another place hon. iembers expressed
the belief that the Minister of Justice
was wrong in so deciding, and that the
investigation should not have been at-
tended with that result, but should have
been conducted in sone more conclusive
manner. But whatever may be the
opinion on that point, there is nothing,
so far as the Governinent is concerned, to
extenuate or defend. It is always an
anxious task to deal with the peniten-
tiaries, and every Minister of Justice is
desirous of upholding anyone at the head
of the Penitentiary, because it is an
onerous, delicate, and responsible posi-
tion, and, one in whici the Warden is
entitled to the support, saî far as it can
reasonably be given, of the Minister of
Justice. When Dr. Duchesneau was dis-
mnissed, it was with great reluctance, and
only because in the opinion of the
Minister of Justice, the inquiry called
for the due administration of the func-
tions of his oflice. I think, at all events,
that that can be said with great safety.
I shall not enter further into the discus-
sion. The hon. gentleman assumes thrat
the members of this House know more
about this subject than they really do -
more than I do. I did not hear Mr.
Masson's speech, and it is not
for me to defend him. I am
sure that his character stands so
higli in the opinion of everybody who
now listens to me, that the Hlouse will
be disposed to form opinions carefully
and slowly in the direction that my hon.
friend's remarks tended. However, I
do not propose to enter into that. I am
only sorry that my hon. friend ias found
it necessary in a 1 discussion in this
Hlouse to attack an lion. gentleman occu-
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pying a distinguished position in the
other branch of the Legislature. With
regard to the papers thenuselves, thev
have been rmoved for* elsewlhere,
and will probably be brought down
there ; but if not subnitted there they
will, if this addressis passed, be brouglit
down here. They will probably be pro-
duced and go to the Printing Committee,
add from the excitement that this affair
lias occasioned in the Province of Quebec,
ie ordered to be printed by the Printing
Committee. So, I suppose whether they
are brought down in answer to this ad-
dress, or in answer to a similar motion
elsowhere, will make no difference - it
will serve the object the hon. gentleman
has in view. So far as the Government
are concerned, we have no objection to
the address.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE - I uave
notice of this motion only after hei ing
the discussion in the other House. As
I had asked for the inquiry, and had
pushed it myself, it was thought in the
other House tiat my name could be used
freely, and so it was, and inembers of
the other House who used it were quite
right in doing so, provided I had a chance
to reply. As I could not be heard in
the other Ilouse, I thought I could,
in asking for the papers here, draw at-
tention to the facts, so that at all events
the public might have my answer to
those who had spoken on the subject in
the other House. I may say that I
slîuld never have asked for tie papers
myself, if others had not taken the ini-
tiative. Some friends of Dr. Duchesneau
having corne to me, and reproached me
for the harsh manner in which I had
treated him, I explained the facts as 1
have stated thèmin to-day. Wien they
heard the wiole statement they
changed their minds, and asked me
for the sake of Dr. Duchesneau's fanily,
not to cail for the papers or ask to have
therm printed, as they would certainly
injure Dr. Durciesneau. I said I would
not call for them, although Dr. Duches-
neau had injured me in every place he
had occasion to visit, reporting falsely
everything connected with the inquiry.
I did not give this notice, as I have al-
ready stated, until after the close of the
debate on the subject in the other House,
and after the papers asked for had been
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granted tiere. But I thouglit it but certain representations had been made
was necessary then to bring the matter to him that it vould ho very unpop9lar
up here, that this House and the in the western portion of New Bruns-
country miglt have a true statement of wick, as it would ho a special tax on the
the case. poor fishermen. He suggested that the

The motion was agreed to. inspection law shouhi ho extended tan ~ apples. Thie expert of' apples front the
PETROLEUM INSPECTION BILL. Maritime Provinces vas aýsuing lare

THIRD READING. POpOdiOns, but it w lind ta be a
risky business, o\ving to tho fact that

Hon. Mr. AIKINS noved the third t
reading of Bill (L) " An Act to amend t aino uic

t n ontinedthequantity or qual ity relire-
the Petroleuni Inspection Act of 1880." sentect by the soîleN. If the Inspection
Before the Bill was read the third time Act vet
lie wished to correct a statenient lie had re not n thes o tb
made the other day, in reply to the lion. icure und in the te ofahi cr
menber fron Wallace, that the cost of the fruit is vhat it is ie 1 -t'sented ta be,
the instrument for testinîg )etroleul it would ho a great advantage ta slip-
would be $25 or $30 eaci. He had since and render
learnedi that ilie cost would be $15, and hit xr e a
the price of the thermomueter would bring

it Upwere . ~' Hon. Mr. IREESOIl, wliile admiitcingitupto about $22. They wereAmerican
instruments, but they were inade in n
Canada and could be purchased at less spectian cf praduets in<led for shîp-
cost than instruments in the old country. t o r

as a ruie, insp)ection of produce for the
The Bill was read the third time and hane maîkets shauld bo permissive. le

passed. did net think the inspection cf apples

1_'ÇPECT0ù,ý LA AMEDMET BIL.vas practicable, because it wvoffd involve
INSPECTIONs much trouble and expense in opning

THIRD READING. barrels and exarning fruit.

The House went into Conmuîittee cf Hon. Mr. KAULACII cnsidered
the Whole on Bill (49) " An Act to am- that the inspectiOn cf fish wasef mare
end the Inspection Act of 1874 and the benefit te the trade and te the public at
Acts amending it." large than the small fce charged for in-

Hon Mr. AIKINS said that whencoing as lie did
this .mesre waI Ns st bfo thot lies fromn one cf the largest fisli Cexportingthis measure was last before the House

he s oke of an amendment hpincr made counties in Nova Scotia, mad fet ii vas in

bu crai1epeenatos a be-md

to it to permit pickled fish to be sent
from one inspection district to another
for the purpose of inspection. That
amendment, when placed in his hand,
lie found was not satisfactory to the trade,
and it was thought better to defer it until
further information should be obtained
in reference to it. He moved the adop-
tion of the first clause.

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD objected to
the compulsory inspection of smoked
herring as being a hardship to poor fish-
ermen. However, as this Bill was for
the purpose of reducing the inspection fee
one-half, it would place them in a better
position than they were under the exist-
ing law.

Hon. Mr. DEVER did not wisli to be
considered as being opposed to this Bill,

lHon. Vr. Bellerose.

the interest of fisiermen tiat tley shiould,
have the privilege of having their fish
inspected at whatever place they consid-
ered it was best ta their advantage. If
the fisherman considered that Lis fish
would bring a better price by being in-
spected at the point of shipment, he
should have the option of having the in-
spection made then. At present it was
a matter open to dispute, and gentlemen
interested in the trade held different
views on the subject. However, lie
hoped that by the next session of Parlia-
nient something definite would be decided
upon in that respect.

Hon. Mr. LEWIN said the measure
would have an injurious effect upon the
lishermen of the County of Charlotte.
There were a large number of fishermen
who resided along the Passamaquoddy
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Bay for a distance of twenty miles. They
last year caught and cured for export
about 600,000 boxes of herring. If the
inspector was obliged to travel up and
down that twenty miles of coast it would
be difficult to collect the fees for inspec-
tion, and if the fishermen were obliged to
bring their fish to a certain point to be
inspected it would be a great hardship to
them, as they were generally poor men.
If the Government could see their way
to exempt the fishermen of the County
of Charlotte from the compulsory inspec-
tion, he would not have so nuch objection
to the measure.

lon. MIr. AIKINS said. that the
exaction of an inspection fee on any
commodity was rather unpopular to the
producer, and experience had shown that
permissive inspection was not satisfactory.
The point bas been raised by my hon.
friend fromt St. John, as to the difficulty
of getting an inspector wlo would travel
along the coast to make the inspections.
He (Mr. Aikins) supposed the course
pursued hy inspectors was to appoint

agents, who furnished security for the
proper performance of their duty. Ife
did not see how the County of Charlotte
could be exeiripted from a law that extend-
ed to all the other counties of the Pro-
vince of New Brunswick. As to the
point raised by the hon. gentleman from
Lunenburg, the attention of the Depart-
ment had been called to it; but they did
not see how it could be donc. Apples
could not be handled like fish ; it would
he troublesome and expensive, and the
compulsory inspection of apples was
impracticable.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT thought there was
some misconception with regard to this
Act. The law was not compulsory only
in districts where the Government ap-
pointed inspectors, and inspectors were
only appointed at the request of the local
representative. This Bill did not effect
the principle of the Inspection Law at all;
it was only to reduce the inspection fee.

Hon. Mr. DEVER would not go as
far as his hon. colleague from St. John
(Mr. Lewin) and say that the whole
County of Charlotte should be exempted
fron the operation of this law, but there
was a portion of the County - the por-
tion opposite Eastport, up as far as St.

lon. 3Mr. Lewin.

Stephen, that might be relieved from it.
However, as the Minister of Inland
Revenue had stated, it was a very diffi-
cult thing to do, and, as long as there was
a general law on the Statute book, the
fishermen of that district would have to
take their chances like the others. He
again urged the necessity for compulsory
inspection of apples coming in large
quantities into the cities' if it can be
practically accomplished.

Hon. Mr. MILLER could not under-
stand what apples had to do vith the
question before the House. They were
not discussing the principle of the in-
spection law, but an amendment to a
comparatively unimportant section of
that law. He did iot approve of the
stringent enactients which now stand
on the Statute book in reference to this
important subject, and he hoped Parlia-
ment would have an opportunity next
session of expressing their views on the
question. He rose practically to object
to the exemption desired to be introduced
into the Bill by the hon. gentlemen fron
New Brunswick. It would be unfair to
the peoplle wlio were engaged in the same
business in Nova Scotia if they wvould be
compelled to pay a tax for the inspection
of their fisi while a section of the neigh-
boring province was permitted to send
its fish to market without inspection.
The Bill before the House was merely an
amelioration of the existing law, as it
reduced the fees at present exacted for
the inspection of fish.

Hon. Mr. ARCHIBALD, from the
Committee, reported the Bill without
amendments.

The Bill was then read the third time

and passed.

NAPIERVILLE JUNCTION RAILWAY
BILL.

TIIRD READING.

lon. Mr. BUREAU moved concur.
rence in the amendments made by the
Select Committee of Railways, Tele-
graphs and larbors to Bill (A) "An Act
to incorporate the Napierville Junction
Railway and Quarry Company."

The motion was agreed to, and .the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

Kapierville Junction Riailwvay.Bill. 44A1
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TEMPERANCE ACTS AMENDMENT B1LL.

SECOND READING.
lon. Mr. VTDAL moved the second

reading of Bill (M) " An Act to explain
and further amend the Canada Temper-
ance Act, 1878. and the Act of 1879
amending the sanie." He said : This is
the same Bill, with the exception of a
slight alteration, as one which was
adopted in this House last session. It
will be in the memory of lion. gentlemen
that last year the Bill came back to us
from the House of Commons with a very
important clause added to it - a clause
so distasteful to the pronoter and friends
of the Bill in this Chamber that the
ineasure was thrown out. As the princi-
ple involved in that clause has already
been discussed in the House of Commons,
and disposed of by a negative vote, thus
admitting the wisdom of the course pur-
sued by the &enate last year, I presume
there will be no difliculty getting your
assent to the Bill, and obtaining the
amendments which are necessary for the
easy working of the existing law. There
is no new principle involved in the Bill.
It is merely supplying some legislation
for parts of the law which are found to
ibe defective.

rlHere the lion. gentleman gave a sum-
mary of the details of the Bill, and ex-
plained why the amendiments were
needed.]

lion. Mr. KAULBACII - I do not
sec anything particularly objectionable in
this Bill, but really a measure of this
nature emanating from my hon. friend is
received by me with a great deal of sus-
picion. What reasonable plan on this
subject can comle from him î His views,
and the views of gentlemen like liniself,
are that th.e use of liquor of itself is a
sin and an evil, no matter how moder-
ately used.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL - We are not
going into the principle of the law.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH - Truc,
but we should do so. His view is that
the use per se is a sin, and the sale of it
is consequently a heinous offence. In
that, I do not believe the hon. gentleman
represents a majority of Canadians. The
great mass of temperance men are not
total abstainers. The large bulk of the
people - the vast majority of the Cana-

Bon. fr. Vidal.

dians - are temperate in their habits.
They are the real temperance men, they
are nieither drunkards nor total abstain-
ers. They know how to use the good
things of this would without abusing
thei, and measures of this kind should
emanate, not from wild enthusiasts with
extreme prejudices, but from people who
can see and reason fairly in temperance.
Those who represent, and will not legis-
late ,in advance of, public opinion, or
stamp an act as a crime which public
opinion does not consider immoral, such
are the views of the majority of the popu-
lation of Canada. The public sentiment
of the country does not favor those mea-
sures, so extremely unpopular and un-
practicable. Temperance organizations
are certainly very effective, productive of
good, but must not be coercive, and
exercise an influence oyer the laws of the
country which does not meet with the
approval of the majority in the various
sections of the Dominion, and, until we
have a clearly recorded majority of the
people believing that it is necessary to be
total abstainers, laws of this kind must
be futile. You cannot force men to be
total abstainers by acts of Parliament.
I believe you must educate the people up
in moral sentiment, and get a majority of
them in favor of the law, otherwise such
extreme temperance acts will demoral-
ize the commnîity, and, instead of being
a benefit, vill only tend to incite the
people to disregard the laws, to violate
the laws of the country and bring them
into contempt. Why not strike at the
roots - the manufacture, the importa-
tion, the higli places in which wines
and other alcoholic beverages are used
temperately i Why not punish the user
of it ? Let the public be convinced that
it is a sin to drink wine ; if not wrong
to drink it, it is not wrong to sell it. I
am, andt have always been, in favor of
temperance laWs and regulations to stop
the abuse, but not the use, which has
existed and will exist for all time.

lon. Mr. A LMON - If the Bill
introduced by the lion, gentleman was one
which legislated against drunkenîness, 1,
as a medical man, would be the last to
object to it, because nobody sees the evil
of intemperance more than a medical
Man, but the object of the measure is to
put down the drinking, moderate or
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otherwise, of stimulating liquors, whether
spirits, wine or malt, which is quite a
different thing. If it even went to the
fountain head, the measure woald have
my perfect concurrence. It was said in
old times that the laws were like spiders'
webs which got the small flies, and let
the large ones go through. And that is
the case with these temperance laws.
Take the case of Halifax. Iler trade
from the West Indies is chiefly in sugar,
rum and molasses. Rum is brought in
large cargoes and stored on the wharves,
and sold by the wholesale merchants to
the retail dealers, whose shop, in many
cases, is at the head of the wharf. You
crush ont the small dealer and impose
heavy' tines on him if this law goes
into operation, which subjects their
wives and children, in some cases,
to poverty, while the rich man im-
ports the liquor in large quantites, and
escapes any punishment. You may say
we cannot attack that trade, because
there is a revenue derivec froma it. I
doubt the morality of that; and, if the
Dominion derives a benefit from the im-
port duty, does not the city derive a
benefit from licenses paid by the retail
dealers 1 The use of liquors is allowed by
the Bible. Medical men order it in some
cases. A great benefit is frequently de-
rived from its use. For my own part, I
think a man who is overworked requires
stimulants. Now, if yon would be con-
sistent and pass a law by which, not only
the man who gets drunk, but the person
who supplies him with the liquor, whether
lie imbibes it with his legs under the nma-
hogany of a gentleman or over the coun-
ter of a log but, should be fined, vou
vould soon see an improvement; but,

when you content yourself with coning
down ou the small dealer who sells by
the glass, and allow the rich merchant to
import his liquor by the hogshead, you
have not the feeling of the community
with you, and unless you have public
sentiment on your side you cannot en-
force such laws. Supposing yon had
what yon choose to cali a pain in your
Stomach, in Portland, for instance, do you
think you would have any trouble at ali
in getting a glass of brandy ?

Hon. Mr. DICKEY -- Not the least.

lion. Mr. ALMON - I am not going
to oppose this measure at this stage ; but,

Hon. M1r. Alnbon.

if vou will introduce a bill to attack the
vice at the fountain-head, I should be
very glad to vote for it.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD - I feel honored
at being asked to second this Bill. This
is not the proper occasion to discuss the
principle of the Temperance law. The
measure before the House is merely one
for the purpose of making the operation
of the Scott Act easier. No doubt there-
is a great deal of diversity of sentiment
on the subject of temperance legislation,
but I do not hesitate to say that it has
benefitted the Province of Manitoba very
much, and I am quite sure it will con-
tinue to do good. The Scott Act has
been adopted in a considerable portion of
Manitoba, and I should not be surprised
if within a short time it should be hy the
whole province, as it has been in Pince
Edward Island. It has been said that
Winnipeg is an exceedingly intemperate
city; yet I believe that, if the people of
that place were called 'upon to record
their votes upon this law, there would be
a large majority in favor of it. No doubt
there are a great many hotels and saloons
in Winnipeg, but that is because it is a
new place, and there are a great many
strangeis continually coming there, so
that such bouses must be tolerated. Most
of the disorder which occurred there from
time to time should not be attributed to
the people of Winnipeg, but to strangers
who came there for the first time, and
who, in the novelty of their situations,
ant from feelings of loneliness from being
so far away from home, think they must
do something extraordinary. The drunk-
enness of suich people should not be
attributed to the population of Winnipeg,
wiho are quite as hionest and temperate as
any other population in any part of the
Duîninion. I gladly second the motion,
and shall always be happy to assist my
bon. friend in any way that I can in bis
advocacy of the teimperance cause.

lon. Mr. VIDAL -On a proper
occasion, and before a proper audience, I
am quite ready to break a lance on behalf
of the temperance cause with the lion.
gentlemen who have spoken in opposition
to the Bill, but on an occasion of this
kind, when the principle of the Act of
1878 lias been aflirmed by the House,
and where the present Bill simply con-
tains a few anendments to the general
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Act to facilitate its working, I think this
is not the time for a discussion on the
general question of legislative prohlibi-
tion.

The Bill vas read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 5.20 p.m.

T[IE SENATE.

Jouday, February 28th, 158i.

The Speaker took the chair at thrce

Prayers and routine proceeigs.

CONSOLIDATED RAILWAY ACT AM END-
MENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
moved the second reading of Bill (N)
" An Act to amend the Consolidated
Railway Act, 1879." He said : This is
a Bill which bas been looked forward to
with some interest on account of a
promise which was made during the
discussion in the respective Houses of
Parliament, upon the subj.ect of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Bill, that a
measure would be introduced to define
the meaning of the word "capital," as
used in the Railway Act of 1879. The
House will, I am sure, remember that
when discussing the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Bill, some doubts arose in the
minds of many hon. gentlemen as to
the meaning of that word as used
in the Consolidated RailwaY Act,
and introduced in the Pacifie
lRailway Bill. The provision in the
Bill enabled the Government, when-
ever the Company should have earned
ten per cent. on the capital invested in
the construction of the road, to diminish
the tolls ; but it was urged that that
provision anounted to very little, since
the capital invested in the construction
of the road would be an enormous sum,
and the earnings of the road would
never reach ten per cent., at least, not
reach ten per cent. for a very indefinite
period. On the part of the Government
it was urged that the word "capital " did
not mean the whole amount invested in
construction, butmerely the portion con-
tributed by the Company; and, therefore,

Hon. Mr. Vidal.

whenever the earnings of the road should
have reached 10 per cent. on the capital
invested in the construction of the road
by the Company, the Governor in Council
might diminish the tolls. It was urged
by those who supported the Bill that this
was the true construction of the Act as
it stood, but, lest there should be anv
danger, ané. to guard against it by way
of unusual precaution, it was promised
hat a bill should be introduced to make

that point perfectly clear, and define ac-
curately and closely that the word " cap-
ital " as used in the Bill should mean
nothing more than the suma invested by
the Company in the road, to the
exclusion of subsidies and bonuses
granted by Governrnent. This Bill
incl udes that provision amongst others,
and I think the clause will, in the opin-
ion of hon. gentlemen, entirely meet the
doubt which arose in the mind of some
who discussed the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Bill. The language of the clause is:

.I«he said word capital' as usea in te
said sub-section meant and means the paid-up
stock and share capital of the Company, with
interest added for periods during which no
dividend is paid, to the exclusion of all sub-
sidies and bonuses and of the debt of the
Company: And this interpretation of the
said word shall apply to all railway compa-
nies aifected by the said sub-section or by any
amendments et the said sub-section in which
the said word is used, which is or shal be
incorporated with the special act or charter
of any railway company.".

The hon. gentleman who leads the Op-
position asked particularly during the
discussion of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way measure, whether this Bill, which I
then promised, would exclude expressly,
and said that it ought to exclude express-
ly, subsidies, and seemed a little incredu-
lous when I informed him that such
would be the language of the Bill, and it
will be observed that the clause not only
says that the capital stock shall be what
the Company pays in, but it adds that it
shall be only that, to the exclusion of all
subsidies and bonuîses. A point that
was not mentioned in that discussion, be-
cause it was of minor importance, and
was one which, when once it came to be
mentioned, would secure the approba-
tion of the House, was that this paid-up
capital should be increased by the interest
upon it during those periods when the
Company was not earning any dividend.

Ailmendmzent -Bill.
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The language of the Bill now under con-
sideration in this clause entirely meets, I
think, the doubt and difficulties which
beset the minds of some hon. mem-
bers. There are two other points
bearing upon the application of this
clause which seem to need a re-
mark or two in order to make
them perfectly clear, so as, if possible, to
leave no lingering apprehension behind
in the matter. It will be observed in
the first place the clause says : " The
paid-up stock or share capital of the Com-
pany, to the exclusion of subsidies and
bonuses." IL may be suggested that the
word "subsidy" does not mean land
grant, but if hon. members will turn to
the Canadian Pacific Railway Bill, they
will see that the word " subsidies " was
used with the purpose of including both
the land subsidy and the money
subsidy, and was used designedly for
that purpose. I was a party to
the preparation of that Bill, and
we thouglt, after considering the point,
and were looking up the exact nean
ing of the word " subsidy," that it would
be more advisable to apply it both to
money and land aid, and the House will
find in sub-section A of the 9th clause of
the Canadian Pacific Railway Act, as
passed during the present session,
that the subsidies of land, as well as of
muoney, are spoken of by that word.
The language of the 9th clause is as fol-
ows : -

« In consideration of the premises the Gov-
ernment agree to grant to the Company a sub-
sidy in money of $25,000,000, and in land of
25,000,000 acres, for whiclh subsidies the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacific Railway shall
bc completed. * * *

Then sub-section A is as follows:-

" The said sutsidy in money is hereby
divided and appropriated. * * *

" And the said subsidy in land is herebydivided and appropriated. * * • "

So that there need be no lingering
apprehension as to the meaning of the
Word " subsidvy" as used in the Bill for
which I 1now ask the second reading. It
includes land and money ; and members
of the House who are also members of
the legal profession will agree with me
in thinking that in a bill of this kind it
iS more safe and more in consonance with
the principles upon which bills are pre-

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbeil.

pared, where once a defined meaning bas
been given to a word, to continue to use
it in that meaning, and, therefore, in pre-
paring this clause we adhered to the
meaning previously adopted of the word
"subsidy" in the Canadian Pacific Railway
Act. Another point upon which I think,
perhaps, there may be some hesitation in
the minds of hon. gentlemen, is the appli-
cation of this clause to an act which has
already received the sanction of His
Excellency the Governor General, and
become law. The 'House will per-
ceive that one precaution has been
taken against this in the Bill. It
says, "meant and ineans paid-up
stock." It is quite open to Parliament
at any time to interpret its own language
upon which doubt has ben thrown, and
in this Bill, if it becomes law, Parliament
will have declared and enacted that this
word neant, and always meant, and still
means, the paid-up stock and share capi-
tal only. We thought that that was the
original construction of the clause, with-
out any interpretation at all, but, certain-
ly, when Parliament cones in afterwards
and declares that word has meant and
still means paid-up stock and capital, any
lingering doubt upon that point must be
considered as removed. But, by way of
further and additional precaition, I will
point to language which has been used in
framing the charter. The House will
bear inii mind that one result of our
legislation on this subject was to
enable the Goverrnment to grant
a charter to a company for the
purpose of constructing the road under
the terms and provisions of the Act of
Parliament. When the charter came to
be prepared, as it is found in the Official
Gazette, and as it bas since been acted
upon by the Company, by way of addi-
tional precaution, this language was used
in the 20th section: -

" The limit to the reduction of tolls by the
Parliament of Canada provided for by the ele-
venth sub-section of the ' Consolidated Railway
Act, 1879,' respecting tolls, is hereby ex-
tended so that such reduction may be to such
an extent that such tolls when reduced shall
not produce less than ten per cent. per annum
profit on the capital actually expended in the
construction of the railway, asauch capital may
be defined by an Act of our Parliament of Can-
ada, to be passed during the present session
thereof."
So that the House will see that every
precaution has been taken. In the first
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place, we thought that the language of
the original Act itself was hardly open to
misconception, and now, in the Bill be-
fore the House, it is proposed to say that
the language meant and means simply the
pàid-up capital ; and, in addition to
that, in granting the charter, we
have taken the precaution to insert' that
the capital should mean whatever
it might be defined to mean by the Act
passed during the present session of Par-
liament. I think, therefore, that the
point is made clear beyond any doubt or
peradventure, and that the word " capi-
ta]," as used in the Railway Act, will
only mean the money contributed to the
enterprize by the Company taking it in
hand, to the exclusion of all subsidies
and debts of the Company. We have
added the word " bonuses," because the
Bill now before the House is intended to
apply not only to the Canadian Pacifie
-Railway, but to all other railways, and,
therefore, we use language not applicable
specially to the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way. " Bonuses " is a word which does
not apply to their case. In the future,
with reference to all railways, the word
" capital," on which tolls will be calcu-
lated, will simply mean the amount con.
tributed by the Company itself to the
enterprize. riese are the questions re-
garding this Bill which have excited
mere particularly the interest of the
community, and I hope it will
be found by the Ilouse to be
quite clear and satisfactorv. The rest of
the Bill is of less importance ; one clause
is to alter a clerical error, and other
clauses are for the purpose of procuring
more returns, foris of which are given.
Then there are two sections which are
intended to meet doubts which have
arisen as to the construction of an act
with reference to bridges over railways.
My hon. friend from Belleville, I think,
at one time drew attention to the subject,
and a clause was introduced by which
bridges over railways were required to
show seven feet clear above the top of the
railway car which passed under it; but it
was a matter of doubt afterwards whe-
ther this clause included structures be-
longing to the railway company itself, as
well as to structures erected by other
bodies over railways. In order to clear
up these doubts, sections have been
enlarged, and been placed in this Bill, by

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

which the rule is to apply clearly to all
structures, whether built by the Company
or belonging to other corporations or per-
sons. But, in order to guard against,
perhaps, serious evils which night result
from the strict enforcement of the law,
provision is made that the Governor
in Council may exempt any bridge from
the operation of the Act at his .discretion.
Without that the Victoria Bridge, for in-
stance, would be contrary to law, but
nobody would like to see the Victoria
bridge pulled down. It is to meet cases
of that kind - the Victoria bridge is the
strongest one, but there may be others
not so strong. It is, there-
fore, proposed that the Governor
in Council shall have power in
this Bill to exempt the bridge, and'unless
it is exempted it will come under the law.
All bridges must show seven feet clear
above the car which is to pass through,
not only bridges belonging to the railway
itself, but all other bridges crossing rail-
ways. I trust that the main clause witlh
reference to the Canadian Pacific Railway,
and the other clauses, are so framed
that they will meet the approbation of
the House.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I think the
Government niay be fairly congratulated
on having fully redeemed the pledges
given that any misapprehension as to
the meaning of the word " capital" in
the Railway Act of 1879 should be
remedied by such a measure as the Bill
now before us. I rose particularly for
the purpose of making a suggestion to
the hon. member who has charge of this
Bill with reference to the word " capital,"
and the percentage to be derived from it.
The rate fixed by the 17th section of the
Consolidated Railway Act is 15 per cent.,
and the House will recollect that in the
Canadian Pacific Railway Act stipula-
tion was made that the maximum should
be ten per cent. As we are amend-
ing this Act, I hope I may be pardoned
for making a suggestion upon that sub-
ject. At the time that this Act was
passed the rate of interest on money was
very different from vhat it 'is at present.
At that time eight, nine and as high as
ten per cent. was paid on ordinary loans.
Now this condition of things bas en-
tirely changed, and I think ve are
justified in assuming that we are dealing
with a state of things in the future when

Amendment Bill.,
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Six or saven per cent. may be. regarded as
the maximum rate. Even at this moment
the neighboring Republic is laboring un-
der great excitement with regard to a
funding bill there which places the rate
of interest on the public debt at three per
cent. They have brought it down from
five and six to four and three. I men-
tion this to show the changed condition
of things ; under what different circum-
stances we stand at present; and it is in
reference to that I wish to make a sug-
gestion to the leader of the Government,
that, while he is amending this Act, lie
should take into consideration the pro-
priety of adopting ten per cent. as the
maximum rate on all railways.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - It
bas been adopted.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - It bas been
adopted for the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, but the fifteen per cent. remains for
other railways.

Hon. Mr. MILLE P - This applies to
all roads hereafter.

Hon. Mr. DICK EY - The word
" capital" applies, but I am speaking
now of the percentage ; and we have this
singular anornaly : we are amending this
Act for the purpose of meeting the re-
quirements of the changed condition of
things with regard to the Pacific Railway
Act, fixing ten per cent. as the maxi-
muni upon which the Government can
act in preventing an increase of rates,
while at the sane time all other railways
are entitled to fifteen per cent. I con-
tend tliat, looking to the changed condi-
tion of th ings, the rate of ten per cent.
which bas been agreed to by this " hor-
rible Syndicate," who are disposed to
" grasp everything," bears about the
saine proportion to the present rate of
interest that fifteen per cen. did to the
rate of interest three years ago. There-
fore 1 cannot see why we should keep up
this very high rate for the advantage of
the stockholders in other companies, ob-
liging the people of this country to pay a
very high rate of interest before they
can get the benefit of reduced rates for
traffic. It may be said that there are
risks to be met. Thert are risks, but
they are provided for and met ont of the
ainual profits. Supposing an accident
occurs involving extraordinary expen'

Hon. AIr. Dickey.

ses during the year, such expenses are
legitimately charged against the earn-
ings of the road, and the annual profits
are so far reduced. Such expenses do
not come within the limit of the ten per
cent., which, I think, ought to be a rea-
sonable maximum. I hope the Govern-
ment will take this suggestion into con.
sideration, and, while they are amending
the 17th section, they will amend it in
such a way as to give a large measure of
relief to the people of this country in the
direction I have stated.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -1 purpose to
maké some observations on the Bill, but,
with the consent of the House, I will
reserve them until to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - I was under
the impression we would have heard
some expression of gratification from my
hon. friend before me (Mr. Scott), on
the Bill which bas been presented to the
House. It will be in the recollection of
hon. gentlemen that, when the Syndicate
Bill was before Parliament, my hon.
friend, in the course of the very able
speech which he delivered on that occa-
sion, attacking the Bill, very emphati-
cally said that he found fault with the
language of the clause which regulated
the tolls, and contendei that the amend-
ment which the leader of the Govern-
ment intimated would be brought dowin
in another Bill should be made in the
Syndicate Bill itself. My hon. friend
was very doubtful at that time whether
any statutory interpretation of an exist-
ing law could be placed on our Statute
book, or-whether such an amendrment as
seemed to be necessary could or would
be introduced by the Government. He
then very candidly, in the face of all
this, and with the force which his utter-
ances must have with the country, de-
clared that if such an amendment
as was intimated by the leader of the
Government, were made to the law that
a very large share of his objections to the
whole scheme would disappear. 1, at
least, understood my hon. friend to niake
that emphatic declaration to the House,
and I thought it was one that was worthy
of him. It was a candid declaration of
his honest convictions in reference to that
great measure. Not only did my hon.
friend make that declaration, but another
gentleman, occupying a very high posi-
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tion in another branch of the Legisla-
ture, reiterated similar language, and I
an sure it must be gratifying to those
gentlemen, and a relief to the whole
country, that this restriction which the
Bill now before us provides for, has been
submitted to Parliament. I must con-
fess that at one time I had very strong
doubts as to the construction of the
clause as it stood in the Bill, but I ex-
pressed myself to my friends as favoring
the construction that is now attempted by
this declaratory measure to be given to
the law. At the same time, I thought
it was open to very serious doubt,
and that there was a great deal
of room for trouble and contention
on the other side. Still, I hold
the sane opinion as that expressed by
the lion. leader of the House, that the
true intent and meaning of the language
of the Syndicate Bill, was sucli as is now
attempted to be carried out by this
measure. But I an sure it must be a

stating until the Bill takes a subsequent
stage.

Hon. Mr. READ - As I have taken
considerable interest for a number of
years in the question of over-head bridges,
I rise to ask the Government if thev have
fairly looked into this matter, and to as-
certain whether this Bill applies to all
railways ?

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMJ PBELL - It
does.

Hon. Mr. RJEAD - I ask this ques-
tion because, to my surprise, two years
ago, after having a clause inserted in a
Bill then before the House that I suppos-
ed would cover the whole of the railway
bridges in this country, an accident took
took place at an over-head bridge ner
where I live, and the solicitor of the
Company leclared that this clause of the
Act did not apply to that railway.

matter of satisfaction to the country to fioh
know that the greatest outcry, whvlicih was Wave reference to the tvo points whici
raised from one end of the Dominion to e
the other, against that Bill was in refer- by the hon. gentleman fron Amherst, I
ence to the nonopoly which was supposed do net see why thegenerai law shouhd not
to exist as to tolls, and that the mono- b ne
poly cry is so completely swept away by the maximum revenue rate on capital,

iupon attaining which the toits inay bthis amendmient. I askz this House, I ,4 Cf

ask any man in this country, I care not
what side of polities he may belong to,
if there can possibly be any monopoly or
that rates can be exorbitant, which will
not give more than ten per cent upon the
capital invest in such a gigantic and
hazardous undertaking! I am perfectly
at one with my hon. friend on this ques-
tion, anr1 I think too much force and too
nuch publicity cannot be given to the
declarations which have fallen from the
hon. gentlemen in this House, and in the
other branch of the Legislature, who have
taken such strong ground against the
Syndicate that their principal objection
- the monopoly of tolls - cannot exist
under this construction of the law.

Hon. Mr. SCOIT - 1 nierely rise for
the purpose of removiug any impression
which might exist as to my acquiescing
in the supposition that the language of
this Bill will entirely cover the difficulty
I foreshadowed in the debate on the Pa-
cifie iRailway Bill. The reasons why I
do not think it sufficient I will defer

Hon. Mr. MWler.

r (y uiie uveruor Ii otineH. I

cannot assent to sucli an amendment on
my own authority, but I shall being it
under the notice of my colleagues, and if
we can see our way to do so, I shall be
very glad to adopt the suggestion. \Vith
reference to the point raised by my hon.
friend from Belleville, the clause to which
he refers will apply to every railway, un-
less the clause be excluded by the terns
of its charter. it very often happens
that in compaiing railway bills, the pro-
moters insert a clause saying that section
so-and-so of, the general Railway Act
shall not apply to their bill. Except in
the cases where this is done, the Con-
solidated Railway Act will apply to all
rail wavs. The bridge clause may have
been exeluded from the charter of the
particular railway to which my hon.
friend bas alluded.

Hon. Mr. READ - My observation
applies only to railways that were incor-
porated after the passage of that Act, not
to railways which already had their
charters of incorporation. When the
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difficulty arose, it was stated at once that
the clause in the general Railway Act
did not apply to the Grand Trunk, the
Great Western, or the Northern Rail-
ways. I have not had time to look over
this Bill, and would not, perhaps, know
if I did, whether it would apply to ex-
isting railways. If it does not, it is quite
time that it did.

Hon. Mr. FERRIER -- The Act did not
require that every bridge that exists over
railways must be taken down and raised
seven feet above the top of the cars. I
think the Act merely required that every
new structure or every alteration that
was made should be subject to that clause
of the Acc.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
think my hon. friend was mistaken. The
language on that point is very clear, but
the protection which is found in that A et
is that the Governor-General in Council
may exempt such structures as they may
think proper, which would exclude
such bridges as the Victoria Bridge at
MN l d1 h-' f h-

Hon. Mr. READ - I was under the
impression that it applied to all railways.
I took particular pains about it and I
went and saw the Minister of Railways
after I heard the statement of the Solici-
tor of the Grand Trunk Railway.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - There is no
doubt that when we discussed that Bill
two years ago, we did it under the im-
pression that the Grand Trunk Railway
was governed by it, and it was at the
suggestion of my hon. friend from Mon-
treal (Mr. Ferrier) the postponement of
one year was given. The clause was
framed after consultation with him, and
the House understood it affected the
Grand Trunk Railway - that all bridges
that approached within seven feet of the
top of the cars should be renoved, and
all new bridges should be built the regu-
lation height.

The Bill was read the second timie.

THE PACIFIC RAILWAY CONTRACT.

RESOLUTIONS.

ontrea an 0 ers ai, importnce. lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -I
But it applies to all railways which come desiro to rend to the buse certain rese-
under the Act, and to existing bridges, as lutions which vere passed by the Board
well as those to be constructed here- of Directors of the Canadian Pacifie
after. Railway Company in pursuance of an

Hon. Mir. DIPkEY - The 47th sec- understanding which was arrived at
tion of the Act is applicable to ail between the Government and that Cem-
bridges. pany before the Act under which they

lion. %ur. SCOTT - The hon. gentwe- were incprorated became law. I did
mailis igh, a a imitof ne earwasnet wish te inteuject the reading of these

vn is r r tgh e Ascaiuit o l gne ya o reslutions into the discussion on the
g in bl eAc so o second reading of the i il lest i should

lead te misappehente, and they

Hon. Mr. REA D - I was surprise were net ge-ane te the before the

after the clause was inserted in the Act buse, but as i bas becoin a matter of
and was carried through Parliament te considerable interest, parLicularly te
find it stated at a coroner's investigation gentlemen frei Ontario, whe are very
that the Act did not apply to the Grand much concerned as te this peint, the
Trunk. the Northern or the Great liuse Willy I hope, permit me te de se

now. A very general feeling pervaded
the people of Ontario that the ine to the

lion. Mr. FERBIER - I renember Sault would be of very great advantage to
well, exception was taken te the enr- lthat portion ofthe Dominion, and that it
meus expenditure tbat it would involve weuld be a desirable acquisition if the
if the railways were obliged te pull dewn Canadian Pacifne Railway Cenpany
ail their bridges and rebuild them gigher. could be induced to give running pewers
ln fart it could net be done without in- te other railways over that portion
terrupting the trafflo of the roada, and it of their road west of Callendar Station,
was understood distinctly that it should which might be included in any ine te
applY te new structures or alterations, the Sault. The point as urged by the
but net te bridges already constructed. Governent upon the Canadian Pacif

apln. t r. Reucd. 29

,
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Railway Company as their Bill was going
through the Houses of Parliament. It
was impossible to introduce a provision
into the BiIl, because the contract bad
been executed by gentlemen who were
not then in America, and who, therefore,
could not be consulted, and no agreement
could be arrived at by which the contract
could be altered, but we had reason to
believe that one of the earliest steps
which the Ccmpany would take after
they should become incorporated would
be to meet the wishes of the country and
of the Government on that point, and
resolutions were passed at the first meet-
ing of the Company at Montreal on that
subject which I am sure the Ilouse will
give me permission to give to the public
in that way most consonant with Parlia-
mentary usage. With reference to other
points, also, resolutions have been passed
by the Company which will relieve, I am
sure, some of the anxiety which many
hon. gentlemen have felt with reference
to the use which is to be made of the Can-
ada Central Railway. Apprehensions
were felt that if that line should be ac-
quired by the Canadian Pacific Railway
(it bas not been acquired yet) it might
be so used as to divert traffic from On-
tario lines, or keep tralirc upon it to the
prejudice of railways going south to
Toronto, Port Hope, and other parts of the
Prov ince, and it was conceived to be
very desirable to guard against that.
The apprehension was that such charges
miglit be made upon the Canada Central
as would secure to it the traffic, to the
prejudice of Ontario, and it was very de-
sirable that the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company should take ground upon
that point. The desire of the Govern-
ment was to secure absolute fairness to
all sections of the comimunity - that
Callendar Station should be a neutral
point, and that perfectly fair and equal
rates should be given to every railway
connecting witli that point. We believe
that, in the paper which I am about to
read to the flouse, that object has also
been secured, the two leading features
of the resolutions being, first, to give run-
ning powers to any railway running to
the Sault, over 65 miles of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway west from Callendar
Station, upon the condition that the
railway from the end of the 65 miles to
the Sault should give running powers to

lon. Sir ilex. Campbell.

the Canadian Pacific Railway, and to
secure, as far as possible, perfect fairness
and eqality to all railways connecting
the Canadian Pacific Railway at Callen-
dar Station. The resolutions are as fol-
lows: -

"EXTRACT from the minutes of the first mleting
of the Directors of the Canadian Pacijic
Railway Company, held at the Company's
ojice, in Montreal, on Thursday, the 17th
day of Pebruary, 1881:-

"And whereas, in the course of the debate
upon the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act, cer-
tain questions arose which the contractors
present at Ottawa deemed it expedient to
meet by agreeing that this Company would
enter into certain undertakings with the Gov-
ernment of Canada so soon as it should be
organized, and it is expedient to provide for
entering into such arrangements, therefore it
is unanimously

, Resolved, that this Company is prepared to
enter into an agreement with the Dominion
Government to the effect following, that is to
say : If any Company other than the Canada
Central Railway Company builds a line froin
any point on the Canadian Pacific Railway at
or about Wahuapit River to any point on Lake
Huron or Lake Superior, or on the River St.
Marie, such Company shall have running
powers over the Canadian Pacific Railway fron.
the point of junction to Callendar Station on
condition that such Company shall grant to
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company similar
and reciprocal running powers over its Rail-
way west of such point of junction.

z In the event of the Company purchasing,
acquiring, amalgamating with, leasing or hold-
ing and operating the Canada Central
Railway, the said Callendar Station
shall continue to be a neutral or receiving and
distributing po'nt, common to the Canada Cen-
tral Railway and any railway in the Province
of Ontario running southward from said Cal-
lendar Station. And, in that case, all traffic
to or from any point in the west or north-
west, coming fron or destined for any such
Ontario railway, shall be carried to or froi
Callendar Station at the saie mileage rate as
similar traffic to or from such point, coming
from or destined for the said Canada Central
Railway, and such mileage rate shall not be
greater than the average rate per mile charged
for similar traffic from the point of shipment
on the Canadian Pacific Railway to the point
of destination on the Canada Central Railway,
or froin the point of shipment on the said
Canada Central Railway to the point of desti-
nation on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as the
case may be.

" And, for the purposes of this section, the
word 'traffic' includes not only passengers
and their baggage, goods, animals and things
conveyed by railway, but also cars, trucks and
vehicles of any'description,adapted for running
over any railway, if offered for carriage as
freiglht; but this rgreement shaH not be9
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construed as consenting to any running powers
by any railway over the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way. This agreement to be subject to the
conditions as to special rates for the purchasers
of land, or for emigrants or intending emi-
grants, which are contained in the 24th section
of the charter of this Company. If at anytime
the Canada Central Railway should be pur-
chased,acquired,leased in perpetuity by,or amal-
gamated with this Company, such amalgama-
tion, acquisition, purchase, or lease shall be
muade subject to the existing legal obligations
of that Company, created by its charter or any
amendment thereof, in respect of running
powers or traffic arrangements, as well as in
respect of the matters and things referred to in
the letters patent incorporating this Company.

"A true extract.
"C. DRINKWATFR,

" Secretary."

I am glad to read this paper to the
House at this time, because it will show
conclusively that, so far as lay in the
power of the Governmient, we have en-
deavored to carry out the suggestions
whieh were made during the course of
the debate in these respects. I hope that
these resolutions, when they comoc to be
more carefully considered than they can
he by simply hearing theni iead, will be
fôund to give, as thev are intended to
give, all railways, fromn both provinces,
connecting with the Canadian Pacifie
Railway at Callendai Station, a footing
of perfect equality.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I wish I eould
share iii the congratulations offered to
the louse on the manifold advantages
which the lion. gentleman thinks will
result fromt the Company adopting the
resolutions which he has just read. To
ny mind, they are illiusory, and can amn
ount to nothing. As to the first point,
giving running powers to Callendar
Station, it is perfectly useless. The
whole of the conditions have been chang.
ed since the Canada Central Railwav has
abandone] its proposed Sault Ste Marie
connection. It is perfectly well known
to those acquainted with the top
ography and geography of tha
country that Callendar Station wil
be at the north-west point of Lak(
Nipissing. The proposed line of th
Canada Central now, as an extension o
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, is norti
westerly to Sturgeon River, which rathei
runs from the Sault than towards it. in
stead of being an advantage, it would 4
a positive disadvantage for the railwai

lon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

system of Ontario to connect with the
Canada Central at Callendar Station.
Certainly no business will come eastward
froi Toronto over the Canada Central ;
certainly none will go westward fron
Toronto or the western portion of
Ontario, either to the North-West of
Canada or to the North-West of the
United States, by that route, inasmuch
as it wou'id increase the distance very
considerably. It would be very much
better to go through the United States
than go.practically, round Lake Nipissing.
If the Canada Central were to be contin-
uied towards the Sault as originally in-
tended, the privilege of usiig 65 miles
of it would be a great advantage to other
roads connected with it, but it is now in-
tended that it shall be the outlet of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, and, there-
fore, it could be no advantage whatever
to any railway in Ontario to connect at
Callendar Station. I pointed out, when
the Pacifie Railway Bill was under dis-
cussion in this House, that, if the Sault
project was abandoned, niecessarily On-
tario interests would, by private enter-
prise, build a road which would connect
their systen with the Sault Ste. Marie,
and, iid doing that, they would keep west
of Lake Nipissing. They would not
think of going 40 or 50 miles ont of their
way to tap the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
which would not be available for ten
years. I do not hesitate to say that it
would increase their mileage distance 60 or
70 miles to come to Callendar Station and
use the Canadian Pacifie Railway for
sixty-five miles. The line that nust
be built in the very riear future will be
one which will cross the French River at
Cantin's Bay, or as near the mouth as
they eau. It will net approach the Ca-

*nadian Pacifie Railway, and that 65
miles would be of ne ndvantage, because
it would hiave to gô a good many miles
e ut of its way to use thiat section. It

-will follew the best route that eau be
found te Spanish river. WVe kncw that,

I in 1872, Mr. Murdochi surveyed a route
3frein Spanish riv er te Sault St. Marie,
sthe best yet found, and that route lies

f seuth of the Canadian Pacifie Railwav.
- Therefore, the Syndicate, in adopting that
r reselutien, really gives ne advantage
- whatever - net the slighest. The only
B! advantagre may be that, if the eastera

interests think it wvorth while te secure
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the trade of the great North-West that
will come by the Northern Pacifie and
via Lake Superior, they can build a line
across from the Canada Central about
twenty miles west of north-west of Lake
Nipissing, making a junction with the
extension from French River to the
Sault, whatever the gap there would be,
but that is the only advantage that could
be derived from it. Practically, I con-
sider the trade coming eastward from
the Sault will go down to Toronto
or Port Hope ; it certainly will
not cone down the Ottawa valley,
unless the Quebec system of railways
think it worth while to build to that
point. The Canada Central will not
build it now, because its interests are
allied with the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
Anyone who looks at the geography of
the country will sec that I am right in
what I say, so that the Syndicate, in
passing that resolution, did not pay us a
very higli compliment. They ought to
have assumed that at least some members
of the communtty knew very well ,that
the privilege to run over 65 miles of rail-
way in a direction they did not want to
go was not a boon for which they ought
to be very thankful. The Canadian Pa-
cific Railway will not be completed for
ten years, and it is not likely that the
construction of the eastern section of the
road, which is not to be the profitable one,
will bc pushed any faster than the con-
tract req uires, and it is idle for us to fore-
shadow or foresee that great changes may
take place between now and. ten years
hence; therefore, it is less important to
know what arrangements will be made
with roads running to Callendar Station.
The other I do look upon as important ;
I cannot conceive how the Ontario and
Pacific Junction Railway, or some line
that will occupy similar ground, can go
to Callendar Station. The can have no
object to go there - they can get no
tratfic there.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - The
hon. gentleman says that the concession
made by the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company is illusory, and argues it is so
because he said the road to be con-
structed to the Sault will not pass over
the Canadian Pacific Railway. At all
events, they could not have donc more
than they have done if the use of the 65
miles of road should be required.

lon. Mr. Scott.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - They profess to
offer us something.

Hon. Sir. ALEX. CAMPBELL-
My hon. friend does not propose that
the line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
should be altered in order to give con-
veniences to companies which might be
organized in Toronto or elsewhere. If a
company goes north, the powers can be
used, and, therefore, there is nothing
illusory about it. It is open to then to
have this privilege. The hon. gentleman
says no road in Ontario will go to Cal-
lendar Station. Here is a petition pre-
sented to this House yesterday or to-day,
in which the Ontario and Pacifie June-
tion Railway say : -

i 3. That very full surveys have been made
between Gravenhurst and Lake Nipissing, and
it is the intention of this Company to reach
the eastern terminus of the Canadian Pacific
Railway at the earliest possible date."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - What is the date
of that petitionl

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
There is no date to it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - [t is an old
story.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
No, it is a new story, because it points
out the difficulties which have arisen to a
Bill in the other House. It is a story
which has originated out of circunistances
which only occurred within the last week
or fortnight, so it is a perfectly new
story, and in it these people, represented
by Mr. Edgar and Mr. Foy, state that it
is their intention at the earliest possible
date to reach the eastern terminus of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. I presurme
they know their own business a little,
although my hon. friend somewhat con-
temptuously says that the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company might have
given credit to members of this House
of not being so childish as to imagine
that anything was meant by this resolu-
tion. Apparently my hon. friend does
not know, as well as this Company does,
what their business is, and they intend
to reach the eastern terminus of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, and, I think,
if they go there, this concession will be
as advantage to tbem. If they do not
go so far north, they will not use the 65
miles; if they do go so far north, there it.
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is for them. I move, hon., gentlemen, that they will build to Callendar Station,
that the Bill be referred to a C b,-'- it wiii hi- lire independent of the line
of the whole House to-morrow. t ault They w'l fot buiid it for

tbe purpose of going to lie Sault. ihey
Hon. Mr. REESOR - The bon. ex- wiIl have a shorter route to that point,

Secretary of State is not altogether astray and will only build to Callendar Station
in what lie bas stated, nor is he entirely to tap the trunk une of the Pacific Rail-
correct. He is quite correct, I think, so way running north of Lake Superior. The
far as the interest of the Ottava Valley Ontario and Pacific Junction will bave
is concerned, and lie is quite correct in no object in iengthening that brandi of
saying that the Ontario and Pacific their une until the Canada Central une
Junction Railway Company do not pro- is likely to be conpleted to Callendar
pose to go to the Sault by Lake Nipis- Station. As far as that is concerned,
sing. The point at which this Company there is no object in completing their une
propose to strike to the Sault now, since to the Sauit in that direction, unless they
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company make an entirely independent une north
have got their charter, is at the south- of Lake Nipissing, and then have a lime
east angle that is formed by drawing a of their owa to the Sault, which, for al
line from Gravenhurst to the Sault, and we know, is not likely to take place for a
another fron the Sault to Callendar number of years, if it ever takes place.
Station, and another line forning the My hon. friend stated the probability was
base of the triangle from Callendar that, instead of the Ontario & Pacific
Station to Gravenhurst. Now, the pro- Junction Railwa- tapping the Canadian
position of this Company is to build their £'aciflc at Cailar Station, it will do so
road with the view to making connec- several miles west of Lake Nipissing.
tions for the benefit of roads connecting That is quite possible. They miglt pre-
with Hamilton, Toronto and points on fer tapping the Canadian Pacific ab a
the Grand Trunk Railway down as far place even further west. My own
as Cobourg and Peterborough, and prob- opinion, however, is this: that they
ably Belleville. All these lines are in- would prefer a une to Callendar Station,
terested in reaching the Sault by as short but it will not ho built until that 1eriod
a route as possible. The shortest arrives when they ray fairly look for
route they can get is by way the compietion of the Canadian Pacific.
of Gravenburst to the Sanlt. Graven- In the npeantime this Company is asking
hurst is something like a hundred power to extend their road t Graven-
miles south of Callendar Station, so that hurt and Frenc River to the Sault. In
to corne from Gravenhurst northward to that way they hope, in a very fow years,
Callendar Station, and then to turn at to get a ane that will tap the American
sornething sharper than a rigit' angle to traffic, and also catch the trade of Lake
the Sautt would be going a long distance Superior that might cone in froin Duluth
ont of the way to reaci its destination, or Fort William, coming eastward.
The ohject of this Company is to secure That, I have no doulit, wiil be
a short road to the Se uit in order to accompined, but the question as
secure trade for Toronto and Hamilton to the desirability or likelihood
and other points on the Grand Trunk or tendency of the Ontario and Pacific
Railway, and it is not likely, as the h won. Junction Railway acquiring or requiring,
gentleman bas stated, that the Canada or proposing to use, sixty miles of the
Central will be extended toJ that point, Canada Central Railway orth of Lake
because the Canada Centrai bears north- Nipissing, is entireoy unlikely. The
,ward to Lake Nivissinsg, and that will will have no occasion to do so. It would
be very properiv the continuation for the a a waste of money and a waste of tire
main trunk uine of the Pacific Railway to take that road wPen they can construct
runninp north of Lake Superior. I may a lino to the Sault that will save a hun-
state, further, that the only point that dred or a hundred and thirty miles in
rav hon. friend was maistaken in was distance.
where lle said that the Ontario Junction

bRailway Company wiul not build to The motion was agreed to.
Callendar Station. , have no doubt

Hon. Sir lex. Càmpbell.
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CANADA GUARANTEE COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. FERRIER moved the third
reading of Bill (36) " An Act further to
amend the Act incorperating the Canada
Guarantee Company, and to change the
name of the said Company to the Guar-
antee Company of North Anierica." He
asked permission of the louse to correct
a clerical erroir in the Bill bv striking out
the words " or authorized" iii the 5th
section.

The amendment was allowed, and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

GOVERNMENT RAILWAY LAWS CON-
SOLIDATION BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
moved the second reading of Bill (O.)
"An Act to amend and consolidate the
laws relating to Government iRailways."
He said: The Government is owner
of railways running into different pro-
vinces of the Dominion, and the laws
which govern the administration of the
affairs of these railways are to be found
in very many volumes, often the enact-
ments of different legislatures, and it bas
been, on several occasions, found to be a
matter of unceitainty and difficulty, and
embarrassing to those who are adminis-
tering the Governrment railways, to be
obliged to consult a number of statutes,
to be found in many different volumes,
for the purpose of finding out what may
be the law aflecting some particular point
or difficulty. The Bill which is under
consider&tion bas been introduced for the
purpose of consolidating all the laws
affecting Government railways, and plac-
ing them in one Act for the more conve-
nient administration of such works, and
so that the law may be clear, and may
be found in one statute. There is very
little that is new in this Bill. Hon.
gentlemen will perceive marginal notes
have been added to every clause showing
the origin of the different sections ; they
are to be found in the margin of the
copy which has been distributed, and
where a section is new, the word "new"
will be found. This word will be found
in but few places, comparatively, but
where it occurs I shall be glad to submit
explanations to the House when in Com-
mittee. I do not think there is any-

Ilon. Mr. Ferrier.

thing special that i need discuss on the
second readin g.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The Bill seems
to be, as my hon. friend has observed, a
consolidation of the laws at present in
force, but there are some changes made
in that law, and the marginal references
have failed to disclose the fact that the
proposed law is not similar to the law
from which it is assumed to bue gathered,
and it is extremely desirable in a bill of
this sort if we could have pointed out to
us what the changes were. As an illus-
tration, take clause 27, sub-sec. 3, where
it proposes to refer all matters between
the people and the Government in refer-
ence to claims for compensation arising
froin one cause or other, to the official
arbitrators, rather than to the courts of
law. At present it is open to parties,
under certain circumstances, to apply to
the court by petition of right where a
personal injury bas been sustained, for
instance. In such cases as that it does
not seem to me that the oflicial arbitra-
trators are a correct or proper tribunal
to refer them to. It is a proper tribunal
for hearing of questions in relation to
the appropriation of lands for railways,
or to ascertain damages as between con-
tractors and the Government, but 1 do
not think it is the proper tribunal to
select in cases where nice points of law
are involved. If the bon. gentleman
would have that in view in considering
the proposed changes, as I have not had
a very good opportunity to thoroughly
examine the Bill, be might ascertain
from the Minister of Justice or bis
deputy whether, in framing the clause,
he had in view that all cases of coin-
plaint against the Government should
necessarily go to the official arbitrators,
or whethcr cases that have heretofore
gene into the courts shall still be referred
to the courts.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
There is nothing new in the clause which
the lion. gentleman refers to. It is
copied verbatim from 41 Vie., chap. 8,
sec. 3. I do not think there is any new
provision on the subject of arbitration.
The statute referred to in the margin
was an act passed in reference to public
works, and, of course, railways are pub-
lic works as well as canals are pub-
lic works. In fact, all, public works

Consolidiation Bil.
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come within the purview of this
Act. This is an instance of what
we are endeavoinîîg to do by this
Bill-to group together in this one
Act a number of the provisions
found in different statutes as applied to
Governiment railways. In that particu-
lar case that provision was alnost by
itself. Then, if the lion. gentleman will
refer to the last clause of the Bill, lie will
find that the sections which contain new
provisions are there pointed out and
numbered. I shall, of course, be very
glad, when the Bill goes to Committee,
to make any explanations that may be
necessary.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - The new part
of the Bill is not so unimportant as rep-
resented, because there are 24 new sec-
tions in it, and there is a section at the
end to which I should like to call my
bon. friend's attention. Section 131
contains a very sweeping provision. I
have not liad time to examine its bearings
upon the other parts of the Bill, but it is
to the effect that the 2nd and 4th sections
ôf the Consolidated Railway Act, so far as
they relate to Government railways, are
repealed. The sections of that Act are
very extensive. They apply sections 5
to 78, both inclusive, to the Intercolonial
iailway. Both those clauses are pro-
posed to be repealed by this 131st clause.
What the bearing of this may be I cannot
say at the present moment, but it bas a
very sweeping effect, striking some 75
sections out of the first Act.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - My
hon. friend will find them all repeated at
page 7 of the printed Bill, section 9. The
object is to put the whole of it together
in one Bill.

lon. Mr. IIAYTHORNE - I should
like to know if it is the intention of the
Government to recognize in any part of
this Bill the liability of the Government
in case of injury to passengers through
accidents resulting froin the condition
of the Government railways. The road
may be out of repair, the rolling stock
may be inefficient, and in such case the
laches would be on the part of the Gov-
nient. Is it the intention of the Govern-
ment to make themselves liable, in such
cases, for injuries sistained by pas-
sengers 1

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - It
would be a question for the tribunals to
which application miglit be imade for
redress. There is a clause here inder
which such clains can be referred to the
Dominion arbitrators. There is no clause
here increasing or diminishing the lia-
bility of the Government in aiy wayi.

The Bill was read the second time.

NATURALIZATION AND ALIENS BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
moved the second reading of Bill (G)
"An Act Respecting Naturalization and
Aliens." He said : This Bill has been
on the paper for some time, owing to the
difficulty of preparing it, this difficulty
being caused by correspondence between
the Dominion and Imperial Goverm . ents,
with reference to a point of very great
interest to the German population, more
particularly, of the Dominion, who found
that their naturalization in Canada
was not recognized in one very im-
portant respect when they returned
to the land of their birth. That
was as regards liability to military ser-
vice. This created a good deal of anxiety
on their part, and many efforts bave been
made fromt time to time to get the Ger-
man Government to recognize the
naturalization of German subjects in this
country, in so far as to prevent their
being called upon for mîilitary service if
they return to Germany. Mainly
through the instrumentality and e.xer-
ti3ns of His Excellency the Governor
General (if I may be pernmitted to use
his naine) these objections have been
removed, and the German Government
will hereafter recognize letters of natur-
alization granted in Canada upon the
terms which are mnentioned in this Bill
and form one of the clauses. Naturaliza-
tion in the past in Canada, bas followed
upon a three years' residence, and this is
preserved in this Bill. Persons will be-
come naturalized for all purposes and
rights in Canada, such as voting or being
elected, after three years' residence.
But, if they desire to return to the
country of their birth, then they become
naturalized only after such residence
here as the laws of that country require,
which, as regards Germany, is five years.
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So that a German citizen, to acquire full in charge how our legislation is to be-
naturalization as a British subject, come operative, in Germany for instance.
not only here, but in the country Is there any condition of the law in Ger-
of his birth,would require to live in Can- many which would render our legislation
ada five years, but, for all purposes in here operative upon the passage of this
this country, lie will become naturali d Bill ?
in three years. The provisions of t Hon Sir ALEX. CAMPIELL-
Bill are for the most part the saine as Ho n. AL e. CAMPBEL -
those that obtain in this country and in There las been a convention between the
England. We conside? it a matter of Emperor of Germany and Her Majesty.
very great moment to follow the laws of lon. Mr. MILLER -- V know there
England as far as we eau with reference las been sueh a convention reference
to a subject which we require, in order to to stiject. of Gerrany settiing in
give effectual force to our legislation, e it
the co-operation and aegis of the Govern- Britain t r in Ge t o Gre

inet o te Epie t Incopleel caryBritain settling, in Germany, but I do0
ment of the Empire te completely carry not think the terns of that convention
it out, and, therefore, we desire, as far as .extend to the colonies of the Empire.
possible, that our legislation should run What I would like to know is, whether
with the legislation of the mother coun- there has been any alteration of the terms
try upon this subject. Provisions will of the convention which would include
be found in the Bill for a variety of cases foreiers settling in Canada and becom-
whichi happen from time to time, such i 'whic hapen fom trne o tine, ncbin naturalized under this law, and enable
as that of personis desiring to change t
their allegiance, but these are matters of laws of their native country (Say Ger-
small interest. The main features of the nxany) as if they lad settled i England
Bill are the clauses providing for the
naturalization of foreigners in this coun- Yes. That lrecise difficuity bas been
try. I do not think I need now give
further explanations of the oflthe Ml Great Britain i Berlin, and te conven-
will agree on the principle of the mea- tion hich bas been made wil incde
sure, ad I sall be glad to avail myself,the
as far as possible, of anyI suggestions ft m Britis Empire, who conform in the sev-
which may ho made in Committee. oral colonies to t e five years' residence,

ion. Mr. ALMON - Does txe law i compliance with the Haws of GeAM many,

of GerYany require five years' resideuce and it is that which lias been brougt

in the United States before naturaliza- about.
tion of Germans i. that cotntry is Hon. Mr. MILLE - That is a re-
recognized î cent arrangement, then?

tion of German Qi ta cotry' T Hon M.D MILLER yTT. Vare
Hon. Sir A LEX. CA1BELL - on. r .

Yes; that I understand to be the law of The Bill was read the second time.
Germany upon that point.

TEMPERANCE ACT AME'NDMENT BILL.
Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I have under-

stood that the question has arisen in a Th COMMITTEE o
practical form, and that native born Ger- the bue on int Committeo
mans, after having become citizens of the
United States, on their return to the land plain and further to amend the Canada
of their birth were there drafted for ser- Tempérance Act, 1878, and thQ Ac of
-vice. Tere have ben cases of that 18 Hu9 amendin t o the saCno."
kind, and I do not know how thev have Hon. Mr. VIDAL moved the adop-
been settled, but it shows the necessity tion of the first clause.
of legislation on the subject. Hon. Mr. DICKEY considered it

Hon. Mr. MILLER - I fully agree somewbat singular legislation to alter
with the object intended to be attained the Aèt so as to allow of an election
by this Bill, but I did not understand
frou the hon. gentleman who has the Bill

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

under it to take place on a nominatcio
day. The principle on which that clause

Amiendment Bill(S E NAT E.]
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in the original Act was based was that
elections under the Temperance Act
should be, as far as possible, removed
from ail political complications. For
that reason it was made general, so that
it should not apply to any election day ;
now the desire seemed to be to confine it
to polling days, and permit such elec-
tions to take place on nomination days,
vhen as inuch political excitement might

prevail as there would be on a polling
day. He would like his hon. friend to
explain why it vas that lie had altered.
his views on this subeet.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL said the clause vas
not prepared hy himself. The Bill em- |
anated fron the Minister of Justice, and
he (Mr. Vidal) lad not presumed to,
make any alteration in the document.
He would remind the Hiouse that this
part of the Bill was precisely, word for
word, the same as it was in the Bill that
had been introduced into the Senate last
year by the Minister of Inland Revenue,
and no such objection had been made to
it as that now raised by the hon. gentle-
man from Amherst. Under the present
system of conducting elections there was

i- t i ti d 11t

had jee- held that an election com-
menced on nomination day.

lon. Mr. REESOR considered that it
only applied to political elections; ac-
cording to his reading, municipal elec-
tions might be held at the same time as
elections under this Act.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY said it applied
also to local and nunicipal elections. He
thought his hon. friend was rather unj ust
to the father of this Bill when lie spoke
of it as having emanated from the Min-
ister of Justice. He (MNr. Dickey) always
understood that it was known and
spoken of as the Scott Act, and lie gave
his hon. friend the leader of the Opposi-
tion the credit of an Act which', up to
this time, had borne his naine rather thanî
that of " The Temperance Act."

lon. Hr. VIDAL said that he had
referred to the section which they were
now considering as having been drawn
up by the Minister of Justice, and intro-
duced into this House by a mnember of
the Government at the time.

The clanse vas adopted.
no U6. exctement onI nomn-1a onl ay, an e u

only intention of the clause was to avoid lon. Mr. VIDAL moved the adop-
having two pollings on the saine day for tion of the third clause.
different objects. That was the inten-
tion of Parliament passing that clause ; Hon. Mr. DICIeEY said that this
and it was to clear up any doubt on that third clause was still more surprising
point that this amendinent was desired. than the first one, because this Act was

Hon. Mr. MILLER said he believed founded upon the presuimption that,
he was responsible for the present where licenses were granted in the vari-

thathewasoresponble o the prent ous counties, the Act could only corne
condition of the law on that subject. It into force on the expiry of those licenses.
was he who had proposed the amend- As to that part of the section which
ment to the Act introduced bv his hon. po that the sholdon into
friend fromn Ottawa, prohibiting, the vot- provides that the Act should only go intofigendertiAct from tpriig plae von force after the expiry of the last license
ing under this Act from taking place on in the couinty, it might be all verythe same day as a political election. It proper but ie c idn t berail wyy proper, but hoe could hlot understand why
was his intention at that time, and he his hon. friend had introduced a clause
thought it was the mntention of the Leg to make this law apply to counties where
islature, when adopting that amendment, no licenses whatever lad been issued,that it should refer to polling day only, and where the sale of liquor was wholiy
and not to nomination day. As the hon. illegal. That was the case in a great
gentleman from Sarnia had very correctly many counties in Nova Scotia, and it
observed, nomination day, under the was really the reason why this Temper-
present law, was a 'ery different thing . ance Act had never been taken hold of
from what it used to be under the old at ail in those counties. There were
system. He was not disposed to take some places in New Brunswick, also,any 'exception to the Bill before the where no licenses were granted, landHouse. where there was no authority to sell

Hon. Mr. VIDAL said the necessity liquor; yet the lion. gentleman wanted
for the clause arose from the fact that it an amendment to this law to enable hiin

Bon. Mr. Dickey.
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to bring the Scott Act into·force in those
counties. In Nova Scotia they had a
far more stringent law in reference to
the sale of intoxicating liquors than even
the Scott Aet. The license laws were
still in force in those counties, and would
be unless this Legislature should under-
take virtually to repeal then. At the
same time, he was sorry to add that in
many plaees they liad just as much drink-
ing as they had before the adoption of the
Canada Temperance Act.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL wished to remind
the hon. gentleman that this section had
emanated froni the same source as the
previous one, and when it was intro-
duced last session the necessity of it was
fully explained. He had pointed out
very distinctly that the wording of the
Act of 1878 was such as to cast a doubt
as to when the Act could bo brouglit
into force in a county where no licenses
were in force, and in which it had been
adopted because of the want of some
fixed day on which licenses had to expire.
It had been found that there were no
licenses issued in one of the counties of
New Brunswick which adopted the Act;
and the difficulty at once occurred as to
what time the second part of the Act
should be brought into force and take
effect in such county. This clause was
to declare that, where no licences were
issued, the Act should come into force
ninety days after the proclamation
issued. It also made provision for cases
where the licenses were not issued, and,
consequently, did not expire at a uniform
date, as they do in Ontario. In provinces
where the licenses were issued at irregu-
lar intervals, the Act would corne into
force only after the expiration of sixty
days from the day on which the Order in
Council issued, and not to be before the
day on which every license issued before
the petition was adopted by the electors
willhave expired.

Hon. Mr. MILLER said he understood
very distinctly the object of this clause,
and, if they were to have the Scott Act
in operation at ail, it was quite necessary
to remove any doubt such as was said to
exist in this respect. It did not exist in
his mind, but, if it existed in the mind of
a lawyer occupying the position of Minis-
ter of Justice, it was well that they should
have some law to remove that doubt.

Hon. Mr. Dicke',.

The object, as he understood it, was to
mneet the case of those counties where ne
licenses were granted, and, althougli they
had a very good license law in Nova Scotia
if it were carried into execution and its
provisions were put into operation, still
in no part of that province was the law
more neglected than in the counties lie
referred to. In those counties where
the municipal authorities refuses to grant
licenses, two or three clerks of licenses
were appoined, and, as there was no
salary attached to the office, they took
very little trouble in executing the law.
The consequence was that, instead of
having respectable taverns (if his hon.
friend fromi Sarnia could admit there
could be such a thing) where liqnor was
sold, and having them few in number,
they had, scattqred ail over those coun-
ties, low, disreputable dens, selling a
poisonous kind of liquor, and doing an
infinite amount of mischief.

The clause -was adopted.

On the Gth clause,

Hon. Mr. ODELL thought that this
was an extraordinary section, and one
that should receive very careful consid-
eration before it was passed. A very
stringent, and, in a great many of its
provisions, an extraordinary Bill had
passed, which had been in operation now
for some little time, and it appeared to
hiai that no difficulty had been discovered
in carrying it into operation. But, if lie
read this section aright, it interfered coui-
pletely with a great number of the
clauses of the Temperance Act of 1878.
By referring to the Act of 1878 it would
be found that at the 4th section the
heading was " Proceedings for bringing
the second part of this Act into force,"
and these proceedings occupied from the
4th to the 96th section. Now, lie desired
to ascertain from the bon. inember from
Sarnia, who had charge of this Bill, why
it was that these preliminaries were to
be made merely directory, and that no
Order in Council should be void or
voidable on account of any irregularity
or omission of any matter preliminary,
so that the Temperance League miglit,
by any means they chose to adopt, omit
any portion of these preliminaries, and, by
getting an Order in Council passed, bring
the Act into operation, whether their

Amkîendmenît Bill.( E N AT E.]
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omissions were wilful or accidental. Il
would like to ask bis hon. friend why
this same section was not made to apply
to proceedings which should be iîade
hereafter to repeal this Act,

Hon. Mr. VIDAL - It does.

Hon. Mr. ODELL maintained it did
not, because it did not refer to the subse-
quent sections 97 and 98 for revocation.
i t merely applied to the preliminary pro-
ceedings for bringing the Act into oper-
ation, and not to the 97th and 98th sec-
tions, which provided for the repealing
of the Act. There was nothing in the
]Bill now before the House to show that
the amendments which are proposed in
the 6th section, with regard to bringing
the Act into operation, were to apply to
any steps which should be taken with
regard to repealing the Act, which were
left compulsory. He hoped the lion.
gentleman from Sarnia would be able to
give a satisfactory explanation why
this clause had been introduced, and why
the proposed amendment was not made to
apply to repealing as well to bringing
the Act into force.

lon. Mr. VIDAL could only reply to
his hon. friend in the sàtné manner that
lie had already replied to the other objec-
tions : that this section was, word for
word, the same as the one which came to
this House, and was adopted, last ses-
sion. It came from the office of the
iMinister of Justice, and lie (Mr. Vidal)
had Lad nothing to do with its construc-
tion. le would say, however, that lie
admitted the correctness of his hon.
friend's criticism, and would have no
objection whatever to insert the
words that niight be necessary to
make it apply to the repeal as
well as to the adoption of the law.
As to the general principle, of course it
had met the sanction of the Government,
and lad been introduced here on the sug-
gestion of the Government. There might
be, through mere accident or want of
knowledge of the law, some trivial irre-
gularity in the proceedings connected
with the bringing of the law into opera-
tion, which might have no serious effect,
but might leave those proceedings open
to an action at law. The whole proceed-
ings had to be taken to the satisfaction
of the Government, and the hon. gentle-

Bon. Mr. Odell.

man had, no donbt, full confidence in the
Government that they would allow no
injustice to be done, and that they would
satisfy themselves as to the genuineness
of the proceedings under the Act. le
(Mr. Vidal) knew something of the
trouble of getting the proclamation from
the Government. While placing this
discretionary power in the bands of the
Government was a safe proceeding, it
involved a great deal of trouble to the
Temperance League. The Government
had not shown the slightest partiality to
the temperance people in t4heir efforts to
bring the law into force. He thought it
would be exceedingly unvise to leave
the question open to be brought into
court upon some trifling informality hav-
ing no bearing on the general question.
He was quite willing, however, to intro-
duce any words that miglit be necessary
in order to meet the case of an attempt
to repeal the Act.

Hon. Mr. MILLER thoughît that the
lion. gentleman from Sarnia had stated
the actual reason why this amendment
to the law was desired. The argument
raised by the hon. gentleman opposite (Mr
Odell) was very plausible until it came to
be examined. The fact was that the law
enumerated certain preliminary steps
which were to be taken before the Scott
Act could be put into operation. These
steps have to be submitted to the Gov-
ernor-in Council, who sits as a judicial
authority as to the regularity of those
proceedings, and, if everything is found
to be regular, issues an Order in Council
bringing the second part of the Act into
force. No matter what Governnent is
in power, clothed, as they are, in the dis-
charge of that dutyv, with judicial func-
tions, there could be no doubt that those
functions would be exercised in the best
interests of the country. He thought
there was no necessity for this legisla-
tion, because there was no appeal from
the decision of the Government. The
Government being the final court to
which this question could be referred,
when they decide upon it it is quite
proper that any trifling irregularity
or defect should be amended, as
it were, by the judgment. The
ainendment might be requisite to prevent
actions being taken by powerful combina
tions to fight out the small-st irregu-
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larity in putting this law into operation,
and keep it in the courts for years.
There vas a good deal of force in one
remark of his. hon. friend fron New
Brunswick : that the saine rule should
be made applicable to the proceedings to
repeal the Act as is applied to the pro-
ceedings for putting it into operation, and
lie was glad to hear bis hon. friend who
had charge of the Bill express bis will-
ingness to accupt an amendment in that
direction.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS said that, although
he lad introduced this Bill last vear, it
'was not as a Government Bill. He had
found, as Secretary of State, that in
carrying out the law there was a diffi-
culty that the Bill was intended to
obviate. He did not know how they
were going to amend it. Last year he
was perfectly satisfied with it, and he
could not really see what the object of
the amendment was. The clause simply
meant that any action taken prior to the
passing of the Order in Council was to be
final. As the Secretary of State ras
clothed with judicial powers to decide
whether the proceedings were ,regular
or not, and to make the pronouncement
his decision should be final as to whether
there was any irregularity in the prelim-
inary proceedings or not, and they should
not go behind the Order in Council.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL considered
that the remarks of the three hon.
gentlemen who had last spoken
were clearly indicative of the mis-
chievous character of this clause
in the amending Bill. If
clauses 5 and 6 of the Act of 1878
were sufficient in themselves to insure
that the Secretary of State and the Gov-
ernor in Council could not be deceived
as to the genuineness of the petition, then,
as a matter of course, this amendment
was unnecessary. If the Secretary of
State could make no mistake inten-
tionally, the amendment should not be
part of the Bill. If, on the other hand,
clauses 5 and 6 were not sufficiently ex-
plicit or stringent to insure this absolute
iinmunity on the part of the Secretary of
State and Governor in Council from
making any mistake, then it seemed to
him to be nost unwise to make an
amendment such as this which vould
have the effect of putting the machinery

Hon. M1r. Miller.

A meidment Bill.

of the law in motion on what might be
thoroughly incorrect and insufficient
grounds.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said that the Act
prov'ided for all parties who desired to
take exception to it at very many stages.
It had to pass before two tribunals, and
might have to pass before a third. Take
the recent case froin Hamilton ; it was
fully two months before the Government
woukl admit that the preliminary steps
ivere correctly taken. As to the
votini, the sane machinery was provided
for the scrutiny of vot's as was provided
for the scrutiny of votes at an election
for a member of Parliament. That would
be found under clause 61, where the full-
est machinery was provided for calling in
question the legality of the votes and the
correctness of the proceedings before the
County Judge. Then it had to go again
before the Minister of Justice, who ad-
vised the Government as to the correct-
ness of the proceedings between the re-
turn of the papers and the- final stages of
the, issuing of the Order in Council.
Certainly, the most ample opportunity
was afforded to persons desirous to take
exception to the proposed law at any of
these stages.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - I will just say
that exception has never been taken, up
to the present time, that I an aware of.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said lie did not con-
ceive that the amendment wasatall neces-
sary ; still he agreed with the observa-
tions of bis hon. friend from Richmond,
that it was frequently desirous that a
declaratory clause of this kind should be
put into a bill, as it would remove all
the irritating means by which a wealtby
association who desired to thwart the
law could do so, by keeping it bef ore the
courts for years.

Hon. Mr. ODELL said, if this clause
was not considered necessary, it % ould be
well to strike it out of the Bill entirely,
but, with eegard to the remarks of the
hon. member who introduced it, lie was
sorry to find that lie lad no stronger
argument to advance in support of it
than, because such a measure was pro-
posed and adopted by this House last
session, therefore it should not be chal-
lenged now. What he (Mr. Odell) con-
tended was it relieved the Temperance
League and those connected with
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it from the responsibility of care-
fully attending to all the pre-
liminaries required of them under the
A ct, and left it entirely in the hands of
the Secretary of State to decide whether
the preliminary proceedings had been
properly taken. The Secretary of State
might then recommend the Government
to issue the proclamation for carrying
the second part of the Act into opera-
tion, although some of the preliminary
steps had not been attended to, and only
just so many had been taker. as lie miglit
happen, in his own judgment, to think
necessary. For instance, with regard to
the signatures to the petition, was the
Secretary of State to be judge of their
genuineness alone, or was lie to have
evidence before him i

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - They all have
to be certified to by affidavit or declara-
tion.

Hon. Mr. ODELL - They have to
be certified to under the law, but sup-
pose they are not certified to under this
Bill ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Then the Secre-
tary of State would not pass it.

Hon. Mr. ODELL contended that,
when the Act was passed requiring those
preliminaries to be attended to, there it
should be left, and the responsibility
sbould be left with the parties to
see that the preliminaries were properly
carried out. With regard to the other
point, an amendment should be made ;
the mover of the Bill had agreed to it,
and he (Mr. Odell) would have no objec-
tion to let the clause stand over for the
present.

Hon. Mr. MILLER said it was a
misapprehension to suppose that the
effect of Ibis clause would be to dispense
with the necessity of complying with all
the provisions of the law. It would do
nothing of the kind. The Secretary of
State would be just as much bound, act-
ing, as he does on those occasions, under
the advice of the Minister of Justice, to
obey the expressed provisions of the law
on this question as a judge on the bench
would be, and his decision would
be final. You make a judge's
decision final, but that does not
supercede the necessity of complying
with the law. As regards the other
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point which had been raised, he was not
so sure how far the same principle might
be applied to the abrogation of the law.
It would be better to let the Bill stand
over for further consideration.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL thought, on further
reflection, that it would not be well t.o
allow the amendment, because the
revocation of the law hvas not like its
adoption. In the latter case, every pre-
caution is taken to guard against put-
ting it in force unless it has the sanction
6f the electors. In revoking the law, there
is no probability of anyone questioning
the procedure.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - The result is
to make the bringing of the law into
operation as easy as possible, and to make
the repeal of it as difficult as pos-
sible.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL - It throws no
obstacle whatever in the way.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT did not think many
instonces would occur in the history of
this country where people, having lived
under this law and enjoyed the manifold
advantages resulting from its operation,
would be disposed to ask for its repeal.
He was quite prepared to accept the sug-
gestion to allow the sane machinery to
prevail in both cases.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL - The hon.
gentleman from New Brunswick goes
further than that.

Hon. Mr. ODELL - I am opposed to
the whole section.

Hon. Mr.AIKINS said this clause was
introduced with the intention of meeting
certain difficulties which had arisen in
carrying out the Act. In one county in
New Brunswick no licenses weie issued,
and, hence, they hadno date to start from.
That was an irregularity. Another
irregularity had occurred in the couaty
of Lambton, the date for the polling hav-
ing been fixed on what migit he consid-
ered an election day. This clause was
introduced to meet such cases, and to
prevent litigation.

Hon. Mr. MON'IGOMERY, from the
Committee, reported that some progress
had been made with the Bill, and asked
leave to sit again to-morroy.

Temperance Act (FEBRUARY 28, 1881.]
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BAY OF QUINTE RAILWAY AND NAVI-
GATION BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. READ moved the second
reading of Bill (40) " An Act to incor-
porate the Bay of Quinte Railway and
Navigation Company."

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Tuesday, larch lst, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at three
p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

A PROPOSED ADJOURNMENT.

MOTION WITHDRAWN.

Hon. Mr. GIBBS moved that when
this House adjourns to-day it stand ad-
journed until Monday next.

After some discussion the motion was
withdrawn.

CONSOLIDATED RAILWAY ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House went into
ile Whole on Bill (N)
amend the Consolidated
1879."

Committee of
"An Act to
Railway Act

Tn the Committee, on the first clause,
Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I had intended

yesterday addressing some observations
to the House when this Bill was before
us, on its second reading, but circum-
stances that it is unnecessary to refer to
now prevented me from doing so. 1,
however, stated that at the next stage of
the Bill I would take the opportunity of
making some observatioris on the in-
terpretation of the word " capital " that
has been used in the Bill now on our
table, and I may say that it would have
afforded me much pleasure if I could
have adopted the congratulatory tone in
which the . leader of the Govern-
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ment spoke on this subject. The
marked attention that he received,
and the note of approval, I nay
say, from a very considerable body
of gentlemen in this Chamber indicated
pretty clearly to my mind that they had
not analyzed, to the extent I propose to
do, the effect of the interpretation of this
word "capital" placed in the Govern-
ment Bill. I should have been extremely
glad if I could have acquiesced in the
belief that for the moment seemed to pre-
vail in this House, that the Government
had fulfilled their promises in defining
what the word capital embraced. We
have given the Syndicate most valuable
franchises ; they are obtaining enormous
benefits that, in my judgment, might
more properly have been reserved for
the people of Canada, and, having secured
their charter and obtained really what
they desired, I felt it would be of impor-
tance in the future to our people, and,
more particularly, to those who will in-
habit the great North-West, if they and
their interests could be preserved from
the dire consequences which I am afraid
will flow from the enormous powers
given to the Syndicate in their charter,
and not restrained in any way by the
Government Bill. as was promised.
Corporations, as we know, and as was
said by Blackstone, have no souls
to be saved, nor have they bodies
on which we can inflict corporal
punishment. They are, practically, be-
yond our reach. Corporations do
in their corporate capacity what indi-
vidual members of then would scorn to
do. We have only to look abroad to
see what the railway companies are now
effecting, to come to that conclusion.
Their principle seens to be, given a cer-
tain result, it is iminaterial how that
result is attained. No matter who is
crushed, and what fraudulent means are
necessary, the fiat having gone forth, they
manage,in spite of the Legislature and the
people to accomplish their ends. There-
fore, we should be extremely careful to
guard the interests of those whom we are
supposed to be here for the purpose of
protecting. To my mind the definition
of the wordl "capital " is by no means
satisfactory. I should have preferred
leaving it in the shape in which it was
in the clause of the original Bill, and for
this reason : the debate in this Chamber

Amendment Bill.
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and in the other branch of the Legisla-
ture was very conclusive that, in so far
as the word " capital" was concerned,
it was the impression and the firm
belief that in the future, in fixing
a dividend en the capital, the
Company would be restricted, at ail
events, from declaring a dividen-d
on the railway that we presented them
with, and on the $25,000,000 in cash
and 25,000,000 acres. In other words,
it was pretty clearly interpreted, and
beyond any question, that that was the
meaning of the Act of Parliament.
Many gentlemen, in their terror of the
legislation which was being passed
through both Houses, expressed an
anxious desire that the Goveinment
would define this word "capital," in
order that the Company might not in
future declare a dividend on the money
contributed by the people of this country.
As lion. gentlemen are aware, the neces-
sity for this word appearing at ail arises
from the fact that, under the law of
Canada, railway comiptanies * were re-
stricted in their dividends to a 15 per
cent. basis on the amount contributed or
invested in the enterprise. Very pro-
perly, I think ; and, to tha extent, the
Government deserve credit for limiting
the basis in this huge enterprise to 10
per cent. Even that figure, as we all
know, is at least double the amount that
can be obtained for very considerable
sums of money that seek investment.
We have the fact that American 4 per
cents have for a very long time been at a
premiun, and that the policy of that
country in the future is to endeavor
to obtain loans at even a lower rate.
Three per cents will be at a considerable
discount, but they will not be paying in
the future 4 per cent. for their money.
I say, therefore, the basis on which the
Company are entitled to declare divi-
dends is at least double what capitaliste
can obtain for large sums of money seek-
ing investment. I think, therefore, we
should be exceedingly guarded that in
drawing this dividend they should be
debarred from drawing it on what might
be called watered stock, or accounts fic-
titiously run up by construction compa-
nies. In making these remarks I am
referring to the Company as a corporate
body. We know the individuals at the
head of it. Personally, I have for them
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the highest respect, but we speak not of
the moment; the effect of our legislation
will be felt more in the future than at
the present. For many years to come
the effect of this legislation will be a
matter of comparative indifference to the
people of this country. It is in the
future that it will be felt, and in the
future it is by no means certain that the
gentlemen who are now at the head of
the Pacific Railway Syndicate will be
the moving spirits. In dealing with
the corporation, therefore, we have got
to apply just the same rules that
we would apply to all corporations.
In dealing with thei we must be
governed by the views that would guide
us ini considering the position of other
corporations, and we can only speak of
them in the light of our experience of
what other corporations have done. The
words in the Bill are: " The said word
capital meant and means the paid-up
stock and share capital of the company."
On the face of the paper, and reading it
with a view to its applicability to past in-
corporations or past railways, built on a
fair and honest basis, no exception could
be taken to the wording. And, pre-
sumably, on the face of it, without in-
quiry into the question which naturally
presents itself as to what the privileges
are which this Company possesses under
its charter, one would be disposed to say
that, under a fair and honest condition
of things, the words " paid-up stock and
share'capital " might be proper.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL- I
think it is " paid-up stock ci share
captal."

Hion. Mr. SCOTT - In the copy of
the Bill which I have before me it is
" and share capital." Now, the language
that I should have been very glad tohave
seen inserted there, and which my hon.
fripnd would probably tell nie ineans
precisely the same, would be the follow-
ing which I have drawn : -

" The net amount of cash or money 8 worth
contributed by the shareholders of the Com.
pany and bonafide expended on the best terms
attainable in the construction, equipment and
maintenance of the railway."

My hon. friend shakes his head. I
should like him to point out the fallacy
of the basis which I have submitted as
an interpretation of " share capital." I
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think the form which I have read em-
bodies what ought to be construed as
paid-up stock or share capital. The
hon. gentleman does not mean to say
that, if the Company choose to allot
amongst themselves the balance of the
825,000,000, that is, $20,000,000, at 20
or 25 cents on the dollar, as they see fit,
and represent it in the Company's books
as part of the share capital, that the peo-
ple of the North West should be taxed
on that in the future.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
No, that is not the eflect of the clause.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The hon. gentle-
man's feelings of what is right, honorable
and moral are shocked at the very pro-
position. I tell him that it can
be done, and, moreover, speaking in
no prophetic strain, I tell him that
it will be done. If it should not be done
it will be a departure from the line that
other companies have followed under
similar circumstances. I pointed out
when the Pacifie Railway Bill was before
this House that there was an extraor-,
dinary clause in it with reference to the
definition of the share capital of the Com-
pany. In clause 2, page 12, of schedule
A of the Canadian Pacific Railway Act,
I find the following: -

1 2. The capital stock of the Company shall
be twenty-five million dollars, divided into
shares of one hundred dollars each, which
shares shall be transferable in such manner
and upon such conditions as shall be provided
by the by-laws of the Company; and such
shares, or any part thereof, may bc granted and
issued as paid-up shares for value bona fide re-
ceived by the Company, either in money at par
or at such price and upon such conditions
as the board of directors may ßxk; or as part of
the consideration of any contract niade by the
Company."

Under that clause there is nothing
whatever to prevent the directors, after
they have contributed their $5,090,000,
from a!loting the remaining $20,000,100,
among themselves or their friends at any
figure they choose. The words are quite
clear, I maintain, and my position is in-
controvertible, if that language bas any
meaning it is this : that they can allot
that capital at 50 cents or 25 cents on
the dollar, or any other rate they
please; that, once having alloted it, the
public have no power to inquire
how it has been alloted. Their ahare
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capital is what bas been con-
tributed, whether at ten cents on
the dollar, or dollar for dollar, is not open
to question, so far as their charter is con-
cerned, as the directors have the power to
fix the price upon which the share capi-
tal shall be allotted. I suppose they are
not made of clay different from other
mortals, and they will naturally desire to
have the largest amount of capital on
which a dividend can be declared. If, as
in my judgment can be the case, that
road can be constructed for five or ten
millions of dollars in excess of the con-
tributions of this Company, that would
be a small amount on which a dividend
could be declared, but, if it should be in-
creased by ten or twelve millions of
watered stock (for that is practically
what it is if 100 cents on the dollar is
not paid for that capital), they are getting
double ten per cent. on the amount in-
vested, and running up an amount of
capital that will require a very large
traffic, and very heavy dues on the people
of the North-West, to enable them to
reach even ten peu cent. My whole
point is this: that in defining that word
capital, so far as the Canadian Pacifie
Railway is concerned, you ought, in just-
ice to the people of this country, to have
made it perfectly plain and clear that
the amount on which they were to re-
ceive their ten per cent. was the arnount
that they or their shareholders had abso-
lutely contributed in hard cash - iot pa-
per money, rag money, or entries iii books.
My position is incontrovertible, because
no gentleman who reads the clause will
say that I am straining the interpreta-
tion, or drawing inferences that the
words will not fairly and entirely war-
rant - that the stock may be alloted on
such terms as the board of directors rnay
fix, not the rate in the open market,
where the capitalists of the world could
compete, but what the directors may
choose to fix. Now, let us see what is
the effect of giving thein this extraordi-
nary latitude with regard to increasing
the capital stock; because, does any one
allege that it will take a fourth or a half
of that amount of money to build the
road 1 That railway was estimated by
Sandford Fleming, in his report of last
year, to cost $80,000,000, and we give
them more than $80,000,000. We
give thern over $30,000,000 in.
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roads, $25,000,000 in cash, and tent. That would be a very small pro-
25,000,000 acres of land worth at the portion. Now, what would be the effect
very least $1 per acre - $80,000,000 al- of 5 cents a bushel on 20,000,000 bush-
together. Does àny one say that the els of whtator its equivaient on through
Company requires a very large capital ? freights ? It would be a matter of $1,-
And here I must express the amusement 000,000, the interest On $10,000,000 cap-
it afforded myself wLen my hon. friend ital. lhat $1,000,000 would have to be
spoke of this great Syndicate as a cosmo- paid by the people we invit to ettie in
politan affair - some members in Paris, the North-West. It is, therefore, of the
others in London and New York, and a highest importance that, in defining this
few in Canada, and that it was impossi- word "capital," the Syndicate should be
ble, when this Bill was passing through strictly limited to the money they con-
Parliament, for the gentlemen who were tribute.
promoting its passage, to consult with lon. Mr. MACDONALD - That
their friends abroad. It afforded me would be the amount of the working
very great amusement, because the men at
the bottom of it are those who have cxpenr
taken executive positions. We know Hon Mr. SCO T - wilI cowoe tc
that those who assume -fpositions in a that bvand-bye. arm now mere y
new company are the men at the back of showing the effect of having a large cap-
it. We do not find English or French ital account. I a hwul ha t
bankers on the executve board. ' pie enables the Company to charge a very
nen who are managing it possets rnuch higher tarif. In confirmation of
great financiai, ability, no douit, but the view I expressed just now, that the
Sdo not consider that it requires aount of money that the Syndicate would

suci extraordinary skill to float and place ii. this venture, m desire to tak-e
work_ a sehene of this kind that another vew of it, ntsed also on Mr.
the peop of Canada have invested Flemiwo's cstimate given in the officiai
with se hany advantageous )rivilees r urnsof last year. 1 will apply bis
every possible advantage that could be figthees t the 2,000 miles that the Syndi-
ionceded to a company. was not ne- cate are to build. As on, gentlemen
cessary to go to London, Par-is,HIambir,, are aware, we buiid for theni the Lake
or other money centres of the world. One Superior section, which, no doubt, will le
or two men with experience, who k--- .a paying ne during the even months
someting about the ntoney markets of of each year that it will e in operation.
the world, could have handled this char- We pesent them, also, wich the Pembina
ter with ail the advanages which Par- ranch which is alrady a paying ine;
liament gave the Syndicate. Tose gen- we bntild for them the expensive section
temen w o represented the Company between Kamloops and Port Moody.
here professed their inability to agree te The Syndicate have te buid the eastern
any changes in thia easure when it was section, 650 miles, estimated by Mr.
passine throuli Pariament, because, Femin te cost $31,000 per mile.
forsooth, the great money iterests te ne That is a higli esti.ate, because a Con-
affected by it were on the other Oide of siderable portion at this end is not se
the Atanti It certainly ws ver difficunt as at the other end. hat woult
amusing, and no doubt a very good ruse. be $2 000,000. The cot f the 1,000
It lay have had its effedt witli some; I miles rom Winnipeg to Jaspar is esti-
trust it had not with al. Let us inq aire mated hy Mr. Fleming at $13,000 per
what woud e the efect cf adding ten mile, or $13,000,000. From Jaspar to
or tmwelve rillions to the capital ee this Kamioops, a difficuit section, the cost is
Company? 1 wili illustrate in a sniail estimated at $43,6 60 per milie, or $ 15,-
way. h he State ef Minnesota, in its 500000, which would make an aggre
comparatively undeveoped condition, gate cf $50,360,000 for the Syndicate's
exported last year 18,000,000 bushels cf portion, and that includes a liht equip-
grain alone. It is toe be hoped that, ment; but add, for the equipment over
before ten years are over, our North- the portions built by th Government,
West wil do at east that, possessng, as $2,500,000, and we have a total of
it dres, an area cf very ruch grenter ex- 860,000. The Syndicate get $25,000,000
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cash, Jeaving a balance of $27,860,000
against the 25,000,000 acres of land.
INow, I think these figures require no
comment. No hon. gentlemant will be
prepared to say that these lands will not
realize $27,000,000, and leave a very
wide margin in addition. We know that
one railway (and, I think,a second) is now
being constructed in Manitoba on a land
basis - a grant from the Government of
three thousand odd acres per mile, for
which they pay $1 per acre -and
they are floating a sum, secured on their
lands, considerably in excess of $5 an
acre. I think. therefore, that it is not
going too far to say that the 25,000,000
acres will yield more than the $27,000,-
000. If that road is honestly built - of
course, I use the term " honest " in its
wide sense as appplied to railway corpor-
ations - on a business, cash basis, I un-
hesitatingly come to the conclusion that
there would be really no money outlay -
that the $5,000,000 first contributed
would be more than sufficient, and that
there would be a margin left, and, there-
fore, the first profits of the Syndicate
would practically come out of the lands,
leaving really no capital account as
chargeable under the clauses of the Rail-
way Act. Does any hon. member be-
lieve that they can, in addition to what
we give them, spend $10,000,000 fairly
and on a bona fide basis î I doubt it very
iuch, indeed. Certainly, if their land is
worth anything like what it is reputed to
be, and what other local companies con-
sider it to be, thev could not possibly re-
quire $10,000,000. But, if they could
have been restricted in the declaration of
dividends to the money that they actually
invested in the enterprise, then, as I said
before, with the fixing of tariff rates on
that basis, I should have withdrawn, to a
very great degree, the opposition that I
first entertained to the charter, and
I so stated when the Bill was under
discussion in this House, I considered
that point of such great importance.
After giving this Syndicate the many
advantages we did, there were two points
upon which I thought we ought to have
reserved a discretionary and controlling
power to ourselves - the fixing of rates
and .preventing any thing like discrimina-
tion of rates, and in defining what was
the capital stock of the Company. I
look upon these as the two most impor-
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tant points in the whole charter. Of
course,wehavegiven therm very much more
than they should have received, or than
was necessary, or than what others would
have done the work for; but, their char-
ter having been once granted them, the
next important thing for the people of
this country was to prevent discrimina-
tion in rates, and to provide that no
dividends should be declared by the
Company on what might be called
watered capital. We know that
watered stock is with railroad companies
the order of the day. It is but a short
time since the elevated railwavs of New
York were constructed, and already their
stock has been watered to the extent of
$13,000,000. We know that Vander-
bilt, in manipulating the New York
Central, has watered the stock to the
extent of over $50,000,000. We also
know, with regard to the Erie Railway,
that a similar fact exists, to the great
detriment of the English stockholders.
More than $60,000,000 has been im-
properly introduced into their share
capital. With a knowledge of what
railway companies are doing all around
us, it was the duty of the Government
to prevent an oppressive tax being im-
posed upon the people of the North-
West. They should, at least, have
limited the dividends of the Company
to 10 per cent. on the fair cash
capital of the Syndicate, and I think the
definition which I have myself suggested,
is one that would, at all events, meet the
approval of any honest company. In-
stead of paid up stock and share capital,
in this case they have no stock; it is
share capital, and by this clause you
allow themn to allot it at any rate they
choose. I think the definition of the
word " capital " which I propose would
be in harmony with the views of Parlia-
ment, as expressed by gentlsnen on both
sides who at all adverted to this branch
of the subject, as to what return the
Syndicate should derive from their capi-
tal. The words which 1 suggest would
prevent this Company from doing as
other companies have done - incorporat-
ing some of themselves or their friends
under the name of a construction com-
pany, and in that vay building the road
at a price three or four times in excess
of the cost on a cash basis. I had occasion
the other day to quote frora returns sub-
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ritted to Congress recently by the auditor
who had charge of the accounts of the
several railways of the United States
receiving land grants. He was called
upon to estimate the atount that those
railways had cost, and to furnish an esti-
mate of the sum they could have been
built for, takiug the cost of similar roads
adjacent to them. He reported that the
Union Pacific Railway had cost $93,000
a mile, whereas it could have been built
for less than $25,600; the Northern
Pacific lad cost $35,813, and might have
been built for $28,000 ; the Atlantic &
Pacific lad cost over $80,000, and
could have been built, on a cash basis, for
$20,000. The Southern Pacific cost over
$91,000 per mile, and should have cost
only $25,000. The Texas Pacific cost
over $6 1,000 a mile, and could have
been built, so far as at present con-
structed, at the rate of $20,000. These
railways deliberately, in order to swell
up their capital and make money for the
directors or shareholders, or the ring
that bappened to be interested, exagger-
ated the cost of their several lines. Now,
the saine course may be taken in the
building of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way. I do not allege that it will be done.
It would be improper for me to throw out
any personal insinuation, but we are
dealing with a Company that, no .doubt,
vill ere long have new blood incorprated

in it. Personal changes in the body cor
porate will take place ; but we know that
die same spirit animates all companies.
People will do under a corporate namet
what thev would not like to do as individu-
als. Assumning that their cash capital wa
ten millions of dollars, which, iii my
judgment, is an amount in excess of the
capital they will require, it would nol
take a very large sum to 1be earned to
return ten per cent. dividend on thal
amoun.. I have calculated that a gros!
earning of $2,500,000, allowing sixty pei
cent. ont of that for running expenses
vould pay a dividend of ten per cent

on the ten millions invested. Hon. gen
tlemen will see how small a casi
capital is really necessary for th
Canadian Pacific Railway, if it i
going to be a success at all
We have gathered a large amount of in
formation on the capacity of th
Northwest in the last five years, and w
have the experience of the Westeri
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States as to what the effect of a large in-
flux of people into that territory will be.
If it is to become anything, it will be as
the future' food producing territory in
Canada, just as Wisconsin, Illinois,
Iowa, Minnesota and Dakota, have be-
come the great food producing territory
of the United States. These foods wili
have to be carried, sone of them, nearly
two thousand miles to tide water. We
all know that that involves, under the
nost favorable circumstances, very heavy
freights to the railway companies. This
railway Company whose charter we are
now discussing will have the carriage of
that probably one thousand miles, and,
therefore, it is of the utmost importance
that the people of that country should
not be over-taxed ; that the capital ac-
count shouild be kept down, and that we
should not allow any fictitious capital to
be added to what is required legitimately
for the construction of the railway. li
less than fi[teen years the exports froru
that country, night reasonably be p)ut
down at twenty millions o)f bushel.q. It
muay not be in buishels of grain, buit it
niay he its equivalent ini cattie or other
traffic. 1, miyself, have grent faith ini
the territory iii the vicinity of the
Rocky Mountains as bcing, the very l>est
suiited for cattie raising. Cattle can be
wvin tered, th ere m îîch more succesi lly
thani they can ha in Montana aind Idaho.
This winter bas beau a test one, and it
wili be a matter of very grea-t importance
to ail who take an interest in that sub-
jeet to learui what will be the resuit as

*comipared withi Kansas and the Western
territories of the United States. The Ioss

*of cattle in Kansas and other territories
of the Western States this winter has
been veî'y considerable, but we have not,
as yet, any reliable information as to the
success of the sruall herds tint are now

ibeing wintered ini the district batween
r Fort McLeod and Fort Calgarry. I be-

lieve thnt our hierds in that part of the
*North -West wiil have suffered less from
-the effects of the severe winter than the

i herds on the other side of the Rue. This
B is, of course, a diversion, but it occurred
sto me as a most important item in con-

naction with the export trade from thot
-country, and one'that will afford trafflo for

e the railway at a much carlier period than
9 a few years ago we were led to believe.
iL A few individuals having large liards of
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cattle will furnish a vast anount of traffic
for the railway. The herds on the other
side of the line are numbered up from
ten to twenty thousand head, and there
is nothing to prevent Canadians from
having equally large herds within the
Canadian domain. That, in itself, will be
a very considerable item of freight fron
that country towards the tide.water of
the Atlantic, so that it is no very exag-
gerated amount to fix the export traffic
of the railway ten years hence at equal to
20,000,000 bushels. This, at 15 cents
per bushel, which is a very low rate com-
pared witli wbat is charged by railway
companies on the other side of the line,
will yield $3,000,000.

Canadian Pacific Railway Company, I
think we should at the same time so
frame our law that discrimination of
rates would be impossible. While on
this subject, if I caught the meaning of
the resolutions which the leader of the
Government read yesterday as emanating
from the Board of Directors of the Syn-
dicate at Montreal, I understood that
they reserve to themselves the right to
discriminate on the freights of purchasers
of their lands.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
No, it was in the other direction : that
it sbould not interfere with the cheap
transport of emigrants who purchase lands.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - Take it at 20 lon. Mr. SCOTT - There is a re-servation as to special rates for thecents, purchasers of Syndicate lands.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I have named 15

cents because it is a mucl lover rate tian
is charged on the other side of the line.
My hon. friend bchind me might probably
inform. the House what it cost last fall to
send a bushel of wheat from Minneapolis
to New York ; J think it was in the
neighborhood of 20 cents. Now, in con-
nection with that, I suppose hon. gentle-
men are aware that we have on our sta-
tute book, in the Consolidated Railway
Act, the following clause : -

"6. All or any of the tolls may, by any by-
law, be .reduced and again raised as often as
deemed necessary for the interest of the under-
taking; but the same tolls shall be payable at
the same time and under the sane circum-
stances upon all goods and by all persons, so
that no undue advantage, privilege or mono.
poly may be afforded to any person or class of
persons by any by-laws relating to the tolls.1

This is a clause that is in the statute
book of this country, and similar pro-
visions exist in- the law of the United
States - in other words, that comnion
carriers, such as railways.shail treat all
persons who deal with thei on the saine
basis, that perference rates shall not be
permittel, thiat one man shall not be
charged one rate and another, under simi-
lar circumstances, charged a different
rate, but is it observed i It is not. Our
experience tells us, that this statute is
violated every day, that public attention
is being constantly drawn to it, and that
legislatures are practically powerless in
dealing with those huge monopolies in
the United States. In granting the ex-
traordinary powere we are giving to the

Hon. Mr. Scott.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - It
is a reservation in the other sense-of
making better teris for theni.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - J will just read
the clause. I thought it read strangely

"This agreement to bc subject to the condi-
tions as to special rates for the purchasers of
land, or for emigrants, or intending emigrants,
which are contained in the 24th section of the
charter of this Company."

Now, J speak subject to correction, and
my hon. friend can inform me : in his
reading it over vesterday, it struk me
that these words "This agreement to
be sulbject to the conditions as to special
rates for the purchasers of land " could
only allule to purchasers of Syndicate
lands. If the Syndicate, at this early
stage, propose to discriminate against the
purchasers of Crown lands, and if a man
who happens to settle on a Syndicate lot
is to have his grain carried to market at
a lower rate than the man who has set-
tied on a lot of the Government of Can-
ada, it is likely that we may have an
early rebellion in that country. They
reserve to themselves the right to
make preference ternis with the pur-
chasers of land. That can only mean
Syndicate lands, and, if the settlers on
Syndicate lands are to have more favor-
orable rates than those who settle on
Urown lands, then, T think, the people in
the North-West will be very apt to take
the remedy into their own hands. We
know that practice bas largely prevailed
on the other side of the line. The hon.
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gentleman smiles, but we know it is
done every day in the United States.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

I am smilng at this: a very
short time ago we were told by
my hon. friend that the Company were
getting too mucli land, that they'would
not sell it to settlers, and that settlement
would not go on; now we are told that
too favorable terms are being made for
the settlers who will settle on Syndicate
lands. There is nothing said in the res-
olution about settlers on Syndicate lands.

lon. Mr. SCOTT - Will the hon.
gentleman undertake to say that the
Syndicate, in framing their rules as to
rates, are proposing rates for settlers on
Government lands ? The clause in the
contract to which they refer in the reso-
lution has reference only to the Ontario
and Pacifie Junction Railway and the
Canada Central Railway.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - Not
to Syndicate lands only, but to lands gen-
erally.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - That portion of
the clause bas reference only to those two
railways. They reserve to themselves
the right to make special rates for pur-
chasers of Syndicate lands, and this
agreement is predicated on that basis :
"This agreement to be subject to the
conditions as to special rates for the pur-
chasers of land." It can only be pur-
chasers of Syndicate land.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

Any lands.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I do not agree
with my hon. friend, if lie will excuse
me for saying so, that they propose to
fix a rate for purchasers of Crown lands.
If the rate was to be for everybody in
the North-West, it would not be a special
rate ; it is special to the parties who get
the benefit of it, otherwise it is a general
rate. That is the ineaning I take trom
it. The railwavs across the border
do just the same thing - they have
special rates for the favored few, apart
from the general public. This subject
bas created a good.deal of discussion on
the other side of the line. I will just
read a few lines from an article by H. D.
Lloyd, in the March number of the
Atlantic Monthly, in reference to what

Hon. Mr. Scott.

is being done on the Northern Pacifie
Railway and the St. Paul and Sault
City road: -

"iThe Northern Pacific, which has been built
by grants of land from the people, and which
is now an applicant before the people's con-
gress for the extension of its land grant, gives
special rates to the Dalrymples, the Casses, the
Grandins, with their 30,000 and 40,000 acre
farms, and charges the poor farmuers full rates.
The St. Paul and Sioux City Railroad furnishes
the large farmers along its route with rates
one-half those charged the small farmers.
Who are the large farmers ? Presidint Drake,
of the road; General Bishop, its manager;
President George T. Siney. of the Metropolitan
Bank of New York; Mr. Orr, a partner of the
great house of David Dows & Co., of New
York; Goldschmidt, the rich German banker,
of Frankford-on-the-Main, and every director
of the road. The investments of these men
average a return of 20 per cent, the first year,
and 55 per cent. the second year."
Who are the large farmers ? They are
the stockholders of the road and their
friends, who make a profit of 55 per
cent. out of their large farms after the
second year, because they get their grain
carried practically for nothing, while the
small farmer, or the individual who bas
no influence, lias to pay full rates. In
that way, the parties interested in the
road get enormous returns out of their
investments.

Hon. Mr. l\cLELA.N - They have
been doing the same thing on the Gov-
ernment roads for yenrs - giving the
large producer special rates.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - As between the
same points '

Ron. Mr. McLELAN - As between
the same points ; they have been getting
much greater reduction in rates, in pro-
portion to their trafBe, than this.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - Two wrongs
do not make a right.

Hon. Mir. McLELAN - It is less ex-
pensive, proportionately, to move a large
amount of freight to a given point, than
to move small quantities.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - To charge one
hundred per cent., or fifty per cent., or
twenty-five per cent., more to one cus-
tomer than to another is certainly ex-
cessive, and is contrary to the spirit and
working of the Act of Parliament. I
should like the hon. gentleman to point
out some instance where it is done on
the Intercolonial Railway.
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Hon. Mr. McLELAN - The Iron and
Steel Company, of Londonderry, have
rates a great deal lower than the ordinary
traffic - two hundred per cent.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I would fail to
be convinced, until I saw the figures, that
anything so monstrous as that could occur
on one of our Government railways. Cer
tainly, that is, in my judginent, the basis
on which we are going to have the contest
in the future - the right of the rail-
way companies to charge just
sucli tariffs as they please, and
to discriminate in favor of or against
individuals as they please. Why, it
would be perfectly monstrous that a
railway Company could arbitrarily dic-
tate its rates to an individual with whou
they are dealing. No man would be safe
according to that practice, no industry
could live except by their favor. They
could enrich one man and impoverish
another, by making rates less to one than
to the other. That is being done in the
United States just now by the Standard
Oil Company, and the attention of the
people of the United States bas been
called for some time past to this gigantic
evil. Under a monopoly of that kind, a
common carrier can, as I said before,
drive one firm into bankruptcy, while, at
the sanie time, it is enriching those who
are working hand in hand with it. That
is the effect of monopoly; the railway
company work with those who share their
profits with them. They carry the goods
of a manufacturer at a great deal lower
rate than their ordinary tariff, and the
manufacturer shares his profits with the
Company. Under this system, you
destroy an honest business basis, and it is
utterly impossible that a fair industry
can exist in any country if a common
carrier is to be allowed to discriminate
between individuals.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - It is' done
on all railways.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I say it is inde-
fensible ; and, whether it is doue in the
case of the Intercolonial Railway or not,
I am quite sure, if the facts were bronght
to light, and if the discrimination is> in
the gross manner the hon. gentleman
leads us to believe, ParliaLaent would not
be slow to express its condemnation of
such gross favoritism. I say it is the

Hon Mr. Scote.

battle ground upon which the rights of
the people of this continent are to be
fought, as the grangers and small
prodlucers are now doing in the
United States. We know that,
very recently, a company or associa-
tion lias been formed in the United
States for the very purpose of fighting
this monopoly. It bas grown to such
gigantic proportions in that country that
it bas to be put down, or ultimately it will
put down the people. Either the people
have to rule or the monopolies will rule.
The monopolies profess to be able to con-
trol Congress. My lion. friend smiles,
but, if I. were to read him some of
the facts that have cone to light in
connection with this subject, perhaps it
would astonish him. I will take a few
instances that will show the effect pro-
duced by railway companies raising their
rates arbitrarily upon the business in-
dustries of the whole community. Judge
Black, in speaking the other day at
Cooper Institute, stated that the advance
of five cents per hundred pounds on the
crop of 1873 was a gain to the railways
that moved it of $53,000,000 ; and, if
applied to the crop of 1880, it would be
equal to $73,000,000. It is calculated
that the grain traffic was only one-third
of the whole traffic of the railways al-
luded to, and if you multiply that by
three it will give, at 15 cents per hundred
pounds, the enormous sum of $219,000,-
000, that the railway companies, those
giant monopolies, have collected from the
producers. They undertake to say what
the producer shall receive for his labor,
and what the consumer shall pay for the
grain and food they tax. By the slight
imposition of 15 cents increase over
what would be a just and fair rate, no
less than $219,000,000 was extracted
from the people out of the through traffic
of that year, and it is said by experts
that the 15 cents was in excess of
what the just and fair rate would be.
I mention this as an illustration of what
will probably be done in the order of
things in our own North-West, unless we
intervene to prevent it by guarding the
interests of the people by more stringent
provisions and clauses than exist in the-
general law or the charter of the Syn-
dicate.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - Does the
hon. gentleman prove that that $219,-
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000,000 bas been charged over and
above what was a fair rate'?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I refer
friend to Judge Black's address,
is alleged to be in excess of
rate.

my lion.
vhere it
the fair

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - I do not see
that he proves it, nor do I see that the
returns of any of the railways show it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -- Hon. gentlemen
know very well that the railway
returns vill not show it. Another
illustration of the effect of monopolies in
the neighboring country is the Standard
Oil Company. That Company went into
existence during the war. [t was started
by two gentlemen named Samuel
Andrews and John Rockefeller, and it
has grown to be, in conjunction with the
railways with which it operates, a huge
monopoly in that country. It not only
fixes the price that the consumer shall
pay for his oil in every city in the United
States, but it declares what price shall
be paid for petroleum at the oil
wells. It swept out of existence
all other companies. It has drawn
its check for $1,000,000 to suppress a
rival. It buys 30,000 to 60,000 barrels
of crude oil a day, at a price fixed by
itself, and makes special contracts with
the railroads for the transportation of
13,000,000 to 14,000,000 barrels of oil a
year. The four quarters of the globe
are partitioned among the members of
the Standard combinations. The Stand-
ard Oil Company produces only one-
fiftieth- or sixtieth of the petroleum of
the United States, and dictates the price
of al, and refines nine-tenths. No
other Company can live under the coni-
petition of the Standard, and all this
could only have been accomplished
through the co-operation of the railways
- througlh this system of preferential
rates that the hon. gentleman has ad-
verted to, and which, to his mind, for the
moment, seems to be a fair and reasonable
one. The Standard effected secret ar-
rangements with the Pennsylvania, the
New York Central, the Erie, and Balfti
rmore and Ohio - the three great lines
that run into the oil regions, and all the
railways tributary to it, and in that way
it has secured the absolute control of
the whole.trade of the United States.
Mr. Lloyd in an article in the A tlantic'

Hon. Mr. Scott.

Montly,-makes the following statement
in reference to this large monopoly : -

"To-day, in every part ofthe United States,
people who burn kerosene are paying the
Standard Oil Company a tax on every gallon
amounting to several times its originul cost to
that concern. The average price of crude oi
at the wells or at Cleveland, as the railroads
carry the crude free to the Standard's refin-
eries, was in December last about three cents
a gallon. The price of refined at Cleveland
was 17 cents a gallon. 011 that the Standard
sells in New York, at a profit, at 10 cents a
gallon, they charge 19 cents for in Chicago.

A family that uses a gallon of kerosene a day
pays a yearly tribute to the Standard of $32,
the income from $800 in the tour per cents.
In Pennsylvania, the tax levied by the Stan-
dard,above all expenses and legitimate profits,
is calculated by an expert at 14 cents a gallon.
This makes a yearly tax on the light in most
general use in that State of $2,555,000. The
whole country consumed last year, at a low
estimate, 220,000,000 gallons of kerosene.
Putting the Standard tax, to avoid all poski-
bility of exaggeration, down to five
cents a gallon, we have a levy on
the whole country of $11,000,000 1 ,ides
the millions taken from the railroads in re-
bates. These, according to the sworn evidence
of the officers of the railroads and the known
figures of shipments, amounted in 1878 to
$6,960,840, and, in the period between October
17th, 1877, and March 31st, 1879, to
$10,151,218. These figures make reasonable
the current estimate that the Standard paid
dividends of $1,000,000 a month. It can do this
and have millions left to pay the rents of
refineries it has leased and keeps idle, its
backsheesh to railroad men, the bribes it had
to give judges, State legislatures, and State
inspectors, and its salaries of hundreds of
thousand dollars a month to men whom it
has turned out of the business, and who are
acting as its paid agents.

0 * h h h h h

" In less than the ordinary space of a life-
finie, our railroads have brought upon us the
worst labor disturbance, the greatest of mono-
polies, and the most formidable combination
of money and brains that ever oversbadowed
a State. The time has come to face the fact
that the forces of capital and industry have
outgrown the forces of our Government. The
corporation and the trades union have for-
gotten that they are the creatures of the State.
Our strong men are engaged in a headlong
fight for fortune, power, precedence, success.
Americans as they are, they ride over the
people like Juggernaut ta gain their ends. The
moraliste have preached to them since the
world began, and have failed. The common
people, the nation, must take them in hand.
The people can be successfut only when they
are right. When monopolies succeed, the
.people fail; when a rich criminal escapes
justice, the people are punished ; when A
egislature is bribed, the people are cheated."
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Yet, in the face of all this, lion. gentle- business that last year, in the United
men will say it is possible that a rebate States, anounted te $50,000,000 in the
may be fair, and that preference rates export trade alone - can fix a price for
should be given to large producers. It petroleuin; fot only are the prices fixed,
will be seen that, in the short period of but the amounts to be sold of that im-
seventeen months, the rebates by these portant article are controlled by this
railway companies to the Standard gigantic monopoly cortrol!erl by it
amounted to the enormous sura of tbrough the iiiedium cf the railways.
$10,000,000. Hon. gentlemen will see Without the co-operation of the railwav
hoi utterly impossible it vas for any companies, it las not posihle for SUCi a
other cil concern to live undeî suc nonopoiy to exiat. 'l'tee a nirectors of the
unfair discriniination. The Staud(ard 1 ailway eoilpanies cbviolisiy get coluperi-
lias practica]ly starvel ou~t iil it.4 co- sating advantages fro ix the opi co nf,
petitors ; millions anti million, wee pet aol the sharepolders who are behind
into conîtetition with it,' but it swaînp'dtý( t.iîiIn sec theïr l>ropei'y manipulatei -in
theni ail. Tfie secret cf' its pow'br utas the inteoest of the few. it is just an
that it had a contract vii the railvWay illustration cof the iaws tat ar
compaies t carry its oil at a rate tnat passed, dity ly dntp, which fake tha
no other oil company could obtain, and rich richer aei the poor direrf The
it is only by a revolutioîî, or by sonte moiicys cf the worid are constantly rua-
extraordinarv poners eTaSating froan ring utom narrier channols, an t in-
Cngress, tiat the vii effets cof thi dividual fortunes are antontin g te
ggtitc monopoly can be checked. The fabtlous sais. The fortunes that have
Standard O Company, on a nominal been made it thi United States within
capital cf $3,ese to, have paid a divi- the last few years ar fabulons. There
haend on tat traec millions h fa million are en -vlose annual incoîn is frorn

dollars a mento . It lias been prcvcd ton to fifteen millions, acquired in a few
that the Pennsylvania IRailway, by its years ; but it cant be done honestly,
contract witl the Standard O in Company, it eau only c effectod by what is calld
iost in one year alone seven mi,- swindling, and this swindling cosod nmt
lions cf d oweirs to its sliare- be carrifd ort sucessfulry omiy through
holders. Tha directors anipute those the instrumentality cf the raiiways that
corporations for their own benefit. They control the country. Therefere, in rail-
may net get it ut cf the railway, b t way legisiation, we ought te be most
they got it ont cf the side enterprises guarded atd particular to prevent our
with which thot are in partnership. people front being burdened with
mention these façts becauise it is imper- monopolies by the magnates who
tant that 'vo shotldl niderstaid te what ibtain those extraerdinary advantages.
those nonopolies aspire, anti what they lle practice and p icy cf the Standard
can accomplisi wlren tiey are allowed Oui Company have their imitators h
the latitude that the legisiation cf this Canada. It is a atter cof fact that
country and cf the IJiiteb States appears there is a Company te-day seeking te
te have given thcm, wittout carefully attai la te Canadiar cil trade tue sa e
guarded provisions to protect the rights position as the Standard Compaiy ir
cof th ople. The Standard Ou Con- American il. Te Imperial OCm Cpn-
pany own tbe pipe linos; the pipe lins pany cf Canada is the oue te vhicb I ad-
are chlartered as commor carriemn, like vert. I am teld, on good authority, and
railways, bot they decli e te carry for shal be glad te have it contradicted if it
any otgetr company. A ma lias a short 18 rot correct, that the Imperial Com-
lino cf lus own wlîich hoe connecta with pany is adoptitg cxactly the role cf the
the main lino, but the main lino declines Standard ; that the Grand Trunk Rail-
t forwrd his il for him. There is oniy way Company carnes the cil cf the I-
one escape, and that is t h s a it te tltc prial for a very considerably less arount
Standard Oul Compan, and the Standard tian the cil cf any ether ccmpany.
buys it at its own prico. The Standard Take, for insance, the transportation
bas secured constrol of ai tte tank cars cf cil from Petrolia te Ottawa. The
east of the Mississippi, and, therefre, no Grand Trunk ailway rate, cf freight
other cencorin in that lige business - a frei London or Petrolda te Prescott is

ifon. Mfr. S"cctt.
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$75, and I am told on the very -railway" which hai discriminated,
best authority that the Imperial against him. The bistor of the Stand-
Company have a rebate on that of $36. ard is strewn with instances of that kind.
What possibility is there that any other Innumerable companies have One under
company can survive when there is a in that way, losiug millions of dollars,
rebate equivalent to two or three cents a because the Standard Company, through
gallon to this favored Company. Is it the instrume.tality of the railways of
not an illustration of thé way a railway the United States, bave beea
company can build up one enterprise or ahle to crush out individual enterprise.
bankrupt another I To-day four cars of Here, la Canadaare ve going to tolerate
oil arrived in this city. These cars, to a concern that is seeking to foUow in the
reach Ottawa, had to cone via the Can- footsteps of the Standard? 1 think not.
ada Southern to the Suspension Bridge ; I think itis tire that the attentin of
they had to cross there, and rau over the people of this country wvs calied to
railwavs in the United States to Ogdens- so gross and so glaring a case. Iere in
burg, cross the St. Lawrence Rivec to te city of O ,tava, the Imperial Com-
Prescott, and run into Ottawa. I is
time there was an independent railway Petrolia Company by at least tvo or
from here to Toronto, when Canadian three cents a gallon. 0f course, we
people who have paid tribute to the know the public wilI bvy where the
Grand Trunk Railway in the shape of article is sold cheapest. It means crash-
subsidies, and when the Grand Trunk ing out the rival, and, when tho rival is
Railway can either enrich or bankrupt crushed, it means raising the price on
the industries of this country. It is the consumer. The price is wlatever
time that practices such as those the people are capable of paying, just as
should be impossible under our laws. this railway nay regulate its charges iu
ln the case to which I have referred, the the North-West. It is not vhat a man
Grand Trunk Railway Company were bas earned ly the sweat oi his brow
unwilling to haul the cars for the Petrolia i that is Vo wake him vealthy, but
Oil Companv at all, and would only haul what the raitway corpany will atlow
them at $75 per car. The Company hlm Vo receive for what he sends Vo
had to send them through the United market. Theyfix theprice, they arbi-
States in the way I bave dcscribed, and trarily arrange it, and, if you allow the
yet the freight, including the $12 fron syndidate to fix their capital at $25,000,-
Prescott to Ottawa, was only $65, so 000, it will require a very large amount
that the Petrolia Company made a con- of revenue from that country Vo justify
siderable saving in dealing with five the G4vernment in reducing the toits,
distinct companies rather than deal with even if the business is conducted on an
the Grand Trunk. Now, 1 think no honest basis. Wkereas, if they are
further illustration is required of the restricted to what ought'to be a reasona-
point I am endeavoring to impress upon ble and fair and just basis of capital, the
this House and the people of this coun- amount that thuy bonafide put into the
try, that in granting charters to railway concern, then it would require relatively
companies we should, in language plain much smaller receipts and involve rda-
and easily understood, make it impossible ively mucb lower rates. i concera
for the companies to take the advantage will be, in the future, probably the largest
of the public that they are now en- on Vhis continent, looking forward some
deavoring to do. Individuals are power- twenVy-five or Vhirty years. IV is probable
less to fight those large corporations. I that on this continent there wilt be no
is impossible that they can go into other railway line with a continuous
court with them. It is a long and system of three thousand miles. In pro-
tedious process, and costs money. The portion to its greatness, so wilt be its in
Company can fight them from court fluence. la proportion Vo its vastness
to court, and individuals must and extent, so will, naturally, in t
give up the contest in despair, future, be its volume of tradeand s0 wilI
and go out of business. A man crushed be its opprrtunity for exercisiug this dis-
out in that way by a railway company crimination as Vo rates. I am perfectly
put up on his sign, "Bankrupt by order of confident that a people's Parliament

Hon. hmr. ScoTt.
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elected hereafter will appreciate in its Hon. Mr. SCOTT -The hon. gentle-
true spirit the interpretation of that word man has heard my words, and lieeau
" capital," and, therefore, it does*not, per- dra'v whatever inférence le 1 leases. 1
haps, affetct the question so much at this have stated the facts. The Grand Trunk
moment what we will say or do about it. Railway bas givea preference rates te
If this Company, in the future, by the the extent I have name 1 to one ou cer-
manifest swelling up of a fictitious capi- pany over another. I do not allegethatthe
tal, either through construction companies profits on discriminating rates are shared
or through parting with its capital for by the management of the Grand Trank
less that 100 cents on the dollar, will Railway. I know nothing about that.
charge excessive rates, the peoplie's Par- But Nve have the fact that, under similar
liament will put it right. Anything so circumstances in the United States, the
gross wil not be tolerated in this coumn- shareholders did not get the benefit. We
try. But, whien yon find that such have the fact that the Pehnsylvania Crn-
abuses arý allowed to exist already, an(. pany lost $7,000,000 by its alliance with
it is considered right and proper for the the Standard in o e year. It had been
Grand Trunk Railway tt drive a Cana- forced into the Stamidard, how, I do
dian company to seek an avenue throngh not know, but it was shown that the
the- United States te reacli Canadian loss by taking up the Standard business,
markets, it isbtime that the attention of and giving the Standard these rebates
the people of Canada was called te what was a loss to the stockholders to the ex-
may lead, and which undoubtedly will tent I have mentioned. I impute no-
Iead, te an excessive and unwarrantable thing dishonorable or dishonest to the
abuse. It is that already, and it does managem nt of the Grand Trunk Rail-
iseem c onstrous that ony by favor of way. I merely give the facth as they
American railway companies are the were given to me, and I refer the hon.
dneople in this City enabled to purchase gentleman t M w. Shaw, a dealer in oit
their oi at a fair rate. in this city. In the case to which I have

Hon.Mr. ERRILI Is he lon.referred, the Petrolia Company found itmet iM istRIe that bis atent iono t its interest to deal with four railwa

srenemamonsru that onli b ftavore of

icomnanies rather than with the Grand
correctTrunk.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I heard it re-
peatedly, and I sent to-day for a mem ber
of the Petrolia Company, and asked him
if it was a fact. He said it was, and lie
said it was worse than I had supposed;
that the Grand Trunk Railway had re-
fused to carry oil for them at less than
$75 per car,' and, in proof of
it, he said, "We have this day four cars
of oil which we were obliged to bring
from the West by way of the Suspension
Bridge and across the St. Lawrence at
Ogdensburg." My informant is Mr.
Shaw, a gentleman dealing in oil in this
city.

ton. Mr. FERRIER - I cannot
believe it possible.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - If the hon. gen-
tieman will investigate it lie will fiad
that it is the case.

Hon. Mr., FERRIER - Do I under-
stand the hon. gentleman to say that the
Grand Trunk Railway Company is reap-
ing a large amount of profit in that
way ?

Hon. Mr. Scott.

Hon. Mr. R EAD - Five companies.
1 have investigated the vhole thing
myself.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I am glad that
the hon. gentleman is able to corroborate
my statement. It is in open violation of
the 6th clause of the Consolidated Rail-
way Act, which I have already quoted.
A similar provision is openly violated in
the United States, and we in Canada are
imitating them in a small degree,
because we are a smaller community, and
have not the complications they have,
but we are at a distance imitating their
vices, following their footsteps in per-
mitting such impositions on the public
by monopolies, and more particilarly by
railways. We are imitating them in a
manner that does not speak well for the
moral sense of this community. I must
apologise for having so long occupied
the time of the House, but I
did feel that in the interpretation of
of this compaiatively insignificant word
" capital," it was my duty to lay before:
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the House the conclusion I had reached, and there ean ho no doubt that there
at all events, whether I an right or vas an offer to cari y freight from Chicago
wrong as to what can be accomplished to Belleville at a lower rate than rom
under the powers we have given to the Baden to Belleville, whiih is 400 or 500
Pacific Railway Syndicate under their mile% shorter. ln other words, the
charter, and are now, in my judgnent, Grand Trunk offer to draw freight from
further giving then under what we were Chicago to Baden for nothing and -ive
led to believe would be a restricted inter- one cent ler 100 lbs. of a bonus for
pretation of this word "capital." 1 doing it. The article in question is pro-
think the ord "lacapital," as it stood in duced in Canada, and the saine article is
the original Bill, was Very much more produced in the United States, and t ay
definite, and the discussion that took that this is a discrimination against
place in the House showed that it was our ownproducers, to their great injury.
so. The hon. gentleman smiles. J That is my complaint, and I was speak-

Hon. Sir A LEX. CAMP.BELL -
Yes, I do.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I think I an
right in the conclusions I draw, that in
the discussion it was admitted there were
to be no dividends on the cost of the
roads we furnish, or the lands and mfoney
we contribute, and it was to be made clear
that they were only to allot dividends on
the money they invested themselves. I
have shown that they can put in a very
small amount of money, and can swell up
a very large amount of capital. The
capital does not necessarily mean bona
IÎde money invested in the venture.

Hon. Mr. READ -- I may say that I
can corroborate a portion of what has
been stated by the leader of the Opposi-
tion, in so far as my own information
goes, and I took some little pains to go
to the same source that the hon. gentle-
man did to get it, because I had a little
grievance of my own, and I think, per-
haps, now is the time to mention it. My
grievance is that the Grand Trunk Rail-
way discriminates against our own pro-
ducers in favor of Anierican producers.
In confirmation of that, since Parliament
met, I wrote to Chicago for an article
which required to be brouglit to my place
in Belleville by the Grand Trunk Rail-
way. On the saie day I wrote for a
similar quantity of the same article to'
Baden, about seventy miles from Toronto.
The rate charged by the Grand Trunk
from Chicago to Belleville was $50 a car,
or 25 ets. per 100 lbs., while the rate for
the same article, the same quantity, fron
Baden to Belleville by the Grand Trunk
was $52 per car, or 26 cts. per 100 lbs.
I have the letters, written the same day,
and the replies from the Grand Trunk,

Hon. Mr. Scott.

ing of it to a gentleman yesterday and
he said, " I can show you a worse case
than that." I said, "I doubt it." Then
he told me of the oi business, and 1
found that to get their oil here they had
to send it by the CanadaSouthern to the
Niagara Bridge. The Great Western
took it across the bridge; the New York
Central took it to Lewiston; from Lewis-
ton, the Rome, Watertown and Ogdens-
burg Railway took it to Ogdensburg ;
from there it was ferried across to Pres-
cott, and brouglit to Ottawa by the St.
Lawrence and Ottawa Railway. I asked
how was this. He said, " we cannot get
rates from the Grand Trunk. The Imu-
perial Oil Company has got the inside
track, and they get a rebate of $36 a car
on their freight." I know nothing about
this only what the merchant told me
here. I think the difficulty may arise
from the fact that they want to draw
their oi in their own tanks. Possibly
the Grand Trunk would carry the oil in
barrels at the sanie rate they do it for the
linperial.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - No ; they de-
clined to do it.

Hon. Mr. READ - It did seem to
me that business men like the Grand
Trunk Railway Company would not
allow business to go away from them in
that way, but there may be something
behind it. fn my own case, however, 1
say they discriminate against Canadian
producers.

Hon. Mr. FERRIER - Was that oil
brought in in tanks or in barrels 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - It was brought
in in tanks, the same quantity, and
passed over the roads of five companies.
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at a lower rate than the Grand Trunk
would offer to freight it for.

Hon. Mr. READ-They discriminate
agains(t our producers now by freighting
stuff from Chicago to Belleville for 25
cents and charging 26 cents for the sanie
freight from Baden to Belleville.

lHon. Mr. DEVER - ýWhat is the
difference in distance ?

lon. Mr. READ - Four or five hun-
dred miles, and that for less monev. of
course, they ean draw it, if they please,
for nothing, but we have the right to
complain of unfair discrimination.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I have listened
with some curiosity, but without any
surprise to the ingenious address with
which the hon. leader of the Opposition
has just now favored the Committee on
the important niatter u nder discussion.
I say I listened with curiosity, because I
was anxious to hear how far my lion.
friend would exert his ingenuity in en-
deavoring to raise difficulties, and to
throw doubts aroùnd a matter, in regard
to which, both the hon. member and other
gentlemen connected with him in politics
in this country, now occupy a very
unenviable position. I say I listened,
however, to the lion. gentleman's remarks
vithout any surprise, because having been

for several years in this H ouse, and hav-
ing heard frequent discussions in
this House, and in the other
branch of the Legislature on the great
question of the Pacifie Railway,
I believe, if there ever was a subject
upon which a party, and especially the
leading men of a party, have stamped
themselves with the greatest inconsis-
tency, it i8 in reference to this very
question. It is, therefore, without the
least shrprise that I heard my hon. friend
assuming the position which lie did
to-day, while lie went completely back on
his utterances in the able address that
he delivered to this House while the
second reading of the Syndicate Bill was
under consideration. If it were not for
the fact that I am cognizant of the incon-
sistency of the hon. gentleman and his
party on this question ; if it were not
for the unfortunate fact, I may
say, that these gentlemen have,
upon all occasions, been ready to
subordinate the interests of their country

Hon. Mr. Scott.

in connection with this gigantic under-
taking, to party purposes; if I did not,
witness so manv instances of it during
the last seven or eight years, I would be
surprised at the position assuned by my
lion. friend to-day. I did expect,
after the declaration which he made
when that Bill was undergoing its sec-
ond reading, and after the declaration
made by an hon. gentleman occupying
the very highest position in the party
to which the lion. gentleman belongs, in
another place, that, if they could be con.
vinced that the word "capital" in the
Syndicate charter did not include the
subsidies and the completed railways
that were lianded over to the Company,
in consideration of their undertaking the
great work of the Pacifie Railway, their
objections would have been very much,
indeed,lessened to the scheme-that they
would be satisfied with the Bill now
before ,the house. My hon. friend,
in language as clear as lie himself is in
the habit of using - and we all know
how clearly he enunciates his opinion
when he bas any important matter to
address to this House - declared in his
place here that if the interpretation
which the Government has now in this
clause placed upon the word " capital "
would be the interpretation it was to bear,
that inuch, if not the chief, of his objections
to the Government scheme for construct-
ing the Pacifie Railway would disappear.
A nother gentleman, a leader of the party
in another place, made the same declara-
tion ; and I know now how uncomfort-
able my hon. friend must feel, because
the very thing is done which he could
have no possible expectation would have
been done when he made that declara-
tion. It is because my hon. friend finds
the Bill before the House explains to the
satisfaction of the Senate and of the
country the word " capital" in this great
undertaking; it is because lie feels it has
swept away from under the feet of him-
self and his party the only tangible ob-
jection which they had to submit to the
country against that great scheme, that
my hon. friend lias taken such trouble
to-day to address to the House an argu-
ment the chief portion of which is
utterly irrelevant in connection with the
clause of the Bill now before the Commit-
tee. I do not intend to follow mylhon. friend
in his description of the monopolies which
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exist in connection with railways in the
United States, or any other country.
We all know that monopolies are not
desirable, and none of us wish to sec a
monopoly exist in connection with any
of our railways, or in connection with the
development of our great North-West
Territories. None ôf us desires anything
of that sort, and it will not do
for my hon. friend to attempt
to lead away the minds of the
Committee, or endeavor to impose upon
the country, by predicting that cimilar
evils to those which we know exist in con-
nection with the monopolies to which lie
has alltded, are going to be the inevitable
result of the legislation that is now before
us. It is misrepresenting the question,
it.is misleading the minds of hon. gen-
tlemen, but it is the only course open to
ny lion. friend to meet what he knows
must be the damaging effect against
himself and his party of such a clause as
this in connection with the subject now
under consideration by this Committee.
I said, just now, that I should notfollow
my bon. friend in all the irrelevant argu-
ments and illustrations lie bas used in
support of bis construction of the word
" capital." I do not feel that the Com-
mittee would be disposed to follow me
throughout; but I think I (shall be able
to show the Committee that the
alarm which the bon. gentleman lias
attempted to create with regard to this
question is entirely unfounded. The
leader of the House in presenting this
question to the Senate on the second
reading of the Bill yesterday very clearly,
and I think, to the comprehension of
every hon. gentleman within the compass
of his voice, showed that this clause was
framed with especial care, and with every
possible desire to have it carry out pre-
ciscly the purpose which it was intended
to meet. The first great ob.
ect was to define what thet
word " capital" meant, as well as what it
did not mean, and, afterwards, to what
subsidies it had relation, and there migh
have been a doubt, perhaps, whether the
word "capital" included land subsi-
dies, or whether it had relation to any-
thing more than the actual cash which
the Company had contributed towards
the construction of the work.- There
was a doubt as to whether the subsidies,
under the charter which had been grant-

Hon. Kfr. Miller.

ed to the Company, were to rank as capi-
tal. The word subsidy had been used in
reference to the land appropriation, and
also in reference to the money grantand,
therefore, in the first clause of the Bill,
there could be no doubt that the land
grant and the money grant could not pos-
sibly be included in the wcrd " capital,"
intended to be . defined in the
Syndicate Bill. The hon. leader
of the Government so clearly
put this point to the House, and, no
attempt hav.ing been made to controvert
his explanation, it is not necessary
now to make any argument in regard to
it. He sbowed that in the language of
the Syndicate Bill itself there can he no
doubt whatever what was meant by the
word " capital," what was meant by the
word " sabsidies," and also what was
meant by the other assistance, such a the
completed portions of tie road which
were to be handed over - there can be
no confusion of ternis. The language
selected for the purpose was so precise,
so exclusive in one sense, and so inclu-
sive in another, that there could be no
confusion in the mind of any
one as to what was intended to
b meant by the word "capital."
The bon. gentleman, in dealing with this
question, argued as if we were consider-
ing the ways and means of constructing
an ordinary publie work. lon. gentle-
men must recollect.that this is not the
case ; that we are dealing now with an
extraordinary question, and that that
question has been to this country an
enormous difficulty for many years past.
If it were an ordinary question, subject
to ordinary objections and conditions o
legislation there miglit be some force in
the hon.gentlenan's arguments,but,when
he knows that this great work we are
now engaged in is one that we have been
told would utterly bankrupt this coun-
try ; when lie knows that lie himself has
told this House that it was altogether
beyond the reach of the means of this
Dominion, and no one, perhaps, has been
more gloomy in his predictions as to the
resuits which this work was going to
entail on * thîs country ; when
lie finds a scheme inaugurated
and about to be but into operation that
is certain to dispel all those gloomy pre-
dictions, and to bring to a successful
conclusion this important enterprise, he
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should not be so very captious with re-
gard to some minor defects, that we all
admit exist in the contract. It is very
true that the Syndicate contract is not
all that some of us would like it to be.
If we had the privilege of drafting the
contract entirely to our own satisfaction,
there are some things in it which, no
doubt, we would leave out ; but, as we
have not that privilege, and as there
were two parties to be consulted,it is but
natural that there are provisions in it
that we would wish to dispense with.
But the Government having been en-
abled, through their exertions during
the recess, to make a stride towards a
satisfactory solution of the great question
of the hour, and, considering the difficul-
ties with which the question was sur-
rounded, having succeeded so far as to get
a Company to undertake this enterprise
upon terms more favorable than it was
ever anticipated any Company could have
been got to take it, we should not ex-
pect that in every particular our views
could be met, or no possible refinement
of argument might not be urged against
some of the terms and conditions upon
which the Pacific Railway is to be coin-
pleted. I ask the hon. gentleman if,
when lie himself was in power, the Gov-
ernment of which lie was a member had
received such an offer as has been ac-
cepted by the Parliament of this country,
would ho and bis Government not have
gladly availed themselves of it, with all
its objections, and with all iLs alleged
monopolies ; and would we not have
heard my lion. friend coming down to
this House and arguing away all those
objections as so many cobwebs to be
brushed aside, and not worthy to be
considered in connection with the accom-
plishment of so very great an object ? I
am sorry to find that ny hon. friend has
assumed a very different position out of
office than * he would certainly
have done in office, and that
he is not willing to deal with
this great- question with that candor
which he generally exhibits upon other
subjects ; but I attribute it all to the
fact that the party with which lie is con-
nected have expressed their hopes of re-
turning to power upon presenting this
Syndicate scheme to the country,
in every particular, as a bar-
gain which is going to be extremely

Hon. Mr. MilLer.

disastrous to the best interests of the
Dominion. I say it is because the Op-
position have come to the conclusion that
this is the best battle ground which they
can occupy, that such a speech as we have
heard to-day, has been made by my hon.
friend, and so many speeches have been
made in another place, and resolution
after resolution has been presented to
Parliament, having no other object, what-
ever, except that of influencing the popu-
lar mind by persistent misrepresenta-
tions. Now, after separating all the
irrelevant matters in the hon. gentleman's
speech from the gist of it, what did his
whole argument amount to ? In opposi-
tion to the clause of the Bill under con-
sideration, what dil lie attempt to show i
The hon. gentleman's argument is this:
that the Company may, by watering its
stock, or by creating fictitious stock, im-
pose, even under this ten per cent. rate,
burdens on the industries of that coun-
try in connection with the transporta-
tion of the products of the North-West
that they will be unable to bear. If my
hon. friend's argument amounts to any-
thing, it means that the Pacific Railway,
when completed, will not be able to bear
a rate of tolls that will allow a ten per
cent. profit on ten millions of capital
stock, much less on twenty-five millions,
and that the Bill will permit
the creation of a monopoly that
will inevitably retard the settlement
and development of the North-West'.
Now, in the first place, my hon. friend
has left out of siglit in his argument a
very important consideration, and it is
this : there are no people so mucli in-
terested in the development of the
North.West as the very men who, lie
says, are going to create this monopoly,
and kill the trade and prevent the set-
tlement of that country. And, if it be
the case that these men are more inter-
ested than even the Government of the
day (because the whole success of the
enterprise will depend upon settling that
country), if there stands nothing between
themiselves and disaster but the settle-
ment, and the speedy settlement, of that
great territory, does it not strike one as
absurd to suppose they would pursue
such a policy s would drive people a way
from thie 'territory and prevent its
development ? In that, youi have
the first strong guarantee against
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monopoly on the part of the
Syndicate 1 My hon. friend would not
contend that any money that the Com-
pany may invest in the construction of
that work should not yield ten per cent.
profit, notwithstanding the low rate of
interest in the money markets of the
world at the present time. No one
would, for a moment, pretend to say that
ten per cent. profit on an investment like
the one we are considering would be
exorbitant, or would be at all deserving
of the name of monopoly. However
oppressive might be the rates of tolls, no
one could claim that money invested in
so heavy and so remote an undertaking

- an undertaking where the profits
must Le so remote, and the ultimate
success of which is so far in the future -
should not yield ten per cent. profit.
My hon. friend does not argue that for
one moment. Now, under the
charter of the Company, they will
be called upon to deposit, in addition
to the $1,000,000 doposit, four mil-
lions between now and 1882. That
much at least, lie adiits will have te be
invested by tlhese men in the construe-
tion of this work. My lion. friend uses
the plausible argument that the lands
and money will be sufficient to complete
the portions of the road which the Syndi-
cate have to build. That I (o not at all
admit ; and I do not think the hon. gen-
tleman will get anyone differing from
him in politics in this country to admit
for a moment, that the subsidies we have
undertaken to give the Company wil be
sifficient to build the portions of the
road devolvipg upon then. Looking at
the history of this question, the reports
of engineers for years, ani the opinions
of eminent men who have given the sub-
ject very great consideration, there can
be no doubt that in addition to what we
will give the Syndicate they must expend
twenty or twenty-five millions more.
The hon. gentleman does not believe that
the Syndicate will invest a dollar of their
own money in the road beyond the
amount they are required to pay up un-
der the third clause of the charter, that
is 30 per cent. of $5,000,000, but that
they will increase their capital stock by
watering or otherwise to any ex-
tent they please up to $25,000,000.
That shows conclusively the weakness of
his position, because once the stock be-

Hon. Mr. Mizter.

comes watered stock, it is absurd to say
that it can be considered capital under
this Bill. But what is the language of
the Act which the clause under the con-
sideration of the Committee is intended
to amend. It says :-

" The Parliament of Canada may, trom time
to time, reduce the tolls upon the Railway,
but not without the consent of the Company,
or so as to produce less than 15 per cent. per
annum profit on the capital actually expended,
etc.?

Now, I ask my hon. friend how can
watered stock be capital actually ex-
pended? The language of the Consoli-
dated Railway Act of 1879, in connec-
tion with the language of the Bill now
before the Housa, puts it out of the
reach of possibility that any operation
such as my hon. friend has supposed
possible, could take place. If the Coi-
pany are obliged to expend $10,OOC,000
or $20,000,000, in addition to the subsi-
dies and assistance they get from the
Government, is it unreasonable to ask
that they should be permitted to charge
tolls in order to obtain a fair profit
from their investment ? We all know,
from the information we have, that it
will be a long time before this road yill
even pay working expenses -- that it
will require $7,000,000 or $8,000,000 to
pay the working expenses alone, and we
have the opinion of a gentleman well
qualified to give an opinion on this sub-
ject (Mr, Fleming), that until 3,000,000
of people have settled in that territory
it will be utterly impossible for that
road to earn the expenses of operating
it. Where, then, can be the danger of
monopoly under the safeguard this Bill
will throw around the charter, when
the probability is that for the ten years
after the completion of the road that the
Company is secured fron competition,
it isaltoptuer b3yond the reach of pro-
bability that there will be enough people
in that country to pay the working ex-
penses of that road. This arrangement
has been spoken of as one that is to
exist for ever, but it should not be for-
gotten tliat within ten years after
the time limited for the completion
of the road, the monopoly will expire,
and, if necessity should call for it,
li'nes will be called into existence; there-
fore, this question of monopoly cannot
really be so alarming as my hon. friend,
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with all his ingenuity and eloquence, has
endeavored to make it appear. He com-
plains that the Bill before the House
contains no clause providing against pre-
ferences being given by this Company,
cither to its own immigrants or others
settling in that country, but in the same
breath he shows the utter worthlessness
of such a clause. -He shows we have a
clause of that kind on the statute book
in reference to other railways, and that
it is violated every day and cannot be
enforced, and still he would ask that a
clause should be inserted in this Bill, or
in the charter of the Company, which lie
himself admits is impracticable in other
instances. The lion. leader of the Op-
position addressed the Committee for
more than an hour, but ten minutes
might have sufficed him to say every-
thing he advanced against the clause of
the Bill which ho attacked. Ail the rest
of the time was occupied in dealing with
subjects, which were without any re-
lation to the one before ius -in fact
were clearly intended to imystify the
question, and draw away the mind of
the Committee from the point under dis-
cussion.* I have partly explained the
reasons of the hon. gentleman's conduct,
but I have not givein a further reason
that must suggest itself to anyone who
bas followed the debates elsewhere.
When the Syndicate Bill was before the
other House, the country was told that
under its provisions the Company would
be able to regulate the tolls on the rail-
way on the full cost of tho work,
including the subsidies in land and
money, and the completed portions of
the road, and it was on this basis that
the cry of monopolv was thon started.
Viewed in that way the cry vas an
alarning one. There were just groxunds
to oppose allowing the Company to oh-
tain a ten per cent. profit on the aid
contributed by the country to the con-
struction of thé railwav. There
were good gr> nds for arguing that
under such a construction of this charter,
the Company might become an oppres-
sive monopoly. This feature of the Syn-
dicate Bill was the one that excited the
greatest hostility in the ranks of the
Opposition, and appeared to be viewed by
the people as the chief objection to the
scheme. These hon. gentlemen knew
these facts well. Now, when the con-

Bon. Mr. Miller.

struction they contended for is clearly
shown to be wrong; now, wlen
the foundation of aIl their gloony
predictions is about to be swept away by
the Bill before the Committee; now that
it is to be placed beyond ahl doubt that
the capital on which the Company will be
authorized to charge tolls, not exceeding
ten per cent. profit, will be the cash capi-
tal actually expended by them, indepen-
dently of ail Government aid, in the
building and equipment of the railway,
the Opposition find that ail their factious
efforts to mislead the country are certain
to prove of no avail, and that it is neces-
sary for them to assume a new ground of
hostility to this feature of the Pacific
Railway charter. This is the reason why
the hon. leader of the Opposition bas
taken the new departure that he
has made to-day in reference to this
clause of the Bill. le now contends
that to permit the tolls on the road to
be regulated on a capital of $25,000,000,
as allowed by the charter -- or even on
$10,000,000 of what lie called watered
stock - would impose a monopoly that
would ruin the North-West. Now, he
(the hon. gentleman) contends that a
railway that is going to cost $SO,000,000
will not bear to divide any•prolits on a
capital of even $10,000,000 without be-
coming a grinding monopoly. This
absurd contention the lion. iember is
driven to hy the declaration contained
in the first clause of this Bill, in con,,e-
quence of his own utterances un previous
occasions. This is the only way in which
he can expect to impose on the country,
and make the people still believe that
the alarming cry of monopoly which bas
been raised by his party on this branch
of the charter is not illusory and mis-
leading. He has labored hard to extri-
cate himself from the false position in
which he finds himself placed, but the
effort was a vain one, and unworthy of
his general course in this House. He
will fail to hoodwink or deceive the
people of this country, who are every
day becoming more sensible to the fact
that the opposition of his party to the
Syndicate bargain is as factious and un-
scrupulous as it is unpatriotic, and inimi-
cal to the best interests of this Dominion.
I have no doubt other gentlemen may
desire to follow my hon. friend in refer-
ence to many of the statistics which he

Amnendment -Bill.
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presented to the House, but wbich one i
cannot be expected to meet upon the
spur of the moment. For my own part
I have not taken any share in previous
discussions connected with the Pacific
Railway charter. I felt that I had had
so many opportunities of expressing my
opinions on this question when it was
before Parliament on other occasions, and
1 was so well pleased with the unex-
pected godd fortune of this country in
the bargain which the present Govern-
ment had succeeded in making in con-
nection with this great work that I was
satisfied to leave the discussion of it to
much abler hands. I did not think it
worth while to trouble the House, as
I could have contributed nothing
iiew to the debate, but I felt, when niy
hon. friend to-day attempted to mystify
and to throw a degree of doubt around
the careful provision which hiad been
made in regard to this important clause
of the Bill befoie us, I couki hardly
reniain silent, and it was my duty to
give expressiun to the views I enter-
tained upon i(. I do hope that my hon.
friend will hinself live to see that no
danger will result to the country from
the mnonopoly which lie fears will be
called into existence with regard to our
North-West Territories by the legislation
of this session. I say again, we have the
greatest seourity and safety froi abuse
of the powers we have given the Pacifie
Railway Syndicate in their own self-
interest, and if that does not prevent it,
no clause such as he refers to, and which
railway companies find it so easy to
cvade, would have that effect. 1 am
perfectly satisfied with the clause as it
exists ; I shal have mnuch pleasure in
voting for it.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCIIERVILLE,
from the Committee, reportec that they
had made some progress with the Bill,
and asked leave to sit again on Thursday
next.

POSTAL IRREGULARITIES.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN - Before the
HOuse adjourns, 1 desire to direct the at-
tention of the hon. Postmaster-General
to the fact that very unusual delays in
transmission of the mails, to and from
the County of Albert, have recently oc-
curred. The contract is, I believe, held

lIon. Mr. Miller.

by the Railway Company; but, the run-
ning of trains lias been impeded to an
unusual extent this winter by snow
storms, and other accidental occurrences.
The local postmasters do not appear to
have any very definite authority for for-
warding the mails when these lengthy
delays take place, and great public in-
convenience has resulted on several occa-
sions. Nearly a week bas now elapsed
without any mail from that district.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAM.lPBELL --
am much obliged to the hon. gentleman,
and will at once enquire into the matter,
and inform hima further to-morrow.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (34) An Act to incorporate the
Dominion Salvage and. Wrecking Coin-
pany.-(Mr. Ferrier.)

Bill (7) An Act to incorporate the
Wrecking and Salvage Company of Can-
asda.--(Mr. Ferrier.)

Bill (48) Art Act respecting the Con-
solidated Gold Mining Comps.ny.-(Mr.
Flint.)

Bill (2) An Act to amend the Inland
Revenue Act.-(Mr. Aikins.)

The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Thursday, March 3rd, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at three
p.fl).

Prayers and routine proceedings.

TRIRD READINGS.

lon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Com-
mittee on Banking and Commerce, re-
ported the following Bills, which were
read the third time and passed.

Bill (8) " An Act to reduce the capital'
stock of the exchange Bank of Canada,
and otherwise to amend the Act respect-
ing the said bank. " (Mr. Ryan.)

Bill (K) " An Act to incorporate the
British and Colonial Insurance Com-
pany."-(Mr. Allan.)

31
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NATURALIZATION AND ALIENS' BILL.

A CORRECTION.

lon. Sir. ALEX. CAMPBELL --
I desire to correct an error into which
I fell the other day, in reply to a ques-
tion of the hon. member from Ricihmond,
in reference to the Naturalization Bill.
My hon. friend asked if there hiad been
a new convention which included
Canadian subjects of Her Majesty who
might be entitled to recognition of their
naturalization in Germanv, supposing
they went there after this Act had been
passed. I said " yes." I have since found
that I was in error. I should have said
that it was arranged that such a Con-
vention would. be entered into, and that
correspondence was going on on the
subject.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - The difficulty
presented itself to my mind at once as to
how our law could have any operation
until some such convention were entered
into. I knew there had been some steps
made in that direction by the Imperial
Government, in regard to Germany, but
I did not know that thes3e negotiations
lad been concluded. I have sinice ascer-
tained, however, that the Convention
las been commenced, and that it is pend-
ing and open at the present time, and
not to be concluded until our legislation
passes, which is to bring us within the
terms of the Convention, and which will
remove the whole ditliculty as to this
contemplated legislation in this Par-
liament.

MAIL SERVICE IN CAPE BRETON.

INQUIRY.

lon. Mr. MILLER inquired:-

" Whetber any arrangements have yet been
made with the Halifax and Cape Breton Rail-
way Company for carrying the mails in East-
ern Nova Scotia, and whether the Government
are aware of the delays now taking place in
this service at New Glasgow and the Straits of
Canso?"

He said: In connection with this ques-
tion, I desire to say that this matter is
one of very great importance to the in-
habitants of Eastern Nova Scotia. Until
within a very recent period, twelve
months or so, the railway system of Nova
Scotia terminated at New Glasgow, in
the County of Pictou. Latterly, how-

Hon. Sir A lex. Canpbell.

ever, by the Eastern Extension Rxailway,
we have obtained railway communication
to the Strait of Canso, which separates
the Island of Cape Breton fromil
the niainland of Nova Scotia. The con-
tract for carrving the mails froni NeW
Glasgow to Sydney does not terminate
until the 1Lst of A pril, unless it has been
terminated by the action of the Depart-
ment over whichi my hon. friend the
Postmaster-General presides. Iowever,
within a few months past, the maiý
have been carried over the Une fron
Nev Glasgow to the Strait of Canso.
and for six or seven months, froi New
Glasgow to Antigonish. I was not
aware until recently whether any con-
tract had been entered into with the
Company since the road was put in
operaticn, t) carry the mails to the
Strait of Canso. No contract Lad
been entered into upt) to the tine
I came to Ottawa in December last
to attend to my duties in this Honse.
The delays which I allude to in the sec-
ond part of my inquiry have been caused
by the connection which is made at Nev
Glasgow by tie Eastern Extension Rail-
way with the railways of Nova Scotia.
In coming up to Parliament, for instance,
I found that our mails arriving at Ncw
Glasgow were detained there for three
hours before they started to Halifax, and
the return mails for Cape Breton, coming
down, were aiso detained the sanie length
of time at New Glasgow before the train
was ready to take them on to Cape
Breton. The consequence was that dur-
ing the winter montIs the mails did not
arrive at the Strait of Canso in time to
get across that dangerous navigatiun be-
fore dark,when the ice was runninginthe
Strait. The result was that they had to
stay on the Nova Scotia side all that
night, and were twelve or iifteen hours
behind haud when they reacled their
destination. The sane thing occurs with
the mails from Cape Breton, destined for
Halifax and the West. They stay on
the Cape Breton side the night they
arrive, and are also detained three hours
at New Glasgow. Tie resalt of these
delays has been that, under the old sys-
tem, when we had nothing but the
ordinary stage coach, we get our mails
just as soon as we get thema now that
the stage lias been replaced by a railway
extension of about eighty miles. This

Cape) Bretoa?.(SE NAT E.]
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should not be the case. The mails for
Cape Breton should be forwarded with-
out any detention at New liasgow or
'elsewhere on the line. What I desire is
to impress upon the Governnent, if
thoy have enteied into a contract with
the Halifax and Cape Breton Comu-
panîy for the carriage of the mails from
New Giasgow, or froi Truro when the
Truro line is handd over, that the mails
shouild be despatched immediately upon
their delivery at the point of junction.
There is no reason whatever why the
mails should be detained at that point
one moment longer than wouild be neces-
sary to make the change, and there is
no reason whatever why our mails going
West should be detained at that point
any longer than would be necessary for
the same purpose. The postmasters on
both sides of the Strait of Canso should
Le made to understand that it is their
duty to use every possible means
to forward the mails as soon as
thev arrive there, going or com-
ng. As this subject has createl

a great deal of aissatisfaCtion in the
Island of Cape Breton, I thought it mîy
duty to bring it in tiiis shape pulb-
licly under the notice of' the (Govern-
riment. I know it hai been said that
latterly the mails have been detained in
consequence of snow stormns. I believe
that has been the case, and the detention
we have experienced the last ten days
bas been in consequence of snow stornis
prevailing in that portion of the Do-
minion. But, to these accidental delays,
I have no reference in my motion. The
delays I have reference to are consequent
upon an imperfect arrangement in the
railway connections over the ine be-
tween Halifax and the Strat. As I
said, just now, we, in Cape Breton, look
forward to derive considerable adivantage
from the railway extension east. Ve
have no railways of our ovn in that
[sland, and the nearest Lenefit ve
derive froni the railvays in Nova
Scotia is from the portion of it which
touches the Strait of Canso. But if
these imperfect arrangements are to con-
tinue without any regard to our interests,
then we might as well have no railway
at all, in so far as our mail service is
concerned ; for, as things are arranged
now, we do not receive our mails an
hour earlier than we used to under the

lHon. Mr. Miller.

old systein. I know my hon. friend at the
head of the Department, now that I have
brouglht this matter iider his notice,
will, with the readiness which he has
always shown to place his Department
in the most eflicient condition possible,
aid the readiness to meet my wishes
wlicl I hve always experienced fromt
himi, when briinging any subject under
his notice, see that this niatter is put
right. I am not prepared to say that
the Halifax and Cape Breton Company
have their arrangements so conmpleted asto
be able to prevent this delay. We are
not disposed to find fault with what
lias taken place already, because in the
handing over of the railway to this Con-
pany, and the opering up of a new line,
we do not expect that the service could
be placed on the footing it should occupy
in such a short period, but we do expect
that in the future our initerests will be
guarded and looked after in anv new
arrangement or contracts for carrnvîg
the miails between Cape retron and

Nova.S~otia.

Ioi. Mr. EO U RNOT--l r i ueely
for tha purpose of corroborating the
statemnent of imiy hlon. frindu from Rilich-
mond, as to the detention in the con-
vevanîce of the mails bewenm Hlalifax and
Cape Breton. I havehad letters frequent-
ly complaining of the detention of the
mails, and these detentionîs are of long
date. I know of my own knowledge
that they are detained fron two
to three hours at New Glas-

gow ; then again vhen von get
to Port Miulgrave, a nother detention
occurs, thon crossing at Port Hawkes-
bury, where the mail is to be made up,
there is another detention. There has
been, however, a i new Postiaster ap-
peinted there, and these delays will not,
I believe, continue to occur. I wisi it to be
understood that no blanie can in any
way attach to the mail ocntractors,
Lindsay & Co., who have given so muchi
satisfaction to the public for the long
period they have been so employed, so
faithfully have they performed the ser-
vice entrusted to them. When the
railway was finished from Port Mulgrave
to New Glasgow, it was a good line.
I travelled over it the first time it'was
opened, on lst December last. Nothing
could be better built' than it
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is. If the mails were sent over
that line from New Glasgow with-
out detention at Port Mulgrave, we
could get them twenty four
hours earlier at Sydney than
we do now. When this rail-
way was completed there was a great deal
of satisfaction ianifested throughout the
Island of Cape Breton, and we anticipated
that the mails would be received much
more expeditiously than they were in the
past. However, that time has to come
yet, but if the postnasters who reside on
the line, especially on this side of Port
Mu1grave and at Port Hawkesbury, were
instructed not to delay the mails more
than half an hour or an hour, we could
get then in good time. I understand
that the mails arrive about dark
at Port Mulgrave, and they should go
on that night,but are detained there until
morning. There is also a detention at
Antigonish. Prompt mail ser:vice is a
matter of great importance to this large
and valuable island, with its great mit-
eral and agricultural resources, and the
people complain that they have hitherto
been kept out in the cold, while other
provinces of the Dominion have been by
far more favored by obtaining extensive
railway acconiiodation. While the Do-
rinion governments, both past and pres-
ent, have been assisting the building of
railways in other parts of Canada, the
Island which I have the honor to repre-
sent is passed by, but I trust before the
session closes I shall have an oppor-
tunity to bring this matter to the atten-
tion of the House in connection with the
railway requirenients of Cape Breton.

Hion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - 1
regret that I misunderstood the question
which my hon. friend from R1ichmnond
placed on the notice paper, as regards
the latter part of it, which I thought re-
lated to tenporary delays resulting from
snow storns. With reference to the
first part of the question, the Govern-
ment lias already entered into this cou-
tract, but the delays are not of the kind
that I supposed when I read the notice.
They are of a very differentcharacter, and
will receive at the hands of the Post
Office Department the best attention we
can give then. The difficulty is that the
Department is obliged to accept the time
tables of the railway companies. Unless

lion. 31r. Bourinot.

we do that we must pay for special trains,
which would be inordinately expensive.
A special train would probably cost one,
or perhaps two dollars per mile. It is a
very expensive luxury, and in no case
bas the Department any special trains.
It is quite beyond the resources of the
Department, anid would not be tolerated
by Parliament. We are obliged to iake
the best arrangements we can with the
railway companies, and endeavor to in-
duce them to alter their time tables if
they are found inconvenient for the
mails, so as to make more suitable ar-
rangements. New Glasgow being a
place on the way between Truro and
Pictou, the trains are probably timed to
leave Pictou at a certain hour, and, on the
other side, to leave Halifax at a certain
hour, without referenceý to the time at
vhich they reach New Glasgow.

Whetber we could or could not arrange
with them to make other and better ar-
rangements to New Glasgow is a
question whieh will engage the earnest
attention of the Department. I will
take care that it does. [ trust that
niy hon. friend and other gentlemen
from Cape Breton will keep in view the
difficulty, that we must take the railway
time, or pay a special train, and that the
latter is beyond the resources of the De-
partinent. The object we vill strive to
attain is to endeavor to get the railway
companies to so alter their tiLe as
to allow the train fron New
Gtasgow to Port Mulgrave to leave
New Glasgow on the arrival of the
train there. In that or in any other
way that I can advance the progress of
the mails to Cape Breton, I will be happy
to use all the exertions in my power. I
quite acquiesce in what was said by my
hon. friend from Sydney, that Cape
Breton is exceptionally situated, and is
entitled to special exertions to increase
the postal facilities of the Island, because,
as the hon. gentleman bas remarked, its
inhabitants contribute their share to the
revenue of the Dominion, and get very
little of the benefits derived from rail-
wavs and kindred works. As far as I
can, I shall give effect to the very just
wishes my hon. friend has expressed for
the expediting of the mails to Cape
Breton.

Hon. Mr. MIL LER - I am very glad
to hear these remarks from the hon. the.

CaeBreton,(S E NAT E.]
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Hon. Mr. DICKEY - The whole
dificulty appears to arise froni the
H-lalifax and Cape Breton Railway being
timed to leave two or three houirs after
the arrival of connecting trains from
lalifax. The distance is only a little
over a hundred miles from the terminus
of the railway at Halifax to the point
of junction. The same thing occurs at
Truro, where the mails are distributed.
One line goes east and another west,
and there is only a delay of a few min-
lites. I believe that is the rule in almost
all railway regulations, and the whole
difficulty in this case could be obviated.
by simply arranging that the trains
should leave as they natuîrally should
leave, soon after the arrival of the train
from Halifax on the main line. As the
train arrives at New Glasgow about
floon, there would be plenty of time to
arrive at the Strait before dark, so
that they could cross that same %av.

lion. Mr. MILLER - That is all
we want.

lon. Mr. M"ULELAN - I called the
attention of the hon. Postmaster General
the other day to the interruiption of
mails in Albert County. They have
been interrupted on several occasions

Jlon. 3fr.. Miler.

the fact that they do not seomn to have
the necessary appliances to keep the
road clear, andi hence the delays have
been very extended.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
have to apolo3ise to the hon. gentle-
nmn for having forgotten to inquire
into the cause of the delay in Albert
Cou nty. Of course it is impossible to
have two sets o contracts, one with the
railway and another with the stage, to
take the place of the railway in case ot
accident on the line. We are willing to
adopt either, but we cannot have both.
If the hon. gentleman will allow the
matter to stand I will make further
inquiries.

CONSOL1DATED RA1LWAY ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

The House resumed, in Committee of
the Whole, consideratipn of Bill (N)
" An Act to aiend the Consolidated
Railway Act, 1879."

Onv the 1st clause,

lon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the
words " paid up stock and share capital "
in the second, line be erased, and the fol.

Amendmtent Bill. A85

Postmaster General, and I must say it for neatrly a week at a time, and no
accords with what I have experienced communication has been had to or
from him on several occasions when I from that district of country for that
have had to bring the mail service of that long period. These interruptions have
'Island under his notice. I think there been repeated so frequently that 1
Would be very little difficulty ini making thought it necessary tô verbally call his
satisfactory arrangements with tie attention to the matter, and in replv
ialifax and Cape Breton Rail- the hon. Postmaster General promisetd

Way. I consider the delay complained to refer to the subject to-day, and state
of is very injurious to travel on their whethier some remedy could not be
hne, and they are interested themselves applied to overcome the difliculty. The
in renoving what is at present a very Albert Railway runs forty-five miles
serions cause of comiplaint in Eastern through that county, and supplies four-
Nova Scotia. I believe the gentlemen fifths of the county with postal facilities.
Who have control of that line are well There is, I believe, a contract for the
disposed to meet the wishes of the people conveyance of the mails, but the con-
of Cape Breton and Eastern Nova tract does not extend to periods of
Scotia, and the Government is doing a interruption, and when communication
good deal , towards making their line is interruptet by snow storms, or anv
remiunerative, by subsiglizing steam com- thing else, ant the railway ceases to
munication as feeders- to that line ; and in rnn, there is ne definite mode bv
any negotiations of the Governiment witlî hich the mails can be forwarded. I
theni it might fairly be urged that the menti this, particular1y, because this
Government is doino a good deal towards niiglît not be a serious difficulty on
naking their line renunerative in the other unes of railway ; it is an im-
future c by these sibsidies. portant natter iy Albert Countv, fron
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lowing words substituted thterefor - " The
nett ainount of cash, or money's worth,
contributed by the shareholders of the
Company, and boniafide invested on the
best ternis attainable in the construe-
tion, equipmient, and maintenance of
the railway."

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - I an sorry
to trouble the House with any further
observations on the matterof the Canadian
Pacifie Railwav, but whien the ex-Secre-
tary of State was speaking, iimediately
before the adjournmneit, 1 thought there
were one or two points on which I sliould
like to say a few words. He spoke with a
great deal of earnestness and energy,
combating an inmaginary dange1. lie
lion. gentleman seems to fear that this
Syndicate will become a great monopoly
in the North-West. All of his arguments
w-ere based on the supposition that a
great traffic already exists there, and.
that the powers conferred on this Syn-
dicate would be used to destrov that
traffie. le forgets altogether tiat no
traffic exists there, and that the Syndi-
cate must create their traflie, otherwise
they will go into bankruptcy. The lion.
gentleman nentioned the fact that
western railways discriminated in favor
of certain individuals. and i referred
him to a similar condition of affairs on
the Intercolonial Railwav. He seemed
to doubt it, but I know that the London-
derry Iron and Steel Company are not
charged one-fourth as much as the general

uiblic have to pay. I have myself paid
$5 for a car for the same distance that
the Company paid $1.50. That was an
arrangement made when the hon. gen-
tleman and bis friends were in power,
and the present rates are about the sane,
and that for a car of coal from the mines
to Londonderry station, the Company
pay $1.50, while others are charged $6.30.
We do not complain imuch, because we
feel that special advantages must be
given to great companies who do an in-
mense anount of traffic, and are build-
ing up an industry.which will henefit the
whole country, and if the railway can,
without direct loss to itself, perform that
work so much cheaper in consequence of
the large amount, then the public have
an advantage. Just so in the West.
i assume that a farmer going in and
taking up thirty or forty thousand acres

Hon. 31r. Scotf.

of land will get his produce moved
cheaper than a man who is farming only
100 acres of land. The railway is able
to carry the product of that farmn at very
nuch less rates than it is able to take the
lesser quantity from a snaller farm. But
the hon. gentleman instances the case of
the petroleun traflic. However bad that
maîy be (and I do not know the parti-
culars of it), the lion. gentleman should
bear in mind that there is no analogy
between that traffic and the grain traflic
of the Anerican continent. The pro-
duction of petroleum is confined to a
small and circumscribed area, and a ring
of capitalists may be able to gain and
hold a monopoly of the petroleuim trade.
Bat the hon. gentleman should bear in
minid. and the House will see, that the
grain trade is not so.confined and cannot
be grasped by any monopolists or ring of
monopolists, however great they may be.
Therefore, there is no analogy between
the two. But the bon. gentleman went
on to argue that the grain trade is mono-
polized' and that the monopolists in the
United States are extorting enormous
fortunes fron that traffic. He quoted a
speech made by Judge Black, and lie
gave bis figures in support of bis argu-
ment. I had read that speech down as
far as the figures which the bon. gentle-
man gave the House, vhen I threw it
aside. The hon. gentleman. argued that
the monopolists in the United States are
charging over and beyond -what is a fair
rate for the carriage of produce to the ex-
tent of fifteen cents per hundred pounds ;
and lie went on to state that an increase
of five cents on grain amounted to
$75,000,000, and that three tiies that,
or fifteen cents, which they iwere over
charging, amounted to $225,000,000, and,
as the grain product is estimated at less
than one-third of the whole freight traffic,
therefore three tines the $225,000,000
would make $675,000,000 that the
United States monopolists are ex-
torting froin the producers of America
over and above a fair profit.
The hon. gentleman is so accustomed,
professionally, to accept the word of a
learned judge that lie takes the utter-
ances of Judge Black as the foundation
of bis long and labored argument. The
reporter inserts a paragraph. stating that
the judge made a reference to General
Garfield, the President-elect, and " at

Aimendmnent B'ii.
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the mention of his name a great shout
went up fron the vast audience, ien
wildly waved their bats and ladies their
handkerchiefs." In this wild enthusiasm
it is charitable to suppose that the Judge
lost his beed, and indulged in statements
the most reckless. I wiil read his words.

[The hon. gentleman read from Judge
Black's speech at Cooper Institute the
parts giving the figures already stated.]

Now, this is the statenient upon which
he lion. genîtleman ibased his argu-

ment.

lon. Mr. SCOTT - It is one of the
illustrations that I gave.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN-Now, le
argued that $675,000,000 more than a
fair rate is robbed from the producers of
the United States, then, I ask him, what
must be the charges upon the whole

wv'hich Ie made with so much earnestness
and energy is entirely swept away b'y
liard facts. He declares that great rail-
way nionopolies in the United States are
rôbbing the people of $G75,000,000 more
than a fair profit, actually $309,000,000
more than the entire receipts of all the
railways in the United States fron
freight in the years quoted.

lon. Mr. SCOTT - The lighest {igure
I quoted was $225,000,000. The hon.
gentleman is quoting Judge Black - not
nie.

Ion. Mr. McLELAN - The3 lion.
gentleman quoted part of the statenient
relating to grain alone, which is one-third
of the whole.

Ion. Mr. SCOTT - I quoted all I
thought necessary, and I did not vouch
for the correctness of the figures.

freight that is carried, and the gross earn- lon. M1r. MeLELAN-The l. geni
ings of the road I tieman quoted it, and made it the ,is of

Hon.an argument to nislea te con l. fl.
Judge Black's figures as far as the five

cns~eecnen safer to have taken the position tlîat, thiscents were concerned.is composed men f sese.
Hon. Mr. McLELAN - The Lon. They are not insane; theyarenot menwho

gentleman took the whole 15 cents lor are going te construet a railway to the
the grain crop, and then lie says the grain North-west and put on suci freight
is only one-third of the whole freigit rates as will lrevent people going there
carried, multiplied by 3, it makes $675,- and cuhivating thc soil. lu order to
(00,000. When I liad read that, hon. save tieniselves, tlîey have got to creatc
gentlemen, I knew enougi about rail- industries in that western conutry,
oad earnings to see the absurdity of the make a trafic where foue cxists at pue-

statement, for the whole freigit earnings sent ; and tley will do it uiess tus
of ail the îailways of the United States Parliament is isled into such a .inter-
dutring the last $èw years, for whiclh I ference that they will pretnt the (thi-
have returns, ainonted tc oly $365,- Tny front carrying ut theie mew

andertaking. If ter tluse will alloh

Hon. Mr SCOLT-The Union Pacific mre, I will refer to tpe renarks of a -
and Central Pacific vere qîunted an other Anierican - not sJud e Black, bu t

eJay Gould - who havs been intervieted,and gave Lis views on public inatters,

Ileui. MIr. MIc'ELAN - Tuie returns nd t wis; to read extracts for the beetit
fron the Union Pacifie are the dartest of gentlemen in tie Opposition
in tlic United States, and tliat ~cJ ~ "D&NCRR SIGNÂL9.

uassengers and a l oter whicoIe.
I have takeurn fiat res frm But said le, -îîusin tr

ference tha the wil preen th Com-

believe is "considered the best
authority, and, instead of tiere being
$675,000,000 Cf a robbery by molopo-
lists over and above a fair rate of profit,
the whole dividends paid in last year
amounted to $53,659,000. The hon.
gentleman will see that the argument

Hon. 3r. McLelan.

What ?"
Injudicions interference by congresses an't

State legislatures with business. It was legis-
lation that precipitated the panic of 1873,
Probably it would have come sooner or later,
but there are storms and cyclones on the great
sea of trade and commerce as there are on the
ocean, and the coast is strewn with wrecks.
The granger legislation of the Northî-West some
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years ago cost this country more money than
it will ever know. Nothing is so easily
frightened as capital. Men are not going to
put their money into enterprises without some
security that the conditions upon which it is
invested shall be kept. A charter, say to
build a railroad, is a compact between the
State and a corporation, which is only another
name, the legal title, for a portion of the peo-
pie themselves. That contract or compact
should be faithfullv observed on both sides.
My connection with the Union Pacifie Rail-
road led me into a close investigation and
study of this question, and I have come to the
conclusion, as the result of that study, that it
would have been infinitely better for the men
who built it, and for the road, if they never
had anything to do with the Governnient. It
is difficult to estimate, in fact it is impossible
to estimate, how many hundreds, if not thou-
sands, of millions of dollars of European capi-
tal are frightened from investment in the
industrial works of this country by this con-
stant, unwise and irritating interference by
men who in nine cases out of ten are actuated
solely by the spirit of purc demagoguery.
These people and not the great corporations,
or, as it is the fashion to call theni, the great
monopolies, are the chief enemies of the coun-
try. The men who have bound this Republic
together with iron highways froin the Atlantic
to the Pacifie, and from the lakes to the Gulf,
who have placed a telegraph instrument in
every hamilet, are the men who have served it
in peace as Grant served it in war. How
could Aneriea feed Europe to-day if it were
not for the great corporations ? People talk
ignorantly about freiglit tolls here. They
ouglit to live in Europe and get sone expe-
rience of the freiglit charges thiere."

" There nay be some evils incident to rail-
îoad management now, but nature bas passed
a stronger and more effective insterstate bill
than an American Congress or any other Con-
gress or Parlianient will be ever likcly to
devise."

SWhich is ?"
'The water svsten of this country-the

Mississippi River on one haud, the great
lakes and the Hudson River on the other.
These higliways hold the railways in check,
and thus the railroads hold one another. The
trunk lines have, each one its own, diverse
and sometimes rival interests to protect. In
the keen and eager competition between them
the public will find its surest and strongest
protection. Bills of this character, as I said,
are doing more to retard our growth than any
thing else ; in fact, they are the only brakes
on the wheels. And we hear of tben all over
In every State in the Union almost tiere are a
score or more so called patriots who are heroi-
cally endeavoring to save the Union from thit
corporations. Men in England and France, in
every quarter of the world, who have money tc
invest, read the speeches and propositions o
these people with aniazement and at once locki
up their safes. The order to the New York
brokers to buy this or that stock is tlrown
in the fire."

ijo'. ALir. 3lIe[bia.

And that is one great danger here of the
interference by Parliament, and by
statesuien and politicians giving utter-
ances to sentiments which may be quoted
abroad that will prevent capital being
invested in this undertaking, or in other
industries in this country. The people
of the North-West have this protetion:
first, that the Syndicate have to create
the tille, and to populate t11 bt country
and having established a population
there, they muîst compete with all the
rest of the woil1 in the production of
grain ; aid that competition will tend t
keep thîis Comepanîy froms creating a mu-
iopoly b-y excessive rates. I tiink that,
liaving granted a charter to the Company,
and thiat Cotapany having gone into the
work, it is more patriotie oin the part of
Parliarnent, instead of creating alarni

aniongst the people who would otier-
Wise go intu the North-West, to use
every proper means in order to
induce peole te settie in that country.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL- I
desire to add one word, before speaking
on the subject of capital, to what niy
hon. friend from Londonderry so well
stated with reference to the very exag-
gerated statements quoted by the hon.
gentleman who leads the Opposition, re-
garding the earnings of the Lnited States
railways. Not only is the hon. iember
fron Londonderry perfectly correct, but
the mis-statements of Judge Black have
been noticed by Mr. Albert Fink, who is
a gentleman very frequently chosen by
United States railways to settle pooling
and freiglit questions, and is, therefore,
perfectly familiar with the whole subject
on which JudgeBlack under took to speak.
Mr. Fink says : -

" Unfortunately for Judge Black, when we
consider the carefully compiled statistics
which are published by Mr. Henry V. Poor, of
New York, in his Railroad Nanual which
work is generally in the hands of all men who
pretend to watch the progres and condition
of railroads and keep theinselves informed
upon this subject, we find there is a strange
discrepency between the facts a' represented
by Judge Black and the facts as they appear
in Poor's 3/anual In that work for 1880
we find that the total gross freight earnings
of 84,233 miles of railroads in the United
States, in the year 1879, were only S387,676,-
108. This is the total amout of noney paid
by the people or the United States to the rail-
roads for all sorts of freight transportation, in-
cluding ail local and ali through freighît dur -
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ing the year 1879, of which Judge Black com-
putes the railroad companies have unjustly
extorted $675,000,000 from the suffering
people. Out of these gross earnings the
railroad companies have actually paid, as
also appears from the same book, about 60 per
cent, or say, $232,000,000, for operating ex-
penses, to their employees, to manufacturers,
etc., which leaves theni only $154,000,000
available for the payment of interest on an in-
vestment of $4,762,000,000. The total net
earnings of all the railroads of the United
States, including the passenger traffic, were
$219,916,724, or 4 8-lû0per cent. on the capital
invested.

' Judge 1lack says railroad companies have
a right to le reimbursed all that it cost themn
to render the service, and to recei-ve in addi-
tion a reasonable profit on the capital in-
vested. It may not be out of the way to say
that 8 per cent. interest on the investment
constitutes a reasonable profit on so risky an
enterprise as building and operating rail-
roads, bearing in mind that as a rule railroad
companies have been paying more than 10 per
cent. on borrowed money. Taking only 8
per cent. as a reasonable interest, the railroad
companies of the country in 1879 fatiled to be
re-imbursed for the cost of their service by
3 2-10 per cent. on the capital, or, in otier
words, instead of robbing the people of
$675,000,000, the railroad companies furnished
in 1879 $142,000,000 of their own means to
the people of this country for the privilege
of furnishing thein with transportation
facilities, by which service this great country
has been made the iost prosperous in the
world."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Is the hon. gen-
tleman prepared to vouch for these fig-
ures ; I mentioned the authority I gave I

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-
The hon. gentleman froni Londonderry
has stated that lie bas examined Poor's
Afanual and finds these figures correct
The hon. gentleman (Mr. Scott) sbould,
I think, bave been careful when maikîng
sucli a statement, to ascertain that his
figures were correct. I sympathize with
him in bis anroyance at having made
such an exaggerated statement. But I
rose with. refèrence to the definition of
the word "capital." I did not think there
was any difliculty originally. The bon.
Senator froni Richmond expressed the
same opinion, but the Government be-
came, very early in the course of the
fnegotiations, and iii the preparation of
the charter of the Canadian Pacific, Rail-
way Company, aware that Ioubts were
entertained by others on tiis point, and
it was resolved that those doubts should
be met. They afterwards received strong

expression in Parliament. I think, in a
case of this kind, I should be allowed to
refer, though iot strictly in accordance
with the rules cf the Senate, to what
Was said in another place on this subject,
to show the very great stress that was
laid on that which the hon. gentleman
now says he cares notbing about - the
rneaning of this undcefined word " capi-
tal." It vas thought to be one of the
most important features in the whole
contract, one wlhielh, of ail others, would
be mnost cpen to abuse. One gei-
tleman said in reference to it

I If this contract passes in this shape, the
capital, no matter from vhat source - though
it represents the money we have put in, and
the money we arc going to put in - is the
capital spent on the whole of that undertak-
ing called by the Act the Canadian Pacific
Railway which is entitled to bear ten per
cent. Call it $90000,0*00, that is $9,000,000
direct profit. Call it $120,000,000 that is
$12,000,000 a year before you can reduce tolls
once established. It is contemplated they
shall get ton per cent. interest. You make a
provision that their rate of profit shall not be
less than ten per cent. in effect so far as you
can make that provision. Besides, you will
fix those tolls, in the first instance, with refer-
ence to the larger running expenditure that
will exist later. The Syndicate will reason-
ably say, ' fix a toll at a rate which will
make the railroad pay under existing con-
ditions.' You fix it, and once fixed you can
never alter it until the day arrives at which
the Company is getting $9,000,000 or
$12,000,000 a year profit, after paying all the
expenses of the road."

Another gentleman said :

" That road is to cost, accordihg to the esti-
mate of the Minister of Lailways, froma
S78,000,000 to $84,000,000, so that there will
be $8,000,000 of money to be taken under that
section, before the G;overnment can step in
and do anything to the couitrary."

And another :-

i This provision, then, will authorize the
Company to derive 10 per cent. profit from
the whole amount expended on that road, if
they do not spend on it $1, and they most
assuredly will not expend one dollar. They
thus get some $57,000,000 in cash, besides all
the laud. On that amount they will receive
10 per cent., the amount expended by the
Government. Before the Government can
interfere or arrange the tariff, the Company
must receive 10 per cent. interest on the
$80,000,000, or ,8,000,000. It does seem liard
that the Government should give $80,000,000
or more to construct the road, hand it over tu
the 8yndicate, and then that Syndicate should
reahze 10 per cent. on it, when, in point ot
fact, they never expended on it $1. This is
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not fane'or fiction, but a fair, legal construc-
tion of the language. The byndicate under-
stands it thoroughly ; and tie Government
have not cotdescended to give isl their own
views thereon.''

Another gentleman said-

" Under this contract the Company can
charge just as much as they please, so long as
the charge does not exceed 10 per cent. of the
cost of construction -of the money which
was giv.in them with which to construct the
road. If it were 10 pur cent. on the money
they theniselves invest, it would be a different
matter.

New, that was the view taken in another
place by the Opposition there, and thant
was the view which Vas taken by tihe
hon. gentlemsan himnself, in lis speech in
this Ilouse. I will read fions the
Official Report : -

" Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The fair way in con-
sidering this Bill would have been to include
the clause in it, and name what rates this
Company shall be able to charge in the future,
and we could then estimate what taxes the
people settling in that country will, in time to
come, have to pay. I regret very much that
it is not here. It would, in my judgment,
remove a very objectionable feature from this
measure, and a good deal of my opposition to
the proposition.

" Hon. Sir. ALEX. CAMPBELL - If it is in
in another bill is il not just the same ?

" Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Will the lion. gentle-
man tell me what the protection to the pub-
lic is to bo ?

" ion. Sir. ALEX. CAMPBELL - 1 mentioned
it to the House yesterday.

" Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Tihe hon. gentleman
said the Government would do what was
fair.

" Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - My hon. friend
perhaps did not hear ue. What I said was
that in the new Bill a clause would bc
introduced to define the neaninsg of the word
capital.' "

" Hon. Mr. ScOTT - Does that muet the
objection ?

" Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPRELL - I Shall be
exceedingly gratifiad il it is so.

" Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I do not wisis to appear
to contradict the hon. gentleman, but, is my
opinion, it does not meet the difficulty, un-
less you say that the aumount of capital shall
be considered entirely irrespective of what
the Governuient of Canads has contributed,
cither in capital or lands.

, Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMI'BELL - Tisit is what
il will say.

"Hon. Mr. SCOTT- I shall bu exceedingly
gratified if it is so.

H1on1. Sir Alex. Canwbell.

• Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - Then you will
support the Billl it s so ?

" Hon. Mi. SCOTT - I was extremely anxious
to see that grave difficulty removed, and, as I
said before, its removal will render the mea.
sure less objectionable to nie. One of the
main objections to the Bill would have been
removed, certainly, if the rates were fair and
reasonable, and based on the amount of
capital.

'' Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - That will be
made perfactly clear.

"Hon. Mr. ScOTT - I am glad to hear my
lion. friend say so."

Hon. Mr. SCOT T -That is quite
correct.

Hion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
The hon. gentlemirn said in his speech in
the Comnittee yesterday that he pre-
ferred the definition of the word "capital "
as it stood originally, with all its doubts,
althougi he himself and his friends
had deelared again and again, and made
the strongest point which they had
raised upon the whsole Canadian Pacifie
Railway question, that the Company
could exact eight or nine millions a vear
before the tolls could be reduced.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I am not to be
held responsible for what gentlemen said
in another place. I lad no conversation
with theni as to what their views were,
and I do not know what they said. Did
1, after the h>n. gentleman gave his
statement, make any assertion iwhatever
as to the possibility of a dividend on our
subsidies ? i did not. The hon. gentle-
mian is not fair in his mode of contre-
versy. I accepted his statement, and
should b very glad to accept it now.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

That I woul1 define the word " capital'
so as to exclude the subsidies given by
the Government î I have don(e, so, and
now the hon. gentleman says he would
prefer the language of the original clause.

lon. Mr. SCOTT - The hon. gentle-
man bas widened it.

lon. Sir A LEX. CA MPBELL - I
have not widened it in any way, but the
hon. gentleman and his friends have been
se anxious to Iind fault with everything
donc by the Goveranmenit that they fail to
show that degree of fairness, even in the
construction of a contract of this kind,
that one would expect to find froin gen-
tlenen occupying their position in public
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life. The word " capital " has been 1
defined to mean, in the language of thel
present Bill, the surms contributed'by the
Company, to the exclusion of all subsi-
dies, bonuses, and the debt of the Com-
pany. 1 ask anybody who reads that
clause, does it not exclude the eighty or
ninety millions that my lion. friend coi-
plained the Company would have to earn
a dividend upon before the tolls could be
reduced ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I made no coin-
plaint after your explanation.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - The
hon. gentleman said lie would rather have
the word " capital" as it was in the
original measure. I think I can satisfy
the Committee in a very few moments
that there is no difficulty, or possibility
of misconception with reference to this
word. It will be seen that in the Bill
before the Committee the word "capi-
tal " is described as " the paid-up stock
and share capital of the Company, with
interest added for periods during which
no dividend is paid, to the exclusion of
all subsidies, and bonuses. and of the debt
of the Company." Then you must go
back for the application of that word
" capital " to the Canadian Pacific Rail-
vay Act, in which you will find it dis-

tinctly stated that the capital must be
actually expended on the construction of
the road. As pointed out by the hon.
Senator from ]Richmond, you will find in
the 20th clause of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Act what is to be done with
the capital, as it will be defined and
explained. Take the two clauses to-
gether, and they read in this way : that,
excluding sabsidies and assistance from
the Government, so much capital as is
expended in the construction of the
railway must earn ten per cent. before
the tolls are reduced. The explanation
of that is as plain and simple as it could
possibly be. If I thought there was any-
thing that could make the language less
doubtful or more direct I would willingly
adopt it, but nothing can be more
plain, in niy judgment, than the
language of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Act, when explained by the
Bill which is now before the Committee.
The former says that the capital shall be
actually expended in the construction of
the road ; the latter declares that the

Hon. Sir A lex. C p l

capital shall be simply the money contri-
buted by the Company. But the hon.
gentleman points to the clause in the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway Act, which enables
this Company to deal with its capital stock
in a mianner that le thinks will interfere
with the operation of the language to
which I have drawn attention. The
second clause is as follows :-

" The capital stock of the Company shall be
twenty-five million dollars, divided into shares
of one hundred dollars ench, which shares shall
be transferable in such manner and upon such
conditions as shall be provided by the by-laws
of the Company; and such shares, or any part
thereof, may be granted and issued as paid-up
shares for value bona fide reccived by the Com-
pany, either in money at par, or at such price
and upon such conditions as the board of
directors may fix: or as part of the considera-
tion of any contract made by the Company."

Well, let us suppose the Company
makes a contract with the Ebbw
Vale Company for steel rails,
and pays for them with stock at 60 cents
on the dollar, is there any reason why
they should not? That does not affect
the amount on which the dividend shall
be paid.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Of course it
does.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
The amount on which the dividend is to
be declared is the actual capital that
goes into the construction of the road,
and that can easily be arrived at. Sup-
pose they sold their stock at 75 cents iii
the dellar, instead of the stock going into
the construction of the road, it is the
amount realized bv the sale of that
stock.

lIon. Mr. SCOTT --- \No.

lion. Sir ALEX. CM\PBELL - It
seems to me to be as clear as anything
(ai be. It is provided that the calcula-
tion can only be made upon the capital
that has actually been put into the con-
struction of the road, and in the Bill
before us we exclude al those things
which were likely to bave such disas-
trous effects, according to the language
used by the Opposition in both Cham-
bers. The suggested amendment of the
hon. gentleman is framed in language
that ought not to be used by a legislature
at all. I cannot fancy anybody drawing
an Act of Parlianent would use such
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language. What is the language i This
share capital shall be defined to mean
" the net amount of cash, or morey's
worth." What is the "net amount of
cash! " Cash is cash, and wlat is the
amount is noney's worth. Who is to
ascertain that ? It is not language,
I think, wvhich any draftsmaa would
use. I cannot fancy any lawyer
who now hears nie, unless it Ie
the hon. gentleman himself, using
such language and declaring by act of
Parliament that something shall depend
upon what somebodv supposes to be
money's worth. Another expression in
the amendnient is " bona fide expended
on the best ternis attainable." What
can be meant by " the best terms attain-
able? " That sonebody on sone future
occasion by somne appliance we know
nothing about, is to ascertain whether
the contract made by the Syndicate with
Mr. A. or Mr. B. was made on the best
terns attainable, and whether they
bouglit their rails for stock, or paid cash
for themu, or whether they should not have
made better arrangements foi transporta-
tion, and in a thousand other ways to
ascertain wvhether their money was in-
yested on the best terms attainable.
That is the amendment which my lion.
friendhas introduced and which I hope the
Committee will negative without di0li-
culty. We cannot desire to say to this
Company that they shall not use their
925,000,00 stock. In the first
place, all outside of $25,000,000 is
excluded absolutely. They must have
a new bill before they can water the
stock. Inside of the 825,000,000, the
calculation is restricted to the amount
that is actually expended in the con-
struction of the railway, and they may
get that anount in suchl a way as they
please, by borrowing or dealiig with their
stock as they plcase, and, if they sell
their capital, or part of it, to a steel com-
pany, or any other party, it is only fair
they should have a right to do so, and
that the amount should enter into the
calculation before the tolls can be
reduced. How otherwise could they sell
it at all i No one would buy stock upon
wvhich there was no dividend. If they
find it to their advantage, instead of
calling up $5,000,000, to call up the
whole $25,000,000 stock, and furnish
stock at 20 or 30 cents in the dollar, to

IJon. Sir Alex. Campl>eL.

those who supply material for the rail-
way, is it not their affair ?

Hon. SMr. SCOTT - No, it is outr
affair.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - Is
it iot their affair if they buy material
which enters into the construction of the
road ? vas not the Grand Trunk Rail-
way constructed on the principle of pay-
ing so nuch in money, and so iuch in
stock î Railroad stick is seldom issued
at par ; it is generally below par, and if
the Company dispose of theirstock in good
faith, for value which enters into the
construction of the road, is it not fair
and reasonable that they should be al-
lowed to do so l But we have tied then
down, in language plain and unmistak-
able, as close as a railway company could
be tied, that they should not deal with
the stock outside of the necessities of the
railway, that it should not be given to
their friends, or disposed of in such a way
as to unnecessarily increase the stock.
but only parted with for value and in
good faith. We felt this diffliculty orig-
inally, and we desired to define the mean-
ing of the word capital. The company
were willing that it should be defined.
They did not desire to have $8,000 000
or S9,000,000, the enormous profits
represented as possible by the Opposi-
tion. Their desire was to earn 10 per
cent. on the money they actually con-
tribute towards the construction of the
railvay before the tolls should be re-
duced. That has been carried ont so
accurately and clearly that I do not
think, apart from the hon. gentleman's
feeling of opposition, anybody could find
doubt or difficulty in the construction of
the clause. I feel very earnestly that
the section as it stands deserves, as I
hope it will receive, the approbation of a
very large majority ot this House.

lon. Mr. SCOTT - I desire to ask
one question. The lion. gentlenan says
the Company are only to get dividends
on the monev entering into the construc-
tion of the road. At the sane time, he
says thev have a right to dispose of their
stock at 'what rate they please. I will
take this illustration : They want a cer-
tain anount of rails, for which they
offer $1,000,000, stock, valued at
$600,000. That $1,000,000 is part of
their share capital. The manufacturer
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takes that stock and gives for it $600,000
worth of rails. Does the hon. gentleman
mean to tell me that they cannot declare
a dividend on the $400,00 in excess of
the value of those rails 4

Hon. Sir
No ; because
have honestly

ALEX. CAMUPBELL -
their value is what they
cost.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - These shares are
transferable. The Company have no
control over them after they are issued
to the manufacturer. I maintain that
the holder of the stock will be entitled
to dividends on the face value of it, and
not merely on the $600,000 which lie
paid for it.

Hon. Sir ALIEX. CAMPBELL -

No doubt.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The hou. gentle-
man contended the reverse.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

The $),000,000 will not be given for less
than its actual value. We all know
that their stock will not be worth par, or
anything like it. The Comnpany will not
earn a dividend upon iý for years, and
why should they not have the right to
dispose of it for less than par for
materials required for the road? It is
an ordinary every day transaction.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The hon. gentle-
man cannot deny my argument that they
can allot their stock among themselves at
any price they please.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL- I
do deny it. They cau only part with it
in good faith for value received, as the
Act provides in so many words.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - They have the
right to fix the price.

Hion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - If
they did that illegitimately ; if they
allot it among themselves, for instance,
it does not go into the construction of
the railway, and there can be no divi
dend declared upon it.

Hon. Mr. HOPE - The definition of
the word " capital" here seems to be
very clearly set forth ; it is the paid up
stock, the share capital, but when we
come to look at the Pacific Railway Act,
with regard to their share capital of
$25,OOOOOO, it says

Hon. Mr. Scott.

«Such shares, or any part thereof, may be
granted and issued as paid up shares for value
bona fide received by the Company, either in
money at par, or at such price, and upon such
conditions as the board of directors may fix."

What is the meaning of that clause ?
Why, it is that they nay call those
shares worth ten cents a piece, if they
please. They may issue them for a
nominal sumr to each other, so long as
they get something for them ; and when
those shares are paid up, surely the hon.
Postmaster General does nbt pretend to
say that they would not be considered as
shares that entered into the construction
of the railway I He surely does not pre-
tend to say that any number of shares
they miglit issue within the $25,000,000
for a consideration - no matter how
small - would not be counted as paid
up capital of the Company, on which to
base a dividend I

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

They do not go into the construction of
the road.

lon. Mr. HOE - I an amazed at
the contention of the lion. Postmaster
General.

lion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
I am amazed at yours.

lon. Mr. HOPE - Who ever saw
paid up stock treated in the way the
hon. gentleman has described ? A clause
of that kind might be necessary were we
to see paid up stock given for improper
purposes, but the Goverrnment shut the
door and say : " No; the Com-pany can
give it on anv condition they may see
fit." I say, it is most extraordinary
power to give to the directors of any
great stock company, and this is a clause
that ougiht to be amended.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - It does seem
to me in the discussion of a matter of so
much importance that leading legal
gentlemen on both sides ought to agree
at least as to the construction of this
clause of the Bill that is now before us,
and it is equally desirable that when such
an agreement cannot be come to as to its
true intent and nmeaning, that a new clause
ought to be drafted, or that this one
ought to be amended so as to make it
perfectly clear. There can be no doubt
it is the only check it is possible to exer-
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cise over this Company who are to be
placed in possession of a territory equal
in size to five provinces like Manitoba.
I say that when a company is placed in
possession of such an immense tract of
real estate, with a free gift of the roads
built by the Goverunment at a cost of
$35,00000, and in addition to that a
bonus of $25,000,000 in cash, there
should be no doubt as to the power of
Parliament to say wlen the toll3 upon
the road ought tc be reduced, and to de-
termine when a check may be applied
with regard to the earnings of the road.
There should be no doubt about it ; it
should be so clear that lie who runs may
read.

Hon. Sir ALX. CAMPBELL - So
lie may if he likes.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - But they (o
not all seem to understand it. There is
no doubt of this fact - the Postrmaster-
General admits it him.self - that the
Company may issue their shares as paid.
up stock at any rate they please, at six,
ten, twenty, or sixty per cent., or at par.
They nay dispose of that stock in any
way they please. The second clause in
the Act constituting this Company gives
them the power to dispose of the stock
on such terms as they may sec fit, and to
issue it as paid-up stock. Suppose they
issue it at ten per cent., and they employ
that ten ier cent. in the construction of
the road, they will conform to the con-
ditions of the Act - there can be no
doubt about it - just as much as though
they had sold it at sixty per cent. or at
par, and the holders of the stock could
afterwards demand, as stockholders in
the Company, their ten per cent. on the
face value of their shares, with the
interst added for the time that
they had hed it, before the Gov-
ernment could interfere to lower the
tolls that miglit be charged by the Com-
pany. I have not listened to debates
in Parliament for twenty years without
having heard discussions as to the con-
struction of clauses of Acts, in which the
leaders of the Governmnent and Opposi-

,tion attached different meanings to the
same clause of a bill that had been dis-
cussed perhaps for weeks ; and after-
wards have seen the Supreme Court set
aside the opinions that had been

lion. fr. Reesor.

expressed in the Legislature. We
had a notable instance of it two
vears ago in the celebrated Divorce
Bill that came before Parliament. Lead-
ing professional men on both sides of the
House - in both Houses -declared that
the Bill was not worth the paper on which
it, was written - that it was entirely un-
constitutional; but after it was passed,
the Judges of the Supreme Court quoted
that Bill as an illustration of what the
Dominion Parliament had power to do,
and what the local legislatures had
power to do, and declared that the Act
was perfectly constitutional. Now, to-
day, we find the hon. Postmaster-General,
whose opinions I always listen to
with very great respect, giving his
opinion on this clause, but he may be
as mistaken with regard to this matter as
he bas been nistaken in reference to
other inatters. We are all human, and
are all liable to err, but it does
seera with regard to these particular
Bills, that if the two nieasures were
drawn up on purpose to defeat the object
that Parliament now desires to attain,
they could not have been franed more
completely to .accomplish that purpose.
In defining the word "capital," it
must be remembered the Company are
given extraordinary powers. The second
clause reads as follâws

" The capital stock of the Comipany shall
be $25,000,000, divided into shares of $100
each, which shares shall be transferable in
such manner, and upon such conditions as
shall be provided bv the by laws of the Com,
pany, and such shares, or any part thereof,
may be granted and issued as paid up shares,
for value bonafie received by the Company
either in money at pa', or at such price
and upon such conditions as the Board of
Directors may fix."

Now, there it is just as plain as it is pos-
sible to be, that they have the power to
issue that stock at any rate, and on
whatever conditions they may sec fit.

lion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - So
long as they do it bonafide.

lon. Mr. REESOR - tut it is not
necessary to be at par ; all that
the Act requires thema to do is
to eaploy the proceeds in the con-
struction of the road, and they can
issue the shares at any rate they please.
Now, I say, where so much latitude is
givea to the Company, we should have
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such a definition not only of the word capi- and what we ail agree to. 1 know that
tal, as will prevent the possibility of some lon. gentlemen mn away with the
fixing their tolls so high as to enable idea that whatever other railways may
them to draw ten per cent. upon any- have donc, this Company can do no
thing but the cash they have actually ex- wrong; but they inust bear in mmd that,
pended over and above all that they froin the beginning, this Syndîcate
have received as subsidies from the Gov- is provicld witn money to con-
ernment. struct the railway. One hundred miles

have aIready been constructed. west of
Hon. Mr. MACFAR LANE - That Winnipeg - or nearly constructed - at

is what the Act specifies. a cost of sornething like $lOOOO.
This hundred miles of railway is handed

lon. Mr. REESOR - What vo over to te Company, and the million
aim. far it will bear a different construw- dollars is retained as the cost of its con-

tion. When the Syndicate Bil was under stmction, and in addition to this they
discussion an amendaient was sugYeste( receive a million acrcs of land. The
by myseif that ougit 0o have been in- Company is eCtitled to more than a
troduced into tbat measure. 1 will just million, but a portion is, of course, e-
read the 2Oti clause, andt ry acnifd tained until the whole contract is com-
meint as expressing what I believe would pletcd. Ai the Coipany have to do is
have covered the case, bu. which the to strc this million aces of land

use refused to ahThe clause to secure enough c onrey to place
read as foalows in the hands of the Gover -

Tient a ml go on anf build the rail-
"20. The limit to the v lênction of toits bv ~a.We lenx ude ie r

the Parlianient of Caiiada, 1rovided for bv th .e bujît tu te pn drx o4nde t les oren

overto the Copany, an the million

eleventh su-section f abe l7th section of
Ti Consol laed Railwah S ict. 1879, respect- ment for anther million f dollars ad

ins TOUS, is erey exnded, - that suted rnotier alltncrt of land. Thev are so
reduction may be to such an ctent that such complatey provided for in their charter
toild whe reducd siha net produce lss than that there is no possility of their losing
tea percent. pca annum profit on the d apital ue cot s cop-

mentas xprssin wht Ibelive oul pltedn. Althev Compn seany e o ois

actuay expcnded in the construction ofthe the h
Railway. tai of their own if thy have a credit of

a million of dollars, asa they cap get their
To this clause I proposed to add check maredegood, depositit withthe
the words. 1'After deducting ail Govcmnment and go on. They can issue
sumas paid by the Govrnment in bonds on the railwa completed by
cash, or its equivalent." If that the Governnaent and ulpon the lan.ds,
iad been added to the clause they and the lands in anticipation, and
would have been obligesu t stand by whcn tlat is donc thcy can
simply at they bad expended bo 'un fide, issue bonds eiter upon the p uds aloete
in addition te ail sums in the shape of or upn the railway alone. Nov. with
sabsidies granted by the, (overnmient. ail these nouevs advantagces, facilities
it uas t acceptcd. It was believed aud franchises that we are ivin theni
Ten L the louse that a dehuition of - the lands, rod bcd and stationo, faed
the words capital" inight bc suticieut, from taxation ; having the rit to take
but w sec fow wbat it amounts to. The possession of harors without mit,

efinition of the word capital " is cearly where is the risk When the railwav is
isuffièint . and the clause ought te Le compieted te Fort William, they may
aended, or a ther clause fra ed in take two or three miles of the harbor
that shape, if not in the exact words. there, and holi it, to the exclusion of
I (l nt hey that there is any anyody sc. They can ereet their own
particular ojection to the words of the elevators upon their own lad, def
amendient offred by the lion, leader of competition, an t have cmplete con-
the Opposition, if wt haut t sav what trol otfl commerce o the
be mean, e-case if that ni.curhent North-West. The aIl these
desnt la the h "ieset advantag"si and havin
Postiaste (-oient era, it does con- only this check on thm, u te shoud
vey the îaeaniu1 that lie puis5 upoi it, unake that check beyond aIl peradven-

a hon. hey. n oeestr.
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ture as to its meaning. Then there is
another consideration : These lands are
worth faàr more than they are put in at
to the Syndicate.

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD - What lias
that to do with the Bill i

lon. Mr. REESORI - I will tell the
lion. gentleman what it bas to (o with
the Bill; it lias just as much to do with
it as the arguments of the lion. gentle-
men who sustain the Bill. They
went in all directions and quoted
authorities with regard to rail-
way stocks in thle United States,
and even went sO far as to say wlat
former governnents would have done if
they had received such an ofier as
this, and contend that would have
imade just as had a bargain.
If other hon. gentlemen can use
such arguments, I think it is quite in
order for those who oppose thle contract
to do likewise. 1 have a right to point
out sucli facts, in connection with the
whole measure and with the Act, wiicl
this clause is intended to interpret, as
will show the vast importance of having
this clause clearly expressed. Now,
I will read the anmeindient as pro-

posed] by iay lion. friend opposite ;
certainly I do not see tiat it is either un-
reasonable or out of plie, under the cir-
eumstances, to providep that : " The said
word, capital, as used in the said sub-
section, meant and means the net amount
of cash or money's worth contributed by
the sharehoklers of the C ompany and
bonafde expended on the best terms at-
tainable on the construction, equipment
and maintenance of the railway." It
would be no hari to add that to the
clause, and it would be au additional
safeguard. But if the hion. Post.
master-General would prefer to postpone
the further consideration of of this clause
until Monday, and prepare a new one
himself that would clearly put the case,
and not leave it in the loose way it is at
present-something that the whole House
could agree to as being a fair protection
to the public - it would be the proper
course. Otherwise, I would say to bon.
gentlemen, if we cannot have something
better than the Bill as it is, we had bet-
ter leave the Act without any attempt to
define the word capital. Reference

Hon. Mr. Reesor.

bas been made to the suall
dividends paid to the shareholders
by United States railways, and the ad-
vantage the public have had from thema
in low freights. I admit that the pub-
lic have gained by then, but the public
have paid for that advantage. As a
proof that these railways do not pay
large dividends to their shareholders,
we have the authority of Jay Cooke
quoted. But everyone knows the rea-
son that the dividends are so small is
that the stock bas been watered in
nianv cases to four times the amount
of the money actually advanced for the
construction of the road.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

They are limited here to the amount ex-
peiil on the road.

Hion. Mr. REESOR - Take the New
York Central, for instance, wvhich cost in
the first place $40,000,000. It was sold
to Vanderbilt for S80,000,000. Mr.
Vanderbilt issued -$0,00 of addi-
tional stock, explelnded $20,000,000 in
inprovemnents, and pocketed the bal-
ance. Not long after that a
a strike wis organized by the emplov-
es of that road for higher wages.
Then the cry was raised by the share-
holders, " we are onlv getting 7 per.
cent. on our stock," but the stock had
been watered three or four timtes fromn the
timne the road was constructed, anl of
course it could not be expeoted that the
dividends should be so high. But the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Cornpany can
sell out their stock on any terms they
please, and that stock then becomes the
property of the parties who hold it, and
thev can demand 10 per cent. upon the
wlhole amount at par before the Govern-
muent can interfere to reduce the tolls.

Hon. Mr. MA CDONA LD - On the
paid up capital.

Hon. Mr. RE ESOR -The hon.gentle-
man does not accept what his leader says.
The Postmaster Gencral says it is paid
up capital, no matter if it seils at 6, 10 or
60 per cent.

Hon. Sir. ALEX. CAMPBELL -
But it is to go into the construction of the
road.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - The proceeds
of the sale go into the construction of
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the road, and that is all the
statute requires. If the bonds
can be sold to parties who supply ma-
terial for the road, they can be sold to
the man who handles the spade in con-
structing it, or to anyone else, as there is
no restriction. The Syndicate can sell it
to each other as individuals, and hold the
whole of that'stock as paid up stock at
10 per cent. if they choose, and that 10
per cent. goes into the construction of the

kl I ti; f d th1 t- h t-U il

credited by the shareholders or tnr umpnv
and bonafle expended on the best terms attan-
able in the construction, equipment and main-
tenance of the -Railway."'

He said : Notwithstanding all the en-
ergy and earnestness that the leader of
the Government infused into his argu-
ments, I am still prepared to main-
tain that the • view that I took in
the first instance is the proper one, and
I think I may leave it to disinterested

Amendmnent Bill. 4 97'

Wrreaers and to the future to say saat my
the final result, and the Courts will interpretation is a true one. I have
determine it can be done under the pointed out that there are extraordinary
proper construction of the two Acts provisions in this charter, which are not
when they are fairly submitted to then. contained in any other Act of Incorpora-
The Government are, no doubt, anxious tion; that in the charter of the Company
to have their measures passed as they this share capital is not like the share
submit them to the HIouse. That is vCiy capital of any other copany; that, for
natural, but I do think they ought to be at least ten years, no lerson can be ad-
more anxious to protect the interests of nitted into this Company unless by vote
the country, than to have an imperfect of the Director, who have the power
Bill passed, simply because they intro- to allot the stock among the existing
duce it in this shape. They should con- shareholders. The siireholders may
sult the safety and welfare of the coiun- aHot to ecl other the whole of the stock,
try, and the continued prosperity of the and uless by consent of the Board of
North-West, as Wvll as other provinces )rectors, no forei-ýî elenient can be
of the Dominion. adniitted into the Cotapany. Tlat, I

The amendient was declarel lost o look upon as a angergus innovation. Iftliey receiveti no aid froni the country-,division.
th)e.y migbit li jstified in the exercise of

lon. Mr. SCOTT gave notice tlat i sueh ower, but considering the large
would move iL at another stage of the sub
Bill, so as to have the yens and nays tiis country, I think there is no.justifi-
taken. cation for giving siich a franchise to this

Syndicate. Taking, that in conjunctioni
lion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I with the second clause of their Bil at

am informed that there is some doubt as page 12, vhere the Directors have the
to the meaning of the words '' and of the right to iix the rate at which shares
debt of the Coimpany." I an inforned are to be.ailotted, they can allot
that it would apply iii a way that the the $20,000OCî .f stock for any nominal
Conmmittee does not contemplate to exist) sum tbeY please. 1 say, and I say i
in railways, and I therefore move that advisedly, that ihis Conîpany would be
the Committee rise and report progress, different boni any other com>any in
and ask leave to sit again to-morrow. existence if they did, not avait them-

The motion was agreed to. selves to the fullst degree of any privi-
leges that -,ve give thenm. We bold out

Hen. . BUREAIU, from the Comi-i"Hwn.Mi. UREA , frni te Co iiduceinents to thcrn to do a di<;honest
mnittee, reported that they had made soie act. We give theni snch facilities for
progress with the Bill. acting iinproperly as no other charter

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved ever containe under sirnilar crcum-
stanc,8 unless indeed a conipany going

To leave out the words '.be agreed to' and to construct a roat on the basis of their
insert " and Bill referred back to a ' Committee own financial credit. This Company is
of tbe Whole House, with instructions to am-
end the same as follows: a

"' Page 1, Une 9. - Leave out the words I the given them by the people of Canada, ani
paid up stock and share capital,' and nsert they are aliowed to declare a dividend in
the net amouat of cash or money's worth the future on the share capital they
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paut in, and to increase ià by
320,000,000, and are allowed to allot
that share capital at any rate they
please. Will any hon. gentleman say
that the Company will not 'ultimately
have the $25,000,000 on which they will
be allowed to declare a dividend f No
gentleman will assert that this railway,
in completing its returns, will fail to
declare a dividend on the whole amount
of the $25,000,000. My lion. friend
the Postmaster General, i a moment of
candor, admitted the whole case when he
said that in purchasing rails they might
pay for them in bonds at 60 cents on
the dollar. If they can do so in that
case, they can part with the sbares
otherwise at less than par. The bonds
must be taken 'at the face value in
declaring dividends, no matter at what
price they were sold. I state, wit.h
a full conviction of the correctness
of my statenent, that that Company will,
in the future, have a share capital of
$25,000,000; and I further state, with
full belief in the accuracy of my state-
ment, that that Companv will not expend
fairly or honestly $5,000,000 of their
own money, or anybody else's, outsid of
what is to, be given -by this country.
Therefore, vou invite them at the start
to have $20,000,000 of watered capital,
on which the people of the North-West
are to be taxed at 10 per cent. I should
rather let the original Bill go than have
this Bill in conjunction with the second
clause of the Company's charter, which
allows them to allot this capital at any
rate they choose to fix. I shall say no
more on the subject further than to main-
tain that my view is the true one, and
that my arguments are not overstrained.
It may be that Judge Bla!ck was wrong
in the figures which he grave. I did not
vouch for them, and I merely mantioned
theni as evidence.in support of my argu-
ment. It i. quite evident that they were
exaggerated. low is it possible to prove
that the money realized froin the bonds
went into the construction of the road i
AIter the stock passes out of the hands of
the Company the holder will be entitled
to draw a dividend on its face value, even
if he got it at 5 cents on the dollar.

The House divided on the amendmient'
which was rejected by the following
vote: -

lon. Mr. Scott.

3aillargeon,
Cormier,
Dever,
Hlaythorne,
Hope,
Leonard,
Lewin,
McMaster,

CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.

Paquet,
Pozer,
Reesor,
Scott,
Simpson,
Stevens,
Warký-15.

NoN-CONTENTS:

Hion. Messrs.
Aikins;,Gbs
Allan, Girard,
Almon, Ilamilton (Kingston),
Archibald, Kaulbach,
Armand, MeLelan (Londonderry)
Bellerose, Macfarlane,
Benson, Macpherson [(Speaker),
Botsford, Miller,
Bourinot, Montgomery,
Campbell, Sir Alex. Northwood,
Chapais, Odel,
Cornwall, Read,
DickMy, Leyan,
Dickson, Suthcrland,
DumoucMalp, [erude,
Ferrier, Vidal.-33.
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BILLS INTRODUCED.

ill (66) Act to extend the Ac
estab]ishing one uniform currency for the
Dominion of Canada to the Provinces of
British Columbia and Prince Edward
Island." - (Mr. Aikins.)

Bill (60) " An Act to incorporate the
Don River Improvement ompany." -
(Mr. Allan.)

. Bill (54) " An Act to amend the Act
of Incorporation of ' The Accident Insur-
ance Company of Canada,' and to
authorize the change of the name of the
said Company to 'The Accident Insur-
ance Company of North America.'" -

(Mr. Ferrier.)

Bill (15) "An Act to incorporate the
Metropolitan Fire Insurance Company of
Canada." - (Mr. Vidal.)

Bill (35) " An Act to incorporate the
Silver Plume Mining Company." - Mr.
Bellerose.)

Bill (44) " An Act to incorporate the
Association known as J. Winslow Jones
and Company, Limited." - (Mr. Reesor.)

The Senate adjourned at six o'clock.
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THE SENATE. the agent of the Department in Liverpool,
dated on the 10th of February, three or

Friday, March 41t, 18S. four days after the alleged Order-in-

The Speaker took the chair at three Council was issned. The agent concludes

o'clock p.m. the letter, whicl is addressed to the
Minister of Agriculture, as follows :-

Prayers and routine proceedings. 1 nay mnform you that I have kept my-
self informed as to matters affecting our inter-

TUE CATTLE EXPORT TRADE. ests, and the temporary closing of the markets
here is not calculated by our leading salesmen

EXPLANATIoN' to permanently injure our trade."

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - 1
am glaI to sce my hon. friend from
Amherst in his place, as I wish to lay
before the House some information in
reference to a question which he asked a
few days ago. My hon. friend had been
informed that an Order-in.Council had
been made in England, which injuriously
affected the cattle trade of Canada, and I
see the same subject referredto in a
1ewspaper which reached. here yesterday,

which accused the Government of
want of attention to this very important
interest. In that connection, I desire to
read a telegram which was sent
"y the Minister of% Agriculture to Sir
ilexander Galt on the day upon which be
neard the report. The cable is as
follows :-

"Cable to Sir A. T. Gait,
I 4th February, 1881.

"Reported Privy Council order, slaughter
Canadian cattle within six days. If true,
Canadian trade ruined. Sec authorities.

"(Signed), POPE."

This reply was received on the follow-
ing day :-

"Cable to J. Il. Pope,
I 5th February, 1881.

"Telegram in Times to-day from Montreal
mentioning alleged new order requirinp
slaughter of cattle on landing. Privy Counci]
say no such order issued or contemplated
against Canada.

"(SignCd), GALT."

I see ii the paper to which I have
alluded that the order is said to be againsi
Lancashire, and that it relates to the fooi
and mouth disease, and includes th
whole of that county. If that bi
the case, and the Government hav
no information from their agent ii
Liverpool to that effect, it would operat
against ail cattle landing in England a
Liverpool. They would only come unde
the regulation as applied to Lanca
shire. J have had a letter placed in ni
hands also, xipon the sanie subject, fror

lon. Sir Alex. CampbeIl.

Altogether, it may be inferred that the
Order-in-Council whieh has been issued,
if any has, is against the foot
and mouth disease, and is3 applicable
onlv to the county of Lancashire, but as
Liverpool is the great market for Cana-
dian cattle, it may affect injuriously
Canadian interests. . think the lion.
gentleman from Amherst mentioned the
other day that it was in London thatïthe
Canadian cattle were met by this Order-
in-Council. So far as I can ascertain no
O(rderi-n-Council has been issued, or is
conten plated, affecting Cahnadian inter-
ests at the port of London.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I am very
much obliged to my hon. friend for the
trouble he as taken in this matter, but
I am sorry to say the information I have
shows that the difliculty still remains
that [ mentioneI b2fore. The export of
cattle that I referred to took place in the
steamer Edinburgh going to Lon-
don, and on arriving in Lon-
don, as I have been informed - and I
have a letter froi one of the shippers
to that effect received only yesterday -
they were met in London by an Order-in-
Council, requir'ing ail cattle to be slaugh-
tered within si days. on the spot, after
they were sold.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

Where did that ship sail from.

lion. LMc. DICKEY - Froin ilall-
fax.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-
Not tomching at any other porti

liHon. Mr. DICKEY -- She came
)froni an Amiericati port first,. and took

a in between 400 and 500 head of cattie
t ail Canadian cattle, as I uinderstood - a
r Hlalifax, for the port of London. The

Order 1 refer to is a General Order, ap-
yplicable, as fa.r as 1 understandl, Vo Irishi

n cattie as well as to Canadian cattie. The

1( M Anoni 4, 1881.]° Export Trade. . 499Thte Cattle
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effect of the Order is that the cattle 1
Must be sold within six days,
and slaughtered. The practical ef-
feet of it is just this : heretofore
the trade has been condujted in this
way: On the arrival of vessels at Lon-
don, Liverpool or Glasgow, with cattle
from Canada, the cattle were purchased
in the narket, not only by local buvers,
but by buyers from Manchester, Wake-
field, Leeds and other large townîs in
England. The consequence was there
was competition in the market and good
prices were realized ; but the effect of
this order is to place the cattle importers
entirely at the mercy of the buyers in
the district wlhere the ship arrives, and
the result, in this particular instance,
was that the owners of the cattle were
obliged to have their animals slaughter-
ed immediately, and. to take whatever
price they could get at the port of
arrivai. That is the information I have,
and it is my intention to ask for more
particular and defirite information on
the subject.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
hope the hon. gentleman will do so in the
interests of the public, and will also ask
whether there were any cattle on this
ship from the United States, or whether
there had been any American cattle on
this shil) at any time within the previous
three months.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - The in forma-
tion that I have at present is that all the
eattle were Canadian.

Hon. Dr. BROUSE - What is the
date of the telegram received i

Hon Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Thie 5th of February.

Hon. Dr. BROUSE - It was on the
9th of February that I called the atten-
tion of the Government to the same
question.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

The lettec which I read the extract from
is dated on the 10th of February. Of
course my hon. friend from Prescott
called attention to it, as there was a
telegram dated the 5th of February show-
ing that no such order was issued or
contemplated, and as Sir Alex. Galt was
on the qui vive about it, we took it tor
granted that if anything of the kind
occurred. he would advise us of it.

lon. Mr. Dickey.

Hon. Mr. READ - I dare say that
this House hardly appreciates the vast
proportions that our cattle trade with
Europe has assumed, and the importance,
to this country that Canadian cattle
should get into Englind without being
scheduled. Last year alone the in-
creased price that was obtained for the
cattle we shipped, 50,000 head, was not
less than $800,000. I an within the
mark when I place it at that amount,
and 1 am so informed by those men who
are engaged in the trade, and who
thoroughly know the circumstances. £3
or £4 a head is about the average price
that Canadian cattle sell for more than
A merlean cattle of the same weight and
quality. lence the Government must
be aware of the great importance of
looking after this vast inteiest, which is
as yet in its infancy, but which last
year returned to tiis country nearly
85,000.000. I iam glad the Government
have shown themselves, as they have
always been, alive to the importance of
this trade.

CANADIAN SILVER COIN.

MOTION.

Mr. HOPE noved
"That an humble Address be presented to

His Excellency the Governr General praying
that His Excellency will be pleased to cause
to be laid before this House the following
information :-

1st. Statement of the quantity of Canadian
silver coin issued by the Government of Can-
ada, Irom the lst July, 1867, to Ist March,
1881, specifying the quantity issued of eaci
denomnation of coin of fifty, twenty-five, ten
and five cents, respectively.

I 2nd. The price paid for piure silver bullion
or silver of Royal mint standard, at the date
of each new issue of silver coin

I 3rd. The quantity or wtight of pure silver
or silver of Royal mint standard in each of
the respective coins.

" 4th. The cost to the Government of the
respective coins, and the percentage of profit
or seigniorage retained by Government on
silver coinage,"

He said : In moving for this return I
will embrace the opportunity of making
some remarks with regard to the subject
generally. I think it is necessary to go
back to the origin of silver coinage. Fronm
the year 1257 to 1661, the value of gold
was regulated by royal proclamation, and
the quantity of gold, and the equivalent
for which it could be exchanged in silver
was thus fixed. That was the rule at
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that early period ; the one governed the for us, the Goverament did not carry that
other. From 1664 to 1717 silver was 1 Act into effect. The Act, although
the only legal tender in England, and passed in 1853, was allowed to lie dor-
gold was a commodity which was regu- mant, except the coinage, a few years
lated by the market price of the two afterwards, of sane 20 cent pieces, whicl
netals. Fromf 1717 to 1816 the ancient were not suitable to the wants of the
practice was revived, and both metals country. [ad the Government of the
becane a legal tender, and the guinea day vigorously gone to work and supplied
was made equivalent to twenty-one shil- the country with silver currency, in ac-
ligs English mni y ndi continued that cordance with that Act of Parliainent,
way, the two metals as legal tender, from we rwoud not have been subjected to the
1717 to 1816, when a complete change loss and annoyance of what was called the
took place. Usnder an Act passed l that silver nuisance, which occurred during
year, the pound weight of silver was the late American civil war. However,
coined into 66 shillings in place of 62 there was nothing done. The next Act
shillings as formnerly. This reduced that was passed was 34 Vie., chap. 4,
the intrinsic value of silver coin, and which las ever since regulated the silver
gave the seigniorage or duty to the Gov- coinage as well as the gold coinage, if we
ernment of 4 shillings on the pound of had any gold coin, of Canada. Under
ilver netal coined into 66 shllings. lu that Act a coinage las been introduced

order to revent the silver coin fron be- ito Canada, and but for that, 1 do not
coming redundant the Government re- believe we should have got rid of the
tained the coinage in their own hands ; silver nuisance to this tine. h fact, it
that is to say, if a person went with a was that whicl renoved it - getting
bar of silver to the Mint he could not get currency of ou own. It has
itcoined intosilver currency-unlike gold. worked renarkably well. We ail know
If a person carried a bar of gold to tle the way in which American silver be-
Mint, they would give him its weight in came so redundant ln this country. It
sovereigns. The Government having originated in this way: -i 1853, the
the coinage of silver in their own hands, silver haîf-dollar of the Und Stateo
of course it became a mere subsidiary was reduced lu value; in other words,
species of change. Previons to 1816, tley adopted tle British system that had
when silver became intrinsically been la existence from 1816. They wer
more valuable than gold, people having almost compelled ta do it, because, up to
to export coin, would take silver coin, that period, wlenever silver became
melt it and export it, and the people intrinsically more valuable than gold, it
were put to great inconvenience for the was swept out of the country te pay
want of silver coin. After 1816, when debts lu China and other countries, and
the pound of silver was coined into 66 hence they adopted the British system.
instead of 62 shillings, the intrinsie During the war, and with a suspension
value of silver was 6 14-31 per cent. less ofspecie paynents when aur people lad
in value than the gold sovereign, hence a debt to collect la the United States,
there was no disposition to export the and were offered gold for it, tley would
article, and it remained in the country say: IWly not take elver 1 we will
just as a mere silver token for small ex- give you 105 for it." Tle people of thiu
change, and for carrying on the ordinary country, supposing it was the same
business of life. Under these regulations silver tley had been accustomed te use
the system has worked remarkably well. fron time imenorial, accepted it ata
In 1853 the Act of 16th Vic., chap. 158 face value. I saw an article in a news-
was passed here, under the charge of the paper, tînt I have cut out, and witl the
Finance Minister of the day, and pro- permission of the fouse, 1 will reid it.
vided for silver coins being struck at the T1e article is as follows

uoyal Mint, bearing the saGee relation
to our gold or currencv dollar tht the citAN INTERNATIONAL cOINAGE CONGRES .

crilver coins l England bear to the BtPh cg aA Washington special reports an interview

loss andre, annoanc on. what wa caledth

dopted the Ce English systeni of ~si with General Wrner, of Ohio, concerning the
proposed International Coinage CongreA.ver currency. However, unfortunately àWarner says Germany, Spain, and ail the Latin

Ihon. ador. nope.
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Union Nations, have accepted an invitation to
attend the Congress in Paris on April 19th.
The two main propositions to go before the
Convention are : first, unlimited coinage rate,
15k silver, 1 gold; second, silver coins to bc
unlirmited legal tender."

If this is carried out in the United
States, there will be nothing but silver
current there, because at the present
price of gold and of silver, it is equal to
I to 17.95, or nearly 1 to 18, and they
want to bring it back to 1 to 15.50, the
old standard. Silver bas fallen so much
in value that every body would pay
their debts in silver. It is not the
American Government that is so much in
favor of this change in silver as the
owners of silver mines who wish te force
their views on the Government. It
looks very much like it in this case,
when they propose to make the re-
spective values of gold and silver 1 to
15.50, which would be absurd. it would
make silver the one standard value in the
United States. We should be on our
guard against having anything to do
with anything of that kind. I think the
British systen is the correct one, and
that we should keep silver subordinate
to gold, jnst as we keep copper subordi-
nate to silver ; and that we should not
follow the wild project of the Bonanza
people in the United States, or on the
Continent of Europe, but stick to what
we have been doing-that is, following in
the footsteps of Great Britain. To show
how conservative the feeling is with re-
gard to the coinage in England, I may
mention the fact that a pound Troy
of silver metal, of which Eng-
lish coin has been coined, bas
had the saine standard of purity, viz:
11 oz., 2 dwts. of pure silver to 18 dwts.
of alloy, from the Conquest down to the
present moment, except for an interval
of sixteen years in the relgn of Henry
VIII. and Queen Elizabeth ; and I think
they are quite right in entertaining that
conservative feeling. J might make a
remark with reference to the Act which
was passed in 31 Vie., chap. 45, and
subsequently repealed, with reference to
gold coinage. At that time there was a
Gold Congress held at Paris with a view
to adopting a uniform coinage, taking as
the basis the 25-franc piece of France
and the United States were to adapt
their $5 gold piece to the 25.franc piece

lon. Mr. Hope.

of France, and they wanted England to
adopt the sanie basis for the sovereign,
but England did not go into that con-
gress, but after investigating the matter
it was found that the 25-franc piece was
a local coin of France, and the
$5 gold piece was only a local
coin of the United States, whereas the
sovereign was known all over the world,
and they said it would never do to
tamper with the value of a coin so uni-
versally known, and the proper course
would be rather to assimilate other
coins to the sovereign than to adopt the
converse rule. I think it would be j ust
as well with regard to the proposition in
the United States about altering the re-
lative value of our gold and silver, or
assisting in any way 'o carry out the
schemes of those who have great
bonanzas in that country to stick to the
systei that has worked so well hitherto.
J thought it would be well to have these
returns brought down, because they
would be useful for reference in future
years, and we could see the progress that
is making with regard to the introduc-
tion of silver cnrrency in Canada,
and that it would be interesting if
we could place it before the people to let
themi see what we have been doing in
that respect. I remember a certain
Board of Trade in the western part of the
Province had a long correspondence with
the Finance Minister on this subject some
years ago, and stated what they thought
would be necessary to get rid of American
currency. The Finance Minister of that
day, although one of the best authorities
on the subject, seemed to think the
amount of coin that the Board of Trade
thought would be required in the country
was altogether exaggerated, but from the
various issues of silver coin that I under-
stand have taken place since then, it
would seem that the suggestion of the
Board of Trade was not so far out of the
wav as 'was then supposed. There is
another point that comes up : the
value of silver bullion has fallen
from about 60d. to the ounce,
to 50d. I see in the last English quo-
tations that it is worth 51Ud. per ounce.
That must give the Government a profit
of about 10 per cent. on silver coinage.
I do not object to that. In fact it is
well they should have an ample margin
not only to pay for the coinage, an. <he-
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expense of distributing throughout the
country, but also to cover the redemption
of coin whenever it becomes defaced, old
and worn. Of course the Govcrnment
bas to assume the responsibilit-y of re-
placing coin that is thus worn or muti-
lated. It bas been remarked that there
is no provision in an Act of Parliament
to warrant the Government in doing
that. But then they are follow-
ing in the footsteps of the British
Government,.as governed by the Act of
1816. Our Currency Act is based upon
that legislation, and as the British Gov-
ernment redeem all the worn out, defaced
and mutilated coin, our Government
should do the same in this country.
Some of our currency is beginning to be
niutilated by mischevicus persons, and
the Government is put to the expense of
redeeming it fron time to time. But
the profit on the coinage is ample to
oover that expense.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
There is no objection on the part of the
Government to the Address. I am
only sorry that I cannot follow the bon.
gentleman in his discussion on this sub-
ject. It is one that I am, unfortunately,
not so familiar with as the hon. gentle-
man is. The papers will come down, and
if he then thinks it desirable that a dis-
cussion should take place .on the subject,
I will study the report, and endeavor to
asist him in elucidating any point that
he bas in view.

The motion was agreed to.

POSTAL IRREGULAR1TIES.

AN EXPLANATION.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

Before the Orders of the day are called,
I beg to reply to a question put by the
hon. member for lopewell with refer-
ence to delays in the transmission of

mails were delayed because the trains
were blocked up. A telegram that i
sent yesterday to the inspector bas re-
sultel in his going down to the county to
wbich the hon. gentleman alludes, and
he reports that the obstructions have
been cleared away and the trains are
now running. r have no doubt, when 1
get the report from the inspector, it will
be found he bas taken all necessary steps
to secure the public against such incon-
venience in the future.

CONSOLIDATED RAILWAY ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The Order of the day having been
called for the third reading .of the Bill
(N.) : " An Act to amend ' The Con-
solidated Railway Act, 1879,'"

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL, said:
When this Bill was in Commi ',e I
said that a question had been rai -A by
some companies in this part of ti* Do-
minion as to the use of the word "debt "
in the first clause. It was intended to
be applied more particularly with refer-
ence to the position occupied by the
Canadian Pacific Railway, but I saw
after the matter had been explained to
me that it may have an effect, not col-
templated, upon other companies, and,
therefore, to remove the difficulty, I beg
to move the following amendment
To strike out the words "of the debt of
the Company," and to insert "of any
debt of the Company contracted on the
pledge thereof, or of any part thereof."
That would have the effect of preventing
any untoward results as regards other
railways that constructed their roads on
money raised by bonds and debentures
- by means.of debts, in fact, whicb have
been contracted.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I think it would
have been better in submitting an im-

mails in Albert County. The hon. gein- portant anendment of this kind, to have
tieman said they had been detained for a allowed the Bih to stand over for a day
number of days by snow storms, and no i or two, in order that we miglt seo its
arrangements were made for conveying bearing upon this Bil. Assuming tbat
them in any other way than by train. its offect is as the hon. gentleman bas
I find that to be substantially the case statod (and, of course, I do not doubt
except in this respect ; that the various that bis viow of it is correct, hecause lie
postmasters have authority to employ lias given the subject coasideration), it
waggons or sleighs, as the case may be, baves the Company, to which reference
whenever necessary, but the truth is bas been made in this debate, in this
they did not employ sleighs, and the position: They cannot only declarlo a

Hit. Mr. inope.
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dividend on their $25,000,000 of share
capital, but can declare a dividend on
some $54,000,000 in addition.

Hon. Sir ALEX, CAMPBELL -
Oh, no. if that is the effect. it is not
the intended eff ect.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - If the hon. gen-
tleman will turn to the Company's
charter, he will find that in making
a financial arrangement for the
construction of the railway, they
may adopt any one of five
different schemes. and in some cases may
adopt two conjointly. They may take
their subsidy as earned, and issue land
grant bonds to the extent of $25,000,000
or they may take their cash subsidy as
earned, and take a deed of their lands as
earned, or they may proceed under what
is known as clause d on page 7 of the
Pacific Railway Act, utilizing the
25,000,000 acres of land for the purpose
of floating an issue of bonds secured on
the lands and railway, the $25,000,000,
being utilized in the payment of interest.
In my judgment, that will justify an
issue of $60,000,000. This is a matter
somewhat abstiuse, and I should not be
prepared to urge at this moment, that
with the clause altered in this way, they
would be able to pay any portion of
the 860,000,000 of debt out of what
might be called dividend account. I ex-
press no opinion, because it is a matter
for consideration and comparison of the
several passeges in their own charter and
in the general law. There is another
course which they may adopt. It will
be found in clause 28 of their Bill, page
27. They may issue land grant bonds
for the $25,000,000, and may also
issue bonds to the extent of $10,000 a
mile, secured on the railway. I assume
there is no doubt that in the event of
that issue being made, the earnings of
the road would be applicable to the pay-
ment of interest on these bonds. That
would be a bond debt as much as the
debt of other roads contracted under
precisely similar circumstances. They
have the power under the clause to which
I have referred, of issuing, in addition
to $25,000,000 of bonds, secured
on the land, bonds secured on
the railway itself, exclusive of
the, lands, there being this saving
clause, that until they have earned the

lHon. Mr. Scott.

contribution of Canada - that is the
railways that we furnish them -our con-
tribution is not included in their security.
They may insert it in their mortgage, but
in the event of default taking place be-
fore the tenth year', it would not form
security to holders of these bonds. The
holders of the bonds, in the event of de-
fault (which is a contingency I do not
foreshadow or see the possibility of),
would not have that security.
The portions of the roai given by
Canada are not included in the mortgage
to the trustee in security of this debt of
$10,000 per mile, which, as hon. gentle-
men know, will amount in the aggregate
to $27,000,000, in addition to the
$25,000,000 of share capital, that in my
judgment they can obtain a dividend on
il the earnings of the road will
allow it, of 10 per cent. before
the power of Parliament or of the
Governor in Council can come into play
to diminish the tolls.. The Governor in
Council and Parliament will not be able
to reduce the tolls until the earnings of
the road are sufficient to giva the Com-
pany under this clause interest at 10 per
cent. on $52,000,000 in addition to our
contributions. Then there is still an-
other course. Under clause 28, page 22
of their Bill, provision is made in the
first part of the paragraph for the issue
of bonds to the extent of $10,000 per
mile secured on the railway itself, irre-
spective of the issue of $25,000,000 se-
cured by mortgage on the lands. The
clause ends with these words :-

"And if the Company does not avail itseli of
the power of issuing bonds secured upon the
land grant alone as hereinatter provided, the
issue of bonds hereby authorized may be in-
creased to any arnount not exceeding twenty
thousand dollars per mile of the said Canadian
Pacific Railway."

Now, it is perfectly clear that the Com-
pany may at any time within the next
twenty years issue $20,000 per mile on
their entire line of railway. Whether
that would be 2,700 miles or the 2,000
miles that they build themselves, I am
not prepared to say. If they will have
earned the railway we allot them, then,
I think, they will be entitled to issue
bonds on the larger mileage. That is, I
think, the spirit and the inteÙtion of the
clause. That would authorize then to
issue bonds to the extent of $54,000,000

A mendment Bil.
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secured on the road; or, if on the 2,000 of the Company contracted on the euh.
miles only, then it would be just sidies we furnili them. They are not
$14,000,000 less. But I am inclined to deterred from pledging our contributions;
think that the reading of the clanse is the rny pledge ther, but they are not
that they would have the larger powers. a security to the parties who take the
It is a matter of only $14,000,000, how- bonds, unlees the road bas passed from
ever, in the whole amount they are our control, vhen they can do
entitled to. Assuming that they adopt anything they like witlî it. l the
that line, they would be entitled to bond meantime they can rortgage it, but, in
that road for $54,000,000, and they defauit, the mortgagees would noV be en-
would be entitled also to the allotment of titled to seli the partions of the road that
their share capital of $25,000,000. we contribute. Under the proposed
The two figures together would amount to arendrent it inakes it very clear they
.o79,000,000. If they should exercise that can pledge the bonds issued on the lands
power as they may under tâhe Iaw la the of the Company. , mysef, had not the
event of their adopting the course that slightest doubt that they could not do
Vhis clause perîits ther to follow, Vhey that, and whle this interpretation, no
would have to be la receipt of dividende doubt, benefits the Corpany, it would
at 10 per cent. on $79,000,000 before the not have been proper to have allowed
Governor la Council could interfere to thi Bil to go hn the condition it was
reduce the toie on their road. 0f course before, because we know that nine-tenthe
we have got to consider ln thd question of of the raitroadr in this country are really
their earningt, the running expenses of but with the proceeds of bond. We
$,ixty to eventy per cent., or whatever have not haf a dozen ronds n ths con-
phey ray he. The Company my not try that have been bult on the basis of
eo al this; I ad pointing out weat the share capital. Our road, as a rule, are
tclause of the law will permit. tust, in the first place, on municipal

obouses ; the roadbed tself le pledged and

at n 10pr . onLR-l $7,0000 oe he.s

of the subsidy. put under a bonded debt, and these
bonds a e sol for the bet figure they

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I beg my hon. can cc mand, and the proceed go t
friend's pardon, I ar not alluding to d the complete the railway. Under thie clause

eubsidy. I do nt desire to go as fully the holder of the bonde miglt have been
into this as I probably would were precluded froa receiving their fair share
the Bih not at ite present stage of the intereet ont of the earninge of
aithougi in my judgment it li the rod. t only proves what 1
the most important ubject that have urged over and over again,
this Senate I as ever had before it, that the circumrtances of the Canadian
and ot wil probably be very many years Pacific Railway are peculiar to itcelf;
before this House lias an equally impor- thbt we have no other railway charter
tant ubject to consider. I do noV, like it na tis country, and it would
thereforethink it ie one of those boasures have made it infinitely bearer in framing
that ehould be allowed Vo pasn from. our thi charter to have pntroduced these
fentrol until, at all events, we thoroughly pecial clauses, defining what their rigtse
understand It, and p wish Vo show how and powers are, rather than bring ther
thie Bill, restricting, as we beieve, the under the general law which l f appli-
word ucapital," i gong Vo affect the cable to railways constructed under a
eharter of the Company. As it etood entirely different condition of thngs.
before, excluding the subsidies and the For instance, as this Bi stood, the
debte of the Company, there 'vas some holders of ail the Grand Trunk Railway
doubt, probably a very strong doubt, bonds would not be entitled Vo aim
that they would be entitled, l the event their interest on the bonds, ut of the
of their creating a fictitios debt, to raie earnings of the rod, and this ouse did
theirtolîs Vo such a degree as Vo give Vhem not contem plate that that was the efiect
dividends on the amount of bonded debt thet should be given Vo toe clause, as it
which they mig t issue. As he leader tras. it another proof of how un-
of Vhs Govern ent bas now altered Vhe fortunate it %as when we had the charter
clause, ie restricts it simply to any debt before us, that we did not incorporate la

lhon. thr. Cott.
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it the special clauses throulh which the
Act should be interpreted. We are
going to interpret it now through the
general law, vnd we find in framing the
clause it is utterly impossible to apply
similar language to the Canadian Pacific
Railway, and to railways constructed on
an eitirely different basis. Now, I will
be met with the argument that I
an straining the law. I maintain
that I am not. I will be told
that the Company can only get a divi-
dend on the money that has been ex-
pended by them on construction account,
but I have yet to learn that the Legisla-
ture of Canada, or of any other country,
after once giving powe s to a company
has, by a court of inquiry or any
other means of investigation, learned
how the money was i aised, what the
value of the lands was and how the
proceeds were expended. It is just one
of those things that are entirely beyond
our control or prerogative, except by
special act of Parliament. This Com-
pany can allot their capital for
any nominal sum they please, and
it is a bona ide transaction. My hon.
friend opposite bas admitted if the mana-
facturer who furnished the steel rails
took a million dollars of the share capi,
tal at 60 per cent. lie was justified in
getting his dividends on a million. I
think it must be obvious to everyone
that that share capital, on ae it is issued
by the Company, represents in the hands
of whoever possesses it wvhat it has on
the face of it, not what the Company re-
teives for it, and it would be utterly
impossible that you could trace
througli a dozen different hands
the amounts that were paid at
the time that stock was issued.
There are several ways under which the
Company can build this railway. I an
not prepared to say what system they
will adopt, or what plan will be most
remunerative to themselves either im-
mediately or prospectively, but I feel it
my duty to point out to the House that
if they exercise their right to issue a
bonded debt on that road they can swell
the sum up to $79,000,000. From the
short period that I have been able to
look into this matter, I am not pre-
pared to say whether they will be de-
barred frorn issuing $20,000 a mile on
the 700 miles we contribute, but they

Hon. Mfr. Scott.

will be able to do it on the 2,000 miles
that they may have to build themselves
before the Government of this country
and Parliament could step in and con-
trol the tolls of the road. It is very
unfortunate that these restrictive clauses
were not introduced at the right mo-
ment, and I think the Parliament of
Canada that bas adopted this legislation
will, in my judgment, be pretty
severely criticized when the history of
this period of the country comes to be
written.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - Before pro-
ceeding to reply to the remarks of
the lion. gentleman who has just resumed
his seat, I may be pardoned for remind-
ing the House that on a former occasion,
on the second reading of this Bill, I
ventured to make a suggestion to the
hon. leader of the Government, who has
charge of this measure, in reference to
the amount of maximum pereentage be-
fore railway tolls could be reduced. As
we were dealing with the clause that
fixed the percentage and were proposing
to amend it in certain particulars, J sug-
gested that we should take the oppor-
tunity to make the percentage in that
Bill conformable to the lower percentage
in the Pacific Railway Bill. I mustconfess.
to a feeling of disappointment that that
suggestion, which was received without
lissent by the House, was not accepted
by the hon. leader of the Government,
especially as lie raised no objection to it
at the time, and stated that he would
consult his colleagues.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
I may inform my hon. friend that
I did bring the subject under the notice
of my colleagues, and we would have
adopted the suggestion but for the fact
that those other companies all have their
charters upon the condition that they
may allow 15 per cent. - that the clause
reducing the tolls shall not come into
force until they get their 15 per cent. ;
therefore we could not fairly change that
without having an opportunity of con-
sulting with the different railway com-
panies who may be said to have issied,
their bonds on the good faith of the Legis
lature that they might go on accumulating
money until they hlad 15 per cent. on their
investments. I consulted with the acting
Minister of Railways and the Chief Engi-
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neer on the matter, and we could not take
the responsibility of altering it until we
had consulted these companies.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I am radier
surprised at the announcement made by
my hon. friend, but still more surprised
at the reason given for it, when I recol-
lect that w;e are legislating in this very
Bill to affect the rights of all persons
who have obtained charters for railways
in the Dominion since 1867. We are
altering their status altogether with
regard to those important points of capi-
tal and bridges. We are undertaking to
declare. by legislation that this word
" capital " means and meant what is ex-
pressed in this clause.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - My
hon. friend will remember that this bas
always been the general acceptation of
the term ; it is only because the doubt
lias been raised here that the interpreta-
tion clause is introd uced.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - There may be
something in that; but if so we are cer-
tainly legislating very unnecessarily, be-
cause if it was quite clear that that was
the meaning of the Act, there was no
necessity for this amendment. My hon.
friend, the ex-Secretary of State, and the
hon. member from Kings yesterday stated
- and it was in entire conformity with
their argument through the discussion of
this Pacific Railway Bill - that there
was no probability whatever of this Com-
pany being obliged to raise any amount
of money beyond, at all events, something
like $5,000,000.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. D1CKEY - My bon.
friend says "hear, hear," and yet he
is endeavoring to blind the House to-day
to the real effect of this clause as
amended. He lias told the Bouse to-
day, and has held it up as a bugbear,
that the bond capital of the Company
would be something like $79,000,000.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Bond aud share
capital.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - He contends
that $79,000,000 is the amount upon
which this 10 per cent. is to becalculated,
and yet his argument has been through-
out that this was such a gôod bargain,
that those lands were so valuable, and

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.
4

the whole undertaking was going to be,
such a great boon to the Company
that they would only require, at the
utmost, to raise sonething like $5,000,-
000. But now the position is entirely
reversed.

lon. Mfr. SCOTT- No, no.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I contend the
bon. gentleman bas put the matter in an
entirely different shape now before the
House, and we are told that in this clause
of the Bill the percentage can be calcu-
lated upon a capital of something like
$79,OoOO. That is my hon. friend's
contertion.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Hrear, hear.
Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I wish to

show my hon. friend, from the language,
of the clause itself, not less than from
the language of the amendment lie him-
self proposed, that neither this clause nor
his amendment touches the question of
money raised on the 'bonds. The words
in the original Bill are "capital actually
expended ;" the words in the Canadian
Pacific Railway Act are the same :
"Capital actually expended in the con-
struction of the work." My hon. friend
may derive some consolation from this
reflection, that the whole capital stock of
the Company is limited to $25,000,000.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Their share capi-
tal.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - No matter
what course they take in raising the
money, the charge upon this country for
the percentage on the cost cannot exceed
10 per cent. on the $25,000,000 of share
capital.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Wrong, wrong

lion. Mr. DICKEY -That is the
position I take. Yesterday the hon.
gentleman was driven to use this argu-
ment, and the hon. gentleman from
Kings followed him - that those shares
may be sold for 6c. or 10c. on the dollar.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I said that the
Company could allot the shares among
themselves, or their friepds, at that rate;
but J said they would get value on the
market.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY- It comes to
the same thing. But, if they can part
with those shares at 6c. or 10c. on the-
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dollar, how is this road to he built
apart from the lands and money sub-
sidies which are excepted in this
clause I I will now discuss the amend-
ing clause of the Bill before us. The
words are that the capital shall be de-
fined to be " the paid up stock and share
capital of the Company." Not a word
about bonds there, or monies raised by
bonds, and, so far as that goes, I really
do not see why, in all fairness, the Com-
pany should not be allowed to have their
percentage on the debt they raise by
means of those bonds that they sell for
the construction of the work. But it
is sufficient for my purpose to show that
by the words of this amendment the
money raised upon the bonds is excluded,
whatever mav have been the construc-
tion of the words " capital actually
lexpended" in the original Act.
There is no' provision that any
part of them shall be taken into
-account in fixing the 10 per cent. The
words are " the paid up stock and share
capital of the Company "-thus confining
it expressly to stock and share capital.
Now, what is my hon. friend's amend-
ment ? It is that the net amount of
cash and money's worth contributed
by the shareholders of the Company and
bona /ide invested -

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - That is a mis-
take. The word " invested " should be

expended."

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - Well, say it
is " expended on the best teris attain-
able in the construction, equipment and
maintenance of the railway." My hon.
friend's amendment to the Consolidated
Railway Act proposes to confine it to
money "contributed by the sharehold-
-ers," not to monies raised by sale of
bonds of the Compar.y, and, of course,
that is limited to $25,000,000. It is
expressly limited to that, and I want to
show the House that this amendment
was open to the criticism of the hon.
Postmaster Gencral yesterday, and that
its language made confusion worse con-
founded, because, from its occult mean-
ing it did not meet the case at all, as
presented to-day. It did not ineet the
-arguments presente: by ny hon. friend
to the House to-day, when he says that
these $75,000,000 of bonds can be made
the basis on which to calculate the per-

lon. Mr. Dickey.
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centage which these parties are entitled
to receive before they can be called upon
to reduce their tolls. My argument,
therefore, is this: that neither by the
language of this section, as proposed to
be amended, nor by the amendment
which the hon. leader of the Opposition
himself proposed, is there any reference
whatever to money raised from bonds.
Now we conie to what is the real con
struction of the 1lth sub-section of the
17th clause of the Consolidated Railway
Act " capital actually expended." I
may say, as far as my humble opinion
goes, that if my hon. friend who has
charge of this Bill had left thesé words
as they are " capital actually expended "
and added " to the exclusion of all sub-
sidies and bonuses, and any debt of the
Company contracted on the pledge there-
of, or any part thereof," it appears to
me that the whole purpose would have
been answered, and we would have had
an amendment in strict conformity with
the Act itself, becanse the words " capi-
tal actually expended" cover the whole
ground. I cannot help thinking that
this clause has been inartistically drawn.
The words are " the paid up stock and
share capital." Now, what does that
mean, if it is not the money paid upon
the shares issued to meet a certain
amount a part ofand included in,the $25,-
000,000 capital 1 Therefore, I think, if
this had been properly expressed, it
would have said, "or ful-ly paid up shares
of the capital stock."

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
think, by the language of it, that that
word " and " should be " or." It seems
to be a repetition.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I think it
would have been made more plain if it
was " the full paid up shares of the cap-
ital stock.' In looking at it, I saw the
objection to these concluding words "the
debt of the Company," in the original
amending clause, but now we have got
that limited in such a way that it is not
possible any objec.ion can be raised on
that score. It excludes all moneys raised
from pledging the subsidies of money and
lands, as well as those portions con-
structed by the Government. It appears
to me that there is nothing in this clause
or in the amendient of my lion. friend
that touches the question of money or



bonds, as a means of calculating the per- tous. I think, therefore, that my hon.
centage on the road, because it friend, under these circumstances, should
is confined entirely to the paid allow th-ý amencment that has been pro-
up capital stock, and that capital posed to-day, Vo pass, and let us have the
stock can in no case exceed third reading of the Bill. Before 1 sit
$25,000,000. This amount can only be down, I bec to call the attention of the
increased by application to Parliament, hon. Postmaster General to another part
subject to such conditions as Parliament of this Bil, in which there is a serions
may choosc to impose. At present it is omission. 1 have reference Vo clause 3,
confined to that, and, so far from its on the second page of the Bill. It is the
enabling those parties to conteni that bridge clause. The words are
they can sell $25,000,000 or $50,000,000 "The Company, before using higher freight
of bonds, including the lands, and ask cars than those used on the railway at the
for 10 per cent, on the whole amoun the time of the passing of this ct, or of the
the provisions of this amedmnte reconstruction or alteration, as aforesaid, ofthe roviion of his menmentex-any such bridge, or other erection, structure,
pressly exclude them from doing so. I or tunnel, as the case nay 1e, shah
think, perhaps, in that connection, that
the legislation is much more against the Sn

n ~ there is a blank. :_vjveral limes must
Company than it is against the Govern- have been left out therv. I refer my hon.
ment or the people of this country. friend to the railway .et for the omis-
There is no doubt whatever that the
amount on which this petcentage is to
be rated is confined to the paid up capital lion. Sir ALEX. ('XMPBELL
stock, whatever it may be ; and in this It is evideuxtly an onnl.ion, and I am.
case it cannot, at all events, exceed the mucli obliged to ny hou. fîiend for cail-
$25,090,000. The only doubt I had at in- attention to it.
all as to its propriety was that the
words " actually expended" ought pos- on he tCE - c have oted
sibly to have been put into the clause,
but mv lion. friend who lias charge of such bridge, 0i* Other erection, or tunnel,
the Bill stated yesterday that theseand the approuies tiereto, so as to ad-
words are iot'only in the Canada Pacific
Act, but they are in the Consolidated hon. SCOTT - The Ilouse wil
Railway Act in these terms : " 15 per allov ne, I hope, Vo explain a inîscon-
cent. per annum profit on the capital ception as Vo the language 1 used yester-
actually expended in the construction day and to-day. lu the first place, the
of the work." That covers the whole Bil, as it stood yesterday, was as fol-
ground. Then the Canadian Pacific lows
Railway follows almost literally the cThe said word capital, as used in the said
same language, " 10 per cent. per annuIm suh-section, raant, and means the paid up
on the capital actually expended in the stock and slare capital of the Company, with
construction of the rail way." Hence it interest added, for periods during which no

secis erfctl plinthat tlîe percentage dividend ie paid, to the excl usion of the debt
secms perfectly plain of the Company."
can only be rated, if this clause stand as
it is, on the capital stock actually ex- Now, so far as the Canadian Pacific
pended in the construction of the rail- Raiiway was concerned, tiat exciuded
way, exclusive of bonuses, and exclusive the interest on their bonds being a charge
of subsidies in lands and money. upon the earnings of the Company.
My hon. friend will find it difficult Vo They would no have a riglt, as the
escape from that dilemma, because, while clause stood yesterday, Vo incur a bonded
his whole'argument to-day has been, that debt, secured on the railway, the interest
we are goin to give these parties an op- payable out of lividends. The meaning
portunity to raise some $7,000,000 or of that clause lias since been changed,
$8,000,000 a year out of this railway, we and, s0 far as Vhe Canadian Pacifie Rail-
find that the utmost they can raise under way is concerned, it permits theni Vo
this amended Act will be 62,500,000,and core under the clause of the charter
after that they are liable to have their which ailows then to issue a bonded
percentage of profits reduced by reduced debt. I assume it will noV be eontended

Hon. Mse. Dickey.
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that in the charter of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, where they have the right to
issue bonds, it was contemplated that the
same privileges and rights should follow
the issue of those bonds as follow the
issue of bonds in the case of a railway
bill under entirely diflerent circumstan-
ces. I am corifining my view to the
assumption that they may choose to
avail themselves of the 28th clause of the
Act, which authorizes them, in the event
of their issuing land grant bonds, to issue
$10,000 per mile of the railway, and if
they do not issue land grant bonds, but
dispose of the lands in another way (as
they have a right to do, under their
charter), then they may issue bonis to
the extent of $20,000 per mile. My
hon. friend behind me contends that the
interest on that issue of bonds will not
rak on the earnings of the Company.
That is a doctrine which rather aston-
ishes me. You authorize the Company
to issue bonds and you take froni thein
the power to pay the interest upon them.
That would be perfectly absurd on the
face of it. The issue of bonds secured
on the railway itself would be a charge
on the railway itself. My hon. friend
says J entirely departed from the line of
argument adopted on a former occasion ;
that I had contended the road could be
built on a small capital - five or ten
millions. I say so still, and I say that
this Company will avail itself of the
widest privileges of its charter to have
the largest amount of share capital pos-
sible. I have yet to learn that it is the
anount the Company may get from those
bonds that is to govern or restrict the
.allotment of dividends. Therefore, I
contend that the Governnent ought to
have restricted them in the exercise of
those privileges in alloting their future di-
vidends to the amount that may be legiti-
niately expended on the construction of
the road. I think it is extremely unfor-
tunate that such an important Bill should
be allowed to go forth conferring on the
Company such vast privileges, and by
that means enabling thein to levy tolls
that will bo oppressive arid a great bur-
den on the North-West in fifteen or
twenty years hence.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - The position
taken by my hon. friend froin Nova
Scotia, to the effect that no dividend

lion. AMr. Scott.

could be claimed under the amendment
now proposed, excepting upon the $25,-
000,000 of stock, I think, is quite as
clearly without warrant as the position
that was taken yesterday, that that stock
would not be issued at less than par.
The clause, as it will stand if amend-
ed, will not exclude any debt that the
Company may contract upon the portion
of the road which they are to build them -
selves. The Company will own that
portion just as any other company in the
country owns the road that it builds
itself. The Syndicate will also own, in
the same way, that portion of the road
that we are giving them, because their
Bill provides for it, and this clause, as
amended, would not exclude any the
Company may incur upon the road after
it is completed. They may pay for the
road out of the sales of the lands if they
choose; they may sell the $25,000,000
stock at any price they please, and in-
vest the proceeds in the construction of
the road, using as much of the
bonuses in lands and money that
we give then as they miy re-
quire in the building of the line, and,
after that, they may issue bonds to the
extent of $20,000 per mile. That will
be a debt against the road, and not such
a debt as is referred to in the amend-
ment suggested by the hon. Postmaster
General. We have given to this Syndi-
cate such privileges and powers as were
never before given to any company on
this continent. Let us, therefore, be
careful in deflning the meaning of this
word " capital." I do not think, myself,
that there is any doubt at all as to how
it should be construed, but there are
douibts in the minds of others. Let us,
therefore, take time for consideration.
Let the Bill stand until Monday.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. HOPE suggesited that the
words "paid up stock and share capital
in the first clause, ought to be " paid up
stock of the share capital."

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
the words " paid up" were intended to
apply to both.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT thought it would be
better to leave the phrase as it stood.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
moved to strike out the Ilth schedule,

Amendment Bill.
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relating to rates of passenger fares, per
mile, be struck-out.

The motion was agreed to.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

NATURALIZATION AND ALIENS BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House went into Committee of
the Whole on Bill (G) " An Act respect-
ing Naturalization and Aliens."

In the Comm ittee.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT thought that the
Dominion Parliament had no right to
legislate as to the inheritance of real
estate. That was dealing with civil
rights.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPIBELL - But
the question of alienage is left to the
Dominion Parlianent,

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said it was evident
that the Legislature f Ontario, at all
events, were under t1he inpression that
this vas a subject whi h caine within
their jurisdiction, since, iii the Real
Property Act, they applied the old law
as to the devising of lands to that
Province.

Hon. Mr. MILLER said it was
clearly understood, in connection with
the working of our ¶Oonstitutional
system, that, where authority is ex-
pressly given by the British North
America Act to the Parliament of
Canada to deal with any subject, then, all
incidental authority affecting civil rights
follows the original authority, and is
possessed to as full an extent by this
Parliament as if the question of civil
rights was within its control. Take, for
instance, the bankrnptcy laws. There
could be no greater interference with
civil rights than this Parliament has
undertaken to exercise in connection
with that question, and in other matters
committed to the Parliament of Canada
they had, in the exercise of the powers
vested in them by the British North
America Act, unreservedly dealt with
civil rights. There could be no doubt
whatever that they had the power to
deal with civil rights as incidental to
that subject. There could be no question
as to the right of this Parlianent to
legislate as to the property of aliens.

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbeli.

Hion. Mr. DICKEY thought if
there was any subject on which it was
most desirable that uniformity of laws
should prevail it assuredly was this, so
that persons wishing to come to this
country should not be obliged to ask
what is the law of the province to which
he is going as regards his position when
he gets thtre. He would remind the
hon. member for Ottawa that this
Parliament had passed an Act dealing
not only with civil rights, but also with
private rights-the Canada Tem perance
Act -and there could, therefore, be no
doubt as to their jurisdiction in this
instance.

On the 13th clause,

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD suggested
that the words " electorai district" should
be substituted for the 'v ord "county," as
they had no counties in British Columbia.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT would like to have
seen this clause simplified so as to have
less form in taking out naturalization
papers. When the Dominion was in-
viting foreign population, and was glad
to see immigration on any terms, he
thought the taking of the oath of allegi-
ance and filing it amongst the records of
the court ougbt to be sufficient to enable
a foreigner to take out his naturalization
papers.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY said that the law
should be made as simple as possible ;
that a party should b6 allowed to go
before the Prothonotary or Clerk of the
Peace or County Court, and fyle his
declaration or certificate of naturaliza-
tion. There might be a reason in a
thickly populated country like England
to observe all these formalities, and that
it shouild be done in open court, but is
was not necessary in- a country like
Canada. It was enough almost to
frighten a man frcm taking out his natura-
lization papers to be obliged to make his
application in open court, sitting perhaps
only twice a year in the county.

Hon. Mr. MILLER said that there
might be reason for this greater formality
being introduced into this Bill. If it
became law, it was to be included in a
convention which was to be arranged be-
tween England and other countries, and
it might, perhaps, be desirable that the
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same formalities in regard to naturaliza-
tion should prevail in this Dominion as
existed in other countries. If this reason
existed for greater formality they should
adhere to the Bill as it was.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY thought it could
hardly be an objection to simplifying this
Bill, that it might inteifere with the
convention, because it applied 'wholly to
this country and could not possibly be an
essential part of any convention. The
laws of other countries to which our
people might wish to go might require
other formalities, but this country should
afford every facility for aliens to becomue
naturalized, without exposing theni to a
different ride in the different provinces
of the Dominion to which they mighit go.

Hon. Mr. MILLER took it for granted
that the law would be uniform hereafter
in all the provinces of the Dominion.
Any diversity that niglt bave existed
heretofore was in consequenice of the leg-
islation that was enacted prior to Con fed-
eration, which laws were allowed to con-
tinue until thev were repeiled or altered
by the legislacion of this Parliaenict.

Hou. Mr. VIDAL could niot see an'y
difficulty that interposedl here. Thie l th
section gave every facility for natnral-
ization ; this section only provided w'here
the certificate should be piaced on record.

lon. Mr. DICKEY thoughît it was very
desirable that there should bo one uni-
versal mode of becoming na turalized
throughou t the Dominion.

Hion. Sir. ALEX. CA)MPBELL con-
sidered that the uniformnity which was
thought to be so desirable would be se-
cured by this Lill, as fitr as possible in
this stage of our history. Te afli 1 avit
was to be taken before any one of the
officers named,and thoseofficers were to be
found all over the Dominion. The affidavit
was the same, and the evidence was the
sanie in all the provinces, aud in order to
preserve a record of what is done, certain
courts are pointed out in which the record
is to be fvled. The sane language could
not be used with reference to all the
provinces, because the courts were not
the sanie in each province, consequently
the courts bad to be described as they
existed. Of course a man's status was
much changed by taking out naturaliza-

lion. Mr. Miler.

tion -papers, and there might be an advan-
tage in having an open acknowledgment
of this change of status by reading
the certificate in open court. There
might be a good deal in the suggestion
that a certain degree of formality might
be required to bring this Act within the
terms of the two countries thev were
speaking of. It would probably
be better to allow the clause to
remain as it was. He would, however,
make further inquiry as to the require-
ments put forward as to the degree of
formality under the proposed conven-
tion, and it might be necessay to call the
attention of the House to this clause on
the third reading of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said that aliens were
often willing enough to take the oath of
allegiance under certain circumstances,
but before the Court would be in session
probably three nonths might elapse, and
the party would lose all interest in it,
and the object for it had passed away.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-
They are iot obliged to wait under this
Bill ; they nay take the oath, and it may
afterwar(ds be rend in the court.

lon. Mr. SCOTT said there was no
addition:al publicitv given to it by read-
iigr it in tl e c mrt. Thie simtplo way
would be, t e party having taken the
oath should have it fyled in the eñice of
the clerk of the peace, who would issue
the certificate at any time. 'If it was not
thought desirable to invest the clerk of
the nieace with tiis power, it could be
done by the county judge. He knew
that many persons in this city would
have taken out their naturalization
papers vears ago but for the cuibrous
system that existed.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY thouglit the
proper way was to allow the party to
fyle a certiticate at once with the clerk
of the county court or clerk of the
peace. The 24th section of the Bill
was entirely conditional upon the effct
of any convention that might occur,
and the state of the laws of the foreign
country, and the other section had no
connection with any convention except
that there should be a fair and reason-
able record of the fact that the party
was desirous of becoming naturalized.

and Aliens Bill[S E NATE.]
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Hon. Mr. MILLER could not agree
with the reasoning of his hon. friend who
had argued as though this boon of natur-
alization was of very little consequence
to the parties who desired it. They all
knew to the contrary, that it was a mat-
ter of great importance that parties who
desired to live in this country should be-
come invested with the rights and privil-
eges of citizens, and unless they took the
steps that the law required to acquire
those rights, he did not think their case
was worthy of a great deal of considera-
tion. It ought not to follow, as a
matter of course, after the oath is
taken, that an alien should have the
rights of citizenship, there was a ju-
dicial act to be performed by the court in
accepting the certiticate. The 12th sec-
tion says " the alien shall adduce in sup-
port of his application, such evidence of
his residence or service, and intention to
reside or serve, as the person before whom
ho takes the oaths aforesaid may require ;
and suci person, on being satisfied with
such evidence, and that the alien is of
good character, shall grant to such alien a
certificate," etc.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

Look at clause 15, which says what the
court bas to do.

Hon. Mr. MILLER said it then de-
volved upon the court to review the
preceding acts and say whether it was
in the interest of the State that this party
should have naturalization papers.
There might be many cases in which it
would not be in the interest of the State
to grant naturalization papers.

Hon. Mr. REESOR said if there
was no examination for the alien to
undergo before the judge lie could not
see what advantage there could be in
compelling him to send the certificate to
the court while it was sitting.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

Anybody that is in court mnay then take
exception to it if ho has any.

Hon. Mr. REESOR said that
thore might not be any person present
who would take any interest in the
party. His character was inquired
into at the time the oath was taken as to
whether ho was a proper person to
to becone a subject of Her Majesty, and
therefore, there was no necessity for

lion. Ar. Miller.

bringing him before the court. le
thought it would simplify the matter if
the party were required to fyle his cer-
tificate in the registry office, particularly
as it had sonething to do in regard to his
right to hold and convey real estate.

The further consideration of the clause
was postponed until Monday.

The remaining clauses were adopted
without amendment.

Hon. Mr. READ, fron the Com-
mnittee, reported that they had made some
progress, and asked leave to sit again on
Monday.

The report was adopted.

At six o'clock the Speaker left the
chair.

AFTER RECESS.

TEMPER ANCE ACT AMENDMENT BILL
IN COMMITTEE.

The House resumed, iii Coninittee of
the Whole, consideration of Bil (M)

An Act to explain and and further
amend the Canada Temperance Act,
1878, and the Act of 1879, amending
the saine."

In the Conmmittee,

HIom. Mr. VIDAL said his attention
had been called, since the Committee had
last met, to what might seem a trifiing
defect in the Act of 1878, but which was
really important, and should be remedied.
He moved the following as a new
clause : -

" CLAUSE A.

"The one hundred and nineteenth section of
the said Act is bereby amended by inserting
this Act or' after the word ' which,' in the

second line thereof, and by striking out the
words ' or of this Act,' in the third and fourth
lines thoreof."

It would be observed that no pro-
hibitory bv-law was passed under this
Act. The' intention was to say " where-
ever this A t or any proiibito-y by-law
is in force."

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL noved to anend
the sixth clause, so as to make the sanie
provisions apply to revoking the Act as
to bringing it into force. This was the
alteration which lad been suggested by

33
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the lon. member from Rockwood (Mr.
Odell), and would no doubt meet bis
views.

lion. Mr. ODELL said lie had stated
distinctly that bis objection was to the
whole clause, and he had heard nothing
to change his opinion in that respect. It
was argued by supporters of the Bill that,
whether this clause was omitted or re-
mained in the Bill, you could not go be-
hind the proclamation issued by the Gov-
ernment. He (Mr. Odell) did not think
so, and he did not consider it at all ad-
visable to relieve the Temperance League
from carrying out all the preliminaries
required before putting the Act into ope-
ration. The only argument used by the
hon. gentlenan from Sarnia and the hon.
the Minister of Inland Revenue was that
it would prevent litigation. That, he
thougit, was. not a sufficient reason for
adopting this section. It had also been
contended that the Secretary of State
would see that the preliminaries bad been
attended to ; but, if the time of the Sec-
retary of State was to be taken up with
such matters, he would not be able te
attend to anything else. It was wrong
legislation, and he (Mr. Odell), notwith-
standing the amendînent, was opposed to
the whole section. Was it not enougli
that, under the stringent Act of 1878,
the Temperance League should have
power to bring the Act into operation by
a minority vote ? That, under the 111 th
section, there was no appeal from a con-
viction, the only exception being removed
by this Bill That, under the 122nd
section, persons convicted are required to
state whether they had ever been con-
victed before, and convict themselves in
order that a double fine might be imposed
upon them ? That, under the 123rd sec-
tion, a man afid bis wife are compelled to
give evidence against each other 1 That,
under the 121st section, a witness for
the prosectution is not required to depose
that the sil of liquor took place, to his
peisonaPl and positive knowledge to con-
vict the defendant. But, in addition to
all this, by the 6th clause of this
Eilh, the Temperance League now seek to
be relieved firom al] responsibility what-
ever as to the preliminary proceedings in
order to bring the Act into operation.
And, moreover, when this Act is brought
into operation, what becomes of the sec-
tion which imposes a penalty upon all

Ilon. 31r. Vidal.

officers for omissions regarding prelimi-
nary proceedings? But that is not all.
The 7th section of the Bill, if it passes,
is to be construed as a part of the Act of
1878, and is intended to quash all pend-
ing proceedings instituted for testing the
regularity of primary steps, and relieves
the Temperance League from all difficulty
whatsoever with regard to any matters
that have taken place before the passage
of this measure and legalizes whatever
may have been done in contravention of
the law. le, therefore, moved that the
6th section be struck out of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said it was a mis-
take to suppose that this Bill was de-
signed to relieve the temperance people of
any responsibility. After presenting
their petition they are divested of any
control over it. The Secretary of State,
wbo is practically the Minister of Just-
ice, becomes the tribunal. The machinery
is in the hands of the Government of the
day, who, in all those cases, are entirely
governed by the law. After the vote
has been taken, it is open to anybody to
bring the matter before the County
Court, j ust as is the case under the elec-
tion law. All matters up to that point
are then inquired into, and very severe
penalties are provided for improper prac-
tices in the voting. Wherever the Act
had been submitted to the people, there
had been a pretty well organized opposi-
tion at every stage, and a strict watch
kept to see that the law was complied
with in every particular. This clause
only operates after the matter goes into
the hands of the Government to rectify
any clerical error, or trifling irregular-
ity, apart from the merits of the ques-
tion, but in no way affecting the legality
of the votes. The clause was, practi-
cally, to relieve the Government and not
to assist the temperance people.

ion. Mr. CORNWALL pointed to
the fact that in the Canada Temperance
Act no penalty is provided for fraudu-
lent signing of names to a petition, or
for using intimidation or bribery to pro-
cure signatures, but, when the time for
polling comes, there are most stringent
regulations to prevent fraud, corruption,
or intimidation. What is the reason I
In the one case there is but one party in
the field - those who are concerned in
having the Act brought into foice;in the
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other both parties, those wbo favor and mortais, are failible men, and yet this
those who oppose tie Act, aire in the Bill proposes to enact that nothing done
tield, and, therefore, this provision is in- by a Secretary of State shall be impugned.
troduced to prevent improper practices If the 5th, 6th and 7th clauses of the
with reference to the recording of votes, Canada Temperanze Act are sufficient in
when both parties might engage in the themselves to secure the Secretary of
sane practices ! A few davs ago the State against falling into error, thon the
Scott Act was subnitted to the people in amendnient is altogether unnecessary; if
the County of Sunbury, N.B., and what they are not sufficient to secure that, then
was the result ? In that .County there it must be unwise to introduce an amend-
are 1,500 persons qualified to vote for ment of this sort which will have the
the passage or rejection of this Act. effect of putting the machinery of the
The Secretary of State must have been second part of the Canada Temperance
satisfied that the genuine signatures of at Act in force on insufficient grounds.
least one-fourth of those electors were Hon. Mr. FLiNT thought that his
attached to the petition before a vote nfriend fom Ashcroft had made out
could have been taken. Notwithstand- lion.
ing that fact, only 160 votes were re- a very strong case of ignorance on tho
corded in favor of the Act, which i n part of the people lie was talking about.

in force in that County. Less than one- In the first place, he said there were 1,500
iîinth of the eleétors in Sunbury inposed voters in the County ; in the second

upon the thousands of inuhbitants of that place, that 400 persons signed the

Cbun d the t u nds o itns OF tha t on, and in the third place that,

County the strngent povisioso out of the 1,500 electors, 16Q voted for
the Bill, and only forty vote i against it.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL -- HLow nany It was quite evident that if oiîtv
voted against itï forty voted against the mcasure, the

Hon.rest wee al in favor of it, for iii bis
or fifty. That increased the absurdity of exper eceff over ity vers, li tue
the case. There must have been somie cd
400 or more petitioners for the Act, always found tlat wherever the question
yet, when the day of polling arrived, of licens came up, every man who was

only~~~ ~~ 20 oktetobet O- pposed to teiperance legisiation turnedonly 200 took the trouble to re- ott oeaanti.cH a ee
cord their votes on both sides.
What woull one suppose from thîi particularly favored the Scott Act, as h
fact? That many persons signed was a total abstainer, and advocated total
that petition who were either ignorant or
careless of what they were doing. No t a
d foht the Apet lad been carriedin he, weuld support it.

counties in a similar way, and it would
probably be found on investigttion that
illegal means Lad been resorted to by
the advocates of the measure in all such
cases to acconplish their ends. This one
instance should be sufficient to induce the
House. to strike out the clause. The
amendment more or less affords oppor-
tunity for illegal practices on the part cf
the petitioners for this Act. It was quite
possible that in cases of this sort the
Secretary of State might be hoodwinked,
and through him the Governor-in-Coun-
cil might be nisled, and yet Parliament
was asked to say that, even though they
are misled, nothing is to be done to set
right that whicl lias been brought about
in an unfair and illegal manner. Secre-
taries of State, in common with other

Hon. Mr. Cornwall.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL thought it was very
strange how people could come to dif-
ferent conclusions froma the same prem-
ises. Accepting the remarks of his hon.
friend from Ashcroft as bis prenises, lie
(Mr. Vidal) had arrived at the con-
clusion that Sunbury was a very sen-
sible county, when only forty people
in that district could be found to go to
the polis to oppose the Scott Act.
Supposing the same proportion of the
electorate who stayed at home as of those
who voted considered that the pro-
visions of this Act were arbitrary and
tyrannical, it still left only a small
minority opposed to it. He held that
the same rule should be applied both
ways, and the result would show that
there was a proportion of four to one of
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the electors of the County in favor of the
measure. He was surprised that there
should be any opposition to this clause,
as it had been f ully explained last session
by the Minister of Inland Revenue, and
had then received the sanction of the
Ilouse. The object of the amendment
was simply to meet trifling informalities
as to the time of h3lding the elections.
and the irregular expiration or entire
absence of licenses, that might lead to
vexatious litigation. He would remind
the House that, far from introducing a
new principle, this very clause had been
passed by both Houses of Parliament
last session, although it was now looked
upon and treated by sonie hon. gentle-
men as though it were an innovation.
So far as the Temperance Act itself was
concerned, all its enactments remained in
full force and effect, and there was no pos-
sibility of any of those grievous evils
resulting fron this legislation which had
been foreshadowed by hon. gentlemen
who were opposing it. After the peti-
tion was ready for presentation it would
have to remain open for ten days iii the
sheriff's office for the inspection of ail
parties who were interested in seeing
,hat it was properly signed. He knew
that in bis own County when the law
was introduced there every naine on the
petition had been subjected to the closest
scrutinv, and, had there been a suffli-
cient number of names on it to
which. objection could have been
taker so as to reduce it below
one-fourth of the number of the electors
of the County, the Secretary of State
would not have paid the slightest atten-
tion to the petition. Although sympa-
thizing with the temperance cause, and
anxious togive it ail due consideration, the
Secretaryof State was strictly impartial-
indeed, if there had been any partiality
shown it was on the other side, because,
as the Secretary of State's views and
sentiments were known to the public, he
feared that it miglit be thought there
was a disposition on his part to favor the
temperance people, and this night have
led him to lean a little the other way.
He knew that in the County of Lamb-
ton, where he was acquainted with the
whole procedure, every particular of
the law had been fully complied with;
not only were they required to prove that
they had the names upwards of one-fourth

lion. Mr. Vidal.

of the electors of the County on the
petition, but the genuineness of
every signature had to be certified.
Yet the hon. gentleman spoke
as though names could be impro-
perly placed on the petition, and
a contest forced upon the county on in-
sufficient grounds. Every precaution was
taken to have the closest scrutiny of the
votes, and the elections were conducted
upon the same principle as elections for
the House of Comnons. Even though
some of the signatures to the petition
were not genuine, it would do no serious
harm, as it decided nothing; at most, it
could only bring on an election, and, if
the people of the county were opposed
to the adoption of the Act, it would only
put them to a little temporary inconven-
ience. Of the fact that there were
sufficient safeguards thrown around all
the anterior proceedings to the issue of
the proclamation bringing the Act into
force, this House need not have any
doubt whatever. The ainendiments which
lie had proposed did not affect the prin-
ciple of the Bill, and were only introduced
with a view to make the Act work more
smoothly. The amendient proposed by
his bon. friend frorm New Brunswick, ilc
contended, was out of order, as it was
merely a negative motion.

lon. Mr. KAULBACHI said the hon.
gentleman from Sarnia did not look upon
it as a serious matter if the signatures
to the petition (the starting point) were
not all genuine, or the proportion requir-
ed in the first instance. In that regard
his lion. friend certainly did not view
this matter in a proper liglit-that such a

petition. was a deception and fraud on
the people and the Government. He
(Mr. Kaulbach) contended that there
should be an unmistakeable mnajority of
the electors of the county upon the peti-
tion before the electoral district was put
to the cost, trouble, expense and excite-
ment of an election to test public senti-
ment and to put this law into operation,
and, before the public conscience and
enlightened common sense should be
disturbed and violated by a few enthu-
siasts whose zeal outstrips their sense and
judgment - men who get up those peti-
tions, and have them circulated through
the country, under faLse pretences, for
signature. Hon. gentlemen knew how
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easy it was to obtain signatures to any
kind ot a petition, as long as it cost
nothing, but these petitions were
generally signed through intimidation,
coercion, misrepresentation and falsehood.
The very nane of temperance in the
petitions and in this connection was a
fraud. It was a prostitution of tie
word tenperance. It was a false flag,
which disgusted enlightened people.
Temperance was a christian virtue ; a
grand moral subjection of the whole
man to the sway of reason. But under
the name of " temperance," falsely ap-
plied, the orgarized associations worked
up excitement in the country, and de-
ceived or forced the good but unthinking
people who reverence Scripture, into sign-
ing their petitions. Instead of being a
moral restraint, this temperance legisla-
tion was nothing but organized hypo-
crisy ; a moral outrage whicli the coun-
try indignantly repels. It vas evident
from the remarks of his bon. friend from
Ashcroft, as to the result of subritting
the law as it now stands in the County
of Sunbury, that one-tenth of the elec-
tors of that County had imposed sunp-
tuary regulations of a tyrannical char-
acter upon the other nine-tenths of the
constituency. Sucli proceedings were
enouglh to demoralize a community and
bring law into contempt. The majority
of the men in that County, he had no
doubt, were temperance men, who ab-
horred drunkenness as the ruin of
body and soul and of society,
In the true sense of the word temper-
ance, the use of the good things of this
world, the gifts of Providence, without
abusing them, the electors of Sunbury,
no doubt,looked upon the law as a mock-
ery and a farce, and had such a contempt
for it that they did not think it worth
their trouble to come out and vote
a-igainst it. The law was put into opera-
tion by intimidation and coercion, not by
moral influence, and his hon. friend was
.only bringing about just what lie de-
clared, that is, " rum and ruin demoraliza-
tion." These enthusiasts, disguised under
a false niame, wished to have the whole
paternal government of the Dominion,
and to dicate to the vast majority of in-
telligent communities what they shall
and what they shall not use. 1t was
a false and absurd principle, and the ty-
ranny of a few fanatics, witheut religious

Hon. Mr. Kaulbach.

or moral suasion, and there would come -
there was already seen - a reactionary
feeling throughout the County confirming
drunkenness, the curse which true tem-
perance men abhorred and desired to re-
move by practical legislation based on
principles of truth, comnon sense and
religion.

Hon. Mr. WARK said lie had noticed
that, whenever the question of termper-
ance came up in this Chaiber, it was
very apt to lead to very intemperate lan-
guage. The words corruption, bribery,
intimidation and coercion were used by
those lion. gentlemen who were opposed
to the Bill, while those who were tempe-
rance men used temperate language. lis
hon. friend should remember that tempe-
rance men were a class whose morality
was so higlh that they would not resort
to corruption or bribery to serve their
ends. They always pursued an honest,
straightforward course to promote their
cause. Ie had been a long time ac-
quainted witli the peoplé of Sunbury, and
lie could tell the hon. gentleman from
Ashcroft that they had been a strictly
temperance people for the last twenty or
twenty-five years that lie had been ac-
quainted with them. There were parishes
in that Counîty where it would not pay a
man to give ten dollars for a license to
sell liquor, because he would lose money
by it, as the people were so strictly tem-
perate and moral in their conduct; and
no one had asked for a license for years
past, because they could get no customers
to sustain their business. Such was the
character of the people of Sun'ury, and
the reason why they did not come out to
vote for the Bill was that they did not
suppose any one would oppose it. He
was surprised at the remarks of his hon.
friend frou Fredericton (Mr. Odell), the
City of his birth, and where he had re
sided all his lifetime. Was lie not aware
that the City of Fredericton was the first
municipality in the whole Dominion to
bring this law into operation ? In that
city one police magistrate and two police-
men were sufficient to keep down vice
and intemperance in consequence of the
abolition of the liquor traffic. The hon.
member ought to be proud of the fact
that the moral status of his City was so
high.

Hon. Mr. MILLER rose to the ques-
tion of order raised by the hon. gentle-
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man fiom Sarnia. The motion before
the Committee was that the clause
should stand part of the Bill, and he pre-
sumed that the division could be taken
on that more regularly than on the
amendment of the lion. member from
New Brunswick.

Hon. Mr. ODELL said that, when the
question came up before, he had given
notice that lie would move this ainend-
ment in Comnittee. Before the ques-
tion was put he would make one or two
remarks in reply to his hon. friend from
Fredericton. He (Mr. Odell) was per-
fectly aware that the Scott Act was sup-
posed to be in operation in Fredericton
for some time past, but lie would only
say, from all ie could learn, it had not
produced the beneficial eflect the hon.
member claimed, and if he would take
the trouble, when lie returned to that
City, to make an investigation, he would
find that he (Mr. Odell) was right. The
report that had reached him with regard
to it was that the Act was constantly
evaded, and that it had not had the effect
of putting down intemperance. The
worst of it was that while hitherto the
traffic had been under some control under
the License Law, and if anything went
wrong, the people holding those licenses
could be punished, at present liquor of
the most deleterious character was clan-
destinely sold in stables and all sorts of
places throughout the City. He had
heard that it was not an uncommon
thing for an invitation to be given to go
into a stable to look at a grey mare,
which was merely an excuse to lick her
up. Then he was informed, too, that in
the country districts peddlers went
around with little trucks, apparently
peddling thread and thimbles, and so on,
but their real object was to sell liquor to
whoever wanted it. The hon. gentleman
from Sarnia had assured them that the
introduction of this Act was surrounded
with all kinds of safeguards. He ad-
nitted that there were safeguards, and

that was just where he wanted to keep
it. He wanted to have it so that who-
ever attempted to bring it into operation
should be obliged to conform strictly
to the requirements of the law.
He knew, from the character of
the hon. gentleman from Sarnia,
who was noted for his fairness

lon. Mr. Miller.

in everything he ad broughit before this
House, and for whose character and
standing he had great respect, that lie
would be inclined to keep within those
safe-guards, but every temperance advo-
cate was not quite as fair and just as the
hon. gentleman ; and he did not wish to
relieve theni froin any responsibility with
regard to the enforcing of the Act, as ho
contended this Bill would. The clause
was very astutely drawn, and it imposed
a duty on the Secretary of State which,
he contended, he could not properly per-
form. Therefore, they should leave the
temperance people in the position in
which the Act had placed them. The
argument had been used that, because
they lad passed this Bill last session,
therefore it should meet with no oppo-
sition now. But, were they bound at all
times, after having passed a bill one
session, not to throw out a siinilar bill if
it came up the following session 1 The
argument had been made use of three
or four times, but le trusted the
House had seen their error of last session,
and were going to amend it now. The
hon. gentleman from Sarnia had told
them that every thing was done strictly
within the law in his County. He (Mr.
Odell) was perfectly willing to take the
hon. gentleman's assertion that it was so,
and be believed that if the hon. gentle-
man were made head centre of the tem-
perance movement, and had to go from
county to county, and from town-to town
to conduct the elections, there would not
be so much objection to making all his
acts directory. But they could not have
the hon. gentleman as head centre every-
where, and they could not suppose that
there was a gentleman of his character in
every county, ready to see that all the
preliminaries were attended to. Any
hon. gentleman who lad paid attention
to the stringent nature of this Act could
form no other conclusion than lie had
with regard to it, that it was a most
stringent measure, and, being very pecu-
liar in its character, was an additionai
reason why they should not tamper too
much with it. The Act was passed in
1878, and he was then quite willing that
such a law should be passed, in order that
it might have a fair trial, and see what
an effect it would have on the coimmunity
at large. But, in 18'79, it came up for
amendment. A gain, in 1880, it camo.
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up for further amendment, and now, in
1881, they found it before them for the
third time. Wlhen were they going
to have an end of it 1 Whenever
the Temperance 'League found
one slight difficulty to arise in any
part of the country, Parliament was called
upon to relieve them, and there seemed
to be no end to it. The Act was now in
operation in a number of places, and it
would be seen by the Canada Gazette
that petitions were up every day from
different localities in which the Act
would probably be carried into operation,
and where was the necessity for relieving
the Temperance League from these antici-
pated difficulties I He would, therefore
press his amendment, that the clause be
struck out of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL considered
that the hon. gentleman from Sarnia
had committed himself just as much as
the hon. gentleman from Ottawa when
ho made the admission that the whole
drift of the admendment was " to make
the Act work more smoothly " by tak-
ing away all the difficulties in the way of
putting the Act into operation, and that
was exactly what lie (Mr. Cornwall) and
his hon. friend from New Bi unswick
objected to.

The amendmnent having been declared
out of order. the Committee divided on
the motion, that the clause do stand part
of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to. Contents,
19 ; non-contents, 12.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL moved the adop-
tion of the 7th clause.

lHon. Mr. ODELL said that lie ob
jected to this clause having a retroactive
effect, and he would inove that the clause
be amended as follows :-

" Page 2, line 23.-After 'whatever ' insert
"but nothing in this Act shall in any way tend
to intertere or affect any proceedings at law or
otherwise that may have been commenced to
test the validity of the prelimmary steps taken
to bringthe Canada Temperance Act of 1878
inito force.'"

Hon. Mr. VIDAL contended that this
clause was absolutely necessary, other-
wise the counties in which the Act hiad
been brought into operation would be
still open to factions litigation. Not-
withstanding the argument of bis hon.
friend from New Brunswick about this

Hon. Mr. Odell.

Bill having been adopted last year, he
would again remind the Ilouse that it
was introduced by a member of the (ov-
ernment.

Hon. Mr. ODELL said that the hon.
the Minister of Inland Revenue had dis-
claimed it altogether as a Government
measure last session.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL said that the tei-
perance people knew nothing about it,
and had not been consulted, but it was
felt by those who watched over the ad-
ministration of justice that that clause
was a necessary part of the Bill, and the
only change in it from the Bill of last
year was the alteration rendered neces-
sary by the change in the title of this
Bill.

Hon. Mr. ODELL contended that it
was simply a whitewashing bill, to re-
lieve temperance people from the . nse-
quences of their own irregularis in
bringing the Act into operatiori. lie
would make the same objection to any
legislation of this kind, and he thought
it highly improper to adopt such a clause.

lon. Mr. KAULBACH hoped that
the Committee would not allow this
clause to pass ; it was retroactive legisla-
tion of a dangerous character, for the pur-
pose of making illegal acts legal. It
was evident that those enthusiasts, find-
ing they could not carry ont their object
legally, with all their organization, and
extreme coercive legislation to back
them, had resorted to illegal practices for
which they now wished to be indemnified.
No matter how imperfect the prelimin-
aries might be, it would all depend on
the decision of, possibly, a violent total
abstinence crusader, in the power of one
man - the Secretary of State, no matter
who he might be - whether the law
sbould go into operation or not. It was
improper legislation, and it seemed to
him that to make it retroactive was
entirely erroneous; it was but another
stroke of tyranny at reason and Scripture
which, as he had already said, would
bring its reaction of runi and ruin.

Hon. Mr. LEVER was extremely
sorry to see such legislation introduced
in this Chamber. He had great respect
for conscientious men who work sincerely
for an object that they believe to be
right. It is well said : -
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» Wbat conscience dictates to be done,
Or warns me not to do,

This teach me more than hell to shun,
That, more than heaven pursue.'

He had every respect for conscientious
mon who worked for and supported this
measure. Such men, no doubt, looked
upon the use of liquor as being injurious
to their fellow men ; but there were other
gentlemen who looked very differently
on this question - men who talked
temperance, but took their whiskey behind
back when they thought they require 1
it, and would not be deterred from it,
though supporting this measure. Su cl
men were known to hin, andi he beieved
that a very large majority in this
Chamber took their wine and enjoyed
the good things of this life. How they
could sit by and allow suih farcical
legislation to pass, lie could not under-
stand ; how men who could take their
whiskev in secret - men, lie knew, wiho
drank secretly and publicly too - should
sit by and support this measure, ard sav
that the people of this country should be
prohibited from using hquor, when they
considered they required it, lie could not
conceive. It was inconsistent conduct,
to use no stronger expression, and brought
disgrace on this Chamuber, the highest
hall of the Parliament of this country.

The Committee divided on the amend-
nient, which was declared lost - contents,
10 ; non-contents, 22.

The clause was adopted on the same
division.

Lon. MIr. MONTGOMERY, from
the Committee, reported the Bill, with
amendments, which were conDurred in.

DOMINION SALVAGE AND WRECKING
COMPANY BILL.

WRECKING AND SALVAGE COMFANY
OF CANADA BILL.

SECOND READING.

lon. 31r. RYAN, in the absence of
Mr'. FERRIER, nioved the second reading of
Bill (7) " An Act to incorporate the
Wrecking and Sal vage Company of Can-
ada." le said the object of this Bill
was tie same as that of the Bill which
had just been iread the secou, time. So
far nothing l.ad been done to induce the
two Companies to amalgamate. but he
believed there was room for both of theni.
These Compa-mies would be a great benefit
to comerce. Thev would dininish the
risk to vessels conming to th' St. Law-
rence, and thus red uîce the c'st of, insur-
ance.

The Bill was read the second timec.

CON~SOLIDATED GOLD MINING
PANY'S BILL.

COM-

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. FLINT moved the second
recading of Bill (48) "An Act respecting
the Canada Coisolidated Gold Mining
Company." He said this Company had
a corporate existence in the State of New
York, but, having purchased the Gatling
mine in the County of Hastings, and
undertaken to work it, they desired to
obtain a charter in this country also.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
it was an unusual Bill. The nanes of
the corporators were not gi-,en. It was
the first instance lie had seen of incor-
porating an existing corporation. He
did not oppose the motion for the second
reading, but lie hoped the Private Bills
Committee would inquire into the legal-
ity of such a proceeding.

Hon. Mr. FLINT said he would see
that the naines of the parties were incor-
porated in the Bill.

SECOND READING. ) Hon. Mr. DICKEY said the Bill was
I open, not only to the ob)jections taken by

lion. Mr. RYAN moved the second the Postmaster General, but also to the
reading of Bill (34) 'An Acv te incor objection that it was of a purely local
porate the Dominon Salvage and character. It would be better not to
Wrecking Company." lie explainedp
that the object of the Company was te roceed frther with the ii. The Coin
recover property lost in the St. Law- cartoul inake apication for a
rence, in which a great many accidents er.
occur yearly. lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL

thought that the Bill should not pass,
The Bill was read te second time but it might i e reald the second time and

Rlon. ilIr. Dever.
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referred to the Private Bills Committee,
,vhere it could be thoroughly investi-

gated.
The Bill was read the second time.

INLAND REVENUE BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS noved the second
reading of Bill (2) "An Act to amend
the Inland Revenue Act, 1880." He
said: The Inland Revenue Act makes
provision that tobacco, whether imported
or manufactured in Canada, shall be put
up in rectangular packages. This difli-
culty bas been experienced, thiat in the
case of imported tobacco, after the im-
porter has paid the custonis duty, the
Inland Revenue Department has no
further claim on it whatever. By this
Bill pro-vision is made that all imported
tobacco, if not put up in such packages
as the Act requires, shall be bonded and
put up in proper packages before being
stamped by the Inland Revenue Depart-
ment. There is no new principle so far
as that is concerned. Another change
in the law will be found in the last
clause but one. Under the present A ct,
no liquor can be taken from a distillery
in quantities less that a cask of 40 gal-
lons. The barrels in use hold about 30
gallons, and, inasmuch as the Inperial
gallon has been introduced, it is thought
desirable to make the law conforn with
existing regulations.

Hon. Mr. DEVE R - I was uuder the
impression that tobacc: when imported
did not cone through the Excise Depart-
ment.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - The law re-
quires that it shall be put up in a certain
way. The importers contend that, so long
as they pay the customs duty, they have
nothing further to do. We found it was
impossible, after it got into the country,
to show whetber it had paid duty or not.
It had to be stamped, but there was no
penalty provided for failure to coniply
with that requirement of the law, and
hence we could not enforce it. This Bill
provides a penalty.

Hon. Mr. MACFARLXANE - What
is the object of having the tobacco put
up in a particular package

Hon. Mr. AIKINS -Tho objeet is
to protect the revenue, because we could

Rlon. Sir A lex. Camp>ell.

not tell, when it passes out of the hands
of the customs authorities, whether
the duty had been paid or not.

Hon. Mr. DEVER - The effect of
this clause will be to increase the cost of
tobacco. The importers will have to give
orders to have their tobacco put up in
these special packages. I look upon this
as prohibiting the importation of tobacco.

Hon. Mr. A IKINS - The Inland
Revenue Act lias been made to
conforn to the cuîstoms of trade as
much as possible.

The Bill was read the second time.

UNIFORM CURRENCY BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS noved the second
reading of Bill (66) " An Act to extend
the Act establishing one uniforni cur-
rency for the Dominion of Canada, in the
Provinces of British Columbia and Prince
Edward Island."

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL asked how
they were to get a sufficient quantity of
the circulating« mnedium in British
Columblia.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS said the Finance
Minister vould supply it there in the
saine way that lie supplied the banks
here, on requisition.

Hon. Mr HAYTHOI'NE said that
when Prince E lward Island adopted tha
dollar and cent currency, some twelve
years ago, the s lver coin of Canada
became current there, and it was found
necessary to procure a copper coin as
well. The Government of the Island
went to a considerable expense in re-
moving the old copper currency in cir-
culation, and replaced it by a hand-
some coin struck in England.. The
amount coined was in excess of the re-
quirements of the Island, and conse-
quently a large amount remained on
hand in the treasury. If by this change
in the law a large quantity of Canadian
currency should be imiported into that
Province, to be legal tender, it would
cause embarrassment.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Copper coin is not legal tender.

lon. Mr. HAYTHORNE said it
was legal tender to the extent of 25
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cents in one payment. As the Island
had an ample supply of copper currency
at present, it would cause considerable
loss if an additional quantity of bronze
or copper coin should be forced upon the
Province at once.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS promised to make
inquiries on the subject before the next
stage of the Bill.

The Bill was read the second tiie.

ACCIDENT INSURA'NCE COMPANY'S
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. RYAN, in the absence
of Mr. FERRIER,'moved the second read-
ing of Bill (54) " An Act to amend the
Act of incorporation of ' The. Accident
Insurance Company of Canada,' and to
authorize the change of the name of the
said Company to ' The Accident Insu-
rance Company of North America.'"

The Bill was read the second time.

MILVER PLUME MINING COMPANY'S
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. ARMAND, in the absence
of Mr. BELLEROSE, moved the second
reading of Bill (35) " An Act to incor-
porate the Silver Plume Mining Com-
pany."

The Bill was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at ten p.m.

THE SENATE.

Mfonday, March 7th, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at three
p. mi.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SENATORFABRE'S MISSION TO FRANCE.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. Trudel inquired
" Whether the Hon. Mr. Fabre, one of the

members of the Senate of Canada, repre-
seats the Canadian Government in France in
any way ; or whether he is invested with any
fonctions or charged with any mission towards
the Government of France? If so, what are
those functions or what is that mission? And
what are the expenses occasioned thereby ?"

lion. Mr. Haythorne.

He'said: - The hon. members of this
House are not probably aware that a
member of this Senate, whose name is the
subject of my inquiry, is in the habit of
sending to a newspaper in the Province
of Quebec communications the effect of
which I would consider to be disastrous
if that newspaper had much influence
with our population. The hon. gentle-
man, being actually in France, bas con-
stituted himself the apologist of what I
may call the worst liberalism - the scum
of liberalisn - and is trying to inoculate
the mihds of our population with
the worst social principles that can
exist. Of course, this is the hon. gentle-
man's own affair, but there is an opinion
that he has been sent to France and is
maintained there and paid by the present
Government. Of course, it seems to be
an extraordinary thing that a Conserva-
tive Government should take upon them-
selves, not only to encourage, but to pay
for the services of that man to corrupt
the minds of our population, and to
make a propaganda in such a direction
as not only no Conservative, but no
true Canadian, or friend of his country
would consider himself justified in.
encouraging. If it be true that this
gentleman holds an official position froin
the Government, it would give his
writings more weight, and I may say I
hope that it is not the case. At aIl
events, the country is interested in know-
ing in what capacity this gentleman is
now in France, and if he bas received
any official mission from the Govern-
ment.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - In
reply to the question of ny bon. friend,
I beg to say that the lion. Senator Fabre,
is not charged with any mission towards
the Government' in France, and, there-
fore, bas no functions that 1 know of so
far as this Government is concerned, and
that no expenses are occasioned to this
Government thereby.

THE WALKER HEIRS' CLAIM.

MOTION.

Hon.Mr. GUEVREMONT (in French>
moved : -

" That a Committee be appointed to take in-
to consideration and report upon the subject
of the claim of the heirs of one Walker, to a
lot of land in the Seigniory of Sorel, which
the said Walker received from the Imperial
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Government as a reward for his militarySOT- BILLS INTRODUCED.
vices in defence of the Colony, during the war
between the United States and the Mother Bil (58) c An Act to provide for the
Country, and took possession of and occupied salaries of an adeitional Judge of the
as his own until bis death, leaving no will, Court of Queen's Beuch, and an ad-
when, bis widow and children having found it itiona
necessary to go and live at Prescott, the Ord- 1 o
nance Department took charge or possession the Province of Quebec." - (Sir. Alex.
of the land, of which the lawful heirs of the Campbellj
said Walker have now been claiming posses-
sion for several years past; the said Committee Din (64) 1An Act to continue in
to consist of the Hon. Sir Alexander Campbell force for a liritec time the Act 43 Vic.,
and the Hou. Messrs. Trudel, Scott, Pelletier, chap. 36." - (Mr. Aikins.)
Archibald, Bellerose and the mover, and to
have power to send for persons and papers." Bil (21> " An Act respecting the
He said : I ask for the appointment of Grand Truuk Railway Company of
this Committee to give the heirs of Canada." (Mr. Ferrier.)
Walker an opportunity to establish their Bil (R) "An Act to provide for the
claim to the property acquired by the extension of the boundaries of the Prov
valor and loyalty of their ancestor, and ince of Manitoba." - (Sir Alex. Camp-
to give the Government an opploLtunity bell.>
to do justice in the case.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - 1 IÇATURALIZATION AND ALIENS' BILL.
amn informed by the Departruent of the TIlIRD READING.
Interior that teir view i that thist to oi e f the

aim is not a valid one, andito u e of the
that the heirs of Walker mentioned Whole on Bi (G) " An Act respecting
in this motion have no good ground Naturalization and Aions."
for the position which they attertpt to Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said:
take that they own this land in Sorel ( WAen the Committee rose on the Iast
At the sarne time, as the dlaim is still an occasion, it w.as understood tha\t the
open one and it may ho desirable to ar- Government would consider between
rive at a conclusion aboutfit, the Govern- thon and low the suggestions made by
ment do not object to the granting of the the hon. gentleman from A therst,
Oomînittee for which i-ny hon. friend and also by the hon, leader of the
a.sks, in order to inquire into the monits Opposition, that they should, sim-~
and validity of the dlaim, and t G en- plify that part of the aill which re-
deavor, if possible, to put an end, one way lates to the recording of the declarations
or another, to the continuatlpn of it. .e which were necessary to the naturali-
must ask my bon. friend to omit my zation of an alien, the present systm
name frorn the iorvmittee, inasmuch as I being that these affidavits, after having
bave no timo to attend to it, and mas- been taken, should ho fvled with the
tnch also as it is not desirable that a Clerk of the County Court, th Queen's
inember of the Governmeut should serve Bench. or the Suprere Court, in the go-
on the Committee, sic , whatever its calitv ito which such alien resided; and
action may be, the Goveinent will have it w'a suggested that it would be more
to deal with the dlaim subfaequiently. lf sim1ble and equally efficacions if
the hon. gentleman desires to retain the the uling was made the duty
samne number on the Comnittee that is of th registrar or the clerk of the peace.
nentioned in the motion I must ask him He (Siz Alex.) had promised to
to, select some other iieinber of the hiing it before the Govern-ment, uLnd
Iause besides myseif. inforn the Commuittee to-day what bis

ton. Mr. GUEVREMONT - il have collegues tought of the subject. It
xo objection to accept any hon. mdsa ber was discussed among the embers of the
of this Honuse from the Province of On- Government on Saturday, and the con-
tardo, and would suggest the name of the clusion arrived at was that it would be

ion Mr. Allan. more convenient and safer to retain the
The suggestion was adopted, and, the soheme as it was at present. For this

change a ing been made, the motion several reasons were given. One was
was agreed to. that which was ketched sonewhat

nao .mr. uevreitwti.
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slightly by his hon. friend fromn Rich-
nond, with reference to the use which.

was to be made of this Bill for the pur-
pose of obtaining the recognition of natu-
ralization by foreign countries - the
native countries of those who were natu-
ralized. Those cou ntries were accustomed
to greater fornalities than existed in
Canada, and it would to thein seen
strange if the person who was to
be naturalized, anti whose natuial-
ization letters they were asked to
recognize, had not been submitted in
some more fornl way. It had been
sugested that in Engiand in sinilr
cases the letters of naturalization would
pass formally througlh the Secretary of
State, a deguree of form more than was
contermplated here. Another reason
suggested was tiat it was more con.
venient to have the saine formalities in
reference to both countries, that they
should not have one formîality in refer-
ence to natualization in Canada and
another in the country of the birth of the
alien, a reason which would recommuend
itselfto one'sjudgïment. Another reason
was that applications for naturalization
papers were generally made shortly be-
fore elections, and it was very desirable
that those persons who iight dispute
the facts, or might think they were not
sufficiently well establisbed, should have
an opportuuity of stating their objec-
tions before sonse court or judge
before the alien was naturalized and had
acquired the right of voting. Those
reasons were given, and they pointed to
the conclusion that it would be safer, on
the whole, to maintain the Bill as it was.
Then it was to be observed that the
status of the alien was being
changel very much, and it might
be very desirable that that should
be publicly known - his riglit to vote,
and his right to be elected, and the
status which he acquired. He laid sti ess
upon the opinions that had been men-
tioned by some gentlemen in the other
branch of the Legislature, whose consti-
tuencies lie near the border, and who
had frequent applications of this kinl,
and lie understood from somue of them
that they thought the affidavit should be
fyled in court, and read over in
court, and that the certificate of
the judge should be the final evidence
that the alien required letters of naturali-

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

zation. He hoped bis hon. friends who
took that view of the matter would, at
all events, see that it had been consider-
ed, and that they would, therefore, ac-
quiesce in the view he had submitted to
the Committee as being, on the whole.
perliaps, the safest course to follow.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY was very sorry to
place any ditliculty in the way of the
passage of a bill of this kind or that
any amendmnent that he had suggested
should at all stand in the way of a con-
vention being entered into. It was a
point that imiipressed itself forcibly on
his mind, and if it was supposed by the
Government that the simplifying of
those proceedings night interfere in any
way with the convention in another
country, le would regret to ask the
Ilouse to take a course of that kind. At
all events, after the explanation that had
been made le was not inclined to press
the objection le had taken. and only
hoped that possibly circumstances might
hereafter enable the Governinent to pro-
vide a more simple and inexpensive mode
for parties to avail themselves of natura-
lization in this country. He was not
aware until the fact was mentioned just
now that such formalities were required
in England, or perhaps lie should not
have taken objection. But circumstances
were very different in England, where
there was very little immigration from
foreign countries, except of those who
made that country a place of refuge.
Canada, on the contrary, depended
largely for its increase of population
upon immigrants from foreign countries.

lon. Mr. MILLER said his reason for
urging on the hon. gentleman not to
press his objection was in consequence
of the proposed convention which was
about to be entered into on this question
of naturalization. ]He did not know
whether le had stated that the naturali-
zation ot an alien in England required to
be under the certificate of the Secretary
of State, but it was in consequence of his
perusal of the English law, of which he
found this Bill, in many of its most im-
portant features, to be a simple copy,
that lie considered greater formality
was desirable in this measure. it was
for that reason le had taken the position
referred to by the hon. Postmaster Gen-
eral. le was very glad that the leader

A lienes Bill.SS EN AT E.]



Don River Improvenent

of the Governrment had found it proper
to adhere to the language of the Bill as
it was first introduced to the House.

Hon. Mr. BOYD, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill without amend-
ment.

The Bill was read the third tine and

passed.

GOVERNMENT RAILWAY LAWS CON-
SOLIDATION BILL.

The House went into Committee of
the Whole on Bill (0) " An Act to
amend and consolidate the laws relating
to Government railways."

On the 10th clause,

Hon. Mr. DICKEY inquired whether
it was intended to reserve to parties
whose lands had been taken for the In-
tercolonial Railway the righît to coipen-
gation.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
lie would ascertain wvhether anything
was necessary in that respect.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL, frotn the
Committee, reported the Bill with some
slight amendments.

The report was received, and the
amendinents were concurred in.

DON RIVER IMPROVEMENT COMPANYS
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second
reading of Bill (60), "An Act to incor-
porate the Don River Improvement
Company." Hb said that the Bill was
opposed by certain persons in the lo-
cality where it was proposed to niake
the improvements. Due notice would
be given to all interested parties, and
they could be heard before the Private
Bills Committee.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN said lie had
received several petitions against the
Bill. As a citizen of Toronto, be would
be exceedingly glad to see some of the
improvenents contemplated in this Bill
carried into effect. They would be a
great advantage to that part of the city.
Stili, the measure was of an extraordi-
nary nature, and he could hardly under-
stand how it had passed through the other
branch of the Legislature without oppc-

Hon. Mr. Miler.

sition, unless it was that its character
was not known. He did not propose to
offer any opposition to the second read-
ing of the Bill, as it would go to the
Private Bills Committee, where it would
receive careful consideration.

Hon. Mr. FERRIER thought that
the petitions which had been presented
in the Senate to-day furnished good rea-
sons why the Bill should not pass.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
thought that the Bil, in its present
shape, should not pass. Irrespective of
any objections of a privaxte nature, there
was very strong rea-son why, on pub-
lic grounds, the Bill should not become
law. The Grand Trunk lRailway crosses
the Don by a low level bridge, imme-
diately below the locality of the contem-
plated improvements. It is almost
within the precincts of the City of To-
ronto, and trains are coitinually crossing
the bridge.

Hon. Mr. FERRIER said that the
trains of the Toronto & Nipissing
Railway, as well as those of the Grand
Trunk Railwav, were obliged to cross
this bridge, and not only that, but trains
were continually shunting backward and
forward at that point, which increased
the risk of a swing bridge.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
it was safe to say that trains cross that
bridge every two or three minutes of the
day. The Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany having been empowered to cross by
a low level bridge at that place, and the
traffic being of such a character as to
make it exceedingly dangerous to have a
swing bridge there, he was confident that
Parliament would not sanction this Bill
unless the parties were prepared to con-
struct a high level bridge at that
point.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT understood that at
the time the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany were constructing the Don River
Bridge, an injunction was granted by the
courts restraining them from making a
low level bridge. He did not know
whether that injunction had been dis-
solved, but it was understood at that
time that if ever a swing bridge should
be required the Grand Trunk Railway
would construct one. However, all the
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parties interested in the matter would passed the House of Commons this ses-
be given a hearing when the Bill came sion. He concurred in the opinion that
up before the Private Bills Commitee. it was necessary to have the names of

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL trust- the promoters in the Bill.
ed there would be no assent on the part of Hon Mr. VIDAL said there was a
the Committee to the construction of a
swing bridge at that point. He could
fancy nothing more dangerous than such
a bridge would be in that locality. corporate a company having mo corpo-

Hon. Mr. REESOR said that the rate existence in any part of the Ent-
County of York also had two low level pire; this Bil was to incorporate a
bridges across the Don which would be Company aiready incorporated within
interfered with by the passage of this oui own Empire, and they proposed to
Biil, and it woul.d be unfair to force produce their Act of incorporation.
them. to adopt swing bridges uniess the Ho M.DIKY adthr ws

Co Hon. Mr. VIDALY said ther wasa

proposed imnproveents were of vital iga further objection to the Bill - it pro-
importance. posed to incorporate a copany for the

The Bill was read t'lie second tine. purpose of cahriins on business in other

METROPOLITANo FIRE INSURANCE mcountries.

COTPANY'S BILL. hTe Bill was read the scond tinte.
SECoND READING.

lHon. Mr. VIDAL imoved the second
reading of Bill (15) ".An Act to incQr-
porate the Metropolitan Fire Insiurance 1
Company of Canada." ,

INLAND REVENUE BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.
The House went into Committee of

the Whole on Bill (Q) " An Act to
anend the Inland Revenue Act, 1880."

'Te motion was agreed to, and the
Billl was read the second time. In the Committee,

J. WINSLOW JONES ASSOCIATION BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. REESOR moved the second
reading of Bill (44) " An Act to incor-
porate the Association known as J.
Winslow Jones & Co., Limited." Hfe
said this Company was already incor-
porated under the Joint Stock Company's
Act of Great Britain. It was doing
business in the United States and
Australia, and desired to erect canning
establishments in Canada. Their busi-
ness was canning fish, lobsters, meats,
vegetables, etc., and shipping their pro-
ducts to all parts of the world.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
this Bill was open to the saine objection
as had been suggested the other day with
reference to the Consolidated Gold
Mining Company's Bill ; there was no
mention of the naines of the corporators.
It was a proposition to incorporate a
Company registered in England. If they
wished to be incorporated they should
apply individually for a charter.

Hon. Mr. FLINT said it was strange
that two bills of this kind should have

lHon. Mr. îcott.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS said it was found
under the existing law that it was some-
times inconvenient for those who have to
make declarations to be obliged to go to
a Collector of Inland Revenue. He
therefore movel to amend the Bill by
introducing a new clause giving the
Governor in Council power to authorize
the taking of such oath or declaration
before a Justice of the Peace.

The amendnent was adopted.

Hon. Mr. HAMILTON (Inkerman),
froni the Conmittee, reported the Biil as
amended.

The amendments were concurred in.

UNIFORM CURRENCY EXTENSION BILL

THIRD READING.

The House went into Comnittee of the
Whole on Bill (66) ' An Act to extend
the Act establishing one uniform cur-
rency for the Dominion of Canada to the
provinces of British Columbia and Prince
Edward Island.

In the Committee,

lon. Mr. AIKINS ·said the coin for
British Columbia would be transported
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at the expense of the Government. With
reference to the copper currency in
Prince Edward Island, he understood
there was very little of it there, and the
same course would be taken witb refer-
ence to it as Lad been pursued in old
Canada, where pennies passed for two
cents, and half-pennies and bank tokens
for one cent.

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE said there
was a very considerable quantity of new
copper currency in Prince Edward Island
which had never yet been in circulation,
and le knew as a fact that there was a
redundancy of copper coinage in that
Province. It was of excellent quality,
and there could be no possible reason for
removing it from circulation and intro-
ducing other coin. Instead of benefit-
ing the public it would cause them con-
siderable inconvenience and loss.

Hon. Mr. MACFARLANE wished
to know the intrinsic value of the copper
coin of Prince Edwa.il Island. le
knew that it was of an inferior char-
acter before the Province entere- the
Confederation.

Hon. Mr. HIAYTHORNE said lie did
not know the component parts of the coin,
but it was very handsome.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS said the Govern-
ment would not send copper coin to the
Island so long as they had abundance of
it there.

ion. Mr. HAYTHORNE said the
Government of the Island had with-
drawn the old coin from circulation at a
considerable expense, and repliced it
with this new coinage. If they should
have any trouble with this coin again,
they woul] bave to withdraw it again.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - On whom
would the loss fall - the Local Govern-
ment or the Dominion Governmeàt i

Hon. Mr. IIAYTHORNE -- The
Local Government.

Hon. Mr. MILLER said it wonld fall
on the Dominion Government. The
currency lad been issueI before Con-
federation, and therefore formetd part of
the debt of the Island, which was as-
sumed by the Dominion. If there should
be any loss at all, it would fall on this
Government, which ownîed the currency.

Hon. Mr. Aikins.

Hon. Hr. WARK said there was a
considerable variety in the coin in cir-
culation here, and he thought it should
be withdrawn and replaced by the sur-
plus copper coin of Prince Edward Is-
land.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY thought the title
of the Bill was a mistake. The House
was proceeding on the assumption that
it was legislating for a uniform currency
for the Dominion, and yet, fourteen
years after Confederation we are without
such a currency. The currency of Nova
Scotia is at this day,in the Capital of the
Dominion, subject to a reduction of five
per cent.

Hon. Mr. MILLE R said he had pre-
sented a Nova Scotia $5 bill in a store
in Ottawa, and had been told that there
was a discount of five per cent. upon it.
He presumed this was due to the system
of trade which prevails in Ottawa, and
to the fact that the banks of Ontario and
Quebec are endeavoring to drive Lower
Province notes out of circulation. No
doubt if the banks in the Maritime Pro-
vinces had agencies here it would be
different. It was very unfortunate thaL
it should be so, because it tnded to
create a feeling that was not at all
desirable in the growth of the
Dominion. The people of Nova Scotia
accepted the currency of old Canada at
its face value, and it was rather pro-
voking that their bills, which were
redeemable in gold, should be subject to
a discount here.

lon. Mr. ALMON said the only way
to obviate that difficulty would be to
pass a law compelling the banks of the
Maritime Provinces to have agencies up
here. With regard to the copper coin
of Prince Edward Island, he thought the
House sheuld proceed with great care in
adopting the curretncy of that Province.
He remembered that their notes were, at
one time, made of le, ther, and that ther
aftewards adopted the Spanish dollar,
and, by cutting a hole in it, converted it
into a four shilling coin. Those Prince
Edward Island coppers should be care-
fully exaniined.

Hoin. Mr. AIKINS said the notes of
Ontario banks of good standing were at
a discount in the Lower Provinces for the
same reason that the notes of banks in
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the Maritime Provinces were at a discount Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-
here - they were not well enough known This would seem to refer to sonie other
to the public. He trusted, as we learned case.
more of each other, these difficulties The Senate adjourned at 5.15 p.
would disappear.

1Hon. Mr. LEWIN said the discount
was owing to the fact that these notes
had to be sent back for redemption. THE SENATE.
Generally speaking, the notes of Ontario
and Quebec banks are taken in the y
Maritime Provinces at one-fourth cent The Speaker took the chair at three
discount, and he did not see how this o'clock.
could be obviated.

Prayers and routine proeeedings.
lon. MH. MILLES - Aive cents -

they charge here.

Hon. Mr. LEWIN -That is exorbi-
tant.

Hon. Mr. SIMPSON said the bank
with which he was connected would be
glad to take them at two cents.

lon. Mr. AIKINS - Would vou not
take one-quarter cent.

Hon. Mr. SIMPSON -- That would
not pay.

lon. Mr. LEWIN said it was inipos-
sible to provide a remedy for the difll-
culty. No small bank in the Maritime
Province-s could afford to have an
agency.

Hon. Mr. MONTGOME RY, froni the
Committee, reported the Bill without
anendment.

The Bill was read the third timte and
passed.

THE CATTLE TRADE.

AN EXPLANATION.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CA.M PBELL -

We have received the following cable
message froi Sir A. T. Galt, on the sub-
ject of the cattle said to have been
slaughtered in London:

" Regulations not changed. steamer City
Loncon. fron Halifax, stopped in Thames tu-
day with cattle inteeted foot and mouth dis-
ease. Will be slaughtered. Disease no doubt
contracted on board steamer, as she brought
infected cattle from the States, Jan'y 18.
Your Govt. will be warned that strictest
regulations will be required respecting ships
conveying cattle where they have previously
sailed from Am'n ports."

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - The steamer
to which I referred wis the City oj
Edinburgh.

Ilon. Mr. Aikin.

THIRD READINGS.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Com-
mittee on Banking and Commerce, re-
ported the following Bills, which were
read the third time and p2ssed : -

Bill (7) " An Act to incorporate the
Wieeking and Salvage Company of
Canada."-(Mr. Ryan.)

Bill (34l' " An Act to incorporate the
Dominion Salvage and Wrecking Com-
pany."--(Mr. Ferrier.)

Bill (51) " An Act to aonend the Act
of incorporation of the Accident Insu-
rance Company of Canada, and to author-
ize the change of the name of the said
Company to ' The Accident Tnsurance
Company of North America.' "-(Mr.
Ferrier.

THE PUBLIC SERVICE OF CANADA.

MOTION.

lion. Mr. TRUDEL moved

. That an humble Address be presented to
Ris Excelleney the Governor General, praying
that His Excellency will be pleased to cause
to be laid before this flouse :-

ist. A return of the names, origins, re-
ligions, offices and salaries, or other remun-
eration of all public servants in the Do-
minion of Canada, commissioned and not
commissioned, permanent and temporary,
classified according to the different branches
of the service, with summings up, showing
the total of the salaries of each branch, and
the grand total of those of all the branches
together.

" 2nd. A classified list of such servants,
showing from what Provinces they were taken
respectively, the number of those from each
province, the amount ot their united
salaries in each branch of the service, and the
number and total amount of the urited
salaries of those from each province, in all the
branches together.
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" 3rd. A classified list of such servants, ac-
cording to religion and nationality for each
branch of the service, showing the number
of each religion and of each nationality in
each branch, the amount of the united salaries
of those of each religion and of each
natiouality in each branch, and that of the
united salaries of those of each religion and of
each nationality in all the branches together."

He said : The subject of which I have given
notice presents one of the greatest diffi-
culties with which we have to deal in
this country. Every one is aware that
complaints are continually made on be-
half of the various nationalities and
provinces of the Dominion, that they
have not received a fair share in the dis-
tribution of patronage. I consider
that sectional, sectarian or race dis-
tinctions are not the best bases on which
to make appointments to the public
service, but that the correct principle is
to choose the most competent men for
the different ofiees irrespective of such
considerations. Yet it is a matter of
justice that this patronage should be dis-
tributed as much as possible in such a
way as to do equal justice to all classes
of the population, and all sections of the
Dominion, and I have no doubt it is the
principle on which the Governmenit is
acting. I have no doubt also that
amongst the complaints which are made,
there are many that are not well founded,
and the best way probably to put an end
to such recriminations is to show that
sometimes the conplainants are those
who have least reason to grumble.
Statements have been asked froin time
to time on tiis subject, and have been
published by the Gevernment. I hold
in my hand one report in response to a
motion made in 1872, and I find that
similar returns were made in 1874 and
1875. The motion which I make is not
for an identical retu rn, but to have
classified statenents showing at sight the
distribution of patronage by origin, by
creeds, and by provinces. In former re-
turns submittcd to Parliament, there is
1) such classification, so that anvone
desiring to obtain the inforination for
which I ask, would require to devote a
good deal of time to studying these re-
Ports to make such a statement from
them. I suppese it would not involve
niuch work by the employes of the
different departients to furuish the

Hon. Mr. Trudel.

tatistics in the form indicated by my
notion.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
do not know whether my hon. friend
who has made this motion considers
vhat labor and expense will be involved
n complying with the address which he
asks the House to adopt. It includes
not only the inside service, but also the
outside service of the Dominion. To
)btain the information for which he asks,
correspondence must take place with the
officers of the Dominion throughout the
country, and returns must be made of
their various ages, religions and nation-
alities. Then the compilation of that,
and the printing of the returns will cost
the country several thousands of dollars,
and cannot be completed for several
nonths. Whether there is any object in
ny hon. friend's mind to justify so much
trouble, and so large an expenditure, I
leave it to himself to say. Of
course, these returns can be procured
if Pailianent so desire, and have been
procured ini the past. Whether they
have been of any use in the past my hon.
friend can judge as well as I or any
other member of this flouse can. The
subject will, certainly involve very large
expenditure, and the information cannot
be secured for several months, andi when
procurel the return will be of no use un-
less it is printed. It will make a small
blue book. Whether it is desirable to
put the country to such ai expense for
what I suppose is a matter of curiosity,
I leave it to iîum to say. If there is any
particular branch of the service in which
lie thinks there is in injustice done to his
own nationality in any particular depart-
ment of the service, if lie would limit his
inquiry to that branch or that depart-
ment, we could furnish the return in a
'few days. But I hope he will not think
it lecessiry to press his motion in its
present shape, and ask for a full return
of the ages, nationalities and religions of
the public servants in the various depart-
ments throughout the country.

lon. Mr. BELLEROSE - I an.
very glad that my hon. friend froni De
Salaberry lias made this motion. 1, my-
self, had intended to make a motion some.
what similar to his, though it would not
have included so mnuch. We may be in-
fluenced by what the hon. Postmaster
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General calls " curiosity," but I say we
are moved by a sense of justice towards
the different nationalities of this Do-
ininion. Only 'a few days ago the names
of the Census Commissioners were pub-
lished, and what did we find 1 In New
Brunswick, where one-sixth of the popu-
lation is of French origin, there is hardly
one of them selected for this important
work. In Nova Scotia, where about
one-seventh of the population isof French
origin, I believe not a single one has been
selected. It is true those Provinces have
not yet gone so far as to do jastice to
the minority as other provinces have
done. We can only hope that they will
follow the good example of some of the
larger provinces. However, that is a
matter with which we cannot deal here,
but on a public question of this kind, it
is our duty to see that justice is done to
all classes in the Dominion by the Gov-
ernment which we support. Even in the
departments at Ottawa, we do not re-
ceive the justice that we are entitled to.
In the far West what do'we find i Ali
the farm instructors appointed during the
last two years are of the one origin and
creed. I do not blame the Ministers so
much as their deputies for this state of
affairs. The Ministers arc responsible for
their acts, it is true, but it is difficult for
thein to see that justice is done in all
cases. 1 state here, in my place, that I
know there is a good deal of bigotry
amongst some officers of the depart-
inents, and if anyone wishes to have their
names, I am prepared to furnish them.
There are men holding responsible po-
sitions who are unfit for the public ser-
vice in a country like ours, with a mixed
population. I spoke some days ago in this
House about the difficulties which led to
the investigation at St. Vincent de Paul
Penitentiary in 1879. What was the
cause of them 1 There were some bigots
in theDepartment of Justice, one of whorft
was obliged to resign when the investi-
gation I have just now spoken of had
been concluded. Yet when we, the re-
presentatives of the French minority,
wislh to look into those matters and ask
for redress, we are met by the Govern-
nient with insinuations such as the hon.
Postmaster General bas just now uttered
in saying that we are moved by curiosity.
Even when Ministers exchange their
portfolios, changes are made in the de-

lon. Mr. Bellerose.

partments, and men are thrown out of
office and replaced by others. So much
bas this been the case that I have
almost been forced to the conclusion that
such exchanges of portfolios seemed to
be made to afford an opportunity to dis-
miss a certain'class of men. Under the cir-
cumstances, ià is rather too much for the
hon. Postmaster General to insinuate
that in asking for this information we
are actuated by curisity. We, of Que-
bec, who have heen accustomed to doing
justice to the English-speaking minority
of our Province, feel it hard to be met,
as the hon. member from De Salaberrv
has been met to-day by the hon. Post-
master General, with an insinuation
which should not have fallen fron bis
lips. He must know that we have good
grounds of complaint, because he must
be aware that in the recent appointment
of Census Commissioners, we have not
been treated fairly. It is well known
that in some of the electoral districts of
New Brunswick, the majority of the
people are of French origin - the
counties of Gloucester, Northumberland,
Kent, etc. In Nova Scotia, I do not
say they are in a majority anywhere,
but they are a large minority in some
of the counties, and yet all the Census
Commissioners have been taken from
the English-speaking population. I
hope the Government will consent to
this address. If we are in error on
this subject, we should know it; if not,
the Government should have their at-
tention directed to the injustice cf which
we complain, and grant us the redress
which we seek. I have already com-
plained to some of the Ministers of the
appointments of farm instructors in the
West. I was promised last year that
the first vacancy which ccurred should
be filled by a gentleman (not a French
Canadian, but an Irishman), whose ap-
pointment I had recommended. There
is now a vacancy, one of the farm in-
structors having died suddenly a few
weeks ago, but when I spoke to one or
two gentlemen, not Ministers, but men
interested in these appointments, on the
subject, I was at once met with objec-
tions. Nevertheless, I hope that the
promise which was made to me will be
fulfilled, because I rely on the Prime
Minister, whose attention I have called
to the "facts. I mention these matters
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to show Ministers that our eves are open
to the facts; that they caunot always
rely upon the men in whose hands they
usuallv put those important affairs, and
that they should not be surprised if we
occasionally feel it our duty to bring
these mat:ers before the House and the
conntrv.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - i may tell
the lion. the Postmaster General that I
am not at all actuated by curiosity in
making this motion. On the contrary, I
sincerely believe that in case 1 succeed in
getting the statement for which I have
moved, it will be found so useful that ià
will be furnished regularly hereafter, if
not every year, at least every five years,
and forin part of the regular statistics of
the country, the utility of which would
be recognized by everybody. Neither
have I acted from any personal know-
ledge of injustice actually done to my
countrymen or co-religionists. What
decided me to make that motion, are
the comments in the newspapers, and
what I have heard in this House, and in
the other Branch of the Legislature -
that it is customary in all parts of the
Dominion, amongst people of all classes,
creeds and nationalities, to express the
opinion that they suffer injustice in this re-
spect. Last year, for instance, some of the
most promnnent members of this bouse
from the. Lower Provinces complained that
those provinces had not received their
fair share in the distribution of part of
the patronage, and from the manner in
which they put their case I was satisfied
at the time they were right, and had
good grounds to complain. However, it
was a que.3tion whether the apparent
injustice was not compensated for in
some other way. For instance, it was
remarked that ainongst the servants of
this Chamber and the Bouse of Com-
nions, there were very few officials be-
longing to the Lower Provinces. The
great majority belonged to Ontario and
Quebec. My impression is that that is
correct ; but I suppose that in other
branches of the service, for instance, the
Marine and Fisheries Department, they
rnay have received more than their fair
share. If we could succeed in establish-
ing that fact and in showing that, tak-
ing the public service as a wbole,

ýeachr province, or creed, or nationality
lon. Mr. Bellerose.

receives its fair share in positions and
amounts of salaries, it would tend to re-
move any feeling of discontent. Take,
for example, the Marine and Fisheries
Department and Department of the In-
terior. Very few officials in these De-
partments are from the Province of Que-
bec; but, on the other hand, it might be
shown that in some other Departments
the Province of Quebec has received
more than its share, and the same might
be shown in the case of Ontario. Every-
body knows as to. the public servants in
both Ilouses of Parliament the largest
part of the patronage is exercised by the
members representing the City of Ottawa.
What right have those gentlemen to com-
mand more patronage than other mema-
bers of Parliament i They have none.
The mere fact that a man lives in Ottawa
should not entitle him to a position in the
public service of the country any more
than if he lived two hundred miles from
here. However, it is quite natural
that many public servants should
be appointed f rom the seat of
Government, because they are present
here and at hand when needed, and this
it seems to me explains why so niany ap-
pointments are made from the population
in this locality. There is a French
proverb which says " good accounts niake
good friends." In the case of partners,
for instance, if one supposes that the
other is taking more than his share, they
settle the question by going over the
accounts and ascertaining by the figures
what amount each has received. Would
not that be the best, and, in fact, the
only way to restore harmony and good
feeling among the provinces and the pop-
ulation of the Dominion i I admit that
in some branches of the service, certain
people are better qualified for office than
others; but it does not follow that those
people should receive m>)re than their share.
No; because there are other offices for
which another ele'nent is better adapted.
In the City of Montreal we- hear com-
plaints of injustice every day. It is
said that the French element absorbs all
offices. I had occasion to recommend
some of my Protestant friends for ap-
pointments recently, and yet not more
than two weeks ago I was told that I
always worked in the interest of the
French elment. On the other hand,
the French, population in Montreal corn-
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plain that, although they send representa- strongly marked distinctions between the
zives of their own nationality to Ottawa, several nationalities which inhabit this
they recommend people of other races for Dominion the better, and the sooner we
appointment. So it is with the Irish; ail feel that we are Canadians, the bet-
those elements of the population sincere- ter it will be for the Dominion at large.
ly believe that they do not receive equal Looking at the question in this light, 1

justice. If I had in my hands a state- must confess that I can see no good that
ment showing that the people of a cer- can resuit fror this motion, and vhy we
tain district, numbering so many at the should pass an address which will involve
last cerisus, have their fair share of the se mach expense, unless we feel satis-
public patronage and a larger amount in lied from the argumenti which are used
salaries than they are entitled to by their on both sides that some good result
numbers, it would be an answer to their wou1d follow. Tt is utterly impossible
complaints and put an end to those re- to lay down any strict rules by which
criminations. The hon. Postmaster appointments can be made in the differ-
Gene-al calls attention to the large ex- eut Iifflic departments of this country.
pense that such a return would involve. It depends fot upon the fact that there
I may say that for this reason I hesitated are so many thousands of people of any
for weeks before placing this motion on particular nationalîty or se many
the paper, but I would remind the House thousands of any other nationality
that the materials for this return will be that appointments should ba made
collected for the census and that it will, accordingly. It is impossible under
consequently, involve very little addi- aconstitution like ours, which is
tional expense. I know that it is impos- a represeitative forIi of Gev-
sible to prepare such a statement before the ernment. low are these appointments
end of the session, but when the census made? First, the efflciency of the appli-
returns are sent iii from the varions cant is looked at ; then the arnount of
provinces of the Dominion it will be easy influence he bas upon the representa-
to compile from them the information for tives of the people who carry on
which I ask. I have been asked if I be- the government of the country. There-
lieve that injustice bas been done to my fore, I think it is unfortunate that any
countrymen. If I knew of any special such proposition should le made in
cases of the kind I would have stated order te find eut how many appoint-
them directly, and asked for redress, but ments from one nationality there are
it is because I do not want to complain in excess of those from another nationality
without having evidence before me on in any part of the Dominion, and te Say
which to base my complaint, that I ask that some rule should be established
for this retnra. I know there were by which appointments to the service
special cases in the past, but I shall not should be made, it is impossible te
return to them now. There can be no establish such an indeinite mode of
sound objection to my motion. Let the making appointments. Feference bas
return be brought down, and if no injus- been made te the Province of New
tice is done to any province of the Do- Brunswick, and 1 was rather surprised
nainion or to any creed or nationality in Vo hear it sail that injustice had been
the country, it will put an end to these done te the French population of that
complaints ; if there is, then I have to Province. Now, what is tle fact with
much confidence in the people of Canada respect te New Brunswick ? There are
and their representatives in Parliament two countie% in that Province having a
and in the Government to believe that it najeritv of French constituents, who
wil[ be allowed to continue. generaly ave elected Enghsh speaking

representatives. Referenice bias been
lion. Mr. BOTSFORD -1 regret nade te tîe Dominion Parliament. Why

that this question bas come up in this is it that the people (o net do them-
shape, as I can see no good that selves justice if they have cause of cer-
can resuit from it. I deeply regret that plaint ? Vhy (Ie they (lect Mr.
so mucli stress should be put upon the Anglin in the County of Gloucester
(lifferent nationalities, and I think the when the majerity of the population
sooner the people of Canada forget these there is of French engin ? A gentleman

son. eer. Trudel.
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-of intelligenoe of their own nationality perhaps in would be unwise, after the
was a candidate in opposition to discussion which las taken place here
him, but the French majority in the to-day, if the motion were negatived. I
county elected Mi. Anglin, and think, under ail the circumstances, as
what fault can be found with the people there seems to be some impression in the
of New Brunswick when the people of minds of hon. gentlemen that injustice
French origin choose to elect an Irishman las been done to certain classcs in thLq
instead of a man of their own national- country in regard to the question of
itv I Then, again, look at the County of patronage, that it would be just as wel
Westmoreland, one of the largest coun- if the Govertiment did not refuse the
ties of the Doinin. It baspa mixed information desired. Otherwise, I quite
population - one-third of Frencd origin agree with everything that bas fallen
and two-tbirds of EngIish. Yet, for the frod my hon. friend froin New Bruns-
last thirty-five vears, the Frenci electors wick (Mr. Botsford). i think it is
in that Conty have been represented iy desirable that we siot ld endeavor to
a Frenchnan. If there bhas been any forget the national diffrences and
feeling of hostility towards, or a desire to sectarian distinctions that divide of
do injustice to, the French population of in this Dominion, and as we are
Westmore]and, a French representative now united for weal or woe, the
could neer have been returned to the most patriotic course for us to pursue is
Local Legisature. But the fact is there to bury thase difficulties, and deal a
is one representative of French origin fairly as we can with cd other in regard
sitting in that Legisature, holding one to ail questions that corne before us. MY
af the most important positions in the principal object in rising on this occasion
Local Goversment, and lie codnesi fron a 1 vas to reply to a remaùk that fe fr0u
county wiere only oe-third of the p0inui the han. gentleinan opposite (Mr. Belle-
latiodn is of Frenc origin. Does that rose), in reterence to Nova Scotia. The
show tLiat there is any hostility, hon. metbedr froni New Brunswick (Mr.
or any desire to do injustice to the Botsford), bas fairly answered his remarks
oFrencm population Certatinly not. ii respect to bis Province. 1, myself,
Under those circumnstances, do think core front a cornty, which, perhaps,
that the reference to the Province of contains thelargest Frenci population of
New Brunswick is an unfortunate one, a y county i e Nova Scotia. That popu-
because there is no feeling on the part of lation is not, however, tBe rajoiity of
the French population in that Province the county, and it would be rardly said
that injustice bas been done tbem. As I to be an injustice in regard to the census,
tated hefore, you cannot lay down any that in a county w ,ere the French popu-

tixed cast iron rules by which a certain latk.n was in the minority, a Frenc
number of any nationality sa be Census Commissioner ad not been
selected for th'le Civil Service. Such ap- selected. But I may give my lion. friend
pointbents must be governed, under a an illustration of the manr in wbich the
constitution sucli as ours, by the eliibi- distribution of patronage in that county,
*ity, intelligence and influence of the for wich I n somewhat responsible,
applicants, and not upon the nationality is carried out. In tbat County there are
to weidfo the appicant belongs. Tbis ive French districts: West AricSaat,
address is mischievous in its tendency, River Bourgeois, Lardoise, Descouse and
and its expense shoud be taken Into Petit de Gmt, and for every one of these
·consideration, if no good result can be districts 1 recommended French enumer-
accomplished by it. I have no hesita- ators, witb one exception - a small
tion in expressing my opinion that the district - where I dîd not know a
motion is uncalled for and unwise. Frencman who was qualified to disiarge

tae duties of enumerator. I may pay to
ion. Mr. MILLE1R - 1 do aot intend ny bon. friend, also, that the iost

tosay mucli one wvay or the other with re- lucrative office in tbat county is beld by
gard to the motion before the Ilouse. It is a Frenchmai, placed there on my reco-
,a, matter of indifférence to me wvether the mendation. allude to the Colector of
Goveanment think proper to allow this Custonws in the Port of Arichat. I May

Ceturn to be brouglit down or not, but sa, likewise that a charge oas been
lion. ser. BBuyford.
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brought against me within the last two
or three years, that I have treated the
English population unfairly. Since this
Government has been in power t'he
French population have got more ap-
pointments, perhaps, looking at the
amount of patronage at the disposal of
the Government, than the Eng-
lish population have received. I
feel it my duty to make these few re-
marks with reference to one countv in
Nova Scotia to which the hon. gentle-
man's observations might be fairly appli-
cable. I an inclined to think that in
other counties in that Province, where
there is a considerable French population,
the same state of things prevails. Where
there is a powerful ininority it is able to
inake itself felit, and there is no attempt
on the part of either political party to do
it injustice. i think, if my hon. friend
would take the trouble to visit the French
settlements of Nova Scotia, he would
come to the conclusion that no feeling of
injustice pervades the minds of his coun-
trymen in that Province with regard to
their treatment in public affairs.

Hon. Mr. CARVELL - I entirely
concur with the remarks that have fallen
from the hon. gentleman, from West-
moreland, that this is a matter which if
left alone will take care of itself. The
people elect their representatives, and
these representatives, so far, at least, as
they are supporters of the Government
of the day, are consulted and have their
influence in the appointments made
by Governinent, and if these appoint-
ments are not satisfactory to the people
and to the constituencies, then the repre-
sentatives are very soon made aware of
it and the remedy is supplied. So in the
existing svstem,'the appointments act and
react, and, as the difficulty does not exist,
I say there is no room for this cry about
nationality and creed. I do not think
my hon. friend went quite far enough in
his objection to the motion. When it
comes to an inquiry into the creed, or
religious profession of every man who,
fortunately or unfortunately for himself,
happens to be in the public service, I
think it is going quite beyond what
might fairly be asked of Governmenê -
it is going quite beyond the privileges
of Government. A man's creed or re-
ligious profession is a matter which no

Hon. 31r. Miller.

Goverament, or man has any right to-
interfere with.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
fear, after the remarks which have fallen
from the hon. gentleman from DeLan-
aidiere and the hon. gentleman from De-
Salaberry, that more evil would result
from withholding the information than
from granting the address. I may in-
form my lion. friend behind me (Mr.
Bellerose) that I did not use the word
" curiosity" in any suck sense as he sup-
posed, but I said if therd was any special
case, or any special departinent that he
refers to, the information respecting it
might possibly answer all his purpose,
and it was simply with reference to any-
thing outside' of that, that I supposed it
was a matter of curiosity. It turns out
from what the hon. gentleman from
DeSalaberry has said that it was not in
reference to any particular department
or case, but with reference to a feeling
which he says is abroad by which it is
said injustice is done to a certain class of
Her Majesty's subjects with regard to
patronage. I do not think that such injus-
tice exists; I hope it does not exist, but
perhaps it is as well to let the address go ;
if the House does not grant the motion
it may be supposed that the Government
has something to conceal, or that they
are conscious there is an injustice
donc in some cases. As the Government
are utterly free from any such conscious-
ness or any such desire, or any desire to
keep back information, we shall allow the
motion to go, although it will cost a great
deal of money to obtain the information
that is asked for.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE - My hon.
friend fron New Brunswick, (Mr. Bots-
ford) contends that we ought to be all Ca.
nadians and no longer English or French.
We, the French majority in Quebec, have
long desired that sucli should be the case,
and, therefore, we have always in our
legislation, and on all occasions, given a
full measure of justice to all Her Ma-
jesty's subjects in that Province, irres-
pective of creed or origin. Our hberality
has been such that, I may state here, the
minority in that Province has not even
desired, in many instances, to take ad-
vantage of the privileges offered to them.
1 niay here mention the School Act-
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provides for the ippointment of two
Superintendents of Education, one Cath-
olic end one Protestant, but this last
official has never been appointed, the
Protestant minority alleging that they
were satisfied with the Catholic Superin-
tendent. who had always treated them
fairly. Let the Government and the
English majority of the Dominion treat
the French minority with the same
liberality; let thei show that there
exists no parti-pri8 against their
nationality and their creed, and then we
nay expect to hear no more of dis-
tinctions of race or creed. Then,
and then only, can it be expected that
we shall regard ourselves as nothing
else but Canadians. Such is the re-
medy to the evil complained of by
the hon gentleman (Mr. Botsford). The
lion. Senator opposite (Mr. Miller) has
stated that in his Province, Nova Scotia,
the majority in each electoral district
were of English origin and consequently
that it could not be expected that a
Frenchman should be there appointed
to such an office as that of Commissioner
tor taking the Census. Though I am
the last man who would complain if a
fair share of patronage had been granted
to each nationality, I am sorry to have
to answer that it seems to me that he
(Mr. Miller) is quite wrong. If it is
true that both languages, French and
English, are on the same footing ir/this
Dominion (and it cannot be denied that
they are, since the Constitution so states),
then I say that in a county where
there is a mixed population, officials
ought to know both languages, and, as
French Canadians generally know both,
while English do not, I am bound to say
that French officials in such counties
ought to have the preference. Suppose
one of those officials should meet with a
Frenchman, who, knowing bis rights and
desiring to stand upon them, would re-
fuse to answer in English questions put
to him concerning the census, who could
force him to do so 1 No one, surely.
Hon. gentlemen will see the difficulty.
I am always surprised at the great oppo-
sition with which everything that is
French and Catholic in this Dominion is
received by the majority of the people
and of their representatives, and
all the more so when I consider
what is going on in the Uuited

Hon. Mr. Bellerose.

States. It was only very recently au
international Congress was beld in
Washington to consider the question of
health legislation. Delegates from dif-
ferent parts of the world met there, 'md
what was the language used during their
important proceedings? French! hon.
gentlemen, and yet on this side of the
line, where we boast of a free country,
and where the French language is official,
we are met with all kin'ds of obstacles --
all means are taken to do away with its
use. I hope that the Government will
allow the motion to pass.

The motion was agreed to.

LAVAL UNIVERSITY.

THE DRAFT OF THE NEW CHARTF".

Hon. Dr. PAQUET (in Frew -
Before the Orders of the day are c led,
I wish to ask the hon. Postmiaster
General why the draft of the new charter
of the University of Laval has not been
produced. Some days ago a letter from
Earl Kimberley was read in the House,
and appears in the official reports of the
Senate debates, in which the following
passage occurs:-

"I am to inform you that Lord Kimberley
bas already received, through the Governor-
General of Canada, a petition addressed to the
Queen by the Roman Catholie Archbishop and
Bishops of Quebec with regard to the powers
or the Universitv, and also a draft of a pro-
posed new charter for that institution, etc.,
etc."
By that letter it appears that the charter
was sent to this country. Nevertheless,
it was not produced in response to tlhe
address which was adopted by this
House. I wish to know why this docu-
ment lias not been produced. I do not
attribute it to any unwillingness
on the part of the Government to pro-
duce the papers for which I have asked,
but I cannot help observing thac there
has been a good deal of delay in the pro-
duction of these papers, and I have had
to call. the attention of the hon. Post-
master-General to the matter on two
or three occasions, and [ trust the
Ilouse will so guard its own privileges as
to see that its orders are strictly Gbeyed.
The papers which were brought down on
Friday last were originals and were re-
turne] to the Department of the Secre-
tary of State. I hope there will be no
farther delay in producing the copies.
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Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I the charter is not to be had ; but I can-
am not aware of any reason why the not give any explanation of it. I think
papers, which my hon. friend refers to, I sent the note from the Under-Secretary
particularly the draft of the new charter of State to the hon. Senator from DeLan
of Laval University, have not been pro- audiere, in whieh he stated that lie bad
duced. When the motion was first made, looked for the draft of the charter, but
the Government assented to it, and it was
in the usual way carried to His Excel-
lency, and the pa>ers were ordered. I
liad sulpposed tliae everything asked for
in the address was brought down, and
that was the view taken by the Secretary
of State, Hon. Mr. O'Connor. When I
appealed to him on behalf of my hon.
friend, he stated that everything had been
brought down. I said " No, here are
some items which have been omitted.
Then the second address was passed - at
all events a supplenentary return was
laid on the table, and I thought that
that contained everything. I was
then informd by the hon. Senator from
DeLanau·liere there was still wvanting a
copy of the charter referred to in Lord
Kimberley's letter. I asked for that in
a note to the Under-Secretary of State,
and wkas informed hy that gentleman
that there was no copy of the charter -
that the original draft was not in the
office, nor any copy of the draft, and,
therefore, could not be brought down.
The same thing is true of the petition -
they were sent through the Governor
General to England, and that is the
reason that we have not got them now.
I thought, nivself, there was some feeling
in sonte quarter, which I could not ex-
plain, that caused it, but I think I was
doing injustice. There was no unwill-
ingness to bring down all the papers, but
the first address which was passed was
not quite ftll, and, on the second
occasion, everything was brought down,
apparently, which was in the Department.
This charter, or any draft of it, does not
seem to be in the archives of the Gov-
ernment; very lik-ely, for the reason
mentioned by my hon. friend, who was
Secretary of State (Mr. Aikins), that
the draft was sent to England and
remained there.

Hon. Dr. PAQIUET (in French) -
The hon. member says that the draft of
the charter and the petition were sent to
England and renained there. The peti-
tion is liere; it has been produced.

lon. Sir AL'EX. CAMPBELL - It
is singular if the petition is there that

lion. .Sir Alex. Campbell.

could not find it.

The subject then droppel.

TEMPERANCE ACTS AMEND 1ENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

HIon. Mdr. VIDAL noved the third
reading of Bill (M)Il " An Act to ex-
plain and further amend the Canada
Temperance Act of 1878. and the Act of
1879 amnendling the saine."

lon. Mr. A LMON moved in amend-
ment, " That the dealing in ales, porter,
lager beer, cider and light wines, con-
taining less than tenl per c3nt. of alcohol,
be exempt from the operation of the Can-
ada Temperance Act of 1878." le
said: It is with a great deal of
hesitation that I introduce this
resolution. In the first instance, I was
very sorry to do anything which would
interfere with my friend, the hon. mem-
ber from Sarnia. I was pleased with the
way in which lie introduced his amend-
ment to the original Act, for there was
zeal in it without fanaticism, and, for a
temperance speech, there was less intein-
perance in it than in any speech of the
kind I had ever heard. He advocated
temperance without thinking that every-
body who was opposed to him was in
favor of intemperance, and never insin-
uated that they were, in fact, drunkards,
which temperanee peopie generally do.
He did not do so, and I was sorry to
introduce anything which would dis-
please him. There was another motive
which actuated me. I was unwilling to
do anything which could be tortured into
supposing that I was in favor of anything
like intemperance. Nobody looks upon
that vice with more horror than I do.
In this Canada of ours there are many
houses, both the palatial residences of
the rich , and the cottages of
the poor, in which there are skEle-
tons in the closet, occasiened by in-
temperance ; skeletons which interfere
with the happiness of the family
and cause sorrow and terror by the rat-
tle of their bones to the inmates of those
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houses. I am aware that in nany a
house in this Canada of ours, extending
fron Main-a-Dieu to the western shore
of Vaucouver, the widow mnay be seen
leaning her head on lier hand, with her
children around her, for whom she knows
not wlhere the norrow's bread vill come,
looking at the ernpty chair and think-
ing that but a few short years ago, full
of hope and happiness, she married the
love of her youth, in the health and
strength of manhood, and with their
prospects bright before theim. That
man fills a drunkard's grave; whiskey
or rui brought limn to it. What may
be happening this very night in niany a
Canadian home? The mother sitting
over the half burnt eibers till the snall
lhours of the niglit, watching for the
footsteps of her son, once her pride, and
still her loved one ; waiting to hear his
hands on the door latch, that she may
let him in, and lead his staggering limbs
up to his chamber in the hope that no-
body shall see his disgrace but herself.
Feeling all that, if I supposed this Bill
would conduce to promote temperance,
although it is a tyrannical Bill, I would
support it ; but I an sure that no good
can come of it. It is a Bill which does
not commend itself to the majority
of the people of this country, and why
does it not î Because, as was explained
by the hon. gentlemen from Fredericton,
(Mr. Odell) the clauses of this Bill are
of a most tyrannical nature. A man is
tried for selling intoxicating liquor and
his wife is brouglit before the magistrate
and compelled to give evidence against
her husband. In a case of murder or
treason a wife cannot be compelled to
give evidence against lier husband, but
in this case the opposite rule applies.
Supposing the busband is guilty, what
ensues! One of two things : the wife
either perjures lierself and loses the
respect of her children, or convicts her
husband by her evidence. If she per-
jures herself, does that conduce to tem-
perance ? Everybody knows that a
mother's prayers and what she would
think of lier son's excesses, bas kept
many a man from drunkenness ; but this
Bill would renove that safeguard. A
mother can scarcely appeal to tne Deity
whose name she has taken in vain ; and
what would a son care for a mother's
opinion when lie looks upon her as a

Hon. MIr. Alinon.

perjurer? Suipposing she gives her
evidence against her husband - what
happens then. They are joined together
by the law which says " those whom God
lias united let not man put asunder," but
does not this law put them asunder I If
she gives evidence against lier husband,
it destroys their happiness for life. There
is another clause vhich is even worse
than this. I shall not quote the words
which my lion. friend from Fredericton
(Mr. Odell), used much better than I
can do, but he described the case of a
mnan brought before a court of justice for
selling liquor. He is fined, and then
asked if he ever was fined before. If he
says 4 yes," his fine is almost doubled.
Is this the nineteenth century ? Arm I
right in supposing that such a law origi-
nated in 1878 I No ; that originated iii
the times of the Tudors. It wants but
the thumb-screw and rack to put it down
at the time of Henry VIII. Now,
what is the effect of this law where it
can be carried out? I have shown
already that the feeling of the people
cannot be in favor of it, and therefore it
will not be carried out, except by the
people rising up and putting down
drunkenness themselves. The peo-
ple who will endeavor to enforce this
law will be the basest kind of inforn
ers; we see them mentioned in the
papers, and a man employed as a whiskey
informer bas generally been guilty of
somie bad act before. These informers
will go round to the places where liquor
is sold, and the consequence will be that
a person who sells liquor illicitly can-
not sell also eider or light wines, becanse,
in consequence of their bulk, they would
be difficult of concealment. He must
sell spirits, and of the strongest and most
concentrated kind. Of course, the
larger the percentage of alcohol, the less
bulk it will take up, and the less liability
there will be to detection. It cannot be
old, it must be new whiskey and contain
a large percentage of fusil oil, which, we
know, is only eliininated from liquor by
age. Fusel oil is a deadly poison ; the
largest dose which you could give a pa-
tient is threel drops, and if lie should
double the dose he would not be alive to
answer your questions when you called
again. That is the stuff which this so-
cailled " Temperance Act " vill compel
the inhabitants of Canada to take; and
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how will they take it ? They will not
go together to a tavern and drink it, but
go round by the back way to a dark
roon and take this vile poison in a glass
over the counter and rush ont. Coming
out, lie will feel that he· had committed
a crime by breaking the law. Instead
of getting drunk lie becomes mad-
dened, and there is a loss
of self-respect as well, and this is what
leads to crime. I do not know that we
can depend on figures which appear in
the newspapers, because they are not
always correct ; but we see it stated that
crime bas increased in the State of
Maine since a prohibitory liquor law was
adopted there. It is certainly the law of
the minority, and I think, from what I
have shown you, that you would have a
very low opinion of our countrymen if
it was not so. The case of the County
of Sunbury was cited the other day.
Sunbury is a county with 1,500 voters.
This Scott Act was submitted to the
people there, and yet less than 200
voters went to the polis to record their
votes, and there was a majority of 120 or
130 in favor of passing the Act. Is not
that a minority ? You may say that the
others did no% vote, but why did they
not ? The majority of those who voted
were Sons of Témperance, who had their
secret signs and pass-words, and their
weekly and monthly meetings ; who col-
lect subscribtions, and are so organized
that they can throw their whole weight in
any direction they like. To say that
they defeated the others is to say that
soldiers will beat militia. Take the
case of the Orangemen or Masons ; we ail
know that in elections they possess great
power, not because of their numerical
strength, but because of their organiza-
tion; and they throw their whole strength
on one side or the other. I shall be
taunted. I have no doubt, by some of the
speakers that will follow me, with being
an advocate of intemperance. That will
only prove to you the 4ruth of vhat I
have said. I have explained how the
people drink now in places where this
Act is in force; how used the people
drink in old times ? You have al read
with pleasure, I am sure, " The Deserted
Village;" I think one of the nost touch-
ing things in that poem is the account
of the village ale-house. We remember
the words:-

Hon. Mr. Almon.

i Obscure it sinks, nor shall it more impart
An hour's importance to the poor man's

heart."

We read who collected there: the village
blacksmith. the barber, the tailor, and
others of the place; they ail met to talk
of the news of the day. That their con-
versation was proper cannot be doubted,
from the description of the maid who
handed round the ale, which appears to
have been the beverage which they drank,
for

c News, much older than their ale, went
round,

And the coy maid, half willing to be pressed,
Shall kiss the cup and pass it to the rest."

Is not that a beautiful description ? You
know that licentious eye was never cast
upon lier, her ear was never offended by
a word that a maiden should not hear,
and a betterjudge of human nature than
Goldsmith never existed. That convi-
viality is done away with by this law,
and drinking over the counter of the
poison I have mentioned takes its place.
Shall we ever see, if the law of my hon.
friend prevails, Noctes Ambrosianoe
again ? We have ail read with deliglit
the meetings of Christopher North, the
"Ettrick Shepherd," and other kindred
spirits. I have visited the scene of their
meetings, and I can almost fancy that the
walls give back the taste of their " Attic"
sait- Is that to be done away with by
the operation of this law ? If it had
prevailed in the past what wit the world
would have lost. Those men have long
since goneto their graves, but anymanwho
will read the Noctes Ambrosianæ will see
that from moderate drinking do not result
ail the vces which the hon. gentleman
supposes. I have proved, at least to my
own satisfaction, and, I trust, to the sat-
isfaction of a majority of those who hear
me, that this law is opposed to morality.
I think it will take very little trouble to
prove that it is opposed to the Scriptures.

Ve know that in the Ol Testament we
are told, " wine maketh glad the heart of
man." Take that most magnificent poem
in the old Prophecies of Isaiah : where
do you find metaphors drawn more fre-
quently than fror the vineyard and the
wine press? Wine is spoken of as one of
the bounteous gifts of Providence. In
that book which I wish temperance men
consulted more - the Book of Solomon,
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who, i believe, was an authority on those
things, and will be received as an author-
ity in the Senate - I find this pas-
sage : -

I And the roof (t.e., voice) of thy mouth like
the best wine for my beloved, that goeth down
sweetly, causing the lips of those that are
asleep to speak."

Now, I do not think it was very wicked
to take that drink. Suppose we go a
little further. We have had a little of
the Old Testament, let us come to the
New. I need not speak of the first mira-
cle at Cana, but we will come to St. Paul,
whose life Canon Farrar has constructed
ont of what appears in the Acts and a
few allusions in the Epistles, and I think
he lias accomplished as great a work as
Cuvier did when he made a bird out of a
single bone furnished him. What does
St. Paul say to Timothy I Not that he
may take wine, but he commands him to
take " a little wine for his stomach's
sake." It cannot be said that the wine
thus recommended was not intoxicating,
looking at its effects on the old gentle-
men, Noah and Lot. If it had not fer.
mented would it have burst the old
bottles when it was put in them ? That
wine, taken in excess, was just as injuri-
ous as the wine used in modern Limes.
I have no doubt that that wine had a
very good body in it, and was stronger
than the kind that I wish to have used
in this country. What I wish the
House to do is to admit light wines into
this country under 10 per cent. of proof.
Now, is drinking French wines likely to
induce drunkenness in Canada?

lon. Mr. VIDAL - Can vou get
them ?

lon. lMr. ALMON -If we cannot
get them, the law is inoperative, and can
do no harm ; if we can, the wines caninot
have any injurious effect. Most of us,
no doubt, have had the pleasure
of visiting France. I amn only sorry
that I could not stop there longer and
did not go earlier. At breakfast in that
country they put down a pint of wine
before you, but it does not make you
drunk. Walk on the boulevards; you
see men with wine everywhere. I have
often wondered at the tine wasted over
it, but that was the only ilM effect I could
perceive from its use. In France you
very rarely meet with a drunkard, and
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yet, when Frenchmen come ont here,
and cannot get that wine, perhaps as
large a portion of them cross over the
bay as of Anglo Saxons. I do not think
that their temperate habits are due so
much to the nature of the race as
to the facilities for procuring good
wine in France. You do not see drunk-
ards in Spain. I have seen Spanish
vessels come into Halifax with a cask of
Cataline wine on the deck, with a tin cup,
beside it, where every man on board can
help himself freely. They come on
shore, and when they get into a row with
our people. they call then " English
drunkards." They feel that they are
not drunkards themselves, though they
have wine continually supplied to them.
You go to Italy, and you find the same
temperate habits prevailing there. My
hon. friend asks " Where can you get
good wine?" To my taste there is a
very excellent catawba wine made here
in Canada, and I have tasted a red wine
made here likewise, and I do not see
why the cultivation of it should not be
encouraged. If we could not raise the
grape here, we could import it and make
our own wine, but I am convinced that,
with our climate, we could produce wine
here. But if you cannot make it here,
why not import it from France? There
is a very high duty on it, and
I was in hopes that it was in-
posed with a view to bringing about
a commercial treaty with France,
but, if that is not the case, with all due
deference to the leader of the Govern-
ment, if I was in the other House, I
should niove that the duties be removed
from these light wines, which, I contend,
should be admitted at a nominal rate. I
arn convinced that the high duties do not
tend to increase the revenue, because
they prevent the use of those wines. I
did not include eider in the original reso-
lution of which I gave notice, because I
never thought that my hon. friend would
have the cruelty to deprive the natives
of Nova Scotia of the liquor they make
for themselves. Several counties in that
Province are one great orchard, and the
people have no use for the apples but to
niake eider from them. I remember that,
when I was a boy, they used to make
water eider. After the first juic- has
been expressed, water is thrown upon
the residue and, having been allowed to
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stand for a time, it is again pressed; water on thern less ternpered with rercy because
cideris the product, and that cider is given they had waited anxiouslv for the sun Vo
to the laborers ; but, as charity and tem- cross the fore-yard to ge their custom-
perance do not go together, the tempe- ary glass of grog? 1 think not. My hon.
rance people would deprive these poor friend may tell me that this is ail very
men of that beverage. Was there any- inebut if people do not drink intoxicating
thing particularly wicked in the convi. liquors they cannot get drunk. Tlat is a
vial parties which used to take place in truism, but it does not follow that we
cur youth ? I suppose my hon. friehd should not drink at all. Let us try the ar-
fron Sarnia sometiies, like myself, guîneitun ad abeurdum. Without fèet
takes a solitary walk, or lies for hours in people cannot have toes. That is an axioin;
bed unable to sleep. What does he do but the surgoon, in reroving diseased
them? Though youth lives in the future, toes, would not taketiefootoffatthe
age lives in the past. I do not helieve ankie. Great evils have bappened from.
the world is so bad as clergymen say it rarried people kissing those they should
is. No; it is marked with many a white not kiss; will, my lion. friends say that
stone. Looking back to your college we shouid, therefore, pass a bil to pre-
lays, when youth was budding into man- vent a married man kissing anybody î

hood, you recall the day3 spent with your No, cven 1, old as 1 ar, 'would not con-
friend, and it is only in youth that a sent Vo that, and I ar sure that the fair
friend can be made who " sticketh closer bore rulers who preside ia our homes
than a brother." You recall the scene will, to use a common expression, be
in the fields when, sitting beneath the Iwith me to a woman." Take another
shady boughs of a tree, with your flagon case. Suicides are often comritted with
of ale before you ; as the contents of the razors; would you pass a law to prevent
flagon diminished, your heart enlarged, anyone fror using a razor? I think not
and you felt that you would share vour but a niedicai man, if called in Vo attend
last shilling with your friend, that, a case of suicidai insanity, wouid have
shoulder to shoulder,you could go through the razors in that bouse lockod up. So,
the world with biim, surmounting all 1 contend instead of preventing the use
difficulties in your path, and should even of intoxicating liquors of any kind, we
impossibilities present themselves you sbouid punisl drunkards and those who
felt that, using the Scotch proverb "a make ther drunk. Havinggone, thus
stoot heart to a steep brae," you could far, I dosire to ropose a compromise
overcome thein. Your heart warrned, to m bon. friend. f bave convinced
and what did you think of1 Did not him, i arn sure, that I ahr correct; let
the girl that you ioved corne before you 3 hian strike bis colors now, as his
iDid noV ber e fappear brighter and lier brave ancestor would have done
srnile swoeter ; did not your hiand appear when overpowered, and, instead of
o ffel the pressure which a few evonings tryin o to put donn drinking

before it bad received frorn hors in tiîat join witlb me in endeavorîng to
long leave taking over the stile; did put down drunkenness. Introduce a
noV your lips - but, no, in that bill punisbing drunkenness, and provid-
day Miss Braddon had noV wvriVten lier ing that no person holding a license
novels and round dances vere not. I am in- shald sol liquor to minora, s abituai
formed VlaV an ancestor of my gon. friend drunkards, or ersons they may be warned
from Sarnia was one of those glorious against supplying with intoxicating
captains who carried the British flag tri- drinks, and n will support such a measuce.
uphant over every sea. We wi a sup You ay say ilhow are you going o
pose that, with his boats'crew, lie board- prevent those peopie fron selin spirit
ed an enerny's vessel and threw hirwself If they are alowed o sel wine they will
over.the bulwarks on the dock where le sen aIl kinds of intoxicating drink." 1
was certain to meet warriors worthy of reply that a maI who sels light wine,
lus steel. If the "ldock it was their field aie, etc., muist bave a license, and, if he is
of farne," was their victor v less glorioush suspected of selling other kinds of liquor,
If, on te contrary, Ilthe ocean wvas their a constabe can at any tie search bis
grave," wvhen they appeared hefore that promises. In the wretcied places into
iglli Tribunal, was the sentence passed which this i wold drive the traffve,
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you could not get into the premises to
make a search without committing a
breach of the peace. I will be very happy
to act as lieutenant under my hon. friend
if he will agree to this, and any little in-
fluence that I possess in the town where
I am known I shall be glad to exercise
against drunkenness, but I will not have
anything to do with a movement to pre-
vent people from enjoying the bounties
that God bas given them. What right
has ny hon. friend to apply the word
" temperance " to his measure i The
word is derived from the Latin word
tempero, the first meaning of which, he
vill find by consulting bis Ainsworth, is
to mix, and you may temper your bever-
age with bot or cold water to suit your
taste. Temperance does not mean total
abstinence. I am willing to sait under
the true temperance banner, believing
that those whose views I represent are
the true tenperance society.

Hon. Mr. FLINT - I wish to call
the attention of the House, in the first
place,' to the amendment which the hon.
gentleman bas oflred here to-day, and
the one which he placed on the notice
paper last. Friday. They are not the
same amendment, and it strikes me that
it should not be allowed.

Hon. Mr. A LMON - I dropped the
first one after consulting with the legal
adviser of the House. The reason I
move my amendment now, instead of in
committee, is that my remarks shall be
reported in full.

Hon. Mr. FLINT - It strikes mue
the mile is that, when an hon. gentleman
puts a notice of a motion on the paper,
be bas to adhere to it, and cannot, with-
out notice, substitute a new one when
he comes to move it. I have had no
notice of the change that the hon. gentle-
man bas made here to-day. Whether
the bon. gentleman is in order or not I
do not know, but I appeal to the
Speaker. I shall occupy the at-
tention of the Ilouse, only as short
a time as possible, in discussing
this matter. I am glad of one thing,
and that is that the hon. gentleman in
speaking bas adopted the cold water sys-
tem, and bas taken a considerable amount
of it. I am glad to see hon. gentlemen
who oppose the principles I advocate

Hon. Mfr. Alinon.

taking cold water at any time. When-
ever the question of interfering with the
liquor traffic comes up, whether it be in
this House or in the other Chamber, it
appears to create a great deal of opposi-
tion. Probably that is only fair, and no
one bas any objection to it, but we who
are doing all in our power to abolish the
liquor traffic and ameliorate the condition
of our fellow men wbo are addicted to
intemperance are often alluded to as fana-
tics. I do not know if J call a man who
drinks liquor an inteuiperate man that
I am further out of the way than the man
who calls me a fanatic because I simply
will have nothing to (o with it. Now,
whbat are laws made for, and what is the
object of the law ? Laws are made for
the suppression of all sorts of crime,
such as murder, arson, robbery, etc.; but,
notwithstanding the fact that we have
such laws on our statute book, and crim-
inals are brought before our courts from
time to time and punished, crime con-
tinues to exist, nl all the laws that we
have made for the purpose of abolishing
it have been, to a great extent, ineflectual.
Yet we find, when we come to speak in
reference to this temperance question -
if you please to call it so - we are told
at once we cannot make the law opera-
tive ; that it is of no mianner of use to
pass such a law ; if it is passed, the peo-
ple will not obey it, and, if the people
will not observe it, there is no use in
passing it. If there is no use of passing
such a law, what is the use of enacting laws
with reference to murder, arson and rob-
bery, and other.descriptions of crimei We
donot expect that the people will all obey
them, but we certainly expect that a great
many will, and I am surprised that the
hon. gentleman should tell us that the
Canada Temperance Act will not be ob-
served. If that is the view that hon.
gentlemen hold and enunciate here on
the floor of the House, do they not
enunciate the samne principle at home,
and how can it be expected that the
people will do otherwise than break the
law ? I think it is hardly fair to say
that because my bon. friend from Sarnia
has seen fit to bring in a Bill to make
the Scott Act more workable that he is a
fanatic, and it is wrong to call me a
fanatic; still I would rather .be called a
fanatic to the day of my death than put
the bottle before my neighbor's mouth,.
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or induce bini to take a gissa of anything
that I believed to be injurious to him.
These are the principles I hold ; they are
the principles of my hon. friend
(Mr. Vidal), and I believe they
are the principles of a great
many others in Canada, and, while
others have a right to their private
opinions in reference to these matters, we
have a riglit to ours. In all my experi-
once as a temperance advocate, I have
never endeavored to force my principles
down'the throat of any man. I lay then
before him in a reasonable manner, and
if he does not see fit to adopt them, it is
not my fault. I have discharged my
duty, and I am responsible no further.
My hon. friend gave us, at the com-
mencement of bis speech, a very good
temperance lecture, and I began
to think he was coming over to
our side, and I naturally thouglit
he was going to withdraw bis
amendment, and allowed the Bill to be
carried in its present state. But as he
went on he seemed to wax a little
warmer, and finally got on the old strain,
and began to tell us the evils that we
were to bring on the people with refer-
ence to this very measure. I cannot see
that there is any evil in it. As I stated
the other day, I am not in favor of the
Scott Act, and, had I Ueen here at the
time it was passed, the probability is I
should have voted against it, because I
am in favor of total prohibition ; but, as
we have that Act, we should give it an
opportunity to work, and to show
whether it will be beneficial or not. It
may not be the case down in Nova
Scotia or New Brunswick. Because
they have certain laws there, and this
Act is inoperative, it does not follow that
it will not be operative in the Province
of Ontario and elsewhere. Give it an
opportunity to work, and see what it
will do. Give it a few years, at least,
and if it does not do soine good to the
country repeal it. 1 am not so wedded
to any mensure that I would be willing
to burden the people of the country with
it if I did not believe it wps going to
be a benefit to them. My bon. friend
wandered bere and there in his speech
and if I had been a snake in the grass I
could not have run as fast or as crook

ledly from one thing to another as lie did
Therefore, it was impossible for me t

lion. 31r. Flint.

follow him. But there is one thing I
am quite certain about, and that
is that the people of the County
of Sunbury were in favor of
the Act. It is quite evident that if an
election took place throughout the
country, and the majority of the people
had to go to the polis to vote for a mem-
ber of Parliament, there would be very
few members sent to Parliament. People
will not do it. You cannot force them
to go to the polls, and, although there is
some talk of bringing in a bill to force
people to vote, or punish them if they
do not, I am sure of one thing, I would
go to gaol rather than be coerced in that
way. If the majority of the votes taken
is in favor of no license, or in favor of
the Scott Act, I say that it ought to
carry. It was only a few days ago, on
the 19th of February, that there was a
vote taken in two townships back of
Belleville as to whether there should
be licenses or no licenses. There were
nearly three hundred voters, and of
those only about one hundred, and
thirty voted, but the maiority was
against the granting of licenses. Now,
would it be fair to say that, because that
majority was not a majority of the
whole vote of the township, there
should be licenses issued, and that the
Bill should be inoperative I I say it
wouild not. I say the saine principle
should prevail as in our general elections
in referenceto this matter. If the majority
at the polis have cast their votes for the
measure, the measure should be con-
sidered as carried, and no attempt should
he made to provide that the majority of
the whole electoral vote should be re-
quired to carry it. My hon. friend fron
Halifax has spoken of the introduction
of French wines. le said we could im-
port French wines into this country.
Does not the hon. gentleman know weil
enough that all the wines made in
France do not begin to be a tithe of
what are called French wines ; and that
little or no French wine is ever imported
into other countries, and that the wines
that would coine here would be made of
whiskey and other materials. If he does
not know this, I do, for I was engaged
in my youth in the liquor traffic, and I

- know of what I speak. As to the intro-
. duction of French wines, it is out of the

question, for if we get those wines they
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will be nothing but manufactured stuff, some means or other obtain liquor. We
which will not be wine at all. Now, it couid not help that; but it would, at al
strikes me, it is a very curious thing events, be lard to get it. Notwithstand-
that a gentleman belonging to the medi- ing ail that has been said about going
cal profession - and I suppose my hon. down into Maine, and getting it in one
friend stands at the head of his pro. place or another, andnotwithstanding the
fession; no doubt lie stands high inassertion that there las been an increase
the profession where he lives, and 1 of crime since the abolition of the liquor
am not going to dispute that point traffic, I cannot bring my mmd to believe
witli him - but it does strike me as that, w oere the liquor traffic is done away
crious that after a long experience, with or put out of sight, crime
and knowing that s many hundreds and can increase. It ay bee said that it does
thousands of medical men in Great increase, but we find that people who
Britain, the United Statos and other are sober and industrious, and attend to
countries, liave decaared against the use their own affirs, are not criminals. We
of ardent spirits in any shape, that lie find that nine-tenths of the cases thit
should here tndertake to advocate r upon coes into the courts are caused by in-
the floor of this House the use of liquor toxicating liquor. They are not caused
in tie shape of beer and wine. Doctors by cod water, at ail events. Conse-
differ, and the patient dies, but I can quentlyecannot bring my mid to believe
assure the lon. gentleman if one thing, that crime in the State of Manie is the re-
that if I were ilI lie would be tlie last suit of the prohibitory liquor law. I would
physician would send for. ony say, in conclusion, in reference to

Hon. Mr. ALMO N - I misht be this matter, that in supporting this ma
casoed in by the coroner. sure I feel aur dischargeng a duty

whicfo io ithumbent H pon mue, and
Hon. Mr. FLINT - I could not heip in doing so I lave great pleasure

that, and I think the oroner would be in voting against the amendent. If
very foolish if he caled ie on. gentle- the amendment is carried, the Scott Act
man in. Under al th te circurstances, is destroyed to ah intents and purposes,
I have just cause ou taking the groud and is not worth the paper on which it i
I have adopted iii reference to he written, because, vhie you gîve people
anodments o the Scott Act, and I trust an opportbeity of laving beer, wine and
that the Bi will th e carried by a con- cideo, they will have stronger stimulants,
siderable majority. I do not think, how- and mix them. I know of many wlo
ever, that the Scott Act will effe-t a have endeavored to abandon the use of
general reormation in iquor drinking. intoxicating liquors, and succeeded ;
There is but one thing that can do it, but liave been brough back agan into a
and that is total abolition of he in state of drunkenness in consequence of
portation, manufacture and sale of in- taking beer with a stick in it. As t
toxicating liquors. I liold that every strong beer, I can assure lon. gente-
dollar of moiiey that the Government bmen that I have lad it tried for the pur-
raises by .way of revenue out of the pose of seeing how mucli aicohol there
liquor traffie is blood money, and q was in it. At a meeting he d in Belle-
arn afraid it wilI yet come back with ville a great tany years ago, we iad two
fearful retribution on our country. I persons present with a sti l for the pur-
think Vhe revenue could be raised ini some pose of distilling various kinds of wines,
other way, and I believe, if the Govern- to show how much aicohol eacli qualitv
ment' and countr'y would corne to VIe contained. Theyspoke of beerasalsocoii
conclusion Vo do away with that oaining alcoiol, when a brewer rose u
accursed raftic altogether, that in in the House and said there was ne
a very shost time we would I alcohol in lis beerd and le would
ho in a better wtate tinancially, anc cer- defy then to get any ot of it.
tainly more prosperous and dappy ; that, I saidg: If yor wil core down here I
instead of losing somesix thousand seuls wil send a gentleman with yon, and y I
every year by drunkenness, we would can get a quart of beer from your brew-
have a soer p)eople. I do noV - tay there ery and try it." ce willigly consentet,
woulil not abe sorre persons who wotld by took a diecanter hiself, file it with

idron. tyi. Fhint.
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his own beer, brought it back and placed
it on the table. I said: "Now, sir, I
want you to take that still, examine it
thoroughly, and say whether there is
anything in it." He did so, and said,
"There is nothing in it ; it' is perfectly
clean." I said: " Pour in your beer.'
He did so; fire was put under it, and in
a short time it began to throw off the
spirit, and after it had finished throwing
off the alcohol we produced one wine
glassful and a half of alcohol from that
decanter of beer. The rest was sent
around in tumblers to all parts of the
House, so that parties present cou Id taste
it ; but it smelt like bilge water, and
they could net place it to their lips. If
there was one glass of strong
alcohol in one quart of that beer, I
say one quart of that beer wouild make
a man drunk.

lon. Mr. DEVER- There is just
four per cent. of proof alcohol in a quart
of beer.

Hon. Mr. F'LINT - I say I saw it
taken out myself, because I was present
at the meeting.

Hon. Mr. BROUSE -- Whose beer
was tiat i

Hon. Mr.
man named
1Ow.

FLINT - It was that of a
Asahel Elier, who is dead

lon. Mr. AIKINS - Then he is on
his bier.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - It
cannot be.

Hon. Mr. FLINT - I say to the bon.
the Postmaster General it was a positive
fact, as I saw it myself.

Hon. Mr. SIMPSON - Had you the
proper appliances to test it?

Hon. Mr. FLINT - Yes ; we had all
the appliances to test it.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - I think, hon.
gentlemen, that this is a niatter of really
very serious importance. The country
decided within the last few years that
this prohibitory measure should be in a
position to be tested throughout the
Dominion to the extent that the people
might desice, and the amendments pro-
posed in this Bill are merely to make the

lon. Mr. Flint.

Scott Act operative, and nothing more.
The amendment proposed by my hon.
friend from Halifax (Mr. Almon) is of
that character that it would necessarily
interfere very much with the operation.
of the Scott Act. Now, he might intro-
duce a bill containing certain provisions
that he has referred to in his speech -
for instance, one to amend the Scott Act
in respect te th'e provision to which he
alludes, where a wife may be called upon
to give evidence against her busband.
I think it is a very debateable question
and it strikes me very forcibly that it is
a provision that ought not to exist
in any statute that a wife
should be compelled to give evidence
against ber husband. It is an exceed-
ingly dangerous provision, and might
prove a fruitful source of discord in the
family, and the unfortunate wife suffer-
ing abuse fron ber husband if she told
the truth; wbereas, if she should give false
evidence, she would lose her own self,
respect, and the respect of her children
and friends. So that in either case she
is placed iii a very awkward position.
It is an additional illustration of the
wisdom of the old English law under
which vou are niot allowed to bring up a
woman to give evidence aginst her hus-
band in any civil action. Hence, if my
hon. friend wishes to amend the Scott
Act, and if lie will bring up a separate
bill embodying those amendments, I
think he night succeed in carry-
ing it. But lie has not intro-
duced anything in bis amendment
that will renove the objection to which
he refers as now existig in the Scott
Act. I do not think that serious evils
can necessarily follow f rom the use of
the light wines that can be produced in
Canada any more than froma the use of
cider. We know that eider has been
made in Canada fromn time immemorial,
and it bas 'een used without stint,
and there bas been no legislative
interferencp. hie same may be said
of our home made wines. These
ligiht wines make a very pleasant
drink to nany per sons, and I think where
they are properly made they are not in-
jurious. I do not think that the use of
them would lead to intemperance. If
my hon. friend would bring in a Bill
authorizing, where the Scott Act is in
operation, the sale of these light wines.
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under municipal regulations, where the would be educated up, in my judgment,
Councils choose to authorize it, in many to that high level which would enable a
places it would, no doubt, be satisfactory. future Parliament to absolutely prohibit
But, as to the present Bill, it would be the manufacture and sale of intoxicating
better to allow it to pass in order that drinks in this country. That law has
the Act of 1878 may have a fair trial. heen on the statute book now for less
The amendments proposed by the hon. than three years. We know that it lins
gentleman from Halifax might be given satisfation to a very considerable
brought forward a year ou two hence nunber ofthe people of this country; it
should experience in the meantime indi- has been introduced in several localities
cate their desirability, but I do not think in the Dominion, but the working of the
it is desirable that his amendments law, owing to the timebeing so extremely
should Le passed at the present time. short, has not been thoroughly tested. I

think it would bie a very grave mistake if
H[on. Mr. SCOTT - Before the vote this Chamber, at tht moment, weré to

is taken I wish to make an observation destroy the legisiation 40 which
or two. It will be in the nemory of thcy tbemselves have devoted so
hon. gentlemen that for some years an- mueli time and attention, Whatever
terior to 1878 - from 1874 downwards our own individual views may ho as to
-~ as this wuse was in session thous- the wisdonu of total abstinence, or
ands of petitions were presented f from moderate drinking, we must ail admit
ail parts of the Dominion sing that a that there is a considerobl nuiber of
pi-ohibitory law miglt le introduded. A the peoplo of Canada that mast h
committee was strucl in this bouse oe reeontized as anxious to serve, fot only
vear to consider thicse petitions, and[ teiselves and taeir familics, but the
that commrrnittee was sounewhat favorable people of tofiseountuy; and, actins under
to the iutroduction of a 1 ohibitorv the belief that a e in os tloat kind
liquor law. My o-vii viewv thoýn, as inv has in the ,best iterests of the coni-
view is to-day was tliat a prohibitory musrity, they bave praed fcr teis law,
law far the whle ef this country woild au thi asiould ba vr grave given if
ho unwisu ; that the publie were not fair trial. think myset would e a
su-fiiciently edueated up to Cie great ad- retrograde iuîovernent, andl that it wvould
vantages that would flow froin the total lie amistake for us, aftie exhausting o
abolition of the liîqior tra(le and the muc tinie to frarne a mesre Of this
total denial of drink Jntil the puliic kind, to deny it that fair trial that every

nd was edtueated up to that p)oinlt, iny oaw shonld obtain to en maye the people to
own ve Has that it would e iser to hidge whether it is a wise, or asty, or
Ieo'îslate iru the direction of -%vhat igh-lt injudicieuis mleasuire. Tiat law lias not
ae called local Option." la forthe- miad a fdir trial, and the effct of earrying
ance of tht opinion, and in conii- thts aiendinvnt cll sierly e to destrov
ance p iit the gie be ill o Par- tat Act. hoave patced te workin 
ciainent, a nieasure vas introduse on of tis laa, not io Canada alone, but
18 78-what isnow knownas the "Canada elsewhere, and hiave not cone to the
Temperance Act." That veasure p las sa ote conclusion as he ion. gentlean
tntroduced in this Chamber pr the early tho ioe this asendmet, namely,
part of March, and this Sonate gave its that crimes had not decreased where
antiig tie to the consideration of the temperance aws prevail. I have the
several clauses in that till. It remained report of a commission appointed lu

n this Chamber and was discussed, not 1875 to inquire into the working of a
day by day, but with short interinissions prohibitory 1awv in the State of Maine,
for nealy a ful month, and every clause and tel] bim that the invariable testi-
of it was thoughtfully considered. It mony given before that Commission was
%as believed tha t that measureif placed on in the direction that wlierever the law was
the statute book, would give the people adopted, whether ia force fully or -par-
of this country an opportunity of testicg tially, he effeet was to greatly diminish
whether the Local Option Law would crime. have also a report that wa
be a Buccess, and whether the tne would presented to that Committee by the In-
ever corne when the people of Canada spector of State Prisons, in which ie

lon. M1r. Jee8or. 3
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gives a classification of crime. He takes
the two years 1867 and 1868. In one
year the law was in force, and in the
other it vas not. In one year a pro-
hibitcry liquor law was in existence; in
the other there was no restraint on the sale
of liquor, and what do we find i In the
year it was not in force, taking the month
of February,the committals for crime were
30 as against 15 in the year the prohibit-
ory law was in force; in March there were
19 as against 13; in April, 16 as against
4; in May, 17 as against 12 ; in June, 15
as against 7 ; in July, 17 as against 6 ; in
August, there were Il as against 3, and
in September there were 11 as against 3.
That testimony would be confirmed by
the judgment of every gentleman who
now sits on the bench, particularly in
the Province of Ontario ; and I find that
the same opinions have fallen from
judges in other portions of the Dominion.
As far as the Province of Ontario is con-
cerned, hon. gentlemen will find that the
addresses presented to the grand jurors
by the judges all agree in the state-
ment that crime is largely owing to the
pernicious influence ofintoxicatingdrinks.
The reasons why I consider that the car-
rying of the hon. gentleman's amend-
ment would destroy this Bill are as
follows : if parties were allowed to sell
all light wines and beer it would simply
oe a cloak for selling liquors of a stronger
character. We know that that would
be the effect, and it would be utterly
impossible and hopeless to restrain
them. You would have to have
analyists in every town and village over
the whole country. It would be im-
possible to obtain professional assistance
to analyse what would be placel before
the people. The lion. gentleman has
drawn a very beautiful picture of the
state of society as he remembers it many
years ago and as described by poets, and
the effect on the people of drinking pure
liquor. But the hon. gentleman will not
find that the liquor drank in this country
to-day will produce any such effect. I
deny that pure liquor can be obtained to-
day; I deny that five per cent of the
liquors that come% into Canada are pure
and unadulterated. I have watched
very closely the last twenty-five years
the character of wines in use, and have
made myself a fair judge during that
time of what wines were, and I say

Bon. Mr. Scott.

advisedly that the character of wines
changes year by year, just as the fashions
change. They are dry, or fruity, or thin,
or full bodied, and they are all manu-
factured. If any hon. gentleman will
take the trouble to read the history of
the wine trade, I will refer him to some
able articles on the subject that appeared
a few years ago in the Pall Mall Gazette,
and he will find how wines are made
abroad, and particularly for export to
this continent ; he will find that they
are all more or less manufactured.
Those dry wines have their dryness im-
parted to them by what is really a poison.
There can be no doubt about that. It
is not a natural flavor for wine to be
dry ; it is only the result of chemical
action by the introduction of elements
destructive to the human body. I can
point also, as an illustration of what I
say, to the fearful amount of insanity
that now prevails as compared with the
past. We find it impossible at the pre-
sent day to build asylums fast enough
to accommodate those who require to be
sent there owing to their indulgence in
strong liquors that are made poisonous
by the manner in which they are con-
cocted. If you adopt this amendment,
and allow light wines to be drunk, it
would simply result in their being loaded
with alcohol of some kind or other. The
hon. gentleman talks about wines con-
taining less than ten per cent. of alcohol;
all I can tell him is that wine of that
strength would not keep in Canada un-
less it is stored in a very low tempera-
ture from May to September. You
could not keep it unless it was hermet-
ically sealed.

lon. Mr. DEVER - The percentage
of champagne is only from 12 to 13.

Hon, Mr. SCOTT - A great deal of
the champagne is 25.

Hon. Dr. ALMON - Judge Black
nust be the autho)rity for that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Some wines are
very mucle stronger than other wines ;
the proportion would be from 14 to 22
- certainly there is very little cham-
pagne that contains less than 14 to 15
per cent.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
You said just now 25 per cent.
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lon. Mr. SCOTT - I say there are that compliment paid it l the British
champagnes that are up to 25. I sav louse of Commons, where it was
that a fair line may be taker as between directed to be printed for the benefit of
15 and 22 per cent. the people of England, and where a vote

Hon.Dr.ALUO - he bn. en-on local option was taken not long ago,
Hon. Dr. ALMON - The hon. en-wen two hundred members of that

tleman does not knov what he is talking
about. Ilouse expressed the opinion that thelocal option was a good one, and were in

lion. Mr. SCOTT - Hon. gentlemen favor of its adoption in England,
will see it would be impossible for wines the law should b3 given a fair trial.
of less thian ten or twelve degrets of As an educater of the people it is on
spirits to be sent over this country in the our statute book. It bas not a general
,ummer season. G-entlemen wdo have application, though an hon, gentleman
long purses and keen palates, and who who cornes from a section where probably
ean aflord to import their vines and keep for tenty-five years this law will not
them in cool cellars, will, no doubt, con- prevail took exception to it. think
tinue to import wines for their own use, this eon. gentleman ght to have some
whether this net is in force or not, but Jconsideration. for the people who live in
we are now leislatingl for the great body other provinces, and who think some
of the people, not for a few exceptiona permanent results will follow from the
cases, and, therefore, we should shape introduction of this measure. I think,
our legislation so as to suit the largest therefore, as it is a law that affects other
nuiriber. My own view of this ques- sections of the country, it would be at
tion probably may be regarded least more fair on the part of that hon.
by many as somewhat extreme, gentleman to allow it to stand on the
inasmuch as I do not believe in the effi- statute book until it bas had a fair trial.
cacv or value ot tine in any shape, f cannot have had a fi trial in
alth oouh, no doubt, nany enjoy it as a the short time it bas been in existence.
pleasaîtt drink, and taken in moderation I do not know that it lias been in Pxist-
its deleterious effeets on' some constitu- ence in any county for two years. It bas
tions iay not be perceptible. But I been on our statute ook less than three
take the wround that under no condition years, but it takes, under ordinary ci-
can it be valuable, nor can it add perma- cumstances, nearly a year before. rte law

ent strenth or vitality to thue system. can be 1rought iiito force, fro the
The question is a very important one peculiar machinery that is provided for
amongst medical en whether qe is that purpose. Hon, gentlemen agree
uiseful, un<ler any circumstanees, in that iii teinperance is a bad thing. I neyer
tedicine or mot. Some medical gentle- heard more pathetic or touching speech
men entertain the opinion that it is is than that with which the hon. gentle.
flot only wholly unnecessary, but that its nman fromn Halifax favored us in introdue-
useisinjurious. That is a question that ing this amedment, but I certainly did

e need noV discuss. Gentlemen of the think it sonewhat paradoxical, when e
medical profession may hold their own gave us that introduction, that lie fell
views on tîat point. This law dees noV froln that, and at once pronousomd a con-
interfere with the use of liquor for med- demnation of this law. e himself
icinal purposes, and in no way disturbs seems to be, at aIl events, fully conscious
the right of medical men to direct that that there are grave evils in over
perso may use it under certain condi- indulgence in intoxicating liquors. le
tions, and there are placesq appointed believes that men ought Vo be restrained,
where liquors may be kept for such uses that the opportunities for drinking ougt
and other purposes. For these reasons, t o o removed from them, because iV is
and more particularly as it is a question practically the seuence of the opinions
I do not desire to go into at any length, that he expressed in his introductory
as it is a very large one, I do think that remarks.
this onouse, having given so much time
and attention to the consideration of this yHon. Mr. ALMON - I say it is to be

easure, and having miade it what may removed froin those who mysefse it, noV
be called a very perfect one, as it had from those who use it.

Hon. Mr. Scott.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT - It is of the peo-
ple who misuse it, I speak ; it is for the
people who would like to have it removed
from their sight that I speak ; they are
those who have not the power to restrain
thenselves when they see it within their
reach. That is the class, I think, who
will be most largely benefited by the
measure. There is a large class edu-
cated up to believe that it is a bad thing
te the system and to the mind to use in-
toxicating drinks ; that class is per-
fectly safe. There is a very limited
class who will defend it as a right and
proper thing to do, but there is a very
large class who have not firmness of
mind or moral power to resist temptation
when it is placed in their way, and it is
for that class I make 'n appeal to this
House to let the law stand until it has
had a fair trial for five or six years, and
if it does not work right then it will be
time to strike it off the statute book.
Let it in the mean time get a fir test.

lon. Mr. CORNWALL movei the
adjourinient of the debate.

The motion was agcreed to.

The Senate adjourned at G p.m.

TUE SENATE.

WVedlnesday, Jfarch 9h, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair. at three
in.
Pra yers and routine proceedings.

THE RYLAND CASE.

eUPPLEMENTARY RETURN.

lion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL sub-
mitted to the Ilouse additional papers
asked for by the hon. member from
Amherst, andt said that some of the

papers requred were not to be had. He
read a letter frou Colonel De
Winton, the Secretary of the Gov-
ernor General to that effect.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (59) " An Act to incorporate the
Moncton Harbor Improvement Com-
pany." - (Mr. McClelan.)

Hon. Mr. Scott.

GOVERNMENT RAILWAY LAWS CON-

SOLIDATON BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the third reading of Bill (O) " An Aet to
amend and consolidate the laws relating
to Government railways." He said:
When this Bill was in Committee the
hon. gentleman from Amherst drew at-
tention to one of the clauses of the Gov-
ernment Railway Bill, in which pro-
vision was made for compensation for
those whose lands night be taken, and
noticed the absence of that provision in
two subsequent clauses. I went to the
office of the Minister of Justice, and as-
certained with reference to the first
clause that it was new, and referred to
lands which were to be taken in the
future. Witli reference to the other
clause, that merely provided for the
omission of one or two steps which were
unecessary for the puripose cf acquiring a
title to land, and under which land has
been acquired in the past, under statutes
of the Dominion and of Nova Scotia.
But the statutes vlich were acted upon
in the past, andi not coimpletely acted
upon, provided for comilensation, so that
there was no necessity for introducing it
again. T he Minister of Justice was not
aware that there was aiy Nc iii which
compensation is requnestei, hjnt if there
should be such a case, it is provieId for
iii the original statute.

lion. Mr. DICKEY - The ior gen-
tleman is perfectly right in baving
any defect there might be in the Act
remedied. All that I care for is that if
there is any right to compensation,
it shall be reserved.

The Bill was read the third time and
passed.

INLAND REVENUE AMENDMENT BILL.

TIIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS moved the third
reading of Bill (Q) " An Act to amend
the Inland Revenue Act, 1880."

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the third time, and
passed.
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TEMPERANCE ACT8 AMENDMENT
BILL.

THIRD READING.

The Order of the day being
called for resuming the adjourned de-
bate on the Mr. Almon's motion in
amendment of the motion of Mr.
Vidal " That the Temperance Acts
furtber Amendment Bill"be now read
the third time, and which is as follows,
viz.: "'Ihat the said Bill be not now
read the third time," but that it be
further amended as follows: Page 2.
lino ult. After '' thereof " add clause B:

"CLAUSE B.

general wish of the country - passed by
an enormous majority, and passed to
meet a grave emergency, but we have an
Act on the statute book which enables
a small minority of the inhabitants of
any district of the Domini9n to coerce
the great majority of that district, and
to prohibit the exercise of their free
will on a matter as to which all men
are sensitive. The hon. gentleman
further on, in the course of his speech,
made an allusion which hardly had the
force he intended to give it, and which,
perhaps, is hardly applicable to a dis-
cussion such as this is. He referred to
tlie receipts of ievenue derived by

"iThat the dealing in ales, porter, lager the (overnment froma customs and
beer, cider and light wines under 10 per cent excise as cbiood monoy" extracted fromn
ot alcohol, be exempt from the operation of the reople; and yet the hon. gentleman
the Canada Temperance Act of 1878." when he made such a remark as that -

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL said : Since when lie se described one of the princi
the motion which is now before the pal sources of the revenue of this
House was first made yesterday after- country - must have been aware that
noon by my bon. friend from Halifax, ho himself was participating in that
three hon. members of this louae have blood money, as lie sits in this liuse,
spoken in opposition to that motion. I and gives bis attention to the affairs of
am sure we all listened with interest to the country, for which services on bis
the manly, straightforward address that part lie is paid a certain allowance.
was made by the hon. gentleman who Hon Mr. FLINT - 1 ar willing te
first opposed the motion - the hon. gen-
tleman from Belleville (Mr. Flint.) I
admired the address, particularly frorm lon. Mr. CORNWALL -The hon.
one point of view, inasmuch as ho ex- gentleman who succeeded bis (Mr.
pressed himself as distinctly opposed to Reesor), 1 was glad to find, was in ac-
coercion in any shape or form. In re- cord with the principle -which is advo-
ferring to the question of compulsory cated by the motion now before the
voting, the hon. gentleman said dis- buse, le went se far as to say that
tinctly that if it ever occurred that he under the circumstances he would ho in-
might be lawfully required to vote on clined to support that motion, aithougl
any particular question, that in place of at present lie did not feel that it was
registering bis vote under such coercion, brouglt forward in a proper or sati-
he would rather go to prison and be sub- factory way. However, ve may feel
ject to the penalties incurred by bis re- sure that, whatever may be the resuit
fusal. Now, I admired the hon. gentle- to-day of the vote on this motion before
man in enunciating such a principle as the fluse, hereafter we shah have the
one which every honest, manly English- valuable assistance that that hon. gen-
man or Canadian would more or less tleman is able te afford us. The bon.
eche from the bottomn of bis heart ; but nembPr fron Ottawa also addressed
I was surprised that the hon. gentleman the flouse in the distinct and earnest
should give expression to such a feeling manner with which lie always approaehes
'when he was supporting from bis place a question sucs as this, which in my
in this House a Bill which is coercive, if mmd, 18 a serious question ; but at the
nothing else. We have heard of coercion same time ho made certain sweeping
in another place lately. Our attention assertions which I do not think will bear
hasbeen called to the Coercion Bill, which looking into, or which shouid have the
bas recently passed the Parliament of force of argument when addressed te a
the United Kingdom, but that Coercion deliberative body such as tais. In the
13ill bas been passed in response to the early part of bis speech, ho quoted the

t Gvon. h or. Cornfm s.
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statistics of crime which had been given
in Massachusetts to a certain Commis-
sion that was sent there by the Gov-
ernment of the Dominion to inquire into
the subject of the effect of prohibitory
legislation, and he attempted to show
that in a certain year when the probibi-
tory law in MNIassachusetts, was not in
force that the amonnt of crime was
far in excess of that of any other year
in which the prohibitory law was in
force. Now, it is very well under-
stood that statistics are only valuable
to a certain extent. It is known that
it is easy to put any interpretation on
them that the speaker or writer wishes
to impress upon the public. Looking
on this particular point, 1 should
imagine that those statistics to. which
he alluded, only proved this fact-
that most probably in that year to
which he alluded when crime was much
larger than in the succeeding year, the
state of depression in business affairs,
and the destitution existing in Massa-
chusetts, most probably afforded ample
ground for that increase. It is well
known that a year of depression or a
vear of comparative prosperity can be
clearly marked by the increase or dimi-
nution of crime. In a good year - a
vear in which the country is prosperous,
when there is plenty of labor oflering to
those in search of employment, and con-
sequently through that abundance of em-
ployment the necessaries of life are
easily -procured by the population -
there is nothing like that extent of crime
existing which is always found when
circumstances of an adverse kind exert
their influences on the great body of the
people. So that, I think, if the argu-
ment which the hon. gentleman adduced
had any force at all, it is only to show
that, in those two successive years in
Massachusetts, one year was a year of
plenty, and the other vear was a year
of comparative want.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - 1867 and 1868
were the years.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL - Then the
hon. gentleman expressed his fear that
the selling of beer and light wine, as
permitted under this amendment, would
be used as a cloak by persons licensed
to sell them, inder which to sell stronger
stuff. I do not think that argument is

Hon. M r. Cornwall.

borne out by facts, or that it is borne out
by experience. Vhen a house is
licensed, it is a public house. It is a
house that is open to entrance at al]
seasonable hours. Any person can go
into that bouse and see what is going
on. It is open as well to ordinary per-
sons as policemen, and under such cir-
cumstances it is very difficult for any
seller of such compounds to deceive the
general public as to the character of the
articles which he is dispensing. lI
England many public bouses are licensed
merely to sell beer, and I have never
heard that such a license is made use
of for improper purposes, or that under
a license to sell beer ardent spirits are
dispensed. But the hon. gentleman
made a still more sweeping assertion than
that when he said in so many words
that it was almost impossible to build
lunatic asylums rapidly enough to af-
ford shelter to the number of insane
persons who were brought to that con-
dition through the use of intoxicating
liquor.

lon. Mr. DICKEY - That
be since the Scott Act passed.

must

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL.-All the
medical men who have seats in this
House will agree with me that the true
cause of the increase of insanity through-
out the whole world is due, not to the
consumption of spirits, but to the in-
creased worry, bustle and excitement of
life. We all live at railroad speed now
as compared with the state of existence
in the last century, or even in the earlier.
half of this century, and to that, no doubt,
is due the fact that insanity bas been dur-
ing a certain number of years past largely
on the increase. I do not think it can
be at all established, either by statis-
tics or argument, that that increase of
lunacy is traceable to the increased con-
sumption of ardent spirits.

lon. Mr. SCOTT - It is one of
the elements.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL, - The hon.
gentleman from Ottawa afterwards made
an appeal to some of us not to inter-
est ourselves at all in this matter ; he
said that there were certain parts of the
country in which such a law as this could
not take effect for an untold number of
years to corne, and therefore lie thougtli-
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we need not trouble ourselves about it, of professional and scientific knowledge,
but leave it to persons who represent and feel sure that every member of this
some parts of the Dominion to legis House listened with interest to the re-
late on such an important subject. Now, marks which. he made, and the illustra-
if that be the case, and 1 believe to a cer- tion which ho afforded. fe bas treate i
tain extent it is the case, would it not the subject from a professional, as well
be better to wipe a general law (of this as fron a common sense, point of view,
sort altogether from the statute book î i but it is to the latter point of view alone
Why should we encumber the statute tlat 1 must confine myself. 1 do not
book with laws which can only affect know that it is necessary at ail to enter
comparatively few parts of the Do- into the question of the right of Parlia-
minion I If it is to apply only to that ment to enact such a law as this which
particularly virtuous province of Ontario, we are now discussing; in such cases as
vhy is'it that Ontario bas not enactedsoie these, migli is right cssentiallv, and

stringent local license law under which Parliament las exercised that right
her local courts and police can better en- alrcady. I even believe that Parliament
force the provisions which our so called miglt, if it saw fit, in furtherance of
temperance friends wish te see carried that National Policy scheme which bas
out, than under the general law known received sucl acceptance from the public
as the Canada Temperance Act. generaily, cnact that in future al
But, independently of what bas Canadians should drink nothing but milk
been said by those who preceded me, 1 and water, or should be vegetari ns, or
think it is just as well that this Temper- should live entirely on oatmcal, o bould
ance Act should be, year by year, in future clothe themselves only 1 Cana-
brought before the notice of this House dian home spun cloth. Looking t it in
for the continuous amendments that seem that way there is no limit ; Pailianent
to be necessary. Otherwise many bon. can enact any laws which R sees fit, and,
Senators would gladly forget that this in that connection, I remember now that
Senate had ever committed itsnIf to the the bon. gentleman from Markhar
principle of this Bill or signalized itself at the other day made reference to
any time by ever having enacted such a a certain celebrated divorce -case
law. More than that, the constant re- which several years ago occupied the at-
suscitation of it before the legislature, tention of this fouse for one or two
year by year, must ultimately end in consecutive sessions. In making that
some radical change being made in the reference the hon. gentleman naively re-
provisions of that Act, if, indeed, it does marked that the learned judges of the
not end in its total repeal ; and I think Supreme Court bave to this day pointed
the time may even now be come when to that particular divorce act as ai
the majority in this House will show examile te what lengths Parliament
that they are in sympathy with the mo- could go whcn à chose to do se. The
tion of the hon. gentleman fron Halifax. hon. gentleman forgot te mention, how-
That motion involves principles which ever that such references on the part of
should never have been lost sight of dur- the learned judges must have been ai-
ing the passage of this Act in 1878. The together made in surprise and wonder at
hon. gentleman from Halifax eloquently sucl action of Parliament, and not as
pointed out the difference that exists be- tending to show that the j udgeswere im-
tween the disastrous effects of the use of pressed with the wisdom of Parliament
ardent spirits as compared vith the ef- when they did pass sucli an act as that
fects produced by a sensible use of manu- to which lie alluded. So it is with the
factured beverages whiclh are absolute- temperance question; Parliament may
ly innocuous and in some cases doubtless (o what it secs fit, but, for the
beneficial to all human beings. Owing sake of any reputation we may have for
to his practice in that honorable deliberative wisdom, for the sake of our
profession to which the hon. gentle- reputation for fair and honest dealing
inan belongs - a practice which I an with ail classes of society ani ah sec-
informed bas been both varied and ex- tions et the people, and for the sake
tensive - lie bas been able to bring to of tbe high obligations and'duties which
the discussion of the question the light are incumbent on ci and'ail etus, let

ifon. Mr. Cornwaflo
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us be careful how we act in this matter,
and that we do not become parties
to injustice from a disinclination to
combat the extreme views of those who
have made hobbies of this question, but
who, we must confess, have certain moral
grounds on which to found their argu-.
ment. I take it that a member of Par-
liament who sanctions the passing of a
law of this kind, without taking the
trouble to oppose it, because of a certain
feeling of disinclination to taking an ad-
verse view to those who take certain
moral grounds for their advocacy of any
particular measure-I take it that one
who does this, and perhaps on such in-
sufficient grounds supports such legisla-
tion, is absolutely recreant to his du-
ties as a member of this House
or of the Lower House. I look upon such
a representative as nothing more or less
than a time server, who, for the sake of
his own immediate convenience, neglects
the high duties that have devolved upon
him, neglects the interests of the people;
and I appeal with confidence to the Sen-
ate of Canada to throw off the apathy
which has hitherto characterized their
action in this important matter ; and to
remember that there are higher duties
than, for the mere sake of appearances, to
pander to the wishes of the small party
in this House, or of the small section of
the people who désire this legislation !
I think it is almost unnecessary to
say anything further than what the
hon. gentleman who introduced this
amendment has said as to the
difference which exists between the
effects of the use of such liquors as are
mentioned in the amendmuent, and the
effects of the consumption of ardent
spirits. It is acknowledged on all sides
that the use of spirits is in many cases
most prejudicial and deleterious to,
health; while, on the other hand, we all
know that no such effects attend the
moderate use of milder beverages. The
robust health of the population of the
rural districts of England, who use little
else but beer, proves how harmless the
use of such a beverage is to the human
body. The public houpes of the rural
districts of England ai licensed to sell
nothing but beer, and the result is
that, although a nian may, no doubt,
drink beer until he muddles away his
senses, yet there is not that mad-like and

lion. Jfr. Cornwall.

dangerous intoxication resulting from the
use of beer as there is from the use of
ardent spirits. Again, in England beer is
so commonly drunk that in all gentlemen's
houses it is used as commonly as iced
water is here with us in Canada; the beer
barrels are always on tap, and all the ser-
vants in the house, whether male or female,
is allowed to go to the barrel and draw a
glass of beer at any time of the day if
they think fit to do so, and no ill effects
have arisen fron such a practice. Again,
there is another point to take into con-
sideration: the difference in the cost of
drinking beer- and of drinking ardent
spirits has a restraining influence on
beer drinkers. In Norway - a country
with which I was at one time well ac-
quainted - I remember perfectly that
any man who wished to get drunk could
readily do so on the common drink of
the country - corn brandy - for a sum
which does not exceed in value 6 cents
of our money ; while, if he coiifined
himself to the excellent spruce beer,
which is also the production of that
country, lie might have drunk until he
was sick before the same effect could
have been produced on him. So it is
here in Canada with us ; a man can for
10 cents provide himself with some vil-
lainons rye whiskey in sufficient quan-
tity to make niost men wild and reck-
less ; but the same amount expended on
light beer would not procure him more
than s. pint of that wholesome beverage,
a quantity which could have no effect
on him ; so it seems to me - looking at
the matter from this common sense
point of view - that everything points
to the wisdom of legislating towards
encouraging the consumption of beer
rather than of ardent spirits. So it is
with light wines. ,It is well known -
it is undeniable - that in wine producing
countries, where the general popula-
tion are accustomed to drink native
grown light wines, that there intoxication
is comparatively unknown. I am sure
that any one who is accustomed to the
healthy, life giving, and invigorating
properties of claret can never fail to
admit the value of that liquid. I be-
lieve that some such stimulant is more or
less necessary to many people ; I helieve
that people whose ancestors have been
for generations in such positions in life
as -enabled them to provide themselves
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with the luxuries of their times abso- Bil now before the Senate, but againsi
lutely require such light stimulant. On the Act ef 1878, and against prohibitory
the other hand, if we take the wild legisiation in any shape 1 The whele
deuizen of the plains, the native red tendency of the arguments which have
Indian, whose progenitors perhaps for been brought under our notice las been
still longer periods have never been ac- against ail probibitery legisiation. I re-
customed to drink anything but water, peat, if the lon. gentleman had acted
I think we may well make a comparison witb the uprightness and fairness we
between him and the white mnan as to should expeet from eue et bis standing,
intelligence and physique, and it wifl and which he aims te be gnided by, lie
be largely to the advantage of the latter. would have brought in a bil te repeal
I think that experience and common the Act ef 1878, and not attack it in
sense combined point to the consumption ihis underhand manner by an amend-
in reasonable quantities of wholesome ment which strikes at its very existence.
manufactured beverages as absolutely It is useless te deny that this is the eh-
-salutary and necessary te civilized man; 0 jeet which hon. gentleman have in view.
and I should like te see this proposed It is useless te stand here and say that
amendment made to the Temperance the amendment car be attached to the
Act se that in counties which avail Act of 1878, and thatAct remain in full
themselves of the general provisions et force and efect. I contend it cannot be
that Act, those accustomed te the use of se, and however innocent this amendment
such beverages should not in future be ma appear at tirst sight it will destrey
denied them. the usefulness ef the Act of 1878. I

Hon. Mr. VIDAL- Hon. gentlemen, speak not merely in ny own naie. I
if you have been paying, as I presume am net giving utterance merely te ny
you have, the sanie close attention te owu personal opinions, but I speak as the
this debate that I have, I think you accredited mouthpiece of thousands and
must have been struck, as I have been tens of thousands et the people of this
struck, with the entire absence of any country vhen 1 say that the Act on our
reference te the Bill which I have intro- statute book, whicb las neyer been
duced into this House, and the third read- fairly tcsted, and against which ne cein-
ing of which I have now moved. It is most plaint ha been made, weuld be virtually
extraordinary that all the arguments ad- repealed and its usefulness destroyed by
vanced in this discussion, from beginning the adoption et this amendrent. We
te end, have apparently been directed should be acting with great inconsistency
against a law which it seems te be the in the disclarge of our legisiative duties
desire of some members te repeal, and were we te do se. How did we get that
which repeal lias no natural or necessary valuable law î Was it net shown te yen
connection with the Bill which is now yesterday by the hon. Senator frr
before us. I niust confess that, consider- Ottawa that that measure was the result
ing the character for fairness and up- et an agitation carried on for years, an
right dealing for which our hon. friend agitation which at Iast cuiminated in the
the Senator from Halifax is distin- laying on the table et this liuse peti-
guished, or claims te be distinguished, 1 tiens signed by about 500,000 of our
am surprised that lie above all men -- people ? lu answer te these petitiens
perhaps I should speak in the language this legislation was granted, and- againet
of the ring te be fully understood by that Act net a single objection lias been
him - should strike below the belt in presented te this House. No eue las
his preient action, for really the amend- corplained against it as a nieasure net
ment which he bas moved te the Bil calculated te remote the prosperity and
which is now before the House for the Iappiness of the country ; but, because
third reading is an amendment of that an individual takes a fancy, instigated,
character, an unfair attack on the Teni- probably, by sore whese interests are
perance Act of 1878. I appeal te lion. greatly at stake in this ratter - by per-
gentlemen, bas not every argument sens interested in the miufutcture of
which lias beeni used by himîself, and by liquor -
every one who lias supported him in this Hon. Mr. ALX1ON -- 1 rise te a
House, been directed, not against theInl.estion in any she lin enwolea
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is attributing motives to me. Any per-
son who knows me is aware that I act
on my own impulses, and not as a puppet
witl strings to le ptulled by otier
people.

Bon. Mr. VIDAL - I have no in-
tention to impute motives, and J an
sorry if J have used any language which.
would bear that signification. J believe
the hon. gentleman stands in about the
saine position with respect to the tem-
j)erance question which 1 occupied
twenty-five years» ago, and J believe,
from what I know of his character for
kindness and uprightness, and from the
interest which lie manifests in the wel-
fare of the country, that wlien the light
which bas dawned on ny mind during
the last twenty-five years Las dawned
upon his he will advocate as strongly as
I now do the adoption of prohibitory
legislation. The bon. gentleman, in his
opening remarks gave us a very pathetic
narrative of scenes which he had wit-
nessed or heard of. These scenes are not
new to us. They are the every day scenes
in our country, which have forced them-
selves upon our notice, and which have
led temperance people to seek for legisla-
tion to repress, and, if possible, destroy
the traffic which bas given rise to those
scenes - to put an end to the pauperism,
crime, disease and death which result
from the excessive use of intoxicating
drinks. We are banded together to try
to deliver our country from this thral-
dom. We have no personal interest to
serve in the matter. We can, as a matter
of taste, and for the promotion of our
own c omfort and health as individuals,
refrain from the use of those liquors, and
why do we seek to prevent their being
sold to others ? Because we know there
are thousandsand tens of thousands of our
people who lack firmness to resist the
temptation of those insidious and in-
jurious drinks; because we know that
intemperance and all its attendant evils
have gone on increasing in our land, and
because we know that every effort which
has yet been made of a public character
bas failed to check or niaterially reduce
these evils. It is supposed by some that
the license law might be made more
stringent, and be more vigorously en-
forced, and that the evil could thus be
diminished. Have we not bad license

Hon. Mr. Almo'n.

laws in force for .over three hundred
years, and what have they done i Have
they dihiinished intemperance i No6
Under the operation of those laws it lias
increased, until it bas become an evil
that the country groans under, and can-
not, and will not, longer tole-
rate. Years ago the growing
evils of intemperance were noticed by
the statesmen of England; and the very
same views that are now urged were
entertained by the statesmen of that
country - that is, that if the use of beer
was encouraged it would diminish the
use of stronger liquors and reduce intem-
perance, pauperism and crime. Acting in
conformity with these views, that great
statesmen, celebrated alike in the council
and in the field, the Duke of Wellington,
introduced the Beer Act. What was the
consequence? The statistics that soon after-
wards came in from the country showed
that, so far from diminishing the quantity
of strong liquors used, the consumption
of theni had increased. True, there was
the consumption of many millions of
gallons of beer, but that was in addition
to all the strong drink that bad been
used before, and, as a natural conse-
quence, there was an increase of drunken-
ness and of crime. Further on in the
history of that country, a similar opinion
prevailing, the statesman who is now at
the head of affairs in England considered
that the introduction of the light wines
of France might prevent the use of
stronger liquors. Light wines were ad-
mitted in the expectation that the peo-
ple of England w-ould be induced to use
them. '1 hey were introduced in very
large quantities ; but again, as in the
case of the Beer Act, not a single gal-
lon less of the stronger intoxicating
liquors was made or consumed. There
was the same aiount of spirits, plus
the light wines. Consequently we do
not believe that encouraging the use of
either of these beverages will operate in
the direction their friends and advocates
imagine they will. It is the deep rooted
conviction, gathered after long observa-
tion and experience, of those people who
have taken an interest in the temperance
movement, that legislation in order to b&
effective must be thorough, and that there
must not be left a door open for the free
sale of those stronger intoxicating liquors
under the name of beer, cider and liglit
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wines. There are no light wines in this book the hon, gentleman should be more
countrv. Thev cannot be imported into careful of the selections that he makes
and kept in Canada under the when ho endeavors to show that the
present circumstances to supply teachings of the sacred volume justity
the , need of people, supposing and support the views lie entertains as
it be a need. What would be the con- to the use of wine. le should be care-
sequence 1 If this section should be fui, also, to see what it says on the other
added to the Bill, and the Bill become side of the question. He gave us a very
the law of the land, you will have so- pheasing extract - part of a poeticat de-
called light wines in great abundance all scription in Eastern hyperbole, in the
over the country, but they will not come passage which he quoted, but I wouhd
from the grape. They will just be con- ask the hon. gentleman, if he wisbes to
coctions mixed by men skilful enough get practical instruction from that book,
to produce a liquor having some faint re- fot to have his nind exclusiveiy taken
semblance to the wines whose names they up with these poctical allegories and
bear. That will be the result of such similes, but just to turn a few pages
legislation as this. Our duty, however, back in the same book, and he will find
is not to discuss this question in the the same writer speaking in terms wbich
way it has been discussed here, as a are not hyperbolical or figurative, but
moral matter, and a niatter perhaps plain, real and practical. What
affecting the character and circumstances doos that writer tell us . Wine is a
of individuals, so much as its influence mocker, strong drink is raging, and who-
upon the public welfare. We are here soever is deceived tbereby, is not wise."
as legislators. It is our bounden duty to In a page or tvo from that the same au-
take official notice of anything by which tloritv writes, as a philosopher might
the public well being, the health, pros- write at this day sitting opposite the en-
perity and peace of the people of Canada trance to a tavern, IWho hath woe?
is affected; and acting on this high mo- wbo bath sorrow h who bath contentions?
tive, we are legislating, not so much for wbo bath wounds without cause ? who
the promotion of temperance in drinking bath redness of eyes? They that tarry
or total abstinence, as for the peace and long at the wine."
well being of the country. We are legis-
lating, as we hope and expect, to dimin-
ish the extent of drunkenness, and crime,
and lunacy, and pauperism, which are Hon. Mr. VIDAL - He miglt also
every day increasing in our midst. We fini another passage, ILook not upon
honestly and firmly believe that legisla- the wine wlen it is ed, wben it giveth
tion of the kind which we placed on our its colour in the cup, when it moveth it-
statute book in 1878 will do much to self ariglt; at the iast it biteth hike a
effect this desirable end, and we wish serpent and stingeth like an adder."
to have an opportunity afforded Theseare the words which that book
for the people to give th2 existing will tell bîm of the character and tend-
law a fair trial, and consequently ency of these things vhich lie ventures
we do not think it is consistent with our t< agsert are sooken of with commenda-
duty as legislators to allow any interfe'r- tiri in its pages. Perbaps he bas not
ence with it in this early stage of its analysed the original text; perlaps he
history, before the country bas had an bas not looked back to the lebrew origin
opportunity of seeing whether it will of these words in investigating these
realize what we expect from it. I can- various passages. It is a question whick,
not follow my hon. friend from Halifax in a place Jike this, 1 could iot with pro-
through all the various ramblings and prie'tyo
allusions to poetry, science and religion, upon ; but when the authority of such a
in which he indulged. I may, hcwever, book is sought to be brought before us,
observe that he thought fit to refer to it is oiy fair that its statements on the
that sacred book, which I am sure every other side slouid be quotec. We look
hon. member regards, as J do, with to England for an exanipie i most of
reverence and respect, in support of his ou' legislation, but we have i this
arguments, but in so quoting froni that matter of local prohibition, taken a step,

booo. thr. Vidan.
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move for leave to withdraw the Bill
altogether. I am quite aware that the
House bas heard perhaps enough on
this subject and at this time.
There are many points I might
with some satisfaction to myself, at any-
rate, dwell; but I forebear doing so, and
I shall bring my renarks to a close
simply with a few statements as to the
effect which our action in this Chamber
is likely to have upon ourselves, our
standing in the Dominion, and upon -the
well being of the community around us.
It is a fact which lias afforded nie very
great pleasure that throughout the
length and breadth of the land, the
value of tie Senate lias been mlore
fully a ppreciated in consequence of
its action upon the temperance ques-
tion than for anything else w.hich we
have ever done when we differed from
the Rouse of Comuons. I have had this
assurance from a number of persons in-
terested in this moral reform. When

Ion. M1r. Vidal.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -I
think that the advocates of tempe-
rance are often unfair to those who are
opposed to their views. They constantly
represent the evils which result from ex-
cessive drinking and the abuse of liquors,
and endeavor to put their opponents in
the position of advocating or defending
these abuses. Now, nobody advocates or
defends anything of the kind. The hon.
gentleman from Halifax, who moved the
amendment, drew the distinction in lan-
guage and with a force which I am sure
many members of the House envied.
The hon. gentleman who moved this
amendment is as much opposed, and said
he was as much opposed, to the abuse of
intoxicating drinks as my hon. friend
who bas just resumed his seat can be ;
and the position of those who support the
amendmient is not that of advocating or
defending intemperance, or the abuse of
intoxicating liquors; but, as ib seems
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in advance of the honored fatherland of they found that the Senate last year re-
most of us. I was over in that fused to accept an amendrent made in
country during last summer, and happily the buse of Commons which would
was there at the very time when the have had the effeot of vitiating the whole
English House of Commons affirmed by temperance law, there was a feeling
a very decisive vote the principle of of relief throughout the country,
local prohibition. They so approved and 1 bave heard many and many la
of this very statute on our books one say in ail sincerity, not merely from
- the Act of 1878 - that the the lips, but frorn the heart, " Thank
English House of Commons issued an God we have a Senatè." Shah we re-
order for the reprinting of that law for cede from that high position now 1 Shah
circulation amongst the members of Par- we be recreant to the trust confided to is
liament and throughout the kingdom. No Shah we now with our own hands destroy
higher compliment could be paid to the that prestige we have gained by our wise
legislation of a colony than such an action in the past 1 Oh, let it be far from
order from the British House of Coi- us. Let us adhere te the principles of
mons, and we had the pleasure of hear- right, which have hitherto influenced us
ing from the lips of the Premier himself in giving to the countrv this beneficent
the acknowledgment that 'the House legisiation, and let us not destroy, for
having passed that resolution, it became the sake of arguments which may have
the duty of the Government to frame a sore weight, but which should not have
measure in order to carry out the object weight enough te reverse our opinions
urged by Sir Wilfred Lawson. Shall upon this subJect - let us not destroy
we then, while England is about to follow He law of 1878, but rather maintain it
our example, while our law is being in ail its integrity. 1 do trust that the
approved and about to be brought into report may go out tlis evening to the
force there - shall we take a retrograde whole country that the Senate is stili
step, and by the adoption of an arnend- true to the interests of tht people; that
ment like this, destroy the real practical those interests are safe in its hands, and
usefulness of the Act of 1878 1 Because, that we cannot be induced from any
if that amendment should be carried and motives to go back upon that
attached to the Bill, I, for my part, and beneficent hegislation which we gave
I hope that gentlemen who favor the three years ago at the request of s0 many
temperance cause wouldjoin me, would thosands of our people.



to me, rather that of advocating habits which have sprung up in rural
temperance. To my mind, my hon. parts of the Kingdom, butwith reference
friena who has but spoken, is intemperate te bad habits which have sprung up in
himself - he goes to excess in a certain cities and towns and densely peopkd
direction, and, therefore, to my mind is parts of the country frorn the use of gin
intemperate. i believe, and everybody and ardent spirits. The amendnent be-
who hears me speaking, wili, I think, fore the buse is not to interfere with
agree with me, that it is very much to the operatien of the Temperance Act as
be regretted that intoxicating liquors regards ardent spirits; but only as
should be abused, and I agree with every regards beer, eider and ligbt wines.
one who hears me, that everything which There may be some difficulty in defining
can be reasonably done, consistent with wbat those liglit wines are. The clause
that personal liberty which everybody was not framec by a lawyer, and is nqt
should enjoy, to prevent the abuse of drawn as closely as it miglit bave been,
intoxicating liquors, and wine and other and I an inclined to ijînit my approval
good things which the Almighty has of it to beer and lager and cider,
given us to use and not to abuse, should Why prohibit the use (f liquor, such. as
be done. Wbatever steps can be reason- beer, which cannot possibly intoxicate
ably taken to that end; whatever steps unless you drink souic inordinate quan-
can be taken, with due respect to personal titv of
liberty, which should be the govern- deprived of that indî'Wcnce, especially
ing rule in legislation, to that extent those who have ne boues to go to, and
everyone will go. But lion. gentle- cannot get it at their tiresides? This
men who advocate temperance in what legisiation is lirected arainst the poor,
seems to me an intemlperate way desire by those who are iit affeeted by
to repress by force of law the ordin- the restrictions which it imposes.
ary liberty which lpeople should enjoy, Whv shoul not the whole coinlnnity ho
they say, because liquor is often abused, perînitted te use heer if theY like it, and
not only tlose who so abuse it, but the w1en, as the tenîperance people admit,
whole conmunitv, shall drink intoxi- it cannot injure theni 3 1 arn telc that
cating liquors, including ale and eider, no sorne ofthe niost ardent disciples of mv
longer. Why should 1. suffer because my hon. frieni bore are quite willinmg te Sec
bion. friend drinks toi) nneli whiskev or theo bad f beer introduced.
l)raiidy Why should my liert i te do tw Mr. SdOTT - O eo po e
interfeed with becausea of bis exceso? t ron. Sir ALE. CAm PBELL - i

Thebongetleanah but un- do not like t use naprt s, but bave ba-

less yon re1 rcss te use of al kinds of Citoe to Hue the naines of very feinent
liquors which eau possibly intoxicate, y e disciples of thaT s mhool wo think it
cannot ar-rive at the end, whici is se un- would nt hurtful te use ber, and s
Portint, of' preventng thie abuse cf thnk they are rwiet. To the b)5 cf v
them." 1 deny that. i thiikýw that the judnmet, nothng could more conduce to
hstery cf ail nations shows conclusivelv tem1 erace tian te ailom the use of su i
that tenperance is consistent whthe liqurs. Ye calinot intorfme y ith me 
ordinary use of iquor, and that yen (eo arbitrarY and ty'anically a nd the Tmper-
nWt find in those countries, for instance, anco Bih dos, and say the s ha drink
where wine is produced te abuses which neer intxicating iquors. You must
you do in countries wvhere Nvine is alow peplo soe latitude in gratiy-
not produced. Iu the Mother ing their passions aud desires. To
Country, where beer is the constatt fhit tne! off atogether is sure toe
drink cf the population as ha-, been brinv about slv drinking, illicit traffi
pointed eut by the hion. Senator- fror and unmtahlo habits. give them 'ati-
Ashcroft, it je net atteided 'vith those tude; do net say, hye shail net enjoy
evil resuits which are speken of, and when the riglits f your manood, the liberty
ay hon. friend frorn Sarnia speaks cf the which God as given yoeu; you cannot

course which is ikely to be pursped in iave a glass cf beer in your lwn ieise,
England, it is net, I think, with refrence if yu want it!" Can anything be
te any abuse that fias grown eut cf the use mee tyrannical or contrdry te one's con-
of beer; it is net with reference te bad victions of the right of self action and

Hon. Sir Alex. CaAnpbePl.
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control man should possess in a civilized
country i Nothing could be more con-
trary to the principles which should
govern legislation than to deal in that
kind of way with the subjects of the
Crown. Gentlemen justify it and say
that it is the only way to prevent the
abuse of liquor ; I saythat it is not the
only way. Experience shows that in
countries where liquor is commonly used
it is not abused, and they are more
temperate than countries situated as
wo are. It is impossible to say that
beer can be so abused as to have the
maddening and disastrous effects that
the excessive use of ardent spirits has.
You may get muddled by taking
beer to excess, but vou are not
driven into a state of frenzy ;
you may have reason to feel
sorry that you took too nuch, and
it is well that you should feel sorry,
but it has not the miaddening effects
which follow the use of the poisonous
liquors sold in Laverns throughout the
country. A man who takes beer to ex-
cess is likely to get sick from it before he
can get drunk. The hon. member for
Ottawa, with a degree of carelessness
which I regret, said that champagne con-
tains' 25 per cent. of alcohol.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I said 14 to 22
per cent.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - He
comes down to 14 per cent. now, and
that is the true percentage. I have here
a statement by an eminent authority on
the subject to that effect.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - That is good
champagne.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - My
lion. friend from Belleville (Mr. Flint)
described an experiment which he had
seen, in which they had found a glass
and a half of whiskey in a quart of ale.
I have no doubt whatever that the hon.
gentleman saw the experiment, but there
must have been a mistake somewhere.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL - That is only 10
pet cent.

Hon. Mr. FLINT - Two glasses make
a gill, and four gills a pint.

Hon. Sir ALEX CAMPBELL -
Those hon. members who are total
abstainers seem to know more about it

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

than I do, though I drink wine. I view
with great distrust the statement that so
nuch alcohol could be found in a quart
of beer. But, with reference to ordinary
beer, not so strong as this ale seems to
have been, I think it may safely be said
that a man would be more likely to get
sick than drunk from using it to excess.
It has been said that the amenidment
would have the effect of destroying the
Temperance Act. That is one of the
unfair arguments used by the advocates
of temperance. The Legislature of
Ontario have shown that they do not
think it cou:ld have that effect. They
draw a distinction between the use of
beer and of ardent spirits. During the
recent session they passed an act licensing
the sale of beer as distinguished from
spirits.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Does it go beyond
lager beer?

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

Yes, lager beer and strong beer, I am
told. There may be some difficulty in
ascertaining whether wines are light or
strong, but it is not insuperable. It can
be got over, but there can be no ditficulty
about lager and comnion beer. Hon.
gentlemen would be less tyrannical, and
accomplish their purpose by allowing the
use of beer and of light wines, if they
could be kept in this climate for a sufli-
ciently long time to justify persons in
purchasing and selling thet.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - D id not the
hon. gentleman support prohibition in
the North-West, including beerî

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

Yes, I think I did, because it was very
necessary to prevent the sale of intoxi-
cating liquors to Indians. I supported it
because Indians get frenzied upon ardent
spirits, and because there was no beer
there. If you furnish intoxicating
liquors to Indians you expose those who
are about them to extreme danger, but
that is not the case in the suggestion now
made that this Act should be so altered
as to allow the- use of beer. It will not
destroy the Scott Act. That is an unfair
argument used to prevent us from doing
that which we think best in the interests
of the comnmunity, and in the cause of
temperance. We all want to see temper-
ance promoted, but we do not want to see
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tyrannical legislation to interfere un-
necessarily with the ordinary appetites of
men when they can be indulged so
harmlessly as by the use of beer. I de-
precate the spirit in which the Temper-
ance Act was conceived. As originally
introduced, the measure was not only
to be brought in force by a minority,
but it was to interfère with exist-
ing rights, destroying large estab-
lishments, and trades which hinged
upon them ; there was no system
of compensation, and the whole expense
of the movement was to be thrown upon
the Government. Every precaution was
taken to ensure the carrying out a tyran-
nicalmeasure, conceived in of a tyrannical
spirit. Here is an effort to modify the
harshness of the Act, and, because it is
in the interest of true temperance, I
give the amendment my support.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - It
intention to answer the very
guments which we have just
the hon. Postmaster General,
his assertions have rendered
for some of us who support
explain why we shall vote

is not my
forcible ar-
heard from
but some of
it necessary
the Bill to
against the

amendment. The hon. gentleman says
that it is tyrannical legislation to
deprive the public of the use of
liquor, but he is aware that where
liberty is abused the only remedy is
in the restriction of liberty in a
way that under ordinary circum-
stances would not be tolerated.
For instance, there are times when it
is, unfortunately, necessary to suspend
the Habeas Corpus Act and deprive
British subjects of their most cherished
liberty. Why is it done? Because it is
necessary, in the public interest, to
remedy the evils resulting from an abuse
of liberty. It is the saine in this tem-
perance legislation. I freely admit that
the ordinary use of light wines and beer
is not injuriuus, but when we see the
evils resulting from intemperance, and
when experience bas shown that the only
remedy for these evils is in total prohi-
bition, I say it is the duty of those who
are moderate drinkers to deprive them-
selves voluntarily of the use of liquors,
for the public welfare. Let us act con-
sistently. Two years ago we discussed
this question thoroughly, and a majority
in both Houses of Parliament decided

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

to give the people an oppcrtunity to try
the effect of prohibition. That law has
not yet had a fair trial anywhere. Would
it not be better to let it stand a few years
longer, in order that it may be thoroughly
tested. If the result shouldnot be as satis-
factory as its advocates anticipated then
there will be an unanswerable argument
in favor of modifying or repealing the
law. If a bill had been introduced for
the repeal of the Scott Act, I could under-
stand how this debate could have taken
place very properly, but this amendment
is of such a character that if it is adopted
the House could not fairly deny the pro-
moter of the Bill the right to withdraw
it, and the effect of its withdrawal would
be to deprive the temperance people of
the amendments which are considered
necessary to put the law in operation.
And so the amendment would be to des-
troy the Bill.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD - Before voting
on this question, I wish to remind the
leader of this House that I have always
been ready to support the hon. member.
But in this case I am sorry to differ from
him. When the present Bill was intro-
duced inte this House, I undertook to
sustain my hon. friend from Sarnia in
all the amendments which would be re-
quired to render the Act of 1878, known
as the Scott Act, more workable and
more easily introduced by the people. I
knew at the time that this Bill was in-
troduced that there would be oppo-
sition to the amendments, but as they
were looked upon as necessary, and did
not interfere with the principle of the
Act, I did not think at any time that
the Bill could open the way to an amend-
ment such as the motion nowr before the
House. I look ufon the adoption of
that anendment as the end of the Scott
Act. Hon. gentlemen have spoken of it
as being a coercive measure, but where is
the coercion i Before the Act can be put
into operation in any place, there must
be a petition signed by a large portion'
of the voters of the county. That pe-
tition is announced publicly for months
before the vote is taken, and every voter
is then free to come forward and register
his vote for or against the adoption of
this law. It is only after all these for-
malities have been complied with that
the law is,under the direction of the Gov-
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ernment, putinto force. I know, lion. gen-
tlemen, that there are private interests
that will suffer by the introduction of
such a law, as this is in any county. But
the true principle is that public interests
must beconsidered beforeprivateinterests.
We are sorry for those who have in-
vested large amounts of money in the
liquor traffic. At the same time they
knew their position before engaging in
that business, and took the consequences.
But in the public interests we must all
inake such sacrifices as society may re-
quire froni us from time to time. If I
did not know the consequences that
would result froni the adoption of the
amendment that is now proposed, it
would not suffer any serioas opposition
from me. But 1 feel that it would inter-
fere very iuch with the Temperance
Act. I knîow that in all places where
drinks are sold by the glass, wines, aies
and eider would be exhibited on the
shelves, but the brandy and gin and
strong drinks would be k' pt mier the
counter, and there would he a gr'at many
more of those liquors disposLl of to
the people than there would be of the
liquors mentioned in the nmendmient be-
fore the House. It is our duty to pro-
tect the public interest, antd in tIis case
we do it without coercoio in an1y way.
li the first instance it cannlot be put

into operation without the consent of the
majority of the people in any locality
where it is introduced. Ail the voters
have an opportunity to register their
votes for or against it, and, if tley do not
(10 so, we must accept 'it as their neglect
or a refusal to vote against the Act.
A very large numaber of petitions were
presented tu this Hlouse fraom the temo-
perance people of,Canada b foe the
adoption of the Scott Act. Since this
law has been enacted, no more petitions
of that kind bave been presented ; but,
if we find that the Temperance Act
does not suit the purposes for which it
was framed, it seems to me it is our
duty to make such amendments to it
as will inake it operative. No doubt we
are all temperance men, but there are
different ways of being temperate. I
think one of the best ways of pro-
moting temperance is by temperance
organizations. I think it will be admit-
ted that men who do not drink are as a
rule good men, and it is the duty of tiis

Hon. Mr. Girard.

Houhe to assist them in propagating tem-
perance principles throughout the com-
munity, and thereby promote the pro-
gress, prosperity and happiness of the
Dominion. If we do not promote tem-
perance principles, poverty and vice will
prevail. That there is much prosperity
at the present time, and that money is
so plentiful that it can be obtained at
four or five per cent. in most parts of the
Dominion, except in Manitoba, is due
to the prevalence of temperance princi-
ples that have taken root amongst our
people. I wi1, perbaps, take the liberty,
before resuiing my seat, to recall to the
memory of the hon. gentleman from
Halifax, wlo bas introduced this amend-
ment, some teachings of the sacred
volume. le will find there all that is
necessary to prove to him, I think, that
intoxicating drinks have at all times
been looked upon as very dangerous -
even native wines. I will refer bim to
the first pages of the Bible - to a de-

scription of where native wine was for the
first ti me introduced into this world, and
he will see the bad r'sults of the use of
that native wine. The maker of the
wine became drunk, and whieni in that
state, one of his children, whbo was thero
bv accident, laughed at bis father, and
lis father cursed him. The consequence
of tha t curse is now kgn to that de-

generate popubtion in the old world,
who bear to this day the mark of the
malediction of their ancestor. le bon.
gent!eman will find fromn the Bible
that the introduction of wine into the
world had bad results fromi the very
beginning. Hon. gentlemen all admit
the desirability of abohshing the use of
ardent liquors, but how is it to be done?
If the Governnent are ready to suppress
the manufacture and sale of strong drinks
in the Dominion, I would vote for such
a law, but I suppose it would not be easy
to adopt such a policy at the preseit
time. We all admit that the temper-
ance movement bas made great progress,
and we see at the present day that the
consumption of intoxicating liquors is
not one-half what it was a few years ago.
Let us give the Temperance Act of 1878
a fair trial before we pronounce against
it. I look at the proposed amendment
as an opposition to the principle of the
Act, and although 1 feel sorry to differ
from the hon. leader of the House in this
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miatter, I will vote against him on this the hon. gentleman referred Vo two
nrnendment. 1 celebrated Scriptural characters. My

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - Thon. friend from Manitoba hasjust now
referred to one of them. I do not think

san open quies on.
Hon. Mr. GIRARD - I will vote

for the Bill to amend the Temperance
Act of 1878, and against the amend-
ment proposed by the hon. member
froni Halifax.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS -- Before this
vote is taken, inasmuch as I introduced
a similar bill last year, I desire to say
something in reference to the principle
of the Bill, and perhaps I may refer to
some of the remarks that have been
made during the discussion Un this suib-
ject, particularly by the hon. gentleman
who moved the resolution in amendment.
It is seldorm that I listen to temperance
speeches, but I must say one of the most
telling temperance speeches I have ever
heard was delivered by the hon. gentle-
man froin Halifax in introducing his
amendment. I never heard anything
more touching or telling than the way
in which he pictured the fond mother
listening for the footsteps of ber son
coming home at a late hour of the night,
meeting him at the door, and directing
his trembling steps to his chamber, hop-
ing that no person would have seen him
come into the house in that condition.
He referred not only to that, but to the
skeleton in nearly every family's closet.
I an rather inclined to think, hon. gen-
tlemen, that there are very few families
indeed in which the skeleton might not
be found in the closet of their house -
the result of intoxicating drink. Very
few indeed, hon. gentlemen, in this
country have not been touched perhaps
in their tenderest feelings, and just in
the same way.

lion. Mr. ALMON - I think I
stated that was the effect of the use of
rum and whiskey. I did not
say I believed this vould have
been the result if such a man
had confined himself to drinks such
as I have described, containing not more
than 10 per cent. of alcohol.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - I arn quite
willing to accept what the hon. gentle-
man intended to say, and perhaps did
say, but we will go a little further.
After making this touching reference,

Hon. Mr. Girard.

there was any rum or any brandy either
in existence at that time ; so far as I am
aware I do not think the process of dis-
tillation was known at that time, and if
there was any evidence required that
there is something wrong in the use of
wine, I do not thi2k stronger evidence
could be adduced from that sacred book.
Take the case referred to by my hon.
friend from Manitoba, and the case of
Lot - two more disgraceful scenes in
the lives of two noble men are not re-
corded in the Bible than those. If 1
required anything to satisfy me that the
use of wine was injurious, I do not think
I would find two stronger examples
than those given by my hon. friend.
Then he not only travelled over the Old
Testament, but lie went to the New.
Let us hear his references there as to the
use of wine. He called our attention to
that interesting event in the life of our
Blessed Saviour where water was turned
into wine, and then I suppose would
have us draw the conclusion that because
wine was made bv Him there, there is a
justification for the use of the villainous
compounds that are manufactured and
are classed under the name of wine, and
now in use. Why, bon. gentlemen, the
strongest speech I ever heard made on
any platforn, was made by the bon. gen-
tleman from Halifax against his own
amendment, and what I an surprised at
is this: after having made so able a
speech in favor of temperance, that lie
was not convinced hinself, and did not
ask the Hlouse to permit him to with-
draw his amendment. iNow, with refer-
ence to the Bill itself : I introduced a
bill similar to this one last session ; I stated
then, as I have stated before, when this
Bill was under consideration on a pre-
vious cccasion, that the object of that
Bill was to renedy defeets in the Tem-
perance Act, which the Secretary of
State or the Government was charged
with carrying ont. The Bill of ny hon.
friend from Sarnia is introduced only to
enable the carrying out of the Temper-
ance Act successfully, and as it was in-
tended by Parliament. The ainendments
have been explained to the House two
or three times already, and yet we must
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have another amendment interjected into
that Bill, proposed by hon friend from
Halifax, and supported by many hon.
gentlcnen in this Ilouse, not in refer-
ence to the . Bill itself, but attacking
the principle of the Scott Act. My be-
lief is that if you introduce this amend-
ment you virtually kill the Temperance
Act. We are told that lager beer, and
strong beer, and wines,contain only 10 per
cent. of alcohol, and can be used under
that amendnient; but how are we going
to discriminate between them and strong
liquors, or say whether the liquors that
are sold contain only 10 per cent. of
alcohol ?

Hon. Mr. D EVER - low do you do
it now, do vou not do it in the Custon
House 1

Hon. Mr. AIKINS -- The very fact
of your placing a restriction on it is a
reason why it should not be used. Talk
about interfering with the liberties of the
people ! Why should I not take my
glass of whiskey or rum if I wish to do
so, and do not like to drink lager beer or
wine, or other liquors mentioned in this
amendment ? Why should I not have
my whiskey under such circurmstances h
But hon. gentlemen who support this
amendment say "you shall not have
whiskey or rui, you must either drink
beer or light wines, or we will not let
you take anytling." Now, I contend,
as far as interfering with the liberty of
the subject is concerned, that my
lion. friend's amendment is interfering as
iiiuchi with my liberties, if I chose to
drink rum, as the Temperance Act is ia-
terfering with lis. I hold that if there
is any tyranny about the Temperance Act
the course he is taking is tyrannical to
those who wish to indulge in the stronger
drinks. Now, the hon. gentleman lias
referred to the public analysis of liquors,
but he must know that there are not
more than half a dozen public analysts in
this Dominion to analyse the food and
drink sold to the people of this country.

Hon. Mr. DEVER - The Custons
analyse every sample that comes in.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - But these
drinks will be nmanufactured in the
country, and how are we to employ
analysts to go all over the coantry and
go into every establishment to test the
strength of the wines and liquors being sold

IJon. Hfr. Aikins.

in thei. A Custoins officer has no such
power.

lon. Mr. ALMON - The license law
will give you that power.

lion. Mr. AIKINS - We are not
dealing with the license law; we have
no power to deal with it in this Parlia-
ment. Every lion. gentleman knows
that this will be one of the effects Qf this
amendment : that under the guise ot
wine all sorts of strong drinks will be
sold. I state further that there is no
penalty introduced into this Bill, and
that people can sell whatever liquor they
please without a penalty being imposed
upon them ; and inless the hon. gentle-
man who proposes this amendment pro-
vides some means for carrying it out
properly, it would be better to re-
-peal the Scott Act altogether, and
introduce a Bill for that purpose. I did
not intend to say anything on this ques-
tion, but I thought it was due to myself
that I should make these few remarks.

lon. Mr. WARK - I do not know
that I should have risen at all to ad-
dress the House, but that I cone fron
a province where this Act bas been
more extensively introduced than in any
other part of the Dominion (excepting
Prince Edward Island where it lias been
adopted by the whole province), and I
would not occupy the time of the House
were it not for thi§ charge of tyranny that
lias been made by hon.gentlemen who sup-
port this amendment. I do not think
that the Temperance Act is open to such
a charge ; if I thought such a charge
were merited, I should be ashamed to
advocate this ineasure or any other
measure of the kind. There is one thing
that struck nie during the discussion,
aul that is, that those who are in favor
of the amendment seemn to have paid
very little attention to the effects of
these mild drinks that they talk about.
One inember talks of the consumption of
beer in England as being harnless ; if ho
would go down to the lower orders in
the manufacturing towns, there he would
find that the very men who cannot take
their dinner without a bottle of beer, are
the men fron whom the drunkards' ranks
are recruited, those miserable creatures
whocannot go homeonSatm day night and
carry their wages to their families with-
out stopping at the public house and drink-
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ing their earnings, leaving their wives and
children starving. I have seei young
men who tasted nothing stroinger than
wine at their father's table ; I have seen
those young men whose fathers were
moderate drinkers, men who never drank
to excess, who thought that they liad
set an example to their sons of modera-
tion in drinking - I have seen those
young imen with their companions, resort
to public houses. The taste for liquor
had been acquired, wine was not strong
enough, and they had resorted to brandy,
or something as strong, and many of
then went down to drunkards' graves.
This is a fact that cannot be denied. I
mav state that the use of wine in even
moderate quantity will beget a taste for
alcohol, and the use of beer will pro-
duce the same effect after a time.
Neither wine nor beer will long satisfy
that appetite. We, who advocate the
temperance cause, have not gone into
it without due consideration ; we see
that those who are addicted to the use
of strong drink are poor muiserable
creatures; we see others who are mode-
rate drinkers, and others who are only
young beginners. If there were no mode-
rate drinkers, drunkards would soon die
out ; but, althougli we see theni drop-
ping into their graves day by day, their
numbers are not diminished, their ranks
are recruited from the moderate drinkers,
who froin molerate drinkers gradually
become c:nfirmed inebriates. If there
were no vounger driinkers to drop into
the ianks of the moderate drinkers,
would soon be diiinished too ;
but the younger recruits step in
and take their places, and it is
in the public honse that these young
recruits are trained. It is only by shut-
ting up the public bouses, which are the
ineans by which our young men are
seduced into this downward course, that
we can save them from ruin. Unless we
can stop this licensing system and shut
up the taverns; unless we can put a stop
to these allurements which entice young
inen to their destruction, we never will
accomplish our object. I am not going to
occupy your time on this subject, but I
thought it was necessary to make these
renarks. It is my own observation
of the eflect of nroderate drinking ; it
creates an appetite which grows and
grows until the unfortunate victim who

Hon. Mr. Wark.

acquires it drops into the drunkard's
grave. That is my own observation of
it ; I have seen it frequently ; I have
watched its eflects even from the use
of beer. I remember seeing a discus-
sion about the strength of beer; I re-
menber seeing a careful analysis of. it,
and, although it was thirty years ago,
I still remenmber it. It is this: that in
a gallon of ordirary strong beer there
are three quarts and one pint of water -
not always the purest water either -
there is half a pint of alcohol ; there is
a sriall quantity of extract of hop, and
two ounces of saccharine inatter. The
only nutriment in the whole mixture is
this latter, but the beverage was not used
for this small quantity of nutrinment, but
for the alcohol, and to get this amount
of alcohol, the man was required to drink
three quarts and a pint of water. Again,
when you come to light wine, it is well
understood that champagne, about which
so much is said, is not imported into this
country. The section of country which
produces champagne is not able to pro-
duce one-tenth of the quantity of what
is sold as champagne throughout the
world. There are thousands of gallons
of champagne manufactured from other
substances than the juice of the grape,
and there are vast quantities of Ameri-
can rum sent across the Atlantic, to the
wine-growing countries, and returned in
the shape of wine to this continent.
Even if this amendmtent were adopted, we
would not get a gallon of pure light
wine of any kind introduced inito this
country.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - It is
charged that the Temperance Act
of Canada is grossly tyrannical. On
the contrary, there is not a law on
the statute book so free from the
charge as this Act. All other laws are
binding upon the whole Dominion. No
persons or locality are exempt from their
operation, but this law cannot be put in
force anywhere except at the desire of
the people, expressed at the polls. It is
optional with the people of any county
in the Dominion to say whether they
shall have this law or not. But it seems
to me that the amendment to this Bill
will niake the law tyrannical, because,
as my hon. friend from Fredericton (M r.
Wark) has stated, the curse of drunk-
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enness is gradual in its growth. My
hon. friend from Halifax, who introduced
this amendment, has portrayed that ecvil
in perhaps stronger terms than have
ever been used in this House. He
described it as putting a skeleton' in
every house in the land, from the pala-
tial residence of the rich to the cottage of
the poor. The testimony of the five
hundred thousand people who came here
petitioning for prohibition was, that the
evil was gradual in its growth. The
amendment to this Bill says that you
may supply the people of this Dominion
to the extent of ten per cent. of alcohol,
and that is the ingredient of those drinks
that produces the evils complained of.
The testimony of the world is, that
drunkenness is gradual in its growth,
and that the use of alcohol, in small pro-
portions, will create the appetite : pzo-
duce the disease. When ten per cent.
will not satisfy the cravings' produced,
twenty-five and forty per cent. of alcoliol
is then demanded. Under this amend-
ment you provide that people may drink
up to the extent of ten per cent., and
acquire an appetite that is irresistable,
then you say they shall not go beyond
that, and therein you make them feel that
the law is tyrannical. Is it not better
to prohibit the use of alcohólic drinks
entirely, and prevent the creation of the
appetite for them ; .t least leave the law
as it stands, entirely optional with the
people î It appears to me that we are
stultifying ourselves by the course we
ara taking to-night. A few years ago we
had petitions presented here more numer-
ously signed than any ever laid before
Parliament, asking for legislation to pre-
vent the spread of intempeiance. So
powerful were those petitions that Par-
liament in 1878, just before the elec-
tions (lion. gentlemen will bear in mind)
yielding to the force of public
opinion enacted this lav, and it
was proposed in some slight particulars
to amend it so as to make it more easily
worked. Now, wlen we are tvo or three
years awoy from the elections an amend-
mrnnt is made bearing upon, and destruc-
tive to, the principle of the Act. The in-
habitants of Colchester are about to vote
upon the Act, but with the amendment
I am certain no man will take the trou-
ble to vote one way or the other, because
the change in the law will render it in-

lion fMr. McLelan.

effective. There has not been time to
give the Act a fair trial in any county,
because with the machinery whicli is.
necessary to bring it into operation, de-
lays are unavoidable, and consequently
it has been in operation for but a few
months anywhere, and the result cannot
be ascertained yet. If we, by this amend
ment, utterly destroy the Act, the tem-
perance people who form the larger por-
tion of every community will say that
we bave been only cheating thein, and
that it was only through fear of their
power at the elections of 1878 that we
gave them the law -which is on our
statute book. In justice to ourselves,
and in justice to the large temperance
sentiment abroad in this country, we
should have the Act as we passed it in
1878, merely amending it so far as nay
be necessary to make it more workable.
We shall be doing injustice to our-
selves and to the country, if we accept
an amendment wbich will render the law
worthless, and1 which will be an insult to
the whole temperance people of the Do-
nimion.

Hon. 31r. KAULBACH - If, as is
alleged, this Eill, or more properly, the
Scott Act, can only be made operative by
depriving the great mass of the people, of
mild, nutritious, and refreshing bever-
ages, by robbing them of their beer, then
this misnamed temperance law is based,
as I allege it is based, upon a founda-
tion which is contrary to common sense
and conscience, and repuilsive to intelli-
gent, dignified, respectahble humanity. If
we say that the mass of the people shall
not use those light refreshing beverages
which are promoters of health and
strength, and essential to building up>
the strength of weak constitutions, 1 say
that such legislation is laîsed upon prin-
ciples which cannot and will not be toi-
erated. It is a tyranny froin which the
community will revolt, and which must
have a denoralizing effect upon our in-
telligent people who gencrally view it
with contempt, and will not submit to
the coercion. Sone bon. getAlemen who
defend that law, say that the excessive
use of intoxicating liquors is extending
in the land. Others tell us tbat the so
called Temperance A et is working so well
that drunkenness is diminishing, and
thus it is apparent that amoig themselves
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they cannot agree in their statements. It
is quite evident that the law bas not the
approval of the masses of the people, who
glory in their manhood, personal respect

.and self-control. And they will resent
such an attempt at fanatical legal tyranny.
To say that a man of intelligence and
education in this age of enlightenment,
shall be restrained from taking his glass
of -wine or beer, beverages which are in-
vigorating to bis systeni, is tyranny
against which the whole conmuunity pro-
tests. There is nothing in the Bible
which condenns the use of liquor in
moderation, but on the contrary it con-
mends the temperate use of it. You re-
strain a man's liberty for larceny, but are
you therefore going to imprison every-
body because otherwise some of themu may
become thieves ? It is contrary tu true
civilization, common sense and intelli-
gence. It is contrary to the spirit of the
age to say that because sonie few people
debase themselves and drink to excess,
therefore, no body shall drink. Drunukcn-
ness is a disease, and may be renedied
by restraining the drunkard by putting
him under a sick regimen, but is it wise
or prudent, is it common sense, to insist
that the same remedies, the same
restraints, shall be applied to men who
are not drunkards ? Would you provide
for a healthy, vigorous man, would vou
force upon him, who governs himself by
temperance, the same regimen that you
impose on the sick, diseased, or invalid
I have in my hands a pamphlet pub-
lished by Chancellor Howard Crosby,
D. D., LL. D., of the University of
New York, who stands high as a
theologian and scholar; who seems to have
great deal of experience of the effects of
total abstinence organizations, and the
evils arising from that system of forcing
total abstinence on the community as
the duty of all-a legalized tyranny which
is revolting to mnanhood and self respect

which he alleges oniy confirms and
strengthens that dreadtful cuirse of
drunkenness. He says

" Ought the plan of total abstinence to be
adopted?' Is it a healthful and legitimate
inethod of doing away with drunkenness?
A man stands at a great disadvantage who
argues in behalf of his belief that the total
abstinence systen is immoral, because he at
once exposes himself to the assaults of slan.
derers, who impugn bis motives and deny his
honesty Radicalism has so rathlessly

lIon. Jr. Kaulbach.

mobbed down independent thought, by its
intimidating processes, that editors who
have no faith in the total abstinence avstem
stili uphold it in their columns, and minis.
ters deem it prudent te say nothing against
a canqe se popular in religious circles Men
are loth to come forward and be bespattered
with mud thrown in the name of truth and
godliness. They are loth te lose the sup-
port and good will of the many whose fanata-
cism despises argument and brooks no oppo-
sition. Ilence, if any one is constrained to
speak, he is tempted to come forward ai a
humble apologist, and modestly plead his
cause with many concessions and com-
promises. Surely this is not for the advan-
tage of the truth ?

"In this address I take no apologetic
position. I carry the war into Africa. I shave
no contest with men, but with false principles.
I assert that the total abstinence system is
taise in its philosopby, contrary te revealed
religion, and harmful te the interests of our
country. I charge upon this system the
growth of drunkenness in our land and a gene-
ral demoralization upon religious com-
munities. And I call upon sound-minded,
thiuking men te stop the enormities of this
false system, by uniting in reasonable and
wholesome measures for the suppression of
drunkenness, for the lack of which this false
system bas ail its present success. Between
fanstacism on oe band, and licentiousness
on the other, there ought te be a large mass
of solid tolk, whose union and efficiency
would moderate ani reduce, if net destroy
both extremes."

Is it not tyranny on the masses of the
people that the men of wealth can buy
and fil their cellars with all kinds of
liquor to use and dispense it at their
pleasure unrestrained, whilst the vast
industrious class - the temperate
drinkers cannot even buy his glass of
beer, much less any other beverage,
no matter how sober a man he may be,
or how necessary it may be to restore his
health or to aid in sickness ? Such
tyranny cannot, and will not, lie toler-
ated, and the resistance to such laws
must react with a demoralizing effect
and give aid to the curse of intemper-
ance. Chancellor Crosby gives a rational
opinion on the best meaus of preserving
temperance. The large mass of the
people - a hundred to one - are op-
posed to this legislation, because it de-
prives many of thein of what is essential
to their health, and never injurious when
properly used. And why are these to be
deprived of their rights and liberties be-
cause, forsooth, soume few men disgrace
themselves, become insane, or get drunk
from the excessive use of liquor. I say
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that men who become insane, or get coîdd do would le to conrea2t to the
drunk, or commit larceny, should be de- adoption of this amendaient.
prived of their liberty, but those who do li. Mr. HAYTHORNE - 1 an
not offend in any of those directions not a tenperance nan mYseif, lu the
should not be restricted in this absurd usual acceptation of the tenu. 1 ani
and tyrannical manner. You must edu- faee to use ail the articles mentioncd in
cate the moral and religions principles Of the amendrneuat or the lon. gentleman
a man, and let hhn stand upright, let fron Halifax even thougli they should
him feel that he is a man, if you wishi to contain nore than p0 l'er cent. of alco-
prevent drunkenness. but to restrict sucli bol, but, for al that, 1 p to sup-*
a man in bis liberties is degrading and port the ill. I must refer to somethin
revolting to his manhood, and to coin whic i feu front
mon sense, andl conduces *to vice ana< i n- State. wc mentioned the circumsthnces
teruperance. whic baoug t this Act into existence,

and aptok of the enormous petitions
ion. Mr. NORTHWf)OD - As whacc had been presented in Parliament,

seconder of the aîendnient, 1 thiak 1 and the aegitation which pervaded the
have a right to give m)y reasons for sup- wholc I)raniiion on this question. We
porting it. Altlough I caro take a glass k Hnow tat ve Scott Ac was accepted

of wine, or- possbly of '%VhliskV O n by the tcmopranc1 advocates as a coi-
brandy, at times, it I tiuink lit to (d0 so, promise, and I maintain that sould this

et if 1 believed that a majoritv of the pouse adopt Ile amendfent whic hais
people of this country were in favW cf beei proposed by the hon. me ber front

tle Scott Afe, pure and sil vlei aid it Halifax -e an aicndent with which,
stands, 1 sbould flot bave seeonided the in rnaiy respects, 1 conicur ni self - ifs
motion or given it my support. tilt -I effeets wou-)ild lie practically to abrogate
thuîk a inajority of the people are fot in te scott Act. The temperance mn
favor of the Scott Act and if ftis wo accepted that Acf asa settcanent
ment should bC carried to-nîgbf, the of fle question, so fa as they were con-
temperance peose wiil be thenoseives to cerncd, Nvili say Ithis is not the soeasure
hane. ctey were not satisfie with the wlich we accepted." The coimutities

Scott Ac as it andds, but they have v1ich bave adopted the Scott Ac, anh
been trving to am d if front ear t(I pt if in operation, uii' saI I this is not
vear. ahey have so a ended it ot wb t we voted on ; c fouglut for
the vote of the peop e cannot e takenî somefbing else, and now ou eau upoîî

pon if at municipal Or general elections us to an w' demanded."
there the pajoity of the electors go to ibat would be the efleef of incorporating

the polis. 1 h ave *the opinion of otie of this amendinent in the Bill, aud for th îat
the stronest temperance tf be-ween reaýson I shal vote itainst i and i

Soere and Sattich that the Scott Act favor of the BiAc as it stands. but Ityt
wilt not xvo-k. He i-- - consistent teut- saýy that, iri my Opinion, sote very uni-
perance mtn, amnd if bi is tf fiat opinion, fair afromnreasonable argumentsyrave
'«hat is the lise of introdlucing if in anv beexî advanced laie t() night in. Stipport
part of the cour. s believ if the sale of the aendaient, and epithefs have
of 1 igbt xvînes an(l leer werc permitte1, tbe been app)lied to the Scott Act which.
Act would work wel , ecause those wbo if does ot nieri. I beard ten words
lîold licenseswouldnotrisk forfeitingtîeni coel-ji Il and Il tvraaunvy " applied to,

b seeingstronger driîaks. Is if rt or that law. I do goot consider tha they
proper tlat the brweies and distilleries, are appropiate. You ca hardly eau it
and btoels througmit the country shoulc tvranny or corcioe e to enow an octoral

be closed, thaf proptrty should be des- district to vote aye or no on the que,
troyed, and business stoppe(l, berause tie.ic hos wbo recordtheirl vots are
sottie people '«ant this legiaation If hdet inhe th er.

whorel Doindio hsqeto.W

the Scott Acf 'kere adopted ttrotSgbout ThAey cacw accept or rejeed the Act. My
the Dominion a large number of Feople the. Province bas accepted if, though i
would be thrown out of enaploymcnt, sud Has not yet ghe fully nto wperatin.
a large anîount of propcrty wouid be could have wisid that there a been
ruined. The leAsc the temperance eeonle a staoncr expaession of opinion on the

olon. t ir. saun ahacnt.
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subject ; I could have wished that a
larger vote had been cast, but I can
imagine why it was so siall. I am not
one of those who corme to the conclusion
that the electors who fail to exercise
their privilege were fpr that reason to-
tally indifferent uponthe subject. I can
believe that they felt a strong personal
reisponsibility in the matter, and acted
fromu conscientious motives in remaining
;Lway from the polls. They, perhaps,
felt that through their vote, if given
against the Scott Act, sone of their ac-
quaintances might go to drunkards'
graves, or live sober and respectable
lives. Though, perhaps, accustomed to
use spirituous liquors temperately them-
selves throughout their lives, they knew
that others sometimes drank to excess,
and I can imagine that they remained
away from the polls from high and mag-
nanimous motives, and therefore I am
not disposed to blame them for the
course which they saw fit to adopt, iL
absenting themselves from the polls.

Hon. Mr. CARVELL - The renarks
of my hon. friend fron Prince Edward
Island seen to me to have an exactly op-
posite bearing from the conclusion at
which he has arrived. He says that the
Scott Act, as it is called, was a compro-
mise accepted by its promoters, as between
them and those wh1o do not believe in
such legislation. They, why did they
not let it remain as it was ? Why vio-
late the compact Why bring in this
Bill î To prevent the only reasonable
chance of a large' vote being lad when
the Scott A ct is submitted to the people
of any district, as referred to by the hon.
Senator from Chatham I will not say
it is a tyrannical law, although sone of
its provisions are bad, and in its opera
tion the greatest injustice may, and most
likely would be, inflicted, and, at the
same time, the law is almost, if not en-
tirely, useless in the direction intended
by its frionds. It has been said that the
law has been accepted by the Province
from which I come. I doubt very much
any good results from its adoption, but,
on the contrary, there will be more and
inferior places where liquor will be sold,
sold contrary to law, and of the worst
kinds. In some parts of our Privince
there are now twice as many places
where liquor can be had as thare were

lHon. M1r. Haythorne.

lbefore. If the amendment is adopted 1
can imagine my hon. friend fron Sarnia
hastening to another place, andi uing bis
influence to have the ameinded Bill re-
jected there, and so we will be iii exactly
the same position as we occupied in the
beginning of the session, before the initro-
duction of the Bill, and where we stood
when the compromise was' agreed to. I
shqll vote for the amendment.

The House divided on the
ment, which was adoptel by the
ing vote0
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McClelan (llopewell),
McLelan (Londonderry)
McMaster,
Pelletier,
Beesor,
Scott,
Trudel,
Vidal,

Geuvremont, Wark.-26

The following gentlemen paired :-Mr.
ALLAN against the amendment, with Mr.
NELsoN who was prepared to vote in the
opposite direction. Mr. MILLER Pgainst
the amendment, with Mr. MACFARLANE,
who would have voted for it.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL - I beg leave to
withidraw the Bill.

Hon. Mr. ALMON - I object. If
my hon. friend will allow me to take
charge of the Bill I shal. do so. I move
the third reading of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL moved in amend-
ment that the Bill be not now read the
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third time, but thatfit be read this day
three months.

Hon. Mr. GIBBS rose to a point of
order. The hon. genten: fr E:I
could not move an aniendment of this
character to his ovn Bill.

The SPEAKER ruled that the motion
vas in order.

The Ilouse divided on Mr. Vidal's
amendment, which vas rejected by the
following vote:

C'oNTENTs
Hon. Messrs.

Aikins,
Armand,
Baillargeon,
Bellerose.
Bureau,
Chaffers,
Chapais,
Dumuchel,
Ferrier,
Flint,
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Grant,
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Hamilton (Kiton),
Haythorne,
Leonard,
McClelan (IIopere//).,
McLelan çLondon ferry)
Mc Master,
Pelletier,
leesor,
Scott,
Trudel,
Vidal,
Wark.-25

NON-CONTENTS:

Hon. lessrs.

Almon,
Archibald,
Botsford,
Boucherville, De,
Bourinot,
Boyd,
Bull,
Campbell, Sir Alex.,
Carvell,
Cornwall,
Dever,
Dickey,
Dickson,
Fergusoni,
Gibbs,

Glazier,
Hamilton (Inkerman),
Hope,
Howlan,
Kaulbach,
Lewin,
Macdonald,
Montgomery.
Northwood,
Odell,
Penny,
Pozer,
Ryan,
Simpson.-29.

At six o'clock the Speaker left the
chair.

AFTER RECESS.

lon. Mr. SCOTT - When the
Speaker left the chair at 6 o'clock, I had
arisen to make a few remarks before
this Bill was read the third time. My
observations will not be at great length,
but I feel it my duty to make some com-
ments on the action of the Senate. I
shall, briefly as I can, advert to the fact
that for very many years Parlianent had
been besieged by a very respectable body
of people of this country to adopt some

i/on. AMr. Vidal.

legislation that would aid in the restric-
tion of indulgence in intoxicating drinks.
The body of people who approached Par-
liament were, I would say, without draw-
ing any invidious distinotion, intelligent.
high-mninded and law-abiding. They
were, at least. a class of petitioners not
inferior to any class that had ever pre-
sented a prayer to Parliament. They
wvere men who had no personal motive to
serve. Thev caine not here to advance

a private enterprise or seek l'islation in
order that they uight become illcorpo-
rated for the piurpose of ina ing money.
They cane hiere impelled with but one
feeling - to adopt a line of legislation
that in their judginent, at ail events,
would inure t- the well-being of their
fellow-mei. They gave their time, their
attention and their ability, wiatever it
might be, to the furtherance of that ob-
ject. I say, therefore, not beinggovern-
ed by any selfish motive, their prayer
was entitled to more tian ordinary con-
sideration at the bands of Parliament.
inasnuch as from their stand point, at ail
events, they conceived that a serious evil
was abroad, and that society would be
immensely benefited if their views were
enacted and placed on the statute book of
this country. They were told that this
Parliament had no power, and that they
must go to the local legislatures. They
went to the local legislatures in the
various provinces of the Dominion, and
were told there that they inust come
back to this Parliament; that the local
legislatures, however willing thev miglit
be to enactsuch laws, however much they
might sympathise with their views and
approve of their objects, still #hey were
unable to give them any assistance -
that with the Federal Parliament alone
rested the power to deal with the mat-
ter. Thev cane back to this Parliament,
and the hon. gentleman opposite (Mr.
Aikins) repeatedly interrogated me as to
why the Government of that day, of
which I was a member, did not yield to
the well expressed wishes of the people
of Canada, and give them the legislation
they desired. He was told, and the
people of this country were told, through
him, that doubts prevailed as to the
jurisdiction of this Parliament. There
was a williugness that these demands
should be met, but the difficulty
was in our Constitution. Manv gentle-
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nen believed that this Parliament could
<b nothing, 'bat it rested with the Lo-
cal L-gislatures, and so the temperance
people were badgered about from one
source of power to another. Finally
when the question came before the Su-
preme Court in the case of the Queen
r. Severn, indirectlv, it was found by
judicial opinions expressed on that oc-
casion that the belief was, at all events,
on the Judiciary Bench, that the ulti-
mate power of restraining in any way
the liquor traffic, rested entirely with
the Federal Parliamrent. In obedience to
the well expressed wish of the people of
this country, a wish that was in no sense
negative, but s-emed to have at echo all
over this country, from one end to the
other, Parlianent conceded a verv small
share of what the petitioners claimed.
They were told that the restrictions they
had asked for could not be granted, but
they were told at the same tine if it
were possible that this Parliament had
the power, such a law might be framed
as would give the people in their several
localities a law which would restrain the
sale of intoxicating liquors, if they chose
to put it in operation. And here. I
must express my surprise that the
leader of the Government should spealk
in the strong manner that he did of the
tyranny of the temperance movement.
One would fancy froir bis statement that
the temperance people were in pursuit of
something that was wrong, something
not merely selfish for their own benefit
but seriously interfering with the civil
rights of their fellow men. [ deny that
there is any tyranny whatever about this
Act. It in no degree interferes with any
man who chooses to drink. Have we not
surrounded, and in all well organized
communities is not this liquor trade sur-
rounded by shackels and restraints, par-
ticularly in countries with constitutions
similar to our own, in England and on
this Continent ? Is it not a fact that
the liquor trade is looked upon with
horror by men of good standing in the
communitv, and parliaments are con-
stantly restraining them. Have we not
a prohibitory law on Sunday in Ontario,
(they may bave in ather provinces also),
and a law restraining the sale of intoxi-
cating liquor on Saturday evenings, when
the laborer is going home to bis wife and
children ? las not Pzrliament inter-

Ifon. Mr. Scott.

fered and said that when a man is go.
ing home with bis wages in bis pocket,
he shall not be enticed into a grog shop
to spend bis earnings that should go to
feed and clothe his family ? Does that
law shock the mind of any hon. gentle-
man î Will anyone tell me that that
is a law which should not be on the
statute book of the Province? Hotel
keepers protest against it, and say that
their profitable night is Saturday night;
but will any hon. gentleman rise in his
place here, and find fault with those
laws, and say that they are in direct
violation with that perfect freedon of
action in reference to this liquôr traflie
that some bon. gentleman have thought
fit to applaud î This Act is based on
the principle that if it is the *ill of
the people in any locality that a re-
striction shall be placed upon the sale
or traffic in intoxicating liquors it can
be done. It is just one degree beyoni
what the other laws are. It is a de-
gree beyond restraining the sale of
liquor on Sunday, and the sale of it
within the hours prescribed by the
provincial statutes. But it does not
interfere vith individual action, it does
not prevent those who choose to have
wine or beer ia their bouses from using
it. They can drink as much as they
please at home. This law, in its prin-
ciple, nerely withdraws fron our fellow
men who have not the nerve to resist
the tempting cup, the temptation which
might otherwise lead them to ruin, and
to the ruin of their families. We do
not require to go into a very large cic-
cle to see the evil consequences of in-
dulgence in intoxicating liquors. No
one will deny that such indulgence yields
to debasement, sorrow, sin and crime.
That is an undeniable fact, and however
much hon. gentlemen may object to the
Temperance Act, no one will deny that
that is the ultimate result of indulgence
in intoxicating drinks. Having'adopted
that 'law, a law sought for ny those
who were perhaps, over-zealous,
over-anxious and fall of the
belief that total prohibition was not
only possible, but would he attended
by excellent results - though we have
only given them a siall share of what
they asked ; still we did give it to
them. Tle idea originated with thifi
Senate. We devoted a lonth to the
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cnsideraition of the subject. Every clause that a biw of tiis kind weuld be in force
of that Act was scanned most closely, - that they might Îot have the opper-
and the views of lion. gentlemen, as f'a tunity t drink. there any ne of
as possible, were engrafted on the mea- us who las not in bis own experience
sure. Care was taken that it should not met vith men wbo adniitted te him that
be too extreme, tha:t it should be reason- they would like te live where they were
able, and at the sanie time effective. out of the sight and smeU cf tiquer, and
H1<undreds of thousands of people were were net tempted te indulge in it? Their
gratified with the result of our legis- strength lasteti as long as they were away
lation. They agreed to accept it, and fror it, but when they were in sight cf
give it a trial, hoping that it miglt lead tiquer they yielded tethe temptation. It
one day or another to total prohibition was in behalf cf that class that I made
over the length and breadth of this the appeal te this lieuse, and that
land. It was iot alone with a large elass weuld bc the most largely benefited.
class of men, but hon. gentlemen must by restrictive legistation. Well hon.
know that over this broad land, with gentlemen, ie adopted that law. I ask
a view te reclaini husbands and brothers ycu bas there been any considerable
and tons, the wonen of this country agitatien over this country for its repeal ?
who take a deep interest in this las any echo cern fror the public
question of temperance, who were keenly press, fror he pulpit, or the platferm
alive to the consequences which intem- in epposition te that lav ? If se, it las
perance brought to their little homes, net reachet ry ear. I have yet te learn
who witnessed the slau.,hter of many that any censiderable bod cf peeple cf
valuable lives, and the degradation and this countrv criticized in an unfriendly
misery resulting from the liquor traffic, way the action cf this Parliament in
had appealed to the public sympathy and placing that law on the statute boek. I
good sense of the people of this country. ar qulte aware that gentlemen whose
They had enlisted their sons in the Bands interests were attacked, and who feared
of Ilope, trusting that if the law was that their sales wculd iirinish 'y the
not given to then, the lessons they eperation cf this law, were ne dcubt dis-
would learn there would be a sufficient appointed ani irritated. But that is the
protection and guard for them in future enly class, ns far as I have heard, that
years, and that they -would escape the bas put in any remenstrance against the
terrible consequences that indulgence continuation cf this law. Last session cf
in intoxicating drinks had brought upon Parlianent a rnember cf the Govern-
maany of their friends. All the clergy- ment introduced this Bil in this Chamber
men of this country, ninety per cent. at fer the purpose, be said, cf rerneving
all events - for I have yet to leara deubt as te sone clauses cf the Act. 1,
the clergyman of any denomination who myseif, did net share in the doubts enter-
bas failet to give his moral support to the tained by the Geverient. I thougbt
temperance question, though there aythe law plain and cler ant believed
be individual opinions as to what mna- then, as I (Io new, that the ceurts weuld
chinery or what line nay be tak'n - act in the spirit and direction that Par-
are of one accord in support of that liarent centemnlated. 1 believed that
legislation. They themselves have been particular provision ef the law that was
witnesses from tinie to time of the evil framet under the assumption that there
consequences of this terrible vice. They were licenses in existence al over this
feel strongly on the subject, and I country, ant which providet that the
believe if their views were taken, it law would only corne in ferce ah the ex-
would be found that that important body piratien cf these licenses would have been
of teachers in this country are in favor interpretet by the courts in this way-
of giving this law a fair trial - that it that where there were ne licenses in force
is in the right direction, and that it in any lecality, if Iarliarent previded
must have some effect in diminishing in- that the Act shoult cern in force after
temperance. It does not restrain any the expiration cf existing ergot
body's liberty, but simply renoves the it would go in force where there were ne
temptation which meets the weak in ail licenses, at thg expiration cf three
corners and directions. Men were pleased ,nonths. 1 hati ne doubt then, and I
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have no doubt now, as to the question hy âmendments, introduced it, iiforning
of holding the voting tnder this Act on us during that debate that the Bil had
the sanie day that an election is held for been prepared in the office of the Minis-
a member of the Parliament of Canada, ter of Justice, and giving it, therefore, '
or for a meinmber of the local legislature, semi-official character. He repeatedly
because it was discussed by my bon. observed in the discussion which took
friend behind me, at whose suggestion place, that it was the Minister of Justice
the clause was introduced in the Bill. who had loubts as to the putting of the
Many of those clauses were interjected law in force in certain localities, unlesa
at the tii.o i. was passed through this these amcndrents were obtained, and
louse, and I know they cannot all be that thev were not proposed at the in-

prepared with the care they would have stance of the temperarce body, Nvho
been if framed in one's office witL onie's have yet to leai' that this Bil is bcfore
thoughts concentrated on the work hi Parliament. 'llie nirst intimation that
band, but the weak points in, the Act tbey Nvill have of the fact will be the
were, in my judgment, very few indeed. announcement that the Act for which,
1 am only astonished, considering during ten years, they so earnestly sought
it was all new, and that w-e had lias been destroyed by tle Sen1e. I
nothing to guide us, that it is as perfect think uiyself, and 1 say it advisedly, that
as it is. The Minister of Justice, hav- it is going a long way out of its true line
ing doubts on some points, the Govern- of action for this Senate to take the irre-
ment brought in a Bill last year for the gular course it is at present pursuing.
purpose of removing those doubts. That The Senate is an irresponsible body. It
Bill received very fair treatinent in is noili any way amenable or respon-
this Ilouse. Hon. gentlemen did not sible to the people of this country. Its
contemplate then using that Bill as au nembers are not obliged, like those of the
opportuniity for giving the Temiperance Ilouse of Commons, to go before the peo-
Act a stab in its most vital ple and give an account of their steward-
point. Tihey acted in a good ship. It undertook, thrce years ago, in
spirit and in a sense of fairness, accordance with the expressed popula-
The the Bill was carried in this House. vili, to îass a certain measure. That
An agitation vas got up in the other raasure vas no sooner on the statute
House against it, and amendments were book than, in a moment ot caprice
introduced in the Bill, and when it came Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
back here the friends of temperance Ordei, order
thought it better that thei measure should,
stand over for another session, since the lieu. Mr. SCOTT - I say it advisedly
amendments were of such a character -i a moment of caprice, gave a fatal stab
that it could not pass in that shape. The to that important Act which had received
Bill was therefore rejected by this House. the approval of Parliament, anl been.
The sanie subject came up in the Hiouse ;îcepted by the people of this country as a
of Commons this year, and a considerable celipronise between Parlianent and the
vote was passed in affirmation of the teuiperance novement -a measure, too,
course pursued by this House last vear. tlat, in or(e' to be stre of our ground,
A change had corne over the Hlouse was tested before the Supreme Court to
of Commons. They had, during the re-, ttle the question oî jurisdiction. 1
cess, consulted their constituents, and dis- think it. is a retrograde movenent, at al
covered a feeling abroad, that the Tem- events. For a legislative body, eutirely-
perance Act should notbe interferedwith. independent of the popular will, to so
It was thought then that there was no seriously disturb a law on par statuto
possibility of fear in introducing the book, without being first asked to do so,
amendments proposed bythe Governrment is an extraordinary proceeding. 1 (Io fot
last year. My hon. friend opposite (Mr. question in any way the abstract right of
Vidal),believing that the goodsenseof this this Iouse to take such a step, but 1 say
House which was with iim last year it is an unuzuaI proceeding, and, so far
would be with him this year also, and as 1 know, ithout a precedent. It is
that the Ii ouse of *Commons would accept the first time tlat the Senate of this
the measure without destroying the Bill country wil have taken that extraordi-
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nary course without giving the people
ont of doors, who are to be affected by
this measure, an opportunity to express
an opinion on the subject. No one will
deny tiat the temperance people are an
intelligent and resp ectable body, whose
objects are unselfish and philanthropie
We nay have our ideas as to whether they
are right or wrong, but we must, at all
events, respect the motives that lead to
such results. In the course of this le
bate, several hon. gentlemen said that
they were quite willing to let the kw
stand as it is - that they thought the
temperance people ought to let the law
stand without anendment. I have re-
plied that the temperance people did not
ask for this legislation. hllie amendments
have been brought in by the Governmient
of this country.

Hion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -- I
must rise to correct my hon. friend. The
Governmient did not hring it forward.

lon. Mr. SCOTT - The Governmieit
brought it forward last year.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - 1My
lion. friend beside me (Mr. Aikins)
brought it forward in his private capacity.

lon. 'Mr. AIKINS - I stated yester-
day that I did not introduce it as a Gov-
e-rnment measure. Though a menber of
the Government, 1 introduced it as a
private member.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The lion. gentle-
man stated that, iw the opinion of the
Minister of Justice, the nachinery
thrown on the Government by the laW
was defective, and that, in consequence,
the Bill was introduced. Notwithstand-
ing the explanation of the lion. gentleman
to-day, I am warranted in drawing the
conclusion that it was iitroduced by the
G'overnment, and I hold the Government
responsible, and the people of this
country will hold them responsible, for
that measure. The temperance people
throughout the country did not ask for
these amendments. They were willing
to let the courts test the matter. But
the Government have introduced a Bill
to give an opportunity to the opponents
of the ltw to destroy it. That is what
the Goveri-nient have done, and I hol I
them responsible for it. Did the lion.
Postnaster General vote against the Bill

Hon. 3fr. Scoti.

last year Il e did not. le did not rise
in his place and make the declaration he
did to-day.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
did niot vote at all.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Th- Hon. Mr
Aikins noved the second reading of the
Bill, and lie went on to describe what
the propoJsed ainendments were. He
said :-

" A case occurred this last summer, in one of
our weste-rn counties, where a proclamation
was issued for taking a vote under the Tem-
perance Act, and afterwards a proclamation
was issued by the Government of Ontario
bringing on the local elections. The nomi-
nations for the latter were held a rew days
before the polling for the Temperance Act. h
has been held that what is understood by
election day is the time which intervenes be-
tween the nomination and the close of the
polls. If that is a correct definition, it might
happen that the decision upon the temperance
question was illegal. The proclamation hav-
ing been issued, the Government was power-
less to recall it, or to issue a new proclama-
tion. The sub-section is amended by provid-
ing that the true intent and meaning of it is
that the word ( election' therein refers only to
the polling of votes, so that the voting for the
Canada Temperance Act cannot take place on
the same day as the polling for a member te
serve in the Dominion Parliament, or in any ot
the local legislatures. The second section re-
fers to something that was not known at the
time that the Temperance Act was passed, or,
if it was known, it was not nentioned when
the measure was under consideration in the
Senate. The second part of the Temperance
Act could only be brought into force con-
tingent upon licenses being issued. Now, in
some counties in the Maritime Provinces
licenses are not issued, and in such places
the Act could not be put in force. This
clause provides a remedy for that difficulty."

It passed very pleasantly; it was in the
hands of a member of the Government
who was himself a devoted member of the
temperance cause, and acting no doubt in
conference with his own colleagues.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
must contradict the, hon. gentleman
again ; he says lie assumes that it was in
conference with me that this took place.
I have just asked my hon. friend (Mr.
Aikins), who says that lie had no con-
ference whatever with me, and that I
knew nothing whatever of it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - This law was
framed in the office of the Minister of
Justice; ià was introduced by the Secre-
tary of State at that time, who is still a
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member of the Government, and yet my
hon. friend says that was not a Govern-
ment measure.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

Yes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Well, I can draw
what deductions I please from the facts,
I suppose, and I think the hon. gentle-
man will find that the people of this
country will concur in my opinion. The
Bill, of course, was only drawn by the
Minister of Justice in his individual
capacity. The Minister of Justice in his
individual capacity found that there
were some legal difficulties, and th e Sec-
retary of State introduced the Bill. If
the hon. gentleman can get out of the
difficulty through so small a hole as that,
ho can do so. That was the course
adopted last year. l'his year the same
Bill was introdiced, but not by a mem-
ber of the Government ; whether my
hon. friend (Mr. Vidal) had a conference
with the members of the Government,
or not, I do not know, but he told us in
the course of this debate (in answer to
criticisms on several parts of the Bill)
that it was drawn in the office of the
Minister of Justice ; therefore, it must
be right, and we were led to believe
that it was a Bill which the Minister of
Justice approved of. The measure is in-
troduced this year for the purpose of
making amendments which, in my judg-
rient, are immaterial, for I believe the
law can be worked without them. Some
lion. member, in the course of the debate
to-day, said that the temperance people
ought to be satisfied with what they had
got. I say, on behalf of the temperance
people, that we are quite satisfied with
the law as it stands ; all I say is, " do
not interfere with the law at present."

lon. Mr. CARVELL - If the
hon. gentleman will allow me to correct
him, I should like to explain that, during
recess, in the .lobbies, the bon. gentle-
man said to me, " You are quite willing
to allow the law to stand." I corrected
him and said that we would not move,
and did not intend to move ; that it had
been stated by my lion. friend beside
mue that the Canada Temperance Act had
been agreed upon as a compromise. That
compact should not have been broken,
and, since they had chosen to open the

lIon. Mr. eott.

question again, they may take the con-
sequences.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I did not choose
to open it, and I am nor, aware that any
considerable number of the temperanoe
people of Canada had appealed to us for
this Bill; certainly I did not. I was

perfectly content, and am content now,
with the law as it stands, and I trust the
good sense of the House will prevent
them from interfering with it ; I think
it would be a matter of great regret if, in
48 hours of hasty discussion that this
measure bas had, and without consulting
the people of this country, or giving them
time to communicate with us, we should
destroy the Temperance Act. I think
we ought to stay our hands and at least
not depart froni the expressed judgment
of this House given at s, recent a period
as last session. As I said before, while
this House bas an abstract right to
interfere with any legislation, I do main-
tain that it will shock society outside to
learn that the Senate bas availed itself of
the opportuuity to amend a Bill relating
simply to technicalities in the existing
law to interfere with what, in my judg-
ment, is the entire working of the Act.
The law will not be worth anything when
this amendment is passed. I will not go
into that subject now ; it is a long one,
and probably it would oo no good to dis-
cuss it. If we were living under the
circumstances which surround the people
of France and Italy and Spain, where
cvery farm bas its vineyard, I could quite
understand the principle of allowing
light wines, to be exempt from the oper-
ation of the Act ; but when we know
that light wines cannot be brought into
this country unless they are pretty well
charged with alcohol - --

Hon. Mr. BOURINOT - I cai assure
ny hon. friend they can; I know it as a.
fact.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - My hon. friend
is a connoisseur, and cai afford to import
his own wines and to keep tbem in
a cool cellar, but I am speak
ing for the multitude, for those who
want to be protected from their own
weakness. I am appealing more on be-
half of that largo class of people who
feel that they have bound themselves by
taking a solemn pledge to resist the
temptation of intoxicating drinks. It is,
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not the class who are tenperate, and can
take their glass of wine and stop there;
it is not the class who never lose their
reason by liquor that is affected by this
Bill. Thev can always get wine it they
choose, and even stronger drinks, in dis-
tricts where the Act is in force. The law
is for that class vho believe that they
will be rescued from the terrible debase-
ment before them if the temptation is
removed. Surely we ail believe it is *ise
to reduce the number of groggeries. They
have in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
vise laws under which the people can,

Say, "We want to put down drunken-
ness;" those laws are better in many re-
spects than the Act on our statute book,
but you cannot adopt them all over the
country. This measure steps in, and
gives the public an optional law, and I
deny that it interferes with the rights of
the people : I deny that it interferes with
their rights, although I think, in a mat-
ter of that kind, we would be discharging
the high dutv that devolves upon us it we
did interfere with the drinking customs
which are causing such misery and de-
struction around us. There is no man,
however limited his experience, but will
find in his circle of acquaintances
friends who have been snatched away,
men who have gone down to drunkards'
graves, from over indulgence ; men who
might have been saved if liquor had been
quite out of their reac ; men who would
like to have lived where liquor could not
have been had. In the great North-
West, why did the people decide that
there should be no intoxicating liquors,
not even liglit wines or beer I My hon.
friend says it is on account of the In-
dians. We are willing to make sacrifi-
ces for the Indians ; 20,000 odd people
who went into that country were will-
ing to deny themselves this indulgence
to preserve the Indians fron destruction ;
but in this country, where inisery is
brought to the domestic hearth, we refuse
to remove the tempting glass fron their
sight and allow them to simK into drunk-
ards' graves. Has the prohibitory law in
the North-West proved a barrier to the
settlement of that country ? On the
c9ntrary, when it becomes generally
known that it is a land where liquor is
prohibited, it will prove an attraction to
men to seek homes there where they *rill
be, forever, free from its cottaminating

Hon. Mdr. Scott.

influence. If such legislation is a good
thing for the North West, it is a good
thing for other parts of the Dominion.
I asz it for these provinces, not
in the large sense in which it
applies to the North-West, but in the
diluted shape in which it is now on our
statute book. I make this last appeal to
this House to leave the law as it stands ;
and, in the course of four or five years, if
it is found that it does not work well,
and does not bring thosE. advantages
which its friends claim that it will, then
let us have a measure introduced to re-
peal it, and we can give the subject care-
ful and thorough consideration. We can
then have the subject fairly before us,
not thrown capriciously.on us, and not
influenced by, I an sorry to say, prompt-
ings that are not worthy to govera the
imembers of this House

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Order !

l on. M r. SCOTT - The hon. gentle-
man says " order." I saw in those lob-
bies gentlemen who are directly interested
in this matter; I saw them appealing
to Senators to assist in protecting their
traffic from being injured by this law. Is
this Senate going to listen to those men,
and not to that larger body of respectable
people of this country that I have named 1
Havé we come to be governed by such
influences and impulses ? I trust not.
I propose, at this stage of the Bill, as
several hon. gentlemen have expressed
their willingness to let the law stand as
it is, if no further amendment is proposed,
to take the final sense of the House
whether the Bill shall pass its third read-
ing. I hope the House, on reconsidera-
tion, will be disposed to vote in the
negative.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY. - We must all
sympathise with the strong feelings that
my hon. friend entertains on this question,
as the father of the Act which is propos-
ed to be amended ; but, at the same time,
I think that my lion. friend, in the exer-
cise of his discretion, might, at all events,
have spared us the lecture which lie bas
given to the Senate of this country. He
lias thought proper to make a complaint
against the Senate in reference to this
Act. Now, what grounds are there for
that complaint I My hon. friend has
spoken of the original Act, and of
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the manner in which it was received in 'the other, and I am happy to admit on
this House, and the deliberate discussion the present occasion that the vote taken
that took place upon it, and I ask him to-day bas been entirely irrespective of
if he bas any complaint to make of the party. The only person who bas intro-
action of the Senate on that occasion I duced party into this question las been

Vas his proposition not fairly met, and the hon. gentleman himself in the extra-
liberally entertained, and did he not re- ordinary speech just delivered, and I
ceive every consideration for the sugges- shah arraign him for it. Hie whole
tions lie made on that occasion, although, speech to-niglit las been an attack on
as lie lias taken occasion frequently Vo the Government for party purposes.
remind us since, leading only a minority
in this House I He brought that Bill in
as a Government measure, and it was Lon. Mr. DICKEY - M von. friend
fairly treated and fairly consictered, and says no," but weat have we been told
it is too late for the bon. gentleman now The niost vehement part of his speech
to complain of the action of Vhp Senate. was that in which lie inoisted upon
That Act was only allowed to sleep a fastenin upon the Government a course
twelve months until it was brought up last vear and a different course this year,
again and tinfoered with; tlien agaili and î say it is in entire consonance with
last session we lad another amendment the feeling that gave birtli to this Act
to it, and the ton. gentleman lias admit- on the part of the hoi, gentleman, be-
ted that this ouse fairly considered that cause that Act, introdiced only on the
aniendment, and tliat we I)assefl the Bill eve of the general elections in 1878, I
which was then propnseu for the con- dIo s ot liesitate to say, was introduced
sideration of Parliament. hat took purelyr fo r party purposes, andwith the
place afterwards was eutirely Vne act of view to party advantages throughout
the otrer aeouse - tie cepresentatives of t e country. I do ndot nake that
ths people. My lion. frend taunts ls as complaint against the gentlemen wlio
to our course on this atedment. I is voted foi the Act tbroug conscientios
notV ve first Vnie lie ;is oune it in Vhs up otives, because they lîad a perfect right

ilouse, and it is ime tat some reon- to use teir discretion; but I say it is
strance should be made as Vo the in vain Vo attept Vo conceal, at this day,
course whic my hon. friend lias aken the fact that that measure was intro-
for party purposes in telling this bouse duced for a party purpose. The question
that we are an irresponsible body. But had not been before VIe country; it had
aast year we pad the action of the re- neyer come up in an election as an issue,
presentative of VIe people, fresh from and the country, in determining the con-
the people, in passing this majority test of 1878, did o entiroly apart fro
amendment, ad that was the only f at question. If it was not an issue,
obstruction lie met with. We lad ehp only effect it bad was o show h
passed the Bill, and it was returnd Vo country that Ve Government lad failed
us with an amendment which, I think, to satisfy the people on other questions,
was eminently proper and just, but the and had endeavored to secure the support
Senate at lis instance disagreed, with of a large body of respectable temper-
that ameniment, and Voe Bi was ance men in hs country by bringig in
dropped in consequence. Is tiat our VIe Act which we now propose Vo amend.
fatît ? liw that the fault of the action of My ion. friend bas tried o fasten a
the Senate The fathers of Vhe feasure charge against the Government. t is
have been tiiikering at it for Vh e lut th ree flot nîy busines4 Vo defend tlîe Govern-
years, atid inow Vhey propose Vo inker at nient; aey are quite able t defend
it again tlîis session, and, because the tliemselves, and Vlîey have stated their
majority ini this Iouea think proper Vo visws bers o-nigt. But, notwith-
say while we are amending tue law in standing the disclaimer o ths on. te
one senso we noay amend it in another, Minister of I hland Revenue, fortified as
we are Vo be treated Vo a lecture on Vhs it is, not merely by the word of Vhs lon.
conduct of VhK buse. 1 saY it ig a eVe Postmaster eneral, but by bis
coure that cannot commend the argu- action ihi the legisation of int year,
ment of my lion. friend Vo oua side or wien o ook no part in it at a, and

ton. hdr. Dickey.
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did not even vote on it ; notwithstand-
ing all that the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa insists on fastening upon the
Government of the country a different
course last year from this year, while he
knows they are divided on the question.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I read the speech
of the hon. gentleman opposite.

Hion. Mr. DICKEY-The hon. gèntle-
man read the speech after the attack,
and the speech took away all the point
of the attack, because there is not a word
in the speech to support the statenent of
the bon. gentleman that the Minister of
Inland Revenue introduced that Bill as
a Government measure. The hon.
gentleman (Mr. Scott) referred to the
local legislatures, and stated that the
reason that measure was brought in was
because the local legislatures would not
act. But they had acted ; the Legisla-
ture of Quebec had enacted a law that
was satisfactory to that province, ajd
which bas influenced a large number of
the members from Quebec in voting upon
this Bill to-day. I was rather surprised
at their course in respect to the anend-
ment of my hon. friend fron Halifax,
the adoption of which would have the
effect of materially increasing our trade
with the country they all respect-
France. But the other provinces have
had their license iaws - iost stringent
laws - and yet my bon. friend says that
the local legislatures would not act !

lon. Mr. SCOTT - They would not
enact a measure like this.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - My lion. friend
says that this is an Act that
relates entirely to the Dominion
Parliament ; but I w'ould inform
him that we have a local enact-
ment quite as stringent and as effective
in its way in Nova Scotia as the Scott Act.
My. hon. friend objecis to tis anend.
ment because,he says, it will kill the Act,

touch at all the question of the traffic in
intoxicating liquors ; it only relates to
the very mild class of drinks, such as are
mentioned by my hon. friend from Hali-
fax, and not to those ardent liquors
which my hon. friend tells us lead to
debasement and sorrow and shame by
some of the people who indiIge in them.
I am perfectly willing to agree with hinm
there, but why lie should on that
ground make an objection to this
amendment, I cannot conceive. Sup-
posing that amendment had been offered
at the tinie this Temperance Act was
introduced, and it was agreed that we
would all act together and endeavor to
root out this great evil of intemper-
ance, if the Bill should be modi-
fied so as to allow the sale
of ales, porter, light wines and other
mild drinks, my hon. friend, I am quite
sure, would have been only too glad to
have secured the support of the entire
hody of legislators by assenting to such a
course as that. That is what we are try-
ing to do now, and is my hon. friend iot
content to take the half loaf rather than
have no bread I Will he not consent to
a. compromise vhich, I think, is as rea-
sonable as it is fair I At all events, the
people of this country should be in a po-
sition,if tbey choose to do so, to go to the
proper authorities in the different prov-
vinces, and ask for license to sell those
liquors, which I have not heard any gen-
tlerman speak of as intoxicating drinks.
Several gentlemen who have spoken to
re since the debate began have informed
me they were under the impression that
we were going to give indiscriminate h-
cense -a sort of free use of such drinks
as ales, porter, eider and light wines.
But such is not the case: we merely ex-
clude them from the operation of the
Scott Act, and leLve it to the Local Legis-
latures and the local authorities to deal
with them. They are subject to
license and control just the same as

and why 1 Because, he says, the legislation they always were, and why it should
which he introduced in 1878 - and I be said that such an amendment as that
would like to be able to give him credit would kill the act 1 cannot conceive.
for the very best temperance motives in My hon. friend knows very weil we have
introducing that measure - was intro- had some experience of this class of
duced for the purpose of putting down legislation in bis own province. le bas
the trafic in intoxicating liquors. I had sone experience of the Dunkin
quite admit that that is the principle of Act, a very stringent law, running in the
the legislation of 1878, but the amend- same direction as this Act; yet, when
ment that lia% been introdueed dles not introdncing the Scott Act, hie .ad to

Bon. Mr. Dickey.
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confess that the Dunkin Act was, to a
large extent, inoperative. Experience
has already proved that in some counties
vhere the Canada Temperance Act lias
been in operation the same results fol-
lowed. The hon. gentleman will find, if
lie takes the trouble to inquire, that
whcre it bas put down one licenîsed bouse
which was under the control of the
authorities, it has brought into existence
half a dozen unlicensed groggeries
throughout the saie district. Is that a
result which ny hon. friend desires to
secure in the sacred cause of tenperance?
I think not ; at least, I hope not. Now,
my lion. friend says there bhas ·been no
agitation against the law. Whv is it
there is no agitation against it i It is bc-
cause, as I have already explained,
the people who drink - the people
wbo are supposed to be interested -
bave the saie opportunities to get
liquor w'herever this lav is in force
that they lad before, because groggeries
are now kept by people who are entirely
too poor to pay fines, or too insignificant
te follow or too difficult to get at. At
all events, that is the class of people into
whose lands you throw this debased
liquor trafflic instead of having it carried
on under proper control by responsible
parties, and under regulations estab-
lisled by the authorities of the country.
That is the only effect that this legis-
lation can have. But my bon. friend
strangely announces that this Bill intro-
duced by the hon. gentlemna.n from Sar-
nia is not necessary, and goes on to pro-
phesy that the courts would decide that
the section which it is pi oposed to aimend
imakes the proceedings entirely directory;
and lie tells us, with regard to the
arnendnent that provides for cases in
which there were no liceuses issued in
counties, the côurts would construe the
Act so as to apply it to any county
where licenses were issued or not. I
wish lie lad made this speech, on
the second rcading of this Bill,
because he would have saved this
House a great deal of trouble and
we should have told the hon. gentleman
froi Sarnia, who introduced the Bill,
that according to the authority of the
father of the Act itself there was no
necessity for this legislation at all.

lon. Mr. SCOTT - The Minister of
Justice wanted it.

Hion. Mr. Dickey.
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Ron. Mr. DICKEY - My hon. friend
speaks a great deal of what the Minisfer
of Justice thouglt or what he was going
to do. I do not knov by what autiority
lie speaks of whvat the Minister of Justice
intended to do, or whetber the secrets of
the Departn3nt are confided to him, but,
if the Minister of Justice bad any doubt
as to the interpretation of the Act, cer-
tainly ry bon. friend had none at all. I
have already answered the objection he
lias made that if this Bill passes the Aet
will not be worth anything. WThy not?
If vou carry this amendmv'nt vou will
enlist all the sober teinperance feeling of
the country in its favor ; you may offelnd
the people who desire to indulge in in-
toxicating drinks, but 1 for one am quite
prepared to take my share of the responsi-
bility as well as to assist. my hon.
friend in enforcing legislation to
take fron the people the power
of debasinîg themuselves, and at the
sanie time say they shall not be de-
prived of the opportunity of taking a
harmless glass of -le or cider, or of the
miiild vines that corne fron across the sea.
Now, ny hon. friend, in his vehemenît
attack ipon the majority in this House
who have declared thteir opinion of this
Act, lias resorted, as 1 think, te the un-
worthy course of insinuating that the
opinions of the majority of th:s Ilouse
hare been inproperly influenced by
people in the lobby. Ail I can say with
regard to this is that the ion. gentleman
who casts a reflection of that kind upon
the nembers of thuis House shuld think
well before lie dues it, and shonld be in a
position to give sone reasons for that
statenient. Speaking for myself, I canu
only say I ha ve seen no person in the
lobby ; I have seen no person elsewhere,
and no one lias ventured to speak to me
on the subject except one or two meni-
bers of this flouse, who have a perfect
right to confer with their colleagues, and
no mention of helping the interests of
brewers or others was ever suîggested to
nie. I take ny stand upon this amend-
ment of mîy lion. friend as eminently wise
and proper iii itself. I have no feeling
upon it otherwise, but. I do think, in thie
true interests of temperance, my hon.
friends would have best subserved these
views by taking the advice of the other
side of the [ouse, and should have con-
tented themselves. with the amendment,

37
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and thus enlisted in the support of the
great cause of temperance the general
teeling of the people of this country.

H on. Mr. VIDAL - I should like to
occupy a considerable time in replying to
the observations made with respect to
this Bi'l. I think it will be absolutely
necessary to make additional amend-
ments, in order to bring the one which
bas been adopted into harmony with the
Bill. I therefore move the adjournment
of the debate.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - The motion
before the House is that the Bill
(o pass to its third reading, as
amended.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -But it is quite
open for my hon. friend to move another
anendment. As lie bas said, with this
amendment tacked on, the Bill is without
meaning ; it is an amendment which will
not work with the Bill unless machinerv
is provided for it. If my hon. friend
desires to move another amendment, I
am sure the House would give him time
to prepare it.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - As
to the amendment not working as it is,
I do not think there is any ground for
fear. The amendment is that the original
act shall not interfere with the dealing in
ales, porter, light wines, etc., and there
can be no doubt that that will have the
effect of preventing the original Act from
operating with regard to those liquors,
and that is the only object in view.

lon. Mr. CARVELL - - I do not
feel that it is just to myself and those
who voted with me on the question to-
night, to allow the closing remarks of the
hon. the ex-Secretary of State to pass
with so slight a reference to them as
that which was made hy the hon. Senator
from Amherst. The hon. ex-Secretary
of State thought fit to say that an undue
influence had been brought to bear upon
members of this House, and that the
majority in favor of the amendment was
thus secured. I feel that it is due to
every gentleman in this Chamber that
the hon. member should go further or go
back - that lie should either retract the
insinuation or prove it. I think it is
beneath the dignified position which
every member of this House sbould
occupy, to make such a statement. Fol-

Hon. Mr. Dickey.

lowing in the wake of the the hon. gentle-
man from Amherst, I may state that no
one bas said yea or nay to me, or wished
me to do anything in reference to this
matter. I do not speak for myself, for
any one who knows me would know that
I would not be guilty of such a thing as
lie insinuates.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I do not think 1
used the words " undue influence ;" J
said " improper influences," and I used
it in this -ense: gentlemen engaged
in the manufacture and traffic in intoxi-
cating liquors have endeavored to influ-
ence niembers of this House to vote for
the amendment. Whether they suc-
ceeded or not, I cannot say. I.t is not
proper to introduce personalities into a
debate of this kind, but there are gentle-
men within reach of my voice at this
moment who can confirm what I say:
that large interests attacked by this Tem-
perance Bill, were in the lobbies endea-
voring to influence members to vote for
the amendment.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CA MPBELL - As
the hon. gentleman put it before, it
was that members of this House were
improperly influenced by those men in
the k>bbies.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - If I find I have
transgressed the rules of this House,
or any hon. gentleman believes
his sensitiveness has been injured
by my observations, I will be glad to
withdraw them. What I say is
that influences were at work, very large
influences, in order to have beer excluded
from the operation of the Temperance
Act.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBEL[ý -
What the hon. gentleman stated was
that the House had been influenced by in-
terests represented in the lobbies.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I stated what
I had seen, and I drew certain con-
clusions.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN - I think the
hon. gentleman owes it to the bouse to
withdraw those words. What right has
lie to say that this House bas been in -
properly influenced I The hon. gentle-
man has himself used ail the influence
he possesses to cari y his point.

[SE NAT E.] Amnendmient Bill.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I had a right to
use my influence.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN - The hon.
gentleman used his influence, not only
inside the House, but outside of it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I have a right
to do so, but gentlemen, not in this
Chamber, who are interested in the
liquor traffic, have no right to button
hole members of this House to influence
thein to vote one way or another.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN - A gentle-
man may, on the floor of this House, by
his eloquence and persuasive powers en-
deavor to influence the votes of hon.
members, but he has no right to go into
the lobbies of this House and ask hon.
gentlemen how they are going to vote.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - This is the only
occasion on which I have asked hon.
gentlemen to vote. I think the circum-
stances connected with this Act are ex-
ceptional, and that I was warranted in
going much further than I would have
gone under other circumstances, because
it is a moral question affecting the well-
being of the people of this country in the
direction of peace and happiness here,
and not only here but hereafter. It is
the only time I have made a personal ap-
peal to this House. I certainly am sur-
prised to hear the hon. gentleman say
that I have no right in the lobbies of this
House to ask a Senator to vote in favor
of a particular measure. It seems to me
I have often been asked by Senators if I
could not see my way to support a par-
ticular measure. 1 think it is quite
right, and I should have been wanting
in my duty if I had failed to ask anyone
that I thought could be influenced by me
to vote for the Bill.

Hon. Mr. ALLA N - The hon.
gentleman is perfectly right to use
all his influence and persuasion
to get bis fellow-members to vote
for any measure he is interested
in carrying, but when he ven-
tures to go beyond that and say that
gentlemen interested either in th
passage of this Bill, or any parti
cular amendment, have been lobbying
members of this Senate, and that mnem
ber of the Senate have been undul.)
sw yed to vote contrary to their convic
ti ns by the influences thus brought t

Hon. Mr. Scott.

bear upon tnem, he is going too far, be-
cause I do not think any member of this
body is open to a charge of that kind.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - The hon. gen-
tleman, in the heat of debate, used an
expression, which, when bis attention
was called to it, he withdrew. I think
that should be the end of it.

The Senate divided on the amendme'nt,
which was
vote

Aikins,
Armand,
Baillargeon,
Bellerose,
Bureau,
Chaffers,
Chapais,
Dumouchel,
Flint,
Girard,
Grant,
Guévremont,

rejectel by the following

CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.

Haythorne,
Leonard,
McClelan (Hlopewell),
McLelan(Londonderry)
MeMaster,
Pelletier,
Reesor,
Scott,
Trudel,
Vidal,
Wark.-23.

NoN-CoNTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.
Almon,
Archibald,
Botsford,
Boucherville, De,
Bourinot,
Boyd,
Bull,
Campbell, Sir Alex.,
Carvell,
Cornwall,
Dever,
Dickey,
Dickson,
Ferguson,
Gibbs,

Glasier,
Hamilton (Inkerman),
Hamilton (Kingston),
Hope,
Howlan,
Kaulbach,
Lewin,
Macdonald,
Montgomery,
Northwood,
Odell,
Ryan,
Simpson,
Thibaudeau.-29.

Mr. FERRIER paired with Mr.
PENNY, who would have voted with the
majority had he been present.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL - I regret that I
am obliged to speak without having had
an opportunity of arranging my thoughts
and framing an amendmient at this stage

- of the Bill. I cannot, however, allow
the Bill to pass its third reading with-
out making a few observations *in con-

- nection with it. I am not disposed to
speak quite so strongly as my bon.'

- friend opposite (Mr. Scott), but at the
y saie tinie, I participate very largely in
- the feelings that he bas expressed. I do

think, however, without venturing to
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pronoince any judgnient upon the action
of the louse, that the question which
we have before us, andi upon which we
are to give a decision, is a more impor-
tant one thau, perhaps, lion. gentlemen
have been disposed to think. I hold
that such legislation as this is at least
hasty. Parliament, in 1878, gave to the
people of this country the Canada
Temperance Act in response, as
it has been observed on several
occasions during this debate, to the
demnand of hundreds of thiousands of ouir
people after many years of agitation. Tihat
Bill was given and accepted as a com-
promise. It did not go the full length
which the advocates of temperance and
prohibition desired. We wouid have
preferred it if had been possible to have
obtained it, that there should be an act
to prohibit the manufacture, importation
or sale of those drinks which we
honestly believe to be the cause of the
greatest distress, misery and ruin iii our
country. A compromise, however, was
effected to this extent, that a measure of
permissive local prohibition was granted
to the country. Tiis was received by the
temlperance men of the Dominion,
generally, with satisfaction, feeling it
was perhaps all they could expect to get
in the present state of public opinion.
That Act bas been approved of very
generAlly throughout the country. Tihe
fact that it was given (which
was nientioned rather as an argu-
ment against it) au the approach
of a general election testified what?
Simply that the parties in power recog-
nized the state of public opinion, knew
that this would be a popular move to
make, knew that by tbis legislation tbey
vould gain the confidence of nany of the

electors of the Dominion. Tlis Act lias
been received by them and brouglit into
foreQ in a good many counties in the
various provinces. What would be the
position in those counties if this amend-
ment readly becomes a part cf the origi-
nal Act? Parties have gone to great
expense, and taken a great deal of trouble,
to bring into force the Temperance Act
of 1878 in its integritv, and now they
find themselves put off with an Act for
which they would not have crossed the
street to vote. It will now become an
Act to them utterly unworkable, and one
vhich they must regard as of no pos-

Hon. Mr. Vidal.

sible use. Is there any provision in this
Act that the righîts and privileges granted
tlhem by the passageof the Actof 1878will
be secured 1 Tlhey have acted in gocd
faith, believing tliat Parliament meant
that thev should have the power of pro-
hibiting the sale of liquor in those
countics that deisired it ; and are tlhey to
be told, after all the trouble they have
gone to, that it is ail done for nothing,
that now, by a sudden, unasked for act
of the Senate of Canada, the essentil
ieature of the Bill is to be rnmoved, and
it is to become mre waste paper or the
sîttue book I hold tlhat the people
who) have taken suhi trouble, and whio
in good fait1 brought the AcL iito force
are entitled to saome respect and protee-
fion at ou hands, and that thiey should
be given that protection by a clause
allowing thiem to retain that prohibition
if they so desire. Somie suîch clause
should be added to the present Bill, and
the electors at all events should have the
privilege of deciding which they would
cloose. There could be some provision
made by which th 1 electors in any
countv might decide for themselves
wlether they will take the liw
as it now is, or take it in the
iututilated forni in which it will appear if
this amendaient is placed upon 'our sta-
tute book. This legislation is of a most
important character, aflectin;g, as it does,
the interests of every family in the Do-
minion. I hold it to be a matter of
greater importance in relation to the
pulic welfare than the Pacitic Railway,
notwithstanding all the deep interest
manifested in the lengthened discussion
which took place on that measure. It
is a question which reaches everv home
in the land, and is nost intimately con-
nected with the health, prosperity, and
peace of the people. In every way it is
entwined with doîmestic h appiness
throughout the homesteads of ouir coun-
try, and yet we are here, unknown to
those who are so deeply interested-
witlhout any petition coming fron any
province of the Dominion asking iuch
legislation -- springing upon the coun-
try a measure utterly unasked for, unex-
pected, and undesired by the people. I
venture to say if this becomes the law of
the land, our table next session will
groan under the petitions laid on it,
praying for a repeal of this objectionable

Amendmient Bill.(8B NýAT E.]
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clause ; hundred.s and thousands of We know well xhat we ara (bing, ani
our people will be asking that v at power we have under the present
they be not treated in this way. Act. We know that it niay be nade
lias any reason of a public character exeedmgly beneficiai, as it is, but we
been shown why w e should so inutilate i liove that with the addition of
the original Act as to render it entirely thiS amendaient te it, its usefulness \vili
inoperative ? I assert there has been b', entirel destroyed. Arguments have
nothing moie thai tie, personal aid been very freeiy adluce, although 1

private views of individuals that w tlink they arc net iii place bere, as to
have heard in this Ilouse frotn opponents the eiciencv or înefficiency of prehibi-
whenever the temlperanice quest:ou lin torv legisl:tion, and the attainent of
come up for discussion. 'Tiere lias licou thend it lias in view. It is ail ver
no appeal fromn Parties outsid* ; no weil for lon. gentlemen te stand p and
sons claini to be by the -'o tell us that in places here the proeinittry
Act. It is suîstained by publie senti- law bas len put in ferce it bas î<ivei
ment, anti the publie xviii be iliockedi anti a faiilmîrO. \Ve knoxv tbere are instances
aîstonislhet throngheut t1w leugdî. aid wlmuicW ail laes are failtres, as far as pre-
breadtli of the landi, xlien t'î heara vemîtinA crime is concerne. A l lavs

xith dismay that the Senate lias undne are brokein by sene parties. Se it is ne
ail the geood w'ieli it- diti fer the:n ia airgu mca it against the iaw te s.-ay that it is
1878. I <L leet think that tlis is tbe jbroken ; lit I contenti that in dalnof
last xve xvii hear of it, if this amnendaient with this question we s sould take s wide
caîries. My belief is tbat tlff C4overni- view of it, anti net be guid,.ell by narresv
ment xvii net bie lid free fon blabe if views or iselatene cases presented te us.
the Temnperane Act bie thus destrovet, If xve loek at statistids dhich are reliable
altbeugh it bantle saidti bie aGev- weensethat great good hn.s rsl

cthintketheyv arenotinslac hre, suto

ernmemt measure. My biel e f is, f'ro tbe prohibition of te sale of intoxi-
that the people of this Peunntiiion iil cating liquors. Can we net believe our
look, as they have a rigt te leek, tevn Cornirssioners - men chosen be-
te the Geverrent te protect theni iii cause of tlîeir fi tness te make the exami-
the enjeyment of tbo rigts theywpossess; nation with hich they were entrusted
that they xii tbink the Gevernrient is wlo visite the States where prohibitory
lereiict in its duty in net saying, that ths laws were either whoily or partially v

leisiati, n sha net take place with toc e force ? Can we not berieve their report 
consent until public meetings have been Their testimony is irrefragable. It proves
helad te cnsider it, until some public that wherever prohibitory laws have been
boies have (emandeS it, ana until the fully or even partiaily enforced their re-
newspaper press of the cuntr bas se suts have been môst beneficial te the
discusseti the question that farliament community. Their jails have been
shahl be satisieti as te the state of public empty for months, pauperisrn bas
opinion n the subject. I think it is dte disappeare, there is ne need
te ourselves, and te te character of this of police oficeis te preserve the

ieuse, that we should Govstpne a change peace. G acrss the ocean ani wha
Se important util we have goiven boso wiii you iind there ifIave vou an idea
interested an opportunity of expressing that tere is ne prohibition in Englan
their views regarding it. 1 hope the I tell you that prohibition exists there in

lhouse wil net insist on attaching this the ost stringent forni, and with ost
arnedment te the Act - an aend ent beneficia results. Tlere is a peer

which wil render this measure (an we there of ilvhih ve know lite
telerance peple are the best judges of in this country - lanlokords old

the matter) utterly useess. as any ing extensive terrtory an having abso-
hon. mentber known as a proinent Jute control witin its limits. Man y
teajterance man taken any part in pso- of those landiords have laid it down as
moting the passage of this amendment ? an inflexible mIe, that ne liquor shah be

Net one. It is not the ork of temper- selt ou their estates.
ance me it i, nt an arenduient ph-
pdses by thesa vho know vhat xiii aid lien. Mr. KAULBACq t - Except
or injrn the ua, which ve eno thae beer.

li. Jfr. Iridai,
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Hon. Mr. VIDAL - Beer is also
prohibited, for the beerhouso is regarded
as the greatest curse that could be in-
flicted on a place. There are many such
estates. You can find wbole towns, if
you like, where prohibition prevails.
You have heard, no doubt, of the town
of Saltaire, erected by Sir Titus Salt for
his employees and their families. It is
a town of 10,000 inhabitants, without a
single liquor shop. What is the con-
sequence i Almost an entire absence of
crime, no pauperism, no police needed,
and in place of saloons and bars and
places of ill resort, they have reading
rooms, libraries, and places of that kind.
Go where you will, throughout the
world, wherever this matter has been
fairly tested, the results have been
the same. I challenge anyone
to prove that prohibition, w here fairly
tried, bas ever failed to accomplish what
the temperance people claim will result
from it. In view of the importance of
this question, and especially in view of
the fact that the outside public so mate-
rially affected by it had no voice in the
matter, I hope the Senate will not force
on theni an amendment so distasteful,
and the passage of which will do great
discredit to this Chamber. We stand
high in the estimation of the large major-
ity of the public, because we stood as the
champions of the public rights. It gave
to us a prestige in the eyes of many thous-
ands in this country, which I very much
fear will be jeopardized, if it is not
entirely lost, by the position the Senate
has taken to-night. I once more entreat
the House by what is due to those
who are looking to u for protection in
this matter to refuse to pass this law
as amended.

lon. Mr. DICKEY - My hon. friend
says there bas been no request on the
part of the temperance people for this
amendment, and therefore, he says, it
,nght not to pass. I should like to in-
quire how it is be asks the House to
adopt his Bill after the declara-
tion of the father of the Tem-
perance Act that the . temperance
people did not ask for it, and were not
aware that it was to be brougbt in. If
we are not to adopt the amendment be-
cause the temperance people did not ask
for it, why did the hon. gentleman ask us
to adopt his Bill i

lion. Mr. Vidal.

lon. Mr. VIDA L - That is a
question very easily answered. In the first
place, the Bill which I introduced does not
affect the Act in any material way. It is
mnerely a correction of alleged errors with
a view of preventing vexatious litigation
which might arise on points of no
inaterial importance. I introduced the
Bill because it had been brought before
tho Dominion Temperance Alliance, and
thev desired me, if I thought the Bill of
last Session might be safely introduced.
to do so, because they thought it would
be helpfunl to the Act. But rather than
have any difficulty about it, though I
should be glad to sea the Bill as intro-
duced carried, I would willingly let it
drop.

lon. Mr. McLELAN - The bon.
senator from Amherst has asked a
question. One answer may be found in
the fact that the temperance people
rested secure on what had been given
them on the faith of Parliament. Sev-
eral hou. gentlemen have admitted that
this was a compromise between the tem-
perance people and Parliament - that
the temperance people came to both
Houses asking for total prohibition, and
instead of obtaining that, a compact was
made thatt they should have this optional
law. It was accepted, and the temperance
people were satisfied, provided machinery.
were given to-work that out in detail.
Here was a compact made between Par-
liament and the temperance people, who
are a very great power, as I think will
be shown when the time comes to appeal
to the country. I regard this as a very
important matter which deserves more
consideration than almost any question
that can come befoi-e us. lon. gentlemnen
should weigh this matter calmly and see
what will be the effect of any amendient
to this Bill. Now, I say the amendment
is a violation of the compact that w s
made in 1878. The lion. Senator for
Amherst says that this amendment does
not touch the principle of the Bill. Why,
hon. gentlemen, the principle of the
Bill is alcohol, and this amendment al-
lows you to touch the principle of the
Bill up to ten per cent. If the legisla-
tion were consistent with the argu-
ments that hon. gentlemen bring to sus-
tain it, they should go further and instead
of saying that ale, porter, lager beer,
cider and light wines, under ten per
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cent. of alcohol, shall be exempt from
the operation of the Teniperance Act of
1878, you should extend it to the Act pro-
hibiting the sale of liquors in the North--
West Territories. Why have the white
men any better right to their ale, porter
beer and wines under 10 per cent. of
proof, than the Indians ? My hon.
friend fron British Columbia here to-
day argued that the superiority of the
white man over the Jndian is because
the former lias been accustomed to the
use of stimulants. Now, if this be truc,
and you want to bring up the red man,
if you want to make h-im equal to the
white ian, and do away with that enor-
mous responsibility which he is to us in
the North-West, give him his wine and
ale and porter, and bring him up that he
may rise to our level. But I think if
you did that you would just have the
same result that you will have
amongst the white population -
drunkenness? A drunken Indian nay
not differ from a drunken white
moan, but a sober Indian is better
ihan any number of "pale faces " drunk,
but to make legislation consistent with
your arguments, you should exempt
these articles from the operation of the
Act relating to the North-West Terri-
tories. The'main force of the argument
against this Bill has been that you are
tyrannizing over certain persons who
want ale, porter, lager beer and wines.
One of my hon. friends here says that
the great body of the temperance people
desire to have engrafted on the Bill per-
mission to use these drinks. If they
think any considerable portion of the
temperance men of this country
desire that, why not give theni an
opportunity to say so ; why not
give thema an opportunity to say whether
the> wish to exempt these beverages
froma the operation of the Act or not i
But if the House should think fit to
violate the compact made with the tein-
perance people of the Dominion, in
accepting this amendaient, they should
not, in justice to the public, make it
retroactive. In all counties where trou-
ble and expense have been incurred to
take the sense of the people whether the
Act shall be brought into operation or
not; and where it is now operative,
it is more unjust to go back on those
people and say that all your time and

Hon. Mfr. McLelan.

trouble lias been for nauglt, the Act
only applies to certain alcoholic drinks
which are above the ten per cent. Give
those counties which have accepted the
Act an opportunity to test wlietler the
law, as it stands, is a benefit to theim or
not. If you must have the amendmient,
let it provide that from this time forwari,
in al] counties that may test the ques-
tion, they shall decide whether they will
accept the Act, with this amendment, or
not. I think it is exceedingly unfair to
go back upon the counties that have the
Bill in operation, and say all that they
have done is of no avail, so far as total
prohibition (the object at which they are
aiming) is concerned.

Hon. Mr. ODELL - I am very much
surprised at the argument made ve of
by the hon. gentleman opposite, tl t we
shouild not make this measure ietro-
active. I think he bas forgotten alto-
gether the seventh section of this Bill as
brought down by the lion. gentleman
from Sarnia. There is a retroactive
clause in it which I objected to when ve
were in comnittee.

lon. Mr. McLELAN - That does
not affect the principle of the Bill; that
is the mere machinery for working the
Act.

Hon. Mr. ODELL - It is the prin-
ciple of the Bill, because,' if passed as
introduced, it makes this Bill retroac-
tive, and brings it into operation to-
gether with the Act of 1878, and, as I
stated Uapon a former occasion, it con-
dones everything that has been done
heretofore, and legalizes it, no natter
what action has been taken heretofore in
regard to it. That is the effect of any
argument made use of now with regard
to making this retroactive, and I think
it cornes very unfairly from any- sup.
porter of the Bill as first introduced;
and moreover, the hon. Senator from
Sarnia says there is really nothing in this
but a couple of trifling I amendme nts;
one of thenm is to make the Bill retro-
active.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN - My argu-
ment was that an amendment which
touches the Bill should not be retro-
active, but if the machinery necessary to
carry out the compact made between
Parlianent and the temperance people of
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'Canada should be retroactive, there is
no principle involved; it is only *in the
amendnment.

' Hon. Mr. REESOR - All parties
seem to agree that something should be
done towards securing the object which
the Temperance Act of 1878 has in view.
The hon. gentleman who noved the
amendment to-day to the Bill before the
House claimed to be as strongly as any
other member of this House in favor of
removing as far as possible by law the
vice of intemperance. Now, I have not
as great an objection to the principle
introduced by the hon. gentleman's
a'mendment as many have. I should
rather the provision were made than not
that every city, town, village, town-
ship, or county municipality siould
have the option of exempting itself froi
the operation of the Scott Act in so
far as relates to the articles mentioned in
the amendment of the hon. gentleman
from Halifax. I would, therefore, sub-
mit to the House the following ainend-
ment

" That the said amendment to the 9th clause
be further amended to read as follows :-That
the council of any county, city, town, village
or township municipality in which the Canada
Temperance Act of 1878 bas been, or may
hereafter be declared in force, may by by.
law exempt from the operation of the said
Act, the sale of ales, porter, lager beer, cider,
and light-wines containing under 10 per cent.
of alcohol."
That would leave it to the option of the
various municipalities to exempt from the
operation of the Act the articles men
tioned in this amendment. Where the
Temperance Act is brought into force be-
fore public opinion is prepared to carry
it out, it is sure to fall a dead letter. I
know several counties where the
Dunkin Act was brought into
force by a small majority vote. It was
brought into force in municipalities where
public opinion was not strong enough to
carry it out, and where the operation of
the law under the Dunkin Act was worse
than before it was passed. The con-
sequence was the reaction became so
strong in the course of a year or two that
the Act had to he repealed. It is not
desirable that that should take place in
all cases, and I have no doubt that if in
municipalities they had the privilege -of
exempting from the operation of the
Prohibitory Act the articles mentioned

lon. Mr. .IcLelan.

in the amendment of my hon. friend from
Halifax it would satisfy public opinion,
and a great deal of good might be accom-
plished by it. 1, therefore, submit the
amendment to the House, and I trust the
majority will sustain it.

Mr. SPEAKER ruled that the amend-
ment, in its present shape, was out of
order.

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE - I de
clined to second my hon. friend's motion
because it shows the unwisdein of hasty
action'upon stch an.importait matter as
this. I have no doubt that my hon.
friend's motive is excellent.: but I be-
lieve that ini my Province such a law
would be inovraLive -- for this reason:
that . we have no county council, and
no person by whom to put it into opera-
tion.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN - I would like to,
say that the amendment proposed by my
hon. friend opposite is not one that the
House should entertain. I do not think
it will answer any satisfactory object ;
but I do think it would be well for the
House to pause and consider whether the
amendment of the hon. gentleman.from
Halifax, which has been carried, ought
not to be made to apply only to munici-
palities in which the Temperance Act
may come into force in the future.
The municipalities in which the
Act is now in force have adopted it
knowing exactly what its provisions are.
They knew it entailed total prohibition
of liquors of all kinds ; they knew what
they were about when they voted for it,
and I do not see that' there can
be any necesity for or wisdon
or justice in disturbing the ex-
isting arrangements where the Act is
now in operation. If the clause be made
applicable to all cases in wbich the Act
may hereafter bevotedup'oninany munici-
pality then those who vote for or against
it know exactly what they have to ex-
pect, and it will be for the advocates of
prohibition to decide whether it is de-
sirable for the law thus altered to be put
in force, and for their opponents to de-
cide whether they will accept it in its
new shape. To my mind it would ren-
der the amendment which bas just been
carried a much less objectionable one if
this restriction was , added , to it, but to
adopt the clause as it now stands. with
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out any such restrict-ion and to apply it
to all cases where the Act is now in
operation would le, under all the ci'-
cumstances of the case, a very unwise
poroceeding. and, I venture to tlink, a
particularly Vunfortunate one for this
Hou0.se to adopt. I earnestly hope that
tiie nay be riven to consider
the question, and that it will not
be burried thirough without Care-
fui deliberation. Undoubtedly, it is a
mnost important subject, and one which a
large riniber of the people of this
country take a very deep and earnest
interest in, and I should exceedingly
regret if this iouse dealt with it in a
lasty way, and without due regard to the
serions consequences it may involve. I
venture to suggest, therefore, that time
should at least be given to see whether
a compromise irâght not be arrived at,
and if it is dctermined that beer and light
wines shall be exempted, that at all
events the amendment when finally
passed shall only be made to apply to
tiose municipalities in whlich the Act
niay hereafter be enforced.

lon. Mr. ALMON - Did i under-
stand the hon. gentleian to sav that
lie is paired with the lion. gentleman
from iBritish Columbia h

lon. Mr. ALL AN - Certainly, but
that does not prevent me froi speaking
to the Bill. It only prevents nie from
voting.

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD - That Act
has been called into force by minorities
in niany districts. If the temperance
people had adopted the course which was
suggested to thîen by gentlemen who
were favorable to some law which could
be enforced in the Dominion, they would
have the sympathy of the najority of
the people, and there would be no such
difficulty as they now have to contend
with. The objection to the suggestion
made by the lion. gentleman from
Toronto is simply this : in large counties
where there are five or six thousand
voters, for instance, in my own County,
the Act vas brought into operation by
the votes of sone 900 electors, and it is
being violated froni hour to hour.

lon. Mr. ALLAN - Why did not
the others vote ?

lion. Mr. AUiaa.

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD - Had such
an amendment as that oi the hon. gentle-
man from Halifax, jieen made to the Act
they would bave the full synpathy of the
majority f the pele ; but the temper-
ance people. in. their enthusiasmî, think
that by passing an act they eau nake a
man sol.ber. They nake a great mistake
when they think Y enactinig laws thev
can cure all those evils. I shall give a
single illustration of the workiug of this
Act in the Countv from which I come.
I have thie very best infornation that
that law is being violated Ii very part of
the County. Respectable hotels are closed
up, and a class of pecple who have nor
the requisite means of accommodating
the public seil druuged liquors indiscrim-
inately. Such parties, when convicted.,
not having property to pay fines are put
into jail, and find themselves in more
coifortable quarters than they had
before. What is the result ? You have
the sympathy of the people enlisted
against this law, as in. some cases the
persons who sell liquor are wonen. I
feel satisfied that the p:'oposition of the
hon. gentleman is not one that can be
sustained ; because it is Pot enforced by
the consent of the majority of the people
when it is brougiht into operation.

lon. Mr. McCLELAN (Hiopewell)
- The Act has not been long in force

in the County of' Westmoreland, and I
thinik if it gets a longer trial the hon.
gentleman will find it to work satisfac-
torily. In some other counties where it
is in force, they find the same difliculties
exist, the same alleged deficiency in the
Act that ny hon. friend from Sarnia bas
now attempted to remove. Therefore,
the proceedings under the Act have to
sone extent rested in abeyence. The
object of this measure is to declare what
the lav nieans, and to make it more ef-
ficient in its enforcement. I differ very
much froi the observations which have
fallen from my hon. friend as to the
minority bringing the Act into force.
The vote which has brought the law into
force is practically the same as that
which bas elected members of Parliament.
If the majority of the electors do not
turn out to record their votes for a mem-
ber of Parliament we have just as mucli
reason to say that the member is elected
by the mîinîority as that this Act
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is brought into force by a minority lon. Mr. REESOR idîdrew his
when the people do not go to amendment.
the polis to vote against it. IfLbepoî to~o n Hon. Mr. GIRARD - 1 mnav be con-
the electors do not oppose it, it shows
that there are very few people indeed '
who object to this excellent law - excel- of the Llouse, but it seems to me it is my
lent so for as I hear any general expres- duty to make a few remarks on tbis
sion about it, for I hear very little con- aendment. It was my intention on

demuîor of t l NewBruswic. ~the third reading to submit an amend-demi-natory of it in New Brunswick. I mnpoiic htwe n osi
cannot understand why the same feeling m

woud nt prvae tat las ofpe tuency petitioned for the introduction ofwould not pervade that class of people nte Canada Temperance Act of 1878, thewho may have a personal interest in lcoshudbeaow texrs
turning out to oppose this law, as that eer o u e aslowed to expres
which influences those whîo sup-
port it from disinterested motives. adopt the Temperance Act as it is at pre-
The fact that so few turned out to op- sent or i the modified form proposed by
pose the measure shows conclusively that the amendment of the lon. gentleman
it was perfectly well known what the fron Halifax. 1 have had some experi-
public sentiment was, and that there was ence in the liquor trade, and in the sale
no necessity for very many to vote for o and such light drinks.
it. It was ell understood that thereuse during last session en-
was no cosidele n ber of pee acted a law by which licenses could be
iii naor cof deetnme it. H p tepl grantedl to, seli beer; but it is well knownin for a ment th was any that the houscs which have taken out
thought for a moment there was any
opposition that would jeopardize t licenses under that Act are the
election there would have been a much real des of the Province, and
larger vote. I cannot, therefore, under- we svion be reci, tht doabt,
stand the force of the arguments of lion. s
gentlemen in bringing up as an objection one of the mosF injurious measures on
to this law, that there was such a small j is stue book, bease te tiad
vote against it in some of the places which is doesund tose iense an
where it has been put into operation in
New Brunswick. Even as it is, the the wo frequt suc bs in
vote in favor of the law bas been t
three to one. I was very muchask that Mani-
struck with an observation wvhich tobashould be exenpted fiom the opera-
feu from my hon. frien ro tion of the amendment adoped to-day.
fllnc1odmry nd subsequen fro n the thereforp, move that the Bill he notLonnderry, and subsequentlyo the read the third time, but that it be e-on.ferred ack to the Committee of thecounties that have taken the initiatory Wh
steps for the enforcement of the law have o e e oouse to b e a f ho
acted in good faith in bringing the second --

part of this law into force, and I say it o " And thais
would be an act of in;ito nl. roha)yto aioa"
of faith for this Legislature to enforce an
amendmient now to entirely destroy the
law and disappoint the expectations
of its friends. Therefore, I do not think,
as an act of justice to those
constituencies where the initiatory steps
have been taken, and to those different
counties where the law is already in
operation, that an amendment should be
adopted that would be retroactive in that
respect. They at least should be allowed
to carry out what they have so well
begun.

IHon. Mr. IcClelan.

Hon. Mr. H OWLAN - I do not rise
to oppose the Bill, but, in my opinion,
both of the amiendments are out of
order.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The amendment
is quite in order.

Hsn. Mr. HOWLAN - I do not
think any hon. gentleman has a right to
move an amendment, altering the fori of
this Bill, without giving twenty-four
hours' notice.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE - I believe
that in legislation of such importance as.
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this, the House proceeds rather too spoke against it, and ar stili against W,
quickly. There are many things to be yet, 1 say that vhen we cannot get
considered, and I believe that some bettcr, we should take what is offerei to
members of this House hailing from us. 1 contend that, if the amendrent
Quebec do it thorougbly understand of the hon. gentleman from Halifax is
the question. In the Province of Quebec macle part of the Temperance Act of
the feeling is that the liquor traffic ought 1878, it wolct le better to repeal the
to be greatly restricted, that the evil pro- Act altogether as
duced by that traffic is such that all means promoting temporance, would be the
ought to be taken to end it. The feeling very opposite. As a representative of
there is so much in that directicn that the Province of Quebec, 1 ask this
the Legislature of that Province has Senate to postpone consideration of this
passed a law giving to municipalities the amendment we are now eonsidering,
riglt to prohibit the sale of all liquors, until we can frame such a law as wiil be
includinig beer, cider, wine, and such satisfiactory to the différent parts of the
beverages within their limits. By the Dominion, because the proposition now

judgmient of the Supreme Court, it bas made will ot "ive satisfaction. The
been established that the Local Legisla- hon. gentleman from NewBrunswick (Mr.
ture had no power to legislate in that Botsford) has asked hon. gentlemen -vho
direction ; that such legislation was ultra oppose the amendaent, if we believe
vires. Well, if that is the case, the Par- that by making laws we can compe
liament of Canada should come to our people to be temperate. 1 will ask the
help, and give us a law that will en- hon. gentleman, does he believe that
able us to prohibit the liquor traffic whenl every iaw he votes for will make people
so desired. We have now that law on good î How is it that Parliament passes
the statute book, why then so amend it laws to punish the Sabbatb breaker?
as to make it at least useless ? I do not Does lie think that sucli viii make bet-
see why we from Quebec, like the hon. ter Christians of Sabbath breakers, if
member fron Manitoba, should not ask they do not wish to obey God's laws by
that the Province of Quebec be exempted enacting human laws against Sabbath
from the amendment of which he com- breakers? Certainly not. But it shows
plains. It is stated by the hon. the that ve have to make laws te force men
mover of this Bill, that if the amendment to (o their duty te their Maker and
is carried the Temperance Act is killed. maintain order. Such are the reasons
I may say, hon. gentlemen, that such is why we have to enact laws on the sub-
my own opinion, and that opinion is ject of temperance. It is well known
based upon fifteen to twenty years' ex- that in this Dominion of ours the liquor
perience. During that period 1 have traffic is a great cvii, and we have to
been in a position to know something deal with the case as it stands. There-
of this matter. I have found during my fore, I hope that this vote will not be
experience tat whenever a license is , that te ajournment
given to sell beer, cider, wines, or to of the debate asked for by the promoter
open what is called a temperance hotel, of the Bil wilI be allowed, s0 that we
a thing which is allowed in our Province, shah have time to consider the best
it is giving indirect facilities to sell ar- direction in which the present law should
dent spirits at the same time. ', myself, be anended.
know of many cases where temperance
hotel keepers were sued for selling strong bon. Mr. SCOTT - The proposition
liquors. What was the result I Ptrties made by my lion. friend behind me (Mr.
sueing had to pay the costs, and were Girard) te exclude Manitoba from the
laughed at by the beer sellers. The operation of the Act as amended, is 80

law is evaded, and it is impossible reasonable that t an quite sure,
to punish those who violate it. looking ,t it in connection witl
Though I am not in fa vor of the he Bil introduced by the Gov-
Temperance Act, as it stands on the ernment, for the extension of the
statute book (in fact, J have always op- boundaries of Manitoba, there can be no,
posed it, even when the ex-Secretary of possible doubt as to the propriety of ac-
State presented his Bill to the House, J cepting bis amendient. It was the

ion. tr. Belleroge.e
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unannuns opinion of Parliamn ut that is not a Government measure. I arn
the liquor trafic slould bo excluded net voting foi it as a Governt
from the North-West. We propose, by Bih, which il is not, but, speak-
the Bill before the lHouse, to enlarge the iug as a meniher of this Ilonse
Province of Manitcba bv taking in a I do not seo that von can neake anv
slice fron the North-West Territories distinctin between Manitoba m (d otbe'
twelve times as large as its present area. of the Doinion. n eaa make
This Io[use not only on former occasions, disti
but during this debate, adnittel th it it tlu aro
was right and proper, if consequencef der thejrdicti of t ominio
the existence of consideralie bands of but voii ought not on anv seund lwinciple
Indiens in that teriritorv. that the liqo0 of lersiation to iuoake av dstinction ha-
trafiic shonil be excluded. People 11 t mr ï tween one province ana vAl-
gone into tlat countrV andi settil there sonie inconveniene' mnay possibly
with tie fiul knîowledge that ncz us considering tsuc huin lh
would be the future poliy of the is to be fouîîd iii tlat colintiY, stii I (10
Government in that territory. I not think if woull do to bave two sets
say, therefore, to le consistent of law In. the province cf the Iomin-
with ouir own policy, and te ion - one under xvl beer rnîght be
be consistent witl the statements made sold, and another uier which
this evening on the floor of this Hlouse, beer inigbt not ho sold. The
it is our duty to exclude the territory Province of Manitoba. as it Shah
about to be added to Manitoba in the b,' elarged, wil li sul1ject to al
Bill the Government pro)oses to submit tue iaws which have bein lroposed ai-
for our consideration. 1 sec the leader fectingManitoba - as it exists - save as
of the Government, and when lie takes regards subjeets wvicl are withm the
his place I shall put the question direct jurisdiction of tis Parliaunent. Ail the
to himi. I desire to call the attention of lavs that have been passed by the Do-
of the Gavernment to the proposition ininion, relative to Manitobu, viii applV
that has been submitted to this House by to that- territory wvich is added to it.
the lion. nenber from Manitoba. ThatAnongst otherlaws vili bc this leni-
hon. gentleman has moved, in amend- perance Act, as amenled by Parliarnent;
ment to the amendnent to the 9th but it ig qute manifest to any hon. gen-
clause, making provision that the latter tieman who.reflects upen it, that it will be
part of that clause shall not apply to subject alwa s to what we have enacted
Manitoba. I notice in a GovernimenteManitoba.~~~ ~~ J otc inaG enuntegarding suibjects within ouir jurisdiction,
Bill that is on our table, thiat the boun- as dîstiwruislied fron that of the local
laries of Manitoba are to be enlarged to legisînture.
twelve times the size of that Province as
it at present exists. In that increased Hon. '. SCOTT. - Tien 1 under-
area the policy of the Government has stand tUe hon. gentleman to say that the
heen in the past, and I doubt not will he effect of taking in that additional terri-
in the future, to continue the prohibitory tory will be te withdraw that territory
law now on our statute book in reference from the operation of the present pro-
to the North-West. Do they propose, hibitory law as aflecting the North-West.
in bringing this new territory into the The Goverument are prepared te say
Province of Manitoba, that the prohibi- that the thousands of Indians who live
tory law shall be repealed as far as that in that territory shah be subjected te the
particular section of the country is con- influence of intoxicating liquors, but the
cerned, or will the Governnent be pre- Indians who live on the other side of the
pared to accept the suggestion of my hon. provincial boundary shah be preserved
friend from St. Boniface, to exclude from it ; that we have a paternal in-
Manitoba fîon the operation of tliat law .terest for those who live outside, but

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPJ3ELL - I
do not see thuat the lion. gentleman has
any particular right to put the question
-o the Governrment in this shape. This

Hon. Mr. Scott.

we are content that those who
live inside the province shall be allowed
to annihilate themselves with liquor. I
do not think it is worthy the Government
to come to such a conclusion. J say it is

Amiendmnent Bill.
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an extraordinary conclusion to corne te. that territory fror the importation of
The Government, and both political liquors - viliainous stif that goes under
parties, took some little credit to them- tle naie Gf -forty red," "fic water,"
selves for having established a pro- tlat poisons the people and drives them
bibitory law in the North-West ; the crazy. But we are going to open that

people have gone in and settled there on vast teiTitory to tie hquor traffic, and
that basis ; but now vou are going to permit it to be soid vithout reser-e.
withdraw a considerable portion of it and ihe coniecju'ence of suel a step vii1 be
add it to Mdanitoba - an area of territory sonethiug terible.
so large that Manitoba is dwarfed into Ni3 GIPAJtD - wiýii to
the size of a county when compared with e t 1
it - and declare ti:at the prohibitory lav eiint i en liinitoId aiL io
shall no longer be in force there. I n

i0I- ie fti-thier than that. 1 suippose the part ofconsider it is iniconsistent on thLe part of
th t Gvrisiei atcnsîstet te fikU at the territories to bc aiiiioxeýd to Manitoba

the Governmet, ad a departure frothe b fits confred o
wi .the in the law for their organization.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMl-BELL - Ili. 'r. SCOT The Goverament
You will have the laws of Manitoba, but CIO net Say so.
also those which the Parliament of the
Drninibn have alone power to deal Hon. Mr. GIRARD - I do not know
with hwat tie Goverrnient wiii say when the

B-'ih cornes liefore the Iloîîse. 1 shotild
Hon. Mr. SCOTT - No; the great w perfer not to have the extension wthout

should include the less. Manitoba should, these priviieges. I think that thev have
at all events, have an opportunity of faeiiitated, up to te present tiie, the
pronouncing whether she shall adopt the colonization of that territory, and if yen
proliibitory law or not. Ilere is a terri- take thosc privileges froîn thei I do not
tory where the prohibitory law lias know what the consequences wihl be. I
been actually in force - advisedly in thought 1 couid corne with confidence to
foroe, not by the action of the people, this buse, and ask theni to confer 111)01

but by the action of Parlianent-and the Maniýoba the benefits enjoyed by the
people have gone into that territory on North-West rfq.:.jri.ýs - that N, to let
the faithi that the prohibitory law was to the haw stand as it N now. Siîce the
be maintained there in the interests of passage of that Aet it bas bexi adopted by
the Indians and those who settle amongst more than haîf of the Province of Mani-
them. The consequence of such action toba, ai-d before nany rnouths 1 an satis-
as is now proposed will, I believe, be fied that it vii1 he in force in three-fourths
fearful. If it be that the prohibition is of the Province. I shohd be sony to see
to be abolished iu that large area of ter- ail that work iost, and, therefore, 1 ask
ritory the consequence will be something this Flouse tQ exciide Manitoba troin the
that one cannot contemplate without operation of tii dause which lias just
horror. That whole country will at once heen incorporated in this Bil. If the
be subject to the liquor traffic. People Iouse will adopt my amendrnt it vil1
will rush in there from all directions and render a service to Manitoba, as it bas
liquor will be sold indiscriminately to the often donc before.
Indians, and the consequences will be Tle mernburs vere calied in.
dreadfu i.

lior. M. DICKEY -vlay hoon. friend
Honi. Sir~ ALEX. CA MPBEL L - We behind nie generaiiy manages to carry

wiil discuss timat when the Bill cornes up. hie point, an should ike te assiet hir,
if it is to be tie end of this discussion.

lion. M SCOTT - I 'ii discuss it c, therefore, wish to know fron the
nw ; it is gerrnane to the sîbject under lvader of the Opposition whether, in
discussion, and tie hon. gentleman knows case my lion. friend who lias charge of
whether I am. exaggerating the case or t.he Bill, will assent to this amendrnent,
not. The bon. gentleman knows whetber p witi o be aowed o pass without further
it now requireT a large foice to protect opposition cs

Hlon. oRfr. Scott.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I do not think
niy hon. friend ought to ask me to corn-
pletely sacrifice all the views I have on
the subject. I think the point will be
gained, and we wilI bé but doing an act
of justice if we comply with the sug-
gestion of the bon. menber fron Mani-
toba.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE - Even
though the hon. leader of the Opposition
had consented to let the Bill pass with-
out further opposition, J do not know
that he has the right to bind anybody
else. I do not feel myself bound by
any such arrangement, and will move
any amendment I see fit.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I made the
suggestion in the interest of peace. The
House will understand the spirit in
which it has been met, and will under
stand the necessity under the circum-
stances of voting down the amendment
which bas been offered, an anendment
vhich I was desirous, personally, of
securing, if it was to put an end to the
discussion.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD - I offered the
arnendment on iny own personal respon-
sibility, and was surprised when the hon.
member from OUawa did me the honor
of seconding it. I did not speak to any.
body on the subject of my amendment.

The Senate divided on the amendment,
which was rejected by the following
vote:-
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT called for the ayes
and noes on the motion that the Bill be
read the third time.

The Senate divided on the motion,
which was agreed to by the following
vote

CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.
Almon,
Botsford,
Boucherville, de,
Bourinot,
Boyd,
Bull,
Campbell, Sir Alex.,
Carvell,
Cornwall,
Dever,
Dickey,
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Aikins,
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Bellerose,
Chaffers,
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Flint,
Girard,
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Glasier,
Hamilton (Inkerman),
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Howlan,
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Montgomery,
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Hon. Messrs.
McClelan (Ilopewell),
McLelan (Londonderry)
McMaster,
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Reesor,
Scott,
Stevens,
Trudel,
Vidai,
Wark -21.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

lion. Mr. ALLAN - I wish to offer
an explanation with regard to a question
of order. I was not aware that when a
member paired with another member of
.the House with refarence to his vote on
a particular question that he was thereby
debarred either from appearing in the
House, or, if he appeared, from speaking
on the question. Such has not been, so
far as I can recollect, the practice of this
House or of the House of Commons ;
since I have spoken, however, I have
had an opportunity of seeing a paragraph
in May in referEnce to the subject, from
which it would appear, though not very
clearly, that this is the practice in the
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fouse of Lords. If, therefore, I have
unwittingly offended against a rule of the
House, I apologize for doing so, and par-,
ticularly to the hon. member from Hal-
ifax.

TUE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

drawn from the country, to have an
agency in the province where they had
done business, so that any judicial pro-
ceedings might be served upon them.

The Bill was read the second time.

ONTARIO AND QUEBEC RAILWAY COM-
SIXTH REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE. PANY'S BILL.

Hon. Mr. SIMPSON moved the adop- FIRST AND SECOND READING.

tion of the sixth report of the Joint Bill (23) " An Act to incorporate the
Committee on the Printing of Parlia- Ontario and Quebec Railway Company,"
ment. He explained that it was one of from the House of Commons, was intro-
the ordinary reports recommending the duced and read the first time.
printine of certain documents. Ii oHon. Mr. ALLAN moved the suspen-

The motion was agreed to. sion of the 41st Rule, in order that the
Bill might be advanced another stage.

ADDITIONAL JUDGES IN QUEBEC BILL. The motion was agreed to and the Bil
SECOND READING. was read the second time.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL BILLS INTRODUCED.
moved the second reading of Bill (58)
"An Act to provide for the salaries of Bil (57) "An Act to provide for the
an additional Judge of the Court of correspondence of certain provisions of
Queen's Bench, and an additional Judge the Act respecting the navigation of
of the Superior Court, in the Province of Canadian waters, with the provisions for
Quebec." like purposes in torce in the United

The Bill was read the gecond time. Kingdom." - (Mr. Aikins.)
Bill (76) "An Act relating for the

CRIMI1AL JUSTICE IN tSPUTED TER- Canada Military Asylum in Quebec."
RITORY BILL. - (Mr. Aikins.)

THIRD READING.THIR REAING.A QUESTION 0F PRIVILEGE.
Hon. Mr. AIKINS moved the second

reading of Bill (64) " An Act to H
continue in force for a limited time journment, I wish to draw the attention
the Act 43rd Vic., chap. 36." of the bouse te the fact that ny nam(

has a second time been left out of the
The Bill was read the second and the division list. I wouid not have paid any

third time and passed. attention to the matter if a correspon
dent at Ottawa had not written up to i

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY BILL. paper published i the city from whichI

SECOND READING. core about it. 1 desire to have mn

Hon. Mr. FERRIER moved the sec- name put on the division list on th
ond reading of Bill (21) "An Act re- Consolidated Railvay Act Ameudmen
specting the Grand Trunk Railway of Bill,in whidh it did not appear. I wa
Canada." herenot only on that occasion, but

have voted in every division that ha:
The Bill was read the second time. taken place this session.

CONSOLIDATED INSURANCE ACT The Senate adjourned at 11.10 p.m.
ÂMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND REQDUNG.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved the TH E SENATE.
second reading of Bill (P) "An Act to Tursday, toarc a th, 1881.
arnend the Consolidated Insurance Act,
1877." He said the object of the Bilo The Speaker took the chair at thre
was th require foreign cotmpanies thbet p.m.
had done business ic Canada, but with- Prayers and routine proceedin.

Blon. ir. Allan.

e
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TaIRD READINGS.

Bill (40) "An Act to ncoporate the
Bay of Qîinte Railwav and Navigation
Company " (Mr. Read), was reported
fron Committee, read the third time and
passed.

EXCISE DUTIES ON MALT.

INQUIiRY.

lon. Mr. READ rose to inquire -

& Whether it is the intention of the Govern-
ment so to amend the Inland Revenue laws
that the excise duties may be collected upon
beer instead of malt?"

le said : I should like to say a few words
before making this inquiry of the Gov-
ernment. It is within the knowledge of
the Ilouse, no,doubt, that the excise duty
is collected on beer in the Unitel States,
and not on malt. List vear a bill
was introduced by the British Govern-
ment in the saine direction and it was
carried through Parliament, so that at
the present tinie in* England the excise
(luty is collected on beer instead of malt,
and bas been since Octoler last. Those
who have been watching the proceedings
in the United States Congress will have
observed that for two sessions at least, if
not longer, there has been an agitation
there to increase the duty upon malt
entering the United States. There are
two parties interested in this movement
- the brewers and the mnaltsters. In
this country maltsters are generally
brewers as well, but in the United States
thev are two distinct interests, as there
are very few cases in which the brewers
nake their own malt. The brewers are
purchasers of malt, hence it is to their
advantage that malt should be allowed
to coie into the country under
,ts low a duty as possible. It is
owing to the opposition of the brewers
that the duty on malt has not been in-
creased. That it will yet be increased I
have no doubt, and my object in asking
this question is to draw the attention of
the Government to the matter, so that,
when we are prevented from entering the
Jnited States market, we nay possibly

have a market in England under the al-
teration of the lawin ihe Mother Country.
There is no reason that I can see why we
should not send malt to England as well
as barley. The quantity of barley iil-

Hon. Mr. Read.

ported into England is very great. The
imports of barley into Great Britain for
the year 1878, from the latest returns we
have, were as follows : -

Russia..........
Sweden.........
Denmark.......
Germany .......
France .......
Hungary........
Turkey.........
United States...
B. N. America..
Other countries.

4,82 7,663
460,587

1,854,103
3,150,017

459,568
82,618

1,026,868
1,084,562

57,892
14,082

£1,479,325
219,523
897,934

1,544,608
220,094

43,431
316,048
316,402

21,617
5,640

14,146.919 ewt. £5,542,503
Or 33,030,727 34-48 bushels.

The Canadian exports of barley in 1880
were : -

To the United States...... 6,732,403 bushels.
To Great Britain.......... 488,623 -

valued at S-,482,5S5. Up to the pres-
ent tiime I find that there has been no
malt imported into England. The rea-
son for that is obvieus when von come
to look at the import and excise duty. In
the first place, foreign barley was not as
good as the native grain, and then it had
to bear high rates of inport and excise
duties. The malt duty was three shil-
lings a bushel, and the only return I can
find of imports was one of five quarters
of malt imported frorm France in 1878.
Last year we exported to the United
States 37,988,788 pouinds of malt, valued
at $843,132. It may be expected that
we will soon bave the British market
open to us for the export of mait. I
think it is open to us alreadv, and there

is no reason why we should not sell a
large quantity of malt in England. My
reason for making the inquiry of which
I gave notice is that maltsters may know
wvhether under this change of circum-
stances they are to be relieved of this ex-
cise (Luty. It is true that they get a
drawback on the malt they export, but
the trade is burdened with troublesome
and expensive regulations. If it would
answer the exchequer as well, it would be
a great convenience to free this industry,
for which the markets of the United
States and England are open, and collect
the duty from beer instead.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - The statistics-
given by my hon. friend are very inter-
esting, and I presume that many lion.

ont Malt.[ S ENAT E.]
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members of this Hcuse were not aware
of the extent to which the barley trade is
carried on in this country as well as in
other countries, and the amount of malt
that is used in England for brewing pur-
poses, perhaps more than for purposes of
food. There is this difficulty, bowever,
in making the change designated by the
lion. gentleman in bis speech :t is true
that in the United States the excise du ty is
levied on beer instead of malt, but I think
it is admitted, even in that country, that
about forty per cent. of the duty is lost.
That is thle opinion of those who are
most conversant with the trade there. In
England, which is a very thickly peopled
country, and where an excise officer is
found in almost every neighborhood,
there would be less difficulty in secing
that the duty is collected on the beer than
in the United States. But I may state
to my bon. friend that, although the
present A dministration in England bas
thought proper to make a change and
collect the duty on beer rather than on
malt, it was done for reasons other than
the hon. gentleman supposed. It was
understood that the cost of collecting that
duty would be largely increased, and one
of the first things that was done was to
appoint about 300 additienal excise offi-
cers to attend the breweries and see that
the duty would be properly collected.
Now my hon. friend says it is rather bar-
assing to have restrictions placed on the
production of malt. It is very true, but
if the change he desires were made it
would be transferred from the maltsters
to the brewers. At present there is
very little attention paid to the brewers.
The malt bouses have to be watched very
closely, and the necessity for it is very
great, particularly in a sparsely settled
country like this. The moment you
allow malt to go out, then you afford
every opportunity for those who wish to
indulge in illicit distilling. About fifty
dollars will enable any tinsmith to get up
sufficient apparatus to enable a man to
distil spirits if he has the malt, but the
difBiculty is to get the malt. It is a (dif-
ficult matter in a country like this,
where you have any amount of unoccu-
pied territory, such as woods and
swamps, to prevent illicit distilleries
fronm being carried on, and if the duty
was taken off the malt and placed on
beer our revenue would be very much

lon. Mr. AUkins.

diminished, while the amount of illicit
distillation would be ten times as large
as it is at present. The matter bas en-
gaged the attention of the Department,
and I quite agree with ny hon. friend
that, in consequence of the English mar-
ket being opened to us tosend malt there,
every facility should be afforded to malt-
sters to make malt with as little trouble
and expense to themselves as possible.
The barley interest is a large one in this
country, and the Government are quite
alive to the necessity of seeing that the
trade is not hampered in any way what-
ever. It is not, however, the intention
of the Government to make the change
to which my hon. friend has alluded.

Hon. Mr. READ - I can quite under-
stand the necessity there is in England
to employ three hundred officers more to
look after the brewers than the malt-
sters, because in the part of England from
which I came nearly every person brews.
A fariner would almost as soon think of
going into the farming business without
a plough as without brewing utensils. In
England the law is such that a person
occupying a louse worth less than ten
pounds a year does not pay any duty on
the beer he brews. and I do not think lie
has to take out a license. Licenses ,are
issued for six shillings to those who
brew for their own use on a larger
scale, but not for sale, so that
you cati easily see why so many
officers are required to look after brew.
ers in England. I think the hon. gen-
tleman's remarks about illicit distillation
in this country are rather far fetched, be-
cause although it does take a snall por-
tion of malt - I think about 220 lbs. of
malt to 17,000 or 18,000 lbs. of grain-
almost anybody can make it if he
choose.

lon. Mr. R E ESOR - I am very glad
the hon. gentleman froin Belleville bas
called the attention of the House to this
question. I think, so far as possible, the
Government ought always to allow the
manufacture of malt for a foreign market
to be as free and as little restricted as
possible.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - So it is.
lon. Mr. REESOR - The hon. gen-

tleman says " so it is," but he must bear
in mind that those who engage in the
manufactare of malt do not want to be
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encunbered with the payment of an in-
spector.

lon. Mr. AIKINS - Neither does
the brewer.

lon. Mr. REESOR - They do not
want an inspector to watch over every
bushel of malt that they manufacture for
export.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - They do not
pay the duty on what they export; it is
sent out in bond.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - All these things
require a certain amount of inspection
and expense, and the fewer restrictions
there are placed on the trade the better.
There is another reason why the tax
should be on the beer rather than upon
malt, whether it is for brewing or for
export. If you put a high duty upon
malt, you place in the way of the brewer
a temptation to use glucose, and other
substances often less wholesone, in order
to save the use of malt. If the malt is
allowed to be purchased free, there will
be little temptation for the brewer to use
improper substances in the manufacture
oE beer. Then, so far as illicit distilling
is concerned, I think it makes very little
difference whether the duty is placed on
malt or not, because wheat, rye, corn, or
malt will produce whiskey. The same
risks will be run, and the same efforts
will be made to carry on illicit distilla-
tion, whether there is a duty on malt or
not: Tho only way to prevent illicit
distillation of whiskey, is not to place
the duty on spirits so high as to tempt
persons to incur great risk in breaking
the law, on gccount of the large profit
they would make if they escape punish-
ment.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - The Govern-
ment are so well aware of some of the
facts related by my hon. friend that they
reduced the tax on malt from two cents
- the duty paid under the late Govern-
ment - to what it is at present, one cent.

SENATOR FABRE'S MISSION TO FBANCE.

INQUIRY.
Hon. Mr. TRUDEL rose to call the

attention of the Government to the six-
tieth item of the Supplementary Estimiates
of Canada for the year ending 30th June,
1881, and asked for explanations as to

Hon. Mr. Reesor.

the details of the expenditure and the
nature of the special services therein
mentioned. He said : It is with a great
deal of reluctance I approach this subject.
I had, on a previous occasion, the honor
to put some questions to the Government
relative to the mission of Senator Fahre
to France, and what was the expense
incurred by that mission. The re-
ply of the Government on that occasion
was that the hon. gentleman did not re-
present the Governmen , that lie had no
mission to the Government of France,
and, consequently, there was no public
expense incurred on bis account. A
short time after receiving this reply, I
had occasion to look at the Supplemen-
tary Estimates, in which I found (item
60) a sum of $2,931 that had been paid
to the Hon. Senator Fabre for expenses
connected with special services in France.
1 was urder the impression that it was
not the first item of this kind connected
with the naine of that gentleman, and, 011
referring to the Debates of last year, I
found that the hon. gentleman from De
Lorimier is reported, at page 83, as hav-
ing made a similar inquiry, in which lie
stated that three different suis of $500,
that is $1,500, had been paid to the
same gentleman. The reply of the
hon. lderea of the Government on
that occasion was tliat lie saw
nothing unebstitutional in it, and noth-
ing but what was worthy of praise that a
member of this Iouse should have an
opportunity to render some service to this
country. In order not to misrepresent
what the lion. Minister said on that
occasion, the louse will allow me to
quote bis renarks as reported in the
Debates : -

" It is not an unusual thing to ask a member
of Parliament to undertake a public duty of this
kind, or at all events, a similar kind. The
opportunities which members of this House
have of serving their country in such a way
are sufficiently limited, and I do not see that
we, of all people, should try to dimninish those
opportunities. Suppose Mr. Fabre had been a
member of the House of Commons instead of
being a member of the Senate, there would
have been no objection to employihg him in
this way."

I may say that, in alluding to this
subject again, I owe it to myself to de-
clare that it is not with a desire to find
fault with the Government for having
paid that comparatively small sum of
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inoney, or for having charged a member when it was ascertained that b had
of this House with such a commission, received fifteen bundred dollars, no
and I might add that. I quite concur in remarks were made by the French Con-
the opinion expressed by the hon. Post- servatives on that account, and because we
master General that the position of a thought bis empioyaient to have been
member of this House should not prevent accidentai. But t1iis year the naie of
him from discharging such duties as that. the hon. gentleman appears again in the
It is well known that in the different Supplementary Estimates for a sum of
countries of Europe, and England parti- nearly three thousand dollars, and yet the
cularly, missions of high character and Government say they have nothing to do
importance arc generally entrusted to witIî Senator Fabre, and he bas no mis-
rnembers of the Upper louse. I have ;ion from them to France. While I
already expressed my opinion several have no right to c9mplain cf the manner
times that if similar missions were givenii wlîich the bon. Postmàster General
to niembers of this flouse its tenflecem anwered my qaiestion, I consider that

voiilil be to rai:se the prestige of the his anser iht aave been soewhat
Semte. Nor (Io I regret taa the ion. more satisfa. But bis ye lias obliged
gentleman allu<ed to lias received this mte to renlev my anquiry, agi cali bis at-
muoney, but this muission is a matter of tention. specially to this item in the Sup-
very great humiliation for the French Splementary Estimates. Hon gentlemen
representatives in this flouse. I repeat, kno very well the peculiar ciand estance
it is with a great deal of reluctance in w eni the French speakers in this
that I return ta this suwject, and it is ouSe are placed, and the injustice that
the saie feeling I have always ex- lias een done to the French element I
perienced whienever I bave f(At it having no representative of that nation-
my dity to Alude to it, but most lion. ality and language in the Cabinet in thi
gentlemenr must be aware of the feeling anwse. I happened to be absent when

of disatisfaction that prevails in t e Pro- this question was brought hfore, t1--
vince of Quebec on the supposition that atouse on the Address, but the lion. ne.-
Senator Fabre bas been entrusted by the tlenian wil recolect the feeling that wile
Governn ent withi a mission ta France, expressed on thofit subjet. Was
ai if no voice is raised io this Forse to stated, and, I regret t Say, incrrectly
ask for an explanation of the matter ve stated, in tps eaouse that if te
would be considred as recreat to our rights of tho French Canaian element
duty towards our Province. On ai pre- were not recognized in the Senat it wa
tvios occasion, when I put v questions due to the feeling that eeixte(- in the
to the Gorerninent, I referred to some Lower louse. The lion. Minister as-
Paris correspondence %vhlich Scnator serted that if we have no representative
Fabre was contributinm t the press of of that element in the Governent in
Quebec, and vhich I consider t be de- this ouse it was due t the fact that
moralizin tao the French speaking citizens the French emhers of the Coinnons
wio read tose communications. The were opposed to it, and required the pre-
articles I refer to are a eulogiuni of sence of ail the French Ministers in their
principles, men, and action, which every fouse. I say it was incorrectly repre-
good citizen of tbis country cannot but sent d to be s - aîd I use the word
condemn, and I must again express my Ilincorrectly " advisedly - imot because
regret that the Governoent should have believe the hon. Minister wilfully
placed that gentleman in a position to made a aise statement to the urlouse, but
write suc articles. bave no doubt becaue I have reason t know, ad I
tiat the reply of the.Postiaster General have written evidence signed by a major-
was stricmy in accordance with the facts, ity of the representatives of ourlanguage
but it was, ta us rather strange that the in the other House belonging to the Con-

overninent sbould may that Senator servative party, that, when it wa
Fabre is on no mission on their bebalft said it was to accounit of their
and that no public expense is inpurred unwilingnes that our element w
on bis accont, witkcut any more v net represented here, that state-
explanatiom. when, we see sumns in the ment was incorrect. I may say that
estimates for his benefit. Bast y har, there is much anxiety almongt te

Heon. Mr. Trudel.
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French members of the Commons to have
a French representative on the Treasury
Benches in the Senate. I do not accuse
the bon. members of the Government in
this House ; I am confident that the ig-
noring of our rights in this respect does
not meet with their approval ; sill I
am obliged to look at the fact that,
while the Fiench element is ignored in
this House - when old public servants
who deserved so much for their sacrifices
and devotion to the Conservative cause
are left aside - the only member of this
House who seems to have attracted the
attention of the Government is a mian,
as everybody knows, wbo belongs to
a different political party, who always
fought the Conservative party and its
principles, and who has never lost an oc-
casion to express his contempt for this
very House. This is a very delicate mat-
ter, and if it was a matter personal to
me I would prefer not to mention it at
all, but I say that the feeling in our
Province is very strong on this subject.
It is considered - I will not say an in-
sult - but something not far from an
insult to the French Conservatives of the
Senate, and if the Frsnch representa-
tives in this Parliament would seem to
be indifferent they would be considered
by their countrymen all over the Do-
minion as being unworthy of their seats
in Parliament, untrue to their princi-
ples and to their duties, and unmindful
of that national honor which ought to
exist amongst us.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
am very sorry that I misunderstood my
hon. friend the other day when he put
his question. I had supposed on that
occasion he had seen this item, and was
anxious to know whether the services for
which this item appears were still going
on. " Whether Senator Fabre was still
employed on a mission by the Govern-
ment, and if so, what the expenses were."
I understood hini to ask it in that sense,
and I said, No, that Senator Fabre was
not now employed, and that the Govern-
ment was not under any expense on his
his account. If my hon. friend, in his
inquiry, had asked if Senator Fabre had
been employed, and if so, what had been
his errand, and what expenses had been
incurred, my answer would have been
different, but that was not the question
which was Dut.

Hon. Mr. Trudel.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - I bad not
seen the Estimates, but I had heard it
spoken of amongst the people that
Senator Fabre had received a certain
amount of money from the Government.
My attention was called to the subject by
an Lon. gentleman in the other House,
who pointed ont to me the item in the
Estimates concerning immigration, and
who told me it was part of that sum
which had been paid to the gentleman in
question. It was in consequence of that
I did not look in the Supplementary
Estimates.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - If
I had understood the question in the
way the lion gentleman now asks it, I
should certainly have said Senator Fabre
lad been employed as the Estimates snow,
but that emplovment ceased some time
ago, and that the item in the Estimates
now is to pay Senator Fabre, not for
present services, but for services rendered
in the past. The character of the
mission which was confided to Senator
Fabre was this: He was going to Paris
about the time when negotiations were
commencing between representatives of
the Canadian Government there - Sir
Alex. Galt and Colonel Bernard -
and the French Government, having for
their object the obtaining of such a
reduction in the duties on Canadian
ships seeking French register as England
then enjoyed - which would have made
a difference to Canadian shipbuilders of
38 francs a ton - to be compensated to
France by a reduction upon productions
of France coming inito Canada, which
arrangement, if successful, would tend
veiy much to improve the commercial
jelations between the two countries. Sir
Alex. Galt, as the hon. gentleman knows,
is not a Frenchman, and is not familiar
with French usages, or French society,
or official life in France, and it was sup-
posed that Senator Fabre had many ad-
vantages from his intimate knowledge of
that country, in which lie had resided,
and of its leading men, that might be
useful to us, and thab his services in
gathering statistics, and influencing
public opinion through the newspapers
in France, would be of great value to
Sir Alex. Galt in the prosecution of his
mission. Therefore it was arranged that
Senator Fabre, on the occasion of his
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visit, should render such services as lie
could. Being a inenber of the
Senate, Ut was understood that he
would not be paid anything for his time,
but that his travelling expenses would be
met. Those travelling expenses amount-
ed to a great deai more than was expected
at the tine, but Mr. Fabre, while in Paris,
may no doubt, have been obliged to be at
some expense iii propitiating those who
had influence - in the way of hospitali-
ties, I mean - and this sum was paid to
meet his travelling expenses and resi-
dential expenses while in Paris. lis
mission closed sonie tine ago; I do not
know exactly the date. I suppose that is
ail the lion. gentleman wishes to have in
the way of information ou this subject.
I would have iven the information on
the previous occasion if I bad understood
more fully wiat the hon. gentleman
wanted. With regard to the remarks
which have fallen fromi my hon.
friend respecting the want of a niember
of the Government in this House from
the Province of Quebec, 1 do not kniow
that I can with any advantage adid any-
thing to what I stated on that point on a
previons occasion. I then stated, as far
as I knew, what were the circurmstances,
and I expressed my own feeling and the
feelings of my colleagues on the subject,
and, I do not think I can advantage the
public service by saying anything further
on that inatter.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were reported from
Comnittee, read the third time and
passed.

Bill (48) " An Act respecting the
Canada Consolidated Gold Mining Coin-
pany."-(M'vr. Flint.)

Bill (44), " An Act to incorporate the
Association known as the J. Winslow
Jones Company, limited."--(Mr. Reesor.)

MONCTON HARBOR IMPROVEMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN moved the sec-
ond reading of Bill (59) " An Act to in-
corporate the Moncton Ilarbor Improve-
ment Conpany." He said: This Bill
bas been petitioned for by a number of
enterprising gentlenen of the town of
Moncton, for the purpose of wvorking out
a harbor improvenent at that place. The

lon. Sir Alex. Canpbell.

situation of that town may not be known
to many hon. gentlemen in this House.
It is a thriving place, increasing in
population very rapidly, owing to
th.e nublic works that have been es-
tabliished there in conjunction with the
Intercoloial 1ailway, and the Sugar
Refinery and other factories that have
recenîtly gone into operation. Owing
to the peculiar tidal phlienoneria that
exist at I.oncton, shipping cannot re-
main afloat when the tide recedes, and
the propîosed imp)rovements consist in

)art in the cutting of u canal fron the
main river - Petiteodiac - to a point
on Hall's Creek, a small tributary, which
is to be closed at its junction with the
river. By this means a provision will
be made for the greater safety of vessels,
which will then be aile to lie afloat
while receivinig or discharging cargoes.
It is thought that this irmprovement will
be a great convenience to the trade of
that ptort, and will promote the traffic on
the Intercolonial Railway. It is for
this purpose that several gentlemen have
associated themselves together and ask
for this act of incorporation. The Bill
hîas undergone a close scrutiny in another
place, and I trust there will be no ob-
jection taken to it in this House. I
move that the Bill be read the second
time.

The motion was agreed to.

ADDITIONAL JUDGES 1N QUEBEC BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House went into Committee of
the Whole on Bill (58) " An Act to pro-
vide for the salaries of an additional
Judge of the Court of Queen's Bench.
and an additional Judge of the Superior
Court in the Province of Quebec."

In the Committee,

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
When this Bill was read the second time
last night I said I would give such ex-
planations as might be desired upon it
to day. The Legislature of the Province
of Quebec have declared that the pre-
sence of another Judge in the Court of
Appeals, and also one in the Supreme
Court, is necessary in that Province for
the due administration of justice, and
they have passed a law to that effect, and
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this Bill is for the purpose of providing
salaries for those judges. They are
both, as I am informed, to be in Mon-
treal. The judges there now cannot
keep pace with the legal business, and it
is necessary that there should be these
two additional judges. I thought, in
view of this Bill, and in view of our
previous discussions on similar bills, that
I would obtain a statement of the num-
ber of judges in the various provinces,
and the number in proportion to the
population. It is as follows: In On-
tario thére are 13 judges of the Superior
Court, and 47 in, the County Courts -
60 judges to a population, at the last
census, of 1,620,000. In Quebec there
are in the Queen's Bench 7 judges, in
the Superior Court 26, in the Vice-Admi-
ralty 1, making 34 judges to a popula-
tion of 1,191,000. I ought to mention
here, though I daresay most lion. gentle-
men know it, that in the Province of
Quebec the judges of the Superior Court
have complete jurisdiction in civil mat-
ters, and that there is no County Court
or court of similar jurisdiction. That
must always be borne in mind. In Nova
Scotia there -re 7 judges of the Superior
Court, and 7 of the County Court - 14
in ail to a population of 387,000. In New
Brunswick there are 6 Supreme Court
judges, and 5 County Court judges -- 11
judges to a population of 285,000. In
Manitoba there are 3 Queen's Bench
judges, and I believe a County Court is
now being established. In British Col-
urnbia there are 5 judges of the Supreme
Court to an estimated population now of
60,000. In Prince Edward Island there
are 3 judges of the Supreme Court
and 4 County Court judges to ar esti-
mated population of 100,000. That would
give, in Ontario, one judge to 27,000
of the population; in Quebec 1 to 35,000 ;
in Nova Scotia .1 to 27,000 ; in New
Brunswick 1 to 25,000 ; in British Col-
unbia 1 to 12,000; in Prince Edward
Island 1 to 14,000; so that altogether
the number of judges compared to the
popilation is not very unequal. I
thought the committee would be inter-
ested to hear these satistics. My hon.
friend who sits near me inforns me that
there are only 3 County Court jidges in
Prince Edward Island. That would be
6 to a population of 100,000 or 1 in
every 17,000.

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - I think the
information which the H on. Postmaster
General has given to the House, although
accurate in one respect, is somewhat
misleading in another. The fairest gauge
to apply in the question under considera-
tion would be the gauge of cost. I
think if that gauge was applied to the
judiciary of Quebec as to cost, the result
would be very different fromi what the
numbers, in the way in which ho has
given them, would make it appear to the
Bouse; because in Ontario. for instauce,
a large number of County Court judges,
(I think 47 he said there were) have
salaries ranging fromn $2,000 to $2,400,
whereas nearly ail the judges in the
Province of Quebec have $4,000 at
least, and many of them receive $5,000
a year.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
NoL al].

Hon. Mr. MILLER - There nay be
one or two exceptions, but the bulk of
them are paid $-1,000 each, and many
$5,000; that is, as large a salary is
paid to a District Court Judge in the
Province of Quebec as to two County
Court Judges in Ontario and
other provinces of the Dominion. I
think it a calculation were made as to
the cost of the administration of justice
in the various provinces, the inference
which would be drawn from the figures
just given by the hon. Postmaster Gene-
rai would hardly be borne out. How-
ever, that is a matter of conparatively
snmall importance. It is, however, a
matter of very great importance, in my
opinion - this increase from year to
year of the judiciary. I have conversed
with men holding prominent positions at
the bar of Quebec, who say that these
judges are not required, who say, at any
rate, the requirements of that Province
do not necessitate the appointinent of
another judge of the Court of Appeal. I
do not know how that may be, but this
opinion bas been expressed to me hy
gentlemen who ought to be qualified to
form a judgment on the matter. When
this subject of increasing the judiciary
has fromi time to time been before this
House, I have thought it my duty to
differ from the position which has
been assumed by both Governmenta
with regard to the question. It
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seems to be taken for granted that when-
ever the legislature of any province of
the Dominion thinks proper to increase
the number of the provincial jndges, this
Parliament is obliged to find the salaries
of those judges. Now, I think it is
time that the Government took into its
serious consideration the resuit which is
going to follow from the unlimited ad-
mission of such a doctrine.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - I do not think
it is at all consistent with the spirit or
letter of the British North America Act
that this Parliament is not justified in
exercising an absolute control over all
increases of the judiciary by refusing to
provide the salaries unless we are con-
vinced of the necessity of such additions,
regardless of the views or wishes of the
local legislatures. I think myself it is
an anonaly in our constitution, and a
very unfortunate one, that the power of
creating judges is given to the provincial
legislatures, which have no responsibility
whatever with regard to the payment of
their salaries; for we all know there is
nothing so likely to limit the exercise or
abuse of such a power as the obligation
of providing means to pay for the judges.
I am sorry to say, on all occasions when
a bill of this kind comes before
the House, it seems to be taken for
granted by the Government of the
day that it is the unavoidable duty of the
Government to provide the salaries of
any judges that the local legislatures
may choose to create. I do not speak
now with regard to the judgeships more
particularly under the notice of the Com-
mittee, but all creations of this kind . We
know the influences which can be bronght
te bear to create those positions in all the
provinces, so long as there is no responsi-
bility for the payment of their salaries
by the local legislatures. If the doc-
trine which has been all along accepted
on this subject is unlerstood in this
country to be the rule which is to prevail
under the Constitution, I think it is high
time that the Government should seek a
reinedy for the abuse (I think it is a fair
word) which ultimately - I do not say
it is now the case - this divided author-
ity will certainly lead to. I think there
is another cause of complaint in relation
to the cost of the administration of jus-

lion. Mr. Miller.

tice -- the number of superannuatel
judges. I think there are ten or eleven
in the Province of Quebec.

Hon. Mr. BUREAU - One is prac-
ticing at the bar

Hon. Mr. MILLER - Some of these
judges, I understand to be as strong and
able to perform their usual work as ever
they were - much more so than many
men I know of who are on the bench to-
day. This superannuation business is
getting to be a serions matter. There is
a great deal of unjust and unreasonable
animadversion made on the profession
to which I have the honor of belonging,
but I do think that in connection with
this question there will be a goi>d deal
of room in a very short time for very
decided feelings in Parliament, and out
of it, if these changes are allowed to go
much further.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL-As I have some
personal knowledge of what takes place
in the courts of the Provirce of Quebec,
I may say that what has been stated by
my hon. friend is to a certain extent in-
accurate. It is incorrect to sav that the
.appointment of these two judges is un-
necessary ; on the contrary, it is essential
to the proper working of our courts. It
is the common opinion, and it is to mycer-
tain knowledge, that to enuire the perfect
working of the court% in Montreal three
more judges are required in the Superior
Court. I venture to say there is no part
of the Dominion, and perhaps, 'no part of
the world, where judges have so mucli to
do as in the City of Montreal.

Hon. Mr. MILLER--How is it in the
outside districts ?

lon. Mr. TRU DE L - Each judge in
Montreal renders twice as many judg-
ments-sometime three times as many-
as any judge in any other part of Canada.
I have not the statistices before me, but
they have been published from time to
time, and can easily be procured. The
hon. gentleman says lie was told by a
member of the bar of Quebec that this
increase of judges might be avoided. I
do not deny that, and I will explain how
it could be done. For two or three years
past the bar of the Province has given
serious consideration te this question of
the administration of justice, with a view
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to improving the working of our tri- becauso under the existing stateofaflairs,
bunals, especially in the City of Mon- owing to the fact that the judges in
treal,and they have come to the conclusion Montreal are too busy to furnish a sup-
that even the appointnent of an addi- plerentary judge for the Court of
tional judge for the Superior Court Appeals when one is required, the Clief
vould not be sufficient. Believing that Justice is obliged to cali injudges from

it vould be very difficult to obtain the rural districts, and in stich caS the
appointnent of three more judges, some latter are allowed so much per day and
members of the bar proposed to abolish travelling expenses. If ou take into
a certain number of the judicial districts account the suins which are t1us paid, you
in the Province, or change the law and wi1l tind that they anit to more than
deprive those districts of their judges. the sixth of the cii of Appeals
Some of those districts are verv large -- wil1 re<-eivt-. lie lon. refer-
for instance, Saguenav and Gaspe - but ivî to th' uwber of siî'raiîtted
few cases arise in them. They proposed smito t' whom, lie to think,
to take th jauges fri slia districts w un dr tih retire sutae o t
and -aUJ thieni to the judiciary in otl-oingf the whole fat oalv two are in
districts,> ad by tlis change they t t ife t al Tlreto e abust turni a
tat twnt-six jauges would b sii- trctlnty judg for t ShrVe aaui on
cient. -Now, the present division. u* th- the beenb. One is the u e, Day, is
Provce by districts Jas exiusted for neari v eighty years in lie w
nan:y years. It oxisted before Cor.fr- appdinted on the Coain issioa to codif

eration, and te experince of the other our laws fvroei ep6e te If SG, au , afte
11ouse shows that ypai can hiardly touei the cmp tion of su iat whoi k was super-
the question of depriving extstong dis- annuated. Notmvitost i, is age rn e
tricts cf their jauges wvahout raisin a Istili eýjjes go fhomthe ostoit, ho
feli g of indignation anOng the peojge is the hon. juge ie is alluded to as
of those districts. su tact, the change practising at the bahr is et by anv means
cannot be tyade wthout causldg rea in- in perfect health, though he aightbe able
justice. T oug som of those jUges to act on the bench. , but mer the law i
liave not much to do, titeir presence in wvas entitlcd to superannuation, and hoe
those districts bas a tendncy to p revent retired. Another one is, it is true, in
disorders, ad lias a e d moral efCet on good health, but ufomiatly is deaf,
the ppulation. Those districts existed and he was forced to acept superannua-
before Confederation, and whn Quebec tion on that account. These ae the only
entered the Union the Federal overn- cases t whiMi my hon. friend coahi have
ment undei-took to pay the salaries of alltuded, becauise ail the othej(r siuper-annui-
the judges. An additional jaUge in the ated judges are unfit, froin failing helth,
Superior Court of Montreal is an abso- te discarge the duties of the offce. In
bate necessit . As to the Court of Ap- the past they rendered valable service
peal, some of the judges are old men, to the country, and no one can blame the
and, the work being very heavy, they Governinent for having superaniuatl
aie friequecty sick. It happons eveny tbem. Now, as to te number and re-
to-rn, i fact evey two or three Uays, muneation of the judges inthe Province:
that the Court is unable to sit, unless a it is trie tat those in Montrea and
substitute van be got for any of the Qhec receive $5,000 each, a ail the
judges who niay happen to, be sick or others, with one or two exceptions, re-
disqualitied, or unfit ta take his seat ceive $ N,000 each but we have onl
front somne other cause. We have not twenty-six aUdges of the Stipeî-ior Court,
enough jaUges in the Ssperior Court, and thlirty-two of aealit j-isietions, while
and they are so busy that none of ther in Ontari tere are more thas
apr replace a jause of the Court of a ip- sixty

peals who may hUe abae to sit. The
consequence is tiat sonetines four or An lhon. Me ber -- The Count
five days are lest during the terw. Court jases a per forty-seven.
Now, the aopointtent of a sixth j te ing'
te the Court of Quee be's toenc n lohn. a ur. TRUhDEL - 1 av et the
will nt niatprially augment the expense, îîn-ýcise figures before mo, bfut f 110M
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that they are* much more nunerous and
that their salaries taken altogether
amlount to much more than than those of
the Quebec judges, so that the amount
paid in salaries cannot be complained of.
Now, as to the local authorities augment-
ing the nuimber of juges, and the Do-
niinion Governmient paying the salaries,
it must be borne in mind that Confedera-
tion woultd not have been accepted with-
out that condition. The late Govern-
ment, as well as the present Administra-
tion consented to necessary additions to
the judiciary. If we want the federal
systemi to work harmoniously, we ought
to consider the provincial authorities
competent to decide as to the nunber of

J udges requisite to administpr the laws.
I (o not think, therefore, that there is
any abuse ; at all events, it is a right
recognizedi by the constitution.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
think the observations made by my lion.
friend froni Richmond are in many
respects very just, and they deserve the
serious consideration of the Governmuent.
The judiciary is increasing certainly ii
all the provinces, and it is an anomaly
that the increase should be in the bands
of one authority, and the paynent in the
hands of another. I do not knov
whether my hon. friend from DeSalaberry
is quite right or not, but it is a question
which ouglit to engage the attention of
the Government, and, in consequence,
what has beeni said I will take some
opportunity, as early as possible, to bring
under the notice of the Government in
order to come to some definite view as to
the policy which ought to be adopted.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE - I con-
sider it would not be right to reduce the
number of judges, because I have myself
seen the difficulty experienced in the

been established. I must say that I was
astonished when the Supreme Court Act
was passed. Frorn 1867 to 1873, the
Government of Sir John A. Macdonald
brouglit that Bill before Parliament every
year, and I was one of those who went
to Sir John Macdonald and Sir George
E. Cartier, and told thei that if they
proposed the second reading ot that Bill
I should be obliged to use my utïnost
exertions to defeat it. It was only after
Mr. Mackenzie's Government came into

power - that is to say, the
party who, in both Houses had
always opposed the Conservative Gov-
ernment on that question - that the
Act was passed. Having friends that
they wanted to place on the bench, no
doubit, they changetd their views, and, as
one man, carried the Supreme Court
Bill. It will be remembered in this
House there was only a majority of
two in favor of the measure ; and how
was that majority secured ? I recollect
very well that it was then stated the
late Mr. Letellier, in order to carry his
point, had to ask some members of the
Senate to leave the House, in order that
he nighbt have a majority. Therefore, I
say, if we nmust practice economv, it
wuuld be better to repeal the Supreme
Court Act, und give our provinces more
judges, so that the public who have to
furnishi the revenue of the country might
not be obliged to wait for months, and
sometimes for years, to have their cases
decided and to obtain j ustice. I am not
a lawyer, but, looking at the judgnents
of the Suprenie Court, I am forced to
the conclusion that it is not worth its
cost to the country ; and if that money
had been expended iii the construction
of railways, and deepening of canals, the
public would have derived far more
benefit from it.

courts of Montreal, and other districts,
by the scarcity of judges to attend to lon. Mr. MILLER - I go further
case*. If money is so scarce, and the than the lon. gentleman toes, and admit
public treasury is so low, that we have that the expense of t'e judiciary is no
to refuse the demands of those arment at ail against the creation of
who contribute to the public re- judges whenover they may be required,
venue, we ought to economize in without having any reference whatever
some other direction. It is a well te the Supreme Court ant the expendi-
recognizedi fact that Parliamnent created ture iî- cennection with that tribunal. 1
a Supreme Court fifteen years before shah lie rcady at ail tines to go of
there was any necessity for it, and 1 am tosaythat, n mtter whatit niay cost,
sure if we ha not had so many lawyers shah be effi-
in Parlianent the Court would not have cwntlv adiuisiored in ail parts of the
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Dominion. This is one of the first duties
of the Government, and one of the first
interests of society, and, therefore, justice
nust be administered no matter what it
may cost. It was for that reason that,
when the Legislature of British
Columbia, supported by represen-
tatives of that Province in the
other branch of this Parliament,
thought fit to change their judiciary
and appoint five judges for a compara.
tively small population, I was one of
those who supported the measure brought
down by the Government to carry out
that change. But we should be satisfied
before we create new judgeships that the
wants of the country and nothing else
are at the bottom of the claims which are
made upon us. Now, with regard to the
Supreme Courte I was one of those who
voted for its establlshment, and I must
say I regret very much the expression
which bas fallen from my hon. friend,
and the opinion which is entertained by
many bon. gentlemen in this branch of
the legislature and in another, in refer-
ence to the utility of that court.
1, however, have never seen any
reason to chaDge the opinion that
I entertained as to the necessity, under
our Federal system of Governnent, of a
Supreme Court for the Dominion, if we
expected the Confederation to exist or
the authority of the laws to be upheld.
I say it is a necessity under the systen
of Government which we have established
that the laws of the suprenie Federal
Parliament should not be dependent
for their construction upon the
local benches of provinces. It is
necessary for many reasons that there
should be a high Court of Appeal for this
Dominion. There is so much likelihood
to be a clashing of authority between the
Federal and Provincial Legislatures,
that, for that reason alone, somne supreme
tribunal is required to reconcile con-
flicting decisions. I regret to find such
a strong hostility in the Province of
Quebec to that tribunal. I do not know
whether there is any just cause for
it or not. I do not attempt to pass
any opinion upon that point, yet
I cannot shut my eves to the fact that
where the feeling is so unanimos and
deep seated in that important Province
against the Supreme Court, that it is a
sprious cause for regret, and should be a

Hon. Mr. Miller.

question for the serious investigation and
consideration of the Government.
Whether it might be wise to limit the

jurisdiction, in future, of that Court to
questions of a purely federal character,
or allow the present extended jurisdic-
tion which prevails on mostly all ques-
tions arising before the courts in the
different provinces, is a subject on which
there is a very wide difference of opin-
ion. Coming from an English speaking
province, I think I express the feeling
which prevails in Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and Prince Edward Island,
when I say that the Court is
a necessity, and has, so far,
given satisfaction in its decisions
to those provinces. Now, with regard
to the expensa of that Court, if we are
to have such a tribunal at al], I do not
think it would be possible to have in-
augtirated it nnder more economical
conditions than those which exist, but I
am inclined to think that that Court has
already, in connection with the adjudica-
tion of heavy claims against the Federal
Goverament, saved to the country, per-
haps, more than the whole cost of its
maintenance for manv years to come. I
am of opinion that by the intervention of
that Court in the settlement of heavy
claims against the Government in con-
nection with important public works, and
the application by that Court of strict
legal principles to such claims, the Do-
minion Las been saved a very large
amount of money. I understand
from what has taken place in
another quarter that it is the intention
of the Government during the coming
recess to give that question consideration,
and I feel that it is due to the Province
of Quebec that the dissatisfaction which
exists there with regard to the Supreme
Court, should- receive full investigation.
If any alteration can be made which will
remove the present complaints, I am sure
the Government will be disposed'to make
it. 1 do not think any party in Par-
ticular is to blarne for creating that,
Court. The leaders of both parties have
always considered it necessary. The in-
troduction of such a measure by Sir John
Macdonald several sessions before he
went out of power in 1873, shows that he
must have considered that Court neces-
sary, although difficulties stood in bis
way in regard to the establishment of
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it. If I am not much mistaken, when
when the Bill was before Parliament the
right hon. gentleman gave the Govern-
ment of the day all the assistance in his
power in maturing the measure, and
received from the M1inister of Justice, in
Mr. Mackenzie's Government, a public
expression of thanks for the great assist-
ance lie had afforded them in connection
with the nieasure ; so much, indeed, that
the Minister of Justice declared from his
place in Parliament that he would
hardly have undertaken the task at all,
butfor the mature condition in which lie
found the subject in the Bills which had
previously been submitted to Parlianent
by his predecessor in office.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE - I would
be ready to adopt the hon. gentleman's
views so far as the Exchequer Court is
eoncerned. That Court may be a neces-
sity, but I am opposed to the Supreme
Court as a court of appeal. Is there any
one man in any province of the Dominion
who can conscientiously say that lie is
satisfied with the decisions of that tri-
bunal, when we see cases which had been
decided in one way by the unanimous
opinion of the judges of the provincial
courts reversed by a bare majority in
the Supreme Court here î What con-
fidence can we have in the decisions of a
court two of whose members declare the
judgnent of the three others to be
wrong. When a man is obliged to pay
five or six thousand dollars because the
judges stand three to three, has he not
reason to bklieve that lie has been robbed
of the money i Tf we could do away with
the appeal to England, then I could
understand the necessity of haviig
such a court for the Dominion,
but it is well known that, although
a case may be decided in Ottawa, an ap-
ilal to England is* stili open. The hon.
gentleman has spoken of the feeling of
dissatisfaction in Quebec. How can we
have tonfidence in a court, two-thirds of
whose members do not know the A B C
of our French laws i When our' Pro-
vincial Cort of Appeal, whose members
are thoroughly versed in our laws, give a
decision in a case, with what confidence
can we come to a court, a majority of
whose members are ignorant of
the elerrentary principles of those
laws 1 That is one of the causes,

Hon. Mr. Miller.

and the frequent divisions in the Coart
must excite general distrust in other pro-
vinces. .Therefore, I contend if it must
exist the Court should deal simply with
exchequer cases and constitutional ques-
tions. Even as to constitutional ques-
tions, thouglh 1 an not a lawyer, I have
my own judgment (and I sometimes
think it is pretty good), and some of their
decisions have seemed to me wrong.
Believing, as many others do, that the
Court is undeserving of public confidence,
I believe that the expense which it en-
tails is lost to the country.

Hon. Mr. McMASTER, froni the
Committee, reported the Bill without
amendment.

Tne Bill waS then read the third time-

and passed.

CONSOLIDATED INSURANCE ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House went into Committee of the,
Whole on Bill (P) " An Act to amend
the Consolidated Insurance Act, 1877."

Hon. Mr. MONTGOMERY, from the
Committee, reported the Bill without
amendment.

NAVIGATION CORRESPONDENCE BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (57) " An
Act to provide for the correspondence of
certain provisions of the Act respecting
the navigation of Canadian waters with
the provisions for like purposes in force
in the United Kingdom." He said :
Prior to the last session of Parliament
there was a law on the statute books,
passed in 1868, respecting the navigation
of Canadian waters. That law provided
that open fishing boats should not be
required to carry side lights, but if
they did that they should have
a green slide. That was altered
in 1880 to meet and run with
the change made by the Imperial Parlia-
ment in their law upon the subject of
vessels carrying lights. Power was
taken in the English Act to postpone the
operation of it in case it was found de-
sirable to do so. By proclamation of
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lHer Majesty the operation of the Eng- BJLrJ INTRODUCED.
lisi Act was postponed until September Bill (S) "An Act to amend theJîàdian
next. It was desirable, of cou¥se, thaù A.ct, l880."-(Sir Alex. Canipieli.)
we should have the saine rule with re-
gard to carrying lights as theirs, and THE CATTLE TRADE WITII ENGLAND
this Bill suspends the operation of our lon. Mr. DICKEY - Defore the
law, which follows theirs, until theirs goes Orders of the day are called, 1 shoul like
into operation, and in the meantime, to eau the attention of the bon. Post-
during ýhe suspension of our Act, the
law of 18S shall be the one h wich
governs fishermen. the other day with, regard te the export

of cattie to Engtlic. t have takein the
The Bill was read the second time. trouble to inquire into the cirüinnstanees,

CANADA MILITARY ASYLUM BILL. and I an nov in a position to state for
the information of the lieuse and of the

SECOND READING. conntry, that the bardship is quite a4bad

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBE1L as thetl reiresented it to ). The regu-
nioved the second reading of Bill (76) bitions referred to were dated on l5th
' An Act relating to the Canada Military January ast, therefore, possîWV, theigh

Asylum at Quebec." Ie said : When Coinîîssruer may bave been misiet
the ImlperiAl Government withdrew their when lie was toid that in the nonth of
troo)s from Canada, a property at Quebec Febr!-ary there ere no nev regulations
called the Canada Military Asylum, upon Those reýmlation-s I neet not reppat,
which certain pensionswere then charged, because the eflýxt of tbem is stated in a
was handed over to the Government of letter frei one of the sbipp-rs from
the Dominion. It was kept for sonie Amherst, whidi 1 will take tbe liberty of
time as an asylum, but is ncw to be sold. rea(ng te the buse, as it States the
The lease is to be cancelled, and the matter more concisely than 1 ean do -

property sold to the Church 'of England "Ail the cattie of the scrcw steamer Edin-
Female Orphan AsVlumn for $,qo0. 1 bIry/t were shipped at Halifax, and with the
have a statenient ini my handshôwîn, exception of 2, ail care fromh ohe counties 

Il Westinoreland and Cunmberland.'
that this will be no loss to the country,
but rather a saving as contrasted with The writcr, one of the owriers and
the present state of things under wbich Shippers, states that they were not
the Government pay these pensions. ailowed to be taken inzo He ceuntry, from.

The Bill was read the second time. London, anti the cattie hat to be slagh-tered in six tlays. The hess wvas about
The Senate adjourned at 5.35 p.m. $10 per beat; that is to say, instead of

_______ ettingr anv profit at al], there wvas an
factual loss on the shipment of that

THE SENATE. amourît, ail owing to the new regulations.
The whole number of cattle was 444. 1

Friday, Marc 11th, .1881. will quote also fron a letter from the

The Speaker took the chair at three saine source - one of the shippers - to
p.ni. show the effect of that Order :- a

Prayers and routine proceeings.in Council makes al catte
iPrayei~~~~ s nirutn rcedns able to be slaughtered at the first market
THIRDwbere tey are offred for sale, and the co-

THIRDBEADNGS.sequence is, that you are limited to a few
The following Bills were reported froin buyers of that particular arket, and they put
Conriteret tethriZienn their heads tegether and give what they please.Committee, read the third time andof England,

passed :-Scotland and Wals, came to Londn or Liver-

Bill (21) " An Act respecting the pool, as the case may be, and took away the
Grand Trunîk Railway of Canada."-(Mr. cattieto their respective markets; but now~aîwa~they are net aliowed to do so, and it maakes
Ferrier.) the export of cattie a bad business."

Bill (23) "'An Act to incorporate the Il this particular case, had it not been
,Ontario and Quebec Railway Coin- for the fortunate circumstance that those
pany."-(Mr. Allan.) shippers hat shipped a quantity of dead

Aion. Sir Ale8 Alx(.iCmbell.
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meat, on which they made a profit, they
would have been out of pocket to the
extent of $10 a head on the live catle;
but they were able to recoup tbemselves
out of the dead meat, so as to come out
about square on the whole transaction.
Perhaps the House will pardon me
for referring -to that trade, of dead
meat, for it is possibly a more important
business than the cattle owners gen-
erally consider it. The cattle are slaught-
ered here, and the offal is probably of
more value here than when the cattle are
slaughtered on the other side of the
water, while the labor is done in
our own country. Freight is much less
on dead meat, as the shippers only pay
for so much less space in the modern im-
provements in refrigerators. Insurance is
trifling, and the meat is delivered in as
good order on the other side of the At-
lantic as when it was shipped. I men-
tion it in this public way in order that
public attention may be drawn to the
subject, so that this trade may be prose-
cuted in other places than in Halifax,
where it was first commenced in Canada
to any large extent. I wish to make an-
other observation, to show the very great
advantage we have in the . Dominion of
Canada for the shipment or cattle, an
advantage that has not been very much
adverted to. It is in the single fact
that instead of crossing fron New York,
Boston or Baltimore by the southern
passage in the summer season and get-
ting into a warmer latitude, vessels cross
from our ports through the cooler
latitude of the North Atlantic, and are
not exposed to the same trouble with re-
gard to ventilation and heat as they bave
to undergo in the southern passage ; but
it is because this advantage is largely
counteracted by the new regulations that
I have felt it my duty to call the
attention of the House to the matter,
and I need no apoiogy for doing so. I
think it is a question that deserves to
be inquired into, because, really, while
our cattle are perfectly free from disease,
there can be no possible necessity for
this regulation. With regard to the
other point, on which 1 promised to in-
quire, as to whether this steamer Edin-
burgh had been in the habit of carrying
cattle - I am told that this steamer
had not carried any cattle for a long
time previously ; therefore, it could not

Bon. Mr. Dickey.

possibly -bave come within any regula-
tion as having carried foreign cattle
within three montbs. This regulation
may not be felt at present on the St.
Lawrence, but in a few weeks, when
shipments begin from the St. Lawrence
ports, it will seriously interfere with our
trade.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL --
Certainly no apology is due to the House
for bringing this matter under its notice.
I am sure the hon. gentleman is doing a
service to the country in bringing the
question up again. I should like to
ascertain if the steamship City of Edin
burgh sailed from a7y port in the United
States within three montlis from the time
she began this voyage

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - My informa-
tion does not go to that extent, but is to
the effect that she carried no American
cattle or dead meat. All the cattle were
CanLdian.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-It
maV turn out that the vessel touched at
some port which had been proclaimed.
I will take care that the matter is brought
at once under the notice of the Minister
of Agriculture, and will endeavor, as far
as it is possible, to take any steps which
may be in our power to prevent the re-
currence of what has so disastrously
happened upon this occasion.

Hon. Mr. READ - I think there is
some misconception in this matter. As
I understand the letter that bas just been
read, and as I understand the Order in
Council, it says that Canadian cattle may
be taken to any market - say the great
London market - and shall be slaugh-
tered on leaving that market ; but cattle
coning froin the United States are not
allowed to be landed alive at the meat
market. Their market is where they are
taken from the ship, and they never corne
in contact with other catle at all. These
cattle, as I understand it, had to be
slaughtered at the market to which they
were first brought; they.could not go to
.another market in England.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
That may be the explanation.

Hon. Mr. READ - If you read the
Order in Council you will see that is the
explanation,. that they be slaughtered. at,
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the market to which they are first lon. Mr. D ICKEY - It is a mis-
taken ; that they cannot be sent all over take; that was a different cargo alto-
the country. I admit that it is restriet- gether.
ing the privileges that we had, but still
it is a great privilege, because they go J
to the different markets of London, and THE JUDICIARY.
there they can be taken to any place -in
London or its surroundings, and
slaughtered; whereas the American Hon. Mr. TRIDEL-I desire Vo
cattle are slaughtered at once. make an explanation in reference to a

statement muade yesterday as Vo the nuru-
Hon. Dr. IBROUSE - Is not Liver- ber of j udges ii the several provinces. I

pool the principal market for Canadian find that the whole number of judges in
cattie 1 the Province of Quebec, whose salaries

Hon. Mr. READ-Not at all; they
go to London.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - Until very
lately most of the cattle were shipped
to Liverpool, and then re-shipped to
other markets, as stated by the hon.
Senator from Belleville. However ship-
pers in Canada say thev cannot realize
for the producer, on the whole, any
greater price than on cattle shipped from
New York, for this reason : - that
cattle are carried from New York at a
cheaner rate, low enough to make up the
difference of the disadvantage under
which they labor in being obliged to
slaughter them at the place of landing.
In Canada we had the privilege, up
to a very late period, if we have not it
now, of reshipping it to other markets in
the United Kingdom, after landing at
Liverpool ; but still the charges of car-
rying cattle across the Atlantic from
Montreal were so much higher than
froin New York that this advantage
did not realize any more for the cattle
bought in Toronto than f-r cattle pur-
chased at Buffalo, where there is an
advantage in price. On board the line
for shipment to the Old Country the
charges for carrying are increa3ed suf-
ficiently to leave the producer no more
than if he shipped by another route. If
I1 understand the report in this case
correctly, the cattle that were landed
were found to be be diseased with the foot
and nouth disease.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - What state-
ment lias the hon. geitleman for
that ?

Hon. Mr. R EESOR - I saw it in the
newspapers.

lon. Mr. Read.

are paid by the Federal Government, is
32. In Ontario 63, or about double.
The expenses of the Courts in Ontario
ainount to $206,200, and in Quebec to
$154,500. That is, the administration of
justice in Ontario costs the Federal Gov-
ernment $52,000 more than it costs in the
Province of Quebec. Now, after the
addition of two new judges, the number
in Quebec will be increased to 34 against
63 in Ontario, and the difference in cost
will be $41,000 in favor of the Province
of Quebec.

MANITOBA BOUNDARIES BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
moved that the House go into Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (R) " An
Act to provide for the extension
of the Boundaries of the Prov-
ince of Manitoba." He said : -
It was understood that I would give the
explanations .which were due to the
Hlouse, vith reference to this Bill, on this
occasion, and while you, Mr. Speaker,
were still in the chair. The Province of
Manitoba, as originally constituted,
seems but a very small speck on the map
of the great North-West. The old
province extends 87 miles to the west of
Winnipeg, 45 miles to the east of it, and
102 miles to the north from the Inter-
national boundary, and contains 13,464
square miles. The new boundaries
proposed are as folows :-On the west
a line 189 miles west of Winnipeg;
on the east the Province will extend to
the west limit of Ontario, wherever that
may be; on the north to the 12th base
hne 264 miles north of the International
boundary; and on the south by the In-
ternational boundary, covering an area
up to a line due north from the forks of
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the Ohio and Mississippi, of 151,411
square miles, or something like 11 times
its present area. It will be observed, by
the map on the table, that on the east
we do not lay down a line in tl'e saine
sense as we do on the south, west and
north ; but suggest a dotted line, as what
the boundary line between Ontario« and
Manitoba will be, as the present Gov-
ernment of the Dominion believe the
law establishes it. I know that there is
a contention on that point, and that many
hon. gentlemen - including, I belie ve,
my hon. friend opposite - (Mr. Scott),
think the boundary line between Ontario
and this new Province will be very
much to the west of the line which is
laid down upon the'map; but I do not
think we need enter into the discus-
sion of that question because there is no
effort - of course there could l'e no
reasonable effort - made to settle that
boundary line by this measure or in this
way. We say, wherever the western
boundary line of the Province of Ontario
is, that shall be the eastern boundary line,
of Manitoba. It may be said that we
should not establish that as the eastern
boundary of Manitoba, because it is
not a defined line, a line not yet
ascertained; but we thiought that was
a less objectionable way than to take
any line short of that, or to leave
any space between the boundary line
of Ontario and the new boundary line
proposed to be given to Manitoba. For
instance, supposing we had taken the
line which is now by a sort of consent
between Ontario and the Dominion re-
cognized as the line for convenience sake
-and it is perhaps 100 miles, I dare
say, to the west of the one laid down in
the map - there would be an extent of
country 100 miles by 264 (if I am cor-
rect in the distance from east to west),
which would be disputed territory; not
in the Province of Manitoba, and to
which the claim of Ontario has not yet
been established. So, on the whole, it
was thought to be attended with less
difficulty to say that the Province of
Manitoba should extend to the western
boundary of Ontario, wherever that
might be ultimately established. Now,
in extending these limits it is, of course,
a mnatter of interest to the House to
know what the population is within the
proposed extension ; and I have liat

lion. Sir Alex. Campbell.

such a statement prepared. The state-
ment, assuming the eastern limit to be
as marked on the map, is as follows: -

ln'DIANS.

In the Province of Manitoba-
At St. Peter's, Brokenhead River, Ros.

seau River and Long Plain........ 2,804
west and north-west of the Province of

Manitoba-
At Waterhen River,Crane River, Little

Saskatchewan and Riding Moun-
tain ............................ 433

North of the Province of Manitoba--
At Fort Alexander, Black River

Sandy Bay, Yellow Quill, Duck
Bay, Ebb and Flow and Broken
Fingers, Fairford, Lake St. Martins,
Manitoba Lake, Berens River and
Islands .................... 2,406

East and north-east of tbe Province of
Manitoba-

At North.West Angle, Big Island,
Whitefish Bay, Shabaskang, Buffalo
Bay, Shoal Lake, Rat Portage, Is-
lington, Rainy River, Manitou
Rapids, Little Forks, Rainy Lake,
Flower and Eagle Lake, Mattawan,
English River, Lac Seul, and Lac de
Mille Lacs...................... 2,389

Total..................

WHITES.

Prince Arthur's Landing and Township
of McIntyre.....................

Township of Oliver..................
Fort William and Neebing............
Mattawan......................
Sibley.............. ...........
Also a numberof people along the liae

of railway works who have taken

8,427

2,500
500

1,250
250
758

up locations ..................... 1,000

Total ................. 6,250
Total population of Indians and Whites,

14,677.

Then the area of the new Province is, as
I have stated, 154,411 square miles.

lion. Mr. SCOTT - That is predi-
cated on the assumption that the province
will extend eastwards to a line shown on
the map.

Hon. Sir. ALEX. CAMPBELL -

Yes. The following is a statement of
the area of the several provinces of the
Dominion, specially interesting in cons
nection with the subject before the
Senate :

Ontario...... ......
Quebec.............
New Brunswick.....
Nova Scotia.........
British Columbia....
Prince Edwara Islanld

109,480 square miles
193.355 i &

27,322 d "

21,731 c «
390,344 té

2.133 " "

NuItn ito ba (Mn[ ý1AR-I 11, 1881.]1
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North-West Territor-
ies, as they exist at
present ........... 1,898,000 square miles

Keewati.as at present 309,000
Islands in the Arctic

region ............ 311,000
Islands in the Hudson

Bay...............11,400
Total area of the Do-

minion........... 3,406,542 square miles.

Then as to the laws which are to be in
force in that portion of the Dominion -
supposing this Bill to go into operation
- we propose that all the laws of Mân-
itoba which are now in existence shall
extend to the new territory, as far as
those laws do not conflict with any laws
of the Dominion. These laws are intro-
duced into the new Province by sub-
section A of clause 2. la framing that
sub-sectio I should add the following
words to the end of it - to make what [
say more clear, that it is not intenied
that the laws of Manitoba shall over-ride
the laws of the Dominion -- " subject,
however. to the provisions of section 3."
I was more anxious about this provision
in consequence of the debate which took
place the other day in this House on the
su'aject of the Temperance Act. I fully
recognize the importance of taking every
precaution to prevent any doubt arising
as to the mode in which the Indians who
dwell in this territory to be addéd to
Manitoba are to be treated with regard
to the possibility of traffic in
liquor amongst them. As the law
now stands, that traffic is absolutely
prohibited, and it would have been
very disastrous, I thought, if, in con-
sequence of, or as growing ont of, any
want of thorough care in the preparation
of this Bill, any doubt could be justly
thrown upon that question. 1 was
unable to acquiesce in the suggestion
made by my hon. friend from Manitoba,
in the interests of his Province, that the
amendment suggested in this House to the
Temperance Act, hy my hon. friend froni
Halifax, to allow beer, and some other
liquors which were mentioned, to be sold
notwithstanding that Act - I was unable
to agree in the amendment suggested by
the hon. Senator from Manitoba, to
except Manitoba from the operation of
that provision, because I thought it
very objectionable legislation to pass a
law which should operate only in some
provinces of the Dominion and not in

ion. Sir Alex. Campbell.

others. I do not think that is a sort of
legislation which we have any precedent
for either, as far as I remember, in this
country, the United States, or in
older countries. Tt will be said, of
course, that in older countries there is no
necessity for it; but we might look for
precedents in the United States.
I am not aware of any law passed by
Congress, intended to operate in some
only of the States of the Union, and not
generally, and in which one or more
States are exempted. I think it was
better to leave Manitoba proper to take
care of itself under the provisions of the
Temperance Act, even as amended, and
that the people who live there can deal
with the question as -safely and securely
to themselves and their interests as the
people of Quebec, Ontario, or any other
province of the Dominion ; but with re-
ference to thiis new territory, which is to
be added to Manitoba, and in which we
tind so many Indians and white people,
- and probably half-breeds as well -
it was necessary to make it quite clear
that the prohibitory liquor law should
continue in force, and that it should not
be in the power of Manitoba to alter it ;
but that it should rest as it is now,
wholly within the control of the Parlia-
ment of the Dominion. I think that is
done clearly by the clause of the
Bill which I have added - and
added to remove every doubt in con-
sequence of that debate. It was sug-
gested to ne that it should be,
though I considered it was tolerably cle.r
in the Bill originally ; however, the
clause which I have drawn makes it per-
fectly so ; and it will,be seen that it is
not intended that the effeet of this Bill
should be to give to the legislature of
Manitoba any authority whatever to
deal with the subjects which come within
the purview of the powers of the Donin-
ion Parliament. I have taken great caie
of that, and I think it is placed beyond a
doubt. 1 was very uneasy lest there
should be any danger on that point, and
dreaded, if there was, that very great
evils might ensie, and I believe that it
is so worded now as to be perfectly
secure. As regards that question, the
country added to Manitoba will remain
under the probibitory liquor law until
the Legislature of the Dominion sees fit
to repeal it. As to Manitoba proper,
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they will deal with it the same as in1
other provinces of the Dominion, and sub-
ject to the aniendment introduced in this
Ilouse the other day by the hon. Sena-
tor from Halifax, should it become law.

lon. Mr. SCOTT - I am glad to find-
that tlhe hon. Postmaster General, on
reflection, after the debate we had on the.
temperance question a few nights ago,
has come to the conclusion to exclude the
new territory added to Manitoba from
the operation of the amendmnent made
by the hon. Senator from Halifax to the
Temperance Bill. I think it rather
strengthens the argument I then used
that if the health and lives of the people,
Indians as weIl as white men, in that area
were a-subject of such earnest considera-
tion that we shoull exempt thein from the
influences of the liquor tralie, the Gov-
ernment night have extended equal con-
sideration to those people iii other parts
of the Dominion, who, by voluntary vote,
desire to exclude the particular locality
in which they live also, from that traffic.
We have accomnplished, at all events,
sorme good. Comirng mote directly to
the subject of the Bill before us, defining
the boundaries of Manitoba, I think it is
rather unfortunate that the Government
did not, before introducing this measure,
come to some conclusion with regard to
the western boundary of Ontario. It is
rather unfair to transfer to the Province of
Mauitobathesettlement of this vexed ques-
tion which bas been so long pending be-
tween the Governments of the Dominion
and Ontario. The interpretation that the
hon. gentleman gave to this statute was
that it carried the boundaries of
Manitoba eastward as far as the western
boundary of Ontario. As I read this

-Bill, it carries the line as far to the east
as the line laid down in the At of 1876,
establishning the eastern boundary of
Keewatin. It does not cone to an
imaginary line, but to a fixed line.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
It comes to an imaginary line.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The language is
by no ineans clear. The boundaries are
thus described : -

" The Province of Manitoba shall be in-
creased as hereinafter defined, that is to say, so
that the boundaries thereof shall be as follows :
-' Commencing at the intersection of the

i/on. Sir Alex. Campbell.

International Boundary dividing Canada fron
the United States of America by the cente of
the Road Allow.ance between the twen yn nth
and thirtieth ranges of townships lying west
of the first principal neridian 'in the sys-
ten of Dominion Land Surveys; thence
northerly, following hpon the said centre of
the said road allowance as the same is or
may hereafter be locate-, defining the said
range line on the ground across Towns ips
one to forty-six, both inclusive, to the inter-
section of the said centre of the sait road
allowance by the centre of the road allow-
ance on the twelfth base line in the said
system ot Dominion Land Surveys; thence
easterly along the sid centre of the rad
allowance on the twelfth base line, following
the same to its intersection by the easterly
limit of the District of Keewatin, as d fined
by the Act thirty-ninth Viztoria, Chapter
twenty-one, that is to say, to a point where
the said centre of the road allowance on the
twelfth base line would be intersected by a
line drawn due north from where the westerly
boundary of the Province of Ontario inter-
sects the aforesaid International Bound ýry
Line dividing Canada from the United States
of America; thence due south, following upon
the said line to the International Boundary
afaresaid ; and thence westerly, following upon
the said Interna'ional Boundary Litre dividng
Canada from the United States of America, to
the place of beginning,' and all the lard em-
biaced by the said description not now within
the Province of Manitoba shall, from and after
the passing of this Act, be added thereto, and
the whole shall, from and after the aaid date,
form and be the Province of Manitoba."

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - If
the hon gentleman will look at the 30th
line, lie will see that it says that the
eastern boundary shall be a line drawn
due north from where the westtrn
boundary of Ontario intersects the inter-
national boundary line.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Yes; but the Bill
assumes that up to the boundary of
,Keewatin, the Province of Ontario has
no claim. The Dominion Government
assume that the doubtful territory lies
between a line drawvn due north fron the
eastern point of Iunter's Island and
Thunider Bay. Now, ny opinion is that
the territory of Ontario goes much
further west than the conventional line,
and this statut ý would he ultra vire8, as
it is at present, unlesi it was made per-
fectly clear that it was intended that
Manitoba should come to the western
boundary of Ontario, wherever that may
be.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
That is what the Bil says.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT - No; the hon.
gentleman fixes it at a certain point,
which is the saie point that fixes the
eastern boundary of Keewatin.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -- The
weetern boundary of Ontario intersects
the international boundary line at some
point.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Yes.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Wherever that point is, a, line drawn
due north from it will be the eastern
boundary of Manitoba. That is the only
way that we could fix the boundary.

the easterly boundary of Keewatin com-
mences under the Act of 1876, and as
the Bill proposes to give all the land em-
braced within the area described in the
first clause of the Bill, to the Province
of Manitoba, which deals -with the ques-
tion in dispute, and as Ontario is not a
consenting party, this legislation will be
ultra rires. The Federal Parliament has
no power, except with the consent of
the Province affected, to disturb existing
boundaries. I contend that the boun-
dary of Ontario is where the Commis-
sioners appointed in 1878 placed it.
They did not base their conclusions on a

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The hon. gentle- conven ent, ne, uiey el ne ;, at
man draws an arbitrary line here, the boundary defined by them was the

not an imaginary line. l e defines true boundary as laid down in the sev-

the line as laid down by the statute eral statutes and proclamations, and other

of 1876, and assumes that line is, for authoritative documents which formed

the present at all events, the western their guide in pursuing the inquiry. The

boundary of Ontario. That was simply arbitrators gave a judicial decision as to

a temporary conventional line, and not the true meanincr of the statute defining
intended to be a permanent line in any the western boundary of the old Province

sense. The preamble of the Act of 1876 of Quebec, in the light of several pro-
ays, " Whereas it is expedient pending clamations and official maps issued at

the settlement of the western boundary thit date, which latter papers aided them
of the Province of Ontario," etc., and arriving at the conclusions that they
then it describes the Territory of Kee- reported. The language used b the ar-

watin as beginning at the westerly bitrators was as follows -
boundary of the Province of Ontario, on ' The undersigned, having been -ppointed
the international line dividing Canada by the Governments of Canada and Ontario.
from the United States of America, as arbitrators to determine the northerly and
thence westerly, following the said in- westerly boundaries of Qntario, do hereby de-
ternational bounda ine to the easterl terme and decide that the following shall

Sl t be such boundaries. that is to say, commenc-
boundary of the Province of Manitoba. ing at a point, etc"
Now, it will be observed by referringy to
to the 31st line of the Bill on the table, Now, that Act of 1876 lias to be read in
that the same language is followed in conjunction with certain Orders in Conn
describing the easterly boandary of Man- cil, that have been passed by the Federal
itoba. The words in the Bill are : - Governiment, and also by the Government

Li To a point where the said centre of the
road allowance on the twelfth base line would
be intersected by a line drawn due north from
where the westerly boundary of the Province
of Ontario intersects the atoresaid inter-
national boundaryline dividing Canada trom
the United States."

Now these are the sanie words that are
used in describing the easterly boundary,
of Keewatin in the Act of 1876, and
that line was, as éxplained in the pre-
amble of the Bill, a temporary line pend-
ing flic settlement of the boundary of
Onrt.io. . So it is clear that the point re-
ferred to in this Bill is not an imaginary
point, but one and the sanie point where

Ion. Mr. Scotit.

of Ontario. This boundary question
dates backa considerable period. In 1871
a correspondence began between the Gov-
ernments of Ontario and the Dominion
as to that line, with a view of fixing
the boundary. Two gentlemen were
named, Mr. Tache, of Quebec, for the
Dominion, and l on. Mr. Macdougall, for
Ontario, to deal with the matter. Nothing
came of that Commission. The instruc-
tions given to the Commnissioner on be-
half of the Dominion were very re-
stricted. They assumed to fix the bonn-
dary on a line running due north froi
the junction of tne Ohio and Mississippi
Rivers. The Government of Ontario not
acquiescing in that view, the Commis-
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sioners never reported.' Mr. Maclougall
did make a report in 1872, but no further
action was taken. A change of Govern-
ment took place in Ontario, and the cor-
respondence continued. Commissioners
were then named to agree upon a con-
ventional line. The hon. gentleman who
was then Secretary of State, on behalf of
the Dominion, and mvself as Commis-
sioner of Crown Lands, on behalf of
Ontario, were appointed Commissioners
to agree upon a conventional line. I do
not know whether we ever met.

Hion. Mr. AIKINS - We met.

H[on. 'Mr. SCOTT - And agreed ion
the eastern end cf Hunter's Island.

lion. Mr. AIK[NS - No, we did noL
agree to anything. The hon. gentleman
-wanted everything for Ontario, which I
could not concede. We were not ap-
pointed even to decide on a conventional
line, but we were appointed for the pur-
pose of seeing if some understanding
could not be corne to in reference to the
disposition of lands lying in the disputed
territory. The eastern end of llunter's
Island was agreed upon subsequently,
during the existence of the late Gov-
ernment.

lion. Mr. SCOTT - I lave here the
official communication sent by the lon.
Mr. Ilowe, Secretary of State for the
Piovinces, in which lie concludes as
follows :-

f I arn also to urge upon the Government
of Ontario the necessity, in view ot the facts
stated in the laqt paragraph of the accom.
panying memorandum, of arranging with the
Government of the Dominion for some joint
course of action as to the granting of ]and
and of mining licenses, reservation of royalties,
etc., in the portion of territory in contro-
versy, and for this purpose I have to request
you to move your Government to appoint a
Commissioner to meet the hon. J. C. Aikins
to arrange such joint system, on the under-
standing that any such arrangement, when
ratified by the two Govornments, shall be
held to bind both, and shall be subject to the
decision of the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council upon the question of the boun-
daries, and that atter such decision, titles to
lands or mining rights shall be confirmed by
the Government, whether of Canada or Ontario,
and shall, under the decision of the Privy Coun-
cil, be the proper party to legalize the same.'
An Order in Council was passed in 1874:
by which Mr. Laird, the Minister
of the Interioi, was deputed to

Ion. MJfr. .Scott.

act for the Dominion. Mr. Pardee, Com-
missioner of Crown Lands, was deputed to
act for Ontario, and they then agreed upon
a conventional boundary or line, that is
drawn upon the nap, and which forms the
easterly limit of the present Territory of
Keewatin. It ,was in connection with
that Order in Council that the Act of 1876
was passed. By referring to the pre-
amble of that Act, hon. gentlemen will
see that it was a purely temporary ar-
rangement, and to last only until the set-
tienient of the boundary. That line is
laid down in this Act as the easterly limit
of Manitoba, peh:ling the settlement
of the dispute between Ontario
and the Dominion, and might.under
the award be fouind to be
wvithin the territory of Ontario. At
that time Chief Justice Richards had
been named with the late Mr. Wilmot,
formerly Lieutenant Governor of New
Brunswick, as Commissioners. However,
owing to the death of the latter, nothing
was done. In 1878 the settlement of the
boundary between Ontario and the
Dominion was referred to three arbi-
irators, the late Chief Justice Itarrison,
Sir Francis Hincks, and Sir Edward
Thornton. After an exhaustive investi-
gation, they reported that the true boun-
dary of Ontario commences as far west
as the Lake of the Woods. That boundary
was accepted by Ontario, and was con-
firmed by an Act of the Legislature of
that Province. It does seem to me ex-
traordinary that the Dominion Gov-
ernment shouli ignore the true
boundary as defined by this award,
and that an arbitrary line very
much further to the east should be.
set forth in this Bill as the eastern
boundary of Manitoba. The effect of it
is to create a dispute at once between
two Provinces of the Dominion.
In the first place the Federal
Parliament has no power whatever
to deal with the question of boundaries
except with the consent of the provinces
affected. It is only by virtue of an im-
perial statute that the boundaries of a
province can be from time to time en-
larged or diminished.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-
This Bill recites that we have the assent
ot the Legislature of Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - But not of
Ontario.
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Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - asterly oundary of Keewatin. These
IL does not alter the boundary of are tbe reasons why I think il would ho
Ontario. to pass this Éill in its present

shape. If the lion, gentleman would re-
lion. Mr. SCOTT - It seems to me cast it and make it perfectly clear that

that if we intend to convey the idea that we are daling only with the territory to
the easterly limit of Manitoba is to be the west of the boundary of Ontario,
the westerly limit of Ontario it would be thon that objection would be removed
better to say so in so many words. It but there would stili remain the other
does seem to me that the Government objection that until this award bas been
should have given some good and suffi- accepted by the Dominion, il is unusual,
cient. reason for refusing to accept the to say he least, that tus disputed terri-
boundary award. Certainly, no gentle. tory should he landed over to Manitoba,
men on this continent were better fitted and he conflict as to boundary continued
to render a just decision than the three b2twecn two provinces.
who were entrusted with this important
inquiry. Sir Edward Thornton being Sir rea ersnG em t

anin Th son why thei etGoetmnan entirely disinterested party, repre- of the Dominion did not acquiesce in the
senting imperial interests to some extent,
Sir Francis Hincks representing the Gov. e
ernîment of the Dominion, with which ho my hon. friend bas alluded was that we
had long been connected, and Chief Jus- believed there vas evidence both insido
tice Harrison, well qualified by his ju-oF the award and in he course of the in-
dicial mind and legal knowledge, to inves. quiry, and outside of both, to show that
tigate this important question. It does the gentl nd no eted t e
seem to me that their award should the ryna s and shed by to
have been acquiesced in, or some good treatie pa s nd stat to
reason given for rejecting it. Up to the i as referrd; bt a the
present time we have heard no good rea- ad enhat ought a rsn e
son for the position which the Govern- a
sonthv sund hr a eo north a iit for the west of the Province ofment have assumed. There can be no Otro
doubt that the Governnent of the day
had power to refer this question to arbi- Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Oh no.
tration. It never was supposed that
this boundary was a matter of doubt. lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
The Province of Ontario always hlad cou- an not dispuing that point, but thaL is
tended that the boundary wvas certain the reason why the Government of the
and fixed, and it was merely a question Dominion did not accept that award.
where it was. It depended entirely on They believe, and think they have reason
the interpretation of certain statutes and to believe, and have evidence to show,
proclamations that had been issued by that those gentlemen did fot go about
the Crown of Great Britain. Wherever their task with the view of ascertaining
the western boundary of the old Province wbat was the true boundarv lino,
of Quebec was, there the western boun- but thatthey fixed a line which they
dary of Ontario was, because as we ail themseves thought was a coveniont limit.
know, Ontario formed at one time a part As to the other problem, 1 tbink the
of the ancient Province of Quebec. It Bil is as plain as it can possibly be and
was not a question to be arrived at on that it cannot be jusîly exposed to the
any basis of arrangemen t or conventional ciiticisr -vbich the hon. gentleman op-
propositions either from the Prov- posite bas bestowed upon it. The prob-
ince of Ontario or the Do- 1cm is to define the lino which shah con-
minlion, but a fixed fact that had stihuhe the eastern boundary lino of
to be gathered from the statutes and Manitoba. I quito admit that if this
from royal proclamations, and it was on Bill took anyhhing avay from the Pro-
just such data that the Commissioners vince of Ontario it wonld be ultra vires,
came to the conclusiin that the lino was but 1 am )erfectly sure that it does not
as laid down in their award. That lino by implication or in reality take an inch
is considerably to the westward of the away fron that Province. Lt doos not,

lion. tr Alex. Campbehle
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deal with the boundary line of Ontario uncertaiuty thrown upon it ly the fact
at ail, and therefore the assent of Ontario that Keewatin had this houndary une
was not necessary undei the Imperial arranged for it; but that. I think, does
Act which the hon. gentleman read. In fot in any way confliet with what is now
order to explain to the House why I do î)-wcsed ; the whole thing isI think,
not think we touch the boundary of left lui as go d
Ontario at ail, J will try to show what state as it can possibly be,
the problem is. It is to fix the bour- and does not interfere at ail wit the
dary line on the east of Manitoba. if rights of Ontaro. The hon. gentleman
you take the northern extremity there finds fauit with the Governnent for
are no lines which intersect there, and throwing a dispute on Manitoba. J do
consequently there is no starting point fot know that there is any )aeticular
on the northi. But on the south there is hurden thrown on that Proince. The
a startig point, and thatt point is where bo Kendary ne will have to be settled. It
the boundarv line of Ontario interseets waill be settled, suppose, Ihy some re-
the international boundary line of the ference to the Judicial Committee of the
United States. Supposing thgt it was Privy Council of England, or some other
where it is showii on that miap, that tribunal, but no particular burden will
would be tre commencement of the be tsrown on Mantoba to procure a
boundary line which we fix for the east- sttlement. Lt will be for that Province
er. limit of Manitoba - a line pré- to state whether it objects to the burden,
duced due north from that point of inter- but, on the contrary, this Bi p recites
section. Supposing that map is wrong veryjus y and trul that the Province
and my ion. friend's contention is right of Manitoba assents to it. 0f course, if
and the true boundary ne of Ontar o is J thouht there was the uncertainty
nlear the Lake of the Woods, it will stili whicm the lion, gentleman fincls in-the
intersect the international oundar r yue 3i11, would ho glad to mett hie viows,
of the United States, and a ne pro- but 1 do not think there can be anytwang
duced due north from that point of inter- clearer than it is. Therefore, J do aot
section will bul the eastrly liit of suggst ary change except to add the
Manitoba. The clause was not drawn ords I have already poken of to suh-
by myself, and I can, therefore, express section "'A " of the second clause:
ny opinion of its language without being suject, however, to the provisions of
egotistical. I think it is as clear as it section 3 of thisAct."
possibly could be made. Lt was drawn Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Peraps my hon.
by the Deputy Minister of the Intrior friend will allow me to explain with re-
and the Surveyor General, nand it de- ard to the award of the arbitrators,
clares that this eastrn boundary of 

Mantob shll e alin drwn ue torhJ have just read- what the arbitratorsfroin this point where the western boun- theniselves said on the subjeet. The
dary of Ontario intersects th interna- words crtainly are very clear that thcy
tional boundary of th United States. simply were interpreters of the statute
Whether that point is near the Lake of and of documents bearing upon it which
the Woods or niear Thunder Bay, when- show where tho boundary is. They say:
ever it shall be ascertained the eastern "We dotormine the foilowing are the
limit of Manitoba will be a une drawn western and northern boundaries of
due north from. that point. J do niot Ontario."
think there is any doubt about it at ail.
I have mentioned the roason why thew Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD - Tey may
Government did not acquiesce in the have made a mistake.
decision made by the arbitrators, but, Hon. Mr. SCOTT - If they made a
supposing that decision w-as legal andb mistake it was not for want of a long and
that the Government wil have to ac- most exhaustive inq uiry. Tley searched
quiesce in it, thin the easterly limit not only the archives at Washington, but
of Manitoba will run dute north also of the Imperial GovOrnment and of
fromn the point xhere that lineo! tho hudson Bay Company for ail the
intersects' twe international boundary. information whic coul ma found bear-
My hion. friend says thre is some ic on the question, so that I do not
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think it is quite fair to allege that those
gentlemen undertook to decide a boun-
dary of their own mere motion. They
simply interpreted the documents
laid before them, and stated where the
boundary was. In the opinion of those
who take the Ontario view there was no
doubt at any time on the subject. They
contend that it was perfectly clear. I
know that the present distinguished
leader of the Dominion Government en-
tertains an entirely different view, but
that is predicated largely on a judgnent
given in the celebrated DeReinhard case
at Quebec, in 1816, in which the judge
interpreted the word " northerly " in the
statute to be a line drawn due nerth
fron the junction of the Ohio and Mis-
sissippi rivers, and that that was the
western boundary of the Province of
Quebec. A surveyor who was asked
to define the meaning of the word
" northerly " in its technical or profes-
sional sense, expressed the opinion that
it did not necessarily mean a due north
line, but the judge overruled bis inter-
pretation. The question befo're the
judge, however, was one of jurisdiction,
and the boundary was merely an inci-
dent. The judge decided that lie had
jurisdiction, because lie interpreted
"northerlv " to mean due north. The
prisoner was convicted and sentenced to
be executed, but the case haNing been re-
ferred to the Iriperial Government the
sentence was not carried ont, and the
prisoner was set at liberty. It is, there-
fore, not unreasonable to conclude that
the law officers in England were of opin-
ion that the Court was mistaken as to
the western boundary of Upper Canada.
The confusion in this Bill arises from
following the wording of the Act of
1876, which establishes as a conventional
boundary a lino drawn. due north from
the eastern end of Hunter's Island.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - The lion. gen-
tleman seems to have dwelt largely
upon the fact that this question has
been decided on three or four dilerent
occasions, but the hon. gentleman lias
not mentioned what seems to me to be a
very important fact ; it is that during
last session a Committee was appointed
in the other House, which inquired into
the matter and came to a very
different conclusion from his own,

Hon. Mr. Scott.

and it is hardly pessible to read
that report without coming to the
conclusion that the western boundary of
Ontario is far from being the one advo-
cated by the hon. gentleman. It seems
to me tlhat there is another very impor-
thant reason for the Legislature to decide
in favor of this line ; it is to iaintain the
equilibrium of Confederation. Every-
body will admit that to give such an
extension to one of the provinces is not
calculated to maintain harmony amongst
the different provinces of the Confedera-
tion. The bon. gentleman from Ottawa
alluded to the heavy burden imposed
upon Manitoba of contending with On-
tario for their line of division if the set-
tiement of this disputed boundary were
transferred from the Dominion to Manito-
ba. Is it the iutention of the Government
to leave the matter to be settled between
Ontario and Manitoba, or is it understood
that the Government of the Dominion
will take upon themselves in the future
to adopt such legislation as may be neces-
sary to ascertain that lino ? I was under
the impression that it was the intention
of the Governiment to bring in a bill this
session in order to decide that lino.
Would it not be better for the Govern-
ment to reserve to itself the task of as-
certaining that boundary?

- on. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - We
have no power to pass a bill to ascertain
the line. The line is already fixed by
treaties and proclamation and Royal Com-
missions, but its location is a matter of
dispute which this Parliament cannot
settle, and all we can do is to endeavor
to get Ontario to agece to some tribunal
by which it can be settled. No doubt
the Governient of the Dominion and the
Dominion would assist the Province of
Manitoba to get sucli a point settled, and
I suppose we would take the chief respon-
sibility, but as yet we have not consid-
ered that point at all.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - The tribunal
might just as well be a committee of one
of the Houses of Parliament.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Yes, if Ontario would agree.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - But' does the
Government contend that Parliament
has no right to legislate on that point !
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Hon. Sir ALEX. CA.M PBELL--
Yes.

lion. Mr. TRUDEI.. - Thev have
not power to make a declaratory law fix-
ing the boundary?

lon. -Sir ALEX. CA MPBELL -
We cannot do that.

Hon. Mr. GIR ARD - Before the
Bill is referred to committee I wish to
express my opinion of it. As far as I
can see I am perfectly satisfied with the
measure, and I look upon it as the be-
ginning of our emancipation. Manitoba
has been asking for this extension by pe-
tition and otherwise, and now we are
naturally satisfied to sce that the
Government has decided to give
us what we have been long ask-
ing for. It will be the begin-
ning of the extension of our greatness
before the world, because it will render
it more easy to make laws for the peace
and good government of that portion of
the country. In a new country that is
naking sucli rapid progress as Manitoba

and the North-West, good laws have a
great deal to do witlh making it a desir-
able country for settlement. It seems to
me that the limits of the enlarged Pro-
vince are pretty well deterimined. On
the east there will be some difficulty, as
I look at the line indicated on the map
as only an imaginary one at the present
time, until the boundary is finally estab-
lished between Ontario and Manitoba
at some future day. I hope, however,
that Manitoba will be exempt from the
responsibility of establishing that line,
because the new territory on the east
will be more onerous than profitable
to our Province. If there are
any breaches of the law they are
more likely te corne from that part of
the Province than from the west, where
desperate efforts are being made every
day to establish the liquor traffic, which
is the'cause of very great trouble in the
district of Keewatin. I sec that all the
provisions of the law existing in Mani-
toba at present will extend to the
enlarged Province. I am glad to see
that the Government has retained that
provision which gives to the North-West
Territory all the benefits of a prohibi-
tory liquor law that were established in
its primary organization. It is an advan-

lon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

tage, indeed not only to the Indian,
but to the white people who will settle
in that territory, to be relieved fion the
liquor traffic. It has been so far a great
benefit to that part of the Noith-West
Territory and the district of Keewatin -
and the greatesi anxiety that was mani-
fested by the people of the North-West
when a portion of that territory was
about to be added to Manitoba was the
fear that they would be exposed to hav-
ing the liquor traffic introduced into the
enlarged Province. It was the only op-
position to the proposed ineasure. When
I see by the Bill that is now before us
that we occupy the same position in this
respect, we cannot but feel satisfied at
the action of the Governient, and have
no fear foi the future prosperity andi de-
velopment of that country. There is no
doubt that Manitoba will be in future a
great source of profit to the whole Do-
minion. At the present time the contri-
bution of Manitoba to the public revenue
is at least a quarter of a million of dol-
lars. Without being a great prophet, I
have no hesitation in saying that before
five years our contribution to the
public revenue will be at least half
a million of dollars, and what are we to
receive for all that i Thus far the liber-
ality of the Government has given' us all
we have asked for. We are now coi-
mencing our emancipation, and have
revenue enough to sustain a pIrosperous
province. No one who visits our Prov-
ince will doubt our industry. We have
done all in our power to settle and de-
velop that Province, and I think before
ten years Manitoba will have so develop-
ed in wealth and population that it would
be entitled to rank amongst the most ad-
vanced provinces of the Dominion. I
wish to draw the attention of the hon.
Postmaster General to the last clause of
this Bill. The law will cone into ex-
istence only on proclamation of the
Governor in Council. I thought
the organization was complete once
the law was passed. When our Legisla-
ture was sitting lately for the purpose of
considering this question of the boun-
daries of the Province, and after having
adopted the legislation necessary to place
the Government of the Dominion in a
position to present this Bill, upon which
we will have before long to give our
opinion, it was understood that on the
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first Monday of May next the Local
Legislature will meet again to complete
the organization that our enlarged Pro-
vince will require. t say large province,
and it is not without due consideration I
uise that word. Ilitherto our limits have
been very restricted, but now we hav'e a
territory twelve times as largo as the
present Province of 31anitoba. lnstead
of having eiglit million acres of
land, we will now have ninety-eight
millions ; all that land will not be culti-
vable. but at least two-tlhirdts of it Vill
be fit for agriculture. The portion of
the Province extending to· the east will
provide us witlh the wood and lunber
so necessary for our prairie countr v
so that, if we nake the same po s
in the next ten years that we have Ion
in the past, we will be in a positionî to
compare with any province of the Do-
minion in wealfh, progress and pros-
perity.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-
The explanation of the last clause to
which ny lion. friend has drawn attention
is this : we were ready to put the Act
intg operation immediately, but it is
necessary for somue steps to be
taken by the Government of Mani-
toba before we can do so, as, for
instance, there may be officers to be ap-
pointed, arrangements to be made about
suits in progress, arrangements about
the administration of affairs, tle location
of sheriffs, and things of that kind. We
suppose that it might very likely be that
there are sonie preliminary steps
which the Executive Council of Mani-
toba should take before the transfer of
that territory that is to be added to th
Province, nud it is only put in to give
time to enable us to correspond with the
Goverunient of Manitoba - that corres-
pondence is now going on, I believe -
that they may be readyto take the new
territory over the moment we are ready
to give it. 1 desire to say, with refer-
ence to the Indian population, the figures
which my hon. friend from New Bruns-
wick had thought had not been caried
into the general calculation were carried
in - that the 1,179 were carried on to
the next page and included in the 2,800,
so that the indian population of the
Province will bu 8,427, or something
like that.

lion. lfr. Girard.

Hon. Mr. SUTHERLAND - I an
very happy to say that the Bill is in the
direction I had wished to see it. 1
should certainly prefer that the Province
should be extended both west, north, and
further east. It may possibly be
extended further east than we at piesent
expect. As far as the western boundary
is concerned, 1 ani happy to see that it is
now placed sonîewhat further west than
it was at first anticipated, aul 1 think it
is a very great advantage. i f 1 an cor-
rectly inforied, there are a greatt nany
settlers out ii that district, 1nd I believe
the present Loundaries will inclade, at
all events, te majority of the settlers in
tiat district.

1ion. Sr ALEX. CA MPB E LL -

Yes, it inci les all the Bertie settlement.

lon. Mr. SUTIIERLA N- - Yes, I
think it will, and therefore I think the
Bill, on the whole, is very satisfactory,
as far as the eastern boundary is con-
cerned, and, as mîy lion. colleague basjust
now nentioned, it is of infinite advan-
tage to us that we should have, at ail
events, a portion of the eastern,
or wooded section, which is so
essential to the settlers on the
prairie section added; otherwise I
think there are very fow in our Province
who would care a great deal about tlat
territory, because it would add to the ex
pense and responsibility of government
mure than any advantage we could de-
rive fron it. Still there is a good deal
of timber there, and the market for that
timber will necessarily be in the prairie
region. It does seem to me somewhat
singular that Ontario should claim this
territory that is so far away from her
centre, and so very near our provinaial
capital and our centre ; the very niaterial
that is there we require, and i cannot
think there are many individuals in On-
tario who would press that question of
the extreme western boundary. Be that
as it maV, however, as it is not pertinent
to the question be:ore us now, I shall not
do more than mention one or two points
that have already been spoken of. The
hon. ex-Secretary of State said that there
was never any doubt as to the western
boundary of Ontario. I have frequently
heard parties from Ontario say that the
western boundary of this Province was
sonewhere in the vicinity of the Rtocky
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Mountains. If that is so, certainly there
inust have been some doubt about it, and
I heard it fron gentlemen who bave
sufficient historie education and sufficient
knowledge to be able to express an opin-
ion on the subject. I do not think it
would be very generous on the part of
Ontario, having so many ports on the
lakes, if she should deny us one port on
Lake Superior. I might say a great deal
more on this subject, but I shall content
myzelf with these few remarks. I think
the Bill will give general satisfaction to
the people of our Province, and it shall
have my support.

[Ion. Mr. WARK - I think it is to
be regrettel that the boundary of Onta-
rio was not settled before this Bill was
introduced. It is a pity alnost to throw
the small Province of Manitoba into col-
lision with Ontario. There is one rea-
son, specially, why I think it ought to

-be settled. No doubt the Province of
Manitoba, enlarged iii this way, must
have a larger subsidy, as we will throw
all the expense of preserving order in the
new territory on that Province, which
will Le found to be a heavy burden on
the small income it at present possesses.
If we had known the size of the territory
that was actually to be transferred to
Manitoba, it would have enabled Parlia-
ment to decide what additional remu-
neration or subsidy they ought to have,
in order to take over this territory.
The future representation of the Province
will be in proportion to its population.
But there is another question that ought
to be settled, and that is the question of
subsidy. It ought to have been under-
stood between the Province of Manitoba
and the" Dominion what point the
population should reach beyond which
they shouild receive no subsidy. lu the
Maritime Provinces, vhen the popula-
tion extends beyond 400,000 there is to
be no additional subsidy. That is a
question which, I think, ought to be
settled between the government of
Manitoba and the Dominion Gov-
ernment before this legislation takes
place. There is another point to which
I wish to call the attention of the Post-
master General. It is this: the new
section a provides that -

"All laws and ordinances in in force the terri-
tory hereby added to the Province of Manitoba,

lion. Mr. Sutherland.

at the time of the coming into force of this Act,
and all courts of civil and criminal jurisdiction,
and alil legai commissions, powers and
authorities, and alt officers, judicial, admistra-
tive and ministerial, existing therein at the
time of the coming into force of this Act, shall
continue therein as if such territory had not
been added to the said Province."

Now, if the anendment to the Scott
Act, which this Ilouse passed a few even-
ings ago, should unfortnately pass the
other House, as I hope it will not, and
receive His Exceliency's assent, it will
go into operation imrnediately on re-
ceiving that assent.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Not in this territory if this Bill passes.

lon. Mr. WARK -- This Act will
not come into operation. untit the pro-
clamation is issued. Will not the
law be in force then all over the Pro-
vince?

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-
There .is just a little point there. It
will only be a few days, at ail events,
becanse we propose to put the Act into
force as soon as the Governinent of
Manitoba has made the necessarry ar-
rangements. In the meantine the pre-
cautions whicl we propose to take by
this Act will be taken.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - I understood
the hon. the Postmaster General to say,
in explaining the Bill, that, if the lino de-
signated in the measure was not the
dividing Une proper between the North-
West Territorv - or Manitoba - and
Ontario, then it wouild have no force.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
No ; I did not say that at all. What I
said was this : that it did not define the
boundary line, bus wherever the western
boundary line of Ontario would be that
would be the boundary line of Mani-
toba.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - Fromi the
reading of the Bill I inferred that, start-
ing from the international boundary -
where the western limit of Ontario inter-
sects the boundary lino - you propose
by this Bill that the lino then shall be a
line due north. That diflers widelv from
the decision of the arbitrators to whom
the question was referred to define the
western bounndary of Ontario. Suppcse
hat in the future the result of a contest
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between Ontario and the Dominion The present measnre does not pretend to
Govern ment, or between Ontario and say where the western boundary of On-
Manteba, should be the settling of the tario is, or where the easterly boundary
western boundary of Ontario ac- of Manitoba would be, any further than
cording to the award of the arbi- te say that the eastern boundary of
trators, it would bring the award Manitoba shah core down te the western
into conflict with the western boundary boundary of Ontario.
of Ontario as fixed by this Bill. So that
if the Bill only provided that the western . Mr. SCOTT - If it said that, it
limit of Ontario, wherever that might be, wuld ho satisfactory.
throughout from the international bound- lion. Mr.'- AIKINS - We ind on
ary line northward, should be the eastern the southern boundary between the
limit of Manitoba, then there could ho United States and Canada the point of
no difficulty, for in that case, should the starting is thé intersection of the lino be-
arbitrators' award be ultimately deter- n
mined, it would follow that that bound- teth line o ct o 1876
ary, which goes by the Lake of the
Woods, thence to English River, andthe territory

thence by the tob Enyish Riversan or district of Keewatin, Huds~hene bytheAlbay Rier o Husonthe western boundary of Ontario on the
Bay, would become the true boundary. international boundary." This is pro-
On the other hand, if the object of this
legislation is to take a part of Ontario in this Bill, and more than that, the Act
and add it to Manitoba, it will certainly passod in 1876 makes this provision
lead to an unpleasant conflict. I say, if
the Province of Manitoba goes to Fort that is in is Bi says.
William, then it ought to go a little
further east for the sake of convenience, Hon. Mr. SCOTT - That is where I
both to Manitoba and Ontario. But if think the errer is.
it is to be left in an indefinite way, in so lion. Mr. AIKINS - Where is the
far as the point of starting from the in-
ternational boundary is. concerned, then
there ought not to be a subiect Hon. Mr. SÔOTT-Theerrer is
left open for conflict betwoeen aSuming that the castern boundary of
the two provinces as to whether that Keowatin is tho true lino.
lino should go straight north from
the international boundary, or whether Bon. Mr. AIKINS - The hon. gen-
it should follow the Lake of the Woods tleman %as a party te that assurp-
and English River, as laid down by the tien.
arbitrators. I think it is desirable, as Mr. SCOTT - IL is only a con-
far as practicable, without interferingo
with the rights of the Province of On- tho Act states.
tario, that the boundary line of Manitoba
ahould he extended eastward. It is Hon. Mr. AIKINS Whercver the
desirable to give Manitoba as mu.h of true lne is the oasterly boundary of
the timnbor country as we can add te it Manitba gous ne further. I have no
without interféring with the rights that doubt if the few words in reference te the
may be fairly and definitely claimed by District of Keewatin were left eut, it
Ontario; and, if any alte-ration of the would net be se confusing to the hon. gen-
eastern boundary of Manitoba should be tleman. But the Act passed in 1876 points
required in order to give more timber out where the lie is to commence.
country to that Province, let that be I am at a loss te understand why the
effected by fair and honorable negotia- lon gentlcman should have attempted
tion. to make s0 much eut of this where there

is littie or nothing, and why the award
Hon. M1r. AIKINS - I am quite at should ho dragged into this debate

a loss to understand why the award whcn we are net discussing the award.
question has been dragged into this dis- I think the Commissioners were net
oussion by the hon. member from Gttawa. clothed with the powers to as far as

lBon. u epr. a i7ee8or.
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they did in making a convenient boun-
dary rather than determining where the
true boundary was. We could not say
they were right in doing what they were
not appointed to do, since we had no
power, and the Government of Ontario
had no power, to clothe them with the
authority to niake a convenient, boun-
dary.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I will ju.st ex-
plain why I consider the subject of this
award and boundary so important an
element. It is for this reason: that
hereafter in that territory between Lake
Superior and Lake of the Woods, or
rather between the easterly Keewatin
lino and Lake of the Woods, it would be
a matter of contention between Ontario
and Manitoba as to which province lias
civil jurisdiction. As to crirninal juris-
diction, that is provided for in the
statute, because I see provision is made
that criminals may be tried either by a
judge in Ontario or in Manitoba ; but, as
far as civil jurisdiction is concerned,
there will be a conßict at once, as Onta-
rio will not accept this statute.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - There i1 a con-
flict now.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - But there is an
understanding between the two parties.
Is Manitoba to carry on this conflict
with Ontario in the future, or will it
rest with the Dominion Obvern-
ment I That is why I contend
that tiis award enters into the
discussion with reference to this Bil, be-
cause you will transfer to Manitoba the
settlement of this frontier, instead of
settling it before extending the boun-
daries of Manitoba in the east, into this
disputed territory.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Hoitse went into Committee on the
Bill.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE, from the
Committee, reported the Bill with an
amendment.

The report was received, and the
amendment was concurred in.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
moved the third reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

Hon. Mr. Aikins.

THE SILVER PLUME MINING COMPANY

BILL DEFEATED.
Hon. Mr. VIDAL - moved the

adoption of the report of the Select
Committee on Standing Orders and
Private Bills on Bill (35) " An Act to
incorporate the Silver Plume Mining
Company." He said : It is sonewhat
unusual for a Committee on Private Bills
to present a report of this kind ; it would
be well, perhaps, to give the substance of
it. The Committee reports with re-
ference to this Bill that the preamble has
not been proved to their satisfaction; the
balance of the evidenco given before them
being, in their opinion, contrary to its
statements; and that it was proved to
the Committee that an action at the suit
of the Crown against the petitioners for
this Bill for acting illegally as a corpora-
tion, under the name ot the " Silver
Plume Mining Company," is pending in
the Superior Court at Montreal, which
action might be affected by the passing
of this Bill. It is scarcely necessary
for nie to say more than that the Com-
mittee took a great deal of pains to ascer-
tain the truc character of this Bill before
agreeing to this report. *They heard the
parties on hoth sides - the promoters of
the Bill, and the petitioners against it.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE - I regret
that I have to protest against this report.
I waited until I would see the report and
ascertain the wording of it, and had the
wording been different from what it is.
I would have submitted to it, but as it
now stands cannot do so. This report
is not according to the facts, and it is my
duty to say that this hon. House ought
not to accept it, because it does not re-
late the facts as they are. It states
" That the preamble of the Bill bas not
been proved to the satisfaction of the
Committee, the balance of the evidence
given before them being, in their opinion,
contrary to its statements." I may say
that no evidence at all has been heard;
on the contrary. the fact is that a gentle-
man from Montreal having appeared
before the Committee to oppose the Bill,
and lie having made a serious charge
against some of the petitioners, the latter
at once offered to furnish all necessary
evidence if the Committee would post-
pone the consideration of the Bill until
the following day. When it is known
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that the parties asking for incorporation
are such men as P. A. A. Dorion, Theod.
Doucet, Jos. Oct. Charlebois, Adolphe
Masson, etc., hon. gentlemen will no
doubt regret that such a report
bas been laid before them for adoption.
And, when this hon. House is now asked
to concur in the said report, an I not in
duty blounid to call the attention of lion.
ineibers to the facts, and show them
that the report is false ?

Hion. Gentlemen - Order Order.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE - I with-
draw the expression " false," but I repeat
that the report is quite contrary to the
facts ; let lion. gentlemen call it what
they like, it matters verv little. No
hon. member who sat on the Conriittee
can deny that the statements I make
here are the facts. I do not say that the
proof offered would have been suflicient.
But what I do say is that, if the Cain-
mittee had allowed the Bill to stand
until the following day, thev would have
shown how they understood British fair
play. But the Committee obstinately
refused to do so. The second rea-
son given in the report of the
Committee is because there is a suit pend-
ing, and it was stated that somaething
wrong had been done, that some ontside
parties have been cheated. I do not deny
that that nay be true, but the Committee
had no evidence adduced before it that
sucli was the case, except a document
signed by the prothonotaries of the Su-
perior Court sitting in Montreal, showing
that there was before that Court the case
of the Attorney General of Quebec,
against P. A. A. Dorion et al. Now, te
put such a statement in the pub-
lie documents ofthis House, as the second
elause of this report, is a thing that ican-
not stand here and approve of. suppose
the allegations are true ; and suppose
there is a case in the Superior Court at
Montreal between the contesting parties.
I ask how this Bill could influence that
case when it is provided, and it has been
at the instance of the parties who are
sueing in the Superior Court at Montreal,
and who are liere opposing the charter
asked for, that the parties would not
suffer by this act of incorporation, as
their rights were reserved. But here,
again, has not the Committee
.showa some preference, to say the letst,

lion. M[r. Belleros".

for the opponents of the Bill 1 If they
honestly desired that no action of theirs
night affect the pending case in Mon-
treal, how is it that they have added to
their report such a paragraph as the
second, which evidently might prejudice
the Court against the petitioners for
incorporation, who are toe defendents
in the above mentioned suit. I am not
surprised that the lion. chairman of the
Comnittee began his remaarks by stating
it was rather an unusual rPport for the
Comnmittee to make. It is unusual ;
I have not seen the like of it
during ny whole parliamtentary life,
and it is the first time that I have
been forced to say a report was
contrary to the facts. The remedy
would be to move that the report be not
received, or that it be referred back to
the Committee ; but I suppose the lieuse
will stand by the Commiutee, and that
the parties seeking incorporation, as well
as myself, must submit to our fate. At
all events, niy protest will be recorded,
and if the House shows a dispostion to
deal with this question according to its
merits I will be ready to inove in the
direction suggested.

lon. Mr. VIDAL - I think the
lion. gentleman bas made a great mis-
take in saying 'that this House would
not rectify a wilong which was clearly
made known to it, evea if it were done
by one, of its Committees. I am per-
suaded that if this House was satistied
that one of its Committees through error
of jiudgment, or wilfully made a report
not coïsistent with facts, ic would be
dealt with in such a way as to show
that the Senate would not sanction such
injustice. I differ entirely from the lion.
gentleman who charges that this report
fron the Private Bills Committee is not
consistent with the facts. It is a very
serious charge to make. Can any hon.
gentleman suppose that any motive will
influence a Committee of this House to
make a report that could be shown to be
untrue i The hon. gentleman does not
even modify his statement by allow-
ing that there ight have been
a misrepresentation of the facts or
a mistake in judgment, but he makes the
direct and unmistakable charge that the
Committee has knowingly mede a false
report, -i charge that should not be made
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against any committee of this House.
Are not the members of this Committee
known to be gentlemen of character -
gentlemen who would not stoop to a dis-
honorable act of this kind 1 I can assure
the House that the Committee examined
into this matter most patiently and im-
partially, and there was no disposition to
do a wrong to any parties connected with
the Bill. They did not take evidence on
oath, but I contend they took sufficient
evidence to guide them in their disposal
of this matter. They heard at great
length the parties promoting this Bill,
and they heard at equal length the parties
who contended that this Bill should not
be granted by Parliament, and who
showed by ieasons satisfactory to the
Committee that the Bill should not re-
ceive its sanction. It is unnecessary to
go into the details of evidence that led
the Committee to make this report, and
I think hon. gentlemen will sustain my
motion to adopt it when I say that it is
strictly in accordance with the sentiments
of the majority of the Committee, as ex-
pressed by the vote that was taken. The
Committee did not consider it necessary to
mention any other fact than that a case
was before the Superior Court of Mont-
real, an action against the promoters of
this Bill, not for stealing or robbing in-
dividuals of any sums of money, but for
the plain and open charge of fraud in
connection with every step that has been
taken by the accused in this niatter, and
the objectors to the Bill made their case
so plain that they satisfied the Committee
that this was not a Bill that could be
recommended for adoption by this
House.

lon. Mr. MILLER - I am iot a
member of the Private Bills Committee,
and 1 arm not, perhaps, sufficiently con-
versant wiih the facts of this case to
enable me to speak with any confidence
with regard to it ; but I cannot agree
with the Chairman of that Committee in
some of the positions lie has taken. In
the first place, I think the report itself is
somewhat extraordinary. I think it
would have been sufficient to have re-
ported that the preamble of the Bill is
not proved, as set forth in the first clause
of thé report.

Hon. Mr.
authorities in

Bon. 1fr.

VIDAL - I consulted,
this matter, and it was
Vidal.

found that, while in the House of Lords
it was the practice to report the pream-
ble not proved without assigning any
reason, by the rules of the Canadian Par-
liament the Committee must assign a
reason.

Hon. Mr. MILLE R - Then 1 amn to
understand that the only reason as-
signed for reporting the preamble not
proved is that there is litigation pend-
ing

Hon. Mr. VIDAL -No; that the
evidence was not suflicient to prove the
preanble.

Hon. Mr. MILLER, - If the practice
be as my hon. friend says, it must then
be that the preamble was not proved be-
cause of the reasons contained i the
second clause of the report. He is pre-
cluded by his own centention from go-
ing behind what is contained in the
second clause of the report. At any
rate, I think it is cather a serious inatter
tO place this report on the journals
of the House and adopt it in
the way it ow stands, because
it is calculated, perhaps very unjustly, to
do an injury to the parties who are inter-
ested. I will suppose a case. I will
suppose that litigation bas been com-
nenced purposely to prevent the parties.
entitled to an act of incorporation from
getting it. Should the existence of such
litigation have that effect î I do' not
think it should ; and if there was any
doubt as to bona fide litigation existing
with reference to the subject of this Act
of Incorporation, there would be no diffi-
culty lu providing that it should not
affect those suits. If I had been a mem-
ber of the Conmittee, it is the course I
would have recommended ; but I do not
think the bare fact of litigation pending
ought to be suflicient to justify the rejec-
tion of the Bill, because that litigation
mav be frivolous and vexatious. The
Private Bills Commnittee does not sit as a
court to take evidence in such cases un-
der oath, and consequently they might be
very easily led astray. I do not take
any interest in the question, but it strikes
me that, the report should not be let go
as.it is.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - I
do not see that the language of the re-
port can do any injustice to the parties.
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engaged in the litigation; it only says
that the litigation is pending, and that
it miglit possibly be affected by the pas-
sing of the Bill. It cannot, I think, pre-
judice the parties to the litigation. But
this is not the only reason given. The
Committe say that the preanble is not
proved, /and the Chairnan is right in
saying that the rules of the House require
them to state the reason of it. It seens
to me that they have done their duty,
according to the rule of the House, and
that their report should be sustained.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE - I ami
happy to have heard the Chairman of
the Committee take the position lie has
taken, because lie has furnished this lion.
House the best proof that my statements
were true. The hon. gentlemen has not
been able to establish that any good evi-
dence had been given before the Com-
mittee to justify the course adopted by
them. I challenge any gentlemen to
show that there was anything in the
shape of evidence given before the Con-
mittee; therefore, I say it ought not to
be stated in the report that the preamble
was not proved by the evidence given.
If the suit now pendin- can be inter-
fered with by the Act of Incorporation,
this report, which is a public report of
the Senate, if adopted, May
more injuriously affect the defen-
dants in the suit than the Act
of Incorporation, if it lad been
granted, could have injuriously affected
the other party - because the Bill pro-.
vides that the Act of Incorporation shall
not interfere with the lawsuit. I would
ask that the report be. not adopted, or,
in case this House should coma to the
conclusion that they ought not to refuse
their concurrence, that it be amended, at
all events, by striking out the second part
of it. Hon. gentlemen will see that I
am ready to meet my fate, and this
House ouglit not to do anything that
would interfere with the riglits of the
promoters of the Bill.

lon. Mr. TRUDEL - I had occasion,
as a member of the Committee, to vote
for the motion of the hon. niember for
De Lanaudiere, to postpone the inatter
until next day, but unfortunately another
Committee was sitting at the sane time,
and I did not hear the whole discussion
on this Bill; but what I understood.

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

and what seems to me of great inpor-
tance, is this : It has been told that frauds
had been proved before the Committee. I
consider it is a serious accusation, and,
as I happen to know some of the parties
interested in this Bill as men of the
highest respectability, I consider such an
accusation of a very serlous character.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
There is nothing about that in this
report.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - But it has
been spoken of, and it was freely circul-
ated amongst the irembers of the Con-
inittee, and amongst the members of the
House. It bas even been stated here
in the [ouse that frauds have been
proved, that a law suit was pending on
account of very heavy frauds having been
committed by members of this Company.
I think it may seriously affect the parties.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - It
was not stated that fraud had been
proved, but that fraud had been as-
serted.

lIon. Mr. TRUDEL - Hon. gentle-
men will remember that this Bill was
before the Private Bills Committee of
the House of Commons. It was reported
to the House of Commons without any
objection, and passed, and everybocdy
knows that w ien a Bill comes from the
other House before our Committee it
does not happen once in ten cases that
the parties are here, especially when they
have no reason to suspect that such
charges as this are likely to be brought
against them before our Committee. I
arn told that the party who was heard
before this Committee was the promoter
of the suit in question that is against
one of the members of this Company,
wlo, as far as I am told, having sold
stock to that gentleman, is accused of
having made a fraudulent sale by repre-
senting the stock of the Company as
being of greater value than it is. There
is litigation between these two men, and
at the last moment one of them comes
here a %d constitutes himself a witness
against the other. The promoter
of the Bill, not expecting that
such evidence was to be offered,
was not prepared for it, but he.said,
" Let the Bill stand until to-morrow, and
I will telegraph to Montreal and have
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abundait evidence to prove to the con-
trary." This application was refused. I
know some of the parties. I know the
party who is said to have given his evi-
dence against this Bill, and I know some
of the men whose names aie in the Bill,
and I do not hesitate to say, knowing
the character of those men, that, if any-
body were to go to Montreal and say
that Mr. So-and-so lias been confronted
with Mr. So-and-so, and that, on the
evidence of Mr. So-and-so, the other
party bas been guilty of fraud, the party
who would say so would be laughed at.
There is no comparison between the
standing of at least one gentlema.n
whose name is in this Bill and some
others. I have nothing to say against
the character of any * of them.
I believe them all to be respectable men,
but I know how parties are apt to speak
of each other when they are at law.
There is another feature of the case : the
Coimittee divided almost equally on the
motion to postpone the consideration of
the Bill until next day to give the parties
an opportunity to bring evidence, and all
the members of the Conmittee from the
Province where the pa'taus lived except
one voted one way, that is, for the post-
ponement, and all the other meniters
voted the other way. The position
take4 towards these parties seeking this
Act of Incorporation, especially when
an accusation of fraud had been brought
against them, and they were refused an
opportunity tojustify themselves, I think
is rather arbitrary.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - Perhaps it
would be very easy to get out of this
difficulty in a way satisfactory to all
parties. I think the first clause of the
report fully meets all the requirements
of the rules of the House. It says that
the preamble of the Bill has not been
proved to the satisfaction of the Com-
mittee, and the reason is given that the
balance of evidence given before the Coi-
mittee being, in their opinion, contrary
to its statenents. That is quite sufficient,
and the balance of the report might be
struck out, with the consent of the whole
House, although not the m.ost regular
way of mending the niatter. I am sure
the hon. gentleman who is Chairman of
the Committee has no object exceit to
dibeharge the duties of his position prop-

Hon. Mr. Trudel.

erly, and if he wouild consent to strike
out the second clause, and allow the re-
port to stand in that way, it would,
perhaps, meet the objection.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL - 1 thank the hon.
gentleman for the suggestion, and, as far
as I am concerned, I am willing that it
be struck out if the House will consent
to it.

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD - The princi-
pal reason for objecting to this Bill was
the evidence and statements made by the
parties who were wishing to get this Act
of Incorporation showing that the state-
ment in the premable was not correct,
that is, that there was not a million of
dollars paid up. It was not pretended
that it was paid. up. Therefore it was
that the resolution was adopted that the
preamble is not proved.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE - There is
no use in trying to evade the question
as it is. The matter stands as the hon.
member f rom De Salaberry says - Mr.
Lighthall against the other parties. Mr.
Lighthall came there to oppose the Bill,
and charged one of the petitioners, Mr.
Dorion, with having cheated him, and
spoke of the amount, and spoke about
the million dollars. To that the peti-
tioners, by their Solicitor, answered that
if they were given twenty-four hous they
would refute all the statements of Mr.
Lighthall. A majority of the Committee
refused, and made the report which is
now before the House.

The report, as amended, was adopted.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (78) " An Act to amend the Aet
40 Vic. Chap. 2, intituled ' An Act to
amend and Consolidate the Acts Re-
specting the Custons.'" - (Mr. Aikins).

Bill (83) " An Act further to amend
an Act respecting certain Savings Banks
in the Provinces of Untario and Quebec,
and to continue for a limited time the
charters of certain banks to which the
said Act . applies." - (Sir Alex. Camp-
bell).

Bill (31) " An Act to enlarge and
extend the powers of the Credit Foncier
Franco-Canadien." - (Mr. Gibbs).

Bill (32) " An Act to incorporate the
Credit Foncier of Canada." - (Mr.
Vidal).
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FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

Bill (18) " An Act to amend the Act
incorporating the Souris and Rocky
Mountain Railway Company."

Hon. Mr. VIDAL moved the sus-
pension of the 41st rule in so far as it
relates to this Bill, and that the Bill be
read the second time presently.

The motion was agreed to.

Bill (41) " An Act to incorporate the
Hull Mines RaiLway Company."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the suspen-
sion of the 41st rule in so far as it relates
to this Bill, and that the Bill be read the
second tume.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL said
lie had no objection, if it were understood
that hon. gentlemen were at liberty to
take such course as they please at a future
stage of the Bill, and that explanations
should be made on the third reading.

The motion vas agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 6.15 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Mfonday, March 411h 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at three
p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

TIIIRD READiLNGS

The following Bills reported froi
Standing Committees were read the third
time and passed.

Bill (15) " An Act to incoîporate the
Metropolitan Insurance Company of Can-
ada." -- (Mr. Vidal).

Bill (59) " An Act to incorporate
the Moncton Harbor Improvemuent Com-.
pany." - (Mr. MeClelan.)

Bill (41; " An Act to incorporate the
Hull Mines Railway Company." - (Mr.
Scott.)

Bill (18) " An Act to amend the Act
incorporating the Souris & Rocky Moun-
tains Railway Company." - (Mr. Vidal.)

ilon. Mr. ¼idil.

DON RIVER IMPROVEMENT COMPANY'S
BILL.

BILL WITHDRAWN.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Com-
mittee of Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bors, reported that the pronioters of the
Bill, " An Act to incorporate the Don
River Improvement Company," desired
to withdraw it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the re-
port of the Committee he concurred in,
and the fees be refunded to the promo-
ters of the Bill, less the actual cost of
printing.

The motion was agreed to.

ST. JOHN RIVER RAILWAY BRIDGE.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. DEVER moved: -

" That an humble Address be presented to
His Excellency the Governor General, praying
that His Excellency will cause to be laid be-
fore this House copies of all correspondence
between the Government of Canada and any
parties interested, or offeiing to construct a
bridge across the falls of the St. John River,
St. John, N.B."

The motion which I have placed before
you to-day is one bearing on the bridge at
the ( ity of St. John, as well as a suall
piece of railway connc-cting with ,that
bridge, which would make a union be-
tween the terminus of the Intercolonial
Railway at St. John and the railway
knownt as the Western Extension, on the
western side of the River St. John. Our
rail .vay systeu at St. John at present is
very complete, with the exception of
about a mile or a mile and a quarter of
read which is not yet construîcted, fron
the terminus of the Intercolonial Rail-
wav at St. John and the road known as
the Western Extension. It has been a
matter under consideration for a long
time, whether the Government of Canada
should construct this short piece of road,
or whether it should be allowed to re-
main until private enterprise would
take hold of it and make the counection.
I have had occasion to bring this
matter before the louse three or four
times during the last few years. I
brought it up frequently during the term
of the former Government, and in justice
to the late Government I feel it my duty
to bring it now before the pre ent Gov-
ernnent. Liko a good many others, I
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feel that the Intercolonial Railway ter- le spent in the North-West - shoalt
minating at St. John, and having no receive sorne consideration as a çpid pro
connection with the great system of rail- qno. I see by the newspapers frota St.
ways of the United States, is placed in a John that a private Company is
position to somewhat lessen the traffic of contemplating the undertaking of
that road. We feel that if the In- the construction of this bridge,
tercolonial Railway were connectel and possibly of the intervening piece of
by this short read a good amount road. 1 do not, for one, concede that it
of traffic would be created between the would be desirable that this work should
United States and St. John, and ulti- fal into the hands of a private conpany.
matelv with Halifax. I know that there I think that, the Government owning se
are two hundred miles of railway owned much property at St. John, ant being
by the Governnent at present 'between desirous to control the working ant
St. John and Halifax, and if the traffic acticn of tieir great roat through that
could be encouraged along those two Province ant the Province of Nova
hundredi miles of railway it would be of Scotia, no intermetiate link that
great advantage to the Government. might bc a barrier to the free in-

tercourse along that roati, shoulti
lon. Mr. McLELAN - Two •un- be permitteh.u I n-so think that

dred and seveaty miles. the Government of Canada have a direct
-intem est in this bridgre, as it ie a echeme

Hon. Mr. DEVER - My hon. friend to span a navigable river. Therefore I
says two hundred and seventy miles. holt it is tine that the people of
We know that if traffic could be encour- St. John shoalt knov whether the Gev-
aged on that road it would be the means erument of Canada are taking seriously
of lightening the burdens of the people of into consiteration the desirability of
this country. This traffic could be en- building this bridge as a public work.
couraged by the construction of this It cannot be deniet that St. John is noL
bridge and this short piece of road at St. ina very prosperous condition at present.
John. A great numnber of the support- I admit freely that the great fireofa
erts of the present Administration feel few years ago hat a great deul to do with
that it is due to them thas something this state of affairs, but, even though the
should be done in this direction. Pre- effects of the fire have to a considerable
vious to the last election cainpaign. extent been overcome, I se by the
all must admit very plainly that newepapers that in se short a period as
a great many inducements were froin 1878 to 1880 th, voting strengt
held out to the people of that community, of that City has tecreased soie 618
and very extensive promises were made votes. Ant these wore fot voters
that the change of Government would merely for civic vrposes, but voters for
certainly be beneficial in imany ways, and the legislatures of Canada. Now, I
that St. John would have no cause of tbink it ie but fair, seeing
conplaint. I cannot say that these that We have suffered considerably
promises have been completely broken, by the change in our trade relations, and
but I must submnit that no great public the fact that our public works there am
expenditure - no great public notice - not as beneficial as they ight be made
has been taken ot St.John since the change we shoult expeot the Government of
of Government took place. I an quite Canada to take hold of this work. It l
conscious, too, that the City of St. John but a trifle in the lande of the Govern-
and the Province of New Brunswick nient. The whole aniount would not
have been put to additional expense in possibly be mole than $1,000,000, but if
the way of duties and the loss of trade, it be undertaken by a îuivatc coiupany,
becanse we find that we have got up to who might possibly linger at it, ard have
an average of 33 per cent. upon all the te contend with many difficulties they
dutiable goods entered for consumption night bo an obstruction by and by, at a
in 1880, as against 27 or 28 per cent. on tirne when we conîti fot help ourselves.
the saine basis in 1877, and, this being I think it is the duty of every thinking
the case, it is proper that the people sub- man to point out that now is the time to
mnitting to this additional expense - to centrol this matter, ant place it beyond

tion. Mr. Dever. 40
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the possibility of difficulties that may not shut our city and port ont of otheî
hereafter be very annoying. fleel very expenditures by the Dominion Government,

abot *suchias proper stations, buildings, and ware-
anxious about this, because I see that liuses, elevators, and other necessaries of a
two party newspapers are divided on this well equipped railroad. But if the bridge
question. I arm anxious to agree with were bult by means of a large grant
the present Administration, but I admit of Dominion money, there would of
freely that I cannot take the dicturn of course ho strong opposition in Parha-ment anti the Dominion generally to
the writer or writers of the Government granting St. John free appropriations for those
paper in St. John as indicating a proper other needed expenditures. Let us have the
spirit on the part of the Government. 1 bridge and its connections built by the private
do not know by whom those articles are means which offer, wile we look to the Gov-
inspired, or whether the writer is acting ernent to deal liberally with St. John in h

iponi n nîatter of station, warehouse and shipping ac-
uponbis wn rsposibiity r no incommodation. It is not 'veli to caîl on the

taking the line that the Government of Government to belp us in natters where
Canada had better not touch this matter, private enterprise stands ready to assist; we
that it would be better done by private should rather limit our demands on the Gov.
enterprise. He argues that a private erament to such matters as privatc enterprise

company would give better and cheaper
facilities for the transport of' trafin, I trust these views are not efl or in-
and, as the Government of (>nada are spired by the Governnent, but rather
now about to construet large works in would hope that the fbllowing vews -

the shape of sheds, railroad depots, etc., expresse by another iper ine St. John
at that City, that nothing more can be - bilt e held by teso as ein more in
expected of theni. I cannot see it in accord mwith the trte hinerests iot only of
that light. The Government have a St. John, but zil.;o thîý î>eofflo of this
large property at St. John, and it is their country, ad on sto , in [ia-
duty, as representatives and protectors of opiniont
that property, to 'build depots and sheds ci Xîgine a confliet is going on as to the site
for their own accomodation. That is no- of the proposed bridge acro s the outh of the
thing more than any private company St. Joan, there is another question of greater
wotld do. Lt is nothing more than any importance which oght o engage attention,
common carriers would do to protecr and that oe as te the party by whom the con-
their own preperty ia necessarf and nection between the Intercolonal Railroad and

te railroads wIst of St John stould be ade.
do noG see that the people in St. John The public intercst in this case shoud be the
have any right whatever Vo feel grateful supreme law. Can there be any doubt as te
about that. If the Huse will bear with what the general interest is? The owner of

me for a moment, I will read some of the the Intercolonial Railrod - that ie, the Gor-
n s the ernment of Canada -should unqustinably
nosupply the missing link, securing at the sae

subjeet. The writers are both mon et tume the fair and equitable use of the bridge
intelligence, who are specially calcraded b railroads west of the St. John, who would
to impras their ideas very largey on the speedily arrange to make their connections
cthis in opposition with it. The Dominion Government own and

utycontrol noble lin of road. If any uingle
Vo the construction of the work by the line of railroad je interested in a connection
Government writes as followse with other rataroadn, much more e the Inter-

colonial. The territory ovcr which the con-
iThe pecial railway intere t of the Govern- necting link should extend is clearly dcfined

ment in the connection is not sufficient to by great natural boundaries. The Dominion
justify the Government in building the bridge. Goverment alone shoul control that exten-
The Intercoloniaij only one of a number of sien, in the interet of the general trade
railways interested in the scheme; and hence, and commerce of the country, and ia the par-
while the o overnment wold be acting fairly ticular interest of tne commerce o this port.
in contributing te the maintenance of the un- The Government of Canada, and their Railway
dertaking by a subspdy it would noV al lup- Committee, must o satisfied as t the location
ported by the publie or by Parliament in of a great bridge acros a great river. They
shoulderingalone responsibilities which should are the eneral guardians of navigation. Tey
be shared by private road . It may also be have i their possession ail the nautical and
fairly eld tat, looked at from aSt. John point engineering information which exist appli-
of view, it is better that private means rsould cable to the case, and, if additional inGormo-
make this important and costly connection. tion be wanted, they can scnd proper
The undertaking in privte banda nim bring engineers te obtain it. It bing neceesary,
in, say, $800,000 of outide capitao. nbiutimately to satisfy thmane an ao the sie

Mjon. Mfr. Dever.
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selected, the character of the structure pro-
posed, 'the mutual arrangements made as to
the proportion in which the different railway
interests shall contribute to the work, why not
go a step further, and assume its entire control,
making a fair arrangement with all other
roads? Again, agreeiig with those who think
a railway bridge desirable in the interests of
trade and commerce, while at the same time
the navigation of our great waterway must be
protected, we cannot but conclude that, when
the work is commenced. it should be put
through with as little delay as possible. We
have bright hopes for St. John in connection
with the extension of the New Brunswick
Railway to the St. Lawrence, and also with the
completion of the Megantic line. We wish to
see as many railways come into our city and
Portland as possible, and ta afford all reason-
able facilties to tbem for doing so. The Doniin-
ion Government could put through the bridge
and its eastern connection witlh the Intercolc-
nial Railway with the greatest promptness,
and could make the most equitable arrange-
ments for the taking of land and the considera-
tion of all interests that might be affected by
tbe location and erection of the bridge. A
panic, even a stringency in the money market,
might embarrass even a company, and either
cause delay or induce it altogether to surren-
dler a pro.ject on which it had embarked, but it
is needless to say that the Dominion Govera-
ment would not be likely to experience any
embarrassment of that kind ; the less so, as
the work undertaken would be sure to add
considerably te the revenues of the Intercolo-
nial Railway. The link in question, in private
hands, subject to change in their personnel, and
even in their nationality, ruight make heavy
demands on all who have occasion to use it,
but no fears on that head could reasonably be
entertained if that work formed part of the
Government railroad, and its befitting comple-
tion. When Halifax wanted the Intercolonial
carried as far as possible into the heart of the
tity and a noble terminus erected, the work
was done. The business of the road is to be
further stimulated by the.eyection of a grain
elevator, at a cost of $130,00q, to be provided
by the Government. In view of these facts,
and of the hopes entertained of a new depar-
ture in the cattle and produce trade with
Europe, the right and proper tbing for the
Government to do is to take hold of this
work."

Now, hon. gentlemen, the great object in
bringing this question before your notice
to-day is to have an expression of opinion
frot Nova Scotia and frou the Province
of New Brunswick as to whether it is
desira Lle that the Governinent of Canada
should serious5ly take into consideration
the advisabilitv of constructiug this road
and bridge as a publie work. It would
give ie the greatest satisfaction to know
that the Gjvernimuenrt were going to
tndertake it, and I should go back to my

Hon. ir. Dever.

friends and present to thema the fact that
sonething practical was about to be done
for the people of St. John by the Gov-
ernment of Canada. Promises are very
good, smiles are pleasant, but really we
would like something more beneficial
than we have had yet. We have been
most desirous to be friends and sup-
porters of Confederation, and I think we
have done so faithfully, and we are
not wholly deprived of the belief that it
has done somle good, but I believe
that the completion of those public
works, that is, the connnection of
tlhet railway, together with the bridge and
some other sligl t improvemnents necessary,
would give great satistction to the
people of St. John. I do feel grateful
for the construction of the Courtney Bay
extension of the Intercolonial Railway.
I brouglit that matter under the notice cf
the former Government, and I believe
an arrangement was satisfactorily con-
cluded between the corporation of St.
John and the Government of Canada of
that day. I should like now, if possible,
to impress upon this Governmnent the
pleasure it would give ue, ansd many
others, if we could induce them to look
at this matter in a serious light, and see,
if possible, if this connection could not
be made, so that traflic of every kind
would have those facilities that we hav,
expected would resuilt ont of the union
with Canada.

lon. Mr. LEWIN - I wish to inake
a few remarks in addition to those which
have been ruade by my hon. colleague from
St. John. This bridge is not by any means
one of merely local importance, but it is
one which is of equal importance to a
large portion of the Province of New
Brunswick, as well as Nova Scotia -
the connection of the Intercolonial Rail-
way with the railways on the western
side and the American systen of rail-
ways. There are now two railways ou
the western side, the St. John and
Maine Railway, running to Bangor, and
the Gran Souithern Eailway, which runs
from St. John to St. Stephens, which is
in connection with Calais, in the State of
Maine. There is this peculiarity about
this connection. Some five and twenty
years ago the Legisiature of New Bruns-
wick incorporated the St. John Sus-
pension Bridge Campany, witih the pro-
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vision that the flooring of the bridge
should be seventy feet above high water
mark. This bas been considered ever
since as the standard at which any
bridge over the River St. John, at St.
John,'must be niaintained - that a higli
level bridge must bave a clear space of
seventy feet above high watet mark.
There is only a limited space on which to
build such a bridge. At the time the
St. John Suspension Bridge was incor-
porated, I was connected with it, and
had some interes in it, and bad a great
deal of intercourse with the very eni-
nent engineer, Mr. Sorell, fron New
York, who constructed that bridge. He
pointed out the difficulties of construct
ing a high level bridge of seventy feet
except at one limited spacb very near to
where the present bridge spans the river.
Any other point 'of crossing the river
with the bridge seventy feet above high
water mark, would involve the expen-
diture of an exceedingly large sum of
money. But this spot appeared by
nature to bave been formed for the con-
struction of a bridge. The Suspension
Bridge is built there, and the space for
the construction of a railway bridge is
very limit ed. I observe by the news-
papers that some parties are applying to
the Legislature of New Brunswick, for
an Act of Incorporation, A great differ-
ence of opinion exists as to whether it
should be grante l. I quite concur in
thei opinion of ny lion. fri-id that any
bridge crossing there should be in the
bands of the Dominion Government,
where the varions roads which run on
either side should have full, free and
fair running powers over it. It would
be a great misfortune if any thing like
a moaopoly should be given to a pri-
vate company. The matter of connect-
ing the Intercolonial Railway with
our system of railways and those of the
United States is one of very great in-
portance, and I certainly hope that the
Dominion Government will take the
matter in hand, and not allow it to
fall into the bands of any private coin-
pany whatever.

Ilon. Mr. AIKINS -The bon. gen-
tieman who bas brought this motion
before the flouse certainly deserves
well at the hands of the citizens of
St. John. I have noticed on every oc-

Hon. Mr. Lewin.

casion when the interests of that City
or his Province are affected, he .never
hesitates to stand up in his place and
put his views strongly before this House.
In reference to the construction of this
bridge, every one who knows the locality
must certaiinly be aware that a bridge at
that point is of very great consequence to
the community, as it would connect the
Intercolonial Railway on the one side
with the American system of railways oa
the other. The question is whether the
bridge should be constructed by private
enterprise, or whether it should be built,-
by the Government. It appears that in
the City of St. John the matter has not.
yet been fully decided as to which would
be the proper course. f knov very little
of the locality, though I have seen it,
and am not competent to express an
opinion on the subjec. There is no
objection to bringing down the corres-
pondence which the hon. gentleman
desires.

Hou. Mr. MACFARLANE - I
think it is hardly agreed upon, even
in St. John, where the site of the bridge
should be. A very serious difference
of opinion exists as to whether it should
be at Navy Island or at the Falls,
where the Suspension Bridge is. There
can be little doubt, however, that
wherever it may be constructed it is of
very great interest. The river presents
a complete break in the travel between
the United States and the Maritino
Provinces. A bridge ought to be con-
structed, either by private enterprise or
by the Government, at that place, and
the time bas arrived when, in the inter-
est of public travel and publie traffic, a
brilge must be constructed. Whether
the Government can find their way clear
to build it as a portion of the Inter-
colonial Railway, and in that way make
the terminus of that lino on the western
side of the harbor of St. John, or not, its
construction would be a very great
public convenience. A Company is now
being incorporated in New Brunswick
for the purpose of undertaking the work,
and I do not at all concur in the opinion
expressed by my hon. friends from St.
John that if built by a company thev
would necessarily blck the traffic. It
is well known that every facility for
railway communication across this
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bridge would be afforded, no matter
whether it was owned by a compa.ny
or by the Governient, and whether it
is constructed by one or the other it
should be undertaken without dielay.
The time has beyond all doubt arrived
when a botter meins of crossing the
harbir of St. John can no longer be d-
layed.

Hon. Mr. DEVER - I did not mean
to say that if a private company should
build the bridge they would try to pre-
vent railways fromn crossing. I mean to
say that if a weak company got hold of
that bridge and expensive piece of rail-
road, and delayed the construction for
six or seven years, it would be a great
misfortune to the public. I know it
would be to their interest to acconmmo-
date the public as well as they possibly
could, but the completion of the work
might be delayed for a period that would
appear very long to us ; and, in my
opinion, it never will be done without a
large bonus from the Dominion Goveri-
ment, therefore, they had better see to
this matter themselves, and have the
thing done satisfactorily.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - I have no
doubt the hon. gentlemen will succeed in
getting what they want, because my ex-
perience is that anything leading chies
take into their heads to apply for they
are successful in obtaining in the end ;
and, as both St. John and Halifax are
interested in the construction of this
bridge, I have no doubt they will suc
ceed in having their views carried ont by
the Government. The misfortune is
that these localities possess more influence
than they ought to have with every Ad-
ministration, and other localities which
are deserving of more consideration do
not possess equal influence. Now, it
seems to me that in this House and the
other, representatives are looking after
the interests of their own particular lo-
calities more than the general interest of
the whole Dominion ; but there is one
locality of which we seldcm hear any-
thing. and which is more neglected than
any other portion of Canada. I allude
to Cape Breton. There is no similar
extent of territory, from the A tlantic to
the Pacific, which has greatec grievances
to complain of, in respect of its means of
communication, than the ·Island of

lon. 3r. àLacfarlane.

Cape Breton ; yet from it you never hear
a complaint at all. That Island is excep-
tionally situated as a portion of this Do-
minion. I have no hesitation in saying
th:it for extent of 'territory the Island of
Cape Breton is the most important and
valuable portion of our country. Its
coal, iron and» copper mines, and its other
resources - not to speak of its exhaustless
fisheries - and its situation as the east-
ern extrenmity of the Dominion, make it
the most valuable portion of the territory
of Canada in proportion to its area ; and
yet it is most neglected in regard to the
public means of any portion of this Do-
minion. We were once an independent
province, baving our own governor and
assenbly ; but it was unfortunate for us
thaL the union with Nova Scotia took
place before we came into the Confedera-
tion. If we bad been a separate province at
the time of the Union we would have
come in with advantages simitilar to those
of Prince Edward Island, which had
secured a complete railway system and
had the cost of it assumed by Canada.

Hon. Mr. HIOWLAN - I beg the
ion. gentleman's pardon, it is not a bur-
don on the Do-ninion.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - I beg the lion.
gentleman's pardon, it is.

Hon. Mr. HOWL AN - If the hon.
gentleman will allow me I will explain.
If we had never built the railway we
would have had a similar amount credited
to the Province; we came in entitled to a
certain debt, and we had a right to build
that railway or anything else we liked
with it.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - I know all
that, and it does not alter what I say. I
ani speaking of the alvantage Prince
Edward Island bad in coming into the
Union as a separate Province. The rail-
ways of the different provinces were
causes of the dehts of those provinces
and those debts vere assned by the
Dorinion.

lion. Mu. HOWLAN - The hon. gen-
tleman is entirely wrong. When we
entered the Dominion ve had a right to
use the funds we bad as we thought fit,
and it is not just to say liere that our
railway was made a burden on the Do-
minion.

St. John River (M ARCH 14, 1881.]



Hon. Mr. MILLER - I adhere to population of British Columbia, and
what I said. The hon. imîember is ea- nearly te saine n-opultion as Prince
tirely wrong in the construction he places Edward Island. The first duty that
on my remark, which he evidently does devolves upon the Dominion Governient
not understand. The debt of Prince Ed- iii regard to further ex penditure on rail-
ward Island was chiefly incurred in rail- ways in the Maritime Provinces vi1l he
way construction, and that debt was to construct a railway across the Island
assumed bv the Dominion under the f Cape Breton to Louisburg. This sub-
terms of unioa with that Island. So jcct is oue which nwst, sooner or later,
were all the debts of the other provinces force itself proninently on the attention
assumed by Canada in the same way. of this Parliament, because I do not be-
They all became a burden on the Federal lieve the people of Cape Breton will nîuch
Treasury. I would like to know what longer submit to the unjust treatment
else you would call all those liabilities but tbey bave receîved fror ail governments
a burden on the country - and one too in regard to raiway accommodation.
cf wbich Cape Breton bad to pay its W e
share without any corresponding advan- we want anything we Nvill bave to do
tage? The debt of Nova Scotia was all the saie as other portions of the Dom-
contracted for public works in Nova inion - do as British Columbia has done,
Scotia proper. We have no public works threaten to go out of the Dominion ;
to show tor the large share of Nova talk about annexation; or send repre-
Scotia's debt charged against us. That is sentatives to England and get the assist-
what I mean by my reference to Prince ance of the Imperial Goverument to
Edward Island. I (o not say there was force the Dominion Parliament to do ns
anything wrong in the terns of union justice in this respect. 1 do think
with that Province. The same thing that, before any additional expendi-
occurred with regard to New Brunswick turcs are given to other portions
and Nova Scotia. Their whole debts of lie Iaaitime Provinces, the ne.
were assumed by the Dominion at the glected condition of the Island of Cape
time of Confederation, and the debt Breton sbould be taken into consider-
which was contracted in the construction ation. I believe this Government is as
of their railways is now part of the well disposed towards us as any we ever
debt of Canada. I do not mean to sav had, and do hope they will see their
that Prince Edward Island got any ad- way to do some smali measure of justice
vantages over Nova Scotia or New Bruns- to that important Island, in regard to
wick in this connection. That is not railway communication, before long.
my point at all, but my point is Hon. Mr. KAULDACH-As some-
that we would have got the same terms tbing bas been said about the railway
as those whiclh were received by system of Nova Scotia, and in justice to
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Cape Breton, 1 daim that something
Edward Island whpn they came into the should be done for the County of Lunen-
Union, if we had been an independent burg. I tbink it lias also been neclected;
province ; but, unfortunately, we came in it is one of the Iargest and rost important
as a portion of Nova Scotia, and the public counties in the Province, and its indus-
debt of Nova Scotia proper was charged tries are important. We have abuu2
against Cape Breton without any advan- danQe of gold, copper and iron, and natu-
tage to us. Although we were called rai resources which only require to be
upon to contribute our share towards the deveioped; aud we have the largest ex-
construction of the whole railway system portation of fish. If any county bas
of Nova Scotia, and although we have been neglected, it is Lunenburg. We
been called upon, since Confederation, to have tried to get raitway communication
contribute our portion towards the whole there, and a railway is haîf conpleted --
railway system of the Dominion, includ- the inoney run ont and the Company.
ing the Intercolonial and Pacifie railways, failed - and I think the Governent
we have not a single mile of railway in rnight also be alive to that very impor-
the Island. Yet Cape Breton is a country tant county. I wish to draw publie at-
that has been settled for over 150 years, tention to it, because we pride ourselves
and bas to-day nearly ten times the white on being one of the first -- if not ranking

lson. itr. MilleMo.
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the very first - Couty in the Province
of Nova Scotia. But, apai t fron such
local niatters, I am in favor of the motion
of my lion. friend, because I believe that
a bridge across the St. John at the
Falls, with connection with the West-
ern Extension Railway, is as essen-
tial to the trade of Nova Scotia
as it is to that of New Brunswick. I
holieve the City of Halifax is, perhaps,
more interested than the Citv of St.
John, because, if Halifa4 is destined to
be the winter port of the Dominion, we
require that bridge. With that connec-
tion completed, a largely in creased freight
will go that way, and passengers can
land at Halifax, and reach New York in
30 hours. Whether it is to be built by
a company or by the Government i can-
not say. I prefer that it sbould be built
hy a company. It is important that a
charter be granted ; negotiations, I hear,
are pending, and the money can be ob-
tained. 1 am sure the Dominion Gov-
ernment will assist, if necessary, in se-
curing charter rights to the Company,
and will not interfere to obstruct it. No
company or Government would have any
object in retarding the completion of
what is so essential to the trade of the
Maritime Provinces. It may be a ques-
tion whether the Local or Dominion
(overnment should grant the charter.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bilts froni the Hlouse
of Connons were introduced and read
the first time : -

Bill (80) " An Act to incorporate the
Acadia Steamship Company, Limited."
- (Mr. McLelan).

Bill (20) "An Act respecting the
Northern Railway Company of Canada."
- (Mr. Vidal).

The following Bills passed the first
aud second readings :

Bill (10) "-An Act to remove douhts
as to the true construction of section 12
of the Northern Railway Company's
Act, 1877." - (Mr. Allan).

Bill (53) " An Act to amend the Acts
incorporating the Montreal, Portland
and Boston Railway Company." - (Mr.
Chaffers).

lion. Mr. Kaulbach.

CONSOLIDATED INSURANCE ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved the
third reading of Bill (P) "An Act to
amend the Consolidated Insurance Act,
1877."

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

THE WALKER HEIRS' CLAIM.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. GUEVREMENT moved
the adoption of the report of the Select
Committee appointed to investigatQ the
claims of the heirs of one Walker to a
lot of land in the Seigniory of Sorel

The motion was agreed to.

INDIAN ACT AMENDMENT BILIL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS moved the second
reading of Bill (S) " An Act to amend
the Indian Act, 1880." He said: This
Bill consists largely of details which
could, perhaps, be better discussed in
Committee of the Whole.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - What is the
object of the first clause i

Hon. Mr. AIKINS- l'le object of
the Bill as a whole is to save the Indians
from the cupidity of the white man.
They barter away their clothes, their
cattie, and everything they possess.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL - What ne-
cessity is there for applying such a clause
as that to the Indians of British Colum-
bia, who for twenty years back have been
as accustomed to raise and dispose of agri-
cultural products as white men. If this
clause is allowed to pass in its present
shape, they will be unable to do so any
longer.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - I will make
inquiries and inform the hon. gentleman
when the flouse goes into Committee on
the Bill.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL - I should
also like to call the lion. gentleman'a
attention to the 10th clause, which pro-
vides that every Indian commissioner
and assistant Indian commissioner shall
be ex ofico a justice of the peace.
It seems to me that is a rather curious
provision, and in many cases it might be
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a very unfair provision unless the duties
of a justice of the peace were confined
to cases which might arise among the
Indians themselves. In the case of an
Indian agent who has especially under
his care the interest of any particular
band of Indians, and is more or less an,
interested party, it seems unfair that lie
should be invested with power to deal
with disputes between Indians and white
men.

lon. Mr. AIKINS - The reason for
placing these extraordinary powers in the
hands of these oflicers is simply this : in
those remote districts, unless you clothle
those officers with such powers, justice
will not be meted out to those who
violate the law. That bas been our
experience in the North-West, and I
think it is intended for that comtry
more than for British Columbia.

Slon. MIr. CORN WA LL - It is quite
possible that it may be absolutely neces-
sary in the North-West, but I think it is
absolu tely unnecessary in British
Columbia. I think it very unfair and
unwisc that the Indian agents who, I
understand, are to be very slortly ap-
pointed in British Columbia, should be
invested with the powers of justices of the
peace. If the Government could avoid
conferring such powers on Indian agents
in British Columbia it would be better
for ail concerned.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - I should like
to know if it is the intention of the
Government to enfranchise the Indians
of the Dominion ' Last year I had the
honor to cali the attention of the Gov-
ernment to this matter, and, to-day I
have read a letter which expresses the
saie feelings, and I know that this sen-
timent is shared by many people of the
Province from which I come. There are
facts mentioned to me which show very
clearly that in some parts of the Do-
minion tle Indians should be enifran-
chised. For instance, there is one case
mentioned to nie. In Caughnawaga there
is a half-breed who keeps a store ; lie is
a man of great ability and energy, and
lias succeeded in establishing a good
business. Of course lie cannot find,
amongst the Indian women, anybody suit-
able to keep his house. He engaged a
white person last year, but that person
was sumnoned before a magistrate antd

lIon. Mr. Cornwall.

ordered to leave the village. Now,
there is another instance, of more im-
portance. There is a gentleman in the
same village who contracted to furnish
stone for the Lachine Canal works and
other large public works in that neigh-
borhood. This gentleman has made a
contract to (eliver a quantity of stone for
a cut stone bouse, and ho provided em-
,ployment for about fifty Indians. It is
a great advantage to the Inîdians, but as
there were no. stone-cuttes amiongst
them he was obliged to brin. thei froma
otlier places. As soon as these sone-
cutters c1îiamr linto the ilbge to work
tlhèv were or .red to leavo the place, so
that ti.s niiun, who is hirself a half-
breed, is obligeto abandon lhis contract.
and deprive the Indians of the Village of
Caughnawaga of very great advantages
to theiselves. Orders have also been
given to owners of faris to dismiss
their farmers and servants employed
on the farms, because they are
whiite people. These facts show that
the time hias comte for enfranchising these
people, because as soon as some of then
exert themselves to improve their condi-
tion they are prevented from doing so by
the enforcement of the laws. Of course I
understand that the law prohibiting
white people from residing in such places
ought to hecarriedinto effect,but hon..gen-
tlenen will see at once the disadvantage
in such cases as those I have mentioned.
I an of opinion that the spirit of the law
does not deprive Indians of having white
servants, and the enforcement of the law
is too severe. I understand that this
matter does no% regularly arise in the
discussion of this Bill, but I have avail-
ed inyself of this opportunity to call the
attention of the Goveranient to these
facts; ani I ai sure that anything that
can be done in the way of enfranchising
these people will be received by the most
enlightened amongst thei with dleep
gratitude, and will be not only a great
advantage to them but also to the local-
ity froi which they cone.

Hon. Mr. PENNY - My impression
is very strongly in the same direction as
that of the hon. gentleman who has
addressed the House. .1 know the gentle-
man of whom le spoke ; le is just as well
able to take care of himself as anyone in
this Hilouse, and perhaps better thain most
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of us. He has a large busiiess and has
saved money. He owns several farms,
and he finds it verv ditiicit, at tuies, te
get laborers to work on them. When lie
empiloys white laboiers they are ordered
off, and we all know that Indians do not

iake the best agricultural laborers. The
consequence is that the industry of the
place is bronglit to a standstill simply
because this inan is iii a state of tutelage;
whereas, as I said before, lie is quite
competent to look after himîself.

Hon. M\Ir. DIJREAU -It is quite
impossible to apply the laws whichi are
al)plicable to bands of Indians in the
North-West to the tribes in our Province,
and I am astonished to learn that the
I)ep.artm'nt at Ottawa is not noving in
the direction of enfranchising the Indians.
On the contrary, every difficulty is
thrown in the way of leading then to rely
on their own resources. A few years ago
the Indians in our part of the country were
paying their debts and doing very well;
but the Department at Ottawa thought
fit to say that the Indians should not
be obliged, for the future, to discharge
their obligations. The consequence is
they have become dishonest, and have
refused to pay any of the debts they
had contracted, and the worst of it is that
nobody will trust them now when they
are in need. In the village of Caughna-
waga, there are several first class f armers,
but the Department at Ottawa has issued
an order to expel the white people who
are working for these Indians from the
reservation, and it will be impossible te
obtain labor te cultivate these lands.
The Government tells them, " you cannot
for the future derive any benefit from
your lands;" and under the orders of
the Departnient the farins of Caughna-
waga, cannot he cultivated next spring.
The owners of these farms come here and
lay their cases before the Superintendent,
- because, I suppose, the Minister at the
head of the Department does not care to
deal with the question - and the answer
is alwavs : " we will not allow white
men to he there, or to be your servants."
The Indians say, "if we cannot get these
lazy fellows on the reservation te work,
what can we do" Ilowdo those people
live I Their wvives are compelled to earn
a living for then. I know some of those
Indidns at Caughna waga who are respect-

JHon. Mr. Penny.

able men and well educated, and I have
had occasion, in the exercise of my pro-
fession, to learn that they lend large
sums of noney to the favmers in the
County of Laprairie and elsewere. Those
men are treated in the most unjust and
barbarous manner by the Department,
and the gentleman in the Department
froin whon this advice comes, is a fanati-
cal man - I think lhey call him Mr.
Vankoughnet. le issues his orders
like a despot. More than that, this De-
partment encourages dissersions among
the Indians ; it encourages them to
take possession of lands that do not
belong to them, because they de-
clare tlat the property in the reserva-
tion is held in common. Up to a recent
period the Indians were very prosperous,
many of them cultivating their own
lands, with the assistance ot white agri-
cultural laborers, and when they clear-
ed a farn they had the benefit of it. But
now we are told that, because the reserva-
tion is held in common, the men who
have improved these properties will
be obliged to share the result of their
labors with the lazy Indians who bave
never attempted to earn their
own living. The effect of such
a policy is most disastrous and
demoralizing. During the present
session, one Of the chiefs came here and
said to nie '' I cannot obtain justice from
the Departnrent ; they stick ta their
absurd rules. Their is noway of obtain-
ing redress, as they will not allow white
men to work for the Indians, and we
cannot get the lazy fellows, who are de-
pending upon the rafts coming down in
the spring, for employnment, to work
for us." They have no knowledge of
agriculture, and the consequence is
they are obliged,. as the result of the
present policy of the Governmrent, to lose
all the benefit which they should de-
rive from their land. I am confident
that the Government will take notice
of what I have said to-day. I say it
in the interests of peace, in the interests
of the people who are affected by those
reguhlitions, and even in the interest of
the Government thenselves.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I an inclined
to think it quite possible that there is
such a thing as legislating too much for
the benefit of the poor Indian. You have
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gone to a considerable expense and taken
a great deal of pains to teach them to cul-
tivate the soli, and the way in which
this legislation will be presented to the
mind of the Indian is that, after having
encouraged him in habits of industry and
thrift, you are to tell him in the sarme
breath that he is not to make use of the
products of the soil for barter. To the
untutored mind there is an inconsistency
in that. Then, with regard to the re-
serves, by this legislation you prevent
the Indians from cutting a certain descrip-
tion of timber. It may be all very well,
and for my own part I have very great
confidence in the ability and discretion of
the present Indian Commissioner, but I
think the Government will have to ex
ercise great care to avoid, if possible
creating any bad feeling on the part of
those people. We have got on so well
with them thus far that I think it is
not desirable by tightening the lines of
legislation to make them feel themselves
in a worse position than they are. So
mucli for the general character of the Bill.
As for clause 10, referred to by the hon.
member from British Colnmbia, it cannot,
I think, pass in its present shape. The
same object can be carried out without
interfering with the local laws of the
provinces. We have no. power to ap-
point a justice of the peace; that power
rests with the local authorities, yet you
propose here to make certain persons
ex oflicio justices of the peace. The
object of this, I take it, is to give those
persons the powers of a justice of the
peace in carrying out this Act 1

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - Certainly.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - If it is
confined to that there can be no objec-
tion to amending the clause in this
sense.

Hon. Mr. VIDAI - Is this Act in-
tended to apply to the whole Dominion
or to the North-West Territories ?

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - It is general
now in its provisions.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL - I share the
objection entertained by the hon. Senator
from A mherst as to the interference with
the action of the provinces in appointing
justices of the peace. I think there is
another section - the eighth - which
cannot be expected to pass this House.

H on. Mr. Dickey.

Within a few days- the House lias de-
clared that the health, happiness, and
prosperity of the people are promoted by
the use of ales, porter and light wines,
and that it is tyranny and oppression to
say to white people they shail not be per.
mitted to use those drinks. Yet what
do we find here I We find this tyranny
and oppression exercised over the wards
of the Goverament, those over whom
we should exercise the greatest
care

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Give them light
wines.

lon. Mr. VIDAL - I think this
Iouse cannot, consistently with its re-
cently declared views, adopt this clause
without adding that beer, cider and liglit
wines are exçepted.

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE - I as-
sume, fror the introduction of this Bill,
the House may infer that the Govern-
ment have really made some solid pro-
gress towards educating the Indians in
the art of agriculture. If so, it is a mat-
ter on which we may fairly congratulate
the country. I am not surprised that it
should be found necessary to initiate
some regulations of the kind referred to
in the second clause of this Bill. I have
had som-re little experience of Indians in
former times myself, and I am quite
aware that it is sometimes necessary to
take measures to prevent them frorm
rnaking away with the produce of their
land. It the Government undertake to
pass such a law as this, it should be with
the understanding that the state of tute-
lage of the Inlians should be done away
with as soon as possible, for it seems to
me to have rather a tendency to lower
the Indian mind than to raise it. The
object of the Government being, I pre-
suine, to place the Indian as speedily as
possible in the ranks of the ordinary pop-
ulation of the country, they must see
that that obiect cannot be attained by
treating the Indian as a minor, as this.
Bill does. I have recently seen a
blue book ernanating from the Indian Bu-
reau of the United States, and althougli
we have been generally accustomed to
understand that the Indians of that coun-
try have not been as kindly treated, or
as fairly treated as the Canadian Indians
have been, yet I believe that a change
has taken place in that respect within the
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last two or three years, and 1 would ask if
the members of the Government have
had their attention drawn to the pro-
ceedings of the Indian Bureau at Wash-
ington ? I have every reason to believe
that very important progress bas been
made by our neighbors in their treatment
of the Indians. I think they have done
pretty nearly all that we have done and
are doing in their treatment of the In.
dians with regard to agriculture, and in
some respects they have gone further
than we have done. They have made
some attempt to break up the tribal re
lation, and make the Indians part of the
population. They have been very suc-
cessful during the last year or two in an-
other way, to which I call particular at-
tention. It is stated that the Bureau
has succeeded in employing the Indians
in the transport of supplies and stores
belonging to the Department to the dif-
ferent forts and depots in their North-
West. The Department bas loaded the
stores on to wagons belonging to the
Department and the Indians have drawn
them to their destination with their own
horses. I think this is putting the In-
dian to a use that is in conformity with
his peculiar habits, and it seems to me,
calculated to develop his best qualities.
I would simply suggest to the members of
the Government, if they have not seen
this particular blue book to which I refer,
it might be worth their while to inquire
for it.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-I have not had
an opportunity of seeing the report to
which the hon. gentle'man refers, but I
have no doubft that the officers of the
Department whose duty it is to look
after sucli matters have seen it. As to
the Indians of the United States for-
warding supplies to the reserves witli
their own horses, I may say that our
own Indians in the North-West, when
they received their ploughs and harrows
as provided by treaty at a certain place,
took then away in their ovn convey-
ances to the reserve. With reference to
-lie point raised by my hon. friend from
De Lorimier about the Caughnawauga
Indians, that matter bas been before the
Government for a long time. It has
been going on between the Indians them-
selves and between the Indians and
whites ; and it was thought by the Gov-

Hon. jfr. Haythorne.

ernment to put a stop to it as far as pos-
sible by having the reserve surveyed.
The survey of the reserve was finished
last summer, and after determining of
what the reserve consists it will
be less different to deal with the
troubles which then exist. It is not
in the interests of the Gov-rnment to
keep the Indians ir a state of tutelage if
they can be enfranchised. In the iNorth-
West, where we may have to feed them,
and may have to do so for snme time to»
come, the Government is endeavoring to
employ them in all sorts of public works
that are going on. Even though their
work may not be of any great import-
ance, still it is better to have them em-
ployed at anything rather than to con-
tinue as paupers. The object is to try
and make the Indians self supporting,
and relieve the country of the present
burden. That is the object of the Gov-
ernment, and I think it is a very laud-
able one.

Hon. Mr. DEVER - I was under
the impression that the policy of the
United, States was to exterminate their
Indians, and I was surprised to hear the
statement of ny hon. friend froni Prince
Edward Island, that, instead of that
being the policy of the United States,
they were endeavoring te civilize the
Indians. I fail to see, however, that
Sitting Bull lias been induced to leave
our country for better protection, better
lands, and more kindly treatment from
the people on the other side of the line.
It strikes me they feel that Canada i
doing for them somewhat better and
more satisfactorily than the United
States would, or else they would be dis-
posed to go back again. I have no ob-
jection whatever to the policy of the
Government of Canada towards the
Indians, and I hope they will continue it.
The Indians are, to a large extent, de-
pendent upon the white people of thia
country, and I think it is our duty, as far
as we are able, to afford them every pro-
tection, and teach them the arts of civi,
lization.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill.
was read the second time.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were reported from.
Committee of the Whole without.
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aniendment, read the third tine, and
passed : -

Bill (37) " An Act to providc for the
correspondence of certain provisions of
the Act respecting the navigation of
Canadian waters, with the provisions for
like purpose in the lnitedi Kingdoi.'--
(Sir Alex. Caipbell.)

Bill (76) " An Act relating to the Can-
ada Military Asyluin at Quebec." - (Sir
Alex. Campbell.)

CUSTOMS LAWS CONSOLIDATION BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hion. Mr. AIKINS roved the second
reading of Bill (78) " An Act to amend
the Act 40 Victoria, chapter 2, intituled
' An Act to aniend and consolidate the
Acts respecting the Customs.' " He
said : This Bill has been introduced to
amend the Custonis Laws in several par-
ticulars, the first of which is to be able
to more definitely decide as to the
damage of goods by water, so that
there may be a rebate with regard
to the customs duties. There is
a new provision in it, and that is
with referenem to daiage to goods inl-
ported into Canada by railway or other
land conveyance. That is a principle that
bas not been enbodied in the present
(ustomis Act. It also makes provision
with regard to the mode of appraizenent
of this damage, and how the original
value of the goods is to be determined.
It also makes provision to reiove doubts
which have arisen as to the persons who
in the outside service were em)powcred to
administer oaths. It also makes provision
defining the officers in the inside service
before whon oaths nay be take'n in the
settlenent or adjustment of difficulties
with the Departinent. It gives power
to the Governor in Council that lie may,
by regulation, authorize the alteration of
the form of oath in the schedule of this
Act. Under the present law the oath
may be abbreviated, but the foira
substantially nust remain unchanged.
Nothing can be added to it. lit also
makes provision that, with regard to the
value of goods, if the owner or con-
signee th-inks they are valued too high
by the appraizer, two merchants nay be
called in and they nmay appraize the goods.
Under the present lav the appraizer or
collector cornes in and makes the final

llon.. M1r. A4ikins.

decision. By this Bill the Commissioner
of Custons is substituted for the ap-
praizer, who, after he has received the
report of the merchants, will make the
final decision. I think this is an im-
provernent on the present law.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Do.I understand
that a party can appeal against the judg-
ment of tie appraizer belonging to the
Departnent, and that it will lie referred
to two merchants and to the Commis-
sioner of Customis 3

lon. Mr. AIKINS - As to the
value of tie goods on which the duty is
assessed, it is taken out of the hands of
the appraizer and referred to the Com-
nissioner of Customs as I have described,
who will be considered more independent
than the appraizer who had already given
a decision.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - At whose
expense would the appeal be made ?

Ion. Mr. AIKINS - If the ap-
praizer's views are sustained, the expense
will faill on the party who calias in the
merchants, but if the decision is against
the appraizer the expense will fall on the
Governmnent. It bas been found that in
the working of the outside service of the
Departnent, goods were frequently
allowed by the collector to go out of the
varehouse without the payment of the

duty, and losses have been sustained in
that way. This is amended by the
present ineasure. Provision is also made
in this Bill that the Governor in Council
mnay make regulations for the ex-ware-
housing of goods the duties on which
would be less than $20. By the present
law no goods can be taken out of ex-
warebouse unless the duties are equal to
$20 - unless the duty on original
entry for warehouse was less than thai
amount.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

SAVINGS BANKS LAWS AMEN DMENT
RILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir A LEX. CAMPBELL
moved the second reading of Bill (83)
" An Act further to amend an Act res-
pecting certaia savings banks in the
Provinces ct Ontario and Quebec, and to
continue for a limited time the charters

Amendment ljU.(SEN AT E.}
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of certain banks to which the said Act
applies." He said : This Bill is not
complete in one respect. It bas been
suggested to the Government that it
would be better that the savings banks
should be compelled to make certain re- 1
turns in the same way as ordinary banks,
but the schedule whiclh answers the pur-
pose with reference to ordinary banks
is not adapted to the savings banks, and,
therefore, we propoise to try and forn a
schedule which will be more consonant
with the business to be done by savings
banks, and as this schedule wili not be
i eady for the House until to-morrow, if
the House would allow the Bill to be
read the second time now, and take the
discussion to-morrow, in the meantime
I will lay upon the table of the Iouse
the form of return which the Govern-
ment proposes to adopt.

lon. Mr. SCOTT - Was it not an
expressed opinion last ycar that in any
further legislation extending the tino of
savings banks doing ordinary business
there should be some legisIation, and that
an opportunity should be afforded for
discussing the whole subject i It is
rather late, at this period of the session,
for doing so. This Bill proposes to ex-
tend the powers of savings banks for ten
years. litherto the limitation has been
for some period considerably les than
that.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
There has only been one extension, and
that was last session, an extension for a
year. It was done for the purpose of
giving consideration to objections which,
if they were well founded, would show
the necessity of amending the Bill in the
direction to prevent savings banks from
investing in certain kinds of securities.
If that is the point which is to be raised
on this section by my lion. friend, I
will be prepared to diseuss it when
the Bill is before us with the schedules.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read the second time.

CREDIT FONCIER FRANCO-CANADIEN
BILL.

SECOND READING POsTPONED.

Hon. Mr. GIBBS moved the second
reading of Bill (31) "An Act to en-
large and extend the powers of the
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien."

ion. Sir Alex. Campbell.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY- I was going to
suggest to my hon. friend that this is a
Bill somewhat novel in its character. It
proposes to'exteid the operation of an
Act which has been passed by another
legislature, containing a great many
sections - one of the longest Aets on
the statute 1ook, and this Biil lias only
been brought to our notice at the last
sitting of this House. In dealing with
such an important measure as this, mem-
bers should have time to consider it, and
I hope rny hon. frieud wil .allow the
Bill to stand for a couple of days in
order that we may have an opportunity
to read it.

lon. Mr. DEBOUCIIERVILLE -
As I intend to move art amendment
which will have the efleet of giving more
information to the House on this Bill,
1 hope my lion. friend vill not press the
scond reading now. My motion is, that
this Bill be not now read the second
tine, but that it hé referred, with the
Act of Quebec - cap. 60, referred to in
this Bill - incorporating the Credit
Foncier Franco-Canadien, to the judges
of the Supreme Court, asking their
honors'opinion on the constitutionality of
the Bill, and of the Act of the Province
of Quebec. If I can show that there are
grave doubts as to the constitutionality of
the Quebec Act, it would be better not to
pass the second reading.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPB ELL - We
are not in a position very well to ap-
preciate what my lion. friend is going
to ai gue, as we have not read the Bill.
Would it not be better to take the
suggestion of the hon. gentleman from
A iherst i

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCEIERVILLE -
We have not the Quebec Act before
us, which is the charter of the Company,
and it cannot be had probably for a week,
but, if I can show that this Quebec char-
ter the extension of which is asked for,
is unconstitutional, would it not be pru-
dent for us to refer it to the Supreme
Court Judges, as we have the right to do
by the 55th ruhe of this House. We
should then be in a better position to
judge whether we .shall give this Com-
pany the extension which it asks.

Hon. Sir A.LEX. CAMPBELL-We
can hardly decide whether it is best to-

Credit Foncier
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refer it to the Supreme Court until we
have read the Bill.

lion. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -

There is no motion to have their charter
before us, and we will be no better in-
formed two or three days hence if there
is no motion to have the Act submitted
to us.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL-We
have the statutes of Quebec.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -

There are only two copies in the library.
I can cite the objections which are urged
against the Quebec Act and I
think after that hon. gentlemen will le
in a position to decide whether it will
not bo better to refer it to the Supreme
Court.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL I -

do not see how my lion. friend can ex-
pect members of this House, particularly
members of the legal profession, to agree
that the reference should be made to the
Supreine Court until they have had
some opportunity of studying the ques-
tion. The reference to the Supreme
Court is, of course, in the power of the
1ouse, but the louse should decide
whether the reference should be made,
and in this particular instance in order
to decide they must have the Bill and
other papers to which it alludes.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -
The Credit Foncier Franco-Canadian
Company have taken good care to get a
Bill exactly the same as the oe tha
was asked froni this Parliament and frorr
the Ontario Legislature, so that, if by
some means or other this Bill should
not pass, the Company have all th
powers they ask by their local Acts. I
we postpone the examination of this Bill
we will have to postpon±e at the sami
time the examination of the Bill of th
Credit Foncier of the Dominion. Th
objection is that if the Bill of the Credi
Foncier of the )oninion iN postponed
the Franco-Canadien Company will h-1v
secured all that it requires - a fift,
yetrs' privilege in Qnebec. Hon. ger
tlemen will have seen how hard the
fought in the other Rouse to prevet
the second Conpany from getting whi
it asked.

lor.. Mr. DICKEY - My ho
friend is laboring under a mistake wit

lion. Sir Alex. Canpbell.

regard to this matter. le says that
there are no copies of the Quebec statute
to be referred to. If that is the case,
how is it possible that the judges of the
Supreme Court can possess themselves of
the necessary knowledge of the provi-
sions of that Act i Then there is the
difficulty of referring an Act of the
Local Legislature to the Supreme Court
judges for au opinion. I do think, under
all the circumstances, that the course
which has been suggested by me and
adopted by the leader of the Govern-
ment, is the one that ought to be fol-
lowed ; and the motion to refer the Bill
will be quite in order on the second
readin g.

Hon. Mr. PEN N Y -I- f I understand
the question right, there is one clause in
the Quebee Act which I think it would
be very imprudent for this Legislature
to sanction. It gives a monopoly to this
Company, as far as France is concerned,
for the whole period of its existence -
fifty years. It provides that no other
French company can operate in the Pro-
vince of Quebec during the time for
which this charter runs. It seems to
me that that in itself ought to put us on
our guard as to how far we should ho-
mologate such a principle as that in this
Legislature. I think such a monopoly
as that is particuilarly objectionable.

lon. Mr. GIB3BS - 1 do not think
this Ilouse can deal with the legislation
of the Province of Quebec in the way
suggested. That provision applies only
te the Province of Quebec. ihey either
had the riglit or they had not (as the.
Supreme Court mnay hiereafter deter-

3mine) to pais such a clause, and, if they
Shad, then of course that is the end of

it. This Bill has no such clause iii
Bit, as the hon. gentleman states,

e and sending it wo the Supreme
e CourtL at this late period of the ses-

Ssien wouild virtually throw the Bill
out. Perhaps tint Ni the object ot the

e hon . gentleman from Montarville. This
Y is flot the first Pil of the kind that has
- been passeci by the Parliainent of Canada ;

Y there are a grood miany others on the sta-.
It tute book at pm-sent of a siniilar charac-
Lt ter, and if I ani allowed to quote the best

authorities in another place, the first
D. legal minds of the Dominiion, I firid that
h they have given their op)inions uinhesita-
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tingly that it is quite within the province
of this Parliament to pass the Bill
which is now before \the Ho use. I
may say to this hon. Hoi'se that
the Company promoting this Bill, in
order that no difficulty may arise in
the future as to its legal position,
lias taken legislation in the Provinces of
Quebec and Ontario, and has given
notice of legislation in the same direction
in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and
Prince Edward Island, and I believe it
intends to take legislation in every pro-
vince in the Dominion where it may
carry on operations. Then, in case the
Supreme Court shoild hold that this
Parliament has no right to enact legisla-
tion of this kind, the Company can fail
back on its local charters ; if, on the
other hand, the Court should hold that
the local legislatures have no power to
pass such an A ct, then the Company
falls back on the legislation of this Par-
liament. There nay he very extraor-
dinary legislation in the Bill which bas
been passed by the Province of Quebec,
but I do not think tliat cones under the
review of this Parliamen at present. Lt
may be for the Supremne C bart to declare
it to be unconstitutional, or it may be for
the proper authorities to disallow the
Bill if ultra vires. I do not think there
is any force in the argument advanced by
my hon. friend from Montarville, unless
it is his desire to prevent the passing of
the Bill and defeat the object of its pro-
moteis. Capitalists are always timid
that their money may not be securely
invested, and in order to avoid any such
contingency the Company have taken the
precaution to ask for legislation from
both the Provincial and Dominion Legis-
latures. While the legislation of Quebec
may have some objectionable features, I
do not think anything of the kind can be
found in the Bill before the House.
While I feel satisfied that the Bill will
be acceptable to the Hlouse, I quite agree
with the suggestion of the hon. gentle-
man from Amherst that the second read-
ing should stand until the day after to-
niorrow, if it is not for the purpose of
defeating the Bill.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -
The reason why I insist, and I would in-
sist now il I thought the House would
support me, that the Bill should be re-

lon. Mr. Gibbs.

ferred to the Supreme Court is this : the
Court bas adjourned until Thursday.
They will resume on Thursday, and, as
this Bill would not take more than a day
to consider it, they could render a deci-
sion in time to pass the measure.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - I should like
to ask whether the passing of this Bill
would re-enact all the provisions of the
Act now in operation in the Province of
Quebec and extend then throughout the
whole Dominion, with all their objection-
able features ?

lon. Mr. GIBBS - No; that is not
the intention.

The order was discharged and the sec-
ond reading fixed for Wednesday.

CREDIT FONCIER OF THE DOMINION
BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.
Hou. Mr. VIDAL moved the second

reading of Bill (32)" An Act to incorpo-
rate the Credit Foncier of the Domin-
ion.

Hon. Mr. MILLER asked that this
Bill be allowed to stand until Wednes-
day.

ion. Mr. VIDAL feared that at this
late period of the session a postponement
of the second reading would insure its
defeat. It contained many and impor-
tant clauses, which required to be care-
fully considered by the Committee on
Banking and Commerce.

Hon. Mr. FLINT siid it contained
some very extraordinary clauses - some
that lie had never seen in any Bill before
- and it struck him that unless an op-
portunity was afforded to carefully ex-
amine the measure it would be Setter to
move the three months' hoist.

After some further discussion the
order was discharged, and the second
reading was fixed for Wednesdey next.

The Senate adjourned at 5.50 p.m.

TH E SENATE.
Tuesday, March 15th, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at three

Prayers aud routine proceedings.
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THE PRINTING OF PARLAMENT.

@EVENTH REPORT OF COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS, in the absence of
hon. Mr. SîIPsoN, moved the adop-
tion of the seventh report of the Joint
Committee of both Houses on the Print-
ing of Parliament. He explained that it
was one of the usual reports recommend-
ing the pt-inting of certain documents.

The motion was agreed to.

THE ACADIA STEAMSHIP COMPANY-
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. McLELAN moved the sec-
ond reading of Bill (80) " An Act to incor-
porate the Acadia Steamship Company."
He said it contained the ordinary clauses
necessary to incorporate a commercial
company. The gentlemen whose names
were nmentioned in it were largely en-
gaged in the exportation of fruit in the
County of Annapolis, N.S. They had
sustained large losses by exporting in
mailing vessels, and therefore desired to be
incorporated as a steamship company to
carry on their business by steamships.

The Bill was read the second time.

NORTHERN RAILWAY COMPANYS
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL rnoved the second
reading of Bilil (20) " An Act respecting
the Northern Railway Company of
Canada." He explaincd that *t was an
Act to sanction an agreement which had
been entered into between the Northern
Railway of Canada and the Hamilton
and North-Western Railway Company,
an agreement whiclh was appended to
the Bill as schedule A.

The Bill was read the second time.

INDIAN ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House went into
on Bill (S) " An Act to
Indian Act, 1880."

Cornmittee
amend the

In the Committee,

lon. Mr. AIKINS said since the
discussion of yesterday he had consulted
the Indian Department in reference to
the necessity of making these regu-

Hon. Mr. Aikins.

lations apply to British Columbia, and
had been informed that the intention
really was that they should apply
to the territories, the district of
Keewatin, and the Province of
Manitoba, but it was thought that the
occasion might arise hereafter that
regulations night have to be made in
reference to the Indians in the northern
part of the Province of British Columnbia.
lowever, as there was no pressing neces-
sitv, and as the hon. gentleman from
British Culumbia did not desire to see the
provisions in this Bill, so far as these
regulations were concerned, apply to that
Province, there was no objection to their
being dropped. He, therefore, moved
to amend the first clause by striking
from it the words " Province of British
Columbia," the effect of which would be
to confine the application of the regula-
tions to the North-West Territories, the
Province of Manitoba, and the District of
Keewatin.

Hon. Mr. RE ESOR did not rise to op-
pose the adoption of the clause, but he
thought a good deal might he learned
froni the operation of the law regulating
the privileges of the Indians in Ontom'io.
He remembered a few years ago of hav-
ing been in one of the Indian reserva-
tions after a very large meeting of the
braves in council, and observed a large
tract of land lying as a common, although
it had been cleared at the expense of the
Government, and although the Indians
had been furnished with farming uten-
sils, oxen, cows, and he was not sure but
a few horses also. They had allowed
their fences to be burned down, and never
replaced thei. The land was unculti-
vated, and instead of rbising more cattle
they had killed the cows and oxen that
had been supplied them. In reply to a
question, a vpll educated Indian informed
him that it was due to the
old Indian customu of holding vr.o-
perty in common - that the ladians
were in the strictest sense Commuinists,
and if one Indian was industrious and
accumulated something, another Indian
who was lazy and thriftless would live
upon the fruits of his industry. There
was little inducement for any of then to
try to accumulate anything under such
circumstances. He (Mr. Reesor) did not
know whether the Department encour-
ages that spirit of thriftlessness and
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Conimunismn, or whether they were dis-
posed to encourage the spirit of indi-
vidual independence and industry. He
nerely called the attention of the Gov-
ernment to the fact that it was a source
of complaint in neighborhoods where the
Indians were civilized and being civilized.
He knew there was great ditficulty in
guarding against the Indians being im-
posed upon, and, on the other hand, to
judge how far they might be allowed to
act as white men. From what he had
heard yesterday with regard to the
Caughnawauga Indians it was clear that
the Departmental regulations sometimes
opeîated unfavorably. He called atten-
tion to the fact in order, as far as it was
possible, that the Government might see
that the Department was so managed as
not to interfere with the development of
a higher civilization if any Indians
showed an inclination or the ability to
inprove their condition. '

Hon. Mr. AIKINS said the policy of
the Government in reference to the In-
dians was to elevate them, if possible, in
some of the reserves. After their re-
serves we e surveyed they were sub.
divided up, so that each individual
Indian family might have its own hold-
ing. That was all the Government
could L o in the way of putting Indian
families in a position te exert themsel ves
to better their condition and gain a live-
lihood. It was the policy not only of
this Government, but of every Govern-
ment in this country, to elevate the In-
dians, and to dininish, as far as possible,
the expense that had been incurred, and
would likely for some time be incurred,
for their support.

H on. Mr. BOTSFORD inquired if
these anendients to the Bill were con-
fined to the North-West Territories,
Keewatin and Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. AIKFNS said the first five
clauses in reference- to which the Gov-
ernor in Council may make regulations
would apply exclusively to Manitoba,
Keewatin and the .North-West Terri-
tories. The rernaining clauses were
general.

The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause was adopted.

On the 10th clause,
Hon. Mr. Reesor.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS moved to amend
the clause by adding the words " For the
purposes of ·this Act." le explained
that this clause giving Indian agents the
powers of a justice of th peace would,
by amendinent, limit the exercise of those
powers to cases arising undèr the Indian
Act.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL suggested
that the amendment might go further,
and provide that those inspectors and
Indian agents shall have jurisdiction iii
matters in dispute Ietween Indians
alone. In that way the inspectors aud
agents might be made more or less use-
ful to the Indians, and no harm could
arise from it.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS said that the
Indian Act already made provision for
cases of that kind.

lon. Mr. GIRARD thought the In-
dian Commissioners should be required
to reside in the reservation or district of
inspection. They were the guardians of
the indians, and so long as the Indians
were treated like minors they should
have the advantage of the presence intheir
reservations of the Commissioners and
.Assistant Cnommissioners. They should
have power to settle all difficulties aris-
ing within the limits of their districts of
inspection, among the Iidians them-
selves or between Indians and whites.
Thie Cominissioners should be always in
their districts to deal with those who
had business to transact with Indians.
He approved of the provisions of the
Bill prohibiting trade with the Indians.
They had no experience, and they needed
to have some oe to assist them in all
their transactions, but lie thought the
time had arrived when pro-
vision should be made for the
early emancipation of the tribes.
They had been too long in a state
of tutelage, and had received too much
protection froi the Government. If the
Government had put before thein the idea
that at an early day they should be eman-
cipated, there would be more enterprize
among them, and less of a dispostion to
depend upon the Governnent for sup-
port. The time had come when they
should work for their own living. The
buffalo was becoming more scarce every
year, and they should be taught to be
more self reliant, and to be more self
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supporting, and placed upon the same
footing as other subjects of Her Majesty.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL considered that the
amendment proposed by the hon. Minis-
ter of Inland Revenue would not meet
the case, as he doubted whether this
Parliament had power to provide for the
appointment of justices of the peace in
Manitoba.

Ron. Mr. REESOR contended that
the Dominion Parliaient having juris-
diction over Indian affairs had a right to
enact laws in reference to Indians; and
everything incidental to that power came
properly within the jurisdiction of this
Legislature.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL said that those
magistrates would not only have the
power to try cases between Indians, but
also cases between white people in that
territory.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - It is contended
that the power to appoint justices of the
peace rests with the Dominion and not
with the local Governments.

Hon. Mr. MILLER -That is the
opinion held by very competent law-
yers.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS said that the
reason why those officers were appointed
as justices of the peace was that some-
times they lived in very remote districts;
they had to perform certain duties, and if
they were not clothed with such author-
ity it would permit offenders against the
Act to go unpunished.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD thought it would
be a great advantage if the Indian agents
were compelled to reside within the
limits of their agencies.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS said that if the In-
dian agents were always reliable men there
would be no difficulty in clothing them
with those powers, but the experience of
the past in Canada, as well as in the
United States, had shown that Indian
agents did not always discharge their
duties faithfully. When a difficulty oc-
curred that was beyond theirjurisdiction
to settle, it would be better to leave it to
be settled by the Department in the ordi-
nary way.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD contended
that it would not do to confine the

Hon. Mr. Girard.

operation of this clause altogether to In-
dians, as disputes might arise in which
white men would be involved, and the
magistrate should have the power to act
in both cases.

The clause was adopted.

On the 12th clause,

Hon. Dr. BROUSE contended that the
Government should show some strong
necessity for making the appointments
for which this clause provided. The ex-
penses of the Department were increasing
very rapidly.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS said that the
head of the Department (Sir John
Macdonald) considered it advisable to
make provision for such appointments
should they be found necessary. Mr.
Dewdney, the Indian Commissioner, was
obliged to travel all over the North-
West, and if a certain amount of work
had to be done in Keewatin, Manitoba
and the Territories some one would have
to do it.

Hon. Mr. FLINT, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill with certain
amendments.

The amendments were concurred in
and the Bill was read the third time and
passed.

CUSTOMS LAWS CONSOLIDATION MILL.
THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS moved the House
into Committee of the Whole on Bill
(78) " An Act to amend and consolidate
the Acts respecting Customs."

In the Committee, on the 11 th 'clause,

Hon. Mr. GIRARD called the atten-
tion of the Minister of Inland Revenue
to a provision of the old Assiniboia law,
under which wine and other articles im-
ported for the use of the missionaries
were admitted into that country free of
duty. He consideredthatitwas a very wise
provision, and one that should be incor-
porated in this Bill. Hon. gentlemen
would admit that it was owing to the self
sacrificing and philanthropie efforts of
the missionaries to Christianize the
Indians of the North-West that that vast
territory was brought into the Dominion
with so little trouble and expense. It
would only be an act of gratitude and
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justice on the part of the Government e
to ask Parliament to declare that all i
goods and wine imported into the North-
West for the use of the missionaries f
should be exempt from duties, as
a recognition of the services rendered t
to the Dominion by those men. Such
a proposition would comle more properly É
from the other House, but, as the Gov-
ernmient had not done so, there he felt
it his duty to move that the clause be
amended by adding after the word
" duty," on the second line, the words
" All articles and objects sent by chari-
table institutions to help missionary
work, and all the wine used for church
purposes also."

ion. Mr. AIKINS said there was
not the least doubt that those who had
gone into the North-West . as mis-
sionaries among the Indians had in
mamy instances taken their lives in
their hands. There was this difficulty
about his bon. friend's amendment,
however, it was a matter that must neces-
sarily originate in the other House, and
originate by resolution of the House.
He did not think his lion. friend could
properly propose a motion of that kind in
this House, and after having given ex-
pression to his views and put themu on
record, lie should withdraw it.

lon. Mr. BELLEROSE admitted that
the objection taken by the Minister of
Inland Revenue was a good one, but
he regretted that this question, which had
been submitted to the Minister of
Finance before the Bill was presented to
the House, had not received much atten-
tion. It was an advantage to the Gov-
ernment to have missionaries work-
ing in the North-West, and there was
no doubt if they had not pre-
ceded the Government in that terri-
tory, it would not have been. brought into
the Dominion and. organized under a
Government without vast trouble and
expense. He was sure that for years to
coue, if further treaties had to be nego-
tiated with the Indians in the North-
West, these treaties would be made
under conditions more acceptable to Can-
ada than if the missionaries had not pre-
ceded the Government. He regretted
that the Ministry had not felt it to be
their duty to recognize the good work of
those devoted men and grant the ex-

Ion. Mr. Girard.

mption which had been asked. Although
t could not be done in this Hous, it
night yet be doue in another place be-
'ore the close of the session.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL was not so sure
hat this House had not the power to
provide for the exemption from duties,
as would be seen, he thought, by the last
section of the Bill authorizing the re-
funding of duties in cértain cases.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY congratulated his
hon. friends from Sarnia and St. Boni-
Face on. their change of sentiment since
the debate on the Temperance Act. On
that occasion they had objected to the
idoption of a provision by which the
people were to be permitted to use ales,
porter, cider, and light wines, but now
thoy were prepared to go so far as to
exempt from duty wines imported into
the North-West for the use of clergy-
men.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD contended that
hià hon. friend from Sarnia and hinself
were perfectly consistent in the course
they had advocated. The wine that
they were now asking the Governinent
to exempt from duty was for sacrinein-
tal purposes, it was an entirely different
thing from the liquor traffic, against
which he and his hon. friend had been
doing battle during the discussion on the
Temperauce Act.

Hon. Mr. VID AL said that he had
always advocated the exemption from
the operation of the Temperance Act
wines used for sacramental purposes. It
was the hon. gentleman from Amherst
who had had a change of sentiment,
because, from being au advocate of the
use of beer and light wines, he had,
within the past few minutes, given his
assent to a measure which prohibited the
use of beer, ale, or light wines by those
of lis fellow-subjects who happened to
have a different colored skin.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill with one
amendment.

The ameindment was concurred in, and
the Bill was read the third time and
passed.

BILLS INTRODUCED.
FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills from the Commons
were introduced and read the first time,
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and, under suspension of the 41st rule,
were read the second time: -

Bill (79) " An Act to incorporate the
Northern and North-Western and Sault
Ste. Marie Railway." - (Mr. Allan.)

Bill (23) " An Act respecting the
Ontario and Pacifie Junction Railway
Company." -- (Mr. Gibbs.)

F1IST READNG.

Bill (81) " An Act with reference to
the Andrew Mercer Reformiatory for
Females, and the Central Prison for the
Province of Ontario." - (Mr. Aikins.)

PETROLEUM INSPECTION BILL.

COMMONS AMENDMENTS.

A message was received from the
House of Commons, returning Bill (L)
"An Act to anend the Petroleuni Act
of 1880," with certain amendments to
which they desired the concurrence of
the Senate.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS explained that the
first amendment had reference to the gra-
vity of oil, reducing it from 8.02 to 8.05.
The other amendment was to provide
for the erasing of the Inspector's mark
on barrels or packages containing petro-
leun after they have become empty, so
that they cannot be refilled with oil and
sold without inspection. He moved that
the amendments be concurred in.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY objected to the
adoption of the amendments without lur-
ther consideration. His impression was
that the last amendment was a very arbi-
trary one, because it imposed a penalty
upon any person, n1o matter how inno-
cent, who might have in his possession
an empty petroleun barrel from which the
Inspector's mark lad not been obliterated.
If the party should sell the cask lie (Mr.
Dickey) could readily understand the
reason for imposing a penalty for not
erasing the mark, but why a
person who kept such a cask,
and perhaps used it for the
purpose of collecting water, should be
exposed to a penalty was a thing that
required explanation. The object of eras-
ing the mark was, nio doubt, to prevent
parties from sending such casks across to
the United States, and having them
refilled with inferior American petroleum.

lion. AIr. Allan.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS said such casks
might also be refilled with inferior Cana-
dian oil, and as long as the Inspector's
marks were on theni it would be impos-
sible to say whether the oil had been
inspected or not. He thought the
amendment was a reasonable one.

The amendnent was concurred in.

THE VENTILATION OF THE PARLIA-
MENT BUILDINGS.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - Before the
S,nate adjourns I should like to call the
attention of hon.gentlemen to the fact that
nothing has been done during the present
session towards appointing a Committee
to inquire into the very unsatisfactory
ventilation in portions of this building.
This hall has been well ventilated, as, uno
doubt, all subjects have been that have
been discussed in it, but it is a fact,
nevertheless, that the corridors
of the building and the com-
mittee rooms have been sometinies in
a condition anything but healthful or
comfortable to- those who have had to
occupy them. Alth'ough the session is
near its close, I think it would be well
to appoint a Comnittee to inquire into
the causes of the *impure air that is
allowed to escape froin sone portions of
the building and fill the corridors and
rooms. I believe the Government in-
tend to make some improvements in the
building after the session. The object of
the.appointment of a Committee is sim-
ply to call the attention of the Govern-
ment to the defects whicl experience iii,
the use and actual oécupation of the
building have brought to liglt, and then
leave the Government to take such
action as they may deen expedient. I
therefore move : -

" That a Committee be appointed to inquire
into and report upon the cause of the unsatis-
factory ventilation of thé corridors and com-
mittee rooms connected with the Senate
Chamber. The said Committee to be com-
posed of the Hon. Mr. Brouse, Hon. Mr. Scott,
Hon. Mr. Haythorne, Hon. Mr. DeBoucher-
ville and the mover."

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - It las occurred
to me that il my ion. friend had been
extremely anxious to have the ventila-
tion of the corridors imiproved lie would
have taken action earlier in the session,
tIat lion. members might have been
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savel the inhaling of impure air. Par- subject of ventilation in the other buse
liament will prorogue in a short time, this session the Minister of Public
and it will not be possible for a Com- Works asked Mr. Rochester to leave the
mittee to give this important matter the matter in the hands cf the Government,
attention that it should receive. I sup- and they would be responsible for the
pose the House is aware that the atten- proper ventilation of that Iouse. If
tion of the Government has been called the Committee asked for by my hon.
in another place to the subject, and that friend should be grunted, 1 have no
a sum bas been placed in the Estimates to doubt they eau bring facts before the
cover the cost of such improvements as i Minister of Public Works with good
may be found necessary. I have no doubt effeet, and I am sure that Mr. Langevin,
the investigation which is to take place, who has shown hiinself so active in
and the iinprovements wl4ich are to be remedying the defects iu the ventilation
made, will extend to the whole building. of this lise to which bis attention wus
There is no objection to the Conimittee. two years ago, will muke such

additîonal improvements as a cornrittee
Hon. Dr. BROUSE - I am sure of this bouse may represent to him are

that no member of the Governmerit necessary.
would object to some action being taken
in this respact. Some two years ago,
after coming to this House, and after The Senate adjourned at 4.45 p. m.
having taken an active part in securing
needed improvements in the other Cham-
ber, I spent some time in passingE
through the various rooms in the attic
of this part. of the building. I
found there a state of things that few
hon. gentlemen are aware of. I found
that one large duct conveyed all the im- p.m.
purities from the closets and chambers in Pravers aud routine proceedings.
which we occupy our time during the
day, and the carrent passed out to MONTREAL, PORTLAND AND BOSTON
the sbaft. It was all right RAILWAY OOMPANY'S BILL.
while the current passed outward,
but, as we all know, certain changes
in the atmosphere reverse the current, Hon. Mr. DICKEY) from the Cor-
and when those changes occurred the im- mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and
pure air was carried back into our rooms. barbors, reported bil (53) "An Act
I called the attention of the engineer to to amend the Acts incorporatiug the
the fact, and said it was a matter which Montreal, Portlaud and Boston Railwav
should be brought before the House. He Company," without amendmeut.
immediately placed the fact before the* ' or. Mr. CHAFFERS moved tîe
Minister of Public Works. who at once third reading of th9 Bill. The Bil was
gave orders that the arrangements should read the third timè and pussed.
be changed. The improvement was
effected by constructing separate shafts
from the closets, and ever since, when RIL BIL.
there are changes in the atmosphere, the
impure air from them is not driven back THIRD READING.
into our rcoms. During the last two bon Mr. DJCKEY, from the Cor-
years hon. gentlemen may have observed
tat the air in this part of theRilways, Telegraphs nd

a thasr ien ttet' bart othe Harbors, reported Bill (10) " An Actbuilding hasto remove doubts as to the tru con-
changes are necessary. We find that struction of section 12, of the Noriheru
impure air driven back into the closets Railway Act, 1877."
has escaped into the corridors of the
building, and this defect must be reie- bon. Mr. ALLAN roved the third
died. When attention was called to the reading of the Bil.

Wron. k. Aaikists.

Northern Railway
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Hon. Mr. VIDAL objected on the
ground that there was another Bill
relative to the same Company which
would come before the House for its
third reading to-morrow, and lie thought
the third reading of this Bill should be
postponed to the same time.

Hon. Mr. 'ALLAN thought the ob-
jection a very extraordinary one. This
Bill had nothing whatever to do with
the other. It had been carefully con-
sidered by the Railway Committees of
both Houses.

Hon. Mr. MILLER said the ob-
jection was an unusual one. The two
Bills had no relation to eaci other.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL said he had ex-
pressed his sentiments in the belief
that other members of the House had
entertained the saine objection. If,
however, noboly else objected, he would
withdraw bis opposition.

The Bill was read the third time
and passed.

8AVINGS BANKS LAWS AMENDMENT
BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The .Iouse went into Committee of
the Whole on Bill (83) " An Act further
to amend an Act respecting certain
Savings Banks in the Provincesj of
Ontario and Quebec, and to-continue for
a limited time the charter of certain
Banks to which the said Act applies."

In the Committee,

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
When this Bill was read the second time
I said that it was lacking in regard to the
schedule calling for returns such as ordi-
nary banks furnish, and I was of course
then under the impression that that was
a want that should be supplied ; but, on
referring to the Deputy Minister of Fi-
nance, lie informs me that the law
already provides for such returns ; in
fact they are furnished from month to
month. I gave one to my hon. friend
from Victoria to look at, and to
ascertain whether in bis judgment, and
the judgment of other hon. gentlemen
familiar with banking, any other detail
was necessary. The returns are given
under the Act, and include the following
items -

Hon. Mr. Vidal.

"Deposits of the irederal Government, de-
posits of the Provincial Governments, other
deposits payable on demand, Dominion Gov-
ernment deposits, Provincial Government
deposits and other deposits payaole after
notice or on a fixed day; special poor fund or
charity fund trust, liabilities not included
under the following heads."

So that all the particulars which we
thougiht the other day should be sup-
plied, seem to'be already furnished from
month to month, and are published in
the Canada Gazette. It only shows that
the Gazette does not reach the public to
any great extent, when my hon. friend
from Victoria was not aware of the pub-
lication. It is now suggested to me
that, in addition to these returns, these
banks should be compelled to publish a
list of their shareholders, as other banks
do. There is no objection to that, and I
see no reason why they should not be
furnished.

Hon. Mr. RYAN - Although the re-
turns appear to be to a certain extent
satisfactory, yet I think there is a great
deal to be said upon the constitution of
savings banks since they have become
proprietary banks. I must confess, in
view of the safety of the poorer classes,
who trust all of their savings to the cus-
tody of banks of this sort, that every
means to protect those depositors should
be taken in legislating for so called
savings banks. 1 think this is very
essential, and I must say at once
that I believe the custody of deposits of
that character should be in no other
hands than those of the Government,
and tliat the Government should be ac-
countable to these poor people for the
safety of their savings. This would nct
only ensure a greater degree of safety to
the depositors, but it would also be a
very legitimate source of revenue to the
country at large. I saw, by looking at a
paper which fell in my way yesterday, a
communication from Newfoundland, as
follows : -

" By virtue of an Act passed in 1870 to ap-
propriate the reserve fund of the savings
banks to the redemption of the public debt,
the first instalment of $100,000 ef that fund
has lately been applied to this purpose, and
debentures to this amount cancelled, thus
effecting a reduction of $5,000 a year in the
charge of interest."

WelI, hon. gentlemen that seems
a considerable amount for Newfound-
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land to make ont of the adminis-
tration of ber savings banks, and I
call the attention of the Government to
the fact that it would be a very fair and
legitimate source of revenue to the Domin-
ion to take the savings banksintothehands
of the Government, and administer them
as a Government institution, a step
which would also inure very greatly to
the safety of the people making deposits.
It might be said, and with a considerable
degree of force, that those banks have
already been granted charters, and it is
impossible for you to sweep them away
imnediately; well, we are now come to a
point where we are asked to renew char-
ters for ten years, and it strikes me that
to give charters for a shorter time, with
an intimation that the Government were
about to consider the propriety of taking
the management of savings banks into
their own hands hereafter, would be a
very wise and excellent proceeding. In
this case the Government would decide
whether they should grant renewals of
the charters for a certain period, say, two
or five years, but even two years would
be a sufficient notice to the banks which
are now operating as the custodians of
the savings of the poorer classes. It
would be a notice to them that the Gov-
ernment intended to remove that busi-
ness to their own custody, and the banks
could make their preparations accord-
ingly. In regard to the returns of some'
of the banks, one of them which the hon.
Postmaster General was kind enough to
hand me contains what I think requires
explanation. Of course, 1 merely call
attention to it now, because there is no
time at present for examining into these
things ; and I really think that the offi-
cers of the Departiment to which these re-
turns are made ought to look more closely
into them, ask questions, and investigate
the statements which come before them
carefully. I find in one of the returns
which the hon. Postmaster General was
kind enough to show me that, under the
heading " other assets not included in
the foregoing," are " landed property of
the bank, $339,882.59." That, to a
bank having a paid up capital of
only $600,000 seems to me to be a large
sum to be invested in real estate. I ad-
mit this return does not say whether the
real estate belongs to the bank or is held
only as collateral security, but what I de-

flon. Mr. Ryan.

sire to call attention to is that in such
returns I think banks should state
whether the landed property they bold
is held as collateral security or otherwise.
These savings banks are invested with
great powers and privileges. Origiinally,
they were restricted in their investments
to certain classes of securities chiefly
Government securities, which was in
the right direction but. by a subsequent
Act amending their oi iginal Act, they
were given the liberty of investing in all
sorts of securities, and I may say there
is always a temptation to a proprie-
tary bank - whose interest it is to re-
alize for its proprietors large profits
- to invest in uncertain and specu-
lative stocks, on which great prolit or

great loss may be made. I kn'v it
bas been currently reported that
banks of this description have froi time
to time invested in very doubtful and
fluctuating stocks; I do not know of any
particular case myself, but I have heard
that complaint very freely made. Again,
reverting to the return which my hon.
friend the Postmaster General mentioned,
I think that it would be advisable that it
should state how much is advanced on
landed property, and whether the landed
property is taken as collateral or other-
wise. There is another item, that under
the head of Miscel}aneous Assets. In
this no explanation is given of what these
consist of. again, it might be weli that
a company of this sort, having advances
for which bank stocks are held as secu-
ritv to the amount of $2,106,000 should
have a larger paid up capital than $600,-
000. With regard to advancing on bank
stocks, that is a piivilege given to
savings banks which none of the char-
tered banks possess ; and I think the
restriction, if it be necessary toward the
regular chartered banks, should apply
also to savings banks, whose transactions
should be doubly scrutinized in the in-
terest of the depositors. As the return
before nie stands, it showh advances of
over $2,000,000 on bank stocks, against
paid up capital of only $600,000. There
is another point in which savings banks
have a very great advantage over other
banks, and which I do not see any good
reason for their having; that is, that
banks of this description are of limited
liability, and that the double liability
does not attach to them as to the other
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chartered banks. I do not see why banks banks to invest in ail kinds of securities,
ot that description, particularly when these institutions should not be too mucl
they become proprietary banks, should restricted, as it must be borne in mmd
be favored in that way when they are that in order to induce people to deposit
doing an almost similar business, with the their earnings in savings banks the
exception of 'issuing notes. I rerely banks inust be n a position to offer a
offer these suggestions in reference to the certain amount of intcrest. If they are
Bill hefore the House, thinking that the restricted in such a Nvay that they cannot
time is come when it is well worth while invcst their mcney to advantage they
to consider whether, in the first place, we cannot cifer to pay such intcrest on de
should not put greater restrictions upon posits as wil induce the people to chai
these banks as to the securities in wiîich with flhein. I think that excess eithor
they invest ; and, in the second place, ivn sallinsol s t- avoidie.
whether it would not i t wel for tne
Governînent to consider the proptety of IIo;l. '% i»t. i 'n-r OTd - I notice that this
taking, these institutions into, their ow pi thi deal witli savings banks
hanlds, and, instead of renewing tie in Quebec n i Onteari. Is ry lir.
charters for 10 years, to restriet t&riend ei mhetbeo th, instittion
operation to ), 3, or 5 years, as innv be icnow as the Saviigs tonpa of Toronto
iIeemed advisable. is stili in existence, or- Wvhî-i' ts prcsent

lion. Mr U E UIs it 1w1ovido ld position is? In 1879 I tlt*iki a

in the Bill that these savinps banks allowed to becone absorb pe i'to ad an

should be subject to any additional w hich wit thin bht iess eith e
hesavtns bank under a charter froni the

liarnent of Canada tp y o
to be a rather anonalos poatio. This

lon. Mr. IRYAN - Yes. Bill professes to deal with savings bîtnks

lon. anr. BUREAU - In t te chr- of Ontario. I know of no other savins
ters of the other banks it is provided that bank in Ontario but that one, and it cc-
they shail be subject to ameodments to taily occupies an anomalos position, as
the general Act. It may happen that at fH Local Legisiature ias no tot to
some future period savings banks will be grant charters to savings banks. Yet,
established by the, Governaient in the this local company, holding a local
different provinces. It won]d be a great charter, lias puwchased by the antlority
benefit, and the matter las been spken of the Federal Government this Toronto
of often. Sucli a general act would then Savings Bank, and, I arn told, is, carry-
be passed and regulations wisely adopted ing on a savings bank business under
for the security of the people of the its local charter, designating itself
country who miglit deposit their oioney as the eiccessor to the Toronto Sav-
in these institutions. If taere is such a ings Bank, and usine the words" saving
clause, I think there will be v Pry littse bank" in its corporate title. [ desire te
objection, at tis eriod of the sesr all th e attention of te Goveranient to
to adopting the Bibn as it is. i, that a they nay ascertain, if necessary,

lion. Sir ALEX. CA MPBELL -

There is such a clanse.
Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - I bave listened

with the greatest attention to what ha
fallen frorn my hon. friend from Victoria.
I think the Government cannot be too
careful in providing that those savings
banks shall afford the best possible
security for depositors, as the security
of such institutions is a most important
element in the general prosperity of the
country. But, while it may be desirable
that the Government should be careful
not to give too mucli power to ravings

Hon. Mr. Ryan.

whether this uonpany is carrying on
business improperly or not. 1 under-
stand that they have made no returns,
and that they are practically doing busi-
ness in defiance of the Parliament of
Canada. As a savings bank, they
are bound to make certain re-
turns ; they have made no returns,
and they shelter themselves under the
plea that they hold their charter under
the Joint Stock Companies Act of
Ontario. I call attention to it because I
think it is highly important tlat the
Company should not be allowed to carry
on a savings bank business except under

Amnendment Bill.(S E NAT E.]
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proper restrictions and in compliance
with the law.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CA MPBELL - I
think that the statement made by the
lion. gentlenian is perfectly correct, and
that this bank is in an anomalous po-
sition, and is doing business under an
assumed right acquired fron the Ontario
Legislature, which assuned right does
not give it the powers it is exercising.
We hope to be ,able to reduce the mat-
ter into order, and to be able, with the
law as it stands, at all events to test
that question, and I apprehend that the
bank will not hold our, or will not re-
fuse to submit to laws enacted by this
Parliament. I will take care that special
attention is given to it in the Finance
Department, and I have -strong faith
that they will be able to make the m
comply with the law of this Parlia-
ment.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The charter was
granted to certain gentlemen who took
stock, but it states on the face of the
charter that they have not paid any-
thing on it. It seems an extraordinary
thing to give a charter to a Company
when the incorporators have not paid up
even a portion of the capital.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN - I would like
to ask the leader of the Government
whether, as this Act is worded, it might
not in some way recognize the exist-
ence of the Toronto Savings Bank. The
Toronto Savings Bank had their charter
extended to 1882, by the Act passed in
1872, and subsequently, in 1879, they
got an Act enabling them, if they chose,
to transfer all their assets and securities
over to this Home Savings and Loan
Company. In this Bill reference is made
to savings banîks in Ontario and Quebec,
and this Toronto Savings Bank is ex-
pressly named.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
I do not think this Bill recognizes it
in any way, but 1 do not consider tiere
would be any evil, even if it did re
cognize it, because the wish of Parlia-
ment would be to make it conform to the
laws to which other banks yield. If
my hon. friend will look at the Bill, lie
will sec that no special bank is men-
tioned at all. It so happens that that is
the only savings bank in Ontario, but it
is not recognized in this Bill in any way.

' Hon. r. Scott.

At the time the Act to which my hon.
friend refers was passed, there was
another savings bank in Ontario - the
Northumberland Bank - but it bas gone
out of existence.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN - I was under
the impression that the Toronto Sav-
ings Bank was9 specially named in the
Bill.

The clause was adopted.

On the 5th clause,
lon. Mr. DICKEY said : I woull

like to call the attention of the leader Of
the Government to this 5th clause, as it is
of some importance. In fact in it is th(-
essence of the whole Bill. I fear that 1
have but a very imperfect knowledge of
the details of this question, but there
are certain general reasons which
ought to commend this clause to the
careful consideration of the House. it
is perfectly true, as bas been stated by my
bon. friend fron Victoria, that there is
no other question on which we should ex-
ercise greater care in legislating, because
the operations of those savings banks
affect the interests of people who have
no means whatever to protect themselves.
They must rely upon the protecting care
of Parliament to secure their interests.
It is only. necessary to look across the
border and sec what has been the result
in the last two or three years in the City
of New York and elsewhere in the
United States, and, to some extent,
in some parts of England, as to
the operation of some of those sav-
ings banks, and the fearful result of mis-
manageaent, or perhaps something worse,
to people who have no means of protec t-
ing themselves. Now, I make that gen-
eral observation in application to this
particular section. Then there is the
other question of th, extension of the
liability of the shareholders. I confess it
is surprising that we allow these banks to
operate with the single liability, whereas
we require for the protection of the pub-
lic from other banks at all events a
double lialility. Now that is germane to
the question to what extent we should
continue this legislation. It appears to
me that the position of the matter is just
this: These laws would have ex-
pired last year, but they were
continued for a period of one year
to give an oppUrtuiiity to Parlia-
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ment to consider the question. It is quite
impossible to take up this matter in its
fulness at this period of the session, and
I have thought, in view of all that has
been said with regard to the results of
this legislation upon the persons who de-
posit their savings in these banks, which
are supposed to be safe, and ought to be
made safe; if they are not so, it wou'd
be well for the Government to hold this
question in reserve, and not to grant
such a long extension as ten years, but
follow the precedent of last year and ex-
tend the Act for a period not exceeding
one year, or if possible not exceeding two
vears. That would give an opportunity
to the Government to take the whole
question into consideration and bring
forward such legislation as to make those
savings banks really what they profess
to be-security for the depositors. Under
these circumstances, I think my lion.
friend ought not to press this section, but
limit its application to a period of one
year if possible.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
The provision last year was made with
the view of having the matter considered
in the interim. It has been considered,
as far as the Government is concerned,
by the Minister of Finance, and to the
best of his judgment the true way in the
interests of depositors and of the people
who do iusiness with savings banks is to
give such banks a more permanent stand-
ing than they can have by holding char-
ters only for one year. Those savings
banks have been going on in Canada for
a number of years, both in Ontario and
Quebec, and, so far, no loss lias been sus-
tained by people who have deposited
their money in them. I'he bank to
which my hon. friend from Victoria
refers has been doing business in Mon-
treal for a number of years, and no stop-
page has occurred. and no losses have
been sustained by depositors. The
Savings Bank of Northumberland did
business for a nuîmber of years success-
fully, and when it wound up it divided a
considerable sum of money amongst in-
stitutions in the district in which it was
situated. . A large suin was given to the
County Council for educational purposes,
and other donations were made by the
bank when it was wound up. The bank
in Ontario has also been doing business

Hon. Mr. Dickey.

for a number of years without injury to
those who did business with it. De-
positors, however, are not driven
to those savings banks. They
have Government savings banks,
and post office savings banks in all the
large cities and towns and many small
places in the Dominion. If they prefer
the security of the Government to that
of private savings banks they can h4ve
it. If they prefer to deposit their money
in the chartered banks they can do so ;
but unless you give those institutions
some more permanent hold upon the
publie than the renewal of their charters
from one year to another you do them
harm, and in doing them harm you in-

,jure the depositors. If we take our past
experience we will find that there has
been no cause for alarm to anybody on
account of those banks. They ought,
however, to be placed on a more per-
manent footing. That is how it appeared
to the Finance Minister, and it seems to
me that is the safest way to leave it.

Hon. M r. DICKEY - It is fortunate
that no loss has hitherto occurred to de-
positors, but, unfortunately, we cannot
foresee when a disaster may happen, and
generally there is very little notice of
such a change in the condition of things
beforehand. I am not quite sure, from
the information we have had, that some
of those saving banks have all their securi-
ties in j ust the position that they ought to
have them. The object of my suggestion
has evidently not been appreciated by
the hon. gentleman. My idea-is that the
Government, unless they are prepared to
say that these banks should go on with a
single liability, should take it into con-
sideration, with the view of altering the
legislation for those banks. if they con-
clude to extend these charters for nine or
ten years after wlat has been stat el here
te-day, it is very unsatisfactory that they
should continue to do business under the
present system. That is my view of it ;
but, of course, I am not prepared to give
a positive opinion as to what ought to be
done. Time ought to be given to enable-
the Government to change the legislation,
so that those banks could not have power
to say, after their charters had been ex-
tended ten years, that Parliament has
sprung upon them other arrangements.
We should be in a position to say, "Your
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charter will expire in another year, and vas another instance of that in our
we wish to make those changes," and neighbourhood. A company put up the
then the matter could easily be arranged. words ISaviugs Bank" on their office,
I think that would be a much better way and began to take deposits; but they
than to extend their present charters for were notitied that if they did not tako
another period of ten years. down their signboard,co mplaints would be

nwade to the Finance Minister at Ottawa,
rand they took down their sign accord-

The double liability clause is only im- ingly and discontinued taking deposits.

posed because the ordinary banks have a I think the country is pretty well pro-
circulation. The bills of ordinary banks vided with savings banks. There are
go into circulatien, and every one gets Government savings banks by way of
them without any immediate thought or post office savings banks, and also loan
consideration, and they pass from hand to societies' savings banks. There must be
hand. Therefore, there is this protection $10,000,000 depsited in those saving
given of double liability. But the sav- , banks i0 Ontario. If anything couldl
ings banks do not issue bills at all, and have been done to have placed these
those who go to deposit know what their savings banks upon some permanent
security is, and they do not expect to have foundation I think it would have been
any double protection. I do not think iwell in the public interest to have done
there is any precedent for a double lia- so
bility clause except in banks that have
a circulation. The clause was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. HOPE - I think the day
has gone by for this class of savings
banks. They did very well in a former
period of the history of the country. As
far back as 1846, there was an Act passed
by the Parliament of Canada authorizing
the formation of savings banks. They
were constituted on a very primative
principle. They had no capital, and the
only security depositors had was the se-
curity of their own money. I was con-
nected for several years with a% savings
bank in the west. It was a very proti-
table one, and after winding it up the
trustees handed over a considerable sum
of money to a prominent charitable insti-
tution of the district. But savings
banks now-a-days are expected to have
capital, and the Government hitherto
has bound down all the savings banks
connected with loan societies or insti-
tutions of that kind not to take deposits
exceeding the amount of their paid up
capital. There is the security to
the publie who deal with these
institutions, and the old fashioned system
of savings banks without other security
than depositor's own money has gone out
of existence. i understand from what
the leader of the Government says that
there is no savings bank in existence in
Ontario, that it has been absorbed by an-
other institution. I am surprised that
that they would presume to take depos-
its under their Ontario chaiter. There

Bon. Mr. Dickey.

Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved the
following as a sixth clause to the Bill:

Clause A.
" 6. The said banks shall each of them fur-

nish annually to b4e laid before Parliament
within fifteen days after the opening of each
session, certified lists of the shareholders,
with their additions and residences, and the
number of shares they respectively hold."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - " And the
amount paid on each share " should be
added.

Hon. bir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

Yes, that might be added.

Hon. Mr. HOPE - Might I ask the
hon. the leader of the Government the
amount of stock of these banks in pro-
portion to the paid up capital I

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

Yes. The capital stock of the Montreal
City and District Savings Bank is
$2,000,000 ; the paid up capital is $600,-
000 ; the amount of their deposits is
$4,761,462 ; amount of Government de-
posits payable on demand $126,937 ;
total liabilities $5,356,361. I suppose
it is somewhat thej same with respect to
th different loan companies in Ontario
which enjoy large deposits.

Hon. Mr. HOPE - But the deposits
of the Permanent Building Societies can-
not exceed the amount of their paid u)
capital, while this savings bank has in
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deposits nearly nine times the amount of mentioned, i every part ofthe Dominion of
its paid up capital. Canada."

lon. Mr. McMASTER - They can-
not exceed their paid up capital. Be-
sides, the unpaid amount remaining on
their mortgages nust be sufficient to pay
all their liabilities.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Looking at the securities which this bank
1101(s, viz. : Dominion securities, $893,-
015; loans for which bank stocks are
held as collateral security, $2,106,565 ;
loans for which other stocks, bonds or
debentures authorized by law are held as
collateral security, S1,503,613 ; cash in
hand, or on deposit on cali in chartered
banks, $885,030; landed property of the
bank, $3339,882; miscellaneous, $120,-
971, etc., I do not consider the deposits
are too large.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. LEWIN, from the Com-
mittee, reported the Bill as amended.

The amendments were concurred in,
and the Bill was read the third time and
passed.
CREDIT FONCIER FRANCO-CANADIEN

BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. GIBBS moved the second
reading of Bill (31) " An Act to enlarge
and extend the powers of the Credit
Foncier Franco-Canadien." He said :
Perhaps it is well I should make a few
observations, in answer to some objec-
tions that were raised the other day, in
explanation of some features of this Bill.
A misapprehension appears to have
taken possession of the minds of hon.
gentlemen that it is the intention of this
Bill to re-enact the legislation of the
Province of Quebec. If hon. gentlemen
will turn for a monent to the preanble,
and also to the first clause of
this Bill, they will find that re-
ference only is made to this Com-
pany being incorporated in the Province
of Quebec, under the name of the Credit
Foncier Franco-Canadien. Tlien the
first clause enacts that :-

" 1. It shall be lawtul for the Corporation
created and constituted under the name of
' Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien' by the
statute of the Province of Quebec cited in the
preamble, to exercise the powers hereinafter

lIon. Jir. Hope.

It will be seen, therefore, that the enaet-
ing clause of this Bill is merely in-
tended to apply to every part of
the Dominion of Canada, and that
it has no reference whatever to the
legisiation of the Province of Quebec,
except in so far as the preanible recites
that this Corporation has alrteadyobtained
an Act of Incorporation in that Province.
I make this observation because the
question was askel the other day if it
was the intention, in this Bill, to re-
enact the legislation of the Province or
Quebec. My hon frierd near me stat ed
that there were some extraordinary pro-
visions in this Bill, and I presunie lie
referred to the 13th clause, alnd the man-
ner in which the Corporation may bor-
row money, the amount of which loan
is limited to five times the sun of its
paid up and unimpared capital. It was
somewhat different in the Province of
Quebec. The powers are somewhat more
extensive than in this Act, but this
clause simply asks that the Company
nay have power to borrow
rnoney to an extent not exceding five
times their paid up capital; a provision
to which, I take it for granted, no hon.
gentlemen can object. Then it goes on
to sav: --

" 13. The Corporation may, from time to
time, borrow money to an amount which
shall not exceed- five times the amount of its
paid up and unimpared capital ; and it may,
for that purpose, execute, negotiate and issue
obligations or bonds or debentures ins sums of
not less than five hundred francs, French
currency, redeemable either at a fixed period
or within a definite terni by means of draw-
ings with or without premiums or prizes. It
may stipulate and pay on the obligations or
bonds or debentures which may be issued by
it any rate of interest that may be lawfully
taken by individuals at the place where they
aro issued."
There may be, perhaps, two methods of rais-
ing money under this clause unknown not
only here, but I believe in the United
States or any part of this continent. It
has been adopted suçcessfully, however,
in the older countries of Europe, parti-
cularly in France, where it is intended to
raise the capital with which to carry on
the operations of this Company. The
first provides that it may raise money by
way of bonds, issued either with or with-
out premiums. The Company or the
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Government, or whoever may issue these
bonds, indemnify themselves by issuing
them at a lower rate of interest than
money is worth. In the United States I
believe it is the custorn to issue bonds,
redeemable in this wav, by means of
drawings ; the other is perhaps one which
nay be looked upon as a little more unus-

ual than the one to which I bave alluded,
that is, the issue of bonds to which prizes
aré attached which may be drawn, and
these bonds may be issued at a certain
rate of interest, usually less than the
market rate; and the prizes are given to
the few bond holders who may draw
bonds to which such prizes are attached.
With the exception of this clause, I am
not aware that there is any extraordinary
provision in the Bill, or any that will
cause hon. gentlemen to make serious
objection to its passage through this
House. As to the constitutionality of
the question - if that cones up - I
must leave it to be dealt with by hon.
gentlemen who are more competent to
discuss it than 1 am. Being a layman,
I do not profess to be competent to deal
with that matter, and, while the best
minds of the country are often divided
on that subject, I may be excused from
offering an opinion on it. I therefore
move the second reading of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -
Before offering the anendment which I

propose to submit to the House, I wish
it to be understood that I am far from
being opposed to either of the Credit
Foncier Bills which are before the Senate,
and I should be happy if, instead of
having two such institutions, we had ten
oi more established in this country. The
greater the competition, the lower will
be the rate of interest charged to borrow-
ers ; but, while it is desirable to have
these Credit Fenciers in this country, it
is necessary that their charters should
be constitutional and valid. OthErwise,
they would be of no use. As these

Companies are large borrowers, as well
as large lenders. disastrous effects would
follow thie granting of a charter which
would be found to be unconstitutional.

Hon. Mr. PENNY - Disastrous ef-
fects to people in another country.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE --

If by our legislation, or the legislation of

Hon. Mr. Gibbs.

our local legislatures, disasters should
befall the people of another country, we
would be responsible for it, if not in
money, at least in henor. The Bill be-
fore us asks that the Credit Foncier
Canadien-Frapcaise may have an exten-
sion and enlargement of its charter.
It is necessary for us to know
what this Credit Foncier is. It is
a Company incorporated by the Quebec
Legislature. For my part, I have grave
doubts as to the constitutionality of that
charter. I know that the cry has bech
raised, particularly in the Cities of Mont-
real and Quebec, that there is a tendency
towards centralizing power at Ottawa.
and denying the local legislatures the
urisdiction which the British North
America Act confers upon them. Now,
I am second to none iii my desire to up-
hold the rights and privileges of the
local governments, but I am also one of
those who believe that if we stretch
those rights too much they will break.
Therefore, every friend of our local
legislatures should endeavor to prevent
thei from enacting hws which are ultra
vires. I think, and I was glad to hear
the promoter of the Bill admit to-day,
that there is a great diversity of opinion
in the country on this question.

Hon. Mr. GIBBS - I did not refer
to this question particularly, but to con-
stitutional questions in general. I re-
ferred to it because the hon. gentleman
had raised the constitutional question
yesterday, and I said that I would leave
the discussion of that point to others.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
On this very question there has been a
difference of opinion in the other House,
and grave doubts have been express3d by
gentlemen holding high positions in the
legal profession, as to the constitutionality
of this measure. Now, this Credit
Foncier was incorporated by an Act of
the Quebec Legislature in 1880. In pass-
ing that Act, I think, they exceeded
their powers, because, in the first place,
this Corporation is in the nature of a
bank. It is not more than thirty years
since institutions of this kind were first
established in France. In 1852 or 1853
there were three of thern in that country,
and the principal one was known as the
" Banque du Credit Foncier." I do
not know the English meaning of the
term. -

Credit Foncier
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Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Bank of landed credit."

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-At
all events, it had the name of a bank.
When the Government of France con-
solidated those institutions, it assumed
the right to name their principal officers.
Having already the same powers in the
Bank of France, they probably thought
it would not do to give it the same name,
and so they called it the " Credit Fon-
cier." Hon. gentlemen nay think that
a bank must necessarily issue money,
but in other countries (France for in-
stance) there are mnany banks which do
not issue notes as our banks do; but if
this Credit Foncier does net issue bank
notes it issues what I would call promis-
sory notes. In the English copies ot the
Bill these are called " obligations or
bonds," but in the French edition, which
is copied from the French law, they are
termed " lettres de gage." What are
these "lettres de gage"? They are cer-
tainly in the nature of promissory notes,
though not payable on demand as bank
notes are. The 14th sub-section of the
29th section says : " the creation
and issue of obligations or bonds."
The word " obligation " is always put
for "lettre de gage," but hon. gentlemen
niust not be misled by the translation.
The Quebec Act says: " The obligation
shall be payable either t- order or to
hearer." This, I think, indicates that
the institution is of the nature of a bank,
and, therefore, under the British North
America Act, can only be incorporated
by an Act of the Federal Parliament.
Another objection to the Bill is this : by
an Act passed in 1871 Canada established
the dollars and cents currency as the sole
currency ot the Dominion. By this Act
this Company is authorized to require
payment of stock in a different currency.
The fifth section says: " The capital
stock shall be 25,000,000 francs, French
currency." That is establishing a new
legal tender, which can only be done by
an A ct of the Federal Parliament, and,
therefore, I think the Quebec Legislature
lias exceeded its powers. Again, under
the British North America Act the loca
legislatures can incorporate companies foi
local purposes only, but this Act incor
porates aCompany which extends beyonc
the Province of Quebec and beyond th(

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

Dominion. The principal Board of the
Credit Foncier will be in Paris, and loans
exceeding, I believe, $20,000 can only be
allowed by that Board. Now, it seens
to me, this is something more than inter-
provincial ; it is internati:nal, and cer-
tainly if any legislative body in Canada
has power to deal with such a question it
is the Federal Parliament. There is
another clause which I think interferes
with existing treaties. The last clause
of the Company's Quebec charter binds
the Quebec Government not to authorize
the formation, within the limits of its
territory, for fifty years after the final
organization of this Corporation,any other
landed credit company having a represen-
tative in France. What does this mean l
That French capital . cannot be
invested ini mortgages in Quebec,
except through this Credit Foncier.
1 doubt if even the Federal Government
bas the right to say that all French citi-
zens or subjects, who, by treaties with
England are on a footing of equality in
England, and its colonies, shall not do
business in Canada except through a cer-
tain Company which has been incorpor-
ated by a local government. To this
point I would direct the special attention
of the Government. It seems to me I
have shown that there are grave doubts
whether the Quebec Legislature had the
right to grant this charter. I wish to
have this Bill and the Quebec charter re-
ferred to the Supreme Court for their
opinion. It may be objected that we
(annot send the Quebec Act, but I think
it is clear that we can do so under the
55th rule of this House, which is founded
on the Supreme Court Act of 1875. That
rule is as follows: -

" 55. Before the second reading of any Pri-
vate Bill, the same may, if the Senate think fit,
be referred to the Supreme Court for their ex-
amination and report, as to any point or mat-
ter in connection with such Bill expremsed in
the order of reference."

The charter of this Company which is
now betere us is certainly a matter in
connection with the Bill, and 1, therefore,
move:-

« To leave out all the words after ' be ' and
insert 'fnot now read the second time, but that
it be referred, together with the Act of the
Legislature of the Province of Quebec, chap.
60, 1880, incorporating the Credit Foncier

e Franco-Candien, to the Judges of the Mu-
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re- C ,ur. faor *hj.h. -inian an the co-'ati. I itL I.& IIX~UI U1.
tutionality of the bill, and also the said Act of g
the Legislature of the Province of Quebec. g the

this Parliarnent to legisiate ? Onth
Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - contrary, it would be an argument to

do not agree with my hon. friend who has say that they have now done riglt, and
raised the constitutional question with core where they can get power to trans-
reference to this Bill. It is not, as my act their business. There may, perhaps,
hon. friend seems to think, a re-assertion b. a good deal in the points which the
of the powers of the Quebec Legislature. hon. gentleman has raised. If they were
There is nothing in this Bill which af- raised in the Quebec Legisiature, there
firms, directly or indirectly, that the Que- might be many doubts there, and it
bec Igislature had the power to pass the might be very well tiat those doubts
Bill which they did pass, and which ry should be determined by a proper tri-
hon. friend thinks was outside of their bunal, but here those deubts do not core

jurisdiction. The Bill before the House into play- therefore, I do nôt think it is
avoids that difficulty (if it was a difficulty) necessary te discuss them with the hon.
very carefully, and, although it refers gentleman. I do net agree with him in
to what has been done in the Quebec very many of them; I do net know that
Legislature, it does not affirm in any I do in aliy of them, and I think there is
way that they had the right to enact the an obvions answer to the difficulties
provision to which my lion. friand objects, which have suggested therselves te his
nor does it affirm that they had not the mmd. We are giting distinct pewers,
right. On the contrary, it asks Parlia- expressed in distinct language, with re-
ment, in clear and distinct language, ference te a Company mcorporated in
altogether apart from what has been theProvince of Quebec, and it is quite
donc in Quebec, or anywhere else, te open te us te do se.
enact certain things. Nocw, my lien. lien. Mr. FERRIER - The objec-
friend dees net suggest that they are tien is thadt the Quebec begisiature as
beyond the jurisdiction of this Parlian the
ment at al, but lie eems t fear that b e an

y ceving them as a corporation which lias
this Bih we may be asserting or affirm- been created by that Legislature. It
ing the rigt of the Quebec Legisaturee re

appemighto e maim dobts. thrend it

te do that which they have done, and right, they have gene beyond their juris-
sIr diction in granting that charter, and we

powers, but if lie looks at the Billlie are new asked to enlarge an extend the
could see that certain powers are giien powers of a Company whicli oung t net te
te this Corporation. ln the first place have an existence. That is the way i
they are given the nare of the Credit view i. a have seconded the motion i
Fencier Franco-Canadien; they are order te havethe question of juridictien
autiorized tw lend money on real estate, settled by the only tribunal competent
on bonds and on mortgagesi; te lind der sucu a decision.
money tf corporations, te acquire bonds,i
te makr Prans on bonds and public ion. Mr. DICKEY - I arn afraid
securitieh, and te take sequrity on rea that by passing this Bill we will be placed
estate, etc.; they are authyrized to have in a dilemma whic certainly las net
branches and agencies, and te have ad- been removed in my judgment by the
visory boards; arrangements are made rmarks of the on. the Postnaster
fer t e rate-f intereat l und sinking fund. General. What the tite of this Act,
Nw, thesm are pwers which this and wat are i-s objecta ns explained by
Parliament lias a right te give the preamble It is an Act te enLsrge
to this Corporation or anybody else. and extend the powers f the Credit
We find the Credit Foncier in existence, Foncier France-Canadien, 'et which the
and we say that the Company shall have preamble expressly states that it was
power te issue bonds and do this, that created by an Act of the Legilature of
and the other. My hon. friend's conten- Qu.ebec, and the. enacting clause ges on
tion is that the Cempany should have t say that it shah be Iawful for the Cor-
cone hierte in the first place, and net te portien created and cnstituted under
theQuebec Legisature. Well, suppos- the nae of the Credit Foncier Franco-

Hnon. Mrr. DeBouFRervile.
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Canadien by the statute of Quebec cited
in the preamble, to exercise certain
powers. The whole foundation of this
legislation lies in the fact thit it states
distinctly it is created by the Province of
Quebec ; and, therefore, it is a confusion
of terms to say that the Act of
tie Vrovince of Quebec bas nothing
whatever to do with this question.
It has everytbing to do with it ; it lies
at the foundation of the legislation pro-
posed, and I will state presently to what
an absurdity we shall be led if we take
any other view. Here is an Act granting
certain powers to a Cornoration, consti-
tuted how I Without any capital I
There is not a single line in this Bill
that requiresthe subscriptionof a farthing
of capital, except what the Act passed by
the Local Legislature of Quebec provides.
Therefore, it is a mere paper corporation
without any powers 'at all, and without
any organization, except whvat has been
given by the Act of the Province of
Quebec. We propose to validate that
Corporation, and say it is a Corporation
created and constituted by a statute ot
Quebec. So it appears to me that it is
only confugîg our minds to say that the
Act of the Legislature of Quebec bas
nothing to do with it, because without it
this is a Corporation without any capital
stock whatever, and without any pro-
visions for organization, antd it is the
first time I ever heard of such a measure
being submitted to Parlianient. This
Bill, standing by itself apart froni the
Quebec Act, nust be rermodelled. We,
surely, will not create a* huge corpo-
ration like this, with such enlormtious pow-
ers, without the necessity of a single
farthing of stock being subscribed. The
mover of the Bill is reduced to this
dilemnima. He says that the Act of the
Province of Quebec has nothing to do
vith it. Without the Act of that Prov-

ince we shall be required to go into this
legislation, and provide for capital stock,
and make other regulations for the
organization of this Company, as well as
provisions to protec: the public. Now,
with regard to that very point of the
capital stock, the fifth section of the Que-
bec Act, which creates it, is a singular
one. It creates capital stock which may
be indefinitely increased in amount. I
never heard of such powers being given
to any association. It has an indefinite

Hon. Mr. Dickey.

power to increase the capital stock to any
amount. If we desire to make this Bil
similar to others that have corne before
us, we shall be ôbliged to go into that
question and limit the increase of capital
stock ; but at present, if we are told that
the statute of the Province of Quebec
bas nothing whatever to do with this
question, we are reduced to this dilen-
ma, that we create a mere paper organ-
ization without any bottom to it, and if
the Qcebec Act is incorporated in this
Bill, it is open to the most serious ob-
jections. Something bas been said about
this legislation as to whether it
should be Dominion or local. I think it
is impossible to have a doubt upon that
point. What have ve been doing to-
day? We have been legislating upon in-
stitutions analagons to this very one
because these savings batiks in Ontario
and Quebec are nothing but loan societies
wvithoit the guards with which this
Parliament has surrounded those so-
cieties. Every year we are legislating
on these subjects, and incorporating andt
regulating loan societies which have not
the extensive powers that we are asked
bv this Bill to confer upon the Credit
Foncier, but powers of loaning and in-
vesting. This Parliament lias always
claimed con trol over them,and how is it we
are going to yield to the argument and say
that the Province of Quebec would have
power within that Province to enact such
a law as this enpowering the Conipany
to do business in France and elsewhere,
unless we are are prepared to say
that the h-gislati.m we have been
engaged in for the last twelve
years has been entirely ultra
vires. On the face of this Bill, as it
stands, we have that authority, and that
carta:inly is a question of principle that
we ought to be prepared to give an opin-
ion ujpon. We have a Bill which asks
is to empower this Company to borrow
to the extent of five times its capital. I
believe, with regard to these permanent
loan societies the utmost we have ever
done lias been to give then power
to borrow to the extent of twice their
paid up capital. But, apart frorm that,
what capital has this Company 1 There
is no capital mentioned in this Bill.
You only get at that by referring to the
statute of Quebec, which we are told lias
nothing to do with this Bill, and we
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must go there to find it. This brings
the statute of Quebec into this Bill,
because it is stated that this Bill is to
enlarge and extend the powers of that
Act. It is impossible to escape that con-
clusion. Then, what more i This Par-
liament is asked for the first time in the
history of the Dominion to sanction a
species of gambling, financial speculation
and lotteries. I am not going out of
this Bill now. 1 am taking the two or
three sheets of paper of which this harm-
less little Bill is composed. The 13th
section is as follows : -

" 13th. The Corporation may, from time to
time, borrow money to an amount which shall
not exceed five times the amount of its paid
up and unimpaired capital; and it may, for
that purpose, execute, negotiate and issue
obligations or bonds or debentures in sums of
not less than five hundred trancs, French cur-
rency, redeemtble either at a fixed period or
within a definite term by means of drawings
with or without premiums or prizes."

Now, I ask if there ever was such legis-
lation presented in this House ? I think
no such legislation will ever pass the
Senate for this or any other Company, be-
cause we should then be lending our
authority to gambling speculations un-
worthy of this House or of Parliament.
My lion. friend's criticism about this
question of currency is perfectly correct.
He says we are asked to legislate and to
establish a currency of francs. We
have a currency of dollars and cents,
and I am not awaré that there is another
Act in the statute book, or any bill that
has even been presented in this Parlia-
ment asking that business should be
conducted upon a basis of francs, and
that bonds should be 'issued payable in
a foreign currency. Yet both this Bill
and the Quebec Act go to establish francs
as currency of Canada. The people of
this country are not familiar with that
currency. We are constantly obliged to
go back to the Quebec Act te find out
what this Bill means. How are the
people of this country to go into a calcu-
lation to convert the currency established
>by this Bill into the commnon cur-
rency of the country? We get afloat
at once on a sea of uncertainty,
and it would never do, I think, to pass
such legislation, which would leave bor-
rowers at the mercy of this French Com-
pany. I make that objection apart
altogether from the objec4ion whiîch my

Hon. Mr. Dickey.

lion. friend has raised that we are
actually incorporating a Company to do
business in another country. Besides,
there are some other and most ex-
traordinary provisions in this Act.
One of the powers asked is to
make loans to the Government of Que-
bec - to make loans te governments in
the circulating medium of this Company,
that is to sav, their bonds. It will be
found in section 2, sub-section 7. Now,
if the Ilouse will be kind enough to turn
te section 78 of the Quebec A et, they will
find that .this idea is brought out more
clearly, and that the loans may be made
to municipal school corporations, and
church trustees, either in cash or the
bonds of the Company.* The bondi of
the Credit Foncier are to be used as cir-
culating medium, and it becomes a most
important question for this Senate, who
have always been the guardians of the
people to whon such lo-ns are made, and
especially of such bodies as municipal
and school corporations and church trus-
tees, that we should see that by no sanc-
tion of ours is this Company permitted to
make loans in its bonds, and to hand
over their bonds as circulating medium
to innocent people. It is a monstrous
proposition which I hope this House
will never sanction. Now, it is a curious
thing that when calls are not paid up in
shares they are sold in Fiance, not in
this country - the poor, unfortunate
shareholder in this country has not even
the protection of having the business
done in his own country ; on the con-
trary, the whole thing is to be done in
France. There is another very extra-
ordinary feature about this in clauses 7
and 73: -

" The borrower is to inform the Company of
anv total or partial conveyance he may have
made, and in default the Company has a right
toexact repayment of the loan, with three
months' additional interest. fhe same penalty
applies to a borrower who within a month
faits to inform the Company of any deteriora-
tion of the property."
If the shingles on a man's roof get out
of order he is obliged to inform tho
Company, under what penalty i If the
deterioration «should be of a serious
character the Company may exact the re-
paymient of the balance of the loan.
These are specimens of the sort of powers
that it is proposed by this Bill te enlarge
and extend to the whole Dominion. Be

(,redit Foncier
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another section - the 87th - all the
costs and expenses attending any applica-
tion for a loan are 'to be paid by the ap-
plicant whether lie succeeds in getting
the loan or not.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - It is done by
other companies.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I know it is
not usual among individuals. If this
Bill becomes law you are going to estab-
lish a huge institution in the Dominion
for the purpose of getting hold of the
lands of this country, because there is
power given here to subdivide into dis-
tricts any province of the Dominion, and
ireach of those districts they are en-
titled to hold $25,000 worth of real
estate. If you multiply that ainount by
the number of divisions and subdivisions
these gentlemen are empowered to make
you will find that it amounts to
millions. My lion. friend has already
referred to the privilege that is to be re-
cognized, if we adopt this legislation, of
exclusive rights for fifty years, in the
Province of Quebec, at all events. How
far that might be construed to extend to
other parts of the Dominion where this
Act is to be in force I do not undertake
to say. This is the first Bill that has
ever been presented to this House to
extend these extraordinary powers
or any analogous powers through-
out the whole Dominion. There
are some of us, at all events, fron Nova
Scotia who think the privilege, beneficent
as it may seem to some people, of allow-
ing the people to borrow money at six
per cent., with compound interest on that
money every half-year, is not an unmixed
gain to the people of that Province. We
have been reminded frequently in this
House that corporations have no souls ;
we know, at all events, that they have no
bowels of compassion, and this Company
will deal with the people of this country
in a manner very different from what
they have been accustomed to. In Nova
Scotia parties have very little occasion at
present for borrowing money, and if they
do require any they can get it from local
sources without, in many cases, going
to the banks, of which we have a
great many in that Province, but
I would say, speaking fron my own
experience, it is seldom that the
interest is paid as it becomes due.

Hon. Mr. Dickey.

We know practically what that means.
The party gets extensions of time for
months or years, until the patience of the
lender is worn out, and lie is obliged to
call in his security. But this Company,
doing business in a strict manner, would
be in a position to foreclose and take the
property from those persons who could
not pay their interest punctually. Is
that a state of affairs that it is desirable
to introduce in this country ' We know
what have been the results of analogous
cases in Ontario. We know the results
of the operations of loan societies to
which my hon. friend behind me (Mr.
Read) called attention on a former
occasion. I have no doubt lie has felt
for others, if not for himself, the sting of
the action of those societies, but it is
now proposed to incorporate a huge Coin-
pany with these enormous powers and
extend it over the whole Dominion. In
Nova Scotia we are peculiarly situated.
In Ontario they stand in a very ditferent
position,' because they possess a country
where they are able, wlen occasion
requires, to sell a portion of their pro-
perty and pay off their debt ; but in a
great inany parts of the Provinze from
which I cone the greater part of the
land is held by people who have
little means, and if they borrow monev
upon a property, and are called upon to
pay interest punctually or have their
mortgages foreclosed, in inne cases out
of ten thev would lose the property. I
do not wonder, under the circumstances,
that the Corporation asks for power to
hold $25,000 worth of property in each
division and subdivision within the
bounds of its incorporation. I, there-
fore, think, that this is not a bill that
ought to be entertained in this House.
If there be any doubt as to its constitu-
tionality, that doubt cn be removed by
referring the question to the judges of
the Supreme Court. Therefore, 1, for
one, am prepared to support my hon.
friend in his contention, and I do
ask this House to pause before they
grant a second reading of this Bill, and
establish a precedeit in legislation which
has never yet been made in this country.
I think that the considerations which
have been submitted to the House are
sufficient to induce us not to grant the
second reading of the Bill, but to assent
to the motion of my hon. friend, and see
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whether this Bill is not bound up in the grant such a charter, 1 repeat that 1
Qtuebec measure, and to see whether they canuot understand how ho can reconci!e
are not part and parcel the same legisla- his great desire - and I know that li
tion, and whether, under the circumstan- is desirous of preserving the rights of his
ces, this is legislation which ought to Province - with the position hi takes
pass this House. to-day. I do not like te trespas upon

the time of the flouse, but this question
Hon Mr. TRUDEL - The lion. is of so much importance, and the

mover of this amendment has been ex- right of the Province te legisiate
ceedingly unfortunate in the way ho bas on such questions las been so freely
chosen to question the constitationality denied (I think the hon. gentleman
of those Bills. It is to be regretted that from Amherst went se far as to gay that
he bas thought it advisable to ques- it was absurd to i'etend that the local
tion the right of the Province to pass legisiatures have sucl powers), that it is
such legislation. I am ready to admit my duty te say a few words more on the
that these Bills have given rise to some subject. It viii hardiy be necessary for
doubt as to their constitutionality, but it me te refer to the British North America
is not in the sense advocated by the hon. Act its diffrent sections are so wel
gentleman who moved this amendment, know to hon. gentlemen in this Cham-
and by the hon. gentleman from Am- ber ; still, 1 mav take the liberty of
herst. Everybody knows that the peo- calling their attention to the different
ple of the Province of Quebec have very sub-sections of section 92 - amongst
strong reasons to maintain their provin- others to sections 8, 11, 13 and 16. In
cial autonomy. They are well aware that, ahl these sections it will be seen that the
if w-e now enjoy stch rivileges as we intention of the famers of the Act was
have under the constitution of the Do- to ve the local legislatures the riglet to
minion, it is due in a great mensure to 1ehislate on m anicipal knatters, civil
the, fact that Quebec hadispccial institu- rights, prolperty, and generally on ail1
tions and laws 'which. the peclle of that matters of a local and private nature.
Province were anxious to presex e. Con- I will ask tnc e hon gentleman what is the
federation was accepted, becaise it was nature of the business to be transacte
perfectly well understood that a certain by such a Com any as this b not this
class oi subjects, such as civil rigofts an a landed credit Corpany, that is, a Ctei-
prol)erty and matters of siriinr im- pany for the purpose of loaning money to
port were specially reserved for frer aI real estate owners, trans
the exclusive control of the local actions which ar s regulated by th t civil
legiseatures. I know there is a p rw of the Province t
tendency iim the Dominion towards Hon. Mr. D [CKEY - Doing business

sjaking the laws of the country uniforrn F
I understand ttBat there are for a part rf
people of the Dominion strongA reasons to Hon. r. TRUDEL - Whatever
desire that uniformity, and 1 stippose places the capital comes from. and I will
it will le equaliy well understkod and tel the hon. gentleman that I am-not
acknowledged that there are stiil stronger 10w going int the details of the Bill,
reasons for the people of the Province of but I ah discussing the principle of the
Quebec t hold views te the contrary. juriesdiction of this Pariaent and of
The hon. gentleman froi Montarville the exclusive power of the Local Legisia-
has raised the quesion as to whether the ture to l legislat on this matter. I will
local legislature had a right te grant such bring in support of the opinions which I
a charter as the one alpuded to - that is have expresed what I consider te be a
the charter of the " Franco-Canadien very high autority - no les a one than
Credit Foncier." If I heard the hon. Lord Carnarvon, author of the British
gentleman ise the same doubt as to the North America Act. When the noble
power of the Dominion Parliahent te lord presented that Bill before the House
legisate upon sucr questions, thn I of Lords, li made a very clear distinc-
could understand tie position taken by tion between the powers which, were
him; but, when lis objections are urged conferred on the local legisatures and
against the power of the Province to those conferred on the Federal Paria

lIon. Mr. Dickey.
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ment, and in the course of his remarks
he said : -

" The real object which we have in view is
to give to the Central Government those high
functions and almost sovereign powers by
which peace and uniformity of legislation may
be secured in those questions that are of com-
mon import to all the provinces."

Is it not very clearly stated by the mover
of that Bill that the intention was to se-
cure uniformity of legislation only in
matters on wbich such uniformity was
intended to be obtained for all the pro-
vinces, and not in matters of property
and civil rights, since the Parliament has
taken special care to put property and
civil rights in every province under the
exclusive control of the provincial legis-
latures ? This question, fortunately for
us, is not a new one. The highest tribunal
in our Province -one which we have
the right to consider as deserving
of much er edit - the Court of
Appeal - bas repeatedly decided upon
questions which are somewhat similar to
this. In one instance, it was upon a
question raised about the building socie-
ties. Everybody knows that these build-
ing societies are of the same character as
the Credit Foncier ; that is, they aie
associations for lending money on real
estate. In that case the hon. Chief
Justice of the Court of Appeal, rendering
the judgment of the Court, says

«We cannot agree with the Court below
that the Dominion Parliament have the right
to pass the Act 42 Victoria, chapter 38."

It was an Act which had been passed in
order to liquidate - an A et affecting the
management of building societies, and
yet the Court of Appeal says decidedly
that this Dominion Parliament bas aced
ultra vires in passing such a law. His
Lordship continues : -

" This Act is not in the nature of an Insol-
vency law, since it is intended to apply to ail
building societies, whether solvent or not. It
is, therefore, essentially an Act affecting civil
rights, which, under the provision of the
British North America Act of 1867, comes
within the exclusive jurisdiction ot the local
or provincial legialature."

Is not this conclusive ? Does it not
come froin a very high autbority - from
the very highest tribunal in the Province,
and the very best qualified to judge of
the rights of a province ? I do not
think any one will seriously doubt the

Hon. .ir. Trudel.

question. This opinion of the learned
Chief Justice of the Court of Appeal
was pronounced in the case of MeCian-
nagan vs. the St. Ann's Mutual Building
Society. I might quote a number of
these authorities, but I will restrict my-
self to one more. It cornes from the
Privy Council, in a case on an appeal
fromt the judguent of the Superior Court
of New Brunswick. In that case, Sir
Charles Colville said :-

"Their lordships are further of opinion with
Justice Fisher, the dissenting judge in the
Supreme Court, that the Act in question, even
if it did not fali within the second article,
would clearly be- a law relating to a matter ot
a merely local or private nature within the
meaning of the 16th article of section 92 of
the Imperial statute, and, therefore, one which
the legislature was competent to pass, since its
subject matter could be distinctly shown to
fall within one or other of the class of subjects
specially enumerated in the 90th section."

It is true that this last jugment which I
lave quoted is not upon a matter exactly
similar in its nature to the present one,
but the pri-iciple is the saine - that
such matters which are clearly of a local
nature fall exclusively under the con-
trol of the local legislature. I was as-
tonished to hear the lion. gentleman from
Amherst stating that the Bill which we
havejust passed concerning savings banks,
being a Bill of a private nature, should by
the same reason be submitted to the
local legislature. It is not necessary to
remind the hon. gentleman that banks
and banking are specially reserved for
the jurisdiction of this Parlianent, and
this by a positive provision of the Act
of British North America, 1867. The
hon. mover of this amendment said that
such companies are banking companies.
I would like the hon. gentleman to ex-
plain how a society of credit foncier,
which is a society for lending money on
real estate, can be considered as a bank.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUTCHERVILLE - I
said it was of the nature of a bank, be-
cause it was so considered in France,
fron which this charter was copied. It
was there called La Banque Credit Fon-
cier. Apart from that it differs a great
deal from building societies, because
it is a Company ±o borrow money
and to lend money and to issue,
not bonded obligation, as stated in the
English version, but lêttres de gage
which are almost the same thing.

[ SE NAT E.] Franco-Canadien Bili.
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Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - As to lettre3 de a circulating medium, and they will be
gage, I challenge the hon. gentleman to of the nature of a Dominion note. This
say that they are anything else than de- is not correct. There is ai the difference
bentures! He might as well say that a in the world between a debenture and the
railway company is of the samo nature cirulation of the banks. I do not
as a bank because they have the right to intend to go into the details of tiese Bis,
issue debentures. This is nothing less because 1 do not vish to occupy the time
than a debenture. A promissory note of this bon. buse any longer
bas a special character which is well 1 rose to spenk merely for th.
known. and I invite the lion. gentleman purpose of preventing, as far as e
to open any law book and lie will find lay in my power, this bouse fîon
that there is an essential difference be- pronouncing in a sense which I consider
tween the two. The hon. gentleman said to bo against the constitutions and the
that the capital of the Company having powers of the provinces, and injurious to
been mentioned in francs, and the franc the interests of the Province of Quebec.
not being a legal tender in Canada, it I regret very inuch that sucli opinions
would anount to creatiig a legal tender, have been so freely expressed by hon.
and thus bring the subject under the gentlemen of sucl high standing as the
control of the Dominion Parliament. I. hon. Senator from Montarvilie and
do not see how he can give such an in- the li. gentlenan from Anherst, and
terpretation as that, and say because the to find in the mmd of the former such an
Company comes to this Parliament and inclination on lus part to restriet the
asks for its incorporation, ientioning its powers of the provinces, and by this
capital in francs, the fact of this Parlia means give the greatest blow to local
ment recognizing such capital in francs institutions. There is another question
would change its jurisdiction, thaG it -vich I consider cannot be ignored in this
should put it in pounds, shillings and discussion. Everybody knows tlat there
peace, or i dollars and cents. Such an are two of those Bills of a similar char-
act would not be creating a legal tender. acter before the bouse. I understand,
But this Parliament has a right to say though I am a perfect stranger to both,
what will or will not be a legal tender; that there is a competition or sometbing
for instance, they have a right like a competition between the two; and
to make Dominion iotes a legal the fact of submitting this Bil to the
tender, but it does not follow that Supreme Court would nece8sarily ha-g
Parliament cannot recognize the cur- the effect of killing it, and giving undue
rency of another country, or that preference to the other, and I do not
because they recognized by an act think this should be done unless we are
the currency ofra foreign country, that it prepared to submit both bis to the
constitutes it a legal tender. The law Supreme Court at the saine time.
will simply recognize that this Company
has a capital of so many millions of ment of the debate.
francs; that does not mean that the franc The motion was agreed te.
will be a legal tender in Canada; it is
entirely a different matter. The hon. VENTILATION 0F THE PARLIAMENT
gentleman from Amherst bas raised the BUILDINGS.
point about increasing the capital ; it MOTION.
seems to him to be a very extraordinary Hon. Mr. REESOR moved that the
power to confer on this Company. If the names of Doctors Paquet and Bailiar-
lion. gentlemen were consistent, and con- geon be added to the Comnittee to con-
sidered this Company as a bank, they sider the question of the ventilation of
would remember that the Act of 1871 portions of the Parliament Building.
gives the bank unlimited power to The motion was agreed to.
increase its capital; of course I do not
admit that the fact of increasing their
capital places them on a par with a bank. Bil (77) "An Act to amend the
There is another argument used ; they Dominion Lands Act." - (Hou. Mr.
will issue bonds, said the hon. mover of Aikins).
the amendient, and these bonds will be Te Senataadjourned at 6 p.rh.

i.i. ser. nTtrudel.
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THE SENATE.

Thursday, March 17th, 1881.

Bill (55) " An Act to amend the Acts
relating to the New Brunswick Rail way
Coipany." - (Mr. Odell.)

The Speaker took the chair at three 1 THE SIXTY-FIRST RULE SUSPENDED.
p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills
Standing Conmittees
third time and passed.

reported fron
were read the

Bill (20) " An Act respecting the
Northern Railway Company of Canada."
- (Mr. Vidal.)

Bill (23) " An Act respecting the
Ontario and Pacific Junction Railway
Company." - (Mr. Ferrier.)

Bill (79) " An Act to incorporate the
Northern, North-Western and Sault Ste.
Marie Railway Crn ." - (Mr.
Allan.)

Bill ç80) " An Act to incorporate the
Acadia Steamship Company, Limited."
- (Mir. Macfarlane.)

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (T) " An Act in amendment of
the Acts respecting sorboas.' - (Sir
Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (99) " An Act further to amend
the Acts therein mentioned respecting
the Militia and Defence of Canada." -
(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (90) " An Act to remove doubts
as to the power to impr:son with hard
labor under the Acts respecting vagrants."
- (Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (95) " An Act to increase the
salaries of the Judges of the Supreme
Court of Pince Edward Island." - (Sir
Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (97) " An Act to provide for the
incorporation of a Company to establish
a Marine Telegraph between the Pacific
coast of Canada and Asia." - (Sir Alex.
Campbell.)

FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were read the first
time and passed the second reading under
suspension of the rule of the Senate : -

Bill (42) " An Act further to amend
the Act incorporating the International
Railway Company." - (Mr. Botsford.)

Hion. Mr. Vidal.

Hon. Sir A LEX. CA MPBE LL moved
that the sixty-first rule be suspended for
the remainder of the session.

The motion was agreed to.

CREDIT FONCIER FRANCO-CANADIEN
BILL.

SECOND READING.

The Order of the day having been
called for resuming the adjourned debate
on the lion. Mr. DeBourcherville's
motion in amendment to the motion of
the hon. Mr. Gibbs, " That the Credit
Foncier Franco-Canadien Powers Exten-
sion Bill be now read the second time,"
viz : " That the said Bill be not now read
the second time, but that it be referred,
together with Act of the Legislature of
the Province of Quebec, Chapter 60, 1880,
incorporating the Credit Foncier Franco-
Canadien to the Judges of the Supreme
Court for their opinion on the consti-
tutionality of the Bill, and also the said
Act of the Legislature of the Province of
Qubec."

Hon. Mr. GIBBS said The lion.
member from Amherst was kind enouglh
to go into an elaborate criticism not only
of the Bill which I presented to this lon.
House, and for which I ask the
second reading, but he dpvoted a good
deal of his argument to the consideration
of wlat I· liold is not now before this
House, namely, the measure passed by
the Legislature of the Province of Que-
bec. It is true that allusion is made in
the preamble of this Bill to the Act passed
by the Legislature of the Province of
Quebec, but this is not the first instance
of Bills of this kind having been passed
by this Parliamient in which reference
bas been made to measures passed by
local legislatures, and, in order to show
that there is nothing extraordinary in
this particular Bill, I desire to call the
attention of hon. members to the Act
passed in the year 1878, which will be
found at page 94 of the Private Bills part
of the statutes of that year, and entitled
" An Act to confer certain powers on the
Montreal Building Association." The
preamble of that Act is as follows : -

(8 E NAT E.] Fr-anco-Cainadient Bill.
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, Whereas, the Montreal Building Asso-
ciation, a body politic and corporate, incorpo-
rated by Acts of the Legislature of the Prov-
ince of Quebec, have, by their petition, repre-
sented that they desire under the name con-
ferred on them by the Legislature of the
Provinceof Quebec, at its last session, to have
the rate of interest chargeable by them
i gulated, and other powers usually granted to
loan and investment companies conferred
ulon them, etc."
Now, that is one, but there are several
oher A ets which I might cite, and I shal
miI the attention of the Ilouse whilst I
am about it to one passed in the same
Vear, chapter 43, immediately following
the one which I have just cited " An
A et respecting the Ontario Express and
Transportatiou Company," the pre-
amable of which is as follows : -

I Whereas, the Ontario Express and Trans-
portation Company, incorporated by Letters
Patent, under the provisions of the 'Ontario
Joint Stock Companies Letters Patent Act,
1874,' have by their petitition represented
that they are desirous of carrying on and
transacting a general express and trans-
portation business throughout the Dominion
of Canada, with power to transact business
with similar companies transacting business
in the United Stated and Great Britain, and
to carry out such project, the said Company
are desirous of having their charter confirmed
by the Dominion Parliament, and of being
enpowered to do business as an Express and
Transportation Company throughout the Do-
minion of Canada, and it is expedient to grant
the prayer of their petition, etc."

The hon. gentleman in the course of his
criticisis declared that sonie of the pro-
visions of this Bill were of an extraordi-
nary character, and said that the House
was asked to give a charter to a Com-
pany which had no capital. Now, I do
tbink my hon. friend went a little beyond
what he was warranted in doing, and I
scarcely think that ho treated that

portion of the Bill with the fairness
which I am bound to say ho usually gives
to Bills which come under the consider-
ation of this House. In the Bill which
is now under consideration, it is stated
that the Credit Foncier Company has
been incorporated by a statute of the
Legislature of Quebec. If you turn to
that Act, you find it is so incorporated,
that it possesses a certain amount of capi-
tal, and the argument which the hon.
gentleman sought to make by the ob-
jection he raised was, that this House
was going to pass an Act for the benefit
of a company which had no capital.

lon. 1fr. Gibbs.

The only answer that I make to that
point is, if the Company has no capital
it cannot lend money. But another

point, and one on which lie dwelt at con-

siderable iength, was that extraordinary
powers were given to this Company to
enable it to borrow money, powers such

as were not given in the Joint Stock
Companies Act of 1877. The hon. gen-
tleman said, I think (speaking from

menory only) that under that Act

power was given to the Company to
borrow double the amount of its capital.

Under certain contingencies that is cor-

rect, but on the principle on which this

Company desires to borrow money, viz.,
the issue of bonds and debentures, the

same Act to which the hon. gentleman
alluded, passed in 1877, specifies : --

" That if the Company borrow money solely
on the debentures or other securities men-
tioned in the ninety-first section, and by guar-
antee under the ninetieth section, the aggre-
gate amount of the sums so borrowed shall
not, at any time, exceed four times the amount
of its pald up and unimpaired capital, or the
amount of its subscribed capital, at the option
of the Company."

Under that Act, they have power to bor-
row four times the amount of their capi-
tal on their debentures only. We ask
that this Company shall have power to
borrow five times the amount. I do not
think the stretch is so very great that
the hon. gentleman should characterize
it as an extraordinary provision. But
another Bill was passed in 1880, chapter
65, " An Act to give certain powers to
La Compagnie Francaise du Telegraphie
de Paris a New York." The preamble of
which is as follows : -

" Whereas La Compagnie Francaise du Tele-
graphie de Paris a New York, and the share-
holders thereof, have by their petirion repre-
sented that the said Company has been duly
ineorporated in accordance with the provisions
of the laws of France, for the construction of
telegraph lines between France and A.merica,
and between England and America, and the
establishing and maintenance of submarine
cables to unite the two continents, and of
such other land or submarine teiegraph lines
as may be requisite to complete, prolong or
make the necessary connections for or with
the principal lines, etc."

Now, that goes beyond the Dominion,
whereas the Bill before the Hiouse m erely
cites an Act of the Legislatur e of
Quebec ; and for that we are
brought to book, though this

Credit Foncier
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Parliament lias reenacted, and is iprepared to have them eliminated. If the
enacting Bills founded upon Acts Bill goes to committee, we are quit- pre-
passed in a foreign country. There is an- pared to niake such amendments as mav
other Bill, which I have not before me be desirable; but I do not think that the
ai present, incorporating the Gold Hill House would be warranted, in conse-
Coin pany, w.hose Act was obtained in the quence of any reasons wbich have yet
State of New York. This Parlianent been advaniced, in adopting the amiend-
passed that measure, so that in naking, ment of the hon. Senator from Moutar-
a reference to the Act of the Legislature ville. With reference to that amend-
of Quebec in this Bill we do not go be- ment, I do not profess to be able to speak
yond iwhat lias frequently been done on the constitutional question ; but I do
before, and, consequently, it does not think if there has been an argument ad-
furnisi any sound objection to, the Bill. duced during this debate which should
But the hop. gentleian's objection went go to convince this Hons that the
a little beyond that, and lie said thajt we anendient ought to be rejected, it is
had extraordinary powers for borrowing. contained in the elaborate speech which
If we have no capital, as the hion. gen- the hon. gentlenian offered in support of
tieman says, surely we nay have the it. Now, what is the sum and substance
privilege to borrow even to the extent of that argument ? Simply this, that this
of ten times the amount ; but if we Parliament is the place to come for this
have no capital to lend we have no basis legislation. The hon. gentleman says he
on which we can borrow. I take it, does not think it rests with the provin-
therefore. there should not be mucli cial legislatures to grant this legislation.
weight attached to the criticisms of the Well, if that be the case, I do think the
hon. gentleman on this particular point. lion. gentleman's spirit of fairness should
He desired to lav some stress on another lead him to withdraw the amendment for
portion of the Bill, which he criticized which lie selicits the approval cf this
-- that we were authorizing tiis Com- bouse. No doubt lie desîres te do vhat
pany to issue bonds and debentures not is right; but if there is any logic in bis
payable in the currency of Canada. but arcument, it is tlat ibis Company hav-
payable in francs, the currency of France, ing obtained incorporation froiu legisia-
as if this was an extraordinary pro- tures which bave net the riglt to grant
vision. rUhe.e is scarcely a Bill of iis it, lie soh ld aid ii the passage of this
kindH asking powers te borrow on bonds Bi in order t die t Coupany
or debentures, but gels ie privilege of may Io business legitimatelv, not
naking, the bonds payable cithier in the only u he Province hi which thaey

currencv of Canada or sterling of Great hbave obtained charters, but ase througi-
Britaini. The lion, gentleman, wlien lie eut the whole Dominion. The hion.
mnade this criticism, musthave forgetten, Senator fro i A herst concigtded ls ar-
entirely Theat we passed a Bill otis session guhent by saiying lie was geoing t sup-
khic gave power net mrely te borrow port tbo adndBiient. Wat is the
niuney in poundls sterling or francs o aniendmentî T t is, that the Bill shall
us bondî or debentures, but specified go te he Suprene Court for the opinions
that the Canadian Pacifie Railway of theý judge3 tiiereN--t. That, I believe,
Syndicate miglit bave power te issue de- i.i3 in accordance with the 55tli ride of
bentures payable in thalers as well. I ibis oluse, wicth enables Ius te ak the

o net toink, therefore, that Gere is any Supree Court te give un opinion upon
force in the lion. gentleman's argument, any Bih introduced in ibis Parliament
and lie niust have forootten t wat l ed but arm boAnd te say t lua if we sbuld
taken place s very recently hi iis refer lesieiation net introduced in tbis
Chamber. As te the extrardinary pro- amuse, and over wbich this Parliament
visions of the Act which was passed by exercises ne jurisdiction, the Supreme
the Quebec adislatire, I have onilv Court would niake answer that w baeve
te Say, as I have said already, dat ne authority t make sch a reference.
we do no t seek te enaci anyhing I rmake bis statement ineov ely upon my
fere that i gbjectionable tue te own conviction. There are gentlemen,
adee. Isthe hae f atures ef twhai beue, learned ito e la, t t e higlt
Bitk whicli ae objected te, we are quite if niii errt, but I toubt if this

lion. 3fr. Gibb8.
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House can send to the Supreme Court an
Act which has been passed even by this
Legislttre. -We have the right to send
a Bill tiere, but nothing beyond that,
if I understaud the rule ot the House. I
hope this honorable House, taking into
consideration the position which the
aiendnent will place this Company in,
will reject it. This Company is desirous
of importing into Canada a large amounit
of money - to 'do what ? To do that
which no other Comnpany has ever yet
done - to loan money at a lower rate
than lias ever yet obtained in Can-
ada. The old Parliament of Canada
from time to timne passed Acts, limiting
the rate of interest to 8 per cent., but
here is a Company asking that $5,000,000
may Le brought into this country to be
loanled at the maximum rate of six per-
cent. I ask this House to pause before it
interferes to prevent the importation
of so large an anount of capital which
I an sure must be for the benefit of the
people of Canada. There may be objec-
tions to particular features of this Bill.
but they carn be amended in committee.
It has been urged that the Bill gives the
Company power to issue bonds and de
bentures, payable with prizes attached to
them. I do not say that I would have
introduced that clause here if I had had
the framing of the Bill ; but these draw-
ings are not to take place in Canada, but
where the bonds and debentures are to
be sold. It is a system with which the
people of France are quite familiar, and
it offers them inducements to come for-
ward to subscribe. It is contrary to the
spirit of our people, because we are not
accustomed to anything of this kind.
However, that simple objection to the
Bill would hardly warrant us in adopting
the amendaient of the hon. Senator froin
Montarville. I think the hon. gentle-
man lias been quite illogical throughout
the whole of his speech, ,nd if it is to,
have any effect upon this House it should
be to induce them to vote in the opposite
direction to that which lie desires, and I
believe he is himself going ultra vires
in asking this House to request the Su-
preme Court to pass judgment on an
Act which I believe it cannot deal with
in that way, and in the manner which
lie proposes. I therefore trust that thiS
Bill will be dealt with in that spirit of
fairness in which every Biih which bas

Hon. Mr. Gibbs.

corne up has been treated ever since I
have had the honor of occuîpying a seat
here. If I thought that the objections
which have been raised to this Bill were
valid, I should be the last to defend it
in the manner I have been doing.
I trust that in the interests of
this country, as well ,as .in the
interests of the Company, nothing will be
done to prevent the passage of this Act
which will enpower the Company to
introduce into this c.îuntry the large
arnounît of capital which it proposes to
rarse.

Boi. Mr. R EAD - To my mind this
Bill is one of very great importance to
the people of Canada. I nust be very
satisfactory to all of us who have an
interest in this country, to think that
to-day our credit and standing have
arrived at this point, that pecple are
asking to be restricted to a low rate of
interest on moneys that they have to loan
on lands.' In the first place they ask to
be allowed to lend only half the value of
the land, and to fix the maxiiuni rate of
interest at six per cent. Will not that
be a great boon to this country î Many
of us who have been here for years and
are acquatiuted with the working of the
Trust and Loan Society, know that in
the thirtv years which they have been in
existence, rect-iving eight per cent.
interest, they have realized enormous
profits to the investors. I have made a
calculation of the amount that one dollar
would earn in thirty years, invested at
the rate of eiglt per cent., compound
interest. It would armount to over ten
dollars. It is true that people need not
have borrowed fron the Company ; but in
a new country where people are ambitious
and anxious to improve their properties,
they are very much inclined to borrow.
I congratulate the country and this
House on the prospect that for the
future, at all eveits, we may
expeet to be able to procure
money at a roasonable rate of interest.
Very few farmers can pay 6 per cent.
interest. There are millions of dollars
due to-day on which 8 per cent. is
charged, and I think this company
would confer a great benefit upon the
masses of the people by enabling them
to pay off these loans. It is astonishing
the numuer of borrowers thero are in
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this country, and the amiount that is
borrowed. If they obtained the money
from one another in this country it
would not matter much, but the money
goes to the Jews of Europe, who are pre-
pared to lend money at high interest,
and take their chances. The British
capitalists do not believe that the lands
of this country can pay a high rate of
interest, because in England they cannot
get more than two and a-half or three
per cent. at most upon land security.
When we offer them more they some-
times doubt the security. The English
capitalist likes a safe investment, but
speculators will take a high rate of in-
terest and look pleasant. I hope this
House will pause before doing anything
to deprive the people of this country of
the opportunity of borrowing money at
a low rate of interest. As to the lend-
ers, my experience is that they know
how to take care of thenselves. They
are men of intelligence ; many of them
have acquired their money by tEeir abil-
ity, and they are quite competent to
look after their own interests. You
need not watch over them so carefully
as you should watch over those who are
obliged to borrow. I ask this House not
to prevent by any side wind the influx of
foreign capital into this country, and the
consequent reduction of the rates of in-
terest which competition would bring
about.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD - I desire to
state my reasons for opposing, as I pro-
pose.to do, the amendment submitted to
the House by the hon. Senator from
Montarville. At first I had no objection
to this reference of the Bill to the judges
of the Supreme Court; but I have com
to the conclusion that such a reference
would not be in the public interest, be.
eause a Bill of this kind should not
receive opposition in this House. We
have been in need of money in this
oountry, and here is a large institution
with extensive capital coming to our aid.
We should be ready to do everything in
our power to facilitate the establishment
of such a company in the Dominion. I
know in Manitoba any such institution
would receive a welcome from our people,
who have now to pay fron 12 to 15 per
cent. for money. The bon. Senator from
Amherst said the company which is ap-

H7on. Mr. Read.

plying for this Act has no legal existence.
By referring to the Bill before the "Ilouse
he will find it stated in the first clause
that the Company is now in existence
and known as the Credit Foncier Franco-
Canadien, and we know well who the
parties are who are promoting this Bill.
We remember the circuimstances under
which this association sprang into ex-
istence. They came to this country at a
tine when serious difficulties existed in
the administration of the financial affairs
of the Province of Quebec. The Company
helped that Governrment out of its diffi-
culties.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE - I
sce in the papers that the Quebec Gov-
ernment was offered a loan on equally
good terms by a company in France, not
the Credit Foncier.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD - As we say in
French, when the daughter is -marriei
there are plenty of suitors. At all
events, capitalists with moncy came to
the rescue of the Governnent at the
time, and this Association was formed,
and consists of respectable and influen-
tial men. I regret that so many objec-
tions have been offered in this House to
a company incorporated by a local legis-
lature. There should be a certain
amount of respect for the rights and
powers of the provincial legislatures, and
unless there is, the result will be a legis-
lative instead of a federal union. That
will be the only escape from the difficulty.
For my own part, while I am disposed to
interpret in a liberal spirit all the pro-
visions of the British North
America Act, I have no difficulty
in reconciling its various clauses, and
I am not surprised when I see any com-
pany possessing a charter from a local
legislature, coming to this Parliament
for an extension of its powers, an1 I think
this Parliament has sufficient power and
authority to incorporate any company to
do business throughout the Dominion. In
this case the Company had a legal ex-
istence under the Act of the Legislature
of Quebec, and they merely come to us
now for an extension of their powers. It
seems to me that some of those powers
can only be conferred by this Parliament,
arid others by the provincial legislatures,
and the only way to get out of the diffi-
culty is to come to this hon. House and
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wsk for a confirmation of all the powers
which appear in their charter. I should
regret if this Bill and the Act of the
Legislatore of Quebec should be referred
to the Judges of the Supreme Court, be-
cause I consider that should only be done
in exceptional cases and hy members of
the Government, or in such a way that
the opinion of the judges of the Supreme
Court should not be made public. We
are here to legislate, and we have the
power to enact this measure, and we have
to act as in our judgment scems best in
the interests of the public. Therefore, I
have no hesitation in opposing the amend-
ment, and I think I express the opinion
of the House when I say that we approve
of the provisions of this Bill. We should
encourage by all the means in our power
the establishment of such institutions as
this, whose object is to facilitate the
trade of the country as much as possible.
For the first time in our history we see a
large amount of capital flowing into this
country from France, and though every
one may not have the same sympathy for
that country that I entertain, the House
will admit that no people better appre-
ciate the value of money, or know better
how to make it. The introduction of
French capital, whether in the shape of
pounds sterling, or dollars, or francs, will
do a great deal of good in this country,
and will relieve us in Manitoba, at all
events, from difficulties which at present
appear almost insurmountable. I know
cases in my province in which we have
been obliged to pay as high as two per
cent. per month for money. It was a
heavv burden, but there was no help for
it. I ask hon. gentlemen if, under such cir-
cumstances, it would be well to prevent
this Company from going into operation
in Manitoba, and lending money at 6 per
cent. for long terms to the people of that
Province. It would enable many of them
to place their business on a safe founda-
tion. Under the circumstances, I hope
that there will be a large majority
against the amendment and in favor of
the Bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The proposition
is to submit not only this Bill, but the
Act of the Quebec Legislature - which
seems to be inseparably connected with
it - to the Judges of the Supreme
Court. It must be perfectly obvious

Hon. Mr. Girard.

that ve have no power to invite the
opinlion of the Supreme Court on what is
the law in a portion of this Dominion.
It would be exceedingly improper for us
to do so.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -
Will the hon. geintlenan allow me to call
his attention to the 55th rule of this
House, which is as follows :

" Betore the second reading of any private
bill, the same may, if the Senate think fit, be
referred to the Supreme Court for their ex-
amination and report, as to any point or
matter in connection with such bill expressed
in the Order of Reference."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - But that could
not possibly refer to a statute in one of
the provinces. I will just illustrate what
I say : Supposing there is a case now
pending in the Province of Quebec as to
the constitutionality of legislation in that
Province, and the case has been argued
in the lower courts ; you .would be an-
ticipating the judgment of these courts
without learning their views or having
the measure discussed by professional
adepts, one way or the other. So that it
would be manifestly unwise for us to ask
the opinion of the Judges, and the
.Supreme Court would not undertake to
give us any decision ; they could not be
expected to come to any conclusion.
Therefore, it can only be a bill that can
be referred to the Supreme Court. I
have read over this Bill, and I fail to
discover any clause ir. it which could de-
bar us from dealing with it. I think
it is extremely unforrunate that the pro-
moters of the Bill did not incorporate in
it the Act which now prevails, although
1 do net consider it an objection to this
legislation; I do not consider that it is
absolutely necessary they should have
included it. I do not read this Bill
in such a way as would lead me to
the conclusion that in enacting it we are
at all confirming the legislation of the
Province of Quebec with reference to this
Company. The words are :-" It 'shall
be lawful for the Corporation created and
constituted under the name of ' Credit
Foncier Franco-Canadien' by the statute
of the Province of Quebec, cited in this
preamble, to exercise the powers herein-
after mtntioned in every part of the
Dominion of Canada." It is the powers
that are mentioned here that we confer
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uipon the Company, and no other powers. ever there is a sufficient amount iii the
If there is anything ultra vires in the t easury at the credit of the trustee, to
legislation of the Province of Quebec ustify bim n purcbasing a (ebenture, e
is ultra vires, notwithstanding the pas- las a riglt te drav, and the party who
sage of this Bill. We only enact the holds the debenture is bound te take his
provisions contained in this Bill. I noney - bourd to take that particular
think no honorable gentleman can point prelni or prize at the Jigare that is
ont any provision contained in this mea- named in the trust deed. It is usually
sure that is not perfectly wihin the sorne peWentage above par, se that the
purview ot the Federal Parliament. There holder of the debenture cannot lose any
is nathing ihere that we do not constantly inoney. Thus parties who purchase an
enact in other measures. Now, coming instruent of that sort. know at the
to the provisions of the Bill, there is tine that they are suhject to that draw-
nothing that strikes me as being startling ing, and they purchase with the ful
or alarming; net even in the l3th knowedge that they may b called upn
clause, which my hon. friend who bas and fdrced to take their meney. They
charge of the Bill seened to admit was get somethingin addition - the getthe
a stumbling block. We bave given such. premnum. Take these land rant bod
powers repeatedly to railway companies that tre now provided for in inany Acta
who seek to borrow money on mort- wbich are passing tbrough Parliament
gages, and moie especially that class of it is nanifestly in the interest of the
security composed of land grants. The railway companies that they shonld
railway companies are net quite as frank bave such power, and it mani-
as this Company is, and do not state that féstlv gives inereased value to
the money is borrowed in this way ; but the lebentures, because the proceeds
practically they do the same thing, and I of the sale ought to go in redemption or
will state how it is done : Certain com- the debentures issued upon them - and
panies, which believe that they can pa*, bow else are yen te make discrimination
at all events, part of their bonds before as to whose particular bond or deben-
the expiration of the final terni (assum- tire should be called in first, nnless by
ing the terni to be twenty years) take vay cf drawing 1 1 see nothing objec-
power to invest in their own securities. tionahie te it except the words, which
How do they purchase their securities in are a littie startling. We lave net
the marketî I t is perfectly obvious,if they used them before, but, as J have said,
liad te go into the market and buy these we give the powers every day to cer-
securities, the holders, knowing that the panies te carry eut just that idea.
Company had surplus funds to devote te There is nthing in this Biil te render it
that purpose, would raise the price. The necessary te refer it te the Suprern
companies stipulate, not in the Act of Court; it is a matter for Parliament te
Parliament, but in the mortgage to the consider. We bave te consider whether
trustee. that if at any particular time the Company should net lave given us
they may require to draw debentures, a fuller Bill in asking tlose powers from
they will have the right to pay for the Parliament, but I do net consider that
particular one drawn at five or ten per se necessary as te justify me in veting
cent. premium, or whatever may be against it. As te the power the Cer-
stipulated in tlhe mortgage held by the pany las ti issue its bonds payable in
trustee. It. is a premium, or prize, the coin of France, 1 do net think that
if you wish to call it so. It is ofany consequence. We had a pro-
is something always above par, be- posai the ether day te get money to
cause it would not be proper for build the Pacifie Railway; we were geing
the company to exercise its power to get geld in Hamburg, in London, in
to recall the debentures unless prepared Paris, and in New York. It did net
to pay something more than the face iake se mudl difference wlere we get
value of then. If the Company possees i , o long as we did get it; and we were
sufficient money in the treasury for the led te believe that tle wlole worid was te
redemption of its bonds, they nay all be centribute te the building of our raik
redeemed within the limit of the terni way. I think it is stmhling on a
for which they have to run; and when- very slight pretext te say that these

17i2n. 1fr. Scott.
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gentlemen cannot make their debentures
payable in francs. We constantly
authorize companies to issue their securi-
ties in sterling. It is quite true that
England is the Mother Country, and
quite proper that we should pay her that
respect, but it is a sentiment which com-
mercial men do not recognize. If we
have to make use ot debentures payable
in another country, we should accomno-
date the people who are to buy them.
The people who are to borrow from this
Company are those whose interests we
must look after; ve must sec that we
are not exposing them to be imposed
upon or unduly entrapped by this Com-
pany. In looking over the Bill, I find
they have guarded themselves very much
more than most of our loan societies
have done. I notice in the first place
there is a restriction that they shall not
advance more that one-half the value of
the property ; and there is another
restriction which is new to my mind -
and i think a very good one -- that the
value of the property shall be estimated
hy the net revenue which it is capable of
yielding. Now, those are safeguards
that I have never seen introduced in any
of these loan companies bills before. I
think they would prevent a man from bor-
rowing more than heought to do, and more
than the property should fairly be charged
with. Then there is another important
provision which enables a debtor to pay
off his debt at any time. Now, what is
the fact to-day in this country 1 We
know very well that if a debtor proposes
to pay off his debt to a loan company,
they decline to accept the money; ex-
cept at such figures as they choose to fix
themselves. There is no loan company
doing business in this country to-day that
is prepared to offer such a resonable basis
to parties des-irng to pay ups They are
governed by the position of the debtor, and
I have never known a loan company
in Canada to miake a settlement with a
debtor on any such reasonable basis as
this. I do not see any other clause in
the Bill which requires comment ;-so
far as the interest of the people who
buy debentures is concerned I do not
think that we need trouble ourselves
about that. We know that people do
not put their money into ventures of that
kind unless they have good security ;
and they are advised by the best counsel

Hon. iir. Scott.

I they can procure. They are quite able
to look after theinselves. But we have
to ldok after the interests of those who are
to borrow. I think there is a good deal
to recomnend this Bill to the House.
Of course the mortgages that this Com-
pany will take will be payable in the
coin of this realm. They will take the
mortgages from the several borrowers in
the currency 'of Canada and that is ail
we have to deal with.

Hon. Mr. HOPE - I have been in-
formed that the Act incorporating this
Company in the Province of Quebec is
ultra vires, and I loo,e,l at the Act to
satisfy myself on this sibject. It cer-
tainly is a very lengthy and
complicated document, and it would
take a longer time than I
can give to it at present before I could
find out what it all amounts to. 1
think that the hon. gentleman wno
moved the amendnent is fully justified
in desiring to have the opinion of
the Supreme Court judges upon the
measure. It is rather unusual legis-
lation for us here, and a good
many of the provisions are such
as I think are not exactly in accordance
with the legislation which ý we have
hitherto had on such subjects. The hon.
gentleman who last spoke referred to
section 2 as being very worthy of inser-
tion in any act of this kind. I think the
three clauses of section 2 are just about
as childish provisions as I ever saw on
the statute book. The Company can get
valuations to order all over the country,
and to say that they are not to loan over
more than half the values is useless.
They will soon get valuations co suit
them. These provisions of the Bill
may do well to inculcate upon the
directors in a general way, but to bind
them down in any way is ill advised, and
in an Act of Parliament, I think it is
childish in the last degree. With regard
to the rate of interest, some hon. gentle-
men have remarked that this Company is
about to effect a great reduction in the
rate, which will be a great advantage to
the people generally. I admit that I
think it is of very great importance to
encourage the introduction of private
capital, so as to aid in the developmen.
of the resources of the country. Some
twenty years ago when loan societies be--
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gan to corne into operation in Ontario, ceded him can very well be considered in
12 per cent. was the usual rate that was committee. My chief difficulty lies at
charged for money, and often higher than the very threshold of the Bill. It pur-
that was paid. There was really noth- ports to be a Bil giving certain powers to
ing to prevent thei charging anything a Company incorpcrated by an Act oF the
they could get, but the accumulation of Legisiature of Quebec; and it sets forth
capital *in the country, and the compe- that it shah be lawful for the Company
tition of these loan societies reduced the se incorporated by that Act, to do certain
rate to 8 and to 7 and even to 6 per things, borrow and ban money tlnough-
cent. Some of the leading loan societies out the Dominion of Canada. 1 have
of Ontario are furnishing money at 6 been trying to see whether there was any
per cent. to, I might say, almost any precedent for similar legisiation on the
amount ; so I do not think this Company statute book. I remember several years
can take credit to itself for reducing the age a number of Ontario ban companies
rate of interest. Companies in this applied for Acts to this Legishature ; the
country had been [loaning noney at Canada Permanent, the Western Canada,
6 per cent. before we ever heard of this the Imperial, and several others had Acts
Bill. With regard to section 13, if passed at varions times, some in 1871,
th.ese gentlemen who are promoting this and others again in 1875 and 1876.
Bill wish to secure Dominion powers, I These Acts were for the purpose of
think they ought to go to the Act that merely changing the naines of the re-
already exists on the statute books which spective companies, but they did noth-
was passed in the year 1877 ; and if they ing more than siîphy state that certain
had asked for these powers I would cempanies incorporated under certain
have been very glad to support the Bill; Acts frei the old Province of Canada,
but when they cone and ask for powers or frei the Dominion,shouldbe allowed te
such as were never granted before, they change their naios, and that that change
imust excuse us if we pause before cern- of naie shoui make no difference as te
plying with their request. They ask the rights or franchises of the respective
power to borrow money to the extent of companies in the conduct of their uai-
five times their paid up capital. The ness. But ail theso rights and privileges
Dominion statute regulating joint stock vere to remain precisely the saine as if
companies, limits it to four times. ne change of nane had occurred, and iii

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Well, make itwere simiar
o. MActs passed in the Legisature of On-

four.tarie. I have here befbre me the Acts
on. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -relatin te the Imperial Loar Company,

Ve have the right te make it four, or the Canada Permanent, the Western
make it five. Canada and some two or three other .

lu the Western Canada and Canada Per-
Hon. Mr. H-OPE - With regard to manent, I find correspending Acts in the

the prize business, I thouglht at first it Ontario statutes, but I cannet find any
was a lottery, and that tho remarks o bn the case of the Imperial. In al these
the hon. Senater fren Amnherst were ex- cases they imply asked, as I have already
ceedingly appropriate; but an attempt r of nain n
has been mnade te explain that away, and ask for at one tnine;s ; the ddbnei
te show that - as the prizes would be nesso any oeriou is, ore in 1ai-

nohr agaiterniton75 orand a87y

given nway in Paris - it would net do other way than already preented by the
any injury te the people of this country. statutes incorpgrating those then in ex-
I do net think that is a systein of legis- istence. The difficulty in this case is
lation that we ouglit te sanction, and I that this Act, if passed in its present
ebject te that course of dealing with the stat wi the aldgether incomplete; it
natter. I shahl vote fer the amend- wifo not set forth the capital of toe
ment. Company and other particulara , which

loon. Mr. ALLAN - I think that bth these froein whom they berrow
the details of the Bill, some of which. mtey, and those te whof they propose
have been aluded te by the hon. gentle- to man mney, outide of the Province
man who speke hast, and ethers who pro- of Quebec, ought te have befpre them.

uon. Mr. Hope.
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Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL- system extended to New Brunswick, and
Neither did the other Bills set forth the my hon. friend froin Amherst does not
capital of the companies. wish to see il introduced into Nova

Hon. Mr. ALLAN - They did notdifferent classes of

ask for any additional powers. farmers n de rns Whare

Hon. Sir A LEX. CAMPBELL - wealthy men ; we lhave farmers on the
They were incorporated anew. intervales who are also men of moans,

Hon. Mr. ALLAN - Yes, they were and have money to lend instead of bor-
only incorporated under a new name. row; we bave the upland farmers,
The hon. gentleman will find that i and I believe it would be unfortunate
these Acts there is nothing more than for them to have inducements held out
power given to change their names. They to them to borrow. I can tell the hon.
ask for no new powers ; they are simply gentleman that from My experience,
incorporated under a new designation. when a farm becomes mortgaged for haf

its value it soon becomes its whole value.
Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - If The mortgager gets discouraged and lets

ny ýhon. friend will look at the second the farm run down, and it decreases in
clause of the Act of 1875, of the Im- value, until by the time the mortgage
perial C ompany, Le will see that a new expires, the man is turned ont of doors.
corporation is created ; it incorporate8 It is for this reason that I shall aupport
theni under the Dominion law, whereas, the amendment. The Bit may be re-
previously, trey were incorporated only quired for the Province of Quebec but I
under the local law. hope it will be confined to that Prov-

flon. Mr. ALLAN - Admittini c anl ince.

that, there is still a wide difference be- Hon. Mr. DEVER - -I an opposed to
tween the cases of thosq companies and extending this Bif to the Province of
that of the Company whiolh asks to have New Brunswick. A few years ago, I
its powers extended by this Act. Il' and others had a great deal'of trouble in
this Act a company incorporated in on this Pariament to get for New Bruns
Province by auw Act of the Local wick a Bill permitting free commerce iii
Legisature, is asking for pow- money as a commodmity in the market.
ers to do business a over Before that period there was a great
the Dominion. That original Act of in- deal of dissatisfaction with regard to
corporation should certainly have been the handling of money. The egal rate
co far set orth or it incorporatewth ths of interest was six per cent, but since
Act, as to, give to aIl who may do busi- that Bill was passed any rate of interest
ness uith it witnout the Province of is obtainable after contracts are made.
Quebec, full information in regard to its That bas given'satisfaction to the people
capital, and ail the rights and privileges of New Brunswick, and I ar opposed to
which it possesses under its original this Bi as far as New Brunswick i
charter. The Act a its present shape concerned, because we are satisfied
wile in my humble iudgent, eertainly with existing arrangements. It is not
be very incomplete and bad legisation. binding on us in New Brunswick to

Hon. Mr. WARK - So far as this pay more than six per cent, provided we
Bih is concerned, have no objection in aie not disposed to make arrangement,
confirming the legisation of the Prov- to pay more. On that ground I sha
ince ot Quebec, if it is required; but 1 oppose tIis Bih so far as New Brun-
do not feel disposed to accept it for New wick is concerned.
Brunswick " Credit Foncier" is not on. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
wated there. We have, of course, I have istened with the greatest at-
farmers in New Brunswick who get into tention to ail tbe members who have
debt, but I do not think it is wei to spoken on this question. I do not think
hold out inducements for them to do they have answered the doubts which I
so. When we hook at the interest on a have expressed as pe the rigt of the
debt of $30,0rinth taken out of Ontario Legisiature of the Province of Quebec
every year, I do not wish to see the same w incorporate this Company. I spoke

a on. Sir haex. Campbel.
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of its having established a French cur-
rency in the Province, and although I
admit that this House has the right to
change the currency of the country, I
think there is no doubt that the local
legislature bas no power to do so.
Every one knows that in the British
North Armerica Act that is reserved to
the Parliament of Canada. More than
that, in the instructions to Lord Duf-
ferin (I have not the instructions to the
present Governor General) the Queen
says :-" You are not to assent in our
name to any Bill of any of the classes
hereinafter specified," an(d amongst others
is included, " Any Bill whereby any
paper or other currency may be made a
legal tender, except the coin of the
realm, or other gold or silver coin."
Therefore, not only is it not an Act of
this Parliament, but ouri sovereign in-
sists that such Bills shall not become
law without being referred to her. The
hon. Senator from Ottawa think that
we ought to be glad to get money froi
any source. I agree with him, and I
said yesterday that I should .be glad if
ten such companies as this would come
here to lend money at low rates of in-
terest, but it does not follow thae the
local legislatures have the right to estab-
lish a new legal tender as is done by the
Act passed by the Quebec Legislature.
The hon. Senator from Ottawa also ai-
luded to the fact that the money is to be
paid in France. That is not the only
place. By the Act of the Quebec
Legislatme it is provided --

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - That Act is not
before us.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCRERVILLE -

It is on that Act that thîis Bill is
founded, and we nust examine the Act
to understand the Bil!.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - If the Act of
the Quebec Legislatura is ultra vires the
Governor General can still disallow it.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -

If it is ultra vires, we should not enact
this Bill. In the Act of the Quebec
Legislature it is provided that the money
shall be paid in francs, not only in
France, but also in Quebec.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - Is that the
clause which you aay establishes a legal
tender 1

Bon. Mr. DeBoucherville.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -
Yes.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - That amounts
to nothing.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -
The hon. Postmaster General in his re-
marks did not express an opinion of
to the constitutionality of this charter.
He merely alluded to the various pro-
visions of the Bill before us ; but hon.
gentlemen must not forget that this Bill
is merely an extension of the Act of the
Local Legisiature. The hon. Senator from
Oshawa cited precedents for this legis-
lation, but he forgotto read the whole of
the preamble of the Ontario Express and
Transportation Company's Act, to which
he referred. While their business was
confined to Ontario they were satisfied
with the Act whicb they had obtained
fromn the Legislature of that Province,
lut when they thought of extending
their business they caine here. But
did they ask to have their charter con-
firmed 1 No, it was a new corportion
with a new capital stock. I accept that
precedent, and I say that as this Credit
Foncier Coinpany ought to have made a
similar application. We have a right
to seek for the opinion of the judges of
the Sapreme Court on this Bill, and
the charter of the Comp»ny. The hon.
Senator froin DeSalaberry, in his re-
narks yesterday, said ie had grave
doubts as to the constitutionality ot this
Bill.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL-I said I
knew that doubts had been expressed as
to its constitutionality.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -
I understood the hon. gentleman to say
that lie had himself grave doubts, and I
will refresh his niemory by reminding
hiu that he added if we should send the
two Credit Foncier Bills to the Supreme
Court, hie would be in favor of the
amendment. Did I understand the hon.
gentleman correctly i

Hon. Mr. TRUD EL - I said there
were two Bills in competition, and that
there would be a serious injustice iii
giving a preference to one of them -
that unless the two Bills were put on the
sanie footing there ýwould be in-
justice.

[S E NATE.] Franco-Canadien Bill.
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Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -
It seems to me we should consider every
Bill on its own merits, and not wait
until sone other Bill cornes up to see
if ve are right or wrong in voting on a
m easure.

The Senate divided on the amendment,
which was rejected by th_ following
vote:-

CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.

Boucherville, de
Bull,
Dickey,
Ferrier,
Grant,
Haythorne,
Hope,
Leonard,

Lewin,
McMaster,
Macdonald,
Pelletier,
Penny,
Pozer,
Simpson,
Stevens.-1G.

NON-CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.

Aikins,
Alexander,
Archibald,
Armand,
Baillargeon,
Benson,
Botsford,
Bourinot,
Boyd,
Brouse,
Bureau,
Campbell, Sir Alex.
Carvell,
Chapais,
Cornwall,
Dever,
Dickson,
Dumouchel,
Ferguson,

Gibbs,
Girard,
Gucvrement,
Hamilton (Inkernian)
IIamilton (Kingston),
Howlan,
McLelan (Londonderry)
Macfarlane,
Miller,
Montgomery,
Northwood,
Odell,
Paquet,
Read,
Ryan,
Scott,
Sutherland,
Trudel,
Vidal.-38.

Hon. Mr. •DICKEY-I think I
should not be consulting the convenience
of the House, nuch as I desire to reply
to the observations which have been

the Dominion of Canada." He said
I think I shall best consrilt the feelings
and views of the House if I take very
little time in asking them to consent to
the second reading of the Bill. I may
remark, however, that it is entirely free
from the niajority of the objections which
have been brought against the Bill tbat
bas just been before us, inasmuch as it
bas no reference whatever to a provincial
act, but cornes to us as the application of
certain parties desiring to forin one of
these landed credit companies. When I
name some of those persons - Kohn,
Reinach & Co., of Paris, Duncan Mc-
Intyre,of Montreal, Hon. Mr. Thibaudeau
and Hon. Mr. Cochrane, of this House,
and Chas. D. Rose, of England - I think
it is a sufficient guarantee to the Senate
that this Corporation is a bona fide one
which intends to go to work with a view
of benefiting the country by the intro-
duction of capital to be loaned at a low
rate of interest. The features of this
Bill are very nuch like those of the
measure which has just passed the second
reading. I do not think it is necessary
that I should enter into an explanation or
defence of them.

The Bill was read the second time.
ANDDEW MERCERREFORMATORY BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
moved the second reading of the Bill (81)
" An Act with reference to the Andrew
Mercer Ontario Reformatory for Females
and the Central Prison of the Province
of Ontario."

The Bill was read the second time.
THE SENATE DEBATES.

FIRST REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE
nade, by taking up the time of the ADOPTED.
House at this stage of the Bill. I rise lon. Mr. MACFARLANE noved
for the purpose ot stating that I shall not the adoption of the tirst report of the
oppose the second readling of the Bill, but Select Coin mittee on reporting and pub-
that I propose to deal with it in com lishing the debates of the Senate. Hi
. mittee. said : The report whicli was laid on the

The Bill was read the second tine. table yesterday, and which las been in the
possession of lion. mlemlbers for the la3,t

CREDIT FONCIER OF TBE DOINION twenty-four lOurs, wi]1 enable them to
BILL. anderstand the proposai which las been

SECOND READING. provisionahiy accepted by the Debates
Coitrnittee for next session. As hion.

lon. Mr. VIDAL moved the second gentlemen will observe, it a]ters to a con-
reading, of Bill (32) " An Act siderable extent the system which lias
to iicorporate the Credit Foncier of been pursued fur the has" three years,

lion. Mo. DeBoucMrville. 43
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inasmuch as it confines the publication of
the reports entirely to the llansurd sys-
tem in future. In that respect my -im-
pression is that it will be a great im-
provement on the present mode of pub-
lication. As lion. gentlemen well know,
the publication in the Citizen, owing to
circumstances over which the reporters
have no control, has been delayed, and
the reports are now some days in arrears.
The consequence is that matters dis-
cussed in this House have lost their in-
terest before they appear in print.
Under the new system the speeches of
hon. members will be published the day
after they are delivered, and will be dis-
seminated and read throughont the
country more extensively than they are
at present, inasmuch as there will be no
delay in publication. Each Senator will
have five copies of the first edition de-
livered to him the day after the
speeches are uttered. They wvill then
have an opportunity of revising their
speeches in print, and making such ver-
bal alterations as may be necessary for
the permanent record of the country.
For the purpose of giving, if possible,
more prominence to the French speeches,
we have thought it advisable to add
$500 to the amount of the contract in-
the hope that the services of a com-
petent French reporter may be secured.
The Committee, I may say, have taken a
good deal of pains to get the best in-
formation they could, and to acquaint
themselves with the best mode of giving
publicity to the speeches delivered in
this House, and have comle to the con-
clusion that the proposed systeni is the
best we can adopt.

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE - I would
not wish to be understood in any re-
marks which I may have to make upon
this report as desiring to act with any
discourtesy towards the Committee. I
anm well aware that in this House it is
generally considered that the report of a
Committee situated as the Debates Com-
mittee is, ough to be adopted without
dissent,· but,as my opinion is strongly in
favor of the present system in preference
to that which the House is recommended
to adopt, I must protest against the
change, and request the House to hesi-
tate before it sanctions the new plan.
Having been myself once a member of

Hon. 3fr. kacfarlane.

the Debates Cormnitte, I feel that its
mem bers are deserving of great con-
sideration for all the trouble they have
taken, but I believe there is an instance
on record where a Reporting Committee
was asked to reconsider its ieport, and
came back to this House recommending
a different plan from that first adopted.
That plan bas been in operation for two
or three years, and lias given very gene-
ral satisfaction. I remember the in-
structions to that Committee were very
precise. They were instructed to pro-
cure the publication of the debates of this
louse in some newspaper in Ottawa, so

that the reports should be circulated
with the paper, and that instruction of
the House bas been carried into effect.
A great change must have come over the
opinions of hon. gentlemen on this sub-
ject. Three years ago they were stronglv
in favor of having the debates of this
House published in sonie of the citv
newspapers, now they are perfectly ni-
different on that point, sin,ce it ap-
pears that whatever advantages nay
have been obtained by the present plan
we are to lose them eitirely by the nesv
scheme. 1 confess I myself attached a
great deal of importance to that plan. It
is said that greater prominence will be
given to our reports by the proposed sys-
tem than by the plan now in operatiol,
but I very much doubt that. What do
we find in this City of Ottawa ? We find
the Citizen published at an early hour in
the morning, and gentlemen, sitting over
their breakfast tables, have it before
them with the Senate debates, if not of
the previous night, at all events of a late
date, to read at their leisure. I very
much doubt whether the publication in
Hansard forni will have the same effect.
Iansard is something that everybody
does not care much about, and the read-
ing of it may be deferred sine die, and
probably the ultimate fate of it is, that it
will not be read at all, and will be kept
for the purpose of reference, whieh, in-
deed, is the true use of a Bansard - but
what we want is to accustom the pub-
lie to see the debates daily in soine
portion of the press, and it seems to me
not a valid objection that the debates
of this House get sometimes in arrear.
I do not think there is any valid rea-
son for blaming the reporters for that,
because it would require a much larger
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staff than we could secure without
largely increasing the expenditure to
keep pace with the voluminous debates
which occurred not long ago on the
Canadian Pacific Railway Bill. In view
of the general satisfaction which has
been expressed with reference to the sys-
tem which it is proposed to suipersede,
but which I really hope the House
will hesitate before it does so, I say,
looking at those things, it would be
very unwise on our part hastily to
abolish a systema whicli lias given very
rgeneral satisfaction, and adopt another
which it is said has been found to answer

son-lv concerned in them, and when
siichi debates occur they are given at con-
siderable length in the London papers,
but the ordinarv proceedings of the
H- ouse of Lords, like proceedings of this
House, have not suflicient interest to in-
duce any prominent newspapers to
Occupy any large space in their columns or
to incur any considerable expense in re-
producing them, even in condensed form.
For that reason I think the House will
be acting unwiselv in casting away the
advat.age they have enjoyed of occupy-
ing daily during the session so much
space ir one of the papers puîblishîed here

in another pa.Tf the reports wlivhî in Ottawa. For that reason f do hope that
W(e îySeo daiî 'v in theý-- cit : of the House will hesiratc before they adopt
the debates of tie House of Commons tbis re-port.
are to be accepted as a satisfactory illus-
tration of the working of that systern, li. 1)1r. DJCKEY - I have no de-
I can only say that I deem such work suc to say muchi on tis subjeet, because
to be very unsatisfactory. I have seen it is well known that my views on the
reports of nost interesting debate3, which general question of reporting do not rua
I had listened to with the greatest plea- on ail fours with the opinion of a great
sure in the galleries the preceding night, m.my gentlemen ici this buse. My

urtailed within the snallest bounds, contention bas a]ways been that we get
and not given with the fairness that one t00 utile for our inonev, and that we
would have a right to expect. I pay a great tUai for which. we "et no
think it lion. gentlemen expect andou the
section of the press to give a resumé of n
the debates of this Ilouse in a fair, can- the best tbey could. Thev have t1ivea
did and impartial spirit, they will bc the question their careful Consideration,
very much disappointed. Il the flrst and 1 cannot go quite as far as uny hon.
place, it would require a reporter of the friend who py opose3 to oppose the report,
very highest ability. It is not ordinary but tbcîe are otie or two points ou vhich
reporting, but special wor-k. A 1 shiould hike to have a word ot explana-
man may be a tirst eliss reptorter tVon fromn the lion. Serator who has
and yet not have the special talent ad liaî'ge Of this matter. The question of
knowledge required to summarize a de- revision of speeches cornes up, and I
bate. And, in the next place, all the should like to know wbether these copieg
leading papers of the Dominion wvill pro- for the newspaper4 are to be sent aftcr
bably find it more to tlieir interest to tc reports are revised or before
publislî the (e)ates of the Huse of Ion. Mr. IACFARL aNE - Be-
Commons and of the Local Legistthress ete
raither thai of the Senate. I iwink we
sîould look at the subject of Ourg debates Hon. Mr. DICKEY - If they are to
iii a spirit rather different from what be sent before revision, then io is obvious

on. gentlemen are incmined to re- we sha have reports sent out the
gard them. If we look, for instance, at coutetry s our utterances when we have
the debates of the ouse of Lords, andi te not litl an opportanity of revising them,
maniner in which thev are reporteà in the and the rpviatio r wil onlh apply to nc
London papers, wc do not lad that they permanent reor-. haobon reads them,
are considlered of sufficient iaterest t ne is we ave been told on seve-al occa-
given in extended form. There may be oc- sins, an t they c only h vseful as a
casionally debates on afairs in India and hook of refereni e. That will make an
Afghanistan in the House of Lords objection to this system which does not
which possess special interest, because. apply to the present arrangement, be-
perhaps, many of the speakers were per- cause now, when the deoates do go before

Hon. MrJ. Hlaythorne.
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the public. tley are published in an Prince Edward Island thinks the publi-
authentic for, after being revised by cation in a newspaper bas advantages
the hon. gentlemen who speak. The over the proposed system. That is quite
change in this respect really makes the true, and if we could secure prompt pub-
suggested arrangement a little more un- lication in the columns of a newspaper
satisfactoty to me than I had sup- we would continue the present arrange-
posed, for, after all, what is the propo- ment. But it is because it wvs impossi-
sition î It is that the speeches ble to get a paper here to publish heavy
shall be reported and sent to the world, repoits with reasenable promptitude that
then, after they have been published, we were forced te adopt the only alter-
they may be revised and republished in native, which is contained ln this report.
book form. I think that will not be a How does the present system work? If
satisfactory arrangement. It will lead a any gentleman will take the trouble to
great many gentlemen to say that if their rcad the Citizen three weeks hence, hè
speeches are to be sent to the world Nvill ho inclined to think that the Sonate
without an opportnnity for revisingting. I have ofn been caffed by
them, they will scarcely take the trouble peopiewho haveseen thereports appear-
of going through them afterwards. At ingdaybydayafterprorogation, andasked
the sanie time we have been making ex- i the Senate had net yet adjourned. This
periients on this question froin year to year thev are much better up; they are
vear. We have been endeavoring to within a week but stili a deiay cf a week
combine correct reports with prompt is entirely tee long. Bis conic up hero
publication at the least expense, and and are discussed, nl it is very wel
now it appears we have got on the as- known that after they pass the final
cending scale, and we are proposing to stages the public cease te take any interest
expend $500 a year more, besides the in them. It is only while publie
amount that is to be paid in addition opinion can affect the legislation of the
after the limit of five hundred *pages is country that the people take an interest
reached. Feeling, as I do, that I have in the debates. As it is new, if the
been opposed to these reporting arrange- publie were te rely for the înformatbn
ments of the past, it is but fair that they get cf our deings on the only chan-
I should say that I have no fault to find nel threugh which they are officially
with the manner in which the reporters communicated, the business would be
have discharged their duties. I think passed and gene before they would have
the reports have been im'rked by a won- an epportunity cf expressing an opinion
derful degree of accuracy, and the single upon it. That is the great defect cf the
objection I should make to them is their presentsystem. I ain quite pre)arod te Say
diffuseness. Tlat is an objection that is that the centemplated change is net e
not likely to be removed under the pres- whicli meets my entire approval, but we
ent proposition. Therefore, while I can- are forced te adopt it, unless we appro-
not express ny satisfaction with the re- printe a much larger ameunt for the
port which bas been submitted by the service. The only way in which we
Debates Connaittee, Ithink, on the whole, could meet the views cf the whole liuse
I shoiul not he justified in setting my weuld be te secure the publication cf a
will against theopinion of the Commnittee report in sone of the leading newsiapers
anid the majority of the House. promptly alter the speeches are deliver-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT.-The Committee ed. We cannet obtain that under the pre-
in making the report are quite aware sent financiai basis, but we are promised
that it could not be received with un- that the speeches will ho publishod within
aminity by the Hiouse. It has been a twenty-feur heurs, and that a portion
vexed question, and here I mîight observe cf the first edition vil1 be distributed te
that if it is thé opinion of this Honse that the newspaper press et the country. They
any better systemi could be adopted I wiIl go ail ever the Dominion within two
should hope they woiuld not, out of any mails nftor the speeches arc delivered, so
sentimental compliment, besitate to ex- that the newspapers can publish them if

press its opinion. We feel the difficul- they cheose.
ties to be overcome as much as hon. gen- lon. Mr. AIKINS - If I understand
tlemen do. The lion. Senator from the report, it will be tho unreviset editien

Jcaio iae. Dickey.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT - We would only
have to speak with more care. We
know that in regard to the House of
Commons it is the unrevised edition that
is read by the piblic. The members of
that House have not the opportunity of
revising any reports that go to the public.
Speeches are delivered late at night. They
are rapidly transcribed by the steno-
graphers into lo'g hand, sent over the
wires and pass into the printers' hands,
and appear the following morning. The
members no doubt find that they are
made to say a great imany things for
which tliey would not like to be held re-
sponsible.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - That is only a
summarv.

Hon. Mr. SCOT ' - It is only a suma-
mary that the public read. The general
public do not read the revised reports of
the House of Commons debates. The
speeches which the public read are the
summaries flashed over the wires and
the unrevised edition of the flouse of
Commons debates. The orily speech
that is ever carefully prepared and de-
livered to the country is the Budget
speech. When any member, of the House
delivers an important speech he takes
care to revise it, and have it published
on his own accournt. But if hon. gen-
tlemen wantto revise their speeches before
they are published I can only say that
they will be very old news before they
appear in print. I know I ami one of
those who, after delivering a speech, do
not wish to read it again, and I think
most hon. gentlemen who have to speak
very often, find it too much labor to read
over their speeches unless they want
them to be made of record. So far as
the transactions of this Chamber from
day to day are concerned, it is really
impossible that they can go to the public
in a short time if we are going to revise
them. One gentleman is quite ready
with his speech, and another may not be
able to look at his for sone time, and in
that case the whole report must be kept
back. The revision before publication is
impracticable. As a member of the Com-
mittee, I shall be exceedingly glad if the
House can suggest some systen which
will be more universally approved than
this.

IIon. Mlr. , cott.

lon. Mr. DICKEY - If it be true,
as the hon. gentleman says, and I have
no doubt that his opinion is correct, that
the general public will not read the
Janard, why is it that we are going to

such an enormous expense to circulate a
HIansard over the country.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - When I speak of
llansard, I use the term in contradis-
tinction to the sheets containing the unre-
vised edfition which is distribuîted
promptly. In addition to our sugges-
tions, I hope next year we will see our
way to the adoption of a sutmmary that
will be irserted in four or six leading
newspapers. I understand that it will
not cost a very large sum of noney,
and there will be only the emobar-
rassments of the preparing of that
summary. But that is a matter entirely
independentof this11ansard. We want an
oflicial report. Hon. gentlemen are con-
stantly turning up the speeches delivered
in former sessions, and we cannot carry on
the business of the country without
being bound by our statements. What
we did and said last year are matters of
importance in the debates this year, and
it is for that reason that we ought to have
a correct Iansard to which we can refer
at any moment.

Hon. Mr. KAIJLBACH -I must say
I prefer the existing arrangement to the
one that has been proposed. I think we
secure greater publicity by the publication
of our debates in the Citizen, because
that newspaper exchanges with all the
leading journals of the country. Under
the new system the reports which go to
the public cannot well be accurate, at
least as regards dates and figures. These
inaccuracies will create erroneous im-
pressions which cannot easily be removed.
Once an inaccurate report is published
it will get into other papers, it
will be alnost impossible to correct it,
certainly the public will not see the cor-
rections, and there will be little 5atisfac-
tion in having it thereafter appear in
proper shape in the Hansard volume
simply as a record. Considering the
anount of money which we are expending
on this service (and I think it is well ex-
pended), I do not think that the proposed
arrangement will he satisfactory or will
give the same pablicity that is secured by
the present system. My conviction is
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that we are not adding to the importance
of the Senate, the interest taken in its
debates or their accuracy, by the propo-
sition made by the Conmittee, and I am
prepared to vote against it and continue
our present arrangement, whieh gives
general satisfaction.

Hon. Mr. DE VE R - I feel some
delicacy in opposing the report of the
Committee. I have no doubt they took
tflie greatest possible care to devise the
best system they could, but I must say
that I am opposed to any change front
the present arrangement, which bas
proved so satisfactory. I think it would
be unfortunate for members of this
Senate to be deprived of the opportunity
of revising the reports of their speeches
before thev go to the public, becanse if
they go in an imrperfect or uncorrected
state it will be impossible to remove or
revoke the wrong impressions which they
will create. Then, as to publicity, I Can-
not for the bfe of me see what publicity
a few sheets of paper sent throughi the
mails could give. Uder the present
arrangement we rceive the Citizen, con-
taining the reports of our speeches, on
coming to the Senate in the morning;
and we can send copies of the paper in
large numheis to our frienis, and in that
way a good impression is created, and
the business of the Senate is inade
known all over the country. The phi
proposed by the Committee is not new.
We had something similar to it in the
session of 1878, and I can recollect at
that time there was a very poor impression
abroad with. reference to this House. Since
we changed the system there has been a
narked improvement in public opinion
in reference to the Senate, and tbe people
entertain a diflerent feeling for this
Chamber. Three years ago it was quite
a common thing to apply the mxîost
offensive epithets to this House ; one
gentleman going so Jar as to characterize
it as an asylium for broken down politi-
cians. .I am sure the expressions of this
House are looked for with the greatest
interest by the people, who believe that
we give serious and carefuil consideration
to the subjects which come before us. I
cannot conceive that it would be possible
to improve on the present plan. It has
given general satisfaction, and brought
about a unity of sentiment amongst the

Hon. Air. Kautbach.

several memlbers of this House. I aml
not aware that a single gentleman has a
feeling that injustice lias been done to
him, and that is an important matter in
a Hause of this description. It is better
that this good feeling should exist than
tiat any portion of the mniembers of the
Senate shoufld feel that injustice was
beng done theim because they happen to
be iii the mincrity. If the new systeni
is adopted and inembers are not given an
opportuoity to revise their speeches, they
will feel that they are not bound by their
utterances as reported. Under the cir-
cumstances I certainly feel anxious to
continue the present arrangement until
.the Conmittee Can offer us something
better.

lon. Mr. McLELAN - I should
like to knov if the Comnnittee have made
any inquiry as to the cost of getting a half
column or column summary published
in some of the leading papers in Toronto
or Montreal. I think that is the only
way to get publicity for the proceedings
of this bouse. The edition, I see, is to
consist of 1,200 copies, of which 700 are
to be distributed and the remaining 500
are to be revised and bound. That must
involve a very considerable expense, and
I should like to knov whether for the
same amount of mîoney we could not sub-
sidizo the leading papers in Toronto and
Montreal to publish a daily summary
and whether such publication might not
b substituted for the 700 copies that are
intended for distribution i

Hoi. Mr. MACFARLANE - I may
say that we did make inquiries, but were
not able to get any satisfactory reply. If
you leave it to the Toronto and Montreal
papers to send their reporters, what would
you very probably find ? There would be
different reports, and you would not have
satisfactory summaties. Every hon. gentl-
eman knows that it is very diflicult to get
correct summaries of debates. The lead-
ing newspapers are represented in the
other House, and publish suinmaries to
suit their readers. That would not be
satisfactoryin this House. The Coimittee
are not wedded to the system recom-
mended in the report, nor vill they con-
sider it at ail offensive if the House should
adopt a different arrangement. By this
plan the speeches appear in print the day
after they are delivered. If they containb
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inaccuracies they can be corrected for the The motion was agreed to, and the
bound edition. i Eill was read a second time.

Hon. Mr. DEVER -- But the harm
is donc.

Hon. Mr. MACFARLANE - The
correction will go as wide as the harm.
But under any circumstances we certain-
ly ought to be prepared here to depend
as much upon the reports of our speeches
as members of the other House, vho
never see the reports until after they are
published from one end of the Dominion
to the other. Not only have they no
opportunity to revise thern, but they
have to risk the errors incidental to the
transmission of hastily prepared reports
over the wires at a late hour in the night.
If any serious errors occur they can be
corrected by a statement in the House,
as is often done in the other Chamber.

The report was adopted.

EUROPEAT, AMERICAN, CANADIAN
AND ASIATIC CABLE COM-

PANY'S BILL.

CONCURRENCE IN AMENDMENTS.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved concur rence
in the amendnients made by the flouse
of Commons to Bill (F) " Au Act to iii-
corporate the European, Aimerican and
Canadian Cable Company (Limited)."
le said: The changes made are, in the
first place, to the title, introducifig the
word " Asiatic," and more cefinite power
is given to th e Company to lay a cable to
China and Japan. The clause restricting
the rate to 50 cents a word bas been
struck out and a clause substituted
authorizing the Governor in Council
to fix the rate, and from time
to time to alter the saine. Several
clauses in the Government Bill are intro-
duced, giving special preference to Gov-
ernment messages, and in favor of not
only the Canadian Government, but also
the Governments of such other countries
as the cable may connect with, giving
them special advantages and privileges.

The motion was agreed to.

DOMINION LANDS ACTS AMENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

lon. Mr. AIKINS moved the second
reading of Bill (77) "an Act to amend
the Dominion Lands Acts."

Hon. Mr. Macjarlane.

The Scnate adjourned at 6.10 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Friday, March 18th, 1881.

Thie Speaker took the chair at three
p.n.

Prayers and routine proceedings.
THE UREDIT FONCIER FRANCO-CANA-

DIEN BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Com-
nittee on Banking and Commerce, re-
ported Bill (31) "An Act to eniarg and
extend the powers of the Credit Foncier
Franco-Canadien," without amendment.

Hon. Mr. GIBBS moved the third
reading of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I think the
House should pause before reading the
Bill a third time, for reasons which I
shall briefly state. It is not my intention
to enter into an argument, but simply to
state my reasons for opposing the third
reading. My contention is that the
effect of the Bill will be to give legisla-
tive sanction and recognition to the
statute passed by the- Legislature of
Quebec, vhich some of us think to be
ultra vires, and contains provisions that
wouild not be entertained by this House
were they embodied in the Bill which is
now before us. I think it is quite clear that
this Bill, if it passes, will give legislative
sanction to that Act, at all events, to
this extent, that it will not be in the
power of persons opposing that Act iere-
after to say that it is ultra vires. When
I made the point the other day I was
told by the inover of the Bill that the
Quebec Act had nothing whatever to do
with this Bill. I was surprised at that
somewhat broad - I will not say bold -
assertion, and I waited to see what
explanation could be given of if.
My hon. friend, very soon afterwards,
was answered in this way, that
the Quebec Act must either be
a part of the Bill, or not; if
it was a part of the Bill, then it was
clearly ultra vires. If it were not a part,
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then this Bill provided for no capital contention is that, wle that vas the
for the Company, and there were no pro- case vith regard to the Montreal Build-
visions for its organization and no regu la- ing Association and other Acts, it vas
tions except those mentioned in the Bill, unnecessary to report the provisions or
which did not cover the grounid at ail. those Acts, for the plain reason that thev
When I made that contention niy lion. were contained in the Act vhich incor-
friend advanced a step further and said poratel the Association. In the same
that the capital stock would be found in sense 1 contend that this Act when
the Quebec Act. That is a very fair an- passed dees sanction the provisions nade
swer and I do find it in the Quebec Act. in the Quebec Act of 18ý0. This is the
But what I contend is tlat my hon. objection which 1 entertain on that point.
friend cannot refer to the Quebec Aet for Whcn we core to consider the Bil a
one purpose, and say that it is not before little doser we will find it is open to very
the fHouse for another purpose. rhte considerabie objection, as has ahready
bon. gentleman bas already opened up been point(.d out. The great point which
the matter a littie further by calling at- Nvas pressed before the Ilonse, and which
tention to another section of the Bill un- was recomniended to the buse, was the
intelligible without reference to the fact that hereafter there was to be a great
Quebec Act, which I say is an essential hoon to the î>eople of this countrv in the
ingredient in this legislation - that, Îs reduction ef the rate of interest on ans.
sub-sections 3, 4, 5 and 6; they are ail Wlen we core to apply tlat test to the
cognate. They ail relate to the Board of provisions of the fourth sub-section of
Management; the third clause is as fol- this Act, which authorizes the Company
lows: "For the management of lusi- to acquire, by assignment or purchase,
ness each province, other than the Prov- bonds, mertgages and hypothecary o-'
ince of Quebec, shall forai a division, t privileged claimsbeing ajst charge pon
the Board of Management nay, if it deem real estate situated within the Dominion
proper," do so-and-so. What Board of of Canada, the House vill see at once
Management I There is no Board of what the effect of that will be. The
Management mentioned in this Bill and effeet of it will be that this Conipauy can
we must go back to the Quebec Act, and purchase by assionments mortgages
find by looking at a great many sections bonds and other instruments, bearing in-
there what this Board of Management is terest, it may be, of 7, 8 or 10 per cent.,
and what are its functions; therefore these These are consequences entirely separate
sib-sections prove that the Quebec Act is from the debentures, and other instru-
bound up in this and is an essential part ments nentioned in sub-section. five.
of it. My lion. friend referred me the They are enîpowered to purchase them
other day to the Montreal Building As- and use them, and te collect ail the ob-
sociation as a precedent for this legisla- jectionable interest upon those securities
tion. I had not an opportunity of an- beyond 6 per cent. Now, vhen we look
swering him under the rule of the House, at the practical effect of this, we shah se
because I had spoken on the amend- it to be just this: this Company, the
ment, but that reference is entirely be- Credit Foncier, will net be very likely to
side the question. The Act recognizing the take 6 per cent. when they can get 7 or
existence of the Montreal Building As- 8, or more, and my purpose is to show
sociation, like ail other Acts recognizing the liuse how they can easi]y get more.
the existence of companies chartered In my Province the legal rate of interest
elsewhere, was based on the principle on mortages is seven per cent. only. It
that there was nothing in those Acts to is lower than in other provinces
contravene the legislation of the Domin-
ion - that there was nothing objection-
able in them, and so far it was quite un-
necessary to repeat ail the provisions of Hon. Mr. IDICKEY - That i3 where
that Act, because the recognizing of this there is no contract made. ln Quebec it
Building Association carried with it ail is eig t per cent., believe, and wben we
the legislation in the charter or Act by go te Ontario 1 Iind that niortgages are
which this Company was incorporated. taken with a stili higber rate of interest.
But this is a very different thing. Our Ail thoe cat be purchased I)-

lion. ctr. Dickey.
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this Comipany, and in that way they can 1 i
get a higher rate of interest, and conse- ada is fixed by law, and this Bill pro-
quently they will confer no benefit to poses to fix another curreacy, and regu-
the people of this country. What wiIl late business to bc conducted in that
he the other effect of this î It will be urrency, not oniy in tlis çoantry, but
that the object of this Act, vhich is to ahroad, aid therefore it is not a p'ivate
<get the rate of interest down to six per and local Biil, as bas been stated.
cent., can be evaded by parties taking Under tiese ci'cumstances, 1 think.
iortgages and transferring them over to the Iloiîse should before passing

the Company, and in that way enabling the Bili. Lt is difficuit forecast
the Conpany to collect a higher rate of the cflect of sucl legisiation when it las
interest than they could collect on loans, only b3en discovered to-day tiat the pro-
because these are not loans, they visions of this measure (and I ani nom,
are purchases. My hon. friend the pro- confining myseif to the Bil before the
ioter of the Bill has candidly stated buse without looking at the Quebec

that they intend to have power to go Acu at ait) wiii enable these parties to
into the niarket and purchase these se- deal with securities of this country in
curities. I point this ont to show that sncb a way as to obt-in a higber interest
the limiting of the rate of interest on tian 6 per cent. Thon there is another
loans does iot amount to nich after all, provision in the Act of 1880 of the Que-
because they have power to go into the bec Legisiature, which I contend is es-
market and purchase mortgages bearing sentially a lait of this Bill, and vhich
a higlier rate of interest in the manner I vi1i, no doubt, be the cause of contention
have stated. Then, my lion. friend, in hereafter should any question arise of
the debate of yesterday, remarked " Why ultra vires in connectioti with it. lt
not let the Bill go to Comnittee, and let expressly enacts that the Copany shah
it be amended if necessaryf" When those hold is charter for the tern of ninety-
amendments were proposed in Comm nine years, unlike n other act to
tee they were voted down, and this Bili which v attention ba beeil directed in
comes before the Ilouse now without this country. The effeet of that will be
amendment, although it migiht have after this solenîn legisiation no applica-
been modified in such a nianner as to tion for a modification of that Act can
conmand the more general support of reasonably bc iade. If any legislation
the House. Every suggestion that was shouid be suitested ii the future we
made in Committee was opposed, and wiil be met with the statement that they
every amendment offered was voted bave an Act on oui' statute book which
down on the plea that it would kill the is to be in force for ninety-nine years.
Bill. A suggestion has been made that lt is true that Parliament lias paramoint
the operations of the Conpany should be power in dègling witb suclinatters, but
confined to certain provinces ; that was I think we vill tind it difficuit to maket
considered objectionable and voted down, any anendment, even though we should
and the Bill comes back to us with none find the Act more onerous and less bene-
of its objectionable features removed. 1 ficial than we expeet iL wiil bc to the
do not wish to go over the ground again, people of tiis country. We bave had a
in any way, except to say this : My hon. sufficient experience of te working of
friend who spoke last night, in reference the Quebzc Act to show that this Biil
to the Quebec Act being a local and wiil enable these parties to defeat the
private measure, could not have looked 'grent objcct which commends it to the
closely at the Bill ; if lie had lie would members of this Ilouse - that is, that
have seen that there were two objections they shah oniy exact for their bans a
to it - one that it related to business limited rate of interest, not exceeding six
transactions in a foreign country, per cent.
and the other that it professes to recog-
nize these obligations and securities bon. Mr. MI LLEI - I do notintend
taken in the currency of another coin- to follow.my hon. friend in ai[ bis obser-
try. My lion. friend will surely admit vations, because lie lias said nothing new
that so far as currency is concerned, and is adv;îîceh nothing that was not
without speaking of legal tender, the Bill stated in objection tg the Bii

lson. M'. Dickey.
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when ite House had it under its consici-
era tion at the second reading, or before
the Comnmittee on Banking and Com-
merce. All the arguments that my hon.
friend bas urged just now against the
third reading of the Bill were fully urged
in the second reading. Certainly I can say
that before the Committee all the amend-
ments suggested against the Bil were
voted down by large niajorities. My
hon. friend has taken exception, as he
did the other day, to this legislation, be-
cause he contends we arc going to re-
enact the legislation of the Province of
Quebec. The whole of my hon. friend's
reasoning is based on this fallacy, and
when that is refuted, the Htouse will
have no difficulty in seeing that the op-.
position he endeavors to excite against
the measure can have no real foundation.
Under what circurmstances does the
Quebec Act come before us at all ? It
comes before us in the first, and, I think,
the only place, by a reference in the
preamble of the Bill. I have yet to learn
that, wlhen a reference is made to an Act
of a provincial legislature in a bill before
this Parliament, that it is a re-enactment
of the provisions of the Act so referred
to. I cannot understand how any
persoi, so clear and logical as
my hon. friencd usually is, can
corne to the conclusion that the
iere reference to an Act of the Local
Legislature is a re-enactment of that Act.
The preamble of the Bill says: -

"Whereas the Credit Foncier Franco-
Canadien, incorporated by the statute of the
Province of Quebec, passed in the session of
the Legislature of that Province held in the
forty-third and forty-four years of Her
Majesty's reign, chapter sixty, Intituled ' An
Act to incorporate the Credit Foncier Franco-
Canadice,' bas prayed for an extension and
enlargeient of its powers."
That is, has prayed for powers from this
Legislature, which it does not possess
from the Local Legislature, " so as to
allow it to transact business throughout
the Dominion." It has praved for the
enlargement , of the powers which it
possesses under the Act of Incorporation
of the Province of Quebec so as to permit
it to transact business in -the other pro-
vinces of the Dominion. Now, this is
the only reference to the Act 'of the
Quebec Legislature to be found in this
Bill, and i cannot understand how any
one can put such a construction on the

lion. .Mr. Ailler.

phraseology of that preamble as to say
that it re-enacts all the provisions of the
Act of the Quebec Legislature. I
certainly think the case is so
clear that it is almost an insult
to the intelligence of the liouse (to
attempt to argue it. But I do not stop>
there. I ask hon. gentlemen who have
a copy of the Bill in their hands to take
it up,, and they will find not only that
the inference could not be drawn which
ny lion. friend attempts from the pre-

amble, but in the very first clause the
contrary is provided for, and asserted
and enacted by the Bill. What does
this clause say -

c 1. It shall be lawful for the Corporation
created nd constituted under the name of
'Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien' by the
statute of the Province of Quebec, cited in the
preamble, to exercise the powers hereinafter
nientioned in every part of the Dominion of
Canada."

That is, tie powers inentioned in this
Bill in every part of the Dominion of
Canada. I ask can anything be more clear
and explicit than the lauguage of this
clause which restricts the powers that we
give to this Company tg those enumerated
in this Bill, outside of the Act of the
Quebec Legislature. Not only do we
not re-enact the legislation of the Pro-
vince of Quebec, but we provide
that we shall not re-enact it ; but
that we shall enact only that which
is before us. With regard to
another point, my hon. friend
contends that the Company cannot get
along with the Bill without a reference
to the Quebec Act, because there is no
capital nwnmtioned in this Bill. Well,
that is a different thing from re-enacting
that Act. It is perfectly competent for
this Parliament to refer to the existence
of the Quebec Act, or to refer to the
provisions of that Act as existing facts
which it desires to be taken in connec-
tion with this legislation, and thereby
to recognize them to that extent, as it
would do, and as this Bill is limited to
in the tirst clause, if it is necessary.
Therefore, I say, with respect to the
question of capital my hon. friend's
argument car have no force. Then, with
regard to the Board of Management, my
hon. friend says the creation of a board
of management is provided for by the
Quebec Act. I admit that, and I admit
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that we refer to the Board of Manage-
ment in this Bill. But by referring to
it we oniy recognize its existence under
the Quebec Act ; it gives it no
power further than is conferred by this
Bill. We are not re-enacting the Quebec
Act, and it is by keeping that position
clear in our minds that the House ean
have no diflicuilty in perceiving the
fallacy which ruis through the whîole of
my hon. friend's- argument on this ques-
tion. He says ail the amendmients to
this Bill were voted down iii Committee.
They were voted1 down, and by large
majorities, and I think a Comminitee of
this House such as the Bankinîg and
Commerce Committee is quite cornpetent
to investigate a measure of this kind
Now, with regard to the other point
raised by my hon. friend to the 4th
section : He says under that section the
Company will have power to charge
and obtain a higher rate of interest than
six per cent. That matter was fully
discussed before the Commnittee. 1 do
not agree with my lion. friend, for this
reason. Suppose A mortgages to B,
at seven per cent, and the Company
buys that mortgage froin the nortg agee,
the mortgagee is then held as sec urity
for a loan from the original mortgagor
to the Company.

Hon. MIr. FERRIER - It may be a
purchase.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - Of course it
will be purchased. I care not what you
call the process by which it is acquired,
but once acquired the money due on that
mortgage is a loan due by the
original mortgagor, and, as such,
subject to all the ries of the Associa-
tion and the provisions of this Bill.
What does the 8th section say on that
point I

"8. The Corporation may stipulate for, ex-
act and take on all sums loaned, any rate of
interest not exceeding six per centum per
annum.

" When the loan is repayable by way of a
sinking fund, the Corporation shall stipulate
for, exact and take an annual sum for the
gradual extinction of the loan, to be determined
by the rate of interest and the duration of the
loan, and may also stipulate for, exact and
take a percentage or commission for cost of
management not exceeding one per centum
per annum on the principal loaned ; but in
such case such percentage or commission
and the interest together must not exceed six

Hon. Mr. Miller.

er centumn 1 per anrnum on the principal
loaned."'
Ttierefore, it is evident that under that
8th section on the principal loained by
this Company to any person they can-
not charge more than six per cent., in-
cluding commission and o:her expenses.

Hon. Mr. FERRIER. -Suppose the
bond or mortgage is at 8 per cent., do
I understand fromn the hion. gentleman's
argument that the individual who has to

pay eight per cent. on that loan vill
have it reduced to six per cent. by the
purchase of the mortgage by this Coin
pany i

Hon. Mr. MILLER - Yes, they

cannot exact more than six per cent.
The result would he the security
would virtually be changed, be-
cause it wourld be contrary to the
provisions of the Bill if they were'in any
way, by any subterfuge, to take over six
per cent. It has been said by my hon.
friend that the rate of interest in one of
the provinces is seven per cent., and in
others money can be got for six per cent.
Althougli the rate of interest in the
Province from which I cone is sevei per
cent., it does not include the cost of con-
veyancng.

lon. Mr. DICKEY - Neither does
this.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - I beg the hon.
gentleman's pardon ; this includes costs
and commission of every kind. I know
that there is no sympathy amongst
capitalists for this Company. This Bill
is for the benefit of the masses and not of
those who have money to lend and who
are accustomed to getting eight, ten and
even twelve per cent. for it. It
makes a very great difference when
costs detvolve also on the lender.
Now, it was said that some poitions of
the Dominion desired not to have this
Bibi, but the exemption was refused them
on the Committee. I was very glad that
it was refused. We have heard such
complaints from the Province of Nova
Scotia and from other provinces, but I,
for one, in the first place, do not approve
of this partial legislation. I do not ap-
prove of drawing lines of this kind, espe-
cially in matters relating to trade and
commerce between the different pro-
vinces. I think, on the contrary, we
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should on ail occasions try to obliterate
the lines which have existed. That should
be the policy of this Parliament. and not
by sectional legislation try to keep alive
these differences which divide us and
prevent us from hecoming one people in
feeling and in fact. But, more than
that, there is -no portion of this Dominion,
perhaps, excluding the North-West Ter-
ritories. where a measure of this kind
will be more acceptable to the people
than the Provinces of Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick. It will relieve the
borrowers in those Provinces - espe-
cially in the rural districts - from the
grip that the imoney lenders have upon
them ; it will relieve them from persons
who are in the habit of shaving notes
and extorting usurious interest from poor
people. I will take the Province of
Nova Scotia as an illustration : In
Halifax, it is easy to get moaey at a
reasonable rate of interest. Real estate
in Hlalifax bas always a marketable
value ; but it is not so easy a matter in
the rural districts. Halifax capitalists
will bardly ever go out of the city, where
they have their securities under theic
eyes every day of the week, they are
-o enterprising, and therefore the country
borrowers are thrown altogether upon
the local lenders, and these men, in the
different counties of a sparsely settled
and not a wealthy Province like Nova
Scotia, are few. They have the counties
in their grip, and charge what interest,
practically, they like. If nothing more
can be charged openly than seven per
cent., other means are found to charge
more until the interest comes up
to nine or ten per cent. I say,
therefore, in the Lower Provinces
a measure of this kind will be a great
boon to that class of people who desire to
borrow sniall sunis to improve their
farins. And it is the more so on another
account : We have not in Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick these loan societies
which exist in Ontario, and which per-
form the service I have just now men-
tioned for the rural districts in Ontario
and Quebec, and, consequently, our
farmers are unable to borrow noney at
reasonable rates of interest. Instead of
excluding us froni this legislation, we in
the smaller provinces should be the most
anxious to have it. The Bill bas been
-carefuilly considered by the Comnittee

lion. .1r. N Hlecr.

on Banking and Commerce, comprising
some of the leading commercial men of
the House. They allowed even the
principle of the Bill to be discussed in
Committee, which is not asuai, and
allowed amendments to b3 moved affect-
ing the principle of the ineasure, and, as
ail those amendments were voted down
by large majorities, and as it is not
desirable that this Bill shouhl be killed
by a side wind in the shape of unimpor-
tant amendments that would have the
effect of sending it (lown to the other
House, and would possibly lead to its
being defeated or dropped, I do hope that
the Ilouse will see fit to adopt the Bill
as reported froui the Committee on
Banking and Commerce, as it stands.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I would draw
the bon. gentleman's atten ion to
the provision in the Act that
" ail costs and expenses rendered neces
sary for a loan or transfer shail be de-
frayed" by the party borrowing.

Hon. Mr. MIL LER - But ail these
costs, by the 8th section, are to be in-
cluded if the application for the loan is
accepted, in the 6 per cent.

Hon. Mr. DEVER - When- I spoke
against this Bill last night I really had
nat read it through, but after carefully
examining it I find that it is not of a
nature to injure the Maritime Provinces,
and therefore I shall vote for it. I regret
that the last speaker has thought fit to
make an attack on the money lenders of
New Brunswick, I feel it my duty to
say that there is not now and has not
been for many years in New Brunswick
an excessive rate of interest charged for
money. Any quantity of money can
be obtained there at 6 per gent.
During the re-building of St. John, I
am not aware of many cases in which
money could not be procured at that
rate.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD - If this
Bill does not re-enact the Quebec Act,
and there is no capital mentioned in this
Bill, how can the Company borrow on a
capital which does not exist ?

lon. Mr. MILLER - We enact the
capital of this Company by referring to
the Quebec Act which specifies the capi-
tal, and for that purpose the reference is
covered by the first clause of the Bill.

Franco-Canadien Bill.(S E NAT E.]
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To that extent we approve of the Quebec
Act.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD - Then it
is simply on an indication that we give
them power to borrow five times the
amount of their capital !

Hon. Mr. MILLER - Yes.

lon. Mr. HOPE - This Company
somewhat ostentatiously professes to lend
noney at a rate not exceeding six per
-ent., and the hon. gentleman who ad-
dressed the House at such great length,
endeavored to prove that no higher rate
would be exacted for any money loaned
by this Company. In orderto test the good
faithof the Company and the promoters of
the Bill on this point, an amendment was
moved im Committee binding the Com-
pany to six per cent. on all purchases by
way of assignment of mortgages, but they
opposed it, and said they wished to
go into the open market and purchase
mortgages at the best rates they could.
It seems to me that this Bill just places
the Credit Foncier im the same position
that lenders occupied in Ontario prior to
the repeal of the usury laws, when the
rate was limited to 6 per cent. The way
it was got over was this : If a man
wanted a loan he prepared a mortgage in
favor of a friend, and if it was for a year,
say for $100, at six per cent.,
lie sold it to the money lender
for say $90, and, if the lender got it at a
discount of 10 Lper cent., he was getting
16 per cent. for his money. The Credit
Foncier has a right to dIo that to any ex-
tent. I do nîot believe in hmiting the
rate of interest. I would leave the rate
to be fixed in the markets of the world.
But these people ostentatiously proclaim
that. they intend to loan at a rate not ex-
ceeding 6 per cent., irrespective of the
price that money may command in the
market. I think we should prove the
sincerity of the Company, and I would
suggest an amendment to this effect : To
add the following to sub-section 4: " And
any securities assigned to suci Corpora-
tion shall not be taken by way of dis-
count or otherwise to yield a greater rate
of interest to said Corporation than
six per cent. per annum, and any amount
taken in excess of said six per cent. may
be recovered back by the assignor in any
court of competentjurisdiction." 1f they
are sincere, what objection can they have

Hon. Mr. Miller.

to embody this amendment in the Bill ?
If they say, " We want to buy in the
open market," 1 will withdraw the
amendment; but I do not want them to
profess one thing and do another.

Hon. Mr. READ - I look upon this
Bill as an exceedingly desirable one, and
I do hope that this House vill not by
the adoption of any amendaient prevent
its passage this session. It is very desir-
able in the interest of the masses of the
people of the Dominion who are engaged
in agricultural pursuits that.it should
pass. Their returns di) not come round
every month, and sonetimes not for
years, and it is a matter of deep impor-
tance to them that there should be com-
petition amongst lenders in this
countrv. No better security can be
found anywhere thau is offered
by the lands of Canada. When
we see French capitalists coming
among us, I hope we shall not by any
side wind prevent them froi investin g
their money here. I was surprised the
other day, in reading a statement of the
amount of bullion held in the coun-
tries in Europe, to find that France held
over £70,000,000 in the banks, while
England held only £27,000,000 in banks.
France seemed to have more specie than
all the rest of the world. They are
looking round for investments for this
vast amount of noney, and there is no.
safer or better field for therm than
Canada. I hope nothing will be done by
this. House to keep thei out of the
country.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -
I do not intend to re-open this discussion,
but I think I may be allowed to answer
the lion. gentleman who has just sat
down. He has applied the termI " side
wind' to the amnendments which have
been proposed in this Bill. What I
wished to do was to send the Act passed
by the Legislature of Quebec to the
Suprenie Court. The hon. gentleman
says the more of these companies we
have the better. I agree with hirm
there, and it is just because
this Franco- Canadie n Company by
some means got the Legislature of
Quebec to enact a clause by which no
other French society can be incorporated
in that Province that I opposed it and
wanted to have it referred to the-
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Supreie Court. It was not a side wind, sells a mortgage to this Couipany, and
but merely a motion to obtain the opin- the vîew of the hon. Senator froni Rich-
ion of the Supreme Court on the con- mond is correct, there is no doubt it will
stitutionality of such a monstrous clause, very soon be decided in the .ceurts, and,
preventing French capital frorm coming if his view is correct, the
into the Province of Quebec. mortgagor will pay no more than six

lon. -Mr. FERRIER-I may say per cent. I know this view lias been
that in seconding the amendment I did held already - that companies who are
so for no other pur'pose than to have the limited to a certain rate of interest can-
opinion of the Supreme Court judges for not, even when they buy a mot tgage
the security of both lenders and borrow- with a higher rate of interest, collect
ers. When it was made clear to me more than the ainount to which they are
yesterday that the Supreme Court could limited ia their charter. That is the
not take up the reference so far as the advice that lias been given hw eminent
Quebec Legislature was concerned I had counsel to some of the best companies in
nothing more to say on the subject. 1 Canada. What I contend is that I
do not want, however, to have a wrongv believe the construction I place upon
impression created in the minds of this clause is a proper one. If anybody
members of tllis flouse tlat thimt cornes and offers this Corpany a mort-
Conipany is» not going to mnake miore gage bearih seven or eight ier cent.,
than six per cent. The hon. getlebman they can buy it if they please at any rate
who bas charge of the Bill stated what agreed upon. I do not believe any-
is quite correct - that the Company is body is going to seil a nortgage at
free to buy and sell as mucli as any 50 par cent. discount, unless it is a very
individual. If a mortgage is offered themu bad security. This Conpany proposes to
at a discount they will receive a propor- lend noney at 6 per cent. on very
tionately higher rate of interest. The stringent conditions, stated in the Bil.
Comittee had th-at fact before them, and There are two ways in which it can ban.
the flouse should nnderstand it too -- gt must co e inuder al the conditions in
the Company will get exactly the value the second clause before the orpany
of the purcliase they make. Their upoject cai ban at 6 per cent., anyd t-ii it is
is to make as inucli money as they can t) ouly to, a certain arnount. This Compativ
their invbstments. does not expect to buy mortgages in the

50 pthe eon. gentleman supposes. It is
a Company with $5,000,000 capital, and

gD4entleman fromi Montreal lias very cor-* it is goiag, to do business in a way that
rectly stated wvhat ruy opinion was, as ~ Iyohrcopayos. twiIJn
gave it to the Comm-ittee, 1, at the saie ma y t er cent . m Tt wiay bend

lemoney at 6 per cent. on ery

time, stated that the romoters of thisrnge onds t ed
the, oua ofttheniobeigctmen mreet n h per cent.; that is my interpretation of
the Houste houldundastandoitmoo,-a tmsub-section 4 of clause 1.
said tnat botn ne and his partner in
Montreal had cone to the conclusion
that they could only exact six per cent.
under any circumstances, even when they
purchased mortgages, and that the view
they held was the sanie as that enter-
tained by the hon. Senator froi Rich-
mond.

Hon. Mr. DICK EY - If that is the
case, then what is the harin of adopting
the amendment I

Hon. Mr. GIBBS - [t is simply this :
if it is now law, there is no necessity
for the amendment, and another thing,
the object of pi4bposing the arnendment
is to defeat the Bill, and there cai be no'
other object in view. If any person

Hon. Mr. DeBouchervile.

lion. 31r. SCOTT - I think there can
lie no doulit whatever that this Company
can purchase mortgages at any price
stipulated between the holder of the
mortgage and the Company itself, and it
makes no difference whether that mort-
gage bears six, or seven, or eight per cent.
The question as to their power to eract
more than six per cent. on such mortgages
is one that I an not prepared at this
moment to answer. It will be admitted
that in construing the statutes it is an
invariable rule, where a subsequent
clause in any way conflicts with the pre.
ceding clauses, the subsequent section
prevails. The Company are given a
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general power to acquire bv assignnent,
and the clause is perfectly silent about
the rate of interest. Now, in the eighth
clause, the Corporation may stipulate for,
exact, and take six per. cent. on all sums
loaned.

Hon. Mr. D1CKEY - "Loaned."
Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I am disposed at

this moment, without expressing nny
decided opinion, to think that the courts
would consider that the Company having
acquired a mortgage would stand in the
position of the mortgagee, subject to the
conditions of the Company's charter, one
of those conditions being the restriction
of interest to 6 per cent. They are not
entitled to buy that mortgage under the
terms of their charter, and, as
there is a clause regulating the
rate of interest, I an of opinion
th-at the courts would restrict them, iii
any proceedings they took to recover that
mortgage, to the rate they laid down
themselves in their own charter. The
words are not sinply to stipulate for and
exact but to ". take." The word " take "
is used in the large sense there - what
they may take is intert-4t on mortgages
at six per cent. The poil t is not one of
very great significance or. importance, be-
cause I find under the provisions of this
charter they are compelled to take the
principal money whenever the borrower
wishes to repay it, by charging three
months' interest, and if it is found that
they are charging a higher rate than six
per cent. the position of the mortgagor
is improved in this way : th at whereas
inder ordinary mortgages a party hav-
ing given a mortgage to i un for ten or
fifteen years is precluded from paying it
off until the expiration of the term, under
this Act the mortgagor can pay it off at
any time, if he can get better terms else-
where. Now, I maintain that is a safety
valve. If the Company, after having
purchased, say, an eight per cent. mort-
gage, were to attempt to exact eight per
cent., it is perfectly open to the party to
pay off the mortgage with interest for
three months'. Now, in reference to
the other point that has been raised
by the hon. Senator from Amherst,
I en: irely agree with the observation
which fell from the hon. Senator from
Richmond, and if I supposed for one
moment, in giving my vote on the second
reading of this Bill, that I was, in any

Hion. Mr. Scott.
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way, approving or confirming the legis-
lation of Quebec I certainly should not
give it ; but it is because I believe and
am thoroughly satisfied that we are doing
no more than enacting the provisions in
this Bill that I give it my support. It
leaves the question whether the Quebec
legislation is within the purview of the
Quebec Legislature entirely free. Our
legislation does not lend any force to the
Quebec law if it is ultra vires, and it
would not, in my opinion, affact any
court in giving a judgment upon a ques-
tion arising under it. There would be
this effect however : if the Quebec legis-
lation was shown to be ultra vires of the
powers of the Provincial Legislature, this
Act could not be put in operation. I
think, myself, that the promoters of this
Bill erred.very seriously when they did
not present a perfect measure to Parlia-
ment. It would not have embraced many
more clauses, and it would have given to
the Bill in full. I do not consider it us
that degree defective that it would in-
duce me at this stage to throw
out the measure. Had it been
introduced carlier in the session, J
should have taken the ground that the
promoters should re-cast the Bill, and
then I would have no hesitation in giving
it my support. I do not consider the
objection strong enough, however, to
warrant me in opposing the Bill now, and
for that reason 1 shall give it my sup-
porc.

The Senate divided on the motion
which w.as agreed to by the following
vote: -
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was then read the third time

CREDIT FONCIER OF THE DOMINION
BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, fron the Con-
mittee on Banking and Commerce, re-
ported Bill (32) "An Act to incorporate
the Credit Foncier of the Dominion of
Canada," without amendment.

lon. Mr. VIDAL nmoved the third
reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to and the
Bill was read the third time and passed.

THE BEVERIDGE AND TIBBITS' CLAIM.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. READ moved the adoption
of the report of the Select Committee
appointed to inquire into the circum-
stances of a debt alleged to devolve
upon the Dominion Government by the
British North America Act, and said to
be now due to the Hon. Benjamin Bev-
eridge, James Tibbits, and others, but
the paynent of which is withheld for
some cause unknown. le said : The
Committee have thorou.ghly examined
this matter, and have taken a great deal
of pains to arrive at a correct conclusion.
The report, which appears in the min-
utes, is very voluninous. The Com-
mittee were unaimous in arriving at
this conclusion : -

, Your Committec, therefore, after careful
exaination of the whole question, have the
honor to report:

"I st. That a balance of £5,404 11s. 2d., or
$21,618.25, was due by New Brunswick to
Canada on the ]2th November, 1856.

" 2nd. That the said balance has been re-
gularly ceded, transferred and assigned to the
claimants by the late Province of Canada, viz.,
the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, to in-
demnify them and settie the claims that they
held against Canada."

Hon. Mr. Allan.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
When this Committee was granted hy
the Ilouse I took occasion to say that
the Government of the Dominion could
not be bound by any decision at which
they might arrive, because if the debt
came to be paid it would have to be
charged against the Gcvernment of New
Brunswick, and that Government was not
a consenting party to the reference. I can
only repeat that now. I cannot see
wbat object there can be in asking the
Senate to adopt the report under the cir-
circumstances. It always seems objec-
tionable, and it is not dignified, to ask
the House to adopt a report which cannot
be attended with any action. At the
same time I do not oppose the motion.
I would suggest to my hon. friend who
has charge of the matter that it would
nerhaps be more in the interest of the
clainiants not to ask the House to adopt
the report. The claim cannot be paid
without the assent of New Brunswick,
and it does not seem to me that the
course which is now pursued is likely to
conciliate New Brunswick in any way.
I think it would be much better to
leave the matter in the hands of the
Govern ment. .

Hon. Mr. READ - In asking the
House to adopt the report I have a pre-
cedent to guide me. Sone years ago I
was appointed chairman of a Committee
of a somewhat similar nature to this. A
report was brought in recommending the
Government to pay a cercain amnount of
noney. The report was adopted and the

Government did pay the mnoney.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT£ - I protesting.

Hon. Mr RE AD - I have no doubt
of that. That is a precedent which I
hope the HouCe will follow. The adop-
tion of the report cannot force the Gov-
ernnient to settle the claim, but it will
show that the House, af ter careful con-
sideration of the matter, are satisfied
that if they do not pay it they should.

Hon. Mr. TRUDEL - As a menber
of the Committee I think it is my duty
to insist upon the adoption of this repcrt.
This matter has been thoroughly investi-
gated, and I may say that there is no-
body who will read the official documents
which are printed in the minutes who
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will not come to the conclusion that a accomnts, anI set aside sone accounts
geat injustice bas been done to the which wera perfectly good,
claimants. They have been deprived of panied vith vouchers. It is clearly
their legitimate property for the last provedthatonly by doiIigsodi( they arrive
thirty-seven years. If this lieuse at the conclusion to relce the account.
should arrive at the conclusion to I cannot see how tiis lise can refuse
which the niembers of the Com- toadopt te report of the Coitmittec.
mittee have unanimously come, there After 37 years et delay, I thiitk it is due
can be no good reason given for net to the claimants that tley sho'id have a
settling this matter. I think it is the daim, which is based upea such clear and
duty of this House to recommend that tinistakeable evidence, settled vithout
justice be done, and that the claimants further delay.
should have redress. If the House lias The report was adoptel.
not had time to examine the documents
which are published with the report, then MILITIA AND DEFENCE LAWS
I would suggest that the matter be post- MENT BILL.
poned until to-morrow, in order that SECOND READING.
every member may have an opportunity lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
to examine them carefully; and I am satis-
fied that they will come to the conclusion "o
that the case is perfectly clear, and that the ten Atnte es ei the Aita
claim should be settled. It has been nt n
said that this was an ex parte case - that ad lie it the o of
the Government of New Brunswick was H w a i top t the enrofite
not represented. The Committee, before which the Militia Àc requires until
acting, requested the Government of
New Brunswick to appear and show
their reasons, if they had any, for not The Bil was read the second tinte.
acceptino those conclusions. The an-
swer of the New Brunswick Government
was to this effect : " We do not accept SECOND READING.

the jurisdiction of your Committee to 1on. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL moved
act in this matter because it lias been the second reading of Bil (90> "An Act
settled by arbitration, and the arbitrators to renove doubts as to the power te im-
have cone to another conclusion." That prison with hari labor under the Acta
is, the amoiunt which the majority of the respecting vagrants."
arbitrators recommended is not so large
as the Comnitttee find to be due. It is
impossible to examine the documents PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND JUDGES'
without coming to the conclusion that
this pretended arbitration on which the SECOND READING.
Province of New Brunswick relies in re-
iusing to settle this claim was no arbitra- 1-Ion rALEX. of Bil Avt
tion at all, because in the first place the
men who were appointed were not arbi- t J

i Couimssionesrnib Court of' Prince Edwardtrators, but Commissioners, appointed by i
an Order in Council to settle some ac-
counts. That Order in Council said in pre- n
cise terns that the Commissioners should frei Prince Edward Island lis been

net ie hloed t repenmattrs et-uîgiîng upen this leuse andi nie for anot be allowed to reopen matters st' session or two. I a glad nov te pre-
tied by two reports - the reports of -- tteBl o t eodraiz n
Cutler antd Dawson, and of Harding and set
Dawson. Notwithstanding that, ve my hon. frient will see tbat at last we
have clear verbal evidence that these pre- have ard tl mede
tende I arbitrators arrived at their con-
clusion by taïking it upon themselves, Hon. Mr. MILLER - I de net
contrary to the ternis of the Order in think the Bil gees far eneugh. I see no,
Councit appointing them, t> reopen the reasen why the judges of the Province of

panied. wiir. vrudo.. 44
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Prince Edward Island should not have
ihe saue salaries as the judges of Nova

-cotia, New Brunswick, Manitoba and
British Columbia. I have no doubt gen-
tlenen occupying positions on the bench
ii that Province stand as high in regard
to their professional duties and qualifica-
tions as the judges in any one of these
other provinces, and it would be only fair
to abolish an invidious distinction by
putting thein on the same level.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - At
all events it is a stepin the right direction.

lon. Mr. DEVER.-Hon. gen-
tlemen, I wish to say I regret
exceedingly that the Government could
not see their way to include in this Bill
an increase to the salary of the Connty
Court Judge of St. John. This gentle-
man, I an informed, does as much work
as any three countyjudges in the Lower
Provinces, except the County Court
Judge of Halifax. His health, too, is fail-
ing, and lie and his friends think that his
old colleague, Sir Leonard Tilley, should
not overlook himu so persistently. Others
have been raised to the bench over his
head without any regard to his prior
right, and his friends are beginning to
think that things are gaing too far for
the peace and good of that Province. It
is hard when men feel they have cause
to believe they are deprived of and
proscribed from the legitimate political
prizes of their country. And I have no
hesitation in saying that we think so in
New Brunswick at present. I appeal,
ihen, to Sir Alex. Campbell and to Sir
John Macdonald, as statesmen, to see if
this thing is to go on any longer.

The Bill was read the second time.

CANADA AND ABIA MARINE TELE-
GRAPH COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CA MPBELL moved
the second reading of Bill (97) " An Act
to provido for the incorporation of a com-
pany to establish a Marine Telegrapb
between the Pacific coast of Canada and
Asia." He explained that the object ol
the Bill was to give the Governor Gen-
eral power by letters patent to incorpor.
ate a Company to build a telegraph linE
between Canada and Japan, or any part
of the Continent of Asia.

The Bill was read the second time.
lon. fr. Miuer.

ANDIEW MERCER' REFORMATORY
BILL.

The loiuse went into Committee on
Bill (81) " An Act with reference to the
Andrew Mercer Ontario Refornatory for
females and the Central Prison for the
Province of Ontario."

Hion. Mr. BENSON, froin the Con-
mittee, repoited the Bill wvithout amend-
ment.

The Bill was then read the thiird time,
and passed..

BAPTISMS, MAItRIAGES AND BURIALS.

The SPEAKER submitted a return
from the County of chicoutirni of bap-
tisms, iarriages and buriais.

Hon. Mr. DEIOUCHERVILLE
asked why these returns were sent in to
this Parliament.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBE LL said lie
supposed the local authorities were in the
habit of doing it. lie knew of no other
reason.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS s-tid similar re-
turns were sent to the office of the Secre-
tary of State, and the parties had been
informed that there was no necessity for
furnishing them.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY said this was one
of the changes which are continually go-
ing on. He was not quite sure that it
was a mere matter of fori, but was in-
clined to think that it was one of those
steps taken with a view to showing that
this House and Parliament were arrogat-
ing to themselves a great deal that pro-
perly belongs to the local legislatures.
The question of health had been admit-
tedly a matter within the control of the
local governments, and yet durin.g the
present session it had been treated as
one peculiarly belonging to the Dominion
Thus step by step this Pailiament was
extending its jurisdiction, and he thought
his hon. f riend frou Montarville was
perfectly right in protecting the interests

- of the local legislatures. This was only
one indication of the change which was
going on.

At six o'clock the Speaker left the
chair.
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AFI'ER RECESS. On the 3rd clause,

DOMINION LANDS ACT AMENDMENT Provision Ws
DOMiION ANDSACT MENDENTmadle in the 'original Bill that te land

BILL. fronting on the Red River and Assini-

THIRD READING. boine should he surveyed differently fror
the ordinary sarveys of the townships;

Hon. Mr. AIKINS moved the House in other words, tlatthey should front on
into Comnittee of the Whole on Bill the river. By this 'Bill provision i
(77) " An Act to amend the Dominion made that the land fronting on large
Lands Act. He said : I will state that rivers, sucb as he Saskatchewan, in te
the amendments to the Dominion Lands west, inav 1)e sur
Act have grown out of the necessities of y
the case ; and perhaps it would be more The clavse was adopted.
satisfactory to the HIouse that each
clause should be considcred alnd discussed On the 4t)j clause,
as it comies upî, and I will make the ex- AIKINs - rhe 4th
planation iii that way rather than inake c wnewls tie Dominion Lands Act
the statement before the cousideration of il, titis wy. Under he provisions
the clauses. The first clause of the Do- of the Act, no one person eau purchase
minion Lands Act of 1879 is merely re- more than 640 acres of land. By the
enacted. The second clause makes pro- p of this Bil it is amended in
vision with regard to the width of the this way: that the Governor in Council
roads. From 1872 the width of the nay have power to sell larger quantities
rotads has been 99 feet; by this Bill power than 61( acres, but not at a price Iesg
is taken by the Governor in Council than $1 an acre
t:> reduce the width of the road
to 66 feet, which is the ordinary %idti lIo. ai O R th a
in Ontario and most ot the provinces of
the Dominion. It was thought when this lon. 31r. AIKINS No, there is no
width was taken for the public roads that limit to the amount. Provision is also
w hen fenced there would be heavy snow made in this clause that the land may
drifts, and that there would be dilficulty be scld at public auction. h is weU
in clearing out snow ; and, by a good known to bon. gentlemen in tiis liuse
width of road, they would have one por- that a portion of the Mennonite reserve
tion alwavs where the snow would not has not leen occupied by them, in fact
lie drifted. But, in consequence of the there lias nût beun so many of those
introduction of wire fences, which will people settled in the courîtry as was
iot hold the snîow or gather drifts, it has thought would go there. That land has
been found that the width of the roads now become valuable, and is worth $4
may well be reduced, for two reasons. or $5 an acre, and provision is made tal
It not only effects a saving in the land, this land may be 801( by puic auc
but it reduces the labor necessary to keep don.
those roads up. It also makes provision Hon. Mr. MILLER Or any othe
with regard to the number of section land.
lines that are to be run. At present every
section is bounded by a line; by this
clause power is taken by the Governor land, but it is intcnded particularly M
in Counicit that the number of these apply to Éie case 1 have nîentioned.
section linos n.ay be reduced one-haMf, The clause was adopted.
or in other words the amount of survey- On the oth clause,
ing in each township is reduced by one-s
quarter; i the saving in land by reduc- lorna rviei s f thie t aoshi
ing the wdth of the rod is cakulated at Dkothe ords, that secionl f4 on
436 acres and the cost of surveying wil 1oriinior Bynd this rle isihang

wit rne on te sueion unes et to enable lands to, be entered up fomestead by agents. At present ne on
The clause wvas adopted. except the person intending to occp

lion. ur. Aikins.
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can make the entry. They have to make tage of schools, milis, churches aid con-
the entry and the affidavit theinselves. veniences of that kind. h is
Provision is made that others than those that sncb a policy wili conduce te the
desiring to occupy the lands may make setlement of that country. There is a
the entry. There is also a further pro- further provision on behaif of those who
vision that the person making the entry are ernigrants fror other countries
under the present Act bas to take pos- those vho corne frorn the older countries
session of his land within two rmonths. of Europe. The priviiege givea to theni
It has Ieen found in the older provinces does not go to our ovn peopie n tis
that it is extrerely difcult for a persin h respect, and it grows out of the tSages
to go out there and select bis land, re- of the old countrv, ot hre people seT e i.
turn iere for hs fanily and take pes villages; they can settie it villages butto~~~ go ouChr n eethslnr-o h l onrweepol etei

sion of his land in two months, and the
period is extended by this Bill to six
months to persons in any part of the
Dominion. Provision is also macle by
this Bill that parties living in other
countries, Great Britain and Ireland, for
instance, will have twelve months after
making their entry to go on and occupy
the land, but not a longer period.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - Will the rights
of parties who have squatted on the
Mennonite reserve be recognized, or will
their lands be sold in common with that
which has not been occupied i

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - With regard to
that, I would say if they went on in vio-
lation of the law the only thing they can
reasonably claim is this: they will have
the right to purchase it at the same rate
that land in the same neighborhood
would be sold for. They will get a
preference, but that is all they can ex-
pect.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 6.
Hon. Mr. AIKINS - By the present

law all those who take up homesteads
have to settle upon them ; now, in that
country the population must necessarily
be very thin, and it has been found ad-
visable to give those who are going out
there an opportunity of settling in vil-
lages or comimunities. Provision is
taken whereby the Governor in Council
may make exception in the case of par-
ties who corne fron the older portions of
the Dominion, where, if 20 heads of
families niake application to the Minister
of the Interior, he may grant them power
to settle in villages or hamlets, but the
homesteads have to be cuiltivated by
then, although they are not compelied te
live on them. In that case, by settling
close together, they can have the advan-

Ilon. Mr. Aikins.

t.hey are conpelled to cultivate their
honesteads.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -
Supposing they settle in a vilhage, can
they have a home'stead v athin 20 miles
Of it ?

Hton. Mr. AIKINS - They could
not cultivate it if it was that distance
from the villages, and they would na-
turally take up homesteads adjacent to
the places where they reside.

Lon. Mr. DEBOUCHE RVILLE -
Is it provided that they shall take the
land within a certain limîit ?

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - That will be
provided for by Order in Council. The
reason is this: our owu people are not
gregaridus in the sane sense as the peo-
ple of other countries ; for instance, the
Mennonites, who have everything to-
gether, and work in common. Our own
people aie not accustomed to that kind
of thing, and this provision is for the por-
pose of meeting the peculiar cindition of
the enigrants from Europe.

The clause was adopted.

On the 8th clause,
lon. Mr. AIKINS - This clause

refers to grazing lands. Under the pro-
visions of the preseat Act wheni the lease
is nade of zrazing land, that lease cannot
be cancelled unless the land is required
for the purpose of sale or settlenent.
Undler the provisions of this clause, the
lease may be cance!led for any rea-
son which nay conniend itself to the
Governor in Council, by giving two years'
notice.

lon. Mr. CORNWALL - I suppose
as long as such a lease runs there will
be no actual survey of the land that i%
leased i

(S E NAT E.] A mendmient Bill.
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Hon. Mr. AIKINS - No, not unless
it is described in some way.

Hon. Mr. CORNWAIL - It will be
leased without a regular survey ?

lon, Mr. AIKINS - Yes.

Iton. Mr. SCOTT - Have any lands
been leased under this provision?

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - No. not that
I am aware of.

The clause was adopted.

On the 9th clause,

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - This clause re-
fers to tree culture ; under the provisions
of the Land Act, a quarter section inay
be entered for tree culture ; it is provided
by this Bill that this is iot to apply to
lands that lie within the railway belts,
because the railway will take the odd
numbered sections, and it is not desirable
to interefere with them.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - If that will
not apply to any part of the railway
belt, it will be necessarily soine 20 or 25
miles fron the ine of railway wvbere the
people will be permitted to enter land
for tree culture.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - Anvwhere
where the railway lands are not allotted.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL - Will that
section apply to the railway lands in Brit-
ish Columbia - the lands that will here-
after belong to the Governnent I

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - This is general,
but I do not think there is likely to be
a very great deal of tree culture in Brit-
ish Columbia ; it deals specifically with
tree culture.

The clause was adopted.

On the l0th section,

lion. Mr. AIKINS -- This section
introduces a new provision that bas not
been found yet in the Dominion Lands
Act. There are a great nany people
in the old country, as well as in this, who
are poor, and yet who possess many ex-
cellent qualities and would make good
citizens. I may say an application has
been made to the Government to know
if a provision of tis kind could not be
introduced into the Land Bill, Vhereby
parties in the old country who are poor
could be sent ont and placed on these

Hon. Mr. Aikins.

lands. The parties sending theni ont
shall cover all the expenses, and the lands
theniselves shall be charged with th e
expenses of everything. They here give
tiietm an opportunity to start in that
western country. I have not the least
doubt that under this provision of
the Act, a great many can be
brought out fron the old countries
to settle. A quarter section cannot be
charged with alarger sum thian $500, and
the rate of interest paid will not exceed
6 per cent. on that anount, and the set-
dler cannot obtain a patent until lie lias
satisfied this claim.

lon. Mr. SCOTT - $500 appears to
be a large limit.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - There is little
doubt that you cannot bring out a family
of five persons and place them on a quar-
ter section for less than that amount. I
have * a statement here from the
Vineteentj Century, and it gives £100
sterling as the cost ; but any person who
knows anything about the country will
know that it costs more than £100 ster-
ling to move a family of that size such a
distance.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - There will be
assisted passages.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - It is an equit-
able provision, and 1 do not know how
you can make it much better, although
it may be open to abuse.

Hon. Mr. REESORL - Should not
the parties be made to provide suitable
places of residence and a year's provision
to the emigrants ?

Hon. Mr. AIKINS - It also make
provision that a certain number of acres
shall be broken up and seeded ; however,
that rests with the party sending thei
out - what to do with them.

The clause was adopted.

On the 1lth section,

lIon. 'A r. AIKINS - This section
makes provision that the surveyors who
now have power to administer oaths in
order to ascertain the boundaries of the
townships shall also have power to ad-
minister oaths with regard to settlement,
etc. A surveyor is empowered, in cases
where squatters go in advance of the sur-
vey, to administer oaths and ascertain as
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nearly as possible when they located
there, and this information is to be trans-
mitted to the Department of the Interior
for their information, so that when the
surveys are concluded the squatters'
claims can be asc7ertained very much bet-
ter than by the present mode.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. RYAN, from the Commit-
tee, reported the Bill with an amend-
ment, which was concurred in.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

THE LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

TUE REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. A LLAN moved the adoption
of the report of the Joint Committee on
the Library of Parliament.

The motion was agreed to.

STEAMBOAT INSPECTION BILL.

TITIRD READING.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL mioved
the second reading of Bill (T) "An Act
in amendment of the Acts respecting
Steamboats." He said : Under the gen-
eral Act which this proposes to amend,
the provisions have been really enacted
with reference to sea going vessels, and
copied, I believe, from the English Acts
of Parliament. These provisions are in-
applicable to small , vessels, and can
only be put- in force at great expense and
some risk and inconvenience to pas-
sengers and freight. The boats which
vessels are required to carry are " yawls "
of a certain size -- 1 think 18 feet in
length - and these cannot be conveni-
à-ntly stowed away on small vessels. It
is proposed to give the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries authority to require only
zmall boats to be carried on certain kinds
of vessels. On the rivers and lakes much
smaller boats will answer, and are as
much as the steamers can conveniently
carry. There are other amendments of
a similar character.

Hon. Mr. HOPE - Does this Bill
apply to vessels navigating the lakos 1

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL --

Yes. I have got 4 series of petitions
from owners of vessels on the inland
waters, asking for this legislation.

Hon. Mr. Aikins.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time ; and under a
suspension of the rules it was read the
third time and passed.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (105) " An Act further to amend
the Acts 42 Vic., cap. 15, and 43 Vic.,
cap. 13." - (Mr. Aikins).

Bill (91) " An Act to prescribe a
declaration to be taken by all employés
on telegraph lines under the control of
the Government, and to provide for thtt
punishment of telegraph operators and
employés who divulge the contents 'of
certain documents." - (Sir Alex. Camp-
bell).

Bill (101) "An Act to amend the
Act 36 Vic., cap. 60, respecting the
Montreal Ilarbor Coumissioners."
(Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill ( 00) "An Act to provide for the
allowance of drawback on certain articles
manufactured in Canada, and used in the
construction of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway."-(Sir Alex. Campbell).

The Senate adjourned at 9 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Saturday, March 19th, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at three
p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CANADA AND ASIA MARINE TE-
LEGRAiH.

MOTION.
Hon. Mr. CORNWALL moved
" That an humble Address be presented to

His Excellency the Governor General, praying
that His Excellency will cause to be laid þe-
fore this House copies of ail coriespondence
between the Government of Canada, the In-
perial Government, Mr. Sandford Fleming
and others, in reference to Mr. Sandford Flem-
ing'8 scheme for connecting Canada with
Asia by submarine telegrapb, together with
ail other documents relating to the same."

He said : I do not know that I need to
speak at any length on this subject. The
motion speaks for itself. It bas been
known, I fancy, to all the members of
this House that Mr. Sandford Fleming
took the 'initiative in proposing the
grand scheme Of a telegraph line fron.

Marine Telegrapi..(8 E NAT E.]
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Canada to Asia, but unfortunately now
the ground has been, to a certain extent,
cut from under his feet by the passage of
an Act this session which was introduced
in the first place for an entirely different
object. It is anfortunate that the papers
for which I now move had not been pre-
viously printed and distributed to the
Ilouse ; if they had been I doubt if the
legislation to which I have referred could
have passed. I make this motion so that
at the next meeting of Parliament these
papers may be printed and placed in the
hands of members.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
There is no objection to the Address, so
far as the Government is concerned.

The motion was agreed to.

RICHELIEU ulVER EEL FISHERY.

MOTION.

lon. Mr. TRUDEL moved : -
" That an humble Address be presented to

His Excellency the Governor General praying
that His Excellency will be pleased to cause
to be laid before this House copies of all let-
ters, documents and other writings, bearing
dates between January, 1874, and the 18th
March, 1871, that may be fouud in the posses.
sion of the Department of Marine and
Fisheries, relating to the rights of Joseph
Goyette Pierre Dionne and Toussaint Huot,
in an eel fishery situate in the bed of the
River Richelieu, between the opposite towns
of Iberville and Saint John."

He said : I move for these papers in
order to ascertain the proprietary right
to a certain fishery in the Richelieu
River, to which the parties whose names
are mentioned in the motion ]av claim.
There was a concession made to certain
parties which will expire next year, and
these parties want to have access to the
papers moved for, in order to ascertain
the title to the property.

The motion was agreed to.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were read the third
time and passed -

Bill (42) " An Act further to amend
the Acts incorporating the International
Railway Company."- (Mr. Odell.)

Bill (55) " An Act to amend the Acts
relating to the New Brunswick Railway
Company." - (Mr. Odell.)

Ion. fr. Cornwall.

Bill (97) " An Act to piovide for the
incorporation of a Company to establish
a marine telegraph between the Pacifie
coast of Canada and Asia." - (Sir Alex.
Campbell.)

Bill (99) " An Act further to anmend
the Act therein mentioned respecting the
Militia and Defence of the Dominion of
Canada." - (Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (90) " An Act to remove doubts
as to the power to imprison withi bard
labor under the Acts respecting
vagrants." - (Sir Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (95) " An Act to increase the
salaries of the Judges of the Superior
Court of Prince Edward Island." - (Si
Alex. Campbell.)

Bill (91) " An Act to prescribe a
declaration to be taken by employees on
telegraph lines under the control of the
Government, and to provide for the pun-
ishment of telegraphi operators and em-
ployees who divulge the contents of cer-
tain telegrams." - (Sir Alex. Camp-
bell.)

MOINTREAL HARBOR] COMMISS.lONERS'
BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL noved
the second reading of Bill (101) " An
Act to amend the Act 36 Vic. cap. 60,
respecting the Montreal Harbor Com-
missioners."

Hon. Mr. RYAN - Before the Bill is
read the second time, I should like to
make one remark : that is, that the al-
lowance made by way of encouraging the
deepening of Lake St. Peter is next to
nothing.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
Why 1

Hon. Mr. RYAN - Because without
this legislation the Harbor Commis-
sioners could at the present moment sell
their four per cent. bonds at par and pay
off the debt.

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -

But in the meantime they are indebted
to the Government for a considerable
sum of money on which they pay five
per cent. and this reduces it to four per
cent. I think that is something.

Montreal ITij b;or [MIAnCI 19, 1881.]
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lion. 'Mr. RYAN - If the Govern-
ment should call on them to pay off the
debt, they couMl raise mnoney at four per
cent and pay it..

The motion was agreed to.

The Bill was then rea 1 the third time,
under the suspensiou of the rae, and
passed.

DRAWBACKS ON ARTICLES OF THE
CANADiAN PACIFIO RAILWAY

BILL.

THIID READING.

[lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL
imoved the third reading of Bill (100>)

An Act to provide for the allowaice of
dIraw backol certain articles mianufacturîed
in Canada and use'l by the Canaia
Pacifie Railway Company." lie sid :
[t will be rememubered that the C'ompanv
incorporated by the Canadian Pacific
lailwav Bill are allowed to import free
of duty certain articles that miglit enter
into tlie construction of the road. Some
of these -articles may be produced in the
Dominion, and this Bill is to place our
nianufacturers on an equal footing with
their competitors by giving them a
drawback equivalent to the duty wbich
the Company escapes.

lIon. Mr.BURE AU - What is the
value of the privilege i

lion. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
The value of the privilege granted to the
Company wats supposed to be about
$163,000.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - And this is
about the same, I suppose.

Hon. Sir AVLEX. CAMPBELL -

Yes.

The motion was agrecd to.

The Bill was then read the third time,
under a suspension of the rule, and
passed.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

ElGHTH REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE
ADOPTED.

lo. Mr. SIJMPSON maoved the
adoption of the eighth report of
the Joint Committee on Printing.
le said: In asking the House to adopt
this report, I wish to explain that we
make a recomniendation that the salary

flon. fr. Ryan.

of one of the distributors should bc in-
creased $100. I believe he is a very
efficient distributor, and very likely en-
titled to the increase, but I did not feel
disposed, at the close of the session, to
recommend to the Ilouse, as far as I was
concerned, an advance in the salaries of
any of the oticers. However, I believe
he has given great satisfaction, and it
was the unaniimous desire of the Com-
miittee that this increase should be
granted. On the whole, in view of the
fact that he lias received onlv $500, I do
iot know tut he deserves the additional
sum. The rest of the report is of the
usual claract-r. Last year we succeeded
in obtaimmng a reduction on the previous
vear's service of about $12,000, and we
are very sanguine that we will be able to
reduce it, as against last year, $7,000
more. I do not think we are weakening
the service in any way, and 1 believe,
through economy, management and a
little tact, we will be able to brimg the
expenditure this year within $50,000.

The report was adopted.

CUSTOMS DUTIES LAWS AMENDMENT
BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS moved the second
reading of Bill (105) "An Act further
to amend the Acts 42 Vie., cap. 15, and
43 Vie., cap. 18, as respects duties of
(ustoms." le said : This is an amend-
ment to the tariff. The changes (o not
amiount to very much, and are confined,
more particularly, to classification and
making more definite the wording of the
tariff, so that there will be less difficulty
in the customs officers carrying it out.
Ove of the first amendments is including
mower and reaper knives under the head
of agricultural implements. Another
provides that pressed glass shali be con-
sidered as moulded glass. It appears that
importations have been made under the
head of pressed glass, and, inasmuch as it
could not be classed, it came under the lb
per cent. duty. Then, in regard to iron
and steel, it is intended to put a higher
duty on nuts and bolts imported into
this country, because they are manufac-
tured here. These are some of dhe alter-
ations made by this Bill.

The motion was agreed to.

(8 E NAT E.] AmenmentBill.
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TLe Bill was then read the third time,
under a suspension of the rides, and
passed.

THE PROROGATION.
The SPE AKER read a letter from the

G overnor General's Secretary, announcing
that H1ii Excellency would prorogue
Parliament on Monday next. the 21st
inst., at 3.30 p.m.

PUBLIC LOANS UILL.

instead of ascending by the staircase into
the corridors. The large sum placed in
the Supplementary Estima tes for improv-
ing the ventilation of the building need
not necessarily be expended if a little
common sense were applied to the sub-
ject. By opening the windows the foul
air would he allowed to escape and pure
air to fill the rooms and corridors.

lon. Mr. ALLAN suggested that
the entiatin ofthe ciocoudb

THIRD RIEADING. greatly improvod by having, instead of
A message was received from the full panes opening 'vithi sliding

Ilouse of Couimons with Bill ( ) " An
Act to authorize the raising, by way of extent that circuinstances înight require.
loan, of certain sumus of muoney required
for the publie service.1,1 Io. RTO'sittes!tnfor he jubboservce.of beating thec building was a very ex-

The Bill was read the first timlie. tensive one, and involved an immense

lon. Sir ALEX. CA MPBELL moved iwnnber of steam pipes extending ail the
the second reading of the Biil. le said
its object was to enable the Government end of the building. To change that
to concentrate in one loan various fag systeni at once would necessitare a very
ends, so to speak, of powers which they l
now possess of borrowing money for the p required renewal a new system was
public service. being introduced, hy Nvhich the heat

Hon. Mr. HAYTHORNE - For couid be turned off fror a single section
wlîa puposois his o b nselhwithouit turninc, it off froni the whote.what purpose is this to be used ýC

lon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL - lhen, Nvdh regard to the odors froin the
For the purose of the consoliatedbasement that had been t

generally. a certain extent stopped, but it could uot
gcneriiy.be whoily prevented. until the pipes

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill whch led to the warming of tbe corri-
passed its final stages under a suspension (ors Vere Slide panes would
of the rule. be piaceti ini one win-dowv in ecd

of the rols, s that tey could
THE VENTILATION OF THE PARLIA- be ventilated, not o1lY during the

MENT BUILDING. day, while they were occupied,
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ADOPTED. but aiso in the morning when they were
Hon. Mr. REESOR presented the re- being cleaned. Another suggestion which

port of the special Comnittee appointed had been made by the engineer was te
to inquire into the cause of the bad ven- Use less hot air in heating tie rooms and
tilation of the Committee rooms. corridors, and to keep grate fires in the

Hon. Mr. MILLER wished to' know aomisi to purposes it wouid a
if any action would be taken on this re- oorus mor o t and che
port. The Committee had done weil to
call the attention of the House to the mprove the
odor of cooking victuails that pervaded way nany of the evils complained of
the corridors at times. If anytingirring ay
could be done to prevent it a good deala In ts coseas emade in teciosets. I htcswould be done towards removing a dis- Vhe common sense metbod of epening tic
agreeable feature in connection wi th i C
ventilation of the House. rush of cold air tbrough the open win-

Hon. Mr. DICKEY said the difficulty lows would carry impure air into the
could be obviated by simply opening Vhe corridors. The btter plan was t keep
windows of the kitchens in the- base- those windows closed and bave every-
ment ; the impure air would then escape thing ef tha kind te bc nianaged by the

Tglert m o bhis d

The Venftilation of the
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chief engineer, who would
ventilation.

The report was adopted.

The Senate adjourned at

attend to the

4.40 1i n.)

THE SENATE-

Monday, March 21st, 1881.

The Speaker took the chair at twelve
o'clock, noon.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE EUROPEAN, AMERICAN, CANADIAN
AND ASIATIC CABLE COMPANY.

AN EXPLANATION.

lon. Mr. DICKEY - I beg to call
the attention of the House once more to
the unfortunate position in which we are
placed by having public and private leg-
islation thrust upon us in such a hurried
manner at the close of the session. I do
not make this observation with reference
to the Supply Bill - which, I believe, is
the only bill now remaining - because
we cannot amend it, and the only effect
of introducing it bere at such a late pe-
riod of the session is to limit the time
that hon. members have to discuss
it. With regard to the question itself, I
do not propose at present to enter into it
at length, because it would lead to a very
long discussion, but, if no measures are
taken at the beginning of next session to
effect a change of this system of legisla-
ting, I shall call the attention of the
House to the subject. There has been
one notable instance in which it lias led
to great injustice being done to public as
well as to private interests, which, I
think, ought not to be passed over -
I allude to the Bill to incorporate
the European, American and Cana-
dian Cable Company. That Bill
was to authorize the Company
to lay a cable between Europe an4
America. Every assistance was given
to the men who had charge of it in this
House, and there was but one amend-
ment limiting the charge for messages
introduced, and it went down to another
place. In the meantime, the project
originated by Mr. Sandford Fleming
to lay a submarine cable betweer Canada
and Japan had been laid before the

Hon. Mr. Reesor.

Hlouse, and was the subject of legisla-
tion in another place. In the House of
Commons this Bill was amended by ad-
ding " and also to build from any point
or points from the Pacific Coast, in the
Dominion of Canada, to Japan and the
Continent of Asia." The Bill was
amended in other particulars. The clause
which we had introduced restricting the
price of messages was struck out, and
power was given to the Governor in
Council to regulate those matters, and
another clause was added, which was
thought necessary in reference to the
Japan part of the project. Now, those
àmendments were brought up to this
House and passed, or rather passed over,
without any discussion. There was no
opportunity given to the Ilouse to con-
sider them or the effect that they would
have, and the result was that we passed
in this hasty manner, legislation which
most seriously impairs, and, I may add,
defeats the great project of connecting
Asia and Canada by ineans of submarine
cable, because the proviso in that Bill, in
the 20th section, was to this effect-" the
works of the Company shall be com-
menced within two years, and one or
more cables laid within four years from
the passage of this Act; otherwise the
charter shall be void." The effect will be
that the Company, by laying a cable from
Sable Island across the Atlantic, will
satisfy the terms of the charter, and there
will be no limit to the time within which
a cable may be laid to Japan; while, in
the other charter, the Company will be
restricted to a certain time within which
they may act. The consequence is that
this European, American and Canadian
Cable Company will have the power to.
keep this matter open indefinitely --
certainly for ten years - if they choose
to do so. Tie House will see at once-
that the persons acting under the author-
ity of the other charter cannot possibly
raise money to carry out their project
while this remains on the statute book.
I think it is necessary to call attention to
this as not only affecting the interests of
the original projector of this great enter-
prise, but also doing great injury to the
public, because it retards a project in
which we ought all to feel an interest.
1, therefore, feel that there is no apology
due to the House for bringing this mat-
ter before them, and I only wisli we
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could have some practical renedy to
apply, but, as we have none, I can only
my that my object in calling attention to
the subject is to express my very great
regret that my hon. friend from Ottawa,
who had charge of the Bill, and who
knows the course which should be
pursued in conducting the public busi-
ness, did not take the opportunity, when
the Bill was returned from the
House of Comnions, with amend-
ments, -to explain the scope and effect
of thei. That is a matter of great
regret. It has brought us into this
position, that unless the Bill is suspended
for the present it must lead to legislation
to amend it, because it is impossible that
such an Act as that can remain on the
statute book without amendment.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I confess as my
lion. friend proceeded I was sonewhat
startled at the extraordinary state-
ment he thought proper to inake to
the Senate, and his insinuation that
the Bill for the incorporation of the
European, Canadian, American and
Asiatie Cable Company had been
in any way impropery brouglit
before the Senate in coming up fron the
other House. I certainly was amazed at
it. I am in a position to know that it
was the intention of the promoters of
this Bill, when it was first introduced,
and whilo they were in entire ignorance
of M r. Fleniing's project to lay not
only a cable across the Atlantie, but one
across the Pacifie, aud also ta lay cables
to Bermuda and elsewhere. So far as
the question of marine cables is con-
cerned, all that this Parliament can do is
to incorporate a company to lay
cables from any part of our shores.
Sable Island was originally selectcd as* a
point on the Atlantic coast ; but the
Company also took powers to lay cables
to any other part of our coast, and I state
here, and state advisedly, that it was
originally contemplated to make this Bill
much fuller. I did not consider it was
necessary to say whether cables were go-
ing to Bermuda, Brazil, Japan, China, or
anywhere else. The first project was to
lay an Atlantic cable, but it was well
known that the Company had, through
their association in England, been pre-
paring a prospectus with a view of lay-
ing a cable across the Pacifie Ocean also.

Hon. Mr. Dickey.

In the first draft of the Bill. the words
are " and for the purpose of establishing
branches from Sable Island to Bermuda.
West Indies and South Amïierica." Now,
in order to covei additional coasts, the
amendments were introduced to make the
language fuller; and tinere was no doubt
in my mind that it would have enabled
them to lay cables in any direction. At
the time I had not the smallest intimation
that Mr. Fleming had been paying any
attention to the Pacific scheme. I knew
he had written sone years ago, as others,
had written, on the subject of laying a
cable from our Pacific coast to Asia, but,
so had Cyrus Field, and a number of
other gentlemen, and I do not know that
MUr. Fleming had secured any riglit to
a monopoly of a charter from
this Parliament, or done anything to
specially entitle him to the exclusive right
of laying a cable across the Pacifie. Mr.
Fleming is ny personal friend, and I do
not desire to make the comments J other-
wise would make in consequence of the
extraordinary remarks of the hon. Sena,
tor from Amherst. All I can tell the
hon. gentleman is, that the money was
subscribed in England, and the prospectus
was prepared in that country, which in-
cluded the laying of a cable across the
Pacific as well as across the Atlantic.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - The hon. gen-
tleman did not bring it under the notice
of the Committee.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I had not con-
sidered it necessary to do so. I said that
they had ample money to prosecute the
work, and I stated it was their intention,
if they saw their way clear to do so, to.
lay a cable across the Pacifie, and they
desired that authority should be taken in
this Bill to do so. I think the policy
of this Parliament lias been with re-
spect to those cable bills to pass them
without bestowing much attention upon
their details. What hon. gentleman
took the smallest interest in granting the
charter to the French Company to lay a
cable î The first I knew of it was see-
ing it in the statute book ; it entirely
escaped any discussion. There are on
our statute book many other charters.
granted to cable companies, and this
Parliament has never hesitated to pass
such bills, because they never recognized
that there was any exclusive control over
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cables. This is the first time I heard merely ask that the public shall be pro-
anytling of Mlr. Fleming having any tected by a clause requiring the company
claim to the exclusive iight to lay a to construct the cable from British Col-
cable across the Pacific. In the other umbia within a certain tine.
Houise, strong as the Cvernrment are, Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The hon. gentle-
their supporters told them that a man intinated that the Iloyal assent
monopoly of that kind would not bi should be withheld from this Biii. I
tolerated ; that, though they had estab- would be prefectly monstrous if the Gov-
lished a railway muonopoly, they would erniment sliouid undertake to interfere
not recognize a second m1onopoly, and4 the vith the legislation of Parliament in that
Government had to cone down with dif- way. If, in a year hence, tiis Company
ferent resolutions. For the momiient, we has made no progress, and any other com-
heard that Mr. Fleming's charter was pany wIll show that it has a'capital, and
abandoned. le wrote a letter to the is prepared to go on, I rhall not stand in
Government withdrawing any legislation, the way, nor would I like any one else to
but after a week or two his position stand in the way of acharter being granted
changed. le was wvlilng to to the new company. But, as a inatter
take a charter. The louse of Comimons of fact, cannot be an interference. There
insisted that the two charters should is nothing to prevent Mr. Fleming or his
go hani in hand. Those amendinents friends, whoever they may be, going
werc discussed in. the Committee room on with the Pacific cable. Assuredly,
of the other House, and the House of my hon. friend's indignation migit very
Comimons passed theni unanimously, the properly apply if the only charter wasMinisterth oniysel chate livashr
Minister himself who lad charge of the to be Mr. Fleming's, giving him exclu-
resolutions being Chairman of the Com- s power for the next twenty years to
mittee. I presume that lion. gentlemen lay a cable from the western coast of
are aware of what goes on in that ilp0- Canada to Asia, and giving I do not
tant Committee of the other House. I know hov manv veat efore beginning
assumed, when the Bill came back to operations, and a rancît longer term be-
this House, that hon. gentlemen were fore compieting the cable. We bave not
aware of the changes which had been recognized any monopoiy in cables, and
made. They were not, to my mind, of it would be absurd to say that we should.
much magnitude, and I considered they The people of this country, I am sure,
had been made in order to make the Bill would be glad to see as many cables as
conforta as much as possible to the Gov- possible landed on our shores. We know
ernnent measure. Certainly, I bad lno that there is plenty of business for the
desire to withhold anything from the cables already in existence, and there is
House, because I did not suppose for one roomu, I dare say, for still more. Of
moment that the bouse would hesitate course the cost of cables is much less now
to grant an independent company a char- than it was some years ago, and new
ter to lay a cable across the Pacific. MY companies can commence to work on
lion. friend says this Company will block rnîch less capital, and, srgo, charge mucl
the way. I can assure him that he less per word than old companies. And
is mistaken. There is a limnite(l that is why the are a source of fear to
time within which the Comxpanv the o d companie. I do not think my
must commence and complete the cable. hon. friend is jnstified in speaking in the
They must begin work witltin two manner ie does. A l I can teln hm is
years, and have onie or more cibJes laid that we never hlave lad before us a body
within four years. Ail 1 can tell ry hon. of corporators who stood ao higw in com-
friend l this: if the Company do0 iiot mercial circles in England as the pro-
commence work within. the time narnied, poters of this Bi. They are men who
1 shahl be very glad Io assist in havtng are known to be connected with ipor-
thc Bill r'peaed, but 1 do not think the tant bankin and commercial interest iy
assurance ib t ail necesary. w e wil Liverpool ahd London. It is their inten-
have a cable from either o these Co- tion to go on with hte work forthwith.
panies or Cyrus Field's. They are not gong to keep this charter

fron. ir. DICKEY - I do not ask for purposes of speculation or anything
that the charter shound be repcaled. I tr of that sort. They mean to carry i ou

Hon. Mr. Scot.
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as a business enterprise or abandon it,
and it -will not be an interference with
any other company. If the cable is not
commenced within a year, this Company
will not be in the way of Mr. Fleming
or anybody else who desires to obtain a
charter for the purpose of commnunicating
with Japan or China.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL - The re-
mark of the hon. gentleman who has just
taken his seat appears to me to explain
the facts in this matter. He said that
at the time be introduced this Bill to the
notice of the Senate he was altogether
in ignorance of ,the project of laying a
cable from British Columbia to Japan
and China. That is exactly the case,
and the attention of the promoters of
the European, Canadiin and American
Cabls Company was only directed to this
when Mr. Langevin, on the Ilth of Feb-
ruary, introduced in the other House
certain resolutions with a view of fur-
thering Mr. Fleming's scheme. This
Bill was beforA the louse of Commons
at that time, and, on the 15th of Feb-
ruary, this most important amendment,
altering the wlole scope and intention
of the measure, was made. I was my-
self in the Committee of this House when
the Bill was before it, and the hon.
Senator frori Ottawa did not in the
slightest degree.lead us to suppose that
the intention of the Company was to
have anything to do with a submarine
cable extending fron the westérn shore
of the Dominion. These amendments
having been made in the Committee of
the House of Conmons, the Bill came
back here in due course. It was intrc-
duced in the Senate with a number of
other Bills from the Hoiuse of Commons.
The hon. Senator froin Ottawa was in
his place when the amendments were
read, and the louse was asked to concur
in them, but ho did not take it upon
himself to explain these important
amendments whicli had been made to
the Bill, but left the House in ignorance
of their nature, and they were, as is
sometimes unfortunately the case, con-
curred in without due deliberation. So,
to my mind, it appears that most unfor-
tunate legislation has taken jlace with
reference to this quesion. I think that
a mistake of this sort --

Hon. M r. SCO IT - No mistake at all.
Hon. Mr. Scott.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL - A mis-
take of this Sort having been made, it is
the duty of the Ilouse to rectify it as far
as possible. I think the hon. Senator
who has brought the matter up in this
indirect manner bas done what is a per-
fectly right thing to do urnder the cir-
cumstances. The effect of these amend-
ments will be that Mr. Fleming will be
unable to go with any confidence to
capitalists in England to ask them to
engage in this great scheme of which he
bas been the original projector --

lon. Mr. SCOTT - No.

lon. Mr. CORNWALL - The effect
will be, I imagine, that if nothing fur=
ther is done, and if this Bill is assenited
to and becomes law, that Mr. Flenling
will have to fall out of the thing alto-
gether and leave it in the hands of this
Company, who, a fortnight ago, had not
the slightest intention of undertaking
this gigantic scheme.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - The hon. gentle-
inan is mistaken; they had.

Hon. Mr. CORNWALL - Early in
February they had not the sliglhtes.t
intention of undertaking this gigantic
scheme. Why did they not go further
when amending the Bill in the H ouse of
Commons and increase the capital of the
Company 1 Their cable across the Atlan-
tic was to be laid by a company with a
capital of £1,500,000 sterling; now,
under the amendment, they propose to
undertake the work of laying a cable
from the western coast of Canada to
Asia, which involves, at least, an equal
amount of money, without increasing
their capital stock. These two facts -
the ignorance of the hon. gentleman that
tliere was any scheme with reference to
the construction of a Pacific subnarine
cable, and the fact that no alteration bas
been made in the capital stock of the
Company are, of themselves, sufficient to
show that when this Bill was first intro-
duced in the Senate they hd no inten-
tion to undertake this great work. I
think that the Senate, having made sucli
a mistake - having allowed these amend-
ments to be concurred in without any
explanation of them by the hon. gentle-
man who had charge of the Bill should
express itself strongly on the subject,
and urge the Governnent to delay sanc-
tioning the measure. It would be better
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that no legislation should take place on
the matter, but that a year should be
allowed to elapse, in which a better and
more complete arrangement can be made.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I think, after my
explanations, it is wholly unwarrantable
for any hon. gentleman to indulge in
such insinuations as we have heard from
the hon. gentleman who bas just resumed
his seat. I can satisfy any hon. gentle-
man who wishes for the information that,
long before Mr. Fleming's scheme was sub-
mitted to Parliament, correspondence had
taken place withî the promoters of the
Bill showing that it was the intention
of the Company to lay a cable to
Japan, and such was the informa-
tion afforded to the Committee of
the other House. This matter was
fully discussed by the press of the coun-
try. The Railway Coimittee, which is
the largest Cormittee of the House of
Commons, it is well known, stopped Mr.
Fleming's Bill at the very out-
set. They would not consent to
give Mr. Fleming exclusive pri-
vileges, because they were satis-
fied that another Company was also
aiming at layiug a cable across the
Pacifie. They would not recognize a
monopoly. We know the effèct of the
Anglo-American monopoly, and how we
have endeavored to get rid of it from
year to year. There are provinces in
this Dominion still under that monopoly,
and you cannot get a message from them
at less than four or five times the ordi-
nary rates. The men who form this
Company have procured their charter for
the purpose of breaking up this mono-
poly. I do not think it is quite proper
for the HBouse, at this particular period
of the session, to be made the medium of
an attack on myself personally - be-
cause I feel in some degree it is an
attack upon myself and on my probity.
I have never, since I have been a mem-
ber of this House, laid myself open to
such a charge. I amn invariably frank
and open in dealing with the legislation
that 1 have in charge.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -1
do not propose to say anything on the
merits of the matter itself, but I think
the hon. Senator from Amherst was un-
fortunate in giving this as an instance of
want of time for the discussion of mea-

Hon. Mr. Cornwall.

sures laid before us. This Bill was in-
troduced in the Senate by the leader of
the Opposition on the 20th of January,
so that it is impossible for any one to
say that it is one of the cases in which
the House bas not had abundance of
time. It was read the second time on
the 21th of January, and was sent to the
House of Commons in the usual way.
I think this session particularly there in
no ground for complaint of any want of
abundance of time being given the House
for the consideration of all questions
which came before it. With regard to
the inatter under discussion, it is too
delicate for a member of the Governient
to discuss. The Bill has received the
sanction of both louses of Parliament,
whose servants the Gove-rnmient are.

lon. Mr. CORNWALL - The hon.
Senator from Amherst did not complain
of any want of time for discussing the
Bill before it was sent down to the other
House; his remarks applied to the time
when it was returned to this House with
amendments.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - Last year I
felt it my duty to enter a very earnest
protest against the manner in which
legislation had come up froin the other
branch of Parliament at the close of the
session. I think it is only fair, under
the altered circumstances this year, to
compliment the Government on the de-
cided improvenient which has taken place
in that respect during the present session
of Parliament. We have had very im-
portant measures initiated here, and had
full time to discuss them. We have not,
on any one single day up to the close of
the session, been behind with our work,
a very unusual thing, and one which,
perhaps, bas never occurred before since
Confederation. We have been able to
keep up with it, and give it all the time
that we thought it deserved. I must say
I think the Government is not in a posi-
tion to be animadverted upon this ses-
sion for the manner in which they pre-
sented measures to this House, and I
only hope the good departure they have
made this year will be followed up in
subsequent sessions, and that we
will be able to congratulate them in
the sanie way at the close of future ses-
siens.
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Ion. Mr. MACFARLANE - i
think there is a great inprovement this
session in the manner in which Govern-
ment bills have been introduced. In
reference to the subject under discussion,
I miust say, with all deference to the hon.
gentleman who introduced this Bill, that
I was very much surprised wvhen I
learned that the amendments which had
been made to it in the Commons had
been concurred in by this House. I ven-
ture to say that not one member in ten
was aware that the Bill had been re-
turned until the amendments lad been
concurred in by the Senate.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -1 explained them,
at all events.

Hon. Mr. MACFARLANE - I an
sure if a majority of the menbers had
known the character of the amendments
they would have been fully discussed, and,
1 venture to say, they would not have
been sanctioned by the Senate.

Hon. Mr. RYAN - I can only con-
cur in the remarks of my lion. friend
fr<fm Wallace that I, who had taken some
interest in the Bill, wa entirely igno-
rant of the changes which had been
made with regard to the Pacific cable.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - I am quite sure
that 1 nentioned the fact that the word
" Asiatic " had been added to the title.

Hon. Mr. RYAN - I should have
objected at that time to giving sucli
powers to a company with such a small
capital, and whose intention, as ex-
plained to Parliament in the first place,
was to lay a cable across the A tlantic.

Hon. Mr. CARVELL - It occurs
to me that this discussion is not
entirely fair. The measure passed here
in a full House, and that occurred as
early as Wednesday of last week. Hon.
gentlemen had a fuill opportunity· of
ascertaining all about it and stating
their objections. Now, when there is
but a fragment of the Chamber left, this
attempt to cast reflections upon the Con-
pany shows that there is something more
than momentary ignorance of hon. gen-
tlemen in reference to this matter, at the
bottom of the opposition. It seems to
me to be a most extraordinary course.
The way it strikes me is that it is not
this House that has been disappointed,

ion. Mr. Afacfarlane.

but that a power outside of this House
and outside of this country lias been dis-
appointed. Jay Gould bas been dis-
appointed - the Anglo-Armerican Com-
pany bas been disappointed.

lon. Mr. SCOTT - Hear ! hear ' No
doubt about it.

Hon. Mr. CARVELL - The Anglo-
American Company, which we are strug-
gling against in the eastern provinces,
would have been strengthened if this
Bill had been defeated. In reference to
the amendments made to the Bill in the
House of Commons, I knew of them, and
I knew that it was proposed to make
thei. To my mind they were unneces-
sary, because the Bill as originally framed
spoke of " the Dominion of Canada and
elsewhere." I thought that covered the
whole ground, but it was thought th at
there might be a doubt about it, and,
therefore, the places where they might
go were specified. This Parliament has
incorporated a highly respectable body of
gentlemen, the strongest list of corpora-
tors that I ever saw anywhere, in pre-
ference to giving a monopoly for twenty
years to a single individual, who may
birter it, possibly where it would do u
most harm.

THE SUPPLY BILL.

THIRD READING.

A message was received from the
flouse of Commons with a Bill intituled
"An Act for granting to Her Majesty
certain suns of money required for de-
fraying certain expenses of the public
service for the financial years ending
respectively the 30th June, 1881, and the
30th June, 1882, and for other purposes
relating to the public service."

The Bill was read the first time.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
I do not propose to enter into a discussion
of the Supply Bill, nor have I been in
the habit of doing so. The granting of
supplies to Her Majesty is the peculiar
attribute of the House of Commons, and,
although it is quite open to us to enter
into a review of all that the Bill affects,
still I have never seen anything to be
gained by that, and, so far as I am myself
concerned, I prefer to merely move the
second reading of the Bill. I move that
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the 41st rule of the louse be suspended
Und the Bill read the second tinie.

lon. M r. HUAYTHORNE - I siould
like to ask whether that Supply Bill con-
tains an item for imnroving the means
of transporting mails and passengers
between Prince Edward Island and the
mainland during the winter season.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
It does not.

Hon. Mr. HA YTIIORNE - I will
just make a few remarks to impress on
the minds of the Government the impor-
tance of taking hold of this question, and
I hope I will be able to draw from them
an assurance that another year will not
be allowed to elapse before taking de-
cisive measures for placing Prince Ed
ward Island in a better position with
regard to the mail service with the rest
of the Dominion. At the present time
the members of Parlianient from that
Province who are about to return to their
homes find it impossible to determine by
wlat route they will be able to go. We
cannot tell whether we shall have to cross
a strait nine miles wide in a boat not
much stronger or heavier than an Indian
canoe, or cross from Pictou by the
X-orthern LigIht steamer. It bas been
proposed in past sessions to establisi
communication by way of Capes Traverse
and Tormentine, but objections have
been taken to the expense of this and the
difficulty of obtaining right of way for
the two branch lines. I an really now
not speaking soltly in the initerest of
Prince Edward Island, but in the inter-
est of all Canada. It really is not a fact
that the expenditure on this service
is for the benefit of Prince Edward
Island only. The mails concern tue
whole Dominion. What we cannot get
in the way of our rights directly, we must
importune for, btut it is a bard thing that
a province should be obliged to impor-
tune for its rigits. When we caie into
Confederation, it was distinctly promised
that there should be steani comninunica-
tion between-the Island and the main-
]and at al] seasons of the year. That
service has beei very imperfectly per-
formed up to this time, and I hope Min-
isters in this House will feel themselves
in a position to state that the branch
railways and steam communication by
way of Capes Tormentine and Traverse

IHon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

will occupy their attention during the
recess, and that next session they will be
in a position to recommend somnething of
the kind to Parliament.

lon. Sir A LEX.CAMPBELL - The
Government are quite sensible of the ob-
ligation which was incurred when Prince
Edward Island joined the Confederation,
and we did, in pursuance of the obliga-
tions which devolved on the Dominion,
endeavor to maintain steam communica-
tion witli that Province, and put the
steamer Northern Light on that route.
It was supposed at that time that this
steamer vould give complete and satis-
factory communication at all seasons of
the year. That it has not so resulted up
to the present tine the Governnent re-
gret very much, and they will do every-
thing that can reasonably be done to
maintain steam communication between
the Island and the mainland during the
winter season, but I cannot hold out a
reasonable hope that the Government
will build the branc lines which the
hon. gentleman referred to. Of course,
there must be a limit to the expense
which the Governient is justified in un-
dertaking with reference to such macters,
and I am afraid that the service is not of
such a character as would justify the ex-
pense of constructing these two roadq, in
the opinion of Parliament, but the Gov-
ernment will do its best to discharge its
obligations, and I cannot see that they
have been culpable in the past. An effort
has been made to maintain the communi-
cation, and the opinion was that the con-
struction of the Yort/tern Liqt would
furnish the best means. I will take care
to bring the matter under the notice of
the Minister of Public Works, and every
effort that can reasonably be made to
maintain the coimmunication will be put
f£rth.

Hon. Mr. MONTGOMERY - Dur-
ing the nonths of Januarv and Febru-
ary and a great part of Marci the mails
can never be sent from Georgetown and
Pictou. my impression is that the
iNorthern Light is not a suitable steamer
to ply between Capes Traveï se and Tor-
nîcatine. She draws too much water - -
about 18 feet. A suitable steamer, such
as they have at Quebec, with small boats,
could keep up the communication at the
Capes, and if the branýh railways were

Bill.(S EN AT E.]
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built the crossing would be nothing
more than a ferry. During the past
winter the Northern Light was out in the
ice for some two or three weeks at one
time. This is a matter which
affects the whole Dominion. In
the winter between six and seven hun-
dred passengers cross the straits. I hope
the Government will take a trip down
there some time and see the inconven-
ience that we experience in crossing
there ; it is like taking one's life in his
hand.

Bon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -I
should like to know the name of the
boat at Quebec which the bon. gen-
tleman thinks would he a model steamer.

Hon. Mr. MONTGOMERY-The
boat which carries railway passengers
from Point Levis to Quebec. The
Nortkern Light draws too much water
and enters into the ice like a wedge. A
boat like the Newfoundland sealinîg
vessels, which would run up on the ice
and break it, would be much better than
the Northern Light.

Hon. Mr. CARVELL - I think,
notwithstanding the not very favorable
answer which the leader of the Govern-
ment has given to my hon. friend's in-
quiry, this is an important matter and
the Government of the day have held
out a hope that early action will be taken
to establish communication by way of
Capes Tormentine and Traverse. In-
quiries have been made as to whether the
people living along the . route which
would have to be taken for the
branch railways would be willing to give
right of way for the purpose, and those
on the mainland, vhere they bave muni-
cipal institutions, have consented, I be-
lieve, to do so. The passage of the Straits
is as important to the other provinces of
the Dominion as to Prince Edward
Island. I venture to say there are
more residents of Toronto or of
Montreal than of Prince Edward
Island using that route, and it is
not a merely local work. But above and
bevond this, there is a distinct contract
which binds the Government to keep up
daily communication across the Straits,
and I hope that next year, at all events,
the Government will be prepared to take
some active measures te fulfl that con,
tract.

Hon. Mr. Montgomery.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELL -
There was no contract or pledge that a
road would be built to Cape Tornentine.
The contract was to keep up communica-
tion bysteain, which we supposed we were
doing by means of the Northe -n Light,
and which we shall try to do with some
other steamer.

Hon. Mr. CAIRVELL - I do not
think that putting a steamer there is a
fulfilment of the contract that was en tered
into. Building the branch roads is the
only possible means of keeping up the
daily communication by steam p omiised
when we entered the Union.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMP BELL - It
was thought by everybody tbat we had
acconplised it by means of the Korthern
Light. She was built for the purpose,
but bas proved a failure, and we inust
now find a better steamer, such as my
hon. friend (Mr. Montgomery) bas sug-
gested, to make the passage.

Hon. Mr. GIRlAPD - I wish to
know what provision bas been made to
enable Manitoba to administer pro-
vincial affairs within its new boundaries.
I know the Government is well disposed
towards the Province, but the present
subsidy is not enough to meet the in-
creased expenditure and responsibilities.
I must, at the same time, express my
gratification at the ample provision tbat
has been made for the early construction
of the Canadian Pacific Railvay. It
will give Manitoba an opportunity to
develop its re. :ces, and be-
come ere long j' e of the lead-
ing provinces of the Dominion.
I wish to express miy thanks to the Gov-
ernment for the appropriation tley have
made in recognition of the services done
by the St. Boniface Hospital in caring
for persons who have been wounded or
sick while working on the Pacitie Rail-
way. I wish also to osk the hon. Post-
master General if lie can give me sone
explanation as to the financial future o'
the Province of Manitoba.

Hon. Sir ALEX. CAMPIELL - I
can give the lion. gentleman sorne satis-
factory information I am sure, because I
have been busy this morning in m îking
a note for a despatch to be addressed to
the Government of Manitoba on the sub-
ject, in answer to relresentations that
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have been made partly by the hcn. gen-
tieman and by Hon. Mr. Norquay, Pre-'
mier of Manitoba. Arrangements have
been made with Mr. Norquay, which
possibly he has not communicated to the
hon. gentleman, and those arrangements
have been quite satisfactory. Mr. Nor-
quay has been assured that money would
be provided to meet the engagements of
Manitoba until such time as the Census
returns will enable the Government to
place the financial condition of that
Province on a satisfactory and equitable
footing.

The Bill was then read the second and
third tiie and passed.

The Senate adjourned during pleasure.

THE PROROGATION.

At 3.15 p.m. the House was re-
sumed. At 3.30 p.m. His Excellency
the Governor General took his seat upon
the Throne. The members of the Senate
being assembled, bis Excellency was
pleased to command the attendance of
the lHouse of Commons, and, that House
being present, the following Bills were
assented to in Her Majesty's name by
His Excellency the Governor General,
viz. : -

An Act respecting Prize Fighting.
An Act further to continue in force

for a limited time " The Better Preven-
tion of Crime Act, 1878."

An Act to amend the law respecting
Documentary Evidence in certain cases.

An Act to amend the Insolvent Act of
1875, and amending Acts.

An Act to correct a clerical error in
schedule B, te the Act forty-third Vic-
toria, chapter twenty-two, amending
" The Bank Act" and continuing the
charters of certain banks.

An Act to amend the Act forty-third
Victoria, chapter sixty-one, entitled "An
Act to incorporate the Assiniboine
Bridge Company" and to change the

îanme of the said Company.
An Act to amend "The General In-

spection Aut, 1874," aAd the Acts
amending it.

An Act to reduce the capital stock of
the Exchange Bank of Canada and other-

Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell.

wise to amend the Act respecting the
said Bank.

An Act to incorporate " The Montreal
Board of Trade and Exchange,"

An Act to extend the Aet establishing
one uniform currency for the Dominion
of Canada to the Provinces of British
Columbia and Prince Edward Island.

An Act further to amend the Act in-
corporating the Canada Guarantee Com-
pany, and to change the name of the
said Company te " The Guarantee. Coni-
pany of North America."

An Act to incorporate the Dominion
Salvage and Wrecking Company.

An Act to incorporate the Wrecking
and Salvage Company of Canada.

An Act to amend the Act of incorpora-
tion of " The Accident Insurance Com-
pany of *Canada," and to authorize the
change of the naine of the said Company
te " The Accident Insurance Company
of North Anerica."

An Act to provide for the salaries of
1 an additional Judge of .the Court of

Queen's Bench and an additional Judge
of the Superior Court in the Province of
Quebec.

An Act te continue in force for a lim-
ited time the Act forty-third Victoria,
chapter thirty-six.

An Act to incorporate the Association
known as " J. Winslow Jones and Coin-
pany, (Limited)."

An Act respecting the Canada Consd-
idated Gofdl Mining Company.

A n Act to incorporate the Bay of
Quinté Railway and Navigation Comi-
pany.

An Act respecting La Banque Ville
Marie.

An Act to incorporate the Ontario ani
Quebec Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Grand Trunk
Railway Company of Canada.

An Act te incorporate the Hall Mines
RLiilway Company.

An Act te insorporate the Metropoli-
tan Fire Insurance Compaiy of Canada.

An Act te provide for the correspon-
dence oAf certain provisions of the Act
respeLing the navigation of Caiadian
waters with the provison for like pur-
roses in force in the United Kingdom.
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An Act relating to the Canada Mili- An Act to incorporate the Acadia
tary Asylum at Quebec. Steamship Company (Limited.)

An Act to incorporate the Moncton An Act further to amend the Acts
Harbor Improvement Company. forty-second Victoria, chapter fifteen, and

An Act to amend the Act incorporat- forty-third Victoria, chapter eighteen, as
ing the Souris and Rocky Mountains respects duties of customs.

Railway Company. An Act to authorize the raising by
An Act to amend the Petroleum In- way of loan of certain sums of money

spection Act, 1880. required for the public service.

An Aet to amend the Acts incorporat- An Act in amendment of the Acts
ing the Montreal, Portland and Boston respecting steamboats.
IRailway Company. An Act to provide for the extension

An Act to remove doubts as to the of the boundaries of the Province of
true construction - of section twelve of Manitoba.
" The Northern Railway Company Act, An Act to provide for the allowance
1877." of drawback on certain articles manu-

An Act to amend the Act fortieth Iactured in Canada, and used by the
Victoria, chapter ten, intituled : " An Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
Act to amend and consolidate the Acts An Act to prescribe a declaration to
respecting the Customs." be taken by employés on telegraph lines

An Act respeoting the Northern Rail- under the control of the Government,
way Company of Canada. and to provide for the punishment of

An Act respecting the Ontario and telegraph operators and employés who
Pacitic Junction Railway Company. divulge the contents of certain tele-

An Act to incorporate the North- grams.
ern, North-Western and SauIt Ste. Marie An Act to amend the Act thirty-sixth
Railway Company. Victoria, chapter sixty, respecting the

An Act to incorpora-e " The Napier- Montreal Harbor Commissioners.
ville Junction Railway and Quarry Com- An Act to increase the salaries of the
pany. " Judges of the Supreme Court of Prince

An Act respecting Naturalization and Edward Island.
Aliens. An Act further to amend the Acts

An Act to incorporate the " English therein mentioned respecting the Militia
and Colonial Insurance Company." and Defence of the Dominion of Canada.

An Act to incorporate the European, Au Act to rermove doubts as to the
American, Canadian and Asiatic Cable power to imprison with hard labor under
Comnpany (Limited). the Acts resp3cting vagrants.

An Act further to amend an Act re- An Act to amend the Dominion Lands
specting certain Savings Banks in the Act.
Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, and'to A
continue for a limited time the Charters An Act to amend " The Indian Act,
of certain Banks to which the said Act 1880.
applies. An Act further to amend the Act iu-

An Act to enlarge and extend the corporating " The International Railway
powers of the " Credic Foncier Franco- Conpany.
Canadien." An Act to amend the Acts relating to

4An Act to incorporate the Credit Fon- the New Brunswick Railway Company.
cier of the Dominion of Canada. An Act to provide for the incorpora-

An Act to amend the Consolidated tion of a Company to establish a Marine
Rail way Act. Telegraph between the Pacific Coast of

An Act to amend and consolidate the Canada and Asia.

laws relating to Government Railways. Then the Speaker of the House of

An Act with reference to the Andrew Commons addressed His Excellency as
Mercer Ontario Reformatory for females, follows:-
and the Central Prison of Ontario.
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" MAT IT PLEAsE YoUa EXCELLENCY,

" In the name of the Commons, I present to
Your Excellency a Bill intituled, 'An Act for

granting to Her Majesty certain sums of money
xequired for defraying certain expenses of the
Public Service, for the financial years ending
respectively the 30th June, 1881, and the 30th
June, 1882, and for other pur poses relating to
the Public service,' to which I humbly request
Your Excellency's assent."

To this Bill the Royal assent was sig-
nified ii the following words :-

«In Her Majesty's name, His Excellency
the Governor-General Lhanks Her loyal sub-
jects, accepts their benevolence, and assents to
this Bill."

After which His Excellency was
pleased to close the TiaD SEssION of
the FOURTU PARLIAMENT Of the DOMIN-
ION with the following

SPEECH.

Hon. Gentlemen of the Senate:

Gentlemen of the flouse of Commons:

In relieving you from your Parliamentary
duties after a long and laborious session, I
desire to convey to you my best thanks for
the assiduity you have shown in their\ perfor-
mance.

The measure for transferring to a Company
of capitalists the responsibility of constructing
and operating the Canadian Pacifie Railway
will, I am assured, be followed by most favor-

able results, and ensure the r.pid completion
of this great national enterprise.

It wili be the duty and the interest of the

Company to use every exertion to dispose
without delay of the lands granted in aid of

their undertaking, and for that purpose to
promote immigration from abroad on an exten-

siva scale.
My Miaiste:s will, however, not relax their

efforts in the sane direction, and it is be-

lieved that by the united action of the Gov-

ernment and the Company ii large influx

of valuable settlers May be confidently antici-

pated. Such an immigration must tend to

enhance the value of the public domain in the

North-West.
While the system of making free grauts to

actual settiers will be maintain.,d in its integ-

rity, the lands reserved for sale by the Crown
will, it is believed, be disposed of at prices
sufficient eventually to repay the whole of the
expenditure of money by the Dominion on the
construction of the Railway.

The extension of the boundaries of Manitoba
will confer the privilege of local self Govern.
ment on the people already resident in, or who
may hereafter occupy, the area now added to
the Province, and, by enabling the Legislature
to establish municipal institutions in its en-
larged liraits, tend greatly to add to the wel-
fare of that Interesting region.

The amendment of the Naturalization Laws
will, I trust, have the effect çf removing the
disadvantages under which emigrants from
Europe have hitherto labored, and of attract-
ing a large influx of population from the Old
World.

The consolidation and amendment of the
General Railway Acts, and of the laws relating
to Government Railways lias improved and
systematized our Railway Legislation.

I am pleased to observe that you have not
been forgetful of the interests of the Indian
population of the North-West. It is greatly
to be hoped that the efforts to induce them to
forsake their nomadic habits and betake them-
selves to pastoral and agricultural pursuits will
be successful. By no other means can their
civilization be pronoted, t1e Indians them-
selves rendered self reliant and self support.
ing, and the Dominion Treasury relieved of the
burden of rescuing them from their apparently
chronic state of destitution.

The extension of our telegraphie system by
cable in the River and Gulf of St. Lawrence,
will aid the fisheries and the commerce of
Canada and increase the safety of its waters.

Gentlemen of the Iouse of Commons :

In Her Majesty's name, I thank you for the
supplies you have so readily grauted, and
heartily congratulate you -on the improved
condition of the revenue.

Honorable Gentlemen of the Senate:

Gentlemen of the louse of Commons:

I bid you now farewell, and trust that when
Parliament re-assembles we shall be able to
congratulate ourselves on Canada having
meaftwhile enjoyed a season of peace and
prosperity.

[SENATE.] Prorogation.
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Inquiry-Mr. Read, 592

EXPLANATION.S

Sir Alex. Campbell, 86

Fabre, Senator
Mission to France - Inquiry, 522

Ferrier, Hon. Mr.
Prize Fighting Bill, 54, 55
Patent Law Armendment Bill, 88, 112
Canada Guarantee Company's .Bill,

405, 424, 433, 454
The Geological Museum, 419
Consolidated Railway Act Amendment

Bill, 449, 474
Dominion Salvage and Wrecking Com-

pany's Bill, 481, 528
Wrecking and Salvage Company of

Canada Bill, 481, 520
Accident Insurance Company's Bill,

498, 522, 528
Grand Trunk Railway Company's Bill,

523, 591, 604
Don River Improvement Company's

iill, 525
Ontario and Pacific Junction Railway

Bill, 662
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien Bill,

655, 683, 686

Flint, Ion. Mir.
Consolidated Gold M ining Company's

Bill, 481, 520, 597
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Temperance Acts Amendment Bill,
515, 541

J. Winslow Joues Association Bill,
526

Credit Foncier of Canada Bill,
639

Indian Laws Consolidation Bill, 642

GEOLOGICAL M USEUM

Inquiry-Mr. Ryan- 14

Cibbs, Hon. Mr.

The Address, 3
Insolvent Act Amendment Bill, 392
European, American and Canadian

Cable Company's Bill, 40.2, 404,
421, 422

Temperance Acts Amendment Bill,
567, 589

Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien Bill,
623, 637, 638, 652, 661, 662, 679,
686

Ontario and Pacifie Junction Railway,
644

Girard, Hion. Mfr.
Canadian Pacifie Railway Bill, 268
Assiniboine Bridge Company's Bill,

396, 401, 419
Temperance Acts Amendment Bill,

443, 559, 586
Manitoba Boundaries Bill, 615
Indian Laws Amendment Bill, 641
Customs Laws Consolidation Bill, 642
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien, 666
The Supply Bill, 705

Glasier, Hon. Mr.
The Beveridge and

426, 426, 429

GOVERNMENT RAILWAY
DATION BILL

lst, 405; 2nd, 454;
525; 3rd, 548'

Tibbits' Claim,

LÂws CONSOLI-

in Committee,

GAND TRuNK RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL,
1st, 523, 2nd, 591; 3rd, 604

Guevremont, ion. 31r.
The Walker Heirs' Clain, 522, 631

HALIFAX FIsHERIEs COMMIsSIoN
Motion, 68
Hind's Charges, 8t

Hanilton (Inkerman), lion. Mfr.
Inland Revenue Bill, 526

Haythorne, Hon. Mr.
The Address, 37
The Senate Debates, 48
Visit of Ministers to England, 51
Prince Edward Island Railway, 54
Halifax Fisheries Commission, 75
Canadian Pacifie Railway Bill, 184,

223, 366
Winter Communication with Prince

Edward Island. 256
Petroleum Inspection Bill, 409
Government Railway Laws Consolida-

tion Bill, 455
Uniform Currency Bill, 521, 527
Temperance Act -Amendment Bill,.

584
Indian Act Amendment Bill, 634
The Senate Debates, 674
The Supply Bill, 704

HEALTii LEGISLATION
Motion, 92
Motion, 102

HIND'S CHARGES
Motion, 68, 84

Hope, lon. Mr.
Williamsburg and Galops Canal, 63
Canadian Pacifie Railway Bill, 230, 382
The St. Lawrence Canals, 411
The Burlington Bay Canal Swing

Bridge, 414
Consolidated Railway Act Amend-

ment Bill, 493, 510
Canadian Silver Coin, 500
Savings Banks Act Continuation Bill,

651
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien, 669,

685

Howlan, Hon. Mr.
Introduced, 56
Halifax Fisheries Commission, 77
Canadian Pacifie Railway Bill, 197,

201
Temperance Àcts Amendment Bill

578, 586
St. John River Railway Bridge, 629

IHULL MINES RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

lst, 2nd and 3rd, 624
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INDIAN ACT AMENDMENT BILL Isoivent Law Anendment Bill
1st, 604; 2nd, 631; 3rd, 640 Uniform Currency Bil, 528

St. John River Railway Bridg
INLAND REVENUE ACT AMEYDMENT BILL Savings Banks Act Continuatio

st, 481 ; 2nd, 521; iii Cornrnittee, 652

526; 3rd, 548 LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT, THE
R? t f t Lb i

INSOLVENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL

1st, 349 ; 2nd, 390; in Commi
399; 3rd, 400.

INSPECTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL
]st, 400; 2nd, 406; 3rd, 440

INSURANCE LAW AMENDMENT BILL

1st, 405; 2nd. 59 I ; in Comini
603 ; 3rd, 631

INTERNATIONAL R AILwAYCOMPA.NY'S]

lst and 2nd, 662; 3rd, 695

JUDGES, ADDITIONAL, IN QUEBEC Bi
1st, 523; 2nd, 591 ; 3rd, 597

JUDICIARY. THE

Explanation, 606

J. WINSLOW JONES ASSOCIATION
lst, 498 ; 2nd, 526; 3rd, 597

Kaulbach, HIon. 3fr.

The Senate Debates, 49, 677
Prize Fighting Bill, 53, 61
Halifax Fisheries Commission, 77
Patent Law Amendment BiJ, 89
Canadian Pacific Railwav Bill,
Inspection Law Anendmienît Dill,

440
Petroleum Inspection Bill, 410
Temperance Acts Amendaient

442, 516, 519, 564
St. John River Railwav Bridge,

LAVAL UNIVERSITY

Motion, 52
Return, 83
Inquiry, 399
Motion, 424
Draft of new Charter, 535

Leonard, Tion. fr.
Bank Act Correction Bill, 399

Lewin, Hon. 3r.
Canadian Pacific Railway Bill, 2(

400

e, 627
n Bill,

Committee appointed, 43.
ttee, Committee Report adopted, 694

3facdonald, lion. Vfr.
The Senate Debates, 48
Pacifie Uailway, 196, 23t~
Naturaization and Mliens Bill1, 5 11
Indian Laws Arnendment Bill, 642

ttee, Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien Bill,
684

BIILL 11ac farlane, IJon. Mr.
Prize Fighting Bil,, 61
Insolvent Act Amendment Bil, 349,

390,i392, 400, 401

everidge and Tibbited' Claim, 352
Pacific Railway Bil, 376
Inspection Law Anendnent Bi,

406
anland Revenue Bi, 521

BILL Uniorm Currency Bill, 527
St. John River Railway Bridge, 628
Acadia Steamship Copany's Bill, 662
The Senate Debates, 673, 678
European, ATibcan and i3ad5ian

Cable Company's Bi111, 703

JfIacpter8on, lon. 31r.
Pacific Railway Bill, 356, 389

2 18
408, MAIL SERVICE, THE, IN CAPE BRETrON

Inquiry-Mr. Miller-482

13111, MALE IN NiWE B.$UNSWICK

630 Inquiry, 401, 503

MALT, EXCISE DUTY ON
Inqniry-eMr. Read-B592

MANITOBA BoUeDARIEs BILL

Aadt 523; in Committee, 606; 3rd, 619

MpcClelan, lon. lfr.
Pacifie Railway Bi, 319, 369.

(MeiMo. The for in which Mr.
McLelan'a speech occurs was printed
withou L correztion, and contains,
sorne errors.) fà

Inspection Law Ainedruent Bi, 407



Postal Irregularities, 481, 485
Moncton Harbor Improvement

548, 597, 624
Temperance Act Amendment

585

Bill,

Bill,

11cLelan Hon. JIr.
The Address, 7
Pacific Railway Bill, 239, 240, 257
Consolidated Railway Act Amendment

Bill, 469, 486
Temperance Acts Amendment Bill,

563, 582, 583
Acadia Steamship Company's Bill, 621,

640
The Senate Debates, 678

fcfa8ter, Bon. Mr.
Additional Judges in Quebec Bill, 603
Savings Banks Act Continuation Bill,

652

MERCER, ANDREW, REFORMATORY BILL
lt, 644; 2nd, 673; 3rd, 690

METROPOLITAN FIRE INsURANCE COM-
PANY'S BILL

lst, 498; 2nd, 526; 3rd, 624

MILITARY ASYLUM IN QUEBEC BILL
1st, 591 ; 2nd, 604; 3rd, 636

MILITIA ACT AMENDMENT BILL

lst, 662; 2nd, 689; 3rd, 695

.iller, Hon. Air.
The Address, 21
Senate Debates, 42, 46, 47
Prize Fighting Bill, 52, 53, 54, 55
Qualification .of Senators, 56
Patent Law AmendmeLt Bill, 65, 88,

91
European, American and Canadian

Cable Company's Bill, 109, 702
Petitions for Private Bills, 112
Contingent Accounts of the Senate,

• 134,136
St. Peter's Canal Contract, 153, 158
Pacific Railway Bill, 329
Beveridge and Tibbits' Claim, 352
Inspection Law Amendment Bill, 407,

441
Northern, North-Western end Sault

Ste. Marie Railway Company, 420
Consolidated Railway Act Amendment

Bill, 447

Naturalization and Aliens Bill, 456,
476, 482, 511, 513, 524

Temperance Acts Amendment Bill,
457, 458, 459, 461, 517

Mail Service in Cape Breton, 482,
484

Uniform Currency Bill, 527
The Public Service of Canada, 533
Additional J udges in Quebec Bill, 598,

601
Silver Plume Mining Company's Bill,

621, 623
St. John River Railway Bridge, 629
Indian Act Amendment Bill, 631
Credit Foncier of Canada Bill, 639
Northern Railway Act Construction

Bill, 646
Credit Yoncier Franco-Canadien Bill,

681
Prince Edward Island Judges' Salaries

Bill, 689
Dominion Lands Act Amendment

Bill, 693
Ventilation of the Parliament Build-

ings, 697

MONCTON HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS BILL,
lst, 548; 2nd, 597; 3rd, 624

Jfontgomery, lon. 3fr.
Insolvent Law Amendment Bill, 399·
Temperance Act Amendment Bill,

461, 520
Uniform Currency Bill, 528
Insurance Act Anendment Bill, 603
The Supply Bill, 704

MONTREAL BOARD oF TRADE AND Ex-
CHANGE BILL

Tst, 113 ; 2nd, 197 ; amendments con-
curred in, 389 ; 3rd, 397

MONTREAL HARBOR COMMIsSIONERS' BILL
1st, 694; 2nd and 3rd, 695

MONTREAL, PORTLAND AND BOSTON RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL

1st and 2nd, 631 ; 3rd, 645

MONTREAL REGISTRY OFFICE

Motion, 106
Supplementary Return, 548

NAPIERVILLE JUNCTION RArLWAY BILL
Tst, 112, 2nd; 136; 3rd, 441
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NATURALIZATION AND ALIENS ]BILL

lst, 92; 2nd postponed, 110 ;
455 ; a correction, 482 ; in Com
tee, 511; 3rd, 523

NAVIGATION OF CANADIAN WATERS

1st, 591 ; 2nd, 603 ; 3rd, 636
I

2nd,
mit-

3ILL

NELSON, HON. MR.

Pacific Railway Bill, 345

NEW BRUNSWICK RAILWAY COMPANY'S
BILL

lst and 2nd, 662; 3rd, 695

NEW SENATORS

Hon. Joseph Northwood, introduced, 1
Ion. Mr. lowlau, introduced, 56

NORTHERN, NORTII-WESTERN AND SAULT
STE. MARIE COMPANY'S BILL,

1st and 2nd, 644; 3rd, 662

NORTHERN, NORTH-WESTERN AND SAULT
STE. MARIE RAILWAY COMPANY

Petition presented, 420

NORTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY'S
CONSTRUCTION BILL

ACT

1st and 2nd, 631 ; 3rd, 645

NORTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY'S BIEL

Tst, 631 ; 2nd, 640: 3rd, 662

NORTHWOOD, HON. JOSEPH

Introdiced, 1
Temperance Act Amendment Bill,

566

Odell,' Hon. 3fr.
Prize Fighting Bill, 61
Beveridge and Tibbits' Claim, 349,

352, 355
Temperance Acts Amendment Bill,

458, 460, 514, 51, 519, 583
New Brunswick Railway Company's

Bill, 662, 695
International Railway Company's

Bill, 695

ONTARIO AND PACIFIC JUNCTION RAIL-

WAY BILL ;

lst and 2nd) 6 t4; 3rd, 662

)NTARIO AND QUEBEC RAILWAY COU-
PANY's BILL

1st and 2nd, 591; 3rd, 604

)RDERS AND CUSTOMS OF THE SENATE

Committee appointed, 2

'ACIFIC RAILWAY BILL

1st, 112; 2nd, moved, 113, 137, 153,
161, 201, 240, 257, 297; in Com-
mittee, 353, 3rd, 389; Royal assent,
389

pACIFIC RAILWAY CONTRACT, THE

Inquiry (Mr. Scott), 42
Motion, 256 1
Resolutions, 449

PACIFIC RAILWAY MATERIALS DRAWBACK
BILL

Tst, 694; 2nd and 3rd, 696

Paquet, Hon. A1r.
Lavai University, 52, 84, 399, 424,

535
Health Legislation, 99

PATENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Tst, 62; 2nd, 64; in Committee, 84,
110 ; 3rd, 113

'elletier, Hon. 3r.
Prince Edward Island Railway, 54
Pacific Railwav Bill, 309

Penny, lon. Mfr.
Indian Act Amendtnent Bill, 632
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien Bill

638

PETROLEUM INSPECTION BILL

1st, 297; 2nd, 397; in Committee,
408, 423; amendments concurred in,
432; 3rd, 440; Commons amend-
ments conçurred in, 644

POSTAL IRREGULARITIES

Inquiry, 404, 481, 482
An Explanation, 503

Power, lHon. fr.
The Address, 14
The Senate Debates, 49
Prize Fighting Bill, 53
Halifax Fisheries Commission, 68, 83,

84
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Patent Law Amendment Bill, 90

PRESCOTT POST OFFICE.

Motion-Dr. Brouse-64

PREVENTION OF CRIME ACT

BILL

lst, 51; 2nd and 3rd, 54

EXTENSION

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND JUDGES

Inquiry, 43

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND RAILWAY

Motion, 54

PRINCE EDWARD ISLA!ND SUPIREME COURT
JUDGES BILL

lst, 662; 2nd, 689; 3rd, 695

QUESTIONS OF PRIVILEGE

Dr. Almon, 389
Mr. Bull, 591

PAILwAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL

1st, 405; 2nd, 444; in Committee,
462 ; amendments concnrred in,
485; 3rd, 503

1{AILWAY BILL

lst, 2

RAILWAYS, TELEGRAPHS AND HARBORS

Committee appointed, 44

Read, Hon. 31r.
St. Peter's Canal Contract, 160
Pacific Railway Bill, 386
Insolvent Act Amendment Bill, 394
European, American and Canadian

Cable Company's Bill, 403
Bay of Quinté Railway and Naviga-

tion Company's Bill, 420, 462
The Beveridge and Tibbits' Claim, 429,

688
Consolidated Railway Act Amendment
- Bill, 44$, 475, 476
Cattle Export Ticade, 500, 605
Naturalization and Aliens Bill, 513
Excise Duties on Malt, 592
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien Bille

665, 685

Reesor, Hon. fr.
Prize Fighting Bill, 57, 59
Pacific Railway Bill, 207, 216, 288,

372, 388
Petroleum Inspection Eill, 398
European, American and Canadian

Cable Company's Bill, 402
Inspection Law Amendnient Bill, 408,

440
Petroleum Inspection Bill, 410
Pacific Railway Oontract, 453
Temperance Acts Aniendment Bill,

457, 544, 584
Consolidated iRailw::.y Act Amendment

Bill, 493, 510
J. Winslow Jones Association Bill,

498, 526, 597
Naturalization :nd Aliens Bill, 513
Dcn River Improvement Company's

Bill, 526
Excise Duties on Malt, 594
Cattle Export Trade, 606
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien, 639
Indian Laws Amendment Bill, 640,

642

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, WINTER
MUNICATION WITH

Inquiry, 256

PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT, THE

COM-

Committee appointed, 43
Reports, 54, 396, 591, 610, 696

PRIVATE BILLS
Tine for receiving petitions extended,

50, 112

PRIVILEGE, QUESTIONS OF

Dr. Almon, 389
Mr. Bull, 591

PRIZE FIoHING BILL

Tst, 42;2nd, 51; in Conmittee, 52, 54;
3rd, 56

PROROGATION, THE, 697, 708

PUBLIC LOANS BILL

1st, 2nd and 3rd, 697

PUBLIC SERVICE OF CANADA

Motion, 528

QUALIFICATION OF SENATORS, 56, 62

QUEBEC, ADDITIONAL JUDGES IN, BILL
1st, 523; 2nd, 591; 3rd, 597

QUEBEC MILITARY ASYLUX BILL

1st, 591; 2nd, 604; 3rd, 636
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Ventilation of the Parliament Build-
ings. 644, 697 -

Dominion Lands Act Amendment Bill,
692

Manitoba Boundaries Bill, 617

EEPORTING DEBATES

Delay in Publication, 42
Appointment of Committee

poned, 44
Committee appointed, 45

post-

RICHELIEU RIVER EEL FIsHEnY

Motion, 695

ROYAL ASSENT, THE, 389, 706

Ryan, lon. Mr.
Prize Fighting Bill, 52, 59
Montreal Board of Trade and Ex-

change Bill, 113, 197, 397
Exchange Bank of Canada Bill, 405,

424, 481
The Geological Museum, 414, 417,

419
Dominion Salvage and Wrecking Com-

pany, 520
Wrecking and Salvage Company of

C:nada, 520, 528
Accident Insurance Company's Bill,

522
Savings Banks Act Anendment Bill,

646
Dominion Lands Act A mendment Bill,

694
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Bill,

695
European, American and Canadian

Cable Company's Bill, 703

RYLAND CASE, THE

Claim of, 106
Supplementary Return, 518

SAVINGS BANKS Act CONTINUATION BILL

1st, 623; 2nd, 636; In Committee,
646 ; 3rd, 646

Scott, lHon. fr.
The Address, 10, 11
The Pacific Railway Contract, 42,

256, 451
The Senate Debates, 43, 676
Death of Senator Christie, 44
Prize Fighting Bill, 55, 58, 61
Patent Law Amendment Bill, 64,

67, 87

European, American and Canadian
Cable Company, 84, 108, 402, 405,
420, 422, 6'9, 699, 702 •

Pacific Railway Bill, 127, 137, 161,
178, 260, 278, 361, 369, 377, 381,
382, 385, 386

St. Peter's Canal Contiact, 156, 160
Beveridge an.i Tibbits' Claim, 353
Inspection Law Amendament Bill, 441
Consolidated Railway Act Amendment

Bill, 447, 448, 419, 462, 46.4, 485,
490, 492, 497, 503, 509

Government Railway Laws Consolida-
tion Bill, 454

Naturalization and Aliens Bill, 511,
512

Temperance Act A mend ment Bill, 514,
b55, 568, h78, 587, ù88, 590

Don 11iver Improvement Com-
pany's Bill, 525, 624

Manitoba Boundaries Bill, 609, 613,
619

Customs Lavs Amendmrent Bill, 636
Savings Banks Act Continuation Bill,

637,648, 651
Credit Foncier Franco-Car adien Bill,

667, 686

SENATE DEBAT1ES, Ti
Delay in publication, 42
Appointment of Coinnittee

poned, 46
Committee appointed, 45
First Report adopted, 673

post-

SENATOR FABRE'S MISsION
Inquiry-Mr. Trudel-522, 194

SILVER PLUME MINING COMPANY'S BILI
1st, 498; 2nd, 522 ; defeated, 619

Simnpson, Ton. fr.
Printing of Parliaruaet, 54, 396, 591,

696
Unifori Currency Bill, 528

SIXTY-FiRST RULE SUSPENDED

Motion, 662

SmIith, Hon. Mr.
Pacific Railway Btil, 214, 385

SOURIS AND ROCKY MOUNTAINS
WAY COMPANY'S BILL

Tst, 2nd and 3rd, 624

RAIL-
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Speaker, flIte (Mr. klacplierson)
Report of the Librarian, 3
Death of Senator Christie, 44, 45
Pacific Railway Bill, 356, 389
Question of Privilege, 389
Insolvent Law Amendmient Bill, 401
Assiniboine Bridge Compan3 's Bill, 401
Temperance Act Amendment Bill,

568, 584
Baptisms, Marriages•and Butrials, 690
The Prorogation, 697

SPEECH FROM THE THRONE, THE, 1, 708

STANDING COMMITTEES, THE

Appointed, 43, 44

STANDING ORDERS AND PRIVATE BILLS
Committee appointed, 44
Seventh Report, 411

STEAMBoAT ACTS AMENDMENT BILL
1st, 662; 2nd and 3rd, 694

STEAMERS "OTTAWA " AND "i BOYNF"
WRECK OF

Inquiry-Mr. Trudel-50

ST. JOHN RiVER IiAILWAVY BRIDGE

Motion, 624

ST. LAWRENCE CANALs, THE
Inquiries-Mr. lope-411

ST. PETER'S CANAL CONTRACT

Motion, 153

ST. VINCENT DE Paul PENITENTIARY

Motion, 433

SUPPLY BILL THE

1st, 703; 2nd and 3'rd, 706

Rutherland, Hon. Mr.
Pacifie Railway,?288
Manitoba Boundaries Bill, 616

SYNDICATE, THE

Message from His Excellency, 42

TARIFF AMENDMENT BILL

lst, 694; 2nd and 3rd, 696

TELEGRAPH EMPLOYÉS BILL

1st, 694; 2nd and 3rd, 695

TEMPERANCE ACTS AMENDMENT BILL

Tst, 405; 2nd, 442; in Committee,
456,·513 ; 3rd, 536, 549

TEMPERANCE LEGISLATION

Inquiry, Mr. Bellerose, 45

TRADE RELATIONS WITH FRANCE

. Motion, 103

Trudel, Hon. Mr.
Wreck of the Ottawa and Boyne, 50
Bank Ville Marie Bill, 112, 198, 200,

405
Pacific Railway Bill, 272
Insolvent Act Amendment Bill, 394
Senator Fabre's Mission to France,

522, 594
Public Service of Canada, 528, 531
Temperance Acta Amendment Bill, 559
Additional Judges in Quebec Bill, 599
The Judiciary, 606
Manitoba Boundaries Bill, 614
Silver Plume Mining Company's Bill,

622
Indian Act Amendment Bill, 632
Savings Banks Act Continuation Bill,

648
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien, 659,

672
Beveridge and Tibbita' Claim, 688
Richelieu Eel Fishery, 695

UNIFORM CURRENCY BILL

1st, 498; 2nd, 521 ; 3rd, 526

VAGRANT ACTS AMENDMENT BILL

1st, 662; 2nd, 689; 3rd. 695

VENTILATION OF THE PARLIAMENT BUILD-
INGS

Motion, 644, 661
Report of Committee adopted, 697

Vidal, Hon. Mr.
Petitions for Private Bills, 50, 112
Patent.Law Amendment Bill, 89, 111
Private Bills, 112, 411
Canadian Pacifie Railway Bill, 377
Temperance Acte Amendment Bill,

405, 442, 443, 456, 457, 458, 459,
513, 515, 519, 536, 553, 567, 578,
579, 582

Assiniboine Bridge Company's Bill,
419

Petroleum Inspection Bill, 424

46
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Canada Guarantee Company's Bill, l
433

Metropolitan Fipe. Iusurance Com-
pany's Bill, 498, 5.6, 624

Naturalization and Alien ill, 512
J. Winslow Jones Association Bill, 526
Silver Plume Mining Company's Bill,

619, 620
Credit Fouicier of Canada Bill, 623,

C39, 673, 688
Souris and Rocky Mountains ]iailway

Company's Bill, 624
Northern Railway Company's Bill,

631, 640, 662
Indian Act Anendment Bill, 634,

642
Customs Laws Consolidation Bill, 643
Northern Railway Act Construction

Bill, 646

VILLE MARIE BANK BILL

lst, 112; 2nd 198 ; 3rd, 405

VISIT OF MINISTERS To ENGLAND

Motion, 51

VITAL STATISTICS, 690

WALKER HEIRS CLAIM, T:in

Motion, 522
Report of Committee aidopted, 631

Wark, tron. Mr.

Docunientary Evidence Bill, 64
Patent Law Amendment Bill, l -
Canadian Pacifie Railway Bill, 386
Mails in New Brunswick, 404
Eurôp'eaiu, North A merican and Cai:-

dian Cable Company's Bill, 421
Temperance Act Amendmient Bill, 517
Uniform Currency Bill, 527
Manitoba Bonnaaries Bill, 617
Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien, 671

WILLIAMSBURG AND GALOPS CANALS

Inquiry - Dr. Bronse - 62

WINTER COMMUNICATION WITI[
EDwARD ISLAND

Inquiry, 256

WRECKING AND SALVAas
OF CANADA BILL

PRINCE

COuPANY

1st, 481 ; 2nd, 520 ; 3rd, 528

WRECK OF STEAMERS "OTT.&WA ' AND
" BOYNxE."

Inquiry - [r. Trudel - 50
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